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PREFACE

This is the twenty fourth volume of issuances (1 - 930) of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and its Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, and Administrative Law
Judge, it covers the period from July 1,1986 to December 31, 1986.

Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards are authorized by Section 191 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. These Boards, comprised of three members
conduct adjudicatory hearings on applications to construct and operate
nuclear power plants and related facilities and issue initial decisions wMch,
subject to internal review and appellate procedures, become the final
Commission action with respect to those applications. Boards are drawn
from the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, comprised oflawyers,
nuclear physicists and engineers, environmentalists, chemists, and
economists. The Atomic Energy Commission first established Licensing
Boards in 1962 and the Panel in 1%7.

Beginning in 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission authorized Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards to exercise the authority and perform
the review functions which would otherwise have been exercised and
performed by the Commission in facility licensing proceedings. In 1972, that
Commission created an Appeal Panel, from which are drawn the Appeal
Boards assigned to each licensing proceeding. The functions performed by
both Appeal Boards and Licensing Boards were transferred to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. Appeal
Boards represent the finallevel in the administrative adjudicatory process to
which parties may appeal. Parties, however, are permitted to seek discre-
tionary Commission review of certain board rulings. The Commission also
may decide to review, on its own motion, various decisions or actions of
Appeal Boards.

The Commission also has an Administrative Law Judge appointed pur-
suant to the Administrative Procedure Act, who presides over proceedings
as directed by the Commission.

The hardbound edition of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances
is a final compilation of the monthly issuances. It includes all of the legal
precedents for the agency within a six. month period. Any opinions, deci.
sions, denials, memoranda and orders of the Commission inadvertently
omhd from the aonthly softbounds and any corrections submitted by the
NRC legal staff o the printed softbound issuances are contained in the
hardbound editioa. Cross references in the text and indexes are to the NRCI
page numbers which are the same as the page numbers in this publication.

Issuances are referred to as follows: Commission-CLI, Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Boards-ALAB, Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards-LBP, Administrative Law Judge-ALJ, Directors' Decisions-DD,
and Denial of Petitions for Rulemaking-DPRM.

The summaries and headnotes preceding the opinions reported herein are
not to be deemed a part of those opinions or to have any independent legal
significance,

v
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Cite as 24 NRC 1 (1986) CLl 46-12

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Fredericit M. Bernthal

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 275-OLA
50 323-OLA

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2) July 22,1966

The Commission stays, pending completion of the ongoing license
amendment hearings and initial Licensing Board decision, that portion of
the amendment which authorizes, on an immediately effective basis, Ap.
plicant to store in excess of the originally authorized 270 spent fuel as-
semblies in either of the two pools at Diablo Canyon. The Commission
confirms Staffs finding of a "no significant hazards consideration" with
respect to replacement of the existing bolted storage racks with high-
density, freestanding storage racks, and therefore denies petitioners * re-
quest to stay that portion of the license amendment.

NRC: SUPERVISORY AtJTilORITY

The absence of any right to directly appeal to the Commission does
c.at divest the Commission of its inherent authority to exercise its discre-
tionary supervisory authority to stay Staffs actions. This is true even
when the stay request involves a Staff "no significant hazards consider-
ation" finding.

I



,

AEA: LICENSING DECISION ("NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATION")

What may appear to raise a significant hazards consideration at one
time may, at some subsequent time and in light of technological advances
and further study, be determined to present no significant hazards con-
sideration. In recognition of this, Congress chose not to specify in the
Sholly amendments to i189a of the AEA the specific amendments that
would, or would not, always present significant hazards considerations.
Rather, Congress assigned to the Commission, the expert agency charged
to regulate, license, and monitor commercial nuclear energy, the respon-
sibility and authority to make the technical judgments underlying a "no
significant hazards considers. tion" finding.

NWPA: LICENSING DECISIONS

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not provide local populations a
veto power over NRC licensing decisions. Such a reading of the NWPA
would conflict directly with the Commiesion's statutory role as the na.
tional regulator of nuclert energy and render nugatory the principal di-
rective in f 132 of the NWPA to "encourage and expedite the effective
use of . . . necessary additional (spent fuel] storage."

NWPA: LICENSING DECISIONS ("NO SIGNIFICANT liAZARDS
CONSIDERATION")

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not require the Commission to
grant intervenors a pre-amendment hearing. Nothing in i134 of the
NWPA amends the Sholly amendments to i189a of the Atomic Energy

: Act which allow the Staff to issue an immediately effective license'

amendment following a "no significant hazards consideration" finding.
See 50 Fed. Reg. 41,662, 41,667 (Oct.15,1985).

NEPA: ENVIROS31ESTAL EVALUATION (NATURE OF
CHALLENGE)

In order to challenge StafTs environmental evaluation, required by the.

National Environmental Policy Act, intervenors must allege some spe-
cific deficiency in the evaluation itself, not just a generalized failure to
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement or a generalized disagree-
ment with the StafPs conclusion that teracking does not pose a "signifi- <

cant impact" to the environment Township cf Lower Allowys Creek v.
Public Service Electric and Gas Ca, 667 F.2d 732,746-48 (3d Cir.1982).

2
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
f

This matter is before the Commission on a request for a stay of the
immediate effectiveness of two license amendments issued by the NRC
Staff ("Staft") on May 30, 1986, pursuant to i 189a(2)(A) of the Atomic !

Energy Act as amended,42 U.S.C. (2239(aX2XA). De petitioners are
the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace ("SLOMP") and the Sierra Club,
Santa Lucia Chapter ("Sierra Club"). The amendments authorize the Pa-
cific Gas and Electric Company ("PO&E") to rerack the spent fuel
pools at both units of its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant ("Diablo
Canyon"). This reracking will replace the existing bolted storage racks
with high-density, freestanding storage rackr, and increase the storage ca-
pacity of each pool from 270 to 1324 spent fuel assemblies. For the tea-
aons set out below in this special case, the Commission stays, pending
completion of the ongoing license amendment hearing and initial deci-
sion, that portion of the amendments which authorizes PO&E to store in
excess of 270 fuel assemblies in either of the two pools at Diablo
Canyon. In all other respects, petitioners' request for a stay is denied.

|

L FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

PO&E filed an application for license ame.sdments with tt e NRC Staff
'

seeking authority to terack both spent fuel pools at Diablo Canyon on
October 30, 1985. The proposed reracking would increase thi capacity
of each spent fuel pool to hold up to 25 years' worth of spent ' bel (1324
assemblies) as opposed to the original licensed capacity of 5 years (270
assemblies). De Staff published notices of the requested amendments and i

of a proposed Anding of "no significant hazards consideration" regarding
the amendments in the Federal Regnter on two separate occasions. See $1 i

Fed. Reg.1451 (Jan.13,1986); $1 Fed. Reg.18,676 (May 21.1986).
De petitioners (among othen) submitted comments on the proposed

amendments and requested a hearing pursuant to )189a of the Atomic
Energy A.t ("AEA"), 42 U.S.C I 2239(a). A three-member Licensing
Board was established ti hold the requested hearing. That Licensing
Board has held a preheanng conference and has issued an order admit-.

ting three groups (including SLOMP and the Sierra Club) with at least ;

one contention each as parties to the proceeding. See LBP 86-21, 23
'

'

NRC 849 (1986).
The StafY published a notice of "Environmental Assessment and Find-

ing of No Signincant Impact" required by the National Environmental
Policy Act ("NEPA"). 51 Fed. Reg.19,430 (May 29,1986). Ren, on

3
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May 30,1986, the Staff issued a final finding of "no significant hazards
consideration" and the requested amendments which were made immedi-
ately effective, i.e., allowing PO&E to begin the teracking process with.
out awaiting the result of the he:, ring process. 51 Fed. Reg. 20,725 (June
6,1985). See i 189a(2XA) of the AEA,42 U.S.C. I 2239(aX2XA).

On June 17, some 18 days later, the Commission received the petition-
ers' request to stay the immediate eft-ctiveness of the license amend-
ments. The petitioners also directed their stay request to the Licensing
Board and the Atomic Safety and Licensieg Appeal Board ("Appeal
Board"). On June 18 both the Licensing Board and the Appeal Board
dismissed the requests which had been filed with them. Because the peti-
tioners did not challenge any Licensing Board or Appeal Board decision
neither Board had jurisdiction to hear the stay request. See 10 C.F.R.
I 2.788 (1986). We issued an order on June 19 expediting our consider-
ation of the stay request which had been filed with us and directing the
parties to the license amendment proceeding to respond to that request.
The parties have submitted their responses and the issue is now before
this body.8

!!. STANDARD AND SCOPE OF REVIEW

In this matter, the petitioners challenge, among other things, the merits
of the Staffs "no significant hazards consideration" finding. Yet, our res-
ulations provide that "[n}o petition or other request for review of or
hearing on the staffs significant hazards consideration determination will
be entertained by the Commission. The staffs determination is final, sub-
ject only to the Commission's discretion, on its own initiative, to review
the determination." 10 C.F.R. I 50.58(bX6) (1986), as ameAded in 51 Fed.
Reg. 7744, 7765 (Mar. 6,1986). Thus, at least to the extent petitioners *
request invites us to look into the merits of the Staffs "no significant
hazards consideration" finding, we must initially consider the threshold
question of Commhsion reviewability.

As the regulations make clear, there is no right of direct appeal to the
Commission regarding the merits of the Staffs "no significant hazards
consideration" finding. Similarly, petitioners here cannot automatically
obtain indirect review through the guise of an application for a stay of'

the Staffs finding. Ilowever, the absence of any right to appeal to the

' The petitmanern alia a:=shi a fudmal stay in the ma ter see see Las okape We:Anas)be roere a NAC
No s4.7tt? (9th car fLled Jane it.1964k The Court there bas entered a partal stay (prohAstag the
$m of any spent fuel nato the pools for Ua,e I and probatutag further rtraslung on 'Jast 3) of the
stafra May 30 Order, and has ordered an empd,ted teiefkas and argument schedule. See UnpuNahed
Order of July 3,1986 (Order despag as part and gramtra na part anotice for stay pending emen)

4
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Co==61aa does not divest the Co==6 ion of its inherent authority to
esercise its discretionary supervisory authority to stay Stafra actions.,

This is true evee when the stay request involves a StaN "no signiAcant -
hazards consideration" Anding.

The Ca="-i-ian has decided, due to the special circumstances of this
case,8 to exercise, on its own initiative, its supersisory authority to
review the Staffs finding. In conducting this review, we have noted peti.
tioners' objections to the Staffs Anding. The Commission will review the;

Staffs finding to determine whether it is consistent with all applicable
statutory and regulatory requirements and is technically reasonable.

*

The request before us involves other considerations beyond the merits
of the Staffs no significant hasards consideration finding. Among other
things, petitioners' request also rests on allegations of violations of the
Nuclear Weste Policy Act and the National Environmental Policy Act.
As to these other claims, which are subject to review in a hearms before
a licensing board, we will apply the traditional factors set out in 10

>

C.F.R. I 2.788 which bear on the issuance of a stay pending further
i - administrative review. In evaluating requests for stays, the Cc- '%
'

considers the four traditional factors applicable to the grant of a stay:
whether the petitioners have made a strong showing that they are likely

i to prevail on the merits; whether there will be irreparable harm to the
petitioners if no stay is granted; whether any other party will be harmed
by a stay; and where the public interest lies. Long bland Lighting Ca,

"

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI.84 21, 20 NRC 1437,
1440 (1984). See 10 C.F,R. I 2.788. Despite our determination to apply
the traditional stay criteria in this review and to address the petitioners'

'

objections, we emphasize again that this review is undertaken pursuant toa

'. our inherent authority to exercise discretionary supervisory stays of Staff
actions. In normal circumstances we will neither invite nor entertain pe-
titions for review of the Staffs no significant haza'rds findings.

1

j III. THE STAY REQUEST

In seeking a stay, petitioners allege three statutory violations which
j have caused, and continue to cause, them irreparable injury. In petition.

'

ers' view, the Staffs May 30 "no significant hazards consideration" And.d

ing violates iII9s(2XA) of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, 42
U.S.C. I 2239(sX2XA), il 132 and 134 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

I * ne p.cw enc-. .r. co r c .,eew cacer .n i twai heure eene.smi tar
| . pent fuel pool lisease et es.eswans and the Court cc Appsels' quesaaonang of the stafre no e ga.fkaat

basarde connaserstaos nading se the speeds c.aae 5se nose 4. se

l

i
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of 1982, 42 U.S.C. {{ 10,152,10,154, and the National Environmental
Policy Act,42 U.S.C. I4332. Moreover, petitioners assert that abeent a
stay, they will be irreparably injured. They claim the Staffs order will
permit the spent fuel storage pools at Diablo Canyon to be irreversibly
modified, and will subject t!.e public to additional risks in derogation of
petitioners' right to a hearing before the amendments become effective.:

In ruling on petitioners' request for a stay, we first consider their legal
claims. Secondly, we turn to the competing harms and equities present in
this matter.

A. Prcitioners' legal Claims

1. Prtitioners' AEA C! alms

The petitioners argue that they have been denied their right to a prior
hearing under i 189a of the Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C. I 2239(a) be-
cause the Staffs May 30 "no significant hazards consideration" finding
was improper as a matter oflaw and a matter of fact.

In arguing that the Staffs May 30 finding was improper as a matter of
law, petitioners point to portions of the legislative history behind the
Sholly amendments to f 189a of the Atomic Energy A:t which, petition.
ers allege, evidence a congressional intent to preclude a "no significant
hazards consideration" finding with respect to license amendments of the
type here at issue. The Commission addressed that legislative history and
the basis for its prior practice with respect to reracking in the adoption
of both the interim final rules and the final rules implementing the Sholly
amendments and that discussion will not be repeated in the same detail
here. See 48 Fed. Reg. 14,864,14,869 (Apr. 6,1983); 51 Fed. Reg. 7744,
7749 50,7753 55 (Mar. 6,1986). We believe it suffrient to observe that
what may appear to raise a significant hazards consideration at one time
may, at some subsequent time and in light of technological advances and
further study, be determined to present no significant hazards consider.
ation. In recognition of this, Congress did not choose to specify in the
statute specific amendments that would, or would not, always present
significant hazards considerations. Rather, Congress assigned to the
Commission, the expert agency charged to regulate, license, and monitor
commercial nuclear energy, the responsibility and authority to make the-

technical judgments underlying a "no significant hazards consideration"
finding.

* s nce a "no agaskaat hazards comanderanos" nading a e peccedural dewe to detersume when, sun
whet >er, petstanmers' right to a heartag under the Atomus Emergy Act mia accur, the swr'tB er the Orgal
and techascal challenges ramed by the psitsomers' with resgust to the amendiments thesmehts are mod
before the Ca==== Thcme shatters are currently before the Lacenetag Iksrd
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The Commission must have the ability to make policy and procedural i

decisions based upon subsequent technological advances and study The '

Commission has performed that function here by promulgating regula-
tions implementing i 189a(2)(A) in a manner that is consistent with the
Sholly amendments.10 C.F.R. ! $0.92(c). These regulations do not iden- t

tify all spent fuel pool rerackings as amendments likely to raise a "signifi-
cant huard consideration." As explained in detail by the Commission in
issuing its final procedures and standards in this area, of the three types |
of reracking approaches (closer spacing, double tiering, and rod conso'.i-

,

dation), terackings by closer spacing (the type here at issue) coufd qual- !

ify for a "no significant haurds consideration" finding.* 51 Fed. Reg, at
,

7753 55. See "Review and Evaluation of Spent Fuel Pool Expansion Po- '

tential Haurds Considerations," sal 84221 WA Rev, I (July 29, 1983),
in particular, the Commission pointed in the rulemaking to the Staffs

caperience in reviewing and evaluating ninety six prior amendments in.
volving spent fuel pool storage espansion. That esperience led the Staff
to conclude that a teracking of spent fuel storage pools by replacing ex-
isting racks with a design albwing a closer spacing between stored as- ;

semblies would not likely involve significant haurds considerations if the
~

,
multiplication factor, K efTective ("Ken"), of the pogl is maintained less

'
than or equal to 0.95 and if no new technology or unproven technology
is utilized in the construction process or in the analytical techniques nec.
essary to justify the expansion. 51 Fed. Reg. at 7754. Petitioners' have
failed to show that this is not the case here. It appears that the Staff has
correctly refused to automatically treat spent fuel pool reracking as in-
volving a significant haurds consideration and has rendered a decision

,

consistent with the Commission's "no significant haurds consideration"
regulation. See 10 C.F.R. I $0.92. We turn now'to that decision.

In support of their argument that the Staffs May 30 Order was im.
' proper as a matter of fact, petitioners assert that the increase in the ca-

* The Commmuon names. na any case, that the spras fuel pool terschers which had been or mere being
conducted at the tane of the congrees.caal comanderstaans of the 54et/p asundewats generaDy favolved
hcomme amendments that would increase the amommt of sacred agent fuel menancastly beyond that het
been prenously oatherued. In new of the Cou- 's actates as the order, the amendowns to the

i Dmbio Canyon incense mill not to used as a beans for sacreemag the asemant of trens fuel storage beyond i
uhat the anamended Diablo Canyos c5erstes license ongmally anomed The Comuniasson behaves that
such e amused anwedment a doerent a had from the rerackras amendments ce which the atteeuon of
ecow awabers of Congrees a es focused danag comederation of the 34att, nrgalaten There a no romaan
to conclude that the legaistors stealung of *rereckm6" *ere scocerned 3%h swrely changmg rack de.
sgas as duum:t from a.:tusDy pusnas more stems fuel into the pools than the ongmaJ bcease had sothoe,
tsaL

Accordm6 y. the P-- -- - --- belaews that whateter meight can be placed ce the enclated remarks sa1

the 36elly legulatrve heaary ce perschsag amendmetta. thane remarks need mee and should act to takes
as sada: stas a congressaceal new that sa amendmena such as thm, which as awW by the Order r

merely autwateien a doerent had of rocksag withous mervamag the sutth:ewed annount of opent feet,
would savohe a againcaat hasards conna$eration

'
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pacity of the pools through the use of high density, fc ^=*- rocks in r

light of the seisak conditions around Diablo Canyon, presents a signin. |4

cent increase in the probability or consequences of an accident, creates i

the possibility of a new or different kind of accident, and involves a sig- |
nincant reduction in the margin of safety.10 C.F.R. I50.92(c). Upon :

iclose manlysis of the technical claims at issue, we do not And that the
Stafra Anding was technically unreasonable. *

In pertment part, the technical specincations of the original Diablo .

Canyon spent fuel pools specify storage racks that maintain "a nominal !

21 inch center.to center dictance" between no more than 270 spent fuel .!
2 assemblies. Technical Specifications H 5.6.1.1 b and 5.6.3. The amend- ;

ments in question change these specifications to "a nominal 10.93 inch i
center.tocenter distance" between no more than 1324 spent fuel assem- !:

blies. Amendments No. 8 and 6 to Technical Specifications at 5-6, !i

H 5.6.1.1 b and 5.6.3. Thus, the shaats allow incrumd density and i
j capacity in Diablo Canyon's spent fuel storage. Neither of these two ,

! changes justifies a total stay of the ongoing reracking program. ,

"

Petitioners apparently do not challenge the Staffs May 30 Order on |
the basis that a significant hasards consideration exists solely as a result ;

of closer spacing between spent fuel assemblies.: Rather, it appears that ;.

i petitioners' technical argument is that the closer specius between the (
rocks and the pool wall, when coupled with the use of nonbolted, free. '

standmg racks of signif'.cantly greater weight, could result in earthquake- i
! induced forces against the racks in excess of their design capabilities. If !

this occurs, they hypothesire, the consequences of the accident will be f

greater because the amount of fuel potentially in the pool will be greater |,

| and the separation between assemblies will be smaller. Application at 5 6. ;
In response to petitioners' intuitive argument that should an accident -

occur, the presence of up to five times more spent fuel must mean that .
;

' the consequences of the accident would be significantly greater, the Staff !
I argues that the fivefold increased storage capacity presents no significant
1 i

i Ij e Even bad p=*== art theBonged the essendmones' ensembly spacing espects, et would sad no bees to
great e sesy. such a challenge weeld ignore the face that the poemble danger of a cruscatwy == dams f'

; from the sacreased denemy allowed by those annendesnes a simply not e signancent hasard esemdorseson ;

j na verw of the regered DoreAsa asuston ahearter that eerrounda each pasanaad feel oss a Regnea ! !
res&a. the regiated barasp of the fuel ta Regma Il rache, and the baroced content er the weser sorroemd- }$
eng au the spent fuel rods. safeny Evoluenom by de OWlce of Nuclear Reactce Regannema Reisang toj
the Rarachmen of the spent Fuel Pools et the Debio Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Vasen I and 2 ee

.

"

Reisted to Amendoient Ne 8 to Une i Faahey operenas I == a Na DPR e0 and Amendment Na 6 [

,

]
to Und 3 Fosday opereams Lisease Na DPR 42. PesaAc Gee and Electric Co Das6et 84ea Stie i

and 2323 rsER*) et 14 Amendments Na 4 and a to Technocal specinceucas i 1/4 914 and 1611
3, As with the orignal nachascal spesenseteoes K.sencave rK e") remeses no greener than 0 91 Compose

essended Techneset spesinseticos $ 3/4 914 e,44 Feel safmy AmeJyus Repon rFsAR") for Unna I j
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hazard consideration largely because the spent fuel loses 99% of its ra.
dioactivity within a year of storage and, therefore, the retention of older
fuel permitted by this amendment will not add significantly to the inven-
tory of radioactivity in the pool. SER at 17,22. It is simply not neces-
sary to resolve this issue in this stay request. As caplained below, pend-
ing completion of the license amendment hearing, we stay the license
amendments to the catent they authorize the storage of more than the
originally authorized 270 spent fuel assemblies for each pool.' Therefore,
whatever the increase in radioactive fission products that may ultimately
result from these amendments, that increase will not occur until long

'

after the ongoing hearings in this matter are terminated.
Finally, petitioners argue that the change from bolted to freestanding

racks is an amendment that presents a significant hazards consideration.
Neither the license, the technical specifications, nor the amendments
specify whether the racks must be bolted or freestanding. The original
Final Safety Analysis Report ("FSAR") prepared in conjunction with
the original operating license did specifically describe racks that v ere an-
chored to the floor and able to withstand postulated seismic ev nts for
Diablo Canyon (FSAR 6 9.1.2.2), and we assume solely for purposes of
discussion that a change from this design entails a license amendment.
While not bolted, the new racks selected by PG&E to ituplement the re-
racking program must meet and have been designed to meet the seismic
force requirements previously applied to the originally intended bolted
racks. Moreover, as caplained in unrebutted detail in the Staffs technical
response to petitioners * affiant, Dr. Ferguson, "free standing spent fuel
rack modules are not new to the suelear power industry and continue to
replace anchored fuel racks on an increased frequency concurrent with
the industry's need to provide additional storage capacity for spent fuel
at the plants." lierrick Affidavit at 7. Indeed, the NRC Staff has identi-
fled at least twelve power plant units which have been approved for re-
racking with high4ensity freestanding fuel rack modules. Id.

Much of petitionern' concerns about freestanding racks stems from
fears that, in the event of a significant earthquake, these racks will be
severely damaged by sliding into each other and the walls of the pools.
Petitioners * Motion at 5-6. These concerns are, in turn, based on an am-
davit that calculates the force of a number of theoretical collisions based
on fully loaded racks weighing 200,000 pounds. Ferguson Affidavit, t 14.
The Stafi has concluded that petitioners' calculations ne faulty or un-
warranted for a number of reasons. IIerrick Affidavit, it 4 8. We agree.

' we ao = ==w re= has or eas the ==esta= or = hethee th ae ==d=== ** n=faads
inneane the consequences of acendesta Our actums in this regard may not be des as innmaumg a new
on that qwestaw one o ey or the ,aber
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For example, petitioners contend that the NRC has failed to assess the
potential for collision of the racks with the walls of the storage pool.
Ferguson Amdavit at 5. The Staff assessed this issue and addressed it in
several places. Impact springs that simulate impact with adjacent rack
modules and/or the pool walls and the fuel assembly in a rack storage
cell were used in the modelling of the racks. SER at 11 and Appendia A.
TER by Franklin Research Center at 43. Petitioners contend that the
NRC has overemphasized the cushioning effect of water in collisions in-
volving fuel racks. Ferguson Amdavit at 6. In fact, the method used to
analyre hydrodynamic coupling between water and racks underestimates
the coupling forces to yield higher impact forces with adjacent struc-
tures. In addition, fluid damping is conservatively neglected. Appendix A
to SER at 24 and 25, respectively. In addition. Figures I and 2 of the
Ferguson At11 davit appear to have been incorrectly derived. De major
errors appear to have resulted from double integration of acceleration
time history data without applying a baseline correction lierrick Amda-
vit at 6. The petitioners also oversimplify the forcing functions in their
calculations by assuming a constant forcing function applied suddenly,
and then sustained, on a single. mass, clastic system. Ferguson Afndasit.
Appendix A. This oversimplified approach cannot adequately describe
the dynamic response of a rack module bearing against a pool wall that'

is accelerating accordin8 to the acceleration time histories developed for
the analysis. IIerrick Amdavit at 2. In their analysis, petitioners also to-
tally ignore the damping and friction that might exist in the racks.

Thus, petitioners' calculations upon which their concerns of damage
from colliding racks are based rest on faulty assumptions, errors, and
oversimplifications. All of these mistakes greatly overstate the possible
consequences of an earthquake accident. The Staff has found that the use
of seismically qualified freestanding racks, as opposed to bolted racks,
presents no significant hazards consideration for Diablo Canyon spent
fuel pool reracking. Petitioners have not presented any technical esi-
dence that calls that finding into question.

2. Petitionm'NWP4 Claims

Petitioners allege violations of Il 132 and 134 of the Nuclear Waste i

Policy Act ("NWPA") of 1982, 42 U.S C. || 10,152,10,154. They first
argue that the Staffs actions are inconsistent with the protection of
public health and safety and the environment, i 132(1), 42 U.S.C.
I 10,152(1), and that the Staff did not act in a manner consistent with the
"views of the population surrounding the reactor," | 132(5), 42 U.S.C.
10,152(5). While we do not prejudge the merits of the petitioners' public

10
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|

health and safety claims which are before the Licensing Board as a part
of the technical arguments over the amendments, for purposes of analyz-
ing their stay request we do conclude that it is not likely that petitioners
will prevail on these claims. The petitioners have not presented any '

credible health, safety, or environmental concerns that justify staying the
immediate effectivieness of the reracking amendments. Furthermore,
members of the public have had the opportunity to present their views
on this matter during the notice and comment period following an.
nouncement of the proposed amendment in the Federal Register More-
over, the public hering on the amendment under i189a of the AEA
will allow the public an additional opportunity to present its views on
the propr.med expanded storage. The NWPA does not proside local
populations a veto power over NRC licensing decisions. Such a reading
of the NWPA would conflict directly with the Comminion's statutory
role as the national regulator of nuclear energy and render nugatory the
principal directive in i 132 of the NWPA to "encourage and expedite the

;

effective use of. . necessary additional [ spent fuel] storage." ;

Likewise, the petitioners do not raise valid claims under NWPA i 134.
The NWPA does not require the Comminion to grant the petitioners a
pre amendment hearing. Nothing in i 134 amends the Sholly amendment
to i189a of the Atomic Energy Act which allows the Staff to issue an
immediately effective license amendment following a "no significant har-
ards consideration" finding. See 50 Fed. Reg. 41,M2, 41,M7 (Oct.15,
1985). Therefore, we do not find a significant probability of success on
the merits of the petitioners * NWPA claims.

Furthermore, the petitioners have not demonstrated any irreparable
harm arising from the alleged NWPA violations. The petitioners are cur-
rently taking part in the hearing to which they are entitled by law. Addi-
tionally, as noted above, we have stayed any storage of spent fuel above
the originally authorized spent fuel capacity at the Diablo Canyon pool
pending the hearing which the petitioners requested under | 189a of the {
AEA. Therefore, the views of the surrounding population will be fully
heard before the Commluion actually authorizes the storage of spent fuel
over and above that amount originally authorized by the initial Diablo
Canyon license.

.

.t. hrizioners'NEPA Claims

The petitioners allege that the Staff violated the National Environmen-
tal Policy Act ("NEPA") by performing an Environmental Asseument
("EA") and making a finding of "no significant impact" instead of luu-
ing an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS"). The Comminion is not

11
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automatically obligated to issue an EIS simply because the amendment at
issue involves reracking. See 10 C.F.R. I 51.20 (1986). Instead, the Com-
mission Staff must consider the matter on a case by case basis as required
by NRC regulations implementing NEPA.10 C.F.R. Il $1.25.35 (1986). '

Furthermore, in order to challenge the Staffs decision, the petitioners
'

must allege some specific deficiency in the environmental evaluation
itself, not just a genera 1 Led failure to prepare an EIS or a generalized ,

disagreement with the Staffs conclusion that teracking does not pose a
"significant impact" to the environment. Township of Lowr Allowys

V Creek v. Public Service Electric and Gas Ca 681 F.2d 132,146-48 (3d Cir. ,

1982). In this case, petitioners vaguely allege that the Staff violated
NEPA by relying on the onsite EA in conjunction with a generic EIS !

prepared for expanded onsite spent fuel storage. However, they make no
specific reference to the EA itself or charge any specific errors. There-
fore, the petitioners have not established any substantial probability of
success on the merits of their NEPA claim and again have failed to show ;

any irreparable harm. ;

B, Balancing the Harms nad Egalties

The fact that the Commission is not persuaded that petitioners have !
demonstrated error in the Staffs no significant hazards consideration or '

made a strong showing that they are likely to prevail on the merits oft

|
' their other statutory claims does not necessarily end our inquiry. We will [

still balance the harms that might result to the parties or to the public
should a stay be granted or denied. |

The amendments allow the Licensee (1) to install freestanding spent ;

fuel racks which allow high density reracking, in turn, resulting in (2) |

the increase of the total authorized capacity of each pool from 270 spent |
fuel assemblies to 1324 spent fuel assemblies. The Licensee will have no {

need for this increased authorized capacity for another 5 years,i.e., until [
it is ready to exceed the rods' originally authorized capacity. Thus, the j

grant of a stay of the amendments to the extent they authorize the stor- |
age of more than 270 fuel assemblies in either pool at Diablo Canyon
will result in co harm to PO&E or the public interest. Against this ab-

,

sence of harm, we must balance the asserted harm to petitioners (i e., the !
denial of their right to a prior hearing). Notwithstanding our views on i

petitioners' likelihood of success on the merits, a balancing of these equi- |
ities argues in favor of staying the second portion of the amendment, the

actual fivefold spent fuel storage increase Therefore, we stay, pending
completion of the ongoing liceme amendment hearing and initial deci- t

!

I
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sion, that part of the license amendments which authorizes the storage of
more than 270 spent fuel assemblies in either pool at Diablo Canyon.

A balancing of the harms results in a different result with respect to
the remainder of PO&E's teracking program. The Diablo Canyon spent
fuel pools are presently "dry," or empty, unlike the usual situation which
confronts a utility embarking on a reracking program. Thus, the present
rcracking program at Diablo Canyon, which petitioners seek to stay, is
being conducted with no radiological risk to workers and with much less
expense to the utility and its ratepayers than is normally the case when
reracking a "wet" pool. Obviously, this reracking procedure is preferable
to one which would not only cost more, but would also capose the
workers to more potential radiological harm. If we s'ay the action.
PG&E will be faced with two practical options. A review of those op-
tions inevitably leads to the conclusion that granting petitioners' stay will
not preserve the present teracking environment.

To continue the status quo of a dry, nonradiological reracking, PO&E
could elect to shut down Diablo Canyon from the time of its scheduled
refueling (for Unit 1, September 1986) until the completion of the hear-
ing process which has just begun. Ilowever, PG&E asserts, without con-
tradiction, that this option will cost it, and ultimately its ratepayers, an
enormous sum. Indeed, if the costs are anyw here close to the one million
dollars a day which PO&E asserts, this cost would quickly outweigh the i

economic savings accomplished by dry, nonradiological teracking. <

To avoid or reduce this enormous economic burden PG&E could
elect a second option of reinstalling the old racks which were authorized
prior to the amendments now at issue. Ilowever, this option itself entails
great expense and dictates that PG&E ultimately accomplish any future
reracking in a "wet" pool with the attendant radiological risks to the
workers. Therefore, in our view, the present favorable teracking situs-
tion and the fact that, as a practical matter, this situation would be drasti-
cally altered were petitioners' stay granted, strongly tilts the equities in
favor of denying the stay.

Petitioners have presented nothing which leads us to believe that
Diablo Canyon must forever operate within the confines of its original
spent fuel pool design. hforeover, we do not believe that any technologi-
cal reason exists which precludes Diablo Canyon from ever being,

' reracked and expanded in capacity beyond that originally authorized.
Thus, granting petitioners' stay guarantees that any such future teracking
will be done only at great costs to PG&E, increased radiological risks to
its workers or, more likely, both. On the other hand, while we do not
prejudge the merits of the ongoing license amendment hearings, the
NRC Staff has presented a strong technical case in support of the terack-
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ing which has been proposed and which is under way. If the hearing
process ultimately supports the Staffs position, the Diablo Canyon re-
rocking program will have been accomplished far more safely and far
less empensively than would be the case if we grant a stay now.

We recogniae, s!nce we do not prejudge the underlying merits of the
ongoing hearing, that it is not impossible that the hearing process may
reveal that additional measures are necessary to provide adequate protec-
tion to the public health and safety. If it does, those measures will be
required regardless of the cost to PO&E In such an event, the sasings to
be realized from denying petitioners' requested stay may not be as great
as appear likely at this time. Likewise PO&E accepts the risk that the
Licensing Board may Jeny the requested amendment entirely, resulting
in an order to return the pool to its original status. Nevertheless, avoid-
ing a full stay at this time preserves a significant likelihood of substantial
savings in radiological risk to workers and economic costs to ratepayers
in any future rerecking activity. Therefore, we decline to stay the terack-
ing program to the entent that it permits the storage of up to 270 spent
fuel assemblies in a high density configuration.

Similarly, we will allow PGAE to continue installation of the free-
standing spent fuel racks. As the Staff has noted, these racks are seismi-
cally qualified and represent an established technology. Thus, we see no
need to stay PO&E's selection of freestanding racks as the preferred
method of implementing its authority under the license amendments.
This construction is best done at a time when the spent fuel pool is
empty to avoid needless esposure of the construction workers to radio-
logical hazards associated with reracking of a contaminated spent fuel
pool and the needless additional risks entailed in handling and mosing
already stored fuel. Moreover, construction with an empty pool will
result in a substantial saving of money both to the Licensee and, eventu-
ally, to the ratepayers. A stay of construction at this time would consti-
tute a significant harm to all these parties.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we stay that part of the Staffs May 30 Order which*

allows, on an immediately effective basis, PO&E to store more than 270
spent fuel assemblies in either of the spent fuel pools at Diablo Canyon.
This stay will r.-main in effect until the completion of the amendment
heanags now before the Licensing Board and until that Board's initial
decision. As far as we are concerned, PO&E should be a!! owed to con-
tinue with installation of the frees eding spent fuel racks and should be

14
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permitted to insert spent fuel into thow racks. The Licensee's authority
to do this, however, is presently restrained by the conditions imposed by
the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. See note 1,
supro. Obviously, until that Court lifts or modines its restrictions, PO&E
la ret fm en act in violation of them.

Commtmoi:er Asselstine disapproved this Order; his views are at. *

tached. The additional views of Chairman Zech and Co:nmissioners Rob. .

erts and Bernthal are also attached,
it is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

.

SAMUEL J. CHILK
k:retary of the Commission

i

Dated in Washington, D.C.,
thia 22nd day of July 1986. .

.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSEL5 TINE i

!

I cannot support the Commission's Order. The Commission should :
have issued a complete stay of the license amendment rather than a par. |
tial stay, for two very fundamental reasons. First, the legislative history '

of the Sholly amendment indicates that it was Congress' understanding .

that the Sholly provision would not be uwd to grant, without a prior,

hearing, a license amendment for reracking or other espansion of spent
'

fuel pool storage capacity. Second, the Staffs "no signincant hazards
consideration" determination does not comply with the S4olly amend.
ment.

It is clear to me from the legislative history of i 12 of Pub. L. No. 97 i

415 (the Sholly amendment) that Congress did not intend that the author.
ity granted by i 12 be used to approve irracking amendments prior to i

'

the completion of any requested hearing. The following eschange on the
'

House noor on November 5,1981, illustrates this:
i

Mrs Jeone Would the gentleman satmpate the no sigadkant hasards comm$er. j

attan would not apply to twente amendments regardung the espanace of e awlear ,

'
rewtoe's sMat fuel storage capacey ce the reruktag of spat fut pools'

is
,
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Mr. Ortinger, if the gentlewoman will yield, the expansion of spent fuel pool and ;

the reracking of the spent fuel pools are clearly matkrs which raise sigmficant haz- |
ards considerations, and thus amendments for such purposes could not, under section |
ll(s), be issued prior to the conduct or completion of any requested hearing or with- j

out advance notice.

127 Cong. Rec. 8156 (1981). In the Senate the following language in the
Report of the Committee on Environment and Public Works recom-
mending approval of S.1207 clearly evidences the Committee's under-
standing that reracking would not be the subject of a no significant haz-
ards consideration (NSHC) determination:

De Committee recognizes that reasonable persons may differ on whether a license
amendment involves a significant hazards consideration. Derefore, the Committee
expects the Cornmission to develop and promulgate standards that, to the maximum
extent practicable, draw a clear distinction buween license amendments that involve
a significant hazards consideration and those that involve no significant hazards con-
sideration. De Committee anticipates, for example, that, consistent with prior practice,
the Commisuon's standards would not permit a *no sign (ficant hazards consideration"
determination for license amendments to permit veracking ofspent 'uelpools,

S. Rep. No.113, 97th Cong., 2d Sess,15 (1981). Although not a part of
the published legislative history, there was also the following exchange
between Senator George J. Mitchell and then Majority Counsel James
Asselstine at the Committee's markup of the Senate bill:

|

i Senator Mitchell There is, as you know, an application for a license amendment
| pending on a nuclear facility in Maine which deals with the reracking storage ques-
, tion. And am I correct in my understanding that the NRC has already found that
)

such applications do present significant hazards considerations and therefore that pe-
tition and similar petitions would be unaffected by the proposed amendment?

[
Mr. Asselstine: That is correct, Senator. The Commission has never been able to
categorize the spent fuel storage as a no significant hazards consideration.

| The Conference Report is silent on the matter of spent fuel pool rerack-
ing. Thus, while the legislative history in this particular issue is sparse,

| what does exist clearly reflects an understanding and an intention on the
part of both the House and the Senate that reracking of spent fuel pools

- would not be the subject of a no significant hazards consideration deter-
mination.

Moreover, I believe that the use of the Sholly amendment authority to
approve teracking amendraents before the completion of any required
hearing goes far beyond the justification offered by the Commission
when it requested the Sholly amendment. In requesting the enactment of
the Sholly amendment, the Commission described in some detail the situ-
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ations in which it foresaw a need for this authority. The Commission em-
phasized the need for a large number of unforeseen and unanticipated
changes to the detailed technical specifications in the operating licenses
for nuclear power plants that arise each year through such activities as
refueling of the plant. The Commission argued that the need to hold a
hearing on each of these changes, if one is requested, would be burden-
some to the Commission and could disrupt the operation of a number of
plants. In order to avoid this problem, the Commission asked the Con-
gress to reinstate the authority that the Commission had exercised in
similar situations since 1962. A teracking amendment is substantially dif-
ferent from the situations described by the Commission in requesting the
Sholly amendment because reracking involves a substantial physical
modification to the plant and because the need for reracking can be an-
ticipated.

Therefore, I do not believe that the use of the Sholly provision to
grant an amendment to rerack a spent fuel pool was anticipated or ap-
proved by Congress. The Commission's regulations should not have al-
lowed for a no significant hazards consideration determination for the re-
racking of spent fuel pools, and the Staff should not be permitted to issue
an immediately effective amendment for reracking of de Diablo Canyon
pool prior to the completion of the hearing requested in this case.8

My second fundamental problem with the StafTs actien in this case is
that its NSHC determination does not comply with tb: Sholly amend-
ment because it addresses the wrong issue. The Staffs determination is
based on the merits of the amendment itself - i.e., on whether the

nendment poses significant additional risk. Stafi reviewed each of the
three criteria in f 50.92 and found no significant increase in the probabil-
ity and consequences of an accident, no possibility of a new gr different
accident, and no significant reduction in a margin of safety. Since Staff
found no signif. cant additional risk, it concluded that there were no sig-
nificant hazards considerations.

8The r==-"'s stay removes some part of the problem by heuting the Licensee's authoruation to
the storms of 270 fuel assembbes. Thus, the Licensee may only store fuel assembhes in the number Mr.
mitted i the technical specifrations. However, the Licensee is pernutted by the amendment to store the
assembhes ta a dessay o(less than 21 inches spart. the density called for in the technical specifications.
Further, under the e== 's Order. the Licensee may store the assembbes in rocks ishich do not
conform to those desenbed an the Fmal Safety Analysts Report (FsAR). They are freestandies rather
thaa bolted down. The rw--" has not addressed the question of whether that change alone -
freestandmg racks as opposed to bolted racks - would require a heense amendment. It appears that it
may because it may involve an unreviewed safety question. See 10 C F R. } S0.59(c). Because there is a
hcense amendment necessary for the change to freestandmg racks and because the amendment permrts a
change in denssty of the fuel assembhes, the Sholly provisaon stdl must be used to avoid the necesuty for
a prior hennag I do not bebeve Congress ietc ded that the Shelly provision be used se cases such as
thaa.

17,
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Unfortunately, that determination is not the determination called for
by the Sholly amendment. Rather, as its legislative history makes abun-
dantly clear, the Sholly provision requires the Commission to determine
whether the amendment presents any significant safety questions, i.e.,
whether the amendment poses any significant new or unreviewed safety
issues for consideration. The report of the Conference Committee on the
legislation which enacted the Sholly amendment emphasizes that in-

_

making a determination of no significant hazards consideration, the Com-
mission is not to prejudge the merits of the amendment - i.e., whether
the plant could operate without significant additional risk as a result of
the amendment. Instead, the Commission is merely to determine whether
there are significant health or safety issues involved. H.R. Rep. No. 884,
97th Cong., 2d Sess. 37 38 (1982). De Commission is to examine the
proposed amendment and determine whether the Commission, in making
a decision on the amendment application, would have to consider and
address significant health and safety. questions. As the report of the
Senate Committee which recommended the Sholly amendment states:
"The determination of 'no significant hazards consideration' should rep-
resent a judgment on the nature of the issues raised by the license
amendment rather than a conclusion about the merits of those issues." S.
Rep. No.113,97th Cong.,1st Sess. 15 (1981). See also H. Rep. No. 884,
97th Cong.,' 2d Sess. 37 38 (1982); S. Rep. No.113,97th Cong.,1st Sess.

14 15 (1981).
In addition, in seeking the amendment, the Commission repeatedly pre-

;; sented the issue to various congressional committees as a question of sig-
,

nificant issues, not as a question of significant risk. Then-Chairman
Hendrie told the House Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment
that whether there were r gnificant hazards considerations was a question
of whether there were "significant safety questions involved," whether,

i
there were "new safety issues raised, no new unreviewed hazards con-'

nected with an amendment," and whether the Commission saw "any
safety connected issues" in the amendment. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion Operating Licensing Process: Oversight Hearing Before the Subcom-'

mittee on Energy and the Environment of the House Committee on interior
and insular Affairs. 97th Cong.,1st Sess. 30, 32, 75 (1981) (statements of
Joseph Hendrie, Chairman, NRC). Chairman Hendrie also explained the-

meaning of "no significant hazards consideration" to the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Nuclear Regulation. He said, "[w]e are dealing here with a
class of amendments that involve no safety questions in our view of any
significance," and in answer to a question from Senator Hart explained
that "[i]t means no significant questions of public health and safety." Nu-
clear Powerplant Licensing Delcys and the impact of the Sholly Versus

18
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NRC Decision: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Nuclear Regulation of
the Senate Comm. on Environment and Public Works, 97th Cong.,1st Sess.
138,149,156 (statements of Joseph Hendrie, Chairman, NRC). Based
upon the Commission's testimony, Congress understood that the question
of no significant hazards considerations was a question of significant
safety issues, not a question of significant additional risk, and that the
NSHC determination would not be a judgment on the merits of the
amendment.8

The NRC StafT has, in the past, argued that this interpretation of the
Sholly amendment would have required them to ignore all of the techni-
cal information available which indicates that the proposed amendment
creates no additional risk. The argument apparently is that in determin.
ing whether the issues raised are significant, the Staff should be able to
consider all information available to it on the merits of the amendment
application. This argument might have some validity if the no significant
hazards consideration determination were to be trade on whether there is
"significant additional risk." But, the question is the significance of the
questions raised by the application, not the significance of any additional
risk. Further, to follow this argument to its logical extreme could result
in the Commission almost never making a determination that there are
significant hazards considerations. The Staff and Licensee need only
complete all of their analysis before making a NSHC determination, and
any amendment Staff would eventually approve would not contain any
significant hazards considerations, regardless of the significance of the
questions the Staff had to resolve in deciding whether to grant the
amendment application or to attach conditions thereto. Since Staff rarely,
if ever, approves a license amendment that involves significant additional
risk, such an interpretation of the Sholly amendment would permit virtu-
ally all license amendments to be issued without a prior hearing. Such a
result is manifestly inconsistent with the position taken by the Commis-
sion in requesting the legislation and with the intent of Congress in en-
acting the Sholly amendment.

Staft's Safety Evaluation Report (SER) and no significant hazards con-'

sideration determination in the Diablo Canyon reracking are totally
devoid of any evidence that Staff considered whether there were signifi-
cant new or unreviewed safety issues involved with granting the amend-'

ment. I cannot believe that there were not significant new safety issues

8 Further, in 1978 the Congress failed. shen speciScally requested. to change the "no significant hazards
consideration" language in { 189 of the Atomic Energy Act to "no sigm$ cant additional ruk to the
pubhc health and safety." See Nuclear Siting and Lkenssng Act of1978' Hrerrags Before the Subcoms
on Nuclear Regulation af the Senato Comn on En,ironment and Pubhc Worla 95th Cong,2d sess.18).
84 (1978).
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which had to be resolved. Given the fact that Diablo Canyon has the
highest design bnir earthquake in the country (0.75g), it is extremely un-
likely that the Staff could merely have relied on analyses of racks similar
to the new racks which were used at other plants. Actually, the review
would have to be very closely tied to the suitability of the racks for the
Diablo Canyon site. In fact, if one reads the Technical Evaluation
Report, which is attached to Staffs SER, the extent of the analysis indi-
cates that there were indeed significant safety issues the Staff had to re-
solve before approving the amendment.

Since there is no evidence that Staff considered whether there were
new or unresolved safety issues involved with the Diablo Canyon re-
racking amendment and since the evidence of the SER suggests that
there were indeed significant safety questions to be resolved, the record
supports a conclusion that Staffs NSHC determination does not comply
with the Sholly provision. Further, as I explained above, I do not believe
that Congress intended the Sholly provision to be used to allow reracking
prior to the completion of any requested hearing. I would, therefore,
stay the Diablo Canyon reracking amendment completely.

.

|
t

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN ZECH AND'

COMMISSIONERS ROBERTS AND BERSTHAL

Commissioner Asselstine in his separate views quotes several passages
from the legislative history of the Sholly amendments that he interprets
as expressing congressional intent to preclude the Commission as a
matter of law from making a no significant hazards consideration fmding
for a teracking amendment, lie also argues that the Staffs determination
goes counter to the legislative history because, in his view, it addresses
the merits of the amendment. The short answer to Commissioner

| Asselstine's concerns is that the Staff reached its determination only after
l

a careful and proper application of the regulations that the Commission'

| adopted, after a lengthy rulemaking, to implement the Sholly amend.
ments. Commissioner Asselstine's quarrel is with the regulations them.
selves rather than with the Staffs conclusion that the criteria adopted by-

the Commission for a no significant hazards consideration (mding were
met by the Diablo Canyon reracking amendment.

j
The question whether the Commission's criteria complied with the

i intent of Congress was exhaustively considered during the rulemaking!

and resolved in the affirmative. It need not be revisited here. We would
note, however, that during Congress' consideration of the Sholly amend.

20
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Cite as 24 NRC 22 (1986) CLi8813

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 322 OL 3
(Emergency Planning)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) July 24,1986

In its review of ALAB-818, the Commission reverses and remands to
the Licensing Board for further evidentiary hearings on (1) the adequacy
of Applicant's offsite emergency response plan, assuming some "best
effort" governmental response in the event of an emergency; and (2) the
likely effect of the lack of State and local cooperation in emergency
planning on emergency response.

EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMEbT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

The NRC is legally obligated to consider whether a utility plan, pre-
.

pared without government cooperation, can pass muster. Commission
regulations provide for licensing notwithstanding noncompliance with
the NRC's detailed planning standards: (1) if the defects are "not sig-
nificant"; (2) if there are "adequate interim compensating actio '.s"; or (3)
if there sre "other compelling reasons." 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(c).
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EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

Where State and local governments refuse to cooperate in emergency
planning, and where license applicants are prohibited from performing
some emergency functions usually performed by the governmental au-
thorities, the plan is not necessarily fatally defective. Rather, the plan is
to be assessed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(c)(1).

EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

The fundamental emergency planning licensing standard is the provi-
sion in 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(a) that "no operating license . . . will be issued
unless a finding is made by NRC that there is reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a ra-

diological emergency." The significance of "defects" in emergency plans,
and adequacy of interim compensating actions, are measured by this
standard.

EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

State law prohibits applicants from performing some emergency plan-
ning functions which are fundamental to emergency planning, e.g.,
"making decisions and recommendations to the public concerning protec-
tive actions." However, in the event of a serious accident at Shoreham
requiring consideration of protective actions for the public, State and
County officials would be obligated to assist, both as a matter of law and
as a matter of discharging their public trust. See N.Y. Exec. Law art. 2
B, f 25.1. See also H.R. Rep. No. 212, 99th Cong.,1st Sess.,131 Cong.
Rec.15,358 (1985).

EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

The adequacy of applicant's offsite emergency response plan should be
measured against a standard that would require protective measures gen-
erally comparable to what might be accomplished, assuming a "best
effort" governmental response.

23
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EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

Although some emergency planning measures are not explicitly men-
tioned in NRC's emergency planning regulations, such measures may
nevertheless be required in order to provide reasonable assurance of ade-
quate protective measures in the event of a radiological emergency.

DECISION

Before us is Long Island Lighting Company's (LILCO) petition for
review of the October 18, 1985 Appeal Board decision holding inad.
equate as a matter of law LILCO's emergency plan for the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Plant. ALAB 818, 22 NRC 651. The Appeal Board
based its decision largely on the refusal of New York State and Suffolk
County '.o participate in the planning, and on LILCO's lack of legal au-
thority to implement certain features of its plan. For the reasons ex-
plained below, we reverse and remand for further evidentiary hearings
on ist.ues raised by LILCO's so-called "realism" and "materiality" argu-
mentt We do not address LILCO's preemption arguments at this time.

i BACKGROUND
|

After having initially supported the licensing of Shoreham, Suffolk
County later withdrew its support and moved the Shoreham Licensing
Board to terminate the proceeding on the ground that the NRC could

i
not grant a license for Shoreham in the absence of a government spon-
sored emergency plan. The Board denied the motion, reasoning that the
agency was required to afford LILCO an opportunity to show that its
utility-only plan was an adequate one. The Commission affirmed, stating
that the agency was obligated to consider a utility only plan. CLI 8313,
17 NRC 741, 743 (1983). In a later order we also observed that "[t]he
emergency planning issues . . . do not appear to us to be cr.tegorically
unresolvable." CLI 8317,17 NRC 1032,1034 (1983).

Subsequently, LILCO submitted its plan for NRC consideration, and
Suffolk County responded with its 97 contentions encompassing 174
pages. Contentions 110 asserted that LILCO lacked the legal authority
to implement certain features of its radiological emergency plan, includ.

24
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ing the authority to control traffic and to inform the public.8 From De-
cember 1983 until August 1984, the parties and the Licensing Board op-
ersted under an agreement that no evidentiary hearings were required on
these "legal contentions." Then, in August 1984, LILCO submitted a
Motion for Summary Disposition on the legal authority contentions, ar-
guing that it should prevail on these contentions for three reasons: first,
that State and local law were preempted by federal law to the extent
that the State and local laws deprived LILCO of authority to plan for
and implement its radiological emergency plan ("Preemption"); second,
that even if LILCO lacked legal authority, the State and the County
would respond in a real emergency either by implementing the plan
themselves or by deputizing LILCO personnel to implement the plan
("Realism");8 and third, that some of the functions which LILCO pur.
portedly lacked authority to implement were not NRC requirements in
any event ("Immateriality").

The NRC Staff and Intervenors opposed the motion, and the Licens-
ing Board denied it, concluding that LILCO did not gain via preemption
the legal authority it otherwise lacked; that even assuming an emergency
response by the State and the County, there was no assurance that the
response would be other than ad hoc and uncoordinated with LILCO's
actions, contrary to the very reason for the emergency planning regula-
tions which require advance planning; that while few of the actions listed
in Contentions 110 were explicitly required by the regulations, these ac-
tions were nonetheless necessary to comply with the explicit requirement
in 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(10) for plan features which will permit "a range
of protective actions" in the event of an emergency;8 and that LILCO's
plan couldn't be considered an "adequate interim compensating measure"
under 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(c)(1) because there was nothing in the record to
indicate that the State or local governments would ever participate in
Shoreham emergency planning, and the Board couldn't speculate on
what the governments might do if and when Shoreham began full power
operation. LBP 8512, 21 NRC 644 (1985) (hereinafter cited as PID). In

8 Contentsons 110 are set forth is fuU in LBP s).27.17 NRC 949,9584)(1983)..

a L3tco e bane for its resham argument before the Licensing Board was a December 1983 press re.
lease by Governor Cuomo stati.sg that "if the plant were to operate and a manadventure were to occur,
the state sad County would help to the eatent pons,ble." before the Appeal Board, the beats was the
asserted "undeniable truth" that ta as emergency the state and County would respond and would
persut L1LCO to unplement tta plan. Appeal Bnef as 45 Usne 3.1983).

e The Licenems Board found that an uncontrolled evacuatma would take longer than a controlled
evacuatme (about 1% hours more in good meather. about 3 hours is inclement weather). From tius it
concluded that the range or protecove setens mas empermissably restricted because sheltennt would
have to be seed in some fastereakmg events. m hen othermine etacuaten ought have been possible,,

,
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every important respect, the Appeal Board in ALA13-818 agreed with
the Licensing Board. 22 NRC 651 (1985).*

LILCO petitioned for Commission review of A1.AB-818, and we
granted the lie'ition but deferred any further action until the Appeal
Board rendered its decision on then-pending In ervenor appeals.
Unpublished Order dated December 19, 1985. Recenty, in ALAB 832,
23 NRC 135 (1986), the Appeal Board resolved all retraining Intervenor
appeals, reversing and remanding a few issues to the Licensing Board but
staying the remand until the Commission completed its review of
ALAB 818 or directed otherwise. The Appeal Board also left undecided
LILCO's appeals on three other emergency planning issties.

Below we analyze LILCO's petition for Commission leview on the re-
alism and immateriality decisions, leaving for a later tiene review of the
legal authority preemption issues, In doing our review we have carefully
reviewed both Boardt decisions, and all of the extensive briefs that have
been filed with both Boards on the realism and materialty issues. While
we did not request additional briefing, the parties nevertheless filed sev-
eral additional papers with us, and we have considered al' of them.'

REALISM

LILCO's Arguments

LILCO argues ess:ntis'Jy that the Boards' holdings would approve
only those utility plans which fill minor gaps in State and local govern-

* The Appeal Board added that
(T]he Board properly rejo:ted LILCO's "imatatenality" argument. We recogni;e that the Comme
snoe's regulations do not spell out the precue er amer in which an evacuatwn is to be conducted,if
neccesary. Nonethelean, the h= bas construed its emergency planning te gulations to require
"prevuots for evacuatmg the pubhc in tmws of radiological emergencies" We have hkewise ob-
served that the Cornme 's t:mergency planning scheme contemplates that entrgency evacuations

procedares be developed ite the 14eule [EPZ]. . . LILCO included trafDc cc strol as part of its
proposed evacuatsoa procadures in light of such requirements. We beheve that mch inclusion was
proper. la the coctett of his case at least, something more is needed than an espirstsee that the
pubhc wdl be able to fend for itself in the event sa evacustroe is required.

ALAB-811, sspra, 22 NRC at 677 (footnotes omstted, emphaus Mded by the Appeal 8 oard)

* These pleadags are- Statencat of SaNolk County Eaccutive Peter F. Cobalaa (June 23,1956h
LILCO's Reply to Unauthonasd PleMsg rded on June 23 by Suffolk County: LL CO's Motson to
Strike Unauthorued Pleadag filed on June 23 by Sunolk County (June 30,1986h 5ts ement by Gover-
not Mario M. Cuomo (June A 1986h Response of Long Island Lighung Compey to Governor,

Coomo's June 30,1986 "Statenent"; Letter dated July 7,1986, from Lastence Coe taapher; SaNelk
County's Answer to LILCXTs *Motice to Stnke Unauthorned Pleading Filed on Joie 23 by Sunoth
County" (July 15,1986h State ( New York Response to "Response of long Idand LJ ghtma Company
to Governor Cuomo's June 30,1986 *$tatement',"

latervenors also submitted two pleMings not directly related to the legal authority seues, and we do
not consader them at the juncts e. See $anolk County State of New York, and Town of Southamptos
Motson for Reconeaderates of CLI 86 ll (Ja!y 21,1986h Suffolk County, State of New York, and
To*1 of southampton Supplemental Answer to LILCO's Petitnce for Revww of ALA B-832 (July 22,
19s6).
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ment participation, and that this cannot be correct in light of the Com-
mission's denial of the County's 1983 motion to terminate the proceed-
ing, a motion based on the absence of any local government participation
in Shoreham planning. De Commission stated in its denial that it was
"obligated to consider a utility plan submitted in the absence of State and
local government. approved plans . . . ." CLI 8313, supra,17 NRC at -
743 (emphasis added).

If only minor gap fillers are permitted, asks Licensee, then what was
the purpose of the provisions in the NRC Authorization Acts beginning -
in 1980 permitting NRC consideration of utility plans? The answer, says,

LILCO, is that these statutes evidence Congress' intent to permit utility-
only plans, and that .'.o legislation would have been necessary to permit
minor gap fillers.

LILCO also argues that the Board erred by failing to presume that
State and local ofTicials would fulfill their duties by responding in an
emergency, citing New York Executive Law article 2 B which requires
such response,' and language in the Conferer.cc Report accompanying
the FY 1985 HUD. Independent Agencies Appropriations Act favoring
such a presumption.'

Moreover, says LILCO, the Board erred in deciding the summary dis.
position motion by raising sua sponte the question whether a State and
local response, if there were one, would be coordinated with LILCO's.
The only issue raised by Contentions 110 and by the motion was legal
authority, ne factual issue of coordination was not raised by the motion
or by Contentions 1 10, but by Content'on 92, which was not then before
the Board. However, even if coordination were a proper question, the
record shows that the plan is designed to accommodate previously unco-
operative government personnel, according to LILCO.

; Staffs and Intervenors' Arguments

Staff and Intervenors argue that even assuming that the State and local
authorities might themselves respond in an emergency or delegate some
functions to LILCO, the regulations require comprehensive, cooperative,
and detailed preplanning which includes various governmental groups.

.

' See. e f. I 2$ of the Executive Law, which prowdes that
(u];on the threat or occurrence of a disaster. the chief esecutsve of sty political subdmsion as
hereby authorued and empowered to and shall une any and all facshties, equipment. supplies, per.
scenei and othee resources of has pohtacal subdmsson in such manner as m ay be necessary or appet>
pnate to cope with the disaster or any emergency resultrag therefrom.

'"[ljs its renew (of emergency plansl. FEMA should presume that Federal state and local govern-
meets will ab,de by their legal duties to protect pubhc heshh and safety te an scrual emergency. "

H R. Rep. No 212. 99th Cong4 ist sess.,131 Cong Rec. 15.358 (1985)
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ne current evidentiary record does not reveal what the nature of a
local governmental response might be, and thus the Board correctly
denied the motion.

As to LILCO's argument that the Board shouldn't have considered the
coordination issue in ruling on the summary disposition motion, Staff
argues that LILCO's motion itself raised factual issues necessary for the
Board to resolve, one of them being the coordination question.

Staff and Intervenors also argue that realism and immateriality could
have been rejected on procedural grounds since LILCO and the othcr
parties had litigated from December 1983 to August 1984 on the assump-
tion that LILCO alone would implement its plan. nus LILCO's asser.
tion of the realism theory late in the game was an attempt to prosecute
its case on a theory different from that which the parties had litigated,
and it was necessary to offer those parties an opportunity to submit evi-
dence on the new theory.

LILCO's Reply to Staff and Intervenors

First, the utility argues, the Governor's press release statement that the
State and County would respond in an emergency supports a finding in
LILCO's favor on the "realism" issue because the press release is in the
evidentiary record, no orie has attempted to refute it, there's a presump-
tion that governmental ofTlcials will perform their legal duties, and an in-
ference should be drawn against a party who fails to produce evidence in
his control which could refute evidence in the record.

Second, LILCO asserts that the County's response in an emergency'

would not be ad hoc and uncoordinated because the County Executive
has directed County employees to study the plan with an eye to giving
advice and assistance to the County Legislature. Thus relevant County
employees will be familiar with the plan.'

Third, LILCO asserts that it is not prosecuting its case on a theory,

different from that litigated initially. At the outset of the evidentiary
hearing, Applicant sought to litigate several variations of its plan, includ-
ing a "principle ofTsite plan" involving County implementation; at the
same time, Applicant noted that the plan was flexible enough to incorpo-
rate County personnel after the onset of an emergency. Despite LILCO's

8 At oral argument before the Appeal Board on August 12. 1985, when the County Esecutive was at
odds with the Legislature over shoreham, counsel representes the Esecutive supported this I.ILCo
argument. adding that County personnel were already famihar with plans to deal with natural disastert
Forthermore, despite Justre oeiler's opuuon that polce powers could not be delegated to emate com-
paa a. Couneel noted as well that the County charter prondes for the appointment of special patrofmen
in emergencies, and that state law provides for the appointment se emergencies of vecial deputy ther-
ifra Tr 83-88

I
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request, the Bosrd permitted LILCO to litigate only the LILCO-imple-
mented variation.

Connel,alon Decialon
|

nere is no doubt that the Commission's emergency planning regula-
tions were generally intended to prevent a recurrence of the situation
that arose shortly after the TMI 2 accident when, based on the facts as
they then appeared, some emergency response was called for but the
prior planning and coordination between the utility and local govern.
ments proved inadequate. De emergency planning standards in 10
C.F.R. 9 50.47(b) and Part 50, Appendix E, are premised upon a high
level of coordination between the utility and State and local govern-
ments. It should come as no surprise that without governmental coopera-
tion LILCO has encountered great difficul',y complyir.g with all of these
detailed planning standards.

However, we intended our rules to be flexible. As we have stated
befofe, we are legally obligated to consider whether a utility plan, pre.
pared without government cooperation, can pass muster. A utility plan
might pass muster under 10 C.F.R. 5 $0.47(c). Section 50.47(c) provides
for licensing notwithstanding noncompliance with the NRC's detailed
planning standards: (1) if the defects are "not significant"; (2) if there
are "adequate interim compensating actions"; or (3) if there are "other,

| compelling reasons." ne decisions below focus on (1) and (2) and we do
likewise.

The measure of significance under (1) and adequacy under (2) is the
| fundamental emergency planning licensing standard of | 50.47(a) that "no

operating license . . . will be issued unless a finding is made by NRC
that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." The root
question becomes whether the LILCO plan can provide for "adequate
protective measures . . . in the event of a radiological emergency."'

' Under j $0.47(c) a compensating actice should be "intenm" We have ao difrcuhy calhng the
LILCO plan "intenst" Certainly LILCO intends it as such because it stands ready to cooperate with
the governments in prepanas a fully coordmated plan. But County Executive Cohalan and Governoe
Coomo deny that they ever would or could cooperate with LILCO either before ce even denna an
accident, citing both distrust of the udsty company and suffolk County's ordmance prohibitias imple.
mentataos of LILCO's emergency plaa. statement of Peter F. Cohalam (June 23.1986k Statement by
Governor Mano M. Cuomo (June 30. 1986) We simply cannot accept these statements at face valve. as
we could sus autornatically accept eather sarmlar statements by the County. See January 30,1986 ann-
summon Memorandum and Order. CLI.8414. 24 NRC 34,40 a 1. See alm LILCO's Reply to Unauthor.
ized Pleadas iled on June 23 by suffolk County at 10.r

These statemenu by the Governor and the County Esecvtsve do not convince us that the LILCO
plan is anythms more tham an intens plan which likely win be superseded or supplemented by the state
and County tf shoreham as permetted to operate at full power To conclude otherune would require us
to assume that the governments =di not aceh to improve the protection asattsbie for their cittrens.
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This root question cannot be answered without some discussion of
what is meant by "adequate protective measures." Our emergency plan-
ning regulations are an important psrt of the regulatory framework for
protecting the public health and safety. But they differ in character from
most of our siting and engineering design requirements which are di-
rected at achieving or maintaining a minimum level of public safety pro-
tection. See, eg.,10 C.F.R. { 100.11. Our emergency planning require-
ments do not require that an adequate plan achieve a preset mirimum
radiation dose sa'Ang or a minimum evacuation time for the plume expo-
sure pathway emergency planning zone in the event of a serious acci-
dent. Rather, they attempt to achieve reasonable and feasible dose reduc-
tion under the circumstances; what may be reasonable or feasible for one
plant site may not be for another. And, in the past, what was reasonable
and feasible in a given case depended on the cooperative planning efforts
of the utility and State and local governments. But what should we
regard as reasonable and feasible for Shoreham, where the governments
refuse to cooperate?

In addressing this question the Boards below presumed that the
LILCO plan must essentially achieve all that a fully coordinated plan
can achieve. In essence, the Boards defined what is reasonable and feasi-
ble for Shoreham solely in terms of the nature of the site and environs
without regard for the degree of possible government cooperation. 'Ihis
inexorably led the Boards to rejection of the LILCO plan on the ground
that LILCO could not lawfully accomplish all that cooperating govern-
ments might in the event of an accident.

We believe that flexibility is called for by the legal requirement that
we consider a utility emergency plan. It is very unlikely that any utility
plan could ever pass such a strict test. We could conceivably define what
is reasonable and feasible dose reduction for Shoreham solely in terms of
what LILCO itself can reasonably and feasibly achieve, but we are not
prepared to do so. Rather, we might look favorably on the LILCO plan
if there was reasonable assurance that it was capable of achieving dose
reductions in the event of an accident that are generally comparable to
what might be accomplished with government cooperation. With this in
mind, we turn to LILCO's realism argument.-

We assume that LILCO is prohibited from performing the State or
County roles in the following areas:

(1) guiding traffic;
(2) blocking roadways, erecting barriers in roadways, and channel-

ing trame;
(3) posting trame signs on roadways;
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(4) removing obstructions from public roadways, including towing
private vehicles;

(5) activating sirens and directing the broadcasting of emergency
broadcast system messages;

(6) making decisions and recommendations to the public concerning
protective actions;

(7) making decisions and recommendations to the public concerning
protective actions for the ingestion exposure pathways;

(8) making decisions and recommendations to the public concerning
recovery and reentry;

(9) dispensing fuel from tank trucks to automobiles along roadsides;
and

(10) performing access control at the Emergency Operations Center,
the relocation centers, and the EPZ perimeters.

Some of these areas, such as making decisions and recommendations to
the public on protective actions, are fundamental to emergency planning.
However, if Shoreham were to go into operation and there were to be a
serious accident requiring consideration of protective actions for the
public, the State and County officials would be obligated to assist, both
as a matter of law and as a matter of discharging their public trust. See
N.Y. Exec. Law art. 2.B. I 25.1. See also H.R. Rep. No. 212, 99th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1985), quoted in part in note 7, supra. Thus, in evaluating the
LILCO plan we believe that we can reasonably assume some "best
effort" State and County response in the event of an accident. We also
believe that their "best effort" would utilize the LILCO plan as the best
source for emergency planning information and options. After all, when
faced with a serious accident, the State and County must recognize that
the LILCO plan is clearly superior to no plan at all.

Nevertheless, we are unwilling to anume, as LILCO would have us,
that this kind of best-effort government response would necessarily be
adequate. In point of fact, there are questions about the familiarity of
State and County officials with the LILCO plan, about how much delay
can be expected in alerting the public and in making decisions and rec.
ommendations on protective actions, or in making decisions and recom.
mendations on recovery and reentry, and in achieving efTective access

. controls. The record tells us that an evacuation without traffic controls
would be delayed from 1% to 3 hours, but how important is this time
delay? For which scenarios, if any, does it eliminate evacuation as a
viable protective action? |

To answer these questions, more information is needed about the !
shortcomings of the LILCO plan in terms of possible lesser dose savings

;

and protective actions foreclosed, assuming a best-effort State and
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County response using the LILCO plan as the source for basic emer-
gency planning information and options. Accordingly, we remtad
LILCO's realism argument to the Licensing Board for further proceed.
ings in accord with this Decision. The Board should use the existing evi-
dentiary record to tlie maximum extent possible, but should take addi-
tional evidence where necessary.20

IMMATERIALITY

As noted above, Intervenors asserted in Comentions 1 10 that LILCO
lacks legal authority to implement certain features of its plan, including
controlling traflic. LILCO argues that with the exception of the alerting
and broadcasting functions, the features mentioned in the legal authority
contentions are not recluired by the regulations - it is immaterial that
LILCO might lack authority to iaiplement them.

Staff and Intervenors opposed the immateriality argument principally
on the ground that the inability to impose traffic control would
impermissibly restrict "the range of protective actions" available in an
emergency. Intervenors also asserted that the immateriality theory was
essentially factual in nature, and thus required further evidentiary hear.
ings.

Co==l= tost Decision

While NRC regulations may make no explicit mention of some of
these emergency planning measures, such measures may nevertheless be
required in order that there be reasonable assurance of adequate protec-
tive measures. LILCO's materiality argument presents issues that are pri.
marily factual rather than Icgal. The factual issues are subsumed within
the scope of factual issues presented by LILCO's realism argument and
can be considered by the Board in the remanded proceeding on realism.

CONCLUSION

In sum, we conclude that LILCO's plan should be measured against a
'

standard that would require protective measures that are generally com-
parable to what might be accomplished with governmental cooperation.

I'since LlLCO raised factual teoues be its summary dtsroution parers. is mas estarely appropnate for
the Board itself to have discussed thesa by addressing coordmauon issues la its ruimg. Ilowtver, gives
the pleadings that have been rded os reajaan, and the further proceedings daracted by tjue Decinaos,
there is no prejudice to the parties even assunung emende that LILCO's argument rested on some new
* theory" eat previoveJy deckned to the parues.
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protective actions are necessary can be implemented quickly and
smoothly. In adopting its new emergency planning regulations, the Com-
mission expressly recognized that participation in planning by State and
local governments and coordination between the governments and the li-
censee was central to effective emergency planning.

Congress provided, however, that the Commission could consider, in -
the absence of an approved State or local plan, whether a State, local, or
utility emergency preparedness plan, or some integration of these plans,

,

provides reasonable assurance that public health and safety is not endan-
gered by the operation of the plant. Thus, as a purely abstract legal

2 matter, the Commission is correct in saying that we are authorized to
consider a utility plan alone. However, ths.t should not end the inquiry.
The Commission must also consider .whether the Commission should

I permit consideration of a utility plan where not only no State or local

,

plan exists, but where the State and local governments refuse to partici.
pate in or cooperate with emergency planning.

This is not a case in which one local government or the State govern-
ment alone has refused to participate in emergency planning and another"

governmental unit can take up the slack. All of the responsible govern-
mental entities are refusing to participate in any way, shape, or form in
emergency planning for the Shoreham plant. There will, theeefore, be no
governmental preplanning and no governmental coordination with'

LILCO. Moreover, according to the New York courts, LILCO does not
: have the legal authority to carry out certain governmental functions

which are fundamental to an emergency response.1 All governmental re-
; sponses will, therefore, be od hoc even if, as the Commission assumes, the
; State and local governments do respond in the case in an emergency,

and even if, as the Commission assumes, the State and local governments
decide to implement the LILCO plan.2 Emergency plans are compli-
cated. If an emergency plan is to work sanoothly, everyone must be fa-
miliar with the plan and his or her responsibilities under the plan. As the
Commission's regulations recognize, this requires governmental coopera-
tion, training, and rehearsal. Given the positions of the State and local
governments in this case, none of these fundamental preparatory steps

,

will be taken.

e I also beheve that we should have considered the preemption issues rained by ALAB-818 et the same
time ** conendered the issues decided to this Order.
8 The Cc - eleo ensemes that the LILeo plea is really only en intenm compennoting measure

bessene once the shoreham plant es Iscensed the siste or County win see the baht and bege to cooper.
als wnh tlLCO and participate is emergency plann,ng for shoreham The commeision's nasumptions
seem to tu bened on not much more thee muhful thinkmg.
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The question is, then, should the Commission under these circum-
stances consider a utility plan alone? I believe not. What the Commission
decides today is that a completely ad hx response by the State and local
governments might be sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that
there will be adequate protection of the public in the event of an emer-
gency. I cannot conceive of circumstances in which that would be the i

case. The Commission's Decision amounts to a judgment that the core of i

emergency planning need not exist. The Commission's endorsement of i

- such an idea undercuts the very foundation of emergency planning.
I am equally troubled by another aspect of the Commission's Order.

The Commission says that LILCO ought to be given a chance to show -

that even if the State and local emergency response is ad hoc there will
be reasonable assurance that the LILCO plan is, in the event of an acci.
dent, capable of achieving dose reductions "that are generally compara-
ble to what might be accomplished with governmental cooperation."
(Order, p. 32) Unfortunately, it is not clear exactly what that means. The
Commission specifically rejects the Licensing Board and Appeal Board
decisions which presumed that the LILCO plan must be capable of
establishing the same level of assurance that a plan with governmental
cooperation would achieve. Is the Commission permitting a lesser level
of assurance for the LILCO plan? For example, if the ad hoc nature of
governmental response would foreclose certain protective actions, would
the Commission still find the LILCO plan acceptable as long as the dose j

reductions would be "generally comparable" to a plan with governmen-
'

tal cooperation? Unfortunately, the Commission does not clearly explain
what it intends. The Commission certainly should not be permitting
Shoreham to meet a lesser standard of protection for the public than <

other plants in the country have been required to meet.
;

I am not convinced that the Licensee could, in the absence of any
governmental cooperation, establish the same level of assurance as if
there were a plan coordinated with the State and local governments.
Further, I do not believe that the Commission should establish a prece-
dent which would allow for an ad hoc response on fundamental aspects ,

of emergency planning - in this case the core of emergency planning..

:

!

I

;

I

F
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine

Frederick M. Bernthal
Lando W. Zech, Jr.

In the Matter of Docket No. 50 322 OL 3

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) January 30,1986

The Commission denies intervenors' motion to cancel a scheduled ex-
ercise of the utility's emergency preparedness plan for Shoreham. The
Commission recognizes that while the utility cannot lawfully implement
all aspects ofits emergency plan, conduct of the exercise is necessary be-
cause it is expected: (1) to provide information as to whether lack of
cooperation in emergency planning by the State and local governments
results in "significant" defects under NRC's emergency planning stand-
ards; and (2) to test the utility's ability to accommodate ad hoc govern-
mental participation in the event of an actual emergency.

EMERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
- (UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE)

Even though it may not be possible to test all aspects of an emergency
plan, an exercise is not necessarily useless. The exercise can assist in de-
termining whether any defects that exist as a result of"limitations of[the

'CLI 8&le was inadsertcoily omitted froen the January 1986 muskes
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utility's) plan when executed under . . . state and county restric-
tions " are significant under 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(c)(1).

EhfERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNh!EST
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTD

The Commission finds preposterous the implication that public em-
ployees would not use a utility plan even if they knew that use of the
plan would best protect the public.

Eh!ERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNh1ENT
(UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTD

A plan is not totally ad Ax merely because it is not known exactly
what public officials will do in an emergency. A plan may be designed to
accommodate an ad hx response by public officials.

MEMORANDUS1 AND ORDER

BACKGROUND

Long Island Lighting Company's (LILCO) application for a full-
power operating license for its Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant, located
in Suffolk County, New York, is pending before the NRC. In order for
there to be an adequate record for safety review of LILCO's full. power
application, NRC regulations generally require, among other things, that
an offsite emergency plan be developed, and that there be an exercise of
the plan. See 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47 and Part 50, Appendix E. The exercises
are generally supervised and conducted by the Federal Er.:ergency hian-
agement Agency (FEh1A), with participation by relevant State and local
governments. In this case, however, the emergency plan before us for
review was developed and proposed by LILCO because the State and

,
County refused to develop one. The LILCO plan for Shoreham provides
for the lead role for offsite emergency response to be administered by
the Local Emergency Response Organization (LERO), an organization
comprised primarily of utility employees. In a December 26, 1985
motion, New York State, Suffolk County, and the Town of Southampton
jointly moved the Commission to cancel a February 13,1986 exercise of
LILCO's emergency preparedness plan for Shoreham. LILCO and the
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NRC Staff oppose the motion, and we deny it for the reasons explained
below.

The movants have not identified any basis in NRC regulations for the
filing of such a motion, which in efTect attempts to interfere directly
with the Commission's process for obtaining information necessary for its
licensing decisions. Under NRC practice it is not clear that this type of
motion is authorized or that we are obligated to respond in any formal
way. On this basis alone the motion may be denied. Nevertheless, be-
cause we consider the upcoming exercise to be important in carrying out
our safety responsibilities, we are responding to the motion in this
Memorandum snd Order.

THE NATURE OF THE EXERCISE

In the upcoming Shoreham exercise plannM .br February 13, 1986,
FEMA intends to observe a number of LERO primary response capabili-
ties. This observatir. will entail an examination of facilities, plans, and
communications, but will not entail interaction with the public that
would be affected in the event of an actual emergency. Specifically,

.'FEMA plans to observe the following facilities and/or activities:
- LERO Emergency Operations Center
- Emergency Operations Facility
- Emergency News Center
- Reception Center
- Congregate Care Centers
- Emergency Worker Decontamination
- General Population Bus Routes
- School Evacuation
- Special Facilities Evacuation
- Mobility impaired at Home
- Route Alerting
- Traflic Control Points

' - Impedin.cnts to Evacuation
- Radiological Monitoring
- Accident Assessment.

THE MOTION

The State, County, and Town oppose the holding of this exercise of
the LILCO plan for essentially twe reasons: (1) they contend that vari-
ous court decisions make clear that LILCO cannot implement its plan, so

:
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an exercise of the plan would be useless; and (2) they contend that,if the
exercise is designed to test the implementability of the LILCO plan using
a simulated State and County response which was never litigated before
any NRC Board, it would be irrelevant to the licensing process for
Shoreham, and thus the results of the exercise would be worthless for
that reason as well. We reject both reasons.

As to the first argument, it is true that a New York State Court has
held that, in the event of an actual emergency, certain elements of
LILCO's emergency plan can only be implemented by New York State
or Suffolk County authorities. Cuomo v. LILCO, No. 84-4605 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct., Feb. 20,1985). The exercise does not flout that decision; to the con-
trary, it presumes the validity of the limits on LILCO's authority to im-
plement its plan as set forth in that case; the only elements of LILCO's :

'
emergency plan which will be tested are those that LILCO may lawfully
do on its own. The exercise of these elements of the LILCO plan will
not, however, be useless. To the contrary, the exercise is expected to
provide important and material information to the Commission. For ex-
ample, as we noted when we directed the NRC Staff to request FEMA
to schedule an exercise, the exercise will assist us in determining whether '

any defects that exist as a result of "the limitations of LILCO's plan
when executed under the state and county restrictions" (Memorandum
from S. Chilk to W. Dircks, dated June 4,1985, at 1), are significant

i under our regulations. See 10 C.F.R. 9 $0.47(c)(1). Therefore, it is simply
"

incorrect for the movants to argue that the exercise is useless because not
all of the plan's elements will be tested.

As to the second argument, the LILCO plan in part states that:

The role of Suffolk County, should it deckie to become invohed in the response to
a radw>logwal emergency, either because the Governor orders it to do no or because
the County Executhe so chooses, will be for the varx>us rnembers to participate to
the extent to which they are quahfied by reason of prior training or engrience.:

Thus a fundamental factual premise for movants' second argument, i.e.,
that the plan litigated in the Shoreham licensing proceeding provides
solely for a LILCO.only response, is incorrect. The plan provides for

iplanned LILCO action in the event of an ad hoe State and County re-
,

sponse to an actual emergency. Not only does the LILCO plan antici.
pate the possibility of such a response, such a response has been, in
effect, promised by the State and County. The County Executive has
stated that in the event of an actual radiological accident at Shoreham he
would "respond to the best of [his) ability and in accordance with the ,

duties and obligations placed upon [him] by Article 2.b of the Executive
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Law" (Letter from P. Cohalan to T. Reveley dated June 26,1985), and
Governor Cuomo has stated that in a radiological emergency, "both the
State and the County would help to the extent possible; no one suggests '

otherwise." Governor's Press Release dated December 20,1983.
In order to test LILCO's planned response to ad hoe governmental

participation in an actual emergency and to add more realism to the ex- |
ercise, federal employees will play the roles of such omeials during the

'

exercise. Through this role playing, the NRC is attempting to evaluate
LERO's capability (1) to accommodate the presence of State and local
omeials, (2) to support those omcials using the resources available
through LERO, and (3) to provide those omeials with sumcient informa-
tion to carry out their State and county responsibilities. These "actors,"
however, will be instructed not to play decisionmaking roles, not to
assume any command and control authority, not to interact with mem-
bers of the public so as to lead anyone to believe that they are actually
County omeials, and not to actually perform any State or local functions
exclusively reserved to State or County omeials by State or County
laws. The basis for the number of actors to be used in this aspect of the
exercise and the detailed instructions they will be provided are based,
primarily, on New York State plans for other nuclear power plants and
the manner in which New York State personnel and other counties have
participated in other New York facility exercises.

Thus, contrary to movants' assertion, the simulation to be performed
during the exercise will test an actual and important aspect of LILCO's

j plan. Indeed, the exercise currently schedule.1, including the role playing,
_

corresponds exactly with the current status of emergency planning for
Shoreham.'

CONCLUSION

In sum, we find that the motion presents no reason why the exercise
should be cancelled.t We further find that the conduct of this exercise,

.
t The County appears to assert (Motion at 21) that,in the esent of a radiologral accident at shoreham.
County personnel could nos isefully make use of the LILCO plan. esen if this mes under the circom.

.

stances the test may to protect the safety of the cituent of suffolk County. We find this assertion to be
too preposterous an abrogation of the County's obbsstions to its esfuens to be taken seriously.

The motion also staies that NRC may not request an enerevne at a plant "whech has been denied an
operstmg trense? (See. s g. Motion at h However, the Commimon eteelf has not renewed she enden-

,- tary record on the adequacy of LILCO's plan, and consequently there se no rinal agency acten denyug
ULCO an operating hcense

Mosants also seem to argue that the Communuon erred by faites 10 conduct a formal Comminason
meetag when a decided to requesa the eserc,ie See Moten si 2. No tam requires such a sneetag
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t

which is permitted by our regulations, is under current circumstances
both lawful and necessary to fulfill our responsibility under the Atomic
Energy Act to protect the health and safety of the public.8 The exercise
will allow us to evaluate whether the LILCO plan, as described above,
is as good as LILCO claims it is or, conversely, is as bad as the State,
County, and Town assert.

Accordingly, we decline movants' invitation to cancel the exercise
based on movants' assertion that the exercise is useless because it cannot
prove that LILCO's emergency plan is sufficient to meet NRC require-
ments. While, for the reasons set forth herein, we believe that the exer-
cise is very useful, we obviously take no position on whether the exer-
cise will satisfy our emergency planning requirements. For the past sev-
eral years the State, County, and Town have been claiming that no ade-
quate plan can be developed for Shoreham, and that the LILCO plan is
inadequate. They are entitled, as litigants before us, to advocate that po-
sition; they are not, however, entitled to obstruct our inquiry into the
facts necessary to enable us to resolve that assertion.:

Chairman Palladino and Commissioner Asselstine disapprove this
Order. Chairman Palladino provided dissenting views with which Com-
missioner Asselstine agreed. The additional views of the Commission ma-
jority are also attached.

a secten 103d 42 U.s C. | 2132(dA provides that:
no lxense may be issued to any penon witNa the U ited states of. 6n the opinson of the Comms.
soon, the usuance of a bcense to such person would be intawal to the common defense and secenty
or to the health and safety of the publx.

secten telc. 42 U.s C. I 2201(ch schorues the Commuasion to:
make such studies and invest 2gatena. obtain such information, and hold such meetmgs or hearings,

as the C-r- _- may deem necessary or proref to assas n in eamains any authonty provided in
the Act, or in the adman,atraten ce enforcement of tbs Act. or any regulations or orders sessed
thereunder.

e The moton d2d not inform os of a rending developmens d,rectly related to the moten: a County
law, now in effect and under County conuderation when ses motion was rded, thas is appareally antend.
ed to make NRC parteiperson en the estrene a enme should the County legnisture dnapprose of et
Becevee et has not been ramed by the movants sa a basa for the,r motion, we do not deal wah the new
local law in the Ordet
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,

it is so ORDERED.

For the Commission
.

'SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.. r

this 30th day of January 1986.

DISSESTING VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN PALLADINO

I believe my position on the scheduling of an exercise at this time is
well known. That position is as follows:

After thinking about this issue a great deal, I concluded that only a
potentially workable plan should be exercised. Given the Licensing and
Appeal Board decisions that LILCO did not have the legal at.dority to
perform many of the required emergency response functions set out in
the proposed plan, I questioned the usefulness of the drill being pro-
posed. Further, the results of a drill of an inadequate plan might create
new hearing issues which would need to be addressed and that might not
arise if one were to exercise only an adequate plan.

I believe that an exercise at Shoreham which involves participation of
the State, Suffolk County, and the utility could provide, on tne other
hand, useful information on the adequacies of emergency preparedness at
Shoreham that would be of use and interest to all participants.

Until the Commission completes its review of the emergency planning
,

legal authority issues and depending upon the outcome of that review, ! ,

will continue to hold the above-stated view, I would add that I have not -'

. prejudged, and do not intend to prejudge, any open issue in tha ,

Shoreham operating license proceeding.

.

>
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF THE MAJORITY

While we share our colleagues' views that the February 13,1986 exer-
cise would be more useful to us in discharging our regulatory responsi-
bilities were Suffolk County and New York State to participate (and
indeed we would be inclined to postpone the exercise were State and
local participation certain in the near future), we are aware of nothing
which suggests that there is any realistic chance of that occurring. Given
the intransigence of these governmental bodies we believe our responsi-
bilities require that we proceed with an exercise without them.

For the reasons stated herein, we simply disagree veith the view that
this exercise will not provide useful information. Whether the LILCO

~ plan adequately accounts for a promised, but ad hoc, governmental re-
sponse (the "realism" argument) is a matter on which we express no
opinion at this time. As noted in our opinion, however, we expect the
upcoming exercise to provide us with important factual information to
help us resolve this issue.

,

.

l
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443-OL
50-444 OL

(Offsite Emergency Planning)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, et s/.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2) July 3,1986

The Appeal Board grants an intervenor's petition for %ted certin-
cation of the Licensing Board's denial of a motion to amend the tran-
script of a prehearing conference, vacates the ruling, and orders the tran.
script corrected.

RULES OF PRACTICE: DIRECTED CERTIFICATION

Appeal boards employ their directed certincation authority only
, where a licensing board ruling either threatens the party adversely af-

fected by it with immediate and serious irreparable impact that, as a
practical matter, could not be alleviated by a later appeal, or affects the
basic structure of the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner.
ALAB 838,23 NRC 585,592 (1986) (citing Public Service Co. ofIndiana
(Marble liill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-405, 5
NRC 1190,1192 (1977)).
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RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

The Commission's regulations and policy guidance mandate that a ver-
batim transcript of proceedings be prepared.10 C.F.R. 2.750(a) and 10
C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix A. V(aXI).

RULES OF PRACTICL BRIEFS

The Rules of Practice require that any issues presented on appeal be
supported by the precise portion of the record relied on.10 C.F.R.
2.762(dXI)..

RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

It is the written transcript filed in the docket and available for inspec-
tion at the Public Document Room - not any underlying stenotype
notes, tapes or other memorials - that constitutes the official record. See
10 C.F.R. 2.750. See also 5 U.S.C. 556(e).

RULES OF PRALTICL ISTERLOCUTORY REVIEW (RECORD
CORRECTION ORDERS)

An incomplete or inaccurate transcript compromises later appellate
review and is thus sufficient to justify interlocutory relief. National
Farmer's Organi:ation. Inc. v. Olive., 530 F.2d 815, 81617 (8th Cir.1976).

RULE!. OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
(CORhECTION)

The Commission's regulations provide thht a hearing will b2 reported
by the omeial reporter under the supervision of the presiding officer and
that "[t]he transcript prepared by the reporter shad be the sole official
transcript of the proceeding." 10 C.F.R. 2.750(a). The regulations specifi-
cally authorize a presiding omeer to order or approve correction of the
official transcript. Corrections are to L.e made by the presiding officer in
the manner provided in 10 C.F.R. 2.750(b), i.e., in a way that also pre-
serves the transcript as originally recorded.

.

RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
(MOTION TO CORRECD

If confronted by a motion to correct the transcript, a licensing board is
duty bound to make some good faith effort to ascertain whether the tran-
script is accurate.
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RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIIrr OF PROCEEDINGS

The regulations permit, but do not require, the stenographic reporting
of prehearing conferences. See 10 C.F.R. 2.751a(c) and 10 C.F.R.
2.752(b). When such reporting is used, the rules pertaining to steno-
graphic transcripts apply to prehearing conferences. See generally North-
een Indiana Public Sery/cc Ca (Bailly Oenerating Station, Nuclear I),
LDP 80-22,12 NRC 191,193-94, aff *d, ALAB-619,12 NRC 558 (1980)
(Licensing Board declines to approve or rely on transcript of prehearing
conference because ofits poor quality).

RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
(MOTION TO CORRECT)

The requirement that a licensing board seriously entertain motions to
correct in order to ensure an accurate transcript does not impinge upon a
presiding ofricer's authority to regulate the conduct of a proceeding, in-
cluding the authority to ' strike" material from the record.

RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

A licensing board may properly "strike" material from the record
during the course of a proceeding. Such "striking" is noted in the tran-
script and the material is not relied on for decisional purposes. As with a
correction of the transcript, the record must nonetheless preserve what
was stricken so that a reviewing tribunal can decide whether the board's
action was proper. Except perhaps in highly unusual circumstances and
with appropriate safeguards, the stricken material is not to be physically
excluded or expunged from the record. Cf Metropolitan Edison Ca
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), ALAB 807, 21 NRC
1195, 1214 (1985). Striking material from the record contrasts with an
"off-the record" discussion, which must be identified as such at the
outset.

RULES OF PRACTICL TRANSCRIFT OF PROCEEDINGS
(MOTION TO CORRECT)

In ruling on a motion to correct the transcript, a licensing board may
take into account its own recollections. See generally United States v.
Smith. 562 F.2d 619,620-21 (10th Cir.1977).
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APPEARANCES

Robert A. Backus, Manchester, New Hampshire, for the Seacoast Anti.
Pollution League.

Domas G. Dignan, Jr., and R.K. God, III, Boston, Massachusetts, for the
applicants Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et al

Edwin J. Reis and Oreste Russ Pirfo for the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Before us is a petition for directed certification filed by the intervenor
Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL) asking us to examine a Licens-
ing Board ruling denying SAPL's motion to amend the transcript of a
prehearing conference held on March 25,1986. The applicants assert that
the petition does not satisfy the test for directed certification but claim to
lack sufficient information to address the merits of SAPL's request. The
NRC staff supports SAPL's petition. Finding ourselves in agreement
with SAPL and the staff, we grant the petition for directed certification,
vacate the Board's ruling, and order the transcript to be corrected.

A. Background

SAPL's motion to the Licensing Board asserted that the official tran.
script was incomplete because it failed to contain a portion of an ex.
change between SAPL's counsel, Robert A. Backus, and the Licensing
Board chairman.3 SAPL noted, more specifically, that the transcript
does not reflect "the chairman's direction that the reporter 'will strike
that from the record'(referring to a prior statement by Attorney Backus)
or the attempt made by Attorney Backus to preserve his rights on the

.
record."8 It alleged that "[a] substantial portion of this interchange was
either deleted from the record or altered by order of Judge Hoyt to the
official reporter."8 The motion appended a comparison of the exchange

,

a seacoast Ant >Poneton Lessve's Moi,oa to Amend Record of Prehearms Conference of March 25,
1984 (Apnl 10.1986)(hereaner, sAPL Motos of Apnl 10).

814 et 2
814 et t.
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in question, first, as set out in the official transcript and, second, as taken
from a tape recording made by a reporter from one of the radio stations
present in the room on the day of the prehearing conference. If the com-
parison is accurate, certain sentences do not appear in, and others differ
from, the off'cial version. SAPL told the Licensing Board that it had
been informed that the official NRC reporter "has available for transcrip-
tion the original stenographic notes of all proceedings in the hearing
room that day, and can, if and when requested by the Board, prepare a
full and complete transcript of the proceeding of that date, with particu-
lar reference to the materials omitted at page 2098 2099."*

In a brief order, the Licensing Board denied SAPL's request, noting
simply that "[t]he sole official transcript of the proceeding is that pre-
pared by the official reporter designated by the Commission (10 CFR
f 2.750(a))."' The petition for directed certification followed. To pre-
serve our jurisdiction to decide the request for directed certification, we
instructed the Licensing Board to ensure the preservation of all steno-
graphic notes and other materials in connection with the prehearing con-
ference.' Thereafter, we directed the official reporter to provide us with
a transcript of the stenotype notes of that portion of the March 25 pre-
hearing conference that is the subject of SAPL's rnation and to explain
any discrepancies between the stenotype notes and the official tran.
script.'

Dy affidavit filed with us on June 27,1986, the reporter advised us that
her stenotype notes reveal various differences from the official transcript.
Among other things, the reporter indicated:

The words which were omitted from the transenpt of Mr. Backus' statement, and
which are indicated above in the corrected scruon of the transenpt. were dehber.
ately omitted becauw of Judge Hoyt's direction to the reporter, also cited above:
"The reporter is to stnke that comment from the record.'''

B. Directed Certification

As recently reemphasized in this proceeding, we employ our directed
certification authority only where a licensing board ruling either threat-
ens the party adversely affected by it with immediate and serious irrep-

.

' M at 1-
e order of Apnl ll.1984 (unpublahed)
e 3,e Appal Board Orders of May 30.1984 and June 2.1986 (unpublahed)
' Appesi Board order or June 24.1966 (unpubhshedt

' Letter of Wendy Con to C. Jean shoemaker, secretary. Atosnw: safety and Licensing ApFal Board
(June 24.1964) at 2. At our direction, a copy of Ms Cos's letter was i.raannuned to the thketmg and
scryxe Branch. Ofrice of the secretary, for scruce on all parters to the proceedmg
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arable impact that, as a practical matter, could not be alleviated by a i

later appeal, or affects the basic structure of the proceeding in a perva-
sive or unusual manner.' The first test is plainly met here.20

The Commission's regulations and policy guidance mandate that a ver-
batim transcript of proceedings be prepared.81 As the staff points out,
the Rules of Practice require that any issues presented on appeal be stc,>-
ported by the precise portion of the record relied on.18 If SAPL is cor-
rect that the official transcript is incomplete or inaccurate, its ability to
challenge the Licensing Board's decision by way of an appeal would be
compromised.

It may be possible to correct errors in the transcript at the end of the
case because the reporting company is apparently obliged under its con-
tract with the Commission to retain stenotype notes and other material
until the expiration of its contract, when they are turned over to the
Commission.8 8 Nevertheless, it is the written transcript filed in the
docket and available for inspection at the Public Document Room - not
any underlying notes, tapes or other memorials - that constitutes the of-
ficial record.84 As the Licensing Board pointed out, it does not receive
or exercise control or custody over the underlying materials. Thus, we
cannot assume that such materials will always be available at the end of
a proceeding.la Moreover, the recollections of the parties, the official re-
porter, and the Board, which could be critical to an accurate disposition

!
of a motion to correct, will become far less reliable a: time passes. It,

may well turn out that we will be unable to reconstruct the facts sur-
| rounding this incident if we await the end of the case. Thus, there is a
! strong likelihood that SAPL will be seriously and irreparably injured if

we do not act now to determine whether the transcript is accurate.18

* ALAB-838,23 FRC 585. 592 (1986)(ciriq /%6/w Semre ca e//whees (Marble Hin Nuclear Gener.
ating statson Units I and 2), ALAB-405,5 NRC 1890,1192 (1977)k

'' We need not decide whether the second test a satisfied as well
'' 10 C F R. 2.750f a) and 10 C F R. Part 2. Appendia A. v(a)(Ik

in 10 CF R. 2.762(di(tk
'' See Certaricatma of Laccesms Board (Regarding Relertmg of seabrook Preheanas Conference on
March 25 26.1986)(June 3.1986) at 2 (hereafter. Licensing Board June 3 Orderk

** See 10 CF R. 2 75a See stae 5 U s C. 556(ek
in The retentson of such matenals by the reporung company is a matter of contract between that com.
pany and *.he Commissaon. We gather that at a standard practice, for esample. to destroy the backup
magnetic caneette tapes after venfymg the stenotype notes. However, the Lacensang Board in the pro-

.

credag has orde ed all matenals retamed. See Lxensing Board June J Order at 12. We directed the
Lxennang Board to ensure the prewrsstaon or stenographic notes and other mesnonals concerning the
March 25-26 prehennag conference no that we would have ample aformatica wuh which to rule on the
padmg ptition. Now that we have done so, we dissolve say requirement we have imposed for the
retention of underlying matenait Nothing in our pnor orders should be taken as reqmnng the reportmg
company to retain materials in the future escept as specarically provided in its contract with the NRC.

se cf S., / re,,,,3+ o,reemune, lac e Ohser. 530 F 2d 815. 81617 (8th Car 194) (incomplete
record compromises later appellate reyww and a sufncrat to Justify noterlocutory reiwfL
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The applicants contend that SAPL has ie' been seriously injured and
that, in any event, any injury can be alleviated later. The sist of the sp.
plicants' argument is that the material purportedly not transcribed related
to the Board's exclusion of SAPL Contention 13, and the reasons for '
such exclusion are set forth elsewhere in writing. In the applicants' view,.

"[ijf SAPL is arguing that it should have available to it on such an,

appeal a record _which ahows counsel was not permitted fair argument
below, the omcial transcript shows where and on what basis he was cut
off."87 It may be, as the applicants contend, that a particular line of ar-

! gument will not be compromised even if the transcript is incomplete or
! inaccurate so that no prejudice to the intervenor will eventuate. But we

cannot be certain of such result. SAPL may wish to present other or dif-
ferent arg iments on appeal and an inaccurate or incomplete transcript
could impair its ability to do so. In the absence of an accurate transcript,
it may be difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain precisely what tran-
spired at the prehearing conference and determine what bearing that had
on the Board's ultimate decision to exclude Contention 13.

a

C. Correction of the Transcript

The Commission's regulations provide that the hearing will be re-
ported by the official reporter under the supervision of the presiding ofn-
cer and that "[t]he transcript prepared by the reporter shall be the sole
omcial transcript of the proceeding."88 The regulations speciScally su.
thorize a presiding officer to order or approve correction of the official,

! transcript Corrections are to be made by the presiding officer in the
manner provided in 10 C.F.R. 2.750(b), i.e., in a way that also preserves
the transcript as originally recorded 8'<

If confronted by a motion to correct, a licensing board is duty-bound
! to make some good faith effort to ascertain whether the transcript is ac-

curate.88 The Licensing Board's April l$,1986 order reveals no such

" Applacasts' Brwfin Response to SAPt.'s biouon for Directed Certarication (June 10,1986) si 4.,

8 810 C.F.R. 2.730tal

8810 C F R. 2.730tb) reeds as fonow
Corrections of the official transcrrpe may be made only en the manner provided by the paragraph.
Corrections ordered or approved by the presiding omcer eben be included in the record as an ap-

*

pondsa. and when no incorporated the secretary shad snake the neceenary physical corrections in the
omenal trennenpa ao that at m111 incorporsie the changes ordered. In snehms corroetions there shnu
be no subeatation of pages bet, to the entent practuble. correctione shnu be made by runnias a hae

: through the maner to be changed without obhterstaca and utstas the metter as changed tunneeds-
! etely above. Where the correcuae coneasts of an sneertson it shau be added by nder or anterbnee.

teon as meer as poensbie to the test mbach a miended to precede and fonow st-

se The regulations perank, but do not require. the stenographic reporung of prehesnag conferences. See
10 CF R. 2,75ta(c) and to C F R.1752(M When such reportes a used. the rules prtaining to stene.

i
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effort. Although the Board noted that SAPL had submitted a recording
purporting to show conflicts with the omeial transcript, it simply recited
the self evident proposition that the omeial transcript is the one prepared
by the reporter. In response to a request to correct that transcript, such
rationale is wholly inapposite and thus insufficient. It does not explain
why the Board rejected the proposed corrections of the transcript or
even whether the Board believed the transcript to be accurate or not.88

We do not suggest that the Board was obliged to undertake extensive
investigation to rule on the motion. An examination commensurate with
the need to ascertain the facts (if not already known to the Board) can
be conducted promptly and emeiently, without elaborate procedures.
Nor does the requirement that a licensing board seriously entertain mo-
tions to correct in order to ensure an accurate transcript impinge upon a
presiding omcer's authority to regulate the conduct of a proceeding, in-
cluding the authority to "strike" material from the record.88

in the instant case, the amdavit embodying a transcript of the report-
er's stenotype notes and the reporter's recollections of the incident makes
it clear that not all of what actually took place at the prehearing confer-
ence is included in the omeial transcript.88 It is unclear from all the cir-
cumstances, including the reporter's amdavit, whether the presiding om-
cer intended that a portion of the conversation literally be expunged
from the transcript or whether the reporter simply assumed that the pre-
siding officer's direction to her to "strike" material required physical ex-
cision. In either case, the exclusion of the material was improper and the
transcript should have been corrected. We therefore order the transcript

graphic trantenpts apply to preheanng conferences See gemene/ff Norr4ere /=4.sie Mlar ,serwee Ca
(Bailly Generstmg station. Nuclear 1). LBP.8422.12 NRC 191.19).94 efd. ALAILett.12 NRC 558
(1980)(Luenung Board dechnes to approve or rely cm transcnpt c( preheanns coitference because of rts
poor quahty)
si cf v a,g 3,,,,, , c,,ree.147 F.2d 220, 221 (2d Car ), cret dessed. 382 U s 888 (1945) (statute pro-
nding that the transcnpt "shan be deemed pnme face a correct staiement of the testimony taken and
proceedings had" clearly emphen that the tranecnpt a subject to correctionk
88 A bcentag board may properly "sanke" matenal from the record danns the course of a proceeding
siach "stnking" is noted m the tranacnpt and the malenal as not rehed on for decnional purpones As
with a correction of the tranicnpt, the record must nonethelena preserve what was stricken as that a
renewwig anbunal can decide whether the board s action was proper. Eacept perhaps m highly unusual
circumstances and with appropnate safeguards, the strukea matenal as not to be physacally escluded or
espumged from the record C/ Merecyclues Edispo Ca (Three Mde island Nuclest station. Unit No ik
ALAlt307. 21 NRC 1895.1214 (1985)(transfer of sestimony from pubhc tranicnpt to in camera portion
of the recordt sanksg matenal from the record contrasts wah an "off 4he-record" discunason, wluch
must be ident6 Tied as such at the cutset

a On the day following the eschange. sAPL asked the Lacensang Board orally to amend the trannenpt
The Board, si m att prerogains, dechned to consider the matter at that tree and, instead, musted that
the request be made in wnting Tr 2308 49 As far as we can tell. the Ekerd thereaher ruled on the
requess without either sesetteg the receipt of answers from other pa.rties or requesti g the wwws of the
otracial repwter
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corrected to reflect what actually transpired - as embodied in the re-
porter's stenotype notes - as follows:

Page 2099, lines 3-5 should read:84

JUDGE HO)T: M r. --

MR. BACKUS: Madame Reporter, would you please [ indicate) the chairman is
forbidding me to make a statement on the record. I will go on

JUDGE IIO)T: No, sir, you win not, You will continue. Mr. Backus. We will
conuder your argument. The reporter is to strike that comment
from the record. Do you wish to continue or do you wnh to
cease at this point?

We have not made all the corrections requested oy SAPL. As to the
others, the reporter indicated that no further changes were warranted.
Yet the transcript, as now corrected, differs from the radio station tape
recording. As SAPL acknowledges, the tape recording cannot be as-
sumed to be definitive,88 and any differences between the versions may
ultimately have to be resolved in favor of the ofScial transcript. But, not
having been present at the prehearing conference, we have no basis for
determining whether any additiona! changes are justified. If SAPL
wishes, it may promptly tender a motion to the Licensing Board to make
the remaining changes. The Board shall thereafter rule on SAPL's re-
quest based on appropriate criteria, which may include its own recollec-
tions.88

The petition for directed certification is gearried and the Licensing
Board's April 15, 1986 order is n2cated. The transcript shall be corrected
as provided in this opinion and, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.750(b),
the Secretary is requested to make the necessary physical corrections.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR Tile APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker'

Secretary to the
Appeal Board

se The reporter indicanes that imes 2-5 c4 page 2009 should tv shanged But the reporter's changes
appear to te confined to lmes 3-5

e' sal't. Mnten of April 10 as t
88 See reww#y Ceaed 3:esci e 5=n4. %2 F 24 419,62(>21 (10th car 1977)
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Cite as 24 NRC 54 (1966) ALAB-440

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
,-

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Dr. Reginald L Gotchy

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-352 OL
50 353 OL

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2) July 18,1946

The Appeal Board denies joint intervenors' petition to reopen the
record on offsite emergency planning and disqualify applicant's counsel r

and law firm concluding that, irrespective of whether applicant's counsel
had, as alleged, made an ca parte communication, the requested reliefis

i
not warranted.

RULES OF PRACTICE: JURISDICTION OF HOARDS

''Every tribunal - whether judicial or administrative - possesses the*

inherent right (indeed, the duty) to determine in the first instance the
bounds of its own jurisdiction.** Duke Ibwer Ca (Perkins Nuclear Sta-
tion, Units 1,2 and 3), ALAB 591, II NRC 741,742 (1980)(citing United
States v. United Mine Workers, 330 U.S. 258,292 n.57 (1947)).
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RULES OF PRACTICD JURISDICTION OF BOARDS

In general, once petitions for review of an Appeal Board decision on
certain issues have been filed with the Commission, the Appeal Board no
longer has jurisdiction over those issues. See ALAB 823, 22 NRC 773,
775 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICL JURISDICTION OF BOARDS

Where a question has been raised about the integrity of the decision-
making process, the decisionmaker necessarily retains residual power to
address such matter when requested, notwithstanding that jurisdiction
over the underlying substantive claims themselves now lies elsewhere.
Cf Massachusetts Bay Telecasters, Inc. v. Federal Communications Com-
mission. 261 F.2d $5, 67 (D.C. Cir.1958), modified on other grounds. 295
F.2d 131, cert. denied, 366 U.S. 918 (1961).

RULES OF PRACTICD EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

The Commission's regulations prohibit any party to a proceeding for
the issuance of a license or any representative, or any other person di,
rectly or indirectly acting in behalf thereof from submitting off the
record to Commissioners or such staff members, officials, and employees,
any evidence, explanation, analysis, or advice, whether written or oral,
regarding any substantive matter at issue in a proceeding on the record
then pending before the NRC for the issuance of a licer.se.10 C.F.R.
I 2.780(a). See also Administrative Procedure Act (as amended in 1976 by
the Government in the Sunshine Act) [hereafter, "APA"), 5 U.S.C.
II 551(14), 557(d)(1).

RULES OF PRACTICE EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

Commission regulations direct that any written es parte communica.
tion be placed in the public document room and served by the Secretary
"on the communicator and the parties to the proceeding involved." 10
C.F.R. I 2.780(b).

-

RULES OF PRACTICL STANDARDS OF PRACTICE

Any party or its representative who fails to comply with an order or is
"guilty of disorderly, disruptive, or contemptuous conduct" may be rep-
rimanded, censured, or suspended from participation "if necessary for the
orderly conduct of a proceeding." 10 C.F.R. I 2.713(c), See also Profes-
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sional Air Traffe Controllers Organi:ation v. Federal Labor Relations Au.
thority, 685 F.2d 547, 564 n.30 (D.C. Cir.1982) [hereafter, "PA TCO").

ADhilNISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT: EX PARTE
COSIStUNICATIONS

The APA authorizes an adjudicator, to the extent consistent with the
interests of justice and the policy of the underlying statutes, to require a
party that has submitted an ex parte communication to show cause why
its claim or interest in the proceeding should not be dismissed, denied,
disregarded, or otherwise adversely affected on account of such viola-
tion 5 U.S.C. | 557(dXIXD). .

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISQUALIFICATION

Charges that raise questions about the ethief of counsel "should only i

be filed after careful research and deliberation." Cincinnati Gas and Elec.
tric Ca (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1), CLI-
82 36,16 NRC 1512,1513 n.1 (1982).

L

RULES OF PRACTICE: EX PARTE CON!5tUNICATIONS

Disqualification of the communicator is not the remedy specified in the
Commission's regulations for a violation of the ex parte communication

!rule. For this penalty to be exacted, "disorderly, disruptive, or contemp-
tuous" behavior that threatens the conduct of the proceeding must be
demonstrated.10 C.F.R. I 2.713(c).

RULES OF PRACTICE: EX PARTE COhtStUNICATIONS

in deciding whether to void an agency decision that has been blem-
ished by ex parte communications, a court must consider whether, as a
result of the improper communication, the agency's decisionmaking proc-
ess was irrevocably tainted so as to make the ultimate judgment of the
agency unfair, either to an innocent party or to the public interest that
the agency was obliged to protect. In making this determination, a
number of considerations may be relevant: the gravity of the ex parte-

communication; whether the contact may have influenced the agency's
ultimate decision; whether the party making the improper contact bene-
fited from the agency's ultimate decision; whether the content of the
communication was unknown to opposing parties, who therefore had no
opportunity to respond; and whether vacation of the agency's decision
and remand for new proceedings would serve a useful purpose. PATCO.
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685 F.2d at 564-65. See also Braniff Master Executive Council of the Air
Line Pilots Association International v. Civil Aeronautics Board. 693 F.2d

,

220, 227 (D.C. Cir.1982).

APPEARANCES

Robert L. Anthony, Moylan, Pennsylvania, intervenor pro se and for in-
tervenor Friends of the Earth.

Troy B. Conner, Jr., Mark J. Wetterbahn, and Nils N. Nichols, Washing-
ton, D.C., for applicant Philadelphia Electric Company.

Benjamin H. Vosler for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

in a pleading served June 25, 1986, joint intervenors Robert L. An-
thony and Friends of the Earth (Anthony / FOE) have petitioned both us
and the Commission concurrently to reopen the record on offsite emer-
gency planning in this operating license proceeding. The basis for inter-
venors' request is the Washington Legal Foundation's (WLF) submission
to the Commission and various NRC officials of an April 1986 "working
paper" titled "Offsite Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants:
A Case of Governmental Gridlock" [hereafter, "WLF Working Paper")
and authored by Robert M. Rader, counsel for applicant Philadelphia
Electric Company (PECo) in this proceeding.8 Anthony / FOE contend
that this filing, which expresses views critical of the NRC's emergency
planning requirements for nuclear power plants, is an ex parte communi-
cation prohibited by 10 C.F.R. I 2.780(a). They claim that this consti-
tutes unethical conduct by PECo's counsel and that it has prejudiced and
discredited the agency's hearings on offsite emergency planning in con-

, nection with the Limerick facility. By way of relief, Anthony / FOE re-
|

8 Among the NRC offwuls to whoas % LF neat a copy of the workms paper men Alan s. Rosenthal,
Chairman of the Atosuc safety and Lacensang Appeal Panet hit. Rcuenthat recened the document on
or about May 15.1986, notsubstanding PEco's betarf that at was auded May I. sre Lxennee's Anser
to Pentaos Only 9.1986) et 13 a 26, The members of thm Apres! Board. as well as aJ1 parues to this
geocendag. mere served wah copees of the WLF paper ce June 2.1986. by me.norandum from Wdham
L Clements. Chief of the NRC's thketag and senice BranctL The memceandum noted the NRC
General Counsel's conclusaan that the fihng was an es parte commuaration and shoedd be placed in the
pubNc record and woed on all partaes to thss proceeding pursuant to 10 CF R. | 2 7ea,
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quest disqualification of Mr. Rader's law firm, Conner & Wetterhahn,
P.C., and reopening of the record on emergency planning. PECo and the
NRC staff oppose the petition. As explained below, we deny Anthony / :

FOE's request.
1. At the outset, we address the question, raised by PECo, whether ,

we have jurisdiction to rule on Anthony / FOE's petition. We concluded
our consideration of those offsite emergency planning issues contested by
Anthony / FOE with the issuance on May 7,1986, of ALAB 836, 23
NRC 479. PECo thus claims that only the Commission has jurisdiction
over the petition because "no phase of the matter in question is now
before the Appeal Board." Licensee's Answer and Suggestior, of Lack of
Jurisdiction (July 10,1986) at 1.8 The staff, on the other hand, implies ,

that we do have jurisdiction because other offsite emergency planning [
issues remain before us. Response of the NRC Staff (July 15,1986) at 1 [
n.l.8 ,

PECo has too readily presumed away our jurisdiction in this instance.
It is true that, in general, our jurisdiction over most offsite emergency
planning issues passed to the Commission with the issuance of ALAB.
836 and the subsequent filing of petitions for review of that decision. See
ALAB-323, 22 NRC 773, 775 (1985).* The gist of part of Anthony /
FOE's latest motion to reopen, however, is that the process that led to ,

our May 7 decision in ALAB.836 was somehow compromised by the :

prior publication of the WLF Working Paper on emergency planning.
Where a question has been raised about the integrity of the decisionmak-
ing process the decisionmaker necessarily retains residual power to ad.

e Indeed. PECo en so certain of its uen on the entent of our Jarndiction that samally 66 addressed its
reply to AnthonyWoE's petiten only to the Commnuon wwlf, favonng us wwh but one mformatsonal
copy or this pleadmg See L.acensee's Answer so Petition, sapre note 1. ifanns not recened any repfy
d rected to the Anthony 6oE petition pr=4f *t erfere as ar.d rmdans it incredible that a party would not
reply to a motion ranang such etnous neues as disqualafratson of its counsel and reopening of the pro-

*

ceeding, me aded the Board's secretary to mquire of PECo's counsel when me ought tapect to receive
.

, '

its reply. When it became clear that PEco entended to direct its reply notely to the Commananon, our
escretary adsmed its couanel that the Appeal Board would construe such action as a defamit. See 10 ,

CTR j 237. PECo then responded mich a tunely plead.ag to un. essentiany incorporates by refer- ;
'

ence as earler reply to the Commasuon
!We remind counsel that *'[e)very snbunal ~ mhether judicial or admmentrative - panaesses the inhet.

eat nght (indeed the duty) to determme in the s',rst estance the bounds of as own Jurudction" De&e
p>=ee Ca (Perkms Nuclear station. L' nets I. 2 and 3L Al.AB-Hl. Il NRC 141.142 (1990) (cstt'88 (/misedf I

3 ssrs a l'aneaf Ese War &ers 33011 s 258,292 a 57 (1947)k The fact ihat Anthony &oE d rected ther
.

petmon to both the Comminuon and n does not depnve us of the respopubelity to rule ce this matter -I
gending on our dodet Even J such ruling were only a damnsal or referral of the prtama, that action

[would be a maner for thn tenard to undertake, not for a party to presume
' These other names concern the eucuation plan for the state Correctional latutution at Graterford in ,

additmoa, we continue to have appAlste junidecton over the dnposanon of an emergency planneng naue
remanded so the I.acessag Board in AL.AB-IM Nos4 of these temaining matters is the subsect of an
Arithony4oE contentest
* Bath PECo and Anthony &oE have petasoned for review of d.ffereas aspects of AL.AB SM Their

prtasons remain pend.ng before the Commnuon ,

,I
'
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dress such matter when requested, notwithstanding that jurisdiction over
the underlying substantive claims themselves now lies elsewhere. Cf
5fassachusetts Bay Telecasters. Inc. v. Federal Communications Commis-
sion. 261 F.2d $$, 67 (D.C. Cir.1958), modified on other grounds. 295
F.2d 131, cert. denied. 366 U.S. 918 (1961) (decisionmaker itself should
determine initially questions concerning improper influence on its deci-
sions). Hence, to the extent that Anthony / FOE's petition suggests a taint
on the process that resulted in the issuance of ALAB 836, we do indeed
have jurisdiction to address the petition.*

2. PECo devotes the major portion of its reply to an argument that
the distribution of the WLF Working Paper was not an ex parte commu-
nication. See generally Licensee's Answer to Petition, supra note I, at 4-
II. It describes this document as "a generic analysis of basic emergency
planning and preparedness issues common to all proceedings and . . .
not, in its transmittal to certain NRC employees, associated with any par-
ticular proceeding." Id. at 4 (footnote omitted). PECo compares the
WLF Working Paper to a law review article and contends that consider.
ing such material as ex parte would efTectively preclude the NRC's adju.
dicators from reading (and even discussing with colleagues) similar trade
publications or public statements. Id. at $,6.

PECo's comparison of the WLF Working Paper to law review articles
and the like is not particularly convincing. For one thing, Mr. Rader's
paper is not so generic as PECo*s reply suggests. Sec. e.g., WLF Work-
ing Paper at 29, 38-41, $2 55, 58-61 (discussing several substantive issues
litigated in the Limerick proceeding, some of which - such as the emer-
gency plan for the State Correctional Institution at Oraterford - have
not yet been finally resolved). Moreover, it is not simply the content of
the document, but the manner in which it comes to the decisionmaker's
attention that is relevant. The Commission's regulations prohibit

any party to a proceedmg for the issuance . . of a heense . . or any . .repre-
sentative, or any other person directly or mdirectly acting in behalf thereof (from)
submu(ting) off the record to Commissioners or such staff members. otricials, and
employees. any eudence, explanatKin, analyus. or adsice, whether wntien or oral.

- regarding any substantive matter at issue in a proceeding on the record then pending
before the NRC for the issuance . . of a heense .

t a lanofar as Anthony / foe's anoton concerns the aneged sanvence of the WLF Worbag Paper on the
Comminamn's consaderstma of she pending prietmas for rnww of AL A B-814 (n,e sapee note ok only the
Commisuon c( courw. can respond ce that score Thus, the petiemn prewers the rare circumstance
where two adiudicatory tedes each must address ddferene arguments esthin the same pleadmg Antho.
avf oE therefore reoretly directed their retsemn to toch the Commmuon and to es

$9
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10 C.F.R. f 2.780(a) (emphasis added).* See cho Administrative Proce-
dure Act (as amended in 1976 by the Government in the Sunshine Act)
[hereafter, "APA"), 5 U.S.C. {{ 551(14), $57(d)(1). It is one thing for a
judge to go to the library and discover a law review article that dis-
cusses issues raised in a case then pending before him or her, and that is
authored by one of the attorneys in that case. But while it may not be
the circumstance before us here, it is quite another matter for counsel in
a case to submit to a judge, ex parte, counsel's own analysis of issues
pending before that judge, as set forth in a law review article counsel has
penned.

We need not decide, however, whether the WlI Working Paper was,
in fact, an ex parte communication.' Even if such were the case, the
relief sought by Anthony / FOE's petition is clearly not warranted in the
circumstances.

The explicit Commission remedy - placement of the written ex parte
communication in the public document room and service by the Secre.
tary "on the communicator and the parties to the proceeding involved"
- has already been effected.10 C.F.R. I 2.780(b). See supra note 1. It is
clear, however, that regulatory and statutory authority exists for the par-
ticular additional relief sought by Anthony / FOE - i.e., disqualification
of counsel and reopening the proceeding. Any party or its reptuentative
who fails to comply with an order or is "guilty of disorderly, disruptive,
or contemptuous conduct" may be reprimanded, censured, or suspended
from participation "if necessary for the orderly conduct of a proceed-
ing." 10 C.F.R. f 2.713(c). The APA also authorizes an adjudicator

to the estent consistent with the intereste of justwe and the pohey of the underlying
statutes. [to) require the party to show cause why [its) clairn or interest in the pro-
ceeding should not be dismissed. denied. dit.egarded, or otherwise adversely af.
fected on account of such violatKm .

5 U.S.C. | 557(dXlND). See also Professional Air Traffic Controllers Orga..

nization v. Federal Labor Relations Authority. 685 F.2d $47, 564 n.30
(D.C. Cir.1982) (hereafter, "PA TCO"] (legislative history indicates that
remedies provided in section $$7(d) were intended to supplement an ,

-

* At PECo notes, the Commmason has remJms 4 rulemaking that would snefy its ea pant regalatwet
see St Fed Reg to.m (lese

' Canoumly, FEco does not argue that the communicaison a permuseth under the Commmants rege-
tations because (1) the % sshmston Legal rou, stat,an dad not send the Workieg Paper to any of the
Baard a three members (see sem note it or (2) the % IF - an este separate fnim FE Co. its counic!.
and anyone acting cm its behalf - actually submitted the % orhing Parer to ageno ofreuls l$ut in uem
of the baus on uhnch owe deosion here rests, we need not rea6h these threskid asves enher
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agency's existing authority to prohiSit an attorney who violates the sec-
tion from practicing before the agency).

Anthony / FOE. however, have failed to provide any basis for invoking
either of these authorities and imposing the additional penalties they seek -

in their petition. They complain generally that the offsite emergency
planning hearings for Limerick have been "discredited" and "prejudiced
hopelessly" by the "unethical pressure" and _"destructive tacties" of '

PECo*s coumel. Anthony / FOE Petition (June 25,1986) at 1, 2. They
assert that the WLF Working Paper is "an affront to the Commission ;

and the NRC regulations." /d. at 2. They also cite to numerous excerpts !

from the accument that are critical of public intervenors and their role in '

licensing proceedings. /d. at 2 3. But in no respect do Anthony / FOE :

support their generalized charges of improper or unethical conduct by l

PECo counsel with anything more specific than the ipse dixit that "coun- i'

sel violated the ex parte rule, therefore counsel and his nrm should be L
disqualined." See Cincinnati Gas and Elterric Ca (William H. Zimmer

|Nuclear Power Station. Unit No.1), CLI 82 36,16 NRC 1512,1513 n.1
(1982)(charges of ethics violations "should only be filed after careful re- !
search and deliberation"). t

As noted at supra p. 60, disqua incation is not the remedy specified in [
t

the Commission's regulations for an ex parte violation. For this penalty I

to be exacted "disorderly, disruptive, or contemptuous" behavior that s

threatens the conduct of the proceeding must be demonstrated.10 C.F.R.
5 2.713(c). No reasonable claim is or could be advanced here that the al-
leged ex parte communication was disorderly or disruptive to the pro-
ceedings before us. Anthony / FOE's arguments suggest an element of
"contempt,"' but the mere fact of the submission of the WLF Working
Paper, albeit an intentional act, hardly provides a basis for finding "con.
temptuous conduct" threatening to the proceeding.'

Anthony / FOE's generalized complaints about the asserted ex parte
violation also fail to establish a ground for reopening the record on off-
site emergency planning. Such a remedy would be tantamount to voiding
the extensive hearings and decisions already issued on this subject, and is
not ordered lightly even by the courts when an ex parte communication
has remained undisclosed throughout an agency proceeding. In /MTCO.
the court explained:.

* -co.iemps m 4enaea u .-aif.: 4=resara or 4.ohea,.c. or a pohne suisunity - staca te. tv.
nosev 285 Ott ed 19'9h
* Anthony / FOE' also semply that - apart froen the actual autensamon of the % LF Worbas Parer to the

N- = - there a newme maJerwedent smpropriety an the fact thes FECe's connael. Mr Rader, has
esteenned viru cruwal of hRC regulataan But this a so more smproper (or nm.praing) than a the fra
that meerwaar pubic sterest grougu - nah as FrwnJa of the Earth - frequently empress equally crue
col von of the agency en thew pubhcataosm
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la enforcing this standard, a court must consader whether, m a result of improper en
parte communications, the agency's decisionmaking process wu irrevocably tainted
so as to make the ultimate judgment of the agency unfair, either to an innocent party
or to the public interest that the agency was obhged to protect. In making this de-
ternunation, a number of considerations may be relevant: the gravity of the en ;

parte communications; whether the contacts may have influenced the agency's ulti- $

mate decision; whether the party making the improper contacts benefited from the
agency's ultimate decision; whether the contents of the communicatens were un- |
known to oppoung parties, who therefore had no opportunity to respond, and L

whether vacation of the agency's decision and remand for new proceedings would t

serve a useful purpose. Since the pnneipal concerns of the court are the inteenty of i
the process and the fairness of the result, mechamcal rules have httle place in a judu (
cul decnion whether to vacate a voidable agency proceeding Instead, any such de. L

ciaion must of necesuty be an encreine of equitable discret>on. |

l 685 F.2d at 564-65 (footnotes omitted). See also Braniff Master Executive :

Council of the Air Line Pilots Association international v. Civil Aeronautics :

Board 693 F.2d 220,227 (D.C. Cir.1982)(content and significtmce of en ;

parte communication to agency decision are relevant considerations).
.

We have little difficulty in answering each of the inquiries posed by |
the PA7CO court in the negative. For, Anthony / FOE have not provided,

,

a single example of how ALAB 836 and our decisionmaking process !

were or might have been compromised by the WLF Working Paper. -

Nor could they: our decision was rendered on May 7,1986, before any
member of this Board saw or was aware of the WLF Working Paper. ;

See supra note 1. Further evidence belying any suggestion of improper ,

influence on our decision or benefit to PEco is found in that portion of ;

ALAB 836 reversing and remanding the issue of school bus driver avail-
ability; the WLF Working Paper would climinate this "human response"
issue entirely from consideration in NRC proceedings. Compare ALAB- |
836,23 NRC at 515 20, with WLF Working Paper at $2 55. See PATCO. |
685 F.2d at $72 (no benefit to ex parte communicator and no showing of |

injury to complaining party). We therefore deny Anthony / FOE's request ;

to reopen the record on offsite emergency planning. Cf her Authority |
of New York v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 743 F.2d 93,110 i

I(2d Cir.1984) (where opposing party was promptly made aware of en
parte communication and offered no rebuttal evidence, further eviden. |
tiary hearing and disqualification of decisionmakers were unnecessary).88

'
'

Finally, lest there be any doubt, we decide cases on the basis of the
I

record and the law. Obviously, we cannot and should not be sheltered
i

ne The raamaeale for our decuaos twre makes a unnecennary tor es so decade (!) whether the usual erne. !

na &w esopemang a remrd also apply where tant on the esmmmakes peu tan opptwed to a dek ;

concy et dswy a the tuseauary record) is anrged, and (2) d so. whether those smens how
been estafied See 10 C F R 91.7)4. 54 Fed Reg 19.535,10.539 t i9m

,
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from the vast array of views on nuclear power, pro and con expressed
in all forms of the media. But that does not detract from our capability
"of judging a particular controversy fairly on the basis of its own cir.
cumstances." United States v. Morges. 313 U.S. 409, 421 (1941).

Anthony / FOE's June 25,1986, petition to reopen is denied
it is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD,

.

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

!
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
,

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Dr. W. Reed Johnson

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-440 OL
50 441 OL

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC
ILLUMINATING COMPANY et s/.

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2) July 25,1946

The Appeal Board affirms, subject to two additional license, condi-
tions, the result reached in the Licensing Board's concluding partial ini-
tial decision authorizing the issuance of licenses for the operation of
Units I and 2 of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.44)

To obtain a full power operating license, the Commission's hydrogen
rule,10 C.F.R. 50.44, requires the utility to submit an analysis to the
NRC staff that, among other things, provides an evaluation of the hydro-
gen generation and combustion during staff accepted severe accident sce-
narios. This submittal need not, however, be a completed "final" analy.
sis. Instead, all that is required at the operating license stage is "a pre-
liminary analysis which the staff has determined provides a satisfactory
basis for a decision to support interim operation at full power until the
final analysis has been completed." 10 C.F.R. 50.44(cX3XviiXB).

i
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REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.44)

It is plain from the terms of the hydrogen control rule,10 C.F.R.
50,44, that the Commission was fully prepared to leave it to the staff to
decide which of the vast number of possible hydrogen generation scenar.
ios should be analyzed. Without deciding that the exercise of the stalTs
broad discretion in that regard is reviewable at all, an intervenor seeking
to challenge the choice of scenarios must do much more than simply
allege that there are other scenarios that the staff might appropriately
have insisted be factored into the analysis: it must also allege and estab.
lish that, without the inclusion of the additional scenarios, the analysis
could not ful611 its intended purpose.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.44)
'

The Statement of Consideration accompanying the promulgation of
the hydrogen control rule,10 C.F.R. 50.44, indicates a Commission
intent to allow a hydrogen burn analysis for one facility to make use of a
previous and staff accepted analysis for another similar facility Sec 50
Fed. Reg. 3502 (1985).

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. PART 50,
APPENDIX A)

General Design Criterion 17, in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A re.
quires a nuclear plant to include, inter alia, a reliable onsite electric
power system to permit the functioning of equipment needed to maintain
the plant in a safe condition in the event of the loss of other sources of
power.

,

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. PART 50,
APPENDIX A)

The General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, contained in i

*

Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, "establish minimum requirements for
the principal design criteria for water. cooled nuclear power plants simi.
lar in design and location to plants for which construction permits have
been issued by the Commission."

!

l

!
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'REGULATIONS: INTERPRETAllON 00 C.F.R. PART 50,
APPENDIX B)

There is nothing in Appendia B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 (the quality as.
surance criteria for nuclear power plants) that places either an express or
an implied limitation upon who may prepare a quality assurance plan.
Rather, such a plan can be formulated by any entity or organization and
then, irrespective ofits source, is judged on its own merits.

OPERATING LICENSD RESPONSIBILITY OF NRC STAFF

lt is part of the staffs ongoing responsibility during operation of a nu,
clear power plant to review the success of various programs that are
under way at the plant.

OPERATING LICENSD RESPONSIBILITY OF NRC STAIT
,

One of the staffs major continuing responsibilities is to monitor the
operation of all nuclear power facilities and, thus, to review all proposed
changes in caisting inspection, tcsting, and maintenance programs at such
facilities.

RULES OF PRACTICL SiOTIONS FOR SUStStARY
DISPOSITION

A party opposing a motion for summary disposition is obliged to set
forth in its answer "specific facts," by affidavit or other appropriate
means, to establish that "there is a genuine issue of fact." 10 C.F.R.
2.749(b),

RULES OF PRACTICD SiOTIONS FOR SUSIStARY
DISPOSITION

Unless properly controverted, the Commission's regulations specify
that "[a]Il material facts set forth in the statement required to be served
by the . . . party [ moving for summary disposition) will be deemed to be ,

admitted . . . ." 10 C.F.R. 2.749(a), See Houston Lighting a Power Ca
(Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-629,13 o

-

NRC 75,73 (1981).

>

REGULATORY GUIDES: STATUS

Regulatory guides and the Standard Review Plan do not have the
status of Commission regulations and are subject to changes by the staff.
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RULES OF PRACTICD SCHEDULING OF llEARINGS !

Inasmuch as scheduling is a matter of Licensing Board discretion,
appeal boards do not inject themselves into scheduling controversies,
absent a "'truly exceptional situation.' blore particularly, [ appeal boards)
* enter the scheduling thicket cautiously' and then only 'to entertain a
claim that a (licensing) board abused its discretion by setting a hearing
schedule that deprives a party of its right to procedural due process.'"
P/rginia Electric and Powr Ca (North Anna Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB 584,11 NRC 451,467 (1980)(quoting Public Serr.
ice Ca of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statica. Units 1 and 2), ALAB 293, i

2 NRC 660, 662 (1975), and Public Service Ca ofIndiana (Starble Ilill
Nuclear Generating Station Units 1 and 2), ALAB-459,7 NRC 179,188
(1978)).

RULES OF PRACTICQ AIOTIONS FOR SUhtSI ARY
DISPOSITION

A party seeking summary disposition on a particular matter has the ,

burden of establishing that no genuine issue of material fact exists on that
matter. ALAB 443,6 NRC 741,753 (1977).

t

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhtS11SSION: CONSIDERATION OF
ECONOhllC AIATTERS

"[J]udicial precedent and long standing Commission practice confirm
that, within the confines of carrying out its paramount responsibility to ,

protect public health and safety, [the Commission) may consider eco- ,

nomic factors in its decision making." 50 Fed. Reg. 50,764, 50,767 (1985). i

!,

TECllNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED ;

ilydrogen generation; !

hydrogen control system, non inerted containment (10 C.F.R. 50.44);
'

hydrogen control snalysis accident scenarios; i

containment response to hydrogen combustion; |

CLASIL3 computer code: I

release of combustible gases from heated electric cable insulation; ;'

equipment survivability. |
!

General Design Criterion 17, Appendis A,10 C.F.R. Part 50 (onsite
emergency power supply);

diesel generator reliability;
diesel generator foundation (chock plates);

;
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,

cylinder block cracking (ligament and stud to stud cracks);
cylinder block inspection interval.

Standby Liquid Control System.

Turbine missiles;
critical crack size;
turbine inspection. testing, and maintenance program;
turbine inspection interval.

Degradation of polymers used in safety related equipment;
surveillance and maintenance program for polymer degradation.

Containment air lock testing.

APPEARANCES

Senna L. Histt, Mentor, Ohio, for the intervenor Ohio Citizens for Re.
sponsible Energy.

Terry J. Lodge, Toledo, Ohio, for the intervenor Sundower Alliance,
Inc.

Jay E. Silbers. Harry H. Glaseplesel, Michael A. Swiser and Rose Ana C.
Sullivaa, Washington, D.C., for the applicants The Cleveland
Electric illuminating Co., er al

Colleen P. Woodhead for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

Before us are the appeals of intervenors Ohio Citizens for Responsible
Energy (OCRE) and the Sunflower Alliance, Inc. (Sunnower) from the
Licensing Board's September 1985 concluding partial initial decision and'

various earlier orders and rulings in this operating license proceeding in-
vohing Units I and 2 of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.' That decision

' See IaP-8s 3s. 22 NRC 514 0995) The Perry facihty coments of two kules esier ream each
rated at 1265 anegawatts ere The fa d ty a kaatant on the shores of Lake One. in Lake county.
Ohas, arreosamately 35 sides northeana of Clestland

6:



authorized the issuance of licenses for the operation of Units I and 2 of
the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, subject to the applicants' fulfillment of
certain specified conditions.

I. TIIE SUNFLOWER APPEAL

The Sunnower appeal need not long detain us. It seeks to challenge
both (1) the rejection at the threshold of twenty Sunnower contentions
relating to the Perry emergency response plan; and (2) the disposition on
the merits of other contentions of that intervenor on the same subject.
On neither score, however, is the challenge adequately briefed.

The twenty contentions were denied admission to the proceeding be-
cause, in the Licensing Board's view, their bases were not set forth with
reasonable specificity as required by the Commission's Rules of Practice,
10 C.F.R. 2.714(b).8 Sundower has not favored us with an explanation as
to why the Board was wrong in so concluding. Rather, its brief simply
restates the contentions and their purported bases. Similarly, in disputing
virtually all of the Board's findings on those ofits contentions that were
tried on the merits, Sun 0cwer does no more than to repeat, essentially
verbatim, proposed findings that had been submitted to and rejected by
the Board.

In the circumstances, we have no hesitancy in summarily rejecting the
Sunnower appealin its entirety. In passing in March 1985 upon Sunnow-
er's appeal from an earlier partial initial decision it this proceeding, we
took note of the fact that, with respect to several of its appellate asser.
tions, Sunnower had "failed to provide any caplanation why its claim of
error is correct."8 That being so, we announced, the assertions were
being treated "as waived or abandoned."* lt is difficult to understand
why Sunnower's counsel chose to attach no significance to that result in
the sub<equent preparation of his brief on the present appeal. Whatever
may have been the reason, however, the same outcome is warranted
here. The short of the matter is that, if Sun 0ower wished us to take seri-
ously its insistence that the 1.icensing Board committed error, its counsel
was duty bound to illume the foundation for that insistence.

a Meuwrasdum sad Order ( Admunantshty of Contestanas ce r.mergency Plans and how to thmens)
Osmuary 10.1985)(magwtdashed) at 610

8 AtM 802. 21 NRC 40. 466 m M
*Iki
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II. Tile OCRE APPEAL

In its brief, OCRE expresses disagreement with the vast majority of
the Licensing Board's substantive holdings on those issues litigated by
that intervenor. Although each of its claims of error has been examined,
we follow the course recently pursued in the Shoreham proceeding and
specifically address in this opinion only those of sufficient possible merit
or significance to require further discussion.' The assertions meeting this
test fallinto six categories:

(1) the adequacy of' the plant's system for the control of hydrogen
in severe accident situations;

(2) the reliability of the existing emergency diesel generators;
(3) the necessity for automatic initiation of the Standby Liquid Con-

trol System (SLCS) to aid in the rapid shutdown of the plant's
reactors in the event of an anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS);

(4) the risk of damage to safety equipment from "turbine missiles";
(5) the effect of radiation on polymers used in the plant's safety

equipment; and
(6) the need for the pressure testing of the containment personnel

airlocks.

A. II)drogen Control

In the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) at a nuclear power
plant, the temperature of the fuel and the fuel cladding will rise. Most
water-cooled power reactors have cladding thst consists primarily of zir-
conium, which, if it reaches a sufficiently high temperature, may react
with water or steam to generate hydrogen. This hydrogen, in the im-
probable event that it were to accumulate to high concentrations.* could
ignite violently to threaten the integrity of the containment structure and
the operability of components inside the containment.

During the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island, the deflagration of hy-
drogen resulted in significant pressure and temperature increases in the
reactor containment building. Following that event, in order to accom-

.

'See ra*t hina4 leenag Ca (shoreham Neslear Power statsnak ALAll-812, 23 NaC 135,143
(1984)

* The gemernuon d large swaniani et hydrogen derug the co.rw d a reams accideos a nos aarmal-
ly enrected Commmann regolahoma (10 C F a 30 4 sad Pari sa. Appendia El govermas the dewan,
analpws and fwactameeg of einefgency core smhes syvens (IcCs)is amicar rower planas were prim
mulgated to luna, emare ska the amount or hydroses prodmed by the feel claddag sarcon,um uster
reactana to that rewiting from ca.Jatum of leu than tee swetent of the cladding 10 C F R $0 eenH 3)
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medate severe accidents in which hydrogen is gamerated in quantities
greater than that allowed by the ECCS rule (see supra note 6), the Com-
mission amended its regulations to require improved hydrogen controls.'
The nature of these controls is dependent on the design of the particular
nuclear power facility.

For certain non inerted reactor containments such as that at Perry
(i.e., those with atmospheres that contain oxygen, a necessary ingredient
for hydrogen combustion), the new hydrogen rule envisions a system
that will provide for the controlled burning of hydrogen as it is gener-
ated during the course of an accident. This will prevent hydrogen build-
up to concentrations at which violent deflagration or an ciplosion might
take place * The rule requires that the hydrogen control system be able
to burn safely the amount of hydrogen that would be generated if up to
75% of the fuel cladding in the active fuel region reacted with water,'
Further, the systems and components necessary to establish and to main-
tain safe shutdown, aid to preserve containment integrity, must be capa-
ble of performing their functions during and after exposure to the envi-
ronmental conditions created by the burning of hydrogen.8'

in order to obtain a full power operating license, the hydrogen rule
requires the utility to submit an analysis to the staff that, among other
things, provides an evaluation of the consequences of hydrogen genera-
tion and combustion during staff accepted severe accident scenarios.8 8 |
This submittal need not, however, be a completed "final" analysis. In-
stead, all that is recuired at the operating license stage is "a preliminary
analysis which the staff has determined provides a satisfactory basis for a
decision to support interim operation at full power until the final analysis
has been completed."88

1. The Perry hydrogen control system consists of 102 igniter assem-
blies distributed throughout the containment. When activated during ar
accident, each igniter will exhibit a surface temperature high enough to
cause the ignition of hydrogen as it reaches a combustible concentestion.
The electric power necessary for igniter operation is to be supplied by
either normal offsite sources or the emergency diesel generators.is

!

' to c r R $0 44 ;

e 3,, g,.,,w#r so Fed Reg Hel(1985)(keement of connaderanna As the hydrogen ruhri

* to C F R Soucklasnet
''10 e F R So wcs3n,W At

H 10 C F R $0 %t M)mun8)
8 8 to C F R So us ain = n a B)(emphaus serpiseda
'8 p neth, er et pai Te 3241. et 32 H

|
|
|

'
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As required by the current hydrogen rule, the applicants conducted a
preliminary analysis of this system and submitted the results to the staff.
Using accident scenarios that had been approved by the staff in the con-
text of the hydrogen control analysis for the Orand Gulf facility (a boil-
ing water reactor recently licensed by the NRC with safety related
equipment identical or similar to that found in Perry),'' the applicants
modeled the temperature and pressure response of the containment envi.
ronment by means of the CLASIX 3 compt.ter code.as They then deter-
mined the capab;lity of the containment to maintain its integrity despite
the predicted pressures." With respect to the thermal survivability of
necessary couipment, a comparison of the L-mperature response profiles
of Perry and 0,and Gulf revealed tt.st lower equipment temperatures
shouid result during hydrogen burning n Perry." As verification, a cal-
culation wre performed that showed that the masimum temperature of
an igniter assembly would be lower at Perry than at Orand Gulf.88 For
purposes of pressure survivability analysis, the quali6 cation or design

| pressures of the equipment were compared to the peak pressure resciting
from hydrogen burning during the hypothesired accident.8'

Based on its review of the applicants' submittal, the staff found the
preliminary analysis to be acceptable and in compliance with the regula-
tions.co in m finding, the staff identified certain issues that the final anal-
ysis is to addren."

2. OCRE's issue 8 put into question the effectiveness of the appli.
cants' hydrogen control system:

" Th hydrogen ignaer sys.ces instaned at Orand Gott and Perry are maidar Appheanti E nh 8 I at
22-21 la adddxm. the hyt,rogen control analen condected for Perry stihred the name amsent neena.s
are and the same degree of cleAhas reactica esih ester (TIM as empbyed as the orand Ovif analysm
M at 18-21,284 Homeser, as Grand Outf has a larget rsector core, and than more eirsonom metal to
react. a greater total amount of hydrogen mound be released and esadable for combuseos deres a
arvers accident at that plant Nosafrancewo (second Prepared Testimony (#2a fot Te )etes se 2-3
Garg. fot Tr 16?4

" Danseth, er el. foi Tr 3241, at 4143

** Apphsante Esk 81 at 13-17. 5,e geweBr AppAanta E ah 44

'' Ar$hansa Eth 8 4 at 21A 2iD
i' Desseus, er el. fot Tr 3244, a4 44-90

*

" Apphcants Eak 4 I et ilD
" Natafrancence t tin, foi Tr 3470s al 4

si staff Eak 8. ht arGett? safety Esalsaienn Report far Perry Nmnear Pomar Plana, supplement
No 6 ( Aprd 1985) e &ll [heteafter card an *%Fr Eth I") Thwe suurs include (1) amkaantas hydr.>
gen-aseam release batorwa that are repeewnf arne of degraded Scre aondens sequences (!) sceassament
diffumaan naaw en.womment. (3)somtainmens seuronmental a%u related to deflagreens. sa h as beat
transfer awdehag. (4) drywell enswommenial anaine (36 confirmaten of equipersas survn etanwy sad
(6) desekyment of ccambustitde gas seetrol emergenc) prarderes
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The Perry hydrogen control sptem is inadequate to assure that large amounts of
hydrogen can tv safely ucomenWated without a rupture of the containment and a
release of substannal quanntnis of radeactmey to the ensironment.se

In this regard, OCRE complained that the applicants' preliminary analy-
sis was defective and thus should not have been accepted by the staff.
According to OCRE, the applies.ts had failed to select for analysis the
most severe accident scenarios. In addition. OCRE asserted that the anal-

| ysis was flawed because of uncertainties in the CLASIX 3 computer
code, inadequades in the applicants' calculations of the structural capac-
ity of the containment, and the applicants' reliance on the Grand Gulf
analysis. s

On the basis of its review of the record developed on the issue, the
Licensing Board found reasonable assurance that the applicants' hydro-
gen control system at Perry will function as designed, that the contain-
ment will retain its integrity during the predicted hydrogen burn, and
that the necessary systems and components can survive in the environ-
ment resulting from the burn.8' Provided certain imposed conditions
were met, the Board concluded, that system would be in compliance
with the applicable regulations.88 Those conditions require that, before
operation in excess of fisc percent of rated power, the applicants must
demonstrate to the staff that (1) written procedures for operation of the
system are available, and (2) further confirmatory analysis of the pressure
survivability of equipment not so qualified of with narrow qualification
margins has been made.88

3. On appeal. OCRE renews its claims raised below and asserts that
the Licensing Board committed a wide variety of errors. Our discussion
will be confined to those assertions of Licensing Board error that appear
on the surface to hase posuble merit.88

The applicants selected two scenarios to be analyred in order toa.

determine the temperature and pressure response of the containment to a
postulated degraded core event with hydrogen generation, release and

as s,, t ap.ans, ;.3 s ac e, g jo
"OCRE fwthee mantamed thas the haal anshrse of the s,wem bad to te comparted before M1 p=tr

creressos comha se ebood its thews argeared to to that, otherwme, there would to an amatorer debe-
gatam se the staff of the ishimate retietsoe af the hydrogen sonard innue The IAenwes Ihmed correcs-
ly repcted that hae of teamwas /d es lit. As se how nees, the hydrogen control tvie now en effect.

plant, esacename featpowse <9eraram en the erresstn et a natafectory prehminary man 3 ws &<e se p3

?!
H t BP 4515. 22 NRC as He 50
" It as191
H /4 at 588 te Th (samhamus were amearmented into the operating imenw ine Und i See Perry he

clear Pomet P'laat, Umst ha i P acdsy Operesing ( Armee itsemas Peo NPt 4?L hearch is.19h, see.
tam 2 Cileb
H ist aan p M
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combustion.88 One initiating event was the opening of a safety relief '!
valve and its subsequent failure to close as expected. The other scenario |

started with a small steam.line break in the drywell. For each scenario, |
the emergency core cooling systems were assumed not to operate at the
beginning of the accident. It was further assumed that only one of the ;

two containment spray trains would be initiated after the first hydrogen i
burn.88 According to the scenados, just prior to reaching a metal water !

reaction equivalent to 75% of the active fuel cladding, recovery of the :
!cooling systems would occur and the hydrogen generation portion of the

accident would be terminated,8' .[
At the hearing below. OCRE embarked upon cross-examination on L

subjects such as (1) the availability of containment sprays and the func. I

tioning of the Reactor Core isolation Cooling (RCIC) system during a 'f
hydrogen release;(2) the use of containment venting in the event that the ,

hydrogen control system could not be operated; and (3) the effect of sta. >

tion blackout on a hydrogen generation event. Although these issues |

| were said to relate to thefunctioning of the hydrogen control system,in i

i actuality they challenged the occident scenarios used by the applicants. |
The Licensing Board granted OCRE's representative a fair amount of ;

leeway in conducting such cross-examination but ultimately concluded !
that these questions went beyond the scope of the hearing.88

On appeal. OCRE asserts that the preliminary analysis should have ad.
,

dressed issues beyond the selected accident scenarios, such as the avail- !|

| ability of containment sprays and the effect of station blackout. We think i

| otherwise. Section $0.44(cX3XviXBX3) provides in terms that the evalua. {
tion of the hydrogen release is to **[u)se accident scenarios that are ac. ;

cepted by the NRC staff." As earlier noted, the scenarios selected by the ;

applicants were approved by the staff. We need not decide here whether ;
there are any circumstances in which staff action of this nature might be t

subject to challenge by an intervenor. For, be that as it may, the ap- f

proval was not open to successful attack in this instance. t

Given the complexity of a nuclear power plant, there is virtually no !

end to the nr.pences of failures and errors that might conceivably result f
in hydrogen prodection But the likelihood of the occurrence of most of
the sequences is catraordinarily remote: in order for them to material- :

ire, there would have to be such unlikely developments as the concur- E
,

rent failure of redundant safety related equipment or an equipment ma!.

** a. aman, se et, sal T M41, at 3:
** Ay,,tseman Eth. s-t sa ts
** amaseni, es el. sat Te Hel, as )s

'' LaFsMS. H haC at 5464 g

!
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b

function accompanied by improbable operator error. Manifestly, the
Commission did not intend to require utilities to include in their analyses
- preliminary or final - every one of these sequences, irrespective of
how divorced from reality it might be. Moreover, it is plain from the
terms of the rule itself that the Commission was fully prepared to leave it
to the staff to decide which of the vast number of possible scenarios
should be analyzed. Assuming, again without deciding, that the exercise-
of the staft's broad discretion in that regard is reviewable at all, the inter-
venor seeking to challenge the choice of scenarios must do much more
than simply allege that there are other scenarios that the staff might ap- i

propriately have insisted be factored in*o the analysis: it taust also
allege and establish that, without the inclusion of the additional scenar-

,

jos, the analysis could not fulfill its intended purpose. We are satisf:ed
that no such demonstration was made here. Stated otherwise, this record,

'

does not establish that the staff acted caprie'ously 8.n approviAg the use
of the two choser, scenarios for preliminary assessnsent purposes.88

b. We now tura to the applicants' use of the CLASIX 3 computer
code to analyze the Perry containment response to hydrogen combustion
during the selected scenarios. Using this code, the calculated peak tem-
perature and pressure in the containment would be 1760* Fahrenheit (F)'
and 21 pounds per square inch gage (psig).s Before the Licensing
Board, and again before us, OCRE challenges the validity of this out-,

come. The primary basis for its attack is a report prepared for the NRC
by Sandia National Laboratories in which CLASIX-3, as it was used la
analyzing the hydrogen control system for the Grand Gulf nuclear facil-
ity, is evaluated by comparison with results obtained from a Sandia code,
HECTR.8* That document takes issue with many of the assumptions

88 The stafr may require adddsonal scenanos to be included in the real analysis yet to be performed.
" Bunelh et al. fol. Tr. 3241, at 45. Pressure as ordinanly discussed in terms of pounds per square

inch gage. which is the pressure mea ured above or below atmosphenc pressure so that the measure.
ment is mdependent of vanations in atmosphene pressure. We note that the figures that depict the tune
dependence of temperature and pressure in the Perry contamment dunas the course of a aydrogen gen.
erauon event indacate that these peaks are of very bnet duraton (less than a annutek apparently lasting
only dunna the panods of internuttent hydrogen burnmg. See Apphcants Eth. 8.l. Appendia A. Figures
FS. 22 21

'

H oCR2 Enh. 21 (NUREo/CR.2530). This document was admated into evidence over the objection
of the staff. See Tr. 3691. It was not the basis for any direct testimony and was used very spanngly la

(
cross-etamination (a g. Tr. 3688 91. 3744-46). The document was. however, liberally cited in oCRE's
proposed findangs of fact. and in its appellate bner. The Board should not hase admitted such a tarse
(226 pages) unsponsored document without clearly hmsting the evalentiary purpose to w hich it could be i

put.
We normally dechne to address procedural matters not raised oe the appeat We have made an excep-

tson m then instance because the treatment given the document by the Licensmg Board placed an undue
burden on our review of the hydrogen control issue

P
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used in CLASIX-3, such as hydrogen ignition limits, flame propagation
speeds, and combustion completeness. Further, the use of HECTR gen-
erally yields higher temperatures and pressures in the containment than
the results from CLASIX 3. OCRE asserts that the Licensing Board ig-
noted this evidence contained in the Sandia report.

Contrary to OCRE's claim, the Licensing Board's decision contains a
full discussion of the containment response models, and the uncertainties
and assumptions associated with both CLASIX-3 and HECTR.88 At
bottom, the Board accepted the CLASIX 3 analysis because the tempera-
tures and pressures predicted by that code were higher than those pro-
duced during large-scale experimentst i c., the code predictions were con-
servative.88 Our review of OCRE's Exhibit 21 and the rest of the record
gives us no reason to garrel with the Board's approach on this issue.87
The presen:ed evidence indicates that the response model used by the
applicants provides reasonable values of containment pressure and tem-
perature as a reault of a hydrogen burn.

c. The dual-train Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system at Perry is
designed to remove decay heat from the suppression pool and to provide
containment spray in the event of an accident.88 The combustiori of hy-
drogen would produce additional heat that must be rerroved from the
containment atmosphere. However, because hydrogen combustion would

i occur early in the accident and the maximum temperature would not be
reached in the suppression pool until much later, applicants' witness John

'

D. Richardson concluded that the heat from hydrogen combustion
would not have a significant effect on the suppression pool tempera-
ture.88 Accepting this evidence, the Licensing Board determined that an
adequate method existed to remove heat from the containment if a de-
graded core accident occurred at Perry.40

88 See LBP-35 35,22 NRC at 538-42

8'Id at539.571. See also Tr. 3421, 3733-34.

s'la oppouas CRE's Motion to Cornpel the Appearance of Dr. Marshall Berman (March 18. 1985),o
the stafr provided an afridavit by Dr. Berman, who directed the sandia study which led to NUREO/
CR 2530. See NRC staff Response to oCRE's Motions for Continuance and to Compel the Appearance
c( Dr. Berman (March 27, 1985). Dr. Berman noted that much espenmental work had been done unce
the document was published, in particular, espenments conrarming hydrogen igadion at trustures of 6
8% by volume (CLAs!X 3 asumed 8%. HECTR 10%). He also stated that he had no objection to the

,

staffs poution regarding the acceptance of CLAs!X 3 results at Perry if it were the same as that at
Grand oulf. The Licensing Board quoted Dr. Berman's affidavit in denpag oCRE's motion. conclad-
tag that it could not rmd genume sesentarse dnagreement between the NRC staff and sandia. Memoran-
dum and order cf March 29,1985 (unpubhshed) at 4. See also Tr. 3724-26,

se Tr. 3453, Apphcants Enh. 8 l at 25 26 The water in the suppresuon pool withm the containment
serves pnmanly to quench the steam release dunns a LOCA.

se Tr. 3611.
'' LBP 85 35,22 NRC at 547.
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According to OCRE, the Licensing Board should not have accepted
the adequacy of the heat removal system on the basis of this testimony
but, instead, should have insisted upon an analysis of Pnry's heat re-
moval capability. We disagree. For purposes of the prelimtaary analysis,-
there is no reason to reject the applicants' thesis: i.e., the heat from hy-
drogen combustion would not cause the containment heat removal capa.
bility to be exceeded because the combustion would occur early in the
accident, before the maximum suppression pool temperature would be
reached.48 in connection with the final analysis, however, the staff
should ensure that the applicants have performed a more detailed review
of containment heat removal capability, '

' d. OCRE asserts that the Licensing Board failed to addref,s the po-
tential for release of combustible gases from electrical cable insulstion

.

'

that becomes heated during a hydrogen burn. The intervenor refers to a
paper in evidence that suggests that such gases, if they also burned,
could affect the pressure temperature response during a hydrogen com-
bustien event.48 A staff witness, who was a co-author of the paper, testi-

"'t is not enurely clear from the board's openson why et beheved that the fact that bear from hydro- *

gen burams comes early in the n.cid nt scenarw had a bearu g oo the queshon of the ultinate capA41 sty
to remove heat from the contamment. But. shi's not cons %$steJ esphcitly in *.he te umoe.y the record
does pronde the answer.

The Mark !!! suppresuon pool contams a large amount ef water, ahich Aas the capacity to s. ore a
great deal of heat (1.35 nuthon pounds of water with a heat capacity of I.0 BruAb 'F). .See Apphcants
Enit 81, Appenda A. Table 8. The worst case degraded core scenario results in the burnus of 2290
pounds of hydrogen. M at 30. If all of ale energy resulung from the hydrogen burnmg were added
suddenly to the supprnuon pool, the peis temperature would rise only 19'F. (This cornputation em.
ploys the heste(<omtmuon value for hydrogen of 6 096 a 10* BtuMb Hence, the hydrogen bura yields
a total of 1.40 x 108 Btu. See CAtmare/ Engraern' Naadbook at 3-145 (R.H Perry a C H. Chilton editors,
5th ed.1973).) Heat is removed from the suppresuon pool by the RHR sptem. whether by the contam.
meet spray mode or the pool coolmg mode, although the coolms capact y is somewhat reduced (by
perhaps 15%) when in the spray mode. See Tr. 3453, 3455, 3476. 3481 82. As one nught espect, howev.
er, the heat removal rate due to RilR system operanon increases as the supprnuon pool temperature
increams, and. at the suppresuon pool temperature desgn haut of 185'F, one of the two loops of the
RHR system operstmg in the contamment spray mode (assumms a 15% reduction in heat remosal rate)
will remove hest from the suppresuon pool at a rate of 141 x 108 Bru/ hour. Perry Fmal safety Analyus
Report [FSAR]. Amendment 15 (December 31,1984L Table 6 21, Figures 6 2-8 and 6 2 9, Apphcants,

Enh. 81, Table 5 4 3 Thus, the ennre amount of heat added to the Inol due to hydrogen combusnon
would be removed in about one hour The pak suppresuon pool temperature (185") due to reactor
decay heat does not occur until about three hours after an accident af only a ungle RHR loop es in

'
operat.on. Perry FsAR. Figure 6 2 8

In summary, the suppresuon pool has the capacity to accept the heat resulting from hydrogen burnmg
with only a modest increase m pool temperature Assummg the operation of only one, of two. RHR
coolms loops, this heat will be removed well before the onses of peak poo4 temperature la fact, the
endence estabhshes that, even of the hydrogen comumn heat were added to the geol at the time of
pesk pool temperature (185* + !?* = 204*h the heat removal system will shll function. Tr. 3459.e0
360647. As shown above. the syvem would bring the pool temperature back to ses deugn value en shout
an hour.

" $<e OCRE Enh. 24 at 1205
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fled, however, that the relevance of the paper was not clear.48 Because,
from a review of the paper, it appears that for the conditions at Perry
the combustion of gases released from heated insulation would not be a
significant factor in the overall consequences of a hydrogen burn, its
omission from the applicants' preliminary analysis was acceptable. But
the possible effects of this phenomenon are to be included in the final
analysis.

The regulations allow the structuralintegrity of the containment toe.

be demonstrated by an analysis showing that the Service Level C stress
limits of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pres-

|

|
sure Vessel Code (ASME Code) have been met.44 Using these limits, the
applicants performed an analysis to determine the location in the Perry

|
containment with the lowest pressure-retaining capacity. This analysis

!
showed that Containment Penetration 414 has the lowest capacity with a

|
value of 50 psig.45 Thus, the applicants concluded, the con'ainment

| would retain its integrity so long as that pressure was not exceeded.

j The capacity of Penetration 414 had been determined by utilizing '

| specified minimum material strength values for steel of the type sur-

I rounding the penetration - vah:es that were derived from the ASME

|
Code." Had the same values been employed in the case of Penetration

|
205, for example, pressure capac'ty lower than 50 psig would have been

I obtained, Instead, Penetration 205 was analyzed on the basis of the actual

physical properties of the material surrounding it, as ascertained from
material certification data furnished by the supplier. That procedure pro-
duced a pressure capacity in excess of 50 psig."

i

The regulations specifically permit the use of actual material properties
for analytical purposes.48 We therefore cannot subscribe to OCRE's
insistence that the applicants were required to appraise the pressure re-
taining capacity of Penetration 205 on the same basis as Penetration 414
was examined.

* * Tr. 37B31. The subject paper dealt with a dry containment teldmg of a preuvrized water reactor,
whde Perry is a boshag wster reactor with a Mark Ill contamment.

** 10 C.F R. $0 44(cX3XivX BXI). (vtXB x 5Xik
LJnder the AsME Code, the service level C stress hmet for sample loadmgs. such as the membrane

stresa in a steel contamment shell is the yield stress of the maienal. This ensures that, for such loadmgs.-

matenal behavior will remasa in the classic range; hence. though the object may deform under loadmg.
it will retwa to its ongmal shape upon remosal of the load. For more comptea loading, higher stresses
are allowed under Service I evel C. See Tr. 3564-85;Apphcants Eth. 8 4. Table 8. AsME Code, section
III. NCA.2142.2 (1983editsonk
** Buzzelh, es el. fol. Tr. 3241. at 28.

'' Tr. 3285.
'' Apphcants Eth 84 at 1617.
** see 10 C F R. $0 44(cX3XivXBK
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OCRE also asserts that the analysis erroneously failed to consider the
effects of dead load and elevated temperature. Had they been included in
the analysis, OCRE claims, a lower value would have been given to the
pressure capacity of Penetration 414 and thus to that of the containment.
Although that may be so, it is of no consequence here. For, the record
establishes that the dead load and elevated temperature factors would
reduce the allowable stress by approximately five and ten percent, re-
spectively," Thus, even if those factors were assumed to have a cumula-
tive impact, Penetration 414 would still have a pressure capacity well in
excess of the hydrogen burn prer,sure of 21 psig.80

f. As earlier noted, the Licensing Board imposed a condition that re-
quired, prior to operation at levels above five percent of rated power,
"confirmatory analyses" of the pressure survivability of certain crmpo-
nents thst either had not been qualified or had "inadequate margir.s" of
stuvivability.88 On appeal, OCRE complains thu the additional analyses
of pressure survivability required by the Board will rot be simply con.
firmatory tut, rather, will require an evaluation of sufficiency by the
staff. OCRE takes this to represent the delegation of a contested issue to
the staff for post. hearing resolution. In this regard, OCRE condemns as
"illogica!" the Board's finding that the Perry containment has the capa-
bility to cope with a vacuum (i.e., "negative pressure") 58 OCRE notes
that this finding was predicated on the operability of the vacuum break-
ers, yet the Board found the same vacaum breakers to be insufficiently
qualified to withstand the hydrogen burn pressure.

We agree with OCRE that, having concluded that the staff should not
have accepted the applicants' evaluation of the pressure survivability of
those components with design pressures below the burn peak pressure,88

" Tr. 3286, 3586 87; Apphcants Enh. 8-4 at 16. oCRE also claimed that containment vessel oute(-
tolerance, had it been consadered, wouad have resuhed in a lower pressure capacity value. But contain-
ment vessel outef tolerance only affects the steel shell and not the penetretens. Tr. 3596 97. Use pres-
sure capacities of the cyhndncal and dome regions of the Perry containment are 79 and 78 pug. respec.
tavely, which are well above the 50 psig hmating penetration capacity. lbd
88 For low probabthty loadmg events the AsME Code permits the use c( highet. service teel D

stress hmits. Using these hmsts, the appheants calculated a contamment capacity of 57 pug, which they
charactertzed as ''more reahstic.'' Buzzelh, er el, fol. Tr. 3241, at 28 Although the Licensing Board took
note of this calculation (LBP 85-35. 22 NRC at 536L there es no ment to OCRE's claim that the Board
placed crucial rehance upon it. Appellate Bnef of Ohno Citizens for Resmnuble Energy (octoNr 21.
1985) at 24. In any event, the 50 pug contamment capacity was demonstrated uung the requared service.

Level C hmits, notwithstanding the appheants' additional Level D analyies or the Licensing Board's
nondispoutive opmson of those analysea.

88 LBP.85 35,22 NRC at $44. Of those components for whoch a prehmanary evaluation of pressare
survnsbehty had been completed, only the containment sacuum breakers, the hydrogen mtung com-
pressors, and the hydrogen moung compressor check valves did not ha$e quahrecatson or deugn pres.
sures that esceeded the calculated peak pressure from a hydrogen burn. Apphcants Enh. 81 at 21D.
88 OCRE Bnef at 21.See LBP 85 35,22 NRC at Sh

88 /d at 578. .$er staff Enh. 8 at 6-11.
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the Licensing Board was required to retain iurisdiction over the matter
until a satisfactory evaluation was produced. The error on that score,
however, has turned out to be harmless. Contrary to the view of the Li-
censing Board, the applicants' preliminary evaluation of the pressure -
qualification of this equipment is acceptable.8* Insofar as concerns the
containment vacuum breakers and hydrogen mixing compressor dis-
cha*ge check valves, the record shows that only the external design
pressure is exceeded by the hydrogen burn peak pressure.** Because the
active components of the vacuum breakers and check valves are not ex-
posed to the hydrogen burn pressure, at this preliminary stage it is rea-.

sonable to proceed on the basis that this equiprnent would survive a hy-
drogen event. With respect to the hydrogen mixing compressor, identical
equipment at Graw! Gulf has been shown to survive pressures exceeding :

the hydrogen burn peak pressure.88 Again, at least in the context of a

'

preliminary evaluation (which is all the Commission's hydrogen rule re-
quires at this point), this allows the conclusion that the compressors will
function through a hydregen event at Perry.87

g. Finally, OCRE urges that 10 C.F.R. 50.44(cK3XviiXB) precluded
the applicants' reference to the equipnunt survivability ar,alysis con-
ducted for the Grand Gulf facility. While the provisions of that section
may be open to different interpretations, the Statement of Consideration
accompanying its pmmulgation indicates a Commission intent to allow a
hydrogen burn analysis for one facility to make use of a previous and
staff-accepted analysis for another similar facility.88

The question remains, of course, whether, as a matter of fact, the
Grand Gulf analysis was appropriately employed in the Perry analysis.
We conclude that it was. As previously indicated, not only are the two
facilities including their hydrogen igniter systems similar, but also the hy.
drogen control analysis performed for each was essentially identical.88 In
fact, because of the larger reactor core at Grand Gulf and the additional
hydrogen that would be generated, more severe equipment temperatures
are predicted to occur during a hydrogen burn event at that plant.80

** The stafr ud reqwre eqmpment survnabthry to be conrtrmed in the Anal analyus. /d at 612.

ss Appixants Exh. 41 at 2iD.
" lbsd-

8' See sapre note 14

88 As the Commission stated.
Prevsovsly approved genene or reference analyws may be employed in heu or plant specirse analy-
ses where the genene analyses can be shows to be apphcable. It is beheved that the adoptson of the
above approach *10 chmanate the need for repetitive calculation of acculent scenanos.
50 Fed. Res 3502.

" 3,e supre note 14.
" Apphcants Enh. 81 at 2tB 21C.
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B. Diesel Generators

General Design Criterion (GDC) 17 requires a nuclear plant to in-
clude, Inter alia, a reliable onsite electric power system to permit the
functioning of equipment needed to maintain the plant in a safe condition !
in the event of the loss of other sources of power.st To meet this re- !
quirement at Perry, the applicants installed four diesel generators manu- !

factured by Transamerica Delaval Inc. (TDI), two for each Perry unit. |
The reliability of TDI diesel generators in general came into question

as a result of the identification of deficiencies in these units at other nu.
clear power facilities.88 On this apparent basis, OCRE submitted a con-
tention that the applicants had not demonstrated that Perry's diesel gen-
erators could be relied on to generate the nece*sary power in an emer-
3cncy.

At the hearing, the applicants and the staff submitted a plan that had
been prepared jointly by the twelve or so owners of nt, clear plants with
TDI diesel generators. The Owners Group plan provided for an in-depth
sssessment of each facility's TDI diesel generators through a combina-
tion of design reviews. qeality revalidations, engine tests and component
inspections.88 The Board found that the plan was "a well.tho-)ght.out
program which, if implemented properly, provides reasonable assurance
that TDI diesels will reliably carry out their intended function."e. 33
the strength of the applicants' commitment to follow the plan, the Board
concluded that emergency onsite power will be avr.ilable when needed
and that the applicants met the regulatory requirements."

OCRE challenges this conclusion on three grounds. First, it claims
that, in view of its source, the Board's reliance on the Owners Group
plan was improper and in violation of the Commission's quality assurance
requirements. Second, according to OCRE, many of the Board's findings
respecting the sufficiency of the plan were contrary to the weight of the
evidence and based upon the application of erroneous evidentiary stand-
ards. Third, the Board is said to have violated the Atomic Energy Act in
delegating to the staff the responsibility for monitoring the applicants'
implementation of the plan. As a separate matter, OCRE argues that the

88 The oeneral Desism Critena for Nuclear Power Plants are found in Appendia A to 10 CF R. Part
50. As the introduction to the Appendis states, these standards "estabissh aununum requirements for the
princ,pel design entens for water <coled nuclear power plants sirular in deuga and location to plants
for which constructaon pernuts have been neued by the Commiss,on."
ee staff Enh.1, safety Evalustaos Report on Transamenca Delasal. Inc., at 1. See also D=&c An.* Ca

(Catambs Nuclear station, t!nsts I and 2), ALAB-813. 22 NRC 59,79 (1983).
'8 Kammeyer. fol. Tr. 2179, at 8.

** LBP 85 35. 22 NaC at $61.
" lbed
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Board improperly denied its motion to reopen the record to consider the
implications of defective check valves associated with the TDI diesel-
generators at the Grand Gulf facility. We consider these claims seriatim.

1. There is no merit to OCRE's insistence that, in relying upon the
Owners Group plan, the Licensing Board erroneously failed to attach
significance to the fact that the plan was devised by the interested utili-

~

*

ties themselves rather than by an independent technical organization.
Contrary to OCRE's apparent belief, there is nothing in Appendix B to
10 C.F.R. Part 50 (the quality assurance criteria for nuclear power
plants) that places either an express or an implied limitation upon who
may prepare a quality assurance plan. Rather, such'a plan can be formu-
lated by any entity or organization and then, irrespective of its source, is
judged on its own merits The plan in question was so assessed by the.

staff, which found upon an extet:sive review that (if properly carried out)
the plan was adequate to provide ressor.able assurance that th'e diesel
generators at Perry would function when needed. Unless that ultimate
finding was shown to be crucially t! awed, the Board could rely upon the
plari in making its own reasonabse assurance finding.

2. OCRE attacks the adeq'nacy of the Owners Group plan on a vari-
ety of grounds. We address here only those of its arguments that pertain

,

to a genuine safety concan.**
a. Each TDI diesel generator is supported by chock plates that rest

on the concrete floor. The amount of surface contact between the diesel
engine base and the chock plates is important in determining the stress
that will be exerted on each plate. OCRE claimed that the Owners

|

Group plan did not provide assurance of sufficient surface contact.87
The staff agreed and required the applicants to establish that the chock
plates would withstand the stresses placed upon them.se

To satisfy the staffs requirement, the applicants presented an engineer-
ing evaluation outside of the Owners Group plan.se On the basis of the
ascertained surface contact between the engine base and the chock
plates, the evaluation concluded that the plates would withstand the
stresses.'' The Licensing Board considered this conclusion and other

:

** OCRE asserts that the burden or proot was not placed on the appbcants as required. We have re.*
d

viewed those mstances cited by the senervenor and conclude that the Board's treatment of each was
*

proper.
'' OCRE Response to Apptrants' Motior, for summary Duponnion or issue le (February 27.1985) at

,

'

47 49.

se Berhager. er el. rol. Tr. 2281, at $4 $$.

" Tr. 2496 97.'

''16d See OCRE Response to Appicants' Motson for summary Dispoution or issue 16 (February 27
198$h Enhibet $6
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evidence, and determined that the foundations of the diesel generators
,

were acceptable."
On appeal, OCRE does not directly attack the evaluation but claims

that it had been rejected by a staff witness. In actuality, however, that-
witness did not reject the evaluation but stated tl at, before taking a posi-
tion, he would require additional information regarding the minimum
amount of surface contact specified by the generator manufacturer."
The applicants thereafter supplied a witness who testified that, as the
evaluation that had been conducted by the manufacturer had determined,'
the surface contact was sufficient in this instance. i

In the circumstances, we are satisfied that the concern for adequate i

stability of the Perry diesel generators has been proper'.y resclved even
though the Owners Group plan did not fully consider this matter."

b. The Owners Group plan provided for a detailed design review of-
the cyliider block." Thh was prompted by the development of stud to- ,

stud and ligament cracks in the blocks of TDI diesel generators." On -

'
the be. sis of this review, the Owners Group recommended a certdn
allowable depth for stud to-stud cracks that develop in the cylinder
block. A staff witness disagreed wit the recommendation. Os the as-;

sumption that lig, ament cracks would also be present, he opined that a
lower limit should be imposed upon the allowable depth for stud to-stud
cracking."

For its part, the Licensing Board noted that no ligament cracks had as
3

yet been identified at Perry." That being so, the Beard concluded, the
disagreement was "irrelevt.nt" and, therefore, the Owners Group recom-
mendation should be accepted."

Challenging this outcome, OCRE points to staff testimony that indi-
cated that, with the small amount of operating time accumulated by the
diesel generators, there had been little opportunity for ligament cracks to

r

! " LBP 85 35. 22 NRC at $60.
" Tr. 241719.
"Tr. 2496-97. Gives oCRE's total rekance upon the stafrs asserted umstvings, n as worthy of passang

note that. Since the Licens4ng Board asued its dcctsson, the staff has accepted the appbcants' evaluation
of the diesel generator foundation. See NUREG-0887. safety Esalvat >n Report for Perry Nacicar
Power Plant. supplement No. 8 (January 1986) at 910.
" Kammeyer, foi. Tr. 2179. et I! 12-.

" See Wood, fol. Tr. 2179. at $5-62 As dncussed at the $4orrham heanng on TDI diesel generatoes, a
stud-to stud crack eatends frorn one stud counterbore to a stud counterbore of an adjacent cyhnder.
whde a hgament crack estends from the cyhnder head stod counterbore to the cyhnder Irner counter-
bore See Imt Isised Lg4 tag Ca (shoreham Nuclear Power station. Umt ik LBP.IS 18, 21 NRC
1637, 1646 (1915)-

" Tr. 2372 74
" L8P 85 35,22 NRC at $$9

" M at $$9. 561-
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develop." Given this limited operating experience, we agree that the Li-
censing Board erred in dismissing the concern regarding the acceptable
depth of stud-to-stud cracks in the presence of ligament cracks.

Subsequent developments, however, have rendered the error harmless.
Earlier this year, the staff imposed a condition upon the Perry Unit I
license requiring that, in the event of the identification of stud-to-stud
cracks, the affected diesel generator be considered inoperable and the
NRC staff be notified.** Under the condition, the diesel generator may
not be returned to an operable status until corrective actions have been
approved by the staff. This stringent license condition obviously satisfies
any concern pertaining to the minimum acceptable depth of a stud to.
stud crack in the cylinder block.85

c. On the basis of its evaluation, the Owners Group concluded that
the PerTy diesel reperators are capable of surplying continuous power
during an emergency, in satisfaction of the specifications set forth in the
Final Safety Analyris Report.as in the interest of ensuring adequate
maintenante of the generators,1 owever, the Group suggested that the
cylinder block of each generator be inspected after 572 hours of oper-
ation.88 Seiing upon .his recommendation, OCRE argued below that it
estatilshed that the TDI generators failed to meet the requirement for a
continuous emergency power supply.** Citing testimony that was with-
drswn later, the Licensing Board rejected the argument and found that
the diesel generators could "fulfill th:ir basic purpose even with the 572-
hour inspection limit."85

On appeal OCRE charges that, inasmuch as it rested on withdrawn
testimony, that finding must be set aside. We think otherwise. To be
sure, the Licensing Board erred in relying on withdrawn testimony. But
there is sufficient evidence in the record to establish that the recommen-
dation for cylinder block inspections at periodic intervals does not cast
doubt on the ability of the Perry diesel generators to provide needed
power during an emergency.

" Tr.2413.
se See Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Unst No.1 Facihty operating License (License No. NPF-4$k

March 18.1986. Attachment 4 at 1. As the hcense condatann does not rnenteon hgament cracks. we
assume the conditioe holds regardless of the presence or absence of that type or cracking.

.

si The diesel generator requirements imposed upon Unit I will also be made apphcable to Unit 2. Tr.
2483.

es Tr. 2194 95.
se Wood, fot Tr. 2179, at 62; Kammeyer. fot Tr. 2179, Exhibit A ai ).
8' See LBP 4s.35,22 NRC at $58.
8814 at $$9. The testimony in question was to the efTect that emergency romer is needed for core

coches purpoies for no more than one week (168 hours) Tr. 1221 22. The witness later repudiated that
testunomy. Tr. 2274.
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For example, a detailed review of the cylinder block to establish the
adequacy of its design was conducted by the Owners Group and ap-
proved by the applicants' consultants and the NRC staff.88 Further, TDI
diesel generators of the same model as those at Perry have been operated
at the Catawba nuclear facility for 1600 hours.8' In this connection, not-
withstanding the inspection interval recommendation, the Owners Group
explicitly noted its belief that, should it prove necessary because of an
ongoing emergency, the generators could be counted upon to continue
to operate properly well beyond the 572 hour period.se

d. Following a full appraisal, the staff concluded that the actions al-
ready undertaken or planned by the applicants are adequate to ensure
that the Perry Unit I diesel generators can reliably generate emergency
power se Nevertheless, the staff indicated that it would reassess the
Owners Group program, and its own review of that program, after the
first refueling outage." OCRE charges on appeal that the Licensing
Board erred in relying on staff approval of the diesel generators when
(accordirig to OCRE) that approval was "prelimiaary" and for an "in-
terim duration.""

It is clear, however, that the staff's approval of the use of the Perry
diesel generators was not pleliminary but involved an extensive review
of their adequacy." With respect to the planned reassessmert of the
Owners Group program, it is part of the staff's ongoing respcasibility
during operation of a nuclear power plant to review the success of vari-
ous programs that are under way at the plant. There is thus no merit to
the argument that the staff's planned reassessment program undermines
its approval of the adequacy of the Perry diesel generators.

3. In Supplement 6 (April 1985) to its Safety Evaluation Report
(SER) at 9 6 to 9 7, the staffinformed the applicants that they would be
required to take certain actions with regard to the diesel generators
before an operating license would be issued for Unit 1. For reasons that

" Gr stiansen. foi. T4. 2179, at 14 35. Kammeyer, fol. Tr. 2179, at 12. Berhager. er et. fol. Tr. 2281, at
12 16.

" Chrtstaanien, fol. Tr. 2179. at 27.

" Tr. 2194 95. 2264 72. The probotnhty of offstae power being unavailable. hence the need for diesel
generator operation. for more thaa 169 hours (one week) is serv low. Tr 2273. Thus, in an hkehhood,,

no difficulty will be encountered in maintaining the recornmendeJ 5'2. hour inspection intervals for the
diesel generators

'' Berhnger, er el. fol. Tr. 2241 at 1213. As earher noted. the Unit 2 diesel generators also mil have
to satrify the requirements arnposed upon the Unit I generators.
'' Tr. 2305.
88 oCRE Bnef at 29

'8 Derhnget. er el. fol. Tr. 2281, at 1213, .See rews/lp staff Enh.1. safety E=aluation Report on
Transamenca Delasal. Inc.

|
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are not entirely clear, the Licensing Board imposed a license condition
that obligated the applicants to complete those actions.88

On appeal, OCRE insists that the license condition violated section
189a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,"* in that it dele-
gated a contested issue to the staff for post hearing resolution.85 As is
manifest, however, no such delegation took place. OCRE had a full op-
portunity at the hearing to litigate the merits of any or all of the actions
that the staff thought should be taken (many of which had, in fact, al-
ready been completed, albeit not yet reviewed by the staff).'* The con-
dition here in question mandated simply that the staff confirm that the
SER requirements had been fulfilled - a step that the staff undoubtedly
would have take i even in the absence of the condition.''

4. On the basis of a staff report that disclosed defects in check valves
in the air start system of a TDI diesel generator at the Grand Gulf nu.
clear u.cility, OCRE mcved to fecpen the record on the diesel generator
issue." The motion contended thet the defects demonstrated a failure of
the Ownerr Group plan to ensure the adequacy of the TDI diesel gen-
erators. In denying the motion, tne Licensing Board concit.ded that there
was "co conceivable circumstance by which this Board's decision on
(the diesel generator issue) - whatever its decision may ultimately be -
could be affected by the proffered evidence.""

As explained at the hearing below, the Owners Group gave priority
attention to those diesel generator components with known problems.l'o
Other components were subjected to a design review or a quality
revalidation (or both), based on their importance, past operational experi-
ence, and the engineering judgment of the Owners Group. tot At Grand

" LBP.85-35,22 NRC at $58.

" 42 U.s C. 2239(s).
"In this connection, oCRE cites Union of Concerned Sciesasts r. .%RC 735 F.2d 1437 (D C. Cir.

1984k cert. denied 105 5 Ct. 415 (1985). There the court overturned a Comnussaan rule that foreclosed
htigation of the rewks of emergency preparedness etercises.
"See L.BP-85-35, 22 NRC at $54. 556-58, 560. See elm et-, Christiansen, fol. Tr. 2179, at 1216.19,

34-35; Wood, fot Tr. 2179, at 7s-81: Berlinger, er et fol. Tr. 2281. at 810.1213; Tr. 2265, 230243,
23244 4, 2415 19, 2422 26, 2496-97, 2511; staff Enh. I at 10 11. 18

"It is worthy of note that the staff has accepted the applicants * submittal regarding each of the mat.
ters in questaott See Perry safety Evaluatson Report, supplement No. 8 Uanuary 1986) at 9 7 to 911.

,

" Monon to Reopen the Record on Issue #16 (Apfd 30.1985). In addition. the stair indicated in its
response to the motson that cracks had been identi6ed in similar check valves in TDI desel generators
at the shoreham nuclear power plant. NRC staff Response to OCRE Monon to Reopen the Record
(May 15.1985h Afndavit of Drew Persmko at 3.

" Memorandum and Order of May 28.1985 (unpubirshed) at 2. See Kesses Gas esd Electne Ca (Wolf
Creek Generating station. Unst No.1) ALAB462. 7 NRC 320. 338 (1978).

'" Kammeyer, fol Tr. 2179, at II.
'" Id at 16.

I
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Gulf, although an engineering application review was performed, the air
start check valves were not subjected to a quality revalidation because
they were not manufactured by TDI nor had there been evidence of past
failure of this type of valve.208 In the circumstances, we agree with the
Licensing Board that the new information brought forward by OCRE
would not have affected its decision on the adequacy of the Owners
Group plan at the Perry facility.

C. Standby Liquid Control System

Nuclear power facilities utilize control rods containing neutron absorb.
ing material to help regulsie the fission rate in the reactor core. Emer-
gency shutdown of the reactor (referred to as a reactor "trip" or
"scram") is achieved by the fast insertion of the control rods into the
core. To provide the capability to terminate the fission process in the
event the ccatrol rods fail to be inerted, many (if not all) reactors are
equipped with a supplementary n.ethod for injection of neutron-absorb-
ing material on an emergency basis.

Early in this ploceeding, the applicants indicated that they would in-
stall a standby liquid control system (SLCS) as that supt ementaryl
method.208 It was unclear, however, whether the system would be auto-
matically or manually initiated.804 Thereafter, Sunflower submitted a
contention to the effect that the applicants should install an automatic
SLCS.805

Following the publication of a Commission rule on June 26,1984, re-
quiring an automatic SLCS for boiling water reactors "granted a con-
struction permit prior to July 26, 1984, that have already been designed
and built to include this feature,"nos OCRE moved for summary disposi-
tion of the contention and an order directing the applicants to automate
the SLCS prior to exceeding five percent of full power.507 According to
OCRE, the Perry SLCS came within the scope of the rule even though,
at the time of its issuance, the SLCS was being constructed for manual,
rather than automatic, initiation.l0* OCRE claimed that the SLCS was

l'8 Appbcants' Answer to OCRE Monoe to Reopen the Record on Issue f16 (May 9.1985). Amdavit
of Edward C. Chnstaansen at 4 5. At Perry, the TDI dwsel generators do not employ air start check

'

salves such as those that were found to be defective. /d at 3
us The sLCs supphes a highly <oncentrated boron solution to the re stor core.

8" LBP.81 4.14 NRC 173. 220(1981).
888 /d at 21' 20.

* T1us rue is codirwd as 10 C F R. 50 62 and became effective July 26.1984 See 49 Fed Reg 26.0M
(1984).

s" OCRE Motion for Summary Dispouuon of lisue No 6 Ouly 6,1984).
* ** 14 at 2
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designed with the capability for automatic initiation and that, by the ap-
plicants' own admission, the SLCS could be converted to automatic at a
cost of only about $100,000.808 In OCRE's view, as read in light of its
legislative history, the rule applied to a facility that has "the capability to
be automated at low cost (i.e., before commercial operation)."8 80

The Licensing Board rejected this interpretation of the rule. Over the
dissent of its then chairman, who thought that the rule should not be
read "so inflexibly" as to exclude consideration of the relatively small
cost of conversion,8 8 8 the other two members of the Board concluded
that a "literal interpretation" of the rule compelled denial of the
motion.888 As the majority saw it, the rule exempted from its require-
ment a SLCS that was not fully completed for automatic initiation at the
time the rule became effective. To the majority, it was immaterial that
the incremental cost of completirig the conversion of the SLCS to auto-
matic was relatively law.8 88 In its view the significant factor was that
the Corimission had decided to exempt (fom backittmg those plants "in
an advanced stage of construction for v hich an attomated SLCS has not
been designed and built."884 The majority found that to be the case at
Perry and, accordingly, denied OCRCs motion and dismissed the con.
tention.

On appeal. OCRE admits that the plant would require further ron-
struction work before its SLCS could become operational in an auto-
matic initiation mode. Nonetheless,it maintains that the Licensing Board
erred in finding the plant .:xempt from the rule's requirement for an auto-
matic SLCS. According to OCRE, the Board should not have applied
the rule literally but, instead, should have given it a flexible interpreta-
tion consistent with its legislative history, as advocated by the dissenting
Boarti member.8 8 5

'"16sd As the construction status of Umt 2 of the Perry plant was substantia!!y behind that of Unit 1.
the discussion of the Board and parties focused on the rirst unet.
H'oCRE Bnef on the Hatory and Intent of the ATwS Rule (september 7.1984) at 1112

8 H LBP 84-40. 20 NRC 1181.119)(1984L
H8 /d at lill
H 8 In this connection, the majonty was unwilling to accept, without further analysrs. 1100,000 as the
cost of converuon as maintamed by the dissentrng Board member and OCRE. According to the mason-
ty, this figure did not take into considernison other costs such as "sunk costs" and "costs of delay." /d
at 1189-90.
H' /d at 1188 The majonty also saw no "important unconudered or enresolved issue of reactor safety *
in deciding that the Perry plant was not reqmred to convert its sLCS to an automate metiated system.
It anumed that in deciding to enempt certain plants from the requirernent for automatic initiation, the
Commisuon had found esther type of sLCS to be safe-
us oCRE also argues that a literai interpretation would aDow plants such as Perry to escape the rele's
requirement for an automate $LCs. A short answer to the argument is that the Commisuon did not see
that as a safety problem, for it could hase reqwred backnitmg or all plants without an automate sLCS
We need add in this connection only that OCRE does not ainempt to esplain why the Commission
should have deemed the absence of an automainc sLCS to convitute a threat to safety.
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We disagree. Unlike OCRE, we find no clear legislative history indi-
cating that, in issuing the rule, the Commission intended the words "al-
ready designed and built" to have any other than its ordinary meaning.
Those words plainly refer to an SLCS that is already completed for auto-
matic initiation - i.e., an SLCS that is "wholly ready" for operation at
the time the rule became effective.818 That this is so is clearly evident
not only from the Commission's use of the past tense of the words
"design" and "build," but also from its addition of the word "already."

At the time of promulgation of the rule, the SLCS for each Perry unit
was not "already designed and built" for automatic operation. In fact,
the installation of the SLCS with a manual initiation feature at Perry
Unit I was nearing completion at that time " and, according to unchal-
lenged evidence, conversion to automatic initiation for the Perry Unit 1
SLCS would have required at least "the additional installation, modifica-
tion or deletion of approximately forty cables, ten relays and numerous
wires, switenes, indicatmg lights and annunciators."8 38 In the circum-
stances, we are satisfied that the Board's decision is amply supported by
the record and fully in accord with the Commission's rule.'l' We, there-
fore, affirm the Licensing Board's decisior. on this score,880

D. Turbine Missiles

Another issue raised below concerned the potential danger to safe op-
eration of the Perry facility due to the placement and orientation of the
plant's General Electric turbine generators. According to OCRE, while
in operation parts of the turbine might break off and form missiles that,
because of the turbine's orientation, could strike and damage structures,
systems and components of the plant essential to its safe operation.28

8 " see Websters New Collegnere Dsetanary 34 (l917).

8" LDP 84.40,20 NRC at !!83. See Applacants' Response to AsLB Request for information on ATWs
Rule and the Perry sLCS (september 7,1984). Afridavre of oary R. Leidich.

8 8' LBP-84-40, 20 NRC at 1187. See sl.ro Apphcants' Response (september 7,1984), Afridavit o' oary
R. Leidsh.

"'To reach this conclusaan. we need not and do not decide whether the estunated $100.000 cost of
converwon reled on by OCRE and the dissenting Licenwng Board member accurately reflects the entire
cost or, if accurate, as so small that et can be consadered incidental to an "already deugned and budt"
sLCS..

see OCRE also complains that the ticeaung Board improperly asugned to the staff the responutshey
for determmms whether the sLCs at Unet 2 should be automats. There was no evidence, however,
6mdicating that the sLCS for that unet, whrh received its construction permrt prior to July 1,1984, was
any snore deugned and budt for automate metiation than the sLCS for Unet 1. oeven the Board's dect.
soon for Unet I it was clear that the sLCs for Unit 2 was also enempted from the rel(s requerernent for
entomate initiation. Thus, in reahty, there was no question to be deferred to the stafr for resolutenn-
see The breakup of the tortune could generally be caused by either (1) the runn,ng of the turbine at
encesstse speeds due to a sudden lois of its electre ined (i e., "overspeed'*). or (2) stress corrowon crac k.

consemed
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Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.749(a), the staff moved for summary disposi-
.

tion of the issue in its favor.888 While admitting that the turbines were
unfavorably oriented, the staff asserted that the risk of possible turbine
missile damage at Perry is acceptably low.888 According to the staff, no
General Electric turbines have broken as a result of crack propagation
within a period of three years of startup. Further, during the same time
interval, no cracks of greater than one-half the critical size have been ob-
served in such turbines.884 In light of that prior history, the staff main-
tained that a turbine testing, inspection, and maintenance program will
prove effective in protecting against missile damage. In this connection,
the applicants were said to have agreed to carry out, on at least an in.
terim basis, a staff-developed program along such lines. Within three
years of commencement of platit operation, and following the completion
of a General Electric study on missile generation probabilities in relation
to time intervrls for conducting inspections, the applicants are to submit
their own tertir.g. inspection, and maintenance program.

The ar>plicants' respone in support e,f the motion was accompanied by
two affidavits. One um execuced by two Gerseral Electric employees,
D.P. Timo and LH. Johnson, and the other by an applicant employee,
Edward J. Trark.885 The Timo-Johnson affidavit described in detall the
turbine-generator's overspeed protection system and the program for
testing and ir.specting it, as well as the evaluation procedure for develop-
ing inspection intervals for the detectior. of stress corrosion cracking.
That affidavit aise declared that the inspection interval selected will be
such that no existing crack might reach the critical size before the next
inspection.

The Turk affidavit confirmed that, in Supplement 3 to the SER, the
staff had established requirements for a turbine maintenance program for
Perry. In particular, the program was said to require turbine inspection
for stress corrosion cracking at intervals not to exceed approximately

ing (whcb can result from a combination of corronave elements and the reistnely high stresses occer-
ring act only at startup but during normal operation as well) See Vursaas Bertric est heer Ca (North
Aans Nuclear Power stataon. Unsts I and 2k AL.AB4415 NRC 1111. ||18-241830 (19821
88 NRC stars Motion for summary Duposetma of luue No.13 (May 31.1983L The required state-

ment of matenal facts incorporated pertinent provasons of the sER. supplemem 3 (Aprd 1983L to a
seppertsag amdavit, a stan espert assumed as has omis the state.nents contasned in the supplement coe.
cerning tortune massales. Ths sER supplernent was admitted into the proceeding as seen Enhibit 5. See

.

Tr.1224-25.
ins staffs Motion, staterient of Matenal Facts, et 2 3, Perry safety Essh,ation Report. supplement No.
)(Aprd 1983) at 3-7.
asi staFa Motson. statement of Material Facts. et 3.

A crack reaches critcal size at that point when et might cause the forbene to fad See Norr4.4esa il
NRC at 1123,
888 Apphcants' Aasmer la support of NRc sts# Motion for summary Dupossuon of twue No. l)(June
21,1983A
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three years, or two refueling cycles. According to the affidavit, the ap-
plicants had also committed themselves to periodic testing of the over-
speed protection system and testing and inspection of the turbine steam -
valves.

In opposing the motion, OCRE relied on a paper presented at a semi-
nar on turbine missiles by Patrick G. Ficasler of Battelle Pacific North.
west Laboratories, in which the author estimated a greater probability of
turbine failure during the first year of operation than had been estimated
by the staff.888 OCRE did not, however, supply a supporting alTidavit of '

Mr. licasler. Rather, the sole affidavit attached to OCRE's response was
that of its representative, Susan L. iiiatt. In it, she did not address the
merits of the motion but, rather, simply set out a claimed need for addi-
tional time to conduct further discovery and to study materials OCRE
had recently received from the NRC and the applicants.

Concluding that there was no good reason to withhold action on it,
,

the Licensing Board granted the staffs motion. In doing so, the Board
noted that the IIeasler paper was not supported by an affidavit that
would "establish its admissibility."888 Nonetheless, the Board decided to
consider its content "because of the significance of granting a motion for
summary disposition,"888 and the importarice of the safety question in-
volved. Focusing on cracking due to stress corrosion,888 the Board com-
pared the findings in the lieasler paper with these in an earlier article on
the subject written by S.li. Bush, then also of the Battelle Pacific North.
west Laboratories.880 For the reasons explained, it thought the Bush ar.
ticle "more credible."'8' In addition, the Board observed that the Timo-

8" oCRE Response to NRC stafra Motaan ror Summary Dnpounon of luue #13 Oune 23.19th, at 3.
We have considered the other docunwnts referred to by oCRE in oppoung the summary duposation
monon and conclude that none has ugnarsance concerneg this assue.
'8' LBP 83-46,18 NRC 218. 222 (1983).
'e Ibst

.

'" Acccading to the t scensing Board. oCRE was not challeegmg the oserspeed aspect of the inspec-
hon program; it was challenging only that part or the prograra deshng with stress corrouom. M at 219
2a on apMal. OCRE does not dnpute this Board conclusion, but esplains that tes hmned challenge was
due to the unasailabahey of mformation on the overspeed protectaca program untd the aformation was
presented by the apptwann' 2une 27,1983 response supporting the staffs motion. Because oCRE does
not challenge the Board s view of the scope of the contenuon. me thus conrme our review to the stress
corrouon aspect of the contenuon.

'"M at 222 2$. The Bush artrie was rirst mennoned in an apphcants' rding. It was c 2r furemhed to f,

the Licenung Board and the partes by the apphcants at the Board's request. M at 221 a.13.
"' These reasons meluded the fact that the Bush article was rubbshed in a "refereed journal" whde the
Ifender parer was "in the nature of a draft" and was not s,mdarly pubinhed. M at 224. The Board aho {nosed that:

Bush was a member of the Adsinary Commastee on Reactor safeguards from 19M to 1977 and was i
its chast en 1971. Bush presents a verwty of assumptions in carefully presented saanessal form. Has |
article contame "comments" that in two instances indicase that at leest two events could not proper.
ly be consedered by lleader as reflectag adversely on operatas esterwnce man turtienes. These

]c
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Johnson affidavit filed by the applicants in support of the staf!'s motion.
corroborated Bush's article. According to the Board:

In [that) affidavit 0, D.P. Timo and LH. Johnson present the detailed, empirically -
based analysis of turbine missile failures that this Board relied on at the outset of this .|
opinion. We note that this affidavit, which has not been controverted, postdates i

Bush and Heasier and derives support from research results that were not available |
to them. Given its later date, there may well be other data available to its authors i

that were not previously available. In this instance, we need not prefce the Timo. |
Johnson analysis to Bush's. We merely accept their analysis as additional corrobora. i

tion for Bush.888

On this basis, the Licensing Board decided that the Heasier paper was
insufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact concerning any possi ~
ble danger to the facility from turbine missiles.

Before us, OCRE claims that the Licensing Board's dismissal of the
issue was in error for a number of reasons. According to OCRE, the
Board (1) decided the turbine missile issue with respect to only the first
three years of plant operation, while improperly referring the long term
aspects of the issue to the staff for post hearing resolution and thus de-
priving it of a right to a hearing under section 189a. of the Atomic
Energy Act; (2) did not base its decision on reliable evidence in the
record; (3) applied the wrong legal standards for adjudging summary die
position motions; and (4) improperly denied its request for a delay in de-
ciding the motion to allow it time for further discovery and study of the
issue.

We find each of these claims to be without merit.888
1. Contrary to OCRE's assertion, the Licensing Board did not decide

the turbine missile issue with respect to only the initial three years of
plant operation. Upon its consideration of the evidence presented by the
parties, the Board concluded that there was no reason to question the
adequacy, over the long term, of the inspection, testing, and maintenance
program established by the staff for the Perry facility.88* That program,
as the Board indicated, will not necessarily lapse at the end of the three-
year period, but will remain in effect unless and until the applicants put

events occurred dur og a "factory test" or were "preoperstsonal." Heasier's artsele does not explain*

why it m es appropnate to include these events in his analysa
164 (footnotes onutted).
'* la at 225.
so In cytosing OCRE*s appeal, the apphcants maintain that the turtune messale issue was imprendently

adr -Led by the Lxensing Board, thereby implying that OCRF?s appeal was moot. Apphcants' Bnef in
on. .,utate to latervenors' Appeals from the Concluding Partial Imtial Decisson (December 2,1985) at
1Al'. We need not address than claam in view of out dnposetaan of OcRE's appeal.

t" LBP.83-44,14 NRC at 220.
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forth a revised program which is found satisfactory by the staff.188 (Al.
though, as earlier noted, the applicants are obliged to submit a program
at the end of three years, nothing precludes them from adopting the
stafTs program as their own if experience has shown that course to be
warranted.2:e)

The fact that the staff may be called upon to approve a revised pro-
gram does not mean, however, that there has been an imprope. delega-
tion of adjudicatory functions to it. One of the staff's major continuing
responsibilities is to monitor the operation of all nuclear power facilities
and, thus, to review all proposed changes in existing inspection, testing,
and maintenance programs at such facilities.887 If OCRE becomes con.
cerned with any modification to the turbine program that r,hould be sug-
gested by the .pp'icants, it may raise those concerns by means of a peti-
tion for action under 10 C.F.R. 2.206.388 In that petition OCRE can a<i-
vance any reasons it might have for believing that a hearing should be
held to consider the appropriateness of the applicants' revisions.

2. The affidavit. supported statement of material facts upon which the
staffs sumn.ary disposi:fon motion rested brought to light the staff's de-
termination that its testing, inspection, and maintenance program would
avoid the generation of turbine missiles. To oppose the motier, OCRE
was obliged to set forth "specific facts," by affidavit or other appropriate
means, to establish that "there is a genuine issue of fact."188 While citing
the Heaslet paper, however, OCRE failed to support it with a suitable
affidavit or otherwise.240

8 88 Jae sapre p. 90,
iae y

8 88 See, eg,10 CF R. 50.59.

tas We asume that, should they be asked to do so. the apphcants mil agree to advise oCRE of any
proposed modirmswon to the current program,

8" to C.F R. 2.749(bk More completely, the relevant portion of thn paragraph reads-
When a monon for summary decuson is made and supported as provided in this section, a Nity
opposing the mouon may not rest upm the mere allegauons or denials of Dts) answer; Du] animer
by afTxiava or as otherwne provided in thn secuon must set forth spectric facts shomns that there
is a genuine issue of fact if no such answer is riled. the decuaon m)ught. af appropnate, shall be
rendered.

Unless pr(4?rly controserted. the regulatzes specify that **[a]!) matenal facts set forth in the statement
required to be served by the movtng party mil be deemed to be admstted . . . ." 10 C F.R. 2.74Wak See
Housses Lis4rras d Anr r Ca (Allens Creek Nuclear oeneraung station. Unit No.1), ALAB429.13-

NRC 73,78 (1981).

8"We note in pasung that there es no ran for hngenna doubt that a properly desagned and imple.
mented tesung, inspectaon, and maintenance program as effecove an assunng the safety of plants from
(Frbine manHies. As observed im Norr4 Aset "st n posuble, utahaing empincal data to determme mth
reaeortable certainty the length of time that will elspee before an inacated stress corronon-induced crack
might reach enucal size." l$ NRC at 1132. Whde the Perry turbines were manufactured by a compeay
different froen that responuble for those at North Anna, we know of no reason uhy thes obsersauce on
the value of empincal data se enamineable here. Moreover, the fleasier paper contams nothing that
would prompt a reetamanauon of our Norr4 Aus conclus,on.
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OCRE points out that the Licensing Board cited the Bush article in
granting summary disposition, even though it too was not supported by
an affidavit. We agree that, in common with the Hessler paper, Dr.
Bush's article could not serve as a basis for deciding whether a genuine
issue of material fact existed. But we are totally persuaded that the con-
tent of the staffs and applicants' affidavits alone was sufficient to justify
the conclusion that no issue of material fact was present. Accordingly,
the Bomd's reference to the Bush article was unnecessary and, at most,
constituted harmless error.848

3. OCRE's next complaint is that the Licensing Board erred in plac-
ing the burden of proof for summary disposition on it rather than on the
staff as the movant. It did so, according to OCRE, by requiring a sup-
porting amdavit for the Heasier paper and by accepting the staffs and
applicants' statements "without a moment's hesitation" while subjecting
thcsc of OCRE "to the most exacting scrutiny."l'8 As explained earlier,
however, the staffs motion and the applicants' response were supported
by a statement of material facts and appropriate ofYidavits as called for
by the rules; OCRE's response in opposition consisted of arguments only,
without proper evidentiary support. In the circumstances, the staffs and
applicants' statements were entitled to be considered by the Licensing
Board while those of OCRE were not.

4. Finally, OCRE complains about the Licensing Board's rejection of
its request for additional time to respond to the staffs summary disposi-
tion motion. Citing 10 C.F.R. 2.749(c),848 OCRE insists that the Board
failed to apply the rules liberally in accordance with comparable federal
judicial practice and thus erred in refusing to allow it to conduct further
discovery and to provide it with time for further study of the contention.

In her amdavit in support of the postponement request, OCRE's repre-
sentative Ms. Hiatt, alluded to the need for time to analyze documents
she had recently received from the applicants and the NRC. She also

8*8 in sER Supplement 3 (January 1984). the sta# dricusses its shift in emphaus froen the calculation of
the probabelsty that generated missiles will stnke nrpoetant structures, systems, and components to the
potenhal for turtune fadure and its prevention. .See stan Eth. $ at 3-1 to 3-7. oCRE claims that the

,

Licensang Board erred in relying on this muertedly "prehminary and unapp.oved** staff poution. OCRE
Bnef at 46. Whde correctly noung that the stafra pasation in the sER d:#ers froen that in a regulatory
guade and a section of the standard Review Plan. oCRE does not suggest any dericiency in the new
pouuon and we see none. Further, regulatory guides and the standard Review Plan do not have the.

status of Commneson regulations and are subject to changes by the staff. In the circumstances, me con.
clude that the teensms Board did not err in us rehance on the stan poutmon in sER supplement 3.

'" OCRE Bnet at 444$-
8*8 That section reads:

should at appear from the afridavits or a party oppoung the anotion that [iti cannot, for reasons
stated, present by affsdavit facta essennal to Jusufy [its) oppoution, the presading otracer may refuse
the apphcauon for summary deciuon or may order a conusuance to permat afrusavits to be obtained
or make such other order as es appropnaie and a determination to that effect shall be made a matter
ofrecord.
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cited the need to obtain further data, including the ultimate resultt of the
ongoing General Electric study then in progress. In rejecting the request,
the Licensing Board pointed out that "[w]hatever that study may say,
applicant [s] [are] bound to an inspection and maintenance program as to
which there is no genuine issue of material fact."84* As to the asserted
need for further time to analyze the documents, the Board concluded
that OCRE's insistence upon an additional six months was unjustified. In
addition, the Board determined that OCRE had had adequate time for
discovery.848 '

leasmuch as scheduling is a matter of Licensing Board discretion, we *

do not inject ourselves into scheduling controversies, absent a "'truly ex.
ceptional situation.' More particularly, we ' enter the scheduling thicket
cautiously' and then only 'to entertain a claim that a [ licensing) board
abused its discretion by setting a hearing schedule th.at deprives a party
ofits right to procedural due process.'"8's OCRE has not demonstrated I

that it was denied due process by the Board's action, nor even claims
such injury.8" In the circumstanca, we find no basis for disturbing the
Licensing Board's rejection of OCRE's postponement request.

E. Polymer Degradation

Nuclear power plants use polymers (material generally having the
characteristics of plastics or rubber)in various applicatiora, at least some
of which have a bearing upon safe operation.848 When exposed to radi-
ation over an extended period of time, the molecular structure of poly-
mers can be affected in a manner that results in changes in specified
properties, such as embrittlement or reduced electrical resistance. in
order to ensure that electric cables and other equipment utilizing poly-
mers will function properly in their radiation environment, utilities test
the radiation resistance of these polymers to determine at what point
their replacement would be necessary.

8" LBP 83-46.18 NRC at 226.
" 16,4

"' lirrmae Electrar end pp.er c4 (North Anna Nuclear Power station. Unns I and 2), ALAB-$84.11
NRC 451, 467 (1990) Quarms paretar Sernre Ca of New //ampsAsse (seabrook staten. Units I and 2k
ALAB-293. 2 NRC 660. 662 (1975k and Pv6he Scrwe Ca of /=4=as (Merbie RU Nuclear Generating
station. Unsts I and 2k ALAB459,7 NRC 179. Ils (1978)).

8"It should be noted that, according to our saformation, the oeneral Electne report that oCRE de-
wred had stdl not been submnied to the staff as of early this year. Therefore, a wa month delay besm.
nsas in June 1983 (as requessed by oCRE) would ens have yielded any additional 6aformation regarding
that report.

'" For eaample, prdymers nerse as insulatinn for safety related electncel minns and are aho found in
the seals and gaskets of safety related pumps and valves.
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During the course of the proceeding below, at the behest of OCRE,
the Licensing Board admitted a late filed contention that provided:

Applicant [s] ha[ve] not demonstrated that the exposure of polysners to radtation
during the prolonged operating history of Perry would not cause unsafe conditions
to occur.8**

Subsequently, the staff filed a motion for summary disposition of the con-
tention.aso One of the assigned grounds was that the applicats had
committed themselves to carry out a surveillance and maintenanci. pro.
gram that would allow replacement of significantly degraded equipms it
before it could become a problem and that, therefore, exposure of pol -!
mers to radiation during operation of Perry will not bring about an
unsafe condition.

For a variety of reasons, the Licensing Board granted the staff's
motion. None of those censons invoked, however, the applicants' Com-
mitment to mairtain the surveillar.ce and maintenance program.as t

It may v, ell be, as OCRE insists, that the Licensing Board's rationale
will not withstand analysit'58 Nonetheless, we are satisfied that the
Board's result on the staff's motion was correct - i.e., that there is no
genuine issue of material fact respecting whether a significant safety
problem raight arise from polymer degradation.

The record establishes without contradiction that lerious polymer deg-
redation does not daelop overnight. To the contrary, it affirmatively ap-
pears that the material would have to be subjected to a radiation envi.

5" LBP 82 51,16 NRC 196,202 (1982). The contennon was prompted by rewarch prriormed at sandta
Nauomal Laboratones, w bxh suggested that polymers in use at nuclear plants (such as Perry) might
degrade more rapidly than preuously thought. In tbs connecuon the sandia studies found that when
di'erent samples received equal doses of radiation, the polymers that recened the dose at a lower rate
esperwnced greater degradaten than those that recened the dose more rapidly. See ad at 200; LBP.83-
18,17 NRC 501,30244 (198))-
a H NRC staff Mouon for summary Dispoutson of issue #9 (January 14. 1983).

'88 LBP.83.It,17 NRC at $12, as acelly modvied es Tr. 810w28
'H For esample, we encou. iter difreculty in accerung the Board's baus for dispoung of the quesnon
concernmg gulymers owd in mechanicql eqmpment. The Board determined that OCRE had "not dem-
onstrated the cratence of a genome issue of fact concernmg the relanonsbp between more rap,d degra-
dation of polymers (that are nos used for electne insulation) and the safety of the Perry plant." /d. at
$07. As we preuously stated un the construction prmat proceeding. the party seeking summary dnpou-
hon on a particular matter has the burden of estabinhing that no genume nsue of matenal fact earsts on
that matter. ALAB44), 6 NRC 741, 75) (1977). It was thus the obhganon of the NRC stafr and the*

apphcants to show that degrsdation of mechamcal polymers would not casw a safety problem Wuhout
rinding that the staff and the apphcants had made such a showms, however, the Board dngesed of this
isave ce the strength of the puersenor's failure to make a contrary showing

Further, in reaching its concivuon on tbs inue, the Board stated that there is a "natural mference**
that degradation of polymers used en electncal systems would cauw safety problems (ahhough, cunous-
ly, the Board was unwsihng to suume, "without eudence." that degradanon m "hjesis. gaskets and the
hke" would give nw to senstar concerns) LBP.83.lt.17 NRC at 307 n 16 We do not endorw the
Licenmas Board's new respesteg what mferences, if any, cant with regard to the relanonsbp between
safety problems and polymer degradauon
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ronment for a number of years before becoming degraded to such an
extent that a safety problem might arise.888 Thus, the existence of a reli- ;
able inspection and maintenance program should sufTice to provide
timely detection and correction of such a problem.

With their answer in support of the stalTs motion for summary disposi-
tion, the applicants submitted an afGdavit that discussed a surveillance
and maintenance program for Perry designed to "provide assurance that
radiation degradation of polymers in safety related equipment will either
be prevented, or discovered and corrected, before it can cause unsafe
conditions to exist."88* The affidavit indicated that the program would,

be completed prior to fuelloading of Unit 1.188 According to the affida-
vit, "[o]ne function of the program will be to detect equipment degrada.

;

tion, including degradation to polymeric materials from radiation,"888
and tha: periodic performance tests will be "performed to monitor ,

system and/or component . . . operation, and determine unacceptable
component degradation."8"

Hence there is ec dispute that, as the staff asserted in its motion for ;

summary disposition, the applicants have committed themselves to a pro-
gram of inspection and maintenance.188 OCRE has not endeavored to
explain why the program might not accomplish its intended purpose.
Further, no deficiencies appear to us. In the circumstances, the record
provides a sufficient foundation for the conclusion that polymer de6rada. .

tion does not pose a threat to safe facility operation.

us Usms figures found in the sandia reports upon which oCRE rehee, together muk the maumum
done rate at Perry supphed by the apphcants, the Licensang Ibard calculated that *$0% degradaten"is
some of the properties of the polymer matenals will not occur for approsimately nme years.14 at 500
The Board also estimated that it would require us years of contmuous esposure at 337 rads /hout before
"ssgnif!caar* radistica effects would appear.14 at 508. Moce recently, the appicants supphed an affida-
vit to the effect that the highest radiation dose rate to which polymers an Perry will be esposed as sow
considered so be it0 rads /hoor rather than the 337 rads /hout earher reported to the Lkenung Board.
Apphcants' Response to Lxenung Boar (s May 9.1983 order Concernmg issue No. 9 (August 4.1983L
Afndavet of David R. Green at 2 & m.i. Thus the time intersals before degradation would occur are
even longer than those esumated by the Laceaung Board. ;

"* Apphcasus' Answer in Support of NRC staff Motion for summary Dispouten (February 8.1983) at
4 Although the staffs motion had referred to the program as involving electncal equipment, the apple
cants' desenption andcated that it covers all safety related equipment. .

H814. Afradavit of David R. Green at 1.
*

* H 14 at 2.

S H /t at 3. *

8" The program has. en fact. been fully develomd and is now in place In a letter dated Apnl 25.1984,
responding to our snquiry regardmg the status u( the program. counsel for the apphcants stated that
"[t]he development of the su veillance and maintenance peogram (desenbed m an afradavit of David R.
Green] was completed pnot to fuel loading of Unst 1. Implementation of the program is underway and
wiR continue throughout the hfe of the planl * !atter from Jay E. silberg to Appeal Board (Apnl 25.
1986) at 1
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F. Air IAck Testing

To protect against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity, the reac-
tor containment of a facility such as Perry must be essentially
leakproof.8" To this end, access to the containment is achieved through
the means of an "air lock" - i.e., a compartment with two airtight
doors, the outer one of which is closed and scaled before the inner one is
opened to allow entry.neo if the air lock is opened during a period when
containment integrity is required (e.g., during power operation or hot
shutdown conditions), it must be tested within three days thereafter. If,
however, the opening occurs when containment integrity is not required
(e.g., the reactor is in a cold shutdown enndition with no fuel move-
ment), the test may be deferred until such time as that integrity is once
again necessary.ies

There are two recognized means of testing air locks.888 The simpler,
and thus less time-consuming, proceMe involves the application of pres-
sure only to the air lock seals themselves for the purpose of ascertaining
whether those seals are tight (seal testing). The more elaborate procedure
calls for the pressurization of the entire chamber betv,een the two air
lock doors, followed by the measurement of any leakage from the cham-
ber.

In terms, the regulations allow seal testing in circumstances where the
three-day test requirement applies (i.e., when containment integrity is
then. mandated). For some unexplained reason, however, that explicit
permission does not cover the case where the test need not be conducted
within three days (i.e., when containment integrity was not lequired at
the time of the air lock opening). As to that situation, the regulations are
wholly silent respecting whether seal testing would be sufficient.

Desirous of utilizing seal testing in connection with all air lock open-
ings, the applicants requested, under 10 C.F.R. 50.12(a), an exemption
from so much of the regulations as might be construed as implicitly di.
recting pressurization of the entire air lack chamber where the three-day
testing requirement does not come into play.nes in support of the re- ,

8" The reactor contamment is the structure that encloses all those preuvre<ontaintas components of
boshng and preuerved ester nuclear power reactors (such as the reactor pressure semel. piping. pumps,* *

and valves) that are part of the reactor coolant system or connected to that syuem to some estent 10 ,

n C P R. Part 50, Appendta J, section !! A.
"'See Perry Final safety Analyvs Report [FSARL Amendment 14 (August 22.1984), at 6 2-47.

>

"810 CF llL Part So, Appendia J, sectoi !!! D 2(4
"' Perry FsAR (Amendment 14. Aogust 22.1984) at 6 2101 to 6 2102
"8 See letter frorn Murtsy R. Edelman. Vice President-Nuclear Group, The Cleveland IElectric filum,- i

!
naung Company, to B1 Youngblond. Chief-txensmg Branch No.1 Dmaion or L6 census.11 s Nu-

conun e4
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quest, the applicants in essence maintained that no safety consideration
dictates full chamber pressurization simply because the test need not be
performed within three days of the air lock opening but, rather, can be
postponed to such date as containment integrity once again is necessary.

Through the vehicle of a motion to reopen the record to allow it to
introduce a new contention OCRE sought to challenge the exemption,

request as unauthorized by law.ia* The Licensing Board denied the
motion.t** We concur in that result.

Contrary to OCRE's insistence, we find nothing in the Atomic Energy
Act that might preclude the grant of the sought exemption. More specifi-
cally, OCRE points to no provision in that Act that could possibly be
construed as forbidding the Commission to allow these applicants to use i

seal testing in all instances of air lock opening. Nor is there any merit to
the intervenor's argument that the exemption regiiest is tailited because it
rests, at least in part, on a desire to reduce the cost of testing. In recently
revising se: tion 50,12,ie* the Commission recorded its belief that

!
'

judicW preceder.t and long-standing Comfrussion practice confum that, mithin the
confines of carrying out its paramount respositbility to p7%ct publu. h:alth anJ
esfety,it tr.ay consider econorric factors 'n i:s decifbn tr.aking.88'

The result reached in LEP 85-35,22 NRC 514 (1985), is affirmed.8'8
The staff shall ensure, however, that tb: final snalysis of the hydmgea
control system includes both (1) a more detailed review of containment
heat removal capability; and (2) a further consideration of the potential

clear Regulatory C --(Aptd 8,1983), attached to OCRE's Motson to Reopen the Record and to
subaut a New Contention (July 3,1985).

At the time of the apphcants' reqaest, seccon $0.12(al provided in priment part
! The C-m may. spon appicauen by any interested prios or upon as own initiative, grant

such esempoons froen the requirements of the regulations in this part as et determines are authorued
by law and will not endanger hfe or property or the common defense and securuy and are other.
wue in the pubhc interest.

Effectne January 13.1986, section Mll was amended se several respects. The above-quoted poruon
of subsecten (a) now reada:

(a) The Comaussaos may, upon apphcation by any interested person or upce its ow1e munauve,
great esempoons from the requeements of the regulanons of this part, which are -

(1) Authorned by law, ud! not present an endue ruk to the pubhc health and safety, and are
consistent wwh the common defense and necertty.

50 Fed. Reg- 50,764, 50,777 (1985).

Hi OCRE's Motion to Reopes at 24
ne LBP 45 33,22 NRC 442 (19s51
ne 3,, se e note 163.

8H $0 Fed Reg. at 30,767.
8" The substannat majorny of the ses.ars raised before and deemsed by the Licensias Board mere encom.
passed by the appalt Our enamanatma of the relatively few substanuve determmatone not appaled has
disciceed no error requaring correcuve action

N r
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for and effects of the release of combustible gases from heated cable in-
sulatiori. See supra pp. 77, 78.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board
.

Concurring Opinion of Dr. Johnson: >

although joining in substantially all of the foregoing opinion, as well
as in the result, I p rt compary with my cellsagues on one point They
have reserved decision ou whether an intervenN may chall:nge the
stalis approvst of the accident scenarios us-d in the analysis of an appli.

,

cant's hydrogen contrc' system (see supra p. 74). I would, however,
decide the ssue now, for it is clear to me that the Commission intended
to preclude from exploration in licensing hearings the details of those
scena*ios that ' cad to the generation of large quantities of hydrogen.10
C.F.R. S'L44(cX3XviXBX3) states that the evaluation of the hydrogen re-
lease most "ht]se accident scenarios that are accepted oy the NRC staff."

i An interpretation of this statement that would forector.e interver.or chal-
; lenges to hydrogen generation scenarios is not orJy .*easoriable, but com-

pelled by the unusual circumstances that the ru'e itself addresses.8
In any consideration of the hydrogen rule, one must best in mind that

the rule was promulgated to provide a mitigating capability, beyond the
safety systems already required, for unlikely and unexpected nuclear
power plant accidents that coulu lead to the generation of large quanti.
ties of hydrogen. In the rule's mo *ie:Jicant provision, the Commission
adopted as an upper bound that amount of hydrogen generated by the
oxidation of 75% of the fuel cladding. In order to establish a framework
for an analytical evaluation of the functioning of the hydrogen control.

system and the survivability of the safety related equipment exposed to a
hydrogen burning environment, the Commission further directed that

8 Under my interpretatann of the hydrogen rule. OCRFTs clasme on etteal that reiste to the hydrogen
generainon acenarios (e g. functioning of the RCIC. stauon bladout, and cretsennient spray crerobilety)
or to the consequences of a failure or delayed operatann of the hydrogen control system newld necessar.
My te denied see OCRE Brief si 15.17.18.20
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staff accepted accident scenarios be considered. Following a mechanistic
scenario enables the analyst to determine the time dependence of hydro-
gen generation in the reactor core and the time-and-spatial dependence
of its subsequent release and buildup in various locations within the con-
tainment - input information necessary for the analysis.

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) of a nuclear power plant
is designed pursuant to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.46 to cool the
reactor core in the event of a LOCA and, in particular, to limit the hy-
drogen produced to that resulting from oxidation of less than i% of the
fuel cladding. But the hydrogen rule specifies a hydrogen yield amount-
ing to oxidation of 75% of the cladding. lience any accident scenario
considered under the rule envisions failures of emergency core cooling
equipment well beyond those that would be expected for redundant sys.
tems and could ordinarily be litigated in licensing proceedings. A conten-
tion proposed by an intervenor that postulated such failures would be
deemed to challenge the ECCS rule and thus would not be allowed
under 10 C.F.R. 2.758(a).8 it is tMrefore unlikely that the Commission
intended to permit intervenors, on ti.- one hand, to propose their own
hydrogen generation scenarios under th,, hydrogen rule while, on the
other, prohibiting the postulation of such scenarios as a challenge to the
ECCS rule.

As a practical matter, there are many wenarios that could lead to hy.
drogen generation. But their sole purpose is to provide the basis for a
severe analytical test of the hydrogen coctrol system and the survivabil-
ity of safety systems. The NRC staffis best qualified to determine which
scenarios provide this severe test.8

Fmally, as noted, the rule sets a conservative upper limit on hydrogen
production - that due to 75% cladding oxidation. In order to meet this
provision, however, an accident scenario must generally include the arbi-
trary assumption that the ECCS recover in time to terminate the metal.
water reaction at this point. It is understandable that the rule would re-
quire the postulation of scenarios that assume arbitrary (and unlikely)
failures and recovery of equipment in order to set up the mechanistic
framework for an analysis of the hydrogen control system. I believe the
Commission recognized, however, that this is an exercise wholly depend-

.

810 C F R 2 7$8(b) and (d) provide the rovie by which an intenence may challenge an NRC rule.
Wnh regard to the hydrogen rule. ir as mtersenor can make a pnma face case that www accident sce-
nano other than one "accepted by the staff unwid proude a more sesere test for the hydrogen control
syvem. hence the role is not terung us intended purpose, necten 2 7$4(d) peosides that the qweston be
put before the Comerunn for a pwhle manef O e , that the sescrwooerqsowd ecenarm N co,esidered
rather than, or an addnen to. the sssffacepted scenarma)

e And, as pinted ove en the footnote aiese. there easts a meshannm for considering an Intersennr's
scenare if et can he shown to provede a more tesere test of the hydregen irontrol syvem
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ent upon technical and scientific expertise, not amenable to an adjudica-
tory hearing, conducted under the rules of evidence.
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Cite as 24 NRC 103 (1986) LBP 86 22

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmoth A. Luebke

Jerry Harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443 OL 1
50-444-OL 1

(ASLBP No. 82 47102-OL)
(Onsite Emergency Planning

and Safety issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station. Units 1
and 2) July 21,1986

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board grants an inter-
venor's motion to withdraw its contention. but permits a joint intervenor
to have the withdrawn contention replaced by its own identical conten,
tion.

-
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on NH's Afotion to Withdraw Contention NH 10, and on

Applicants' Sfotion to Strike SAPL's Objection to Motion to Withdraw)

Memorandum
,

On June 12,1986, the State of New Hampshire filed a motion to with-
draw Contention NH 10, because, "[a]fter considering all the materials
submitted by the Applicant and the NRC Staff, the State has concluded
that the issues raised by the State regarding the DCRDR (Detailed Con-
trol Room Design Review) and the SPDS [ Safety Parameter Display
System) have been satisfactorily addressed."'

On June 19,1986, Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL) filed an ob.
jection to the motion to withdraw Contention NH 10. It urged that this
contention cannot be withdrawn without SAPL's assent since the

| Board's Memorandum and Order of September 13, 1982,8 in noting that
SAPL Supplemental Contention 6 incorporated by reference Contention
NH 10, permitted SAPL to participate with NH as a joint intervenor.
SAPL set forth reasons why it did not believe that the results of the
DCRDR and the design of the SPDS were adequate.

,

| On June 27, 1986, the Applicants filed a motion to strike SAPL's ob.
' jection. Thereafter, the Staff filed a response on July 2,1986, which did
I not object to the State's withdrawal ofits sponsorship of this contention.

On July 3, NH responded to SAPL's objection, and SAPL objected to

| Applicants' motion to strike. On July 17, the Staff responded to Appli-
cants' motion to strike.'

DISCUSSION

SAPL opposes the withdrawal of Contention NH 10 upon two
grounds. First, it argues that the withdrawal is premature because several
parameter displays ought to be installed before fuel loading, because sta-
tion operators should be thoroughly trained in their use prior to any op-
erstion of the plant, and because there is no good reason why a prelimi.
nary evaluation and identification of Human Engineering Discrepancies,

(HEDs), including those which may be identified from an evaluation of
the control room environtrent, cannot be undertaken prior to fuel load.

I NH Contenixie 10 reads as folkm
The Seabrook station control tooni dewgn does not comply with general deuga cntena 19 through
22 and 10 C.F R. Part 50. Apgendia A. and NLREG4737. Items i D I and i D 2

: LBP-82 76.16 NRC 1029.1040-41.1083
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ing. We do not consider this argument because SAPL did not inform the
Board whether the alleged inadequacies in i 18 of SSER 4 are within the
scope of the contention.8 While we do not consider SAPL's first argu-
ment, we do consider its second argument.

Second, since the Board permitted SAPL to participate with Nil as a
Joint Inte venor, SAPL argues that Contention Nil 10 cannot be with-
drawn without its assent. In their motion to strike, Applicants urge that
SAPL relinquished any rights it may have had to object to the motion to
withdraw because, early on, during discovery, SAPL informed the Staff
and the Applicants that it would not "litigate" this contention, leaving
the "litigation" thereof to New }{ampshire.* liowever, in its responses to
Applicants' interrogatories which were received by the Board on Janu-
ary 21,1983, SAPL specifically stated that it did not waive its right to
cross-examine witnesses - that, pursuant to the Prairic Island Rule,* it
had the right to cross-examine on a witness' testimony which related to
matters placed into controversy by another party, and that it had a dis-
cernible interest in all the admitted contentions. Again, in its objection to
Applicants' motion to compel answers to interrogatories which was filed
on February 4,1983, SAPL stated that, in responses to Applicants' inter.
rogatories, it had made clear that it would not present direct evidence
upon other parties' contentions, that it did not waive its right of cross-
examination, and cited another Board's order which directed that "no
party need answer questions with respect to contentions, or portions of
contentions, which it is not sponsoring."' Further, while Applicants'
imply that Board had ordered that SAPL did not have to respond to in-
terrogatories because SAPL had stated it would not litigate Nil 10, in a
Memorandum and Order of March 1,1983,' the Board granted a protec-

e sAPL, as well as any other entersensas party, certairdy should be aw are that ! ate-fued contenuons, as
well as late-filed amendments. are admanble only if they meet an of the rne factors in 10 C F R.
|1714(al(Ik mcluding the Appeal Board's three-part test for good cause. Date hr Ca (Catamba Nu-
clear stauun, Units I and 2k CLI-85-19.17 NRC 1041,1043 (19431 such a submmuca requesung leave
to rile contenuons or amendments outef-time must address these factors and affirmauvely demonstrate
that on balance the fectors favor the grantang of the request. 444s Peace C4 (Perkins Nuclear stataon,
Units I,2, and 3k AtAB-ell,12 NRC 330,332 (1980k
* la paseans, we note that Appheants argue that such a monon to mathdraw as not a motaan but rather

a a sourication or ethdrawal whach, beng emmediately self4:ecuung. larnats the Board's authonty to
samply drunasung the contention. Apphcants are wrong All monons properly filed muh the Board ta
the reopened beanag are mittua ou? authonty to allow or deny after recemns answers from interested
partaea See 10 C F R. Ill.718(fk 2.730. since NH's motaos a contested. me mua4 review sAPL's objec.
taan and other answers and proceed to rule.
8 Nor:4ers .% eses ppmer Ca (Praane island Nudear oenerating Plant, Casts I and 2k ALABh288, 2 i

NRC 390,392 a 6 (1975)

* 7 teasel,eams />=ce and Lig4s Ca (sumauchanna steam Dectnc stataon. Units I and 2k LBP.79-31,10
NRC $97. 606 (1979k
' LBP 83-9,17 NRC 403,406 (19831
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tive order because Applicants' numerous and complex interrogatories,
addressing contentions not sponsored by or to be the subject of direct
testimony proffered by SAPL, did impose an undue burden.' However,
despite the protective order, on March 10,1983, SAPL filed supplemen-
tal answers to Applicants' interrogatories directed to two NECNP con-
tentions and to SAPL's Supplemental Contention 3, and noted that it had
"decided to include responses related to those issues it may seek to liti- ,

gate in this proceeding." SAPL did not state why it did not answer in-
terrogatories directed to Contention NH 10. Finally, in denying as inter-
locutory SAPL's appeal from the Licensing Board's granting of sum-
mary disposition against it on SAPL's Supplemental Contention 3, the
Appeal Board found that although the dismissalleft no other contentions
originated by it. SAPL itself noted that it had joined in a contention .

(Contention NH 10) filed by New Hampshire that remained before the i

Licensing Board ' The Appeal Board concluded that thus SAPL's
participational rights (with regard to Contention NH 10) were not af-
fected by the Licensing Board's summary disposition of Supplemental
Contention 3.**

On balance, we conclude that overall SAPL has preserved its rights as
a joint intervenor, and that' Applicants' motion to strike is without merit
and is denied. However, in order to prevent confusion and to proceed
with a clear record in this reopened proceeding, we grant New Hamp-
shire's motion to withdraw its Contention 10 despite SAPL's objection
that this conte.ition cannot be withdrawn without its assent since it is a
joint intervenor. SAPL, as the joint intervenor, is not prejudiced by this
ruling because we also rule that Contention NH 10 is now converted to
and replaced by SAPL's Supplemental Contention 6, which will reflect
the identical wording and basis of former Contention NH-10.

Order

I
1. The State of New Hampshire's motion to withdraw its Contention

10 is granted,
2. Applicants' motion to strike SAPL's objection to motion to with-

, draw Contention NH 10 is denied, and

e As page 406 n 3 of the Memnrandam and Order or March I. the Board auumed that sAPL had
* dropped" Cornenta NH 10, whsh n bad prennuiJy adopted in us supplemental Contentxw k

* Indeed, in as regenw of June 8.1983, to sAPL's appeal, the Apptwents stated that sAPt. had joined
and adopted Content,an NH-10 and thus mas stdl a party. In ns resomw of June 15. 1983,the staff also
argued that an appeal as of nght did not he. en part, because sAPL remained as a co sowsor of NH 10.

'' At.AB 731.17 NRC 1013 0983)
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3. Contention NH 10, permitted to be withdrawn by the State of
-

New Hampshire, is now converted to and replaced by SAPL Supple-
mental Contention 6, which will reflect the identical wording and basis
of former Contention NH 10.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

,

'

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

^1

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luebke*

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 21st day of July 1986.

!
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Cite as 24 NRC 108 (1986) L8P-86 23

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Dr. Robert M. Lazo, Chairman
Dr. Richard F. Cole

Dr. Emmoth A. Luebke

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 250-OLA 1
50-251 OLA 1

(ASLBP No. 84 496-03 LA)
(Vessel Flux Reduction)

FLORIDA POWF.R AND LIGHT
COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 3 and 4) July 24,1986

In this Initial Decision, the Board resolves the one remaining conter.-
tion in Licensee's favor and orders that license amendments issued by the
Ofnce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation on December 23, 1983, remain in
full force and effect without modincation. The Board Ands that the Li-
censee's analysis of DNBR performed using NRC Staff approved m*eth-
odology and compensating for appropriate uncertainties demonstrates at
a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the hottest rod will not-

undergo DND, and contrary to Intervenors' assertion, the margin of
safety for the operation of the Turkey Point Plant has not been reduced
by the issuance of the contested amendments.

In view of the information provided to the Board in Board Notinca-
tion BN-86-17, dated June 30, 1986, regarding Intervenors' Contention
(b) as to which the Board in an earlier Order had granted Licensee's
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hiotion for Summary Disposition, the Board retains jurisdiction in this
matter pending receipt ofinformation of any further actions by the Staff.

APPEARANCES

Startin H. Ilodder, hiiami, Florida, for the Intervenors, Center for Nu-
clear Responsibility and Joette Lorion.

Norman A, Coll, hiiami, Florida, and Afichael A. Bauser, Washington,
D.C., for the Applicant, Florida Power and Light Company. |

* Afitz1 A, Young and Stary E. Wagner for the United States Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission Staff.

INITIAL DECISION l

(Operating License Amendment)

I, INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

| By letters dated August 19, 1983, and September 9,1983 Florida
Power and Light Company (Licensee) requested amendments to the
technical specifications of Facility Operating Licenses DPR 31 and
DPR-41 for its Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4,
two pressurized water nuclear reactors located in Dade County, Florida.
The amendments were to support the Licensee's program for reduction
of neutron bombardment (vessel flux), and conwquent embrittlement, of
the pressure vessel walls, and to remove restrictions imposed when the

! Licensee was operating with the old steam generators having a greater
[ number of plugged tubes than the new steam generators now in use.8
''

Notice that the Commission was considering issuance of the amend.
ments, of their proposed content, and of the fact that the Commission
had made a proposed determination of no significant hazards consider.
ation in conformance with the standards contained in 10 C.F.R. I 50.92

-

was published in the Federal Register on October 7, 1983. 48 Fed. Reg.

8 speorically, the Exennee requested (1) to increase the hot channel factor knut from 155 to a 62,(2) to
acreate the total praktag factor hmst from 2 30 to 2.32, (3) to change the oser)wwer detta T trip net
points and thermal hydrashc hmst curset, and (4) to delete rentractions and knwit which allowed the old
steam generators to operate wnh tubes plugged in escens of M. hRC safety Esaluaison. December 21,
1983 (staff Ethatwe 1) at I.
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45,862. The notice sought public comments on the proposed determina. ..

tion and advised the public ofits right to seek a hearing and intervene in
the proceedings.

On November 4,1983, in response to the notice, the Center for Nu-
clear Responsibility and Joette Lorion jointly petitioned for leave to in-
tervene and requested a hearing. They also filed comments, contending
that the amendments did involve a significant hazards consideration.
Nevertheless, on December 23, 1983, the Commission issued the re-
quested artendments pursuant to a final determination of no significant
hazards consideration and the Commission's finding, among other things,
that the issuance of the amendments will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. See Safety ,

Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Related to ;

Amendment No. 99 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 31 and !
Amendment No. 93 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 41, Florida ,

Power and Light Company (Dec. 23,1983) (SER), Staff Exhibit 1; 49
Fed. Reg. 3364, January 28,1984. Under 10 C.F.R. I 50.91(a)(4) the
amendments became effective when issued, with any required hearing to
be held thereafter. I

Intervenors filed an amended petition on January 25, 1984. A prehear- *

ing conference was held in Homestead Florida, on February 28, 1984.
!During that conference all parties were provided an opportunity to file

briefs concerning Intervenors' request to consolidate the consideration of
another set of amendments,8 issued earlier for the Turkey Point units,

,

with those actually the subject of the instant proceeding. The earlier 5

issued amendments provided for, among other things, the replacement,
during the course of subsequent refuelings of the two units, of Westing-
house 15 x 15 Low Parasitic (LOPAR) fuel and borosilicate glass burn-
able absorber rods with Westinghouse 15 x 15 Optimized Fuel Assembly

(OFA) fuel and Wet Annular Burnable Absorber (WABA) rods. These
amendments (subsequently referred to by this Board as the "core design
change" amendments, as opposed to the instant "vessel flux reduction"
amendments) were publicly noticed on July 20, 1983, 48 Fed. Reg.
33,080, and were issued on December 9,1983.48 Fed. Reg. 56,518 (Dec. .

21,1983). See genemlly SER, Staff Exhibit 1, at 3 (Dec. 23,1983). In our
~ May 16,1984 Prehearing Conference Order (unpublished), we denied

combine 1 consideration of the two separate sets of amendments noting, ;

among othet things, that: (1) no petitions to intervene had been filed in
'

connection Jth the core design change amendments; (2) no Licensing

I nwndment Na 98 to F Ny opr nas txenne No DPR 31 and Anwndswas Na 92 to Facdi3A
|opersuas Lxenw No DPR.4L
|

l
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Board had been convened to address those amendments; and (3) those i

amendments were not within the jurisdiction of this Board to decide. For
present purposes, however, one result of the core design change amend.
ments is that the Turkey Point units will operate with both LOPAR and
OFA fuel (i.e., with mixed, rather than homogeneous, fuel in the core)
until, as a result of future refuelings, the LOPAR fuel has been entirely
replaced with OFA fuel. '

The Prehearing Conference Order dated May 16, 1984, also granted
the Intervenors standing to intervene in this proceeding, and ruled on

,

Intervenor contentions and other matters. Only Contention (b) and Con-
tention (d) were admitted. Contention (b) alleged shortcomings in one of
the computer models which is involved in the prediction of the tempera-
ture of the hottest fuel rod in the reactor core as part of the analysis of
loss-of-coolant accidents. Contention (d) alleged, in effect, that, under the
amendments, it is significantly more probable that a steam film will form
around a fuel rod during normal and anticipated operational occurrences,
resulting in a significant reduction in safety. In full, Contention (d) reads
as follows:

,

The proposed decrease in the departure n, Se nucleate boding ratio (DNBR)
would signifrantly and adversely affect the margs v safety for the operation of the
.m:*m The restrwtion of the DNBR safety hmit h .ntended to prevent oserheat.
ing of tht fuel and pomble cladding perforation, which would result in the release
of fission ; roducts from the fuel. If the mimmum allowable DNBR is reduced from '

l.3 to 1.7 [ sic: 1.17] as proposed, this would authorue operation of the fuel much
closer to the upper boundary of the nucleate boiing regime. Thus, the safety marginl

will be significantly reduced. Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boihng
regime could result in excessive cladding temperatures because of the departure
from tne nucleate bothng (DNB) and the resultant Sharp reduction in heat transfer
coeftv:icat. Thus, the proposed amendment wdl both significantly reduce the safety
margn and sigrufcantly increase the probabihty of senous consequences from an ac-
cident.

Licensee filed motions for summary disposition of the two contentions
'

on August 10, 1984, which were supported by the Staff and opposed by i
Intervenors. Because we found the pleadings and the balance of the writ- |
ten record incomplete for reaching a decision, we held a prehearing con- I

'

ference in Coral Gables Florida, on March 26, 1985, during which the
Licensee made a "didactic presentation" as ordered by this Board con-

;
cerning issues raised in the parties' summary disposition papers. See LBP.
85 29,22 NRC 300,306-10 (1985). The Intervenors and Staff were given
the opportur.ity to cross-examine the Licensee's witnese during the i

conference and were afforded the opportunity to respond or rebut. Id.
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By Order dated August 16, 1985, we granted Licensee's motion for
summary disposition of Contention (b), but denied the motion for sum-
mary disposition of Contention (d) and limited the scope of the litigation
on Contention (d) to the following three issues:

1. Whether the DNBR [ departure from nucleate boiling ratio) of 1.17 which the
amendments impose on the OFA iOptimited Fuel Assembly) fuel in Units 3
and 4 compensates for the three uncertainties outhned by the Staff in its De-
cember 23.1983 SER on the amendments, at 4.

2. Whether, if the DNPR of 1.17 does not compensate for those uncertaintws, the
5RP's [ Standard Review Plan's) 95/95 standard, or a comparable one, is some-
how satisfied.

3. Whether, if that standard is not bems satisfwd, the reduction in the marstn of
safety has been significant.

22 NRC at 330. Accordingly, we scheduled an evidentiary hearing on
these issues to commence on December 10,1985, and directed the parties
to file written testimony to be in hand by November 26,1985. Order
Scheduling Hearing, September 18,1985 (unpublished). Subsequently,
the Licensee filed a second motion for summary disposition of Conten-
tion (d) on September 20, 1985, which was again supported by the Staff
and opposed by Intervenors. By Order of November 8, 1985

(unpublished), we denied Licensees'second motion for summary disposi-
tion for the reason set forth in a later Order, dated November 18,1985
(unpublished). Evidentiary hearings were held in Miami Florida, from
December 10 through December 12,1985.

As noted above, the record on summary disposition led this Board to
question whether a DNBR of 1.17 accounts for the three uncertainties, as
outlined in the Staffs SER, associated with rod bowing, the transitional
core containing OFA and LOPAR fuel, and the application of the WRB-
! correlation to 15 x 15 array OFA fuel. If a DNBR of 1.17 did not ac-
count for the three uncertainties, we pondered whether that DNBR
failed to meet the 95/95 standard and thus resulted in a significant reduc-
tion in the margin of safety. LBP 85 29, sura. 22 NRC at 329 30. We
turn now to a discussion of the evidence on three questions we posed.

This Opinion is based upon, and incorporates, the Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law that follow. Any proposed findings or conclusions'

submitted by the parties that are not incorporated directly or inferen-
tially in this initial Decision are rejected as being unsupportable in law
or in fact or as being unnecessary to the renderind of this Decision.8

' taienenars' February IT.1984 Mosen to File latenenors' Proposed Fmdags or Fact and Concle-
naces of I 4= out er Time lone workms dan is for goud cause shoma. scard
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II. FINDINGS

1. The Licensee's direct case consisted of testimony by Edward A.
Dzenis (fr. Tr. 302), hianager of Core Operations in the Nuclear Fuel
Division of Westinghouse Electric Corporation. hfr. Dzenis has a Bache-
lot of Science degree and a Master of Science degree in hiechanical En-
gineering. He has taken undergraduate courses involving calculus, differ-
ential equations, mathematical statistics, and statistical evalaation of ex-
perimental data, and graduate courses in thermodynamic power conver.
sion cycles, and the environmental and economic aspects of nuclear
power. Since joining Westinghouse in 1974, his work has included analy.
ses of heat transfer and the Guid flow aspects of reactor fuel assemblies
and related components for pressurized water reactors (PWRs), the de.
termination of core operating limits to ensure margin for the prevention
of DNB, and analyses of other safety criteria. Afr. Dzenis has also been
involved in modifications of the THINC Code to incorporate new corre-
lations such as the WRB 1 critical heat Oux correlation. Professional
Qualifications and Experience of Edward A. Dzenis, fr. Tr. 302; Tr. 293-'

302. At the completion of voir dire, Afr. Dzenis' testimony, prefiled on
November 26, 1985, was received in evidence without objection and
bound into the transcript.

2. The Staffs direct case consisted of testimony by Dr. Yi.Hsiung
Hsii, a nuclear engineer in the Reactor Systems Branch of the Division
of PWR Licensing A in the OfUce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and
formerly in the Core Performance Branch of the Division of Systems In-
tegration. Dr. Hsii has Bachelor's, Afaster's, and Doctoral degrees in hie-
chanical Engineering. He has taken undergraduate courses in
hydrodynamics, thermodynamics, heat transfer, calculus, difTerential
equations, and graduate courses in hydrodynamics, heat transfer, thermo-
dynamics, advanced calculus, and complex variables. Since he joined the,

NRC in 1981, he has reviewed safety evaluation reports and fuel reload
methodology topical reports on core thermal hydraulics, including criti-
cal heat nur (CHF) correlations, submitted by applicants and licensees.
Dr. Hsii worked for Babcock & Wilcox from 1967 to 1981 where he per-
formed core thermal hydraulic design analyses for reactors, and devel.
oped computer codes in the areas of containment systems, reactor system

-

transients, fuel pin thermal performance analysis and heat transfer. Dr.
Hsii also developed a computer program to calculate core performance.

and DNBRs. Hsii Professional Qualifications, fr. Tr. 733: Tr. 715.4 In ad-

* Intervenors medrew their chechon to the adminuon of Dr HWs prefded lesumony and watement of
profetuonal quahncatsoas aber conduenng a voir dire esaminal,on.,

1

'
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dition, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.743(g), the Board received Staff Exhibit
1, the NRC Safety Evaluation supporting the amendments, dated De-
cember 23, 1983, for the purpose of documenting the NRC's review of
the thermal hydraulics associated with the amendments. Tr. 735-36.

3. The Intervenors' direct case consisted of testimony ' by Dr.
Gordon DJ. Edwards (fr. Tr. 606), President of the Canadian Coalition
for Nuclear Responsibility and Professor of Mathematics and Science at
Vanier College, Montreal, Canada. Dr. Edwards holds a Ph.D. in
Mathematics, has taught university level mathematics for several years
and has limited experience teaching biology and chemistry. Tr. 254 57,,

505. He has acted as a consultant to a number of Canadian governmental
studies concerning reactor safety, and in that regard has both cross-ex.
amined witnesses and testified as an expert in his Geld of expertise, which
he considers to be mathematical analysis, calculations of probabilities,
and use of mathematical models. Tr. 261-62, 272 73, 282-83. However, as
Dr. Edwards himself acknowledged, he generally has no knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education in the Held of engineering (Tr.
538) nor does he consider himself to be an expert in the areas of heat
transfer, departure from nucleate boiling testing, critical heat aux corre-'

lation, determination of operational limits, or evaluation of DNBR. Tr.
283.

4. Dr. Edwards was unfamiliar with the term "subchannel analysis,"
has never conducted DNB tests or DNBR acceptance limits or devel-
oped a DNB correlation, and has never designed or used computer
models to do thermal. hydraulic analysis of heat transfer and Guid flow
aspects of a pressurized water reactor. Tr. 278, 506. Finally, Dr. Ed-
wards acknowledged that he was not familiar with the mathematical
equations or computer models used to evaluate and analyze the DNB
and DNBR at Turkey Point. Tr. 506-07.

5. The expert qualincations of Dr. Edwards and the admissibility of
his written testimony were challenged by Staff and Licensee. At the
outset of the proceeding, Licensee, and Staff to a limited extent, objected
to Intervenors' request that Dr. Edwards be allowed to act as an expert
interrogator, as is permissible under 10 C.F.R. I 2.733.

6. Licensee objected to Dr. Edwards' interrogation as an expert in
,

that by his own admission he was not qualified by training or experience"
-

in thermodynamics, heat transfer, Guid mechanics, or thermal hydraulic
analysis, all of which topics were central to the narrow issues at the
hearing. The Staff did not object to Dr. Edwards' conducting cross-ex-
amination as an expert provided that he examined on4 in those areas of
his admitted expertise, that is, mathematics, including mathematical anal-
ysis, calculations of probabihties, and the use of mathematical models.
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The Staff objected to any interrogation beyond those areas, because the
Commission's rules specify that any cross-examination by an expert inter.
rogator "shall be limited to areas within the expertise of the individual '

conducting the examination or cross-examination." 10 C.F.R. 9 2.733.
The Board found Dr. Edwards to be qualified as an expert interrogator
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.733. Not having the benefit of a cross-examina-
tion plan < we declined in advance of hearing his questions, to define the
limits of Dr. Edwards' expertise for the purpose of examination and per- ;

mitted Dr. Edwards to conduct cross-examination of both Licensee's and
Staff's witnesses.

7. The Board also ruled on the limits of Intervenors' direct case. On
November 25, 1985, in accordance with our September 18,1985 Order
setting the deadline for prefiled testimony Intervenors served upon the
Board and the parties a document entitled "Outline of Testimony by .

Gordon Edwards" (Edwards Outline), together with a copy of Dr. Ed-
'

wards' professional qualifications. On the second day of the hearing at
the commencement of their direct case, Intervenors sought to expand the
Outline by eliciting oral testimony concerning Dr. Edwards' "response
and explanation" to the three Board questions. Tr. 446.

8. Staff and Licensee objected to this procedure as falling outside f
the Commission's Rules of Practice,10 C.F.R. I 2.743(b), which requires
all parties to file written direct testimony in advance of any hearing. We
too observed that there had been time to prepare an expanded version of
Dr. Edwards' testimony and serve it on the parties before the hearing
and sustained the objections of Staff and Licensee to the oral *

supplementation of Dr. Edwards' written testimony on grounds that it
'

would contravene 10 C.F.R. I 2.743 and be unfair to opposing parties.
9. The Staff and Licensee objected to Intervenors' subsequent prof- ,

fer of written direct testimony, which consisted of two affidavits previ-
ously prepared by Dr. Edwards in response to motions for summary dis-
position, claiming surprise and prejudice to the preparation of their cases !
and lack of good cause for Intervenors' failure to meet the deadline for i

filing written testimony. We ruled that the August 30,1984 affidavit was {
stale and its introduction contained an element of surprise. However, the

,

Staff and Licensee had had reasonable opportunity to examine the later I,

affidavit, dated November 5,1985 ("November 5 Affidavit" or "Ed. !
wards Affidavit"). Thus, p asuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.743, which provides :
for the admission of additional written testimony upon a board ruling l

and if the parties have had a reasonable opportunity to examine it, we ;

determined that the November Affidavit would be received in evidence
provided it withstood voir dire and any motions to strike. )'

I
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10. Based on the evidence adduced through the voir dire examination
of Dr. Edwards as a proposed expert witness, Licensee moved to strike ,

Dr. Edwards' testimony in its entirety and the Staff objected to a large
part of Dr. Edwards' proposed testimony, on the grounds that: (1) the ;

witness had shown he was not competent to testify generally as to the
imatters at issue in the proceeding other than Dr. Edwards' statements

concerning areas of applied mathematics, including statistics and statisti- |
'

cal analysis; (2) portions of the November 5 Affidavit were virtually
identical to, or unduly repetitious of, statements in the Outline; and (3)
portions of the testimony purportedly were irrelevant and lacking in pro-
bative value.

11. Despite these objections, we found Dr. Edwards was qualified as
an expert witness in view of the "limited scope and the qualified lan- *

guage" of his testimony and admitted the Outline and the November 5 :

Af11 davit into evidence.
12. In so doing, the Board recognized that the weight to be accorded

to Dr. Edwards' testimony is influenced by the fact that he is a mathe-
matician with little knowledge, education, skill, training, or experience in

'

engineering. While Dr. Edwards' familiarity with reeetor concepts is im-
pressive for a layman, the depth of his knowledge of engineering prob.
Iems and ability to evaluate engineering judgments is understandably
quite limited. Moreover, by his own admission, his disagreement with the ,

testimony presented by Licensee ar.d Staff is not based on a complete
'

'

knowledge, or even reading, of all the documents underlying the review
that has been performed. However, Dr. Edwards was candid and forth- ,

'

right in presenting his testimony as that of a mathematician and not an
engineer, and his participation in this proceeding has aided in sharpening
the issues in controversy.

13. We have carefully considered all of the testimony, opinions, and
evidence adduced at the hearing and have accorded the appropriate
weight to the comparative knowledge, skill, and experience of the three
witnesses. We will now set forth our resolution of each of the questions
at issue in this proceeding, seristim. In addition, in the course of our dis-
cussion we will consider the matters of concern to the Intervenors as we
understand them.

14. As we have indicated, the three questions arose during our con-
.

Isideration of Licensee's first motion for summary disposition of Conten-
tion (d). More specifically, as we discussed in considerable detail in our :

August 16,1985 Order addressing that motion, it was clear to us how a |

1.17 DNBR acceptance limit for a certain type of fuel utilizing one criti- !

cal heat fiux (CHF) correlation (in this case, OFA fuel with the WRB 1 i

correlation), could provide the same degree of assurance that departure ;
'
,
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from nucleate boiling would not occur as with a higher,1.3 DNBR ac-
ceptance limit for another type of fuel utilizing a different CHF correla-
tion (again, in this case, LOPAR fuel with the W 3 correlation). See
LBP 85 29, supra. 22 NRC at 323 28. What was not clear to us, how-
ever, was how three particular uncertainties mentioned in the NRC
Staffs December 23,1983 SER (i.e., those related to rod bowing, the use'
of new OFA fuel assemblics mixed together with LOPAR fuel assem.
blies during a transition period on the way to a full OFA core, and the
application of the WRB 1 correlation te 15 x 15 array OFA fuel) were

)
accounted for. Id. at 328 31. Accordingly, we stated:

'

The Licensee has the burden of showing in heanns either that the apphcation of a

DNBR of 1.17 to the OFA fuel in Uruts ) and 4 satisfes the 95/95 [NRC Stan)
standard, or that if such apphcation dcws not, the reduction in the margin of safety is
not significant.

Id. at 330.

First Board Question
'

Whether the DNBR (departure from nucleate boiling ratio) of 1.17 which the
amendments impose on the OFA (Optimized Fuel Assembly) fuel in Units 3 and 4
compensates for the three uncertainte outhned by the Staff in its December 23
1983 SER on the amendments, at 4.

15. All the parties agree and the Board concludes that the answer to
the first question is that the DNBR of 1.17 does not compensate for the
uncertainties associated with rod bow, the mixed core, and the applica-
tion of WRB-1 correlation. Drenis, IT. Tr. 302, at 3; Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at
22; Edwards Outline, ff. Tr. 606, at 1.

16. It will be helpful to review certain aspects of PWR operation.
Heat is removed from the core of a nuclear reactor by water flowing
around the outside of the fuel rods. If the temperature of the fuel rods is
sufficiently high, bubbles of steam will form on the fuel rod surfaces.
Dese bubbles are then swept away from the rods by the flow of water
around them. Once in the bulk flow, the bubbles of steam either con.
dense and disappear or, at a higher temperature, sursive in equilibrium.

with the liquid coolant. De stage of boiling at which bubbles of steam
form and leave the surfaces of the fuel rods is called nucleate boiling.
During nucleate boiling, the transfer of heat from the rods is efficient
and increases in approximate propo tion ta increasing fuel rod tempera-
ture. De measure of heat transferred in a given time from a unit of rod
surface area is called heat flux.
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!?. If the fuel rods reach a sufficiently high temperature, some of the
.

steam bubbles will remain on the rod surfaces and begin to combine. |
This results in the formation of a steam film. De point at which a film
appears is called departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). Such a film h-
sulates the fuel rod causing heat that would otherwise be given up to th -
coolant to be retained in the rod. The heat Aux begins to decline. The
heat Aux at the beginning of this decline is called the critical heat flux, or j

CHF. To avoid DNB, during normal operation or anticipated oper- i

ational occurrences, a proper relationship is maintained between what
Ithe CHF would be for a given set of conditions, and the actual heat flus

(AHF) under those same conditions. DNB does not necessarily result in
a failure of cladding, and even if a breach were to occur, any release
would only be to the primary coolant system, which is a closed system.
This, in turn, is enclosed by the reactor containment building which is
designed to avoid release of radioactivity to the environment. The public
is kept at a distance by an exclusion area. In spite of all these protective
measures, it is prudent that DNB, and transition to a less desirable heat i

transfer regime, be avoided.
18. It is impossible to predict with complete certainty what the CHF ,

for a particular fuelin a reactor will be under a given set of conditions.
Different experimentally determined correlations give varying degrees of
assurance with respect to predictions of CHF. The ratio of CHF to AHF
is called the DNB ratio or DNBR. In the NRC Staff Standard Review
Plan (SRP), NUREG 0800 f 4.4, Thermal and Hydraulic Design, a mini-
mum ratio between the CHF and the AHF is established such that there '

is at least a 95% confidence level that there is a 95% probability that i
'

DNB will not be reached by the hottest rod in the core during either
normal operation or anticipated operational occurrences. This statistical

Imeasure of conservatism in the selection of a minimum DNBR is re.
ferred to as the 95/95 condition or standard.

19. If the true CHF value could be calculated and the actual heat
iflux were precisely known, the exact DNBR could be determined and a

design DNBR limit of 1.0 would ensure DNB would be avoided. How- :
Iever, because CHF is calculated using an empirical correlation based on

experimental CHF data and because of random variations in the data !

I

upon which the correlation is based, the exact CHF cannot be predicted.-

A DNBR limit greater than 1.0 is therefore imposed to account for this
uncertainty and represents a degree of conservatism or margin of safety. ;

The DNBR is referred to in a number of wsys, including "DNBR design i

limit," "design DNBR " and "DNBR limit." It is also referred to as a !

DNBR acceptance limit. The DNBR acceptance limit of 1.17 is generic j

to all Westinghouse plants utilizing OFA fuel. The "safety analysis mini- |
i

i
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mum DNBR." or "calculated minimum DNBR." is to be distinguished [
from the DNBR acceptance limit. It is calculated on a plant specific
basis.

20. A DNBR limit for a particular fuel type is the quantity imposed
{on a CHF correlation as the specined acceptable fuel design limit to [

ensure at a 95/95 level that the hottest fuel rod in the core will not expe. ;

rience DNB during normal operation and anticipated operational occur- !

rences.10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Criterio 10, Reactor Design !

states:
|
>

The cesctor core and assocated coolant. control. and protection systems shall be de. I
signed with appropnate margia to assure that specified acceptable fuel design hmits !
are not enceeded dunna any condition of normal operatson, including the effects of |
anticipated operational occurrences.

1 21. The DNBR neceptance limit of 1.17 for the WRB l correlation
used in connection with the analysis of all Westinghouse OFA fuel is the f
95/95 bounding value for experimental data. The 95/95 standard in i 4.4

|'
of the SRP will be satisfied by assuring that calculated minimum DNBR
values for all normal and anticipated operational occurrences, after ac-

!
counting for uncertainties, are greater than or equal to the 1.17 DNBR ,

! acceptance limit.
|22. The 1.17 DNBR acceptance limit does not and is not intended to

compensate for the three uncertainties referred to in the Board's ques-
,

. tion, namely, the rod bow, the mixed I.OPAR/OFA fueled core, and the
['

application of the WRB 1 correlation to the 15 x 15 OFA array fuel. i
Drenis, ff. Tr. 302, at 4. The DNBR acceptance limit for a correlation. |I

including the WRB 1 correlation, depends upon the ability of that corre- i
lation to predict CHF data. For every CHF test data point, a CHF pre- t,

: diction is made using the correlation, and a comparison performed be- *

| tween the measured and predicted CHF values. A probability distribu. !
tion of the measured.to-predicted CHF ratios is obtained for all of the

'

t

CHF data points. A statistical analysis is then performed to obtain the {
estimated mean and standard deviation of the measured.to-predicted j
CHF ratios. The DNBR limit is derived frota statistical analysis applying j

-

the acceptance criterion of 95% probability at 95% conndence, as speci-
fled in the SRP Hsii. fr. Tr. 733, at 3 4. The uncertainties are taken into !
account in the evaluations of normal and anticipated operational occur- (<

rences performed for specific plants. This is done in connection wi h the
!t

Board's second question that follows. '

!

l
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Second Board Questloa

Whether, if the DNBR of 1.17 does not cornpensate for those uncertainties. the
SRP's 95/95 standard, or a cornparable one. is somehow satarwd.

23. Licensee and NRC Staff have answered the second question in
the affirmative (Drenis,17. Tr. 302, at 4; Hsil (f. Tr. 733, at 22). Interve-
nors respond in the negative, arguing that the proposed DNBR limit of
1.17 does not compensate for the uncertainties identified in the NRC
Staffs SER (Edwards Outline, ff. Tr. 606, unnumbered p.1).

24. The three uncertainties of concern as outlined by the NRC Staffa

in its December 23,1983 SER are:

1. E#ects of rod bow phenomena.

2. Thermal hydrauhe behavior of a mixed core of OFA and LOPAR fucL

3. Appbcabihty of the WRB.I critwat heat flus correlaton to the 15 x 15 OFA
fuel configurstxe.

Oordon Edwards, ff. Tr. 606, at 2; Dzenis, ff. Tr. 302, at 4; Hsii, ff. Tr."

733, at 16. Uncertainties, which were not included in the calculational
method, i.e., input in the THINC computer calculations, are treated as
penalties,

,

,

The Assignal Penalties

Rod Bow Penalty

25. At Turkey Point, fuel rods are placed in the reactor core in as-
semblies consisting of a 15 x 15 array of fuel rods. These fuel rods are
supported in the assembly by spacer grids located approximately every 2

,

'

feet of asial elevation. As the furl is irradiated, some random horizontal
displacement of the fuel rods from their normal position occurs. This dis-

.

placement is called "rod bow." Rod bowing can result in a reduction in
CHF and, therefore, a reduction in the DNBR. Tr. 320 22. See also

: Drenis, ff. Tr. 7 8; Hsil, ff. Tr. 733, at 16. The effect of rod bow on
DNBR is applied as a penalty. Eg., Drenis, ff. Tr. 302, at 4 8; Tr. 322.
436.-

26. The rod bow penalty is based on direct measurements of fuel as-
semblies from operating reactors representing a wide range of burnups
and other conditions. Tr. 323. A value of 5.5cc for the rod bow penalty
for OFA fuel was derived based on 'n approved method described in a

i

Westinghouse topical report. WC/J 8691, Rev.1, Fuel Rod Bow Eval-
' uatiott. This method has been used for most plants of Westinghouse
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design. The penalty derived using this method is a 95/95 tolerance limit
as was statistically demonstrated in WCAP 8691. Hsii, fr. Tr. 733, at 16-
17; Tr. 822, 823,

27. The value of a 5.5% DNBR corresponds to the highest burnup at
which DNB is a concern. This is because, at higher burnups, heat gen-
eration rates in PWR fuel decrease due to a decrease in the concentra-
tion of fissionable isotopes and the buildup of fission product inventory.
Drenis, (f. Tr. 302, at 8. For the purpose of calculating the rod bow pen.
alty, the maximum burnup used is 33,000 MWD /MTU. By the time a
fuel rod exceeds a burnup of 33,000 MWD /MTU it is not capable of
achieving limiting peaking factors (becoming the hottest rod). SER, Staff
Exhibit 1, at 3. Therefore, the value of 5.57, DNBR represents a con-
servative upper bound to a range of rod bow effects.

28. Intervenors' witness questioned whether the rod bow penalty
meets the 95/95 criterion. Edwards. Tr. 634-37. Dr. Edwards testified
that the lack of data for 15 x 15 OFA fuel would add uncertainty to the
value chosen. Id., Tr. 638. The Intervenors also question the use of a
5.5?c rod bow penalty for the instant amendments instead of the 14.9%
penalty applied in a previous Safety Evaluation (December 9,1983)
issued in connection with the earlier core design amendments.

29. During their cross examination of the Staft's witness Intervenors
offered into evidence the December 9,1983 Safety Evaluation (SE) sup-
porting the amendments authorizing the use of OFA fuel and WABA
rods at Turkey Point, which were issued prior to the instant amend-
ments. See, e.g., Tr. 764-82. Through the introduction of the December 9,
1983 SE, Intervenors sought, in part, to establish that the safety margin
for the two Turkey Point reactors had been significantly reduced since
the 1.56 calculated DNBR under the previous amendments provided a
257, margin over the 1.17 acceptat.ce limit for OFA fuel, whereas the
1.34 calculated minimum DNBR for the amendments contested here
allows only a 12.77, margin above the acceptance limit. See Tr. 775,812.
Although we declined to receive the December 9,1983 SE as an exhibit,
we allowed Intervenors to ask hmited questions on the Safety Evaluation
to probe whether any inconsistency existed. Tr. 781.

30. The Staff testified that there are no rod bow data for 15 x 15.

array OFA fuel, but there are extensive data on 15 x 15 LOPAR fuel
which has a geometry similar to 15 x 15 OFA fuel, but has a stronger
Inconel spacer grid and therefore a greater rod bow magnitude than
OFA fuel. Thus, using this data base for the rod bow penalty is conserv.
ative. Hsii, Tr. 818. In addition. the use of a 5.57, rod bow penalty in-
stead of the 14.9% penalty was appropriate since the 5.5?c penalty was
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based on an improved calculational method which was approved by the
NRC Staff. Hsil. Tr. 81316.

31. Testimony by the Staff and Licensee persuades us that the reduc-
ition in the operating margin above the safety margin DNBR acceptance

limit of 1.17 is not significant. The Stati and Licensee testified that the ,

calculated DNBR for these amendments was lower due to the increase in L

peaking factors (F delta H, F sub Q) which makes the bottest channel in
'

the core hotter and thus lowers DNBR. lisii, Tr. 81011; Drenis, Tr. ;

341. Further, the Staff testified that the lower operating DNBR margin |

of 12.7% is not a reduction in a safety margin because the safety margin i

is provided by the 95/95 DNBR limit of 1.17. lisii, Tr. 90102. [
32. The evidence establishes that the rod bow penalty meets the 95/ r

95 criterion of the SRP. The assumptions regarding burnup and rod bow [
location and the use of data for fuel of similar geometry, but which has

'

greater rod bow magnitude due to its grid design, were appropriate con- :

servatisms. Accordingly, based on the evidence adduced by Licensee and ;

Staff, the Board finds that the rod bow penalty meets the 95/95 criterion.

1

i Mixed Core Penalty ;

33. The Licensee used a homogeneous core model to calculate
DNBR for a transitional mixed core containing LOPAR and OFA fuel i

^

and accounted for the effects of tne mixed core by applying a penalty to
the homogeneous core model results. The homogeneous core model
safety analysis calculations produced a minimum DNBR value of 1.34 to
which any penalties must be applied. The mixed-core penalty accounts
for the fact that coexistence of two different fuel designs having different
hydraulic resistance characteristics affects the cross flow between the dif-
ferent fuel bundles in such a way that the fuel design having the higher
pid resistance will have less flow. Since the OFA fuel has higher grid |

resistance, more flow would be diverted to the LOPAR fuel. Since the
'

plant-specific safety analysis was performed with the assumption of
either a whole core of OFA or a whole core of LOPAR fuel, a penalty

'

was applied to the OFA analysis results to account for this decreased
flow, i.e., the DNBR calculated for a whole core of OFA fuel is reduced
by the mixed core penalty. No penalty was applied to the LOPAR fuel i'

since a mixed-core configuration is advantageous to LOPAR fuel in that
more flow is diverted to the LOPAR fuel. (lisii, ff. Tr. 733, at 1314). i

34. The reduction in flow through the OFA fuel was quantified
through experiments on the hydraulic characteristics of both the OFA ,

and LOPAR fuel assemblies. Dzenis, Tr. 312. The hydraulic characteris- i
tics established by these experiments were used to determine the percent !

!
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difference in the DNBR between a homogeneous core and a mixed core
for various reactor conditions. These calculations indicated that a 3%
DNBR reduction, applied to the OFA fuel, was sufficient to bound all
effects for the transition (mixed) core geometry. Hsil. ff. Tr. 733, at 13,
14, 17 18; Dzenis, ff. Tr. 302, at 7.

35- The 3% mixed core penalty is based on a sensitivity study using
NRC-approved methods performed specifically for the !$ x 15 OFA and
15 x 15 LOPAR fuel mixed core. The sensitivity study was performed
with the THINC Code by using a homogeneous core model and various
mixed core models, including the worst mixed-core configuration where
one OFA assembly is completely surrounded by LOPAR assemblies.
The difference in the DNBR calculated with a homogeneous OFA
model and mixed-core models is calculated for the cases analyzed at vari-
ous reactor operating conditions. The results showed the maximum dif-
ference is less than 3E Thus, a 3% mixed-core penalty is uwd. as a
bounding value. Hsil. IT. Tr. 733, at 1718; Dzenis, fr. Tr. 302, at 7; Tr.
318.

36. Intervenors maintained at the hearing, as they do in their Pro-
posed Findings (it 25,32), that the mixed-core penalty does not meet the
95/95 criterion (Edwards, Tr,634-35) and that studies on the mixed core
were "hypothetical" because they were mathematical, unconfirmed by
physical measurements and derived from testing that was not reflective
of large-scale or full-core measurements. Id., Tr. 573 74. Based on the
evidence presented and the proper weight to be accorded the testimony
of the witnesses, the Board concludes that the 3% penalty appropriately
bounds the effects of the transitional core.

37. The mixed-core penalty of 3% was chosen as the absolute upper
bound of mixed core effects based on three core geometries which were
chosen to envelope the range of possible geometries during the transi-
tional core: an OFA assembly surrounded by LOPAR fuel, a checker-
board configuration, and a row of OFA assemblies adjacent to a row of
LOPAR. All other configurations are subsets of these three. Dzenis, ff.
Tr. 302, at 7; Tr. 382 85.

38. The least favorable configuration from a thermal hydraulic and
mixed-core penalty viewpoint was the case where a single OFA assem-
bly was surrounded by eight LOPAR assemblies. The conservatism of-

the 3% bounding estimate for mixed core effects derives in part, at least,
from the fact that fuel loadings are planned to proceed in one-third core
increments. Such large inerenents would virtually preclude the likeli-
hood that the above described least favorable configuration (a 1 of 9
ratio) would result. The 3% penalty is reported to bound all of the fuel
anembly configurations studied, including the unlikely geometry of an
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;

OFA assembly completely surrounded by LOPAR fuel assemblies.
Dzenis, Tr. 382 85; Hsil, Tr. 877 78.

39. The THINC Code, which has been approved for use for about 10
years, has been verified by data which show the code can perform ther.
mal-hydraulic analysis. In accordance with the SRP, empirical data were
med to verify the code's capability to predict core now distribution. The ,

'

code has not been empirically tested against the mixed-core geometry,
but as a matter of engineering judgment, it was concluded that the 4.5% :
difference in the flow resistance between a mixed and a homogeneous !

!core is too small to affect the TillNC Code's capability. Hsil, Tr. 855 59.
40. De hydraulics of the mixed core are simple to model using the

code if the resistance of every channel at every location and the total
flow rate are known. A resistance network can be developed and the '

flow distribution through the core can be calculated. Hsil. Tr. 754. The
Staff also performed an independent calculation using codes similar to
the THINC Code and verified that Westinghouse's 3% mixed core pen.
alty was the right magnitude. Id., Tr. 729 30.

41. The Staff testified that a more precise approach to calculate the
minimum DNBR for a mixed core would be to perform the calculations
with a model representing the mixed core. However, using a homogene.
ous core model to calculate the mixed-core minimum DNBR is also ac. r

ceptable as long as the effect of a mixed core on DNBR is accurately ,

accounted for by a suitable quantity for the mixed core penalty. Hsii, ff.
ITr. 73?, at 13.

42. Staff and Licensee testified that applying the mixed core penalty
to the DNBR calculated with a homogeneous core configuration results
in a more conservative DNBR than that calculated with a mixed core !

model. (Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at 14; Drenis, Tr. 384 85). De Intervenors of. j

fered no evidence to the contrary. |

43. The NRC has approved the homogeneous core approach and |

mixed-core penalty for Westinghouse plants on a generic basis. This sp.
proach is not unique to Turkey Point, but has also been used at various r

,

plants having transitional mixed cores. Hsii, (f. Tr. 733, at 14.
44. Dr. Edwards' insistence that the mixed core penalty be verified t

against measured data may be misplaced. Even measured data have un. ,

certainties associated with them. Hsil. Tr. 748. The prevailing concern is
whether the penalty is conservative. In light of the relatively simple f
process of analyzing the hydraulics of the mixed core, the analysis and j

resul;s of the worst-case configuration, and the small difference in the
hydraulic resistance, we are confident that the calculated penalty bounds ;

the effects of the transitional core.
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45. The Board finds that the 3% miaed-core penalty is sufficiently ,

conservative, that it is not unreasonable to presume that it meets the 95/
95 standard.

Applicability of MRR 1 Correlation

46. At the time the amendments which are the subject of this pro-
ceeding were being evaluated by the NRC Staff, the WRB 1 CHF corre-
lation had been approved for application to -

15 x 15 R grid LOPAR fuel,
17 x 17 R grid LOPAR fuel, and
17 x 17 OFA fuel, '

Iwith a DNBR safety margin acceptance limit of 1,17, Information dem-
onstrating applicability of the WRB 1 correlation to both 14 x 14 and
15 x 15 OFA fuel, including actual test data specifically representative of
14 x 14 OFA fuel, had been submitted to the NRC Staff for review, in
the absence of either a completed generic review or particular test data
specifically representative of 15 x 15 OFA fuel, however, the NRC Staff
imposed a 2% penalty for the evaluation of ale Turkey Point amend-4

ments as a conservative measure. Hsil, ff. Tr. f33, at 67,1819; SER,
Staff Exhibit 1, at 4.

47. Staff review of the additional information has now been com-4

| pleted. As a result, the Staff has concluded that the WRB 1 correlation is

] also applicable to both 14 x 14 and 15 x 15 OFA fuel with a DNBR
safety margin acceptance limit of 1.17. Hsii, (f. Tr. 733, at 1819. Accord-
ingly, there is properly no penalty for application of the WRB-1 correla-

i tion to 15 x 15 OFA fuel, and the 2% uncertainty previously assigned -
even though it can be accommodated within the 12.7% margin between
the 1.34 safety analysis minimum DNBR and 1.17 DNBR acceptance

,

; limit - is correctly 0.0%. See. e.g., Drenis, fr. Tr. 302, at 8. !

48. During the hearing, the Intervenors, while not identifying any de- ;

ficiencies in the analysis employed, expressed some surprise that the
WRB 1 correlation should be applicable to 15 x 15 OFA fuel. Er., Tr. ;

325 26. To the contrary, however, based on a consideration of test re- r

sults and the geometries involved, such a result is not all unexpected. |
- Actual test results have demonstrated that the WRB 1 correlation is ap- |

plicable to !

15 x 15 R grid LOPAR fuel, |
14 x 14 OFA fuel, and i

17 x 17 OFA fuel. ;

Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at 5 7. The 15 x 15 OFA fuel has the same fuel diameter, !

rod pitch, heated length, and grid spacing as the 15 x 15 R. grid LOPAR f,

J
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fuel; the only difference is in the grid designs. Id. at 18. On the other
hand,14 x 14 and 17 x 17 OFA fuel have mixing grid designs similar to |
15 x 15 OFA fuel, but differ in rod diameter. Id. at 6,18. Accordingly,
test results demonstrating applicability of the WRB 1 correlation to the i

three types of fuel listed immediately above essentially encompass all of i

the physical aspects of 15 x 15 OFA fuel. Thus, it is not surprising -
but, rather, to be expected - that the geometry of 15 x 15 OFA fuel is L

within the applicability range of the WRB l correlation. i

independence of Mixed Fuel Core H,wirnulic and Rod now Effects and the
WRB l Correlation Penalty -

49. Intervenors argue that "[ijt is entirely likely that the rod bow
phenomenon might interact in a fairly complicated way with the already
complicated non uniform hydraulic resistance phenomenon." Edwards L

| Affidavit, ff. Tr. 606, at 5. Intervenors presented no evidence to support
their claim. See Edwards, Tr. 593-94. Both the Staff and Licensee wit.
nesses, however, indicated that the rod bow phenomenon and the differ. |

i ential resistance of the OFA and LOPAR fuels to flow in the mixed core i
i

are independent phenomena, which are subject to separate modeling andI

the application of independent penalties. Eg., Dzenis, fr. Tr. 302, at 8;

|
Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at 19 21.

50. The Staff testified that the penalty for the application of WRB l
to the 15 x 15 OFA was independent of the rod bow penalty and mixed- .

core penalty because the correlation was developed without the consid.
eration of, and was no'. influenced by, rod bowing or the mixed core
configuration. Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at 19. The Licensee agreed that there was
no interaction between the mixed core and WRB 1 and testified that the

| WRB 1 was applicable to a mixed core since the flow reduction wasi

within the range of applicability of the correlation. Dzenis, D. 389 91.
'

51. A mixed-core configuration does not increase fuel rod bowing or
the rod bow pensity on DNBR. (Hsii, (f. Tr. 733, at 19; Drenis, Tr. 388- t

'

89). Fuel rod bowing reduces the subchannel rod to rod gap (gap clo-
sure). Test data show that there is no noticeable effect on CHF when the
gap closure is less than 54% (gap closure is defined as the percent of
reduction from the straight rod to rod gap due to rod bowing). How-

.

ever, greater gap closure results in a reduction in CHF. The exact mech- |
anism of the adverse rod bow effect on CHF is not known but the evi-
dence from the bow to-contact test data suggests that the reduction in ;

CHF due to rod bow is a highly locahzed phenomenon caused by the |

starvation of coolant in the vicinity of the point of contact. Even though ,

the fuel bundle coolant flow rate has an effect on the subcharnel CHF ;

!
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without rod bowing, the test data show that the "bow effect p9ameter"
(a measure of the difference between the unbowed CHF and bowed
CHF) is not noticeably affected by the coolant now rate. Hsii, ff. Tr.
733, at 19 20.

I|52. It is also apparent that rod bow has no significant effec. on the
'

hydraulic characteristics of the mixed core. A fuel rod is over 12 feet i

long. It is supported about every 2 feet by a grid structure which serves
as the structural element of the fuel assembly. Drenis, Tr. 328. The dis-
tances between adjacent fuel rods are approximately an eighth of an '

inch, with the vast majority of the area of a fuel assembly occupied by <

the fuel rods. Id. Tr 328 29. The denections that occur with rod bowing
are, in most cases, only a few hundredths of an inch over an axial dis. L

tance of approximately 2 feet. The total localized change in now area is
very gradual and very small. The total flow area of the fuel assembly is
essentially unchanged. Id., Tr. 329. There are numerous engineering
studies concerning the effects of changes in flow area on flow regime.

'

This change in local now area is far too gradual and insignificant to
cause any hydraulic characteristic change or resulting effect on mixed, i

core DNBR penalty. Id., Tr. 328 29. For a mixed core with OFA and.

LOPAR fuel, the now reduction through the OFA is approximately 2 to
3%. The reduction of Cow rate of this magnitude would not affect the
localized phenomenon of CHF reduction due to rod bow. Thus, al-
though there may be a physical relationship between the reduction in
DNBR due to rod bowing and the flow reduction due to fuel bundle hy-
draulic resistance, the effect is of a lower order and, as a valid engineer- I

,

ing approximation, can be neglected. It is the Staffs technical judgment
i that it is acceptable to assume that there is no interaction between the

effects of fuel rod bowing on CHF and the flow change caused by a i

mixed-core configuration for calculations to determine DNBR. There-
fore, the rod bow penalty and the mixed-core penalty are independent of ;

each other. Hsii, ff. Tr. 733, at 20 21.
i

53. Based on the evidence presented by Staff and Licensee that the ;
s

penalties are or can be considered independent and the failure of Interve- '

nors to present any evidence to the contrary, the Board concludes that it
,

is reasonable to assume that the penalties do not interact with each other
and no additional penalties for interactions are required.-

Summary

$4. We agree that the SRP's 95/95 standard is met by assuring that
the minimum DNHR calculated for all normal operation and anticipated
operational occurrences, after accounting for uncertainties, is greater
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than the 95/95 DNBR safety margin design limit. The total penalty for
rod bow (5.5?c), the mixed core (37c), and the application of the WRB 1
correlation to the 15 x 15 OFA fuel (2%)is obtained from simple summa-
tion and is 10.5?c. The calculated minimum DNBR for Turkey Point
OFA fuel is 1.34. The design DNDR safety margin limit for the WRB 1
Cl!F correlation is 1.17, and the reduction in DNDR margin from 1.34
to 1.17 is 12.7%, which is greater than the 10.5?c total penalty calculated
for the plant. Intervenors offered no evidence that the penalties did not
bound the phenomena, nor did their questioning persuade us that the
quantities were not conservntive. Therefore the SRP's 95/95 standard is
met. Id. at 2122; Drenis, ff. Tr. 302, at 4-6.

55. The Board is confident that the witnesses for the Staff and Li-
censee wcre competent to offer expert opinions on this subject. Dr. Ed.
wards' perceived role as a "troubleshooter" regarding mathematical
modeling (Tr. 707) assisted the Board in sharpening the issues. On the
other hand, Dr. Edwards' lack of expertise in DNBR analysis and failure
to review all the documentation supporting the values of the penalties
lead us to reject his claim that they are not 95/95 values.

56. While conservative engineering approximations may not satisfy
the rigors of an applied mathematician's academic discipline, the Board
finds no evidence that the three penalties either signincantly interact
with each other or do not meet the 95/95 standard. The Board concludes
that the Licensee's analysis of DNDR and calculated DNBR for all
normal and anticipated operational occurrences was performed using
NRC approved methods, the three penalties assessed were either a 95/95
value or a bounding value, which equalled or exceeded an equivalent 95/
95 standard and the calculated minimum DNDR of 1.34, after accounting
for uncertainties, is greater than the DNBR acceptance limit for OFA
fuel. Thus, the SRP's 95/95 standard is met.

Third Board Question

Whether, if that standard is not bems natisfwd, the reduction m the margin of safety
has teen signancant.

57, With regard to question 2, the Board found that the SRP's 95/95.

standard is met by assuring that the minimum DNDR calculated for all
normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences, after account-
ing for uncertainties, is greater than the 95/95 DNBR design limit. The
total penalty for rod bow (5.5%), the mixed core (3%), and the applica-
tion of the WRB-1 correlation to the 15 x 15 OFA fuel (2%)is obtained
from simple summation and is 10.5%. The calculated minimum DNDR
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for Turkey Point OFA fuel is 1.34. Since the design DNBR safety
margin limit for the WRB 1 CHF correlation is 1.17, the DNBR margin
between 1.34 and 1.17 is 12.7%, which is greater than the 10.5% total
penalty calculated for the plant. (See t $2 arm). This resulted from a
thorough review of all of the evidence and the Board concludes that
there is no reduction in the margin of safety for the Turkey Point units
as a result of the license amendments at issue in this proceeding.

58. In sum, the evidence clearly shows that while there may be a re.
duction in the '' operating margin" for the plant, there is no reduction in
the margin of safety as a result of the aniendments in this proceeding.
De 95/95 DNBR limit of 1.17 provides the margin of safety and the
1.34 calculated DNBR for the amendments, after accounting for uncer.
tainties, is greater than the 95/95 limit.'

III. CONCLUSION

Based upon the entire evidentiary record in this proceeding, and upon
the foregoing findings of fact, the Board concludes the following:

1. The !.icensee's analysis of DNBR performed usicg NRC Staff ap-
proved methodology and compensating for appropriate uncertainties
demonstrates at a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that the
hottest rod will not undergo DNB.

2. Contrary to Intervenors' assertion in Contention (d), the margin of
safety for the operation of the Turkey Point Plant has not been reduced
by the issuance of the contested amendments.

IV. BOARD NOTIFICATION REGARDING CONTENTION N

The record in this proceeding was closed on Deccinber 12,1985. Tr.
913.

On August 16, 1985, the Board granted the Licensee's Motion for
Summary Disposition of Intervenors' Contention (b). which states:

Whethet the entirely new computer model used by the utilny, for calculating re-
Good portais of accidents anects the Commasson's ECCS Acceptance Cnterw-

specificany, whether a 2.2% reduction in re-finM rate is misleedtag because for a
sma8 dectenne an re fbnd rate, there results a large ancrease in fuel temperature Re.
flood rates are cruacal nf below I or 2 inches per maaste.

* Desesse ** constade that there has twee me radiactuae in the marge of safety prm=$ed by the 95/91
staadard, we reject latervenars'soggestion that we deneee the amensmenu .see latervenors' Prremed
Fianhags at 2s.28
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On June 30, 1986, the NRC Staff, through Board Notincation BN 86-
17, provided the Board with a copy of a June 2.1986 Westinghouse
Electric Corporation letter and nonproprietary Topical Report which in,
formed the Staff of the need to make some additions and corrections to
the Westinghouse 1981 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) eval-
untion model using the FLECHT correlation and the 1981 ECCS evalua.
tion model using the BART computer code. Although the Licensing
Board's grant of summary disposition of Contention (d) was based pri-
marily upon the former, we considered both in connection with the
matter. LBP 85 29,22 NRC 300 (1985).

The notincation stated:

[T]he staff believes that the rataale underl)uig the Board's summary dnpoution
order will not be adversely atTected by the new information. First the Board's da-
nunnat of Contention (b) was bened pnmanly on the ECCS es aluation model calcula-
tion unas the FLECHT correlation and there is only, at most, a 12'F estimated in.
crease in the previously celestated PCT O e. 2152'FL Second the staff espects that
the PCT calculation uuns the corrected ECC5 evaluation model using BART
would be below 2200*F. Thus, the staff espects that a corrected analyus un both
models would satafy 10 C.F R. Part 50. Appendia K. and to C F R. Mn

liowever, the Board Notincation also states that, "given the maximum
increaw resulting from the errors," the Staff is considering the actions
necessary for interim and continued operation with respect to both Wes-
tinghouse plants which will remain within ti.e 2200*F acceptance crite-
rion specified in 10 C.F.R. I 50.46(b) and plants which may exceed the
criterion. The Staff stated it would keep the Board informed of its ac.
tions with respect to the matter.

In view of the teiformation provided in Board Notification B,N 8617,
the Licensing Board will retain jurisdiction in this matter pending further
actions by the Staff with respect thereto.

V. ORDER

WilEREFORE, in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended, and the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and based on
the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions of law. IT IS ORDERED-

TliAT License Amendments No. 99 and 93 to Licenses No. DPR 31
and DPR-41, respectively, issued by the OfUce of Nuclear Reactor Reg.
ulation on December 23,1983, shall remain in full force and effect with-
out modification.

IT IS FURTilER 0"DERED that the Licensing Board shall retain
jurisdiction in this matter pending receipt of information of any further
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actions by the Staff in regard to Board Notification BN 86-17 dated June
30,1986.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 0 2.760, that
this Initial Decision shall constitute the final decision of the Commission
thirty (30) days from its date of issuance, unless an appeal is taken in ac-
cordance with 10 C.F.R. 9 2.762 or the Commission directs otherwise.
See also 10 C.F.R. Il 2.785 and 2.786. Any party may take an appeal
from this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal within ten (10) days after
service of this Decision. A brief in support of such appeal shall be filed
within thirty (30) days after the filing of the Notice of Appeal (forty (40)a

days if the appellant is the Staff). Within thirty (30) days after the period
has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty
(40) days in the case of the Staff), any party who is not an appellant may
file a brief in support of, or in opposition to, the appeal of any other

,
party. A responding party shall file a single responsive brief, regardless
of the number of appellants' briefs filed.

THE ATOhflC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Robert bf. Lazo, Chairman
ADhflNISTRATIVE JUDGE

Richard F. Cole
ADhflNISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luebke
ADhflNISTRATIVE JUDGE

'

Dated at Bethesda, hfaryland,
this 24th day of July 1986.

[ Appendix A has been omitted from this publication, but can be found in' '

the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 11 Street, NW, Washington, DC

20555.)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmeth A. Luebke

Jerry Harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443-OL 1
50-444 OL 1

(ASLBP No. 82 47102-OL)
(Onsite Emergency Planning

and Safety issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et s/.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2) July 25,1986

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board partially grants
Applicants' motion by that, in a partial initial decision, it will decide,
inter alia, whether or not to authorize issuance of a low power operating
license up to 5% of rated power. The Board proceeds to set a schedule
for discovery and for the hearing.

.

GOVERNMENT ENTITIES: PARTICIPATION IN llEARINGS

Having status under 10 C.F.R. I 2.715(c) does not make an interested
municipality the spokesman for other parties or participants in this pro-
ceeding. See Puget Sound Power and Light Co (Skagit Nuclear Power
Project. Units I and 2), ALAD 556,10 NRC 30, 33 (1979); Houston

i
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Lighting and Power Ca (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit
1), ALAB-544. 9 NRC 630,632 (1979).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CHALLENGE TO COhthilSSION
REGULATIONS

The Board is not the proper forum because it has neither the jurisdic-
tion nor authority either to consider challenges to the Commission's in-
terpretation of its own regulations or to consider challenges to a Com-
mission regulation on the ground that it is contrary to the Atomic
Energy Act,10 C.F.R. 9 2.758(a); see Potomac Electric Power Ca (Doug-
las Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units ! and 2), ALAB-218,8 AEC
79, 89 (1974).

AfEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Rulings on Applicants' 5fotica of June 17,1985, on Tii's 5fotion of

June 23,1986, and on llearing 5f atters)

hiemorandum

L BACKGROUND

During the hearing held in August 1983, the then-presiding Board
heard evidence upon, among others, three contentions which related to
onsite emergency planning and safety issues 8 On August 23,1983, the
Board closed the record and, in an Order of September 15, 1983
(unpublished), directed that all parties Gle proposed Gndings. The Appli-
cants, the NRC Staff and the Intervenor, New England Coalition on Nu-
clear Pollution (NECNP) Gled proposed Andings with respect to
NECNP Contention I.B.2. The Applicants, the Staff, and NECNP Gled
proposed Gndings with respect to Contentions NECNP 111.1 and NH 20,
and the State of New ifampshire Gled proposed Ondings with respect to

,
Nil 20. Applicants' reply Andings were ultimately Gled on November 23,
1983.

8 NECNP Contention i B.2 anerted that Apphcants had not satafied the requirements of oDC 4 that all
equipment important to safety be environmentally qualified because Apphcants had failed to specify the
time duration over which the equipment was quahned.

Similar Contentions NECNP 111 i and NH 20 auerted, an substance. that the emergency plans did not
contain an adequate emergency classancation scheme as required by 10 C F R. I SO 47 and Part 50. Ap-
pendia E, and by NUREoo654.
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The present Board was appointed on September 9,1985, to preside
over all safety and onsite emergency planning issues. In an Order of Oc-
tober 4,1985 (unpublished), noting that during the 1983 hearing certain
documents relied upon by the parties were to be updated, revised, or
completed within a short time thereafter, the Board directed that the
Staff inform it whether certain documents identified in the Order had
been submitted by the Applicants and whether the Staff's evaluations of
these submissions had been completed. Upon being advised by the Staff
that one of the documents had not been submitted by the Applicants in
final form and that the Staff had not completed its reviews of other sub.
missions, our Order of November 4,1985 (unpublished) stated as follows:

We have reviewed the record and have concluded that the record needs to be re-
opened for the linuted purpose of supplementation It is not our intention, and we
will not permit the retrying of issues heard before the closing of the record on
August 23, 1983. After a prehearing conference, and after discovery, if any, a sup-
plementary hearing will be ordered to take evidence on the above-identified matters
pertaining to Contentions NECNP 1.B.2, NECNP 111.1 and NH 20,3 which involve
significant health and safety issues, and which were not previously ripe for hearing.

'If NH Contention 10 is not mformally rewived. evidence udl be taken on that contention as
well during the supplementary heanng.

Thereafter, in the Order of January 8,1986 (unpublished), the Staff
was requested to furnish reports upon the status ofits revisions to certain
documents identified in the Order of November 4,1985. Ultimately, on
June 4,1986, the Staff appended to its fifth m inthly status report copies
of 913.3 and i 18, which will appear in Supplei unt 4 to the Safety Eval-
uation Report (SSER 4) when published. Sectia 13.3 reflects the Staft's
completed review of the Seabrook emergency classification and action
level schemes (the focus of NECNP Contenti( n ill.1 and New Hamp-
shire Contention 20). Section 18 reflects th r Stafi's review of the
Seabrook control room design (the focus of NII Contention 10).8 On

| June 11,1986, the Staff submitted copies of f 3.11, which will appear in
SSER 5, when published. Section 3.11 reflects the Staff's completed
review of the Applicants' environmental qualification of electrical equip-
ment (the focus of NECNP Contention I.B.2).

On June 17, 1986, Applicants filed a motion requesting that the Board.

take the following actions:

Durbs prehearms rfoceedags in 1982, the Board had pernutted the Seacoast Anti Polluten League
(sAPL) to participata es a joint intervenor with respect to NH 10. See Memorandom and Order of sep-
tember 13.1982. LDP 82-76.16 NRC 1029.1083. la the Memorandum and Order of July 2!,1986.
among other thmgs. the Board granted New Hampshire's motion to w,thdraw its Contentaon 10. and
ruled that said conteation was converted to and replaced by sAPL supplemental Contention 6. which
would redect the dentacal wordmg and baus of former Contention NH 10. See LBP 86 22,24 NRC 103.
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1. To incorporate into the hearing record as evidence therein Section 13.3 of
SSER No. 4 and the environmental qualification review submitted by the Staff
under date of June 11,1986 as Section 3.l! of SSER Supp. No. 5.

2. To issue an order directing NECNP (with respect to NECNP Contentions I.B.2
and III.1) and the State of New Hampshire (with respect to NH 20) and, if the
Board deems them entitled thereto, SAPL and Mass AO to state whether they
desire any cross-examination with respect to the materials incorporated into the
rew.d and, if so, to state with particularity the reasons why such cross examination
is necessary to develop a sound record.

3. In the event further proceedings are requested and allowed, to schedule and
hold the same as soon as possible consistent with the Board members' convenience
and availability.

4. To close the record and thereafter issue a partial initial decision authorizing op-
erstion of Seabrook Unit No. I up to and including 5'Je of rated power.

II. DISCUSSION OF SUBMISSIONS OPPOSING, IN PART, THE
APPLICANTS' MOTION OF JUNE 17,1986

1. The Town of Hampton (TH)

On June 23, 1986, in a submission in the form of a motion, TH par.
tially excepted to the Applicants' motion of June 17,1986, apparently be-
cause Applicants' motion sought to prevent interested parties and partici.
pants (other than those named in Applicants' motion) from fully partici.
pating in this proceeding. Applicants filed an opposing response on June
27,1986, and the NRC StalT objected in a response of July 11, 1986.

We consider TH's exceptions only to the extent that, in requesting a
hearing and permission to participate, they are advanced on its own
behalf and to protect its own interests.8 As Applicants point out, the
Board's Order of December 20,1982 (unpublished), had directed TH to
indicate with reasonable specificity the subject matters on which it de-
sired to participate but that TH did not comply. Applicants also point
out that TH failed to file proposed findings with respect to the onsite
emergency planning and safety issues. The Staff points out that TH does
no more than assert a general desire to have a hearing and vaguely
allude to the Chernobyl accident - i.e., TH fails to specify the deficien.
cies in the relevant sections of SSERs 4 and 5 that relate to NECNP.

Contentions I.D.2 and III.1 and to NH 20. Finally, we note that at no
time during the August 1983 evidentiary hearing did a representative of

a TH's status as a 10 C F R. |1.715(c) interested munopality doce not make #1 a spokesman for other
parties of psttopents in this proceedmg See hier Smed Power and Light Ca (skagit Nuclear Power
Project. Umts I sad 2), ALAB-556,10 NRC 30, 33 (1979); //astos lar4rrat **d Ppwer Ca (Allens
Creek Nuclear Generstag Station, Unit 1), AI AB-544. 9 NRC 630,632 (1979).
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TH even appear. Clearly f 2.715(c) of our Rules of Practice does not
mandate that an interested municipality must file proposed findings.
However, TH's failure to file proposed findings of fact, its failure to
comply with the Order of December 20,1982, its failure to appear at the
evidentiary hearing upon onsite emergency planning and safety issues,
and its current failure to specify the deficiencies in the pertinent sections
of SSERs 4 and 5, compel us to conclude that TH has no genuine inter-
est in participating in this case wherein the record has been reopened for
the limited purpose of supplementing the evidence pertaining to the
aforementioned NECNP and NH contentions. Accordingly, TH's motion
is denied, and it may not participate.

2. Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL)

In a response of June 27, 1986, SAPL does not oppose Applicants'
motion of June 17, provided all parties to this proceeding are allowed to
participate in the hearing with respect to the issues allegedly resolved by
i13.3 of SSER 4 and by 9 3.11 of SSER 5, and provided that the
Board's partial initial decision will not authorize operation of Seabrook
Unit No. I up to 5% of rated power. As reflected in the cases cited in
nott 3, above, an intervenor's status as a party does not make it the
spokesman for other parties and participants. Thus, we consider only
whether SAPL has a right to participate in the hearing. Further, we
reject SAPL's second condition since 10 C.F.R. I 2.758(a) precludes a li-
censing board from considering attacks upon or challenges to the Com-
mission's rules or regulations and since SAPL, in any event, has not
complied with ! 2.758 procedures for petitioning that the application of
{{ 50.47(d) and 50.57(c) be waived or an exception be made in this pro-
ceeding.

However, in its response SAPL, unlike TH, specifies what it deems to
be deficiencies in {{ 13.3 and 18 of SSER 44 and f 3.11 of SSER 5, and
states that it is entitled to participate via cross-examination in the re-
opened hearing.8 We also take note of the fact that SAPL, unlike TH,
did attend the 1983 hearing sessions. Finally, there can be no question
but that SAPL has the right to present evidence upon and to cross-exam-
ine upon its Supplemental Contention 6 (see Memorandum and Order of
July 21,1986, LBP-86-22, supra). Thus, although SAPL did not file pro-

'

* With respect to l 18 of ssER 4. sAPL incorporates by reference the resions why it deems the staffs
renew was inadequate, which were set forth in its objechon of June 19. 1986, to New Hamphire's
mornoe to witadraw Contenuon NH-10.
* We are not told and we do not decide at th,s time whether the alleged deficiencies are wnkm the
scope of Contenisons NECNP I B 2. NECNP I!! 8. NH-20 and sAPL supplemental Contenuon 6 (for.
merly NH 10) See espersel/p note 3 of the Memorandum and Order of July 21.1986 (LBP 86 22. apre).
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posed findings of fact after the closing of the record with regard to Con-
tentions NECNP 1.B.2, NECNP 111.1, and NH 20, we conclude that
SAPL has shown a genuine interest in participating in the reopened
hearing and may participate therein.

3. Commonwalth of.\fassachusetts (.tfass.)

In its answer of July 2,1986, Mass. objects to the Applicants' motion
of June 17 only insofar as the motion requests the issuance of an operat-

i ing license for operation not in excess of 5% rated power. Standing
{ alone, the objection (like SAPL's) is denied as being a challenge to the
|- Commission's regulations which is barred by } 2.758(a). However, Mass.

relies upon and incorporates by reference the Petition of Attorney Gen-I

eral Francis X. Bellotti to Revoke Regulation 50.47(d) or in the Alterna-
tive to Suspend Its Application in the Seabrook Licensing Proceeding,
which cites 10 C.F.R. 9 2.758. We have reviewed the Mass. Petition,
which had also been filed on July 2,1986, and have reviewed the Appli-
cants' response of July 8 and the Stairs response of July 22,1986. As
will be reflected in a Memorandum and Order to be issued as soon as is
possible, the Board has determiried that Mass., as the petitioning party,
has faile.1 to comply with 9 2.758(b) and moreover has raised issues that
have been previously rejected by the Commission. Thus, the petition is
being denied since Mass. has not made a prima facie showing that the
application of f 50.47(d) in this proceeding would not serve the purpose
for which the regulation was adopted and that the application of the reg-
ulation should be waived or an exception granted.

No purpose would be served by delaying the issuance of the instant
Memorandum and Order until after the formal issuance of our determina-
tion with respect to the Mass. I 2.758 petition. Accordingly, we deny the
objection to the granting of Applicants' motion. Mass attended the
August 1983 evidentiary hearings and, as an Interested State, it may con-
tinue to participate in the reopened hearing.

New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP).

On July 2,1986, NECNP filed an opposition to Applicants' motion for,

issuance of partial initial decision authorizing low power operation.
Therein, NECNP concedes that it challenges the Commission's interpre-
tation of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.57(c) and challenges 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(d). It
argues that ! 50.57(c)"may only be interpreted to require the completion
of all hearings relevant to full power operation before any license, in-
cluding a license authorizing low power operation, is issued." With re.
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spect to f 50.47(d), it argues that it is neither necessary nor appropriate
to request a waiver pursuant to f 2.758 because f 50.47(d)is "contrary to
the requirements of the A:omic Energy Act." The short ofit is that this
Board is not the proper forum for consideration of such matters because
it has neither the jurisdiction nor authority either to consider challenges
to the Commission's interpretation of its own regulations or to consider
challenges to a Commission regulation on the ground that it is contrary
to the Atomic Energy Act.*

NECNP does not otherwise oppose Applicants' motion. It requests
that it be permitted to participate in the reopened hearing with respect to
its Contention I.B.2 (duration of environmental qualification). Since
NECNP participated in the 1983 hearing, cross-examined and filed pro-
posed findings of fact with respect to Contention I.B.2, and specifies
what it deems to be deficient in the Applicants' reports and in f 3.11 of
SSER 5,7 its request is granted.

Order

1. TH's motion of June 23,1986, is denied.
2. Applicant's motion of June 17, 1986, is granted to the extent that,

as set forth below in 5 3, the Board schedules a hearing. Other parts of
the motion have been granted, as modified below, in the Board's rulings
on hearing matters. We grant the final part of the motion (Applicants'
requested action 4) but only to the extent that the Board, in its partial
initial decision, will decide, inter alia, whether or not to authorize issu-
ance of an operating license for operation of Seabrook Unit I up to and
including 5% of rated power.

3. With respect to hearing matters:
a. During the reopened hearing, the Board will receive supplemen-

tary evidence upon NECNP Contention I.B.2 and upon
NECNP 111.1 and NH 20. The Board will also receive evidence
upon SAPL Supplemental Contention 6 (formerly NH 10),

b. Since the Staff has advised in a letter of July 23,1986, that
copies of SSER 4 were served on June 11, 1986, and that it ex-
pected that SSER 5 would be published and served within the'

next 2 weeks, the Staff should offer these two documents into

e 10 C F.R. ( 2.758(a); are hromec Electre hwr C4 (Douglas Pome Nuclear Generates tation, Unitss

I and 21 ALAB-21s. 8 AEC 79. 89 (1974).
' We are not told and we do not decide at this time whether the alleged derrienews are within the
scope of NECNP Contention I B 2. See erpersal/p note 3 of the Metnorandum and order of July 21.1986
(LBP-8622. s=prek
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evidence as exhibits in order to comply with 10 C.F.R.
9 2.743(g).

c. SAPL, NECNP, the State of New Hampshire, and the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, and, of course, the Applicants and
the Staff may participate in this reopened but limited hearing '

with respect to NECNP I.B.2, NECNP III.1, and NH 20.
NECNP, however, indicates that it wishes to participate only
with respect to NECNP Contention I.B.2. The above-named !

parties and States, as well as any admitted interested municipal-
ity, which has expressly shown a genuine, specific interest in the
subject matter of SAPL's Supplemental Contention 6 (formerly
NH 10), may participate with respect to this contention.

d. Discovery shall begin immediately. With respect to written in-
terrogatories and requests for production of documents. August
8,1986, is the final due date for the serving thereof by express
mail. Answers to interrogatories shall be served by express mail
by August 25, 1986, and documents shall be produced for in.
spection and copying by that same date. Depositions shall be ,

completed by August 2! 1986.
e. Written direct testimony shall be served by express mail by Sep-

tember 12,1986.
f. The reopened hearing will te held in a 4-day session sometime

between September 29 and October 10. As soon as hearing
room accommodations are secured, an Order will be issued
specifying the date, time, and location of the hearing.

g. At the beginning of the reopened hearing, the parties (including
any 9 2.715(c) entity allowed to participate in 3.c, supm) will
submit only to the Board three copies of their cross-examination
plans. A party (including any 9 2.715(c) entity) will not be per-
mitted to cross-examine if it fails to submit a cross examination
plan. These plans must set forth the cross-examination questions
to be asked, and explain what is being attempted to be estab-
lished through asking a discrete question or pursuing a series of
questions. Each plan will be incorporated into the record upon
completion of a party's cross examination.

h. In light of the rulings on hearing matters, supm, a conference.

prior to the hearing will not be necessary. The parties are ex-
pected to confer informally and resolve any prcv 6tal contro-

i~
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,

versies. If there are any unresolved procedural controversies, a
telephone conference call to the Board may be utilized.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

{

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luebke
' ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda Maryland,
this 25th day of July 1986.

|

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 141 (1986) LBP 86 25

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmeth A. Luebke

Jerry Harbour

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 443-OL 1
50-444 OL 1

(ASLBP No. 82 471-02 OL)
(Onsite Emergency Planning

and Safety issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2) July 30,1986

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board denies an Inter-
ested State's petition requesting that the application of 10 C.F.R.
9 50.47(d) be waived or an exception be made in this proceeding. The
Licensing Board denies the petition because the Interested State had not
made a prima facie showing that the application of the regulation in this
pic-ceeding would not serve the purpose for which it was adopted.

LICENSING BOARDS: CONSIDERATION OF GENERIC ISSUES

With respect to all of its arguments, the Interested State failed to
comply with 10 C.F.R. 9 2.758(b) - it did not specify the special cir-
cumstances with respect to the subject matter of this particular proceed-
ing, which are such that application of the regulation would not serve
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the purpose for which the regulation was adopted. The circumstances
adverted to in these arguments were generic in nature and were not
unique to this proceeding.

OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDINGS: LOW POWER LICENSES

The Interested State's second argumen', which asserted that low-
power testing would significantly and irreversibly affect the environ.
ment, was rejected by the Commission in Long Island Lighting Ca
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), CLI 8512, 21 NRC 1587,1590
(1985). With respect to the Interested State's third argument, which as-
serted that low power testing raised the risk of offsite consequences, in
Long Island Lighting Ca (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1),
CLI 8317,17 NRC 1032,1034 (1983), the Commission indicated that it
had adopted 9 50.47(d) because it had determined that fuel loading and
low power operation do not pose significant risks to public health and
safety.

l

hiEh10RANDUh1 AND ORDER
| (Denying Siassachusetts' 10 C.F.R. 9 2.758 Petition)

hiemorandum

On July 2,1986, the Interested State of biassachusetts filed a Petition
to Revoke Regulation 50.47(d) or in the Alternative to Suspend its Ap-
plication in the Seabrook Licensing Proceeding. The Applicants filed an
opposing response on July 8 and the NRC Staff filed its opposing re-
sponse on July 22, 1986. On July 23, 1986, New England Coalition on
Nuclear Pollution and Seacoast Anti Pollution League filed an untimely
motion to join in support of the biassachusetts petition. Since they
merely adopt the arguments advanced in the hiassachusetts petition, the
motion to join is granted.

The petition is based upon 10 C.F.R. 9 2.758. We note that biassachu-
setts seeks to revoke or to suspend the application of regulation 10'

810 CF R. { 2158 provides in pertment part:
| (a) Encept as provided in paragraphs (b). (c). and (d) of this section, any rule or regulation of the
j Correeswon, or any provtuon thereof. . shall not be subject to attack by way of dncovery.
| proof argument. or other means en any ad udwatory proceeding .f

|
(b) A party to an adjudralory proceeding mvolving mitial hcettseng subject to this subpart may

:

( petition that the apphcation of a specified Commnuon rule or regulation or any provimon thereof.
Ceniensed
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C.F.R. 9 50.47(d).8 Since licensing boards have only limited jurisdiction,
we are not authorized to revoke or to suspend the Commission's rules or
regulations, and thus we could summarily deny the instant petition.8
However, the body of the petition (except with respect to Massachusetts'
first argument) reflects and we assume that Massachusetts is actually re-
questing that the application of f 50.47(d) be waived or an exception be
made in this proceeding. Accordingly, we proceed to discuss and rule
upon the petition.

The Massachusetts petition, accompanied by affidavits,4 presents four
arguments, First, Massachusetts argues that, in permitting the issuance of

i

of the type desenbed in paragraph (a) of this secuon, be wasved or an etcepuon made for the par.
ucular proceeding. The sole ground for peution for waiver or esception shall be that special car.
cumstances with respect to the subject matter of the parucular proceedmg are such that appbcation
et the rule or regulauon (or proves on thereof) would not serve the purposes for whwh the rule or
regulanon w as adopted. The peuuon shall be accompanied by an afGdavit that identifies the specific
aspect or aspects of the subject matter of the proceedmg as to which apphcanon of the rule or
regulanon (or proviuon thereof) would not serse the purposes for which the rule or regulation u as
adopted. The petinon shall be accompanied by an affdavit that idenufies the specine aspect or as.
pects of the subject matter of the proceedmg as to which apphcation of the rule or regulauon (or
proviuon thereof) would not serve the purposes (or wheh the rule or regulation was adopted. and
shall set forth with particulanty the specul circumstances alleged to Jusufy the waiver or etcepoon
requested. Any other party may file a responw thereto, by cohnter. affidavit or otherwise.

(c) If, on the baus of the peuuon. affidavit and any responw thereto provided for in paragraph
(b) of this section, the preudmg omcer deternunes that the peuuorung party has not made a pnma
facw showing that the apphcatson of the specife Commisuon rule or regulanon or prostsson thereof

r

to a particular aspect or aspects of the subject matter of the proceeding would not serve the pur. '

poses for which the rule or regulanon was adopted and that appisanon of the rule or regulanon
should be waived or an excepuon granted, no eudence may be recened on that matter and no L

discovery, cross-examinauon or argument directed to the matter will be permitted, and the preud.
mg oMcer may not further consider the matter.

810 CIR. I 50 47(d) provides:
(d) Notwuhstandmg the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this secuon, no NRC or

FEM A review, (mdmss, or determmahons concermag the state of offute emergency preparedness
or the adequacy of and capabihty to implement State and local offsie emergency plans are reqmred
prior to issuance of an operaung beense avtbortams only fuel loading and/or low power operanons
(up to $4, of the rated power). Insofar as emergency plannmg and preparedness requirements are
concerned, a license authoniing fuel loadmg and/or low power operauon may be issued aher a
Gndmg ts made by the NRC that the state of onnte emergency preparedness proudes reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and wiD be taken in the esent of a radiological
emergency. The NRC wd! baw thrs Gndmg on its aswssment of the appbcant's emergency plans
agamst the pertment standards in paragraph (b)of this section and Appendia E of this part.

a Pursuant to 10 C F R. I 2.802 Massachusetts' recourse would be to file a petition for rulemaking with
the Commission requestmg that j SO 47(d) be amended or rescinded

* The faris affidasit dated July 2,1984, es that of Dr. Albert Carnesale Professor of Pubhc Pobey and
Academic Dean of the John F. Kennedy School of oovernment, liarward Unnersity. Dr. Carnesale
asserts in wbstance (a) that low. power testmg creates an irreveruble accumulanon within the fuel ele.,

ments of radioactne matena}s, which would affect the seserity of potennal accic'ents that might occur
dunns the testmg prcgrarn (b) that even if a fun-power bcense was not granted, radioactivity induced
dunas the low-power testmg would mcreaw the nsks and costs assnesated with disassembly or entomb.
ment of the reactor, and (c) that, over time, lowpwer testmg would render the fuel elements more
susceptible to leakmg. which would further comphcate +saswmbly or entombment even if an operstmg
beenw were not to be granted.

The second amdawn, unugned, undated, and prepered for ww m the shoreham proceeding. is that of
Messrs Dale o Bndenbaugh and oregory C. Manor, the preudent and vice-preudent. respecuvely, of

cceinwd
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an operating licente authorizing fuel loading and/or low power oper-
ation at up to 5% of rated power before any findings or determinations
are made "concerning the state of offsite emergency preparedness or the
adequacy of and capability to implement State and local offsite emer-
gency plans," $ 50.47(d) violates I189a of the Atomic Energy Act, 42
U.S.C. I 2239(a) (1982) which provides a right to a prior hearing on all
issues material to issuance of an operating license. Thus, Massachusetts
urges that { 50.47(d) must be held invalid. (Petition, !! l 5, at 1-3). As
noted above, as a Board with limited jurisdiction, we have no authority
to determine that j 50.47(d) violates the Atomic Energy Act and is thus
invalid. However, we will assume that Massachusetts is arguing that,
since this regulation violates the Atomic Energy Act, the application of
this regulation should be waived or excepted with respect to the subject
matter of this proceeding.

Second, Massachusetts asserts that five of the six Massachusetts com-
munities within the plume exposure pathway have voted not to_ partici-
pate in emergency response planning and that, after the Chernobyl acci-
dent, the Governor of Massachusetts has suspended the Commonwealth's
emergency response planning process. Massachusetts argues that, since
there is a "strong likelihood" that the Seabrook plant may not receive a
full power license until after several years of litigation, if ever, any possi-
ble benefits to be attained from beginning low power testing at this time
would be far outweighed by the significant and irreversible environmen-
tal consequences of such operation.5 (Petition, !! l 11 at 3 6). Third,

MHB Tedtamal Associates. saa Jose, California. They assert. in substance. (a) that none of the bene 6ts
assumed in the NRC": 1977 Environmental lispect statement for the shoreham plant in New York state
would be achwved by low-power testing because low-power operation would result in environmental
impacts, such as plant contamination with radioactive matenal, the hkely loss of the resale va'oe of the
fuel and other components once they become arradssted. the cost of decontamination, decomnussioning.
and disposal. and worker exposure, and (b) that low. power testing can be rationally justified only where
there is no substantsal doubt that the plaat will be granted an operatmg licenw.

The shard afridavit. dated July 2,1986. is that of Mr. Charles v. Darry, who is secretary of Puble
safety for the Commonwealth of Massachuutts. He aswrts, in substance. (a) that. after the Chernobyl
accident oovernor Dukaki. directed that the radiological emergency responw plans be put on hold,

untd federal agencies such as the NRC base thoroughly asseswd nuclear power in hght of that accident,
and (b) that rive of the sin Massachusetts commumises within the plume esposure pathway have voted
not to participate in radiologcal emergency responw planning.

The fourth afDdavit, dated Jaly 2.1986, is that of Dr. oordon R. Thompson, esecutive director. Insts.
,

tute for Resource and secunty studies. Cambndge Massachusetta. He asiens (a) that prolonged oper-
ation at $% of rated power may create the potential for core damage and release of radioective matenal
to the environment, and (b) that, regardmg the partratar circumstances at scabrcok, it is impor' ant to
determine the duration of operation at the $% level because there could be a long delay. perhaps a year
or more, which could,in the event of an accident, lead to eacess offsite doses

* At page 4 of the Petason,in citmg I $047(a)(1) Massachuwits deleted the words "le]acept as provided
in persgraph (d) of the section" The Board has the nght to espect that a pony will not selectively
delete unportant wording from a regulation m an effort so advance an argument
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Massachusetts argues that, if a low power license is issued, such operation
would very likely continue for a period of time much longer than that
contemplated by the Commission in promulgating 9 50.47(d) and thereby
raise a risk of ofTsite consequences not intended in adopting this regula-
tion (Petition, $$ 1214, at 6). Fourth, Massachusetts argues that
9 50.47(d) should be waived pending a full investigation and assessment
of the Chernobyl accident (Petition, i 16, at 7).*

With respect to all four arguments, Massachusetts has failed to comply
with 9 2.758(b) - it does not specify the special circumstances with re-
spect to the subject matter of this particular proceeding, which are such
that application of the regulation would not serve the purpose for which
the regulation was adopted. We conclude that the circumstances
adverted to in these arguments are generic in nature and are not unique
to this Seaurook proceeding.

With respect to both its second and third arguments, we note that
Massachusetts apparently equates the duration of operation at low power
with the length of time postulated between receipt of the low power and
full power licenses rather than with the Applicants' low power testing
plans. The statement that "such operation (at low power] is very likely
to continue for a period of time much longer than that contemplated by
the Commission in promulgating Regulation 50.47(d)" (Petition, t 14, at
6)is nowhere present in the Thompson affidavit cited to support it. That
affidavit postulates potential accident effects that might occur "after pro-
longed operation at the 5 percent level," but neither the affidavit nor the
argument suggest why the Seabrook low-power testing would be pro.

;
longed or significantly different from any other low power testing pro-
gram. Thus, we adhere to our conclusion that the circumstances
adverted to in all four arguments are generic in nature and are not
unique to this proceeding.

Moreover, we also conclude that the second and third arguments raise
issues that have been rejected by the Commission. With respect to the
second argument which asserts that the low power testing will signifi-
cantly and irreversibly affect the environment, in Long h/and Lighting

'

Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), CLI 8512,21 NRC 1587,1590
' (1985), the Commission observed that "[t]he primary benefit of early

low power operation is that it will allow the early discovery and correc.
tion of unforeseen bat possible problems which may prevent or delay
full power operation at an enormous expense to LILCO and/or its cus-
tomers." This being so, the Commission concluded that:

* There a no numbered paragraph 15 in the pentum
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The environrnental effects of low power testing are well known, i.e., moderate irra-
diation of the core and contamination of the remainder of the primary coolant
system, with no signincant impact on the surrounding environment by releases of
effluents during normal operation. These effects of low power testing are subsumed
in the FEIS's analysis of the far greater, but nonetheless very small impacts from
full-power operation. In our view, the benefits of low-power operation clearly out-
weigh the environmental costs.

Id. With respect to the third argument which asserts that the low-power
testing raises the risk of offsite consequences, the Commission has indi-
cated that it had adopted i 50.47(d) because it had determined that fuel
loading and low power operation do not pose significant risks to public
health and safety. In Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1), CLI 83-17,17 NRC 1032,1034 (1983), the Commission
stated:

Section M47(d) gives unquahGed authorization to issue a low-power hcense in the
absence of NRC or FEMA approval of an offsite emergency plan so long as other
prerequisites, including an adequate state of onsite emergency preparedness, are met.
The language of the regulation requires no predictise finding of "reasonable assur-
ance" with regard to offsite emergency planning prior to low power operation and
none was intended by implicatic.n or otherwise. In issuing section 50 47(d), the Com-
mission dd not implicitly make any genenc Gndings about the hkehhood that emer.
gency preparedness could be deseloped, Rather, our position was simply (1) not all
of the emergency planmns requirements were necessary for fuel loading and low-
power operation because of the nature of the nsks, and (2) we would not grant a
full power license until the emergency planning requirements for full power had
been met. (The Board recognized this was a reasonable interpretation of the Com.
mission's statements accompanying the rule. (! BP 83 21,17 NRC $99, 601-02 n.8
(1983)}-) Moreover, it seems apparent that the Licensing Board's prehminary doubt
about whether there is reasonable assura.ce that a sufGcient offsite emergency plan
can and will be deseloped is no different fre.n preliminary doubt about whether a
safety issue can be adequately resolved whi,h has signincance for full power oper-
ation but not for low power activities. Ir cerjection of such doubts into the low-
power proceeding could create a limited .ull-power hearing, before authorization of
the low power license. Such a procedur; would have httle to commend it.

Thus, Massachusetts' petitica fails to set forth special circumstances
- with respect to the subject matter of this particular proceeding which are

such that application o the regulation would not serve the purposes forr

which the regulation was adopted and moreover has raised issues which
have been previously rejected by the Commission.
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Order

In light of the discussion, supra, the 10 C.F.R. f 2.758 petition is
denied since Massachusetts has not made a prima facie showing that the
application of f 50.47(d) in this proceeding would not serve the purpose
for which the regulation was adopted and that the application of the reg-
ulation should be waived or an exception granted.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luebke
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 30th day of July 1986.

SEPARATE OPINION OF JUDGE JERRY HARBOUR

I concur in the denial of the "Petition of Attorney General Francis X.
Bellotti to Revoke Regulation 50.47(d)," but I would have dealt differ-
ently with this pleading. I would have dismissed the petition because of
its obstructionist positions.

In the petition, filed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.758, the Attorney Gen-
eral would have us "revoke" 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(d) in this proceeding and
not conduct low power license hearings on the grounds that, inter alia,

'

Massachusetts will either delay or halt production of necessary emer-
gency response plans, with the result that the full power license for
Seabrook will be delayed for a year or more, or may never issue at all.
Hence, via this bootstrap argument, the Attorney General urges that a4

low power license should not be issued. Petition at 3 6, it 3-6, 811,
Carnesale, Barry, and Thompson affidavits.
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Thus, by its own admitted action (or inaction), the Attorney General
intends to obtain the relief it would seek, and petitions the Licensing
Board to sanction this action under the guise of adjudication. This is an
affront to the judicial process, and, in my view, grounds for dismissal of
the petition.

Further, the Attorney General makes the point that five of the six
Massachusetts communities involved have voted not to participate in any
exercise of emergency response plans for Seabrook (Petition at 3, t 2)
followed by the position that the Governor has not indicated any inten.
tion to submit, or to implement in the event of an emergency (emphasis*

added), compensatory plans for the five recalcitrant Massachusetts com-
munities (id. t 3 citing Barry affidavit). The Attorney General indicates
here that even if the Seabrook plant were to operate, the Commonwealth
would not prepare or implement emergency plans to protect its citizens
in the event of an emergency. I find this statement by the Attorney Gen-
eral appalling, and in direct contradiction of stated concerns for protec-
tion of the public health and safety expressed elsewhere in the petition.
The statement is not supported by the Barry aflidavit so cited.

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.

I
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Cite as 24 NRC 149 (1986) LBP 86 26

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Frederick J. Shon
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 289-OLA 1
50 289-OLA 2

(Steam Generator
Plugging Criteria)

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES
NUCLEAR CORPORATION

! (Three Mlle Island Nuclear Station,
! Unit 1) July 30,1986

In an Order, absent objections, the Licensing Board grants the Licens-
ee's motion to defer the hearing schedule.

ORDER
(Granting Licensee's Motion to Defer liearing Schedule),

On July 17, 1986, the Licensee filed a motion for deferral of hearing
schedule. It requested that the schedule set forth in the Board's Memo-

i

i
'
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randum and Order of May 19,1986 (LBP-86-14,23 NRC 553)* be modi-
fled to provide that on:

March 2,1987 Discovery begins

May 11,1987 Discovery ends

June 1,1987 Motions for summary disposition to
be filed

June 26,1987 Answers to motions for summary
disposition to be filed

August 7,1987 Written testimony to be filed

August 23.1937 Hearing to commence

Licensee advised that TMIA concurred. Mr. Au, attorney for the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, advised the Board's secretary that he
has no objection to the granting of the motion. On July 28,1986, the
Staff responded that it had no objection.

Absent objections, Licensee's motion for deferral of hearing schedule
is granted, and the schedule in the Memorandum and Order of May 19,
1986, is accordingly modified.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR TiiE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 30th day of July 1986.

.

'The webandom and Order of May 19. 1986, was clanfwd in a Memovendum and Order of June it.
1984(LBP le 17,22 NRC 792L
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Cite as 24 NRC 151 (1986) DD-86-8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold R. Denton, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-529

ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY, et s/.

(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit 2) July 1,1986

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies the
Petition submitted by Barbara S. Bush and Myron L. Scott on behalf of
the Coalition for Responsible Energy Education asserting that there
exists at Palo V:rde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) a continuing
pattern of managerial incompetence and administrative failures that will
adversely affect safe conduct of the operation of PVNGS Unit 2.

SALP REPORTS

SALP reports routinely identify deficiencies in the performance of
I construction, pre-operations, and operations activities at nuclear power

plants and the mere identification of a need for increased atteniion to
specific deficiencies does not necessarily give rise to significant safety
concerns. Licensees do not have bad SALP ratings and the SALP report |

deficiencies relied upon by Petitioner accordingly do not provide a basis.

for establishing management incompetence by Licensees.

SCllEDULAR AND ECONOMIC PRESSURES

There is insufficient evidence to support Petitioner's claim that the
various rate proceedings, audits, reviews, and lawsuits currently affecting
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PVNGS will produce imsafe conditions. Utilities are typically involved
in proceedings of this nature.

MANAGEMENT COMPETENCE

Given the magnitude of construction, pre-operations, and operations
activities associated with completing, testing, and operating three nuclear
power plants (one in construction, one in startup, and one in operation),
the limited number of deficiencies cited by Petitioner does not give rise
to significant safety concerns.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 9 2.206

Introduction

By a petition dated January 12, 1986, an Addendum to the Petition
dated January 21, 1986, a filing with the Commission dated February 1,
1986, and a letter to D.F. Kirsch (Region V) dated April 22,1986, Bar-
bara S. Bush and Myron L. Scott, on behalf of the Coalition for Respon-
sible Energy Education (Petitioner), allege that there exists considerable
evidence of management incompetence due to an alleged continuing pat-
tern of managerial and administrative failures in the Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station (PVNGS) of the Arizona Public Service Company,
et. al (Licensees). According to Petitioner, the management problem will
be exacerbated by the startup and operation of Unit 2 which may over.
burden management and by significant economic and schedular pressures
present at PVNGS.8 Petitioner is concerned that these matters will affect
safe conduct of low power operation and power ascension of PVNGS
Unit 2.8

The Petitioner requests suspension of nuclear operation and the low-
power operating license for PVNGS Unit 2 and that further licensing ac-
tivity for Unit 2 be deferred pending completion of hearings on the issues
raised in the Petition. Additionally, Petitioner requests that a Special

,

Management inspection Oversight Team be constituted by the NRC to

8 The licensees' Project Manager f<v PvNos is the Aruona Nuclear Power Project (ANPP)
' A mscoed Petition was fued by Petitioner on February 3.1986, which requested an immediate suspen.

soon of PvNos Unst 1 operation based on anegedly inadequate containment leak rate testing. Peutioner
sought retenties of the facdity and the pubhc release of au contaanment leak rate test data including that
for PvNos Unit 2. This Petstion min be addressed at a later date. As stated in my February II.1986
letier to Peutioner, immediate action 31th respect to these anegations as not deemed necessary.
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confirm that the Licensees have demonstrated improvements in the area
of management competence and administrative controls sufficient to
assure that issues raised in the Petition have been satisfactorily resolved.
Also requested is a systems interaction and reliability study and such or-
ganizational studies and procedure changes as may be deemed appropri-
ate.

On February 18, 1986, I acknowledged receipt of this Petition and in-
formed the Petitioner that action will be taken within a reasonable time.
I also informed the Petitioner of the reasons I did not believe any imme-
diate actions were needed with regard to this Petition. On February 5,
1986, I requested the views of the Licensees on the issues raised in the
Petition. The Licensees responded on February 11, 1986. hfy Decision in
this matter follows.

Background

Arizona Public Service Company (APS) was issued Construction Per-
mits Nos. CPPR 141, CPPR 142, and CPPR-143 for Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station (PVNGS), Units I,2, and 3, respectively, by the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission on hiay 25, 1976, which authorized con-
struction of these units. The Palo Verde plant is located near Phoenix,
Arizona, and consists of three essentially identical 1300 hiWE pressur-
ized water reactors of Combustion Engineering System 80 design and re-
lated facilities for use in the commercial generation of electric power.

The early construction and NRC inspection activities at Palo Verde
were routine. A formal licensee performance appraisal program began in
1980, and an NRC Regional Evaluation of Licensee Performance in
August 1980, found generally satisfactory performance by APS. This sp.
praisal program later became the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Per.
formance (SALP).

An NRC Regional Construction Assessment Team inspection was con-
ducted during January to February 1981. The team foui.i strength in
construction management and the QA/QC program and weakness in
maintenance and storage. Inspection Report 50-528/8102 (April 6,1981).

A SALP for the period June 1980 to June 1981 was conducted in Sep-
tember 1981 which concluded that the Licensees had achieved improve-
ments in previously identified areas of weakness and, in general, had
good performance in design and construction activities. A second SALP
was performed in April 1983 for the period of July 1981 to February
1983. The assessment determined that the Licensees' activities at PVNOS
were conducted in a cooperative, professional, and safety conscious
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,

manner during that period, and that Licensees had obtained satisfactory
SALP ratings 8 y . ~. m. , .

A special Construction Appraisal Team (CAT) inspection was con,
ducted during September and October 1983 which identified problems in
the areas of pre-operational testing, a lack of fully effective rmal inspec-
tion by QC, and control of component work after construction. At about
the same time period, the NRC investigated an allegation for improper

,

signing of electrical termination cards. As a result of the CAT inspection'

and the investigation of the allegation, a civil penalty was imposed on
APS.

In response to the deficiencies identified by the CAT inspection and an
.

APS QA/QC audit, APS management temporarily suspended all pre-
,

requisite and pre-operational testing in November 1983. Problems
prompting the suspension mostly involved the control of equipment
status and the quality of test documentation. A major reexamination of
test documeatation was conducted to provide increased confidence in
test results. Testing was resumed in a gradual way, beginning in Febru.
ary 1984, aft:r changes in organizational procedural controls had been
implemented and a confirmation of the quality level of previously com-'

pleted testing work had been established.
A third SALP was conducted in May 1984 for the period of March

<

1983 to March 1984.* The weaknesses found in the September 1983*

CAT inspection were reflected in this SALP, and the SALP Board
noted that appropriate corrective action had been implemented.

,

A special team inspection was conducted during August to September

|
1984 to follow up on the previous CAT inspection findings and to assess
APS actions to increase the level of management control and improve-
ment in QA by the operations and startup groups. The team found the,

startup work controls associated with maintenance and testing activities
,

,

to be generally satisfactory and the corrective actions to the CAT find-

!.

ings appeared to have been effective,
On December 31, 1984, a Unit i Low. Power License was issued after

the readiness review was completed by NRC. Initial criticality was
achieved on May 25, 1985. A special NRC inspection team was present
to conduct an intensive continuous surveillance of shift operations
before, during and subsequent to initial criticality. The team found the

.

initial criticality was conducted by Licensees in a cautious and profes-
sional fashion. ne Unit i full. power license was issued on June 11,1985.'

814 the 198) sat.P Steport. txenwet had Ave Category I ratogs, aan Category 2 ratmgs, and no
.

Category ) ratmgt See note 6. Wre, for a denenption of thew ratsagt
| * Denna th,a sALP period, txeneeet had two Category I rategi, ten Category 3 ruings, and two

Category ) ratmst See note 6, Wm for a dencnption of these ratmst,

z

1
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An enforcement conference was held in August 1985 as a result of de-
ficiencies identified in the Post Accident Sampling System (PASS). The
Licensees' failure to fully comply with the technical specification regard-
ing PASS was also discussed. A civil penalty in the amount of $50,000
was assessed for the PASS violation. NRC Enforcement Action 85-87
(Oct. 8,1985).

In September 1985, a Confirmatory Action Letter was issued to ensure
that Unit I would remain shut down until the auxiliary spray system reli-
ability issue was resolved with NRR. This problem was remedied during
a September 20,1985 meeting between Licensees and NRR in which Li-
censees presented satisfactory corrective actions and compensatory meas-
ures to return to power. (PVNGS Unit 1 Meeting Minutes of January 1,
1986).

During October to November 1985, a special team inspection was con-
ducted on Unit 1. The team found the Licensees' organization to be com-
petently staffed and functioning in an acceptable manner. Weaknesses
were identified in the areas of design change and control of temporary
modifications.

On December 9,1985, a Unit 2 low power license was issued after the
readiness review was completed by the NRC. On December 19,1985, at

'

fourth SALP was issued (as later partially amended by letter of April 11,
1986, from Kirsch to Van Brunt) for the period of April 1984 to Septem-
ber 1985. The Board found the overall performance to be satisfactory.8
On February 13, 1986, Unit I was declared to be in commercial oper-
ation by the Licensees after the completion of the power ascension test
program.

On April 24, 1986, a full power license was issued for Unit 2. At the
time of this issuance, we had fully reviewed Petitioner's claims and had
concluded that the operation of Unit 2 would not jeopardize the public
health and safety. The reasons for our conclusion are set forth herein.

Principal Issues Raised by Petitioner

Before discussing each of the major areas identified in the Petition, it is
important to recognize that the Petition provides little, if any, new infor-

'

mation. The Petition consists primarily of excerpts taken from NRC
SALP reports (essentially the 1985 Report) and from NRC findings doc-
umented in NRC Inspection Reports. These SALP reports include sum-
maries of these inspection findings which resulted in violations. Correc-

* Durms this SAL.P permd. La.emees had four Category I rarmss. riheen Category 2 ratings, and no
Category ) raiengs see note 6. sape. for a description of thew ratmgs
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tive action is required for every violation of NRC requirements. See 10
,

C.F.R. I 2.201. Consequently, all of the contentions in the Petition which
stem from inspection findings have been the subject of corrective action
and have been or will be resolved.

Rather than attempting a detailed discussion of each of the many con-
tentions contained in the Petition, they are categorized into seven princi-
pal areas which are examined below in order to permit their reasoned
consideration. ,

I. LICENSEE 5' MANAGEMENT COMPETENCE IDENTIFIED IN
'

SALP REPORTS

In support of the Petitioner's claim of management incompetence, the
Petitioner lists a number ofissues which the NRC had identified in previ-
ous SALP reports as being potential problems at the Palo Verde facility,
Since the Petition relies heavily on the SALP reports as a basis for its
claim of management incompetence, a description of this process will be
helpful to place the Petitioner's concerns in perspective. The SALP
process is the mechanism by which the NRC on a periodic basis system-
atically assesses the overall performance of a licensee. For each assess-
ment period (generally 12 to 18 months) a Board of NRC officials evalu.
stes, in accordance with preestablished attributes and rating guidance,
the licensee's performance for each of the various, preestablished func. ,

tional areas and rates the licensee's performance in each area. The Board ,

also compares the licensee's performance for the current period with that
of the previous assessment period and identifies, for further followup and
inspection, any areas where the licensee's corrective action to improve

,

performance has not been fully :ffective. The Board assesses trends, if
any, observed in the licensee's performance within the reporting period.
Each functional SALP area is rated as Category 1, 2. or 3.* Problems

* The sA1.P program n desenbed in NRC Draft Manual Chap. Osl6 The raimgs are dermed as fol-
lows

Carerary It Redaced NRC attentre may be appropnate. Licensee management attension and in-
volvement are aggressive and onented toward nuclear safety; heensee resources are ample and ef.
fectively used so that a high level ofMiformance wah respect to opera #xmal safety and constrve.*

taae qualny is bemg achieved.
Ca'erary J. NRC attention showlJ be maintamed at normallevels Lxensee management attention
and inwohement are endent and are concerned wteh nuclear safety; bcentre resources are adequate
and are reasonably effective such that satisfactory performance unh respc1 to operational safety
and construction qualny is being achieved
Carerary J: Both NRC and hcensee attentina should be increewd L Arnsee management attention
or invohement se acceptable and conuders nuclear safety, but weaknesses are eudent, heensee re-
acerces appared to be stramed or not effectrvely used so that mm,mally sainisciory performance
wieb respect to opf ational safety and sonstruction qualwy n tems achieved

Ih6 ,

.
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more severe than Category 3 would have had immediate attention which
could have included a shutdown of the facility.

It is important to keep in focus that NRC inspection activities rou-
tinely identify deficiencies in the performance of construction, pre-oper-
ations, and operations activities at nuclear power plants. Deficiencies are
summarized in the SALP reports. Discussing previously identified defi- t

ciencies in the SALP report is normal agency practice in order to pro-
vide examples of the Board's assessment bases. It is also normal for the '

SALP Board to characterize the area in which these denciencies are
found as needing additional management attention. Most functional areas ,

do identify selected issues that require additional or continuing manage- )
Iment attention, even when the functional area is rated as a Category 2,

indicating that management attention to the area is generally sufficient. [
The mere identincation of a need for increased management attention to
specine deficiencies within functional areas does not necessarily under-
mine the program to such an extent as to give rise to a signincant safety
concern. In each case where the SALP Board identines an area needing ;
additional management attention, the concern is resolved in the SALP '

report or a subsequent inspection report. |
The specine issues that Petitioner claims to have been identined in the '

SALP reports which establish management incompetence include: (a)
poor SALP performance in the functional area of Quality Program and
Administrative Controls; (b) the lack of improvement in performance
based upon the SALP process; and (c) a lack of integrated assessment of
all SALP functional areas.

,

A. Poor SALP Performance Ratings in the Area of Quality Program and ;

Administrative Controls ;

The Petitioner contends that since this functional area received the
lowest rating (a marginal Category 2) in the 1985 SALP Report, the Li- L

censees have marginal quality performance that renects adversely on
management competence. Petition at 19 20.

This assessment is incorrect. The rating of Category 2, even a marginal
Category 2 indicates that, in general, the management attention and f

effectiveness in this functional area was satisfactory. Moreover, although,

the SALP Board stated that several weaknesses existed in this functional ;

area,it found that improvement had already been made for some of them ;

at the time the weaknesses were found.' In addition, several areas of |

' For etample, the detaals or Leas had been unprosed and correvine actee had teen taken to ewswre i

tamely Are mesch tours and to ensnruse the number or technical speufu;stne miatees Report at it.
17.

t

!
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positive Licensee actions and improving conditiam in this functional ares
- were also found, as noted in the following excerpts trom the 1985 SALP j

Report:
* "Corrective actions taken by APS management in response to

NRC concerns in the preoperational test program have resulted
in a substantial increase in quality, through direct management
involvement." Report at 15.

* "In general the onsite review committee has carried out its re-
sponsibilities in an acceptable manner and appeared to be im-
proving throughout the SALP period as an efficient working
body as experience was gained with a plant in the operational
phase." Id. at 16. ,

I* "Licensee actio~.; to improve compliance have been aggressive,
and involved eintinuous corporate management involvement." |
Id. i

The 1985 SALP Report thus establishes that, while the NRC had !

some continuing concerns in the functional area of Quality Program and
Administrative Controls which would be addressed within the estab-

,

| lished NRC regulations to obtain acceptable corrective action, there had

|
also been effective management involvement in resolving concerns. On
balance, Licensees' management response in this area, while not as effec-

I tive or aggressive as it has been in other areas, does not provide suffi-
cient basis to conclude incompetence.

B. Lack of Improvement in Licensees' Performance as Reflected by the
SALP Reports

Petitioner asserts that there has been little measurable improvement
from the previous SALP reporting period, and that the lack of an im.
proving trend is indicative of an overall failure by Licensees' manage-
ment to ensure correction of previously identified weaknesses. Petition at
17 18, 24. The Staff disagrees since there in fact has been an improving
trend in Licensees' SALP ratings. A comparison of the rating for the
functional areas for SALP 1984 and 1985 shows that: (1) SALP 1985
had four Category 1 areas while SALP 1984 had only three; (2) SALP
1984 had two areas rated as Category 3 while SALP 1985 had no Cate--

gory 3 areas; and (3) the 1984 SALP Report had six areas with a declin.
ing trend and one area with an improving trend, while SALP 1985 had
only one area with a declining trend and four areas with an improving
trend.1985 SALP Report at 3; 1984 SALP Report at 3.

To support its claim of a lack of improvement by Licensees, Petitioner
has listed a number of excerpts from the 1984 and 1985 Reports which it
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contends establish a pattern of errors affecting a wide range of functional
areas and is rooted in inadequate or unresponsive management. Petition
at 20 23. However, a review of these excerpts establishes that the list is
not as long as Petitioner suggests.* Although some concerns in this list
remain, this is not unusual since NRC SALP reports traditionally have
had long lists of criticisms. The purpose for the thoroughness of SALP is
to evaluate a licensee's performance and identify areas where additional

.

management attention is needed to ensurn that improved performance is
,

effected. The system appears to be working at PVNGS since Licensees .!
have already taken corrective action on most of the concerns identified ;
in the 1985 SALP Report and the balance will be assessed and com-
pleted during continuing NRC inspections. Moreover, the areas reported
in SALP that are in need of additional or continued management atten-
tion are offset, at least in part, by several other areas where the Licens-

,

ces have exhibited good management practices or aggressive corrective
action.'

For these reasons, an overview of both the positive and negative com-
ments included in Licensees' SALP reports does not establish inadequate
or unresponsive management, or a lack of improvement in Licensees'

.

'

performance.

C. Lack of Integrated Assessment of All SALP Functional Areas

Although the Petitioner appears to concede that the specific issues
identified individually are not of great concern, it insists that when taken
together they show cause for concern by forming a pattern that reflects
directly on Licensees * management competence. Petition at 6,28,41,45.4

,

As part of this claim, Petitioner contends that the NRC's oversight ac- '

tivities are piecemeal and fail to take into account this pattern of recur-
*

ring deficiencies. Petition at 3,10,20, and 21.
This theory is directly refuted, however, by the SALP reports for.

PVNGS which do not establish a pattern adversely reflecting on man-
agement competence at PVNGS. An overview of the activities within
each functional area and an overview of all the functional areas taken
together are precisely the purpose of the SALP process. Concerns that
are common to more than one SALP period would be noted in subse-,

' Five or thew encerpes Ohe nrst, third, siith, seventh, and founeenth) mere taken out of content in
that the NRC comments are not entical or Ucenues' management and, en arme instances, desenbe man.
agesnent unprovements, three or the escerpts (the twenty-6rst, twenty-rourth, and inenty-Anh) are re.
geesed concerns included en pnor escerpts, and in wven of the encerpts (the second, Afth, eighth. ninth.
twelhh. thirteenth, and erventeenthl. the sALP Report St.ted that corrective season had already been
taken by the Licensees

* For esample, see 1985 SAL.P Report at 4 5. s-lo.12.1511. 2421. 28
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quent SALP reports, and any trends would be specifically addressed in
the overall review of Licensees' performance and be included in the .
Summary of Results section in each report.80

The SALP process therefore provides an integrated assessment for
judging Licensees' management competence.

IL COMMUNICATIONS DIFFICULTIES

To further support its claim of management incompetence, the Peti- .

tioner contends that Licensees have displayed a pattern of inadequate
communications, both internally within their organization, and with the i

NRC, which has adversely affected all of the SALP functional areas. Pe-
tition at 44-45 and February 1,1986 filing at 4 5.88 To substantiate this
claim, the Petitioner cites the following instances of communication fail-
ure:

(1) A notification of a possible tampering event that occurred on
!the morning of August 15, 1985, which was not made to site

management until the afternoon of August 16, 1985. The NRC
did not consider the notification to be timely. Reference: In-
spection Report 50-528/85 26.

(2) LER 50,528/85 24 was not fully accurate in that the procedure
for surveillances on fire doors had not been permanently resised
to include the missing doors. A procedure change notice was
issued, but was not included in the revision number 2 of the pro-
cedure. Reference: Inspection Report 50-528/85 26.

(3) The PASS for PVNOS Unit I was not operational as stated in
the June 13, 1985 letter from ANPP to NRC. Reference:
Letter to E.E. Van Brunt from John B. Martin, dated October
8,1985 (PASS Civil Penalty).

(4) Incomplete and late LER submittals. Reference: SALP 1985
and NRC Enforcement Conference Minutes, August 28,1985.

These instances of alleged poor communication are too few in number
to show pervasive and significant weaknesses in communications at
PVNGS.88 Moreover, they are offset by other activities reported in the

!

8' For eaample, for sALP 198?, subcontractor quahiy saurance was noted as a recurring assue from
- previous sALPs and was specif cally hated in the overall revwm commenta 1985 sALP Report at 3

H Petetioner cruicues the NRC for not swmug these instances together in their total prspective Pett-
tion at 4445 and February t.1986 rihns at 4 5 However, the Petitioner again has faded so recognise
IInst the overall perspective as gained from the sALP process and that each or the instances at cites
regarding communication lapses were considered indnidually and from an overati prspective sa that
do6Wt. j

'
se Additional apparent indications of communication taries hated en the 1985 sALP Report not ened by
tt Petitioner include a report of a september 11.1985 annihary spray sperm problem where txensees' i

eennneed
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1985 SALP Report reflective of good communications. For example, as
reported in the 1985 SALP Report: management had initiated daily
interdepartmental planning meetings which were effective in improving
overall communications (Report at 5); a common work control center
had been implemented to coordinate activities among maintenance work
groups (id. at 7); unit superintendent meetings for maintenance had been
conducted daily (/d.); and the frequent presence of management at the
site had provided efTective communications to Licensees' staff (id. at 5,
15).

In their totality, therefore, the SALP reports do not reflect poor com-
munications at PVNGS. Furthermore, what must be appreciated regard-
ing this issue is that the P b *,erde nuclear project incorporates efforts
to build and operate three nuclear plants. This involves thousands of
people doing thousands of tasks. Under these circumstances, there obvi-
ously will be isolated incidents of communication difficulties, but in the
absence of a pervasive breakdown in communications that adversely af-
fects control of licensed activities, initiation of show-cause proceedings
and the other relief requested by Petitioner are clearly inappropriate.

III. ACRS CONCERN ON AUXILIARY PRESSURIZER SPRAY
SYSTEM AND SYSTEM RELIABILITY STUDY

In another issue raised by the Petitioner, Licensees are accused of will-
fully disregarding recommendations by the NRC Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) concerning: (1) the Auxiliary Pressur-
izer Spray System (APSS) at PVNGS and (2) the need for a systems'
reliability study. Petitioner bases this information on a November 10,
1985 newspaper article. Petition at 35.

A review of what occurred, however, reveals that the ACRS' recom-
.

'
mendations were not disregarded. The APSS issue arose during a discus-

'
sion at the November 5,1985 ACRS subcommittee meeting about single
failures and improper functioning of the APSS at Unit 1. Several mem-
bers of the subcommittee stated that they had concerns regarding the
APSS and the rapid depressurization capability of Palo Verde Units 1,2,
and 3. Two ACRS members subsequently set forth these concerns in a

,

January 13,1986 memorandum to the Commission. Staff responded in a
memo dated March II,1986, to Chairman Palladino that reasonable as-
surance of rapid depressurization capability had been established for

report to the NRC lacked mformation (Report at it) sad a statement concermas the plam operations
area that "ccuamunications between the Orefetions and other plant departments such as Chemestry sad
Rad 6stion Protection Departments, stdl needs improvement" 04 at 5)

a
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PVNGS by a reanalysis performed by Licensees of a steam generator
tube rupture (SGTR) accident. For that accident scenario. Licensees had

I assumed that the APSS was not available and that the pressurizer vent
would be used for accident mitigation. March II,1986 Memo at 1. See
aho Supplement 9 to Staff's SER at 5 9. The Staff reviewed this analysis,
performed its own independent evaluation, and determined that the con-
sequences of the SGTR accident a'e within acceptable limits and that

[ the pressurizer vent system meets safety grade standards. Id. In addition
| to evaluating Licensees' reanalysis of an SGTR accident, Staff reviewed

the enhancements at Palo Verde Units I, 2, and 3 to the APSS (e.g., a
redundant level instrumentation, assured power to motor operated
valves, and automatic realignment of charging pump flow), and con-
cluded that reasonable assurance exists that the APSS would perform its
function of achieving plant cold shutdown in accordance with the guide-
lines of Branch Technical Position RSB 51. SSER 9 at 5 8,.5 9, and 5-
13. .

Based upon these evaluations Staff is able to conclude that the Palo
Verde design for achieving reactor coolant system depressurization
meets current regulatory requirements. A decision regarding the need for
power operated relief valves at Combustion Engineering plants is being
deferred and incorporated into the technical resolution of USI A 45.
March 11,1986 Staff Memo to Chairman Palladino at 2,3, and 5.

The issue of a systems reliability study arose during the full ACRS
committee meeting en November 7,1985. A committee member asked
whether the Licensees had expanded their studies of systems interaction
and systems reliability as the ACRS had recommended in their letter to
the Commission of December 15, 1981, supporting licensing of Palo
Verde Units 1,2, and 3. Staff responded that this issue had already been
dealt with in Supplement No. I of the Palo Verde SER (February 1982)
which stated:

Item A.17 in Aprendia C to the SER discusses the ongoing staff efforts to reach a
generic resolution to the issue of systems interactions in nuclear power plants. It is
espected that the development of systematic wsyn to identify, rank and evaluate sys-
tems interactions will go further to reduce the likelihood of inter system failures re-
sulting in the loss of plant safety functions, and hence, improve systems rehability.
After resolution of this generic issue, the staff will determine where additional stud-*

ies by Arizona Public Service Company are required.

SSER I at 18 2.
Because the generic resolution is still in process, the Staff has not yet

been able to define the appropriate studies and their scope for the Palo
Verde facility. The ACRS has not modified its December 1981 letter

,
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supporting licensing of Palo Verde Units I,2, and 3, nor has it made any
additional recommendations conditioning its support.

IV. THE POST ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM PROBLEM

The Petitioner contends that an NRC enforcement action (EA 85 87,
Oct. 8, 1985) involving PVNGS's Post-Accident Sampling System
(PASS) demonstrates a tendency toward inadequate or incompetent per.
formance by management to worsen an otherwise minor plant problem.
Petition at 28 30.

The PASS experience is an example of poor management by the Li.
censees. As documented in the 1985 SALP Report, Inspection Report
50-528/85 22, and a letter to E.E. Van Brunt from John B. Martin dated
October 8,1985 (Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty), ANPP management failed to establish a system to ensure that
the PASS work was appropriately performed, reviewed, and docu.
mented. As a result of these deficiencies, the PASS was not operable
under certain limited conditions and did not meet the requirements of the
operating license, and a civil penalty for $50,000 was imposed. October
8,1985 Letter from J.B. Martin to E.E. Van Brunt.

Nevertheless, the PASS problem was adequately remedied and the
NRC effectively utilized its enforcement powers for this matter to have
the Licensees address broader issues in performance, including treatment
of design changes, management of task force activities and accuracy of
reports to the NRC. See Letter to the Director Office of Inspection and
Enforcement, from E.E. Van Brunt, dated November 7,1985. Moreover,
Licensees' PASS problems were not atypical since similar inspection
findings have been observed at Southern California Edison Company,
Baltimore Gas and Electric, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, and
Sacramento Municipal Utility District. The installation and successful
testing of PASS has proven to be a significant challenge for most of the
nuclear industry.

J Under these circumstances, it cannot be said that the PASS problem
establishes Licensees * incompetence or demonstrates a trend of manage-
rial error.

-

V. SCilEDULAR AND ECONOMIC PRESSURES

The Petitioner also contends that there are various economic and
schedular pressures at PVNGS currently being caused by several law.
suits and various rate proceedings, audits, and reviews before regulatory
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agencies. 8 Petition at 50-52; January 21, 1986 Addendum at 2 4. In-
cluded in these reviews is an incentive program initiated by the Arizona
Corporation Commission (ACC) which could subject Licensees to a
delay penalty dependent upon PVNGS's commercial operation, a total
project construction cost ceiling, and an operating efficiency perform-
ance. Petition at 50-51; January 21,1986 Addendum at 4.

Our response to Petitioner is that the ACC incentive plan has already
been ruled upon in an earlier i 2.206 decision in response to this same
Petitioner. In that decision the Director found, based in part upon an en.
hanced inspection effort at PVNGS by the NRC Region V Staff, that
the ACC plan was not likely to adversely affect health and safety. DD.
8512,22 NRC 449,45152 (1985). The other legal proceedings and regu-
latory actions in which Licensees are currently involved are also not be-
lieved to create a safety concern since utilities are typically involved in
proceedings of this nature.

To the extent that the few specific problems cited by the Petitioner
(i.e., the PASS and tampering incidents, excessive overtime, and failure
to return unused weld rods) may have been caused by schedular and
economic pressures, the efncacy of the regulatory program was demon-
strated by the detection of these problems. Based on Licensees' testing
programs, quality assurance programs, and NRC Staff reviews and in-
spections which establish that there is reasonable assurance that the Palo
Verde facility has been properly constructed, the Staff concludes that
schedular pressures have not adversely affected construction or caused
undue risk to the public health and safety.

VL THE OVERBURDENING OF MANAGEMENT

Petitioner also contends that Licensees' management is strained and
may become further overburdened when Unit 2 becomes operational. Pe-
tition at 27; Addendum at 8.

The NRC Staff has reviewed the Licensees' managerial qualifications
and manpower requirements during the operating license review and
concluded that Licensees' management is qualified and competent, and
that there is adequate manpower to simultaneously operate PVNGS
Units I and 2. This review was made in accordance with the require-'

ments of 10 C.F.R. I 50.40(b) and under the guidaice of the Standard

8' Petitioner also cites neveral safety problems which si alleges were caused by echedular pressures.
These include: the Pass meident, discussed serir, enem$ents of escesseve overume by werkers un saola-
taan or procedures, am aneged fadure by Lacenaces to respond quickly to pensable tampering, and an
allegation that achedular pressure couned an HVAC subcontractor's fadure to return unused *ield roda
Petanon at 47. Jaamary 21.1984Addendura at 4-5

I64
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Review Plan (NUREG-0800), i 13.1. The results are reported in Staff's
SER (NUREG-0857) at 1317 and SSER 1 at 13 3. Staff later also ad.
dressed this management issue in SSER 9 at 131 in response to NRC
Generic Letter 8416 (Staff Operating Experience).

VII. THE ALLEGED TAMPERING INCIDENTS

Petitioner contends that there were several deliberate and concerted
sabotage efforts at PVNGS which require further inytstigation by Li-
censees. January 21,1986 Addendum at 910; Petition at 43.*

Our review of this matter reveals that there were sixteen incidents at
PVNGS during the years 1984-1986 that potentially could have involved
deliberate acts or vandalism. However, for two of these incidents, NRC
investigations had concluded that tampering was not involved.8* For ten
other incidents, it was inconclusive whether there was tampering or
merely accidents or mistakes.1* In none of these incidents was a clear or
convincing causal connection established between it and the other inci-
dents. and all incidents except one (the misposition of the D battery
switch) had occurred prior to plant operations when security would
have been in place to control access to vital areas.

There were also two incidents which were referred to the FBI and the
local Sherif!'s Office involving the unauthorized cutting on February 7,
1984, of nonsafety related cables in the cable shack for Unit 3 (Inspection
Report 50 529/85 22) and the unauthorized repositioning of switches on
July 8,1985, on the remote shutdown panel for Unit 2 (Inspection Re-
ports 50-529/85 22 and 50-529/86-09).8* Both incidents were thoroughly

''These included a July ll,1985 meident at Una 2 involvsag an aramonta supply tank salve out of
paartion for operational mode Onspection Report 2529/85 27) and an Apnl 23.1986 snedent at Unit 3
invohug the snauthorned cuttmg of mye for h s/O sample hae molation vahe se the cabmet outsade
of the control roorn (Inspectaca Report S$30/1647k
88 These included a July 26.1985 medent at Unit 2 invohus an unauthorved operation of the i

"remoteAccal" smach for W "D" batiery supply breaker an the "D" battery charger /mverter room
(laspectaan Regert S$29/8s 27h an August 3,1985 incident at Uan 2 involving hve power breaker
switches on the control eleinent drive siechmasm panels na a ck, sed rather than se open poestion; an
August 3.1985 incident at Unit 2 invohing possible repotamonias of 21 power breaker smitebes on the
CEDM panels (Inspection Report S$29/85-27k an August 15,1985 cocident at Una 1 involves a repo-
nataosang of the 125 vDC *D* battery charger diaconnect swnch (Insrection Report 2528/85-26k e
January it.1986 event at Una 3 involving the evitas of condenser cables in the lower cable spreading

-

room (laspection Report SS30/SM7).a January 16.1956 event at Una 3 involving the cuttias of wwes
na the control room for the essenual spray pond (laspection Report S$30/8M7k a March 22. 1944
mcident at Und 3 savoivas the cutteeg of three wires m the control building (laspction Report S530/
SM7k a May 3.1984 mendent at Una i savolung the cutting of a temporary mre en the contatement
building (laspection Report S$28/SM9, an April 13.1985 incident at Unit 3 inwohing oil manning froen
a tortune cooing water pump (Inspection Report S$)a/8M7k and a Nosember 18. 1985 tacadent at !
Unn 3 savolvsag a cut mye on a duassembled motor oprator for a sahe si the sundiary feedwater
pump room (laspection Report SS3M647).
** Another nacident, whach mwhed disruptaca of some offene power knes at PvNos on May 14.1986. !

in currently being investigated by the FBI Tha nacident did not threaten pubiac health and safety.
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investigated (including the use of polygraph tests), and the FBI files
were closed due to lack of data. As was the case with the other potential
tampering incidents, plant security for vital areas was not in place when
these incidents occurred.

The only other reported incidents during this period possibly invou.
ing tampering were the discovery at Unit 3 on July 31,1985, of rags in a
reactor coolant pump breaker cabinet and on August 5,1985, of paper
towels in a charging pump breaker mechanism. Inspection Report 50-
530/86-07. Although these incidents may have been caused by inadvert-
ence or accident, they were characterized by the inspection as "construc-
tion mischief." Id.

Based upon this liraited number ofincidents and the fact that in few of
these was it established that tampering actually took place, we conclude
that, contrary to the assertion of the Petitioner, there is no basis for con.
tending that there has been a concerted sabotage effort at PVNGS
which threatens public health and safety.

Conclusion

The issues raised by the Petitioner have been reviewed both by my
Staff and the Staff of Region V. These reviews have established the lack
of any reasonable basis for concluding that Licensees' management is in-
competent or incapable of properly operating PVNGS. When the Li-
censees' activities are viewed in their total perspective, as was done in
the 1985 SALP Report, with all activities necessary to build and operate
three nuclear plants taken into account, their performance has been satis-
factory. Given the magnitude of construction, pre-operations, and oper-
ations activities associated with completing, testing, and operating three
nuclear power plants (one in construction, one in startup, and one in op-
erstion), the limited number of deficiencies cit'ed by Petitioner does not
give rise to a significant safety concern. See Union Ehetric Ca (Callaway
Plant, Unit 1), ALAB 740,18 NRC 343,346 (1983); /%iladelphia Electric
Ca (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), DD 85 il, 22 NRC

- 149,161 n.7 (1985). Under these circumstances, the Petitioner has failed
to raise issues which would warrant the relief requested.
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Accordingly, the Petitioner's request for action pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
{ 2.206 is denied as described in this Decision. As provided by 10 C.F.R.
I 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the
Commission's review.

liarold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 1st day of July 1986.

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 168 (1986) DD-66 9

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Richard H. Vollmer, Acting Director

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 266
50 301

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
| Units 1 and 2) July 14,1986

1
' The Acting Director of the Ofnce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

denies the petition of the Wisconsin Environmental Decade asserting that
there were a number of alleged deficiencies at the Point Beach Nuclear
Plant of the Wisconsin Electric Power Company associated with envi-
ronmental qualification of electrical equipment that represented a hazard

|
to continued safe operation of the facility.

I
TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED: ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMEST

The Licensee's program for environmental qualification of electrical
equipment complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 50.49. Pro-
posed resolutions for each of the environmental deficiencies identified are

- acceptable. The Licensee has completed implementation of its program
and followup inspections have confirmed this finding.
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. # 2.206

INTRODUCTION

On November 19, 1984, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
promulgated its final rule on environmental qualification of electric

, equipment (49 Fed. Reg. 45,571). The rule requires licensees of operating
power plants to meet the schedule for environmental qualification set out
in the rule, specifically in 10 C.F.R. I 50.49(g). In adopting the final rule,
the Commission directed the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactore

[ Regulation to consider, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206, four comments
3 filed in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued on March

7, 1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 8445). Each of the four comments alleged equip-
ment qualification deficiencies at specific plants. The Commission's
action had the effect of requiring the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation to issue a formal decision pursuant to i 2.206 consid-
ering the plant specific comments filed in the rulemaking noted above.
The comments filed by Wisconsin's Environmental Decade. Inc. (herein-.

'

after referred to as Petitioner) dated Aur,ust 10, 1984, were among those
identified by the Commission for consideration. On January 4,1985, I ad-
vised the Petitioner by letter that I would issue a formal decision regard-
ing the Petitioner's comments concerning the Point Beach Nuclear Plant.
Units I and 2. My Decision in this matter follows.

DISCUSSION
,

Petitioner's comments mainly relate to alleged inadequacies in a
number of equipment qualification items identified by the Franklin Re--

search Center (FRC) and set out in its Technical Evaluation Report
(TER) for the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2 (PBNP) of the
Wisconsin Electric Power Company (Licensee), it is important to recog-

'

nize that the FRC study to which the Petitionce refers was one initia!cd
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission itself to assist it in assessing the
adequacy of the Licensee's equipment qualification program for the
PBNP. The TER provided by FRC has bm available to the NRC StafT
since September 28, 1982, and has been specifically addressed by both-

. the Licensee and the NRC Staff.*

* Tlie badground aanxsted with the NRC staffs review of the Lacensee's eqmpenent quahrication pro-
gram for the Point Beach Nuricar Plant. Units I and 2.12 provided na Aita6hment 1. safety Esalvation
by the Omce of Nuclear Reactor Regulaim Posat Beach Nuclest Plant. Units I and 2. thket Px*

i 4266 and MXil seswed August 30.1984. as amended Nosember 25,1964 thereinaher referred to as the
PBNP sE)(not putdshedL

1
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On February 8,1979, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
issued IE Bulletin 79-01, "Environmental Qualification of Class IE
Equipment." This Bulletin, together with IE Circular 78-08 (issued on
May 31.1978) requested affected licensees to perform reviews to assess
the adequacy of their environmental qualification programs. The NRC
Staff's review of this area is discussed in a Safety Evaluation (SE) dated
May 21,1981, and resulted in further requests for information from the
Licensee. Following submittal by the Licensee of additional information
on September 11 and October 8,1981, and January 29, and February 22,
1982, the NRC Staff asked FRC to evaluate that information in order to
(1) identify all cases where the Licensee's response did not resolve the
significant qualification issues. (2) evaluate the Licensee's qualineation
documentation in accordance with established criteria to determine
which equipment had adequate documentation and which did not, and
(3) evaluate the Licensee's qualification documentation for safety related
electrical equipment located in harsh environments consistent with TMI
"Lessons Learned" implementation. A TER was issued by FRC on Sep-
tember 28,1982, to document its evaluation. It is this document to which
the Petition makes reference. A second SE was subsequently prepared by
the NRC Staff and issued to the Licensee December 22, 1982, with the
FRC TER as an attachment.8

This TER identified a number of electrical equipment environmental
qualification deficiencies and the SE concurred with the bases and find-
ings of the TER. Based on these findings, the Staff requested the Li.
censee to provide its plans for qualification or replacement of certain
items and justification for continued operation in the near term.

A meeting was held on October 13, 1983, to discuss the Licensee's
proposed method to resolve the environmental qualification deficiencies
identified in the 1982 Safety Evaluation and the FRC TER. During the
1983 meeting with the Licensee, the NRC Staff discussed a proposed res-
olution for each deficiency identified in the FRC TER and found the Li-
censee's approach for resolving the identified environmental qualification
deficiencies acceptable. The approach described by the Licensee for ad-
dressing and resolving the identified deficiencies includes replacing
equipment, performing addit onal analyses, utilizing additional gaalifica-i

tion documentation beyond that reviewed by FRC, obtaining additional
'

qualification documentation, or determining that some equipment is out.

e safety Esaluation f<w Environmental Quahrwatem of safety Related Electrwal Equipment. Docket
Nos $4264 and SM01. Decemtwe 22. 1982. with Techawal Esaluatma Repari entitled * Review of LA-
ceance's Resolutom of Outstanding lisues from NRC Eqwpment Favvenmental Quahtkatma safety
Evaluetme Reports IF 11 and R40k" Wacunum Electric Power Company. Poest Beach Neelear Plant
Ututa 1 and 2. Frankha Research center, september 25.19s2.
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side the scope of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.49 and, therefore, not required to be en.
vironmentally qualified, e.g., that which is located in a mild environment.
We discussed the proposed resolutions in detail on an item by item basis
with the Licensee dusing the meeting of October 13, 1983. Replacing or
exempting equipment, for an acceptable reason, is clearly an acceptable
method for resolving environmental qualification deficiencies. The mere
lengthy discussions with the Licensee concerned the use of additional
ana!yses or documentation. Discussions also included the Licensee's gen-
eral methodology for compliance with 9 50.49, and justification for con.
tinued operation for those equipment items for which environmental
qualification was not yet complete.8

Subsequent to the October 13, 1983 meeting, the Licensee provided
further information for resolution of the identified deficiencies by its
letter of November 23, 1983. With its review of this submittal, the NRC
Staff completed its evaluation of the acceptability of the Licensee's elec-
trical equipment environmental qualification program. The Staffs fmd-
ings are found in the attached PBNP SE dated August 30,1984, as
amended November 28,1984 (not published). The Staffs review in-
cluded explicit consideration of each of the items raised in the FRC TER
for the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2, and referred to by the
Petitioner in its comments. The resolution of Petitioner's comments for
specific items of equipment identified by FRC and discussed in the TER
is contained in Attachment 2. Resolution is complete for all items identi-
fled in the FRC TER. Therefore, justifications for continued operation
(JCOs) are not required for any TER items.

The Licensee's equipment environmental qualification files were in-
spected by the Staff on July 22 26, 1985. Followup inspections will be
performed by Region 3, with assistance from IE liendquarters and NRR
Staff, as necessary. Since a significant amount of documentation had al-
ready been reviewed by the Staff and Franklin Research Center, the pri-
mary objective of the inspection was to verify that the files contain the
appropriate analyses and other necessary documentation to support the
Licensee's conclusiori that the equipment is qualified. The inspection in-
cluded evaluations of the implementation of equipment qualification com-
mitments made as a result of the December 22,1982 SE and September

.

* The naal rule ca environmental quahfcation of electrw eqwpment unponans to safety became effee.
trw on February 22. 1983 (48 Fed Reg 2729) The rule, | 50 49. specifwa the requirements of electrical
eqerpment important to safety a a harsh environment. Effectrve November it.1964 the rule mas
amended to remove the June 30,1982 deadhae for environmental quahncarma r4 electric equipment im-
pneed by previous ''- order and establahed a new date for final esvarcame. ital quahfcauce of
electrical equpment (49 Fed Reg 45.571). Accordingly. March 31. 1985. mas estabbshed as the new
deadhae for eqwpment quahfraison absent a request for estessaos The I aceance mas granted entensacas
for certain stema of eqwyneet. Presently, no catenanons are outstandtag and the t_acensee conaaders all
eqwpnent quahfied
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28,1982 TER. The Staff also verified the adequacy and accuracy of the
Licensee's equipment list, definitions of mild and harsh environments,
corporate and site policies, and procedures for establishing and maintain-
ing the environmental qualification of safety related electrical equipment.
Physical inspection of selected equipment was also conducted. The Staff ;

reviewed the adequacy of the Licensee's program for surveillance and
maintenance of environmentally qualified equipment to ensure that this

'

equipment is maintained in the as-analyzed or tested condition. The
method used for tracking periodic replacement parts and implementation -

of commitments, e.g., regarding replacement of equipment, also was re-
viewed. The results of the inspection were issued in Inspection Reports
No. 50 266/85013 and 50-301/85013 on November 1,1985. Some defi. ;

ciencies were noted. A Notice of Violation was issued to the Licensee on
May 14,1986, for two of the deficiencies significant enough to warrant
enforcement action. Nonetheless, the Staff concluded, as a result of the
inspection, that the Licensee has implemented a program that meets the
requirements of f 50.49 and the corrective action commitments relative
to SE/TER deficiencies. The Licensee has informed the NRC that cor-
rective action for all deficiencies identified in the November 1,1985 in-
spection Report has been completed. A followup inspection will deter-
mine whether these corrective actions have been adequately completed. -

CONCLUSION

In summary, the NRC Staff has reviewed each one of the specific t

items raised by the Petitioner in its comments. A variety of resolutions -

with respect to the deficiencies identified by FRC have been offered by
the Licensee and found to be acceptable by the NRC Staff. The PBNP
SE documents the Staff review which concludes that the Licensee's elec-
trical equipment qualification program complies with the requirements of
I 50.49 and that the proposed resolutions for each of the environmental
qualification deficiencies identified in the FRC TER are acceptable. The i

'

Licensee has completed implementation of its program, and followup in-
spections have corifirmed the Staff findings. Consequently, I conclude
that the overall state of equipment qualification at the Point Beach Nu-

,

clear Plant, Units I and 2, is adequate to ensure public health and safety. ;

Accordingly, I decline to take any action based upon the comments filed
by the Petitioner.

A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Com- |
mission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.206(c). As provided in
i 2.206(c), this Decision will become the final action of the Commission 6
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twenty five (25) days after issuance, unless the Commission elects to
review this Decision on its own motion within that time,.

Richard H. Vollmer. Acting
Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor
; Regulation

Dated in Bethesda, Maryland,
this 14th day of July 1986,

i
'

Attachments:
(1) Safety Evaluation of August 30, 1984, as amended November

28,1984

(2) Resolution of Petitioner's Comments

'

[The attachments have been omitted from this publication, but can be
found in the NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street. NW, Wash.
ington, DC 20555.)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

James M. Taylor, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 341

THE DETROIT EDISON
COMPANY, et s/.

(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant, Unit 2) July 29,1946 <

'ne Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies a pe-
tition filed by Jennifer Puntenney on behalf of the Safe Energy Coalition
of hiichigan. The petition requested that the Commission take immediate
action to require Licensee to show cause why its license should not be
revoked in light of the allegations set forth in the petition.

ENFORCEhlENT POLICY

The choice of remedies for dealing with violations of regulations and
license requirements rests within the sound discretion of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 9 2.206
.

Introduction

By petition dated February 15. 1986, supplemented by letter dated
hfarch 28, 1986, his. Jennifer Puntenney, on behalf of the Safe Energy
Coalition of hiichigan (SECOh! or Petitioner), filed a request pursuant

<
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to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 and 10 C.F.R. I 2.202 with the Director, Omce of
Inspection and Enforcement, the Director, Omce of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, and the Regional Administrator, Region III. SECOM re-
quested that the Commission take immediate action to require Detroit
Edison Company (DECO or Licensee) to show cause why its license to
operate Fermi 2 should not be revoked on the basis of five allegations
contained in the petition. See Petition at 2. Notice of receipt of the re-
quest was published in the Federal Register. 51 Fed. Reg. I1,372 (Apr. 2,
1986). The request was referred to the Omce of Inspection and Enforce-
ment for response since the information presented by SECOM as the
basis for its request relates principally to matters normally handled by
that omce. By letter dated March 26,1986, I advised SECOM that while
I had determined that immediate action was not warranted. I would re-
spond to the petition within a reasonable time. I acknowledged receipt of
SECOM's March 28, 1986 supplement to the petition in a letter dated
April 29,1986. By letter dated March 28, 1986, the Licensee responded
to the SECOM petition. For the reasons set forth below, I have deter-
mined that the petition should be denied.

.

Background -

Fermi-2 is a 3292 MWT (ll54 MWE) boiling water reactor located in
Newport, Michigan. The Licensee received a construction permit from
the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in 1972 in accordance with the
Atomic Energy Act and AEC regulations. Following the completion of :
construction, the Licensee was authorized on March 20,1985, to operate
the facility at power levels not to exceed 165 megawatts (57c) and a full-

,

power license was issued by the NRC on July 15, 1985. However, on
July 16,1985, as a result of the rod pull error in the control room that ;

occurred on July 12,1985, the Region !!! NRC Staff (Region Ill) issued
a Confirmatory Action Letter specifying that DECO would obtain verbal
concurrence from the Region III Administrator or his designee prior to
exceeding 5Fe power.8

,

The NRC had considered the Licensee and its management team to be '
'

good performers in most areas of regulatory significance during the con-
struction phase of the project and the Fermi 2 management team was j

-

thought to be ready to operate the facility adequately at the time of low- !
power licensing (see Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance #

| (SALP) Reports: 50 341/82003, March 3,1982; 50-341/83013 June 29,

8 since October 1983 the facahty has teen shut down for the purpnee. in part or mabag the improve-
meats and conducting the reviews descr*ed in this Deciason

i

?
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1983; $0 341/83032, February 6, 1984; 50-341/84023, December 26, 1984;
and 50-341/85027, September 11, 1985.) Since issuance of the low power
license, however, the Licensee's performance, particularly the adequacy
of its management controls, became a matter of increased concern to the
NRC. The Licensee's deficient regulatory performance is documented in
NRC Inspection Reports 50-341/85040, January 7, 1986; 50-341/85042,
December 31,1985: and 50-341/85047, February 11, 1986, and in numer.
ous Licensee reports submitted to the Commission pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
6 50.73 (Licensee Event Reports or LERs).

The NRC recognized the significance of its Fermi 2 inspection fhd.
ings and the pattern and significance of the LER root causes and in addi-
tion to its routine inspection sctivities, took other regulatory actions in-
tended to bring about improvements in DECO's performance. Problems
continued to surface in other areas and the NRC issued a letter pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. I 50.54(f) on December 24, 1985, which required the Li-
censee to address significant NRC concerns sbout the adequacy of Li.
censee mansgement systems controls in the areas of engineering, oper-
ations, security, and maintenance. The purpose of the letter was to re-
quire the Licensee to submit information to the NRC to determine
whether action to modify, suspend, or revoke the operating license was
necessary. The Licensee responded to the { 50.54(f) letter on January 29,
1986. Thereafter, the petition was filed.

The petition primarily relied on the i 50.54(f) letter, inspection reports,
and the LERs described above. Other than the information associated
with the Michigan Public Service Commission Staff Report,1984, the in-
formation presented in the petition was known by the Staff. The informa-
tion forming the basis for the petition is essentially the same information
which formed the basis for the NRC Staff's actions in this matter.

With this background in mind, it is now appropriate to address each of
the Petitioner's allegations.

Principal Allegations Raised by Petitioner

I. THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT AND NRC REGULATIONS
MANDATE LICENSE REVOCATION

-

SECOM's first allegation concerns a perceived inadequacy of the
NRC's enforcement actions to date regarding Fermi 2. In particular Pe-
titioner asserts that the NRC has not elevated the enforcement actions
against the Licensee to the levels mandated by the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended (Act), particularly { 186, and the Commission's
General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Ac-
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tions,10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement Policy). The Peti-
tioner quotes { 186a. of the Act, 42 U.S.C. I 2236(a), which authorizes
the Commission to revoke licenses under certain circumstances, as well
as language in the Enforcement Policy which describes the Commission's
broad and extensive enforcement options. Based on its reading of the
Act, the NRC Enforcement Policy, and its assessment of Fermi-2's per-
formance, SECOM argues that it is necessary to revoke Fermi.2's oper-
ating license. See Petition at 2,4, and 5.

I agree with the Petitioner's general assessment of the scope of en-
forcement options available to the Commission in the exercise of its regu.
latory responsibilities. However, it must be recognized that the bare legal
authority to revoke licenses does not mandate that this authority be used
indiscriminately; appropriate enforcement action in a given situation re-
quires careful consideration of the particular facts and circumstances in.
volved.

The Commission has long recognized that both the Atomic Energy
Act and the NRC regulations support the conclusion that the choice of
remedy for a regulatory violation is within the sound judgment of the
Commis~, ion, and not preordained. Petition for Emergency and Remedial
Action. CL178-6, 7 NRC 400, 406-07 (1978). As the Commission stated
in that decision:

It goes without saying that s violation poung an undue nsk to pubbc health and
safety will, of course, result in prompt remedial action, including shutdown if neces-
sary. In other instances, however, the Commmion has a wide spectrum of remedies
for deshng with violations of regulations. These include show cause proceedmgs and
proceedings for cml monetary penalties. The choice of appropnate mechanism for
correction of an assumed violation rests within the sound discretion of this agency.
In esercising this discretion, our paramount concern is with the pubhc health and
safety.

Ibid. (citation omitted). Accordingly, to the extent SECOM suggests that
the Commission must apply its enforcement policy in a mechanical fash-
lon, the allegation is without merit. The particular issue raised by the Pe-
titioner is whether license revocation is appropriate in this case. Thus, I
must consider whether the other bases SECOM asserts mandate license
revocation. These bases are addressed below.

II. INADEQUATE MANAGEMENT CONTRO!E

SECOM's second allegation is that a continuing lack of management
controls has resulted in ineffective programs and incompetence in the Li-
censee's operations, r..smienance, security, and engineering activities. Pe-
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tition at 2. SECOM cites three principal bases for the allegation: (1)
twenty six violations identified in Inspection Report 50 341/85040; (2)
eighty LERs submitted since March 1985; and (3) NRC's December 24,
1985, I 50.54(f) letter. Petition at 6, 7.

SECOM's basis for this allegation rests entirely on matters that have
surfaced as a result of NRC's inspection and regulatory programs. The
findings from these programs indicated unacceptable performance by the
Licensee and have resulted in the need for comprehensive Licensee
action. This was emphasized by the NRC in Mr. Keppler's December 24,
1985, f 50.54(f) letter to the Licenwe, quoted in pertinent part by the Pe.
titioner. See Petition at 6. However, since the issuance of the { 50.54(f)
letter, NRC Staff concerns with operations, maintenance, security, and
engineering activities have been adequately addressed by this Licensee,
and actions have been taken such that I have reasonable assurance that
the regulatory concerns have been satisfactorily resolved. In the NRC
Staffs view, operation of Fermi 2 will not create a substantial safety
issue meriting license revocation.

Each of these concerns is discussed below.

A, Operations

The NRC's concerns with the Licensee's management system and con-
trol of its operations activities are documented principally in Inspection
Report 50 341/85040. That report identified twenty six potential viola-
tions of NRC requirements occurring between June 20, 1985, and Sep-
tember 2,1985. Several of the potential violations concerned an event
involving a rod pull error which occurred in the control room on July 1
2,1985, and which was of significant concern because it demonstrated a
lack of management control and attention to detail by control room per-
sonnel. This event resulted when a reactor operator improperly posi-
tioned eleven control rods to the full out position rather than to an inter-
mediate position as required. He had not been supervised or observed
properly by several management, supervisory, and operations advisory
personnel who were in the control room area at the time.

On July 3,1986, after consultation with the Commission and consider-
ation of the report of the Office of Investigations regarding this matter, I.

issued a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties
in the amount of $300.000 based on three violations that reflected the
breakdown of management controls and discipline in the control room
for that event. I also issued an immediately effective Order Modifying
the License which requires (1) that the Licensee demonstrate that the
Nuclear Shift Supervisor involved in the incident !:as been retrained and
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reexamined before he is allowed to resume licensed responsibilities in the
control room and (2) that the Licensee develop and implement a control
room audit program to further ensure that activities in the control room
are conscientiously carried out. These as well as the Licensee's other ac-
tions should provide reasonable assurance that control room operations
will be in compliance with Commission requirements.

The remaining potential violations, although falling short of involving
high actual or potential impact on the public, are a cause for significant
concern. The root cause of many of these potential violations appears to
be inadequate work control measures. The issues were also syrnptomatic
of the management weaknesses that led to the July 1 2, 1985 rod pull
error. The NRC has taken appropriate enforcement action regarding the
remaining potential violations. In a separate action today, a Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount of
$75,000 was issued based on violations involving (1) the failure to pro-
vide a flow path during the period July 23 29, 1985, for the Emergency
Equipment Service Water system; (2) breaches of containment integrity
during the period June 21 to September 2,1985, involving a containment
monitoring system valve and failure to perform leakage tests on the hy.
drogen recombiner; and (3) inoperability of a room cooler for the Reac-
tor Core Isolation Cooling / Core Spray System from July 23 to 24,1985.
Because these violations were symptomatic of the management weak-
nesses that led to the July 1 2, 1985 rod pull error, occurred during the
same time period, and the Licensee has taken extensive actions to correct
the causes of the violations, some of which are described below, the pos.
sible base civil penalty of 5150,000 for the three violations was mitigated
50E 1 am satisfied that the corrective actions described below properly
address the concerns raised by these violations.

As a result of the inspection findings and subsequent meetings with the
NRC, the Licensee agreed to develop a corrective action program,
called a Reactor Operations Improvement Plan (ROIP), to minimize fur-
ther operational problems. The ROIP was formally transmitted to the
NRC on October 10, 1985. The NRC findings indicated that a significant
weakness existed in the Licensee's overall management of control room
operations. Therefore, the corrective actions formalized in the ROIP
focus in large part on improving control room operating conditions and
communications. Sixty two et the sixty four commitments that Howed
from these corrective actions are now complete. (The remaining two
commitments, neither of which is a significant safety concern, are ongo-
ing and involve long-term efforts to further improve, clarify, and refine
viministrative procedures.) The plan also contains six parameters which
are tracked as indicators of plant performance. These parameters contain
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"trigger points" called hianagement Attention Levels (MALs) which, if
exceeded, will alert management to the need for further attention in the
particular area of the increase. Region III has reviewed the ROIP and in
a letter dated November 8,1985, informed the Licensee that it was ac-
ceptable.

SECOM also notes that the Licensee submitted more that eighty
LERs since low power licensing. There actually were a total of eighty-
three LER: submitted by Fermi 2 in calendar year 1985. LERs are not
necessarily an indication of the performance of a licensee or the condi-
tion of a facility. However, the Licensee appears to have made progress
in reducing the number of events requiring LERs. From January 1,1986,
to June 30, 1986, the Licensee issued sixteen LERs. Even though the
plant has been shut down during that time period and one would expect
fewer LERs, the trend may be improving.

The Licensee's January 29, 1986 response to the 9 50.54(f) letter pro-
vHes additional support for the conclusion that the Licensee has im-
proved and will further improve operations activities. Among other
6ings, the Licensee has formed an Independent Oversiew Committee
f.IOC) comprised of nuclear industry consultants with a broad range of
nanagement and operating experience. The IOC meets approximately
:nonthly and provides DECO management with a critique of the Fermi 2
nanagement and operations. On January 30, 1986, the IOC made six ree-
ommendations which, in its opinion, would improve the organization and
management of Fermi 2 The six recommendations were: (1) hire an ex.
perienced senior manager,(2) provide an advisor with operations experi-
ence to the Vice President, (3) emphasize the need to support the Plant
Manager, (4) establish performance goals with yardsticks, (5) reorganize
the Nuclear Engineering Department, and (6) hire an experienced senior
security manager. DECO committed to adopting all of the recommenda-
tions and has completed the first five. With regard to the sixth recom-
mendation, an oral offer has been made to and accepted by a qualified
person for the senior security manager position.

In addition, since January 1,1986, more than fifty new employees
have been added to Nuclear Operations. Fifteen of these new employees
have had commercial operating experience including a Group Vice

-

President.
The IOC also will monitor plant operations activities including imple-

mentation of the new Nuclear Operations Improvement Plan. This Nu-
clear Operations improvement Plan was submitted to Region 111 on May
9,1986, and is in addition to and broader than the Reactor Operations
Improvement Plan submitted on October 10, 1985, it was developed to
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address planning, accountability, attitude, communications, teamwork. '

followup, and training in the entire organization.
,

In addition, the IOC has conducted a review of the readiness of '

Fermi 2 to restart and met with the NRC on June 3,1986, to discuss its :

review and conclusions regarding the restart. Another such meeting is
scheduled prior to restart. Finally, the committee will review and pro-
vide any necessary advice to DECO management concerning startup s
tests and up to and including full power operation. t

Since implementation of the ROIP, Region !!! has issued at least sia '

inspection reports covering Fermi 2 operations activities since October 1.
1985. Even though Fermi 2 was shut down for nearly all of this period, '

work activities and surveillances still were performed which required ad-
herence to procedures. Only three violations regarding operations type
activities, none of which were significant, were identified during these
inspections. This further demonstrates that the corrective actions taken in
response to the issues raised in Inspection Report 50 341/85040 have -

been effective to date. i
Based on the above, I conclude there is reasonable assurance that i

Fermi 2 management is adequately controlling operations activities such i

that the activities will not present an undue risk to the public health and
safety after the plant is restarted.

t

;

B. Malatenance

NRC concerns with the Licensee's management system and control of
its maintenance activities also arose from the potential violations identi-

*

fled in inspection Report 50-341/85040. The concern, though less sub-
stantial than the concern with operations activities, was that in several !

instances the NRC believed that inadequate maintenance was a contribut. |
ing cause to some of the potential violations.

In its response to the i 50.54(f) letter. DECO also addressed the main. [
tenance problems and stated that two areas of maintenance needed im- ;

provement: post-maintenance test requirements, and techniques for re- i

moving and placing into service critical plant equipment. The NRC has '

described examples of these problems in Inspection Report 50-341/85040.
In one case described in the report, a post maintenance leakage test was !

-

not completed on the hydrogen recombiner. In another case, a contain- |

ment monitoring system valve, which is a primary containment bound- |

ary, was found in the open position and uncapped. It apparently had ;

been that way for several months. See inspection Report 50 341/85040 at !
12,13. As discussed above, the NRC has taken appropriate enforcement j
action for these violations. !

!
|
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To correct these problems the Licensee has modified the work order
process to state more clearly the post maintenance requirements. Addi-
tional documentation requirements also have been added which must be
met before the shift operating authority can accept a component or
system for service. Instrument and repair technicians have been provided
additional training and have received specific on the job instructions re-
garding proper techniques to be used.8 Inspections by resident inspectors
into these problem areas subsequent to the implementation of the correc-
tive actions have not identified any recurring problems.

Based on the above, I conclude that there is reasonable assurance the*

Fermi 2 management is adequately controlling maintenance activities
such that the activities will not present an undue risk to the public health
and safety after the plant is restarted.

C. Security

NRC concerns with security were documented in Inspection Report
50 341/85047 which concerned an NRC team inspection which identified
thirteen potential violations of the NRC approved secdty plan as well
as several findings that did not amount to violations. The team identified
a lack of management effectiveness in a number of areas, such as lack of
a detailed understanding of the security plan by security managers, lack
of effectiveness or aggressiveness by them in resolving adverse trends,
and a lack of general management support for the security program.

"Die findings in Inspection Report 50 341/85047 resulted in issuance of
a proposed civil penalty of $50,000 against the Licensee on May 20,
1986. In a letter dated June 19, 1986, the Licensee paid the proposed
civil penalty and submitted a written explanation and corrective actions
regarding the violations.

The findings in Inspection Report 50-141/85047 made it apparent that
DECO had difficulty in identifying and resolving security concerns, al-
though in the past DECO had demonstrated the ability to take appropri-
ate and prompt corrective actions once problems were identified. As a
result. DECO was directed in the i 50.54(f) letter to respond to the secu-
rity concerns. Formal corrective action has been addressed in a security
Performance improvement Plan (PIP) submitted by the Licensee on*

May 1,1986, and approved by Region 111. The PIP,in addition to other
items, addresses the following: (1) actions to improve understanding of

a n .uhi, sim ha ewwd i .n=we em. mein. = e4m. tom a m une. .wsk.a new we
the numter of cten wwh ordm and the nemter of unrec5erly sansacaung starse a the scatrai rtua
Trigger posats have been enabimbed in each cd these areas whxh if esevedad, unl slert er5er manage-
awat to the need for fv3her snesten in the proh4em wes
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the security plan and procedural requirements by security personnel, (2)
actions to improve monitoring systems to ensure compliance with secu.
tity requirements, (3) actions to increase management effectiveness /
aggressiveness in reducing adverse trends, and (4) actions to more clearly
define security responsibilities. The Licensee's implementation of the se-
curity PIP has been monitored during inspections in May, June, and
July, and the Licensee's performance is adequate. Additionally, DECO
has taken the following actions to improve its security organization.

1. The Licensee has reorganized the primary security staff and ef.
fected changes in the uniformed force to improve the level of
supenision and managen.ent attention prosided to the security
program. To address the recommendation by the IOC regarding
security experience, several experienced candidates have been
inteniewed for a senior security management position and an
oral offer has been made to and accepted by a qualined person
for the senior security manager position. The position of Chief,
Nuclear Security, already has been 611ed on a permanent basis
by a qualined person.

2. The Licensee is initiating a comprehensive and aggressive audit /
surveillance program to ensure that the site security program is
being implemented properly .and that the security program
meets an acceptable level of protection as denned in the security
plan. This program will audit all phases of the security program.
The initial program surveillance was completed in early July
1986. Followup surveillances are scheduled and the Licensee's
Nuclear Quality Assurance department has scheduled an audit of
the security program by September 1986.

The NRC inspection program has also evaluated the ability of the se-
curity force to implement effectively the security plan. Since October
1984, our inspection efforts have shown, despite the identined manage-
ment weaknesses, that the security force has continued to provide an
adequate level of protection to the facility even though some violations
involving the uniformed guard force have been noted.

NRC Staff evaluation, based on the most recent security inspections.
verined that the Licensee's uniformed guard forca has sufncient stafung

.

levels and resources to adequately implement the site security program.
The Licensee's site security management staff provides additional sup-
port to the uniformed guard force to implement the security program.
While additional improvements are still needed, inspection results veri.
fled that the Licensee had addressed identined violations and taken ap-
propriate compensatory actions.
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Based on the above, I conclude that there is reasonable assurance that
Fermi 2 management is implerrenting adequately the NRC-approved se-
curity program such that the security activities will not present an undue
risk to the public health and safety after the plant is restarted.

D. Engineering

NRC's concerns with DECO's management system and control of its
engineering activities developed as a result of two issues identified prior
to issuance of the i 50.54(f) letter regarding questionable or incomplete
engineering reviews performed by DECO engineering and its Architect-
Engineer (AE) contractors. The first issue was that seismic reviews had
not been performed on Nuclear Engineering (NE) change documents (see
Inspection Reports 50-341/85048 and 50 341/85052 dated January 28,
1986, and April 8,1986). The Licensee's evaluation of this problem con-
cluded that all NE change documents which had been issued should be
reviewed again because a DECO Engineering quality assurance audit re-
vealed that no documented evidence of seismic reviews caisted for
twenty seven Engineering Change Requests. The second issue involved
forty five embedded plates in the Reactor /Auailiary Buildings that were
potentially overstressed.

With regard to the Orst issue, the Licensee determined that 1995 NE
change documents were affected by the lack of documentation and ade-
quacy of seismic review. Of these changes, the Licensee determined that
133 design changes on safety related systems required further review. A
seismic review then was performed and documented by the Licensee. No

,

hardware modi 0 cations were required to be made as a result of this
review of the change documents. To prevent this from happening again,
the Licensee revised its design change control procedures to require a
specific documented review by a Seismic System Engineer. To confirm
the adequacy of the Licensee's handling of this issue, Region ill con-
ducted a special safety inspection on December 2 5 and 17,1985, January |
1316 and 2123,1986, February 4 6, 1986, and March 13, 1986. Region

'

III reviewed a selected sample of the Seismic Design / Qualification Re-
ports and concluded that the Licensee's engineering judgments and anal-
yses were properly venfied. The results of this evaluation are docu.*

mented in Inspection Report 50 341/85052, April 8,1986.
With regard to the second issue, the Licensee had Stone and Webster

(S&W) reevaluate the hanger loads imposed on the embedded plates.
The Licensee also had Sargent & Lundy reevaluate and, where appropri-
ate, reanalyze the embedments and supporting structural concrete using
the redefined loads developed by S&W. All of the embedded plates have
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now been analyzed by the Licensee and found to meet the allowable
stresses for the latest system support loads. The Licensee notified Region
111 on January 30,1986, that no hardware modifications were required to
be made as a result of the reevaluations or reanalyses. The S&W reevalu-
ations of the hanger loads imposed on the embedded plates were re-
viewed by the NRC during the guial safety inspection noted above and *

were determined to have been performed in a controlled and correct
manner and were properly verified. The results of this evaluation also
are documented in Inspection Report 50 341/85052 and in Inspection
Report 50 341d/i;2 which will be issued soon.

Following the issuance of the f $0.54(f) letter, two additional engineer.
Ing concerns developed. The first concern arose on January 31, 1986,I

when the Licensee informed Region III that certain changes to the docu.
mented design that affected hanger design calculations and pipe stress re-
ports issued after September 1,1984, were completed without proper
verification or without an adequate level of review. The Licensee docu.
mented this problem in LER 86402, dated March 1,1986. The affected

| calculations were reviewed and updated to reflect design documents and
! the plant as built conditions. Procedures were implemented to ensure cal-
| culations are updated / completed at the time of plant modifications.
!

Seven Deviation Event Reports were written as a result of this review
and calculation update and the resulting corrective actions / modifications
are in process and will be resolved before Fermi 2 restart.

The Licensee retained S&W to perform an overview of the process for
determining whether Fermi 2 design documents are evmplete and cur-
rent. The effort included audits of the reverification of Engineering
Design Packages and associated design change documentation and an
evaluation of the Core Spray System to determine if required design
documents exist and are current. S&W concluded that engineering and
design activities of Fermi 2 were satisfactory in that they were con-
ducted in a conventional manner and that the criteria and design require-

| ments were appropriately addressed for the engineering activities re-
viewed.

Region III reviewed the DECO Design Calculation Reconciliation
Program (DCRP) and pertinent procedures, a sample of small bore and
large bore piping and pipe support and mechanical system calculatior s,-

and the S&W overview of engineering and design activities. The review,

!
concluded that the DECO DCRP and procedures were adequate, effec-
tively implemented, and that the S&W conclusion was justified with the
exception of the small-bore piping design. Regarding this issue DECO
conducted a detailed review of the small bore design calculations versus
the actual as built configurations. Although extensive upgrading of the
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base calculations were necessary, no hardware modincations were re-
quired. De results of this review will be documented in Inspection
Report 50 341/86012.

. The second concern resulted from an allegation that an embedded
|

plate supporting a portion of a nonsafety related system pulled away
from tha structural concrete when the anchor bolts failed. ne Licens-
ee's investigation revealed that the embedment which failed did not use
anchor bolts but was attached to the structural concrete using studs
welded t: the embedment. The Licensee's investigation also revealed
that the major cause of this failure was defective stud welds. Further

,

review by the Licensee revealed that 251 of these nonsafety related
embedments were manufactured by the same vendor. Of this total,234 of
these embedments support safety related cable trays and are installed in
safety related areas of the Reactor / Auxiliary Buildings.

De Licensee's evaluation included ultrasonic examination of portions
of 6fty nine of the embedments in question. A sample of twenty-one
embedments was chosen for load testing. De embedments were selected
based on stress levels and the presence of a gnificant ultrasonic rence.
tions. The embedments in the sample wer. tested with a static load
equivalent to the Operating Basis Earthquake. All embedments passed
the static load test and no modincations were required.

Region 111 reviewed the embedment testing program, observed se-
lected testing, examined certain of the test data, and concluded that the
program had been adequately and effectively implemented. The results
of this review will be documented in Inspection Report 50-341/86012.
Based on this test program, the NRC Staff has reasonable assurance that p

i the embedments are acceptable.I

De NRC believes that the engineering problems described above re-
suited from a lack of proper management controls, lack of attention to
details, and inappropriate management decisions. The DECO IOC Report
dated January 30, 1986, confirmed this view. To correct the problem,

| DECO currently is sceling a senior individual with extensive nuclear ex-
perience to fill the newly created position of Vice President-Nuclear En-
gineering. The Company also has replaced or is in the process of replac-
ing some key management personnel in the enginecting organization.
These changes should improve the overall performance of the engineer-
ing organization. In addition, it is important to recognize that although
some of these problems were the result of questionable or incomplete en-
gineering analyses / evaluations, only a few hardware changes had to be
made as a result of these reverifications. Region til will continue to
monitor these activities closely until final resolution.
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Based on the above, I conclude that the past problems related to
design changes and modifications have been identified and adequately re-
solved and that there is reasonable assurance that Fermi-2 management is
adequately controlling engineering activities such that the activities will
not present an undue risk ta the public health and safety after the plant is
restarted.

E. Key Elements of Licensee's Corrective Action Program

The Licensee's corrective action program is comprehensive, consisting
of at least six key elements which are summarized below.

1. Nuclear. Operations Improvement Plan (NOIP) - this is a plan,
broader than the ROIP, developed to address planning, account-
ability, attitude, communications, teamwork, followup, and train-
ing in the entire organization. The plan was reviewed by the
IOC, initially implemented on May 1,1986, and fully implement-
ed on July 1,1986.

2. Management changes - a new Vice President of Nuclear Oper-
ations was appointed February 1,1986, and a Group Vice Presi-
dent with nuclear operating experience was hired from out.,ide
the company to provide additional nuclear experience.

3. Independent Overview Committee - the company retained a
group of nuclear industry experts with management and operat-
ing experience to provide DECO corporate management with an
evaluation of the Fermi 2 operation. The committee provides
advice concerning management and operation of the plant, will
monitor the actions required for the Licensee to meet the NOIP,
and will recommend modifications as appropriate. It initially
made six recommendations which DECO adopted. In essence,
the committee will provide an oversight function at Fermi 2.

4. Performance Improvement Plan - this was developed to ad-
, dress the security plan violations which occurred in the last
] quarter of 1985. The plan includes elements for both short term
t and long term corrective actions.

5. Mainte.unce activities - an evaluation of this area indicated
two arers for improvement, post-maintenance te-! requirements
and techniques for removing and placing into service critical
plant equipment. Procedures have been modified to improve
these areas. Also, in the ROIP the Licensee has committed to
tracking ps. meters, such as open work orders and problem
alarms, whid: cn be indicators of maintenance problems.
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6. Readiness for restart - specific actions .1 ave been or will be
taken before restart including: the 10'.' will review readiness
of personnel and equipment; the oper. tors responsible for reac-
tor startup will have recently cond ,cted reactor startup evolu.
tions on the simulator; a list of ',pecific tasks which must be
completed before restart has beca identified and is being tracked
by DECO and the NRC. All of these actions are being done to
ensure that plant equipment is operable and personnel are ready
to operate the plant.

F. Other Considerations

NRC Region III will conduct an augmented onsite inspection at
Fermi 2 during reactor restart. The inspectors will verify that there are
no outstanding items which would prevent restart and there will be an
ir. creased NRC presence in the control room during reactor startup and
during critical startup phase tests. The inspectors will directly observe
performance of the operators to confirm that procedures are properly
followed; that shift turnovers are thorough; and, in general, that control
room discipline is maintained and focused on the management of all con-
trol room activities.

Prior to the startup the NRC Staff will focus on plant equipment to
verify that systems requirea for operation have been checked out and de-
clared operational by the Licensee using proper and approved proce.

,

dures, that all important modifications have been completed and proper
training conducted, that all applicable Licensee commitments have been
satisfied (for example, that the reactor operators actually performing con-
trol rod manipulations will r-cently have completed similar startups on
the reactor simulator), and, in general, that the plant physically is ready
to operate. The recommendation for restart will be made by the Restart
Team Director, who will be an NRC manager, to the Region III Re-
gional Administrator. Additionally, the resident inspectors will conduct
daily followup of any significant observations. This effort will also in-
clude verification that the Licensee has completed all of the actions
stated in Attachment 4, "Actions to Insure Readiness for Reactor Re-
start," to its January 29,1986 letter to Mr. Keppler.

-

G. Summary

SECOM has alleged that lack of management controls at Fermi 2 has
rea@ed in ineffective programs in operations, maintenance, security, and
er..,inering activities. Tue NRC agrees that problems existed in these

18E
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areas. In fact, as SECOM notes in its petition, the Regional Administra-
tor, Region III, was quite explicit in his criticism of Fermi 2 manage.
ment. Petition at 6,8.

The NRC assessment cf the Licensee's resolution of the concerns has
been discussed above. The Licensee's plan addresses the NRC Staff's
concerns and provides solutions and comprehensive corrective actions.
Furthermore, Region III will continue to monitor the progress of DECO
in implementing the plan. In addition the NRC Staff has taken the ex-
traordinary measure of establishing an NRC team to augment onsite in-
spection at Fermi 2, including increased NRC presence in the Fermi-2
control room during reactor startup. I conclude, therefore, that there is
reasonabic assurance that Fermi 2 management is adequately controlling
operations, maintenance, security, and engineering activities such that the
activities will not present an undue risk to the public health and safety
after the plant is restarted.

III. THE VIOLATIONS IDENTIFIED IN INSPECTION REPORT
85-040 SHOWED CARELESS DISREGARD FOR REQUIREMENTS

SECOM's third allegation is that the twenty six potential violations
identified in Irspection Report 50-341/85060 were willful within the
meaning of the Enforcement Policy in that they showed careless diste.
gard for requirements. Petition at 3. Petitioner claims further support for
its contention that the violations showed careless disregard in Mr.
DuPont's January 3,1986 memorandum concerning his review of Fermi-
2 LERs. Id. at 13. However, SECOM articulates no basis for its view
beyond its conclusionary assenion that these potential violations esi-
dence careless disregard.

In response to this allegation, as discussed elsewhere in this Decision
(If II and IV), NRC has evaluated the violations identified in Inspection
Report 50 341/85040 and the matters discussed in the memorandum from
Mr. S. DuPont, Reactor Inspector, Test Programs Section, Division of
Reactor Safety, Region III, dated January 3,1986 (DuPont Memoran-
dum) cited in the SECOM petition. As discussed previously in my re-
sponse, the Licensee's performance, particularly the adequacy ofits man-
agement controls in certain areas of regulatory importance, was a matter

'

of serious concern to the NRC. The NRC recognized the significance of
its Fermi 2 inspection findings and the LERs and in addition to its rou-
tine inspection activities, took other regulatory actions, including en-
forcement action, intended to bring about improvements in DECO's per-
formance. In the NRC Staff's view, the Licensee's actions described in
the petition were unacceptable. However, they do not establish that the
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Licensee acted with careless disregard. The NRC Staff does not agree
: hat the number of violations in this case demonstrates a careless disre-
gard for NRC requirements.

IV. THE LICENSEE HAS BEEN UNABLE TO COhfPLY WITH
CERTAIN NRC REQUIREhfENTS

SECOhi's fourth allegation is that the Licensee has been unable to
comply with NRC requirements, and asserts as its basis the potential vio-
lations identified in Inspection Report 50 341/85040, the eighty LERs re-
ported since hiarch 1985, and the knuary 3,1986 NRC memorandum
from hir. DuPont noted in f III, above.

The significance of the potential violations identified in Inspection
Report 50-341/85NO and the numerous LERs has been discussed previ-
ously in my response to the Petitioners second allegation and need not
be discussed further here.

The thrust of the DuPont me norandum is that improvements were
needed by DECO in analyzing, reporting, and determining the : sot cause
of LERs. This is similar to the concerns expressed in Inspection Report
50-341/85N2 by other inspectors. The Licensee agrees with these con-
cerns and has instituted a system to trend and track LERs to identify
specific problems and to correct them. The system not only identifies
primary causes, but also identifies secondary or contributing causes. This
represents a positive step on the part of the Licensee.

|
The DuPont memorandum also mentions three additional concerns in

! the area of operations: Licensee knowledge of status of equipment or
systems, Licenste control of operations and evolutions, and Licensee fail-
ure to follow procedures. The Licensee generally is in agreement with
these concerns and has taken appropriate steps to resolve these concerns.
As discussed in 9 II of this Decision, I have concluded that the Licensee
has appropriately improved its control of licensed activities.

Accordingly, I conclude that there is reasonable assurance that Fermi-
2 management is able to comply with NRC requirements such that theirf

activities will not present an undue risk to the public health and safety
after the plant is restarted.

.

f

V. REACIOR OPERATIONS IhfPROVEhf ENT PLAN

SECOhf's fifth allegation is that the Licensee's ROIP will not provide
the substantive changes needed to correct the breakdown of operations
at the plant. No particulars are provided, however. The Petitioner fur-
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ther asserts that the breakdown has been an ongoing problem since the
early 1970's, and cites several excerpts from a Michigan Public Service
Commission Staff Report,1984 (MPSC), as supporting this position.

I have previously discussed in this Decision the Licensee's response to
the problems identified at Fermi 2 and the basis for my conclusion that
the ROIP, as well as the broader based NOIP, in combination with other
Licensee actions, will provide the requisite reasonable assurance such
that license revocation is unwarranted. With respect to the MPSC
Report, it is clear that its focus is on the management of the Fermi-2
project during the construction phase and from the perspective of
whether costs were reasonably incurred. Accordingly, this report does
not appear to be relevant to DECO's ability to safely operate the facility
and, therefore, the specific points raised in the report will not be ad-
dressed here.

As I stated at the beginning of the Decision, the NRC considered the
Licensee and its management team to be good performers in most areas
of regulatory significance during the construction phase of the project,
and the Fermi 2 management team was thought to be ready to operate
the facility adequately at the time of low power licensing. The findings
identified by the NRC appear to be primarily related to Licensee's man-
agement system and control of its operations activities in moving from
the construction phase to the operations phase. The management and
other changes discussed in this Decision provide a reasonable basis for
concluding that the Licensee is addressing the problems at Fermi 2, both
NRC and selfidentified, and that the Licensee is able to safely operate
Fermi-2 in compliance with the Commission's regulations.

Conclusion

Based upon the foregoing discussion and the information contained in
the referenced documentation, I have concluded that there is reasonable
assurance that operation of Fermi-2 will not present an undue risk to the
public health and safety. Accordingly, the Petitioner's request is denied.

.

i
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A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commis-
sion's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.206(c) of the Commis-
sion's regulations.

James M. Taylor, Director
Office of Inspection and

Enforcement

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 29th day of July 1986.

,

h
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Cite as 24 NRC 193 (1986) DPRM 86-2

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Lando W. Zech, Jr.

Frederick M. Bernthal
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine

in the Matter of Docket No. PRM 51-6

POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS, INC. June 20,1986

The Commission denies a petition for rulemaking which requested that
the Commission amend its environmental protection regulations for do-
mestic licensing and related regulatory functions to require the prepara-
tion of an environmental impact statement on the generic environmental
impacts of high-burnup nuclear fuel as used in commercial nuclear reac-
tors, stored in spent fuel pools or cooling racks, or potentially as proc-
essed in reprocessing plants or disposed of in permanent waste disposal
sites. The petition is denied because the requested amendment is unneces-
sary since the regulations already provide an adequate basis for the prep-
aration of an environmental impact statement.

TECilNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED |.

High.burnup nuclear fuel.
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DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

I. BACKGROUND

On March 17, 1980, Ms. Catherine Quigg filed a petition for rulemak-
ing with the NRC (Docket No. PRM-51-6) on behalf of Pollution and
Environmental Problems, Inc. Notice of receipt of this petition and a re-
quest for comments were published in the Federal Register on April 15,
1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 25,557).

The Petitioner contends that the use of high burnup fuel * could have
the following significant effects upon the human environment:

1. Greater fission gas releases from nuclear reactors.
2. Increased fission gas reler.ses from spent fuel pools.
3. Production of "Inferior grade" spent fuel which can lead to

long term environmental hazards.
4. Potential for greater radiological impact from reactor and spent

fuel pool accidents.
5. Increased radiological material releases during reprocessing.

The petitioner requests that 10 C.F.R. Part $1 be amended to require
that r full environmental impact statement be prepared covering the ge-
neric environmentalimpacts of high burnup nuclear fuel.

Fourteen public comment letters have been received relative to the
subject petition for rulemaking. These may be examined in the NRC
Public Document Room. Three commenters were in favor of the petition
and eleven commenters opposed the petition. All com nent ?-f t r' Mye
been evaluated b, the NRC Staff.

II. DISCUSSION

The request of the petitioner was that the Commission amend 10

i
C.F.R. Part 51, "Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for
Environmental Protection," of its regulations to require the preparation!

of an environmental impact statement (EIS) on the subject covered by
the petition. At the time the petition was submitted there already existed
a requirement (i 51.5(a)(10)) that mandated an EIS under certain condi--

'The length of use, or total energy generated, or "burnup" of fuel in a reactor is measured in terms of
megawart days per meme ton of uranium (MWDMTU) or OWD/MTU where i OWDMTV = 1000
MWDMTU. Typically, fuei has been removed from reactors after 3 to 5 years with burnup levels of 28
OWD/MTU for boshas water reactors and 33 OWD/MTU for pressurued water reactors. "High" or
"extended" burnup onclear fuel is considered, for the purpose of this discussaon. to be fuel that is left in
the reactor long enough to achiese a burnup of greater than 40 GWD/MTU. Burnup levels of up to
about 60 oWD/MTU are being consadered.
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tions. Furthermore, f 51.5(c) required that a negative declaration and en-
vironmental impact appraisal be prepared if it is determined that an EIS
is not needed. During 1984, 10 C.F.R. Part 51 was almost completely
rewritten and reorganized. New i 51.20(a)(1) and 9 51.20(b)(13) include
language similar to that in the old i 51.5(a)(10), and new i 51.21 requires
an environmental assessment (EA) be made for certain regulatory ac-
tions. The Commission concludes that an amendment to the regulations,
as requested by the petition, is unnecessary because f 51.20 already pro-
vides an adequate basis for the preparation of an EIS with regard to
high burnup fuel on a commercial scale by requiring an EIS for "any

. . action which the Commission determines is a major Commission
action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment."
Furthermore, 9 $1.21 requires that an EA be performed for all licensing
and regulatory actions applicable to NRC's domestic licensing and relat-
ed regulatory functions. The EA is to "provide sufficient evidence and
analysis for determining whether to prepare as environmental impact
statement or a finding of no significant impac'" Finally, the NRC regu-
lations are already in compliance with the Commission on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) guidelines for prep.uing environmental impact statements.

The Commission, therefore, denies the petition.
However, indications from the nuclear utility industry are that there

will be an increating number of applications for license amendments per-
mitting the use of high.burnup fuel. The trend is expected to be cautious
at first, but if the fuel performs satisfactorily and if current economic pa-
rameters remain constant, the trend is expected to continue so that
within the next 10 or 12 years most licensees will plan for burnups of 45
GWD/MTU or more. In view of this trend, the Commission thinks that
the petitioner's concern about the environmental impact has merit. The
Commission believes that it is both prudent and timely to evaluate the
significance of this effect. Therefore, the Commission has initiated prepa-

| ration of an EA on the potential use of high-burnup fuel to provide the
information necessary to determine whether a more detailed EIS is war-'

|
ranted. We expect the assessment to be completed by mid 1986.

For the Commission
.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 20th day of June 1986.

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Thomas S. Moore

in tha Matter of Docket Nos. 50-329 CP, OM&OL
'

50-330-CP, OM&OL

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
(Midland Plant, Units 1

and 2) August 1,1980

Upon information from the applicant that it wishes to withdraw its ap-
plication for an extension of the Midland construction permits and for
operating licenses for the facility, the Appeal Board, on mootness
grounds, withdraws its jurisdiction, retained in the construction permit
proceeding, over the issue of the environmental significance of the
radon-222 emissions occasioned by the mining and milling of uranium
fuel. The Board also vacates the Licensing Board's partial initial decision
on remedial soils issues in the consolidated construction permit modifica-
tion and operating license proceeding, the sua sponte review of which the
Appeal Board had been holding in abeyance.

APPEARANCES'

Frederick C. Williams, Washington, D.C., for the applicant Consumers
Power Company.

Joseph Rutberg for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. |
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

The Consumers Power Company (Consumers) recently advised us that
its Board of Directors has recognized that there is "no reasonable possi-
bility that the Midland Project could be completed as a nuclear power
plant" and, accordingly, has "authorized the abandonment of the nuclear
steam supply systems and other unusable components of [that] Project."1
Given this development, Consumers has informed the Director of Nu.
clear Reactor Regulatiori that it wishes to withdraw its applications for
an extension of the Midland construction permits and for operating li-
censes for the facility.8 it also seeks the termination of all pending NRC
adjudicatory proceedings concerned with those permits and licenses.8

For our part, we have before us two matters involving the Midland
facility. First, in an opinion issued several years ago in connection with
the construction pennit proceeding, we retained jurisdiction over the
issue of the environmental significance of the radon.222 emissions occa.
sioned by the mining and milling of uranium fuel.* Second, because some
time ago Consumers halted construction of the Midland facility and
presaged the abandonment determination that it has now made, we have
been holding in abeyance our review sua sponte of the Licensing Board's
partial initial decision last year on remedial soils issues, which were
raised in the consolidated construction permit modification and operating
license proceeding.'

We agree with the NRC staff that the appropriate course of action in
the present circumstances is apparent. On mootness grounds, we now
withdraw our retention of jurisdiction over the radon issue presented in
the construction permit proceeding.' On the same basis, we wacate the

8 Motion for Ternunanos or Appeal Board Jurudicuos (July 11,1986) at 1. We are told that Consumers
contemplates convertug Unit I to a combined cycle gas fired genersung stauca. Ibad
e /d at 12-
' /d at 2.
* ALAB-691,16 NRC $97,909 (19821 As there observed, the redon issue was thee being actively hti.
sated in proceedings involwns other nuclear facd ties. Later that year, we decided in those proceedings
that the effecta on human health of the annual fuel cycle rados releases attributable to the operation of
the facdstaes in quescoe were insufncient to up the National Environmental Pohey Act cost benefit bal.
ance agamst such operataoa. Phdadelp41s Electric Ca (Peach Bottorn Atorme Power station, Units 2 and
3), ALAB-701,16 NRC 1$17 (19821 im CLI 8314,17 NRC 743 (1983), the -* announced thatr,

it was defemns actaos ce a petmon seeking its renew of ALAB-701 to awest the outcome of a generic
aseenement of certaan uransom mdl taihngs regulauons. As of thes date, the peuuon remanas pending
before the Comaussion, with the consequence that we have conuoved to retaan juriadnetson over the
redon issue in the #idised proceedmg (among others)
'See LBP 85 2,21 NRC 24 (19851
8 3ee Teamente Vener Aeremer (Hartsydle Nuclear Plant, Units I A and 2A), ALAB 783,20 NRC 843
(1984); Tolede Eduos Ca (DavwBenae Neclear Poetr station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-622,12 NRC 667
(1980).
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Licensing Board's partial initial decision on remedial soils in the consoli-
dated construction permit modification and operating license proceed- ;

ing.' This step leaves the Licensing Board free to act upon Consumers'
request that it authorize withdrawal of the operating license application
and then dismiss the consolidated proceeding.8 Before doing so, how. ,

ever, the Board is to determine whether any conditions should be im-
posed upon such an authorization and dismissal.'

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

|C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Beard

|

l
,

'

!

.

. .

'See United Sterer Deperrment of Energy (Chnch River Breeder Reactor Planth ALAB 755.18 NRC
| 1337 (1983x Long Islead Ligersas Ca (Jamestort Nuclear Power stataon. Units I and 2). ALAB-628.13

NRC 24 (1981).
* Because portions of that proceedmg are stdl before the Lkenung Board. Consviners quae properly has ,

caDed upon that Board to termmate it.

* See Chach Jther, sapre note 7. Osns-8rsse. sapre note 6 Needless to say af dissatafwd with it, any
party may appeal the Licensing Boar (s determmation on the questum of the need for conditions.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
.

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
Dr. Reginald L Gotch)

Howarri A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 400-OL

CAROL.INA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant) August 15,1986

The Appeal Board alTirms the Licensing Board's third partial initial
decision in this operating license proceeding, LBP-85-49, 22 NRC 899
(1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: REPRESENTATION

A person who is not an attorney cannot represent in NRC licensing
proceedings any other individual or any organization in which he does
not hold rnernbership.10 C.F.R. I 2.713(b).

.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL

A party has no standing to raise on appeal possible grievances of other
parties that have not perfected their appeals. See ALAB.837, 23 NRC
525, 543 n.58 (1986); Houston Lighting a Powr Co. (Allens Creek Nu-
clear Generating Station, Unit No.1), ALAB.631.13 NRC 87,89 (1981);
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Puget Sound Power and Lig7,s Ca (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units I
and 2), ALAB-556,10 NRC 30,33 (1979). Cf Houston Lighting a Pbwer
Ca (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 799,21 NRC 360,383
(1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

The Commission's Rules of Practice require that an appellant's brief
clearly identify the errors of fact or law that are the subject of the
appeal, and that for each issue appealed, the precise portion of the record
relied upon in support of the assertion of error be set out.10 C.F.R.
I 2.762(d)(1). Moreover, the bnef must contain sufficient information and
cogent argument to alert the other parties and the appellate tribunal to
the precise nature of and support for the appellant's claims. See Public
Service Ca of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 573,
10 NRC 775, 805 (1979), vacared in part and remanded, CLI-80-8,11
NRC 433 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

In appealing a particular Board ruling, it is not enough for an appellant
simply to declare, flatly that the ruling wa+ in error. Rather, it is incum-
bent on the appellant to confront directly the reasons assigned for the
challenged ruling and to identify with particularity the infirmities pur-
portedly inherent in those reasons. Duke Power Ca (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 813,22 NRC 59,84 n.128 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

An appeal that is inadequately briefed is subject to dismissal. See Cleve-
land Electric Illuminating Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and
2), ALAB-841, 24 NRC 64, 69 (1986); Pennsylmnia Power and Light Ca
(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-693,16
NRC 952,956-57 (1982).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

Issues on appeal that are inadequately briefed are considered waived.
See Cleveland Electric illuminating Ca (Pe:ry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB 802,21 NRC 490,496 n.30 (1985); Wisconsin Elec-
tric Power Ca (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB 696,16 NRC
1245,1255 (1982); Susquehanna,16 NRC at 954-57; Duke Power Ca (Ca.
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tawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 355,4 NRC 397,41314,
reconsideration denied, ALAB 359,4 NRC 619 (1976).

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTENT (PROTECTIVE MEASURES)

The Commission's regulations dictate that a range of protective actions
be developed for the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone.

10 C.F.R. $ 50.47(b)(10).

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

The Commission's basic guidance document on emergency planning,
NUREG-0654/ FEMA REP-1, "Crif ria for Preparation and Evaluation.

of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support
of Nuclear Power Plants,"(Rev.1, November 1980),like the Regulatory
Guldes, serves as gu. dance and does not prescribe regulatory require-
ments. It simply serves as a method cf meeting the applicable regulatory
requirements. Philadelphia Eltetric Ca (Limerick Generating Station,
Units I and 2), ALAB-819,22 NRC 681,710 (1985), review denied, CLI.
86 5, 23 NRC 125 (1986); Metropolitan Edison Ca (Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), ALAB 698,16 NRC 1290,1298 99 (1982),
rev'd in part on other grounds. CLI 83 22,18 NRC 299 (|983).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

A party is bound by the literal terms of its own contentions. Philadel-
phia Electric Ca (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-
836,23 NRC 479,505 (1986); id., ALAB 819, 22 NRC 681, 709 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW

An appeal board will overturn a licensing board's findings of fact only
where it is "convinced that the record compels a different result." Niag-
ara Mohawk Power Corp. (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2),-

ALAB 264,1 NRC 347,357 (1975). See ALAB-837,23 NRC at $31.

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

It is not the licensing board's function to act as an intervenor's advo-
este and prepare its case.
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APPEARANCES

Wells Eddleman, Durham, North Carolina, intervenor pro se.

Romas A. Baxter, Washington, D.C. (with whom John H. O'Neill, Jr.,
Delissa A. Ridgway, and Pamela H. Anderson, Washington, D.C.,
and Richard E. Jones, and Dale E. Hollar, Raleigh, North Caroli-
na, were on the brief) for the applicants Carolina Power & Light
Company, et al

Garles A. Barth (with whom Jaalce E. Moore and Marjorie U. Roth-
schild were on the brief) for the Nuclear Rauhtory Ccmmission
staff.

DECISION

In its third partial initial decision in this operating license proceeding,
the Licensing Board resolved in the applicants' favor several emergency
planning and safety issues.' One of the several intervenors in the pro-
ceeding,8 Wells Eddleman, now appeals several of the conclusions of
that decision. He also seeks to appeal the Licensing Board's rejection of
a number of his contentions.8 For the reasons that follow, we affirm the
results reached by the Licensing Board on each of the challenged
issues.*

* ste LBP 85-49,22 NRC 899 (19851.

' See LBP 85 5,21 NRC 410,41213 (1983).

8 Although the Notice of Appeal frorn LBP 85-49 was signed by four intervenu.;'tohn Runkle. cous-
nel for the Conservarme Couned of North Carohna (CCNC); Dr. Richard Wilson, piv % ''%niel F.
Read. Preausent of the Chapel Hdl Anti-Neclear oroup Effort (CHANoEk and Wells Eddleen pro
se and as joint intersenor), only one appellate bner was (ded and d was egned by Mr. Eddleman abne
Thus, despite Mr. Eddleman's representation on the rtrit page of the bnef that neveral intervenors have
appealed, we reject Mr. Eddleman's attempts to appeal the rejecten of contentions that were sponsored
solely by other partxt Because Mr. Eddleman is not as attorney he cannot represent any other indmd-
ual or any organazation in which he does not hold membership, see 10 CF R. I 2.713(b), and he has no
ai=~has to rame before os pasarble gnevances of other partes that have not perfected their appeala $ce
A1.AB-837,23 NRC $23, $43 a.58 (1986k Houssos Ug4 ting d #pwr Ca (Allens Creek Nuclear Generat-a

ing station, l'ait No.1), ALAB-431,13 NRC 87. 89 (1981k Atef Sou=4 ftmer and ug4s Ca (Skagit
Nuclear Power Project, Units I and 2). ALAB-556.10 NRC 30,33 (1979) C/ Noeusos hg4tsatd Ptmer
Ca (south Teams Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 799,21 NRC b0,383 (1985). Hence, we danuas Mr.
Eddleman's attempt to appeal the Ucensing Board's rejection of CHANoE contentions 4.9,20,21,23
and 33, and % Jean contentices 1. 3. 4. 5(b), (c), (d) and (e). We likes,se durruss Mr. Eddleman's at.
tempt to ageal the Lkenning Board's rshng recasting Emergency Plannseg joint contention I, because
he did not sponsor that coetention.
* la ALAB-837,23 NRC $25 (1984), we affirmed the Licensing Board's first partial imital decanon on

ennronmental issues,
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Before turning to the various claims of error, a brief comment about
the intervenor's appellate papers is in order. The Commission's Rules of
Practice require that an appellant's brief clearly identify the errors of fact
or law that are the subject of the appeal, and that for each issue ap-
pealed, the precise portion of the record relied upon in support of the
assertion of error be set out.' Moreover, the brief must contain sufficient
information and cogent argument to alert the other parties and the appel-
late tribunal to the precise nature of and support for the appellant's

' claims.'
*

l A party's failure to brief adequately its claims of error leaves the other
parties in the dark as to how to respond properly and makes appellate
review difficult, if not impossible. Unfortunately, this is precisely the
situation we face here. Mr. Eddleman's "brief" is far from a model of
clarity. In only nine pages, he asserts claims of error regarding, Inter alia,
dozens of separate contentions involving numerous Licensing Board rul-
ings.' From this fact alone, it is obvious that his assertions of error
cannot possibly be adequately briefed. Many of his claims consist of little
more than bald assertions that the Ucensing Board erred, without any
explanation or argument as to how or why the particular decision is
wrong. As we have said before, "it is not enough simply to declare fiatly
that a particular Board ruling was in error. Rather, it is incumbent upon
the appellant to confront directly the reasons assigned for the challenged
ruling and to identify with particularity the infirmities purportedly inher-
ent in those reasons."' Similarly, Mr. Eddleman's brief is noticeably lack-
ing in appropriate and necessary citations to the decisions in question and
the evidentiary record.' In the circumstances, we would be fully justified
in dismissing the entire appeal.80 Rather than take that step, however,
we have attempted to review those of Mr. Eddleman's claims that make

. * 10 CF R. I 2.762(d)(1).

! ' See twelac Sernce Ca of Okle4 ems (Black Fox station, Unsts I and 2), At.AB.573.10 NRC 773. 80$
; (1979), sacered as pair and remanded Ct.I.80 4.1I NRC 433 (1980).

1 Mr. Eddleman succeeded la keeping lus brwf under tes pages by fadang to comply unh the require,
meets of 10 CF R. I 2.708(b) that all documents (ded in an adpadicanoa must be typed double-spacej
with margms of not less thaa one and one< quartet inches Whde the Grst two pages and the Gnal pars-

- graph on the last gege of Mr. Eddleman's bnef comply with the regulation, the rest of his bnef does not.
Had Mr. Eddlemas complied fully mth section 2.70s, ha bnef almost certamly would have esceeded
tes pages ta length. Hence, wt Rad disingeneous the statement that "[a] table of contents etc. is not
tegered foe bnefs 10 pegen long 10 CFR 2.762(c)." Eddlemaa Bnef(January 30,1986) at 2
* DmAs Pp er Ca (Catante Nuclear station, Units 1 and 2), A1 AB.813. 22 NRC $9, s4 aul28 (198$).

* See supre note 5,

H See Cleveland Electne ///=msaenas Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Ptaa4 Units I and 21, ALAB s41. 24
NRC 64. 69 (1986k pesarylsesas # pave sad Dght Ca (senquehanna steam Electnc station. Unsts I and
2) ALAB49). le NRC 932. 934 $7 (1982)-

|

'
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enough sense so as to allow their disposition. All other claims are consid-
ered waived.11

1. EMERGENCY PLANNING

The Commission's regulations dictate that "[a] range of protective ac-
tions" be developed for the plume exposure pathway emergency plan-
ning zone (EPZ).88 One of the protective actions available during a ra-
diological emergency is sheltering. The Commission's basic guidance
document on emergency planning, NUREG-0654/ FEMA REP 1,18 prrr
vides that emergency plans should include "[t]he bases for the choice of
recommended protective actions from the plume exposure pathway

3

during emergency conditions. This shall include expected local protec-
tion afforded in residential units or other shelter for diccet and inhalation
exposure . . . ."I4

In an attempt to comply with this guidance and the Commission's reg.
ulations, the applicants undertook a survey of the protection factors af-
forded by the types of housing prevalent in the plume EPZ.88 This
review, however, did not address the protection factors afforded by typi-
cal institutional structures (schools, houses of worship, etc.), commercial
structures, and industrial facilities in the EPZ, presumably because such
buildings constitute only about twenty percent of the structures in the
area.88 De Licensing Board determined that given the size of such
buildings they could house far more than twenty percent of the plume
EPZ population at the time of a radiological emergency.8' Thus, the Li.

H See Clevelsad Elarric ///uminaang C4 (Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Units I sad 2k ALAB-902. 21
NRC 490. 496 n_30(19ssh rsacwuae Electric freer C4 (Point Beach Nuclear Plant. Unit ik ALA B-696
16 NRC 1245.12$$ (1982K Sasgushema.a 16 NRC at 954-57; Duke freer Ca (Catasta Nuclear staten.
Umts I and 2k ALAB-353,4 NRC 397. 41314 recosaderates desned. ALAB 359,4 NRC 619 (19761

H 10 C.F R. I 50.47(b)(10).
""Cntena for Preparatme and Evaluaton of Radmiogical Emergency Response Plans and Prepared-
ness in support of Nuclear Power Plants" (Rev.1, November 1980) (herematter referred to as
"NURE046541. NURE04654 hke the Regulatory Guides, serves as guidance and does not presenbe
regulatory requirements. It simply serves as a method of meetag the apphcable regulatory requirements.
#Wadelpese Elwirse Ca (tmench Generating staten. Units I and 2k ALAB-819, 22 NRC 641. 710
(1985k revaew denied. CLI 84 5. 23 NRC 125 (1986h Metropobras E44 ape C4 (Three Mile Island Nuclear
station. Unit No. It ALAB-698,16 NRC 1290.1298 99 (1982).rev'd la part es other tensda CLI-4J 22.

- 1I NRC 299 (19831
H Evaluation Critenon 110.m NURE04654 at 64 (footnote omitted).
H The sheltenng effecoveness of a structure is measured in terms of its protection factor. The PF is the
ratio of the tsdiation dose outside the structure to the done inside. It indicates the degree to which a
structure would afford protectice froen a radiation release in compannon with no shelter at all LBP 85-
49,22 NRC at 903.
H 3re Apphcants' Moton for summary Disposaten of Eddleman Contention 57-C 10 (January 14
1985k Afridavit of Rotert O. Black. Attachment 4
H Memorandum and Order (Ruhng on Remaming summary Disposition Motions)(Aprd 24.1985) at 7.
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censing Board admitted Eddleman contention 57-C 10 for litigation, but
confined the hearing on the contention to one issue: the adequacy of
the applicants' review of sheltering afforded by non residential structures
in the EPZ.88

After the hearing on the contention, the Licensing Board found that a
satisfactory survey of the protection factors of institutional, commercial
and industrial structures in the Shearon Harris EPZ had been conducted;
that a "range" of protection factors for representative structures had
been obtained; that the North Ch.olina Division of Emergency Manage-
ment had accepted the applicants' results; and that the emergency re-
sponse plan "will be amended to reflect the results of the survey and to
include an analysis of the level of protection rrcia radiation releases af-
forded by representative commercia, institutional and industrial struc-
tures in the Harris EPZ . . . ."I' The Board also found that the appli-
cants' evidence in support of their proposed findings had not been im.
peached, except in some "minor respects."80

On appeal, Mr. Eddleman does not question the adequacy of the appli-
cants' survey. He asserts that the Licensing Board erred in not requiring
the protection factos data garnered as a result of the applicants' survey
to be placed in the emergency plan. As best we can understand it, Mr.
Eddleman's position is that NUREG-0654 dictates that the plan must in-
clude the actual protection factors typical of structures within the EPZ,
as opposed to the "range" of protection factors described in the Licens.
ing Board's findings. For support, Mr. Eddleman simply refers us to sev.
eral of his proposed findings and several pages of the hearing transcript.
He also cites, without more, GUARD r. NRC, for the proposition that
the deference due an agency's interpretation of its own regulation "is ap-
propriate only so long as the agency's interpretation does no violence to
the plain meaning of the provision"in question.8t

In addressing Mr. Eddleman's concern, the Licensing Board pointed'

out that

.

88 Eddlemaa contenton $7-C.10, as ongmally admitted by the Licensing Board, stated in pertinent part
"The State Plan provides no useful analyses or informaten on sheltenna effectiveness . . The Plan
does not comply with Esaluation Cntence 110 m. of NUREo46$4. whxh calls for 'empected local
protection factors in resedential marts or other shelter for direct and enhalation empnare . .* * L8P.
8$49,22 NRC at 901.

8' /d at 906.
8' /d at 904..

e ' 753 F 241144,114849 (D C, Cir.1985).
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(t]he purpose [of sheltering survey information] is to allow plannm to make in.
formed, but relatively gross, judgments about sheltering in the EPZ as a whole, or
large segments of the EPZ, wherever people happen to be at the time. Its purpose is
not to assist dad *Wders in deciding whether to move people, e s., from wood
buildings to brick buildings, seeking to maximize sheltering protection. Thus, what
the decisaonmakers need is a manageable set of reasonable estimates, not a finejy
tuned and detailed mass of data.88

This conclusion was based on testimony of John C. Heard, Jr., an expert
witness appearing on behalf of the Federal Emergency Mstugement
Agency (FEMA). Among other things, Mr. Heard testified that "[y)ou
can't run an evacuation or a protective action process in large sectors by
earmarking one sector as having better protection so we will leave them
alone;" and "it is never intended to move people from their honies into
better protected buildings within the 10 mile EPZ."88 In light of this tes-
timony, we can find no fault with the Licensing Board's finding that
"merely provid[ing) low and high range [ protection factor) data on vari-
ous categories of buildings" is sufficient to comply with the regula-
tions.84 Mr. Eddleman has not directed our attention to anything in the
record that would tend to contradict Mr. !! card's testimony and support
the position that using ranges of protection afforded by structures in the
EPZ does not satisfy NUREG-0654, and hence the Commission's emer-
gency planning regulations.es Furthermore, the very wording of Crite-
rion J.10.m (on which contention 57 C 10 is apparently based) confirms
that the use of the applicants' summaries of protection factors is satisfac-
tory, for they do, in fact, inform the decisionmakers of the "expected
local protection afforded" in structures within the EPZ. Thus, Mr.
Eddleman's citation to GUARD r. NRC does not avail him.88 The Li.
censing Board's conclusion that the applicants have met their burden
with respect to Eddleman contention 57 C 10 is affirmed.

II. FIRE PROTECTION

A. The Licensing Board also admitted for litigation Eddleman con.
tention 116, which challenged various aspects of the applicants' fire pro-

8' /d at 906 (citsuon ovutted. emphaus en onginal)
as Tr. 815$.56

H LBP SS-49. 22 NRC at 907.
se Mr. Eddleman cites several pages of the ernmenpa (Tr. 8137. 4119 40. 8142 44. 814 4 8) for surgort.
We have reviewed these and rind nothing in them that bnngs the Licensang Board decisson into ques.
taon.

H la additaon. NURE04654 es not a regulation and hence. the general pnnciple propounded in the
GUA AD decisson. and cited here by Mr. Eddleman, is not appicable in these circumstances See seree
ace, i t
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tection system.88 Among other things, this contention averred that "[i]n
establishing nre resistance ratings of fire barriers with respect to fire in
cable trays, Applicants have not established that qualification tests repre-
sent actual plant conditions or comparable conditions."as The Licensing
Board specifically found, however, that "the qualification methods to be
used by the Applicants represent equivalent or more rigorous tests of
cable tray fire barriers than would be experienced under actual plant
conditions."88

On appeal, Mr. Eddleman does not dispute this finding. Rather, he
complains of what he describes as the Licensing Board's acceptances of
promises and future inspections with regard to fire protection.80 What
Mr. Eddleman is apparently referring to ist the Board's finding that each
cable tray fire barrier will be tested "by an independent laboratory on a
' generic' assembly of that fire barrier, and (that) installation of that bar-
rier will be done in accordance with the recommendations of the testing
laboratory to ensure that the actual barrier has the same configuration as
the test assembly."88 Mr. Eddleman contends that the Board here
impermissibly a!! owed the testing of the fire barriers to be performed
after the hearing "instead of requiring data on the test results."88 For
support, he cites to Commission and Appeal Board decisions that teach
that post hearing resolution of issues should be employed sparingly and
only in clear cases.88

Mr. Eddleman's argument is groundless, for as the applicants and the
NRC staff indicate, there is nothing of this aspect of contention 116 left
for post hearing resolution. Mr. Eddleman is bound by the literal terms
of his own contention,84 and here the issue did not deal with the ade-
quacy of testing or test data, but only concerned whether the qualifica-
tion tests to be used with respect to cable tray fire barriers "represent
actual plant conditions or comparable conditions." The Licensing Board
directly answered this question. It made specific findings, which are fully

s' The basic purposes or a Are protectics program for a nuclear power plaat are to ensure that, in the
event or a Are, the reactor can te shut don safely and maintatned in that condation, and to control
redacecove releues to the environment see 10 C P R. Part 50, Appenda A. oeneral Design Criterica 3.
and Appendu R; LBP 8549,22 NRC at 917; Eberiy/Ferguson Tr. fot 4426. at 6 7.

se LBP 45 49. 22 NRC at 916
88 /d at 919*

** Eddlemas Bnef at 7.
88 LBP-8$ 49,22 NRC at 919.

se Eddleman Bnef at 7.

se Mr. Eddlemas cttes Camvadered Edme Ca e/New reet (Indma Point staten. Unit No. 2A CL174-
23,7 AEC 947,95152 (1974) and rasheae fewer eed LJg4s Ca (Waterford steam Electnc 5tation.
Umst 3A AtAB-732.17 NRC 1076.1103 (1983k
se poj g,fp4,, gj,er,ic Ca (Lamench Generaums taten. Units 1 and 2A ALAB 436,23 NRC 479. SOSs

(1984k id. AtAB-819. 23 NRC 681. 709 (1985).
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supported by the record, concerning the qualification conditions for fire
barriers. Testimony revealed that the tests to determine fire resistance
ratings of the Sheaton Harris fire barriers are conducted according to
standard testing procedures approved by organizations such as Under-
writers Laboratories.85 The Board found that the fire barriers are quali-
fled by an exposure fire "based on a standard, empirically derived time-
temperature curve" which "represents a worst case exposure fire."88 Ac-
cordingly, the Board found that a fire barrier tested under those condi-
tions "will resist a fire from the maximum calculated combustible loading
in any fire area in the (Shearon Harris) power block."" Thus it is clear
that this issue was co rectly resolved by the Licensing Board.se

B. Another part of Eddleman conentico 116 is directed at the appli-
cants' treatment in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) of the con-
sequences of the spread of a fire at Sheaton Harris. The contention al-
leged that "the ' analysis' of what happens if the fire spreads is generally
a rationalization that it can't spread much, not an analysis?8' In address.
ing this issue, the Licensing Board agreed with the NRC stafY's assess-
ment that, if the proper fire barriers and detection and extinguishing
equipment are provided, there will be no spreading of fire.40 Addition-
ally, the Board found that the applicants' analysis would enable them to
know what the effect would be, should a fire spread,41

On appeal Mr. Eddleman complains of the Licensing Board's "ap-
proval" of the applicants' analysis of the effects of fire spreading from
one fire area to another. He claims that "without analysis of what equip-
ment will be knocked out in a spreading fire . . . the (applicants') analy-
sis cannot be adequate."4

Mr. Eddleman's complaint is without merit. As noted above, the I.i-
censing Board explicitly found that the applicants' analysis of fire haz.
ards is sufficient to analyze the impact of fire spreading to an adjacent

8'sertenescu. Tr. fot 4236, at s-9.

8' LBP.85-49,22 NRC at 919. See serbanescu. Tr. fat 4254, at 10wil; Tr. 4526,46565s,46666s.
88 LBP.45-49,22 NRC at 919. See Serbanescu, Tr. fol. 4254, at II.

se Although it is act entrely clear that Mr. Eddleman's argwnent is a challenge to the Licensms
Board's factual rindaags on the issue. to the eatent it is we note that we will overture a lxensang boar (s
fladaags of fact only where "we are convteced that the record compels a different result." Nisses
Mohawk Anser Cent (Nme Mde Point Nuclear stauon. L'ait 2), ALAB-264,1 NRC 347,337 (1973) See.

ALAB.837,23 NRC at $31.
" LBP 8549,22 NRC at 916.

** Fire and smoke detectors serve to provide beely warning to personnet The use of sprtakler systems
is the principal means of suogstes the effects of Aree at the plant. It et 922. In addition, a backup
manual $refighting carebdsty will be provided in the form of trimed rare brigades, whrh w,Il consist of
a annimens of Ave people on each plant shift LBP.85-49,22 NRC at 923.
* ' 14.
" Eddleman Brief at 1,
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fire area, should that occur. This conclusion is amply supported by the
record. The Shearon Harris plant is divided into a number of "Fire
Areas." These were established based on the nature of occupancy of that
part of the plant, the amount and distribution of combustible materials
within the area, and the location of safety related systems and equip.
ment.*: Further, the applicants' Safe Shutdown Analysis describes the
equipment needed to achieve a safe shutdown, the Fire Areas where
these systems are located, and the type of protection provided in each
locatioi'* Thus, contrary to Mr. Eddleman's assertion, the applicants
have adequately analyzed the effects of fire on safe shutdown equipment.

Equally important is Mr. Eddleman's failure to challenge the Board's
findings or the record relied on by the Board. For example, Mt,
Eddleman criticizes the staff's position that, if its guidelines concerning :

fire barriers, extinguishment and detection are met, the spreading of fire |
will be prevented; yet at no point has Mr. Eddleman postulated a fire
spreading scenario that would call into question the Shearon Harris fire ,

protection program. We need not rehash all the additional record sup-
port for the Licensing Board's findings here. Suffice it to say that we
have reviewed the record and find no cause for overturning the Licens-
ing Board's conclusions regarding the adequacy of the applicants' Fire
Hazards Analysis.is

IIL PIPE HANGER WELDS

Eddleman contention 41 s.ates: "Applicants' QA/QC progr:4m fails
to assure that safety related equipment is properly inspected (e.g., the

** sertanencu. Tr. fot 4254 at 10
** See Applicants Eat 7. "safe shutdows Analyus summary and Desenption [oI] Fire Protectica"
(ortgena'ly subautted in a letter frotn A.B. Cutter. Vice Premdent. Nuclear Engineenna a Ucensing.
Carohna Power a Ught Co. to RR. Dentoa. Director. Nucleat Reactor Regulation Uune 12.1964)k
Apphcasts Eilt 6. Fmal safety Analpe Report sectaos 9.S.I and Appendis 9 $A Fire Protectaon
sytteaL
** Mr. Eddleman also seeks to cha!!eese the Ucenmas Board's rejection of several of his proscoed And.
ings on the Are protection issue. As to the bulk of these proposed Andags he provides no argument at
an as to how the Board erred. With respect to has proposed Andags 1421 they coamat of allegations
about certana materal having been oeutted from the FsAR. la rejecti::s these, the Board concluded
that, becanne "the matenal in question was placed in the record at the beaneg." any eerber onusanons*

were irrelevant. LBP 45-49,12 NRC at 92$. On ag9eal. Mr. Eddlemaa opmes that "osuesson of [the]
j

|
naterial [to question] bean on the trustworthmens of Appbcasts and the thoroughness of their analms"
and that "[t]his is agmncaat is hght of the proenses and analyms the Board has accepted." Eddlemaa
Bnef at 7.

,

Contrary to Mr. Eddleman's anaertsons, however, the Ucenmas Board did not unproperty leave anyt

matters regarding the apphcants' nre protectaan system for later resolution. Moreover. assde from the
fact that the "trustwortheness" of the apphcants was not among the osves raued in Eddleman contentsen ,

|16. we fad to see how the esclusaon of nosne masenal from the FsAR would impure the opphcasts' ;

character.
i

|

|
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'OK' tagging of defective pipe hanger welds at [Shearon Harris])."** In
admitting the contention, the Licensing Board limited it "to Mr.
Eddleman's only specified concern 'that there exist defective hanger
welds that have been improperly inspected and approved.'"*' The inter-
venor has not challenged this limitation.

The Licensing Board found that the applicants had suffered through
several years of problems relating to pipe hanger welding, but that they
had successfully taken actions to correct these problems. Thus, the !

Board concluded that although "[t]his contention may have had merit
when it was initially raised [,) . . . remedial actiox, have averted a possi-
ble breakdown in quality construction." Furthermore, the Board found
that "[n}o uncorrected errors that would affect safe plant operation were
identified in this proceeding."**

On appeal, Mr. Eddleman now asserts that the Board approved a pipe
hanger welding program riddled with errors and administrative manage-
ment failures based on inere promises to comply. For support, Mr.
Eddleman refers us to our Shoreham decision ' for the proposition that4

"a promise to comply is not enough."*C
This argument misses the mark. In the first place, Mr. Eddleman has

,

not directed our attention to anything in the record that would indicate !

that the applicants' program is currently "riddled with errors." Instead,
he simply asks us to consider his proposed findings. By so doing, Mr.
Eddleman has failed to elucidate what he believes is wrong with the de-
cision below, and what evidence he relies on for his position. As we
have indicated in the past, this will not do.58 Furthermore, the Licensing
Board's conclusion is not based on "promises to comply," but rather, on
record evidence of actions that have already "been demonstrated to be
effective."*8 Based on Mr. Eddleman's failure to cite any evidence that
would support his assertion on appeal, and our review of the record, we
conclude that the Licensing Board reached the correct determination
with regard to Eddleman contention 41.

" LBP 4549,22 NRC at 926.
* * 14

" /d at 930. i

" Lest slead Lir4ans Ca (shoreham Nuclear Power station. Umt ik ALAB-784. 20 NRC 1102,1146I.

(19s41 !

" Eddireian Snef et 8.
U See sa+*w pp. 2044$. $re elm Black Fos.10 NRC at sos % 9%bhe Somce Elorrne ead Gas Ca Otope
Creek Generstrag sisbon. Umsts I and 2k ALAB-394. $ NRC 769. 770 (1977) Moreover, we have re-
viewed Mr. Eddleman's proposed findess and agree with the Licensms Board that they do 11 tile more
thaa regees the bassory of the applatants' problems with pipe hanger wekis. See LBP-85 49,22 NRC at
929. L

"14 at 929 30. See traeevl/p ad at #27 29; Nevdl. er el. Tr. fot 6663. Tr. 667471. 704143-
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IV. STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE

Mr. Eddleman next appeals the Licensing Board's conclusions on joint I
intervenors' contention VII(4).88 The issue raised by that contention is ;

whether the applicants were required to consider multiple tube failure in j
their steam generator tube failure analysis.84 The Licensing Board found j
the applicants' analysis of tube failure to be adequate. More specifically, '

it found the likelihood of multiple tube failure to be so small as not to
warrant an analysis of such an occurrence.sa

On appeal, Mr. Eddleman contends that the Board did not adequately
justify its decision. He also asserts that "the probability of such events
would be in the range of other events analyzed."se Beta arguments cre
clearly without merit.

All direct evidence on this issue was presented by the applicants and
'

the NRC staff.*' Based on this evidence, the Licensing Board found that
the likelihood of a steam generator tube rupture at the Harris plant was
about one rupture every 45 years. It further found this number to be
conservative, based on the fact that the causes of the five known tube
ruptures in Westinghouse steam generators using Inconel tubes - stress

;

i corrosion cracking, denting, and loose foreign objects in the system -
have either been eliminated or mitigated by subsequent developments.
With these changes factored into the analysis, the probability of a single

i

tube failure at Shearon Harris drops to about one in 120 years. The
| Board also noted that no multiple tube failure has ever occurred. Finally,

the Board relied upon a Westinghouse analytical model that predicted
the expected frequency of multiple tube failure to be approximately one
in 14,000 plant years.** Based on these findings, the Licensing Board
found no reason to require analysis of multiple tube failure.

It is thus apparent that the Licensing Board did indeed "justify" its de-
cision." In light of the evidence supporting the Board's findings and Mr.
Eddleman's failure to cite anything in the record that would call those

i
I sa The contenboa seserieded contentxms orismaHy sponsored separately by Mr. Eddleman and

CitANoIL see LBP.82119A.16 NRC 2069. 2075-78 a a.11 (1982).
s'The rest o(joint contention VII was deposed of by supolauos and sommary depositxm. LBP.8549,

,

22 NRC as 93132. Mr. Eddleman a not appealmg the summary daposition ruhng
"14 at 934 35. For a general docession of steam generator twbe fadsre, see islaronna Electric Arwer Ca
(Point Beech Nuclear Plant. L'asts I and 2). ALAB 739.18 NRC 333 (1983)
se Eddlemaa Bnef at 9.
" see Nachler. Tr. fol. 4012. Mare and conrad. Tr. fol. 414
" LBP4$-49. 22 NRC at 932 3L
" The Licensing Board also funy answered the intervenors' ..rguments raned en ther prorceed fmomst
LBP 85-49,22 NRC at 933 34
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fmdings into quedon,88 we conclude that there is no merit to Mr.
Eddleman's assertions on appeal. The Licensing Board's conclusion re-
garding joint contention VII(4), therefore, is affirmed.

V. EMPLOYEE HARA!n'JENT

Mr, Eddleman's next assertior of error concerns the Licerning Boand's '

dismissal of his contention 41 G. That late fded contention was based on
in anidavit of Chan Van Vo, a former employee of one of the appli-
cants, who alleged that he was harassed, acd eventually fired, for raising
construction related safety concerns at the Shearon Harris plant. As ad-
mitted, the contention read: "Chan Van Vo was placed on probation
and later terminated from his job with (Carclina Power & Light Com-
pany) because he had sought to raise nuclear safety concerns about the
Harris facility, as he alleges, and not because of poor job performance, as
CP&L alleges."* 8

In admitting contention 41-0, the Licensing Board determined that a
balancing of the five criteria by which a late-filed contention must be
judged tilted in favor of admittine the er,-ention in this narrowed
form.** ''n . b- c.r the 8%ard .econsiC Sa analysis admitting
the ca..en% :1. *wmng that Chan Van Vo's cou2.se.' m>uld no war.
rnt that his client would be available as a witness in the t.cring that !

had %n scheduled on contention 410.** % Dwd Lund Chan Van
Vo's availability as a wi' ness to be crucial to any . earing on the conten- i

tion, because the contention "speaks directly to the unique personal expe-
rience, including the subjective reactions, of a single individual - Chan ;

Van Vo."** It found that the third of the five factors, the ability of the "

** once a.mm. Mr. ran,* a w.e to provee any citances to the uceamas Board demos or the
record. Accordungly, we emply cad have consadered the claua lo be waived. .sre sapre pp. 20445.
We chose so address the clans %cause it purportedly agenks to one of the issues that the ucenstag
Board resolved on the merita, aad because the etervenor dad state, albeit is a mununal fashsoa what he
beheved to be wrong wr.h th Shas below (Le, he dad not sunply state "the 1.keamag Board erred.4
Thas should not be takes as ar. mdacataos of our acceptance of such bare-bone brierms.

'' Memorandum and Order (Ruhas on Certas safety Contentions and Other Matters) (January 14,
19si) at 3.
88 As originany propceed, contentai 414 aDeged the enscence et a general patters of harassment of

*

employees ramas quahty assurance and quahty centrol concerns at Sheaton Harria, and merely ened to
portaons of the Chaa Van Vo amdavit ar. etamples of the aneged harassment The uceneas Board com-
cluded that the ave erneria of 10 C.P.R. I 2.714(a) weghed asmast admuseon of contentaos 414 to 6ts
original (oruL AAer marroweg the scwe of the coetenoon, however, the Board determaned that the
Ave-factor analyus favored its adauemon. See ad at 2 3.

es kchrt ousld appareetly was actus as cosanel for Cham Yea Vo and one of the caher intervenors in
the em See Tr. 7639,7732
se Memorandum and Order (Dienuseing Conteanoa Concerams Alleged Harassment of Formwr Em.
ployee and Rejectang Emergency Planaans contennen)(June 12.1985) at 5.
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late-fding party to contribute to the record, had "changed dramatically'

agalast the InterVenors because they cannot produce the person they
once recognized as their chief witness. This means . . . that further liti-
gation of Contention 41 G would never get to the heart of that conten-
tion and would result only in wasted time and resources."" The Board,
therefore, dismissed the contention.

On appeal, Mr. Eddleman contends that the Licensing Board erred in
dismissing the contention in that (1) the dismissal was based on "a factor
not even noted in the decision admitting"" the contention (presumably,
the presence of Chan Van Vo at the hearing), and (2) the Board took no
steps to compel this witness' attendance.

Mr Eddleman's arguments are without foundation. In originally ad-
dressing the five lateness factors, Mr. Eddleman acknowledged the im-
portance of Chan Van Vo's ability to appear. He made it clear to the
Board that the third factor was met because he could present Chan Van
Vo as a witness." Moreover, while the Licensing Board's order admit-
ting the contention did not explicitly mention that this witness' presence
at any hearing was crucial to its decision to admit Eddleman 41 G, it is
clear from the Board's order that this was the case. In narrowing the
contention from a broad allegation of harassment at Sheaton Harris to a
specific allegation regarding the treattat of Chan Van Vo, the Board
stated: ''This contention should be und M.M as focusing on the res-

4

sons particular personnel actions were taken against . prticular individ-
ual. The parties' attention should focus on particular incidents alleged in
the Van Vo affidavit."" Manifestly, such a specific contention, narrowly,

:
i tailored to address one person's experiences and impressions, could not

be adequately litigrted without that person's availability for cross.exami-
j

nation.* *

** Id at ik
" Eddlemaa Bnef at 2j

' " See. e s. Tr. 3738 ("Mr. Van Vo is avadable, and he is avadable reaannably promptly . . . . [a]nd I
would be prepared to put him on as a witness on these chags"); Tr. 5742 ("Mr. Van Vo. accordmg to
lus cosasel. m withag to appear . . . . He is avadable and has direct knowledge or these matters as
stated in he amdavit, so I thsak as so havias a witness. we are okay."h Tr. $743 ("sance [ Cham Van Vol
would be my wanees. at doess's depend much on my abady to crces. n fuse depends on my stahty to put
him on."k Tr. 3744 ("And my partwataos thee would be benacaDy just to get [Chaa Van Vo] in here'

"and make hun avedable to brug out he informanon . .)*

es Memorandusa and order (January 14.1995) at 4.
" Further. Mr. Eddlemen's argument that 1]s was never stated that Van Vo would act appear"(Edd.
leman Snef at 2)is fnvolous and ignores the record of the Lacenesag Boar (s efforts to echadule a hear.
ing on contenhoa 414 Chan Van Vo's counsel clearly stated to the Board that he coond act guarnatee

t that lus chent would be avedable as a witness on the date that had been set for the beanag Nenhet did
| Mr. Eddlemas or Chaa Van Vo's counsel ever suggest se alterneuve date for the beanas at which the
1

witness could appear. ladeed. Cham Van Vo's counsel argvad that the beenng should proceed wahout
ha chence appearance es a witness See Tr. 7732. 7743-44, 7734 $ 1.

!
,
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Contrary to Mr. Eddleman's view, the Licensing Board had no inde-
pendent obligation to "compel" Chan Van Vo's appearance. Had he so
wished, Mr. Eddleman could have requested that the Licensing Board
issue a subpoena compelling this witness' attendance.'' Mr. Eddleman
did not do so. It is not the Licensing Board's function to act as an inter.
venor's advocate and prepare his case. The Board's decision dismissing
*.c::tention 41-G is, therefore, affirmed."

We have conducted our customary sua sponic review of the decision
and have found no errors requiring correction. For the foregoing rea-
sons, the Licensing Board's third partial initial decision, LBP-85-49, 22
NRC 899, is affirmed

it is so ORDERED.
I

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 1

:

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board ,

i

J

" See 10 C F L l 2.720.
" Mr. Eddleman also comptams of the Laceneang Boar (s threshold d-1 of his emergency planams
eserene (EPX) coetentions 4. 9.10 and 11. The prelanunary emergency plannmg esercue required by 10
C F A Part $0. Appenda E. liv F. was conducted for the shearon Harris facthty on May 1718,198$.
On september 30L Mr. EMeman proffered twelve contentmas based on the eserene The Ucensang
Board adautted two and rejected the remaanes ten because they faded to a!!ege fundamental flams unk'

! the offute emergency response plan. De appeat Mr. Eddleman asserts that because the Commasaan hd
not adopted the "fundamental flaw" standard, the Lacentang Board lacked authoney to apply it. He also
contends that, in rejecting EPX 4. 9.10 and 11. the Ucenseg Boad impermnebly reached the ments of
the four contentena.

Although at the time the decisaos below was rendered the Commasason had act sMee on the use of a
"fundamental flaw" test it has sace expressly apreoved tius standard. See lms /s/end Lighas C4
(shoreham Nuclear Power station. L'ast 1). CLI.se-II,23 NRC $77. $11 (1986). The Commrasaos there.
in made it clear that the term "fundamental Raw" means a "deficienc(y] which preclude (s) a Mades of

. reasonab,e assurame that protectne meassres can and mil be tah * /J That same decueos also made
a clear that the standard a mothing more than the loeg.t.anding requirement of the Rules of Practice
that contentions must be plea $ed wah adequate bases and specificety. M See slap 10 CF R. I 2.714(b)

'

As to Mr. Eddleman's second argument (that the Uceamag Board teached the ments of the centen.
tensk we do aos agree. The Board drd not delve in o the ments of the four contentons - re merely
applwd the standard for admraubday of contentions endorned by the Ccenmasson en 34m4en ie., it
found that the contentions in question did not n!!ege that the eserciae demonstrated fundamental flaws in

'
the emergency plan ur dal not plead banes that, if shown to be true would deswastrate a fundamental
Saw en the plan. See 34eee4es 23 NRC at $11

!
F
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Cite as 24 NRC 216 (1983) ALAB-844

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrctive Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthat, Chairmsr.
Dr. W. Reed Johnson

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 440-OL
50 441 OL

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC
ILLUMINATING COMPANY, et al.

(Perry Nucicar Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2) August 18,1986

|

|

The Appeal Board denies an intervenor's petition for reconsideration
of portions of the Board's earlier decision, ALAB-841, 24 NRC 64
(1986), affirming the Licensing Board's concluding partial initial decision
authorizing the issuance of licenses for the operation of Units 1 and 2 of
the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

APPEARANCE

Susan L. Tilatt, Mentor, Ohio, for the intervenor Ohio Cidzens for Re--

sponsible Energy.

i
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Oplalon of Messrs. Rosenthal and Wilber:

Intervenor Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy (OCRE) has peti-
tioned for reconsideration of portions of ALAB 841,24 NRC 64 (1986).
Our study of the petition discloses that in large measure it renews argu.
ments previously advanced in OCRE's appellate brief and found to be
without merit. In any event, the petition does not persuade us that the
result reached in ALAB-841 warrants reexamination.

There is only one matter justifying any further discussion: interve-
nor's continued insistence that the prelimina:y analysis of the applicants'
hydrogen control system should have addressed issues beyond the se-
lected (and staf'-approved) accident scenarios - more particularly, the
effect of station blackout and the availability of containment sprays. In
rejecting that claim in ALAB-841, we stated:

Given the complesity of a nuclear power ptant, there is virtually no end to the
sequences of failures and errors that might conceivably result in hydrogen produc.
tion. But the hkehhood of the occurrence of mo6t of the sequences is estraordinanly
remote: in order for them to matenaltze, there would have to be such unhkely de-
velopments as the concurrent failure of redundant safety related equipment or an
equipment malfunctioni accompanied by improbable operator error. Manifestly, the
Commission did not intend to requtre utthties to include in their analyses - prehmi-
nary or final - every one of these secuences, irrespectne of how divorced from
reality it might be. Moreover, it is plain from the terms of the rule itself that the
Commission was fully prepared to leave it to the stafT to decide which of the vast
number of possible scenanos should be analyzed. Assuming, again without deciding,
that the exercise of the staff's broad discretion in that regard is reviewable at all, the
intervenor seeking to challenge the choice of scenanos must do much more than
samply allege that thera are other scenanos that the staff might appropnately have
insisted be factored into the analysis: it must aho allege and estabhsh that, without
the inclusion of the additional scenanos, the analysis could not fulfill its intended
purpose. We are satafied that no such demonstration was made here. Stated other-
wise, this record does not estabhsh that the staff acted capnciously in approsing the
use nf the two chosen scenanos for preliminary nuessment purposes)

Although in disagreement with this standard of review, OCRE asserts in.

its reconsideration petition that, contrary to our conclusion, it has met
the standard. We are told that the hydrogen control system analysis
could not fulfill its intended purpose without inclusion of the twc addi-
tional scenarios to which OCRE alluded.

a 24 NRC at 74-75 (footnote omitieu)
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We adhere to our belief that the standard of review adopted in '
ALAB-841 is appropriate. Further, we remain satisfied that there is no

|

compelling necessity to include in the preliminary analysis either station

|
blackout or total containment spray unavailability. ''f

A "station blackout" scenario postulates a situation in w;ilch the plant|

loses both its offsite and onsite alternating current (AC) power. This
would disable the hydrogen igniters, thereby allowing the accusaulation
of hydrogen to high concentrations.* The scenar o then assumes the res-
toration of power and the consequent ignition of Nse high concentra-
tions of hydrogen by the igniters or some other ignldon source in the
containment. The ensuing pressure could exceed the maximum pressure-
containing capacity of the Perry containment. OCRE maatains that
"[t]his scenano thus results in the failure io meet the contcimeet intes-
rity requirement of the rule; therefore the threshold for challengin2 the
Staff's selection of accident scenarios has been surmounted.":

The short answer is that the Statement of Consideration accompeying
the hydrogen contrel rule flatly states that "{p)rovision of a backup

*
power supply i . not required by this rule."* In this connection, the Com-
mission referred to the staff's accepance, with regard to the scenanos
analyzed at certain other facilities, cf AC powered igniters without re-
quiring a backup power supply.* Ths acceptance rested, the Commission
noted, upon the "staff's perception that the incremental risk reduction
associated with provision of the igniter system backup power supply did
not warrant the additional cost at these particular facilities."' Oiven this
explicit Commission declaration, there is no possible foundation for
OCRE's insistent.e that the intended purpose of the Perry hydrogen con-
trol analysis could be served only by the consideration of a station black-
out scenario.

With respect to containme f spray, we disagree with OCRE's asser-
tion that the unavailabihty of bcth containment spray trains raust be as-
sumed in the preliminary hydrogen control analysis. As mentioned in
ALAB.841, one of those two trains vas assumed to operate in that anal-
ysis.' Such an assumption is consistent wkh the Commission's design re-

.

* If it lasts suf5caently long any stataan blackout udl occessoa a loss of coohng to the reactor core. The
resehant overbesting of the fuel cladding W11eed to the generation of hydrogen.

8 Petstaca for Reconsideration or At.AB-s41 (August I,19s4) at 8.

* $0 Fed. Reg 3498, 3502 (1985).

* !>ad

*1%L
' 24 NRC at 14
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quirement that emergency systems be able to perform their functions de-
spite the occurrence of a single failure * and, therefore, is reasonable in
terms of the preliminary analysis required by the hydrogen control rule.

i
Beyond our scrutiny here, more severe failures of the containment spray
trains may be addressed as part of the final hydrogen control analysis.

Petition for reconsideration denied.,

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

Concurring Opinion of Dr. Johnson:

Although in agreement with the summary denial of the petition for re-
consideration, I do not join in the foregoing opinion and played no role
in its preparation. I adhere to the view set forth in my concurring opin-
ion in ALAB-841 that the Commission intended to preclude from explo-
ration in licensing hearings the details of those scenarios that lead to the
generation of large quantities of hydrogen.8 Accordingly, I see no reason
for any discussien of the station blackout and containment spray unavail-
ability scenarios. ;

'
.

t

-

i

e 3,, teaeralli 10 CF R Part M Appenda A. Teeneral Dessa Cntena for Nwlear Power Plants"
' 24 NRC at 10CL
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Dr. Reginald L Gotchy

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 352 OL
50 353 OL

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Limericir Generating Station,
Units 1 a.id 2) August 28,1986

|
The Appeal Board affirms the Licensing Board's concluding partial'

initial decision in this operating license proceeding, LDP 85-25,22 NRC
101 (1985), involving the emergency response plan for a prison located
within the plume emergency planning zone of the Limerick facility. The

( Appeal Board also affirms the 1:eensing Board's rejection of several

| proffered contentions concerning the plan, but reverses the Board's re-

j jection of another contention and remands for further action.

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

| Appeals that are not briefed are considered waised. See ALAB 836,23

|
NRC 479,485 n.2 (1986).

i
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RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADMISSIBf0ITY)

The Commission's Rules of Practice,10 C.F.R. | 2.714(b), require
intervenors to set forth the bases for each contention with "reasonable
specificity."

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTESTIONS (ADMISSIBILITY)

There is no easy formula for determining what are "basis" and "rea-
sonable specificity." Such judgment must be exercised case-by-case, with

'

the underlying purpose of this requirement in mind. One such purpose is
to help assure at the pleading stage that the hearing process is not im.
properly invoked - for example, by challenging statutory requirements
or the basic structure of the Commission's regulatory process. Philadel-
phia E/cetric Ca (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB 216, 8 AEC 13, 20 (footnote omitted), modyicd on other grounds,
CLI 74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974). Other purposes are to put the parties on
notice of what issues they will have to defend or oppose, and to assure
the issues raised are appropriate for litigation in the particular proceed-
ing. Id. at 20 21.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTESTIONS (ADMISSIBILITY)

In exercising the "considerable amount of discretion" it has in deter-
mining the admissibility of a contention, a board must be careful not to
reach the merits. Id. at 21, 20; Houston Lighting and hr Ca (Allens
Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB 590,11 NRC 542,
547-49 (1980).

EMERGENCY PLANS: NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Section 50.47(b)(5) of the Commission's regulations requires the estab-
lishment of procedures "for notification of cmergency personnel by all
organizations" (emphasis added). See also NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP 1,
Rev.1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emer.

*

gency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants" (1980) [hereafter, "NUREG-0654"] at 43 (Criterion E.2). Implicit
in this standard - which must be met as part of the overall "reasonable
assurance" finding required by 10 C.F.R. ! $0.47(a)(1) - is that such no-
tification procedures should be adequate to serve their intended purpose,
i.e., eventual mobilization of necessary emergency workers.
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EMERGENCY PLANS: NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Section 50.47(b)(5) of the Commission's regulations does not specify or
prohibit any particular method of notifying emergency personnel. Some
notion of adequacy, however, must be read into the section. Cf Long
Island Lighting Ca (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-
13,24 NRC 22,32 (1986)(specific emergency planning measures not ex-
plicitly mentioned in the regulations may nevertheless be required for
reasonable assurance).

EMERGENCY PLANS: COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

Section 50.47(b)(6) of the Commission's regulations concerns prompt
communications among principal response organizations to emergency
personnel and to the public. A principal response organization is one that
has a major or lead role in emergency planning and preparedness.
NUREG-0654 at 5 l. See Southern California Edison Ca (San Onofre Nu.
clear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717,17 NRC 346,377
78 (1983), aff'd, Carstens v. NRC, 742 F.2d 1546 (D.C. Cir.1984), cert.
denied. 471 U.S.1136,105 S. Ct. 2675 (1985).

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (SUFFICIENCY)

Under section 50.47(c)(1) of the Commission's regulations, failure to
meet the applicable standards set forth in section 50.47(b) may result in
the Commission's declining to issue an operating license; however, the
applicant will have an opportunity to demonstrate to the satisfactior, of
the Commission that deficiencies in the plans are not significant for the
plant m question, that adequate interim compensating actions have been
or will be taken promptly, or that there are other compelling reasons to
permit plant operation.

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (ONSITE AND OFFSITE
PREPAREDNESS)

Any participant in an emergency response activity should be ade.
. quately informed as to the nature of his or her responsibilities.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (ADMISSIBILITY)

The Commission's regulations require that the basis for a contention be
supplied in the contention itself - not developed at a hearing. See 10
C.F.R. I 2.714(b).
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APPEAL BOARDS: SCOPE OF REVIEW

Arguments and issues not raised below cannot properly be pressed ini-
tially on appeal. ALAB 836,23 NRC at 496 n.28.

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTENT (ARRANGEMENTS FOR
MEDICAL SERVICES)

The Commission's "Statement of Policy on Emergency Planning
Standard 10 CFR 50.47(b)(12)," 50 Fed. Reg. 20,892 (1985), pertains to
those situations where actual deficiencies in medical arrangements have
been identined and a question thus has arisen as to the propriety of li-
cense issuance pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(c)(1), notwithstanding the
deficiency.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: REQUIREMENT FOR OPERATING
LICENSES

Section 50.47(b)(14) of the Commission's regulations requires periodic
exercises to evaluate major portions of emergency response capabilities,
periodic drills to develop and maintain key skills, and the correction of
identified deficiencies.

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

NUREG-0654 simply serves as guidance for the staff's review of
emergency plans and does not prescribe regulatory requirements. ALAB-
819, 22 NRC 681, 710 (1985), review declined. CLI-86-5, 23 NRC 125
(1986).

EMERGENCY PLANNING: FEMA FINDING (REBUITABLE
PRESUMPTION)

Federal Emergency Management Age. y (FEMA) findings concern-
ing emergency preparedness exercises are only rebuttable presumptions
in NRC proceedings. But before a party can exercise its right to chal-

. lenge a FEMA nnding at a hearing, it must proffer a contention that sat-
isfies the basis and specincity requirements for admissible contentions.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

Nothing in Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1437 (D.C.
Cir.1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. I132 (1985), suggests that it was in-
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tended to override the fundamental Commission prerequisites for the ad-
judication of contentions.

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY

Discovery begins only after the identification of the matters in contro-
versy - i.e., the admission of contentions.10 C.F.R. 8 2.740(b)(1).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

Intervenors are bound by the literal terms of their own contentions.
ALAB-836,23 NRC at 505 (citing ALAB 819,22 NRC at 709).

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTENT (EVACUATION)

The Commission's emergency planning regulations require an evacu-
ation time estimate (ETE) for various sectors and distances within the
plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone for transient and per-
manent populations.10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E,6 IV, No particular
time limits are established for an evacuation; rather, the analysis is in-
tended to reflect a realistic time for completing an evacuation. Thus, by
using the ETE, emergency coordinators can then decide what protective
actions (e.g., sheltering or evacuation) are warranted in the circum-
stances, if a radiological emergency occurs. ALAB 836,23 NRC at 486,
491. See also NUREG4)654, Appendix 4.

EVIDENCE: EXHIBITS (STATUS AS EVIDENCE)

The fact that information contained in an exhibit admitted into evi-
dence at an earlier stage of the proceeding may be superseded by more
current information elsewhere in the record does not deprive the exhibit
ofits status as evidence of record.

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (EVACUATION)
.

An ETE should not reflect a "worst case" scenario. It is intended to
be representative and reasonable so that any protective action based on
its estimates will reflect realistic conditions. On the other hand, an ETE
should take account of a wide range of seasonal, weather, and other con-
ditions. ALAB 836,23 NRC at 491.See NUREG4)654, Appendix 4.
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EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (EVACUATION)

The Commission's regulations require the ETEs for special facilities to
be included in the applicant's emergency plan. See 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
Appendix E, 6 IV ("Content of Emergency Plans"). See also 10 C.F.R.
I 50.47(b)(10); NUREO 0654, Criterion J.B.

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (EVACUATION)

Despite the lack of a specific regulation prescribing it, ETEs necessar-
ily must be readily available (logically as an addendum to the radiologi-
cal emergency response plan) to all those decisionmakers whom the
ETEs are to aid in deciding what protective actions to order.

RULES OF PRACTICE: MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION
Motions for disqualification under 10 C.F.R. I 2.704(c) must be filed as

soon as possible after ostensible grounds for such action arise. l'ublic
Service Co. o/New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
749,18 NRC 1195,1198 99 (1983).

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW (ISSUANCE OF
SUBPOENAS)

To preserve for appeal a claim that a subpoena was improperly issued,
a party is obliged to seek relief first from the Licensing Board by moving
to quash the sui >poena. See 10 C.F.R. $ 2.720(f).

|

| ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS

A board on its own may interrupt or cut off a witness' testimony
| where the board believes the testimony strays beyond the issues in litiga-
| tion. This action is implicitly, if not explicitly, within the board's author.
'

ity "to take appropriate action to avoid delay," to "receive evidence," to
"[r)egulate the course of the hearing " and to "(e]xamine witnesses." 10
C.F.R. 9 2.718. See also 10 C.F.R. I 2.757.

.

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS

Where the circumstances warrant it, the Commission's regulations
clearly permit the adjudicatory boards to shorten the time periods other-
wise authorized for discovery and for submitting prefiled testimony and
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. See, e.g.,10 C.F.R.
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ff 2.711(a), 2.754(a). See also Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing
Proceedings. CLI 818,13 NRC 452,453 (1981).

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: CONDUCT OF PRCCEEDINGS

Expedition of a proceeding should not be at the expense of fairness.
Claims of unfairness, however, must be supported by evidence of specific
harm.

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW (SCIIEDULING
DECISIONS)

If a party agrees to a schedule set by a licensing board, it cannot later
complain on appeal that the schedule was unfair. Duke Power Ca (Ca-
tawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-813, 22 NRC 59, 74 &
n.69 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

If an appellee fails to respond to an appellant's brief, it is in default so
far as that particular appeal is concerned. See 10 C.F.R. I 2.707.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL

Only aggrieved parties may appeal decisions adverse to them. 57tginia
Electric and Power Ca (North Anna Power Station, Units I and 2),
ALAB 790, 20 NRC 1450,1453 (1974). A party cannot be legally "ag-
grieved" for the purpose of appealing an adverse decision if it did not
meaningfully participate in the process that led to the objectionable deci-
sion. See Pacific Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB 583,1I NRC 447,448 (1980). See also id. at
448-49. Cf Carolina Power and Light Ca (Shearon liarris Nuclear Power
Plant), ALAB 837,23 NRC 525,542-43 n.58 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: FINDINGS OF FACT (EFFECT OF
,

FAILURE TO FILE

Unless a licensing board orders the submission of proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law, a party failing to do so is free to pursue on
appeal all issues in which it participated below. Detroit Edison Ca
(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB 709,17 NRC 17
(1983).
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RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL

Whether an intervenor has the right to pursue a particular issue on
appeal is a function of the level of interest expressed by the intervenor in
such issue throughout the course of the proceeding. See Northern States
Power Co (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units I and 2),
ALAB 244, 8 AEC 857, 863 & n.9, 870 n.19 (1974), reconsideration
denied. ALAB-252,8 AEC 1175, aff'd. CLI 751. I NRC 1 (1975).

RULES OF PRACTICE: ORAL ARGUMENT

Oral argument is a matter solely within the Appeal Board's discretion.
10 C.F.R. { 2.763; 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix A, { IX(c). Thus, the
Board can obviously set reasonable ground rules for participation, such
as requiring the parties' representatives to be on time.

APPEARANCES

Angus R. Love, Norristown, Pennsylvania, for intervenors, inmates of the
State Correctional Institution at Graterford, Pennsylvania.

Frank R. Romano, Ambler, Pennsylvania, for intervenor Air and Water
Pollution Patrol.

Robert M. Rader, Washington, D.C. (with whom Troy B. Conner, Jr.,
and Nils N. Niebols, Washington, D.C., were on the brief), for ap-
plicant Philadelphia Electric Company.

Zort G. Ferkin, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (with whom Theodore G. Otto,
III, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, was on the brief), for the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania.

Joseph Rutberg (Donald F. Hassell and Henry J. McGurren on the brief)
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

DECISION

The appeals now before us concern the last issue to be resolved in this
operating license proceeding - the adequacy of the emergency plan for
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i

the State Correctional Institution at Oraterford, Pennsylvania (SCIO).*
A group of inmates petitioned to intervene and submitted one contention
generally asserting a lack of reasonable assurance that the radiological
emergency response plan (RERP) for SCIO would protect them and the
prison staff in the event of a nuclear emergency at Limerick 8 The con-
tention, however, had eight subparts, two of which were admitted by the
Licensing Board for litigation. Licensing Board Order of June 12, 1985*

(unpublished), reconsideration denied, Licensing Board Order of July 2,
1985 (unpublished), After the hearing on these two issues (concerning
the training for civilian emergency workers, such as bus drivers, and the
estimated time of evacuation for SCIO), the Board issued its fourth par-
tial initial decision. It concluded that, insofar as these two contested
issues are concerned, the SCIO emergency plan meets all pertinent NRC
regulatory requirements and guida :ce. Consequently, the Board author-
ized the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to
issue a full power operating license for Limerick. LBP 85 25, 22 NRC
101, !16 (1985).8

The inmates appeal the Licensing Board's fourth partial initial deci-
sion, as well as the Board's earlier rejection of five parts of their conten-
tion.* Although it did not participate in this phase of the Limerick oper-
ating license proceeding, another intervenor, Air and Water Pollution
Patrol (AWPP), also appeals the Board's decision.s Applicant Philadel-
phia Electric Company (PECo), the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
and the NRC staff each urge aflirmance. As explained below, we affirm
the two Licensing Board decisions here at issue in a!! but one respect:
the Board's rejection of the inmates' contention concerning manpower
mobilization is reversed, the contention is admitted, and this matter is re-

8 sClo as kxaied in skgpack Towinhap, approsmaately aght sules from the Limersk muclear power
plant, sad is within the facility's plume esposure pathway emergency planamg eone (EPZL See Com-
moaninkh Ed E-9 (PEMA Evacuation Plan Mapk See treenotti 10 CF.R. I $0.47(cX2) and rang
Islead Listang Ca (shoreham Neclear Power station, Van ik ALAB 832,23 NRC 135,14343 (1984k
merw predias CLI 8611,23 NRC $77, $79 (1984k for a docussaan of the EPZ concept. Other offste
emergency planams usues avobing Lunerick were addressed m ALAB-834,23 NRC 479 (1964k mere
derased. Comunisason Order of July 24,1984 (empubishedk

8 De backgronad of the inmates' eNorts to participate in thas proceedag is art out in ALAB-506. 21
NRC lit)(1985). See she AL.AS-80s,21 NRC leos, secused as minor. CL3 45-16,22 NRC 459 (1985K
8 he Comaussvia snade the Lxens,ag Boarfs decamon Numediately effecove" and the full-power

lacesse for 1.4mench mes issued on Angust 8,1985. CLI-85 l$,22 NRC 184 (1985k We deaned autae.
- quest requests for a stay, as did the O_ - - - and the U s. Court of Appeals for the hard Circus.

ALAB 814,12 NRC 191 (1985k Casanusuon Order of Octoter 10,1985 (unpubishedk Esaierart Ere&igy
Acram lac a NAC Na 8$-34)l ()d Car. Aug 21,1985)
* De temstas do not challenge the Lacessing Boar (s eaclusion of the remnansag easth part of their sma-
testion, obsch conceras the monnoring of radiancovup. See Laceassa.g Board Order of June 12 at M
8 saB another joint meervenor frosa diNerent phases of the pra,redtag. Roteri L. Anthony /Frwade of

the Earth (Aathony/YOEk fued an appeel froan the Ibarfs fourth partaal ananal decanon on Jaly 31.
1983. Because Anthony / FOE dad ant file a bnef in support of the appeal, homeser, they are in default
and their appeal is dasunned. See ALAlk834,23 NRC at 485 a 2
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manded to the Licensing Board for further action consistent with the
Commission *a Rules of Practice and this opinion. In addition, we dismiss
AWPP's appeal.

L REJECTED CON'IENTIONS

A. Manpowee Mobuisation

The inmates' contention alleges that "[t]here is no reasonable assurance
that the call up system to be utilized in the event of a nuclear emergency
in order to mobilize the entire work force of the State Correctional Insti-
tute [ sic) at Oraterford will achieve its designated purpose." Proposed
Revised Contentions (May 13,1985) at 2. The basis for the contention
notes that SCIO employees are to be mobilized through a pyramiding .
system in which one employee telephones ten others and so on until all
persons are notified. This system could fail, according to the contention,
if the commercial telephone lines become overburdened and thus un-
available, in this connection, the inmates refer to the testimony of Rich-
ard T. Brown (Chairman of the Lower Providence Township Board of
Supervisors) in an earlier phase of this case, suggesting that the local
telephone network had been impaired during a past emergency. The in-
mates claim that, in light of the possible disruption of commercial tele-
phone lines, a backup or alternative system is necessary. They cite 10
C.F.R. Il 50.47(bX5), 50.47(bX6), and NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP 1,
Rev.1 "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emer.
gency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants" (1980) [hereafter, "NUREG 0654"], Criteria E and F, in support
of this argument. Proposed Revised Contentions at 2-4.

The Licensing Board concluded that the basis for this contention lacks
the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). It observed that the
NRC and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) require-
ments and guidance do not prohibit the use of commercial telephone
lines for radiological emergency related activities. Noting that it had ear.
lier disposed of Mr. Brown's concerns about the commercial telephone
system, the Board found that, in the "unlikely" event of a problem with
these lines, "five dedicated telephone lines including a direct connection

,

with the Pennsylvania State Police" (who would notify off-duty SClO
personnel) are available. Licensing Board Order of June 12 at 3. The
Board also found that the inmates did not reasonably specify that proce-
dures for notification of emergency personnel have not been established
in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)($). Lastly, the lloard concluded
that the inmates misinterpreted and misapplied 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(6)
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and NUREG-0654, Criterion F; i.e., these provisions relate to communi-
cations among "principal response organizations" to emergency person-
nel and the public, whereas SClO is a "support organization." Id. at 4.

On appeal, the inmates begin by observing that the adequacy of com-
mercial telephone circuits during an emergency has been litigated in an-
other NRC licensing proceeding, Cincinnati Gas d Eltetric Ca (Wm. H.
Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-727,17 NRC 760
(1983). The inmates also argue that the Licensing Board's reasoning and
references to dedicated telephone lines at SCIO "miss0 the point of the
call up system which would be relying on people's private lines and not
the institutional telephone system." Brief of the Intervenor Graterford
Inmates (Aug. 14,1985) (hereafter, "!nmates' Brief") at 12.' They cite
again to Mr. Brown's testimony concerning the capabilities of the com-
mercial telephone lines, noting that Mr. Brown is an AT&T communica-
tions technician. The inmates aho challenge the Board's conclusions ' hat
SClO is not a principal response organization under 10 C J'.R.
! $0.47(b)(6) and thus is not required to have a backup communicawns
system. Id. at 1314.

The Commission's Rules of Practice,10 C.F.R. { 2.714(b), require
intervenors to set forth "the bases for each contention . . . with reason-
able specificity" (emphasis added). There is no easy formula for deter-
mining what are ** basis" and "reasonable specificity." As we observed a
dozen years ago, such judgment must be exercised case-by case, with the
underlying purposes of this requirement in mind. One such purpose "is to
help assure at the pleading stage that the hearing process is not improp-
erly invoked" - for example, by challenging statutory requirements or
"the basic structure of the Commission's regulatory proecss." Philadel-
phia Electric Ca (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20 (footnote omitted), modified on other grounds,
CLI 74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974). Other purposes are to put the parties on
notice of what issues they will have to defend or oppose, and to assure
the issues raised are appropriate for litigation in the particular proceed-
ing. /d. at 20-21. In exercising the "considerable amount of discretion" it
has in determining the admissibility of a contention, however, a board
must be careful not to reach the merits. Id. at 21, 20; Houston Lighting

.

! a The mana rusher so.a i the the a-4 made . race.ai error, m. man a scio hu only ou
| deduigd isiechou h= w h a direct tish no the siais roi.ce. and too, oiber commernai h.s. thai

would be used to lastiane the can-up system tamates' anef at 1213 The soard's June 13 order dcas nos
denne what at arAans by *dedatated* hat or cme to the rm:ord tource or Its saformataca; indeed. the
tranacngt or the preheurma conference at uhach this matter mas disconsed is weewhat maclear as men
See Tr. 20.627.E 20.671. The ccmamonwealth Response to proposed Renned contentions (besy 24
1985) as 4. however. suppwis the samates' statement of the facts and can obnously tie regarded as exu-
resely dementmag the telephone system at sCIO.

!
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and 1%rr Co, (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1),
ALAB 590, II NRC $42,547 49 (1980).

Although the Licensing Board was fully aware of these principles, it
abused its discretion in applying them to the inmates' manpower mobili-
zation contention. See Licensing Board Order of June 12 at 2; Licensing
Board Memorandum and Order of April 12,1985 (unpublished) at 6-9a
rev'd on other grounds. ALAB-806, 21 NRC 1183 (1985). The contention
clearly raises an issue that can be a proper subject for litigation in an
operating license proceeding - the adequacy of the communications
system to be used in the event of an emergency.' 10 C.F.R. 6 50,47(bX5)
requires the establishment of procedures "for notification of emergency
personnel by all organizations" (emphasis added). See also NUREG 0654
at 43 (Criterion E.2). Implicit in this standard - which must be met as
part of the overall "reasonable assurance" (Lnding required by 10 C.F.R.
! $0.47(aXI) - is that such notification procedures should be adequate to
serve their intended purpose, i.e eventual mobilization of necessary
emergency workers,* Because the inmates' contention questions whether
the SCIO radiological emergency response plan complies with this perti-
nent NRC regulation, it raises an issue amenable to admission.'

'ladeed, as the maates point out. a sundar contentaon mas adamed and brigated se lemmer.17 NRC
at 774 72. See else ALAa.8R 13 NRC at 31411. The staff argues, homeser, that the **=== heve act
shown communmation probleem ska to thone a 20mmer NRC Staff Brwf(Oct s.1945) at 1) But that
argunwat es off the mark because im Zosimer those - - +aos problems were drainestrosed at a
hearms - an ostortuamy drawd to the amates here.

PEco also trws to anunguish E.uamer. It anaerts that the off<lety sClo personnel need act be nou-
rud as quzLly as the school periennel evolved an Zumma Licennee's Brwf (Sept is.1985) at 13-24.
That may meil be true, but the asue the ammaaes' contentaos rames en the Meguacy of the SClo ca2-up
syment to acharve ''Lts demsnated purpcae " Proposed Revned Contentions at L The asanlabihty of aiore
tame for notificataca does not neceenanly render the soufrahon system Mequate fct a satended one.
* The Licensing Board's oteervataos that the see of comunercul telephone haes is not probabetod as

unresponseve to the asue raasd by the laataset See Lkenses Board order of June 12 at 3. The name
can be said sub regard to PECo*n argument that a network of sequentaal telephone calls has beee sp.
proved a other cases. See Lceasee's Brrf at 2421. We agree that 80 CF.a. | 30 47345) does act
specify or prohibn any partcular swthod of notancatam Some monom of adequacy, however, must be
read ento the sectaos. (AL AB 834,23 NRC at $10 a.53. mas nas intended to su6 gest othermine ) For, of
mooncataan procedures caly need be *estabimbed," an emergency plan that specifwe the one of ennoke
egaals or semaphore to nomfy emergency workers would sufnce Cf laag /sised lag 6 ting Ca (shore,
kam Neelear Power Station, Una ik CLI-8411. 24 NRC 22, 32 (1986) (arecifs emergency plananas
measures not etpheuly awationed in regulations may nevertheless te required for reasonable assurancek
* The Lx*nsing Board. however, correct!y cometaded that to C F R. I 50 47M6) and NUREOaS4

Cnterma F (opce shach the ammates sino relyk do not egyly here. See Lacenstag Board Order of Jene
,

12 at 4. Sectaan 30 4?M6) ccacerns "promga -~ mas among prmespal resposee organnanons no
emergency personnel and to the pubhc" A prmegal responae organuation has a saajor or lead role en
emergency plaamms and pretersonent NUREO&S4 at 3-1. For esamp4 the Penanthaan Emergency
blemagenwas Agency (PEh4A) is such an orgeauatma: as busances a plananas for and aning other
orgamuntsonal mans te g, n:hools, hcapstals, pnnons) daring emergeneses 5Clo, on the other hand, a a
support organizataca m1th largely rencave esmergency respumastannus hauted to sta own needs rathee
than those of others See Ser4ere Cs4breas E4me Ca (Saa Onofre Nuclear Oearratag Stauca. Unsts 2
and 3k ALAB-717.17 NRC 34a,377.78 (1983t 45W Corsares a NAC 742 F 2d 8544 (D C Car.1964k
cert Jeand. 471 U s. !!)6,105 s CL 2675 (19856
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Moreover, by their explicit references to the pyramiding call up
system for mobilizing off-duty SCIO personnel and to the asserted inad-
equacies in the local commercial telephone network on which that
system relies, the inmates have not only put the other parties on notice
of exactly what they seek to litigate, they have also raised an issue spe-
cific to this case. Despite the Licensing Board's effort to minimize its sig-
nificance or relevance here, the inmates' reference to Mr. Brown's earlier
testimony certainly establishes a basis for questioning the adequacy of the
commercial telephone system.** Mr. Brown - who, as noted above, is
both Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of Lower Providence Town.
ship and a communications technician for AT&T - testified that, based
on his experience during emergencies, switching probh as could over.
load the public telephone system in certain areas of ha township. Tr
18,133, 18,149 52.8i As it pointed out, the Licensing Board "disposed
of" Mr. Brown's concerns in its third partial initial decision. Licensing
Board Order of June 12 at 3. But the immedia'e issue there involved no-
tification of an unidentified number of township Emergency Operations
Center personnel, which the Board determined (after hearing) could be
accomplished without sole reliance on the commercial telephone system.
LBP-8514, 21 NRC 1219,1387 88 (1985). See also ALAB-836, 23 NRC
at $1011 The overall adequacy of the public telephone network in the
area relevant to the inmates' contention was not directly addressed, nor
was Mr. Brown's testimony about deficiencies in the switching system
actually refuted.58

The inmates also correctly argue that the Board's discussion of SCIO's
direct (i.e., dedicated) line to the State Police misses the point of their
contention. See supra pp. 229,230 & note 6. As they noted in their Pro-
posed Revised Contentions at 2, the pyramiding call up system for mobi-
lizing off duty SClO employees relies on the use of the commercial tele-

is Amhank the mentes raaea io cae the somne page or the iraa cnpi where .w peru ni pnrimme or
Mr. Bromis tenumony could be found, they mienttied a by date (January 14,1985L seJ neither the
Board not the Nrties anear to have had any difficulty locatag the precue pagen See Fryoned Revned
Contentions at 2 3.
'l Lower Prowdence Townslup e aJ;ncent to skypact Tommhip, where sCIO m kicated see sapes
note 1

as The Ikard's skaractenastana of the sineged cornmusicarmas prob 6em as "emhkely" a therefore act,

senerled 6a the record See Lacensias Ikard Order of June 12 at a Akhough the Board dad act rely on
a as a groisad for as decimon, FECo and the Commonweshh stressed at oral argument that effalsty
perscanel are to tw motified at the "alert" stage (see ALAlk84,23 NRC at 490 m tlk soplylag that the
comunercial tenephone system would ant hkely be overburdened at that tune App. Tr to, 74-75. But
thse anaerted effect on the conhavne:auna system as speulataca and does not take account of a fast de-
se6oping necedent s6saana. It a alm namnembat incorsatest with PECo's argument, decuaned at snipre
note 7, that off<lety permnnel are motified later, rather thaa carlier, en es emergency la any event, the
a the mrt of "merns' annue that caance be property remised at the contentaan stage. See suppe op.130*
31
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phone system, i.e., the private telephones in these employees' homes.88 If
this communications network breaks down, even if the State Police can
be contacted via the dedicated line, there is no indication by what means
"the State Police will act as a back up to conduct notification of off duty
personnel." Licensing Board Order of June 12 at 3.84

Thus, the inmates' manpower mobilization contention clearly meets
the basis and specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). This is par.
ticularly evident from a companson of this contention with those prop- .

erly excluded in this and other proceedings. Ste. e.g.. Ancyte Gas and '

Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-
8414, 20 NRC 285, 286 (1984) (contentions failed to specify particular
structures or systems for which it was claimed the quality assurance pro. ;

gram was insumcient); ALAB 804,21 NRC 587. 59194 (1985)(failure to i

explain what contention sought to litigate and to identify clearly the
,

studies or other documents upon which contention was ostensibly based). ;

We therefore reverse the Licensing Board's Order of June 12 insofar as ,

it rejected this contention. The contention is admitted and this matter is [
remanded to the Board for further action consistent with the Commis- i

|
sion's Rules of Practice and this opinion. See iVm p. 247.

With this reversal and remand,'however, we are once again faced with ;
'

determining the effect of this action on PECo's outstanding operating 11
'

cense. See supm note 3. On two earlier occasions. it was similarly neces-2

sary to reverse and remand a few emergency planning matters to the Li.
censing Board for further action. In both cases we determined that in-
terim license suspension was not warranted under 10 C.F.R.
i 50.47(c)(l). ALAB 836,23 NRC at $20; ALAB 819,22 NRC 681,715- ,

,

16 (1985), review declined. CLI 86-5, 23 NRC 125 (1986). That section of !

the Commission's emergency planning regulations provides: I

:

Failure to meet the appheable standards set forth in . . section (50.47(b)] may [
result in the Commiasson{'s] dechning to issue an operating trense; however, the ap.

' placant will have an opportumty to demonstrate to the natafaction of the Commas-
sion that deficiencies in the plans are not significant for the plant in question, that .

'

adequate mterun compensating actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that
d there are other compelhng reasons to permit plant operation- [

i
* se This system was docused later at the beanas on smother meme See Te 20,s09. As many as XD oN.

i

duty sClo employees might han to be nou6ed t'y the mesas Tr. 20,84M2 [
''It is defMcuh to maderstand how. denas se emergency when a has other responestmhtwo as well. the i

Lstate Poisce would notify, without rehntde telephone nervice over an oncersaae area. op to X10 sClo
employese Dee sapes noes 13) who hve throughout a releavely wide geographic aree esteading beycad ;
the EFE See Tr. 20.6Xn,20.672 See slee ALAB-4M. 23 KRc at 495 tother State Pohce .-- ' - ' ~ t

'
durma emergency evacuatsamt it as elao not apparent from the record before us how guards from other
ansatunoma wovk1 be notAed sad W.=4 to help at sClo of the commersial telephone system a over- |

loaded See CL145 IS. 22 NRC at 166.

.
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The issue now at hand provides even less cause for license suspension
than the issues remanded in ALAB-836 and ALAB.819. The latter deci-
sicas concerned emergency planning deficiencies that were demonstrated
on the record following admission of contentions and that nullified the
"reasonable assurance" finding required by 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(a)(1). In
this instance, however, there has been no showing yet of a "[f)ailure to
meet the applicable standard 0" - i.e.,10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(b)(5) - or of an
actual deficiency in the SCIO emergency plan. Some means to notify
off duty SCIO personnel in an emergency does exist; it is only the ade-
quacy of this notification in the event of an overload of the telephone
network that is in question. Further, security personnel are obviously on
duty at SCIO at all times; the individuals to be mobilized by the
pyramiding call up system are solely those extra off duty personnel nec-
essary to effect a faster evacuation of the facility, In these circumstances,
we conclude that, if any deficiency in the SCIO emergency plan exists, it
is not so significant as to warrant license suspension pending remedial
action. Compare Shoreham, supra note 8,24 NRC at 29.

B, Input of Correctional Offleers (AFSCMD

The inmates contend that "[t]here is no reasonable assurance that the
correctional officers union is aware of the Bureau of Corrections concept
of operations and its relationship to the total effort." Proposed Revised
Contentions at 4. The inmates stress the crucial role of the guards in the
SCIO emergency plan and argue that these individuals must therefore be
well informed as to their duties. The inmates request that officials of the
union representing the SCIO guards, the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), testify about their under-
standing of how the plan is to be implemented. The Licensing Board,
however, rejected the contention, finding no NRC requirement for con-
sideration of a union's role under an emergency plan. Licensing Board
Order of June 12 at 5.

On appeal, the inmates refer to testimony given during an earlier phase
of this proceeding to support the admission of this contention. First, they
cite the statement of a FEMA witness (James R. Asher at Tr. 20,210)

- that "anyone who is obligated to take a risk should be adequately in-
formed." Thus, the inmates argue that they should be afforded the op-
portunity to explore, during a hearing, how well informed the guards are
as to their emergency duties. Second, the inmates point out that other
union representatives were permitted to testify about their members' par.
ticipation la evacuation operations in the event of an emergency at Lim-
erick. By denying testimony from the SCIO guards' union, the Licensing
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Board - in the inmates * view - has subjected their contention to a
higher standard than that applied to the contentions of other intervenors
in this proceeding. Inmates' Brief at 1416.

De inmates' claims are easily dismissed. We do not quarrel with the
general notion that any participant in an emergency response activity
should be adequately informed as to the nature of his or her responsibil.
ities. De contention in question, however, provides no basis whatsoever
for doubting that the correctional officers at SClO are adequately in-
formed about their duties during an emergency at Limerick. Compare'

supro pp. 23133. The Commission's regulations require such basis to be -
supplied in the contention - not developa at a hearing, as the inmates
seek. See 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). As for the testimony of certain union om.
cials given in connection with other intervenors' contentions, the inmates
overlook a key distinction: those contentions satisfied the Commission's
basis and specificity requirements (unlike here) and therefore were admit.
ted for litigation. See LBP.8514, 21 NRC at 1289,1319. Similarly, the
union testimony regarding those contentions was permitted because it
met the Commission's standard for the admissibility of all esidence in li.
censing proceedings,10 C.F.R. I 2.743(c). De admission of that testi-
mony in no way signifies that any testimony offered by a union omeial /
- irrespective of its relevance, materiality, reliability, and other Com- )
mission requirements - must likewise be permitted, as the inmates ap-
parently believe.as

Finally, the inmates rely on this testimony from earlier parts of the
record for the first time on appeal. We have repeatedly stressed in this
very proceeding that, in keeping with court practice, arguments and
issues not raised before the Board below cannot properly be pressed ini-
tiaaly on appeal. ALAB-836,23 NRC at 4% n.28.

C. Medical Services

ne inmates claim that "[t]here is no reasonable assurance that ade-
quate medical services will be provided to those contaminated and/or in,
jured individuals in the event of a nuclear emergency at [ Limerick)."
Proposed Revised Contentions at 9.88 Dey refer to an affklavit from

.

8'on the other hand, to the essent the Licensing Ikwd suggests that no contentma quetxems the
t=paaa* of putdec esageoyee same members dereg an emergency could ever be assutted, the Daard a
encarrect See Licensing board order of June 12 as 1. tf such a conteetsoa mere reemonably spech sad
a bass ice doubtag these employees' partscrpaten were supphed. the contentme sculd. of course. sats-
fy the f'a=='a=-='s standards for asmaanma
** For a danmason of the snesmans ce "~='a==aa'ad unjured." m AL.Ab 819.12 Nac as fit a)9. The
partacular regulataos periment to the contesten a 10 CF R. |$04%ul2h whm:h req =res
"(a)rrangesments (to brj anse for medical erruces far contamunated mjured sadmduals"
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Dr. Roger E. Linnemann (PECo's expert consultant on the treatment of
the contaminated injured) and chiefly complain that it does not address
the adequacy of the capacity of Montgomery }{ospital for treating con-
taminated injured persons. Ibid.*'

De Licensing Board, however, concluded that the contention lacked
"reasonable specine basis," Licensing Board Order of June 12 at 7.
Noting that there is no requirement that each hospital handle a specine
number of individuals, the Board thus did not understand "what capacity
it is that the inmates have in mind." Ibid. It also explained that the extent
of detail vel non in Dr. Linnemann's afnonvit does not provide a basis for
litigation. The inmates now briefly complain that the Board has effec-
tively and improperly addressed the merits of their contention by shifting
the burden of proving the inadequacy of the medical facilities to them,
rather than requiring PECo to demonstrate their adequacy. Inmates' Brief
at 1617.

We disagree. The Board did not expect the inmates to "prove" their
case on medical services at this stage; instead, it simply - and properly
- required the inmates to meet their limited burden of supplying basis
and specincity for their contention. See ALAB 804,21 NRC at 592. He
Commission earlier expressed its belief that "the number of individuals
both onsite and offsite who may become contaminated and injured is ex-
pected to be very few." Southern Co.Vornia Edison Co. (San Onofre Nu-
clear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI.8310,17 NRC 528, $35
(1983), rev'd in part on other grounds, GUARD v. NRC,153 F.2d 1144
(D.C. Cir.1985). Thus, it was incumbent upon the inmates to do more
than just voice generalized concerns about the capacity of Montgomery
llospital: they should have supplied a good reason for doubting Mont-
gomery llospital's ability to handle the expected "few" contaminated in-
jured persons from SClO.

The inmates' criticism of the Linnemann afndavit is both unjustined
and unavailing to their cause. Dr. Linnemann's afndavit was attached to
PECo's response to an earlier set of contentions (not at issue here) prof-
fered by the inmates. See Applicant's Answer, supra note 17. Because
that version of the contention on medical services was extremely cryptic,
Dr. Linnemann's affidavit understandably did not address in detail every
discrete element of the treatment capbility of Montgomery liospital,.

particularly those matters not explicitly identined by the inmates as areas
of concern. See Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates (Feb.
15,1985) [hereafter, "Original Contentions"] at 8. The inmates cannot

hecatacewry Hosp,tal apparemoy a the facday that toutinely treets sclo ammates See Apt, cant's
Anteer to Prtened Emergency Planasag Cententams ( Apr. 4,198$)(hereshet,"Appia aat's Aasmer")
at 4 a 4. L.amanse's Bnef at rt
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reasonably or fairly find a basis for their later contention in an omission
from an affidavit intended to respond to a different document. In any
event. Dr. Linnemann unequivocully concluded that "Montgomery
County (sic] Hospital has adequate facilities, plans, procedures and
trained staff to handle contaminated and injured patients." Applicant's
Answer, Affidavit of Roger E. Linnemann, M.D., at 3.is See also Licens-
ee's Proposal for Resolution of Remanded Issue (Nov. 18, 1985), Attach-
ment (Nov. 15, 1985, letter from president of Montgomery Hospital
agreeing "to respond to PECO requests to provide hospital treatment for
victims of radiological accidents, including (but apparently not limited*

to) contaminated individuals from the Limerick Generating Station").
The inmates have failed to specify and explain why, in view of these
facts, they still doubt the adequacy of Montgomery Hospital. The Li.
censing Board therefore correctly rejected the inmates * medical services
contention.8'

D. Simulated Evacuation Plan Exercise

10 C.F.R. I 50 47(b)(14) requires "[p]eriodic exercises . . . to evaluate
major portions of emergency response capabilities, periodic drills . . . to
develop and maintain key skills," and the correction of identified defi-
ciencies (emphasis added). The inmates contend that there is no reason-
able assurance of the adequacy, under this regulation, of a "table top"
evacuation exercise conducted for SCIG on March 7,1985. In particular,
they claim that the exercise was deficient because it assertedly did not

is Dr. Lamemana is Aanaciate Proteinar of Cimacal RMiology at the Unnersty of Penns>bania school
of Medicine- .see Profesmonal Qaahtkatwas. Roger E. Lanemaan. M D foL Tr 9772
'' Before the Exeanas Board, t)e inmates ratted several other arguments in connectaos u,th thas con.
tenoon Because they do not pursue them on appeal, se aced act addreas them hers We also need not
Moreas PECo's argument concernang the Coramamon's * statement of Policy on Emergency Plananas
standard 10 CFR SO 47Mul2k" $0 Fed. Reg 20.892 (19451 The G --- - adopted that statement as
an materta response to the court's retaand sa GC4 AA nre p. 236 It peruins to those atuations where
actual denewacws in medical arrangements hase been a$catif ed and a questaca thus has armes as to the
propnety of Lcense annance pursumat to 10 C F R. I 50 47 text)(me are p 233t notwithstanding the
defkwaey By ccatraat. the ammates' awdical eers1ces contentson lacks esca the banas and specincity re-
qared for admaanosL and the circumstances that wtsid tngser apphcataca of the PWacy stateswat
therefore do act perua

One matter, however, dcas warrant our attentaan The Exenmas Board emicarmily concluded, as a
had se an eartwr decnaos concerams a simalar argument by santher party, that a bcaretal accredatei by
the Joint Commuttee en Hcagutal Accred4tattua ljCHA) a nacennarily Mequate for perpanen of 10
C F R l 90 47(bill 2) Lxeannag Board Order of June 12 at 8 sebecquently. ta AL.Aa 819. 22 NRC at
71314 a a 44, we repcted that teammes em the Ikard's earher decmaos The Board's comunemt on the
effect of JCHA accreditataca, however, a harmless error given out agreement with the Iksard that the
immates' contentsom nadad bases and sponfacity in say event Moreover. Dr Lamemann's afMava (are
sure p 236) presides awre information than the awre fact of JCHA a.:creditation Finally, we note that
the immates did not argue in their knef on appeal (as dad the antersenor sa At.AB lit. 22 NRC at 714
l$) that sa Mequate bacbup bcspetal a also needed
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include certain elements or scenarios listed in NUREO 0654, Criterion
N.3.e.** Proposed Revised Contentions at 1516.

The Licensing Board rejected this contention on the ground that it
lacks basis and specificity. The Board noted that the inmates did not
either identify any deficiencies in the scenarios used or justify inclusion
of those others listed in NUREG 0654, Criterion N.3.e. Nor, in the

,

!
'

Board's view, did they give any reason for disputing FEMA's finding
that this was a successful remedial exercise. Licensing Soard Order of
June 12 at 11.

On appeal, the inmates argue that all the justification they need for in-
clusion of the elements specified in NUREG 0654, Criterion N.3.e., is
found in the criterion itself. They also argue that Un/on of Concerned Sci-
entists v. NAC, 735 F.2u 1437 (D.C. Cir.1984), cert dented. 469 U.S.
1132 (1985) (hereafter, "UCS"), precludes the removal from licensing

'

hearings of issues concertiing the adequacy of emergency preparedness
esercises. They note that FEMA findings under the Commission's regu.
lations are only "rebuttable presumptions" (see 10 C.F.R. ! $0.47(a)(2))
and request the right to rebut at a hearing FEMA's finding of adequacy
in connection with the March 7,198$, exercise. Inmates' Brief at 17 19.88 s

The Licensing Board correctly rejected the inmates' contention for
lack of basis and specificity. In the first place, as we have explained pre- [
viously. NUREO-0654 "simply serve [s] as guidance for the staff's |

review (of emergency plans) and (does) not prescribe regulatory require.
7

ments." ALAB-819,22 NRC at 710. Further, Criterion N.3.e. itself pro-
,

!vides that exercises or drills include "such things as simulated casualties,"
etc. (emphasis added), indicating that the elements listed are to serve ;

only as examples. Criterion N.I.b. states that "[t]he scenario should be |
varied from year to year such that all major elements of the plans and ;

preparedness organizations are tested within a five year period." Thus, !

even if NUREG-0654 set "requirements," Criterion N is sufficiently
flexible to permit substantial variation in the scenarios played out during
emergency exercises. Therefore, contrary to the inmates' belief, satisfac. ,

tion of the basis and specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b) re-
Iquires more than the mere invocation of NUREO 0654, Criterion N.

Once again, the inmates were obliged, but failed, to identify the particu-*

lar deficiencies they perceived in the March 7 esercise. j
L

** For ei mpie. i.e.i.ned c n on ie tre de,.rtmen: c re.c or per o L or pro. ,

tecisve slothes. deploysteet of radiological saamiaanag teams, and puhhc infonnaham actryines (
s' The anonies do not pursue on ippeeJ the artweent ed, eased and evyscted benow, recording this son- ;
tentum, that the SClO esserpeacy plan is dekwet for faalure to snentaos by name say SC10 employee .

envolved a the d----W peacent See LAenang auard Order of June 12 as it. |
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The FEMA report on the exercise described the activities of the ap-
proximately five-hour period during which a simulated evacuation of the
inmates took place. It noted that the results were "very positive" except
in two Category B (i.e., of lesser importance) areas. The exercise in-
volved testing of certain elements of the communications system and co-
ordination among emergency teams, including SCIO, Bureau of Correc-

.

'

tions, and PEMA personnel. Vehicle loading teams were assembled, and
inmate and medical records and food were packed. SCIO was instructed
to issue potassium iodide (KI) and dosimetry, An advance tesm was dis-
patched to a relocation center, and a lockdown of the inmates (see Iq/ra

,

p. 247), preceding simulated evacuation, was effected. See Letter from |

D.F. Hassell to Licensing Board (Apr. 2,1985), Enclosure (FEMA j
Memorandum of March 14, 1985).88 The exercise thus successfully simu. r

lated the "major" elements of an emergency evacuation. See 10 C.F.R. ;
I 50,47(b)(14). In order to litigate the matter, it was not unreasonable for i

the Licensing Board to have expected the inmates to explain "with rea.
sonable specificity" (10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b)) why, despite the FEMA
report and the requirements of section 50.47(b)(l4), the March 7 emendse
was nonetheless deficient.

The inmates correctly note that FEMA findings are only rebuttab!e '

presumptions in NRC proceedings. But before a party can exercise its
right to challenge a FEMA finding at a hearing, it must, of course, prof-
fer a contention that satisfies the basis and specificity requirements for .

Iadmissible contentions. Similarly, the UCS decision, 735 F.2d 1437, does
not support the inmates' arguments. There the court overturned a former |
Commission rule that prohibited the litigation of the results of emergency !

preparedness exercises. But here the Licensing Board excluded the in- -

mates' contention for lack of basis and specificity, not because of the
NRC rule already overturned in UCS Further, nothing in the UCS deci.
sion suggests that it was intended to override the fundan. ental Commis-
sion prerequisites for the adjudication of contentions.

E. Paale

The inmates contend that therr, is no reasonable assurance that the
SClO emergency plan will prevent panic by the guards or inmatcs. They*

refer to several factors that ssertedly warrant special consideration of
the potential for panic and disruption during an emergency at Limerick.
SCIO is a maximur. 'ecurity penal institution, housing approxirnately

a n. in =. or ==. h. tha nua repm .i * === the, reerma thew Prm 4 nev.,4
Cemienuosa
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2500 inmates in space designed for 2000. Overcrowding taxes the re-
sources of the facility and makes control of the prison population more
difficult. Several escape, hostage, and riot incidents since 1980 serve as
evidence of the potential for disruption. Proposed Revised Contentions
at 16-19.

The Licensing Board rejected this contention essentially for lack of a
specific basis. It found nothing in the SCIO emergency plan or else-
where to suggest that he authorities could not handle any such disturb-
ances. The Board explicitly assumed that the guards would perform their
duties and that the inmates would therefore be controlled. Licensing
Board Order of June 12 at 12. On appeal, the inmates take particular ex-
ception to these assumptions; in their view, these are conclusions on the
merits that can be reached only after a hearing. They also argue that the
incidents they cite provide a sufficient basis for the contention. Inmates'
Brief at 19 20.

We agree with the Licensing Board that this contention lacks a suffi-
ciently specific basis to warrant its admission. To be sure, the various in-
cidents to whien the inmates refer show a potential for disruption. But
such disturbances are not unexpected in a prison environment, and SCIO
gesonnel are trained and required to cope with them as a matter of
course. More important, however, the SCIO emergency plan expressly
recognizes and addresses the special security needs of the facility in the
event of a radiological emergency at Limerick, as well as possible
stresses on the inmates and the workforce. See, e.g., Pennsylvania Bureau
of Correction Radiological Emergency Response Plan, Appendix E,
Annes I (Oct. 26,1984) [hereafter, "SClO Plan"], at E l 8, E t A 1 to
E 1 A 3, E 1 B 2, E t D 1 to E 1 D-2.88 In view of this special attention
in the plan itself, the inmates were obliged to explain more preciwly why
the plan is nevertheless inadequate for the prevention and control of a
panic situation; the mere recitation of past disturbances at SClO - none
of which is alleged ta have resulted in the type of panic situation con-
templated by the inmates' contention - is not enough to establish a basis
for hearing on this issue.

Similarly, the Board's "assumptions" concerning the guards' perform-
ance of their duties and the F-tTat of the inmates were not improper or
unfounded. !?or them to have succeeded in gaining the admission of their
contention, the inmates should have supplied a colorable reason for be-
lieving that the guards would or could nor restrain the inmates in a

is w tn. scio n . .uu .a,.et u em.cuv. oeser n> tw tx : sand c. warch
20. It:5, our da ensaan or 6ay purto. of the plan a neces.rdy cryym; 5ee mA pe M
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manner that would permit implementation of the plan. In the ah ace of
such a reason, the Board's assumptions are logical.8*

II. LITIGATED CONTENTIONS

A. Trelalag

One of the two inmate contentions admitted and litigated concerns the
training for civilian personnel (e.g., bus and ambulance drivers) to be
used to evacuate SClO in case of an emergency at Limerick. As prof-
fered and admitted, the contention reads in pertinent part: "There is no
reasonable assurance that emergency response training will be ofered to
civilian personnel who will be mvolved in the emergency response
plans . . . ." Proposed Revised Contentions at 6 (emphasis added). The
basis for the contentic,a is a two-part criticism of the means by which
PEMA is to offer this training - i.e., a letter from Donald F. Taylor,
Director of PEMA's Office of Training and Education, to all bus compa-
nies providing service to the Bureau of Corrections. See Answer of the

!Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Apr. 4,1985), Eahibit B. The inmates
first assert that this letter does not "guaranW that the employees will
ever receive any notice of the opportunity to avail themselves of this
tnining program." l'roposed Revised Contentions at 7. Second, they
contend that the training offered by PEMA to the bus drivers involved

,

in an evacuation of SCIG is not as comp r.hensive as that offered to bus
drivers used for school evacuations. Ibid. See also Licensing Board Order
of June 12, Appendix at 12. *

After a hearing on this matter, the Licensing Board found that
"[r}easonable efforts are being made to offer training to civilian person-
nel who would be involved in an evacuation of Graterford." LBP 85 25,
22 NRC at 104. It relied on not only the PEMA letter criticized in the '

inmates' contention, but also Mr. Taylor's commitment to follow up his
,

letters with personal visits to the bus and ambulance companies, urging
them to participate in PEMA training activities. The Board noted that
training sessions would be scheduled at times and locations convenient (
for the drivers and that refresher courses would be available annual'!y. -

Id at 10M5,108. The Board also considered the nature of the training
and concluded that it is essentially the same as that offered school bus-

drivers, including an overview of basic radiological principles and in-

" T1= ta==.s hre correir at= mod am me =m.u. ew.o.ny me i. * o commen
more specaAc through the damery yme a. "se ir ry to the recurement that 6 be s.ke tly sponfw
.: the e inst- txe sas maard ordse et hee 12 a 12. see aras e 235 See elas le C F L |1 ?EOnli
team ry besas wy ener the ase.oruua. t on musere a ee.umny - 6 . ine um.mo et oo
tentacesk
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struction on the une of dosimetry. Id at 105 06,108. The Board stressed,
however, that the bus and ambulance drivers wcNd be espected simply ;

to drive their vehicles and would not be responsibie for inmate custody
and control. Id. at 106,107.

In their brief on appeal, the inmates complain that the evidence ad-
duced at the hearms and the Board's decision are wrongly concerned
only with the offer of training and not with whether the drivers will
actually receive the training. They note that, as of the date of the hear.
ing, PEMA had received no responses to its offer of driver training. ~Ihe
inmates also refer to the testimony of their own witness, Major John D.
Case (a former prison warden), that financial incentives are needed to en-
courage driver participation in the courses. Inmates' Erief at 2125.88

It is not surprising that the evidence and Liceraias Board decision
|

i focus on the issue of whether training is or will be ofered tc the civilian
' drivers, for that is precisely the issue the inmates' contention, as admitted

by the Board, unequivocally raises. See Licensing Board Order of June
12 Aprendia at 11 Whether the inmates actually idended all along to
litigate the issue of the drivers' receipt of training, or s Swther they have
simply seized on an issue they believe to be more likely w succeed on
appeal, is not clear. But in either case, it is far too late at this juncture to
recast their contention. As we have stated twica before in similar circum-
stances in this proceedina, Wrvenors are " * bound by the literal terms'"
of their own conte %s. ALAB-836,23 NRC at 505 (cirint ALAB 819,
22 NRC at 709).

It is particularly reasonable here to bind the inmates to their own
words because they had a second opportunity to formulate their conten-
tions. See ALAB-806,21 NRC 1183. The original version of this conten-
tion alleged no reasonable assurance that the drivers will'' receive" any
emergency response training. Original Contentions at 8. In the later ver-
sion of the contention now at issue, however, the inmates changed "re-
ceive" to "will be offered" and specifically complained, in addition, that

tthe PEMA letter is "inadequate . . . notice of the opportunity (for driv-
ers) to avail themselves of this training program." Proposed Revised
Contentions at 6,7. Given the plain meaning of these words and the sur-
rounGg circumstances, it was thus not unreasonable for the licensing
Board and the parties to focus the hearing on the offer of training rather

,

i than its receipt.88

" Tw ==== =ake as us===== = ====== uh tw ===e nad =ve er the enver irs ==s Tkr
blao 40 hat dartstly (ballenge the bard's sondusace ibm r9tAQh&ble efbris ese being gedefiakes to
nner tre. mag to su emaa
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That is not to say that the record and decision are silent on the matter
of whether training will, in fact, be provided to the drivers. Despite the
inherent limitations in the wording of the inmates' contention, the Li-

1

ceasing Board nonetheless addressed Major Case's testimony regarding '

the asserted need for (mancial incentives to assure driver acceptance of
training. The Board, however, found that Major Case had supplied no ,

reasons for his "belief." LBP.85 25, 22 NRC at 106-07. It also indicated '

i that Mr. Taylor holds a ecntrary belief on this subject and pointed out I

that the overall standard for emergency planning is "' reasonable assun
ance,'" not a " * guarantee.'" Id. at 107. The Board accordingly con. i

cluded that there is "reasonable assurance that training will be offered '

and accepted by bus and ambulance providers." Id. at 108 (emphasis [
added).

.

In their attempt to show that the Board's conclusion is unwarranted,
the inmates rely on Major Cane's testimony about the need for a fmancial
inducement. See Statement of Major John D. Case, fol. Tr. 20,930, at 5
(pages unnumbered); Deposition of John D, Case, fol. Tr. 20,930, at 40 "

42; Tr. 20,938 39, 20,95152. Major Case's view on this matter is not as !
baseless as the Licensing Board suggests. See LBP 85 25,22 NRC at 106- [
07. His experience in training corrections omeets and in the Marine (Corps has led him to conclude that civilian employees usually need some
type of monetary incentive to attend courses. He also suggested, how- [
ever, that if such training was offered during duty hours, or off duty at +

premium pay. his concerns would be alleviated. Case Depesition, fol. Tr. {
20,930, at 40-42. On the other hand, Mr. Taylor (representing PEMA)

| testified that, based on his experience in emergency preparedness train- t
I

ing, he had no real reason to doubt that drivers would participate in the
training, even without a financial incentive. Tr. 20,868, 20,869. He also [
stressed that the training sessions would be conducted at times and places !
convenient for the drivers. Testimony of Donald F. Taylor, fol. Tr. !
20,856, at 4. Further, he suggested under cross-examination that, if finan- !
cial incentives become an issue, reimbursement is not foreclosed and (could be explored through various channels, including PECo. Tr. 20,864. t

The FEMA witnesses testified that, even though training had not yet
been provided to any drivers at the time of the hearing, there was no -

indication that drivers would not ultimately participate in the program.
,*

Tr. 20,997, 21,004, 21,006.
'
;

hMadk M arsined Contentione et 8. Did the ammMae to en to sosteed (dhid) Ekst emergency
perummai *ahcasht he
corn hun en uw one,swea the eppcetensty u toseve die treaming* - bringas the sarve of thew esm-and acan of trianos. act me wraal towet. la any event the munsies d s ace
C4 act 63 the LAenaamg burd tbes a faded te anclude tb5 MMeful S the fet44temett Of due CCalettacteJ

et the tune ed ses u=- and it u ese lese no de ma aos .see tAenang Ikard Order of June ll.
Apod.a at b2
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Because of the wording of the inmates * contention, the record on this
matter is necessarily limited. But, on balance, we cannot conclude that
the Licensing Board's determination is unsupported or unreasonable. We
therefore affirm the Board's decision insofar as it concerns the inmates'
civilian driver training contention.

B. Estimated Time of Evacuation

The Comnussion's emergency planning regulations require an evacu-
,

ation time estimate (ETE) for "various sectors and distances within the
plume exposure pathway (emergency planning zone) for transient and
permanent populations." 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, IIV. No par-
ticular time limits are established for an evacuation; rather, the analysis is
intended to reflect a realistic time for completing an evacuation. Thus,
by using the ETE, emergency coordinators can then decide what protec.
tive actions (e.g., sheltering or evacuation) are warranted in the circum-4

stances, if a radiological emergency occurs. ALAB-836,23 NRC at 486,'

491. See also NUREG 0654, Appendix 4.
When the inmates prepared their contentions, the then-current Bttreau

of Corrections estimate of the time needed for evacuation of SCIG was
six to ten hours. See Applicant's Motion for Exemption (Feb. 7,1985),
Affidavit of E. Robert Schmidt and Geoffrey D. Kaiser at 7. The in-
mates' contention asserted that there is no reasonable assurance that an
evacuation of SCIG could be achieved within this time frame. Proposed
Revised Contentions at 11. The inmates raised questions about the ade-
quacy of the methodology used to derive the ETE. They also called par-;

ticular attention to NUREG-0654, Appendix 4 at 4-3, which states that
ETEs for special facility populations (such as a prison) "shall usually be
done on an institution-by. institution basis." Proposed Revised Conten-
tions at 12."

The Licensing Board devoted the major part of the hearing and its de-
,

' cision to the consideration of the inmates' ETE contention. The Board
noted at the outset that the six.to-ten hour ETE, developed by Bureau of
Corrections Commissioner Glen JelTes, was revised by SCIG Superin-
tendent Charles H. Zimmerman. De revised ETE is cight to ten hours

' and is reflected on a "flow chart," showing vehicle arrival and loading
times, off duty personnel mobilization times, and the completion of evac-
uation. See Testimony of Charles H. Zimmerman, fol. Tr. 20,763, Flow
Chart. The Board reviewed the methodology and different elements of

" The inmates also complanned that +- %Clo Plan itsett costaaned no mention of the ETE. Proposed
Revised Contentions at i1 11 See is/== pp. N.49.
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the revised ETE, found the estimate reasonable, and concluded that it is
in compliance with the NRC's regulations and guidance. LBP 85 25, 22
NRC at 10916. The inmates, however, disagree and pursue numerous ar-
guments on appeal concerning the methodology and reliability of the
ETE. We address their claims seriatim.

1. The inmates complain that there have been three difTerent ETEs
prepared for SCIO by different persons, and that the discrepancies
among the three "establish a prima facie case as to the unreliability of
each and every" one. Inmates' Brief at 26. They add that this shows a
lack of coordination a..d cooperation between the relevant emergency
response organizations a.1d constitutes a flaw in the planning process. Id.
at 27-28. The first ETE, prepared in 1980 by the Commissioner cf 3r-
rections, estimated an evacuation time of five and one half hours.88 The
second is the six to-ten hour estimate by Commissioner Jeffes in early
1985 (see supm p. 244), and the third is Superintendent Zimmerman's
eight.to-ten hour ETE embodied in the flow chart submitted with his
testimony at the hearing.

The inmates' arguments with regard to the three ETEs are without
merit. The existence of differences among them is not unexpected, given
the five-year period between the first and the last ETE and the fact that
little or no serious emergency planning had begun yet in 1980. As more
information became available, the estimate was refined - precisely the
process contemplated by the Commission's emergency planning regula-
tions. Indeed, only the last version prepared by Superintendent Zimmer-,

I man can truly be considered an analysis of the evacuation time for
| SCIG: it is the only ETE tendered as such and the only one that sepa-

rately (albeit briefly) shows the various components cf an evacuation
(vehicle arrival, vehicle loading, etc.). Moreover, as Superintendent of
SCIG, Mr. Zimmerman is obviously in the better position from which to
make the most accurate estimate of the time needed to evacuate his facil-
ity. Nonetheless - despite the innates' protestations to the contrary -
Superirtendent Zimmerman did in fact confer with Commissioner Jeffes
on the iinal version of the ETE. See Zimmerman, fol. Tr. 20,763, at 2 3.

'' This tune estimate is show1 on Inmates EtMtxt 1. a one-page encerpt from a preluninary ETE pre-
pared for PECo in aly 1980 by NUs Corporation. The Licensms Board rejected the emboe on the
ground that it was est germas * to the issues betag htisated. See Tr. 20.772 77. 21.Os4-45. The only basis
on which the Board could have property rejected the etMbit however, was that it i* "undu'y repeti-,

I tious." See 10 C.F R. I 2.743(ck The entsre NUs prehmanary ETE was already admitto.' mto evidence at
an earber stage of this proceeding as Appbcant Ethibit 32 (Limench Emergency Plan). Appendia H. See
Tr. 20.891. The fact that the informatace contained in the esbbit may be superseded by more current
information ehewhere in the record does not deprive it of its status as evxience of record. Nor does it
preclude the enmates from referring to the prehminary ETE, or raising legitunate questa>as about whach

I ETE is meant to apply. See Tr. 20,774.
|
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2. The mmates challenge the ETE itself on several grounds. Citing
the testimony of Major Case and the deposition of Robert L. Morris, the
inmates' transportation and traffic engineering consultant, they claim that
the eight-to-ten hour revised ETE is based on ideal conditions and over-
looks traffic congestion caused by panic, public evacuation, and high-
ways that may be closed due to meteorological conditions and radioac-
tive fallout. The inmates specific.sily criticize Superintendent Zimmer-
man's two to four hour estimate of the time for the evacuation vehicles
to arrive at SClO, noting that the Superintendent has no training in traf-
fic engineering. Inmates' Brief at 26,27,28 29.

The inmates are incorrect in their view that the ETE is based on ideal
conditions. To be sure, it does r.ot (and should not) reflect a "worst
case" scenario. As the Licensing Board explained and the record demon-
strates,

time estimates are intended to be representative and reasonable so that any protec-
tive action decision based on those estimates would redect realistic conditions. An
overly conservative estimate could result in an inappropriate decision.

LBP 85-25, 22 NRC at 109. On the other hand, an ETE should "[take)
account of a wide range of seasonal, weather, and other conditions."
ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 491. See NUREG-0654, Appendix 4. Superia-
tendent Zimmerman's ETE does just that: in addition to the two to-
four hour estimated vehicle arrival time, the ETE explicitly increases
this time to four to six hours under "adverse conditions." Zimmerman,
fol. Tr. 20,763, Flow Chart. See Tr. 20,803, 20,808. Moreover, incoming
vehicles will be moving in the opposite direction and on lugely different
routes from the general public evacuation. Tr. 20,803-05, 20,815 16,
20,844-45. Traflic congestion is therefore not expected to be a major
factor with regard to vehicle arrival time.

The inmates' criticism of the ETE on the ground that Superintendent
Zimmerman is not an expert in traffic engineering is without merit. In
the first place, Major Case essentially conceded the value of'he Superin-
tendent's firsthand knowledge of the mechanics of the plan ano the oper-
ations of SCIO. Case Statement, fol. Tr. 20,930, at 4. More important,
the inmates completely ignore the fact that FEMA's witness, Edwa-d B.

.

Lieberman - an expert consultant in traffic engineering and the devel-
opment of evacuation plans for nuclear power facilities - thorougily
analyzed Superintendent Zimmerman's time estimates and found them

.

"certainly reasonable and somewhat conservative." FEMA Testimony of
Edward Lieberman, fol. Tr. 20,956, at 8. See also id. at 4-8. On the other
hand, Mr. Morris (for the inmates) has performed no comparable, close

a,
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analysis of the ETE, simply stating that factors like panic and meteoro-
logical conditions should be considered. See Deposition of Robert L.
Morris, fol. Tr. 21,013, at 42-44, 60, 78 79 (cited in the Inmates' Brief at
29). Although the inmates refer to "Mr. Morris' estimates" as "more reli-
able," n ehere are those estimates revealed. Inmates' Brief at 29. Indeed,
Mr. M. tris has never done any traffic flow analysis in connection with
the evacuation plan for a nuclear plant and is not familiar with NUREG-
0654. Morris Deposition, fol. Tr. 21,013, at 43, 33 34.

The inmates next challenge the estimate of one to two hours for mobi-
lization of necessary off-duty personnel. See Zimmerman, fol. Tr. 20,763,
Flow Chart. The heart of their argument is that this estimate depends on
the pyramiding call up system used for mobilizing the off-duty SClO
staff - the adequacy of which the inmates unsuccessfully sought to liti-
gate. Inmates' Brief at 29 30. Because we have determined here that the
inmates were wrongly denied admission of their manpower mobilization
contention (see supra pp. 229 33), the reliability of this part of the ETE is
necessarily in question. The manpower mobilization contention, how-
ever, may well be eventually resolved on the merits in favor of PECo,
or in a manner that would not alter or conflict with the ETE. In this
connection, we note that the Superintendent's estimate already includes
an adjustment for adverse conditions, increasing the time for mobilizing
off-duty personnel to two to three hours. Zimmerman, fol. Tr. 20,763,
Flow Chart. We 6eraore direct the Licensing Board and the parties, in
the course of their consideration on remand of the inmates' manpower
mobilization contention, to determine what effect, if any, the resolution

| of that issue has on the ETE.
The inmates also criticire Superintendent Zimmerman's estimate of 30

minutes to achieve a "lockdown" of SCIG - i.e., a return of all inmates
to their cells to prepare for evacuation. The inmates cite Major Case's
estimate of up to four hours and refer to several past incidents involving
power failures and hostage situations where it took hours to complete
lockdowns. Inmates' Brief at 30-31. But as the Licensing Board found
and the record establishes, those incidents occurred before the installa-
tion of a backup err.:rgency lighting system at SCIG in 1984. Since that
time, lockdowns have taken less than 30 minutes, even during partial
power failures. LBP 85-25, 22 NRC at i13. The Board also pointed out
that the lockdown time is not "a critical path item" because it will occur
during the two-to four hour vehicle mobilization time. Id. at 114. More-
over, Cuperintendent Zimmerman testified that, based on his experience,
the inmates cooperate and thereby shorten the lockdown time when they
recognize the procedure is for their own benefit, as would be the case in
an emergency evacuation. Tr. 20,782, 20,842. As a result of this testi.
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mony, Major Case reconsidered his earlier four hour lockdown estimate
and pronounced the Superintendent's 30-minute estimate "realistic," as-
suming inmate cooperation. Tr. 20,946-47.88

Finally, the inmates contend that the ETE is unreliable because it as-
sumes 2450 inmates at SClG, whereas the population has already risen to
2500 and; in their view, is likely to increase. Inmates' Brief at 32. The
inmates however, overlook the Licensing Board's disposition of this ar-
gument, ,vhich we conclude is fully in accord with the record. The
Board found that any increase in inmate population will be met by a cor-

.

responding increase in staff and support facilities. Thus, it would have no|

e:Tect on the estimated eight to ten hour evacuation time. LBP 85-25,22l

NRC at 115. See Tr. 20,830-33.

3. Although the inmates no longer pursue it on appeal, one final
matter of "form" remains of concern to us. The inmates' contention com-
plains that the ETE is not specifically mentioned or included in the
SCIG Plan itself. Proposed Revised Contentions at 11,13; Licensing
Board Order of June 12, Appendix at 3. The Licensing Board stated:

whether the . . estimate is in the plan, or not, does not require litigation. Reading
of the plan w'.fi reveal its presence or absence. If absent, it will be inserted.

Licensing Board Order of June 12 at 9. The Board subsequently con-
cluded, however, that

there is nothing in the Commission's emergency plsening requirements or guidance
that requires the estimated time for evacuating a special facility, such as the SCIO,
to be included in the radiological emergacy response plan for that specialfacdity (see
10 CF.R. I 50.47; Appendix E,10 CF.R. Part 50; NUREO.0654/ FEMA. REP.1,
Rev.1 (November 1980).

LBP-85 25, 22 NRC at 115 (emphasis added). The Board's finding is
technically accurate. The Commission's regulations, however, unques-
tionably require the ETE for SCIG to be included in applicant PECo's
emergency plan. See 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, $ IV ("Content of
Emergency Plans"). See also 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(b)(10); NUREG 0654,

H In this connection. supenntendent Zimmermu testified that an addendum to the inmate bandbook'

would be issued. desentang emergency evacuation proceduret ~(r. 20.833-14. Major Case agreed that
this is a "very good" idea. Tr. 20.938. The tnmates now argue for the first time on appeal that the ad-
dendum is inadequate because of the high albteracy rate and spanish4reabag reputation at sClo They
urge. instead, an emergency drW fo- the inmates. Inmates' Bnef at 3132.

As we state,at supre p. 235. arguments cannot be properly raiseJ for the first tune on appeal. More.
over, the points the inmates raise here are well beyond the scope of th. . RTE contenuon. mth no effort
to satisfy the Commission's prerequmtes for reopening the record for heann. % a new, but late conten-
tion. See A1.AB.828. 23 NRC 13.17 (1986).
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Criterion J.8. The Commission has already directed this action, and we
assume that it has been taken. See CLI-8515,22 NRC at 188.

Despite the lack of a specific regulation prescribing it, the ETE neces-
sarily must be readily available (logically as an addencium to the RERP)
to a# those decisionmakers whom the ETE is to aid in deciding what
protective actions to order. See supra p. 244. In the case of SCIO, the
Commissioner of Corrections is the only official who can order an evac-
uation (based on a PEMA recommendation). SCIO Plan at E 16, E-1-
10, E 1 ll,80 We lack the authority to order the Commonwealth's
Bureau of Corrections or PEMA to incorporate the ETE for SCIO in
the emergency plan for that facility, but we strongly urge therl to under-
take this minimal task. This can only enhance the decisionmaking proc-
ess, as the NRC's regulations contemplate. It is also particularly impor-
tant here, where the pertinent ETE was prepared by someone other than
the Corrections Commissioner or a PEMA official (i.e., Superintendent
Zimmerman).

III. FAIRNESS OF THE HEARING

The inmates' concluding arguments are directed to the conduct of this
proceeding. They claim that they have been denied their right to a fair
and impartial hearing, as guaranteed not only by the Commission's own
regulations (see 10 C.F.R. 9 2.718), but also by the U.S. Constitution. In-

se We are somewhat uncomfortable in citing to the scio Plan, not only because it is protected informs.
tion Ott supre note 23), but also because - surpnsugly - it was never introduced into evidence or
otherwne incorporated into the record of tha proceeding. (The protected nature of the plan could easdy
have been preserved by according it "in camera" status) We espressed our concerns in this regard in
our Order of June 3,1986 (unpubhshed), at 12 (cerms toq/ic Gas and Electne Ca (Dmbio Canyon Nu-
clear Power Plant. Units I and 2), ALAB.580,11 NRC 227 (1980)), and asked the partwo to comment.
la Dubb Caepen, the Licensms Board concluded that the plant's security plaa (a protected document,
hke the sClo emergency plan here) complied with the NRC's regulations - despite the fact that the
plan was not evidence of record and had never been exammed by the Board. We vacated the Board's
decisaon, essentially on the ground that the Board's findags were "empty . . in the absence of essential
evidence." /d at 230.

In response to our order, PECo, the stan, and the Commaawealth argue tlat Dubb C4= foe is distin-
gunhable in several respects, the inmates take no positino oiven the lack of gename dispute among the

, partwo about this matter, a lengthy dncussion o( the simdarities of, and diNerences between, Diablo
C4apon and this proceeding is not warranted or necessary. We note, however, that, wbde the Licensing
Board's ultimate conclusaon here (as in Dublo Cea>on)is that the sClo Plan meets all pertment regula.
tory requirements, the a conclusion is emphcitly hmited to "the issues in controversy before ut" LBP 45-
25,22 NRC at 116. As the partwo point out, the issues litigated did not require scrutmy of the contents
of the sClo Plan itself, but rather invcJved matters penpheral to or aussang from it. Moreover, the
evidence oddaced at the heanns was more than the conclusaonary opinions of secondary sources, on
which the Licensms Board in Dublo Conjon had reiwd. See il NRC at 229. In the circumstances, de-
spite our discomfort with this omission. no one has been prejudaced and no useful purgese would be
served by takias steps at this late stage to effect formal inclusaon of the sClo Plan m the record.
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mates' Brief at 33. The inmates offer three examples of how their rights
in this regard have assertedly been denied or prejudiced.s t

First, they refer to the Licensing Board's issuance, upon the request of
PECo's counsel, of a subpoena directing the inmates' witness, Mr.
Morris, to appear for a deposition. He gist of the inmates' complaint is
that, although the Board was allegedly aware that Mr. Morris would be
available, if at all, only on July 3,1985, the Board nonetheless directed
him to appear on July 2. Id. at 35 36; Licensing Board Subpoena to
Robert L. Morris (June 28, 1985); Letter to Judge IL Hoyt from A.R.
Love (June 28, 1985). ne inmates' argument is frivolous. They offer no
explanation of how they have been harmed,88 nor could they: the sub-
poena for July 2 was withdrawn and Mr. Morris was deposed on his
date of preference, July 3. See Licensee's Brief at 40; Morris Deposition,
fol. Tr. 21,013, at 1.ss In any event, to preserve a claim like this for
appeal, a party is obliged to seek relief first from the Licensing Board by
moving to quash the subpoena (see 10 C.F.R. 9 2.720(f)) - action that
the inmates failed to take here.

Citing Tr. 20,809 11, the inmates aext contend that the Licensing
Board improperly solicited and then sustained an objection from the
Commonwealth to certain cross-examination by the inmates' counsel. In-
mates' Brief at 36. The transcript, however, simply does not support the
inmates' characterization of the events reported. Nor do we see any im-
proper interference by the Licensing Board in this particular exchange.
The Board essentially interrupted Superintendent Zimmerman when his
answer strayed into the area of manpower mobilization - which the
Board had earlier, albeit incorrectly, exclude * from litigation - and then

f
entertained (rather than invited) objections to the questioning by the
Commonwealth's counsel. This action is implicitly, if not explicitly,

'

within the Board's authority "to take appropriate action to avoid delay,"t

| to "receive evidence," to "[r]egulate the course of the hearing," and to

| "(e]xamine witnesses." 10 C.F.R. $ 2.718. See also 10 C.F.R. 9 2.757.
,

!
s' The inmates introduce their argument with a recitation of the vanous obstacles they had to overcome
to participate is this case. Inmates' Bnef at 33 35. he matters about whach they complain. however,
were eventually resolved in their favor, and thus provWe no basis for the instant appeal. See gewal/p
ALAB.806. 21 NRC 1183; ALAB-809,21 NRC 1605

We note, in this regard. that, despite the inmates' charge that the Licenstag Board was biased agamst,

them, at no time did they seek the disquahrication of the Board or any member thereof. see 10 C F R.
I1.704(c) See alw /%6he Senace Ca of New HampsAin (Scabrook station. Umts 1 and 2). ALAB 749
18 NRC 1195,1198 99 (1983)(motions for disquahncatsoa most be riled as soon as posarble aAer ostensi-
ble grounda for such action stue).
88 Apparently. Mr. Morns was offended by being served w1th a subpcena See Tr.20.899 900.
" As a further indication of the Mk of harm to the mmates, the other parties and the Licensmg Board
agreed to admit the Morns deposition into evidence on behalf of the inmates, even though Mr. Morns
did not appear at the heanng. LBP-85 25,22 NRC at 103,
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The inmates' last due process challenge is directed at the expedited
schedule for this proceeding. Specifically, they object to the abbreviated
time for discovery and for submitting prefiled testimony and proposed
findings of fact and conclusions oflaw. Inmates' Brief at 36-37.84

Where the circumstances warrant it, the Commission's regulations
clearly permit the adjudicatory boards to shorten the time otherwise au-
thorized for each of the matters about which the inmates complain. See,
e.g.,10 C.F.R. {{ 2.711(a), 2.754(a). See also Statement of Policy on Con-
duct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI 818,13 NRC 452, 453 (1981). Here,
the inmates' contentions did not become ripe for litigation until quite late
in the proceeding. Although this was not the fault of the inmates, the
Licensing Board nonetheless properly recognized the need to expedite
the proceeding, given the completed status of the plant. The Commission
and this Appeal Board also encouraged the Licensing Board to act
promptly on all matters raised by the inmates. See CLI-85-ll, 21 NRC
1585,1586 (1985); ALAB 809, supra note 2,21 NRC at 1614-15; ALAB.
806, 21 NRC at 1186,1193-94. Expedition, of course, should not be at
the expense of fairness. But despite their generalized claims of unfairness,
the inmates provide no evidence in their brief of specific harm. Indeed,
all the parties were subject to the same thne constraints, and the inmates
agreed with the schedule at the time the Licensing Board proposed it.
See Tr. 20,729, 20,741-42. See also Tr. 20,899. It is thus too late now to
complain about it. Duke Powr Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I
and 2), ALAB 813,22 NRC 59,74 & n.69 (1985).

In sum, the examples cited by the inmates do not support their charges
on appeal of alleged unfairness and partiality by the Licensing Board.

IV. AWPP'S APPEAL

AWPP also appeals the Licensing Board's decisions in connection
with the SCIG emergency plan.as Although it was an intervenor in an-
other phase of this operating license proceeding, AWPP did not partici-
pate in any aspect of the 'itigation involving the Graterford inmates. It
filed no contentions or any other pleadings in this regard, and its repre-

.

88 The inmates aho contend that the Board shafted the busden of proof from the apphcant to them. in
violation of 10 CF.R. I 2.732, but they provuse no specifics to support this charge. See lamates' Bnef at
37.

ss AWPP misdirected its "Notice of Appear * (dated July 26. 1985) to the !icensing Board. In oar
Order of August 1.1983 (unpubbshed) at 1. we treated the appeal as properly filed and observed that
the Notice of Appeal was also AWPP's bnef on the ments. Despite being thus put on nonce of our
deternunation to treat AWPP's rihng as a bnef. PEco has failed to respond to the bnef and is therefore
ta default insofar as AWPP's appeal is concerned. See 10 CF R. I 2.707. Both the stalt and the Com.
monwealth, however. have comphed with the Rules of Practice and addressed AWPP's arguments.
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sentative did not participate in any of the conferences or hearings held
by the Licensing Board. Indeed, until now, AWPP had expressed no in-
terest in any aspect of emergency planning, limiting its concerns to air-
craft carburetor icing caused by cooling tower emissions and quality as-
surance. See ALAB 819, 22 NRC at 716-30. See also Petition for Inter-
vention (Sept. 3,1981); Supplemental Petition of Coordinated Interve-
nors (Nov. 24,1981); LBP 82-43A,15 NRC 1423,1519 20 (1982); LBP-
8418,19 NRC 1020 (1984). Now, at the eleventh hour, AWPP seeks to
pursue a variety of confusing claims in connection with the SCIG Plan.
AWPP fails for several reasons, and its appeal is therefore dismissed.

Only aggrieved parties may appeal decisions adverse to them. Virginia
Electric and Power Ca (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-790, 20 NRC 1450,1453 (1984). A party cannot be legally "ag-
grieved" for the purpose of appealing an adverse decision if it did not
meaningfully participate in the process that led to the objectionable deci-
sion. As we stated in Pactfe Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nu-
clear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB 583,11 NRC 447,448 (1980),
"(a]n administrative hearing would be a meaningless charade if those
with ample opportunity to participate were allowed to stand idly by and
then, nevertheless, demand a replay when they do not like the result."
See also id. at 448-49. Cf Carolina Power and Light Ca (Sheaton Harris
Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB 837, 23 NRC 525, 542 43 n.58 (1986)
("intervenors have no standing to press before us a possible grievance of
another party to the proceeding who is not represented by the interve-
nors").

The stafT argues, however, that "AWPP has the right to appeal," rely-
ing on our decision in Northern States Power Ca (Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-244,8 AEC 857 (1974), recon-
sideration denied, ALAB 252, 8 AEC 1175, aff *d. CLI-751,1 NRC 1
(1975). NRC Staff Brief, supra note 7, at 47.88 The stafT has given that

|
decision too broad a reading. In Prairie island, we held thatI

- se The staff goes on to urge that we nevertheless reject AWPPs bnef "for failure to rde proposed find.
ings of fact and conclassons after havmg had an opportunity to do so." NRC staff Bner at 47. We do
not agree that this would be a proper basts for rejecting AWPP's appest. The Lacensmg Board did not
"order" the (dang of proposed (mdmgs of fact and concluuons of law under 10 C F.R. I 2.754, rather,
such fihngs were opuonal. See Licensang Board M rmorandam and order of June II.1983 (unpublished),
at 3 Tr. 20,741, 21,01416. la Drre,t Educer Ca (Ennco Fermi Atonue Power Plant. (Jnet 2), ALAB-
709,17 NRC 17 (1983), me held that, unless a licensmg board ordres the submission of proposed fmdings
and concluuons, a party fashng to do no en free to pursue on appeal all essues in which it participated
below.
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in placing certain specified inues into controversy himself, an intervenor should not
be taken as waiving the right to insist that all other issues coming before the Board
(within t'or ambit of his interest as established by his intervention petition) be decided in
coiformity with the evidence of record and applicable principles of law - no
matter what the genesis of those issues or the source of the evidence.

8 AEC at 863 (emphasis added). See also id. at 863 n.9 ("[i]rrespective of
who raised the issue, an intervenor might be aggrieved . . . by a finding
contrary to the weight of the evidence" on that issue [ emphasis added]),
870 n.19 ("as we have endeavored to make clear, the entire discussion in
this opinion of intervenor participational rights likewise presupposes the
existence of the requisite interest in the outcome of the particular issue
being considered"). Thus, whether an intervenor has the right to pursue
a particular issue on appeal is a function of the level of interest expressed
by the intervenor in such issue throughout the course of the proceed-
ing.87 Applying that rule here, we have no hesitation in concluding that
AWPP has failed to demonstrate the requisite interest - indeed, any in-
terest whatsoever - in emergency planning for SCIG so as to legitimize
its appeal. See supra p. 25152.

AWPP also raises matters beyond the scope of the inmates' conten-
tions (e.g., the adequacy of the number of vehicles to be used for evacu-
ating SCIG and the possible threat to the public safety from a prison riot
during an evacuation). Such issues, of course, could not be raised by any
party for the first time on appeal. See supra p. 235. As for the arguments
that seemingly relate to issues otherwise saitable for appellate consider-
ation (e.g., the reliability of the ETE and the offer of civilian driver
training), we have treated those portions of AWPP's filing as an amicus
brief. Thus, we have taken AWPP's views on those subjects into account
in the course of our consideration of the inmates' brief.88

8' The h- recently proposed an even stncter rule, whxh would turut an intervenor to raising
| issues on appeal that at placed or sought to place in controversy. 51 Fed. Reg. 24,363, 24,363, 24.372
| (1986).

| H Despite the obviota defects in AWPP's appeal, we accepted its bnef for (thns (see siges note 35) and
'

allotted it tune for oral arguawnt. Order of October 24,1985 (unpublished), at 1. Because of the repeated
tardiness of several participants (most notably, AWPP's representative) throughout this enure opersuas
beense proceedag (before both the Licensmg Board and us), we noted our espectauon that all the par.
bes' representauves be on nine for the oral argument and indsated that "[e]=fone n4e is late will mot be
permitted so evne" /d at 2 (emphasas an onginal). For the convesuence of the oute(-state partaea, we

*

scheduled the argurnent to take place in the afternoon and as is our practice, we directed each party toi

! noefy the Board secretary as to who would appear on its behalf. /66d
We received no response frorn AWPP to tius latter direcove, and, when the oral argument began at

the scheduled hour, not surprisingly, AWPP*s representadve was not present, whereas all others were.
We took note of that fact and gave the time previously allotted to AWPP for oral argument to the
inmates' counsel. App. Tr. 3. AWPP's reprewniauve arrived later and accordingly was advised by the
Board Chairman (speaking on behalf of the entire Board) that, under the terms of our October 24 Order,
he would not be allowed to participate. App. Tr. 46 47.

, conussed
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The Licensing Board's Order of June 12, 1985, and its fourth partial
initial decision, LBP-85 25, are affirmed in part; to the extent they ex-
clude the inmates' manpower mobilization contention, they are reversed,
the contention is admitted, and this matter is remanded to the Licensing
Board for further action consistent with this opinion.

AWPP's appeal, dated July 26,1985, is dismissed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD*

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

1

.

Orsi argument is a matter solely within our discretion.10 C F R. ) 2,76),10 CF.R. Part 2. Appendas
A, { IX(e) Thus, we can oba'y set reasonable ground rules for parucipauon such as requinns the
parties' reprewatauves to be on time. Any claire by AWPP that it was wrongly densed its "right" to
oral argument is therefore wholly without ment. This is partrularly so, gwen that AWPP had no
appeal nghts an this phase of the case in the rarna place.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
| (Granting Summary Disposition Motion and Terminating Proceeding)
!

Before us is s motion by Florida Power and Light Company (Li-i

| censee) for summsry disposition of Contention 3. Based upon our study
'

of the motion, suplorting documents, and the pleadings filed in response

j thereto, we grant tie summary disposition motion. Inasmuch as Conten-

| tion 3 is the only contention admitted for litigation, no other issues
; remain in controversy. Accordingly, we close the record and dismiss this

operating license arnendment proceeding.
|
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L - BACKGROUND OF PROCEEDING

On June 20, 1984, the Commission published in the Federal Register a |

notice of consideration of the issuance of amendments to the facility op-
erating licenses for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 and offered an opportu-
nity for a hearing on the amendments. 49 Fed. Reg. 25,350, 25,360. The
amendments were requested to allow storage of fuel with increased en-
richment, for use in future operating cycles, and include an additional
K,n (neutron multiplication factor) requirement for the existing new fuel
storage racks under conditions of low density (optimum moderation). In
support of this request Licensee submitted a "Criticality Analysis of -
Turkey Point Units 3 & 4 Storage Racks with Increased Enrichment"
(Criticality Analysis).'

In response to the notice of opportunity for a hearing, Joette Lorion
and the Center for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. (collectively referred to
herein as "Intervenors") Sled a "Request for Hearing and Petition for
Leave to Intervene" on July 12,1984.

During its review, the NRC Staff (Staf1') submitted written questions
to Licensee regarding its request to expand the capacity of the Turkey
Point spent fuel pools. Licensee submitted written responses to these

:
questions whhh supplemented the information in the Criticality Analysis.
Following completion of its review, the Staff determined that the re-

|-._ quested amendments involved no significant hazards consideration, and
issued the license amendments on September 5,1984, accompanied by a .
Safety Evaluation (SE).

| The Intervenors submitted an "Amended Petition to Intervene" on'

March 7,1985, which listed four contentions that the Intervenors pro-
posed be admitted for litigation in this proceeding. Following a prehear-
ing conference on March 28,1985, the Licensing Board issued a Memo-

,

randum and Order (unpublished) dated September 24, 1985, which ac-
cepted the Intervenors as a party to this proceeding and admitted Con-
tention 3 for the puposes of litigation.

|

L On January 23, 1986, Licensee filed "Licensee's Motion for Summary
Disposition of Contention 3" (Motion). The Motion is accompanied by a
statement of material facts as to which it is asserted there is no genuine

-

issue to be heard, and an affidavit concerning the contention by Dr.
Stanley E. Turner.

The Staff on February 18,1986, filed a response in support of Licens-
ee's Motion. (NRC Staff Response to Licensee Motion for Summary Dis-
position of Contention 3). The Staff response was accompanied by an
affidavit of Dr. Lawrence I. Kopp regarding Contention 3.
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On March 19, 1986, Intervenors Ged a response to Licensee's Motion I

together with "Intervenors' Statement of Material Facts as to Which !
There Is a Genuine Issue to Be Heard with Respect to Intervenors' Con- |
tention 3" and an affidavit by Joette Lorion. 1

II. LEGAL STANDARDS FOR SUMM.ARY DISPOSITION

Summary disposition of contentions in NRC proceedings is governed
by 10 C.F.R. I 2.749.8

Under 10 C.F.R. f 2.749(a), any party may move, with or without sup-
porting affidavits, for a decision in its favor as to all or any part of the
matters involved in the proceeding. Such a motion must be accompanied
by "a separate, short and concise statement of the material facts as to
which . . . there is no genuine issue to be heard." Id. Any other party
may support or oppose the motion. If it opposes the motion, a party
must fde its own statement of the material facts as to which it contends
there is a genuine issue to be heard. Material facts are deemed to be ad-
mitted unless controverted by the opposing party. Id.

Under 10 C.F.R. I 2.749(b), when a motion for summary disposition is
Ged and is supported by afTidavits, "a party opposing the motion may
not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his answer." Instead, the
opposing party's "answer by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this
section must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue
of fact." Id See also Houston Lighting and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nu.
clear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-629,13 NRC 75, 77 78 (1981);
Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), LBP-83 56,18
NRC 421,430 (1983). In particular, "[t]he opposing party's facts must be
material, substantial, not fanciful, or merely suspicious." Gul/ States Utili-
ties Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-7510,1 NRC 246,248
(1975) (footnotes emitted). A party may not oppose a motion for sum-
mary disposition "on the vague supposition that something may turn up"

| at hearings, id.; nor may an opposing party rely upon general denials
'

coupled with a claim that more information is needed for the party to
evaluate the movant's analyses. Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North
Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 584,11 NRC 451, 455

- (1980). Furthermore, 9 2.749(b) provides that "[a]mdavits shall set forth
such facts as would be admissible in evidence and shall show affirma-

' The standards for sammary dispout,on under 10 C F R. 51.749 are sanular to those standards for sum-
mary judgment under Rule Se of the Federal Rules of Cml Procedure Teseessee Valley Aur4onry
(Hartsville Nuclear Plant. Units I A. 2A, I D. and 28), ALAB 554,10 NRC 15,20 n.17 (1979); Clewiest
Elertne Illsminaries Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Units 1 and 2). ALAB-44). 6 NRC 741. 75344
(1977).

i
'
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tively that the afriant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein." If such an answer is not filed, summary disposition shall be
granted, if appropriate.10 C.F.R. I 2.749(b).

Under 10 C.F.R. I 2.749(d), summary disposition shall be granted

if the fdings in the proceeding, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admis-
sions on fde, together with the statements of the parties and the sfrulavits, if any,
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party
is entitled to a decmon as a matter of law.'

*

III. DISCUSSION OF CONTENTION 3

Contention 3 and the bases for the contention state as follows:

Contention 3

That the uranium enrichment amendments increase the chances of a enticality acci-
dent occurring in the fresh fuel pool and establishes a clear reduction in the safety
margin of the fresh and spent fuel pool.

Basesfor Contention

a) The U.235 loading of $2.40 grams per axial centimeter (SER pg 2), is the maxi.
mum loading which can assure a K.sof no greater than 0.95, including uncertainties.
Thus, the safety margins for the enrichment of the fuel have been pushed to the
limit and leave no margin of safety.

b) The increase of criticality from 0.95 to 0.98 for the fresh pool pushed the critical.
ity of the pool closer to criticahty, which is 1.0. This increases reactivity and in<
creases the possibility of a criticality accident and/or loss of fuel cooling system
flow. Thus, the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A. cnterion 62 will not
be met.

In admitting Contention 3, we stated that "the contention should be read
as challenging the adequacy of this acceptance criteria Fy alleging that
K.cr of 0.98 is not adequately safe for fresh fuel exposed to abnormal, op-
timum moderation conditions and 0.95 is not adequate for fresh or spent
fuel exposed to the abnormal condition of full flooding with unborated
water." Memorandum and Order (September 24,1985) at 7 8.

The material facts regarding the issues raised by this contention are
- not in dispute. These facts are summarized below.

De new fuel storage vaults and the spent fuel storage pools at Turkey
Point are unrelated facilities and are physically located in separate areas
of the plant. The new fuel storage vaults are intended for the receipt and
temporary storage of fresh unitradiated fuel assemblies being shipped
into the plant. Dese fresh fuel assemblics do not require any shielding or
cooling and, under normal conditions, are stored in a dry condition in
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the Turkey Point new fuel storage vaults. The absence of a moderator
for the fresh fuel assemblies in the new storage vaults assures very low
values of K,n with a large margin to criticality during normal storage of
these assemblics. Spent fuel storage pools are designed and intended to
store fuel discharged from the reactor core. The spent fuel assemblies are
stored in borated water in the Turkey Point spent fuel pools. The pres-
ence of boron in the spent fuel pool water absorbs neutrons and there-
fore assures very low values of K,n with a large margin to criticality
during normal storage of these assemblies 8

Criticality analyses for fresh fuel storage areas and spent fuel pools are
governed by General Design Criterion (GDC) 62 of Appendix A to 10
C.F.R. Part 50 of the NRC's regulations, which states that "(c)titicality
in the fuel storage and handling system shall be prevented by physical
systems or processes, preferably by use of geometrically safe configura-
tions." The NRC Staff has issued guidance, in the form of Standard
Review Plan (SRP) 99 9.1.1 and 9.1.2 (NUREG.0800), for complying
with GDC 62. SRP f 9.1.1 states that the NRC Staff will accept storage
racks for new fuel assemblies if the Ken of the assemblies is less than 0.95
for flooded conditions and if the Ken will not exceed 0.98 for conditions
of optimum moderation. SRP $ 9.1.2 states that the NRC Staff will
accept storage racks for spent fuel assemblies if the K,n of the assemblies
is not greater than 0.95 for flooded conditions with unborated water.
The design basis Ken limits for the Turkey Point fresh fuel storage vaults
and spent fuel pools conform with the Kerr criteria in SRP ff 9.1.1 and
9.1.2.4

Intervenors are incorrect when they contend that the Turkey Point
Ken limits are not adequate to prevent criticality. The Turkey Point Ken
limits are less than 1.0, thereby assuring that fresh and spent fuel will be
stored in suberitical conditions. Further assurance is provided by the fact
that: (1) Ken is calculated by methods which have been calibrated and
checked (thereby assuring the calculated values of Ken are highly reli-
able), (2) all known uncertainties are included in the calculated values of
Ken, and (3) the Ken limits apply to very unusual and highly improbable
accident conditions (i.e., the presence of unborated water in the fresh
fuel storage vaults and the absence of boron in the spent fuel pool
water), and under normal conditions the fresh and spent fuel assemblies.

are maintained in a strongly suberitical condition by the absence of a

e Turner Afrdavit.11 s-10; Kopp Affdant.1161).
8 Although the sRP does not have the force or regulations, the Appeal Board has held that ''the stalt
guidance and acceptance entenon for spent fuel pool enticahty is entitled to considerable weight" Coe.
sumers #>=er Ca (Big Rock Poent Nuclear Plant), ALAB 723.17 NRC 562. 564 (1983)
* Turner Afridavit.111215, Kopp Arrdavit 113
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moderator in the fresh fuel storage vault and the presence of borated
water in the spent fuel pool. A criticality accident would be possible
only if two independent and unlikely accident conditions were postulated
to occur simultaneously. This possibility is not credible and is not re-
quired to be considered under NRC Staff and industry standards.s

Intervenors also are incorrect when they contend that the Turkey
Point Ken limits "leave no margin of safety." The Ken limit of 0.95 appli-
cable to the Turkey Point fresh fuel storage vaults and spent fuel storage
pools under conditions of flooding with unborated water provides for a
criticality safety margin of 0.05 AKen. This margin is a factor of five
times the usual uncertainty included in the calculated Ken for fresh fuel
storage vaults and a factor of two or more times the normal uncertainty
included in the calculated Ken for spent fuel storage pools. These safety
factors are more than sufficient to assure that criticality will not occur.
Furthermore, the existence of optimum moderation uniformly through-
out a fresh fuel storage vault is not a credible occurrence and represents
a theoretical and conservative upper bound condition. Consequently, the
Ken limit of 0.98 for fresh fuel assemblies under conditions of optimum
moderation provides a large criticality safety margin.o

Finally, Intervenors are incorrect when they contend that the in-
creased fuel enrichment amendments reduced the margin of safety to
criticality in the Turkey Point fresh fuel storage vaults and spent fuel
pools. The amendments did not modify the preexisting Ken limit of 0.95
for the Turkey Point spent fuel pools and fresh fuel storage vaults under
flooded conditions. Consequently, the amendments did not reduce the
margin of safety provided by these limits. Although the increased fuel
enrichment amendments did establish a Ken limit of 0.98 for conditions of :

optimum moderation in the fresh fuel storage vaults, there previously
was no license requirement to consider optimum moderation in the
vault? Consequently, the Ken limit of 0.98 is a new and additional re-
quirement, and not a reduction in safety provided by a previous require-
ment.e

* Turner Amdant.116.
e Turner AfTxiant. 1118. 21. and 24.

' There is on K., criterios appheable to "optimum moderation" accidents in spent fuel pools, since the
presence of sanniens steel plates between the assembhes in the spent fuel storage racks absorbs therma.
hred neutroas and therefore removes the condsuons necessary for optimum moderstaon. (Turner Amda.
ut,121) Additaonally, the Appeal Board hat ruled that the possabshty of opumum moderauon in a
spent fuel pool need not be considered when rehable makeup is pronded for the pool. Cossumers Anser
Ca (Big Rock Posat Nuclear Plant), AL.AB-723,17 NRC 562 (19811
8 Turner Amdant. 1119,22. ud 25.
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Intervenors have set forth in five numbered paragraphs (two bear the
number 3) statements which it is asserted are material facts as to which
there is a genuine issue to be heard with respect to Intervenors' Conten-
tion 3. However, it is readily apparent on examination of these state-
ments, that not one properly can be characterized as a specific fact
showing that there is a genuine issue of fact.

IV. CONCLUSION

The K.a limits for the Turkey Point fresh fuel storage vaults and spent
fuel pools conform with the NRC Staff's acceptance criteria. These
limits require that the fresh and spent fuel assemblies be maintained
suberitical under postulated accident conditions, even when all known
uncertainties are accounted for. Furthermore, these limits provide for
margins of safety to criticality which are several times the normal uncer-
tainties included in the calculated values of K.a. Consequently, the limits
are sufficient to prevent criticality in accordance with the Commission's
regulations. Since there is no genuine issue regarding any of these mate-
rial facts, the Licensee is entitled to summary disposition of Contention 3
as a matter oflaw.

V. ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire
record in this matter, it is, this 25th day of August 1986, ORDERED

1. That the Licensee's Motion for Summary Disposition of Conten-
tion 3 (January 27,1986) is gmnted; and

2. No other contentions having been admitted for litigation, the
record is hereby closed and this operating license amendment proceeding
is dumbsed.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.760, that
this Decision shall constitute the final decision of the Commission thirty
(30) days from its date of issuance, unless an appeal is taken in accord-
ance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.762 or the Commission directs otherwise. See
also 10 C.F.R. Il 2.785 and 2.786. Any party may take an appeal from.

this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal within ten (10) days after serv-
ice of this Decision. A brief in support of such appeal shall be filed
within thirty (30) days after the filing of the Notice of Appeal (forty (40)
days if the appellant is the Staff). Within thirty (30) days after the period
has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty
(40) days in the case of the Staff), any party who is not an appellant may
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(de a brief in support of, or in opposition to, the appeal of any other
party. A responding party shall file a single responsive brief, regardless
of the number of appellants' briefs filed.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Robert M. I. azo, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luebke
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 25th day of August 1986.

o

.

O
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In this Partial Initial Decision, the Licensing Board finds that Appli-
cants have provided adequate assurance that public ground water sup-
plies will not be contaminated by an accidental spill of radioactive water,
and that certain polymer materials to be employed in plant components

j that perform safety-related functions are environmentally qualified.

APPEARANCES
.

Bruce W. Churchill, and David R. Lewis, Esgs., Shaw, Pittman, Potts &
Trowbridge, Washington, D.C., and James E. Joiner, Charles W.
Widtney, Kevin C. Greene, and liugh M. Davenport, Esgs., Trout.
man, Sanders, Lockerman & Ashmore, Atlanta, Georgia, for the
Applicants.
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for the Intervenor, Georgians Against Nuclear Power.

Bernard M. Bordenlek, and Lee Dewey, Esgs., Bethesda, Maryland, for
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Scope of Decision

The proceeding involves an application for an operating license for the
nuclear Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units I and 2 (VEGP), lo-
cated in Burke County, Georgia. The application was filed by Georgia
Power Company as agent and representative for the co+wners, Georgia
Power Company, Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia, Oglethorpe
Power Corporation, and City of Dalton, Georgia (Applicants). Interve-

. nor Georgians Against Nuclear Energy (GANE) contests the applica-
tion. In this Partial Initial Decision, the Board considers two of three
Intervenor contentions involving environmental and technical issues liti-
gated at a hearing held in March 1986, in which Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Staff (Staff) also participated as a party.

The three contentions heard, as originally numbered, consist of Con-
tention 7 (alleging that Applicants have failed to assure that the ground
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water below VEGP will not be contammated by a spill of radioactive
water); Contention 10.1 (alleging that Applicants have failed to assure
that certain polymer materials, to be employed in components of the
VEGP that perform safety related functions, are environmentally quali-
fled); and Contention 10.5 (alleging that Applicants have failed to assure
that certain models of solenoid valves that are to be used to perform
safety-related functions in the VEGP are environmentally qualified). The
Board has deferred ruling on Contention 10.5 because of the issuance, on
August 25, 1986, of "Board Notification Regarding ASCO Solenoid
Valves for Vogtle Units 1 and 2" (Board Notification No. 8618). We
have decided Contentions 7 and 10.1 in Applicants' favor. StafT had sup-
ported Applicants on the contentions.

The Board found that: as to Contention 7, Applicants have provided
adequate assurance that public ground water supplies will not be con-
taminated by an accidental spill of radioactive water at VEGP, and as to
Contention 10.1, Applicants have provided adequate assurance that cer-
tain polymer materials, to be employed in components of the VEGP that
perform safety related functions, are environmentally qualified.

The Board concluded that, as to the contentions addressed in this Par-
tial Initial Decision, there is reasonable assurance that, if an operating li-
cense is granted to Applicants, the activities authorized will not be inimi-
cal to the common defense and security, can be conducted without
endangering the health or safety of the public, and will be conducted in
compliance with applicable NRC regulations.

B. Development of the Decision

Applicants filed an application to operate VEGP on June 22, 1983.
The facility contains two pressurized water nuclear reactors and is lo-
cated in Burke County, Georgia,26 air miles south southeast of Augusta
and 15 air miles east northeast of Waynesboro. Each unit is designed to
operate at a net electrical output of approximately 1160 megawatts.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published a Fedeml Reg-
ister Notice of Opportunity for Hearing on December 28,1983. 48 Fed.
Reg. 57,183 (1983). Petitions for leave to intervene and requests for hear-
ing were subsequently filed by GANE, Campaign for a Prosperous

,

Georgia (CPG), Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment, and the Con-
sumers' Utility Counsel of Georgia. On January 31,1984, this Board was
established to rule on the petitions to intervene and to preside over the
proceeding in the event a hearing was ordered. 49 Fed. Reg. 4570 (1984).

The Consumers' Utility Counsel withdrew its petition for leave to in-
tervene on February 20, 1984, and in a Memorandum and Order dated
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March 9,1984 (unpublished), we ruled that Coastal Citizens for a Clean
Environment had not demonstrated the necessary interest to establish
standing to intervene.

On May 30,1984, the Board conducted a prehearing conference to
consider some two dozen proposed contentions submitted by GANE and
CPG, many of which were identical. Thereafter, by Memorandum and
Order of September 5,1984 (LBP 84 35,20 NRC 887), the Board admit-
ted for adjudication nine separate contentions on environmental and
technical issues, which GANE and CPG adopted as Joint Intervenors.
Contentions on emergency planning were permitted to be renled after
the emergency plans were submitted. This caused consideration of emer-
gency planning issues to be delayed and considered separately from the
other matters.

The contentions admitted by the SepteGer 5 Order, with their origi-
nal numerical designations, were: Cor.iention 7 (alleging a lack of assur-
ance that a spill of radioactive v.ater on site w6uld not result in contami-
nation of the aquifers underlying the site); Contention 8 (alleging a fail-
ure to enforce a quality assuic see program in the construction of the fa-
cility that provides adequately for the safe functioning of diverse struc-
tures, systems, and components); Contention 10.1 (alleging that Appli-
cants have failed to assure that certain polymer materials, to be em-
ployed in components of the VEGP that perform safety related func.
tions, are erAronmentally qualined); Contention 10.3 (alleging a lack of
assurance that the environmental qualification of single conductor cables
is representative of multiconductor performance); Contention 10.5 (alleg.
ing that Applicants have failed to assure that certain models of solenoid
valves that are used to perform safety related functions in the VEGP are
environmentally qualified); Contention 10.7 (questioning whether the
VEGP hydrogen recombiners have transducers or sensors that need to
be qualified and whether the recombiners have been qualified as a unit);

,

Contention 11 (alleging that Applicants have failed to consider vibration-
! induced fatigue cracking and bubble collapse-induced water hammer in
! the VEGP steam generators); Contention 12 (alleging that Applicants

had not properly assessed the amount of salt and chlorine gas release
from the cooling towers and the extent of consequent adverse agricul-

- tural and environmental damage); and Contention 14 (alleging that there
is no reasonable assurance that the emergency diesel generators manufac-
tured by Transamerica Delaval, Inc., to be used at VEOP, will be ade-
quate).

Following discovery, Applicants then moved for summary disposition
of each of the admitted contentions in which they were supported by
Staff. Intervenors responded only to the motions concerning Contentions

i
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7 and 8. T - Coard tranted summary disposition on all of the motions
except th n avolving Contentions 7,10.1, and 10.5.8

He Bc .: granted in part, and denied in part, Applicants' motion for
summary dispsition of Cot?cntion 7 and denied the motion as to Con. *

tention 10.1. The matters to be litigated in each of the contentions were
identified in the Memoranda and Orders ruling on the motions for sum-
mary disposit cn.88

Heating oc the contentions commenced on March 11, 1986, at
Waynesboro, Georgia, and continued through March 14,1986. Appli-
cants, GANE, CPG, and Staff appeared, GANE and CPG without
counsel.a CPG took the time allotted for making an opening statement to
comment adversely on the Commission's hearing process and then imme-
diately withdrew from the proceeding. (In this Decision where the term .

Intervenors is used, it perta'as to the time when GANE and CPG were I

both participating in the proceeding. The singular is uwd to identify
GANE.) Applicants and Staff presented witnesses to testify on each of
the contentions and cross-examined GANE's witneues. GANE pre-
sented a witness and cross-examined on Contention 7 but not on 10.1.
At!M.mi as an appendix (not published) is a list of the witnesses that tes-
tified at the hearing ca Contentions 7 and 10.1.

At the conclusion of the hearing the Board directed that the parties ,

file proposed fSdir gs of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with
the schedule set forth in 10 C.F.R. I 2.754. Filings were made by Appli-

,

cants ard Staff as directed. De witness who had testified on behalf of t

GANE on Contention 7 submitted timely proposed findings in the name
of GANE for the contention, but he was not an authorized representa-
tive of the organization. ne BueM permitted GANE to adopt his fil-
ings, which the organization did on May 30,1986. It is prmissible not to
require the same precision in the filings of a layperson than is demanded'

of a lawyer. No prejudice was shown to have resulted from this course
and the timely proposed findings were considered u if they were filed

,

j by GANE in the first instance.
'

The Board reached its decision in this proceeding upon consideration
of the entire record pertaining to Contentions 7 and 10.1. All proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law submitted by the parties on the

.

: The unpubluhed Memc anda and orders graating the motions are dstel as fonows- Contentann 8.
october 3.1985. ncommdestme acesed. December 3.1985. Contention lo ' ?,-eve 21.1985. Contention
10.7, November 3.1985; Contention 11. september 3.1985: Cuntention 12. December 24,1945; ami Con.
tentaon 14. November 25.1985. '

s The unpubished Memoranda and orders ruhng on the monons are dated as fonost contentna 1
November it.1985, nroemderstaos des,ed January 8.1986; and Contention 10.1. January 23.198A par.
tas/ neoanderstme greeud Fettuary 14, 1986.

* Counsel for latervenors withdrew from the proceeding ce January 28. 1986-

|
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two contentions, that are not directly or inferentially considered in this
- Initial Decision, were rejected as unsupported in fact or law or as unnec-

essary to the rendering of the decision. The Board's findings of fact are
supported by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence of record that
was presented by competent witnesses. The Board has concluded as to
the matters considered in this Partial Initial Decision that should operat-
ing licenses be issued to Applicants for VEGP, it will not be irsnical to
the common defense and security or to the health and salety of the
public.

At the time the oral hearing concluded on March 14, l'186, there re-
mained, of the eight contentions admitted for litigatian on the issue of
emergency planning, six that were unresolved. Two had previously been
disposed of by motions for summary disposition.' his posed the possi-
bility of a further heartng a e<xreency planning issues. Motions then
were filed for summary &mi'an of the tsmaining contentions, which
the Board granted, the last on July 17, 1986.5 All of the motions for
summary disposition of the emergency planning contentions were unop-
posed As a result of the disposition of all of the emergtncy planning
contentions, there was nothing left for the Board to adjudicate in th:
proceeding beyond the issues raised in the oral hearing. By notice to tne .

parties of Augus: 5,1986, we advised: (1) that we considered the entire
record closed and (2) an initial decision would be issued, not a partial
initial decision as was envisioned as of the close of the oral hearing. He
issuance on August 25, 1986, of Soard Notification No. 86-18, however,
caused the Board to defer ruling on Contention 10.5 and to issue this
Partial Initial Decision. The Board Notification advised that Staff had
forwarded a request for additional information to Applicants on their
main steamline break (MSLB) analysis, which relates to the environmen-
tal qualification of certain ASCO solenoid valves considered in Conten-
tion 10.5. The Staff's request in part questioned the applicability of the
methodology used for the qualification of ASCO valves exposed to su-
perheat conditions following an MSLB outside of containment. He
Board retains jurisdiction of Contention 10.5, the only contested issue yet
to be decided in the proceeding..

- -.

* The unobt shed Memoranda and vroers roams on the mouons are dated as follost Contention
IA% Februaif ).1986; and Contenuon EP.1. August 12.1985. reroes,de*ersea drend october 1.1985.
rt ed nuan trussed March 6.1986.4l

e The i.apwblished Memoranda a4 Orders ruhng on the mouona are dated as fonout EP.ldP.l(aV
EP.2(bk May 12.1986; EP.2AP.2(at May 15.194 EP.2rP.2(ch May 22.1986; EP-2dP 2(hk May
S.1986, and "*.S. July it,1986.
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Ground Water Contamiastion - Contention 7

Background

1. As admitted by our Memorandum and Order dated September 5,
1984, Contention 7 states as follows:

Applicarr has not adequately addressed the value of the ground water below the
plant site and fails to provide adequate assurance that the ground water will not be
contaminated as recuired by 10 C F.R. 51.20(a), (b), and (c),10 C.F.R. 50.34(aXI),
and 10 C.F.R.100.10(cX3).

LBP-84 35, supra. 20 NRC at 898. The gravamen of Contention 7 is that
an accidental spill of radioactive water on the Plant Vogtle site could
result in radioactive contamination of the water table and possibly the
deeper aquifers under the site.

2. On July 15, 1985, the Applicants filed "Applicants' Motion for
Summary Disposition of Joint Intervenors' Contention 7 (Ground-
water)." The motion was granted in part and denied in part by our
Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Motion for Summary Disposition of
Contention 7 re: Groundwater Contamination), issued November 12,
1985 (November 12 Order). Those issues satisfied by Applicants in the
motion to strike were the following: whether data on ground water
should be analyzed statistically; whether settlement of the VEGP has de-
formed the marl and thus affected its ability to function as an aquielude;
whether radioactive water in the auxiliary building (resulting from an ac-
cidental spill) could leak through the walls and into ground water;
whether there is significant uncertainty with regard to the geology and
hydrology under the marl; whether hazardous chemical wastes are cov-
ered by the contention, "hether ground water contamination experience
at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) can be extrapolated to VEOP; and
whether exploratory wells could provide a pathway for radioactive con-
taminants to reach ground water.

3. There were five issues of material fact remaining to be litigated,
as found by the November 12 Order. Those issues were:

'

(1) Adequacy of the Geologicai/ Hydrological Exploration of the
Vogtle Site;

(2) Uncertainty in Data on Marl Thickness and Permeability;
(3) Data on Marl Continuity;
(4) Direction of Ground Water Flow; and
(5) Ground Water Travel Time.
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4. Each of the parties prefded testimony on this contention and
sponsored witnesses who testified with respect to it at the hearing. Ap-
plicants prefiled testimony by Thomas W. Crosby, Clifford R. Farrell,
and Lewis R. West (hereinafter Crosby, et al, fr. Tr. 253) and testimony
of Dr. Stavros S. Papadopulos on Contention 7 (hereinafter Papadopulos,
ff. Tr. 253). We have examined the qualifications statements of these wit-
nesses and find that they are well-qualified geologists and/or
hydrogeologists. Joint Intervenors prefiled testimony by William F.
Lawless (hereinafter Lawless, ff. Tr. 720) and an attachment to the Law. '

less testimony characterized as an analysis of the Board's November 12
Order and dated December 15,1985 (hereinafter Lawless Attachment, ff. t

Tr. 720). No qualifications statement was appended to the fding by Mr.
Lawless, but we are able to assess his qualifications from the cross-exami-
nation of the witness at the hearing. Tr. 72128. Mr. Lawless, who is cut-
rently an Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Paine College, formerly
worked for the Department of Energy's Savannah River Plant (SRP)
where he had some experience reviewing reports and managing research
projects dealing, at least in part, with ground water hydrogeology. He
has had no training in geology or hydrology, however; his formal train-
ing has been in mathematics. We find him to have a general familiarity
with the scientific method and to be conversant in the area of ground
water hydrology, but his professional qualifications are in the area of
mathematics, not ground water hydrology. The NRC Staff prefiled testi-
mony of Lyman W. Heller and Raymond Gonzales (hereinafter Heller
and Gonzales, fr. Tr. 764). Their qualifications statements show that they
are qualified geological and hydraulic engineers.

8

Discussion

5. To make the context of Contention 7 understandable, we shall
begin with a brief description of the VEGP site geology and hydrology.
In the discussions that follow, we have relied on the testimony that we
found convincing.

6. Plant Vogtle is located on the Coastal Plain of Georgia. The
Coastal Plain is underlaid by a sequen:e of sedimentary formations con-
sisting of alternating beds of sand, clay, marl, and limestone sediments.

atop a basement complex of older sedimentary, crystalline, and metamor-
phic rocks. Crosby, et al ff. Tr. 253, at 2. The Tuscaloosa Formation
overlies the older basement complex and consists of sands and gravels
with scattered beds of silt and clay deposited in late Cretaceous time
(about 90 million years ago). Id. at 3. The Huber and Ellenton Forma-
tions overlie the Tuscaloosa Formation and consist of dark gray sandy

,
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clays and silts and multicolored clays deposited during the Paleocene
Epoch (Tertiary Period). He Lisbon Formation was deposited atop the
Huber and Ellenton Formations during the Eocene Epoch (Tertiary
Period). His formation is comprised of a lower calcareous sand unit,
called the "unnamed sands" becaeu it has no formal name, and an upper
ralcareous clay unit named the Blue Bluff marl. Finally, the Barnwell
Group of sediments was deposited over the Lisbon Forn ation during the
late Eocene Epoch and consists of sand with minor amounts cf clay and
limestones. De lowest stratum in the Barnwell Group, the Utley Lime-
stone, was locally deposited on the Blue Bluff marl and is not present,

everywhere. He overlying sediments of the Barnwell Group are com-
posed primarily of sands and silts which are exposed at the surface in the
Plant Vogtle area. Ibid.

7. Here are two major aquifers in the coastal plain region, both of
which occur under the Vogtle site. De lower aquifer is called the Creta-
ceous aquifer and consists primarily of the sands and gravels of the Tus-
caloosa Formation; it is often referred to as the Tuscaloosa aquifer, ne
upper aquifer is called the Tertiary aquifer and consists primarily of per-
meable sands and limestones of several Tertiary age geologic formations.
At the Vogtle site the Tertiary aquifer consists of the unnamed sands of
the Lisbon Formation. Both of these aquifers are confined under the
Vogtle site, with the uppermost confining layer being the Blue Bluff
marl of the Lisbon Formation. Id. at 4. In addition to these aquifers,
ground water also exists in the Barnwell Group in shallow, discontinuous
bodies and is referred to as the water table aquifer. Id. at 4 5.

Issues of Material Fact

(1) Adequacy of Geological / Hydrological Exploration of Vogtle Site

8. In denying in part Applicants' Motion for Summary Disposition
we pointed to three inadequacies in Applicants' program for exploring
the geology and hydrology of the Vogtle site that the Staff had identi-
fled in the Safety Evaluation Report (June 1985) (SER) and Applicants
i >.J agreed to correct. We concurred with the Staff that further evalua.

*

tion was needed. This involved further monitoring of the water table
aquifer and backfill to establish the design basis ground water level. In
addition, Staff required additional wells in the marl because of the lim-
uc4 monitoring that had been done over the full depth of the marl. Fi-
nally, Staff is requiring that the Ttscsloosa aquifer be monitored by
reading observation wells on a monthly basis, to determine the long term
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effect of withdrawing water from the aquifer. November 12 Order at 12
13,

9. During the summer of 1985, a further program of geotechnical
verification work was conducted at Plant Vogtle to resolve NRC Staff
questions and to acquire supplementary data on site characteristics. The
work consisted of conducting standard penetration tests of the backfdl,
core drilling and in situ permeability testing of the mari, labora tory meas-
urement of mari permeability, observation well installation, and laber.-
tory measurement of the cation exchange capacity and equilibium distri-
bution coefficient of the backfill. Crosby, et al, (f. Tr. 253, at */ 8.

10. At the time the Motion for Summary Disposition was filed, Ap-
plicants were still conducting laboratory permeabuity tests on cores
taken from the marl in June 1985, and data from well series 42 were still
being supplemented and confirmed by data from additional wells. At the
hearing the Staff witnesses testified that, based on Staff's review of Ap-
plicants' report entitled "Geotechnical Verification Work - Report of
Results," the geological exploration of the Vogtle site is now adequate.
That report, which was submitted to Staff by GPC on August 23,1985,
describes the exploratory work carried out by siA : ore borings into the
marl and the results of pressure tests conducted in the cored holes.
Heller and Gonzales, fr. Tr. 764, at 4. In addition, laboratory permeabil-
ity tests were conducted on ten core samples from the mart, the results
of which indicated that the marl permeability is about 10-' centimeters
per second (cm/s). This value is consistent with the description and clas-
sification of the marl. Id. at 5.

11. To address the Stefr's conceru about the design-basis ground
water level in the unconfined aquifer, which related to a structural rather
than a ground water contamination concern, .pplicants installed four
new monitoring wells in the plant backfill and two new wells in the
Barnwell sediments. Two of these wells have continuous water level re-
corders, and the remainder are being monitored on a weekly basis. Id. at
7. The Staff will impose a license condition for VEOP to require this
monitoring throughout the life of the plant, although the frequency of
monitoring will be subject to change. Id. at 8. Data thus far indicate that
the water level in the unconfined aquifer has remained well below the
165-foot design basis level. Crosby, et al, fr. Tr. 253, at ,t4-35.

,

12. In response to the SER concern regarding marl permeability, Ap-
plicants performed six continuous and controlled core borings into the
mari. The wells were located in two clusters at opposite corners of the
power block Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 8. Data on pore pres-
sure distribution within the marl obtained from these wells provide addi-
tional evidence that the marl is an aquiclude that impedes the mo.'ement
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of ground water from the water table aquifer to the lower aquifers. Id. at
'

16.

13. The monitoring of the Tuscaloosa aquifer called for in the SER is
an environmental concern intended to ensure that the withdrawal of
water from this aquifer will not have an adverse impact on other ground

'wate n:ss. li . at 8. This monitoring will be required throughout the
lifetime of the pant. Id.; Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 35 36.

; 14. Laborainy permeability tests on ten samples obtamed during
| core drilling of the mart, which gave permeaMlities ranging from 10 -* to

10 **, together with in situ field tests, confirm that the marl is nearly im-
permeable. Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 9. Staff testified that its,

requirement for additional geologic and hydrologic exploration of the
marl has now been satisfied. Id. at 6,13.

15. Intervenor's witness Lawless testified that breaching the mari in
order to monitor it may have resulted in the creation of flow pathways
through the marl. The witness cited no data or other source of informa-
tion to support this statement, however. The suggestion apparently is ;

pure speculation. Lawless, ff. Tr. 720, at 7. !
; 16. The Board finds that the further geological / hydrological explora. ;

tion called for by the Staffin the SER, for the purposes set forth, sups. *

in 1 A.8, has been adequately carned out by Applicants.
j. 17. Prior to the 1985 explorations called for in the SER, Applicants

.

|| conduesed exter.sive investigations of the geology and hydrology at and '

1 in the viciniti of the pisnt. Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 235, at 5. The investiga-
| tions commenced with site exploration in' 1971. A thorough literature !

search, stereoscopic examination of coloi air photographs, detailed eval- '!' untion of geologic conditions at and within 5 miles of the site, and geo-
logic reconnaissarice along 12 miles of the Savannah River bluff up- *

; stream and downstream were conducted. Geological field investigations
included geologic mapping, drilling, and geophysical surveys. During'

this phase of the investigation,474 exploratory holes werd drilled for a !.

total of 60,000 feet of hole. The drilling program included electric log.'
<

ging, natural gamma, density, neutron, caliper, and three-dimensional ve- j
'

locity logs in selected drill holes. Menard pressure meter tests were per.
formed to determine in situ engineering properties of the marl, which is '

the load bearing unit for plant structures. The geophysical surveys con-.

sisted of a total of 28,400 feet of shallow refraction seismic lines, 5000 :
,

feet of deep refraction lines, and cross hole velocity measurements in the i
upper 290 feet of materials. Id. at 5 6. f

18. Ground water studies were also conducted during initial site ex- i

pioration. These studies included in situ permeability testing, installation r

and monitoring of observation wells, and canvasses of offsite, nonproject g

i

I
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wells. A total of 280 wells were located and inspected on the west side
of the Savannah River. These included all welle in use within 7 miles of ,

the site and an estimated 60% of the wells beyond to a distance of 10
miles from the site. Id. at 6. I

19. Investigations of the geology and hydrology at VEOP continued |

during site excavation and construction. These included detailed geologic ;
'

mapping of the soil and rock strata exposed during the power block ex-
cavation plus coring and testing of the Blue Bluff mari. Over 100 addi-
tional exploratory holes were drilled in the vicinity of Plant Vogtle. In_ !

addition, since initial site exploration in 1971, thirty seven observation ,

wells have been used to monitor water levels in the wa?er-table aquifer, '

and the Tertiary aquifer has been monitored by twenty three wells. Data
have also ber.n obtained from four wells open to the Cretaceous aquifer.
Ibid.

20. In May and June of 1982 another major well canvass was con-
ducted to accumulate a comprehensive hydrogeologic data base to evalu-
ste the postulated Millett fault. A total of 886 wells encompassing an
area of approximately 4400 square miles surrounding the plant were in-
vestigated. Geophysical well log data from both the State of Georgia
Geological Survey and the U.S. Geological Survey were obtained and
analyzed. As part of the Millett study, twelve observation wells were in-
stalled along two lines southeast of the plant. The wells were drilled
through the mari, and water levels were monitored in the Tertiary and
Cretaceous aquifers below the mari. Data from these and other core
holes provide accurate dermition of the depth of geologic units, lithol-
ogy, and aquifers from the plant to 19 miles southeast of the plant, and
evidence of the lateral extent of the marl in that direction. Even more
recently, in 1984, a well canvass was conducted to identify all offsite
we!!s within 2 miles of the plant.' Id. at 7 and Fig. 3.

21. Witness Farrell testified that he believes that the exploration done
is adequate for characterization of ground water, and witness
Papadopulos testified that the number of wells to the north and north-
west, in the direction of ground water flow, is more than sdequate to
establish the presence of the marl. Tr. 272 73. Wit :ss Crosby testified

|
that the Blue Bluff marl was also explored to the south and southeast by
core holes and that examination of core holes throughout the plant site-

! gives confidence that the marl b consistent throughout the area. Tr. 281.
Dr. Papadopulos attested that he, too, believes, based on his professional

e On bnef, latervenor aguculates that the Apphcasts' geologwal/hydrologwal surveys "appear to have
treened protectma of the ground weier as a secondary connaderston." einar crosby, er at ff, Tr. 253.
Fis. 4 Tr. 27173. and Tr 2t481. tuulens PF st 10. The testunomy cited, howew r. contredets thz
speculate
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experience, that the number of wells at the site is try.e than adequate to
establish the continuity of the marl. Tr. 274. Staff Witness Heller testified
that in his opinion, the data set now available for the marl indicates the
marl to be continuous and to provide an effective impediment to ground
water movement from the backfill to the aquifer directly below the marl.
Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 14. Finally, witness Gonzales attested
that based on a review of all the information that has been made avail-
able to the Staff, he concludes that there is no need for concern that the
water table and underlying aquifer will be contaminated by normal plant
operation or a design-basis accident. Id. at 25. L

,

22. The Board finds that the geological and hydrological exploration
at VEGP is adequate to accurately characterize the geological forma-
tions and ground water conditions beneath the site.

(2) Uncenalnty in Data on Marl Thickness and Permeability

23. As we indicated, supra. at 5 8, Staff had required in the SER that
: additional exploration over the full depth of the marl was needed be-

cause of the limited monitoring of the marl prior to 1985. Because the
required work was still in progress in November 1985, this issue re-
mained to be litigated.

24. The Blue Bluff marl is a densely consolidated, fine-grained calcar-
,

cous clay with subordinate lenses of dense, well. indurated, well-ce- '

mented limestone. Reported values of the permeability of unweathered
clays, of which the marl is a type, range from 10-' to 10 -88 cm/s.
Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 12.,

25. Thickness and permeability of the marl were tested in situ during
the sin exploration in 1971 1983; eighty packer tests and permesmeter
tests were conducted in twenty two drill holes. During the geotechnhal
ve .fication work conducted in the summer of 1985 an additional fSeen
p .eiter tests were performed hi six new holes, and laboratory permeabil- *

ity measurements were taken en ten samples from these holes. Id. at 9,
1314; Tr. 281. Marl thickness was determined by data from more than
200 exploratory holes and wells, which included approximately 25 south
of the power block area (the power block area includes the entire4

. backfilled excavation) and a large number to the north.' Crosby, et al,

The Statrhwemen testunomy stated that mart thickness uns know1i from 33 npboratory bcies, uluch,

staff cons,dered to be a niore chas adequate Amber. Hener and Gonzales, fr Tr. 44, at II. Wie ess i
,

Heuer cited Table 28-2 of tb FSAR as t'ne source of this informaten.14 But Table 25-2 e awrely a |
catalogue of selected mart core samples, obtamed from 33 princmal honaga, t!.at wett placed un protec. >

rive storsse. FsAR I 2B 2 FSAR Table 28.I. however, tabulates drdhng statastics of 354 hor.zas 14
|18.l. Far more than 33 of these holes were deep enoush to renettste the mart Moreover. Whe es
Farreu testeed that more than 200 holes penetrated the mart Tr. 663.

>
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ff. Tr. 253, at 8 and Fig. 4; West, Tr. 81011; Tr. 267. The marl is 65 to
70 feet thick and extends over an area well beyond the limits of the plant
site and the interfluvial ridge on which tle site is located. Because of
excavation, marl thickness has been reduced to generally about 60 feet
under the power block. An exception occurs under the auxiliary build-
ing, where additional excavation to accommodate the building's founda-
* ion reduced ri.:ai tiackness to 38 feet. Crosby, et al, fr. Tr. 253, at 1213;
Heike and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 11; Tr. 319.

26. thring site exploration, in situ perir cability tests were performed '

at eighty intervals of varying depth in twenty two exploratory holes.
Constant.had inflow methods were used. In twenty of the holes, inflat- -

able packers were used to isolate a specified test interval, and water was
injected under pressure into the isolated interval. Crosby, et al, fr. Tr.

'

253, at C, *>apadopulos, Tr. 451. In two holes near the intake structure,
permeameter tests were conducted. Crosby, et al. ff. Tr. 253, at 13. In
nearly all of the test intervals, no measunble water inflow occurred.
Water inf%w from test intervals into the tnarl was measured in only
three holes. Two of these were in near surtece, weathered marl at the
intake structure. Three other cases of apparent water inflow actually re-
sulted from leakage around the packers. Id. at 1314. These results indi-
cate a permeability of less than 10-' em/s, which would allow 1.5 to 2
inches per year of water to pass through the marl. '1% e,timate of per-
meability is consistent with the total recharge, about 15 inches per year,
that is available to the water table aquifer. Were the permeability of the

.

marl as high as 10 -' cm/s the flow through the marl would be about 20

( to:hes per year and the water table aquifer abcVe the marl would not
exist Papadopulos, Tr. 451,

,

27. In situ permeability testing was conducted again in the summer of
1985, .t Sfteen intervals in six new holes. The entire thickness of the
marl penete. Mal in the holes was tested in 10-foot intervals, to ensure that
all of the man and interbedded limestone lenses were tested, in all of

; these in situ test'. , *ater intake was zero. Thus, results from the recent in
situ tests confirmed u earlier in siru measurements. Crosby, et al, ff. Tr.
253, at 14.

28. The laboratory permeability tests on ten marl core samples col-
lected in the summer of 1985 gave permeabilities ranging from 8.5 x 10 -'

4
to 5.0 x 10 -' cm/s. Ibid. There were five values in the 10 ** range, three
in the 10 -' range, one in the 10 ** range, and one in the 10 -' range.
Papadopulos, Tr. 391. The harmonic mean of these permeability tests is

j
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4.3 x 10'*.* Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 20. The harmonic mean is the
appropriate statistic for estimating average rate of water movement
across a layered earth system, and the Blue Bluff marl has such a layered
heterogeneity. Ibid.; Papadopulos, Tr. 587 89; also see VEOP FSAR, at
2.5.1 19 and Fig. 2.5.124. Water movement through the marl is primarily
in the vertical direction, across the layers. Papadopulos, Tr. 591. Mete-
over it is the vertical component of flow in the marl that is of interest.
Id, Tr. 588. We conclude that it is clearly appropriate to use the har.
monic mean of the permeabilities of the core samples, rather than the
arithmetic mean.

29. Applicants used the harmonic mean only as a check on the per-
meability of 10-' em/s (0.1 foot per year (ft/yr)) estimated from the in1

sits tests, which was adopted by Applicants as the upper bound of marl
permeability. The mean of 4.3 x 10 -e em/s (0.045 ft/yr) from the labora.
tory permeability tests indicates that the 0.1 ft/yr estimate is reasonably
conservative.s Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 20. In situ permeability tests
are generally considered to be more accurate than laboratory tests on
core samples, because laboratory samples are of small size and therefore
may not be representative, and the samples are necessarily disturbed
when extracted. Papadopulos, Tr. 45152; Gonzales, Tr. 769. We con-
clude that the evidence establishes that the permeabi;ity estimste of 10-'
cm/s is both reasonably accurate and reasonably conservative.

30. The Board fmds that there is sufficient certainty in the data on
marl thickness and permeability to resolve this issue in Applicants' favor.

(3) Data on Marl Continuity

31. The continuity of the Blue Bluff mart, i.e., the lack of voids, open ;

joints or fractures has been demonstrated at VEGP by a program of, ,

; drilling, coring, standard penetration testing, and undisturbed sampling
that has penetrated over 10,000 feet of the marl since 1971. During i

coring, the most revealing evidence of voids or fractures is a Iws of drill-
i.'s fluid and/or a sudden or rapid advance of the core barrel. At no time
diring the testing program was there any unaccountable fluid loss or ab-
nornal tool advance in the mar!. Very few joints or fractures were ob.<

served, and those identified were consistently found to be tight and with-.

,

8 Intervenor chaDensee Appbcasts'see of the hannosce mesa, on the grounds that Appbcants have not *

ebowie that the snarl is layered or that enter movemens through the earl is prodoeunnatly verta.l. k

Lawlses PF st 14. There is no benas for either allegataca.
i 8 on bnef. Intervonor proposed a perstentahey value for the mart of 0.3 ft/yr, or S x 10''cm/s, and

;
calculeaed groussi meter travel tune across the 3s-foot tluck esction of mart beneath the amadiary budd-
ins ce tius basa Lawless PF st 18. This permeetahty value was eussessed de asio and totally lacks any >

evideotasty best Comasquently se must be rejected.<
r

,

4
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out voids. Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 1415. More than 200 holes pene-
trated the marl and showed it to be a tight, calcareous clay of essentially

[ constant thickness throughout the area. Farrell, Tr. 663-64.
32. Visual inspection and detailed logging and photographing of

more than 500 feet of extracted samples of marl have likewise produced ,

*
-

no indications of voids or extensive fracture zones. Marl that was t;m. :

posed during excavation in the power block was examined directly and |

carefully logged by qualified geologists. This included more than 900,000 |
Isquare feet of the upper surface of the marl in the power block excava '

tion, more than 20,000 square feet of vertical face in the auxiliary build-
'
:

ing excavation, and more than 20,000 square feet in the radweste solidifi-
j cation bt,ilding caisson ueavation. These extensive and detailed mapping

investigations of the marl produced an abundance of data indicating an f
i

absence of voids, solution cavities, and systematic or extensive fractures j

or joint sets in the mari. Crosby, et al. ff. Tr. 253, at 1516. ,

33. The report from the 1985 geotechnical verification work pre-
sented geologic drill logs for the new holes drilled into the marl, which r

provide evidence that the mart is continuous and lacks detectable paths [

f.,r water to leak into the lower aquifer. Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, <
-

at 16. Staff testified as to additional evidence which also demonstrated !
the marl to be an effective and continuous aquiclude; the evidence is .

*

; found in another report, "Vogtle Energy Generating Plant - Ground-
water Monitoring Program July December,1985" that was attached to a
letter, dated February 6,1986, from J. Baily to B.J. Youngblood at the

'

!
NRC. Id at 14-15.

34. The large and consistent hydraulic head differential between the
water-table aquifer and t'nc confined aquifer immediately below the marl

!
confirms that the marl is a barrier to significant ground water movement. ;

j Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 16. The hydraulic head or energy potential i

of ground water in an aquifer is commonly expressed in units of feet ,-

above sea level and is determined by measuring the elevation of water in ;
;

an observation well. Ibid. Observation wells constructed in 1971, includ. +

j
ing two open to the marl itself and one each open to de confined and [
water table aquifers, showed that in the vicinity of VEOP the hydraulic !

,

head in the water table aquifer is 45 to 55 feet greater than the hydraulic |
head in the aquifer immediately below the marl. Ibid. These wells were i

.

monitored for 4 years until construction of the plant required their clo- [
sure. Id. at 17.

*

35. In addition, two clusters of piezometers were installed in the

|,

power block in June and July of 1985 at opposite corners of the power ,

block; they provide a direct measurement of hydraulic head over the full ;
' depth of the marl. The differences in hydraulic head between ,

i

'
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piezometers within a cluster show a progressive decline in head with
depth which is consistent with the results obtained from the oeservation
wells installed in 1971.18 Id. at 18,

36. The Board finds the data regarding the continuity of the marl to
be adequate; they show that there are no voids, fissures, or fractures that
would allow radioactive material which might get into the water table
aquifer as a result of an accidental spill at VEOP to move into the con-
fined aquifers below the marl.

(C The Direction of Ground Water Flow

37. Three ground water maps for the Vogtle area dated November
1971, March 1980, and December 1984 showed differences in the flow
fields sufficient to soggest the possibility that flow fields under VEGP
may shift and change. These maps led Intervenors to challenge Appli-
cants' claim that ground water flow from the plant would be to the
northwest, toward Mathes Pond; Intervenors alleged that flow cuald
occur to the southeast and southwest as well. Novemb ~2 C: der at 23-
24. ;

38. Because the marl will prevent significant vertical movement of
contaminants through it, any migration of contaminants from an acciden-
tal spill at VEGP would be predominantly lateral in the direction of the
decreasing head in the water table aquifer. Crosby, et al. (f. Tr. 253, at
21,

39. Ti.e November 1971 map shows ground water conditions prior to
construction of the plant, with the highest ground water level of 162 feet
south of the plant, and another high ground water level of 161 feet'

northeast of the plant. Both of these elevations are higher than the
ground water level of 160 feet that is directly underneath the plant.
These two ground water levels indicate a ridge in the ground water sur-
face extending flom northeast of the plant to south of the plant. If the,

plant were located astride the ridge, contaminants from a spill at the!

plant might flow in both directions. Staff testified that because the plant
is located northwest of the ridge and ground water can only flow
downgradient, it is not possible for ground water to move from a level *

of 160 feet beneath the plant to a higher elevation along the ridge lo-
cated south of the plant. Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 17.

,

40. The November 1971 map also shows that ground water levels t

west of the plant are even higher at an elevation of 165 feet; therefore

8' Akhough laterwmor stated that the innue was addremed in iIl B of its proposed fmdanga, it mas not
,

Lawleu PF at 3
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- there could be no flow in a westerly direction. Flow in a northerly di-
rection is also impossible, because ground water would have to move
from an elevation of 160 feet beneath the plant down to an elevation of
155 feet, and then back up to an elevation of 160 feet. Staff believes that
the only direction ground water can flow from the plant is in a north- '

,

westerly direction. Id at 18.
41. The March 1960 map suggests that the Dow fields around the.

plant are directed back toward the plant,' but this circumstance resulted
from the effects of a temporary construction.related activity. The esca-
vation of the power block extended well below the ground water level.
To prevent sloughing of the excavation side slopes and to ensure dry,

: firm working conditions, the wnstruction area was dewatered; the 1980 )

map reflects the effects of this dewatering program. The dewatering pro- [
*

gram was terminated once construction was completed. INd
42. The post construction December 1984 map is similar to the pre.

construction November 1971 map in that it suggests a ground water !

ridge extending from south of the plant to northeast of the plant. This [
result indicates that dewatering was a temporary condition and suggests i>

that water table has returned to approximately the 1971 configuration. ;

Id at 19; Crosby, et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 22. Applicants' witnesses acknowl- ;

edged, however, that changes in the water table due to construction pre- !
'

ciude, at this time, a precise definition of its future configuration. Conso
quently, a flow path to the northeast cannot be unequivocally eliminated !
as a possibility. Id at 31. But in any case, the ground water ridge run- }
ning south to northeast will prevent ground water flow in a southerly i
direction. Id at 23; Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 19; Farrell and :

!

) Papadopulos Tr. 673 77; Gonzales, Tr. 774. Gro ind water records takea
for a period of 3 years prior to the start of construction indicated a per- i

Isistent divide south of the site.81 Papadopulos, Tr. 675.
I43. Ground water levels north and west of the plant are also lower

than at the plant, but the gradients in those direction. are flatt.r tl.an the; ,

j gradient toward the northwest. Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 19.
'

: Since ground water flow follows the path of least resistance, flow will be
toward the northwest. INd Ground water moving northwestward from ..

1 beneath the power block would ever:tually reach Mathes Pond. Crosby, !
et al, ff. Tr. 253, at 23; Crosby Tr. 401; Papadopulos, Tr. 486. If i,

radionuclides from a spill at the plant moved in ground water to Mathes j
; !

88 On knof, latervenor argues that costasmanants can move upgradent he of a hydromhc head and [
cosmentrance gradent rossinas iban a spill Laulses PF at 89-2a hathang in the record suppone temsj ,

- classi, however. Intervenor also refers to Figure 16 of Apphcants' tesuanomy which showed that la 1985 t
the smund water dmse had enuned ckner to the power blast 14 u ;a The alun as behewed to be the ,

j temtwary result of w=-i recharge caused by the addma et water to the area dunes W of f

the badfdL Crosby, er oL. if, Tr. 233. at 22

i i

!,

3% (

! |
'

r
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Pond, their concentrations would be further diluted to below mnimum
permissible concentration (MPC) levels for continuous routine releases as
ground water slowly discharged into Mathes Pond and, subsequently, to
the stream below Mathes Pond. Crosby, et al ff. Tr. 253, at 23, 30-31.

44. If, on the other hand, flow is northeasterly rather than toward
Mathes Pond, contaminants reaching the water table aquifer from the
backfill would travel toward the Savannah River. Id. at 31. The dis-
charge point would be on the bluff of the river at the head of a small
tributary to the river. After discharging to the tributary, concentration of
the spill would be diluted in the stream to below MPC levels. Id. at 32.

45. The Mathes Pond drainage has cut down to the mari, as have the
other streams bordering the interfluvial ridge on which the plant is lo-
cated, thus interrupting continuity between water table aquifers. Ibid
Ground water in the water table aquifers on both sides of the streams
and the pond discharges into the streams and the pond and daes not
cross them. Id. at 10, 23. Since the interfluvial ridge on which the plant
is located is bordered by the streams and pond, the water table aquifer
beneath VEGP is hydraulically isolated. Ibid. Consequently a spill at the
site flowing in any direction could not impair any domestic or other
wells located beyond the streams that border the interfluvial ridge. Id at
23. Dere is only one well on the interfluvial ridge that draws water
from the water table aquifer beneath VEGP; it is located approximately
1.7 miles south of the p ant, however, and an accidental spill would not
move in that direction. Ibid. De determination that flow is
northwestward is based on 13 years of records, from 1971 to 1984, and
those records suggest that the divide can be expected to exist for the life
of the plant. Gonzales, Tr. 774.

46. The Board finds that the evidence shows that radioactivity from
an accidental spill that gets into the water table aquifer can be expected
to move either northwestward and eventually enter Mathes Pond or
northeastward and eventually enter the Savannah River. In either case,
the contaminants would pose no threat to domestic or commercial
ground water supplies. Thus the issue of direction of ground water flow
is satisfactorily resolved.

'

(3) Ground Water Travel Time

47. In its November 12 Order the Board acknowledged Intervenors'
concern because Applicants ar.d Staff had used a one-dimensional rnodel
to calculate ground water travel time, assuming the travel pathway to be
the linear distance between point of spill and point of discharge, whereas
at the Department of Energy's SRP across the river from VEGP a more

281
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realistic three-dimensional model has been recently developed for esti-
mating ground water travel times. The Board noted that at VEOP the
hydraulic gradient becomes very steep as Mathes Pond and the Savan-
nah River are approached from the plant, and it wanted to know
whether a three-dimensional model that could account for changes in
flow velocity as the water table gradient changed would be superior to
the one-dimensional model that had been used by Applicants and Staff.

48. The time required for ground water to migrate through the back-
fill toward Linthes Pond is determined by the permeability and porosity'

of the material and by the hydraulic gradient. The relationship between
these parameters in determining ground water seepage is expressed by
Darcy's Law:

Y = Kl/ne,

where
V = seepage velocity (L/T),
K = coefficient of hydraulic conductivity (permeability)(L/T),
I = hydraulic gradient (ratio), and'

n, = effective porosity (ratio).
Crosby, et al., ff. Tr. 253, at 1819.

49. Applicants' witness Papadopulos addressed the foregoing ques-
tion. Papadopulos, ff. Tr. 253. Papadopulos compared results calculated
with a three-dimensional model with results calculated with the one di-
mensional model and showed that the one-dimensional model gave a
smaller travel time because the linear pathway is shorter than the three-

] dimensional pathway. Id. at 2-4 and Figs. I and 2. Staff took a different

|
approach, arguing that since travel time and sorption would reduce ra-
dionuclide concentration within the homogeneous backfill to below 10

!

i C.F.R. Part 20 limits by the time the contammants left the backfill, the
varying gradients between the site and Mathes Pond could be ignored.88

:

| Heller and Gonzales, ff. Tr. 764, at 20 24.
! 50. The Board finds that the concern with regard to use of the one-

dimensional model has been resolved by the foregoing testimony, which
shows the one-dimensional model to be more conservative than the

' three-dimensional model. Therefore we shall proceed now with our eval-

88 !stervenor clams that Apphcasta anaert "that the one,duneewomal approach is . . . more conservative
eeresse e4t /Imr pere ir longer" (emphaam addedh goes on to argue that a would be more correct "to
annert that flow pee 4 ir aherser de e ese sensus e 84 eve drarempaal modet* (er phaans addedk and concludes

.

"a does not then follow that the N dameemonal model a store consenstive." 16ed latervenor appears
!

to have ausread the testuncey of Dr. Papadopulce, who tesuned ''[ilince the hnear datance iis shorter
than the three duarassonal pathway 4. the travel tune calculated by the one<innessaonal approach is
smalles." Papadopulos. ff. Tr.133 at 4'

!
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untion of the estimates and testimony based on the one dimensional
model.

51. The backfill in the power block at VEOP is sand and silty sand
- compacted to an average of 97% ofits maximum density. De permeabil.
ity assignus to the backfill by Applicants was the maaimum value meas-
ured in situ,1220 ft/yr. Total porosity measurements of compacted back-
fill samples ranged from 31.6 to 37.6%, with an average of 34% For-
sand and silty sand, total and effective porosity are essentially the same.
The hydraulic gradient in the backfill along the Mathes Pond flow path
is 3.5 x 10-8, but for conservatism it was rounded off to 4.0 x 10.-s,
Crosby, et al., ff. Tr. 253, at 25 26. With these parameter values, Appli-

e

cants estimated seepage velocity in the backfill, using Darcy's equation,
to be 14.4 ft/yr. Using a flow path length of 550 feet, the ground water
travel time in the backfill was estimated by Applicants to be 38.2 years.
Id at 26. Taking into account retardation due to radionuclide sorption.
Applicants concluded that this travel time is sufficient to reduce the con-

'

.

centration of St-90 and Cs 137 spilled by rupture of the recycle holdup
tank to below the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) limits of 10
C.F.R. Part 20. Tritium, on the other hand, is not retarded; it would mi-
grate with ground water travelling through the backfill and would

4

; eaceed MPC limits. %ese three radionuclides are considered important
ha of their long halflives. Id at 27 29.'

52. De Staff performed its own calculations with Darcy's Law,
using somewhat more conservative parameter values. Staff assumed a
permeability of 2260 ft/yr and an effective porosity of 25% but used the

; same hydraulic gradient and length of flow path as Applicants. De re-
t

sultant ground water velocity through the backfill is 36.6 ft/yr and the
travel time would be 15 years. SER at 2 35 Staff assumed a rupture of
the waste evaporator concentrate holdup tank and considered Co-60, Sr-

i 90, Cs 134, and Cs 137. Ibid Staff also assumed that once outsde the
backfill, radionuclides would travel rapidly through the Utley Limestone
to a spring located at Mathes Pond. It conserystively ignored travel time
through the Utley Limestone in calculating travel time to the spring. Id,

| at 2-34 and Fig. 2.9. Considering. then, a travel time of 15 years and the
i

effects of sorption by soil and rock, Staff came to che corslusion that by
the time the four radionuclides left the backfill, each would have a con--

e
centration that is a small fraction of the MPC limits set by 10 C.F.R.
Part 20 and Part 100.58 Id at 2 36; Heller and Gonzales, fr. Tr. 764, at

; 20 24.
,

'

88latervenor argues that sr 90 m not retarded by sorption to the entent assumed by Apphcants and
|

Star, citag the Fmal Eavironmental Impact Statement, i-Reactor Operation. Savannah River Maat
Coun ed

i
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53. As was mentioned, spra, tritium is not retarded and would travel
with the ground water; given the postulated accidents, tritium concentra-
tion in ground water would exceed the MPC limits. Crosby, et al, ff. Tr.
253, at 29; Farrell, Tr. 306. If tritium migrated with ground water from
the backfill and through the Utley Limestone to Mathes Pond, it would
be further diluted in the pond and subsequently in the stream running
from the pond to the Savannah River, so that its concentration would be
below 10 C.F.R. Part 20 limits before it flowed off site. Crosby, et al, ff.'

Tr. 253, at 29-30. If, on the other hand, tritium migrated from the back-
fill and through the Utley Limestone to the Savannah River,it would be
diluted by stream water as it moved in the tributary toward the river. By
the time it entered the river, the concentration would be about half the
MPC value, and after entering the river it would be diluted to a negligi.
ble concentration almost immediately. M at 32 33. If tritium migrated
downward through the 38 feet of marl under the auxiliary building, the
estimated travel time for it to reach the confined aquifer below would be
123 years, because of the low ground water velocity in the marl. M at
20. When it finally reached the aquifer below the marl, the tritium
(which has a half. life of 12.26 years) would have decayed to acceptably
low concentrations. Farrell, Tr. 306.

54. We need not reach the eyestion of whether the Staff's or Appli-
cants' estimate of ground water travel time is the more acceptable, since
the results from both show that radionuclide concentrations from the
postulated accidents would be within MPC limits before migrating off
site. We find that ground water travel time is sufficiently low to assure
that any radionuclides that might be released by a design-basis accident
into the water-table aquifer under VEGP would be reduced to accept-
ably low concentrations, as a result of sorption, dilution, and radioactive
decay, or a combination of these factors, before migrating off site in
ground water.

Settlement of the VEGP

$5. Although not raised as an issue of material fact to be resolved at
hearing, the Board permitted inquiry into a collateral issue regarding the

.

(May 1954)(LReactor Elsk the Technxal summary or Groundwater Qualsy Protection Program at
savannah River Plant (December 1983) (Techazal summaryk and a report concerning the Edwin 1
Hatch Plant Lawless PF at 19 None of these documents a in evalence in the pnreedes Asade fross
that legal technwahty. the two pages cited in the Techazal summary display maps, o 7 neither of
whuh contaans any reference to se 90, and the paragraph whwh discuaned sr 90 on the page cited in the
LReactor Els opens m1th the sewement. "(sjtronuum, unhke tnuum, does not move over at the same
rate as ground mater . . . ." The Hatch report was not evadable to us. Evidence in the proceeding
edcates that sr 90 m retarded by sorpnon as assumed by Apphcants and staff, therefore Intervenor's
claun to the contrary must be repeted.

2g4
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impact that settlement of the VEOP would have on the grouted wells
under the buildings in the power block. There are three grouted bore
holes beneath the auxiliary building, eleven beneath unit I containment,
three beneath unit 2 containment, and seven under the turbine building.
West, Tr. 789 91. The issue is whether settlement might push the ground
columns downward, cattsing shppage of the grout columns within the
marl and thus opening a pathway for travel of contaminants. Tr. 713;
Lawless, fr. Tr. 720, at 6.

56. Lawless testified that the well grout columns are likely to be less
compressible vertically than the more clastic marl, and plant settlement
would punch these well grout columns downward at a rate that might be
different from the marl Lawless Attachment, ff. Tr. 720, at 8. Applicants
testified that the marl is actually more rigid than the grout columns.
Cro*by, Tr. 792. Moreover, slippage of the grout columns is very un.
likely because the large surface area of grout in contact with the marl
provides more than enough frictional area to prevent any movement.
Crosby Tr. 792 93. In addition, the unnamed sands under the marl are
dense enough to resist punching of the grout columns into the lower
sands. Crosby, Tr. 793; Papadopulos, Tr. 805. Moreover, the plasticity of
the marl would cause the marl to tend to deform and close any opening
that occurred. Papadopulos, Tr. 804-05; Crosby, Tr. 798.

57. Net settlement during the entire excavation, construction, and
backfilling process has been about 1 inch. Crosby, Tr. 794. Net settle-
ment is the difference between heave, which occurred before placement
of the backfill, and gross settlement after placement of the backfill. At
VEGP the heave was about 3 inches and the weight of the plant plus the
backfill caused a total settlement of about 4 inches. Crosby, Tr. 81516;
Heller, Tr. 776 77.

58. The Board finds that the evidence shows that the grout columns
under the building at VEGP will not move at a different rate than the
marl, should there be additional settlement. * Therefore they pose no
risk to the integrity of the marl beneath the power block.

'' Additaonal settlement at vEoP a noe espected to be signincant because backfdims a now 95% com.
plete. Crosby. Tr. ?94 latersenor claims that the possabaty of unesen settleinent was rained a tesumo.
ay. Lawleks PF at 28. Intersenor's citation. bowever, was to the opning statement read ato the record
by Mr. Tun Johnson when he withdrew he orgentratsoe Campaign for a Prosrerous George. from the
proceeding see Tr. 229-40. Mr. Johnson's statement a not testunomy. Moreover, the issue of continuias
arttlement at VEoP has already been resched in the proceeding by our November 12 Order. w here we
found frtwo the unduputed Amdant of Walter R Ferns (sept 7.1983) that settlement at vEoP was
enacatially counplete
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Conclusions

$9. Based on the evidence of record, the Board finds that Applicants
~ have adequately explored the geology and hydrology at VEOP and in
its vicinity. The thickness, permeability, and continuity of the Blue Bluff
marl have been established and will protect the underlying aquifers from

; contamination should an accidental spill or a design-basis accident occur
; at the plant. Further, the possible directions of ground water movement

away from the plant and ground water travel time have been deter-
mined, and the results assure that a postulated spill would pose no threat
to domestic or commercial water supplies. We also fmd that settlement
of structures overlying grouted wells could not result in the opening of
flow paths for contaminants through the marl. Dus, we conclude that
the issues regarding contamination of the water table and protection of
the underlying aquifers by an accidental spill or a design basis accident
are resolved. There is reasonable assurance that ground water used as
public water supplies will not be contaminated by an accidental spill, in.
cluding that resulting from a design basis accident, at VEOP. Contention
7 is without merit.

|

B. Environmental Qaalification - Centention 10.12

Background
<

l. This contention asserts that VEOP safety related equipment con-
taining certain polymer materials identified in a report by Sandia Na-

,

tional Laboratories (Sandia), and cited by Intervenors, has not been
properly qualified because of possible dose rate effects dealt with in the
report. (Dose rate effects refers to a phenomenon whereby radiation deg-

,

radstion of some materials may depend upon the rate of radiation expo-'

sure even though the total integrated done remains the same.) In this
contention Intervenors rely upon one Sandia report (NUREO/CR 2157,

,
' discussed below) for the proposition that dose rate effects can distort

conclusions regarding the acceptability of polymer materials destined for
:

use in the VEOP. That report gave results of tests on mechanical prop-
erties of these polymers, whereas their applications in VEOP also in-
volve the integrity of electrical properties of some of the polymers. Sub-'

;

; . sequent Sandia work included testing of electrical properties. Applicants'
j motion for summary disposition considered dose rate effects on mechani-

cal properties of the polymers, as raised by Intervenors in the contention,
as well as the electrical properties of some of the polymers as appropri-

,

{
ate to their VEOP applications, ne motion generated no Intervenor re-

! sponse. The motion satisfactorily resolved the contention inues on done

;

! 2ss

.

.
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rate effects on mechanical properties, and adequately explained Appli-
cants' review of investigations of dose rate impacts on electrical proper.
ties, with the exception of certain mechanical and electrical issues that
the Board found to have been inadequately addressed. Because of those
issues, we denied the summary disposition motion (note 2, supro). De
issues were identified as follows:

(1) Whether cross linked polyolefin is the only polymer in question
whose electrical properties were evaluated subsequent to radi->

i ation exposure.
! (2) What significance is to be derived from Duke Power Company's

10 year cable surveillance program.
(3) De scope and results of the mechanical stress tests on prototype

VEGP cables.
(4) The nature of Staff's requirement for an operational surveillance

program, the status of Staff's approval of Applicants' submittal
of a proposed surveillance program, and Staff's requirement for
its implementation.

(5) ne Staff's reliance upon a future operational surveillance pro-
gram rather than upon the prior environmental testing' results
described by Applicants.

Intervenor GANE offered no witnesses, conducted no cross-examination,
and submitted no proposed findings on the contention. Applicants pre-
sented the following witnesses as a panel: Joel Kitchens, Mark L.
Mayer, Patrick R. Nau, Harold J. Quasny, and George Bockhold, Jr.
(hereinafter the testimony of Kitchens, et al, fr. Tr. 561) and the testi-
mony of Bockhold and Quasny (Bockhold and Quasny, ff. Tr. 561). The
Staff presented Armando Masciantonio (whose prefiled testimony is in
evidence) as a witness (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 576). The professional quali.
fications of these witnesses were found to be acceptable for giving expert
testimony on the issues.

Disrussion

2. The Staff described the reason for the environmental qualification
of nuclear power plant equipment and identified the NRC's regulatory
requirements for same. The purpose of environmental qualification at a-

nuclear power plant is to demonstrate that equipment used to perform a
necessary safety function is capable of maintaining functional o'prability
under all service conditions postulated to occur during its installed life.
The qualification program must also demonstrate that the equipment in
question is capable of the specific length of operating time required fol-
lowing an accident. Environmental qualification is normally achieved by
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subjecting a representative piece of equipment to a test program that sim-
ulates the expected environmental and service conditions the equipment

'

will see during its installed life, followed by exposure to a simulation of
design basis accident environment during or after which the equipment is
required to operate. Exposure to the radiation generated by the normal
operation of a nuclear plant represents an environmental condition that

,

plant components and equipment must be qualified to endure. The higher i

radiation doses associated with a design-basis accident are not of concern
with respect to dose rate effects, since accident radiation effects can be
readily simulated. The regulatory requirements for environmental qualifi- i*

j
cation are stated in General Design Criterion 1 and 4 of Appendia A and t

;

l in H III, XI, and XVII of APPendia B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Specific
j requirements for environmental qualification of electric equipment impor-

tant to safety are stated in 10 C.F.R. I $0.49. Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 550, at
5 7.

3. In June 1981, Sandia published a report, NUREO/CR 2157, enti-
tied "Occurrence and Implications of Radiation Dose Rate Effects for
Material Aging Studies." The work reported therein dealt with labora-

| tory studies of the mechanical properties of ethylene propylene rubber

|
(EPR) and cross linked polyolefin (XLPO), to be used in VEOP as elec-

! tric cable insulation materials, and the mechanical properties of
chlorosulfonated polyethylene (Hypalon) and chloroprene (Neoprene), to'

i
be used in VEOP as electric cable jacketing materials. These materials

i were stripped from cable samples and irradiated in air and nitrogen at
radiation dose rates ranging from approximately 0.001 to 1.0 megarads
per hour (Mrads/ht). Degradation of tensile properties (elongation and
tensile strength) was measured radiation dose rate effects were found in
all materials tested in air. Kitchens, et al., ff. Tr. 561, at 4-6, 8 9;

,

j Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 576, at 2-4.
4. The dose rate effects on mechanical properties observed in these'

four polymers, however, are minor. Moreover, the differences in the ratei

! of degradation caused by the various dose rates decrease as the total inte-
grated dose decreases, and they are not discernible at the maximum total
integrated doses these polymers could incur over 40 years of normal

: plant operation at VEGP. In the case of EPR and Hypalon, t.he reduc-
tion of tensile properties is virtually the same for all dose rates up to a-

|
total integrated dose of 20 megarads. In the case of Neoprene, the reduc-
tion is virtually the same for all dose rates up to a total integrated done

| of 10 megarads. At VEOP, no safety relatM equipment containing
XLPO, EPR, Hypalon, or Neoprene will receive a total integrated done
for 40 years of normal operation greater than 10 megarads, and most

,

'

such equipment will receive less than 2 megarads. Thus for EPR, Neo-
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prene, and Hypalon, the does rate effects reported in NUREO/CR 2157
are W".cest irrespective of polymer application. Kitchens, et al, ff.
Tr. 561, at 9-10.

; 5. Of the four polymers tested by Sandia and reported in NUREO/
4

CR 2157, only the sample designated as XLPO exhibited does rate ef-
facts that were discernible at total doses below 10 megarada. Id. at 10;'

Manciantonio, ff. Tr. 576, at 4. De term "XLPO," however, does not
refer to a specific polymer, but instead refers to a group of crose-linked
polymers that are based on aliphatic alkene monomers Kitchens, et al,
fr. Tr. 561, at 7. Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) is the polymer most
often referred to generically as XLPO. Applicants learned from Sandia,
however, that the polymer that was designated as XLPO in the Sandia
study (NUREO/CR 2157) was a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl ace-
tate (EVA). Id. at 8.

6. Applicants stated that EVA is not used at VEOP in any safety.
related equipment subject to a harsh environment Nor can the results for
EVA be used to predict simtlar effects in other cross hakart polyoleAns.

1 A later study by Sandia, released aAer Applicants' summary disposition
motion was filed, evaluated dose rate effects in XLPE. NUREO/CR.4

| 4358, "Applications of Density Pro 61 sng to Equipment Quahfication'

Issues" (September 1985). Sandia evaluated the degradation of tenede
properties of XLPE insulation at various dose rates. The results demon-

;

strate that dose rate effects on tensile properties of XLPE are insignift-
| cant below 20 megarads total integrated dose. Kitchens, et al, ff. Tr. 561,
j at 10.
'

7. Applicants had assumed, for the purpose of their summary dispo-
{ sition motion, that the dose rate effects reported in NUREO/CR 2157
' for XLPO (which was EVA) were applicable to XLPE. The only,

safety related application of XLPE, or of any other type of XLPO, sub-
ject to a harsh radiation environment at VEOP is cable insulation. To
demonstrate that the dose rate effects ourved in XLPO did not com-

i

promise safety related cable, Applicants described the results of another
Sandia study demonstrating that degradation of the mechanical proper.'

ties of XLPO lasulation does not prevent the cable from performing its
required electrical function. This particular Sandia study is reported in
NUREO/CR 2932, "Equipment Qualineation Research Test of Electric,

'

Cable with Factory Splices and Insulation Rework Test No. 2"(Septem-
ber 1982). For the results reported in NUREO/CR 2932, the XLPO ma-

| . terials that were tested consisted of XLPE Electrical cable insulated'

with these materials was exposed to radiation at a relatively low dose
j rate (0.062 Mrads/hr) for a total integrated normal operational dose of 50

Mrads/hr. Then, after elevated temperature aging, the cable was exposed

:
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to an accident does of 150 megateds at a rate of 0.77 Mrads/hr. Despite |2

severe degradation of mechanical properties, the cable was able to per- |
form its electrical function at all times, nis series of tests was conducted

.,

according to industry standards (IEEE 323 1974 and IEEE 383 1974)
and NRC guidelines (NUREG-0588). Sandia concluded that the method.
ology employed by the nuclear industry to qualify electrical equipment ;

(which includes accelerated aging) is adequate. Kitchens, et at ff. Tr. ,

561, at 11 12. We concur. ;

'

Issue (1)

1 8. Applicants testified that they are not aware of studies that evalu- i

sted done rate effects in the electrical properties of polymers other than
XLPE after radiation exposure. The electrical properties of XLPE and

;

EPR after radiation caposure have been evaluated in two addadonal
'

Sandia studies, but these studies did not assess dose rate effects. Id. at 12-
13. However, Applicants and Staff noted that during environmental qual.
ification testing, all safety related cables undergo an insulation test after

i LOCA simulation. Id. at 13; Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 576, at 4. Thus, we
find that the electrical properties (in this case insulating capability) of all
polymers in question used as insulation are tested and we conclude that,

Issue (1) has been resolved to our satisfaction.,

:
a

'
israe(2)

9. In support of their prior summary disposition motion, Applicants
noted that additional information regasding dose rate effects may be ob-i

tanned from a Duke Power Company study. Duke Power established an
informal cable life evaluation program at its Oconee Nuclear Generating
Unit 1, which bccame commercially operational in 1973. For this pro-i

|
gram, representative specimens of control, instrumentation, and power

; cable were placed in selected locations within the reactor building so
that they would be subjected to a normal in-contamment environment.

i The cables were for the most part insulated with EPR and had Neoprene
jackets. In addition, some samples were insulated with XLPE and cov-

! ered with Neoprene jackets. For all cable samples, the average radiation.

exposure rate was 0.65 rad /hr during operation and 0.12 rad /hr wheni

the unit was shut down. The octual exposure level that each sample re-
. ceived is considered to have varied considerably over the length of the

I cable dependent upon the exact location of the cable witL the reactor
building. These dose rates are quite low in companson to rates used in

,

j the Sandia investigations, but are representative of the dose rates ex.
!

|
: m
i

|

4

,
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pected to occur at VEOP. Samples of these cables were removed after 5
"

years and again after 10 years of exposure. Physical and electrical tests
were conducted to determine the degree of degradation of the cable
components. In all cases, the cables were in good condition with no
more deterioration observed than would be expected over a similar
penod in a nonnuclear environment. Kitchens, et al, ff. Tr. 561, at 1314. .

10. Applicants testified that the significance of the Duke Power
Company's cable survedlance program is that a 10 year exposure to the
low-dose rate radiation actually encountered in operating nuclear power ;

plants has not done detectable harm to cables of the same general type !
'

that are to be used at VEGP. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that !

there will be plenty of time to benefit from operating experience gained <

from other plants and to take any necessary corrective action if sig:ufl. |
cant dose rate effects are identified. Id. at 14-15. T'rds testimony estab-

,

lishes to our satisfaction that the Duke Power Company expenence, al- |

though not ruling out dose rate effects in VEOP, adds confidence that
,

such effects will not rapidly occur. Thus Issue (2), we conclude, has i

been put to rest.

i

Issue (3) |
11. Environmental quahfication tests of cable types to be used at i

VEOP include a mechamcal durability (or stress) test, applied to the |

cable samples following their exposure to the simulated normal and acci-
*

dent environmental conditions. All VEOP safety related cables are given
such tests, which comply with ! 2.4 of IEEE 3831974. In pertinent part, ,

,

the IEEE requirement states: {

Upon completion of the LOCA simulation, the specunens should be straightened and
recoiled around a metal mandrel with a diameter approximately 40 times the overall i

| cable diameter and immersed in tap water et room temperature. While still im. }
morned. thsee specunens should again pass a voltage withstand test for 5 minutes at a !

,

i potential of to V/ mil ac or 240 V/ mil dc.

r

All specimens used to qualify each type of VEOP safety related cables {
,

fpassed this test. Kitchens, et al. ff. Tr. 561, at 1516. This testimony ex-
plains the nature of the stress tests and reports the successful results [,

therefrom. Hence we find that Issue (3) has been resolved to our satisfac.
'

4

tion. !

i
|

i i

!
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issue (4) t
;

12. In order to detect any unanticipated degradation, Applicants
stated that prior to fuel loading at Unit I they will implement a mainte- >

nance and surveillance program to be employed over the lifetime of the
plant. Bockhold and Quaany, K. Tr. 561, at 2. Such a program derives ;
from Regulatory Guide 1.33, Rev. 2, and its endorsement, in turn, of the |

more detailed guidance of the American Nuclear Society /American Na- >

tional Standards Institute standard ANS 3.2/ ANSI N18.71976. This ,

standard defines the scope and content of a maintenance / surveillance !'
program for safety related equipment that is acceptable to the StaN. Reg.
ulatory Guide 1.33 is acceptable to the Stan as a means of meetag the !

reqtirements of 10 C.F.R. I50.49. Additional guidance is found in
NUkEO.0588, "Interim Stan Position on Environmental Quahfication of

|
Safety Related Electrical Equipment." Manciantonio, ff. Tr. 576, at 5-6, 1

'The Applicants have submitted their proposed maintenance and surveil-
lance program, which has been found to be satisfactory by the Staff. Ap-
plicants' witnesses Bockhold and Quasny stated that this program is de.
scribed in Applicants' FSAR response to Staff question Q271.1 (Septem- !
ber 6,1983) and in i 4.2 of "Environmental Qualification of Safety Relat- !

ed Equipawat Located in a Harsh Environment" (September 1985). In
addition, their testimony also summarizes the important features of that (

program. Bockhold and Quasny, ff. Tr. 561, at 2 7. The Staff stated that
it will formally document its approval of the maintenance program in the
Safety Evaluation Report prior to licensing the VEOP. Masciantonio,
Tr.579.

The Board has reviewed the Bockhold and Quasny testimony cited
above and finds that, ifimplemented as planned, such a maintenance pro- |

gram will provide a means whereby unanticipated rsdiation degradation
cf polymer materials can be detected and remedied prior to compromis-
ing oper9tional safety. The nature and intent of the Staff's requirement
and the Applicants' response, along with the Sta#'s stated approval of

. that response cause us * 'ind that Issue D has been dispositively ad. t

'
dressed.

lanne (5).

; 13. Issue (5) notes that the Staff relies upon a future operational (
! maintenance and surveillance program sather than upon the prior testing i

| results described by Applicants. The matter was not explicitly addressed |
| by Staff or Applicants. The Stah did state that its resiew of Applicants' !

j testimony did not generate any exceptions or disagreements with that ;

! |
'

t
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testimony. Masciantonio, Tr. 580. The Applicants' commitment to imple-
menting a Staff approved maintenance and surveillance effort directed
toward these polymers (approved by Staff and us, as discussed under
issue (4) above) provides assurance that safety related equipment will
perform its intended function if needed. Thus, the silence of both parties
ar. this difference in their approaches does not appear to us to be of ma-
terial significance since each anproach provides the assurance required.
We fmd that Issue (5) has been implicitly resolved. j

Conclusions

14. The full testimony of Applicants and Staff on Contention 10.1 is
,

uncontroverted. We find that testimony to be correct and persuasive.
The evidence addressed Intervenors' original challenge, limited in
NUREO/CR 2157 to mechanical properties, and included the adequacy
of the environmental testing of those polymers whose electrical proper-
ties are also of import to VEOP. Moreover, each of the litigable issues
identified (11.1, above) has been addressed to the Board's satisfaction as
discussed above. We fmd from the evidence that polymer materials des- i

tined for use in safety related VEGP applications have acceptably passed
an adequate environmental quahfication program. Additional assurance

; as to the adequacy of these polymers will derive from an operational sur- ,

veillance program to be implemented by Applicants. Accordingly, the !
Board concludes that Contention 10.1 is without merit and that Appli-
cants have prevailed.

,

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Board has considered all of the evidence submitted by the parties
in this proceeding on Contentions 7 and 10.1. Based upon a review of the
record and the foregoing Findings of Fact on the two contentions, the; ,

Board concludes that:
1. As to the contentions addressed herein, there is reasonable assur- ,

ance that, if operating licenses are subsequently granted to Applicants, |-

the activities authorized thereby will not be inimical to the common de-
feme and security, can be conducted without endangering the health or I
safety of the public, and that such activities will be conducted in compli-
ance with applicable NRC regulations.

i
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IV. APPEAL

Although this Decision does not authorize the issuance of licenses or
resolve all contentions, i.e., Contention 10.$, it does resolve a major seg.
ment of the case and is therefore appealable at this time. Any party may
take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal within ten
(10) days after service of this Decision. Each appellant must file a brief
supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after filing its
Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within
?hirty (30) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of
the idefs of all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a
party who is not an appellant may file a brief in support of or in opposi.
tion to the appeal of any other party. A responding party shall file a
single, responsive brief regardless of the number of appellants' briefs filed
(see 10 C.F.R. I 2.762(c)).

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

-

Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

JUDGE

Oustave A. Linenberger, Jr.
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

1

Dr. Ow F. Paris
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 27th day of August 1986.

(ne Appendix has been omitted from this publication but can be found.

in the NRC Public Document Room 1717 H Street NW Washington, , , .

DC 20555.]
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Dr. James C. Lamb
Frederick J. Shon

in the Matter of Docket Nos. STN 50-496 OL
STN 50 499-OL

(ASLBP No. 79-42107 OL)

HOUSTON LIGHTING AND
POWER COMPANY, et at.

(South Texas Project,
Units 1 and 2) August 29,1946

The Licensing Board bsues a Partial Initial Decision that resolves all
issues not decided by the Board's two previous partial initial decisions
and authorizes operating licenses (subject to further Staff and Commis-
tion review). The Board determines that, because of the extremely low
probability of significant damage from a hurricane missile strike, portions
of three structures need not be designed to withstand such missiles.

RULES OF PRACTICE: EVIDENCE
,

That scientific studies were not performed by NRC does not per se un. |*

dermine their acceptability.
'

,

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: LICENSING STANDARDS

Under the Commission's Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Op.
erations of Nuclear Power Plants, deterministic licensing criteria are to
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be observed as the primary basis for regulation, but probabilities of sig-
nificant damage nay be considered as one factor in the licensing deci-
sion.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: LICENSING STANDARDS

Whe c the probability of significant damage from an cuernal hazard is
sufficiently low, a failure tn conform to otherwise applicable regulatory
requirements may be regarded as de minimis and accepted on that basis.

OPERATING LICENSE HEARINGS: Sua JPOATE ISSUES

In an operating license proceeding, a licensing board is required to
give limited consideration to certain unresolved generic issues, as well as
other uncontested safety and environmental issues.

LICENSING BOARD: JURISDICTION

A licensing board has jurisdiction to conduct the requisite review of
unresolved generic issues and other contesied safety and environsnental
issues, notwithstanding that it did not expressly reserve such jurisdiction
in a prior partial initial decision which resolved most (although not all)
remaining contested issues.

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Externally generated missiles
Probabilistic risk assessment
Safety goals.

APPEARANCES

Alvia H. Gutterman, Esq., Washington, D.C., for Houston Lighting and
Power Co. (HLAP), et al Applicants.,

Imay Alan Slakin. Esq., Washington, D.C., for Citizens Concerned
About Nuclear Power, Inc. (CCANP), Intervenor.

Oreste Russ Pirfo, Esq., for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission Staff.
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION
(Autha Wag Operating Licensee)

Opinion

I. ISTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
(Fladiads 816-819)

nis is out third Partial Initial Decision (PID.ll!) in this operating li.
cense proceediag involving the South Texas Project, Units I and 2
(STP), two pressurized water reactors located approximately 12 miles
south. southwest of Bay City, Matagorda County, Teams. Each plant is
designed for a rated electrical output of 1250 megawatts.

The Applicants for operating licenses are Houston Lighting & Power
Company (IIL&P), the project manager; the City of San Antonio, Texas:
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Central Power and Light Company; and the City of Austin, Texas (here-
inafter referred to collectively as the Applicants). Other participants in
this portion of the proceeding are Citizens Concerned About Nuclear
Power, Inc. (CCANP), the only remaining Intervenor, and the NRC
Staff. (The State of Texas, an interested State, did not participate in the
issues covered by this Decision.)

The procedural background of this proceeding is set forth extensively
in our earlier two decisions and will not be repeated here. We need only
reiterate that, in those decisions, we resolved all contested issues except
for two aspects of one contention (dealing generally with the adequacy
of the design and construction of the STP to withs'ud hurricanes and
hurricane missiles). LBP 8413,19 NRC 659 (1984) (PID I), g/f'd /n port,
M-AB 799, 21 NRC 360 (1985), ter/ew declined by Commission, letter -

dateo July 30,1985; LBP 86-15,23 NRC $95 (1986) (P!D.II). In this De.
cision, we are granting the Applicants' motion for summary disposition
with respect to the unresolved design questions - finding that, with re.
spect to portions of three structures which are not designed to withstand
wind-driven missiles, the risk of severe damage is so low that the failure '

,

to satisfy otherwise applicable design standards may be regarded as de
minimis. Accordingly, we are concluding that the STP has been ade.
quately designed to withstand hurricanes and hurricane missiles. We are
also dismissing that portion of the contention which questions whether
the STP has been adequately constructed t) withstand hurricanes.

Finally, we have completed the review which we must give to
uncontested matters. We posed questions regarding one aspect of the
emergency plaa, and the Applicants have provided a satisfactory re-
sponse. We accordingly have found no matter warranting our further
consideration pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.760s.

Having concluded our review of all matters before us, we are author.
izing the Staff (upon completion of those aspects of review within its re-
sponsibilitit ) to issue licenses permitting fuel loading and low power op-
erations and thereafter (subject to Commission "immediate effectiveness"
review) full power operations. Such licenses are subject to conditions
previously imposed by us in our earlier decisions.

'

IL CONTENTION 4: HURRICANE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

A. Introdaction (Fledimas 319 321)

CCANP Contention 4 questions whether Category I structures at the
STP have been adequately "designed and constructed" to wimstand hur.
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ricanes, including hurricane generated missiles. In dealing with this con-
tention in PID II, we granted the Applicants' motion for summary dispo-
sition insofar as it related to the design of the STP to withstand hurri-
cane winds. We also determined that all but designated portions of three
Category I structures were adequately designed to withstand hurricane-
generated missiles. But we also found the record inadequate to permit us
to grant summary disposition with respect to the design of those portions
of three structures to withstand hurricane missiles. In addition, we noted
that CCANP had a further opportunity to raise questions concerning the
adequacy of STP construction to withstand hurricanes, and we declined
to rule on that issue at that time. PID-II, supra, 23 NRC at 646 57 and
Findings 763 793,23 NRC at 769 79.

CCANP was permitted to raise hurricane related construction ques-
tions by June 9,1986 (PID II,23 NRC at 657 n.14). It has not sought to
do so. Accordingly, without expressing any opinion on the merits of the
issue, we are dismissing the construction allegations of Contention 4.

The portions of three Category I structures with respect to which we
declined to grant summary disposition in PID II were the roof areas of
the isolation valve cubicles (IVC), certain Mechanical Electrical Auxil-
iary Building (MEAB) }{VAC openings, and the diesel generator exhaust
stack openings (hereinafter referred to collectively as "nonconforming
structures") (Finding 825). These nonconforming structures were con-
cededly not designed to withstand hurricane generated missiles, as re.
quired by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4.
Instead, the Applicants (supported by the Staf!) sought to establish the
licenseability of these structures on the basis that the probability of
severe damage from hurricane (or tornado) miniles was so low that the
structures were not required to be equipped with protective features to
resist such missiles. Specifically, the Applicants (and Staff) asserted that
the probability of a minile strike was less than 1 x 10-' annually and
hence that a long-standing Staff acceptance criterion was satisfied.

CCANP opposed this approach on the ground that licensing through a
probability approach is not perminible and that the nonconforming
structures did not meet governing regulatory requirements. We con-
curred in part with that view, expressing our opinion that it was perhaps i

not perminible (as the Staff had argued) to accumulate nonprotected
Category I structures until the 1 x 10 -' criterion was reached. !!owever,
we also concluded that, if the probability of a minile strike on the non.
conforming structures were as low as suggested by the Applicants or
Staff, the failure to satisfy deterministic licensing requirements with re-
spect to those structures could be regarded as de minimis and acceptable
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on that basis. We express some additional views on this subject later in
this Opinion.

We declined to grant summary disposition in PID-II with respect to
the nonconforming structures because the record did not appear to sup-
port the probability calculations which were before us. We indicated that
we would pose certain questions to the parties concerning, inter alia, the
piobability calculations and the missile resistance of the nonconforming
structures, to determiru whether summary disposition could be granted.

|

I We set forth such questions in our Memorandum and Order (Board
| Questions Concerning Design of Nonconforming Structures to Withstand

Hurricanes and Tornados), dated June 23,1986 (unpublished).
De Applicants and Staff each filed responses, dated July 14, 1986.

(The StalT filed a corrected response on July 22,1986.1) CCANP filed a
statement of its views on July 17,1986.

B. Clarification of Rocord on Probability Calculations
(Findings 822-839)

ne long standing Staff acceptance criterion to which we have re-
ferred provides, in effect, that Category I structures must be protected
from offsite hazards (such as tornados or hurricanes) where "the ex-
pected rate of occurrence of potential exposures in excess of the 10
C.F.R. Part 100 guidelines is estimated to exceed the NRC Staff objec-
tive of approximately 10 -' per year" (Standard Review Plan, NUREG-

| 0800, Rev. 2, July 1981 (SRP), $ 2.2.3). His criterion, which is derived

| from Regulatory Guide 1.70, Rev. 3, November 1978, f 2.2.3.1, Determi-
| nation of Design Basis Events, is applicable to the assessment of possible

hazards due to missiles generated by such natural phenomena (SRP
I 3.5.1.4; Regulatory Guide 1.117, Rev.1. April 1978).

As we discussed in PID II, the Applicants and StafT each attempted to
demonstrate that the probability of a missile striking the nonconforming
structures as a result of a hurricane or tornado was less than 1 x 10-'
annually and, accordingly, that the structures need not be designed to
withstand such externally generated missiles. He Applicants had claimed
that this probability (summed for the three s!-uctures) was approximately
6 x 10 -2' annually (PID-II,23 NRC at 652 and Finding 785,23 NRC at-

777); the Staff concluded that it was approximvely 4.5 x 10-' annually
(/d. at 652). Both of these calculated probabiMes are orders of magni-!

| tude less than the 1 x 10 -' acceptance criterion. For that reason, the Ap-
|

8 The staff moved for leave to fue a supplemental afMavia to correct cerwa errors in the afndavit
epoe which its earber response was based. Absent say opposition, we scrept the supplemental afMavit

|
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plicants (supported by die Staff) sought summary disposition of the
design aspects of Contention 4, including the design of the nonconform-
ing structures, clairrdng that there was no outstanding issue of material
fact with respect thereto.

Although CCANP did not (de affidavits raising questions as to taese
probabilities, we were unable to accept the Applicants' or Staff's prob-
ability calculations at face value. In our view, the record was not clear
as to whether an appropriate spectrum of missiles had been used to de-
termine the probability of a miss!!e strike. Hence, we determined that,
with respect to the three nonconforming structures (or portions thereof),
there was an unresolved material issue of fact that precluded our grant-
ing summary disposition of that portion of Con:mtion 4 dealing with the
design of those structures.

As we explained (PID II, supra, 23 NRC at 653-55), it appeared to us
(mostly from language in the Staff's safety evaluation of this issue) that
one of the spectra of design-basis missiles set forth in SRP f 3.5.1.4 had
been utilized. Such a spectrum is appropriate for evaluating the design of
Category I structures, since r envelopes missiles of less severity (al-
though possibly greater frequenen. Zc' vhere. as here, structures are
concededly not designed to resist missiles, nussiles &.h might cause
damage to nonconforming structures, or to the safety related equipment
protected thereby, might have been improperly omitted from the spec-
trum employed to asesttain the probabilities in question. As examples,
we mentioned missiles och as pieces of sheet metal, tree limbs, small
fence rails, pieces of wood, or even chickens or birds (PID-II, supra, 23;

| NRC at 655).
The afYidavits submitted by the Applicants and Staff in response to our

questions have clarified the record and dispelled our reservations as to
the adequacy of the calculated probabilities previously submitted to us in
support of summary disposition. Eh of the afliants is technically quali-
fled to address the questions to which ? e responds (Findis.gs 8:3, 824).
The affWvits ide.tify three categaries of externally generated missile-

spectra which must be considered in ascertaining the neo:ssity for missile;

protection of Category I structures. As designated by the Applicants,
they are (Findings 827,831):

1. Substantive Missi/cs. Missiles of moderate to huvy weight,
such as large pieces of lumber and pipes. The Board perceives

i these missiles as being encompassed by the various spectra of
'

design-basis missiles identified in SRP I 3.5.1.4.
; 2. Light Missiles. Objects such as pieces of wood, sheet metal,
| plywood, and tree limbs, which are comprehended by the re-
(
i
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sults of onsite surveys of potential missiles at seven nuclear
- power plants in various stages of construction and operation.

3. Debrir. Small lightweight objects which, in general, do not
have sufficient energy to cause significant damage to safety re.
lated equipment.

As cxp!Cned in our Findings, the Applicants and Staff utilized a
"standard" missile for their PRA missile spectrum, comprised of missiles
ir he first and second categories. Although the third category was not
encompassed within the missile spectrum used for the prcubility calcula-
tions, the Applicants and Staff have each demonstrated th.: the likeli-
hood of excessive releases of railation caused by a missile strike cf the
third category of missiles is virtually nonexistent. Furthermore, numerous
conservatisms have been employed bv the Applicants and Staff in utiliz-
ing their "standard" spectrum of missiles. For example, dametre in excess
of Part 100 guidelines was presumed for every missile strike, even
though that result would clesrly not occur with many mistile strikes. For
that reason, we are able to accept the probability calculations employed
by the Applicants or Staff in support of our granting summary disposi-
tion of the remainder of the design aspects of Contention 4. See Findings
827 835.

'

CCANP has not furnished any affidavits in responding to those sub-
mitted by the Applicants and Staff. In effect, it challenges the legal ade-
quacy of using probabilities as a basis for licensing - not one of the
questions left open by PID-II. For their part, the Applicants have com-
mented on the reservations which we earlier expressed concerning use of
probabilities in licensing decisions (although they expressly refrain from
seeking reconsideration of our ruling in PID-II). For reasons set forth in
Part I.C of this Decision, we are explaining in greater detail and
reafHrming the views which we expressed in PID II.

On the basis of the entire record before us, including the enhanced
record on probability calculations which we now view as adequate for
resolving the ma: .ial factual issue upon which our ruling in PID II was
predicated, we are granting the Applicants' motion for summary dispo6- >

tion of the design aspects of Contention 4.

- C. Issal Questions Raised by CCANP and Discussed by the Applicants

Both CCANP and the Applicants have provided comments concern-
ing our Opinion in PID II that interpreted the Counission's rules as per-
mitting, to a limited degree, and on the basis of a lack of significant prob.
ability of damage, a facility's failure to conform to deterministic stand-
ards otherwise applicable to it. CCANP views that approach as imper-
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missible; the Applicants view it as overly restrictive (although they rec-
ognize that the upproach would permit the licensing of STP and hence
do not seek reconsideration of any of our rulings). On the basis of these
comments, we believe that a greater explication of our legal rulings - to
which we adhere - is warranted.

1. In its statement of views, CCANP opposes our granting summary
disposition of the design aspects of Contention 4 (to the extent it relates
to the nonconforming structures) on essentially two grounds. First,
CCANP ass.rts that the use of a probability approach amounts to a li-
cease (construction permit) amendment without following prescribed
procedures. Second, assuming arguendo that use of probabilities does not
constitute a license amendment, CCANP asserts that probabilistic risk as-
sessment is an "ir.nerently unreliable methodology"; that the determma-
tions mtde with respect to the nonconforming structures rely on sparse
data obtained from studies not performed by NRC but rather by indus-
try; and that, since it would be feasible to modify the nonconforming
structures to comply with applicable regulatory requirements, we should
require the Applicants to do so.

We need devote little analysis to the first of CCANP's claims. When a
construction permit is issued, it does not normally include details of the
design of each structure. Although it reqaires that applicable regulatory
requirements be satisfied, it does not specify the precise manner in which
that objective must be achieved. Here, the Applients are asserting that
ceitain requirements need not be construed to govern the protection of
the nonconforming structures from external missiles. If they prevail, the
applicable regulatory requirements will have been satisfied, and no li-
cense amendment is involved. If they were not to prevail, they would be
required to design the nonconforming structures to provide adequate
protection against missiles. Thus, we do not perceive that the Applicants
are seeking an amendment to their construction permits.

CCANP's second claim warrants some further comment. It asserts, in
effect, that probability analyses should never be used to analyze compli-
ance with NRC regulatory requirements, at least where (as here) there

| are significant uncertainties in the data utilized. It also quet,tions the use
of data from studies not pedormed by NRC.

In our view, the Commtssion has sanctioned to some degree the use of
probability analyses in conducting its regulatory reviews: the only ques-
tion is the extent to which such use is permissible - a topic to which we

| will turn in discussing the Applicants' comments (Part 1.C.2, infra). As
for uncertainties, the Stsff's acceptance criterion envisions the presence
of certain uncertainties. Where calculations are demonstrably conserva-

, tive, the probability of exceeding 10 C.F.R. Part 100 guidelines may be
!

l

|
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as high as 1 x 10 -8 (SRP { 2.2.3 at 2.2.3. 2). The Applicants and Staff, in
performing the probability analyses with respect to the susceptibility of
the nonconforming structures to strikes from externally generated mis-
siles, have incorporated a number of conservative assumptions into their
calculations (Finding 830). Nonetheless, they have utilized the 1 x 10-'
acceptance criterion. That being so, we believe that the calculations
before us adequately take into account the uncertainties to which
CCANP refers. Moreover, CCANP has provided us no ground for ques-
tioning the adequacy of the studies not performed by NRC, and we per-
ceive no such ground. Both the Applicants and the NRC Staff relied on
thv studies, which were undertaken by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI). That they were not performed by NRC does not per se
undermine their acceptability. See Cleveland Electric Illuminating Ca
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 841,24 NRC 64,82
(1986).

2. In PID II, we were unwilling to accept in its entirety the Staff's
position that the 1 x 10-' acceptance criterion should be applied irre-
spective of the number of safety structures which do not meet determi-
nistic standards and are added together to ascertain whether the prob-
ability of damage exceeds 1 x 10-' anr.ually We reasoned that this po'.1-
tion amounted to regulation by probabuity or safety goal - a prvJtfon
which we viewed as barred by a then applicable Commission Policy
Statement.

The Applicants do not formally seek reconsideration of this position.
But they state that they agree with the Staf1's position that an unlimited
number of safety structures may fail to conform to regulatory require-
ments, as long as the annual probability of being adversely afTected by a
natural phenomenon (or natural phenomena) is less than ! x 10"''. The
Applicants cite several decisions that assertedly support this view.

| In the interim, since the issuance of PID II, the Commission has issued

| a new Policy Statement to replace the Statement on which we had relied
'

in PID-II. Safety Goals for the Operations of Nuclear Power Plants:
Policy Statement, 51 Fed. Reg. 28,044 (Aug. 4,1986). That Policy State-

. ment, which became effective upon publication, defines certain safety
goals which are fundarnentally probabilistic in nature and which nuclear
power plants must satisfy With respect to regulation by probability or
safety goal, the new Policy Statement states, in pertinent part:
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These safety goals and these implementation guidelines are not meant as a substitute
for NRC s regulations and do not relieve nuclear power plant permittees and licens-
ees from complying with regulations. Nor are the safety goals and these implementa-
tion guidelines in and of themselves meant to serve as a sole basis for bcensing deci-
sions. However, if pursuant to these guidelines, information is developed that is ap-
plicable to a parucular licenstag decision, it may be considered as one factor hi the
licensing decision.

51 Fed. Reg. at 28,047.8
In declining to accept potential damage to an unlimited number of

structures in determining whether the 1 x 10-' acceptance criterion has
,

been satisfied, we were motivated by language in the Commission's in-
terim draft safety goal Policy Statement which appeared to preclude that
result (PID-II, supm. 23 NRC at 652-53). The new final Policy State-'

ment, as quoted above, seems somewhat more permissive in allowing
probabilities or safetj goals to serve as at least a partial basis for licens-
ing decisions. Nonetheless, like the earlier statement, it provides that de-
ternunistic licensing criteria are to be observed as the primary basis for
regulation.

To recognize the 1 x 10 -' acceptance criterion as applicable to an un.
limited number of structures (as asserted by the Applicants and Staff)
could elevate that acceptance criterion to the status of a regulation and
permit it to override the requirements of NRC deterministic rules and
regulations. To permit that result would undermine the fundamental
thrust of the new (as well as the former) Policy Statement. It would in
efTect provide that, as long as the probability of damage from a given
hazard or hazards (e.g., hurricanes and tornados) were less than 1 x
10-', portions of every safety structure on site could fail to meet regula-
tory design standards. We cannot envision such a result being permissible
under the regulatory regimen now in effect, even though the protabil-
ities were to be computed as acceptably low.

We nonetheless believe that the de minimis approach we outlined in
PID Il is a permissible interpretation of governing regulatory require-
ments. We accordingly are adhering to the views expresed in PID Il
and are noting that this approach is more clearly permitted by the new
Policy Statement than by the old (which at least explicitly gave no sanc.
tion at all to the use of probabilities in licensing decisions). We cannot,-

and need not, define with precision the numbers of safety structures
which can fail to meet deterministic requirements under this approach. It
would depend in part on balancing the severity of damage which could

8 la their comments, the Apphcants cite a ducession drah of this Pohey statement that included (at 13)
the foregoing language but ddtered in other respects from the Anal statement.

'
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result from an accident produced by the hazard in question with the cal-
cult.ted probability of the damage occurring.

De authorities cited by the Applicants (July 14,1986 Response at 2 3 ,

n.1) are not inconsistent with the result we are reaching. Offshore Power j

Systems (Manufacturing License for Floating Nuclear Power Plants),
LBP-82-49,15 NRC 1658,1722-23 (1982) involved whether the 1 x 10-'
acceptance criterion was applicable to floating as well as land-based ,

plants, for evaluating protection against turbine missiles. The probability |
discussion related to the existence of the hazard (turbine missiles), not the

,

effects of the hazard on individual structures failing to adhere to design'

standards.s Portland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), LBP.
78 32, 8 NRC 413,429 33 (1978), aff'd. ALAB 531,9 NRC 263,276-77
(1979), similarly dealt with the likelihood of damage to one structure -
the spent fuel pool - from several hazards (each of vhich was analyzed
separately).*

Florida Power a Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.

|
2), CLI 81 12,13 NRC 838, 843-44 (1981) is, if anything, contrary to the

| Applicants' and Staff's position here, for it stresses the plant specific
| analysis which must be factored into any reliance on probabilities; it spe-

cifically disapproved any single numerical threshold for the mr.ndatory
consideration of accident sequences, concluding that "the probability
values calculated for [a] particular event should not be interpreted as
establishing a generic numerical threshold to be used for future consider-
ation of accident sequences" (14. at 843). To the same efTect, see Metro-
politon Edison Co. (nree Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI 84-
11, 20 NRC 1, 910 (1984). We interpret those opinions as equally ad-
verse to the unquestioned use of a generic numerical threshold to ex-
clude the need to consider otherwise applicable licensing requirements in
evaluating design acceptability.

I For these reasons, we do not believe that the Commission has en-
shrined the 1 x 10-' numerical threshold acceptance criterion as a licens.
ing standard to be used in all cases where the threshold is satisfied. Dis-
cretion in the use of such a threshold must be observed. There must be a
consideration of, Inter alia, the number of structures affected, the extent

|

8 To the same effect. see Clewlagd Electric I.7mminarms Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant. L! nits I and
.

2). LBP 4k44,18 NRC 218 (1983). also cited by the Appucanta.

* We presume the Appbcants had in mmd the tornado mande hazard. as to which the evidence demon-
strated that tornado mundes would not cause damage teyond the design-basa fuel-handhng accident. As
a conservatum, the Board noted that e. 96 hours sher reactor shutdown (mmunum decay time before

r

) fuel could be transferred to the spent fuel pool) at least 10 fuel assembhes could te damaged without

| enceeduis 10 CER. Part 100 guidehnes. All of those fuel assembhes were in the same structure. Thus.
' although the Board (as a conservatam) referred to the probabihty of tornado missue damage to more

than 10 fuel assembhes, the decessoa dd no' &nd permusible a hazard which could impact more than one
structure. 8 NRC at 430 31.

|

|
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of damage which might result, the uncertainties attendant to determining
whether the 1 x 10-' threshold has been satisfied, and the degree by
which the likelihood of damage is less than the 1 x 10 ~' acceptance en-
terion.

Here, we are convinced that the failure of three nonconforming struc-
tures to meet deterministic standards coupled with a likelihood of inissile
impact orders of magnitude less than the acceptance criterion, and a
likely lack of severe damage even if a missile strike were to occur, falls
well within the category of risk which the acceptance criterien deems
acceptable. Even though it would have been preferable for the Appli-
cants to have properly designed the nonconforming struct;.res to resist
hurricane and tornado missiles, we view the failure to meet deterministic
requirements here as de minimis and not sufricient to warrant redesign to
accord with the deterministic requirements.s .

IIL UNCONTESTED MATTERS

We have reviewed various unresolved generic issues applicable to
STP, as well as other uncontested safety and environmental matters, as
required for operating license applications by Louisiana Power and Light
Ca (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732,17 NRC
1076,111012 (1983), and by Virginia Electric and Power Ca (North Anna
Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-491,8 NRC 245 (1978). We posed
questions to the Applicants regarding one matter, concerning the alert
and notification system of the emergency plan. See our letter dated July
25,1986, to the Applicants' counsel.

The unresolved generic issues applicable to STP are set forth in Ap-
pendiz C of the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report, dated April 1986
(NUREG-0781). Taking into account the scope of review appropriate for
an uncontested issue in an operating license proceeding, we have exam-
ined whether the generic safety issues have been taken into account in a
manner that is at least plausible and that, if proven to be of substance,
would be adequate to justify operation. North Anna, ALAB-491, supra, 8
NRC at 248-49 n.7. We are satisfied that the Staff's review has met that

, standard and, accordingly, that further examination of any generic safety

'We note that, in the new Policy statement two 4 -- > -- ; express the view that significant
damage should be equated to a rad 2ation release in eacess of EPA standards (which are someshat lower
thaa Part 100 standards)(51 Fed. Reg. at 28,048). Resolution of possible differences with the acceptance
entence which we are relying on bere is not necessary of relevant, inasmuch as the Applicants and
Staff are conservatively relying on probabilities of maaile strees, not damage caused from a etnke. They
each presume unacceptable damage la the event of a strths (Madangs 830,435), clearly a very pessuntsuc
assumpoon-
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issue pursuant to our authority under 10 C.F.R. I2.760s would not be
warranted.

We have reached a similar conclusion with respect to other
uncontested matters. With respect to the emergency planning matter ref-
erenced above, the Applicants provided responses to our questions by
letter dated August 14,1986.e (CCANP did not offer any comments on
the Applicants' response; the Staff (which could file comments as late as
today), advised us by telephone that it did not intend to do so.) Our
questions had been motivated by our belief that the alerting and notifica-
tion provisions of the emergency plan (which relied on a combination of
sirens and tone alert radios in some residences) might not have been ade-
quate to provide effective nighttime alerting in summer (when windows
are likely to be closed and air-conditioning equipment is in operation). In
response, the Applicants expressed their belief that the emergency plan
satisfied all governing requirements, but they volunteered to amend their
emergency plan to include tone-alert radios in every residence within the
portions of the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) within a 10-mile radius
of the plant. Without reaching any conclusion as to the adequacy of the
earlier version of the emergency plan, we e.re satisfied that, with the de-
scribed amendment, the emergency plan adequately resolves the Board's
concerns in this matter. We now find no warrant for raising this issue
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.760a. We commend the Applicants for the re-
sponsible manner in which they have responded to the questions we
raised.'

IV. CONCLUSION

With this Decision, we are concluding our consideration of all matters
raised by CCANP in this proceeding. Our earlier decisions considered

* la that letter (at 4 a.7), the Appbcants raised a question about out continuing junedstion to raise
issues pursuant to 10 CF.3L I 2.760s. They cite the Appeal Board Ordet of July 10, 1986, wh>ch stated
that the Appeal Board would review PID-Il sua spoere (no appeals having been filed), together with out
stateunents in PID Il which expressly reserved junsdruon only with respect to Contenuon 4. They rely
on several decissons involving mouons to reopen a record or to admit new contentiont

la our view, since we are required in an operating beense proceeding to review entesolved geoene
issues and other sacontested safety and environmental quescons, under standards speDed out in Water-
ford. ALAB432. sapes and NorrA Asee. ALAB 491. repra we need not espressly reserve junedsetaos to
do so. In any event. the Appeal Board Order indicated only that that Board was reviewing swa Jpoeta-

PID.lL lts quotation from PID4I of our descripuon of unresolved contested issues did not purport to,
and did not, deprive os of junsdstion to review uncontested issues pursuant to the standards set forth in
10 CF.IL I 2.760s.

Unhke the cases cited by the Applicants, we are not involved in reopening the record or adautting a
new contention. We are merely carrying out a duty that we are obhged to undertake and have not yet
compkted.
' Nothing we say here should be construed as depriving the staff of any authonty it has to require

other chaages ta the emergency plan uhrh is before it for review.
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other questions raised by the Intervenors, as well as issues derived from
the Conirniulon's decision in CLI 80-32,12 NRC 281 (1980).

In reaching this Decision on the single contention left open by PID II,
we have reviewed all of CCANP's claims with great care, including the
entire record of the proceeding. On the basis of the record as supple-
mented by affidavits of the Applicants and Staff filed subsequent to PID-
II, we have concluded that there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact beanng on the claims of CCANP Contention 4 with respect to the
design of the nonconforming structures to withstand hurricane generated
missiles, and that the Applicants are entitled to a decision as a matter of,

law on this aspect of Contention 4. Further, because CCANP has not
pursued its claims concerning the construction of the STP to withstand
hurricanes and hurricane missiles, we are dismissing those claims. (We
granted summary disposition of the remainder of Contention 4 in PID-
II.) We now have reasonable assurance that safety structures at the STP
have been adequately designed to withstand hurricanes and hurricane
missiles.

Finally, because we have completed our review of all issues before us
(either contested or uncontested), we are authorizing the Staff, upon
completion of its own review (which covers many more aspects of the
facility than have been litigated before us), to authorize operations ini-
tial'y for fuel loading and low power operations and thereafter (subject
to Commission consideration pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.764(f)) full power
operations. This authorization is subject to the terms and conditions pre-
viously imposed by us.e

In examining the various issues before us on which we ruled either in
our earlier decisions or in this Decision, we have not found safety or en-
vironmental issues arising under applicable Commission regulations and
policies which we believe present serious, close questions which are cru-
cial to whether the authorized licerses should become effective before
full appellate review is completed, or on which prompt Commission
policy guidance is called for, within the meaning of 10 C.F.R.
I2.764(f)(1)(ii). We note, however, that we have used a probability ap-
proach in resolving a portion of Contention 4 (hurricane design) and
that, if that approach were to be found impermissible, substantial design
changes to three Category I structures might be required.

-

8 since we have not formaDy raised pursuant to 10 CT.R. $ 2.760s the emergency planning aster
dealt with in our letter to the Applicants' coensel dated July 25,1986 we are not imposes as a lxense
condition the improvements 's the emergency plan to which the Applicanta comautted themselves in
their August 14, 1986 regense. Nonetheless. we fully espect the Apphcants to adhere to their commit.
reent to provide tone.siert radios to aE households in the portion of the EPZ within a 14 mile radios of

j
the plant (Af5 davit of Warten H. Kinsey. sTP Plant Manager. provided by Apptrants' lettet dated
August 14.1986. A.3).

l
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This Opinion is based upon, and incorporates, the Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of law that follow. Any statements or filings on the issues
considered herein submitted by the parties that are not dealt with di-
rectly or inferentially in this Partial Initial Decision are rejected as being
unsupportable in law or in fact or as being unnecessary to the rendering
of this Decision.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
.

I. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Procedural Background

816.8 The procedural background of this proceeding is set forth in the
Licensing Board's two earlier partial initial decisions and will not gener-
ally be repeate.1 here. LBP 8413,19 NRC 659 (1984) (PID-I), at 723 26
(Findings 112); LBP 86-15, 23 NRC 595 (1986) (PID II), at 678 83
(Findings 426-445).

817. The parties participating in the resolution of the issues dealt
with by this Decision are the Applicants (Houston Lighting and Power

,

Co. (HL&P), the project manager; the City of San Antonio; Central
Power and Light Co.; and the City of Austin), the Intervenor (Citizens
Concerned About Nuclear Power, Inc. (CCANP)), and the NRC Staff.

818. ' Die Licensing Board presiding over this portion of the proceed-
ing is the same as that which presided over the Phase II hearings and

' issued PID II. See PID II, Finding 439,23 NRC at 681.
819. The only contested issue remaming unresolved after PID-II is

CCANP Contention 4, concerning the adequacy of the design and con-
struction of the STP to withstand hurricanes and hurricane generated
missiles. See PID-II, Finding 763,23 NRC at 769. We granted summary
disposition of this contention insofar as it questioned the design of STP
Category I structures to withstand hurricanes and (except with respect to
portions of three structures) hurricane-generated missiles. With respect to
the missile protection of the three "nonconforming structures," however,
we found the record inadequate to permit us to grant summary disposi--

tion, as requested by the Applicants and supported by the NRC Staff.
PID-U, s::pra, Findings 778, 780, 784-786, and 788 790, 23 NRC at 774-
78.

8 Fmdangs 1425 appear in PID 1 and Findest 426 815 appear la PID !!. We are utduing consecuuve
numberug of fadings to avo,d potenual confusaon stemnung frorn the consbranon of ddierent aspects
of tasues or contentens i.i more than one PID. See PID.II. 23 NRC at 478 eL)$.
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820. To rectify the record deficiencies which we perceived with
regard to the missile protection of the three nonconforming structures,
we stated that in the near future we would issue questions to the parties
and that, after receiving responses, we would evaluate whether summary
disposition might then be granted or whether further hearings may be
required. PID-II, supm. 23 NRC at 655 56. We issued those questions
through our Memorandum and Order (Bot.rd Questions Concerning
Design of Nonconforming Structures to Withstand Hurncanes and Tor-
nados), dated June 23,1986 (unpublished).

821. The Applicants and Staff each filed responses to our questions,
supported by amdavits, on July 14, 1986. Our Order dated July 17,1986,
established a schedule for responses by all parties. CCANP filed a state-
ment of its views on July 17, 1986. No supporting amdavits were in-
cluded with this response. No other party filed any response. Oa July 22,
1986, the Staff moved for leave to file a supplemental (corrected) affida-
vit. Absent any response, we are granting the Staff's motion (see note 1,
supm) and are enasidering the Staff's affidavit as corrected by the sup-
plemental affidavit.

B. Probability Calculations

822. In response to our questions, the Applicants submitted affidavits
by Messrs R. Bruce Linderman (Appl. Aff. (Linderman III)),80 Donald
H. Ashton (Appl. Aff. (Ashton)), and Dr. Anthony J. Mark (Appl. aft.
(Mark)). The Staff submitted an affidavit of Mr. Jerry N. Wilson
(Wilson, Aff. III).2 8

823. Messrs. Linderman and Wolfe have been previously found by us
to be professionally qualified in the areas covered by their affidavits
(PID II, supra. Findings 765 and 767,23 NRC at 769 71). They are simi-
larly qualified to address the questions dealt with in their most recent
affidavits.

824. Mr. Donald H. Ashton has a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering
from the University of Connecticut, and an M.S. in Nuclear Engineering
from Purdue University. He is currently employed by Bechtel Energy
Corp. as Project Engineer for the STP. He previously has served, inter
alia, as Chief Nuclear / Environmental Engineer for Bechtel's Houston
Area Office, and as Assistant Chief Nuclear Engineer in Bechtel's
Gaithersburg, Maryland office (where he was also designated to coordi-

88 Mr. Undermas previously sutunatted two afndsvits (Underman AR. and Linderman supp. Aff) (m
PID-II. Fmdings 765 and 783).

is Mr. Wdsoa previously submarted two afndsvits (Wdson Aff and Wdson $upp. AR.) (m PID.II.
Findings 767 and 786).
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nate the program for Reliability Analysis and Probabilistic Risk Assess-
ment). Dr. Anthony J. Mark has a B.S. in Biological Sciences and a
Ph.D. in Cellular and Molecular Biology, both degrees from the Univer-
sity of Southern California. He has taken additional coursework in, inter
alia, reliability and risk assessment engineering. He currently serves as -
Engineering Supervisor for the Reliability and Risk Assessment Group
of Bechtel Western Power Corp. He previously served as a Senior Engi-
neer for the same Group. Appl. Aff. (Ashton), Summary of Education
and Professional Experience; Appl. Aff. (Mark), Summary of Education
and Professional Experience. Mr. Ashton and Dr. Mark are each profes-
sionally qualified in the areas covered by their afYidavits.

825. The three "nonconforming structures" which have not been de-
signed to withstand hurricane missiies are:

1. The roof area of the Isolation Valve Cubicles (IVC), of which
there is one for each unit, divided into four compartments that
are separated from each other by reinforced concrete walls ca-
pable of withstanding the design-basis tornado missiles;

2. Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary Building (MEAB) HVAC open-
ings for each unit, as described in Appl. Aff. (Ashton), A.1, and
Wilson, Aff. III, A.1 and Attach nent 1.

3. Three diesel generator exhaust stack openings.
Appl. AI (Ashton), A.1, A.2, A.3.C; Wilson, Aff. III (corrected), A.1,
A.2.

826. The Board declined to grant summary disposition of the design
aspects of Contention 4 (insofar as it questioned the missile resistance of
the three nonconforming structures) because the record was not clear as
to what spectrum of missiles had been used to determine the probability
of missile strike on the three nonconforming structures. It appeared that
a spectrum of design basis missiles, as set forth in SRP { 3.5.1.4, had been
utilized. We observed that such spectra are appropriate for evaluating
the missile resistance of Category I structures but may be unsuitable for
calculating the likelihood of missile damage to Category I structures not
appropriately designed to withstand missiles. PID-II, supra. Finding 790,
23 NRC at 778; to the same effect, see Wilson, Aff. III, A.4.

827. As explained by the affiants, the spectrum of missiles used in the
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of a tornado or hurricane missile-

strike on the three nonconforming structures was not limited to one of
the spectra of design basis missiles set forth in SRP f 3.5.1.4. The Appli-
cants identified three categories of missiles: substantive missiles, light
missiles, and debris. The Applicants' PRA utilized a "standard" missile

|
the characteristics of which were based both upon the SRP spectrum (in-

i cluding substantive missiles) and upon the results of onsite surveys of po-
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tential missiles at seven nuclear power plants in various stages of con.
struction and operation, as set forth in Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) reports NP-768 and NP-769 (Twisdale, et al, ''rornado Missile
Risk Analysis" (May 1978)). The objects counted as potential missiles in
the EPRI survey included not only construction materials and objects
found about the plant sites but also missiles which could originate from
failures of structures (both temporary construction buildings and perma-
nent facilities) not designed to withstand tornados. The EPRI spectrum
of missiles was broader than the spectrum of design basis missiles in-
cluded in SRP f 3.5.1.4. Missiles that could be generated from non-Cate-
Bory I structures (and which are mentioned in the allegations of Conten-
tion 4) are included in the spectrum of missiles utilized by the Applicants
and Staff. T'his spectrum included all of the "substantive" and "light"
missiles as identified by the Applicants. These potential missiles were
grouped into twenty-six categories, depending on their material and
shape. Appl. Aff. (Mark, Ashton), A.4; Appl. aft. (Mark), A.9; Wilson,
Aff. III, A.4, A.9.

828. The "standard" missile used in the STP PRA included assump-
tions about missile density derived from EPRI survey rev.'Jts for a three-
unit plant with all units in operation and a one-unit operating plant. (The
other plants surveyed by EPRI had one or more units under construc-
tion and had many construction materials which would not be present on
the STP site during plant operation. The Applicants regarded differences
in missile density due to continued construction at Unit 2 to be insignifi-

| cant, since Unit 2 is anticipated to load fuel approximately 18 months
'

|
after Unit I and, during this period, will be undergoing startup testing,
not major construction.) To account for local variations in missile densi-
ties and plant to-plant differences, the STP analysis increased the missile
density by a factor of approximately 2.5. Appl. Aff. (Mark, Ashton), A.4;
Appl. Aff. (Mark), A.6; Wilson, Aff. III, A.5, item 7(b) (corrected).

829. The methodology and assumptions used in the STP probability
calculations are summarized and referenced in Appl. Aff. (Mark), A.5,
and Wilson, Aff. III, A.5 (as corrected). We accept the described meth-

i odology and assumptions as adequate for the purposes for which utilized.
A number of conservative assumptions, as set forth in Finding 830, were
utilized.

| 830. The Applicants' PRA included the following conservatisms:
'

(1) The IVC roof area was assumed to be transparent to missiles -
) 1.e., open and without missile protection of any kind. In fact, the

IVCs will have a roof, although it will blow off as a result of a
2 psi increase in internal pressure. As described in Finding 832,
the steel portions of the roof are designed to withstand hurri-
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cane, although not tornado, winds. Although the roof is as-
sumed not to resist the spectrum of missiles utilized in the PRA,
it may provide protection against debris.

(2) A tornado missile strike in the open top of any one IVC com-
partment represents failure.

(3) The comparison of the strike probability to the activity release
frequency acceptance criteria assumes (a) missile-inflicted
damage is certain and total, and (b) damage leads directly to ac-
tivity releases in excess of 10 C.F.R. Part 100 guidelines.

(4) The potential missile model assumes (a) a missile density upper
limit increased by a factor of 2.5 (see Finding 828); (b) one-half
of the potential missiles are distributed up to 20 feet above
grade, with the remainder at grade; and (c) the number of unre-
strained potential missiles is conservatively chosen to be 10% of
all potential missiles.

(5) The tornado frequency is based on a 30-year historical record
fitted with a more conservative lognormal distribution having a
larger mean and spread than the empirical distribution.

(6) Geometric factors that result in further conservatisms are (a) the
neglect of sheltering by other structures; (b) the failure assumed
for a missile strike in any IVC opening (to the extent that no
credit is taken for the existence of redundant components or for
separation between safety related trains); and (c) safety related
target areas are less than the IVC open area utilized in the PRA
computation.

Wilson, Aff. III, A.5 (corrected); Appl. aft. (Mark), A.5; Appl. Aff.
(Ashton, Linderman III), A.7.

831. Excluded from the spectrum of missiles utilized for the STP
PRA was a category of missiles characterized as "debris" (Applicants) or
"light debris" (Staft). These missiles are smaller than the spectrum con-
sidered in the EPRI study. (They would include the birds and chickens
referenced in PID-II.) The Applicants and Staff excluded these missiles

| from their PRA calculations because they believed that in general they
i

do not have suflicient energy to cause damage of any significance, and
I

that the potential for damage from debris is negligible and other assump-
,

|
tions in the analyses were sufficiently conservative so that their ultimate-

conclusions would not be changed. Appl. Aff. (Mark), A.6; Appl. Aff.
l

(Ashton, Linderman III), A.7(1); Wilson, Aff. III, A.6, A.8, A.10.
832. With respect to the IVCs, each of the four cornpartments con-

tains equipment associated with an individual steam generator, including
|

a portion of a main steam and a feedwater line, and the main steam and
feedwater isolation valves and main steam ssfety and relief valves associ-
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835. The Applicants and Staff have not calculated the probability of
a release of radiation in excess of the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, assum-
ing a missile strike on a nonconforming structure. They each express the
belief that it would be "extremely small" (Applicants) or "de mimmis"
(Stafl), inasmuch as the damage which might reasonably be postulated to
result from a missile will not prevent the plant from being shut down
safely or prevent successful mitigation of resulting transients and acci-
dents (which are bounded by FSAR analyses). Appl. Aff. (Ashton,
I.inderman 110, A.11; Wilson, Aff. III, A.11.

836. It would be feasible, although quite costly and time-consuming,
to provide missile protection for each of the nonconforming structures.
T;ie Staff has expressed the view that the significant expense would be
unjustified in light of the low probability of externally generated missiles
striking the nonconforming structures. Appl. Aff. (Linderman 110, A.12;
Wilson, Aff. III, A.12.

837. On the basis of Findings 827 836, we conclude that the missile
spectrum utilized by the Applicants and Staff for their PRA calculations
is adequate and conservative, notwithstanding that it omits debris. We
have reasonable assurance that r. strike of debris would not likely signifi-
cantly affect the nonconforming structures and that the lack ofinclusion
of debris in the missile spectrum used for the probability calculations is
offset by other conservatisms in those calculations, as described in Find-
ing 830.

838. Applicants have computed the collective probability of a missile
strike on the nonconforming structures resulting from a tornado or hurri-
cane generated missile as approximately 6 x 10 - ' per year. The Staff has
ccnoputed the probability as approximately 5 x 10 -'. Appl. Aff. (Mark,
Ashton, Linderman 110, A.8; Wilson, Aff. III, A.8; see also PID-II, 23
NRC at 652, and Finding 785,23 NRC at 777. Each of these probabil-
ities is orders of magnitude lower than the Staff acceptance criterion of I
x 10 ". Taking into account the low likelihood of a strike, the significant
conservatisms incorporated into the PRAs, and the low likelihood of sig-
nificant damage should a strike occur, we agree with the Applicants and
Staff that such protection need not be provided.

.

C. Conclusion with Respect to Contention 4

839. We concNde, on the basis of the record as enhanced by the July
14, 1986 submissu. of the Applicants and Staff, and our discussion of
CCANP's views, that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
concerning the design of STP safety structures to withstand hurricanes
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ated with the steam and feedwater~ lines. De safety-related equipment
which could be impacted by a missile is described in detail in Appl. Aff.
(Ashton), A.3.C, and Wilson, Aff. III, A.3 and Attachment 2 at 2. Al-
though the PRA assumed no roof on the IVCs, each IVC compartment
has a roof made of 18 gauge steel with a small portion constructed of
reinforced concrete. The steel portions of the roof will withstand hurri- .

cane winds but could be removed by a tornado. If not removed or sig-
nificantly rimmaged, the roof will effectively protect the equipment
within the IVC from debris (as well as some light missiles). In addition,
most of the safety-related equipmer;t in the IVCs is located below one or
more levels of grating, which will withstand the impact of debris and
most light missiles. The only safety-related equipment in the IVC which
could be affected by debris or light missiles are the fans and power
supply cables and valve control systems associated with the main steam
and feedwater isolation and bypass valves and the PORV. Failure of
power supply cables or control to any of the valves will result in that
valve failing closed (safe position). Failure. of the IVC HVAC fans
would not affect the ability to shut down the plant safely. Appl. Aff.
(Ashton, Linderman III), A.7.A.

833. De only safety related equipment which could be struck by a
misite entering the MEAB HVAC openings are tornado dampers, on
the interior face of each opening. He tornado damper blades are of suf-
ficient strength to withstand debris. Failure of only a small section would
not significantly reduce the effectiveness of the large dampers. Debris
and light missiles would thus not significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the istge dampers. But even were the dampers to fail completely, no ad-
verte effects would be expected. The internal walls in the vicinity of the
various openings would maintain their structural integrity in the event of
full depressurization (3 psi). No anticipated effects of depressurization on
safety related equipment in the adjoining rooms would adversely afTect
the ability to shut down the plant safely. Appl. Aff. (Ashton, Linderman
III), A.3.A and 7.B; Wilson, Afr. III, A.10.

834. The only safety related equipment which could be damaged by
a missile striking a DGB exhaust stack opening is the DGB exhaust
stack. A missile strike in an exhaust stack would only interfere with
diesel operation if it resulted in blockage of approximately 40% or more-

of the 32-inch-diameter exhaust stack opening. Even in that circum-
stance, only the diesel associated with ths'. specific exhaust stack would
be affected. Only one of the three 6sels would be required to shut
down the plant safely, in the event of a Icw er ffsite power (the onlyo
occasion when diesels are required to function). .hp Aff. (Ashton,
Linderman III), A.7.C; Wilson, Afi. III, A.10.

,
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835. The Applicants and Staff have not calculated the probability of
a release of radiation in excess of the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, nasum-
ing a missile strike on a nonconforming structure. They each express the ,

belief that it would be "extremely small" (Applicants) or "de minimin"
(Staff), inasmuch as the damage which might reasonably be postulated to ,

result from a missile will not prevent the plant from being shut down
safely or prevent successful mitigation of resulting transients and acci-
dents (which are bounded by FSAR analyses). Appl. Aff. (Ashton, ,

Linderman III), A.ll; Wilson, Aff. III, A.ll.
836. It would be feasible, although quite costly and time-consuming,

to provide missile protection for each of the nonconforming structures.
The Staff has expressed the view that the significant expense would be
unjustified in light of the low probability of externally generated missiles
striking the nonconforming structures. Appl. Aff. (Linderman III), A.12;
Wilson, Aff. III, A.12.

837. On the basis of Findings 827 836, we conclude that the missile
spectrum utilized by the Applicants and Staff for their PRA calculations
is adequate and conservative, notwithstanding that it omits debris. We
have reasonable assurance that a strike of debris would not likely signifi.
cantly affect the nonconforming structures and that the lack ofinclusion!

of debris in the missUe spectrum used for the probability calculations is
offset by other conservatisms in those calculations, as described in Fimi-

I bg8M.
838. Applicants have computed the collective probability of a missile

strike on the nonconforming structures resulting from a tornado or hurri-
cane generated missile as approximately 6 x 10 -5' per year. The Staff has;
computed the probability as approximately 5 x 10-'. Appl. Aff. (Mark,,

Ashton, Linderman III), A.8; Wilson, Aff. III A.8; see also PID II, 23
NRC at 652, and Finding 785,23 NRC at 777. Each of these probabil-
ities is orders of magnitude lower than the Staff acceptance criterion of 1
x 10 -'. Taking into account the low likelihood of a strike, the significant
conservatisms incorporated into the PRAs, and the low likelihood of sig-
nificant damage should a strike occur, we agree with the Applicants and
Staff that such protection need not be provided.

.

C. Coselusion with Respect to Contention 4
,

839. We conclude, on the basis of the record as enhanced by the July
14, 1986 submissions of the Applicants and Staff, and our discussion of
CCANP's views, tlut there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
concerning the design of STP safety structures to withstand hurricanes ,
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and hurricane missiles, and that the Applicants are entitled to a decision
on this issue as a matter oflaw.

II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and upon consideration of
the entire record in this proceeding, the Board makes the following con-
clusions of law, which supplement the conclusions of law reached in our
earlier partial initial decisions:

1. The risk of a hurricane (or tornado) missile strike on Category I
structures not designed to withstand such missiles (i.e., the IVC roof
area, certain MEAB HVAC openings, and the diesel exhaust stack open-
ings, as identified in Finding 825) is orders of magnitude less than the
Staff's acceptance criterion of I x 10 ". The probability of damage from
a hurricane (or tornado) missile strike in excess of 10 C.F.R. Part 100
guidelines is much lower. Accordingiy, the failure of the IVC roof area,
the described MEAB HVAC openings, and diesel exhaust stack openings
to meet the otherwise applicable requirements of General Design Crite-
rion 4 is a de m/nimis departure from those requirements. On the record
before us, these nonconforming structures need not be redesigned to
resist hurricane (or tornado) missiles.

2. The Applicants are entitled to a decision as a matter of law on
CCANP Contention 4.

3. Structures, systems, and components important to safety have been
adequately designed to withstand hurricar.es and hurricane. generated
missiles, to the extent required by General Design Criterion 4 (and taking
into account the above conclusions).

4. On the basis only of the contentions considered by us, we have
reasonable assurance that, if operating licenses are subsequently granted
for the STP, the activities authorized thereby can be ccnducted without
endangering the health or safety of the public and that such activities can
and will be conducted in compliance with applicable NRC regulations.

. Order

On the basis of the foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Opinion, and the entire record, it is, this 29th day of August 1986,

ORDERED:
1. The Staff's Motion for Leave to File Supplemental Affidavit in

Response to Licensing Board's Questions Concerning Design of Noncon.
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forming Stru:tures to Withstand Hurricanes and Tornados, dated July
22,1986, is hereby gmnted.

2. The Applicants' Motion for Summary Disposition of CCANP
Contention 4, dated March 12, 1985, to the extent it relates to the ade-
quacy of design to withstand hurricane missiles of the IVC roof, certain
MEAB HVAC openings, and the diesel generator exhaust stack open-
ings, is hereby gmnted. (Summary disposition of the other design aspects
of the contention was granted in PID.II.)

3. CCANP Contention 4, to the extent it questions the construction
of safety structures to withstand hurricanes and hurricane missiles, is
hereby dhmnsed

4. Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Commission's rules, the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is au-
thorized, upon making the fmdings on all applicable matters specified in
10 C.F.R. I 50.57(a), and subject to conditions previously imposed by
this Board, to issue to the Applicants Houston Lighting & Power Com-
pany, the City of San Antonio, Texas, Central Power and Light Com-
pany, and the City of Austin, Texas, licenses to authorize fuel loading
and low-power operations (up to 5% of rated powen) and, upon comple-
tion of requisite testing (and subject to Commission review pursuant to
10 C.F.R. I 2.764(f)), licenses to authorize full. power operation of the
South Texas Project, Units 1 ar.d 2.

5. In accordance with E C.F.R. {{ 2.760, 2.762, 2.764, 2.785, 2.786,
and 2.788, and subject to a 4 ci this Order, this Partial Initial Decision
shall become efTective immediately. It will constitute the fmal action of
the Commission forty five (45) days after the date of its issuance, unless
(1) review is sought or conducted pursuant to the above-cited Rules of
Practice, (2) a stay is obtained pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.788, or (3) the
Commission directs that the record be certified to it for fmal decision.
Any party may take an appeal from this Partial Initial Decision by fding
a Notice of Appeal within ten (10) days after service of this Decision.
Each appellant must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within
thirty (30) days after fding its Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the
Staff is the appellant). Within thirty (30) days after the period hr, ex-
pired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty (40)

. days in the case of the Staff), a party who is not an appellant may fde a
brief in support of, or in oppaition to, any such appeal (s). A responding
party shall fde a single, responsive brief only. regardless of the number of
appe!! ants' briefs (ded.

Please be advised that, in addition to the appeal and stay remedies
mentioned above, the Commission will be conducting an "immediate
efTectiveness" review of this and our earlier Partial Initial Decisions pur-
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suant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.764(fX2). As to timing, that provision states in per-
tinent part:

(d) For operating license decimons other than those authormas only fuel loading
and low power testing conustent with the target schedule set forth below, the par-
des may file brief commeats with the C--;-% pointing out matters which. in
their view, pertain to the immediate effectiveness issue. To be conadered, such com-
ments must be received within 10 days of the Board decision. However, the Com-

( nusson may dispense with comments by so advising the parties. No extensive stay
'

shall be issued without giving the affected parties an opportunity to be heard.
(iii) The Comminion intends to issue a stay decision within 30 days of receipt of

the Licenang Board's decision. The Licensing Board's initial decmon wC1 be consid-

ered stayed pending the Comausson's dectuon insofar as it may authorize operations
other than fuel loading and low power (up to 5 percent of rated power) testing.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. James C. Lamb
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Frederick J. Shon
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesd% Maryland,
this 29th day of August 1986.

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

Ivan W. Smith

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-289-EW
(ASLBP No. 86-532 04 SP)

EDWARD WALLACE-

(Three Mlle Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 1) August 19,1986

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER TERMINATING
PROCEEDING AND REMOVING NOTIFICATION

REQUIREMENTS AS TO EDWARD WALLACE

BACKGROUND

On October 25, 1979, the NRC Staff issued a Notice of Violation to
the Metropolitan Edison Company, then the operator of Three Mile
Island Units I and 2, for actions arising out of the TMI 2 accident. Sub-
sequently, in July 1984, the Staff issued a special report on its evaluation

,

; of the integrity of the Licensee's management as it might affect the re-
| start of Unit 1. NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 (July 1984). Among the con-

cerns expressed by the Staff was its conclusion that Metropolitan Edison
Company may have knowingly provided false information in the re-
sponse to the Notice of Violation. However, since the two officials pri-
marily responsible for the goestioned response, Robert Arnold and
Edward Wallace, were no longer associated with TMI l activities, the
Commission decided not to grant motions to reopen the record in the

I restart proceeding on that issue. Instead the Com. mission imposed a re-
quirement on Licensee to notify the Commission before returning either
Mr. Wallace or Mr. Arnold to responsible positions at Unit 1. Metropoli-
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tan Edison Ca (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI 85 2,21
NRC 282,323 (1985).

Both Mr. Arnold and Mr. Wallace took exception to the implication
respecting their reputations and integrity contained in CLI 85 2. Each re-
quested a hearing. On December 19, 1985, the Commiuion invited com-
ments from interested persons on the requests for hearings. The Commis-
sion stated that, based on the information submitted, it would consider
initiating an adjudicatory hearing on whether the notification require-
ment should be retained. General Public Utilities Nuclear Corp. (Three

,

Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI-8519, 22 NRC 886, 889
(1985).

Comments from some of the intervenors in the TMI 1 restart proceed-
ing, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the NRC Staff were sub-
mitted. On May 15, 1986, the Commission issued an Advisory Opinion
and Notice of Hearing effectively exculpating Mr. Arnold (Advisory
Opinion) and granting Mr. Wallace's hearing request (Notice of Hear-
ing). General Public Utilities Nuclear Corp. (Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station. Unit 1), CLI 86-9, 23 NRC 465 (1986). The Notice of Hearing
provided for an adjudication before an administrative law judge under 10
C.F.R. Part 2 and set out the major benchmarks for the proceeding:

Any petitions to intervene by persons who responded by fding comments in re-
sponse to CLI.85-19 shall be fded in accordance uith 10 CF.R. { 2.714 and, to be
timely, shall be fded within 45 days of the date of this Notice. No other interven-
tions shall be permitted except upon a balancing of the factors in 10 CF.R.
I 2.714(a)(1). NRC Staff shall participate as a party. Any party who advocates that
Wallace made a knowing. willful, or reckless material false statement in the NOV
response shall have the burden of going forward and persuasion. If no person inter.
senes againt Wallace and NRC Stafdoes not adnocate a position against Wallace, then
the proceeding shall be terminated and the TMI.) notification repirement as to Wallace
shall be removed.

23 NRC at 472 (emphasis added).
No petition to intervene has been nled.2 On June 30, 1986, the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania Gled a timely petition for leave to participate
as an interested state pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.715(c). On July 17, the-

NRC Staff reported that it does not advocate a position against Mr. Wal.
lace. The matter is now ripe for decision.

s The Advisory Opauos and Notace of Hearms. Ct 1.s&9, dated May 15. 1986, was pubbsbed in the
Federal Regater on June 14. 1986. 51 Fed. Reg 3.008. Action under the Notre of Heerms h.e bem
deterred for at least 45 days foDowwg the pubhcation date.
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DISCUSSION

In its petition to participate, the Commonwealth assumed that there
would be a hearing and stated that:

[T]he Commonwealth has no additional facts to otter, and has no 14u. dst means
of obtaining information on the facts in dispute. However, the Commonwealth is in-
terested in participating in the upcommg hearing to ensure that the facts are fairly
pre.wated and that the evidence is thorcughly analyzed. The Commonwealth is not
now advocating a position against Mr. Wallace.

Commonwealth Petition at 4.
- As noted, the Staff, pn July 17, 1986, reported that it does not advo-

cate a position against Mr. Wallace.8 Also on July 17 the Staff answered
the Commonwealth's petition by noting that no person petitioned to in-
tervene and that neither the Staff nor the Cornmonwealth advocates a
position against Mr. Wallace. 'Ilierefore, according to the Staff, effect
must be given to the Commission directive, cited above, to terminate the
proceeding. Stan Answer at 2-3.

Notwithstanding the Commission's directive and the failure of anyone
to take a position against Mr. Wallace, the Commonwealth, on August 1,
replied to the Staff's answer insisting that a hearing be held. The Com-
monwealth urges that the Staff be directed to carry the burden of proof
despite the Staff's disinclination to do so.'

Scarcely acknowledging the Commission's directive to terminate the
proceeding absent an adversary against Mr. Wallace (Reply at 3) the
Commonwealth advances three principal arguments why, in its view, a
hearing must be held. Each is discussed in the following paragraphs.

1. The Commission directed the Staff to participate in a hearing. Com-
monwealth Reply at 2,4,6. In this argument the Commonwealth is ap- .

parently alluding to the Commission's order in the Notice of Hearing
that "NRC Staff shall participate as a party." 23 NRC at 472. In the full
context of the Notice, however, it is clear the Commission intended for
the Staff ta participate only if there is a hearing initiated by someone
advocating a position against Mr. Wallace.

2. The Commonwealth elected to participate as a state rather than as a'

party because it does not have the facts in its possession and therefore cannot
meet the burden of going forward and persuasion. Only the NRC Staff has
the facts, knowledge and information to meet this burden. Commonwealth
Reply at 3.

s Letter from Mary Wagner, counsel for NRC stan, to Judge Ivan W. south. July !?.1986
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Given the Commission's directive to termmate the proceeding if no
one takes a position against Mr. Wallace, the Commonwealth's second
argument is irrelevant. However, the record of this proceeding should
not close with the suggestion that Mr. Wallace has escaped the notifica-
tion requirement solely as a consequence of a default by the NRC Staff.
De Commonwealth has participated fully in the TMI l restart proceed-
ing since its inception 7 years ago. Its counsel must be aware that if there
were a hearing, the Commonwealth would have at its command, through
the discovery regulations of Part 2 and the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 9 552), complete access to any evidence against Mr. Wallace.

3. A hearing is necessary in light of the Commission's and Staff's prior
statements regarding Mr. Wallace. The Commission found that Mr. Wal-
lace's name cannot be cleared without additional evidence. Commonwealth
Reply at 5 9.

De Commonwealth's third argument is directed to the Commission's
policy determination to place the burdens of going forward and persua-
sion on any party who advocates a position against Mr. Wallace, nat
determination is binding upon the presiding officer of this proceeding
and the Commonwealth's third argument may not be considered.

In sum, the Commonwealth has not advanced any reason not to
comply with the Commission's directive to terminate the proceeding if
no one advocates a position against Mr. Wallace.

ORDER

1. His proceeding is terminated.
2. Pursuant to the delegation to the presiding officer in the Commis-

sion's Advisory Opinion and Notice of Hearing dated May 15,1986, the
TMI I notification requirement as to Mr. Wallace is removed.

APPEAL

This Order may be appealed to the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board within 10 days following its sersice.

.

Ivan W. Smith
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
August 19,1986
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

James M. Taylor, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-1113

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
(Wilmington, North Carolina

Facility) August 29,1986

The Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, denies in part a
petition filed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 by Vera M. English (Peti-
tioner).

ne Petitioner, in part, requested the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) to impose civil penalties against the General Electric Company
(GE or Licensee) for alleged serious violations occurring at its Wilming-
ton, North Carolina fuel fabrication facility. Specifically, the Petitioner
referred to NRC inspection reports and argued that certain conclusions
in those reports were in error. The Petitioner requested that the inspec-
tion reports be withdrawn and be reissued with the appropriate Notices
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties. The Petitioner
also requested that a hearing be scheduled to inquire into these matters.

The Director reviewed numerous inspection report findings and relat-
ed allegations regarding public health and safety and concluded that the
relief requested in the Petition with regard to them was inappropriate.

Consideration of certain other allegations, specifically allegations of
,

wrongdoing by the Licensee and allegations that the Licensee discrimi-

| nated against the Petitioner and others in violation of $ 210 of the
| Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, have been deferred

until the NRC's Office of Investigations and the U.S. Department of
Labor complete their review of the issues raised.

|
|
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ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1974: SECTION 210

De NRC and the Department of Labor have agreed to coordinate
and cooperate concerning the employee protection provisions of f 210 of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. Generally, when a complaint
has been filed with the Department of Labor alleging discrumnation by
an NRC licensee, the NRC defers consideration of the matter until the
Department of Labor has acted.

CIVIL PENALTIES: ASSESSMENT
,

Under the NRC Enforcement Policy, civil penaltiel are not proposed
for Severity Level IV violations unless such violations are similar to pre-
vious violations for which the licensee has failed to tak i efTective correc-
tive action or are willful.

CIVIL PENALTIES: ASSESSMEST

Civil penaltie are not proposed for Severity Level V vivations in the
absence of willfelness.

PARTIAL DIRECTOR'S DECISION PURSUANT TO
10 C.F.R. 9 2.206

l INTRODUCTION

On December 13, 1984, Mozart J. Ratner and Arthur M. Schiller, as
Counsel for Vera M. English (Petitioner), filed pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
I 2.206 a "Motion to Institute Proceeding Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.202,
for Imposition of Civil Penalties and to Vacate and Reverse Inspection
Reports and to Schedule Hearing Thereon." The Petitioner, in part, re-
quested the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to impose civil peri-
alties against the General Electric Company (GE or Licensee) for al-
leged serious violations occurring at its Wilmington, North Carolina fuel
fabrication facility. Specifically, the Petitioner referred to five NRC in-

-

spection reports and argued that certain conclusions in those reports

|
were in error. De Petitioner requested that the inspection reports be
withdrawn and be reissued with the appropriate Notices of Violation and

|
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties. The Petitioner also requested
that a hearing be scheduled to inquire into these matters. By a letter
dated January 10, 1985, the Deputy Director, Office of Inspection and
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Enforcement, informed the Petitioner that her request was being re-
viewed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and would be re-
sponded to by that Office. Consideration of Petitioner's request by the
NRC was also noticed in the Federal Register (50 Fed. Reg.1634, Jan.
17, 1985).

The Petitioner subsequently supplemented her original request. On
February 28, 1985, the Petitioner filed a supplement discussing alleged
deficiencies in additional inspection reports received by Petitioner subse-
quent to her initial filing. Again, the Petitioner sought the issuance of
new "corrected" reports, Notices of Violation, and assessment of civil
penalties. A second supplement, dated March " '.985, further discussed
earlier inspection reports and identified addienal inspection reports
which the Petitioner sought to have withdrawn and new "correct" re-
ports issued. Again, the Petitioner sought the issuance of Notices of Vio-
lation for substantiated allegations and assessment of civil penalties.

The thrust of these three filings by the Petitioner is to challenge the
adequacy and findings of certain NRC inspection activities. The techni-
cal adequacy cf the review by NRC inspectors of a wide variety of ac-
tivities is questioned. Not only is the technical assessment questioned, but ;

in many instances the Petitioner suggests, and in some instances expressly
alleges, that NRC inspectors have acted improperly by either overlook-
ing matters or friling to make findings warranted by the facts. As a
result, the Petitioner claims that numerous violations have either been
categorized incorrectly or have gone undocumented. ne Petitioner fur-
ther dabs that alleged violations which have occurred at the Licensee's
WJmington facility have been categorized at inappropriately low sever.
ity levels under the Commission's Enforcement Policy,10 C.F.R. Part 2,
Appendix C. The Petitioner claims that violations that have occurred
should have been categorized at severity levels justifying the imposition
of civil penalties. De Petitioner alleges this is particult.rly the case with
respect to violations which she claims were willful on the part of the
Licensee.

On April 11, 1985, the Petitioner provided additional information to
the NRC for consideration. The point of this submission was ostensibly
to provide the NRC with additional information which surfaced in a De-

. partment of Labor proceeding conducted in Wilmington, North Caro-
lina, from December 17 to December 19, 1984, and March 19 to March
28, 1985.8 In her April 11, 1985 submittal, the Petitioner submitted GE

' T1ue proceedma was tefore as Adoun,stratave I.aw Judge pertuant to | 210 of the Emergy Reorgani-
tatme Act or 1974, as amended. 42 tJ s C. $ $851 and styled Vere M Enghs4 a Graem/ EJ-erne C4.
Came No. 85 ERA.2. The Petitioner was complainant in this proceedans and aneged decrurunstnoe by

Cme,,ed
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documents which were alleged to constitute admissions of previous
chinu that GE violations at the Wilmington facility were willful, that
GE had made material false statements to the NRC, and that GE had
failed in its reporting requirements to the NRC. A variety of relief was
requested including a renewed request to the Director, Office of Inspec-
tion and Enforcement, to find violations, assign them the highest severity
level, and assess civil penalties, and furthermore to condition retention of
GE's license for the Wilmington facility upon immediate removal of spe-
cifically named facility otTicers, officials managers, and supervisors.

Finally, on June 20, 1985, the Petitioner submitted to the NRC docu-
ments pertaining to another pending Department of Labor proceeding
initiated purstant to 9 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,8 In
her June 20,1985 supplement, the Petitioner asked the NRC to conduct
its own investigation or cooperate with the Department of Labor in its
investigation into the alleged violations of f 210. The Petitioner asked
NRC to take independent action against GE to assure that employees
would be free to exercise their rights without any fear of reprisal. On
July 12,1985, the Petitioner submitted a motion addressed to the Secre-
tary of Labor which contained further information regarding alleged GE
interference with the rigiits of employees.s

The Licensee also made a submittal on May 29,1985, discussing issues
raised by the Petitioner's filings. The Licensee argued that the Petition.
er's submittals represented a direct and unjustified affront to OE, the
NRC, the integrity of the NRC regulatory and licensing process, and the
objective facts of record, OE argued that the Petitioner's requests should
be denied in their entirety.4

OE as a result of hee wtia~e of and the : .trspation t NRC investigations at the OE Wilmungton
facihty. The Adeum # e ! aw Judge assaed a decisaos lavorade to the complamant on Auggst 1,
1945. On May 9,19i., ev Under Secettary of Labor remanded the case to the Adaunastraf to 7 >*
Judge for the Irwted purpose o; tabag certana further testunomy.

8 on May 23,1985, a complaint alleging violations c(|010 was fued we the Department of Labot b
Joy Malpass and John Clarence Lewis allestas disatsumatory conduct by Ocaeral Electric Company
(SS-ERA.38 and 39K On August 30, 1983, the Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Dmnion, made a
detersuaanon. Compiamants appesied. on January 20,1986, the Admmetrative Law Judge sittag to the
matter disnussed the proceedag m1th prejvdace at the prehearing s' age.

8 I have aho sme consideration to the cceaments of Mr. Ratner te trapecuan Report 8544 contained
in has March 28,1986 Mter to the NRC.

* The Ave subauttals made by the Peutione- (ie the submittals of Deces.ber 13, 1984 February 28,
1983; March 12.198S, Apnl 11,1985, and Jeie 20,1985) udl be herecianer cumulatively referred to as
the Petitson. ;
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. DISCUSSION

Prior to discussing the allegations of the Petition, a brief discussion of
the activities conducted at the Wilmington facility is appropriate. The
function of the GE Wilmington facility is to produce nuclear reactor
fuel. In the production areas of the facility, incoming uranium is con-
vrited chemically to a powder and then, in a ceramic process, to pellets,
which are assembled into fuel rods and bundles. These production oper-
ations are supported by the Chemet Laboratory, which providv metal-
lurgical, environmental, chemical, and spectrographic analyses.

Some of these analyses are performed on small uranium samples
brought in from the production areas of the plant. If not controlled care-
fully, analyses could result in uranium contamination on laboratory sur-
faces and in laboratory air. Equipment, procedures, and training are de-
signed to mmimize such contamination. Curface and air monitoring are

" intended to detect signiGcant contammation. Bionssay measurements are
used to determine whether workers have inhaled, ingested, or absonbed
measurable uranium. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are worn on
workers' clothing to measure exposure from radiation oittside the body.

As described in NRC inspection reports discussing inspections con-
,

ducted at the Wilmington facility, minor uranium contamination has oc-
; curred in portions of the Chemet Laboratory while performing analyses,

However, radiation and contamination survey rxords supported by per-i

j sonal exposure records including bioassay measurements, have indicated
little uranium exposure to laboratory workers. Nevertheless, NRC in-
spection reports have identified a variety of minor regulatory violations,

' procedural weaknesses, and other matters, the correction of which have

,
improved Chemet Laboratory safety. Some of these inspection report'

Tmdings are attributable either directly or indirectly to concerns ex-'

pressed by the Petitioner while other inspection fmdings, particularly'

I knose that discount Poitioner's allegations, have been challenged by the
Petitioner.

| The Petition makes many serious allegations regarding operation of the
Ucensee's Wilmington facility and the conduct of the NRC's mopection
and enforcement program. Consequently, at the out.*et, I determined that
a commitment of significant resources would be necessary to examine-

these issues and assure that they received appropriate consideration.

(' Accordingly, I assigned senior Headquarters staff essentially full time
'

to oversee activities of personnel h Region II in resolving the allegations
raised by the Petition. Specifically, I assignet John T. Collins, then my
Special As4stant, So oversee preparation of the response to the Petition.
Having beca assigned overall responsibility for the response to the Peti-
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tion, Mr. Collins twama the focal point at Headquarters for communica-
tions with Mr. Ratner. To the extent possible, without compromising !

NRC investigations, Mr. Collins responded to Mr. Ratner's requests and
provided him material, such as |=;=tk-i reports. ~a-"

Mr. Collins was assisted by William L. Fini.er, a Senior Health Physi-
cist. Together they workeo with Region II to ensure that adequate in-
spections had been or would be undertaken to confirm or deny each alle-
gation, a time-consuming process performed concurrently with other re-
quired inspections at NRC licensed facilities. This involvement of senior
Headquarters staff provided additional assurance that the review con- i

ducted by Region II was a balanced one.
On March 13, 1985, Region 11 personnel met with the General Elec. '

tric Company at GE's request in Atlanta, Georgia, to discuss health
physics and accountability violations at the Wilmington facility. The Li-
censee took that opportunity to describe the actions that it was taking r

pertaining to allegation followup. The NRC stated that it would continue
,

to follow up on the allegations in accordance with agency policy.
On May 6,1985, I and other NRC Staff working on the Petition met ;'

with Messrs. Ratner and Schiller in Washington to respond to questions
regarding the proceu whereby the response to the Petition was to be !

prepared and the status of that response.s
On May 24,1985, Region II management assigned a Project Manager

to ensure that the allegations raised by the Petition had been reviewed .,

*

properly. This unusual assignment was necessitated by the number of
allegations; by the overwhelming volu'ue of related correspondence, in-

!spection reports, and other pertinent material; and by the Petitioner's fre-
quent contacts with the Region. The Regior.'s efforts in addressing the
allegations raised in the Petition were substantial. Among other things, a
new computer-based tracking system had to be developed to relate in- +

spections to allegations. Since late 1982, nineteen inspections by Region .

'II have addressed the Petitioner's concerns.* Some of those inspections

| were devoted en'irely to that purpose. During calerdar years 1984 and
1985, the Region devoted about 4000 man-hours to pursuing the Petition-,

'

er's coxerns. (This tigure does not include NRC Headquarters assist-
ance, nor does it include investigations by the Office of Inpector and ,

'- Auditor or the Office of Investigations.) About 4000 more regional man-

8 Esecuesve Director for operanons %These Dircks L and other NRc seaK also met on Jaly 11. IMS.
)

- with Gemaral Electnc corporaes saamagemebt and Wdmargton plant g- in Wesugeon, at .

temeral Elsetnc's request to descuss the WUmangton plant but act the allegnuoms remad in the Patmoa. ;
A trasempeon was sande of this mestans.

! * The lampactica Repons which address as varying desress NRC's rev,ew of the allsener e remad ir
i

the Peacon ars: 8218. 8406. 05. On.13,13.16.17. and 18, and 8542. 04. 05. 06,11.12.13. IS,16. med
| 17,

!
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hours were devoted to normal inspection activities related to this Li-
censee.

On May 20,1985, I referred to the Director of the NRC's Office of
Inspector and Auditor those portions of the Petition that raised allega-
tions about the conduct of the NRC in general and about some NRC em-
ployees.

In short, the NRC, has given the allegations raised in the Petition a
long, hard look.

For purposes of dealing with the many issues raised, the Petition can
be divided into four categories.

1. De Petition makes numerous assertions regarding violations of
regulatory requirements in the conduct by GE of its operation
at the Wilmington facility. Numerous inspection reports are re-
ferred to as failing to make appropriate findings with respect to -

alleged violations; or when violations are identified, the Petition
,

alleges that the assigned severity level is inappropriate.
2. De Petition alleges wrongdoing on the part of the Licensee in

conducting its operations at the Wilmington facility. The Peti-
tion alleges that the Licensee knowingly permitted and/or fos-
tered ncncompliance with the Commission's regulations.

3. De Petition alleges that certain NRC employees, especially
NRC inspectors, were remiss in their duties t;y, for example. |

failing to inspect adequately GE's activities at its Wilmington fa-
cility and, on occasion, deliberately downplaying known viola-
tions.

*. He Petition alleges that the Licensee discriminated against the
Petitioner and also against others in violation of f 210 of the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended. and conse-
quently that the NRC should take independent action against
the Licensee to remedy such conduct.

Some of these issues will not be addressed in this Decision. Specifi-
cally, issues relating to the propriety of conduct by NRC employees are
handled within th NRC by the Office of Inspector and Auditor and do
not fall within the scope of f 2.206. See Duke Pinver Ca (Catawba Nu- ;
clear Station, Units 1 and 2), DD-84-16,20 NRC 161,164 n.3 (1984). Ac- |

'

cordingly, allegations made by the Petitioner in this regard have been re-
ferred to that Office fut its consideration. |

'I am also not prepared, at this time, to take action with respect to the
allegations of discrimination raised by the Petitioner. He NRC and the
Department of Labor have agreed to coordinate and cooperate concern- !

ing the employee protection provisions of f 210 of the Energy Reorgani-
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zation Act of 1974.' Generally, when a complaint has been filed with the
- Department of Labor alleging disenmination by an NRC licensee, the

NRC defers its consideration of the matter until the Department of
Labor has acted. This policy avoids duplication of effort and the need-
less expense of resources by deferring NRC actions until the Department
of Labor has fully considered the issues. In the case of the Petitioner's
complaint before the Department of Labor, which was resolved in her'

favor by the Administrative Law Judge, this means deferral of NRC
consideration until the matter has been determined by the Secretary of
Labor. Should litigation result from the complaints filed by Ms. Malpass
and Mr. Lewis, see note 2, supm, the NRC likely will await a rmal deter.
mination by the Secretary of Labor. Consequently, I do not reach the
discrimmation issues in my Decision today,

It should be noted that deferral of NRC consideration of any potential
disenmination issues at the Wilmington facility is appropriate in this
matter in light of the extensive inspection activities which have been
conducted at the facility, as discussed below, with generally acceptable
resu:ts.

Nor do I make a determination regarding all of the issues regarding
Licensee wrongdoing raised by the Petitioner. Certa - of the wrongdo-8

ing issues raised by the Petitioner are so clearly without factual sub-
stance end foundation that they may be dismissed without extensive in-
vestigation. Such issues are discussed in the attached Appendix A. "Res-
olution of Ceriain Issues Raised by Vera English in Her Petition Pursu-
ant to 10 C.F.R. $ 2.206," hereinafter referred to as Appendix A and in.
corporated herein by reference. Certain other issues alleging wtongdoing
by the Licensee will require further investigation by the Commission's
Office of Investigations (OI) before I can determine what action, if any,
is appropriate. These issues currently are being addre sed within OI.
When that effort and the DOL proceedings are complete, I intend to
issue a supplement to this Decision.

My Decision today deals with those issues falling into the first cate-
gory described above, i.e., issues related to the sufficiency of the inspec-
tion reports and NRC inspections conducted over tne past several years
of the Licensee's activities, at its Wilmington facility and those issues
within de seccad category found to be without factual substance. As'

was discussed above, extensive Staff efTorts and resources were commit-
i

ted to reviewing these issues. Appendix A discusses their resolution.
With respect to the issues addressed in Appendix A, no significant health

' * Memorandum oIUnderstanding Between NRC sad the Departawat of lear; Employee Protection."
47 Fed. R#s s4.Ss3 (Dsc, s. ME2).
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and safety problems were identified requiring action by the NRC. Gener.
ally, the fuxiings of the inspection reports which were the subject of the
Petition were substantiated, while most of the allegations contained in
the Petition were not substantiated. However, alleentions did lead di.
rectly to the following six Notices of Violation:

Vieleden Smrity Imet

84 15 Visible contamination not cleaned up IV *

84 17 Termination exposum report not timely V
85 02 Lab costa worn improperly and failure to per- IV

form urs.nium powder sampling inside a
hood

85 04 Failure to measure airborne concentrations IV
during pellet cutting and polishing

85 04 Failure to provide a complete termination ex. IV
posure report

86-01 Failure to have an approved procedure for V
transportation

The intensive inspection program conducted during 1984 and 1985 in
response to the allegations resulted in the following eight additional
items of noncompliance:

IQd vieindes smrity te. ,

84 04 Improper frisking V
84-16 Failure to investigate and correct when control IV

limits were exceeded

84-17 Failure to perform proper air sampling IV
84-18 Failure to provide for certain emergency pre- IV

paredness procedures
,

5542 Failure to label shipment properly IV
'

8542 Failure to instruct individuals IV
85-02 Failure to post one gate as required by Part 19 V
85 04 Unauthorized transfer of uranium dioxide sam- IV ;

pies
'

,

r

l

1
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The severity level assigned to previous violations, to violations identi-
fled as a direct consequence of the allegations, and to violations resulting .
from intensive inspections prompted by the allegations were classifwd ap-
picyrWy as Severity 14 vel IV or V. Under the NRC Enfomt
Policy, civil penalties usually are not proposed for Severity Level IV
violations, unless such violations are aimdar to previous violations for
which the licensee failed to take effective corrective action or are willful.
This was not the case here. Civil penalties are not proposed for Severity
Level V violations in the absence of willfulness which was not found
here. Consequently, no civil penalties are being proposed at this time.

To the extent that further NRC investigation determines that certain
violations committed by the Licensee involved wrongdoing, further en.
forcement action may be warranted. Consideration of these matters is
being deferred until OI completes its investigation of these issues.

The Petitioner requested, among other things, that InW. Reports
2218, and 84 04,05,08,10,13,15,16,17, and 18 be withdrawn and re-
issued. Our review of these inspection reports has identified no reason to
do so. The above inspections appear to have been properly performed
and adequately documented.

The Petitioner referred to, but did not request withdrawal of, Inspec-
tion Reports 8111, 8210 and 16 83-05, and 85 04 which we also fmd
adequate.

As noted above, certaa asues will be addressed later in a supplement
to this Decision. Specirmally, wrongdoing issues which have been identi-
fled as requiring further investigation and issues related to employee dis-
crimination will be addressed later. No actions need be taken at the Wil-
mington facility regarding these issues in the interim, as the regulated ac-
tivities at this facility generally have been found to be well controlled
and the NRC inspection oversight will continue to be sufficient to assure -
that this remains the case. Accordingly, I decline at this time to grant
relief requested in the Petition.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons given above, certain issues raised by the Petitioner are
deferred pending further investigation by the NRC or further determina-
tions by the Secretary of Labor. Elased on the review of the issues which
are considered k . rein, operation of the Wilmington facility has not cre--

ated an ur&e risk to the public health and safety, including the employ.
een at the facility, and the issues do not raise substantive health and
safety concerns warranting regulatory action. Consequently, I declitte to
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take the actions requested by the Petitioner with respect to these im
To this extent, Petitioner's request for action pursuant to P 2.206 is
denied. As provided in 10 C.F.R. { 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will
be Aled with the Secretary for the C==i=iaa's review.

James M. Taylor, Director
OfAce of Inspection and

Enforcement

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 29th day of August 1986.

APPENDIX A

Resolution of Certain Issues Raires by Vera English la Her Petition
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206

The Petitioner, in addition to raising questions as to whether the fac-
tual findings in referenced inspection reports demonstrate violations, also
argues that violations exist because the Licensee did not meet certain re-
porting requirements. To the extent the reparting requirements are relee
vant to the subject reports, they are discussed below. However, it should
be noted that the Petitioner has incorrectly cited and relied on 10 C.F.R.
I50.73 concerning reporting requirements. That provision does not
apply to a materials licensee, such as General Electric. Section 50.73 ap-
plies only to the holders of operating licenses for nuclear power plants.

The Petitioner also argues that, unless a violation meets the standards
in {IV of Appendix C to 10 C.F.R. Part 2 (hereinaAer the NRC En-
forcement Policy), a Notice of Violation must be issued for the violation.
Although as a general matter the C==i-laa. does cite all violations

; which it identifies, the appropriate action to be taken in a given case de.
pends on the circumstances of the caw and requires the exercise of dis-<

: cretion aAer consideration of the policies and procedures set out in the
! NRC Enforcement Policy. Thus, there is no case in which the Commis--

i sion must issue a Notice of Violation or a Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty. The institution of any enforcement action is within the ("scre-

'

tionary av '.iority of the Commission.*
,

. ! * c, aospt W precusanni discreece on the pan of the C- has base recogmased by the
D., ""ut. 5se (Assa yceneweed.tnsense a MC 7tl F.2d 310,1:2 (D C. Cw IM3)

,

;
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While the Petitioner suggests that the NRC is "legally bound" by the
NRC Enforcement Policy (Petition tt 7), the policy actually serves only
as a guide and announces this agenc/s intentions. As was stated in the
Statement of Consideration for the policy, the policy was adopted as "a
statement of general policy rather than as a regulation." 47 Fed. Reg.
9987. (See Consolidated X Ray Strvice Corp., Al.J 83 2,17 NRC 693, 705
(1983)). It is the essence of a policy statement that the agency remains
genuinely free to exercise discretion in carrying out its statutory respon-
sibilities.

A number of the Petitioner's concerns appear to arise froin a misun-
derstanding of what is required of NRC licensees. Enforceable require-
ments for which a Notice of Violation 8 may be issued by the NRC in-
clude only requirements specifwd in statutes, NRC regulations, license
conditions, or orders of the NRC. Commitments by licensees or recom-
mendations by NRC inspe: tors are not properly the subject of a Notice
of Violation. The NRC encourages licensees to use the best practices
available and, while pleased when a licensee exceeds regulatory require-
ments, the Comnussion does not take enforcement action when a licensee
does not take additional actions. The only exception to this would be
when a licensee has formally committed to the NRC to take certain ac-
tions. In that circumstance, a Notice of Deviation may be issued if the
commitment is not met. (See NRC Enforcement Policy, iIV.E.2.) How-
ever, such failures, though subject to remedy by agency orders, are no'
violations which could result in issuance of a Notice of Violation or a
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty.

With these general observations, the majority of the concerns of the
Petitioner are organized and discussed under the following categories:

1. Chemet Laboratory Operations (pp. 337-40)
2. OE Policies, Procedures, and Actions (pp. 340-47)
3. NRC Inspections, Findings, and Enforcement

a. Inadequate Inspection (pp. 347 54)
b. Improper Findings (pp. 354 91)
c. Improper Enforcement (pp. 39196)

Where possible, the issues are quoted as presented by the Petitioner.-

Otherwise, for clarity and brevi:y the NRC has characterized the issues.
References to source documents are provided to assist in a fuller under-
standing of the matters raised by the Petitioner.

* A Nouce of Vecdauon a a prerequanne for the Preroemd imposmon of C,v0 Pensky.
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1. Chemet Laboratory Operations

Petitioner made several comments in reference to Chemet Laboratory . ;

operations. nose comments and NRC resolution of them are as follows:

'!a. Concerning an October 21,1983 memorandum from a Chemet Lab
Supervisor to the Chemet Lab Manager, the Petitioner s,ma that
the memo shows that management knew that Chemet Lab pe mn. *

nel felt under inordinate pressure to cover up out-of alarm limit
(OAL) and out-of-control limit (OCL) results and to releau only
results "acceptable" under "biased" standards established "in order
to satisfy production oriented egos." (Petition, Chap. I at 13)

#898 *
From the review of the referenced memorandum, the NRC concludes "

that the supervisor was advising his superior that there was a problem in
the Chemet Lab and believed the best way to correct the problem was .

to meet with the affected employees. Note the last sentence of his memo-
randum: "I feel a meeting is needed to address employees' concerns and
reduce selfimposed pressure to produce."

While production pressure may be unpleasant for employees, it is i

present frequently in any production based operation. This pressure be-
comes of concern to the NRC when it leads to employees failing to
follow procedures which implement NRC requirements.

The NRC found nothing during its review to indicate that manage-
,

ment deliberately adop2d and enforced on employees a policy to in-
crease production and adhere to delivery schedales and to ignore safety
considerations. Further, the violation identified in Report No. 8416
during the NRC review of the out-of-alarm limit (OAL) and out ofcon-

,

trol limit (OCL) areas was not attributed to production pressures. .

b. Petitioner alm asserts that violations documented in reports by the
NRC continued after October 21,1983. (Petition, Chap. I at 13)

.

R898m
'

It is not clear to what "reports" the petitioner is referencing The two
,

violations identified in Report No. 84-17, which was the subject of that i'

section of Chapter I, were not "continued" in the sense suggested by the
Petitioner. One violatica dealt with failure to use suitable measurements
of concentrations of radioactive materials in air. The issue of air sam- i

plers, which became a point of contention between the Licensee and the

;

$
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NRC, was ultimately resolved by the Licensee adding four more air sam-
f 'rs. The other violation involving Petitioner's termination caposured

report was adm ..ted by the Lkm and the Licensee revised an esisting8

computerized termination dose reporting program in an effort to avoid
such violations in the future. Therefore, the violations were resolved to
the NRC's satisfaction.

,

In an attempt to "clean up" the lab, a portion of the flooring wasc.
ripped out only to fmd that the foundation actually was "hotter"
than the floor. Nevertheless the foundation was not torn out but
rather a new floor was laid on the "hot" base. Further, after work-
ing all night to clean contamination from a lab wall, the workers

',

'

were instructed to paint over a heavily contaminated wall. (Petition,
Chap. I at 1314)

Response

The Licensee performed a special contamination survey in the LEA
measurement system (counting) room at the request and in the presence
of an NKU inspector. This special survey identified low level contamina-'

'

tion on parts of the floor (not in the normal walk areas), counting equip-
ment, and table tops. No visible contamination was observed on the
walls during the survey. Some visible contamination was observed on the
walls when equipment was moved to facilitate decontamination. The
contamination was not "vast," as characterized by the Petitioner. How-
ever, the contammation levels were above the Licensee's contamination'

!
action level of 220 dpm/100 cm8 for an uncontrolled area, which was
specified in Licensee's procedure, Nuclear Safety Instruction 04.0. As'

stated in Inspection Report 85 02, neither NRC regulations, License No.
SNM 1097, nor any specific Licensee procedure establishes specific con-
tamination limits for this room. Only action levels at which cleanup |

should be initiated are established. A small section of tile was removed to
decontaminate the floor. Equipment and walls were wiped down and re-
painted. During Inspection 85-02, the Licensee removed several pieces of
the new tile, at the acquest of the NRC inspector, and performed remov-
able and fixed contamination surveys to determine the extent of contami-
nation remaining under the new tile. The contamination levels were less

.

than the Licensee's action level for an uncontrolled area. Contamination
surveys were not performed before or after decontamination of the wall. ,

However, if one essumed that the contamination levels on the wall were ;

equivalent to the maaimum level id ntified in the actual survey per- r

formed in December 1984 under the observation of the inspector, they !

,

!

!

!
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would not represent a significant. exposure source. Painting over low-
level contamination that cannot be easily removed is a method of ensur-

,

[
ieg that contamiantion remains fixed. Painting over contammation fixes '

the uranium in place and removes its potential to become airborne. It
'

should be noted that no NRC requirements prohibit the painting of con- e

taminated surfaces. i

d. On December 5,1984, a Chemet Lab employee inspected six em-
ployee chairs and found them to be "hot" with radiation. When
confronted about the matter by an employee, McLamb (supervisor),

became agitated and angry, denied the chairs were "hot," and said
"(w)however discovered they were hot had better clean them up."
(Petition, Chap. I at 14)

Raymst
,

ne fact that some chairs in the Wet Lab were contaminated with low
levels of fixed contamination was confirmed by an NRC inspector .

'
through independent surveys, the results of which were reported in In-
spection Report 8$-02. nb independent survey found that one chair had
fixed contamination above the Licensee's action level for fixed contami-
nation of 2200 dpm/100 cm'. The removable contamination levels were,

all less than the Licensee's action level of 220 dpm/100 cm8. De pres-<

ence of contamination on the laboratory chairs was discussed in Inspec-
tion Report 85-02 as evidence that spills in the Chemet Lab had not been

i cleaned up. His was identified as an example of failure to follow proce-
dures, for which a Notice of Violation was issued as discussed previously
in Inspection Report 8415. As McLamb did order the cleanup, it is not
of concern to the NRC that he might have a temper or poor manage-
ment style unless he intenced to and did prevent the reporting of such
contammations. De Petitioner offered no clear indication or evidence
that this was the case.

e. He "Hendry Report," a March 29, 1984 memorandum titled
"Chemet Lab Safety Review" from W.J. Hendry to E.A. Lees, es-
tablishes that personnel were not monitoring the isotopic room as a
result of GE management orders not to do so. (April 11 Letter at*

29)

Rsense

ne Petitioner is incorrect in assuming that the microwave work area
mentioned in the Hendry Report was in the Isotopic Area where the Pe.
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titioner previously worked. As stated in the report the microwave oven
was in the Spectrometer Lab, an entirely separate room from the Wet
Lab where the Isotopic Area is located. The microwave oven in the
Spectrometer Lab was used only infrequently Documenting the loca.
tions where smear surveys were taken in no way limits the discretion or
authority of radiation safety technicians to monitor as they believe neces-
sary in the isotopic Area. Although the radiatior, safety technicians most
frequently took smears in the walk patterns, they occasionally took sam-
ples in other areas. Survey results documented by the Licensee indicated
that surveys had been taken in the Isotopic Area. There is same rationale
for using surveys of walk patterns to detect spread of contamination.
However, i's Inspection Report 84-17, the inspector suggested that the
Licensee routinely survey the work areas where there was a greater po-
tential for a contaminating event. Based on recorded survey results re-
viewed by the inspector the Petitioner's contention that radiation safety
technicians were under management order; not to monitor in the Iso-
topic Area was not substantiated.

.

2. GE Policies, Procedures, and Actions

At several points, Petitioner made the point that ALARA was not ;a.
adhered to by the Licensee or addressed by the NRC (Petition,
Chap. I at 6-7,11,15,18 20; Chap.11 at 3; April 11 Letter at 28.)
More specifically, the Petitioner asserted that the Licensee willfully

,
' breached ALARA.

Response

Before addressing the Petitioner's complaint, a brief discussion of the
origin and meaning of ALARA is useful. ALARA is an abbreviation for
the phrase "as low as is reasonably achievable." ne Petitioner addresses i

ALARA as though it is a readily identifiable and precise regulatory re-
quirement. His in fact is not the case. ALARA is a refulatory goal.
which in practical spplication may lead to more conservative actions, in
terms of radiation safety, than those otherwise required by NRC regula- ,

tions (10 C.F.R. { 20.l(c)).,

De NRC strives to protect the public health and safety against unnec-
essary exposure to radiation by setting limits to those exposures in a
given period of time, ne radiation exposure limits referenced in 10
C.F.R. Part 20 are considered to be safe; but to ensure additional mark ni
of safety the NRC has adopted the concept of ALARA as published by
ne International Commission on Radiological Protection m 1973. An
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underlying principle of ALARA is that radiological protection should be
pursued to reduce exposures to a point where any further reduction in
risk would not justify the effort required to accomplish it. It must be
noted that the application of the ALARA goal involves highly subjec.
tive value judgments, which may also include economic and other socio-
logical factors. ;

From the above it should be clear that ALARA is a goal or objective
and not in and of itself a requirement. Accordingly, it would be an error

,

to talk in terms of a "breach of ALARA.": The question is whether GE
pursued an adequate ALARA program.

We now will address the Petitioner's complaint. Although not specifl.
cally addressed in the inspection reports mentioned in the Petition, re-
viewing the Licensee's program for maintaining radiation exposures "as
low as is reasonably achievable" is one aspect of the radiation protection
inspection program Guidance to inspectors contained in the inspection
procedure * for radiation protection programs at fuel fabrication facilities
is discussed in Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10.

While License SNM 1097 does not refer directly to the ALARA prin-
ciple, the license is subject to 10 C.F.R. Part 20 and to the conditions of
Part I of the Licensee's application dated May 14 and June 20,1984. Part
20 ($ 20.l(c), "Purpose") states that licensees "should . . . make every
reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures . . . as low as is reason-
ably achievable." It defines that ALARA "means as low as is reuonably
achievable taking into account the state of technology, and the econom-
ics of improvements in relation to benefits to the public health and
safety, and other societal and socioeconomic considerations, and in rela-
tion to the utilization of atomic energy in the public interest." Section
20.103(b)(2) requires "precautionary procedures" under certain condi-
tions, essentially to ac!:ieve inhalation exposures ALARA. Other than in
this limited circumstance,10 C.F.R. Part 20 does not elaborate or require
licensees to achieve exposure ALARA.

Part I of the Licensee's application ($ 2.3.1) requires a Wilmington
Safety Review Committee, whose responsibilities include an

annual ALARA review which considers the fonowing:
'

Programs and projects undertaken by the radiation safety fah and the

8 It is acted that Petmoner's mecharactentataos of ALARA as a "stam$ard" may have annen out or a
auncharactenastaos er the concep by Plasanff's attormey in the Karea sdtmood case whde queetumag
an NaC muases, mbach was later packed up by the tnal judge as dicta in ha opensos demyng defendants
e rehennas in that came (W& ment a KemMcGee. 445 F. supp. 544 (1979)) The error mes then repeated,
es dacta, by the U.s supreme Coun en as renew or the came (E4=ent a KemMcGee. 464 U s 235.18
1. Ed 2d 441.104 s C 415 (1964)
* IE hianual Chapter 2600.
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operational radiation safety comenttee.

Performance including but not limited to, trends in airborne concentrations of
radioactivity, pernoemel esposures and environmental monitonas rer alts.

Programs for improving the effectivenees of equipment used for effluent and
esposure control

Section 2.3.2 requires an Operational Radiation Safety Committee to
ensure that "the occupational radiation exposures of employees are kept.

as low as practicable and within established limits." (The term "as low as
practicable"is synonymous with ALARA.)

Section 2.7.1 states that the radiation protection program is designed to
establish and maintain written instructions for radiation health and safety
practices "so as to maintain occupational radiation exposures at levels as
low as reasonably achievable "

Finally, f 3.1.2 states, "WMD [Wilmington facility) has established a
radiation protection program designed to ensure that occupational radi-
ation exposures are maintained at levels as low as reasonably achiev-
able."

There is no question of OE Wilmington's obligation to work toward
the objective of maintaining exposures ALARA. Inspectable esidence of
such effort inckdes (1) minutes and correspondence of the Wilmington
Safety Review and Operational Radiation Safety Committees, (2) expo-
sure reduction aspects of operating procedures, and (3) the four aspects
of the ALARA Program described in f 3.1.2 (management commitment,
detection and measurement systems, informatien systems, and major fa-
cility and equipment changes).

To maximize available inspection time, NRC inspection reports con-
centrate on actual and potential problems and on matters of greatest
safety or regulatory significance and focus on radiation protection
subtopics, such as air sampling, internal dose control, etc. The subject of
ALARA, which deals with making the already low even lower, is not
ignored during NRC inspections but it evokes little inspection report dis-
cussion as a separate topic. The ALARA goal is considered in inspec-
tions in all radiation protection subtopics.

Nevertheless, there are two fairly recent examples of ALARA discus--

sions in GE Wilmington inspection reports:
85-07, in which the inspector reviewed the activities of the Wil-

mington Safety Review Committee and the Operational Radiation
Safety Committee.

83 24, in which the inspector reviewed ALARA aspects of venti-
lation and whole-body counting concerns.
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Thus, the NRC does examine the Licensee's ALARA Program and be-
lieves that it is in keeping with the goals of the program,

b. Petitioner complains that samples received from the production area
for analysis were found to have external contamination on the con-
tainer. (Petition at 13)

Response

There is no NRC requirement that samples transferred from one area,

of the plant to another be transferred in contamination free containers, as
long as the transfer is not to an area where there are no precautions ap-
plied to protect against radiation or radioactivity, in fact, the Licensee
recognizes that samples from the production area may be contaminated,
cautions Chemet Lab persennel by plant procedures that 1.smples may be
contaminated, and requires the use of appropriate protective clothing by
laboratory personnel. The Licensee's procedures stated that viribly con-
taminated sample containers are not to be received in the laboratory. Al-
though Inspection Report 84-04 stated that samples from the production
aru had been eaternally contaminated, the contamination was not visi-
ble. Considering the nature of the uranium material handled in the lab-
oratory, the absence of visible contamination would indicate that con-
tamination t-vels on the container were low,

Petitioner also complains that the Licentee procedures and noticesc.

regarding protective clothing requirements failed to require employ.
ees to wear protective gloves when handling radioactive material.
(Petition at 13)

Response

inspection Report 8445 specified that the Licensee's written proce-
dures and notices regarding protective clothing requirements failed to re-
quire employees to wear protective gloves when handling radioactive
material. Ilowever, Licensee management indicated during the inspection
that they expected personnel in the laboratory to weac gloves when han.
dling radioactive material. It is good health physics practice to wear pro--

tective gloves when handling potentially contaminated items, but it is not
a regulatory requirement. In fact, the inspector observed that personnel
in the Chemet Lab wore plastic gloves when handling potentially con-
taminated material. Since the Licensee intended to receive potentially
contaminated material in the laboratory from the production area, the in-
spector indicated it would be prudent to clarify the plant procedure spe-
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cifically to require that gloves be worn when handling radioactive sam.
ples.

d. Petitioner believes that the "Wieczorek Report," an April 26,1984
memorandum titled "Employee Allegations of Violations to Compa-
ny Practices and Procedures" from F.J. Wieczorek to E.A. Lees,
substantiates her allegation that isotopic results are accessible in the
computer and can be altered. Petitioner also addresses the issue of
computer acceptance of out of control results. (April 11 Letter at
15 18)

Response

The Petitioner has combined inspection results which addressed sev-
eral separate allegations. The allegations addressed in Inspection Report
84-05 and the Wieczorek Report concerned the accessibility of analytical
results in the computer, the use of transaction codes to alter existing
data, and the falsification of data.

Inspection Report 84-05 and the Wieczorek Report concluded that
measurement data were accessible in the computer, that transaction
codes had been used to correct data, and that no falsification of measure-
meat data could be found. Because NRC has no requirements in the area
of computer security, no violation was issued. However, the Licensee
agreed to improve the control of access to measurement data.

Inspection Report 8415 addressed the allegation that the computer
was programmed to accept out-of control results. In Inspection Report

j 8415, the inspector concluded that the computer had not been pro-
' grammed to accept cut of-control results and that the computer was rea-

sonably protected from unauthorized changes.

e. Petitioner asserts that GE made no reports to the NRC between
May 22,1980, and June 1984 of such events as -
(!) the "UFs release" on September 15, 1981;
(2) the July 29,1982 dumping of "internally contaminated" 2% inch

pipe;
(3) failure, as of February 11, 1982, to record standards and sample-

data on bench worksheets, sample reports, control logs / control
charts;

(4) Chemet Lab contamination levels during 1984 ranging "from
8 8317 dpm/100 cm to $100 dpm/100 cm ;

(5) 902/903 password system subject to abuse both long before and
long after early 1984;
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(6) April 1-May 31,1984, "both the alarm limits and out of control
limits were not in agreement with (LMCS) computer limits";

(7) constant exceeding of out of control limits during 1984;
(8) increasing "weaknesses in the contamination centrol program in

the Chemet Lab" and "the fuel manufacturing area" during the
period 19781984; and,

(9) failure in 1984 to provide projected dose informatsw and recom-
mendations to olYsite organizations.

(April 11 Letter at 38)
.

Response

Based on NRC review, all of the incidents referenced by the Peti.
tioner, except one, involved conditions below the threshold specified in
NRC regulations for reporting and, therefore, were not rLportable. Data
on the September 16, 1981 UF. gas release were provided to NRC
Region 11 by telephone. Additionally, inspectors went to the plant the
week after the incident to verify conditions. No written report was sub-
mitted because NRC indicated that it had obtained the necessary infor-
mation and did not need a written report.

f. In general terms, the Petitioner asserts that the NRC inspectors did
not consider that the Licensee did not make timely and voluntary
identification of violations to the NRC. More specifically, the Peti-
tioner noted that GE reported the Petitioner's allegations to the
NRC more than I month after GE received them from the Petition-
er. (April 11 Letter at 38 39) Petitioner asserts that an NOV must
issue if violations were not ident fied to the NRC in a timelyi

manner. (See also Petition, Chap. !! at 7)

Response

With respect to the timeliness of the verification to NRC of allegations
received by a licensee, the licensee is not required to report allegations
until they are determined to have substance and to be repor,able. The
Petitioner's allegations did not concern reportable matters.

Nevertheless, the NRC was notified telephonically by the Licensee on.

the morning of March 23,1984, that it had received allegations from one
of its employees concerning safety and accountability inoes. At that
time, the NRC had already received the allegations from a confidential
source. The Licensee was told that a detailed discussion of the issues was '

not appropriate but that NRC would review the issues and the Licens. ,

ee's investigative findings during a routine inspection. Unknown to the
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Licensee, NRC had already arranged to visit the site unanno nced on
March 26,1984. NRC inspectors arrived on site on March 26,1984, and
the meeting described in Inspection Report 8445 took place,

g. Dr. Kenneth Mossman, Associate Professor of Radiation Medicine
and Director of the Graduate Program in Radiation Science at
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., testified at Pedtion-
er's Department of Labor hearing. Petitioner characterized his testi-
mony as showing serious deficiencies in certain radiation practices,
including frisking, training, contamination surveys, and air sampling.
(April 11 Letter at 39-42)

Response

In regard to frisking as was noted in Inspection Report 8210, "the in-
spector stated that it appears that licensee personnel who audit the frisk-
ing activities may not know what cocstitutes a thorough frisk for person-
nel contamination. The inspector further stated that there is no reason to
believe that what he observed on May 20 and 21 is not typical." Having
cited GE for the frisking failures observed by him, the inspector, never-
theless, found no evidence which indicated misrepresentation on the part
of GE in regard to the GE audits in this area.

The danger of improper frisking depends on the contamination poten-
tial of the area being left. The low levels of contamination typically
found in the Chemet Lab suggest that improper frisking is not likely to
be dangerous to the worker or to the public. However, that does not
excuse anyone's failure to use safety equipment as intended.

The low levels of contamination found in the Chemet Lab during Li.
censee surveys, including special surveys performed under the observa-
tion of the NRC, and the small quantity of material handled in the lab-
oratory indicate little chance of significant exposure to uranium. NRC
audits of the Licensee's training programs have confirmed that training
generally is consistent with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 19.12.

NRC inspections have found training weaknesses but these findings
have not been frequent or severe enough to label the training inadequate.

- As discussed previously, the contention that radiation safety personnel
were excluded from monitoring certain areas was found to be without ,

merit.
Air sampling and contamination surveys are discussed in responses at

it 3 b(ll), (12), and (14), and 3.c(4).
The NRC does not find in Dr. Mossman's statements a basis for con.

cluding that "if the condition found at WMD were allowed to exist and
1
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persist in his own research laboratory, this would be serious grounds for
possible civil penalties and even temporary revocation of the license."
No radiation protection program, whether at fuel facilities, universities,
or other licensed facilities, is without some weaknesses. Imperfections
generally are fourid, documented, and corrected without resorting to
civil penalty or license revocation. No significant health and safety prob- *

lems were found at GE Wilmington. Herefore, consistent with the NRC
Enforcement Policy, inspection findings at GE Wilmington have not re.
quired such escalated enforcement action.

3. NRC Inspections, Fladiass, and Enforceasent

a. Inadequate Inspection
(1) In regard to Inspection Report 8405, Petitioner asserts that the

Petitioner told OE of password access violations but was ig-
noted. (Petition at 16)

Response

As part of the inspection conducted March 26 29, 1984, the inspectors
investigated the Petitioner's assertion that data associated with isotopic
analyses that were stored in the Licensee's computer system could be al-
tered and falsified. The inspectors investigated the possibility of labora.
tory technicians using each other's and their supervisor's passwords to
change or falsify data.

The inspectors determined that there was liberal use of employee pass-
words by other individuals but that the use was necessary to maintain
laboratory access to data across several shifts. De software in this com-
puter system required the use of the sample preparer's password to re-
lease data over the time span of several shifts. However, once apprised
of the Petitioner's concerns, the Licensee modified the computer soft-
ware tn facilitate the release of sample results by individuals other than
the sample preparer.

'
A "Laboratory Policy Memorandum" dated January 19,1984, was

issued by the Licensee to inform laboratory personnel that use of pass-
.

!
-

words of other individuals was unauthorized. The inspectors viewed the i

referenced memorandum as a recognition by the Licensee of a problem
in the use of passwords and transaction codes. This memorandum clearly
addressed the types of concerns raised by the Petitioner and indicated
corrective actions to preclude unauthorized use of passwords and trans.
action codes.
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The inspectors found no evidence that data had been falsified either -
intentionally or accidentally Further there is no NRC requirement for -. ,

computer system security. No enforcement action was appropriate con-
cerning the lack of password control.

,

The accessibility of computer data also is discussed in the response at :

12.d. ,

(2) As to Inspection Report 84-13, Petitioner noted that the inspec- '

tor failed to identify and review Petitioner's termination radi- |

ation exposure report. (Petition at 21) j

amp 888r

NRC inspections routinely involve a sampling of records. During In- >

spection 84-13, the inspector reviewed selected Licensee iecords of ter- ,

mination reports but did not indicate whet:wr the Petitioner's report was .

or was not included. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Petition-
er's termination radiation exposure report was reviewed and specifically
commented on by the inspector in Inspection Reports 8417 and 8$ 04, !
Further, Notices of Violation rete.ted to the termination radiation expo- i

sure report were issued as a result of both inspections.

(3) Petitioner attacks NRC "assumption" that because of unan, f
nounced inspections, the NRC observes "normal" conditions be- !

Icause management has no opportunity to "clean up" and alert
the workers to be on good behavior. (Petition, Chap. I at 3) f

Rayonse |

Most NRC inspections are unannounced, meaning that the Licensee is ;

not informed ahead of time about a forthcoming inspection. Upon arriv-
ing at the GE site, the iaspector will present himself at the guardhouse [
and will conduct an entrance interview with the plant manager or his ;

designee. During the entrance interview the inspector will outline the i
scope of his inspection and will specify any requirements he may have |
before or during the inspection. The NRC believes it is not inappropriate !

'

that the security guard notifies site management that an NRC inspector i

has arrived on site for an inspection. Site management has a right to (
know who is on their site in order to carry out their responsibility for |
the safety and the emergency accountability of all people on site, includ- !

ing NRC inspectors. To our knowledge, this common practice in inspec. |
tions has not led to covering up significant safety problems. |

|

}
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De Petitioner implies that unsafe conditions are changed to safe con-
. ditions in 15 minutes. Although minor remedial actions could occur

; before an inspector observes the facility or operations, it would be ex -
; tremely unlikely that serious conditions could be corrected in that time.

In this 3=*=~e- the inspectors found no evidence that an unsafe condi-.

i tion was changed to a safe one during this entry penod. In addition,
NRC inspectors not only observe work being performed, they also inter.
view workers and review the Licensee's records to determine conditions
that existed at other times.

(4) Petitioner implies that employees of GE talked to by NRC in-,

spectors were inhibited from talking freely and candidly with
the inspector because of the presence of GE management repre-
sentatives during such interviews. (Petition, Chap. I at 4-5)

Rayonar-

Dunna NRC inspections, the Licensee's ' employees have been inter-
viewed by inspectors off the site and on the site. While on site, inter.

I views frequently are conducted in rooms supplied by the Licensee (usu-
ally without management a**Haee). Regardless,10 C.F.R. I 19.15(a)
and (b) provide for private consultation between inspectors and workers,

concerning occupational radiation protection and other matters. Form
NRC 3, which must be posted in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 19.ll(c)
and (d), describes the employees' right to talk privately and confulen-

; tially with an NRC inspector.
At times it is necessary for the inspector to be accompanied by a Li.

censee representative to assist the insoector in securing necessary infor-
mation for his inspection, to act as a guide in parts of the facility with
which the inspector may not be familiar, and to answer questions related
to the inspection. Nevertheless, it should be recognized that inspectors
have essentially free access to the Licensee's facilities and usually are not
escorted by the Licensee. Additionally,10 C.F.R. I 70.55(c)(3) requires

i licensees to afford inspectors unfettered access, consistent with identinca-
d

tion and access control requirements. The NRC inspections associated
with the Pet tioner's allegations did not reveal instances of Licensee ac-2-

companiment having interfered with communication between employees
and NRC inspectors.

(5) Petitioner observes that the ALARA "standard'* is not men.
tioned in IE reports. (Petition, Chap. I at 6-7)
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Raponst ,

See egola discussion of ALARA,12.a.
,.

(6) Petitioner believes that the inspector mainly WM manage- -i
ment explanation for alleged failures instead of consulting rele-
vant documents. (Petition, Chap. I at 23)

;

Raponst

Contrary to Petitioner's belief, the inspector made an independent as- ;
*

sessment of the pertinent documents. Further, the Petitioner was incor- ;

rect as to the meaning and application of the documents cited by her to i
the issue raised. See a fuller discussion of the matter at 13.b(17). :

;

I

(7) Petitioner charges that the inspector responsible for Inspection'

Report 8417 was gratuitously insulting, disparaging, and mis- ,

leading in his treatment of a Petitioner allegation concerning the
failure of some lab personnel to monitor themselves for contami-

.

nation when leaving the lab. Petitioner also charges that the in- !

spector failed to consider prior violations concerning frisking. [
; (Petition, Chap.11 at 1719) }
'

!

Amroa88 ;
;

1 From a review of the inspection findings and discussions with the in-
|spector of record, the NRC believes, regarding the technical aspects of'

i this allegation, the followup to and disposition of the allegation was han- i

!

died in an appropriate an1 professional manner by the inspector. The in-
I spector's conclusion that the allegation was not substantiated was cor- !

! rect. The inspector did not observe or find any evidence which would ,

Iindicate that individuals are leaving the controlled area without proper;
' monitoring. The NRC believes further that the Licensee acted responsi- *

I bly by establishing a disciplinary action program for personr.el who are j

observed not to frisk or who frisk .mproperly as determined by detection |
| of contamination on personnel by the radiation, protection staff during !

.

the special checks. While the employer is resporsible for the action ofits !

employees, the employee, once trained, also has an obligation to adhere |
to regulatory requirements and Licensee procedures. |

}
With regard to Petitioner's concern for the inspector's alleged failure ;

i to consider prior violations, the NRC Enforcement Policy is silent with !

regard to repditive Severity Level V violations, but repeated similar vio- |
l

1 !
;>

'

sso |
t

h
:

t
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1

lations could result in further enforcement action. However, during In-
spection 8417, the inspector was unable to substantiate that Chemet Lab
personnel were not frisking and so the issue of repetitive violations did
not arise.

(8) Petitioner asserts that the inspector failed to find that GE violat.
ed 10 C.F.R. I 19.13(b) and (c), 20.408(b), and Nuclear Safety
Instruction E-6.0, addressed in section "n," Inspection Report
8417, by classifying the matter as a technical violation and leav.
ing the matter as "unresolved."(Petition, Chap. II at 19 22)

Kssponse

During the inspection (8417), the inspector reviewed available radi-
ation exposure data for the Petitioner. However, there was some ques-
tion as to the retrievability of some of the data that were not in the com-
puter Gle. At the time of the inspection, the inspector had not deter-
mined whether a regulatory requirement had been violated regarding the
Petitioner's termination exposure report. Based on these uncertainties the '

inspector left that issue as unresolved, but he did cite the Licensee for
violating 10 C.F.R. I 20.408(b) by not furnishing the NRC a copy of the ,

termination report within 30 days. An unresolved item is one for which
more information is required to determine whether the item is acceptable
or may involve violations or deviations. The unresolved item was fol-
lowed up during an inspection conducted April 8-12,1985 (Inspection
Report 85-M), and a violation of 10 C.F.R. I 19.13 was identified. (Nu.
clear Safety Instruction E-6.0 wA merely a Licensee procedure intended
to implement the requirements of i 19.13.)

Regarding the need for the Licensee to provide externsi radiation
monitoring devices (film badge /TLD) to people employed in the Chemet ,

Lab, the film badge /rLD data reported by the Licensee's dosimetry
service since 1976 indicated that radiation exposures for Chemet Lab

,

|

personnel were less than 25% of the applicable limit specified in 10
,

C.F.R. I 20.101. Thus, personal monitoring would not have been re- )
quired by NRC regulations. '

[
'

,

(9) Petitioner asserts that the inspector's "selective" review did not
,

discover rejection by JNF, a vendor customer, of a GE product I
and therefore did not find what Petitioner believed to be multi-

'

;
pie violations of 10 C.F.R. Il 70.57 and 70.58. (Petition, Chap. I

II at 26 27)
,
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Ampaue

ne Petitioner did not properly chsswi.fize the scope of this lanpec-
tion. The referenced sections of Inspection Report 8111 dealing with
transportation, on pages 3 and 4, were taken out of context and applied
to a completely unrelated matter,

ne inspection concerned the shipment of radioactive waste to a li-
censed burial facility and focused on DOT requirements (49 C.F.R.
I 173.393) and the site disposal criteria. The inspector did not evaluate
shipments to a customer or material control and accounting requirements
as suggested by the Petitioner's reference to 10 C.F.R. {{ 70.57 and -
70.58. The Petitioner makes an incorrect statement regarding who se-
lected the documentation to be reviewed. De NRC inspector had avail-
able at the time the documentation for all waste shipments for the period
January to August 1981. C&*iamt with NRC practice, the inspector se-
lected only a portion of the documentation to review in detail.

(10) Petitioner maintains that the inspectors did not find "crucial"
violations of 10 C.F.R. l70.57 in GE's failure to determine
metal impurity content la UO and improper verification of out-
of control conditicus. (Petition, Chap. II at 27)

Rapmue

ne Petitioner concluded that a violation of 10 C.F.R. I 70.57 oc.
curred since the Chemet Laboratory "does not know the metal impurity
content in the UO being assayed," and therefore reports only the
oxygen-to uranium ratio. This is not a correct conclusion. Total
nonvolatile metallic impurity (TMI) analyses and oxygen to uranium
ratio (O/U) analyses are performed routinely and independently by dif-
ferent groups in the Chemet Lab. The two analyses are combined subce-
quently to obtain a corrected uranium factor, which is used in accord-
ance with the Licensee's Fundamental Nuclear Material Control
(FNMC) Plan. Consequently, no violation was appropriate.

As a result of a corporate audit review. OE's Product and Quality As-
surance Operations raised the issue of not always using the same stand-
ards to verify correction of an out-of-control condition. They suggested

,

changes in the GE Nuclear Fuels Manufacturing Department special nu-
clear material control program to ensure compliance with | 70.57. In a
letter dated April 9,1982, to the NRC Fuel Facility Safeguards Licens-
ing Branch OE attempted to clarify its procedures. De NRC consid-
ered the clarificatbn unnecessary because OE's FNMC Plan (6 4.0 and
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Appendix C I 4-0) contamed sufMcient procedures to verify correction of
~

an out of control condition. Therefore no violation occurred. [

r
(11) Petitioner notes the inspector's failure to interview Petitioner,

resulting in the inspector not getting supporting evidence (both I
- testimonial and documentary) supporting her allegation concern-

,.'

ing improper tag removal from an analyzer. (Petitx>n, Chap. II ;
at 28 29) !

Rapome

'
The inspectors who conducted the inspection interviewed Mrs. Eng-

lish by telephone on several occasions before the inspection and covered *

many issues, one of which was the out of-service tag issue. Pertinent in- |
formation on that issue was obtained during these interviews. Although j
the inspectors had not seen copies of the out of-service tags before the ;

mapection, subsequent review of these copies did not provide the inspec. ' !
tors any unknown information or change their original conclusion. ;

During the inspections, the inspectors applied an accepted inspection }
technique by interviewing the laboratory personnel. Based on the best '

recollection individuals had of the event, it was determined that the sub-,

ject equipment had been tagged as a precautionary measure and that the !

tag probably had been removed by a supervisor (based on the supervi.
sor's remembrance) in accordance with a Licensee procedure entitled

<

"Administrative, Lock Tag and Try, No. 302 " This procedure did not,

'

require the Licensee to maintain a log of out of service tag use and did '

not require the Licensee to retain used tags. ,

The "shift logs" referenced in the inspection report were informal logs
or notes maintained by some shift supervisors but not required by NRC

!
regulations or the Licensee's procedures. The logs maintained for equip- .

,

ment trend analysis were informal shift logs used by the Technical |
! Equipmc. : Support Unit to monitor equipment failure rates and mainte-
~

nance time. These logs also are not required by NRC regulations or the
Licensee's procedures. The logs were referenced in Inspection Report
8416 to describe the scope of the inspection and the leads the inspector-

developed in his effort to draw a complete conclusion regarding the inci-
,

dent.

Because the Licensee was not required by NRC regulations or the Li-,

] censee's procedures to maintain Equipment Support shift logs, laboratory
supervisor shift logs, or logs dopumenting the use of cut-of service tags, '

,

no violation was issued.

t

:
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(12) Petitioner notes that although inspector found no such require-
ment in OE documenta. OE rules did require the wearing of
protective gloves. (April 11 Letter at 19)

Respnse

At the time the allegation was made and at the time of the 84-04 in-
spection, NSR/R 6.1.0 specified the radiological controls for the Chemet
Lab. De documents referenced by the Petitioner in footnote 5 on page
19 of the April 11 letter were either not considered required procedures
by the NRC or were out of date and had been saperseded by other doc-
uments which did not have a requirement to wear protective gloves. In
either case, since there were no violations ci regulatory requirements, no
discussion of severity level was appropriate.

b. Improper Findings
(1) The Petitioner a!!cges that the conclusion in Inspection Report

No. 8218 that no violations or deviations were disclosed is in
error because (a) the General Electric Fundamental Nuclear
Material Control (FNMC) Plan does not reflect GE's actual
practice in responding to out-of-control conditions and (b) the
FNMC Plan does not reflect a license condition. (Petition at 7-8)

Respnse

During an inspection conducted March 1518,1982 (Inspection Report
82-07), the inspector observed that the Licensee's practice concerning
initiation of investigations was more conservative than required by the
facihty's FNMC Plan. The plan required an investigation whenever (1)
two or more measured values of a standard or (2) the difference between
duplicate analyses fell outside the warning limits. (Warning limits are
those established at the 0.05 level of significance.) The Licensee's actual
practice, not reflected in the FNMC Plan, was to investigate cach time
the warning limits were exceeded. Because that practice was more con-
servative, compliance with the FNMC Plan requirement was being main-
tained. The NRC inspector believed that the Licensee should modify the
FNMC Plan to be consistent with current practices, because those cur-
rent practices were superior to the FNMC Plan requirements. A recom-
mendation to this effect was forwarded to the Office of Nuclear Materi-
als Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) in a memorandum dated April 15,
1982.
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As a result of this memorandum, NMSS issued License Condition 4.10,
effective immediately, by letter to General Electric dated July 20, 1982.
The July 20, 1982 letter stated that the requirements of License Condi-
tion 4.10 should be incorporated into the Licensee's FNMC Plan as soon
as practical.

General Electric submitted to NMSS for approval the revised pages to
its FNMC Plan pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 70.34 on December 9,1983. This
submittal occurred after periodic, extensive discussions with NMSS con-
cerning the subject matter. The December 9,1983 submittal also ad-
dressed the Region 11 concern originally raised in Inspection Report No.
82 07. The revised pages were approved by NMSS on November 30, .
1984.

The purpose of requesting the Licensee to put the essence of License
Condition 4.10 in its FNMC Plan was to have a comprehensive, inclu-
sive document containing all pertinent Material Control and Account-
ability (MC&A) aspects. While this is ideal, it is not required. Therefore,
during this time period the Licensee was considered to have an accept-
able MCAA program based on the commitments in the FNMC Plan and

I the requirements imposed by license conditions.
9

(2) In regard to inspection Report 84-04, Petitioner -
(a) believes that GE committed identical violations in the

past. (Petition at 910)

Response

During the previous 2 years, only one similar violation was identified,
as documented in Inspection Report 8210 for an inspection during the
period May 17 21, 1982. However, the corrective action taken by the Li-
censee in response to the 1982 violation was in most respects effec'ive in
preventing recurrence.

In response to the vio'ation cited in 1984, the Licensee took corrective
action, including disciplining the individuals, conducting special training
sessions, and issuing to Chemet Lab personnel a written notice that.

stressed the need to survey. Consequently, escalated enforcement was
not considered necessary to achieve adequate corrective action.
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(b) asserts that violations and civil penalties should have been
issued for failure of the Licensee to incorporate certain
calibration requirements into its formal procedures and
for fallare of the procedures to require calibration with
sources "traceable to National Standards." (Petition at 10
12)

Respome

Neither a violation of a regulatory requirement nor a deviation from a
*

Licensee commitment was involved with regard to the Petitioner's con-
tention that a Notice of Violation or Deviation should have been issued
for the Licensee's failure to approve formally the procedura used for
calibrating the whole body counter and high volume air samplers. Para-
graph 4.1 of Appendix A to NRC License SNM 1097 requires area man-
agers to establish written operating procedures incorporating radiation
and criticality safety controls and limits. Neither License SNM 1097 nor
the license application specifies what type of procedures are required.
The Licensee is permitted to use judgment in determining what proce.
dures are needed for operation. Consequently, the Licensee's administra-
tive procedures permit area managers to determine what procedures are
necessary for operations. At the time of the inspection, an adequate pro-
cedure was in use for calibrating the whole-body counter and high-
volume air samplers. The Licensee did not have an administrative proce-
dure to require management approval of calibration procedures for the
whole-body counter or the high volume air samplers, nor was such a
procedure required. The NRC inspector indicated in the inspection
report that it would be prudent for Licensee management formally to ap-
prove the procedures to ensure adequate technical content and to pre-
vent significant changes to the procedures without the knowledge of ap-
propriate Licensee personnel. It should be emphasized that the inspector
did not disagree with the technical content of the calibration procedures.

The NRC inspector found that controlling documents (procedures) for
onsite calibration of instruments used to determine internal exposure, ex.
posure rates, or radioactivity released from the facility did not require
that the instruments be calibrated with a source traceable to national,

standards. It is a good practice that calibration sources be traceable to
national standards and the inspector was encouraging this. However,
there is no regulatory requirement that instrument calibration be per-
formed using such national standards. Therefore, the inspection report is
correct because no violations or deviations from NRC regulations or li-
cense conditions were identified.
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(c) notes that 16 of the report discloses circumstances at
odds with the inspector's conclusion of ''no violations
were identified" in light of the fact that the inspector did
note that GE's fuel shipment of February 8,1984, was la-
beled with RADIOACTIVE WHITE 1 labels rather
than RADIOACTIVE YELLOW Il labels. (Petition at
12)

Response

As noted in Inspection Report 84-04, the NRC inspector reviewed the
Licensee's program for surveying and labeling fuel shipments, including
calibration of survey instruments by an independent vendor; observed
the techniques used by a Licensee technician to perform the survey; re-
viewed records of previous fuel shipments, including a February 8,1984
shipment to a utility; and performed an independent radiation survey of a
fuel shipment. Although it was not possible for the NRC independently
to confirm the results of the survey performed by the recipient of the
February 8,1984 shipment, no evidence was found by the inspector that
surveys performed by the Licensee were in error or that data recorded
by the Licensee were incorrect or falsified. Thus, it could not be con-
cluded that the shipment was improperly surveyed or incorrectly la-
beled, and a Notice of Violation was unwarranted.

(d) also notes, along with item #(4) above, that the inspector
found some 1983 Department of Transportation and NRC
changes to trsasport regulations which had yet to be in-
corporated into GE's shipping procedures. (Petition at
13)

|

Response j

The Licensee's failure to incorporate certain 1983 changes to the De-
partment of Transportation and NRC shipping regulations into shipping

'

procedures was the result of an administrative delay that had been recog.
nized by the Licensee.

A draft procedure had been prepared and was being used, but had not
been approved formally. The individuals responsible for shipping radio-
active materials were well versed in the contents of the new regulations.
Necessary form changes had been made, and shipments were being made
in accordance with the appropriate regulations. The Inspection Report
84-04 specifically stated that the inspector reviewed shipping records for
shipments made in 1984 and found no violations of DOT or NRC regula- |
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tions in any of these shipments, nor did it identify any violations with
regard to failure to incorporate the 1983 changes into OE's transporta-
tion procedures.

However, in response to the Petitioner's concern, a specific NRC re-
quirement for preparmg shipments of radioactive material using ap-
proved procedures was identified. Section 71.0(d) of 10 C.F.R. states that

'
the transport of licensed material or delivery of licensed material to a
carrier for transport is subject to the quality assurance requirements of
Subpart H of 10 C.F.R. Part 71. Section 71.113 of Subpart H requires
the Licensee to establish measures to control the issuance of documents
such as instructions, procedures, and drawings, including changes, which

,

prescribe all activities aNecting quality. Section 71.113 also requires that
the measures must assure that documents, including changes, are re-
viewed for adequacy and approved for release by authorized personnel.
De determination that the Licensee did violate NRC requirements by
not having changes to procedures formally approved before use in pre- *

paring shipments of radioactive material has led to the issuance of a
Notice of Violation in Inspection Report 70-1113/8601.

Since the shipping records indicated that the shipments met DOT and
NRC requirements, as reported in Inspection Report 84-04, failure to ;

have management approval for the procedural changes is of only minor
safety concern and the violation was categorized at Severity Level V. i

(e) questions a finding of "no violation or deviations were
identified" when an inspector requested survey disclosed *

three work areas which exceeded GE's administrative
dose limit. This was particularly questioned in light of

.#previous surveys which had also confirmed contamina-
tion above the "administrative limit." (Petition at 1314) ;

'Respome

| The Licensee's "administrative limit" is a self. imposed action point i

used to initiate cleanup. This "administrative limit," approximately one- ;
i

fifth the removable contamination limit for releasing an item for unre-
stricted use imposed by Condition 14 of the license in effect at the time ,

,

of the 84-04 inspection, was used for uncontrolled areas. His indicated
the Licensee's intent to keep the contamination level in the Chemet Lab *

low. The inspector's review of weekly contamination surveys performed
,

by the Licensee's Radiation Safety staff in January and February 1984 :

indicated that when contamination was identified in the Chemet Lab, I

prompt decontamination and resurvey was performed as required by j

|
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plant procedures. Prompt decontamination and resurvey also occurred
aAer the survey requested by the inspector, which identified three work <

areas above the action point. .

During tours of the Chemet Lab, discussed in Inspection Report 84-04,
the inspector did not identify visible contamination which could have in- :
dicated that spills had not been cleaned up. Licensee procedures required
that spills be cleaned up immediately. Liccanee radiation safety surveys, ;

an independent check of the Chemet Lab housekeeping program, assist i

!the laboratory in identifying problem areas to lessen the potential for in-
ternal deposition of radioactive material. During the inspection, the in. I

spector found no evidence that the Licensee's program for identification i
,

and prompt cleanup of radioactive contamination was not in accordance ,

with license conditions and plant procedures. Finding contamination
does not form the basis for a violation. De instances of contamination
levels in the Chemet Lab exceeding the action level, noted in the survey F

records reviewed, did not indicate a breakdown in the contamination .

control program in the laboratory, and no violation of NRC require- |
!ments occurred.

!

(3) In regard to Inspection Report 8445, Petitioner alleges that the !,
'

conclusion in Inspection Report 84-05 that no violations or devi-'

ations were identified is incorrect because (a) the Licensee failed
i to follow certain procedures when calibrating enrichment ana- f

lyzers, and (b) the Licensee failed to maintain certain calibration i
logs. The Petitioner also alleges that Licensee management ,

misled NRC inspectors and that all of these concerns should
'

have been identified as violations of NRC requirements- (Peti-
tion at 1415) !

Response

During the inspection conducted March 26 29,1984 (Inspection !
g '
' Report 84-05), the NRC inspectors reviewed the Licensee's records to
; evaluate the Petitioner's assertion that proper calibrations were not com- i

!pleted following detector changes for analyzer #4 on August 20, 1982,
3

and for analyzer #3 on June 22,1983. The inspectors reviewed the com-
,

puter generated records, tapes, handwritten logs, and procedures. The in. I

spectors' review determined that the applicable procedure was not writ- |

ten clearly. To ensure that they were interpreting it correctly, the in-
'

j

spectors discussed the procedure with the individual who had prepared
it. Also, although not documented in the inspection report, the inspectors
interviewed several laboratory technicians. All of the technicians inter.

| 399
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viewed had the same interpretation as the author of the procedure. In. [
spection of the computer tapes revealed that, for the two detectors on '

the dates spectfled, the iIceana had performed the cabbrations consist. '

est with the intent of the procedure. De inspectors concluded that the
Petitioner had misinterpreted the procedure to require sia complete cali-

,

brations rather than the analysis of the highest standard sia times. The|
inspectors further deternuned that the procedure used by the Licensee
was adequate.,

Durms the same inspection, a review of Li~~a- procedures and dis-
cussions with i t~~a- management did not reveal any reqmrement for

'

,

, ,

the Li~~ -- to maintain information or data in the calibration log. How-
ever, a subsequent inspection (Inspection Report 8415) in this area re- ;

vealed that one step in a Station Control Plan which was in effect be.
'

tween April 29,1979, and September 15,1983, specified that this log was ,

to be niaintained. De log was used to provide the f iceanae rapid indicar '

tion of the status of equipment, thus precluding the need perMeally to [
ena=ia* the computer tapes. Dunas the inspection documented in In. ;

spection Report 8415, the inspector determined that because of an over." '

sight the Licensee had failed to withdraw the Station Control Plan re- (
quirement to maintain the calibration log. In any event, the Station Con- (

,

trol Plan was not a procedure used to implement NRC requirements; the t

Licensee used the computer system for maintaining the records required i
.

by NRC. Thus, statements of Licensee management that the log was not !
required were not false and no Notice of Violation was issued.a ,

1 (4) In regard to Inspection Report 8408, the Petitioner identifies
a the inspector's statement of "no violations or deviations" as

|1
worthless when it was determined that tests to analyze UOi .

4 were not actually performed nor was the item kept "open" or !
I reserved for subsequent inspection. Further she views as "ille- !

; sal" a report comment that in the case of examination of analyti- i

,

l
* cal control chart data for the period April 1-May 31,1984, it is [
a "matter currently being addressed by Licensee." (Petition at ja

;
17 19)

!,

Response j,

During the inspection conducted on June 25 28, 1984, the inspector {
,

| obtained samples of special nuclear material (UOs) scheduled for export i

by the Licensee. Dese samples were sent to the New Brunswick Lab- |oratory (NBL) for analysis under NRC contract. Although not clearly j
specified, "84 08 01" in the inspection report is the identification se.

I |
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quence for this open item. Open items are closed during future inspec-
tions, and, if appropriate, enforcement action is taken. This particular
item was reviewed during and closed by inspection Report 8514 when
data analysis showed no significant difference between the !M 's

'

and NBL's results.
'

'
Control chart data were reviewed during the inspection documented

in Inspection Report 84-08 to determine whether the Licensee was com- :
plying with NRC regulations relative to measurement quality control. ,

The inspector noted that one of the Licensee's computer reports (a
graphical representation of the data) was not properly graphing the con- !
trol chart limits. Further investigation revealed that this was an anomaly [
with-that particular computer report and that the computer had been ;

i programmed with the proper limits. This was verified by the inspector '

by reviewing a second type of computer report, which was produced '

using the same data base. No violations were detected because the Li.
ceasee was controlling measurements properly and was taking appropri- ;

ate action when limits were eaceeded.
The inspector reviewed an internal Licensee report (the Wieczorek -

Report) covering employee concerns relative to the Licensee's efforts to :

follow procedures when detectors were replaced. This review was in ad. [
dition to previous inspections of data, records, and procedures in the Li- -

censee's laboratory by NRC inspectors, as documented in Inspection Re- ,

ports 84 08 and 84 05. The conclusions in the Licensee's report, as in the |

i NRC inspection reports, were that the Licensee's procedures were ade. I

quate. The Wieczorek Report, referenced in Petitioner's Eahibit F,is dis- ,

cussed in detail in the response in 12.d. above. |

(5) In regard to Inspection Report 84-13, Petitioner -;

(a) asserts that the following examples show willful devi.1

: ations by the Licensee, making a conclusion of "no viola-
) tions or deviations" not only "incomprehensible" but "pa-

tently illegal." (Petition at 20)
(i) Having only one air sampler in the laboratory. (Pe.

tition at 20)

'

Responst

it should be noted that inspection Report 8413 carried this issue as an
,
~ unresolved item, a matter about which more information was required to

determine whether it involved a violation. As noted in Inspection Repor<
84-13, the Licensee stated that documentation should be retrievable from'

old files to indicate that the single air sampler collected samples that

!
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were representative of the concentrations to which workers in the lab-
oratory were exposed. In a subsequent inspection during the period No-
vember 27 30,1984 (Inspection Report 8417), the documentation was
found to be inadequate. It also was determined that the location of the
air sampler was inadequate to provide representative samples of breath-
ing air concentrations for workers in the area. Therefore, a Severity
Level IV Notice of Violation was issued. Based on the low contamina-
tion levels in the Chemet Lab and the low potential for the material to
become airborne, there was only a small probability that the exposure of
a worker would even approach the intake limits of f 20.103. Therefore,
in the absence of a finding of willfulness, which would be examined by
OI, the violation was appropriately classified as a Severity Level IV vio-
lation.

(ii) Defective hoods and inefficient ventilation equip-
ment and the absence of Licensee identification of
the problem to the NRC.

Response

ne statement made in Inspection Report 8413 that naps covering
hood openings on several hoods needed repair or replacement pertained
to rubber devices through which an individual inserts his hand and arm
in order to work inside enclosures or hoods in the fuel manufacturing
ares. niis enables the individual to handle material which would poten-
tially become airborne if it were not for the enclosures or hoods. The
enclosures or hoods are connected to a filtered ventilation system that
draws air out of an enclosure and creates a partial vacuum in the enclo-
sure. In other words, the pressure is less inside the enclosure than out-
side. This differential pressure causes air to flow into the enclosure, thus
keeping airborne radioactivity inside the enclosure. Damaged or missing
Haps over opeaings in the enclosures would reduce the differential pres-
sure but not necessarily to the extent that airborne radioactive material
would leak out of the enclosure, ne Petitioner apparently misunder.

'

stood the finding when she stated that air flow into a hood was evidence
of a malfunctioning hood. In this case, there was no violation and the
Petitioner's belief that the inspector's findings were inappropriate is in-
correct.
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;

(b) questions the inspector fmding of no incidents of expo-
sure or contamination for the previous year, when, in-
fact, Petitioner was transferred for an alleged failure to
clean up a radioactive spill. (Petition at 21)

Respnse

Although the Petitioner did not provide specific information (e.g., con-
tamination level, size of contaminated area, and location in the labora-
tory) concerning the event cha acterized as a spill, most spills of radioac.

,

tive material in powder or liquid form at the plant typically would not'

be reportable under NRC regulations or license conditions.
A review of the Petitioner's bioassay data for 1984 indicated that the

Petitioner had no detectable uptake of radioactive material, ne absence
of positive bioassay data supports the conclusion that the Petitioner was
not exposed to radioactivity in ocess of the limits specified in 10 C.F.R.
l 20.103(a)(1) and (2) as a result of the al,eged spill and, therefore, the
event was not reportabl% A review of the Petitioner's radiation exposure
records for the last 4 years indicates that her radiation dose for that-

period was mir.! mal and well below NRC limits. The exposure records of
other Chemet Lab personnel indicate their exposure to radioactive mate-

; rial also was minimal.
Reviews of routine contamination surveys performed by the Licensee

and special surveys performed at the request of the NRC indicated that
' loose contad,iation levels in Ge iMatory were low.
|- A rev'ew of monitorinr, records for the Chemet Lab exhaust system
j indicatest that there wr, no release of radioactivity to unrestricted areas

in excess ot IGc nmits during the period 1983 1984.i

; The NRC review did not confirm that the alleged spill in the Chemet
Lab, described in the Petition, met any applicable reporting criteria.
Consequently, there wu no violation identified and no "knowing or con-.

i
scious" failure, as the Petitioner characterizes it, of the Licensee to

! report. The Petitioner has incorrectly cited and relied on 10 C.F.R.
I50.73 concerning reporting requirements. That provision does not'

apply to a materials licensee, such as General Electric, Section 50.73 ap-4

| plies only to the holders of operating licenses for nuclear power plants.
On the basis of the abose, the inspection report is correct in stating-

that there were no reportable incidents.,

;

.

(6) In the Introductior, to Chapter I, the Petitioner contends that a
! number of inspec'.non reports were in error or deficient because

the inspectcra (r.) found no violations in their followup to many

%3
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of the allegations, (b) refused to find a violation on the ground
'

that there is no legally binding regarement, (c) paid no attention
,

to previous violations in the same area, (d) did not find that of.
,

fenses reflected deliberate or careless disregard and willfulness ;

and were not reported to the NRC as required, (e) did not i

pursue dereliction of duty on the part of OE management, (f) .

never assigned severity levels more than a IV or V (g) drafted [
findings to make it appear that violations were ordy "technical," !

(h) never considered the actual effect on worker health and i

safety, and (i) never considered the economic advantage to OE !

of noncompliance. (Petition at 2 3)
t

i
'

l. It is true that no violations were found in many areas where alle- j
gations were made. Either the allegation was found not to have merit or, !

in some cases in which the allegation had merit, no regulatory require- !
meat was violated by the LHa-- In areas where there were no regula-

'

.

tory requirements but where practices could be improved, the Licensee ;

in many cases voluntarily improved the program. When there were no |
regulatory requirements, this lack of requirement did not lead to a situs- !

tion that adversely affected the health and safety of workers or the ,,

i public. i
2- It is true that in many instances no violations were issued because !

there was no legally binding NRC requirement. The NRC cannot issue a !,

violation for failure to do that which the L%aaa is not required to do'

,

by regulation, license condition, or other requirement. However, NRC |

does comment to licensees where improvements can be made beyond
; regulatory requirements. If there is a lack of requirements in an area that i

'
could significantly affect public health and safety, the NRC can impose ,

requirements or terminate operations, as n==aary, to ensure the public j
health and safety. During inspections of the OE Wilmington facility,i

i NRC inspectors found no instances where worker or public health and
safety required actions other than those taken and documented in the in-
spection reports.

'

3. Although the contention is made several times throughout the Pe- !.

tition that the NRC did not consider a particular violation in light of pre- |
vious violations, the NRC did, in fact, consider previous violations in the ;

area. Violation' for the preceding 2 years in each technical area were "

; considered to determine if there were repeat violations or trends. None
( were found that indicated the need for enforcement actions different i

| from those taken. ]
,

1
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4. The NRC has not identified any instances where a violation re.
quired to be reported to the NRC was not reported. The Petitioner has
alleged several instances where the Licensee did not report when re-
quired. Based on NRC's review, in each instance the Petitioner's position
was based on a lack of understanding of NRC reporting requirements ap-
plicable to the GE Wilmington facility.

5. Neither the NRC review of the Petitioner's concerns not NRC in.
spections of the Licensee's facility revealed dereliction of duty on the
part of the Licensee.

6. See Respome, t 3.c(2).
7. Violations must clearly describe the regulatory bases and, where

appropriate, a discussion of technical issues. In many instances, informa.
tion concerning the health and safety significance of issues was included I

in inspection report details. In all instances it was considered in assigning
severity levels.

8. It is true that not all NRC inspection reports speak directly of
worker or public health and safety. Rather, NRC inspection reports fre-
quently refer only to NRC regulatory requirements, the main purpose of
which is protection of workers and the public. Thus, in fact, inspection

"

reports do concern issues relevant to worker and public health and safety
or national security,

s

9. The NRC Enforcement Policy states that sanctions should be de.
signed to ensure that a licensee does not profit deliberately from viola-
tions of NRC requirements. Whether a matter is deliberate must be de-
termined by the Office of Investigations. Their investigations are pending
on matters that may involve deliberate violations.

,

!(7) Petitioner criticizes IE inspection reports in that they are ex-
pressed in terms of conditions on the date of the inspection and>

"

not on the date(s) of the reported deficiencies. (Petition, Chap. I
at 3)

Response

It is true that inspection reports generally describe conditions that es.
isted during an inspection. Impection reports also may discuss conditions.

that existed when the inspector was not on site, as determined from dis-
cussions with workers and from review of Licensee records. The fact '

that an inspection report does not specifically discuss conditions alleged I

to have existed on dates referred to in the allegation does not mean that
the inspector ignored those dates, It is normal practice for inspectors to !

interview people who may or should know of the alleged conditions.

i

t'

, . _ .
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h

Also, inspectors review Licensee records to determine plant conditions
that eaisted when NRC inspectors were not es site.

(8) Petitioner complains that when the investigators are unable to
find physical evidence which was under the control of manage-
ment, they conclude that they are unable to prove the case. (Pe-
tition Chap. I at 14)

Respnst
,

The Petitioner implies that there should have been some evidence pro-
vided to the NRC that was not and that this lack of evidence was not
discussed in NRC reports, but the Petition cites no eaamples of where ,

this was the case.
If through followup of a specific allegation NRC inspectors become ,

aware that a Licensee may have destroyed records required by the NRC,
with the intent of withholding such evidence from the NRC, this infor-

'mation is turned over to the Office of Investigations for appropriate fol-
lowup. NRC inspections of the GE Wilmington facility have found no
indication that the Licensee destroyed records with the intent of with- i-

holding such evidence from the NRC.

(9) Petitioner complains that covering letters "virtually always ;

assume that the report is ' privileged and confidential * and invite
the licensee to forw..rd his re<ponse as a separate document to
avoid disclosure."(Petition, Chap. I at 5)

,

Respnse

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.790(d), ccrrespondence and reports which
,

contain information or records concerning a licensee's or applicant's '

physical protection or material control and accounting program for spe-
cial nuclear material not otherwise designated as Safeguards Information
or classified as National Security Information or Restricted Data are sub- ,

ject to disclosure only in accordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. '

9 9.12. Accordingly, inspection reports of General Electric's fuel manu--

facturing facility, Wilmington, North Carolina, that contain material con- .

trol and accounting information or physical protection information gen- |
erally are not released by the NRC. All other NRC inspection reports, i
Notices of Violation, and Licensee responses to inspection reports are !

posted at the plant site and are available in the Public Document Room
in Washington, D.C.

|
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(10) Petitioner complains that although the NRC was officially noti.
fled on September 26,1984, that Mrs. English waived confiden-
tiality, every report written after that date has still Iderred to
her as ' alleger.' (Petition, Chap. I at $)

Response

his method of referring to allegers in inspection reports is common
practice in the NRC. It helps avoid inadvertent identification of confi.
dential sources.

(11) Petitioner asserts that GE's highest management "willfully, cal.
culatedly or by ' careless disregard,' and by deception, for its
own profit, destroyed the utility of at least four of the systems it
was required by law to maintain to guard against exposure to
radiation hazards: (1) air intake monitoring; (2) Rad. Safety In.
spections; (3) frisking and (4) body counts. In consequence. OE
was, at the time ofMra English's complaints, and at least until Dr.
cember 41984, unab/c to ascertain or accurately to report the
intake of radioactive contamination by wet lab employees." (Pe.
tition Chap. I at II)

Response

The inspection reports discussed by the Petitioner do not demonstrate
that GE management willfully, calculatedly, or by careless disregard and
by deception destroyed the utility of air intake monitoring, radiation
safety inspections, frisking, and body counts. De NRC expects licensees
to adhere to NRC requirements and license conditions and holds the Li-
censee responsible for the acts of their employees, ne inspector identi.
fled areas that could be improved in the Licensee's program relative to
air monitoring, radiation safety inspections, frisking, and body counts,
but the inspector did not find the Licensee's program to be ineffective.
In most cases the Licensee's program was in conformance with NRC re-
quirements. Where violations of NRC requirements, license conditions,
or required procedures were identified, appropriate Notices of Violation,

were issued.
De Notice of Violation issued regarding air monitoring was for not

performing suitab:e measurements of concentrations of radioactivity in
air, not for exposing individuals excessively or unnecessarily. The inspec-
tor reviewed the Licensee's records of contamination surveys, oper.
ations, techniques, and the results of bioassays, and found that excessive
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esposures had not occurred. De w.tement by the Petitioner that the
utility of the Licensee's employee protection program was destroyed as
it applied to the Chemet Lab, is not supported by fact. Based on NRC
inspections the Licensee's radiation protection program did have the nec-
essary controls commensurate with the potential hazards, and the health
and safety of the employees was being protected.

(12) Petitioner asserts that the exit interview described in Inspection
Report 8417 established willful per se violations of the entire
contamination control program. (Petition, Chap. I at 11 13)

Response

it is normal practice for NRC inspectors during the exit interview to
point out to the Licensee weaknesses in a particular program. Observed
weaknesses are not necessarily violations. Usually they are potential
problem areas that if left unattended could possibly result in violations.
The Licensee may be requested to respond to these concerns, addressing
particular actions taken or planned to improve the effectiveness of its
program. The NRC constantly strives to improve the effectiveness of li.
censee programs. An inspector's finding a problem does not mean that
management knew of and had deliberately ignored the problem or had
carelessly disregarded it. The NRC does not interpret management will-
ingness and commitment to take corrective actions as an admission of a
willful violation, per se. Rather NRC views it as an indication of a re-
sponsible and responsive licensee.

The premise stated by the Petitioner that the admission of a violation
was an admission of willfully violating NRC regulations is not correct.
Section 2.201(b) of 10 C.F.R. states that licemees may be required to
admit or deny a violation when formally responding to the Notice of
Violation. In admitting a violation, a licensee is acknowledging that the
violation occurred essentially as described in the Notice of Violation and
that corrective action is or was necessary to correct the condition that
led to the violation. It is not an admission of willfully violatir.g NRC re-,

quirements.

(13) Petitioner asserts that McAlpine signed reports for Clay and
Bates because they might have objected to signing a "white
wash." (Petition, Chap. I at 1415)
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Inspection reports are reviewed by several levels of NRC management
before issuance. It is normal NRC practice (Exhibit 3 (at E31), IE MC
0610) for supervisors to sign inspection reports for inspectors when the
inspectors are out of town, so as not to delay issuance of the reports. In
the cases cited, recommended changes were coordinated by telephone
with the inspectors, and their concurrence was received before the re-
ports were issued. When the inspectors returned to the regional office,
they again reviewed and concurred in the inspection reports.

(14) Petitioner questions finding of "no violations or deviations were
identified" in Inspection Report 8417. Section 4.f. in light of
showing as Petitioner puts it, that "the Rad Safety inspectors
monitor frequently enough but only in the wrong places" (14. at
19); believes the Licenze procedures provide the "illusion" of
radiation safety protection which belies reality; questions why
the ALARA obligation imposed by 10 C.F.R. I 20.103(b)(2) was
never trientioned; and, charged that the isotopic room was the
"hottest spot in the lab."(Petition, Chap. I at 18 21)

Raponse

Requirements for contamination surveys are described in the Licens-
ee's license application. The surveys specified in the license application
were being performed. The rationale behind contamination surveys of
the walk areas to detect spread of contamination was sound. The NRC
inspector was indicating that the Licensee also should consider surveys
of the work areas in which there are operations with high potential for
the spread of contamination. De inspector was encouraging the Li-
censee to conside: improvements in the contamination survey program in
the laboratory, though such improvements were not specifically required
by NRC regulations. De inspector was not implying that the Licensee's
program was not in compliance with NRC regulations.

De contamination action levels used by the Licensee in the Chemet
Lab were the same as those for "uncontrolled areas" of the plant. Dese
action levels wert conservative and were much lower than the action

'

levels used for "controlled areas" within the plant. Therefore, the NRC
concluded that the Licensee has used extremely conservative administra-
tive action levels for contamination control in the Chemet Lab. The
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Chemet Lab ad=lai=*estive action level of 1000 dpm/100 can a rog
smearable cone ==lantian is the same value specified in i1.8.2 of the li-.

cease application for acceptable contamination on articles released for
unrestricted use. The applicabdity of ALARA is discussed in 12.a.
above,

laspection Report 8417 does not say that radiation safety technicians
monitored in the wrong places. The inspection reoort at page 6 states,
"[t]he review of the contamination survey results and observations by
the inspector indicate that surveys performed by the radiation safety
technicians are generally in the same locations which are often not the
areas with the highest potential for beconung contaminated." The NRC
inspector wa pointing out to the L%aa- a weakness in the radiation
survey program. At the time of the inspection, the NRC inspector did
not observe any violations.

The administrative limits referred to by the Petitioner are admimstra-
tive action levels for contamination that are contained in the license. The
Licensee is required to take corrective action if surface contamination
levels escoed these values. Contrary to Petitioner's assertion, encoeding
the surface contamination action level is not a violation of 10 C.F.R.
I20.103(aX3) and (bX2) t-cause those subsections pertain to NRC re-
quirements to perform suitable measurements of radioactive materials in
air and to perform bionssays as appropriate. Subsection 20.103(bX2) re-
quires licensees to limit the intake of radioactive material by an individ-
ual by the use of respiratory protection devices or other precautionary
procedures if process er ecgineering controls are impractical.

The Petitioner's statement that the lootopic Room was the "hottest"
spot in the Chemet Lab is not supported by the facts. Records of con-
samination surveys perfo;med by the Licensee and those requested by
and observed by NRC inspectors indicate that contamination levels in
the Isotopic Room are similar to other work areas in the Chemet Lab.
Records of contamination surveys performed by the Licensee which
were reviewed by the inspector indicate that radiation protection techni-
cians routinely went into the isotopic Room and conducted surveys simi-
lar to those conducted in other parts of the laboratory.

.

(15) In a footnote, the Petitioner concluded that an NRC inspector
had inferred that Rad Safety personnel did not know where to
look for contamination which showed that they were 'unquali-

a n.4are w.y it. ises, ne .4.u==1.=w .a.a. inni to, me ci a un.=y == no op. vie
ca , approannaaefy a factor of S telow the ma setnned ares haut-s
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fled' or inadequately trained under 10 C.F.R. Il19.12 and
20.206. (Petition Chap. I at 19)

Rapeaar

The inspector did not infer that radiation safety personnel did not
know where to look for contammation and that they were not quahfied
Each technician met or eaceeded the minimum qualifications specified in
Licensee's application for license renewal. The inspector's comments in.
dicated how the Licensee might improve the program. Thus, the basic
premise for the Petitioner's statement is incorrect.

The referenced regulations 10 C.F.R. I 19.12 (Instructio : to Workers)
and 10 C.F.R. I 20.206 (Instruction of Personnel), do not define the
qualifications and training of radiation protection technician . As stated
in i 2.5.3.3 of the license, radiation protection technicians at the GE Wil.
mington facility must meet all requirements for a radiation protection
technician trainee (which includes 2 years of college or completxm of

| high school and adequate experience plus at least 6 months experience in
! the field of nuclear safety). The individual also must successfully com.'

plete a comprehensive General Electric traming program, including the
Rockwell International ** Radiation Protection Technologist" course, and
pass tests independently administered by Rockwell International. Written
and oral examinations covering radiological / criticality control proce.
dures are administered by the Licensee. The Licensee's requirements for
a radiation protection technician are more stringent than the qualification

| requirements for radiation protection technicsans specified as part of the
NRC license SNM.1097. This ares has been reviewed previously and
found acceptable by NRC.

(16) Petitioner asserts that the finding that GE had no policy requir.
ing notification of Rad Safety in the event of a spill in the lab
was false because OE did have a written policy on the matter,
which indicates to the Petitioner that the inspector probably
took the word of GE management on the issue. (Petition. Chap.
I at 2122)

1 -

Raponse

During inspection 84-17, the inspector reviewed Nuclear Safety Re.
lease / Requirement (NSR/R) 6.1.0, which he believed to establish general
radiological safety requirements for the Chemet Lab. NSR/R 6.1.0 re.
quired that spills be cleaned up, but not that they be reported. At that
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time, the inspector, being unaware of a Job Hasard Analysis (JHA) for
the Chemet Lab, which stated that naAa'iaa Protection was to be noti.
Aod of spills, encouraged the Licensee to establish a not:Acation require.
ment and to correct an apparent deAciency in the procedure. During a
more recent inspection (85 02), the inspector determined that Chemet
Lab personnel had not been notifying Radiation Protection of spills. Job
Hazard Analyses are not required by the Licensee encept for mainte.
nance operations, where JHA: are used to establish redkk,gkel controls.
Therefore, failure to notify Radiation Protection of spills was not a viola.
tion of NRC requirements or license conditions. De Petitioner referred
also to the General Electric Course for Hourly Workers. Although train.
ing course outlines or handouts may discuss NRC requirements, license
conditions, or procedures, such outlines and handouts are not formal pro-
cedures. Thus, the inspector properly concluded that the Licensee had
no policy requiring notincation in the event of a spill.

(17) Petitioner asserts that the Anding in Inspection Report 8417 that
OE does not have a procedural requirement, nor do shey rope
off or otherwise mark contaminated areas, is false. (Petition,
Chap. I at 22, Chap. II at it; April 11 Letter at 20)

A898n8r

Before reaching the stated conclusion, the inspector reviewed appro-
priate NRC regulations, license conditions for the facility, and required
procedures. The inspector did not "naively" accept the verbal statements
of GE management, but he reviewed procedures and interviewed indi-
vidual nonmanagement employees. Contrary to the Petitioner's statement
that the finding was predicated upon OE's misrepresenting, the inspec-
tor's independent assessment of Licensee documents deternuned that the
Licensee's documents discussed in the Petition had no relevance to the
issue of marking off radmactively contaminated areas Contrary to the
Petitioner's assertion, the Course for Hourly Workers is not a formal
procedure. It also should be noted that NRC has no specific require-
ments for roping off contaminated areas. The Petitioner's discussion of
"dead zones" and "safety zones" pertains to criticality safety. The docu.

,

ment entitled "Criticality Safety Control Chemet Lab" pertains to the
general criticality safety rules, practices, and procedures and does not
pertain to radiation safety or to the marking off of radioactively contami.
nated areas. The OE document C2.0-QA 201, "Criticality Safety Control
- Chemet Lab"(in une between 1973 and 1976), also concerned critical-
ity safety, not contamination control. At the time of the inspection, Nu-
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clear Safety Release / Requirement 6.1.0 was the effective document for
specifying radiation safety practices in the Chemet Lab. This document
also did not address marking off contaminated areas.

De "Hourly Course Outline" referenced in the Petition was not a
procedure, but instead was an outline for a radiation safety training
course given to plant personnel in the early 1970's. De NRC requires
licensees to adhere to NRC regulations and license conditions and to li-
cense application commitments which are made a part of the license by
reference, incbding specific procedures. Failure to adhere to statements
made in course outlines is not a violation of these requirementa.,

Petitioner's comment regarding the red line on the floor refers to a
line below the personnel survey station that persons will step across as
they survey themselves and leave the area. Such a line is common in the
nuclear industry at controlled area entrances to indicate the boundary of
an area where radioactive materials are handled. No such convention re-
garding a red line applies to marking of spills

In conclusion, the inspector was correct in stating that no violations or
deviations were identified.

(18) Petitioner asserts that the inspector's conclusion is false that al-
lowing open cooling of uranium sintered pellets is neither pro-
hibited nor a radiation safety problem. (Petition, Chap. I at 23
27)

Response

ne inspector observed laboratory technicians performing hydrogen
determinstions on sintered pellets during inspections 8417 and 85 02.

During these periods, the inspector observed the removal of pellet
pieces from the analyzer and the placement of them in a stainless steel
can for cooling. De inspector did not observe any eminion of particles
of uranium dust while the pellets were being transferred to the can for
cooling or from the cooling pellets. In addition, as discussed in Inspec-
tion Report 85-02, the inspector had the Licensee collect an air sarnple
approximately I foot above the cooling can and in a position such that
the air flowed from the source to the air sampler while a laboratory-

technician performed four analyses, ne results of this air sample showed
that the air concentrations in the immediate vicinity of the cooling can
were less than 1% of the concentration listed in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Ap-
pendix B. Table I, col.1. Any airborne radioactivity that would be re-
leased would be in an insoluble form. If an individual remained at this
station for the entire working time in a calendar quarter ($20 hours), the
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calculated intake from thk operation would have been less than 1% of
the tirait specified in 10 C.F.R. I 20.103(a)(1).

Reviews by the inspector and discussion with Licensee representatives
indicate that Standard Operating Procedure 0.3.4 was discontinued as a
procedure for the Chemet Lab operations during the period 1977 1978
and replaced with Nuclear Safety Release / Requirements. In addition.
Calibration and Operation Instruction (COI) 409 and Analytical Test
Method 5.2,9.6 are not applicable to the hydrogen determination and
subsequent cooling of sintered pellets, but rather pertain to the analysis
of liquid solutions. Thus, open cooling was not prohibited.

Based on review of the inspection reports for the GE Wilmington fa-
cility and from intersiews of the NRC Region !! inspectors assigned to
this facility over the past several years, the NRC has found no evidence
to support the Petitioner's statement that workers in the Chemet Lab are
receiving "unnecessary exposure to radiation or to radioactive material."

(19) Petitioner claims that GE never made any tests for contamina-
tion by examining feces and took care to assure that these meas-
ures would be unrepresentative, inter alia, because it took body
samples only after the absence of the worker for several days
from the lab and did not make or keep required historical
records. (Petition, Chap, I at 27)

Response

License No. SNM 1097, Part 1, t 3.2.4.3.3 permits lung counting, in
lieu of fecal analysis, to evaluate the uptake of insoluble uranium. Re-
garding soluble uranium, the Licensee's bioassay program, including sam-
pling frequencies, is consistent with Regulatory Guide 8.!!, "Applica-
tions of Dioassay for Uranium" as required by the license. Resiew of
bioassay program documentation by the inspector showed no instances
where required historical information was not maintained.

(20) Petitioner asserts that the inspector conclusion that neither NRC
regulations nor license conditions prohibit dichromate titrations

,

outside a hood is false. (Petition Chap. I at 27, Chap. Il at II)

Response

The Petitioner implies that the use of contamination survey data for
the titration work station was inappropriate because radiation safety
technicians surveyed in the wrong places, the Licensee used inappropri-
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ate contamination action levels, and contamination above the action levely

was found at the work station. Inspection Report 8417 stated that radi-
- ation safety technicians generally survey in the same location often not in

the areas with the highest potential for becoming contaminated. The in-
' spection report did not state that radiation safety technicians surveyed,

-

only in the wrong places.
I In the case of the titration work station, surveys were performed rou-

tinely in this area. Contrary to the statement made by the Petitioner, and
h as stated in the inspection report, contamination levels were not found
P : above the Licensee's action level. In addition, the Petitioner misunder-
- stood the statement in the inspection report concerning the administra-
-

tive limits for contamiestion used by the Licensee. In the inspection
_ report the inspector pointed out that the administrative limits used by the
t

'

Licensee for removable contamination in the Chemet Lab were very
low. In fact, they were less than the remosable contamination levels per-
mitted on material and equipment that is unconditionally released from

- the facility to the public in accordance with license cond.tions.
L De Petitioner incorrectly states that the Licensee is required by NRC
'-

regulations to keep radiation exposures as low as reasonably achievable
"

(ALARA). (Sce earlier discussion of ALARA.).,_ ,

p During a more recent inspection (85-02), under direct observation of
the inspector, the Licensee took an air sample approximately I loot
above the titration heakers. De air sampler was positioned so that the

' air flow was from the source (beakers) to the air sampler, ne total sam-
-

- pling time selected wss based on co!!ecting a large enough sample to
-

ensure that the mirumum detectable level was small compared to the-

-

concentration specifrd in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix D. Table 1, col.
- ; 1. The air sampler operated while the Licensee's technician performed,

- i four separate titrati.ms. De air sample results indicated that air concen.
: trations in the vicinity of the titration work station were less than 1% of
'

_ the concentrations specified in Part 20, Appendit B Table 1, col.1.
De NRC advised the North Carolina Department of Lsbor, Division

- of Occupational Safety and llealth, of the nonradiological safety matter
(ie., the potential for inhaling noaious fumes) by letter of November 8,
1984. Following their inves'.igation of January 29,1985, the North Caro-
lina DOL concluded that detector tube samples taken in the breathing
rone of workers showed no exposure to acid during dichromate titra.

- tions. No violations of Occupational Safety and llealth Administration
_ Standards were found; hence, no citations were issued by the State.
_

ne statements in Chapter 11, page ll, of the Petition indicate that the
F Petitioner reached an invalid conclusion by putting together unrelated
; facts. As previously stated, the document "Rad Safety Lab Operating

P
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Procedures,1973" was not in effect at the time of the allegation or the
inspection; therefore, the Licensee was not bound to follow it. The Peti-
tioner states that (surface) contamination surveys performed at the work
station were unreliable because an air sampler (for monitoring airborne
contamination) in the Chemet Lcb is improperly located. These two
survey methods are not related in this manner. In addition, special air
samples performed at the dichromate titration work station during in-
spection 8542 demonstrated that the airborne radioactivity levels result-
ing from the titrations were less than l'/, of the concentration specified
in Part 20, Appendix B, and are, in fact, extremely low.

The Petitioner's contention that during Inspection 8417. the inspector
"ignored" the air sampling Anding of Inspection Report 8111 as it re-
lates to performing titration is correct. However, the subject of air sam-
pling in the Chemet Lab had been discussed and identined as an unre-
solved item in Inspection Report 8413. As noted in Inspection Report
8417, the inspector followed up on the unresolved item and determined
that air sampling in the laboratory did not meet the requirements of
f 20.103(a)(3). A Notice of Violation appropriately classined as Severity
Level IV was issued.

Because neither NRC regulations nor license conditions address indus-
trial safety in the laboratory, the nonradiological concerns noted in the
allegation were referred to OSilA.

(21) The Petitioner alleges that the inspector overlooked Part 20,
Appendix B, footnote 4, in Onding that **because 'the procedure
contains no precaution concerning the inhalation of acid fumes
that evolve from the titration,' GE was not obligated by its li-
cense to take any precautionary action against that danger."

Response

Chemical toxicity referred to in footnote 4 to Appendia B refers only
to the chemical toticity of uranium, not to the toxicity of other materials
which might be present.

,

(22) Petitioner cites a memorandum dated November 9,1981, from
Bowman to llendry stating that "* analyses of the 9 air sampler
filters in the ADU vaporization room'showed airborne contami-
nation levels ' exceed 300 times the maximum permissible cen.
centration.'"(Petition, Chap. I at 28)
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Raponse :

The Petitioner's contention that a Licensee memorandum which dis- !
cussed the analysis of air samples collected in the ADt! Vaporization |

| Room was evidence that radiation safety surveys in the Chemet Lab }
L were inader nete is not only incorrect, but it is irrelevant to the discus. '

sion of radiation safety aspects of titrations in the Chemet Lab. The ref- [
erenced memorandum pertained to the analysis of air samples collected i
during an accidental release of uranium hesanuonde gas in the fuel man. -t
ufacturing area, an area far removed and physically separated from the i*
Chemet Lab. The release resulted from the failure of equipment. [

Information and data concerning the release were reviewed by an i
NRC inspector and the findings were discussed in Inspection keport SI- t

11. In addition the Lk:n: conducted an appropriate investigation of |
the event and provided a detuted report to the NRC. This report in- ;

cluded a description of actions taken to improve the Licensee's timeliness i
of the aseensment of done to the general public, as requested by thr NRC '

in the cover letter to inspection Report 81 I L j
i

!

(23) Petitioner questioned findings in two separate Inspection Re- !
ports regarding contamination on vials, etc., received into the i

lab. (Petition, Chap. Il at 3 5; April 11 Letter at 21) i
!

Raponse

laspection Report 8417 I4(d) states. "[t}he Licensee recogmacs that [
samples that come from the production area may be contaminated. Plant t

procedures caution Chemet Lab personnel that samples may be contami- {
nated and require the use of appropriate protective clothing for lab per- |
sonnel." Nuclear Safety Release / Requirement 6.1.0 does not prohibit re- !
ceipt of contaminated samples; but it does require that containers and i

equipment in the Chemet Lsb be wiped clean of sisible contamination.
,

NRC inspectors did not observe visible contamination on samples sent to !
ti,e laboratory from the production area. The Petitioner incorrectly
claims that inspection Report 8404 substantiates shat a siolation oc.

;
curred in stating that samples received from the production area for anal- ;

-

ysis were found to have esternal contaminatiot, on the containers. The '

contamination on containers from the production area discussed in in-
spection Report 84 04 was not visible contamination, but was determined
by wiping the surface of the container with a piece of filter paper and i
then measuring the removable contamination with a radiation survey in- i

strument. Visible contamination was not observed ua samples sent from j
t

m t

!

1
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the production area to the Chemet Lab during unarmunced visits to tbr
laboratory by the inspector during the periods February 2124,1984,
vember 27 30,1984, or January 7 11, 1985,

With regard to the issuance of the February 19,1985 memoranduz9
the laboratory manager alerting workers to the acceptance of sanu ,
items from the production area with external contamination, its issuance
does not alter the fact that the Licensee had no procedures (nor were
they required) which prohibited the receipt of visibly contammated sam-
ples in the Chemet Lab. In sum, receipt of such samples was not a viola,
tion of NRC regulations, license conditions, or Licensee ptocedures.

inspection Reports 84-04 and 84-17 were correct in concluding that no
violation or deviation was identified regarding accepting visibly contami-
nated sample vials and paperwork into the laboratory.

(24) Petitioner believes that the inspector's finding that allegation
"(e)" (concerning deliberate contamination of the wc>t. area)
could not be substantiated results from inspector misre$resenta-
tion of the allegation (Petition, Chap.11 at 5 6)

Response

With regard to the Petitioner's contention that the inspector miarepre-
sented the allegation, attention is called to the Petitioner's interview with
an NRC investigator on July 11,1984. On page 190, line 16, of that tran-
script, the Petitioner ludicated it looked like her work area was deliber.
ately being contaminated by someone. On page 255, lines 214, she again

|
indicated that someone was attempting to harass or irritate her by delib-

|
crately contaminating her work station, ne nature of the Petitioner's
allegation as stated to the NRC, was not misrepresented.

Contrary to the statement in the Petition, individuals interviewed did

|
not identify the specific individual who was observed using poor work
practices by name, ne individual who stated that the Petitioner con-I

taminated her own work station voluntanly stated he was told this by
the Petitioner.-

I Without witnesses or records to confirm the Petitioner's allegation, the
inspector rightly concluded that the allegation could not be substanti-
ated. De NRC's review could not conclude that manageraent condones
contamination of any work area.

|
|

|

|
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| (25) Petitioner believes that the impector finding that management'

did not discourage employees from answering questions by
NRC inspectors is erroneous. (Petition, Chap.11 at 6 8)

A898*8r

Section 19.15(b) of 10 C.F.R. permits an individual to bring privately
to the attentbn of Impectors, either orally or in writing, any past or
present condition which hehhe has reason to believe may have contrib-

|
uted to or caused any violation of the Act NRC regulations, or licenae

.

.xmditicas, or any unnecessary esposure of an individual to radiation
from licensed radioactive material under the Licen:ee's control. It en-
ables the worker to bring concerns to the attention of the NRC. It does !

,

not prohibit the Licenace from requesting that employees refer questions
i from NRC impectors to the appropriate supervisor. Otherwise, a worker

may feel capelled to answer an NRC inspector's questions, even
,

i

though the worker may not ha*.e the requisite knowledge in the area.
Nevertheless, the worker is free to talk to an NRC inspector at any time.
The Petition indicates a possible conniet with the number of indisiduals
in Inspection Reports 8416 and 8417 who stated that they were told to '

refer to their supervisor questions asked them by NRC inspectors. 'Ibere
is no conniet in the two reports. Each inspector independently selected
twelve laboratory employees to inteniew. Several individuals were
inteniewed separately by both impectors. The individuals inteniewed
during inspection 8417 were interviewed in private with no other Li. ;
censee employee prescut. They were asked if the Licensee had told them

,

they could not talk with an NRC inspector and that they should not
answer the NRC inspector's quertions. Out of the twenty.four inteniews |

conducted by the two inspectors, two individuals indicated that at least
.

once their supervisor told them to refer questions from NRC inspectors :
to the supervisors, but that they were not discouraged from talking to !
NRC inspectors. The Petitioner was not one of the twenty.four inter.

|viewed because she no longer worked at GE at that time. As noted in
!

Inspection Report 8417 the inspector on a number of inspections at the |
facility had never encountered a Licensee employee who refused to !'

answer his que:tions or one who referred the inspector to a supenisor.
!

Of the twelve individuals interviewed during the inspection documented r

in Inspection Report 84-17, only two were supenisors or management.
;

I
(26) Petitioner believes that the inspector finding that Petitioner's I

** posting" allegation is not a siolation is legally and factually in '

i
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|

error because GE failed to post conspicuous notice. (Petition,
Chap.11 at 810)

Response

The Petitioner's contention that a violation should have 'veen issued
for failure to post the document required by 10 C.F.R. I 19.11 is not cor-
rect. From a review of the inspection findings, the Region agrees with
the inspector that the Licensee was meeting the requirements of f 19.11.
Due to the volume of documents required to be posted in accordance
with 10 C.F.R. { 19.ll(a), the Licensee properly implemented the re-
quirements of 10 C.F.R. 919.ll(b), which states that if posting of a docu-
ment specified in subsections (a)(1), (2), and (3) is not practicable, the Li-
censee may post a notice which describes the document and where it
may be examined.

The inspector also found that those documents required by i19.11
were conspicuously posted and had been neither defaced nor altered.
Contrary to the allegations of the Petitioner, the inspector did not find
that even the portions of the documents visible through the Plexiglas
were barely legible during the night hours without improved lighting.
The inspector found that the postings were legible during night hours,
altbough lighting in the area could have been improved. As a result of
the inspector's findings, the Licensee agreed to instd1 better lighting in
the vicinity of the bulletin boards.

From discussions with inspectors who have inspected GE facilities
during the past several years, the NRC found no evidence that the Li-
censee made any attempt to monitor or observe personnel reading mate-

|
rials posted.

|
The Licensee's reduction of the number of locations within the plant

I where the documents or notices required by 919.11 were posted is not a
violation, since posting at the gatehouse fulfills the requirement to post
the documents, notices, or forms such that an individual is permitted to
observe them on the way to or from any particular licensed activity.

(27) Petitioner believes that the inspector conclusion that the dwnp-
ing of uranium powder outside hoods is not a violation is unten-

.

able. (Petition, Chap.11 at 10-11)

Response

The Petitioner's use of the phrase "dumping uranium powder" misrep-
renents what actually occurs. The operation in question involves use of a
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spatula to remove a small qur.ntity of uranium powder from a sample
container an;l to place the sample on an analytical balance for weighing.

The weighing of uranium powder outside of hoods was prohibited by
procedures at the time of the allegation and at the time of the inspection
only in the Spectrographic Area of the Chemet Lab. As noted in Inspec-
tion Report 85-02, a Notice of Violation wa:, issued for handling uranium
powder outside the hood in the Spectrographic Area of the laboratory.
The document referenced by the Petitioner was issued in 1973 and was
superseded in 1978 by Nuclear Safety Release / Requirement 6.1.0. There-
fore, the Petitioner was in error in stating that GE was "legally bound"
to comply with the obsolete document. Further, the inspector never con-
cluded that weighing uranium powder outside hoods was not a violation.
The inspector did state that from interviews with twelve laboratory per-
sonnel he was unable to establish any association between weighing ura-
nium powder and sinus problems. The question of the release of fumes
into the laboratory and sinus problems was referred to OSHA.

(28) Petitioner contends that the inspector finding on airborne radio-
activity having been minimal is based on a GE survey character-
ized by the inspector, himself, to be worthless and conflicting
with the finding. (Petition, Chap. II at 1316)

Response

Inspection Report 8417 states,

"[ alt the request of the inspector and under the direct observation of the inspector,
the Lacensee performed a surface contamination survey in the recirculation system
intake ducts prior to the high emeiency ft!ters. The highest survey result was 300
dpm/100 cm . These results indicate that general airborne radioactivity levels in the8

laboratory have been minimal. The recirculation system has been in operation since
the laboratory started up.

According to Licensee representatives, the ductwork had never been de-
contaminated.

The inspector also found no evidence to substantiate the allegation that
an airborne hazard was created by cooling samples outside a hood. In,

addition, the inspector found that bioassay data indicated very little
uptake of radioactivity by Chemet Lab personnel, in most cases not sig-
nificantly greater than the minimum detectable level for the instrument
used for the analysis. In sum, contrary to Petitioner's observation, the in-
spection did not find the GE survey to be "worthless," nor did he even
question a validity in Inspection Report 84-17.
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(29) Petitioner raises again her allegation regarding failure to place
cooling racks under a hood, which was addressed by the NRC
in Inspection Report 8417. (Petition, Chap. II at 13)

Respme

The Petitioner's original allegation, which was addressed in Inspection
Report 8417, was that an airborne radiation hazard was created when
bubbly hot uranium material was removed from a microwave oven and
allowed to cool in the open and not in a vented hood. Three of twelve
Lab personnel interviewed indicated that the trays of samples were not
cooled under a hood. Ten of the individuals stated that they had not
noted any problems with fumes from cooling samples. It should be noted
that Calibration and Operation Instruction (COI) 409 required that watch
glasses be placed over the crucible while they were heated and cooled,
thus reducing the possibility of radioactivity being released during the
cooling process.. During tours of the Chemet Lab, the inspector did not
observe the cooling of samples outside the hood. The inspector could not
substantiate the allegation that "an airborne hazard" was created by cool-
ing samples outside a hood.

(30) Petitioner contends that Inspection Report 84-17 "condemned"
GE's bioassay program as "inadequate and deficient." (Petition,
Chap. II at 14)

|
Response

The Petitioner misinterpreted the cited inspection report. The discus.
sion referenced in the inspection report pertained to a question of
whether the Licensee performed whole-body counts during the early
days of the Petitioner's employment at the plant and the Licensee's ex-
planation of why some bioassay data had been omitted from the Petition-
er's exposure records. The inspector did not find the Licensee's bioassay
program to be unacceptable. The inspector did not identify noncompli-
ance with NRC regulations. The Petitioner's statement that the whole-
body counting system was found to be deficient in Inspection Report 84-.

04 was also incorrect. Inspection Report 8444 simply stated that the pro-
cedure used to calibrate the whole-body counter, although technically
adequate, had not been formally approved by plant management.

With regard to the Petitioner's questions regarding the internal man-
agement report evaluation of the Semitrex UA 3 analyzer, these findings
by the Licensee were the result of its early internal evaluation of the
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equipment. A review of Licensee's bioassay program and equipment in
use, including the Semitrex analyzer, as documented in Inspection
Report 85-05, showed the equipment had been operating adequately
when used for bioassay analyses and was providing accurate results.

(31) Petitioner claims that Inspection Report 8417 excused GE vio-
lations on the basis that "general radiation levels in the lab have
been minimd" (Petition, Chap. II at 14)

Response

In fact the cited report stated that a particular survey indicated "that
general airborne radioactivity levels in the lab have been minimal" (em-
phasis added). As noted in the report, the flow of air from the micro-
wave oven area was toward the Chemet Lab recirculation ventilation
system. If airborne radioactivity had evolved from the cooling of sam-
ples, it would either fall out on the floor along the path of the air flow
or be taken into the recirculation system. Contamination surveys per-
formed by the Licensee and reviewed by the inspector indicated that sur-
face contamination was not identified along the air flow path. Addition-
ally, surveys in the recirculation system housing before the high-effi-
ciency filter indicated that there had been no buildup of significant
amounts of uranium in the housing as the result of airborne radioactisity
in the laboratory. Years of operation of the recirculation ventilation
systern without a buildup of contamination in the ducts is a valid method
of assessing the extent of airborne radioactivity in the laboratory. The
inspection report stated that the single air sampler may not be adequate
to measure the concentration to which individuals were exposed while
working at some stations where loose powder was handled. The inspec-
tion report further stated that even if the Licensee could produce evi-
dence of an evaluation and could prove that the single air sampler in the
laboratory was representative of the concentrations to which individual
workers were exposed, it would not be relevant, since modifications of
the Chemet Lab exhaust ventilation system could have altered the flow
in the laboratory.

The Petitioner argues that the findings noted in Inspection Report 84-.

04 contrast sharply with the results in Inspection Report 34-17. The fact
that the surface contamination levels ranged from 317 dpm/100 cm 8 to
$100 dpm/100 cm8 is not unanticipated when one considers the various
operations being performed in the Chemet Lab. Since the inspections
were done at separate tirnes it is not surprising that the results would be
different. The Petitioner also tries to equate airborne survey results with ;
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surface contamination survey results, although the two surveys are not
equivalent.

(32) Petitioner believes that the inspector finding in Inspection
Report 84-17 that GE had not violated safety rules by removing
posted instructions concerning required monitoring of small
items when removed from controlled areas cannot stand. (Peti-
tion, Chap. II at 1617)

Response

De Petitioner's contention that GE violated safety rules by not post-
ing requirements concerning monitoring of paper, notebooks, and per-
sonal items removed from the laboratory is invalid. De Procedure (SOP
0.3.4) referenced in the Petition as requiring the maintenance of a "log
for clearance of small items from the lab" was not in effect at the time
the allegation was made. Discussions with Licensee representatives and
reviews of Licensee records indicate that this 1973 procedure was re-
placed in 1978 with NSR/R 6.1.0. There was no regulatory requiremen;
that the instructions be posted. Additionally, as stated in the Inspection
Report 84-17, the inspector did not observe anyone removing items from
the laboratory without monitoring them.

(33) Petitioner contends that the inspector failed to make a proper
finding concerning GE's "out of control" testing requirements.
(Petition, Chap. II at 22-23)

Response

The Petition states that the number of "out-of control" measurements
was unacceptably high, in that 104 out of 1197 (or 9%) and 5 out of 32

.

(or 16%) exceeded the 0.05 control limit and one out of 1197 exceededI

the 0.001 control limit. The Petitioner asks "what happened to the obvi-
ous, substantive, violation of 70.51,70.57, and 70.58. . . ?"

Licensees are required to establish statistical control limits at the 0.05
and 0.001 level of significance and NRC inspects to assure that those re-.

quirements are met.
The inspections documented in Inspection Reports 8415 and 84-16

were conducted, respectively, by a specialist in nondestructive assay and
a chemist. The scope of these inspections was to determine whether the
Licensee had taken appropriate action when control limits were ex-
ceeded. One inspection revealed that the Licensee had taken all system-
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related actions that were required but failed to make a notification; there-
fore, a Notice of Violation was issued in Inspection Report 3416. As
part of both inspections, NRC evaluated the data subjectively at the time
the reports were issued and concluded that 104 of 1197 and 5 of 32 meas-
urements outside the 0.05 control limits and one of 1197 outside the 0.001
contrcl limit were not of sufficient statistical significance to establish that
the limits were unreasonable. For this reason, no other Notice of Viola-
tion was issued.

The data from Inspection Report 8415 could not be reanalyzed, be-
j cause they represented a composite set of data from several instruments.

However, the Licensee's origint.: data were reexamined and reanalyzed
'

again during an inspection documented in Inspection Report 8517. This
inspection confirmed that the Licensee was accurately calculating con-
trol chart limits for the enrichment analyzers. During inspection 8517,
control data for enrichment analyzers for the period February 1983 to
October 1985 were analyzed. Eight cases were identified where the ob-
served number of measurements which fell outside the control limits dif-
fered from the number predicted by theory. In five of those cases, the
Licensee had established limits tighter than required, which resulted in
better control than required by NRC. In the other three cases, the ob-
served number of measurements outside the control limits differed from
the theoretical value by only one measurement in two cases and by three

. measurements in the other case. Statistically, the hypothesis that the con-'
trol chart limits are stated accurately is supported by the data. Based on
the above, the Petitioner's contention is incorrect.

(34) Petitioner objects to the fact that Inspection Report 8415 finds
that the password system is "' reasonably protected from unau-
thorized changes' and that Mrs. English's ' concerns' were there-'

fore 'not substantiated.'" (Petition, Chap.11 at 30)

Response

As reported in Inspection Reports 84-05, 8415, and 85-06, several
weaknesses in the Licensee's overall internal program for controlling and'

; - using password. designated accessibility to computer information have
been identified. Once apprised of these weaknesses, the Licensee took

,

; prompt and effective corrective action. It should be noted, however, that
the Licensee's control of passwords for the identified computer equip-
ment was and is solely to protect company proprietary information and
processes. No NRC regulations require the Licensee to ha'.e specific
protective measures, such as password control, to protect this rype ofin-
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formation. Accordingly, no enforcement action was taken concerning the
lack of password control.

(35) Petitioner claims that knowledge of the Wieczorek Report
would have led the inspector to the same conclusions about en-
richment analyzer calibration as reached by her. (April 11
Letter at 8 !!)

Raponse

As reported in Inspection Reports 8218, 84 05, 8415, and 84-16,
during an NRC review of the Licensee's internal investigation
(Wieczorek Report) reported in Inspection Report 8512, the subject ana.
lyzer was properly calibrated following a detector change.

De Petitioner has incorrectly characterized the Licensee's employees'
interpretation of the procedure. He NRC has never reported or indi-
cated in any way that only one "counting of the standard" was required
to constitute a properly calibrated and "ready to use" analyzer, ne
NRC interviewed the author of the procedure to positively remove any
element of interpretation and then verified that the calibration in question
was properly performed using the procedure-specified combinations of
calibration standards and verification standards. The highest standard
was analyzed for an aggregate total of six times before the certification
of equipment function, stabilization, and the counting release of unknown
samples, consistent with the intent of the author of the procedure.

(36) The Petitioner contends that the inspectors obtained information
about calibration / verification logs, as reported in Inspection Re-
ports 84-05 and 84-16, solely from Licensee statements and with-
out reviewing procedures or previous inspection reports that
referenced a violation in si nilar related areas. (April 11 Letter at
11 12)

Raponse
,

The inspectors interviewed Licensee personnel, reviewed procedure
COI 411, and examined the referenced calibration / verification log for
the period under review. De NRC Staff admits that the varying nomen.
clature used in the inspection reports regarding log books may have con.
fused the reader, but calibration / verification logs and equipment support
shift logs are two different log book references,
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Regarding the calibration / verification log, the inspector interviewed
Licensee personnel relative to maintenance of the log, examined the log

*

book for the period referenced by the Petitioner, and reviewed proce-
dure COI 411. De persons interviewed were the laboratory manager,
two laboratory supervisors, a licensing specialist, the measurement con-
trol specialist, and three Lab technicians, all of whom were considered
to be very knowledgeable regarding laboratory operations. As a result of
these interviews, procedure reviews, and document reviews, the inspec-
tor concluded that the calibration / verification log was maintained as re-

vited.
The inspector's review of Procedure COI 411 determined that los

maattenance was required for standard changes and amplifier setting
changes but was not required for the routine recording of calibration /
verification counting data. Derefore, the Licensee was found to be in
compliance with the operating procedure. The fact that the Licensee did
not record verification / calibration data during periods when production
samples were not being run was not a violation.

Equipment support shift logs, which are different from the calibration /
i

) verification logs, are maintained by the Technical Equipment Support
Unit for a variety of reasons, including trend analysis of equipment fail-

;
' ure. These logs were reviewed by inspectors in an effort to obtain addi-

tional information relative to the Petitioner's concerns about improper
removal of an out-of service tag. Equipment support shift logs are not
required to be maintained by Licensee's procedures or NRC regulations.

! De findings in Inspection Report 8445 are not related to calibration
and verification data recordings that qualify an analyzer for production
use. Those results dealt with a different analytical technique having dif-
ferent procedural requirements.

(37) The Petitioner asserts that the Wieczorek Report substantiated
the allegation that "calibration and verification were not com-
pleted before samples were run and material released during 8/
20/82 and 6/22/83" and that this is in "irreconcilable conflict"
with NRC inspection reports. (April 11 Letter at 13)

i -
' Response

Wieczorek and NRC inspectors determined that the Licensee's Proce-
dure COI 411 was worded such that several interpretations were possi-
ble, but each took a different approach in reviewing this allegation.
Wieczorek made his own independent interpretation of the intent of the
procedure, whereas NRC inspectors interviewed the author of the proce-
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dure and several technicians who used it to determine the Licensee's in-
tended meaning. He Wieczorek interpretation and the Licensee's in-
tended meaning were different. Either method ofimplementing this pro-
cedure would have been acceptable to the NRC Since it was the Licens-
ee's procedure, NRC used the Licensee's intended meaning and deter-
mined that no violation had occurred.

(38) The Petitioner believes that the "Hendry Report" should have
led to other than "no violations" findings by inspectors regard-
ing the following matters -

(a) the microwave oven leak problem (Hendry Report at 24);

Response.

This concern of the Petitioner regarding the microwave oven pertains
to the removal of a shield which could result in the leakage of micro-
waves out of the oven during operation. His area is outside the purview
of the NRC and was turned over to OSHA to follow up. As noted in
Inspection Report 85-02, discussions with twelve laboratory employees
failed to substantiate the Petitioner's allegation that fumes are given off
during the processing of samples. In addition, observations by the inspec-
tot during the processing of samples failed to disclose any emission of
fumes while samples were being heated.

With regard to the violation of requirements of Job Hazard Analysis
(JHA) CL-JHA 12, it should be noted that the JH.^. for routine analyses
performed in the laboratory is not a procedure required by NRC regula-
tions or license conditions. Therefore, failure to adhere to this document
would not be a violation of NRC requireroents. During a subsequent in-
spection, inspectors reviewed the Hendry Report and determined that
even if they had seen it before the inspections, the results of those in-
spections would not have been different.

(b) housekeeping of the lab (Hendry Report at 26,28);

Response

The violation cited in Inspection Reports 8415 and 85-02 pertained to
a failure of the Licensee to clean up spills in the Chemet Lab immedi.
ately and did not address general housekeeping in the laboratory. The
reference to housekeeping in the Fuel Manufacturing Area in Inspection
Report 8111 for the most part is irrelevant to the discussion of house-
keeping in the Chemet Lab. Only in a broad, laboratory wide, general
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sense is housekeeping in the Fuel Manufacturing Area relevant to house-
keeping in the Chemet Lab. The discussion of "powder on the floor" in
Inspection Report 8210 was the result of a change-out of a high effi-
ciency fdter in the exhaust of a powder handling enclosure in the Fuel
Manufacturing Area. This discussion also is not relevant to activities in
the Chemet Lab. As stated previously the contamination above action
levels found during the special survey reported in Inspection Report 84-
04 did not represent a significant hazard. The Licentee took prompt
action to reduce the levels below the action level.

The Petitioner combined several unrelated events and concluded in-
correctly that housekeeping in the Chemet Lab was a "substantive viola-
tion."

(c) spills in the lab (Hendry Report at 30);

Raponse

See again 5 3.b(17).

d) surface contamination (Hendry Report at 3133);

Raponse

The Petitioner is correct when stating that swipes and smears can
rocasure only loose surface contamination. However, the Petitioner is in-
correct in the assessment of the significance of fixed contamination meas-
urements in the Chemet Lab. Measurements performed by the inspector
and the Licensee indicated that fixed contamination levels in the Chemet
Lab are low. Additionally, fixed uranium contamination is not in itself a
safety hazard, because the direct radiation levels are low. Fixed contami.
nation will not result in personal contamination if brushed against and
will not become an airborne radioactivity hazard in normal laboratory
operations.

The surveys performed frequently in the Chemet Lab provide ade-
quate evaluation of surface contamination hazards in the Chemet Lab.

The total amount of surface contamination present on a surface may be
underestimated if only removable contamination surveys are performed.
However, in the case of uranium, the amount of fixed contamination re->

maining after the removal of visible contamination is small and, as previ-
ously stated, does not constitute a radiological hazard. Therefore, in
terms of radiological significance, the use of removable contamination
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surveys was reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of
radiological hazard.

(e) installation of sufficient air samplers (Hendry Report at
33-34);

Raponse

See 13.c(4).
,

(f) radiation safety training (Hendry Report at 34-35).

Raponse

In Inspection Report 81 !!, the inspector documented a discussion
with the Licensee regarding an IE information notice about geotropism,
which is the difference in response resulting from different orientations
of the survey instrument during a survey. The Licensee indicated that
special training on this topic would be given to radiation safety techni-
cians in the event they needed to use instruments affected by geotropism.
However, there is no reason to believe that geotropism had any bearing
on the radiation safety technician's ability to detect contamination at the
Petitioner's work station on March 5,1984.

Observations by the inspector during a number of inspections indicated
that radiation safety technicians did, in fact, know how to use radiation
survey instruments.

The Petitioner's statements that the general employee and radiation
safety training were inadequate are not correct. The reference to em-
p!oyee safety training in Inspection Report 8210 was a recommendation
that the Licensee modify its training to improve the presentation. ne ;

training met the requirements of 10 C.F.R. { 19.12 in content,
ne statement in Inspection Report 84-17 concerning survey tech-

niques used by technicians did not imply that technician training was in-
adequate but that the training should be expanded to include familiariza-
tion with Chemet Lab operations so as to improve survey techniques in
the Lab.-

(39) Petitioner alleges that contamination on the switch box and on
the legs of her table were cleaned up at the command of super-
vision before Radiation Safety was called. (Aprii 11 Letter at

,

35)
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Respnst

The NRC was unable to verify the Petitioner's statement that the
switch box and legs of her table were cleaned before calling Radiation
Safety and, therefore, was unable to substantiate the allegation.

,

(40) Petitioner claims that the Hendry Report provides some new
evidence about frisker violations. (April 11 Letter at 37)

Response

!See 13.c(1)(a) for a discussion of frisking.

c. Improper Enforcement
(1) In regard to Inspection Report 84-04, Petitioner -

(a) believes that Severity Level V should have been Level I
(regarding failure by GE to follow survey procedure
when exiting controlled area). (Petition at 8) ;

Resp nse

It is a prudent, well-established industry practice for individuals to
survey themselves for contamination when leaving potentially contami-
nated areas. The Licensee has incorporated this practice into plant proce-
dures. Individuals frequenting the controlled area have been trained in '

the proper methods to comply with this requirement. Appropriate survey
instruments have been placed at the exit points for performing such sur-
veys. Notices that such surveys are required are posted conspicuously at I

exits from potentially contaminated areas. In addition, Licensee repre-
sentatives periodically observe survey techniques and conduct unan-
nounced spot. check surveys of individuals after they have performed
self. monitoring and have left the Chemet Lab as well as other controlled
areas. Disciplinary actions can be and have been taken by the Licensee
against an individual who fails to survey or who surveys incorrectly.
The above actions show that the Licensee was acting responsibly.

Despite possible disciplinary actions, there may be occasions when an.

individual neglects to survey upon leaving an area. Without an indication !

that an individual knowingly failed to survey, such circumstances are not ;

considered willful acts on the part of the Licensee, but are considered i

violations of the Licensee's procedures. Consequently, a Notice of Viola-
tion for failure to follow procedures at the appropriate severity level
would be issued if observed by an NRC inspector.
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As noted in Inspection Report 84-04, a Notice of Violation (Severity
Level V) was issued because of two individuals who failed to perform
personal contamination monitoring in accordance with plant procedures.
Dese individuals were visitors to the Chemet Lab, not regular labora-
tory employees.

The Petitioner's statement is incorrect that the Licensee contended and
the NRC accepted the contention that laxness and even violation of the
self monitoring procedure for the Chemet Lab would be excused "be-
cause of the lower probability of personnel being contaminated." A Li-
censee representative did state, as noted in the inspection report, that in-
adequate attention may have been given to the Chemet Lab because of
the lower probability of personnel becoming contaminated. His state-
ment was made in the context of a discussion of the actions taken by the
Licensee to ensure that personnel leaving the Fuel Manufacturing Area,
where the potential for an individual becoming contammated is signifi-
cantly greater, properly surveyed themselves. He Licensee noted that
while concentrating on the Fuel Manufacturing Area it unintentionally
may have overlooked a similar problem with personnel leaving the
Chemet Lab.

It should be noted that the violation was issued as a Severity Level V,
which, according to the NRC Enforcement Policy, is reserved for mat-
ters that have minor safety significance. Contamination levels in the
Chemet Lab were low and those individuals who failed to survey were
found not to be contaminated. Observations by the inspector of many in-
dividuals leaving contamination controlled areas during the inspection
showed no other examples of failure to survey. In 1984 approximately
1000 spot-check surveys were performed plant-wide by the Licensee's
Radiation Safety Group, including several spot-checks at the Chemet
Lab exit. Only one individual was found who exceeded the contamina-
tion release limit for personnel. This individual came out of the Fuel
Manufacturing Area, not the Chemet Lab. This is indicative of the low
potential for personnel contamination in the facility as a whole.

During the review of this report, NRC regional management correctly
concluded that failure to follow the personal survey procedure was an
isolated incident of minor safety significance. Derefore, the violation
was categorized appropriately as a Severity Level V.-

(b) in regard to GE's failure to calibrate whole body
counters, observes that the Director, IE -

(i) did not discuss the severity level of violations or de-
termine whether they were willful;
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(ii) did not determine whether violations were discov-
ered and reported by GE or instead by the NRC,
although crucial to the imposition and quantum of
penalty; and,

(iii) did not explain or attempt to rationalize his failure
to find a violation.

(Petition at 10-12)

Response

As was pointed out in the response discussed under 5 3.b(2)(b), above,
no violations were found.

(2) Petitioner makes the general comment that findings in inspec-
tions were illegally assigned the lowest categories of severity
levels, i.e., never more than a IV or V. (Petition, Chap. I at 2)

Response

It is true that all violations referenced by the Petitioner were Severity
Level IV or V. All violations were properly categorized in accordance
with the NRC Enforcement Policy,10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix C, or
the Enforcement Policy in effect at the time of the violation.

(3) Petitioner maintains that the aggregate of the violations cited
should have resulted in assignment of a Severity Level I and
civil penalties. More specifically, she asserts that the alleged
"careless disregard violation," at a minimum, should have been a
Level 11 violation. (Petition, Chap. I at 16)

Response

The NRC has reviewed the violations noted in the inspection reports
performed by Region II for the period 1981 through the first half of 1985
and has found that the Region properly assigned the Severity Level to

. these violations, using the Enforcement Policy in effect at the time of the
violation. With regard to those issues raised in the Petition for which the
Petitioner felt the Licensee should have been cited for a violation, the
Region properly determined except as described herein that these issues
were not violations of license conditions or other NRC requirements.

The NRC found that at the time the allegations were made the Licens-
ee's radiation protection program was effective overall. The violations
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cited were indications that the Licensee had areas where improvements
were needed. He violations apparently were not the result ofintentional
or careless disregard of regulations on the part of the Licensee, but were
a failure of the Licensee to adequately review and implement a com-
pletely effective radiation protection program in the Chemet Lab. Dere-
fore, there was no "careless disregard" violation, as alleged by the Peti-
tioner.

Furthermore, the Petitioner misapplied a section of the Enforcement
Policy in stating that elements of the radiation protection program con-

'

stituted "a system designed to prever s or mitigate a serious safety event
(from] being able to perform its intended safety function" (10 C.F.R.
Part 2, Appendix C, Supp. I). His particular section of the Enforcement
Policy generally does not pertain to a radiation protection program. Rs.
diation pro'.ection occurrences generally are categorized using Supple-
ment IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy.

De violations were assigned the appropriate severity level in accord-
ance with the Enforcement Policy. It is noted that the Petitioner incor-
rectly assumed that an individual received a cumulative radiation expo.
sure above regulatory limits. Even if the violations identified during each
inspection had been aggregated, they would not have been sufficiently
significant to justify a higher severity level.

(4) Petitioner makes reference to the alleged failure of GE to follow
NRC advice on the air monitor, which in the Petitioner's view
also should have led to an increased severity level. The Petition-
er further noted that the air monitors are now installed at the
wrong height and that the defects noted in Inspection Report
8417 discredit all GE air intake contamination surveys. Also,
deterioration of cleanliness, addressed in Inspection Report 81
11, should have led to a finding. (Petition, Chap. II at 23-26)

Response

In reviewing operations in the Chemet Lab during Inspection 8413,
the inspector observed only one sampler in the Wet Lab area. It ap-
peared that this sampler was not located in such a manner as to provide
representative air samples. De IJcensee contended that there was docu-
mentation of an analysis that showed the location to be suitable and
stated that it would retrieve the information from document storage.
His issue was identified as an unresolved item pending review of the Li-
censee's documentation as to the suitability of the sampling results. .
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As noted previously, an unresolved item is one for which more infor-
mation is needed to determine whether the item is acceptable or may in-
volve violations or deviations. Until the ime is resolved, the i W is
not required by NRC regulations to take corrective actions. In a subse-
quent inspection (8417), the inspector issued a Notice of Violation for 1

improper sampler location, because the Licensee was unable to provide
documentation showing the sampler location to be suitable.

The Petitioner's contention thst the lack of air sampling discredits all
elements of protection for Chemet Lab employees is without merit. It
should be noted that the failure to provide suitable air sampling does not
affect the quality of the results of other control and monitoring systems,
such as removable contamination surveys, urinalysis results, or lung
counts.

With regard to the Petitioner's comments about cleanliness, the inspec-
tor's comment in Inspection Report 8111 referred to housekeeping and
cleanliness in the Fuel Manufacturing Area, not in the Chemet Lab. No
NRC requirements specifically address an acceptable level of housekeep-
ing or cleanliness, so Notices of Violation were not issued in that regard.

($) Petitioner holds that collective reports should have been for-
warded by Region II to Headquarters, NRC, for collective
review and hence assignment of Severity Level L (Petition,
Chap. II at 31)

Response

Part 2 Appendix C, f III states: "In each case, the severity of a vio-
lation will be characterized at the level best suited to the significance of
the particular violation. In some cases, violations may be evaluated in the
aggregate and a single severity level assigned for a group of violations."
Similarly, Appendix C, f V.B. states that "civil penalties . . . are consid-
ered for Severity Level III violations and may be imposed for Severity
Level IV violations that are similar to previous violations for which the
licensee did not take effective corrective action" (emphasis added, foot-
note omitted). There is no requirement that the severity level must be
increased by considering violations collectively over several inspection.

reports. The NRC did, in the instances referenced, consider whether the
violations as a group identified during an inspection indicated a trend or
program breakdown for which escalated enforcement was appropriate.
The conclusion was and is that the violations were not of the level of
safety significance equivalent to those items listed as examples of Sever-
ity Levels I, II, or III in Supplements IV and VI of the NRC Enforce-
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ment Policy. The significance of the violations, even in their totality, did
not justify referring the matter to Headquarters, and certainly did not
justify a Severity Ixvel I categorization.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asse!stine

Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-445 CPA

TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et st.

(Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station, Unit 1 September 19,1966

The Commission offers guidance on the admissibility of a contention
into the construction permit extension proceeding. The Commission
holds that if a permittee is seeking a construction permit extension be-
cause of delays associated with the need to correct safety problems, any
delays arising therefrom would be "good c$use" for an allowance of
more time for plant completion. In this context, a contention directed
only at permittee's past conduct would not be sufficient to defeat a con-
struction permit extension.

CONSTRUCTION PERhilT: EXTENSION OF COSIPLETION
DATE (GOOD CAUSD-

A permittee may demonstrate "good cause" for a construction permit
extension in one of two ways. A permittee may demonstrate that there
was good cause for the past delay in plant completion, or a permittee
may show that its current and future actions are "good cause" for an
allowance of more time for plant completion.
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CONSTRUCTION PERMIT: EXTENSION OF COMPLETION
DATE (GOOD CAUSE)

Where the permittee asserts the need for more time to correct safety
deficiencies, the Licensing Board should not look to past conduct to de-
termine "good cause" for the extension.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

This matter is before the Commission on a question certified to it by
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board ("Appeal Board") re-
garding the admissibility of a contention into a construction permit
("CP") extension proceeding. The Texas Utilities Electric Company
("TUEC") seeks an extension of construction permit CPPR 126 which
authorizes it to construct Unit I of the proposed two-unit facility at Co-
manche Peak near Glen Rose, Texas. We itave discussed the background
facts surrounding this episode elsewhere, so we will not repeat them at
length here. See CLI.86-4, 23 NRC 113 (1986). Briefly, TUEC submitted
an untimely application for an extension of the CP which the Staff ap-
proved. The Citizens Association for Sound Energy ("CASE"), an inter.
venor in the ongoing operating license proceeding, filed a request for a
hearing on the construction permit extension under i 189a of the Atomic
Energy Act ("AEA"), 42 U.S.C. I2239(a). We referred the request to
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board") for a post-
extension hearing under 10 C.F.R. Part 2. See CLI 86-4, supra. 23 NRC
at 121. The Licensing Board began proceedings to define and reso'.ve
contentions whether TUEC had demonstrated "good cause" for exten-

|
sion of the permit. See f 185 of the AEA, 42 U.S.C. I 2235; 10 C.F.R.
I 50.55(b) (1986).

On May 2,1986, the Licensing Board issued a Memorandum and
Order (unpublished) admitting CASE and an individual named Meddie
Gregory as a consolidated intervening party with one consolidated con-
tention. See ASLBP No. 86-528-02-CPA (May 2,1986). ("ASLBP Op.")
That contention alleges that:

.

Applicants have not met their burden of proving that the delay in completion of
construction was not caused by their own ddatory conduct.

a. Applicants have not given any reason for the esistence of the delay. They only
assert they need more time to complete a reinspection. redesign, and recon.
struction program but they do not disclose the reason why such programs are
needed or that the reason for delay was not intentional and without a valid pur.

Pote-
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b. The real - for the delay in construction cosmoletion were that:

1. Apphcants deliberately refused to take positive action to reform their QA/QC
prograna in the face of consstent criticism, and

2. Applicants have failed to properly design their plant. specincally:

L Applicants failed to correctly apply fundamental engineering princl. ;
lP es,

ii. Applicants faded to properly identify unique designs in their PSAR.

iii. Applicants constructed much of their r,lant prior to its design having
been completed.

iv. Apphcants have failed to comply with 10 C.F.R. Part $0. Appendices
A and B. including their failure to promptly identify and correct

,

design denciencies, and deliberstely refused to take positive action to
correr:t such deGeiencies.

ASLBP Op. at 7. Essentially, the contention appears to allege that
TUEC had a corporate poliqy to construct the plant in violation of NRC
requirements, and.that subsequent discovery and efforts to correct these

,

violations caused the delay. Therefore, argues CASE, the delay does not
'

constitute "good cause" because of the deliberate, intentional, and know-
ing nature of the violations which caused it.

Both TUEC and the Staff have appealed the decision admitting that
contention to the Appeal Board. The permittees assert that any delay for
reinspection and correction of defects, regardless of their root cause, is
"good cause" for an extension under both the statute and NRC regula-
tions, citing the Commission's decision in Washington Public hr Suply
System (WPPSS Nuclear Project Nos. I and 2), CLI.82 29,16 NRC :

1221,1230 31 (1982) ("WPPSS"). The Staff challenges the adnussibility
of the contention on two other grounds which are not relevant to the
question before us today.1a

i

The Appeal Board certified a question to us under 10 C.F.R. { 2.718(i)
(1986) and our Statement of Policy on Conduct of Lic.rnsing Proceedings,
CLI 818,13 NRC 452,456 (1981). That question reads: "Is the admit- '

ted CASE / Gregory contention . . . foreclosed as a matter of 1.w by
.

8 The staff argues that (1) the 1.aceneans Board incorrectly rehed spoe informauce developed in the
hcenang proceeding to care denceencies in the bens supporung the intervenors' contentions and (2)in
Eght of the intervenors' statement that it dose not seek desual of the peruut but insteed seeks hnponruon;

'

of certata conditions on the construction permit. together with the LJceanng Boar (s determunation that '

it lacks authority to impose those condatsons, a beerwig is not warranted. See NRC stan's Bnef to the
Appeel Board at 3 (hier 12. Itsek These assues are ace before un at the time and we empress no opin6on
on them The stan does not support TUEc"s broad taterpretation of "good cause" as defined 6a Wrt11
See Tranecnpt of Oral Argument Before Atornic Safety and IJcenang Appeal Board at 24 32 (June 18
1996)
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(WPPSS}" Texas Utilities Electric Ca (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Unit 1), Appeal Board Memorandum and Opinion (July 2,-1986)
("Slip Op."). In answering the question below, we have carefully re-
viewed all of the relevant capers and arguments of the panies to the
Boards below.8

Initially, we must start with language of the statute at issue which pro-
vides in pertinent part that "[u}nless the construction or modification of
the facility is completed by the completion date, the construction permit
shall expire, and all rights there under be forfeited, unless upon good cause ,

shown, the Commission extends the completion date." | 185 of the AEA,42
;

U.S.C. I 2235 (emphasis added). The regulation implementing this statute
states that the applicant must complete construction "by the latest com- .

pletion date" or face forfeiture tJ its rights under the permit. "ProFided,
howper, that upon gcad h;;( hown the Commission will extend the
completion date far a reasonable period of time. The Commission will
recognize, among other things, . . . [ specific enumerated acts) and other
acts beyond the control of the permit holder, as a basis for extending the
completion date." 10 C.F.R. I 50.55(b) (1986) (emphasis added).

As we read the statute, the implementing regulation, and agency case
law, a permittee may demonstrate good cause for a CP extension in two
different ways. First, as the regulation in 10 C.F.R. I 50.55(b) expressly
contemplates, a permittee will demonstrate "good cause" for the exten.
sion if it demonstrates that there was good cause for the past delay in

,

plant completion. Public Service Ca ofNew Hampshire (Seabrook Station,
Unit 2),' CLI-84-6,19 NRC 975, 978 (1984) ("Stabrook"); Washington
Public Pbwr Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No' 2), ALAB 722,.

17 NRC 546, 551 (1983). Indeed, most past CP extension requests have
alleged good cause for the past delay. Our decision in 'Seabrook.further4

defined gooil cause for the past delay. In Seabrook the Commission was
confronted with contentions in the CP extension proceeding that related
to need for power, cost of completion, and fmancial consequences to the;
utility and ratepayers. There wrs no attack on the sufficiency of appli-
cant's asserted reasons for the past delay. In this context, we stated that

- in order to defeat an extension request based on good cause for the past
delay:

a We esausw. fct pwpam of decmon, that the conwntme as aneged is uw.
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"First, the constructor dehys at issue have to be traceable to the applicant. Second,
the delays must bt * dilatory.' If both prongs are met, the delay is without ' gor -
cause.'" Washingrei M/ic hr Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2),
ALAB-722,17 NRC 546,551 (1983). In other words, the proponent of the conten.
tion must articulate some basis to show that the applicant is responsible for the delay
and has acted intentionally and without a valid business purpose. Id at 553.

Seabrook, supra,19 NRC at 978.
On the other hand, a permittee may also demonstrate good cause for a '

CP extension by showing not that there was good cause for the past
delay, but that there is now good cause for the NRC to allow more time
for plant completion. Unlike the first way to show good cause, which
focuses on the permittee's past actions, the second option focu.ses upon
the permittee's current and future actio ts. WPPSS addressed efforts to
correct safety deficiencies in relation to this second method to show
good cause.

Our holding in WPPSS was intended to encourage licensees to conduct
vigorous internal investigations and remedial safety actions by not penal- t

iting them for any completion delay caused thereby. See 16 NRC at
1230 31, On its face, WPPSS does not distinguish among innocent, negli- '

gent, or intentional violations of NRC requirements as the root cause of
the deficiencies requiring correction. Moreover, we believe that WPPSS '
underlying philosophy intended no such distinction necessarily to be con-
trolling. For example, if a utility were to adopt a corporate policy to
construct the plant in willful violation of NRC requirements, but were
then to reverse that policy, remove the wrongdoers, and embark on a
new effort to construct a safe plant in full compliance with NRC require-
ments, we could find that the new policy constituted "good cause" for
an extension. We will not penalize a current management for the mis-
takes of its predecessors in this regard. See, e.g., Metropolitan Edison Ca
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1), CLI 85 2,21 NRC 282,296-
306 (1985); Metropolitan Edison Ca (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit 1), CLI 85 9,21 NRC 1118,1135-40 (1985). This interpretation fur-
thers the policy expressed in WPPSS of encouraging efforts to search out
and correct safety deficiencies.

We turn now to the contention at issue in this proceeding. In its CP
extension request, TUEC asserts good cause by alleging that the delays,

that have been required to date, and the additional time that will be re- !

quired in the future, are to determine and correct safety problems. CASE
,

charges in response that TUEC had a corporate policy to construct the j
plant in violation of NRC requirements, and that later discovery of this ;

policy and efforts to correct the violations caused and is causing delay. !
For purposes of analysis, we turn first to the method to show good cause |

l
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deacribed in WPPSS. If the permittee is seeking the permit extension be-
cause it claims good cause for the NRC to allow more time for plant
completion under WPPSS,8 this particular contention is barred by our
WPPSS decision because, as currently worded, it focuses only on the
permittee's past conduct. If a permittee'is seeking a CP extension solely
because more time is needed to correct deficiencies, a contention worded
like this one and directed only at past conduct would not be sumcient,
even if true, to defeat the extension. ,

We focus next on the first method to demonstrate good cause for a CP
extension by showing good cause for the past delay. A simple, mechani- ;

cal application of the holding in Seabrook leads to the conclusion that a ;

finding that construction delays arose from a deliberate corporate policy
to construct the plant in violation of NRC requirements would virtually '

never defeat a CP extension. Such a corporate policy could hardly be
characterized as "dilatory" conduct if, as is most likely to be the case, j
the policy was intended to speed construction. And if we go further and ;

apply the Seabrook elaboration of what is meant by "dilatory," we would
be hard pressed to avoid the conclusion that the policy, while inten-
tional, had the valid bTisiness purpose to speed construction.

t

But in Seabrook there was no contention like the one before us in this
case. And the Seabrook analytical framework would lead to the same
result - dismissal of the contention as insufficient to defeat the extension
request - even if the deliberate corporate policy to construct in viola- "

tion were an ongoing one, for even an ongoing policy would presumably
have the valid business purpose to speed construction and not be "dila-
tory." Yet to grant a CP extension request in the face of a finding that
the past delays were caused by a past and still ongoing policy of deliber-
ate violations would be to reward such wrongdoing. Surely the dranen *

of the Atomic Energy Act cannot have had this in mind when they al-
lowed CP extensions for good cause.

,

We conclude that the Seabrook framework for testing contentions in a t

CP extension proceeding does not work well when applied to the type of
,

CP extension request and' contention at issue in this proceeding. We
therefore decline to extend it to this case. Instead, the question is

,

whether,in view of the safety purposes of the Atomic Energy Act, the ;

need to evaluate and correct safety deficiencies can be good cause for-

delays in construction completion even when those deficiencies resulted
from deliberate corporate wrongdoing. Our analysis here proceeds along
the same lines as the analysis under the second way to show good cause,

8 See letter free permutte( coeneel to secretary ChiIk dated Fetreary 4. Itse. at 6. and "Oppse, tion
of Teams Uhhues Doctrw Company, er et to Request for stay" daied rebruary ll,19se, at 13.
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and leads to the same result. We should not reward wrongdoing by
granting a CP extension in the face of a finding that construction delays
arose from deliberate wrongdoing, but we also should not penalize a cut-
rent management for the mistakes ofits predecessors. We believe that the
appropriate balance is struck by holding that if there was a corporate
policy to speed construction by violating NRC requirements, and that
policy was discarded and repudiated by the permittee, any delays arising
from the need to take corrective action would be delays for good cause.
Thus, if a permittee is seeking a CP extension because of delays associ-
ated with the need to correct safety problems, a contention, worded like
this one, that is directed only at past conduct would not be sufficient,
even if true, to defeat the extension.

The Appeal Board should determine the admissibility of the consoli.
dated intervenors' contention in accord with this guidance.

The additional views of Commissioner Bernthat are attached.
It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 19th day of September 1986.

COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL'S ADDITIONAL VIEWS

I concur in the result reached in the proposed order;in my judgment
the criteria set forth in ALAB-722 (and applied by the Commission in
the Seabrook proceefing) for determining whether a utility has been dila.
tory in executing a construction project could never have been intended

| to apply to circumstances such as those present in the Comanche Peak

| CSSC
.

But I am troubled that the term "valid business purpose" should ever
have found its way into the Commission's lexicon of jurisprudence in
construction perrnit extension cases - as if the Commission were

| equipped to make judgments on matters of business and economics.
Indeed, such terminclogy is reminiscent of the Commission's dubious
charge to rule on "need for power" and "financial qualifications."

| 403
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I question whether the Commission today should ever deny a con-
struction permit extension request on other than public health and safety
grounds The original purpose of the so-called "latest date for comple-
tion of construction" inseded in all permits was related solely to ques-
tions of adequate uranium supply fer commercial reactors - a consider-
ation that has long since lost its currency.

Issues of economics and "busmess purpose" are more properly the sub.
ject of prudency hearmss before state public utility commissions. There-
fore, I believe the Commission should modify its rule regarding construe-
tion permit extensx>n requests so that theAle is based solely on public
health and safety considerations. Considerations of economics should be
left to those with a statutory mandate and expertise in that arena.
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Cite as 24 NRC 405 (1986) CLl 46-16

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Robert M. Berhthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 322 OL 5
(Emergency Planning Exercise)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) September 26,1986

The Commission denies Intervenors' motion demanding termination of
the adjudicatory proceeding on the results of Licensee's emergency plan-
ning exercise. The Commission fmds that while the status of a relocation
center in Licensee's plan is not entirely clear due to its loss of the facility
on which it had intended to rely, the ongoing hearing should proceed
because it can lead to resolution of issues that involve functions not de-
pendent on the relocation center. Furthermore, the Commission deter.
mines that the State's enactment oflegislation for the creation of a mu-
nicipal power authority empowered to purchase Licensee does not offer
a sound basis on which to terminate the hearing since the potential take-,

over is subject to many contingencies.
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MEMORAhT7UM AND ORDER

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

In CLI 86-II, 23 NRC $77 (1986). the Commission directed the ap-
pointment of a Licensing Board to commence a hearing on the February
13, 1986 emergency preparedneu exercise for Shoreham. A Board was
appointed and has already conducted preliminary proceedings. After the t

issuance of CLI 86-II, two developments occurred which, intervenors
argue in a July 21, 1986 Motion to Reconsider, demand termination of
both the exercise hearing and the whole proceeding on LILCO's emer-
gency plan. These developments are: (1) the June 16 action of Nassau
County denying LILCO the use of the Nassau Coliseum as a reception
center for potential evacuees in a Shoreham emergency; and (2) the July
3 enactment by the New York State legislature of legislation creating a
municipal power authority (Long Island Power Authority - LIPA) em-
powered to purchase LILCO, if that is in the best interest of ratepayers.
Suffolk County, State of New York, and Town of Southampton Motion ,

for Reconsideration of CLI 86 II nerStaff and LILCO oppose the
motion. We are not persuaded by Intervenors that the relief suggested is
warranted, and we deny the motion.

i

ANALYSIS

Intervenors argue that a hearing on s',e exer.;he would be a waste of
time and resources because Nw:u Coliseum was the focal point of the
exercise. In support of tM: azgument, they assert that all bus drivers i

were trained to drive routes leading to the Coliseum, and "evacuees"
were monitored and decontaminated at the Coliseum. More importantly,
Intervenors add, the lack of a relocation center, and the lack of an agree-
ment for a relocation center, violates NUREG 0654, and thus should lead
to a Commiuion holding that the entire plan fails to cornply with the
Commission's emergency planning requirements in 10 C.F.R. I $0.47.
Motion at 4-8.

Intervenors also argue that the creation of LIPA should lead to termi.
.

!nation of the entire Shoreham proceeding because LILCO is no longer a
bonafide applicant, and the Commission "cannot . . . have intended . . .'

such pointless and wastefullitigation . . . ." /d. at 910.
Both the Staff and LILCO oppose the motion, arguing that while

knowing the location of a reception center may be important to testing ;

some functions in an exercise, most functions can be tested adequately |

|
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without knowing the location of a reception center, e.g., how well emer-
gency persornel kno'.e correct dosimetry procedures, communications
procedures, and mobilization procedures. As to a state takeover of
LILCO, Staff and LILCO also observe that this is no certainty. The bill
authorizes acquisition only ifit benefits ratepayers, but LILCO notes that
it's "far from free of doubt" that there's an acquisition price that can pro-
tect ratepayers and at the same time protect LILCO shareholders and
creditors. Response at 4.

We agree with the Staff and LILCO that we should r.at reverse our
decision to direct the conduct of a hearing on the exercise. While the
status of the relocation center in LILCO's plan may not be entirely clear, a

we are not prepared to agree with Intervenors that the Coliseum was
such an important focus in the exercise that the ongoing hearing will be
wasteful and pointless. Much can be accomplished in the ongoing hear-
ing in resohing issues that involve functions not dependent on the exact
location of the relocation center or centers.

'

Nor does the LIPA legislation offer a sound basis on which to termi-
nate hearings. Intervenors present the takeover as a fait accompl4 but we
believe that much needs to be resolved before'any actual takeover can be |
effected. Thus termination of the hearings on this ground would be pre.

'

mature and unwise.
Accordiagly, the motion is denied.
It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission *
;

John C. Hoyle
Acting Secretary of the

Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 26th day of September 1986.

.

i.

*Chaarman Zah was act prswet (<w the affirmatwo of Gus Ordet. Had he been preernt he would have
approsed is.
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Cite as 24 NRC 409 (1986) ALAB-846

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

'

Administrative Judges:

i Gary J. Edles, Chairman

( Dr. Reginald L Gotchy
| Howard A. Wilber
!

1

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 250 OLA 1
50 251 OLA 1

(Vessel Flux Reduction)

i FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT
' COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 3 and 4) September 16,1986

|
|

'

Upon conducting its sua sponte review of the Licensing Board deci.
sion that disposed of one of the two a<imitted contentions in this license
amendment proceeding, the Appeal Dovd finds no errors that warrant
corrective action.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: LICENSING DECISION (IMMEDIATE
EFFECTIVENTSS)

I If a determination is made, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 2239(a)(2)(A), that a
proposed license amendment involves "no significant hazards," the Com-
mission may istue the amendment and make it immediately effective not-
withstanding any request for a hearing. The hearing, however, may take
place after issuance of the amendraent. Mt.mpolitan Edison Ca (Dree
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), ALAB 807, 21 NRC 1195,
1200 n.12 (1985).
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APPEAL BOARDS: SUA SPONTE REVIEW

When no appeals are taken from a reviewable licensing board decision,
an appeal board will review that decision sua sponte. See Ogshore hr
Systems (Manufacturing License for Floating Nuclear Power Plants),
ALAB-689,16 NRC 887,890-91 & n.4 (1982).

RULES OF PRALTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW

Appeal boards generally do not review licensing board determinations
that do not constitute a final resolution on the merits. See Houston Light-
Ing a hr Co. (South Texas Project, Units I and 2), ALAB 799, 21
NRC 360,369 (1985).

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On July 24,1986, the Licensing Board issued what it styled an "initial
decision"(LBP 86 23,24 NRC 108) disposing of one of the two admitted
contentions in this license amendment proceeding. De Board ruled in
the applicant's favor on Contention (d), dealing with the formation of a
steam film stound the fuel rods.' ne Board's decision authorized re-
quested amendments to the technical specifications for operating licenses
for Units 3 and 4 at the Turkey Point facility.8

ne Board, however, retained jurisdiction over Contention (b), dealing
with alleged shortcomings in one of the computer evaluation models, in
order to obtain further information from the NRC staff concerning pro-
posed additions and corrections to the models for the emergency core
cooling system. Earlier, the Board had relied on these models in summar-
ily disposing of Intervenors' Contention (b).

No appeal has been taken from the Board's decision within the period
prescribed by the Commission's Rules of Practice * We thus have the de-

8 The onset of this steam rda a dennad as the "departure fro,n nucleate txmhas? %1wn the fum in
estabimhed, there as a reduction in the capatnhty for the transfer of heat from the fuel rods. with a result.
las large acrease is cladding temperature and a greater probatmhty of claddag damage. See LBP 85-29

,

22 NRC 300. 323-24 (1985k
8 The notice of beenna tecluded a proposal that the beense amendments involve a "no sisiuncaat haa.
ards" detersunauon pursuant to 42 U.s C. 2239(aK2XA). If such deternunahon a made, the Camauanaos
may 6ssue an amendsneu and aiane ,a unmediately effectwo notwithstanding any request for a hearing
The hearing. however. saay take place after manance of the amendment. Merspoosse Eduon Ca (nree
h4ile Island Nuclear h= Uma Na 1). ALAB 807. 24 NRC lit $.1200 a.12 (1985) De f%======

followed that procedure here. 49 Fed. Reg 3 44 (19841

8 3er LBP-45 29. 22 NRC at 31420.
* 3er 10 C F R. 2.762.
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cision before us for our customary sua sponte review.5 On such review,
we have found no errors that warrant corrective action.'

LBP 86-23 is affirmed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

s 3,, opw,, A ,sfu,au (Manufactunas Ucenae for Donting Nuclear Power Plantsk ALAS 489.16.

NRC 841,89498 a n4 (19421 We had earher deferred that renew. See Order of August 19.194 (un-
pubbshedh

a We have not renewed the Ucensing Boar (s sununary dispoution of latersenors' Contentee (b) be-
cause that matwr renwas in the Ucensmg Board's M See Noemon L44nar a Apwr C4 (South
Tesaa Project. Umsts i and 2k ALAB-799. Il NRC 90. M9 (1985) (appel boards generally do not
revww bcensing board deternunations that do not constitute a final resolution on the snents) At such
tune as the Board concludes all debberations regarding that part of the cane, ets decisaos on Contenten
(b) wd1 be subject to appeutie reyww.
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Cite as 24 NRC 412 (1986) ALAB 847

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
e

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 322-OL 3
(Emergency Planning)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) September 19,1986

The Appeal Board decides the remaining portions of the applicant's
appeal of two Licensing Board decisions in the emergency planning
phase of this operating license proceeding, LBP 8512, 21 NRC 644
(1985), end LDP 85-31, 22 NRC 410 (1985). The Board remands two of
the three issues appealed for further clarification by the Licensing Board,
and reverses the Licensing Board's determination on the third.

EMERGENCY PLANS: REQUIRutEST FOR OPERATING
LICENSE

' A nuclear power plant is not allowed to operate at levels above five
percent of its rated power unless the NRC finds, in accordance with 10
C.F.R. 50.47(a), that there is reasonable assurance that adequate measures
for the protection of the public health and safety can and will be taken.
Among other things, emergency response planning must make provision
for the care of persons removed from the plume emergency planning
zone (plume EPZ) should circumstances necessitate an evacuation.

412
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ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: SCOPE OF REVIEW (OPERATING
LICENSE PROCEEDING)

The Commiuion's regulations governing operating license proceedings
generally limit an adjudicatory board's fmdings to the issues put in con.
test by the parties.10 C.F.R. 2.760s. See aho Paevic Gas and Electric Ca
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB 728,17
NRC 777,807, review declined CLI 83 32, !8 NRC 1309 (1983).

LICENSING BOARD: SCOPE OP REVIEW (SUA SPOSTE)

A licensing board may raise and resolve, sua sponte, "a serious safety,
environmental, or common defense a.ad security matter " should it deter-
mine such a serious issue caists. Louisiano 1bwer and Light Ca (Water.
ford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB 732,17 NRC 1076,1112
(1983). It may do so, however, only after invoking certain special proce-
dures. Cleveland Electric illuminating Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units I and 2), ALAB-675,15 NRC 1105,1115 (1982).

EMERGENCY PLANS: LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITIES

Both the Commission's regulations and plannmg guidance assign com-
mand and control responsibilities to licensee personnel. Perhaps most im-
portant, the initial determination of whether and when to alert public of-
ficials to an emergency situation rests with the utility. 10 C.F.R.
50.47(b)(5); 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendia E, if IV.D.1, IV.D.3.

EMERGENCY PLANS: LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITIES

Licensees have primary responsibility for accident assessment, includ-
ing the evaluation of potential risk to the public health and safety and
the preparation of recommendations concerning protective measures. See
"Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Re.
sponse Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants,"
NUREO-0654/ FEMA REP 1 (Rev.1) (1980), i 1.lt

'

EMERGENCY PLANS: LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITIES

| The NRC Incident Response Plan provides that a licensee "has the im-
mediate and primary continuing responsibility for limiting the conse-,

quences of an incident at a nuclear power reactor." In fact, a licensee is
empowered to take "whatever action is deemed necessary to limit the
consequences to public health and safety, even if that action violates the

413
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.

NRC 'icense technical specifications." "NRC Incident Response Plan,"
NUREG 0728, Rev.1 (1983) at 4. And utility personnel are responsible
for determining what information is given to government officials. Cf
Metropolitan Edison Ca (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1),
ALAB 697,16 NRC 1265,1269 70 (1982); id., ALAB-698,16 NRC 1290,
1312 13 (1982), aff'd in pertinent part. CLI 83 22,18 NRC 299, 310
(1983).

DIERGENCY PLANS: LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITIES

The NRC Incident Response Plan expressly instructs licensees that
"[1)imiting the consequences to public health and safety should take clear
precedence over limiting financial loss or adverse publicity." NUREG.
0728 at 4.

DIERGENCY PLANS: NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

The Commission's regulations require that utilities establish a four tier
accident classification scheme. In the event of an emergency, licensees
must advise government officials of the magnitude of the accident and
offer recommendations on what protective measures should be taken. See
Three Mile Island. ALAB 697,16 NRC at 1269 70.

DIERGENCY PLANS: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES

Emergency planning roles have always been assigned to reflect the
duties and capabilities of the individual participants. Governmental enti-
ties were given emergency response roles because they had the legal au-
thority and responsibility for such response, not because the Commission
distrusted the objectivity of licensees. See 35 Fed. Reg. 19,567 68 (1970).

DIERGENCY PLANS: ROLE OF NRC STAFF

The NRC staff has largely an advisory and monitoring role in emer.'

gency planning, although it may, in some circumstances, also take direct
action, such as making its own protective action recommendations. See
"Agency Procedures for the NRC incident Response Plan," NUREG.
0845 (1983) at 1112-1113; NUREG 0728 at 4-6; ef Three Mile Island,
ALAB.698,16 NRC at 131213.
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EMERGENCY PLANS: LICENSEE RESPONSIBILITIES

The regulations and applicable regulatory guidance effectively rebut
the notion that utility omeials must be categorically excluded from exer-
cising any command and control emergency responsibilities.

EMERGENCY PLANS: COSTEST (DEFICIENCIES IN)

Where compliance with each of the 16 express criteria of 10 C.F.R.
50.47(b) is absent, the Commission may nevertheless issue an operating
license if the applicant can demonstrate "that deficiencies in the plans are
not significant for the plant in question, that adequ. ate interim compensat.
ing actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there are other
compelling reasons to permit plant operation." 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(1).

EMERGENCY PLANS: COSTEST (SUFFICIENCY)

Section 50.47(b)(1) of the Commission's regulations requires that offsite
emergency response plans include an appropriate assignment of responsi-
bilities to the licensee and state and local emergency response organiza-
tions. Similarly, NUREO-0654, which is the principal emergency plan-
ning guidance document prepared jointly by the NRC and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), provides for the assignment
of emergency response duties to the licensee and state and local organi-
zations.

EMERGENCY PLANS: CONTEST (DEFICIENCIES IN)

Where, "for whatever reason," a particular jurisdiction has not com-
pleted an emergency plan or some portion of it, an "applicant (may)
show that, because of other compensating factors, public health and
safety will be adequately protected because of other plans or esidence of
preparedness." Union of Concerned . Scientists DPRM 831,17 NRC 719,
726 (1983). Cf Consolidated Edison Co, of New York (Indian Point Unit
No. 2), CLI-8316,17 NRC 1006,1013 (1983).

i

EMERGENCY PLANS: COSTENT (DEFICIENCIES IN)

A utility plan cannot be deemed to have shortcomings simply because
a governmental body may perform various undescribed functions not re-
quired by the regulations. Moreover, the sufficiency of "interim compen-
satory actions" designed to accommodate for deficiencies such as the
lack of a state plan need not necessarily provide precisely the same level

415



of protection that total correction of the deficiencies would offer. Indian
Point, CLI.8316,17 NRC at 1010. See also CLI 86-13, 24 NRC 22, 30
(1986).

APPEARANCES

James N. Christman, Richmond, Virginia (with whom W. Taylor Reve-
ley, III, Donald P. Irwin, Kathy E.B. McCleskey, and Scott D.
Matchett, Richmond, Virginia, were on the briefs), fo~ the appli-
cant Long Island Lighting Company.

Fabian G. Palomino, Albany, New York, Karls J. Letsche, Washington,
D.C., Eugene R. Kelley, llauppauge, New York, and Stephen B.
Iatham, Riverhead, New York (with whom David A. Brownlee,
Michael J. Lynch and Kenneth M. Argentieri, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl.
vania Herbert H. Brown and Iawrence Coe Lampber, Washington,
D.C., and Martin Bradley Ashare, Hauppauge, New York, were
on the briefs), for the intervenors State of New York. Suffolk
County, New York, and the Town of Southampton, New York.

Sherwin E. Turk and Bernard M. Bordesick for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.

DECISION
.

The Licensing Board has rendered two partial initial decisions in the
emergency planning phuc of this operating lkense proceeding involving
the Shoreham nuclear facility in Suffolk County, New York. Both deci-
tions examined an emergency plan in which ofTsite emergency response
procedures would be implemented by the Local Emergency Response
Organization (LERO), a group composed of the applicant Long Island
Lighting Company's (LILCO) personnel, federal agencies, and private

.

contracters. In contrast with the typical emergency response plan, the
Shoreham plan does not rely on county or state personnel.

In the first of its decisions, the Licensing Board resolved most of the
contested issues in favor of LILCO. It also determined, however, that
the applicant lacks the legal authority to implement material features of
the plan, with the consequence that an emergency plan in conformity
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with NRC regulations cannot te carried out.1 In the second decision, the
Board addressed the remaining issues.8 These were primarily concerned
with the adequacy of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum as a re-
ception or "relocation" center for the monitoring, decontamination and
transferring to sheltering facilities of evacuees from the area surrounding
the Shoreham facility in the event of an emergency. Although the appli.
cant prevailed on most of those issues as well, the Board ended its deci-
sion with the declaration that the applicant's emergency response plan is
"fatally defective." The bases of this declaration were: (1) the Board's
determination in its earlier decision that the applicant lacks the legal au-
thority to implement its plan; and (2) the Board's belief that the opposi-
tion of both the State of New York and Suffolk County to the plan "has
created a situation where at any given time it is not knowti whether the
[p]Ian would be workable."'

The applicant and the intervenors State of New York and Suffolk
County took appeals from portions of both of these decisions.* With the
parties' acquiescence, we separated for expedited review the applicant's
appeal on the legal authority and related questions decided by the Board
in its first decision. In ALAB 818, we affirmed the Licensing Board's
conclusions on those questions.* More particularly, we determined, first,
that federal law did not preempt those New York State statutes that pre-
vented LILCO from implementing material aspects of its plan. Second,
we concluded that LILCO had not demonstrated that its plan was ame-
nable to ad hoc adoption by the appropriate governmental units in the
event of an emergency (the so-called "realism" issue). Finally, we ruled
that various traffic control actions ordinarily part of an evacuation plan
but which LILCO lacked legal authority to undertake were material ele-
ments of an adequate emergency response (the so-called "immateriality"
issue).

Our aflirmance rendered academic the other asues presented by the
various appeals from the two Licensing Board decisions. In taking
review of ALAB.818, however, the Commission deferred its consider-
ation of LILCO's appeal until we completed our review of the appeals
filed by the intervenors.s As a consequence, we promptly took up, and-

i lap 8512. 21 NRC 644 (19851
8 lap 85 31,12 NRC 410(198S).

* M st 431.
* la ad& tion, the Town d southampke argealed frosa part ans of the second dam
'12 NRC 651(1985L
e en=mm Order of Decenter 19.1985 (mapubimbed a
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resolved, that appeal.' We generally rejected the intervenors' attack on
the Licensing Board's resolution of a score of emergency planning mat.
ters, and largely upheld the Board's determinations. However, we re-
manded four issues to the Board for further proceedings.

To accord the Commission an opportunity to decide how it wished to
proceed in light of our various determinations, we temporarily stayed
further proceedings before the Licensing Board and announced our in.
tention to hold in abeyance the three remaining issues raised by the
LILCO appeal, pending further instructions from the Commission.'
Those issues involve (i) the monitoring of evacuees at the Nassau County
Coliseum, (ii) an alleged conflict of interest by LILCO employees who
occupy emergency planning roles, and (iii) the lack of a New York State
emergency plan for Shoreham. In CLI 8613, the Commission reversed
our conclusions in ALAB-818 with respect to the "realism" and "imma-
teriality" issues and remanded the proceedings to the Licensms Board
for further exploration.' The Commission determined that state and
county omeials would be obligated to assist in the case of an emergency
at Shoreham and that each would respond on a "best effort" basis. In the
Commission's judgment, such response "would utilize the LILCO plan as
the best source for emergency planning information and options."88 On
remand, the Licensing Board must esamine whether such response will
adequately protect the public. The Commission also directed us to recon-
sider our deferral of the three remaining issues.t *

To assist our effort, we asked the parties to provide us with their
views as to the effect on the appeal of recently passed resolutions by the
Nassau County Board of Supervisors.88 Those resolutions void the des.
Ignation of the Nassau County Coliseum as LILCO's relocation center
and prohibit LILCO's use of facilities in Nassau County without prior
approval by the Board of Supervisors. The intervenors responded that
the resolutions provide additional bases for dismissing LILCO's appeal
and affirming the Licensing Board's decision that the LILCO plan is de-
fective.28 LILCO and the NRC staff argued that the resolutions do not

' AL.Akill,13 NRC 135 (19HL
.

'14 at 84142.1624).
' 24 NRC 12 (19Mk

8'Id et 31
ei fg .: 33

8 8 order of July 28, itM (enpublishedh
8' vees of Suffolk County. the State of New YorL and the Town of southnairton Concerning Effect
of Nannes County Resolutions on LILCo* Argwal of the A5La's Concluding Partial Isaal Devinaan
(August II.19Hk
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1

affect the issues currently before us and urged us simply to rule on
LILCO's appeal.1*

We have evaluated the applicant's appeal in light of the record, includ-
ing the parties' responses to our inquiry. As a threshold matter, we agree
with LILCO and the staff that the appeal can be then up now. On the '

merits, however, we find that we must remend two of ti.e three issues
for further clarification by the Licensing Board. We set forth our views ,

in this regard in sections I and III. As explained in section II, we can >

nevertheless bring to a close litigation regarding the alleged conflict of
interest. On that issue, we simply reverse the Licensing Board's determi- p

nation.
i

1. MONITORING OF EVACUEES .

l

A nuclear power plant shall not be allowed to operate at levels above i
'

five percent of its rated power unless the NRC finds, in accordance with
10 C.F.R. $0.47(a), that there is reasonable assurance that adequate mens-
uros for the protection of the public health and safety can and will be
taken. Among other things, emergency response planning must make
provision for the care of persons removed from the plume emergency ,

planning zone (plume EPZ) should circumstances necessitate an evacu- |
ation. LILCO's emergency response plan provides for the monitoring, ;
decontaminatior. and sheltering of evacuees requiring such services. In :

'

revicwing the adequacy of LILCO's plan, the Licensing Board found:

LILCO Ira used an estimate of 20% of the population of the EPZ na the maximum [
number el persons who would require shelter in the event of an emergency et
Shorebera. . . The maximum population of the EPZ is 160,000, thus LILCO's
planniry, is bened on a maximum of 32.000 seeking shelter. LILCO did not justify
how ths number could be related to the number of persons who might seek moni-
toring. The Board finds that the number of persons espected to seek shelter in the
event of a <hamanar is not necessardy the same as the number of persons wno might
seek mosutoring in the event of a radiological accident.
we accept LILCO's planning basis for the number of evacuees who might seek ;

shelter. be processed throush the relocatum center and . . . must thus be moni. >

#

tored. . . . The record is unclear at to how the Coherum could E m-sete the
evacuees of the general population who will asek monitorms and processang. aside h

,

froen thome seeking shelter. We therefore had that LILCO's failure to plan for those ,

[

** LlLCO's Vaews ce the ENoct of the Nemane County Resoluuons (Amsunt 11. 4904A NRC saaff Verwa !
on the ENects of Naseau Caraty soard of Sepervisort kosolutsons Reletang to Nesene Cclurusa LAasunt
II.1906k LILCO's Royly tJ the ''vitwo of seNo% County the state of New York, and the Tout of
M n+ Concerning ENect of Neenae County Ramalunons ce LILCO's Appeal of the A5La's Con-
ciuding Partal in,ual Decusan* (August is,19sek

!
t
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of the general population who seek only monitoring and procwing consurutes a
defect in the Plan.is

LILCO appeals from the Board's conclusion that, in addition to plan-
ning for the number of evacuees who are likely to seek sheltering,
LILCO must now estimate and plan for the number of evacuees who are
likely to come to the Coliseum for radiological monitoring and decon-
tamination alone. LILCO claims that the Board's decision must be re-
versed because it addresses matters outside the scope of the issues admit-
ted for litigation and imposes an obligation not justified by any relevant
NRC emergency planning requirement or guidance. The NRC staff
agrees with LILCO that the Board's determination falls outside the
scope of the issues admitted for litigation. The intervenors support the
Board's result.

For the following reasons, we return the matter to the Board so that it
can consider in the first instance whether the issue was properly raised
for litigation. First, the issue turns in part on the Licensing Board's inten-
tion when reopening tiie record - a matter on which we have difficulty
resolving the ambiguities in the repord but on which the Licensing
Board can obviously speak with knowledge. Second, because the issue
arose on appeal for the first time, the Licensing Board has not had an
opportunity to address it. To help focus the issue on remand, we alert
the Licensing Board to matters it should take into account when revisit-
ing its earlier conclusion. We decline at this juncture to rule on LILCO's
alternative argument that the obligation imposed by the Board runs afoul
of applicable regulatory requirements.

The Commission's regulations governing operating license proceedings
generally limit an adjudicatory board's findings to the issues put in con-
test by the parties.88 The intervenors tendered a 177 page document set-
ting forth almost 100 separate offsite emergency planning contentions.
Many of the contentions contained numerous subparts and all of them
targeted alleged deficiencies in detail. In response to objections that the
list of contentions was too long, the intervenors argued:

to LBP t$ 31,22 NRC at 417. See als at at 4B31.
8810 C F R. 2 760s See afm fact & Gas sad Eterrnr ca (thaNo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Umts I-

and th ALAB-728.17 NRC 777. 907, revere derAsad CLI 83 32.18 NRC 1309 (19 31 A trensma
teard may newrtheless rame and renalse "a ternous safety, ennronmental, ce common de enne and esco.r
rwy matter * on as own. lsemasse Amer and Lg6s Ca (Waterford steam Flectne sation. Unit 3h
ALAB-732,17 NRC 1076.1812 (1983) It may do no, however, only ther nabokmg certssa egecnal pro-
cedures Cirieleed Elertnr /limamen=g Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Umsts I and 2k ALA147s, l$
NaC 180$, til)(1982). The Lwensias Ikard did noe evoke those rmcedures in the came and no party
suaseita that the matter cd ra&atane anonnorms for thane evoeures noe seekiss sheltering was ratied on
the soar (s oma instatne The inaue thus had to be injected nato the came - if at all - as part of the
intervenors' cenientaans
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De LILCO Plan is a lengthy, cesspies document which v aR especes of
ondu emersency pie == ins laservenon have reviewed the Plan is ks emeray, and

4

,

have idemained a large member of specdec danciencies . . . In doesil so that the heess !

he the - (both lesel and hesual) are est forth as speciaceny as posible.",

;

Five items - Contentions 24.0,24.P. 74, 75 and 77 - dealt with alleged *

danciencies in connection with the relocation centers. nroe items - '.

Contentions 16.I. 23.F and 76 - dealt with additional aspects of moni-
,

! toring and decon*==laation.88 The Licensing Board admittaa the nye !

contentions dealing with relocation centers, but did not admit the three
,

contentions dealing with monitoring and decontamination.88 |

In the usual case, we would simply e===l=* the contentions as admit- !
ted to decide whether the Board's determination properly fell within the i;

issues raised.8' In this case, however, LILCO's emergency plan changed |1

| signiAcantly during the course of the litigation and the Licensing Board E

'
expressly reopened the proceedings for new hearings to address some but
not all of those changes. Thus, the intervonors' original enh=ie=<= [

*

i cannot serve as the exclusive focus of esamination. And the Licensing
Board is best situated to decide one question hotly contested on appeal i

- i.e., whether the Board intended as part of its reopening to revisit the |!

| issue of LILCO's plan for evacuees who did not heek sheltering. The Li- I
censang Board must now decide whether,in view of the evolution of the
LILCO plan, the issue was reasonably embraced within the concerns'

,

; presented for litigation.
~

t

The text of the proffered contentions will provide a necessary starting [
point.8 8 As noted earlier, the intervenors submitted a comprehensive j
array of contentions touching La detail upon every aspect of LILCO's ;,

4
offsite emergency plan. As to alleged denciencies in connection with re- |
location centers, Contention 24.0 argued essentially that a portion of the |

; population would have no place to go because one of the prin.ary desig- [

nated centers - Suffolk Community College - was unavailable.88 Con- [
'

'tention 74 alleged that two of the primary centers were impermissibly
close to the boundary of the plume EPZ, while Contention 75 addressed i

the adequacy of the shelters.88 Contention 24.P claimed that LILCO had
,

8' 3sr Meecrendem Regarding Revised Emergency Plannma Comaeonoms et 4, anoched to Lener from !
Karte J. Lasache to 8 hf acord (July 24,1983L !

is ser Revand Emererect Flemming Comeeenons, n 27, 31 (Comisecon 16ft 47. $152 (Comisetaos.

2?.F'k SS. 4647 (Comismisons 24 0 and PR 113-M (Consonnons 74,73,76,77h etischad to tecier fross ,

iKarte J. L4 tache to Laceaung acord (Juty 24,19e31
!H special Prebseras Conference order or Angust it,1983 (unpublished) et 7,13. 23,

8% et. Madsdi$4as KJererie Ca (tamench Oeeeren"6 stataan. Unsu i and Ik ALAS-641,24 NRC |
23124142 (19Hk :

** T1ms comientums are art out se an oppendia to lap-4512,21 NRC at 973,9?t,102421. j
se s , ALAl,832.13 NRC at IS7. 1

asfg .:3373g

I
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no agreements with the American Red Cross (ARC) although it relied
on the ARC to provide services at the relocation centers. And Conten-
tion 77 challenged the sufnciency of certain equipment used to measure
thyroid contamination. The intervenors argue that there is general lan-
guage in she contentions that was intended to permit inclusion of the
issue. Contention 24.0, for example, alleges a failure by LILCO to ar.
range relocation centers for "anticipated evacuees." But, given both the
breadth of, and level of detail in, the contentions, it may also be signifi- *

cant that the intervenors did not expressly challenge LILCO's alleged
failure to estimate and plan for the number of evacuees who might need
radiation monitoring and possible decontamination, even though they do
not seek to be sheltered.

The Board should also canvass the direct testimony submitted in sup-
port of the contentions to help determine whether the matter was within
the scope of the intervenors' concerns.8* The intervenors seem to focus
on the adequacy of arrangements for those evacuees who needed shelter.
We find no discussion of a deficiency in LILCO's ability to accommo-
date evacuees who will need monitoring or decontamination but not
sheltering. In fact, the only distinction among categories of evacuees set
forth in the testimony was between "the potentially or actually contami-
nated evacuees, and those who are not contaminated."85 The interve-
nors' proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law broadly challenge
the adequacy of the relocation centers but specifically argue only that
LILCO must make arrangements for the entire population of the EPZ,
i.e.,160,000 people.88

The Board must, of course, consider whether LILCO's change in
plans affected the intervenors' ability to formulate their issues for litiga-
tion. In this connection, we note that two principal functions are per-
formed by relocation centers. First, reception center functions include
the registration, monitoring and decontamination of evacuees. Second,
congregate care functions include the temporary housing, feeding and
providing of first aid for uncontaminated evacuees. These functions may
be conducted at the same or separate facilities.8' As we explained in

** see Direct Tentanomy of Daud Harns and Marta Mayer on Behalf of suff4 County Regardag
Contentmas 24 o, 24 K. 24 P. 73 and 75. fot Tr. 9574. si 1412. 24-30 [herraner. -HarrwWyer Testa-
anomy *), Direct Teuunomy of Robert T. Kredans c4 Itchalf of suffolk County Resard*8 Coat ** tion

- 24 0 (March 1.1964k Direct Testumaar of Deputy Chwf Inspector Rachard C. Roterts on Behalf of
sufrofk County Regarding Onergency Plannies Ccemention 74 - Inapprornate Pronunsty of Proposed
Rekxaton Centers to the shoreham Plant (March 2.1984k and Revamns to the Direct Testunomy of
Dend Harra and Marum benyer on Behalf of s.ffA County Regardaag Comienten 73. fot Tr.14,870,
De Kredaag and Roberts testunomy was prefined but appears not to han been stroduced into esidenes
88 HarrWMayer Testunomy at 200

se soffA County and state of New York Propuerd l'aadings of Fact and Conclus,oes of Law cm off.
ute Dnergency Plaantag voluane I(October 24.1964) at 43431
8'see Afradaut of sandwna, es el foi Tt 15.991 at 1
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ALAB-832, LILCO's original emergency plan designated five facilities [
located in Suffolk County to serve as r*6*ian centers.se Each facility ;

was to provide hoth reception center and congregate care functions. 7

From the outset it was clear that there could be individuals who wouki
need =c-5 g and decone==inattaa seevices, even if they did not also !

Irequire sheltering. As the plan evolved, LILCO proposed to rely on sep-
arate relocation facilities - one or more large reception centers, where i

all radiation monitoring and deconta=lantiaa activities would take place, f

and 30 smaller shelters or congregate care centers.se The Board should (
determine whether these subsequent revisions in the number, locale and '

Efunction of the individual r-% center and the congregate care cen.
ters raised new or unique concerns regarding the number of evacuees
who would seek monitoring but not sheltering.

Under its revised approach, LILCO designated the Nassau Veterans
Memorial Coliseum as its relocation or reception center, and the Board
reopened the record "for the limited purpose of maamming the adequacy
of LILCO's proffered evidence concerning the Nassau , . . Coheeum as
a relocation center to be used in the event of an emergency at
Shoreham."88 As the Board esplained in a supplemental order:

The reopening is hadeed in scope to (Contention 24 0). It does not entend to the
other contentions in the pec-::- M which beer on the topic of relocetion.

eeee

. . [A)n oral beenne is needed to resolve the coetested issue in Contention 24.0
as to whether the demgasted relocation center, the Cohneum, is itestf functionally
adequate to serve as a relocatson center for the entripated generna esecueen. The
nennber ofgenemi enerwees ther con be emersed n mar e nkarenen teeser has eheedy
6een Atigesed and ther sub/ err we# not 6e neeeset The Board will only comender evi-
desse that goes pnsnarily and directly to the q- of whether the Coherum is
adequaw for use as a relocation cenwr.ei

The Board's subsequent finding that LILCO had failed to demonstrate
how many evacuees will seek monitoring but not sheltering, and how
LILCO would provide for them, appears inconsistent with its esclusion
of questions related to the number of "general evacueet." that can be en.
pected to use the relocation center, it is possible, of course, that the
Board declined to relitigate LILCO's planning basis because it had al-

,

*e 23 NBC et 13142
** See credere, er et fat. Ts,14,707, as IM 6. 26 29. Tr.14.792-001.
** Meanareadme and Onder Ornaung t ILCO's Marios to Rep Rocced (January 21. IMS) es 9 (un-

PM
se Mesmorandum and Order (Roosemang cd the Record) (May 6.1945) et 34 (empubhnhed) (empheam
addedh
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ready adopted the intervenors' assertion that any monitoring and decon-
tamination facility must have the capability of processing all 160,000
people living in the EPZ. If that constitutes the basis for its nnding that
LILCO's plan is deficient, it should state so explicitly.88

Finally, the Board must reexamine its conclusion in light of our deter-
mination, in ALAB 832, that the reopened proceedings should have been
expanded to permit exploration of additional matters associated with the
suitability of the Coliseum itself. In remanding the proceedings to the Li.
censing Board for additional evidentiary exploration, we observed that,
although the relocation center contentions were cast in terms of lack of
agreement evidencing permission for use of designated facilities as relo-
cation centers, the intervenors' essential concern was whether those fa-
cilities were adequate to fulfill their purpose.88 Because the intervenors'
intent was to challenge the overalt adequacy of the Coliseum, the re-
opening should have addressed all matters pertinent to use of the Coll-
scum in lieu of other relocation sites.8* We realize, of course, that
LILCO must now modify its plans because the Coliseum will be unavail-
able as a reception center, Presumably the Board will need to reexamine
the adequacy of any new facility selected by LILCO. In this connection,
the Board should consider whether the change in facility itself bears on
the question of the need to plan for evacuees who seek monitoring but
not sheltering.

II. CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Under LILCO's emergency plan, offsite emergency response proce-
dures would be implemented by the Local Emergency Response Organi-
zation (LERO), a group that, as noted above, includes LILCO employ-
ees but does not include county or state personnel. Contention 11 as-
serted that LILCO employees who would occupy command and control
positions in the event of an emergency are not sufficiently independent

se Durwg the courne of the reopned heanas the entenenors argued that the only maue prevously lau-
gated was the number of esecuees that wouW seek shelter Tr.15.973 It appara that the member of
ese:meen hkely to need amanorms but act sheltenes sas not adually htagated m the earber etage That
would be unmatenal il the maue should property have been ramed dunna the earher phane of the case

'

when LILCO s plannias base was mader resarw. The sta# clauns that the stenen: irs have faded to
question LILCO's planang base for any rekwatun center and have faded as well to ht gate LILCO's
general plasmas bana arrespctive of the synne rekxatre center nelected See staN Brief (Nosecher
21,1985) at 6 a s The sta# concloses tha the reason for the failure a esmply that the latenemors had
never prenousJy percened the usue to be witlua the neop of the swinutted contentiona'' 14 The b-
censmg Ikerd appears to daagree but had no opportuasty to address the argumens directly.
es 23 NRC at 162 m 104

** We deaded. for example, than prc*4 ems armag from the geestaphic locauan of the Colaeurs ve4-
s e serious partiosa of the EPZ should have twes included in the reopaed prweedags /4 at 16142
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of LILCO and may expenence a conflict between their obligation to the
public and their loyalty to LILCO's financial and institutional interests.
Such conflict arguably might a#ect the manner in which they perform
their emergency responsibilities.ss i

Tne crux of the intervenors' testimony was:

Individuals employed by a utility are simply too close to the source of the problem '

to maintain the objectivity and open-mindedness rwa ==ary to manage and control
the response to an emergency involving a nuclear power plant. Utility employees

'.could serve a sali'able function as advisers in emergencies, since they are feather
'

with the commercial nuclear power systesis. But this same familianty leads to inevi. !
table biases and mind sets that can lead to ineffective or unworkable emergency re
SPonees.

aeaa

, , LILCO employees in command and control positions also lack rejectivity in [

the rolee swigned to them as LERO ometals. By deftnition, objectivity requires that
'

facts and conditions are received and dealt with without datortion by personal feel.
ings, prvjudices, or interpretations. Yet facts and conditions surroundsag a redsologi.
cal emergency at Shoreham neceenanly impact the future esistence, well being,
profit and public percepoon of LILCO and LILCO's management. LILCO manage.
ment level employees cannot help but interpret, judge and feel about those facts and ;
conditions, et least in part, according to their positions in the company. Their rela. '

tionship with LILCO, thett employer, fundamentally sad knavoidably compromanes
their abthty to act objectisely in the command and control functions assigned to
them in the LILCO plan.H

Appareritly recognizing the potential for some conflict of interest,
LILCO's witnesses testified that the emergency plan was structured to
minimize the effect of individual biases or beliefs on the decisional proc. :

ess,8' Among other things, no personnel holding command and control }

| positions will have operational responsibilities with respect to Shorehami |
U.S. Department of Energy personnel will be an integral part of the *

** De run ien of Content- is .=-
De LtLCO employeen a conwaand and control pceuons ander the LILCO Plaa may esperi.

esce a confhet beteten LILCO's flamacal and muututxmal interest and the pubiac's interest, a bach
may substantally hamper their abihty to perfons the functaans anagned to them to a manner that I

udi result te adequate prosactum of the pubtac. De lotervenors contend that LILCO employeen I
m41 have a strong meenuve to amantre the pubhe's perceptaca of the potental or actual danger l

involved in a radaologn;al emergency en order to avoed estendenas pubhc or LILCO shareholder |,

deeppreal of LILCO, or ante shoreham sentuneet. Dun, for eaample, they may not recommend [
an apprornate protective action la a proege manner because to do ao would be sentrary to ;
LILCO's financial interest a maastainas a public gercepnon that shoreham a nee a nource of f

danger. LILCO has failed to ineutute appropnaie measures to ensure the sadegendence of lea 0
pmoanel. Accordagly, there a ao assurance that correct and appropnate coramand and control

,
decasons udt be stade by LILCO emp%ees i

See LBP 8512,21 NRC at %4
|

se Purcett, er et foi Tr.10,727, at 1211.
s' Cordaro, er et fol. Tr.10,1%, at 1120 f

I

\
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emergency response organization; and procedures and protective actions
will be established in advance.se The principal advisor on protective ac-
tions, i.e., the Radiation Health Coordinator, is a consultant and not a
LILCO employee.88 A training program is used to reinforce the primacy
of public protection.** An NRC staff witness testified that the Shoreham
emergency response organization will function adequately.it

The Licensing Board essentially adopted the intervenors' position. The
Board indicated that the regulations and Commission guidance "contem-
plate that command and control decisions will be made ley ofUcials of
State and local governments during radiological emergencies."*8 it
found that LILCO had failed to demonstrate that its plan "gives a result
comparable to that contemplated by the regulations."**

We conclude that the Board erred in holding that the LILCO plan
runs afoul of the Commission's regulatory requirements. Because we be-
lieve that the Board has misread the Commission's regulations and regu-
latory guidance, we und it unnecessary in reaching our decision to delve
into the psychology of human response, which undergirded much of the
evidence of record. Moreover, developments since the issuance of the
Licensing Board's decision make it clear that the key aspect of the
LILCO plan found objectionable by the Board - i.e., the exercise of
decisional responsibility essentially by individuals with ties to the utility
- will not be a feature of any plan likely to be implemented.

A. Reduced to essentials, the Board determined that the Commis-
sion's regulations require the type of independence that can result only
when decisionmakers have no association with a utility; hence, LILCO's
plan is inherently incapable of providing public protection comparable to
that which would be offered if governmental ofncials were to partici-
pate. The Licensing Board, however, has misconstrued the regulatory re-
quirements imposed by the Commission.

The conclusion that LILCO's plan is inherently flawed because it
places important responsibilities in the hands of the utility runs counter
to the entire emergency planning framework doth the regulations and
pertinent planning guidance already assign command and control respon-
sibilities to licensee personnel.** Perhaps most important, the initial de-

seIt sa 28 33
** It at 14,

** It at 29.
" Schwaru. fot Tr 15.141. at 2 4
ea I BP-4s.12. 21 NRC at 646.
* * /6 4

** The miervenor witnesses denned "command and contror' as the "authoritatne direction of metmtici
designed to mutigate the emergenwy". cosamand and contrcd emtwaces "all those indniduals who are
expected to play some part in smy4ementing the emergency contingency plans , " Purceu, et al. fot
Tr.10.727. at 4 7-
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tersnimation of whether and when to alert public officials to an emer-
gency situation rests with the utility.**

Likewise, licensees have primary responsibility for accident assess-
ment, including the evaluation of potential risk to the public health and
safety and the preparation of recommendations concerning protective
measures.** The NRC Incident Response Plan, prepared by the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, similarly provides that a licensee "has the
immediate and primary continuing responsibility for limiting the conse-
quences of an incident at a nuclear power reactor." In fact, a licensee is
empowered to take "whatever action is deemed n===ary to limit the
consequences to public health and safety, even if that action violates the
NRC license technical specifications"" And utility personnel are re-
sponsible for determining what inbrmation is given to government offi-
cials." The Board has not explaLied how these critical roles differ in
any material respect from the duties it believes can properly be assigned
only to governmental officials,

At the hearing, the intersenors advanced the argument that telling the
public that an accident occurred is not as significant as advising them
that the accident resulted in radioactive releases that warrant protective
action.** But they did not explain the pres' nt significance of this distinc-e
tion, and we perceive none. 'The regulations, after all, require that utili-
ties establish a four tier accident classification scheme. In the event of an
emergency, licensees must advise government officials of the magnitude
of the accident and offer recommendations on what protective measures
should be taken.so In our view, these obligations are tantamount to re-
quiring a licensee to inform the public that certain protective action is
required. 'The intervenor witnesses conceded as much, noting that any
conflict of interest could equally affect such utility recommendations.**

** 10 C.F R. 504hbXSk 10 CF IL Part SQ, Appenda E. H tv.D L rY D 1

** 5ee ''Crneria for Preparatica and Evaluation of Radiologral Emersency sw Plans and Pre.
paredness in sopport of Nuclear Power Plants," NUREo4654/ FEMA REP 1 (Rev.1) (IMok j IH
[heronner, "NURE046S4~)
*"NRC Incident Rapa=a= Plan," NUREo4728, Res.1 (IM3) at 4 [herenhet. *NUREo47281 The
Incident Resposee Plan espreenly takes into accrasas the posestal fcv conAact of interest by utstructag
laceasses that *TT)mitag the comesquences to pubis health and safety shoold take c;eer precedence over*

hainmg fbmancel loss or adverse pubhcsty * 16ed

** C7 Meriurehase Eduoe Ca (Three Mae taland Naciser stesson, t'ma No IL ALAa-497,16 NRC
1265, 1249 10 (1 4 21 dat. ALAB498,14 NRC 4290,13821)(1962k ag'af de pemseerpart, C483-22,18
NRC 299. 310 (IM3)
** Purcell er et, fot Te 10,727. na 25 27.

** 5ee rnave Mde hJend ALAa-497,16 NRC at 1269-10

8 8 Purcell er el. fot Tr 10,727, at 2L
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De intervenors also contended that the Com=i=laa allows licensees
to esercise certain emergency response functions only because ultimate
decisional responsibility will be in the hands of severnment of5cials; the
intervenors claimed, in effect, that the rammianlaa deliberately estab-
lished a system of "checks and halaarwa "*8 They offered no evidence to
support their theory, however, and we find none. To the contrary, the
historical evidence reveals that emergency planning roles have always
been assigned to reflect the duties and capabilities of the individual par-
ticipants. Governmental entities were given emergency response roles be.
cause they had the legal authority and responsibility for such response,ss
not because the Cn==1 % distrusted the objectivity of licensees." In
our view, the regulations and applicable regulatory guidance effectively
rebut the notion that utility of5cials must be categorically escluded from
esercising any command and control responsibilities.**

B. We also find that ca====nl and control authority of the type
,

found objectionable by the Board is not likely to rest exclusively in thea

hands of the utility. Under the LILCO plan as proposed, the company is
lo undertake both those responsibilities ordinarily assigned to a lirwaaae
in case of an emergency and (in cooperation with DOE and private con-
tractors) those that would normally fall to state or local government om.
cials. Although the Board's decision is not ehtirely free of ambiguity, we
interpret it to require decisional iad-a ad* ace oitly as to those functions
typically performed by governmental units." As we noted in ALAB.
818, however, New York State law prohibits private companies such as
LILCO from performms certain functions in that latter category."
Dus, any plan that might eventually receive Commisalon approval must
necessarily include individuals not operating under LILCO's aegis.

LILCO argued during an earlier phase of this litigation that state or
local ometals would respond in case of a genuine emergency. We were,

unprepared to accept that argument because no response plan involving
.I

'' Tr.10,735.
** 3ee 3$ Fed. Reg. 19 $4748 (194
** The Comunasion could have assigned such e-- '" to the NRc staff. Insiend, the staff has
largely na advuory and masutonas role, akhoesh a may, in sonne ... w also take desce accon,
sacs as making its own preescove acason N See ' Agency Prooseures toe the NRC lack

Idont av Plan." NURE04:45 (1983) at 11-12-111k NURE04728 at 44 C7 ther Male ladead
ALAa-608,16 NRC at 13121L*

se Eacept la one roupset the Licensing aaned did not And that the pamenter ladmdants actually an-
agned to LERO weand he one66e to perfona their A properly. (Wah regard to that onception the
staE's vnemens adaunted that one LEao ofanal espected to check with LtLCO management before
iankas a key decision; that indmdual, however, is ao longer with the oceapany.) LPP.85-11. 21 NRC at
681. Rather, his decernamation hanged on as tehef that ses ladnMual afhhated with LILCO would he
saberently embysca to na unenxeptable connect of interest.

" The lack of 62 challenged in Ccesention i t in heuted to LT.RO personnel
" 22 NRC at 440
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state or county omeials had been submitted for review on the record and
the LILCO plan was too complicated for ad hoc adoption by govern-
ment officials in the event of an emergency.se However, in reversing
that portion of ALAB-818 dealing with the so called "realism" and "im-
materiality" issues, the Commission was prepared to assume that state
and county omcials would par'icipate in emergency response on a "best
effort" basis by relying on the LILCO plan as i source of emergenc/
planning information and options." In such circumstances, individuals
not affiliated with LILCO, such as state and local officials, will presum.
ably be involved iri those discretionary command and control determina-,

tions normally the province of government and which the Licensing
Board found to be subject to potential conflict ofinterest.

The Commission has remanded the proceeding to the Licensing Board
so it can determine whether the "best effort" government response will
be adequate to protect the public. This matter will be subject to 13rther
exploration. What seems clear from the Commission's remand, however,
is that any plan ul:imately approved must involve some form of govern.
mental participation. In the circumstances, the intervenors' concerns over
a possible conflict of interest, and the Board's determination in that
regard, become largely academic.

111. LACK OF A STATE EMERGENCY PLAN

The procedure and criteria for evaluating the acceptability of a facili-
ty's emergency response planning and the minimum content of such plan-
ning are set out in 10 C.F.R. 50.47 and Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.
Where compliance with each of the 16 express criteria of 10 C.F.R.
50.47(b) is absent, the Commission may nevertheless issue an operating
license if the applicant can demonstrate "that deficiencies in the plans are
not significant for the plant in question, that adequate interim compensat.
ing actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there are other
compelling reasons to permit plant operation.""

Section 50.47(bXI) requires that offsite emergency response plans m-
clude an appropriate assignment of responsibilities to the licensee and
state and local emergency response organizations. Similarly, NUREO.

,

0654, which is the princioal emergency planning guidance document pre.
pared jointly by the NRC and the Federal Emergency Management

ea u anux
" CL3hil. 24 haC at 31. The Commaase sh,o assumed (as me had earher found) that LILCO m
prohatmed from perforsung cenais governmental functums 4 at B)l
e, to C F R. SO 4Ncxl)
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Agency (FEMA),88 provides for the assignment of emergency response
duties to the licensee and state and local organizations. Ordinarily, the
State of New York itself would perform four functions: (1) dose projet-
tion based on release data communicated to State officials; (2) sampling
in the 50-mile ingestion pathway emergency planning zone; (3) interdic-
tion of contaminated foods; and (4) issuance of protective action recom.
mendations via the radio and local emergency broadcast network.88 ' Die
State does not propose to perform these functions for the Shoreham re-
actor, however, because it opposes issuance of an operating license. The
intervenors assert that there can thus be no compliance with the require-
ments of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(2) or (b), or NUREO 0654, insofar as
Shoreham is concerned.es The NRC staff agrees.

In approaching the matter, the Board explicitly distinguished bitween
LILCO's authority under state or local law to take certain actions and its
capabihty for implementing its plan. The Board separately determined
that LILCO lacked the legal authority to undertake certain of its pro-
posed actions but wished to examine "whether the FJan was adequate,
within the regulatory requirements, aside from Applicant's authority to
, rform the operation."Si From this perspective, it decided that Lit.CO'

could not comply with NRC regulations.
Its decision rested on two grounds. First, it construed the Commis-

sion's regulations and NUREG-0654 as foreclosing a finding that an ade-
quate emergency response can be assured where governmental authori-
ties fail to participate in planning or to commit themselves to respond in
the event of an emergency. Specifically, the Board observed that
"NRC's regulations and guidance are founded on a fundamental assump-
tion that there will be an integrated approach to emergency planning
among State and local governments and utilities."** It determined, in
this connection, that the dispensation contained in section 50.47(c)(1) -
allowing plant operation in the absence of strict adherence to all the re-
quirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b) where an applicant can demonstrate
that compensating actions can be taken - was not intended to cover a

en 5,e air,e soie 46
"

se Cordaro and Wemmande. fot Tr.1s,899, at 64

'8 The fun iets of the intervenres' contenten 92 as
There a no New York state emersency plan to deal enh an emergency at the shoreham plaat

before th;s ikwd (see Ptaa. Attack. I 41)la mi&tma. the LlLCD Plan fads to proude for coordi-
saamaa or LILCo's emergemey response enn that et the state of New York (assumes. enpenda
such a resgenne steld te Forthcomsagt (see FThl A Report at t ) la the abnewe of a state emer.
gency plan for shoreham, there can be no flading of comphance 3ah to C F R || SO 4 hay 2).
304hh or NUR E 00654 || 1 E.,1 F. I H or Il

see lap-4512. 2 8 NRC at 1024 (footnote cauttedh

"14 at 649
" 14 at SS S
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situation where governmental authorities refused to participate at all in
emergency planning. The Board recognized that NUREG 0654 permits a
finding that an adequate state of emergency preparedness caists if weak.
nesses in one organization are identified and compensated for by another ;

organization. But it concluded that such weaknesses had to eaist only in
discrete elements of the implementing guidance and not result from an
absence of governmental support." i

Second, the Board found that the public health and safety could not in
any event be as well protected by LILCO acting alone as it could if
LILCO acted in concert with governmental authorities. It nonetheless
acknowledged that LILCO has the capability to perform the four spe-
cific tasks that have been identified as state functions "

We agree with the Licensing Board that, in terms, LILCO cannot sat-
infy section 50.47(b) or conform to the guidance in NUREO 0654. But in
CLI 8613, issued after the Board reached its decision under review here,
the Commission capressly determined, in the context of reviewing ,

LILCO's overall proposal, that a utility plan prepared without any gov-
ernmental cooperation might pass muster under 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c).** In
other words, contrary to the Board's determination, the lack of any co-f
ordination with the state'does not preclude LILCO from attempting to
demonstrate that it can meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(1).
Nor does it prevent the Commission from making the reqdisite finding
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a) that there is reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a ra-
diological emergency. As a consequence, the Licensing Board's determi-
nation cannot stand.

We believe that a remand is called for here so that the Licensing
Board may determine ane)v whether LILCO's plan is satisfactory insofar
as it relates to the fulfillment of the four state functions. On this score,
we note that the Board did not identify any specific defect in LILCO's
plan to substitute for state participation. Indeed. it indicated that LILCO -

has the capability to perform adequately each of the four functions that
would be performed by the state if it were to participate. The Board re-
jected the LILCO alterna'ive because it believed both that the State

r

''14 at 864 '

e'14 at 882-84 6

* J4 NRC at 29 T1me consunnaoa's recmouncement a abs regard a comentent esth its eatinee observa.
thana 3ea e 3. C' ease V Cearerned Snrensaa DPRht SM,17 NRC 719, 726 0953) (where. "for whos.
ever reanen." a particular Jurudictam has a.as contpleted a plan or ansae portaan of a aa *arpiscant
(ma)] show that, because of other coereanating factors, pubhc beslth and safety mill be adequately pro,
tec1ed because ed other plaan or endence of preparedness"1 Cf Ceaml.deasd Edaos Ca g .New rar4
Cadans Posas. Umst Na 2k C1183-14.17 NRC E06,101) (1983) (---- = endorses a plan under .

'whack the State of New York sad a utshty kd over and perforowd the functions that mould normally
te performed by the kwal emettency response organizatsoak
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might do things above and beyond the four functions addreened in the i
LILCO plan and that the government' entities ' acting together with '

LILCO could somehow do the job better than LILCO acting alone. But |
It did not find it necessary to specify precisely how LILCO's plan was |

1deficient, or how the state's partkipetion would make it better, in view
ofits primary conclusion that LILCO could not comply with 10 C.F.R.
$0.47(c) and NUREO 06$4 - the conclusion later specifically rejected i

by the Commission !
The Board should now revisit its earlier decision in light of the Com. !

.nission's determination that the lack of state cooperation does not per se
render LILCO's plan inadequate. In this regard, the Board must take j
into account that the Com=laamn's regulations establish the regulatory i

requirements. Contrary to the Board's apparent earlier belief, a utility !

plan cannot be da==ari to have she.; -:"-= simply because a govern. !

mental body may perform vadous undescribed functions not required by
the regulations. Moreover, the sumciency of "interim compensatory ac.
tions" designed to accommodate for deficiencies such as the lack of a ;

state plan need not necessarily provide precisely the same level of pro- |

tection that total correction of the deficiencies would offer." On !
remand, the Licensing Board shall reexamine whether there are identifia-
ble deficiencie4 in LILCO's ability to fulfill the four state functions so as -

to render the LILCO plan inadequate. If, however, the Board continues !

to believe that the insumciencies in LILCO's plan result solely from |
either (i) LILCO's inability to do things not required by the regulations, ;

or (ii) the State's capacity to provide a level of safety beyond that con. |

sidered adequate, it must find that LILCO has prevailed on Contention j
92. -

i

i
i

!
,

M

i
-

i
:

a se.t cu avis, it sac = noto sn.t.cu s&ius Nac e w ctw1e mushe noon t.vor. |
.w, o. the ut.co er o.e .. e. man.we c. ih.: a .. p.we or ui=vme aan am. :

tions to the evens of an acciases that .re generetly cosepareWe to .het ought be - ,' ' ! .ith j
gowresnema cooperuson")
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The Licensing Board's disposition of the three issues raised by LILCO |
on appeal in this phase of the proceeding is rewisal The proceeding is
remendn( so that the Licensing Board may i+x- 'f =r its decision re- *

garding the monitoring of evacuees and the lack of a New York State
plan, in accordance with this opinion. ;

It is so ORDERED.
,

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
,

:
C. Jean Shoemaker !

Secretary to the !

Appeal Board
[
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Cite as 24 NRC 434 (1986) ALAB-444

UNITED GTATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman
Dr. Reginald L. uotchy

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 250 OLA 3
50 251 OLA 3

(Increased Fuel Enrichment)

|

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 3 and 4) September 24,1944

Upon conducting its sua sponte review, the Appeal Board amtms the
Licensing Board's memorandum and order that summarily disposed of
the only contention admitted for litigation in this operating license
amendment proceeding.

SUA SPO. TE REVIEWNAPPEAL BOARDS:

When no appeals are taken from a reviewable licensing board decision,
an appeal board will review that decision sua sponte. See Florida Ib*vr a
Light Ca (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4),*

ALAB 846,24 NRC 409 (1986).

TECliNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Neutron multiplication factor (k ),
Optimum moderation.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

, On August 25, 1986, the Licensing Board issued a memorandum and
order granting the motion of licensee Flonda Power & IJght Company
fee summary disposition of the only contention admitted for litigation in
this operating license amendment proceeding. See LBP 86 27, 24 NRC
255. Consequently, the Board also terminated the proceeding.

No appeals have been filed from either LBP 86 27 or the Licensing
Board's Memorandum and Order of September 24,1985 (unpublished),
which modified somewhat the litigsted contention. As is our practice, we
have thus reviewed the Board's action sua sponte. See Floride #b*er A
L44t Ca (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4),
ALAB-846,24 NRC 409 (1986).

The license amendments here at issue will permit the storage of fuel of
increased enrichment in both the new and spent fuel storage areas, and
will add another neutron multiplication factor (ken) limit on the storage
of new fuel in the svent of an "optimum moderation" condition.8 The
Licensing Board stressed that the amendments are consistent with the
pertinent NRC regulations and staff stMance for new and spent fuel
storage. LBP 86 27, 24 NRC at 259.s That guidance ansumes the exist.
ence of several uncertainties and has a number of built in conservatisms.
Id. at 259-60. Our sua sponte review has disclosed no reasonable basis for
overturning the Licensing Board's conclusion that the kan limits for the
Turkey Point new and spent tuel storage areas - and thus the staff's
acceptance criteria - provide adequate protection for the public health
and safety.

8 For e daremmes of k. cntrahey, and cramen moderanos, ase treess/ty coe==i.es />==* ca @g
acc4 Poses Nuclear Planti ALAS 725,11 NaC M2, M4 a2, MS Ott4

* As the tAenang aanrd espinsned, the sia#'s nocepenece cruerre har sta storese or new fuel onder
nooded condesine a e 6 sd 0 95, and a 096 under cromen aneirotum The creerve foe spent fuel m
flooded M= eth onbaresed wener a 095. t.aPh!?,24 NRC at 2H The cruxahry emelysis

* per$3rmal by hcenese, supplemenaed by lie responer to stan quesanes, slipos than b.t: eared new Net
he the cenemone eethonsed by the lueene - |- manght here e w appreantenety 0921,
wedl within the esen's enierm Crux hry Analyes et the Torney Pcess Flame t? nam 3 a 4 secrece
sacks eth lacreened Earthaneet (Febroery 1964) ed 18, attached to tmter from J W. W Annem Jr, so
Derveu o. Emenhet (Aprd 4,1964) The analps anno showed that 6 wound was eassed be san # crue.
race denne the pieneed snarage of agwas fuel Jd at 1486. Ot a not stent ahether the crumahry analyse
er tha man's segeember 9,1964. safety Esoteente mes subamed en the tacensing aanrd a swws
est se <hestuum of thsee partacolar luarese amendmeen E.th dacemenes, hoevver. have been put-
le;ty ev.elable ence 1964 )
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LBP.86 27 is afrmed,
it is so ORDERED

FOR THE APPEAI tiCARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board
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Cite as 24 NRC 437 (1986) LBP 86 30

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmoth A. Luebke

Jerry harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443 OL 1
50-444 01. 1

(ASLBP No. 82 47102 OL)
(Onsite Emergency P'analng

and Safety Issus6

( PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
! OF NEW HAMPSHIRF, et s/.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
| and 2) September 15,190$
i

The Licensing Board partially denies and partially grants Applicants'
motion for summary disposition of an intervenor's contention and rules
that writ:en testimony be presented upon the surviving issue.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION
'

If a motion for summary disposition is filed' shortly before the hearing
is to commence and the responder does not complain that it would be

! required to divert substantial resources from tfie'licanng in order to re-

| spond adequately, and, in fact, does file a response, the Licensing Board
is not called upon to consider whether to suminarily dismiss the motion.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Section 2.749(a) of 10 C.F.R. only permits a response to new facts and
arguments presented in a statement filed in support of a motion for sum-
mary disposition.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

While it is the movant, not the opposing party, which has the burden
of showing the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact, if the
motion for summary disposition is properly supi>orted, the opposition
may not rest upon mere allegations or denials; rather, the answer must
set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units I
and 2), ALAB-443,6 NRC 741,753 (1977); Virg/nla Electric and Ibwer
Ca (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584,11 NRC
451, 453 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

Submissions to the licensinr, board must be complete and tl'e board
will not, and' car.nat be eped to, search for information incompletely
given, or referenced, by any party.

TECHNICAL ISSUES D.1SCUSSED

Detailed Control Room Design Rev:ew
Safety Parameter Display System.

| MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Denying in Part and Granting in Part Applicants' Motion for SummaryI

, Disposition of SAPL's Supplemental Contention 6)

|
!

Memorandum
' L BACKGROUND

,

l

In the Memorandum and Order (M&O) of September 13,1982, LBP.

|
82 76,16 NRC 1029,1040-41, the Board had admitted the State of New

.

Hampshire (NH) Contention 10, and, inasmuch as the Seacoast Anti-Pol-I

lution League (SAPL) had joined in and adopted as its own Contention
NH 10 and the basis therefor, at page 1083 the Hoyt Board permitted
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SAPL to participate as a joint intervenor. In the M&O of July 21, 1986,
LBP-86-22,24 NRC 103, the Wolfe Board granted NH's motion to with-
draw its Contention 10 but ordered that that contention be converted to
and replaced by SAPL Supplemental Contention 6, which would reflect
the identical wording and basis of former Contention NH 10.

On July 25,1986, Applicants filed a motion for summary disposition of
SAPL's Supplemental Contention 6 (formerly Contention NH 10) and on
July 28 filed a statement of material facts not in dispute. On August 4,
SAPL filed a response opposing Applicants' motion. On August 18, the
Staff responded in su|pport of the motion for summary disposition, and
on August 28,1986, SAPL filed an answer to the Staff's response.

IL DISCUSSION *

SAPL's Supplemental Contention 6 reads as follows:

The Seabrorkjtation crx.tros rootn desiga does not comply with general criteria
19 through 22 and 10 CF.R. Part 50, Appendix A, and NUREG 0737, item LD.I
and LD.2.

The basis of this contention is to ensure that displays,and controls added
to the contro' room after the Detailed Control Room Design Review do
not increaae the potential for operator error, It is critical at Seabrook

8 As a thread outter, SAfL argued in its resynne of August 3,1986, that Appixants' motion
should '.or uen.eu u being natimely filed because the Hoyt Boar (s mao of September 13,1982, at page
1095 posenbed a due dai. of February 12, 1983. for the fling of motions for summary depomuoA
However, the shnrt cf the matter is thst, as of February 12,1983, NH.10 was not npe for summary
deposition. la responses to the Appixants' and the Sta#*s interrogatones sumultaneously (ded on Jans-
ary 17,1983. NH noted that the Appixants had neither performed a Detaded Control Room Design
Review (DCRDR) as required by 1.D.I of NUREo4737 nor designed a Safety Parameter Display
system (SPDS) as required by 1 D.2 of NUREo4737. Even as of Apnl 10, .19g4, in,supplemenuas its
response to Appixants'interrogatones, NH stated that the DCRDR had not been ccropleted and that,
with respect to the SPDS, in the complete absence of any documentauon of comphance, Appbcants had
not comphed with tD.2 of.NUREo4737. Morsover, as espbcated in the Mao of August 14. 1986
(unpubbshed), as of September 9,1985, when the Board (the Wolfe Board) isas appomted to preside
over all onsite emergency planning and safety issues, as a successor on such issues and 'as an independent
Board, we could reconsider sp6n our own mouon ruings by the previous Board. Since NH lo, a safety
issue, was not rire for sammary dispostion, we now rule that Appleants did not have to fue a monon
for s== mary dapomuon by February 12, 1983, and thus their instant motion is not untimely. Indeed,

'

since we did not fis a tune foe the fding of monons for summary deposioon ia our Mao of July 25,
1986 (LBP-86 24,24 NRC 132), at any tune theresher any party could fde such a mouon, subject to the
condstion in 10 C.F.R. I2.749(aK Since SAPL did not complain that it would be required to divert
substantial resources frora the hearing in order to respond adequately to Apphcants' monon and,in fact,
did respond to the moboa, we are not called upon to consider whether to summarily daansa the anotiva.

la its answer of August 28, aJthough noting that the Staff's resgese of August 18 failed to address
the tunehness issue, SAPL proceeded to advance arguments beyond those presented in its response of
August 4. The presentation of addstional arguments was improper and we wdi nos consader such addi-
tional arguments because { 2.749(a) only pernuts a response to new facts and argemenu presented in any
statement fded in support of a mouon for summary disoosition.
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that the accident monitoring and control room be the optimum because
of the dimculties inherent in carrymg out protective actions for the
population in the immediate vicinity of the plant.

In their, motion for summary disposition, supported by a statement of
material facts not in dispute and by the amdavit of Edward A. Sawyer,8

8Applicants asserted that the following mate:ial facts are not in dispute:

1. NUREG-0737, item 1.D.1 states that all heensees and applicants for operating
licenses will be required to conduct a detailed control room desiga review
(DCRDR) to identify and correct design deficienews. It lists guideline documents
issued or to be issued by the NRC, and discusses the NRR review of the Licensee's
submittal.
2. NUREG-0737, item 1.D.2 states that each applicant and each licensee shall in-

stall a pafety parameter display system (SPDS).
3. Supplemect i to NIAE04737 (generic letter 62 33) wea insi:ed to present a dis-

tillstion of the requirements and provide additional clarifiestior far five itet on
NUREO.0737, beluding the DCRDR and SPDS. Therefore, Supplement I to ,

NUREG 0737, not the NUREO itself, presents the requiremer.ts tha.t han to be met
to provide an acceptable Detailed Coritml Room Desiga Review program. .

4. For this reesca PSNH designed its program to meet the requirements of Sup-
plement 1 to NURE04737.
5. A multi disciplined team, consistir.g of Pregram Manager. Humaa Facton cois-

sdtant, Instrumentation and Control Engineer, and a Plant Sbft Superintendent, was
foraxd. This team was espanded as neccanary to include 3ther plant openton and
other engineering disciphnes for spectic renews.

8 Mr. Sawyer is the program nunner of the Seabrook Staten Data 3ed C9ntrol Rvowc f)rsign Ravsew
(DCRDR), had been the Management Tra:n Chairiraa of the YarJee /.tande Power 5'atian IMP.DA,
and had been a mar.agement team member of the % erwsst Yan'.ne Nucleos Power Statica DGI)R.
s We ncis that NURE04m "Clanficanon of TMl Action lian Requirements." was issued in No-'

vember 1900. Supplement t '. hereto was issued as January 198t, to provide ad6tboal clanfration re-
gardang, inter alia, the Safet/ Parameter Dtsplay 5ptems and De:aded Control itoom Design Revkws
The NRC's genenc letter of insaa.nce stated that:

The e9 closure [ Supplement 1] does not specify a schedule for completing the requirements. It has
become apparent, through discussions wth owliers' groups and indsvidual licensees, that our previ-
ous schedules dad not adequately consader the integrauon of these related activities. la recognition
of this and the ddfruity in implementmg genene deadhnet, the Com== arm has adopted a plan to
mahhah realistic plant. specific schedules that take into account the saique aspects of the work at
each planL.By this plan, each licensee is to develop and submit its owls plant-specifw schedule
which will be reviewed by the assigned NRC Project Manager. The NRC Project Manager and
licensee wdl reach aa agreement on the ftnal schedule and in this manner provide for prompt imple-
mentauon cif these important improvements whde opt-eg the use of utdity and NRC resources.

Supplement I stated at 1. 2. and 9. thst:
The reqturements for emergency response capabihues and facihties are being transmitted to li--

censees by this supp'ement and are bems promulgated to NRC staf!' The letter which forwards this
supplement requests that licensees subaut a proposed schedule for completing actions to comply
with the r,equirements. Each licensee's proposed schedule will thee be reviewed by the assigned
NRC Froject Manager, who wdl discuss the subject with the beennee and mutually agree on sched-
ales.and cbepletion dates. The implementation dates will then be formahuwt into an enforceable
docugnent.

. ., . The proronal to formalize implementauon dates in an enforceable document reflects the
level ofimportance which the NRC staff attnbetes to these requirements.

Prompt implementauon of as SPDS is a design goal and of pnmary importance .
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6. An catensive and comprehensive function and task analysis was performed to
deternune Instrumentation and Control iy4ssts. This subject was discussed ex-
tensively in SBN 701, dated July 30, 1984, in a meeting held on October 30,1984,
and in SBN 748, dated January 7,1985.
7. The 1 & C i%aasts developed as a result of this function and task analysis

were compared against the actual Control Room instrumentation and controls A
control room survey and review was performed to identify deviations of the control
room instrumentation and controls from accepted human factors principles. The po-
tential Human Engineering Deficiencies (NEDs) were ==aaaaad and prioritized.
These activities included survey, review, manaaament and prioritization of all displays,

,

including SPDS displays. The results of these efforts were also submitted to the
NRC in various letters dated Apr014,1983 August 10,1983, July 30,1984, January
7,1985, July 17,1985, December 27,1985, and February 20,1986.
8. During the anaeaament process, the Resiew Team verified that the selected

design iroprovements provided -ry corrections. A review performed by the
Review Team after the majority of HED corrections were made verified that the
improvements did not create new HEDs.
9. The NRC Staff, in Supplement 4 to the Seabrook SER. has concluded that

"PSNH has conducted a DCRDR for Seabrcok Station that satisfactorily meets the
requirements of Supplemen'. I to NUREG4737."

la light of the above-set forth undisputed material facts, Applicants
urged that the DCRDR, including the review of human factors perspec-
tive of dispitys and of safely parameter display system displays, has been,

undertaken and the displays and controls added, or to be added, to the
control room as a result of the DCRDR do not increase the potential for
operator error, Therefore, Applbants requested that the Bocrd grant the
rnotion for summary disposition.

In its response of August 4, while stating that it is not prepared to
; accept the Apphesnts' above set forth material facts as undisputed,
t

SAPL did not present any reasons for disputing them. AccordMgly, we
find that the displays and controls added, or to be added, to the control
room as a result of the DCRDR do not increase the potential for opera-
tot error, and grant the motion for summary disposition, as supported by
the Staff, with respect to this. issue.

SAPL did argue, however, in its response of August 4 that Applicants
had selectively dealt with only one sentence in the basis fot the conten-
tion - i.e., Applicants had not discussed and shown that there is no dis-
puted material fact with respect to' the issue of whether the control room

- design and displays are at the optimum to protect the population in the
immediate vicinity of the plant. SAPL asserted that there are four dis-
puted issues of material fact: (1) whether additional parameter displays
should appear on the Safety Paramete Display System (SPDS),* (2)

* Wsth respect to the sPDs, sAPL is concerned that mod 16 cations thereto provuling for add,tional
displays for IU{R flow, containtnent isolation, containment hydrogen concentrauon, stesat generator re.

Coaneaad
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whether the color coding of the Video Alarm System (VAS) should be
made consistent with other control room CRTs prior to any operation,
(3) whether a preliminary evaluation of the control room environment
ought to be accomplished prior to fuel loading, and (4) whether certain ,
Human Engineering Discrepancies involving control room furnishings '
and equipment storage should be evaluated prior to fuel loading.8 Ac-
cordingly, SAPL urges that tlere is no proper justification for allowing
the Seabrook Station to operate at any power level prior to the comple-
tion of items needed to bring the facility into full comphance with the :
Commission's regulations.

In its response of August 18 supporting Applicants' motion for sum-
mary disposition,' the Staff relied upon a statement of material facts as
to which there is no genuine issue in dispute and upon the affidavit of
Mr. Richard J. Eckenrode.7 With respect to the DCRDR, noting that
f 18 of Supplement 4 to the SER concluded that Applicants had con-
ducted that review which satisfactorily met the requirements of Supple-
ment I to NUREG.0737 except in the following limited areas, the Staff
asserted that these areas involve low priority ite:rs from the r,tandpoint
of control room design. First, as to control room furnishing (desks,
chairs, talites, files, etc.), since the lastallation of these furnishings in the
control room is planned to be substantially identical to the installation
previously reviewed in the control room simulator, the Staff asserted
that any discrepancies that might be uncovered as,to this low priority
item would be minor and thus any' corrective action need not be com-
pletid until the fint refueling outage.

SA?L barrenly argued, in its answer of August 28, without the up.
prt of an expert's affidavit, thtt, since t:lephona in the control roem
are not is the same location as those in the simulator, the phones were
not in the optmum location from a human factors standpoint. The Staffi

detion, and for stack moartoring, are not required by the Dran License to be effected unta pret to
restart fonowing the first refuehag ostage. The Stair sent the Dran License No. NPF.56 to the parues
on 3sae 20,1986. See note s. Wra

8 With respect to the DCRDR. SAPL is concerned in that 118 of Supplement 4 to the sER provides
that any changes to the color <odmg scheme, to control room furnahangs and to equipament storage
may be resolved pnor to startup frois the first refueling outage. and in that rmal evaluatme of the coes
trol room environment wiH be completed and reported to the NRC for w,Ja wi review within 1.
year aner commercui operation.*

* !a emanng, we note that the stafr argues that the imme of the timing for the completma of various
items annocuted with the DCRDR and sPDs had not been raned in the onginal contention, and that,
not having rdoJ an aswndment or a new contenten. SAPL should not be allowed now to espand the
contenten. We agree with sAPL pad concjude that the timmg issue was implicitly raaned la the contes.
tion. i.e the contention la aneging noncomphance can be and is read to mean that operation should not
be aDowed untd corrective actions are taken.

' Mr. Eckenrode is a Human Factors Engineer in the ofrece of Nuclear Reactor Regulanon. and had
the lead responsibihty for the NRC review of the Seabrook Statson's comphance wnh NUREo4737
items I.D.1 and I D 2. He was the pnncipal author of i 18 in supplements 3 and 4 of the sER.
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did not state that all the furninhings in the control room had to be in-
stalled in locations that were identical to those in the. simulator, and
SAPL does not explain why the current location of the phones would
adversely impact upon the emergency notification scheme. In any event,
SAPL stated that it was satisfied with Applicants' August 22,1986 re-
sponse.to SAPL's interrogatories, wherein Applicants stated that resolu-
tions for such "minor" HEDs would be implemented before initial criti-
cality. Thus, there is no genuine issue of material fact here.

Second, as to operator protective and emergency equipment storage
facilities, the Staff asserted that since these facilities have already been
reviewed and judged adequate by the Applicants and since they will be
installed and the adequacy thereof will be reviewed by the Staff and by
the Applicants prior to fuel loading, only minor (if any) discrepancies are
expected to be found, and thus any corrective action need not be com-

i
pleted until the first refueling cutage. ~

SAPL argued in its answer of August 28 that there is an apparent in. '

consistency in Applicants' August 22 response to SAPL's interrogatories
- i.e., in one response Applicants stated that resolutions of HEDs relat-
ed'to operator protective equipment and equ;pment storage wouki be re-
solved prior to initial criticali:y, but in another response Applicants as-
serted that there is not going to be any operator protective equipment

,

because the ventilation system maintains control room habitability under i

all coeditions. This alleged inconsistency presents no genuine is:xe of !

material fact because SAPL does not tell us what significant safety prob- ,

lems utig,ht arise if Applicants proceed one way or the other. !
,

Third, as to the control room environment, the Staff asserted that,
;

using a subjective basis of personal comfort, it has preliminar:1y evalu- i

sted the control rooni environment to determme if the potatisl exists for '

gross inadequacies (i.e., too much noisw uncomferttbly hot' tempera-
tures). However, the Staff will not conduct and complete a final review
(using objective measurements provided by NUREO-0700) until after the
plant has been operating at full power, because the preoperational condi-
tions may change during operation (i.e., the heat load during operation
may raise the temperature, operating systems may raise the ambient noise
level, etc.). Since the Staff does not expect any discrepancies to be major
ones, it agreed to a schedule whereby, within 1 year of commercial oper-

-

i
ation, environments) measurements will be conducted and resolutions of ;

deficiascies must be proposed.
We note that, in its answer of August 28, SAPL makes no effort what-'

soever to address control room environment. In a broad brushed,
conclusional, and speculative manner it merely argues that it believes 1

that reviews of the control room environment, as well as of the storage 1

1
'
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of operator protective equipment and of control room furnishings may
raise safety issues. Again, here, there is no genuine issue of material fact.

Fourth, as to the change in color coding on the Video Alarm System
(VAS), the Staff stated that the Applicants have committed to revise the
color scheme before commercial operation, which involves changing the
color coding on the VAS to make that coding more consistent with the
color coding on other computer monitors. The Staff asserted that since
operators are trained to use the present color scheme, the use of the
VAS prior to commercial operation should not present a problem, and
that, after the revision is made, additional training should be minimal be-
cause the operators are already familiar with the color scheme used on
the other monitors.

The Staff concluded that, with respect to the DCRDR, the Applicants
have fulfilled the requirements of item 1.D.1 of NUREG-0737 except for
the na: row areas discussed above, and that those areas will be completed
before the end of the first refueling outage.

In its answer of August 28, SAPL indicated it was satisfied with Ap.
plicants' response to SAPL's interrogatories, wherein Applicantr. indi-
cated that they intended to correct the color related HEDs in the VAS ,

prior to initial criticality. Thus, there is no issue of material fact. SAPL
continued, however, to urge that there is no acceptable justification for
deferring improvements that will aid plant operators in monitoring plant
conditions - i.e., in committing to banding indicators only by the end of
the first refueling cutage. We conclude, however, that SAPL has not in.
dicated how banding of the indicators prior to operation at fhll power
would enhance the ability of control room ctierators to prever.t or cope
with accidents, much less indicate how this banding la related to the
VAS. Again, there is no genuine issue of material fact.

With respect to the SPDS, the Staff asserted that it is not considered a
safety system, and that no operator actions are taken at the SPDS. In-
stead, the SPDS is used to direct operators to various other displays in
the control room where corrective actions are to be taken if needed, and,
in the absence of that system, operators can acquire the necessary infor-
mation from these other displays. Further, the Staff asserted that, while
it did not identify any serious safety questions in its review, it did co$

- clude in { 18 of Supplement 4 to the SER that the Seabrook Station
SPDS had not yet fully satisfied the applicable requirements of Supple-
ment I to NUREG-0737 and that it would condition the license to re-
quire that final compliance be demonstrated before restart following the
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first refueling outage.' The Staff concluded that while the SPDS does
not yet comply with NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, and that indeed five
additional. items will be listed in Supplement 6 to the SER, it does not
believe that this noncompliance presents a serious safety problem at -
Seabrook. It urged that the motion for summary disposition should be
granted since SAPL has never identified any safety problems that might
arise.in deferring improvements until the first refueling outage with re-

| spect to the SPDS.
While'it is the movant, not the opposing party, which has the burden

of showing the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact,' if the
motion for summary disposition is properly supported, the opposition
may not rest upon "mere allegations or denials"; rather, the answer must
set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact.80
He.re, the' Applicants' motion (as supportsd by the Staff's response) was
properly supported with respect to the DCRDR and shows the absence
of a genuine ime as to any material fact. Other thr.a raising the specter

. of the TMI 2 accident, other than citing NUREO.Q660 for the argument
that there are some items in the "NRC Action Plan Developed as a
Result of the TMI-2 Accident" (st.ch as control room design) that need
to be implemented as quickly as they can be done. correctly, and other

>T-
8 Draft Lens,e No. NPF-56 at C9 res*t

1%or to reasart Ionowens thJ first refuelig outag,e, MNM shall have operational a safety Psrame-
ter Display Sywcen (SPD'I) a', desented in PsN?rs sut annals dated Jatuary 6,1986, and Arfti 2,
1966, that shall hdule the roikmap modifications

1. Conpivous display of the top sevel cntical safety functajammary at tre asi ntd sPDS con.6
trol toom locanoo,

2. Addition of, oc sata'actory Justtrica'xin for not addang, RHR Cow and hydrogen concentraten
parpmeters to appropnate sPDS screens,

3. Addstion of a contanament isolat.on status screen on SPDS, or improvement to the current
containment isolanos duplay to be satisfactonly recognizable from the assigned sPDS locatsoe

, in the control room,
'

4. Addinon of a radtauon momtonng screen to display at least steam generator (or steam hne)
and stack radiataan,

$. Improvement of the IIcat smk screen for consistency in labetag, and the Subcridcahty screen
for mode dependency to es not to mislead operators, and

6. Addition of approved isolauon devices between the Reactor vessel Level Instrumentation
- System (RvLIS) and $PDS.

la passang, the Board notes thst, in response to its letter of ingwry of AugW 21,1986, the Sta# advised
on Sepember 2 that a later drah bcense had been transtmrted to the partes on August 20. Since 0.t
Sta#'s response to the Apphcants' enouon for summary disposanon adverts only to the dran hcense seat
to the pertws on June 20,1986, we only consader that earber draft license.

* Chelend Electm ///umimehat Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Umts I and 2), ALAB443,6 NRC
741, 753 (1977).

to Mmew Eleerm end powe Ca (North Anna Power stauon, t'mts i and 2), ALAB-364, il NRC 451,
453 tt9so),
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than reasserting its contention that the displays and controls in the con-
trol room must be at the optimt.m. SAPL has not demonstrated the exist-
ence of a genuine issue of material l'act with respect to the DCRDR. We
herewith do grant the motion and dismiss the DCRDR issue because the
movant, as supported by the Staff, has shown that there is no genuine
issue of fact - i.e., has sustained the burden of showing that, with re-
spect to the DCRDR, there are no safety concerns and thus that correc-
tive action, with respect to the limited areas discussed above, need not be
completed until the first refueling' outage.

However, while we agree with the Staff that SAPL has never identi-*

fled any safety problems that might arise in deferring corrective actions
with respect to the SPDS until the first refueling outage, neither the 'Ap- ,

plicants nor the Staff, in support, has sustained the basic, primary burden
of showing that there is no genuine issue of ma:erial fact.!The Applicants
have not attempted to do so. The Staff barienly asserted that the current
noncompliance with NUREG 0737, Suppletrient 1, does not present a se-
rious safety problein at Seabrook but does not explain its reuons. The
Staff simply relied on the fact that NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, does
not require irnpletnentation of the SPDS before full-power operation but,
rather. pennits implementatiers to be determined by a schedule that has
been negotiatei with the Staff (Staff's Response at 13 n.5; also src supm
note 3)A The shedule reflected in Draft ".icense No. NPF 56 at C.9
illustrates the low level of importance that the Staff attaches to the
timely comp:taon of the SPDS. Such a position, hofvever, is not in ,

accord with specific guidance in Supplement I to NUREG 0737 9 4.1.d,
which states:

Prompt implementation of an SPDS can provide an important contribution to plant
safety. The selection of specific information that should be provided for a particular
plant shall be based on engineering judgment of individual pla(licensees. taking
into account the importance of prompt implementation.

With respect to the safety sigmficance of the deficiencies in the SPDS,
which the Staff asserted pose "no significant safety question"(Staff's Re-
sponse at 12), the Staff did not even present a general explanation for

,

this conclusion. Yet as to the first deficiency listed, the Staff provided a
parenthetical note that isolation devices between the SPDS and Reactor i

Vessel Level Instrument System (RVLIS) are to protect the safety relat-
ed RVLIS. The Board is left to guess why the undetermined status, or i

availability, of the RVLIS does not present a safety issue, and why it J

8' Stafr doci not argue, and we are enamare. that any whedubng agreement armed at by the stafr and
an appbcant pursuant to supplement 1 is not properly subject to challenge and to Judrial review.

N I

!
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need not be corrected prior to operation at full power. We are also left
to speculate as to how operators can rely on acquiring RVLIS data from
either the display at the SPDS or that on the control room console if
availability of the RVLIS itself cannot be relied upon. The lack of expla-
nation applies to all 11 items of noncompliance with Supplement I to
NUREG-0737.

Supplement I also was cited by the Staff as not requiring implementa-
tion of the SPDS before full power operation (Staff's Response at 13
n.5), without reference to where in that document such delay in imple-
mentation was permitted. While perhaps language somewhere m that
document might support the Stafi's interpretation, we refuse to do the

' homework for any party.88

Order

1. The Board partially grants the motion for summary disposition in
the following respects:

a. The displays and controle added, or to be addcd, to the control
room as 1. result of the DCRDR do not increase the potential
fc operator error,

b. While all items addrened in the DCRDR are not curreatly at an
optimura, i e., incomplete, and ccrrective action is to be deferred
until the next refueling outage, there is reasonable assurance that
the safety of the population in the immediate vicinity of the'

plont will oc protected.
2. The Board partially denies the motion for summary disposition in

the following respect: since the SPDS is not currently at an optimum,
i.e., incomplete, in ligh'. of the deficiencies which are listed in Draft Li-
cense No. NPF 56 at C-9 and in light of five additional deficiencies
which will be listed in Supplement 6 to the SER, there is no reasonable
assurance that, in deferring improvements to the SPDS until the first re-
fueling outage, the safety of the population in the immediate vicinity of
the plant will be protected.

3. With respect to 12, above, SAPL may and the Staff and/or Appli.
cants shall present written explanatory testimony upon the issue of-

whether or not, in light of the fact that the SPDS is not currently at an
optimum, i.e., incomplete, because of the aforementioned deficiencies,

as Parties are reminded that pleadings submnted to this Board must be complete and that the Board will
not, and cannot be espected to, search for information incompletely gwen, or referenced. by any pany.
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there is reasonable assurance that, in deferring improvements to the
SPDS until the first refueling outage, the safety of the population in the
immediate vicinity of the plant will be protected.as

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this l$th day of September 1986.

PARTIAL DISSENT

I concur with the majority of the Board to grant the motion for sum-
mary disposition regardhig the DCRDR. i disagree with the majority in
granting the me; ion for summary disposition on.ly in part regarding the
SPDS. I would have (; ranted the enti;e metion for summary dispositian.

It will be useful to provide some background infornsation. The safuy
perameter display system (SPDS) is used to provide operators with a
concise display of inforrnation on some critical p!snt variables. The Staff
asserts that it does not consider it to be a safety system and that no oper-
ator actions are to be taken at the SPDS It is used to direct operators'
attention to other displays in the control room where corrective actions
are to be taken. (Eckenrode Affidavit, 511) The specific requirements
for the SPDS are given in NUREO 0737, Supplement 1, f 4.1.

Applicants have now installed an interim SPDS. In reviewing the doc-.

umentation with Applicants regarding the interim SPDS Staff did not
identify any serious safety questions but did conclude that the SPDS is-

not yet complete. The operators need to acquire some information from
other displays. The Staff has concluded that the present SPDS in the

se Dunng the courne of a conference call on Septeenber 10. 1986, the Board adnsed counsel as to the
contents of this Order, and. upon iriquiry by counsel for Massachusetts, the Board ruled that, as an inter.
ested state, Massachusetts snay present urutes testirr.oey upon this issue.
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Seabrook plant can be used to provide operators with adequate informa-
tion about the status of the plant and will be acceptable as;an interim
measure. The SPDS in its current design will not increase the potential
for operator error in the event of an abnormal occurrence at Seabrook.
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, does not require that the SPDS be com-
pletely implemented before full power operation.

The incomplete items are listed in 115 of Staff's August 18 response
to Applicants' Motion for Summary Disposition. Staff reviewed the -

matter ofimplementation with Applicants and agreed that the incomplete
items must be implemented by the end of the first refueling outage. This
scheduling procedure is in compliance with the requirements stated in
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1.

Some additional open items were noted by Staff in $ 15 of its August
18 response. Thew are to be discussed in Supplement 6 of the SER. The
Staff will require that the Applicants must either r,atisfactorily resolve
these open items or demonstrate to the Staff's satisfaction, b fore the

9
end of the rirst refueling outage, that the open items will not degrade the
performance of the SPDS.

SAPL states in its August 4 response to Applicants' Motion for Jum-
mary Disposition, at page 3, that the genuine istues of material fact in
dispute with regard to this contention are:

(1) whether additienal parameter displays should appear ce the Safety Paramette
Display System (SPDS),

(2) whether the color coding of the Video Alarm System (VAS) should be made
consister.t with other control room CRTs prior to any operation.

(3) whether a prelimmary evaluation of the control environment ought to be ac.
comphshed prior' to fuel loading, and

(4) whether certain ifuman Engineering Discrepancies involving control room fur.
nishings and equipment storage should be evaluated and resolved prior to fuel
loadig.

SAPL states at page 4 that there is no dispute that these thmgs need to
be done to comply with NUREG-0737 items I.D.1 and I.D.2. The NRC
Staff is requiring that the missing items be either accomplished, or that
sufficient justification for not taking action be provided, prior to restart
after the first refueling outage. Contrary to NUREG 0737 and Supple--

ment 1, SAPL, at page 5, believes that there is no proper justification for
allowing the Seabrook Station to operate at any power level prior to
completion of items needed to bring the facility into full compliance with
the Commission's regulations.

In its response to Applicants and Staff, SAPL has not identified any
safety problem associated with deferring the improvements until the end
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of the first refueling outage. It is noted that NUREG.0737, Supplement
1, does not explicitly require the SPDS to be optimal.

After thorough consideration of Applicants' motion for summary dis-
position of Contention SAPL Supplement 6 (formerly NH 10), and the
responses thereto by Staff and SAPL, I would grant the entire motion
for summary disposition including the SPDS. In reaching this conclu-
sion, notice is taken of the Commission's Statement of Policy: Further
Commission Guidance for Power Reactor Operating Licenses, 45 Fed.
Reg. 85,236 (Dec. 24,1980) which explains that NUREG-0737 now rep-
resents the core of the substantive requirements of the post TMI 2
Action Plan. This was followed by NUREG.0737, Supplement 1, for
purposes of clarification. It reflects that some requirements, especially
the implementation of schedules, were made more flexible. Section 3.5
states that:

Specific implementation plans and reasonable, achievable schedules for improve-
inents that .nll sat sfy the reqdcements will be :stablished by agreement betweeni

the NRC Project Manager and each individual licensee.

In the absence of the State of Massachusetts' Seabrook Radiological
Ercergency Flan, the Applicants may find it to be practical and sensible
to complete the SPDS duriag the Massachusetts interval of delay instead
of prior to restart after the first refueling outage.

Emmeth A. Luebie
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.

!
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Cite as 24 NRC 451 (1986) LSP-86-31

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Herbert Grossman, Chairman
Richard F. Cole

A. Dixon Caillhan

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-456-OL
60 457 OL

(ASLBP No. 79 41003 OL)

COMMONWEALTH EDISON
COMPANY

(Braidwood Nuclear Power
Station, Units 1 and 2) September 18,1986

Licensing Board issues a Memorandum and Order authorizing the issu- ,

ance of a license to Applicant to load fuel and conduct certain
precriticality testing upon a showing that the facility will remain

,

subcritical without any reliance on the electrical system that is in issue in
the proceeding.

OPERATING LICENSE: FUEL LOADING AND PRECRITICALITY
TESTING

.

Under 10 C.F.R. I 50.57(a), a license permitting activities short of full-
power operation may be issued notwithstanding the pendency of a con-
tested operating license proceeding.
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OPERATING LICENSE: FUEL LOADING AND PRECRITICALITY
TESTING

Where an application for a f 50.57(c) license is opposed, the licensing
board must determine whether any of the contentions already admitted
in the proceeding are relevant to the requested license and, if they are,
make findings under $ 50.57(a) on matters as to which there is a contro.
versy.

OPERATING LICENSE: FUEL LOADING AND PRECRITICALITY
TESTING

Where a licensing board finds that already admitted contentions'are.
not relevant to the requested less-than-full-power license, the board does
not make f 50.57(a) findings, but authorizes the Director of Nuclear Re-
actor Regulation to do so.

OPERATING LICENSE: ITJEL LOADING AND PRECRITICALITY
TESTING

Where intervenors make no showing that any admitted contention
raises a safety matter with regard to the requested fuel loading and
precriticality testing licerise, they have failed to establish that the conten-

; tien is relevant because they have not raised any matters on which the
| board can make findings under i 50.57(a) adverse to applicant.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Authorizing Fuel Loading and Preeriticality Testing)

Applicant Commonwealth Edison Company, filed a motion, pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. $ 50.57(c), requesting this Board to authorize the Director
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, upon making the applicable findings re-
quired by 10 C.F.R. I 50.57(a), to issue a license to Applicant to load
fuel and conduct certain precriticality testing of the Braidwood Station.
Unit 1. Applicant relies upon supporting affidavits to the effect that the
Applicant will carry out its fuel loading and precriticality testing activi-.

ties in a manner that will ensure that the facility remains subcritical with-
out any reliance on electrical systems or circuitry under accident and
transient conditions.

Staff supports Applicant's request and adds its own affidavits indicat-
ing that Staff has evaluated Applicant's ability to perform fuel loading
and precriticality testing without reliance upon the electrical equipment
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for protection of the health and safety of the public. Staff's affidavits in-
dicate that the only threat to public health and safety in the performance
of the proposed fuel loading and procritzality testing arises from an in-
advertent criticality in the core and that tips inadvertent criticality will
not occur if a boron concentration of 2000 parts per nulhon (ppm) in the ,

core coolant is mainhinM Applicant has committed itself to special
administrative procedures that will assure that the boron concentration -

does not go below 2000 ppm, to be included as a heense condition to any
fuel loading and testing bcense, and to be' monitored by the NRC Staff.

Intervenors, Bridget Little Rorem, et al, however, oppose Applicant's
motion to load fuel and conduct precriticality testing on the ground that
their quality control contention asserts that the quality of the Applicant's
electrical installations is indeterminate, and that since Applicant must uti-
lize its electrical system in these operatiocs, albeit not mrily to
aqfely conduct these operations, Intervenors' contentions are "relevant to

'

the activity to be authorized" under $ 50.57(c), and the Board must make
findmgs specified in 5 50.57(a). Included in j 50.57(a) are findags that ,

constextion of the facility and its operatm have been, or will be, in
confo|rmity with the construction permit and application, and that there ,

is reponable assurance that the activities authorized by the operating ;i-
cense can be conducted withont endangering the health and safety of the
public and in compliance with the regu!'tions in 10 C.F.R. Part 50.a

Intervenots further contend (Opposition at 8-10) that they are entitled to
a hearing on the matters to be fouad under i 50.57(a) and that the nature
of the issues to be heard would be no different from the issues on the
merits of Intervenors' contentions. Intervenors state that, as a practical
matter, the evidence to be adduced in the main hearing and any
I $0.57(c) hearing might be identical, and that separate hearings would
only be duplicative, although Intervenors would not oppose separate
hearings if Applicant can show that they would not be duplicative and
wasteful. Id. at 10. |

lWe grant Applicant's motion and authorize the Director of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation to make appropriate findings on the matters specified
in l 50.57(a) and to issue a license for the, requested operation within the
parameters specified by Applicant in its motion and supporting affidavits, ,

and by Staffin its response and suppo2 ing affidavits.'

!

MEMORANDUM

Section 50.57(c) allows an applicant in a contested OL proceeding to
move the licensing board to authorize the issuance, by the Director of

|
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Nuclear lienctor Regulation ("Director"), of a license permitting activi.
ties short of, full power operation, notwithstanding the pendency of
safety contentions before the licensing board. The regulation was pro-
mulgated to provide explicitly for early consideration of facility testing
in the event of a contested hearing on the issuance of a license for full.
power operation. 36 Fed. Reg. 8862 (May 14,1971). Thus the regulation
affords relief to an applicant when the pendency of hearings before a li-
censing board threatens to delay the applicant's fuel loading and testing
schedule. That is the situation in which the Applicant in this proceeding
finds itself at the present time. Applicant is scheduled to begin loading
fuel in Braidwood Unit I on September 30,1986 (O'Connor, Tr.10,102);
and it has become clear that on the present hearing schedule an initial
decision cannot issue by that date.

Section 50.57(c) provides that when no party to the proceeding op-
poses the motion, the licensing board shall issue an order authorizing the
Director to make the requisite findings under i 50.57(a) and to grant a
license for the requested operation. The board's issuance of such an
order is not automatic, however, when a party contests the motion. Sec- -

tion 50.57(c) provides that the licensing board's action on the motion
shall be taken "with due regard to the rights of the parties to tne pro-
ceedings, including the right of any party to be heard to the extent tha*.
his contentions are relevant to the activity to be authorized." To safe-
guard these rights, any party may oppose the motion by asserting that
the { 50.57(a) findings cannot be made for the requested uthority be-
cause its contention is relevant to those operations and must therefore be

'
,

resolved prior to the issuance of the { 50.57(c) license.
In that case, the licensing board must determine whether the conten-

tion is in fact relevant to the requested operation, and if it finds that the
contention is relevant, l 50.57(c) provides that the board itself make
those i 50.57(a) findings "as to which there is a controversy" because of
the pendency of a relevant contention. The Director is still responsible i

for making the other i 50.57(a) findings. If the licensing board finds that j

the admitted contentions are not relevant to the requested operation, and i

therefore need not be resolved before the requisite { 50.57(a) Ikdings can
be inade, the board does not make any 9 50.57(a) findings, but authorites
the Director to do so.10 C.F.R. I 50.57(c); Pacific Gas and E/cctric Ca-

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Upits 1 and 2), LBP 815,13
NRC 226, 233 (1981); see also Paci/7c Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-83 27,18 NRC 1146,
1149-50 (1983). !

It is thus apparent that the regulatory scheme set forth in f 50.57(c) |

preserves, but does not expand, the existing rights of the parties and the
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existing jurisdiction of the licensmg board. The right of an intervenor to
contest the issuance of an operating license is defined ~by the contentions
already admitted by the licensing board, ne board's jurisdiction is lim-
ited to determming the admitted contentions and any, additional issues
which the board raises sua sponte through the procedures specified by
the Commission.

To the extent that a party's adniitted contentions are relevant to the
requested operation, 5 50.57(c) requires the licensing board, at that
party's request, to resolve them before authorizing the Director to issue
the limited operating license. Matters not raised by existing contentions
concerning the motion for limited operation are outside the scope of the
proceeding, and { 50.57(c) provides that the Director make the necessary
findings on such matters. Thus a f 50.57(c) motion is not an opportunity
for the admission of new contentions aimed at the limited operation
sought by the ' Applicant. Pac (/ic Gas and E/cetric Ca (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-815,13 NRC 361,362 (1981);<

Pac (/lc Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units
,

1 and 2), ALAB 728,17 NRC 777,801 n.72 (1983); Diablo Canyon, LBP-
815, supra.

Since Intervenors have opposed Applicant's motion, the Board must
detennine'whether Intervenors' contentions are relevant to the activity
to be r.uthorized and, if so, make findings on the matters specified in
f 50 57(a) as to which there is a controversy.

We begin our consideration with Applicant's assertion (Motion at 10)
that its affidavits demonstrate conclusively that Applicant will carry out
its fuel loading and precriticality testing activities in a manner that will
ensure that Braidwood Unit I remains suberitical withqut any reliance on
electrical systems or circuitry under accident and transient conditions.
Herefore, Applicant further states, Intervenors' QC< inspector harass-
ment contention is wholly irrelevant to the activities for which the Ap-
plicant is. seeking authorization.

But, according to Intervenors (Opposition at 4), the threshold of rel- :

evance under { 50.57(c) is not merely whether, as Applicant suggests, the ;

pending contention is relevant to the safe conduct of the proposed activ- .

ity. Instead, .Intervenors further suggest, the . relevance concern is !

broader: 'whether the pending contention is relevant to the conduct of |

the proposed activity. Since the proposed activity would make use of the |

clectrical system, the pending contention, which asserts that the electri- |
cal system is indeterminate, must be relevant to the proposed fuel loading
and precriticality testing activities, according to Intervenors.

In making their argument that Applicant's mere use of the electrical
system in the' contemplated activity makes Intervenors' quality control
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contention relevant, Intervenors rely heavily (Id. at 5) on the nature of
the findings that the Board might have to make under 9 50.57(a). The
crux of their argument is their statement that "those findings are act lim-
ited only to ' safety'" (emphasis in original). Intervenors point out that
certam of the findings specified in f 50.57(a), do not specifically mention
safety: e.g., construction of the plant and its operation must be found to
be in conformity with the construction permit and the application as
amended. Similarly, Intervenors argue that Applicant must meet certain
Genem! Design Criteria of Appendix A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and Tech-
nica Specifications prepared in accordance with requirements of 10 '

C.F.R. I 50.36, and that Intervenors are entitled to a hearing on whether *

those General Design Criteria and Specifications have been met. i

We do not agree with Intervenors that the findings that the BcArd
must make under j 50.57(a), or with regard to t'.e General Design Crite- ;
ria or Technical Specifications, are not limited to srJety. As we under-
stand the legislative and regulatory requirements, all of the Board's fmd.
ings unde. Part 50 are in the context of the public health and safety.1 If,

"

for example, we were to determine that Applicant's construction or oper.
ation of the plant departs from the requirements of the construction
permit application, as amended, General Design Criteria, or Technical
Specifications, but does not depart in any manner that has an adverse4

impact on the public health or safety our ultimate fir. dings would be that,

the plant's construction or operation is in substantial conformity with the
'

requirements. As we understand it, any deviation from these require-
ments, to the extent that they do not affect the public health or safety,

; would have no adverse consequence on the granting of the operating li-
Cense.

In the view of the Board, the test for relevancy, under 9 50.57(c) as in
general, is whether, if the matters were heard, they could result in a fmd-
ing adverse to the other party - in this case under f 50.57(a). Since o:1y
matters inimical to the public health or safety can be decided adversely
to Applicant under i 50.57(a), and Intervenors have made no showing,

that their admitted contention raises a safety matter with regard to fuel
loading and precriticality testing, they have failed to establish that the ,

contention is relevant to the requested license.
Stated another way, Intervenors have raised no matters with respect to ;

,

the proposed fuel loading and precriticality testing on which, if the mat-
,

ters are taken to be proven, the Board could make findings under ,

i f 50.57(a) adverse to Applicant. (
,

'

8 We do not coneader in this demeumsson fmdenen that uusht be required by 10 CIP Part $1 relatag to
the Nanonal Environniental Pohey Act of 1969, since ao environmental contentions have been adsutted
in thss proceeding.
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We have given due consideration to Loat hland Lighting Co.
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-84 8,19 NRC 1154
(1984), in making our determination. Had Intervenors here made some !

Ishowing that the use of. an indeterminate electrical system in the fuel
loading and precriticality testing would depart in some manner from the

3 , ,

; General Design Criteria or Technical Specifications that might have an
^

adverse impact upon the public health or safety, we might have been
persuaded that Applicant should be required to apply for an exemption
from those requirements under 10 C.F.R. I 50.12(a), before we could |

make our determination under i 50.57(c) that its contention is not rele- ,

vant to the activity to be authorized. Presumably, su:h a showing was j

made in Shoreham,8 either in the oral argument or in the written filings |,

that preceded and followed the oral arguments. See 19 NRC at 1155. No !
such showing was made here rend we need not require that Applicant i

pursue the exemption route und r i 50.12(a). |
-|

ORDER'

I,

For all of the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the ;

entire record in this matter, it is, this 18th day of September 1986, ,

ORDERED:

'

make all appropriate findings required under 10 C.F.R. I50.57(a) with
~[1. ' That the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized to

'

regard to Applicant's (Commonwealth Edison Company's) request for a
license permitting Applicant to load fuel in Braidwood Unit I and con-
duct precriticality testing of the unit, ,

'
2. That the Director is authorized to issue a license for the requested ;

operation, subject to his findings and within the parameters established ;;

by Applicant in its Motion for Authorization, and supporting affidavits, |

dated August 18, 1986, and in NRC Staff's Response to Applicant's |
Motion, and supporting affidavits, dated September 9,1986,

3. That the granting of a license as herein authorized shall have no
bearing on Applicant's right to any further license under 10 C.F.R.

'

il 50.56 or 50.57,
4. That this Order become effective immediately, and

,

i

'la .WreAm the I M$7(c) oppiration tavolved a request for a low-gower operstag trense ruher
then a swee requees for fuel loedw.g and precruxahty teouns

|
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5. That any party may take an appeal of this Order within ten (10)
days after mvice thereof by fding a notice of appeal and following the
briefing schedule prescribed by 10 C.F.R. I 2.762.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Herbert Grossman, Chairman

ADMINIS7ATIVE JUDGE

Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATI"E JUDGE

A. Dixon Callihan
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
September 18,1986

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
Dr. Richard F. Cole
Dr. Jerry Harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 352 OL
T4-353 OL

PHli.ADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY

glimerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2) September 5,1986

In this Supplement to its Third Partial Initial Decision, the Licensing
Board resolves a remanded issue concerning reasonable assurance of the
availability of bus drivers to evacuate students in the event of a radio-
logical emergency.

EMERGENCY PIANNING

Licensee's arrangements for maintaining a pool of 200 or more bus
drivers to assist in an evacuation of the school districts, in conjunction
with plans and resources already in place that would be utilized by re-
sponsible county and school district authorities, meet the requirements of
10 C.F.R. I 50.47, and Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, as well as the
criteria of NUREG 0654, and provide reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures for those school districts can ar.d will be taken in
the event of a radiological emergency.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THIRD PARTIAL INITIAL
DECISION

(On Ofhite Emergency Pl=== lag Contentloes)

L INTRODUCTION

His is a supplement to the nird Partial Initial Decision ("PID"),
issued on May 2,1985, by this Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Li-
censing' Board" or "Board") after consideration of offsite emergency
planmng issues in the operating license proceeding for the Limerick Gen-
ersting. Station, Units 1 and 2 ("Limerick").* ne nitti PID disposed of
all offsite emergency planning cententions eacept those raised by the in-
mates of the State Cerrectional Institution at Oraterford,8 in favor of
Applicant Philadelphia Electric Company (now Licetace).

Following the conclusion of all hearings on contested issues, the Li.
censing Board authorized the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to
issue. full power operating licenses for Limerick, consistent with the
Bonal's decisions in this case and upon making requisite findings with re-
spect to matters not embraced in its decisiors.: The Commission there-
after der.kd motions to stay the effectiveness of the Licensing Board's
decisions'on offsite emergency planning and preparedness and ordered
that. the' authorization for issuance of a full power license be made imme-
distely effective.4 Various parties have appealed.the Commission's action
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. Those appeals have
been consolidated and held in abeyance pending completion of final
agency action by the Comnussion in this proceeding.5

In the interim, the Appeal Board reviewed this Board's Third PID,
which it affirmed in ALAB 836, with two exceptiont.S As to the first
matter, the Appeal Board required the NRC. Staff to verify establishment
of additional traffic control measures at one point along the perimeter of

8 See LBP4$.14,21 NRC 1219 (1985).

e Escrgency plannmg trad preparedness for the inmates was the subject of our Fourth P!D in LBP.85
25,12 NRC 101 (1985A The Fourth FID found in favor of Apptkiet on a3 issues but has been remnad.
ed on the usue of adequacy of the communication system to be used in an emergency at the SClo
(ALAB44S. 24 NRC 220 (1986),

a LSP45 25. sapea 22 NRC at 116. Although the heanngs on contested issues savolved both Units 1
and 2 cf Limenck a fun-power operaung beense was usued cedy for Unit I inasmuch as Unit 2 has not
yet been completed.
* C1J45-IS. 22 NRC 184 (1985),
* See tewelly. Umenck Ecok r Actan Inc. m NRC No. S$4431; $emn n NAC No. 8$4444; AntWt

er a NAC No. 85460tr. nad Omenr4 Ecology Acreeg lac. t NAC No. 86 3314
* see ALAB416, il NRC 479 (1986). On July 24.1986 the Cm - + declined to review ALAB-

4)&
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the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone ("EPZ") for
Limerick.' No further action by this Board was ordered on this matter.

On the second matter, the Appeal Board held that two driver surveys
conducted by the Superintendents of the Spring. Ford Area and Owen J.
Roberts School Districts "raise [d] a legitimate question whether there is
reasonable assurance that an adequate number of drivers would respond
in an emergency" related to Limerick.' Therefore, the Appeal Board re-
manded for further hearings before this Board relating to its finding as to
"reasonable assurance of the availability of an adequate number of bus

*
drivers to evacuate students in the Spring. Ford and Owen J. Roberts
School Districts."'

By Order dated May 22,1986 (unpublished),-this Board directed Li.
censee, as the party with the burden of proof, to submit its proposal for
resolution of the remanded issue, which Licensee fild on June 16,1986.
In its Order, the Board invited c.)mments on the propoul by the other
parties, which were also filut. At a conference call on July 17,1986, the
Board and parties discussed, mter ofia, a schedule for a hearing and des-
ignation of witnesses. On July 21, 1986, the Board issued a Notice of
Hearing and an Order (unpublished) establishi'ng a schedule for filing tes-
timony, the conduct of evidentiary hearings,'and filing of proposed find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law by the parties. A hearing wr.s held on
August 18 and 22,1986,in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on the remanded
issue.

Proposed Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law were filed by the :
Licensee, NRC Staff, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. and the Interve-
nor, LEA. In its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in
its F:ndings (Nos.13 (pages 13)), LEA raised objections to the schedul-
ing of the hearing and complained that it "suffers certain disadvantages
in the accelerated hearing process, including reduced preparation time
and tica for filings. . . ." However, this complaint is not supported by
the recori Indeed, LEA, who did not file any prefiled testimony, in-
suted pert wu . -tivities of one of its representatives as early as the July
17,1986 conferencv as a bar to preparation for a hearing to be held more
than a month later. Mulligan, Tr. 21,139, 21,153. LEA now complains

, that it could not sample drivers "from a universe of 570 . . ." because
PECo reduced the number of volunteers it was providing from 570 to
about 200 names. LEA had agreed that it wanted to sample ten of
PECo's employees who would be bus driver volunteers. Tr. 21,147, lines

' /d at 4s7. $22
e /d at $1619.
8 /d at $22

.
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8-15. How the reductx>n in number of volunteers was material is unex-
plamed. No PECo employees were apparently_ ever deposed; no repre-
sentation was made in the hearings of August 18 or August 22 that LEA
selected ten driver applicants or ever contacted them. The Board notes
here these acts as indicative of this Intervenor's raising concerns and
then having been previded with the opportunity to prepare its case,
nuking inaccurate claims that the very opportunity to prepare is the
source of yet another problem. This Etervenor had ample time to have
prepared but did little to provide support for its concerns. Although it is

'
clear to all that the Licensee has the burden of proof, an Intervenor after
raising a concern must at least provide something, no matter how small,
to explain and suppor: the basis ofits cancern.

LEA m!sats ed the basis of this remand as ,being concerned with a ;

"properly conducted statistical survey which cause.1 this bus driver issue
to be remanded in the (first) place." LEA Proposed Findings at 2. The
Board, however, has interpreted the remand as a concern oi' the Appeal
Board in ALAB 836 that bus drivers be available for the two school dis-
tricts in sufficient numbers to effect the evacuation, and this we have
done As to the' adequacy of bas oriver availability,'the Appeal Board

found a deficiency in the record only with regard togrthe number of bus
drivers foe the Owen J. Roberts and Spriag Ford Area School Dis-
tricts.80 'D ns, this Board was not required or authothed by the Appeal
Board to explore anew the adequacy of bus driver availability for school
districts other than Owen J. Roberts and Spring. Ford.

Nor was the Board to take further evidence on the adequacy of buses,
<

as distinct from.the availability of drivers, necessary to evacuate the two

school districts.at issue. For all school districts within the Limerick
EPZ, including the Spring Ford Area and Owen J.~ Roberts School Dis-
tricts, the Appeal' Board has upheld the findings o.f this Board that there
is reasonable assurance of enough buses to evacuate schools in Montgom-;

ery County and Chester County.18 Therefore, the Board in this limited.

remand hearing sustained as proper the parties' objectioris to questions
by LEA which exceeded the scope of this proceeding.

- i

4

** 14 et $15 20.4

'814 at $1213.
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IL FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Development of Lleensee's Volunteer Employee Bus Driver Pool

1. Plans to evacuate the Spring Ford Area and Owen,J. Roberts
School Districts are two aspects of the overall efforts by Common-
wealth, county, and local officials, assisted by Licensee and ,its consult-
ants, to maintain adequate ernergency planning and preparedness for
Limerick. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 1.

2. Since the close of the record relating to the offsite emergency
planning phase of the proceeding, Licensee has continued to cooperate
with Commonwealth, county, ar.d tocal omeials in developing additional '

emergency response resources for all aspects of planning and prepared-
ness. These efforts have included th: enlistment of Licensee's employees
who have stated a willingness to participate as volunteers'in implement-
ing vanous aspects of the offsite plans. M at 2.

3. Following the Appeal Board's remand as to whether an adequate -

number of drivers would be available for the Spring Ford Area an.1
Owen J. Roberts Sehool Districts, the Licensee's repres4tatnes liv
cussed how to resolve the remanded issue with the resporgible county
and Commonwealth officials. Id. at 2 3.

4. Timothy R.S. Campbell is the Director of Emergency Services
for Chester County, and A. Lindley Bigelow is the Coordinator of
Emergency Preparedness for Montgomery County. Both|omelais previ-
ously testified in this' proceeding with regard to offsite emerjency plan-
ning and preparedness for their respective counties. As a r,esult of the
remand, Mr. Campbell and Mr. Bigelow met with Licerisee'i representa-

~

tives and conesponded by telephone with Pennsylvinia' Emergency
Management Agenc'y (PEMA) representatives as to 'the provision for
drivers for the Spring. Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts. School Districts.
Campbell, Tr. 21,229 30; Bigelow, Tr. 21,231 32.

5. At a meeting on June 5,1986, with Licensee's representatives,
Mr. Campbell and;Mr. Bigelow determined that an immediate solution
would be or volunteer Licensee employees to qualify arid act as busr
drivers until the counties or the Commonwealth have obtained drivers
from other sources. Mr. Campbell decided that the designated marshal--

ling center for vol.unteers * ; drive buses for Chester County would be in
the Exton area at the Eu s Systems facility in Lionville. Mr. Bigelow
decided that the designateo manhalling center for Montgomery County
would be the Licensee's Berwyn Transportation Center. The matter was
then discussed with Ralph J. Hippert, Director of Plans and Prepared-
ness, PEMA. who agreed to the proposal as an immediate solution.
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Boyer and BraAhaw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 2 3; Boyer, Tr. 21,194; Hippert,
ff. Tr. 21,265, at 2; Campbell, Tr. 21,230; Bigelow, Tr. 21,232.

6. In Pennsylvania, a Class 4 driver's license is required for oper-
stion of a school bus. There are three prerequisites for obtaining a Penn-
sylvania Class 4 license: (1) possession of a Class 4 learner's permit
which requires passms a physical examinstion; (2) classroom and vehicle
traming; and (3) passing a driver's examination administered by the Statr.
Police. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 3.

7. In order to determine the number of employees who potentially
might wish to volunteer to drive school buses in the event of an emer-
gency, Licensee collated a list of volunteer employees who could re-
spond to bus marshalling centers within a reasonable period. Id.

8. Each volunteer was asked to execute a volunteer sheet. The su-
pervisors of the volunteers were asked to estimate how long it would
take the volunteers to reach the marsim!!ing centers, based upon their

'
knowledge of their personnel's work locations. Id. at 3 4.

9. Based upon discussions with Licensee's representatives, the re-
sponsible planning agencies agreed that a total of 200 employee volun-
teers, to be used by both Montgomery end Chester Counties, would be
more than sufficient to meet any anticipated need for the Owen J. Rob-
erts and Spring Ford Area School Districts. A list of the names of the
remaining volunteer employees is being maintained on file so that in the
event they may be needed as replacements for those already trained, they
can be made available. Id. at 4; Boyer, Tr. 21,195.

B. Estimated Need for Additional Drivers

10. The witnesses proffered by the parties differed to some degree in
their calculation of the potential for unmet driver needs in the Spring-
Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts. Ralph J. Hippert, now
the Director of the Office of Plans and Preparedness for PEMA, previ-
ously testified in this proceeding on offsite emergency planning and pre-
paredness by the Commonwealth for Limerick. As the responsible
PEMA official, Mr. Hippert calculated the potential bus driver shortage
for the Spring Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts by con-
sulting their respective plans and determining the number of buses avail--

able to those school districts. He tuen compared the number of available
buses with the results of the bus driver surveys previously conducted by
those school districts. By subtracting the number of drivers surveyed
who had explicitly stated that they would participate in an emergency
from the number of buses available to each district, he determined the
potential driver shortage. Hippert, Tr. 21,275 77.
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11. Based on his examination of the current Spring Ford Area School
District emergency plan, and assuming the validity of a bus driver
survey of the Custer Bus Company conducted by Spring Ford Superin-
tendent welliver, Mr. Hippert calculated that Spring Ford would experi-
ence a shortage of no more than twenty eight drivers in the event of a
school evacuation because of a radiological accident at Limerick.
Hippert, ff. Tr. 21,265, at 1.

12. Based on his examination of the current Owen J. Roberts school
District plan, and assuming the validity of a bus driver survey conducted
at the request of the Owen J. Roberts Citizens Task Force of the Gross
Bus Company drivers, Mr. Hippert calculateu that Owen J. Roberts
would experience a shortage of eight bus drivers if a school evacuation
were necessary. Id at 2.

13. Thus, accepting the results of the bus driver surveys for the
I

Spring Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts, Mr. Hippert
determined that there would be a shortage of thirty six drivers for the
buws routinely provided by the two bus companies surveyed. Licensee's
employee driver pool is more than five times this number. Id; Hippert,
Tr. 21,266-67.

14. Another calculation of the maximum number of bus drivers who
would be required to replace regularly assigned drivers for the Spring.
Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts in the event of an
emergency at Limerick is the difference between the number of previ-

; ously surveyed drivers who explicitly stated that they would drive buses
in an emergency and the total driver force for those districts. This results'

in a maximum unmet need of fifty two bus drivers for the two school
districts and produces about a 4:1 ratio between Licensee's volunteer
drivers and unmet driver needs for Spring Ford and Owen J. Roberts.
Asher and Kinard, ff. Tr. 21,279, at 3; Kinard, Tr. 21,284 85. FEMA
would find satisfactory an arrangement for a volunteer driver pool
which would provide a 1:1 ratio between volunteers and reported unmet
needs for drivers. Kinard. Tr. 21,284.

15. Licensee has coordinated its buc driver employee efforts with the
Chester County Department of Emergency Services and the Montgom-, ,

ery County Office of Emergency Preparedness. Both counties have
agreed to the program for the use of Licensee's employee volunteers to
receive Class 4 bus driver training and respond in the event of a radio-
logical emergency at Limerick and will enroll the volunteers as emer-
gency management volunteers. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 4-
5; Campbell, Tr. 21,246, 21,230 31; Bigelow, Tr. 21,232, 21,249.
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C, Employee Bas Driver Tralaims and Qualifiestlom

16. Initially, instructor training was provided by the Chester County
Intermediate Unit, which is a regional governmental cooperative that
provides services to local school districts. Licensee and vendor-employ-
ees received training as instructors which qualifies them to teach other
driver volunteers. Training of twenty-one instructors began July 15,
1986, and was completed July 23, 1986. Dese instructors have con-
ducted classroom training of other volunteers in groups of approximately
thirty, ne State Police have conducted Class 4 driver tests at Berwyn.
De training of all volunteers has included the same training offered
drivers for all school districts and school bus providers. (See Appl. Exh.
E-64, Training Module for Bus Drivers.) Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr.
21,189, at 5.

17. De schedule for training and testing is as follows: two groups
totaling fifty four volunteers completed training August 8,1986; two
other groups totaling forty seven completed training on August 15, 1986;
and four other groups totaling sixty-six will have completed training in
August 1986. De remainder totaling thirty three will complete training
in September 1986, subject to possible unavailability due to illness or
other reason. Driver testing sessions were conducted by the State Police
on August 11 and 18,1986, and groups of twenty three and thirty five
volunteers were issued Class 4 licenses. Forty five were scheduled for
driver testing on August 25, 1986. As of August 22, 1986, 155 had com-
pleted training. Driver testing will continue into September as classroom
training is completed. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff Tr. 21,189, at 5: Payer,
Tr. 21,197; Boyer, Tr. 21,296.

*

18. Licensee anticipates that approximately three-quarters of the 200
volunteer driver pool will be trained, tested, and qualified by the end of
August, i.e., prior to the start of school after Labor Day. Driver testing
of others who could not be scheduled because of work assignments or
vacations will be completed in early September. Boyer, Tr. 21,197 98.
Licensee expects to have the total pool of 200 employee volunteers
trained and qualified by mid September. Boyer, Tr. 21,198, 21,217.

19. At the hearing, the responsible FEMA officials reviewed Licens-
ec's driver training and qualification schedule and expressed their profes-
sional opinion that FEMA's conclusions of reasonable assurance would
not be affected by the updated testimony on driver training and testing
provided by Licensee. Kinau Tr. 21,289. In the judgment of those offi-
cials, there is no problem if less than the total of 200 volunteer employ.
ees are trained and qualified by the start of school in 1986. Kinard, Tr.
21,283.
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D. Time Response Estimates

20. Since the 200 volunteers could be used for either Chester or
Montgomery County, Licensee has developed estimates of the time re-
quired for the volunteers to report to both Exxon and Berwyn. Licensee
deternened that 55 could reach Exxon (in Chester County)in 30 minutes
or less; an additional 111 within 30 to 60 minutes; and 34 more within 60
to 90 minutes. For Berwyn (in Montgomery County),148 would be
available in 30 minutes or less; an additional 27 within 30 to 60 minutes;
and 25 within 90 minutes. Boyer and Brad 6aw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 6.

21. In soliciting volunteers, Licensee attempted to select as many vol-
unteers as reasonable from its Berwyn Transportation Center, because
those volunteers would be immediately available. Boyer, Tr. 21,213 14.
Fifty five volunteers of the 200 driver pool are regularly stationed at
Benvyn and would therefore be immediately available. Boyer and Brad-
shaw, fi. Tr. 21,189, at 6. In the event of an emergency at Limerick,
Chester and Montgomery Counties will contact Licensee so that drivers
will be in place, even before the counties have determined whether any
unmet need exists. Campbell, Tr. 21,245; Bigelow, Tr. 21,247.

22. As volunteers, Licensee's employees are county emergency work-
ers and it is therefore the responsibility of the county to transport the
volunteers to bus locations. Nonetheless, Licensee will coordinate with
each county and assist upon request in transporting its volunteer drivers
to the buses. Boyer, Tr. 21,215; Kankus, Tr. 21,217. LEA solicited testi- ,

mony regarding buses which may be taken home by a number of the ;

regularly assigned drivers for the Owen J. Roberts School District. Dr.
Claypool confirmed in his testimony that he had, however, considered
this particular practice in evaluating the bus driver survey results and

'

calculatjng overall bus driver needs. Claypool Tr. 21,339, 21,341. The
number of buses reported as available from the Gross Bus Company in

'

the Owen J. Roberts School District RERP, dated December 30,1985, is
26 (out of 43). Hippert, ff. Tr. 21,265, at 2.

E. Ongolag Availability of Lleensee's Employee Bus Driver Pool

23. Licensee has committed to Montgomery and Chester Counties'

that it will make its bus driver employee volunteers available under the
arrangements discussed above until provision is made by the responsible
planning authorities for bus driver personnel, from other sources. Ac- i

cordingly, Licensce's arrangements will remain in full force and efTect
until notification that Licensee's employee volunteers are r.o longer re-
quired. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 6; Boyer, Tr. 21,221,

,

,

F
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21,227; Hippert, ff. Tr. 21,265, at 3. Each volunteer employee under-
stands that he is agreeing to be available indefinitely until replaced by
some other source of drivers. Boyer, Tr. 21,218.

24. f Icenase's Director of Emergency Ti.r.idas will be advisede

by the Personnel Depe.imt whenever a volunteer retires, dies, or oth-
erwise leaves the employment of the Company. Kankus, Tr. 21,724.
Also, Licensee's bus driver volunteer list will be reviewed periodwally in
a manner similar to which Licensee's onsite emergency worker list is
routinely reviewed. "This will ensure that individual employees are con-
tacted by their supervisors to determine that they continue to be avail.
able for volunteer service. Volunteer lists for offsite emergency plans are
updated on an annual basis and Licensee will probably follow the same
schedule for its bus driver volunteers. Id.

| 25. Licensee intends to continue its training and qualification pro-
I gram to obtain about 220 Class 4 drivers. This will provide a reserve to

| replace volunteers who transfer, retire, or are otherwise unavailable.
Boyer, Tr. 21,212, 21,220.'-

26. In his capacity as an employee and Senior Vice President-Nu-
clear of the Phdadelphia Electric Company, Mr. yer has had extensive
esperience with its employees. He expressed con that if an em-
ployee has state 4 that he will participate in an emergency response by

l driving 'a bus in the event that school evacuation is required, he will do
so. Boyer, ff. Tr. 21,189, at 6,

27. FEMA testified that the volunteer driver pool made available by
Licensee and agreed to by PEMA provides reasonable assurance that, in
the event of an emergency at the Limerick Generating Station, an ade-
quate number of volunteers will be available to fill any unmet needs for
bus drivers in the Owen J. Roberts and Spring Ford Area School Dis-
tricts. Asher and Kinard, ff. Tr. 21,279, at 4; Tr. 21,282-83.

28. Dr. Welliver on behalf of the Spring Ford Area School District
and Dr.'Claypool on behalf of the Owen J. Roberts School District testi-
fled that they had discussed their bus driver surveys with their respective
county planning representatives and received adequate assurance that a

*

sufficient number of drivers would be provided in the event of an emer.
gency. ,Welliver and Claypool, Tr. 21,316-18. An early dismimaal of stu.

- dents t6 their homes by the Owen J. Roberts School District, prelimi-
nary to an actual evacuation order, would utilize the school district's
regularly assigned drivers and buses, and would not rely on Licensee
volunteers to drive the buses. Claypool Tr. 21,322 26. Hence, the Board
finds that this procedure is not relevant to bus driver availability to carry
out an evacuation ordered by the responsible Commonwealth or county
official.
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29. Based on the arrangements by Licensee to make available a pool
of 200 volunteer employee drivers, there will be far more than enough
volunteer bus drivers to provide support to the Chester County and
Montgomery County emergency planning agencies as needed for the
Owen J.", Roberts and Spring Ford Area School Districts in the event
regularly assigned drivers fail to respond. Boyer and Bradshaw, ff. Tr.t

21,189, at 6-7;' Hippert, ff. Tr. 21,265, at 3; Hippert, Tr. 21,267-68; Asher
and Kinard,' ff. Tr. ?,1,279, at 4.

F. Additional Sources of Bus Drivers

30. Even beroe creation of Licensee's volunteer employee driver
pool, Montgomery and Chester Counties could have satisfied any unmet
needs of the Spring. Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts,
respectively, from other sources. Bigelow and Campbell, Tr. 21,263.

31. While the availability of volunteer bus drivers from Licensee's
employee force provides reasonable assurance of bus driver availability
for the Spring Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts, Licens-
ee's provision of its volunteer employees as bus drivers is but one tool of
many that will be utilized by the counties to meet the unmet needs of
their municipalities. Because emergency planning |s a dynamic process,
other resources may become available. Campbell, T821,237 38.

32. The Montgomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness has -
surveyed all bus providers, public and private, in Montgomery County.
It has either written or verbal assurances that those pioviders will, to the
best of their availability, provide buses and drivers upon request.
Bigelow, Tr. 21,254. On this basis, the current Montgomery County plan
lists total resources for all school districts in the EPZ and their bus pro-
viders as 1783 vehicles with 1919 full- or part time drivers. 'Ihese re-
ported assets far exceed evacuation requirements of $34 vehicles and
drivers for the entire transportation-dependent population of Montgom-
ery County within the Limerick EPZ. Hippert, fl' Tr. 21,265, at 4;
Bigelow, Tr. 21,254,

33. Similarly, other arrangements could be made for Chester County
- schools within the Limerick EPZ to optimize utilization of school dis-

trict bus and driver resources and thereby eliminate the necessity for Li.
censee's driv,er pool. The Director of Emergency Services for Chester
County is conducting a survey to obtain additional' volunteer drivers
from fire companies whose personnel are not otherwise assigned respon-
sibilities under their municipality's emergency plan. Bradshaw, Tr.
21,221; Campbell, Tr. 21,238.
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34. The Downingtown School thstrict lies outside the EPZ, but has
students who live within the EPZ. Downmstown is under contract with
a private bus company for fifty-seven buses. By delaying its normal dis-
missal time, Downingtown could make its buses and drivers available to
satisfy any shortage for the Owen J. Roberts School District. Indeed,
Downingtown's bus provider is already under agreement with Chester
County to supply school buses and drivers upon request. Hippert, ff. Tr.
21,265, at 4 5; Campbell Tr. 21,252 53; Appl. Enh. E 51.

G. Aussed Conflicts la Velasteer a p uties

35. LEA raised the potential for confheting responsibilities if some
employee volunteer drivers have already agreed to serve as a volunteer
in some other capacity in a radiological emergency. The Board is satis.
fled, however, that Licensee has adequately ensured against this contin.
gency. As volunteer employee forms came in from the various field of-
fices, they were reviewed at Licensee's headquarter, against current mu-
nicipal emergency plans to determine whether,any volunteer driver was
already a volunteer at any municipal emergency operations center.
Kankus, Tr. 21,201; Bradshaw, Tr. 21,209.

36. As to other forms of volunteer service, such as a radio operator,
ambulance driver, or fireman, there is no potential problem with dual re-
sponsibilities in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick.
During bus driver training, the instructors discuss vanous offsite emer-
gency responsibilities with the trainees. To data, with about half of all
volunteers trained, the instructors have not encountered a single instance
in which a trainee has a conflicting responsibility. Bradshaw, Tr. 21,209.

37. Additionally, it is not Licensee's policy to release its employees
to perform volunteer services in their home towns, for example, to fight
fires. Kankus, Tr. 21,204; Bradshaw, Tr. 21,209 10. Therefore, local fire
compania, ambulance services, and the like are not presently including
Licensee's employees as those who would be available under local emer-
gency plans. Kankus, Tr. 21,20$.

'

H. Comelmelos

38. Based on the evidentiary record before us, this Board finds rea-
sonable assurance that, in the event of a radiological emergency at the
Limerick Generating Station, there will be an adequate number of bus
drivers to effectuate an evacuation of the Owen J. Roberts and Spring-
Ford Area School Districts.
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IIL CONCLUSIONS OF LAW-

In reaching this Decision, the Board has considered all the evidence of -
the parties and the entire record of this proceeding on the remanded bus
driver availability issue, including all proposed findings of fact and con-
clusions oflaw filed by the parties. Based upon a review of that record
and the foregoing Findings of Fact, which are supported by reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence, the Board, with respect to the issue
in controversy before us, reaches the following conclusion pursuant to 10

C.F.R. I 2.760s:
Licensee's arrangements for maintaining a pool of 200 or more bus.

drivers to assist in an evacuation of the Owen L Roberts and
Spring Ford Area School Districts, in conjunction with plans and
resources already in place that would be utilized by the responsible
county and school district authorities, meet the requirements of 10 i

C.F.R. I 50.47, and Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, as well as the'
criteria of NUREG 0654, and provide reasonable auurance that ade-
quate protective measures for those school districts can and will be
taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

IV. ORDER

WHEREFORE, in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1,954, <

as amended, and the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and based on
the foregoing Findings 'of Fact and Conclusions of Law, IT IS OR-
DERED that:

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.760(a) of the Commission's Rules of Prac-
tice, this Supplement to the Third Partial Initial Decision will constitute

.

the final decisimi of the Commission forty five (45) days from the date of
issuance, unless an appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.F.R: $ 2.762
or the Commission directs otherwise. See also 10 C.F.R. il 2.744, 2.785,

and 2.786.
Any party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of

Appeal within ten (10) days after service of this Decision. Each appellant'

must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days
after filing its Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appel-
lant), Within thirty (30) days after the period has expired for the filing )

and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of
ehe .C.4fT), a party who is not an appellant may file a brief in support of

'

or in opposition to the appeal of any other party. A responding party ;
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shall (de a single, responsive brief regardless of the number of appellant
briefs (ded. See 10 C.F.R. I 2.762(c).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated u DANA, Maryland,
this 5th day of Ses tnber 1986.s

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 474 (1986) LBP-46 33

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Dr. Jerry Harbour

Gustave A. Linenberger

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 329-OL&OM
50 330 OL&OM

(ASLBP Nos. 78-349-03 OL
80-439 02 SP)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
(Midland Plant, Units 1

and 2) September 26,1946

Upon motion by Consumers Power Company to dismiss the operating
license (OL) proceeding and to terminate the Order of Modification
(OM) proceeding, the Licensing Board dismisses the OM proceeding as
moot (subject to a condition) and defers action on the motion inso/ar as
it seeks dismissal of the OL proceeding, pending preparation by the Staff
of an environmental assessment and consideration of that assessment by
parties and the Board.

'

LICENSING BOAR,D: DELEGATED AUrilORITY

After issuance 'of a Notice of Ilearing in a proceeding, a licensing
board may impose terms or conditions on the withdrawal of an applica-
tion and dismissal of a proceeding. Where no hearing is requested on an
application, withdrawal of that application is within the jurisdiction of
the Staff.10 C.F.R. I 2.107(a).
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NEPA: ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

The NRC Staff must prepare an Environmental Assessment pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. ! $1.21 on the requested withdrawal of an operating license
application.

RULES OF PRACTICE: MODIFICATION OP CONSTRUCTION
PERMITS

A proceeding involving the proposed enforced modification of con-
struction permits becomes moot when the NRC Staff (the party initially
seeking relief under a Modification Order) and other parties no longer
seek further relief under such order.

. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
0.htion to Dismiss /Teralaste Proceediass)

Pending before this Board is a motion by Consumers Power Co.
(CPC) to dismiss the operating license (OL) proceeding and to terminate
the Order of Modification (OM) proceeding for the Midland facility. For
reasons set forth below, we are dismissing the OM proceeding as moot
and are deferring action on the motion insofar as it seeks dismissal of the
OL proceeding.

'

I. BACKGROUND

There are two adjudicatory proceedings involving the Midland Plant,
Units 1 and 2, which are presently before this Board. The first is CPC's
application for operating licenses for that facility (OL proceeding). The
Notice of Hearing for that proceeding was published on October 18,
1978 (43 Fed. Reg. 48,089), and was supplemented by our Special Prc.
hearing Conference Order dated February 23,1979 (unpublished), which
accepted a number of contentions for litigation. The second proceeding
arose out of the Staff's "Order Modifying Construction Permits," dated
December 6,1979 (OM proceeding). That adjudicatory proceeding for-
mally commenced through a Notice of Hearing published on March 20,
1980 (45 Fed. Reg.18.214), supplemented by an "Amended Notice of
Hearing" published on May 28, 1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 35,949) and by our
initial rulings on contentions at the special prehearing conference of Sep-
tember 10,1980 (Tr. 398). Because the issues in the OM proceeding were
factually similar to several issues previously accepted for litigation in the
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OL proceeding, at the request of CPC we consolidated the OM proceed-
ing.with relevant issues in the OL proceeding. Prehearing Conference
Order Ruling on Contentions and on Consolidation of Proceedings,
dated October 24,1980 (unpublished).8

By letter dsted September 10,1984 (which confirmed an earlier tele-
phone communication), CPC advised that in late July 19!4 it had deter-
mined to halt all construction at Midland because of its inability at that
time to finance the project. CPC did not withdraw its OL application or
"surrender" its construction permits because its plans were not definite
and it wished to "preserve its options." For that reasons and despite the
potential mootness of the issues before us (on which we had not yet
ruled), we issued a Partial Initial Decision on some of the technical issues
that had been extensively litigated and, if the project should ever be re-
vived, might have some continuing applicability LBP-85 2, supra.

CPC has now determined that it will not attempt to restart construc-
tion and will abandon the Midland Plant as a nuclear project. On July
11,1986, it filed a motion seeking authorization to withdraw its operating
license application, dismissal of the OL proceeding, and termination of
the OM proceeding as soon as CPC's withdrawal ofits request for exten-
sion of its construction permits (pending before the NRC Staff) becomes
effective ("Motion"). Simultaneously, CPC filed with the Appeal Board
a motion for termination of that Board's jurisdiction over certain aspects
of the Midland proceeding.8

Upon receipt of CPC's Motion, we posed four questions bearing upon
the Motion to the parties. Order (Responses to Motions to Dismiss /Ter.
minate Proceedings), dated July 16,1986 (unpublished). One of these
questions concerned the requested termination of the OM proceeding;
the other three questions bore on the environmental aspects of the re-
quested dismissal of the OL proceeding.

On August 15, 1986, CPC filed its response to our four questions. On
August 25,1986, the NRC Staff filed its response both to CPC's Motion
and to the questions we had posed. Neither the present Intervenors nor
the State of Michigan has responded either to CPC's Motion or to our
questions.'

i A more complete procedural besory of the two recreedings appears in cor Partal Instal Decuaca
(Remedal sads lisuesk dated January 23.1985. LBP-tS 2,21 NaC 24. M35.114-22. marssed as assos
A1.ABr&42, 24 NaC 197 (1986k ers,rw derkned 0 Comem Memorandum to Biaard and Parties
tated sepember 12.1964 (unpubinhed)
* The caly one c4 these aspects tvanns ce maners before the Ibard was the Appeal Board's na yonse
reurs of LBP-ts-2, apea *hoch had not teen argwaled by any party
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In the meantime, the Appeal Board granted CPC's motion for termina-
tion of that Board's juriedsction. In doing so, it vacated LBP 85 2.s The
Appeal Board stated that this Board was now free to consider CPC's
withdrawal / termination Motion; and'it directed us, in considering the
Motion. "to determine whether any conditions should be imposed upon"
any termination or rilamia==1. ALAB-842, supni, 24 NRC at 19s.

With respect to conditions, we are governed in both proceedings by 10
C F.R. { 2.107(a), which provides:

1 2.307 Withdrewel of e
(a) The Commiaame may permit an appbcaat to withdrew na application prior to

the issuance of a notice of hearing on such terms ned conditions as it may prescribe, '

or may, on recening a ropest for withdrawal of an application, deny the appbca
tion or dismine it with pref dice. %"nhdrawn! of an application g/ter the isnsance q(o
morice e/Asenng shah be ca such terms as the preending officer may preecribe.

(Emphasis supplied.) As indicated above, notices of hearing have been
issued in both the OL and OM proceedings. We will deal with the re-
quested disminal or termination of the two proceedings seriarim.

II. OL PROCEEDING

In its Motion seeking dismissal of the OL proceeding, CPC asserts
(with supporting atTidavit) that the plant is inoperable as a reactor, and
no further steps are necessary to disable it as a nuclear utilizatiot: facility.
It' states that steps were taken to stabilize the site after the 1984 halt of ,

construction. Further, it expresses its intent to convert the facility to a
combined-cycle gas fired generating plant, although it concedes that it
has.not yet received the necessary regulatory approvals for that course
of action. In that connection, it asserts that such facility will utilize the
existing cooling pond and associated facilities; that CPC has developed
and implemented a cooling pond maintenance program which the Michi-
gan Department of Natural Resources has approved; that CPC maintains
its NPDES permit; and that no further site environmental alterations are
necessary.

CPC seeks dismissal of the OL proceeding "without prejudice" and
,

without any furtner conditions. In responding to our questions, however,
CPC notes that licensing boards have typically adopted conditions
agreed upon by the Applicant and the Staff as part of a termination

8 such estaae mas a accord mth Appal Suard ruings an other canes %Me the tocatsg of our Partial
tutiaa Decusos deprwes that decuaos of precedential eigstkance. =e twheve that the dancuanson and
relegs thereia 3ere correct and may nerve as sarful guadance sa some conseats. .see stas note I. apra
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order, leaving supervision of implementation to the Staff (CPC August
15,1986 Response at 8).

In responding to CPC's Motion and our questions, the Stan has indi-
cated that it is in the process of prepanns an environmental assessment
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 51.21 concerning the proposed withdrawal of the
operating license application. By letter dated August 21,1986, the Staff
posed questions to CPC on the environmental aspects of project termina-
tion.* It indicates that environmental conditions, if neccesary, will be de-
signed to ensure the stabilization of the site. The Staff recommends that
we hold CPC's Motion in abeyance pending completion of the Staff's
review of CPC's stabilization plan and the receipt of the views of inter-
esteo parties.

As noted above, CPC recognizes that licensing board adoption of ter-
mination conditions agreed upon by an Applicant and the NRC Staff
woald be appropriate. Through its preparatione of an environmental as-
seesment, the Staff is developing conditions which it believes appropriate
for a termination order. Under those circumstances, and absent any cur-
rent recommendations by the Intervenors or the State of Michigan, we
agree with the Staff that (insofar as the OL proceeding is concerned) we
should defer action on CPC's Motion, pending preparation of the Staff's
assessment and receipt of comments (if any) on that assessment by other
parties (including CPC). We are adopting that course of action. Parties
may file with us comments on the Staff's assessment within 30 days after
service of such assessment.

III. OM PROCEEDING

The OM proceeding is a type of enforcement proceeding brought by
the NRC Staff pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.204. The Staff sought to amend
the outstanding construction permits to incorporate certain remedial pro-
visions for correcting onsite soils settlement conditions and the manage-
ment activities which allegedly led to those conditions. The Modification
Order, issued on December 6,1979, would have become effective absent
a request for a hearing by CPC CPC in fact requested the hearing. The
relief spelled out in the Modification Order is the maximum to which.

CPC could be subject in the OM proceeding. Public Service Ca ofIndi-
ana (Masole Hill Noc!cer Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI.8010,
11 NRC 438 (1980), if CPC had not requested a hearing, that maximum
relief would have been imposed 10 C.F.R. I 2.204.

*cor oro s a=.hmiarem e u no.,4 a.n=r
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In our Memorandum and Order dated April 30,1982, LBP 82 35,15
,

NRC 1060, we put into efTect, on an interim basis, certain of the relief
sought under the Modification Order. On May 26,1982, the construction
permits were amended to incorporate (as Amendment N6/ 3) the condi-
tions specified by LBP 82 35. Among other matters, those conditions re.
quired CPC to obtain Staff approval before undertaking soils related con-
struction activities. We left those conditions in effect in LBP 85 2, supra.

In seeking to terminate the OM proceeding, CPC indicates that, by
letter to the Staff dated July 1,1986 (copies of which were served upon
us and the parties), it has requested withdrawal of its pending prior re-,

quest for extensions of the construction completion dates set'forth in its
construction permits,* (Because no hearing was requested with respect to
the extensions, withdrawal of that application is within the jurisdiction of
the Staff, not a licensing board.) CPC reasons that, when its withdrawal
request is granted by'the Staff, its construction permits will be deemed to
have empired or lapsed; and that, since the only relief available in the
OM proceeding is construction permit amendment, the lapse of the per-
mits renders the OM proceeding moot. CPC asks us, upon notification
by the Staff that CPC's withdrawal request has been granted, to termi.
nate the OM proceeding as moot.

Inasmuch as the Staff was the party seeking the constrtition permit '

modification in the OM proceeding, and thus could pr6 vide insight as to
whether the OM proceeding is truly moot, we posed a question to the
parties in our July 16, 1986 Order, supra, inquiring whether CPC's

,

Motion (with respect to the OM proceeding) might be regarded as a
withdrawal of CPC's request for a hearing, thus resulting in an amend-
ment of the construction permits (at least on a proforma basis) to incor-
porate the terms sought by the Modification Order. In their responses,
both CPC and the Staff oppose terminating the OM proceeding in that
manner. !

CPC asserts that enforced withdrawal of CPC's request for an OM
,

hearing would be both inappropriate and potentially prejudicial to CPC.
It stresses that we have already found in substance that there was an ade-
quate basis for the Modification Order (Tr.1174) and that, in LBP 82 35,
supra we granted all of the substantive relief sought by the Order (elimi- ;

nating only some'of the procedural provisions that we had found unnec-4

essary). See LBP 85-2, supra, 21 NRC at 35. CPC stresses that the Order
imposed as a result of LBP 82 35 (incorporated as Amendment 3 of the

* That pnot request, fi'st ce septemtwr 11.19R sought to estead the completmo daies of Unna i and
2 fro a December 1,19R and July 1,19R respctrvely, to Decembet 1.1989, and July 1.1989 Al.
though the Etaff has act acted on the request, the constractans gerarts remam en effect parsuant to 10
CF IL i tiot
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construction permits) has never been rescinded. On the other hand, CPC
i

points out that there were facts alleged in the Modification Order which
have not been covered by any stipulations and which have neither been
admitted by CPC nor litigated; and that any de facto ad=lealaa which
might attach to our placing the Modification Order fintly into effect,
might harm CPC in other fora in which proceedings are pending or
might arise in the future.

For its part, the Staff finds no reason to require the issuance of an
amendment to an expired or expiring permit. It states that CPC is not
withdrawing its hearing request because it agrees with effectiveness of
the enforcement ordei imposed by us in LBP 82 35. The Staff adds that
we need not wait to terminate the OM proceeding until the Staff acts on
CPC's request for withdrawal of the construction permit extensions. The
Staff states that we may impose conditions subject to Staff review (and,
presumably, Staff enforcement).

Given the Staff's acknowledgment (as the party initially seeking the
effectiveness of the Modification Order) that it is no longer seeking fur-
ther relief under that Order, and absent oppositiva by any party to the
proposed dismissal, we regard the OM procee&g as moot. We are thus
able to dismiss it at this time on that basis.

As for conditions, we note that a considerable amount oftpastruction
work was commenced, although not completed, to alleviate the soils
conditions which gave rise to the Modification Order. As one example,
the auxiliary building underpinning is only partially complete. We would
expect the Staff to assure that partially completed structures would cause
no danger to the public or to site users. For the imposition of such con-
ditions at this stage of the OL proceeding, the Staff's (and our) authority
in this regard stems from environmental responsibilities, ncit from public
health and safety responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act. Since
our environmental responsibilities in the OL proceeding encompass these
matters, our dismissal of the OM proceeding does not deprive us of juris-
diction to impose further conditions of this type, should they be war-
ranted.

Finally, both CPC and the Staff have relied upon the continued effec.
tiveness~of the conditions included in Amendment 3 to the construction
permits and imposed by virtue of LBP 52 35, sym as a reason for not

,

treating CPC's Motion as a withdrawal of its hearing request. At this
point, we have no way of knowing whether CPC will receive necessary
regulatory approvals to convert the Midland Plant to a combined cycle
gas-fired generating facility. We also are unsure whether CPC, if it
should change its plans, could seek to resurrect its empired construction
permits, Cf Texas Utilities Electric Ca (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
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Station, Unit 1), CLI 86-4,23 NRC 113 (1986). In any event, we strongly
believe that, if further construction under the construction permits were
to take place, Amendment 3 should remain in effect. Our dismissal of the
OM proceeding is conditioned on the continuing L#ectiveness of Amend-
ment 3 to the extent further activities are undertaker 4 under the construc-
tion permits.

For the reasons stated, and on the basis of the entire record, it is, this
26th day of September 1986,

ORDERED:
1. That the OM proceeding is dismissed as moot, subject to the con-

dition set forth above.
2. That action on CPC's Motion seeking authorization to withdraw

the OL application and dismissal of the OL proceeding is deferred pend.
Ing preparation by the Staff, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I $1.21, and consider-
ation by this Board of an environmental assessment.

3. Parties shall have 30 days from the date of service of the Stafi's
environmental assessment to provide comments to us on Ni assessment.
(At the Staff's request, we will permit the Staff to .eply to any such
comments.)

4. In accordance with 10 C.F.R. Il 2.760, 2.762, 2.764, 2.785, and
2.786, insofar as this Order dismisses the OM proceeding, it shall become
effective immediately and will constitute the final decision of the Com-
mission thirty (30) days after issuance hereof, subject to any review pur-
suant to the above-cited Rules of Practice. Any party may take an appeal
from the rulings applicable to the OM proceeding by filing a Notice of*

Appeal within ten (10) days after service of this Memorandum and
'

Order. Each appellant must file a brief supporting its position on appeal
within thirty (30) days after filing its Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if
the Staff is the appellant). Within thirty (30) days after the period has
expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty (40)
days in the case of the Staff), a party who is not an appellant may file a
brief in support of, or in opposition to, any such appeal (s). A responding

.
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party shall file a single, responsive brief only, regardless of the number of
appellants' briefs filed.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Oustave A. Linenberger
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold R. Denton, Director

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 275
50 323

PACIFIC GAS AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Dlabio Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2) September 30,1944

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulatiore denies a request by the
Government Accountability Project, filed on behalf of Tunothy J.
O'Neill and James L. McDermott, that further licensing actions be de-
ferred or the licenses be suspended for the Diablo Canyon facilities pend-
ing resolution of numerous a!!egations of inadequate design, construction,
and management of the facilities and intimidation of personnel by Li-
censee management.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 9 2.206

ISTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Thomas Devine of the Government Accountability Project (OAP), on
behalf of Timothy J. O'Neill and James L McDermott, filed a request
on July 27,1984, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 of the Commixsion's reg-
ulations, that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) defer further
licensing actions on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (Diablo
Canyon, the Plant). Specifically, the Petitioners requested that the au-
thorization of commercial operation of Unit I and further licensing ac-
tions on Unit 2 be deferred pending the completion of specific items for
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I- which relief was requested. Supplemental documents were filed by the i

Petitioners on July 29,30, and 31,1984; an Amendment to the Petition I

was filed on November 16, 1984, and a Supplement to the Petition was i
filed on March 14,1985. In accordance' with the Cn==iaaion's -usual
practice, the Petitioners' request was referred to the Staff for appropriate |
action. The bases for the requested actions are numerous allegations, con- |
tained in amdavits by individuals, reLing to alleged inadequate design, {
construction, and management of Diablo Canyon, in particular with re. (
spect to quality assurance program implementation practices, alleged per- |

sonnel intimidation by the Licensee management, and alleged improper i
investigation and evaluation of allegations by the NRC Staff. ;

On August 20, 1984, the Director, Omce of Nuclear Reactor Regula- i

tion, issued an laterim Decmon regarding the Petition of July 27,1984. |

The h'l of any licensing action ondenied the aspects of |See DD 8419, 20 NRC 773 (1984).
,

ithe petition dealing with the requested deferra
tDiablo Canyon, and stated that a final determination regarding the cir.

cumstances of the termination of the employment of Mr. O'Neill and Mr. :
McDermott with a contractor for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company ?

(PO&E) would be made upon completion of investigations by the Omce r

of Investigation (OT). ,

On January 11, 1985, the Director responded to the November 16, !

1984 Amendment to the Petition and concluded that the Amendment did ,

not reveal any new information necessitating a major reinvestigation of !

the Diablo Canyon plant or circumvention of the NRCs Region V omce c
(this aspect was discussed in detail in a letter, dated September 24,1984, ,

from the NRCs Eaccutive Director for Operations to Thomas Desine of !

OAP). [
On April 16, 1985, the Director responded to the Supplement of i

March 15,1985, to the Petition. In a letter dated May 15,1985, the Di. !

rector peovided a status of the NRCs investigations, reviews, and eval. |
untions of all allegations. The letter stated that allegations concerning im.

'

proper conduct by the 14RC Staff had been referred to the NRCs Omce
of Inspector and Auditor (OIA), allegations concerning harassment and :

intimidation of workers at the plant had been referred to the NRCs |
Omce of Investigations (OI), and that the status of the Staff's evaluation

'

.

of individual allegations, in particular the technical aspects, was docu-
Imented in Supplement No. 28 (SSER 28) to the Staff's Safety Evalua-

| tion Report (NUREO.0675). In summary, the letter concluded that com- ,f
' plete resolution of all allegations was not necessary prior to the licensing ;

of Unit 2 and that there was no need for an immediate suspension of the |
Unit I operating license. [

I
l

i

f
;

i
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CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGATIONS IN
DIABLO CANYON LICENSING

The Staff evaluation of allegations submitted by GAP and other
sources since early.1983, including concerns regarding small. and large-.

bore piping and pipe supports, has been documented throughout the li-
censing process for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 in the following Sup-
piements (SSERs) to the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report (NUREO-
0675): SSER 21 (December 1983), SSER 22 (March 1984), SSER 25
(July 1984), SSER 26 (July 1984), SSER 28 (August 1985), SSER 30
(April 1985), and SSER 33 (May 1986).

De NRC Staff briefed the Commission on the status ofits evaluation
of allegations prior to the Commission's decisions regarding the major li-
censing steps for Diablo Canyon Units I and 2. In its Memorandum and
Order dated August 10, 1984, the Commission authorized issuance of a
full power license for Unit 1. See CL18413, 20 NRC 267 (1984). De
decision included the following considerations:

(1) Regarding allegations on small and large-bore piping and pipe
supports, including license conditions resulting, in part, from
concerns expressed by an NRC inspector, the Commission ac-
cepted the Staff and Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe-
guards (ACRS) conclusions that these matters had been ade-
quately resolved for issuance of a full power license.

(2) Regarding more than 1400 allegations, including those that had1

been Sled by petitions under i 2.206, the Commission deter-
mined that a full power license need not be deferred pending the
final resolution of outstanding allegations.

(3) regarding allegations of harassment and intimidation, the Com-
mission accepted the Staff's finding that there was no wide-
spread pattern of purposeful haraument and intimidation; ac.
cepted the Staff's approach for continuing investigations by OI
and OIA; and concluded that there was no need to' defer the

/ full power decision.
De Unit I full power license DPR 80 was issued on Nove'aber 2,

1984.
On April 23, 1985, the Staff briefed the Commission on mattars relat-

ing to the issuance of a low power license for Unit 2, including allega-
tions and their significance on low power operation. De Staff concluded
that none of them, received as of that date, were of such safety signifi-
cance as to defer the proposed licensing action. De Commission, in its
Memorandum and Order dated April 23,1985 (unpublished), authorized
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the issuance of the low power license for Unit 2. The Unit 2 low power
license was issued on April 26,1985.

On August 1,1945, the Staff briefed the.Comn ission on. matters relat-
ing to the issuance of a full power license for Unit 2, including allega-
tions and their significance on full power operation. The Staff concluded
that none of them received as of that date were of such safety signifi-
cance as to defer the proposed licensing action. The Commission, in its i

Memorandum and Order dated August 1,1985, accepted the Staff's de.
termination and authorized issuance of a full power license for Unit 2.
See CLI 8514, 22 NRC 177 (1985). The Unit 2 full power license was
issued on August 26,1985.

EVALUATION OF PETITION !

,

The Commission found the Staff's evaluation acceptable, did not defer
any licensing action on Diablo Canyon Units I and 2 pending any fur-
ther evaluation, and authorized issuance of the licenses. With the issu-
ance of SSER 33 in May 1986, the Staff's evaluation of.the technical as-
pects of a!! allegations has been completed and documented in SER Sup-
plements referenced above. The Staff has concluded'ihat the technical
concerns raised in the allegations have all been resolved and that no fur-

!ther action is required regarding the safety of the plant.
As documented in SSER 22, allegations ofintimidation and harassment

,

of workers at the plant were considered by the Staff. The Staff took spe- .

cific action to assess whether these conditions ute a widespread prob. |
lem or concern at Diablo Canyon. The Staff effort on Diablo Canyon
allegations involved several thousand Staff man hours on site interfacing
with hundreds of Licensee and contractor personnel at all levels, includ-

|

ing specifically questioning about 250 site personnel regarding pressures
to "cut corners," intimidation, harassment, or freedom to bring forth 4

Isafety. and quality related concerns. During the course of its resolution
of these allegations over the past 3 years, the Staff did not detect an atti- 1

tude to suppress employee concerns or corrupt the effectiveness of,those
controls the NRC depends upon to ensare quality and safety.' The vari-
ous technical concerns, including the concerns on quality control, that
were raised by the alleger as a basis for intimidation and harassment,
were reviewed and found to be either unsubstantiated or insignificant i

from a safety standpoint, as documented in SSER 33. The Office of In-
vestigations has determined not to pursue these investigations based on
the priority of other investigations, resources, and available information |
concerning the allegations. On the basis of all of the above, the Staff has

,

i
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concluded that further action concerning the alleged intimidation and
harassment is not warranted.

As stated in the SER Supplements cited above and as discussed at the
various Commission briefings, certain concerns, related to alleged im.
proper conduct by NRC Staff in its investigation and evaluation of alle-
gations, had been referred to the NRC's Omce of Inspector and Auditor.
The Omce conducted a review of the NRC's allegation management
effort, including a detailed examination of the processing of allegations
by the Staff and interviews 'vith allegers regarding the NRC Staff con.
duct. The Omce concluded that while numerous problems were enwun.
tered in dealing with allegers and processing,their concerns, overall the
NRC Staff did a credible job of managing the vast number of allegations.
See (1) Report to the Commission, "Review of Allegations Management
for Diablo Canyon," NRC Omce of Inspector and Auditor, March 1986;
and (2) Report of Investigation, "Diablo Canyon - Allegations of Mis-
conduct by NRC Employees," NRC Omce of Inspector and Auditor,
October 21,1985.8 The Staff has cencluded that these allegations do not
pertain to the safety of the plant and do not provide a basis to take any
licensing action.

In the Petition of July 27,1984, the Petitioners requested investigations
by an Inspector General at a gesvernment agency outside the NRC into
the NRC Staff's handling of allegations. A request for such an investiga-
tion, particularly one for an investigation of internal NRC personnel mat-
ters, does not fall within the class of requests contemplated by i 2.206.
See Duke Power Ca (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), DD-8416,
20 NRC 161,164 n.3 (1984). Section 2.206 contemplates requests to insti-
tute enforcement proceedings with respect to a license. These allegations,
therefore, are not considered to be appropriate for a petition. In any
event, as noted above, the NRC Omcc of Inspector and Auditor, which
is similar to an Inspector General omce, has reviewed Staff actions in
this case.

CONCLUSION

The Petitioners base their request for relief on numerous allegations re-.

garding inadequate and/or improper design, construction, and manage-
ment of the Diablo Canyon plant, in particular with respect to quality
assurance program implementation practices; alleged personnel intimida-

8 aath repets mere eackwares to a letwr dated June it.1986, from Naarao J. Pattat= Charmaa.
Nuclear Regulatory C---- '= to r4mard J. Markey. Chairman, setmxuanuttee on ILaergy Commerse-
saae sad Power. Ccammutsee ce raergy and Cosnanerse. U s House of Repreiestatives
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tion by the Licensee management; and alleged improper investigation
and evaluation of allegations by the NRC Staff. The Staff has completed
its evaluation of the technical aspects of all allegations and concludes
that no issues remain unresolved which either individually or collectively
require any licensing action on Unit I or Unit 2. The Staff did not detect
any widespread company attitude, either deliberate or inadvertent, to
suppress employee concerns by intimidation or harassment and concludes
that the alleged harassment or intimidation circumstances do not collec-
tively or individually require any license action for either Unit I or 2.
De issues concerning alleged improper conduct by the Staff in its inves-
tigation and evaluation of allegations, while not considered to be appro-
priately the subject of a petition under i 2.206, have been reviewed; the
Staff has concluded that none of the allegations pertain to the safety of
the plant, Therefore, the Petitioner's request for specific relief to be
taken prior to or subsequent to any licensing decision on Diablo Canyon
Units I and 2 is denied. A copy of the Decision will be filed with the
Secretary for the Commission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R.

'

I 2.206(c).

Richard H. Vollmer, Acting
Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation |

,

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 30th day of September 1986.

t

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027 MLA

SEQUOYAH FUELS
CORPORATION

(Sequoyah UFe to UF4
Facility) October 3,1946

The Commission declines to accept the presiding oflicer's recommen-
dation to convert an ongoing, informal materials license adjudicatory
proceeding into a formal, trial type adjudication.

. RULES OF PRAGICL DUE PROCESS
!

Constitutional due process is not violated in a materials license amend-
ment proceeding if there is no demonstration of specific health, safety, or
environmental concerns that constitute a deprivation of liberty or prop-
erty; the factual issues involved are of a technical nature and can be
evaluated fully and fairly without a trial type presentation; and additional
procedures are unlikely to aid the factfinding process, but rather would

'
- create an increased government burden.

RULES OF PRAGICE: HEARING REQUIREMENT
(MATERIALS LICENSD

Unlike the Commission's previous environmental regulations, 10
C.F.R. I 51.32(bXI) (1983), the current environmental regulations contain
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no direction about what type of hearing need be held for any Staff envi-
roamental finding regarding a materials licensing action.10 C.F.R.
I 51.104 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COMMISSION DISCRETION TO DIRECT
PUBLIC PROCEEDINGS

The Comminion sees no need to exercise its discretion under the
public interest standards of 10 C.F.R. Il 2.104(a) and 2.105(a)(7) and
invoke formal procedures to govern a proceeding when the central
factor that intervenors suggest compels the Comminion to use a trial.
type adjudication has little direct relevance to that proceeding.

ORDER

By memorandum to the Comminion dated July 3,1986, Administra.
tive Judge John H Frye. III, the presiding officer for this informal adju.
dicatory proceeding, suggested that we convert the hearing into a
formal, trial type adjudication under the procedures set forth in 10
C.F.R. Part 2. Subpart O. Also before us are filings by Applicant
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation ("SFC") and the NRC Staff suerting that a
formal hearing is unnecenary and submissions by intervenors Environ-
mental Action ("EA"), Carlisle Area Residents Assocution ("CARA"),
and Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment ("CASE") supporting
Judge Frye's suggestion that a formal proceeding be convened.

After reviewing Judge Frye's memorandum and the filings by SFC,
the NRC Staff, and the three intervenor groups, the Commission has de-
termined that, as a matter of law, a formal hearing is not required in this
instance. Moreover, after carefully reviewing the circumstances of this
case, the Comminion declines again to exercise its discretion to apply its
procedures governing formal adjudications to this particular licensing
proceeding.

1. BACKGROUND-

By order dated July 24,1985 (unpublished), the Comminion convened
an informal adjudicatory proceeding to considet the hearing petitions of
various groups and individuals who wished to challenge the SFC's re.
quest for an amendment to its existine nuclear source material license
that would authorize it to operate a facility to convert uranium
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hexanuoride (UF.) to uranium tetranuoride (UF.). On January 4,1986, a
few days before the presiding officer was scheduled to conduct an oral
hearing regarding the amendment request, an accident occurred at SFC's
existing UF. production facility. When an overfilled UF. transportation
cylinder was heated to remove the excess material, the cylinder ruptured
and UF. was dispersed into the atmosphere. As a consequence of the re-
action of the UF. with moisture in the atmosphere, hydro 0uoric acid
was released, which resulted in the death of one worker and injuries to
other employees. In addition, this moisture reaction caused the release of
uranyl nuoride that resulted in some small onsite and offsite radiological
exposures.

Subsequently, concern over the accident caused several parties to the
proceeding to file requests with the Commission and the presiding omeer
that a formal rather than an informal adjudicatory proceeding be con-
vened to consider SFC's request to operate a UF. conversion facility. In
response to the Commission's directive that all such motions be consid-
cred initially by the presiding omeer, Judge Frye undertook an examina-
tion of whether to suggest that the Commission approve the use of addi-
tional procedures in the informal adjudicatory proceedi g.8

A. Presiding Omeer's Memorandum

In his July 3 memorandum, Judge Frye concluded that a formal, Sub-
part O proceeding should be instituted with respect to SFC's UFe con-
version facility application. According to Judge Frye, the circumstances
of the January 1986 accident at the SFC facility converted what other- ;

wise were "generalized" intervenor health, safety, and environmental |
concerns about the operation of the UF. conversion facility and thus not I

liberty or property interests subject to due process protections, see City ,

of West Chicago v. NRC 701 F.2d 632, 645 (7th Cir.1983), into "spe- |
cific" concerns that must be afforded such protection. Further, Judge

'

Frye stated, a formal hearing is necessary to protect these interests be-
cause in addition to disputes over technical matters, the issues that must
be addressed involve factual disputes over management competence and
effectiveress that are most susceptible to appropriate resolution through
the use of formal, trial type procedures such as cross-etamination of wit-
nesses by the parties.

e is its holy 24,1989 weet convensag the pesssesag, the Cas= provnsed that
h)f . . . the presasag officer heleves thes a&insonal praederse are asteenary to ensure the full
devek enent of the agene) record or to re=As sai mawnal ft:tus) us.ses that could nN te re-t
salved through the penedures met forth en the order he ihmke aren authnny from the Cosman-
man to isnpnement any e&sanoma! pro 6edures

Orderas5
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Judge Frye also asserted ti.at,in contrast to the West Chkeso proceed- i

ing, significant safety issues were involved in this instance, including the ;
demonstrated hazard of handling UF with the possibility of offsite con- -

sequences, the similarities between the processes employed at the pro- |

posed UFs conversion facility, and the caisting UF production facility, '

and the fact that the same management organization will operate both :

facilities. In addition, Judge Frye declared, the Commission's prior prac.
tice, as evidenced by its unpublished order providing for a formal hear.
ing on the decommissioning of Kerr McGee's West Chicago site, Kerr-
McGee Chemkal Corp, (West Chicago Rare Earths Facility), No. 40 2061
(Comm. Nov. 3,1983), provided clear authority for the institution of a i

formal proceeding in this instance. Finally, Judge Frye stated tha,t institu. i
!tion of a formal proceeding in this instance would not create a precedent

that would overtaa agency resources since there is only one other facil. ,

ity of this type to which the precedent would apply. Thus, he concluded. |
special circumstances esisted in this instance sumcient to cause him to
recommend to the Commission that a formal hearing be provided on the ;

licensing of the UF facility. |
t

t

B. SFC's Resposee ;

In a response dated July 15,1986, SFC questioned the bases for Judge ;

Frye's conclusions. The presiding officer's concerns about the similarity ;

of the operations at the caisting UF. ptoduction facility and at the pro-
posed UF conversion facility are misplaced, hFC declared. According
to SFC, the process at the UF. conversion facility involves only unload. ,

ing UF. cylinders filled and weighed twice by the Department of <

Energy rather than filling cylinders, the operation that resulted in the ,

January 1986 accident, and the proposed heating process for unloading
the UF. at the conversion facility is substantially ,iifferent from the oper- |

'ation that resulted in the cylinder rupture at the production facility.
Moreover, SFC asserted, the various concerns raised by intervenors re- i

lating to the operation of the UFe conversion facility are technical in [
nature such that they can be dealt with in the content of an informal ad- |

!judicatory proceeding.
Also unfounded, SFC contended, is the presiding officer's suggestion- ,

that threat of offsite consequences requirej that a formal hearing be insti- [
tuted. According to SFC, if the threat cf offsite consequences is to be a :

bellwether factor in determining whether to convene a formal hearing, i
"

informal hearings will never be held. This is so, SFC declares, because
intervenor standing in licensing cases also tests in large part on the issue i

of offsite accident consequences. If the presiding officer's analysis pre.
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vails, SFC asserts, a formal hearing will be required any time an interve-
nor can establish it has standing with respect to a proposed licensing
action.

Finally, in challenging the presiding omeer's recommendation, SFC
stated that the intervenor allegations concerning management compe-
tence did not require a formal hearing because they were neither substan-
tial nor concrete; that the presiding omcer's reliance on the accident as a
basis for convening a formal hearing is a departure from the procedures
he previously established under which he had not yet concluded to what
extent the accident was relevant to the UF. conversion facility proceed-
ing; snd that the presiding omcer did not consider the national security
and economic consequences of his recommendation. Consideration of
these points, SFC declared, also mandated that Judge Frye's recommen-
dation be rejected.

C. NRC Staff Response

Following receipt of the SFC response, by memorandum dated July
23, 1986, the Omce of the Genera! Counsel invited the NRC Staff,
which is not a party to this proceeding, to present its views concerning
Judge Frye's recommendation and the SFC response. In its filing dated
July 28,1986, the Staff questioned the technical basis for Judge Frye's
recommendation, also stating that the procedure for heating cylinders for
the UF. conversion facility is very different from the one used at the
UF. production facility at the time of the accident and that the possibil-
ity of overfilling a cylinder, the event that precipitated the accident, was
not present because the cylinders would be received full and would be
unloaded.

The NRC StaiT also declared that Judge Frye's reliance on the Com-
mission's unpublished West Chicago decision was misplaced because that
decision rested upon a Staff finding that decommissioning of the West
Chicago facility was a major federal action triggering the need for an
environmental impact statement. In this instance, the Staff noted, it has
concluded after conducting an environmental assessment that no signifi-
cant impact is involved so that no environmental impact statement is

' needed, thereby distinguishing this case from that West Chicago decision.

D. Intervenor Responses

By filings dated August 4,1986, intervenors EA. CARA, and CASE
responded to the filings by SFC and the NRC Staff. EA asserted that
SFC's and the NRC Staff's discussions of the differences between the
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UFs production facility and the UF conversion facility are irrelevant
since SFC management competence, the most important facet of safe
plant operation, is a matter applicable to both operations and is best ex-
plored in the context of a formal adjudication. EA further stated that
formal discovery procedures are necessary in order for intervenors to be
able to have access to all materials that form the basis for SFC's authori-
zation request. In addition, EA questioned the NRC Staff's attempt to
distinguish the Commission's West Chicago decommissioning decision on
the basis that it involved an unpublished opinion that cannot be used as
precedent. Also without merit, EA concluded, are SFC's attempts to
rely on construction costs and national security as reasons for an infor-
mal hearing as well as SFC's objection to Judge Frye's reliance upon the
accident as cause for a formal hearing prior to receiving both SFC's and
the Staff's analysis of the accident's implications for the informal pro-
ceeding. Finally, EA suggested, due process consir*.erations require a
formal hearing since serious safety questions are involved and since insti.
tuting a formal hearing will not overtax agency resources.

In its responsive filing, CASE likewise contested SFC's reliance upon
national security and construction costs and its suggestion that Judge

,

| Frye should not rely on the accident as a basis for recommending a
formal hearing. CASE also challenged the NRC Staff's technical basis'

for distinguishing the UF. production facility from the UF. conversion
facility and notes that the central issue of management competence and
integrity is applicable to both facilities. In addition, CASE asserted that
discovery is necessary to allow it to have access to the information that
SFC relies upon to support its application and that cross-examination is
necessary to develop fully the record on factual disputes. A formal pro-
ceeding also is mandated by due process and public interest consider-
ations, according to CASE, because of the specific private interests in-
volved in this instance and the threat of offsite consequences from facil-
ity operation.

CARA, echoing the positions taken by EA and CASE, submitted that
|

the issue of management competence in an important one requiring con-
sideration in a formal proceeding.

i II, ANALYSIS

| The central question before the Commission is whether, as a result of
; the January 1986 accident, circumstances now exist with respect to

SFC's application to operate a UF. conversion facility that counsel that
the procedures for conducting a formal adjudicatory proceeding found in
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10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart O, should be used in the proceeding convened
to consider SFC's amendment request. We appreciate the effort and at-
antion directed to the question by the parties and the NRC Staff, and
we are especially appreciative of Judge Frye's thoughtful analysis. But,
after reviewing Judge Frye's recommendation and the filings from SFC,
the NRC Staff, and intervenors EA, CASE, and CARA, we have con.
cluded that neither due process, prior Commission practice, nor the
public interest requires that the hearing be conducted in accordance with
Subpart O procedures.

A. Due Process Considerations

The Atomic Energy Act does not in itself mandate formal, trial type
hearings in cases of ;his type. City of West Chicago x NRC, 701 F.2d 632,
641-45 (7th Cir,1983). Nonetheless, the submissions before the Commis-
sion assert that formal hearings are required in this instance as a matter
of constitutional due process. A party's due process entitlement to a
hearing concerning a proposed government action and the type of hear.
ing to which the party is entitled are governed by a balancing of three
distinct factors: first, the private interest affected by the official action;
second, the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural
safeguards; and third, the Government's interest, including the function
involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that additional or sub-
stitute procedural requirements would entail. Mathews n Eldridge, 424
U.S. 319, 335 (1976). In its previous decision in Kerr-McGee Corp. (West
Chicago Rare Earths Facility), CLI 82 2,15 NRC 232 (1982), aff'd, City
of West Chicago x NRC, 701 F.2d 632 (7th Cir.1983), the Commission ,

balanced these factors and declared that for materials licensing cases,
hearings using the formal adjudicatory procedures set forth in Subpart O
of Part 2 were not warranted. After reviewing these factors in this case,
we fail to find any basis for reaching a different conclusion.

As to the first factor, the judicial recognition in West Chicago, 701
F.2d at 645, that "generalized health, safety and environmental concerns
do not constitute liberty or property subject to due process protection"
has been labeled by the presiding officer and the intervening parties as

. no longer apphcable. They assert the January 1986 accident has made
the concerns being expressed about safe operation of the SFC UF. con.
version facility sufficiently real and specific to make them liberty or
property interests subject to due proce.ss protection. We cannot agree.

The accident undoubtedly has sharpened the focus of intervenor con.
cerns; however, it has not converted those concerns into constitutionally
protected interests. Intervenors' questions about the proper management
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and operation of the UF. conversion facility are vastly different from
claims that favorable agency action on the SFC application would result
in property located near the facility being taken or the use of it so drasti-
cally regulated as to destroy its value, the type of deprivation that might
qualify for due process protection. See BAM Historic District Association
v. Koch, 723 F.2d 233, 237 (2d Cir.1983). Similarly, we are unable to
conclude that any asserted right to a "freedom" from plant operation,
which intervenors complain may have detrimental impacts upon the
quality of the local environment, is a "liberty" interest subject to consti-
tutional due process protections. See id.8 It thus remains doubtful that*

intervenors have demonstrated any private interests that merit constitu-
tional due process protection so as to provide any right to hearing proce-
dures beyond those afforded by the Commission under i189a of the
Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C. I 2239(a).8

Intervenors' assertions of a due process right to a hearing with formal,
trial type procedures fair _little better under the second factor in the
Mathews v. Eldridge balance - the probable value of additional proce-
dural safeguards. The parties dispute the extent to which the various
operational processes of the UF. production facility and the UF. conver.
sion facility are similar so as to raise safety concerns after the January
1986 accident that require a formal hearing for resolution. However, as
was suggested in the Commission's West Chicago decision,15 NRC at
259-60, such questions about the adequacy of operational procedures and
equipment are largely ttah tical questions, the resolution of which lie in
engineering and scientif c submissions that can be evaluated fully and
fairly without a trial type presentation. This same analysis applies to con-
cerns about the competeice of management to operate a facility in a
manner that protects the pu)lic health and safety. The question of man-
agement competence as a barometer for measuring the likelihood of safe

8 In SAAI #issarrel Dh Ass's a Kor4. the U.s. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, after conclud-
ing that no consututznal property or hberty interests were amphcated by a city plan to locate a shelter
for the homeless in the complaimants' neighborhood, declared that due process does not impone

either sa Administrative Procedure Act to regulate every governmental actme nor an Enytronmen.
LJ Polcy Act to regulate those governmental actions that may affect the quahty of neighborhood
life. Whether notice and hennes procedures should be inautused to broeden pubhc participation in
governmental decisions of the sort challenged in this case remams a matter for considersoon by .
legis!stive bodws.-

723 F.2d at 237.
8 Under i It9e. intervenors with standing and htigable contenuons do have a statotory right to a heanns
with respect to sFC's hcensing proposal. However, as the Supreme Court noted in ol/m a Wa&tae&ona.
461 US 238. 250 n.12 (1983). *an espectauon of receiving process is not, without more, a hberty inter.
est protected by the Due Process Clause?

It should be added that under the supreme Court's ruhng in o'Somaos s. Tews Comir Nerung Ceaser.
447 U.S. 77) (1980), as discunned in the Commisuon's West CAirego dectuon 13 NRC at 257 58. there
eJno appears to be no deprivation of due process interests invclved in this instance unce the rah amend-
r'wat's protections do not apply to the indirect adverse effects of governmental action.
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facility operation, while not a classic scientific or engineering issue, none-
theless is a matter that generally involves the agency's technical judg-
ment about the adequacy of the structure and qualifications of applicant's
management as it impacts upon the applicant's ability to conduct its pro-
posed activities in compliance with regulatory requirements for the pro-
tection of the public health and safety.* Thus, with regard to intervenor
challenges either to the operational and hardware aspects of the SFC ap-
plication or to the general competence of SFC's management organiza-
tion to conduct operations properly, we find that providing for addi-
tional, trial-type procedures such as oral cross-examination will not add
appreciably to the factfinding process.*

Looking finally to the factor of administrative burden, we cannot
accept the presiding officer's assertion that convening a formal hearing
will not add appreciably to the administrative burden involved in con.
ducting the necessary adjudicatory proceedings. Judge Frye is correct
that there are only two UFg production facilities and two UFg conver.
sion facilities; however, his conclusion that this demonstrates there will
be little administrative burden in providing formal hearings overlooks the
obvious. To whatever extent the distinctions between one materials li-
cense and another is of any relevance in determining what process is
due,' we see little basis for distinguishing this facility from the other fifty

* As the supreme Court stated in Mathews a Eldridge. 424 U.s. at 144. "due process rules are shaped by
the rnk of error inherent m the truth rmdmg process as apphed to the generalaty o' cases. not the rare
escephons." Our ruhng on the due process impbcauons of intervenors' asseruons concernmg technical
and management competence asues is based on our assessment of the appropnate procedures for consad-
ersuon of such issues ta the overshelmmg majonty of cases. The procedural impfwations of the circun>
stances of a partcular case are most appropnately given conuderauon under the pubhc mterest standard
of 10 C F.R. || 2.104(a). 2.10$(a)(7).
* In no staung, the Commnuon notes that apphcant sFC has a conunums duty to keep its apphcanon up
to date in terms of the documentauon upon whrh it bases its request for hcensing acuon and to see that
any appleauon changes are made assalable to the parties to this adjudicauon m whatever manner the
presading ofrcer may direct.

With respect to appropnate informal procedures, the Comnussion also notes, as was recognized in the
preudmg officer's November 198$ order estabhshmg heanns procedures for this case. Stewie4 Fuefs
Corp. (sequoyah Facihty), No. 44802tMLA, shp op, at 18-19 (Adrrun. Judge Nov. S.1985), and the
more recent order of the presadmg ofTicer in the informal proceedmg relatmg no a Babcock and Wilcon
facthly, Babrark d Milcox (Parks Township, Pennsylvana. Volume Reduction Factbty), LBP 86-19,23
NRC 825. 642 (1986), that traditional tnal-typ cross <mammauon by the parties generally is not allowed
under the procedures governing oral presentauons in mformal proceedmss. Instead, the parties are pet.
mitted at appropnate times to suggest quesuons relating to a witness' preriled and later supplemental oral
testimony. Thereafter it is in the preuding officer's ducretion to pose or allow the sponsonng party to
pone any of those questions the preudmg offrer fmds appropnate. Of course, the presadmg ofreer also
has the authonty to act sua spanie to request whateser mformation and pose whaleser quesuons he or
the rmds appropnate.

* In fact. the Commnuon's determmauon regardmg the pubts interest seemmgly prendes the appropn-
ate means of conudenng the procedural imphcatens of such dntmeteora
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or so major fuel cycle facilities currently subject to NRC licensing au-
thority that arguably would be subject to due process protections if the
intervenors' assertions of liberty or property rights are accepted. This, in
turn, creates the likelihood of numerous licensing actions subject to
formal hearings with the same possibility for extra cost and delay in each
proceeding that was of concern to the Commission in the West Chicago
decision.15 NRC at 261-62. We find that the validity of oa conclusion
in that instance - that there is a substantial governmental interest in
being able to conduct informal hearings in materials licensing cases - is
not in any way negated by the circumstances here.

Thus, after considering the factors in the Supreme Court's due process
analysis, we have determined that as a matter of law the informal proce-
dures afforded intervenors under 9189a gave them all the process they
are due.

B. Prior Commission Practice

In his memorandum, Judge Frye declares that the Commission's
unpublished order convening a formal adjudication to consider hearing
requests relative to the decommissioning of the Kerr McGee's West Chi-
cago thorium ore milling facility provides a "clear parallel" for similar
action in this instance. We find that Judge Frye's reliance on the Com-
mission's unpublished West Chicago decommissioning decision is mis-
placed.

As the NRC Staff points out, the basis for that decision was the agen.*

cy's since amended environmental regulation,10 C.F.R. f 51.52(b)(1)
(1983), that required a formal hearing with respect to any proposed ma-
terials licensing action for which an environmental impact statement was
prepared. In contrast to the West Chicago case, the NRC Staff in this in-
stance has determined that no impact statement need be prepared. Fur-
ther, unlike the previous environmental regulations, the current regula-
tions contain no direction about what type of hearing need be held for
any Staff environmental finding regarding a materials licensing action.
Compare 10 C.F.R. I 51.52(b)(1), (d) (parties to licensing proceeding may

.

take position en environmental matters in accordance with Part 'e, Sub-
part O) with 10 C.F.R. I 51.104 (1986) (parties to licensing proceeding
may take position on environmental matters in accordance with provi-
sions of Part 2 applicable to that proceeding or in accordance with the
notice of hearing). Thus, that decision has no relevance to the instant
situation.
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C. Public Interest Considerations

Intervenors also have insisted that, due process considerations aside,
the Commission should exercise its discretion under 10 C.F.R.
66 2.104(a), 2.105(aX7), to convene a formal proceeding in this instance.
After considering the matter carefully, we have determined it would be
inappropriate to do so.

The central factor that intervenors suggest compels the Commission to
use a trial type adjudication - the circumstances of the January 1986 ac-
cident at the SFC UF production facility - has little direct relevance
to this UF conversion facility proceeding. As both SFC and the NRC
Staff point out, the operational aspects of the UF conversion facility are
markedly different from those used at the UF production facility at the
time of the incident. Moreover, to the extent there are issues about the
technical aspects of the conversion facility's operations or hardware or
about management competence that arise from the circumstances of the
accident, as we indicated earlier those can be adequately dealt with
through the use of informal procedures that will not engender the delay
and additional expense for all parties and the agency that may result
from the imposition of formsl procedures. As such, we see no need to
invoke Subpart G's procedures to govern the entire proceeding.

Accordingly, for the reasons stated in this order, the presiding officer's
recommendation that a formal adjudicatory hearing under 10 C.F.R. Part
2, Subpart G, be convened with respect to this proceeding is not ac-
Cepted.I

.

' We note that. on the bans of pnor practwe in this proceeding, the Commisuon can anticipate. al-
though it does not necessardy invite, any number of "Monons to Reconuder" this decmon. such mo.
==ons must be rded withm 10 days of the date of this deemon. Under no circi,mstances should the rihng
of any such monon be conudered grounds for the preuding ofricer to delay further proceedmgs in either
the UFs converuon proceeding or the wame disposal proceeding
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Commissioner Asselstine disapproved this order. Commissioner
Bernthal disapproved it in part. Both have additional views which are
attached.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission 8

SAMUEL J. ClilLK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 3rd day of October 1986.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSEISTINE

I do not agree with the Commission's Order. I would have found that,
in the unique circumstances of this case, the public interest would be best
served by applying formal hearing procedures to the litigation of the
pending hearing requests.

i VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER BERNTIIAL

I agree with the majority that there is no legal requirement that a
formal adjudicatory hearing be convened in this matter. liowever, as a
policy matter, I would not have dismissed out of hand the possibility that

;

! there might be one or more issues deserving consideration in a more
formal context.

I would therefore have required the intervenors to demonstrate, as a
! threshold matter, that there are genuine issues of material fact regarding

| the relationship of the January 4 accident and the proposed new conver.
sion facility. A formal hearing should have been convened on any issue.

for which the appropriate threshold requirement was met.

l

!

| ' Chairman Zech was absent for the afrwmaten of the item. If he had been present he wwld have
' approved st. In order to allow the will of the majonty to prevad. C="=*r Annelstine dxi not par.

ticipate in the afntmaten sensson.

|

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine

Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

1

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 352
50 353

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2) October 16,1986

The Commission vacates ALAB 840 (24 NRC 54 (1986))in which the
Appeal Board denied Intervenors' motion to disqualify Licensee's coun-
sel and to reopen the record on offsite emergency planning. The Com-
mission concludes that the Appeal Board lacked jurisdiction to address
the merits of the motion. The Commission further rules that the criteria
required to reopen the record have not been satisfied and that Petitioners
have not demonstrated disqualification of counsel is warranted. Accord-
ingly, it denies Intervenors' motion.

APPEAL BOARD: JURISDICTION

Where the Appeal Board has issued its opinion on a contention, it
lacks jurisdiction to consider a subsequently filed motion seeking relief
based on allegations that the process leading to the Appeal Board ruling
was tainted. Only the Commission has jurisdiction to rule on the motion
under those circumstances.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

Under 10 C.F.R. { 2.780(c) if an ex parte filing is received by an adju-
dicatory official, the normal remedy is to serve the document on the
other parties to the proceeding. In cases where there have been egre-
gious ex parte communications, sanctions against a party, or its represent-
ative, may be imposed under 10 C.F.R. I 2.713, or an order to show
cause under 5 U.S.C. G $$7(d)(1)(D) may be issued directing the party to
explain why its party's claim or interest in the proceeding should not be
denied or otherwise adversely affected.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

I. BACKGROUND

On June 25,1986, Robert L. Anthony and Friends of the Earth ("An-
thony/ FOE") filed a motion with both the Commission and the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board ("Appeal Board") requesting that (1)
the law firm of Conner and Wetterhahn be barred from further represen-
tation of Philadelphia Electric Company ("PECo") in this proceeding;
and (2) the record on offsite emergency planning be reopened, and a new
record developed to replace the existing record on that subject,

Anthony / FOE argued that this relief was required because the Appeal
Board's and Commission's consideration of offsite emergency planning
issues had been tainted as a result of the Washington Legal Foundation's
submission to the NRC of a "working paper" entitled "Offsite Emer-
gency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants: A Case of Governmental
Oridlock." That document had been prepared for the Washington Legal
Foundation by Robert M. Rader, an attorney in the law firm of Conner
and Wetterhahn and one of the counsel for PEco in S on ceeding. In
the working paper, Rader expressed views critical of Nhas emergency
planning requirements for nuclear power plants, and specifically ad-
dressed issues related to the NRC's treatment of offsite planning for the
Limerick facilities.

Anthony / FOE claimed that the views set forth in the working paper
reflected PECo's views and that the company had not disassocisted itself
from the submission of the paper. Petitioners argued that under the cir.

|
' cumstances the submission of the paper to the NRC constituted an ex

parte communication aimed at "putting unethical and prejudicial pressure
on the Commission and the NRC licensing hearing and appeal process,
outside of NRC regulations and the record." Petitioners argued that the
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appropriate remedy for this alleged misconduct is to disqualify the law '|
firm and generate a new record on offsite emergency planning. 1

In ALAB-840, 24 NRC 54 (1986), the Appeal Board addressed the I
motion. In response to PECo's challenge to its jurisdiction to rule on the i

filing, the Appeal Board found that it had jurisdiction to rule on the re- |
quested disqualification of the law firm and on whether its appellate |
review had been tainted by the submission of the working paper. It held I

that it lacked jurisdiction to rule on whether the Commission's process |

had been tainted. The Appeal Board left that issue for the Commission to
resolve. It then rejected those claims of Anthony / FOE over which it
had jurisdiction.

Anthony / FOE petitioned the Commission to review ALAB 840 argu-
ing that the Appeal Board erroneously rejected their arguments. PECo,
while continuing to argue that the Appeal Board did not have jurisdic-
tion to rule on the motion, agrees with the Appeal Board's rejection of
Petitioners' claims. It requests that the Commission vacate the decision as
an unwarranted exercise of Appeal Board authority. The NRC Staff sug-
gests that the only action required is the denial of the petition for review.

II. JURISDICTION

The Commission has concluded that the Appeal Board did not have
jurisdiction to rule on the Anthony / FOE motion. In ALAB 840 the
Appeal Board recognized that its jurisdiction over most offsite emer.
gency planning issues had passed to the Commission with the issuance of
ALAB 836, 23 NRC 479 (1986), a decision that addressed all offsite
emergency planning issues except those relating to the State Correctional
Institution at Graterford ("Graterford"). The Appeal Board noted that
while it still had jurisdiction over the issues relating to Graterford, as
well as the school bus driver availability issue remanded to the Licensing
Board in ALAB 836, none of those issues was the subject of the An-
thony/ FOE allegations. The Appeal Board did not rely on its authority
on these unrelated matters as grounds for jurisdiction over the motion.

'ii.e Appeal Board instead based its jurisdiction on a novel theory, it
found that the thrust of Anthony / FOE's motion challenged the process
that led to the Appeal Board's issuance of ALAB 836. Anthony / FOE
maintain that the submission of the Washington Legal Foundation work-
ing paper somehow compromised that process. The Appeal Board as-
serted that:
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Where a question has been raised about the integnty of the decisaonmaking process,
the decisionmaker necessarily retains residual power to address such matter when
requested, notwithstanding that jurisdiction over the underlying substantive claims
themselves now lies elsewhere. Cf Massachustres Bay Teletesters Inc. v. Federal
Conimesicetions Commission. 261 F.2d 55, 67 (DC Cir.1958), medvied os orAer
groweds 295 F.2d 131, cert desind. 366 U.S. 918 (1%1)(decisionmaker itself should
determine initially questions concerning improper influence on its decisions). Hence,
to the extent that Anthony / FOE's petition suggests a taint on the process that re.
suhed in the issuance of ALAB-836, we do indeed have jurisdiction to address the

Petition.

24 NRC at 58 59 (footnote omitted).
De Commission does not agree with the Appeal Board's analysis of-

the jurisdictional issue. There is no support for it in NRC case law and
we are unaware of any federal judicial decision that would support such
an approach. Massachusetts Bay Telecasters cited by the Appeal Board is
not persuasive authority. In that case, information relating to possible ex
parte communications came to light while review of the agency decision
was pending before the court. De court referred the matter back to the
Federal Communications Commission because it desired the agency's
espert views before ruling, not because the agency retained inherent re-
sidual power to rule on the allegation. That is an entirely different situs-
tion than that presented in the instant case.

Accordingly, the Appeal Board did not have jurisdiction to rule on
the motion to reopen the record. Therefore, the Commission is vacating
ALAB-840 and will now address the merits of the Anthony / FOE
motion.

III. MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL

ne thrust of Intervenors' disqualification request is that the submis-
sion of the Washington Legal Foundation working paper to the Commis-
sion constituted an improper ex parte contact implicitly sanctioned by
PECo. The alleged purpose of the communication according to Interve-
nors was to put "unethical and prejudicial pressure on the Commission
and the NRC licensing hearing and appeal process, outside of the NRC
regulations and the record.".

Disqualif: cation of counsel generally is a remedy imposed only in ex-
traordinary circumstances. Based on our review of the record, disqualifi-
cation of Conner and Wetterhahn is not warranted. First, based on the
existing record it is not possible to determine whether the submission of
the working paper to the NRC by the Washington Legal Foundation
constitutes an ex parte communication. That organization is not a party
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to this proceeding and conceivably it might not be covered by the ex
pane rules here because it may not be an "interested person."8

Even if the submission were to be considered an ex pane communica-
tion, disqualification would not be warranted. Under the Commission's
regulation,10 C.F.R. I 2.780(c), if an ex pane filing is received by an ad-
judicatory official, the normal remedy is to serve the document on the
other parties to the proceeding. This was done here.

In egregious cases, sanctions against a party or its representative could
be imposed under 10 C.F.R. I 2.713 if the Commission found that the
party submitting the ex pane communication is "guilty of disorderly, dis-
ruptive, or contemptuous conduct." The Commission under 5 U.S.C.
I$57(d)(IXD) could also require the party to show cause why its claim
or interest in the proceeding should not be denied or otherwise adversely
affected because of an ex pane communication. We decline here to
impose such sanctions. Petitioners have merely asserted generalized alle-
gations that the appellate process has been "prejudiced hopelessly" by
the "unethical pressure" and "destructive tactics" of PECo's counsel.
However, they have made no attempt to demonstrate how rulings of the
Appeal Board or the Commission on specified issues could have been
prejudiced by the submission of the working paper. Indeed, the Appeal
Board specially noted that it did not receive the working paper until
after it had issued ALAB 836, the decision in question. ALAB-840, 24
NRC at 62. Although the Commission had the working paper during the
period it was considering whether to take review of ALAB 836, the
Commission did not rely on the document in evaluating that Appeal
Board decision. Under the circumstances, we are denying the motion to
disqualify counsel.

IV. MOTION TO REOPEN THE RECORD

The Commission's recently promulgated regulation,10 C.F.R. I 2.734,
sets forth the criteria applied by the Commission in ruling upon motions
to reopen a record. Those criteria are: (1) the motion must be timely,,

except that an exceptionally grave issue may be considered in the discre.
tion of the presiding officer even if untimely presented; (2) the motion
must address a significant safety or environmental issue; and (3) the
motion must demonstrate that a materially different result would be or

e $ U.s C. | $$7(dXIKA) prcmdes that the ben aga2nst subm.mns "es pens communicatx>na apphes to
sa interested person outnade the agency."
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would have been likely had the newly proffered evidence been consid-
,

ered initially.8
Here there is no doubt that the motion was timely filed. The Washing-

ton Legal Foundation working paper was served on the parties to the
Limerick proceeding on June 2,1986. The motion to reopen was filed on
June 25,1986. The other criteria, however, have not been met and there-
fore the Commission is denying the motion to reopen the record.

Petitioners have not raised a significant safety or environmental issue
because they have not demonstrated how the working paper rendered'

the present offsite emergency plans unworkable or how the working
paper has adversely affected plant safety. In the absence of such a show-
ing, Petitioners have failed to demonstrate that the working paper con-
tains new information that would have likely caused the NRC adjudica-
tory tribunals to reach a materially different result.

Finally, the courts have made clear that the submission of an ex parte
communication does not automatically require vacating an agency deci-
sion. In making the determination whether its decisionmaking process
had been irrevocably tainted by the ex parte communication so as to
make the ultimate judgment of the agency unfair, several factors are to
be evaluated. These include the gravity of the ex parte communication,
whether the contacts could have influenced the agency's decision,
whether the party making the contacts benefited from the agency's final
decision, whether the contents of the communications were known to
the other parties to the proceeding, and whether vacation of the agency's

.

decision would serve a useful purpose. Professional Air Tra]]ic Controllers'

Organization v. Federal Labor Relations Authority, 685 F.2d $47, $64 65

(D.C. Cir.1982).
As noted previously, it is questionable whether the Washington Legal

,

Foundation's submission is an ex parte communication. In any event it
was served on the other parties to the proceeding and there has been no,

showing that the document influenced the agency's decisions on offsite
emergency planning or that PECo benefited from the submission. More-
over, Anthony / FOE have not demonstrated that reopening the record
would be useful for they have not shown that a new proceeding would-

produce significant new information on the offsite emergency planning
contentions litigated in this proceeding. Thus, the motion to reopen is
denied.

s Ahhough this regulaton was not in effect at the time the Anthony / foe neuon to reopen the record'

was rded. M la tens appised here becavie its use mill not prejudice any party. See Ars4/cy a AicAW
Sc4 apt Soord. die U.s. 6 % 711 (1974). Also the new reguisuon esicatially codirmed agency case law.
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Commissioner Carr participated in 99 I and II. He did not participate
in if III and IV because he was not a member of the Commission at the
time it considered whether to take review of ALAB-836.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK :
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 16th day of October 1986.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I agree with those portions of the Commission's Order that dispose of
the motion to disqualify counsel and the motion to reopen the record.
However, I believe that the Appeal Board had jurisdic'. ion to consider
the Anthony / FOE motion. I do not, therefore, join in that portion of the
Commission's Order that decides the jurisdiction issue.
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Cite as 24 NRC 508 (1986) CLl-86-19

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027 MLA

SEQUOYAH FUELS
CORPORATION

(UFe Production Facility) October 30,1986

The Commission denies petitions by several groups and individuals for
a hearing on an order of the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
which modifies the existing license for the facility, but which does not
authorize restart, on the ground that the petitions present concerns out-
side the scope of the proceedings as defined by the enforcement order.

ATO5flC ENERGY ACT: IIEARINGS (ENFORCE 51ENT ACTION)

The Commissica acts well within the range of discretion afforded it by
9189a of the A.omic Energy Act in declining to afford a hearing with
respect to an cnforcement order on issues relating to the adequacy of the
order to address any perceived problems or relating to the implementa-

- tion of tk. order's terms. Bellotti v. NRC, 725 F.2d 1380 (D.C. Cir.1982).

ENFORCE 51ENT ACTIONS: SCOPE OF PROCEEDINGS

T11e Commission may limit the issues in enforcement proceedings to
whether the requirements imposed in an enforcement order are sup-
ported by the factual findings made in the order.
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ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: SURVEILLANCE OF FACILITY
OPERATIONS (UNLICENSED THIRD PARTY)

Under the terms of an enforcement order providing that an independ-
ent third party organization can make operational recommendations to
the licensee, which retains full responsibility for safe facility operation,
the organization, in performing surveillance and inspection functions
with residual power to halt operations if it finds health and safety prob-
lems, does not take operational control over the facility or require licens-
ing by the agency.

ORDER

Pending before the Commission is the October 16,1986 petition of En-
vironmental Action of Tulsa, Carlisle Area Residents Association, Na-
tional Water Center, Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment, Barbara
Synar, Charles Gourd, and Ed Henshaw ("Joint Petitioners") and the
October 23,1986 petition of Native Americans for a Clean Environment
Client Council ("NACE"). Both petitions request a hearing relative to an
October 2,1986 agency enforcement order regarding the Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation ("SFC") uranium hexafluoride ("UF.") production facility
near Gore, Oklahoma. By filings dated October 21 and October 28,1986,
SFC and the NRC Staff responded to the hearing requests, arguing in
their submissions that neither Joint Petitioners nor NACE is entitled to a
hearing under the terms of the order because they will not be adversely
affected if the order is sustained. For the reasons set forth fn this Order,
the Commission has determined that, on the basis of the matters Joint
Petitioners and NACE seek to raise with respect to the October 2 order,
they indeed are not adversely affected by the terms of the order and
therefore do not present claims that are subject to adjudication under
i 189a of the Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C. I 2239(a). The Commission
also finds that a discretionary hearing is not appropriate in this instance.
The hearing requests of Joint Petitioners and NACE thus are denied.

I. BACKGROUND

Shortly before noon on January 4,1986, an accident occurred at
SFC's UF. production facility when an overfilled UF. transportation
cylinder was heated to remove the excess material, causing it to rupture
and disperse UF. into the atmosphere. Moisture in the atmosphere re-
acted with the UF., which caused the formation of hydrofluoric acid.
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Exposure to this corrosive substance resulted in the death of one worker
and injury to several other employees. In addition, the release of uranium
compounds led to some small onsite and offsite radiological exposures.

By the evening of January 4, the first members of an NRC inestiga-
tion team were at the SFC facility and, in coordination with other fed-
eral and state agencies, began investigations that continued over the next
several months in an effort to discover the cause of the accident and
assess the accident's health and safety consequences. By letter dated Jan-
uary 9,1986, SFC agreed to suspend operations at the facility and not to
restart the facility without the concurrence of the NRC. This and a
number of other commitments were incorporated in a January 17, 1986
Confirmation of Action letter from the NRC Region IV Adeninistrator
to SFC that reiterated SFC's voluntary agreement not to operate the
SFC facility until such time as the agency gave its concurrence. As a
result, the agency did not find it necessary to take immediate action by
means of a formal enforcement order under 10 C.F.R. { 2.202 to suspend
SFC's license to operate pending the completion of the investigations
into the accident.

Investigation reports were issued in February and March 1986 that
provided detailed assessments of the causes (NUREG ll79) and health
consequences (NUREG ll89) of the January 1986 accident. Although
SFC sought NRC concurrence to restart the facility in May 1986, the
NRC Staff rejected this request and sought additional analyses and infor-
mation concerning a number of different matters including plant and
equipment modifications, the Licensee's revised training program, its
operational procedures upgrade program, and its management of quality
assurance program.

Thereafter, upon review of SFC responses and the results of several
additional Staff inspections of the facility, the NRC Staficoncluded that
if the UF. production facility was to be permitted to resume operations,
various of the commitments made by SFC should become formal license
requirements that had to be met by the Licensee and that additional
oversight of facility operations was necessary to aid the NRC Staff in its
efforts to ensure that SFC would comply with all Commission require-
ments. As a consequence, on October 2,1986, the Director of the Office

' of Inspection and Enforcement issued an order imposing a number of
changes or additions to SFC's existing facility license with regard to
plant operations, management qualifications, employee training, and
other matters.

The order also requires that SFC retain an independent oversight or-
ganization to perform auditing and surveillance functions during plant
operations that will augment, but not replace, the NRC's inspection ca-
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pabilities and aid in ensuring safe plant operation. The organization is to
have an in-depth knowledge of chemical plant operations, radiation haz-
ards associated with uranium processing, NRC regulatory requirements,
and quality assurance measures. It will maintain a 24-hour daily surveil-
lance of plant operations to ensure compliance with all procedural and
regulatory requirements and is to bring to the immediate attention of
NRC Region IV any conditions it believes are unsafe or not in compli-
ance with NRC requirements. The organization also is to provide the
Region IV Administrator with periodic written recommendations about
improvements to facility programs and processes and SFC must provide
a written response to the Regional Administrator regarding its adoption
or rejection of those recommendations, with an explanation of the rea-
sons for any rejection. Further, the order specifically states that the Li-
censee retains full responsibility for the safe operation of the facility, al-
though it does provide that the organization is to be given authority by
SFC to order immediate shutdown of any plant operations if the organi-
zation, in its independent judgment, finds such action is necessary to pro-
tect public health and safety. NRC approval of the independent organi-
zation and SFC's work statement for the organization are required before
restart.

The requirements imposed by the order were made immediately effec- I

tive; however, the order specifically declared that it did not authorize
restart of the SFC facility.8 The order also stated that SFC or any other
person "adversely affected" by its terms could request a hearing at
which the issue to be considered would be "whether this Order should
be sustained." Order at 15.

_ _ _

8 At a puble meetmg on October 16. 1986, the t'-= heard presentations from sFC. Joint Peu-
tieners Eauronmental Action of Tulsa and Natenal Water Center. NACE, the Arkansas Peace Center,
and the NRC staff relauve to a determinauon about whether to accept a staff recommendanon that it
be allowed to give agency concurrence to a restart of the t'Fe produenon facihty in addinon so these
presentations. the Commmuon had before is a detaded safety Evaluanon Report from the NRC staff
relahng to the restart of facdity operanons, the october 2 order at issue here, and the decisaos of the

*
Director of the Ofree of Inspecten and Enforcement denyms the requests of Joint Petileners National
Water Center. Citisens' Action for a safe Enwronment, and Carlsle Area Rewdents Associanon, and
NACE and others under 10 C F R. I 2 206 to insutute a shom<suse peoceeding to suspend sFC's h-
cease to operate the ||F production facdsty (DD 84-13. 24 NRC 587 (1986)). Fonowmg the presenta-
taone, by a vose of s4, the Commission gave ets approsal to the staff remmmendanon to restart the
facihty. At present. sFC is stdl 6e the process of demonstranns to the NRC staff that it n in comphance
with the requirements imposed by the Octcher 2 order. It u the Commmsen's present understanding
that sFC may be ready 10 resume operanons early in the week of November 3.1986. of NRC concer.
rence. w hach has not yet been given, es forthcoming

$11
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II. DISCUSSION

A. Joint Petitioners' Hearing Request

In their October 16 hearing request, Joint Petitioners assert they are
adversely affected by the terms of the order that require the Licensee to
retain an independent organization to perform auditing and surveillance
functions. Specifically, Joint Petitioners claim that they are entitled to a
hearing because in their view:

1. The provisions of the order relating to an independent surveil- ,

lance organization place Petitioners in danger because responsi-
bility to ensure compliance with licensing requirements resides
in an unlicensed, third party.

2. The order establishes as the scope of the agency's enforcement
action the "broad issue of management competence and charac-
ter" and "management improvement," issues that must be ex-
plored fully in order to determine whether the requirements im.
posed by the NRC are a sufficient response to their concerns
about SFC management.

3. The specific provisions of the order do not make the plant safer.
It is apparent that the issues Joint Petitioners seek to raise fall outside

the scope of the proceeding as it is properly defined by the order.8 Joint
Petitioners first assert that they are adversely affected by the October 2
order's provisions requiring third-party auditing and inspection of the
Sequoyah facility because the Commission has found SFC "qualifi-d to
operate the plant only by delegating existing license responsibility to
ensure compliance with the license, NRC regulations and the Atomic
Energy Act, to an unlicensed third party who need not meet license
qualifications under the Atomic Energy Act or NRC regulations,"
thereby placing "its members and the surrounding community in extraor.

8 Previously, the Commasson has indxated that the scope of any adjudsatory proceedag relaung to an
enforcemeA a tion may be hnuted to whether the facts stated in the order are true and whether the
remedy selected is supported by those facts Aorsos Eduos Ca (Pdgnm Nuclear Power station). CLI 82
16,16 NRC 44,45-44 (19821 a5'd. Aellarrt v. NAC. 725 F.2d 1380 (D C. Cir.19s2h Pa,6/w .semre Ca e/

ladieae (Marble HJI Nuclear oenerenes tation. Umts I and 2k C1.1-lo.l(A 11 NRC 438. 441-42 (1980).s-

Desprte Joint Peutxcers' suggestions to the contrary, it is apparent that the order in thr caw hauts the
proceeunng in just this wsy. De order bnefly denenbes the Josuary 4 accident and Ucemee and agency
efforts to respond to that incident through investigations, inspectxes, and facdity improvements. Noems
that the egency's efforts have resulted in the identifzation of vanous regulatory violations and Licennee
deficiencies, the order thee oathews the requirements that Licensee muss comply with (it is to be al-
lowed to rename its operstres at the sequoyah facdity. Fmany, the order states that in any hennes on
the order, the assue wdl be whesher the order should be sustamed The order thus hmets the ensues to be
consadered ta any adjudsatory heanns to whether the requirements imposed are supponed by the facte.
al Andags esde in the order.
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dinary danger."8 Petition for Hearing at 2. Initially, we note that since
the order does not authorize restart of the facility, the order itself would
create a danger only if restart and a third party inspection program is
more dangerous than restart alone. Given the terms of the order, which
impose the requirement for independent, third party inspection as an ad-
ditional safeguard to aid the NRC Staff in carrying out its existing in-
spection and enforcement responsibility but retain full Licensee responsi-
bility for conducting operations in a safe manner consistent with all li-
cense conditions and other regulatory requirements, the Joint Petitioners'
conclusory assertion of "danger" is totally inadequate to establish any,

adverse effect from the terms of the order.
In fact, the real focus of Joint Petitioners' concern about the "danger"

supposedly created by the order appears to be with the adequacy and
implementation of the third party inspection program that the order re-

Iquires the Licensee to establish. Yet, as pointed out in Bellotti r. NRC.
supm, to allow the litigation of adequacy and implementation issues
"would result in a hearing virtually as lengthy and wide ranging as if
[ Petitioners) were allowed to specify the relevant issues themselves." If
Joint Petitioners wish to contest the implementation of the inspection
program established pursuant to the October 2 order, the appropriate
forum is a petition under 10 C.F.R. I 2.206.4

Joint Petitioners also assert that their general concerns about SFC
management competence, character, and improvement are litigable be-
cause agency concerns about SFC management were part of the factual
predicate for the order. It is apparent, however, that this is exactly the
type of attempt to expand the scope of an enforcement proceeding that
the narrowly drawn order in this instance is intended to and properly
does preclude. 'Ile issue with regard to the October 2 order is not "man-
agement competence" or "management improvement" as Joint Petition-
ers seem to assert; rather, it is whether the agency's findings relevant to
SFC management are supported and sufficient to sustain the particular
requirements the order imposes upon the Licensee in response to those
findings. The question whether other, more stringent requirements might4

Joint Petiteners also characterne the order as "authoruhag] plant operatson upon comphance with
certam techawal commettments [sec]. despite a general rinding that the trensee lacks the fundamenta!

* qualirxatson of competence and character? la fact. as was pointed out earlier. the order espiritly states
that st "does not authorue restart" of plant operationt Order at 5. Further. whde the order makes it
clear there to a need for signarrant improvement in the Licensee's control and supemsaos of lxensed
actmties. there was no "general rindmg* of fundamental lack of management competence or character.
* Josat Petitioners' empressed concern that the third party mall tie "unlwensed" to an 'ndratson of this
fccus As is explained more fully m/na "trensang* of the organuation es netther required nor appropri-
are. In fact, what Jomt Pet,tiorers seem to question is the adequacy of the process try which the NRC
stan will review the third-party organuation and the plan under whsch et must operate, a matter that is
outs de the proceedmg
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be warranted is not presented by that order, and it therefore is not a
proper issue for a hearing on the order. Again, to accept Joint Petition-
ers' definition of the issues "would result in a hearing virtually as lengthy
and wide-ranging as if [ Petitioners] were allowed to specify the relevant
issues themselves." Bellotti r. NRC, supm. 725 F.2d at 1382. As the Dis-
trict of Columbia Circuit recognized in Bellotti, the Commission acts well
within the range of discretion afforded it by { 189a of the Atomic
Energy Act in declining to afford a hearing with respect to such issues
in the context of an enforcement order.*

The Commission also rejects Joint Petitioners' related argument that
they are entitled to a hearing to assert that the order does not make the
Sequoyah facility safer. First, it is not clear how they are adversely af-
fected by an order that does not make the Sequoyah Fuels facility safer,
so long as it does not make it less safe. In addition, although this com-
plaint may not state a specific plea for additional requirements, the mere
assertion that the order does not make a facility "safer" (i.e., it is ineffec-
tual but not harmful) suggests a plea for other procedures that Joint Peti-
tioners' believe would make the facility safer. The D.C. Circuit recog-
nized in Bellotti that "one who . . . wishes to litigate the need for still
more safety measures, perhaps including the closing of the facility, will
be remitted to section 2.206's petition procedures." 725 F.2d at 1380.
Thus, this is the kind of hearing issue that the Bellotti court indicated the
Commission is free to preclude.

B. NACE's Hearing Request

In its hearing petition,' NACE raises several additional concerns rela-
tive to the third party surveillance provisions of the October 2 order that ,

it asserts "adversely affect" its members:
1. The provisions of the order relating to an independent, third-

party organization gives that organization operational control
over the facility, thereby removing SFC's motivation to run the
facility safely.

8 Jomt Peutenerf attempt to disungush the D C. Circuit's Bellotti decanoe on the pomt is not coevme-
,

ing. The order of October 2. hka the order ta Bellorri, prectedes the htigauon of quesuons of the adequa.
cy of the agency's proposed changes. Indeed. the orders are identcal insofar as they dertne and hms the
scope of the bearms to whether the reqmrements imposed on the Licensee should be sustamed

* The pennon of N ACE was rded I day after the deadhoe for hearms peutens estabinhed to the Octo.
ber 2 order. NACE in its peution does not spectrwally address all the factors m 11714(a) relatrve to
late-rded petmions to meersene no as to justify acceptance of its rdmg Nonetheless because we rind that
NACE's peuuon should be denied because n has not demonstrated any mierest adsersely affect:d by the
order we need not address the additional quesuon of whether its Ftataan also should be densed as late-
filed.
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2. Since the root problems that caused the January 4 accident have
never been investigated properly, it is impossible t1 determine
whether the order solves anything, leaving a reali6c possibility
that the order exacerbates the problems.

3. The order provided a basis for other regulatory activity impact-
ing upon the restart of the SFC facility, including the denial of a
NACE f 2.206 petition to suspend SFC's license and the Com-
mission's approval of Staff's recommendation to give agency
concurrence to restart, and restart adversely affects NACE.

Any assertion by NACE that the October 2 order's provisions impos-
ing the third-party surveillance organization will cause SFC to lose cper-
ational control over the facility is without substance. By the order's
terms, it is apparent that the third. party surveillance organization does
not take "operational" control of the facility. Rather, the organization is
to exercise surveillance and inspection functions similar to those of the
NRC, with a similar residual authority to halt operations if it finds a
health and safety problem? Its only other real input into the operational
process is to make recommendations to SFC, which the Licensee is free
to accept or reject, at least so long as it can justify the rejection of any
recommendation to the NRC, which, in turn, has the authority to con.
vert such a recommendation into a requirement by imposing it as an
operational condition. Just as the NRC is not the "operator" of the facil.
ity over which it has inspection and enforcement authority, so too the
third party organization will not be responsible for "operation" of the
Sequoyah plant and does not need to be licensed under the Atomic'

Energy Act or Commission regulations. Additionally, the order specifi-
cally states that full responsibility for safe facility operation rests solely
with SFC as the Licensee.s NACE thus has no basis for asserting that it
is adversely affected by the order's provisions in this regard.

NACE's second assertion of "adverse effect" arising from the order,
based upon the agency's supposed failure to discover and address the
root causes of the accident in the order, likewisc fails as a viable ground
for convening a hearing on the Octobr 2 order. While expressed as a
concern about the order, in fact it h4s nothing to do with the order's

,

terms; rather, NACE is challengint, the agency's process for investiga-
tion of the accident, a challenge already expressed in its 6 2.206 petition..

'In enahmg then comparison, we do not mean to suggest that the shard-party organization is assernang
the NRC's regulatory oversight and inspection functions. The Commmaaon will continue to monstoe and
mspect hcensed operations at the sequoyah Fuels facdity to ensure adequate protection of pubhe health
and safety.

8 la fact this NACE concern about the third-party msrection program really es one that relates to the
emplementaten of the order, mhsch clearly goes beyond the narrow heartr.g usue of whether the terms

; of the order thould be sustamed.
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The order has nothing to do with, and clearly does not provide, an alter-
native vehicle for NACE to gain an agency hearing on the denial of that
petition.

So too, NACE's third concern is really about matters that the order
does not r.ddress, that is, whether NACE's ! 2.2% petition should have
been granted and whether the Commission's acceptance of Staff's rec-
ommendation to give agency concurrence to facility restart was appro-
priate. The order says nothing about the validity of the i 2.206 petition
and by its explicit terms, does not provide for restart of the facility. In
asserting that the order provides a vehicle for the litigation of the valid-
ity of any action other than the imposition of the particular requirements
set forth in the order, NACE simply is attempting to go into matters
beyond the limited issue of whether the order should be sastained, which
the Bellotti decision establishes it cannot do.

We thus nnd no basis for NACE's assertion that it is adversely af-
fected by the order so as to be entitled to a hearing.

III. A DISCRETIONARY HEARING IS NOT APPROPRIATE

Finally, in light of the issues Joint Petitioners and NACE seek to raise,
the Commission also finds no reason to convene a discretionary hearing.
See Portland Geneml Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2), CLi 76-27,4 NRC 610, 616-17 (1976). The NRC Staff will give
full and fair consideration to any specific concerns regarding the imple-
mentation of the third. party inspection program of which it is made
aware either through the procedures under $ 2.206 or otherwise. Thus,
we find no basis provided in the petition for hearing that causes us to
exercise our discretion to convene a hearing with respect to the provi-
sions of the October 2 order that require the establishment of a third-
party inspection program, which we again emphasize, is designed to sup-
plement, not replace, the NRC's existing regulatory program for over-
sight of the SFC facility and which leaves in the hands of the Licensee
the ultimate responsibility for safe facility operation.

.
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| Petitioners' request for a hearing is denied.
1 It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission4

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

;
"

Dated at Washington, D.C.,,
,

this 30th day of October 1986.i
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Cite as 24 NRC 518 (1986) CLl 86 20

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-440-OL
50-441 OL

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC
ILLUMINATING COMPANY, et s/.

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2) October 30,1988

The Commission denies the State of Ohio's petition to intervene as a
nonparty interested State in the licensing proceeding after closing of the
adjudicatory record.

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW

A state has no right to participate in administrative appeals when it has
not participated in the underlying hearing. See, e.g., Paespc Gas and Elec.
tric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
583,11 NRC 447 (1980)..

RULES OF PRACTICE: NONTIMELY INTERVESTION

A state or party seeking to enter a proceeding must take the proceed-
ing as it finds it. See, e.g., Pacife Gas und Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB 600,12 NRC 3, 8 (1980).
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RULES OF PRACTICE: NOSTIMELY INTERVENTION

After closing of the adjudicatory record, a nonparty interested State
which has petitioned to intervene under 10 C.F.R. I 2.715(c) "to intro-
duce evidence [and) interrogate witnesses" can participate in the formal
adjudicatory proceeding only if it can meet the stringent standards for
reopening the record and filing late-filed contentions. See, eg., PacMe
Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and
2), ALAB 728,17 NRC 777,801-02 (1983).

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On September 5,1986, the State of Ohio filed with the Commission a
petition to intervene as a nonparty interested State. See 10 C.F.R.
I2.715(c). Ohio stated that it wished to participate in consideration of
issues such as the adequacy of the offsite evacuation plans for Perry. Ap.
plicants and the NRC Staff opposed Ohio's petition. In its reply to Ap-
plicants' opposition. Ohio stated that, although its petition came at a late
point in the Perry licensing proceedings, it believed it could aid the
Commission in its effectiveness review.

' Die Commission has allowed Ohio to participate in its informal review
of uncontested issues, and the State's concerns are being considered by
the Commission as part of its review of uncontested issues. The Commis-
sion agrees with Ohio that such participation enhances state, NRC, and
licensee communication and cooperation. Moreover, in keeping both
with the spirit of the State's request, and with the spirit of federal state
cooperation which underlies i 274(1) of the Atomic Energy Act, we an-
ticipate that the State would continue informally to discuss its concerns
with the NRC Staff.

However, to the extent that Ohio is requesting to intervene under 10
C.F.R. I 2.715(c) in the formal adjudicatory proceeding, that eleventh
hour request, filed on the eve of a Commission licensing decision, is
denied. Clearly, a state has no right to participate in administrative ap-
peals when it has not participated in the underlying hearing. Sec. e.g., Pa-
cific Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I-

and 2), ALAB-583,11 NRC 447 (1980). In this case, the extreme untime-
liness of Ohio's intervention request alone supports our denial of its re-
quest. Even were the Commission to allow late intervention as a matter
of discretion, a party or state seeking to enter a proceeding must take the
proceeding as it finds it. See, e.g., PacMe Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB.600,12 NRC 3, 8
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(1980). Since the record in ties proceeding was closed when the State
fded its intervention motion, the State could participate in the adjudica.
tory proceeding "to introduce evidence (and] interrogate witnesses," as
the State requesta, only if it could meet the stringent standards for re-
opening the record and filing late-filed contentions. See, e.g., Pac (/lc Gas
and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2),
ALAB 728,17 NRC 777,801-02 (1983). The State of Ohio has presented
nothing to demonstrate that it might be able to meet those standards. Ac-
cordingly, the State's petition for intervention and participation in the
adjudicatory proceeding must fail.

Commissioner Asselstine's separate views are attached.
It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commissict

! Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 30th day of October 1986.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSEISTINE

I do not disagree wita the Commission's decision to deny the request
of the State of Ohio to intervene in the formal adjudicatory proceeding
for the Perry Plant. I agree that, as it relates to reopening the record, the

i State's request falls short.

! However, the State's filings appear to indicate that Ohio is primarily
| interested in advising the Commission in its immediate effectiveness
! review of the Perry license rather than in litigating issues. The State

seems really to be seeking an informal advisory status. The Commission
is willing to permit limited informal participation by the State. For exam-
ple, the Commission heard from representatives of Governor Celeste sev-
eral months ago and is willing to allow the Staff to work with Ohio to*

resolve the State's emergency planning concerns. The Commission is not
willing, however, to provide the State with a continuing opportunity to
advise the Commission on its immediate effectiveness review.

As the Commission notes, { 274 of the Atomic Energy Act evinces a
congressional intent that there be federal-state cooperation and that states
be accorded a somewhat "preferred" status in our licensing proceedings.
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In keeping with the spirit of $ 274, I believe that we should provide the
State of Ohio with a continuing opportunity to advise the Commission

'

informally on the Perry proceeding At a minimum the Commission. ,

should hear from the Governor's representatives once again before +

voting on the Perry license. It has been several months since we last
,

heard from the State, and it would be useful to hear about the status of
i

Ohio's efforts on emergency planning. '

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 523 (1986) ALAB-849

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY OOMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL 80ARD

Administrative Judges:

Gary J. Edles, Chairman '

Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Thomas S. Moore

in t'le Matter of Docket Nos. 50-498 OL
50-499-OL

HOUSTON LIGHTING AND
POWER COMPANY, et s/.

(South Texas Project, <

Units 1 and 2) October 8,1986

Finding no errors that warrant corrective action, the Apper.1 Board af-
firms on sua sponte review two partial initial decisions that found that the
applicants possess adequate managerial character and competence, re-
solved certain safety issues in the applicants' favor, and, as a conse-
quence, authorized issuance of operating licenses for Units I and 2 of the
South Texas Project.

APPEAL BOARDS: SUA SPOATE REVIEW

When no appeals are taken from a reviewable licensing board decision,
an appeal board will review that decision sua sponte. See Florida her a
Light Ca (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4),
ALAB446,24 NRC 295 (1986).
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APPEAL BOARDS: SUA SPOATE REVIEW
.

An appeal board's amtmance on sua sponte review of a licensing board
decision only connotes agreement with the ultimate resolution of those
issues crucial to the result reached. See Consumers Power Ca (Big Rock
Point Plant), ALAB 795, 21 NRC 1 (1985); Arizona Public Service Ca
(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. Units I,2 and 3), ALAB 713,
17 NRC 83 (1983).

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On June 13, 1986, and August 29, 1986, the Licensing Board issued
partial initial decisions in this operating license proceeding. See LBP 86-
15,23 NRC 595; LBP 86-29,24 NRC 295. Essentially, the Board found
that the applicants possess adequate managerial character and compe-
tence to operate the Sou'h Texas Project. It also resolved certain safety
issues in the applicants' favor. As a consequence, it authorized issuance
of operating licenses for Units I and 2 of the South Texas Project.

No appeals have been filed with respect to either decision.8 We thus
have them before us for our customary sua spente review. See Florida

| Power a Light Ca (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 arid

| 4), ALAB 846,24 NRC 409 (1986).8 Although we do not necessarily en-
dorse everything stated therein, we find no errors that warrant correc-

| tive action. Accordingly, the Licensing Board's decisions are amrmed.
As we have observed in the past, our affirmance only connotes agree-
ment with the ultimate resolution of those issues crucial to the result
reached. See Consumers Power Ca (Big Rock Point Plant), ALAB-795,
21 NRC 1 (1985); Arizona Public Service Ca (Palo Verde Nuclear Gener-
ating Station, Units 1,2 and 3), ALAB 713,17 NRC 83 (1983).i

1

!

.

8 The Board divided the overall proceedsag into phases. aaf w have af".rmed certain aspects of an
earlier parual ininal decia.on See ALAB-799. 21 NRC 3&'(19851,d's in peat LBP se-1).19 NRC 639
(19s4k
a we eartwe d-ferred our n,e voan review of the rum deenam enta ihe econd was inaued see order of
haly 10.1966 (uapubishedh
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LBP 8615 and LBP 86 29 are affirmed.
It is so ORDERED.

,

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

,

!*

:.
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Cite as 24 NRC 526 (1986) ALAB 860

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Dr. W. Reed Johnson

Thomas S. Moore

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 289 EW

EDWARD WALLACE
(Three Mile Island Nuclear

Station, Unit 1) October 9,1986

Finding that the express terms of the Commission's notice of hearing
establishing this special proceeding dictated the result reached, the
Appeal Board affirms the order of the Administrative Law Judge. That
order terminated the proceeding and removed an existing requirement
that the current holder of the operating license for Unit I of the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station notify the Commission before returning the
subject employee to a responsible position at that facility.

APPEARANCES

.
Thomas Y. Au and Barry M. Ilartman, liarrisburg, Pennsylvania, for the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Michael B. !!!mmel and Alain Leibman, Woodbridge, New Jersey, for
' Edward Wallace.

Mary E. Wagner for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.
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DECISION
t

Before tis is the appeal of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania from
the August 19,1986 order of the Administrative Law Judge in this spe-
cial proceeding involving Edward Wallace.8 That order terminated the
proceeding. In addition, it-removed an existing requirement that the
General Public Utilities Nuclear Corporation, the current holder of the '

operating license for Unit 1 of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
notify the Commission before returning Mr Wallace to a responsible po-
sition at that facility.8

in essence, Pennsylvania's claim is that the proceeding should have
Igone forward notwithstanding the facts that (1) no one - including the

Commonwealth - sought to intervene in opposition to Mr. Wallace;8 '

and (2) the NRC staff was content to have the notification requirement
lifted. We agree with Mr. Wallace and the staff that the claim is devoid -

of merit. As concluded by the Administrative Law Judge in his August
19 order, it is manifest that, in the circu:nstances of the case, the chal-
lenged result was compelled by the express terms of the Commission's
notice of hearing establishing the proceeding. In relevant part, the notice ;

stated that "(i]f no person intervenes against Wallace and NRC Staff
does not advocate a position against Wallace, then the proceeding shall
be terminated and the TMI l notification requirement as to Wallace shall
be removed."*

,

i

a See AU 863,24 NRC 321. I
8 Sre Mermpohsea Etnos Ca (Three Mde Island Nuclear station, L' art ik CL1-55 2,21 NRC 282. 323
(1945L '

8 For its part, the Commonweshh Aled a petition under 10 CF R. 2 715(c) for leave to partopate in the 3
proceedes as sa "mterested state? Commonweshh of Pennsylvama's Petition for Lease to Partopate t
an an Interested state Dune 30,1984k As permitted by section 2.715(ck the peutaos taformed the Licena-
ins Board (at 2) that "[tJhe Commonwealth is not now advocating a position agamst Mr. Wallace?, ,

it scarcely should require emphaus that the Commonwealth's decuion to fonow this courne was en- $

tirely wduntary. Had et been prepared to take a pounon adscrie to Mr Wallace (ie., to oppone the '
,

remosal of the act Scation regarement apphcable to himh the Commonwealth could have sought the !

status of a full party to the proceedag through the vehicle of a petition for lease to intervene rded (
under 10 CF.IL 2 714(at $se, er, tmpeer Maseremear Cw (Chach Rner Breeder Reactor Planta t

'ALAB-354,4 NRC 383 (19761

* Gemeee/ M/ar (Mnes NwJeer Ceep (Three Mde Island Nuclear station, L'nat IL CLI 86 9. 23 NRC !
465. 472 (19861

.

|
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That explicit directive is just as binding upon us as it was upon the
-

Administrative Law Judge. Any dissatisfaction that the Commonwealth
may have with it must now be addressed to the Commission itself.

A/]Irmed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemsker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 529 (1986) ALAB-851

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSICN

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Gary J. Edles, Chairman
Christine N. Kohl
Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-424 OL
50 425 OL

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY,
et al.

(Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant, Units 1 and 2) October 16,1986

The Appeal Board grants the applicants' motion to dismiss an interve-
nor's appeal in this operating license proceeding because that intervenor
had earlier withdrawn from the proceedings and had thus waived its
appeal rights.

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

Parties may not dart in and out of licensing proceedings on their own
terms and at their convenience and still expect to enjoy the benefits of

' full participation without the responsibilities. Consumers Power Ca (Mid-
land Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691,16 NRC 897, 907 (1982), review
declined. CL183-2,17 NRC 69 (1983). Cf Philadelphia Electric Ca (Lim-
erick Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAD 845, 24 NRC 220, 252
(1986). Once a party effectively withdraws from a proceeding,its appeal
rights are waived. Midland 16 NRC at 907.
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APPEARANCES

Bruce W. Churchill and David R. Lewis, Washington, D.C., for applicants
Georgia Power Company, et al.

Tim Johnson, Atlanta, Georgia, for Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia.

Bernard M. Bordenlek for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Applicants, Georgia Power Company, et al., move to "strike" (i.e., dis-
miss) the September 8,1986, Notice of Appeal of Campaign for a Pros-
perous Georgia (CPG). CPG's appeal is from the Licensing Board's
August 27,1986, partial initial decision in this operating license proceed-
ing, LBP 86 28, 24 NRC 263, and from earlier unspecified Board rul-
ings.8 Applicants argue that CPG voluntarily withdrew from this pro-
ceeding in March of this year and therefore has no right to appeal. The
NRC staff supports the motion; CPG opposes it in a pleading filed
beyond the prescribed time limit.8 For the reasons set forth below, we
grant the motion and dismiss CPG's appeal.

Our precedent makes clear that "[p]arties may not dart in and out of
proceedings on their own terms and at their convenience and still expect
to enjoy the benefits of full participation without the responsibilities."
Consumers Power Ca (Midland Plant Units 1 and 2), ALAB-691,16
NRC 897,907 (1982), review declined. CLI.83 2,17 NRC 69 (1983). Cf
Philadelphia Electric Ca (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2),
ALAB-845,24 NRC 220,252 (1986). Once a party effectively withdraws i

from a proceeding, its appeal rights are waived. Midland,16 NRC at
907. The issue here is thus a simple, factual one: whether CPG's actions
constituted a voluntary withdrawal from the proceeding so as to extin-

t Intervenor Georgans Against Nuckat Energy (OANE) has also appealed the Lxenning Board's par-a

tal tnatal decuson and other unusentined ruimgs. O ANE's appea! is not at issue here

a Appirants served their snotion to stree on CPO's representative on september 19. 1986 See Apph- t

caats'suppnemental Certifcate of serywe (sept. 2A 19641 Under the Comniasson's Roles of Practwe.
CPO's reply to the motion was to be fued (ie mailed) no later tham October 6.1986 See 10 C F Il-
H 2.7)oten, !?lct 2112(dx3L CPO's reply no appixamis' motion a contained within as bnet on the
ments of as appeal. Tis bnef u accompanied by a certifmate of nervwe dated October 8 and post.
marted October 9,1986 Thus, CPo's reply to the motre to senke a clearly out of tinw (without espla. ;

natumk Under the Rules, me could rtad CPo a default and grant opptwants' motre on that ground
skme. See 10 C F lt { 2 707. la ver* of our decure here, homeser. <ech action a unnecesaary

i
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guish its appeal rights.* The record leaves no room to doubt that the
answer to that question is "yes."

CPG was originally granted intervenor status and had several conten-
tions admitted for litigation. See LBP 84 35,20 NRC 887 (1984). In its
opening statement on the very first day of hearing on those contentions
before the Licensing Board, CPG took the opportunity to express un-
equivocally its dissatisfaction with and contempt for the NRC's entire li-
censing process. Tr. 229-40. Before abruptly leaving the hearing room,
CPG's representative stated:

e

We cannot in good conscience participate in such a sham. Therefore, on behalf of
the members of Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia and the citizens of Georgia and
South Carolina, av refuse to contributefarr4er to this cruel hoas and mil not partici.
pate in this dog and pony show you call the licensing heartngs.

Tr. 240 (emphasis added). CPG now argues that it only refused to par.
ticipate in the proceedings before the Licensing Board, and that it should
have the right to appeal at least those issues decided by the Board prior
to CPG's walkout. But the other participnts, including intervenor
GANE and the Licensing Board, clearly understood - and the record
shows - that CPG, in fact, withdrew completely and for good. Tr. 246-
47; LDP 86-28,24 NRC at 267. Indeed, CPG made no effort to preserve
any right to appeal or to participate in any way in the future. In the cir-
cumstances, through its own words and inaction, CPG has forfeited its
right to participate further in this proceeding. See generally Midland,16
NRC at 905-08.

Applicants' motion is granted and CPG's appeal is dismissed.*
l It is so ORDERED.
1

1 FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

|
| C. Jean Shoemaker
l Secretary to the

Appeal Board
.

Mr. Edles did not participate in this Memorandum and Order.

8 Contrary to CPO's soggestaan, the neue here a not whether this a the proper tune to appeal certain
Licensang Board rahaga Nw u n whether one intersenor can pursue maues on appeal that mere ong,-
mally remed by another intersence Rather the question a whether CPO stal has any party status at all
in tha lm.ensing heanns

* Accordingly. CPO's bnet on the ments Nm note 2) m nprard We swee m paausg. bomeser, that a
large porton of CPO's bnef is girtually identual to O ANE's bnef on the ments of us appeal
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Cite as 24 NRC 532 (1986) ALAB-452

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Adminletrative Judges:'

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-400-OL

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant) October 31,1986

The Appeal Board amrms the Licensing Board's concluding decision
in this operating license proceeding, LBP-86-!!,23 NRC 294 (1986), but
withholds amtmance of the Licensing Board's operating license authori-
antion pending consideration of the intervenors' appeal from the second
partial initial decision, LBP 85 28,22 NRC 232 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

A party's failure to brief an issue on appeal adequately "is t.mtamount

to (its) abandonment." Duke Power Ca (Catawba Nuclear Station. Units.

1 and 2), ALAB 355,4 NRC 397,413, reconsideration denied. ALAB 359,
4 NRC 619 (1976). Accord Pennsyhania Mtr and Light Ca (Susque-
hanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 693,16 NRC 952,
956-57 (1982),

'Dr. Ressaald !_ Gotchy rewgned from the Agyeal Panel Ot1ober L. ICie, and be in, therefore, no
longer a member of the Board

i
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LICENSING BOARDS: RESPONSIBILITIES

It is the Licensing Board's proper role to weigh and consider all the
record evidence.

RULES OF PRACTICE: EXPERT WITNESS

The possibility that inconsistent or even contrary inferences could be
drawn from an expert witness' testimony if the views of the opposition's
experts are accepted does not prevent a licensing board's findings from
being supported by substantial evidence. Northern Indiana Public Service
Ca (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear 1), ALAB 303,2 NRC 858,866
(1975).

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW

An appeal board will overturn a licensing board's findings of fact only
where it is "convinced that the record compels a different result." Niag-
ara Mohawk Pbwer Corp (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2),
ALAB 264,1 NRC 347, 357 (1975). See ALAB 843, 24 NRC 200, 209
n.38 (1986); ALAB 837,23 NRC 525,531 (1986).

QUALITY ASSURANCE / QUALITY CONTROL: REQUIREMENTS

The Commission's regulations require that an applicant's quality assur-
ance program provide "adequate confidence" that those systems, struc-
tures and components having safety related functions "will perform satis-
factorily in service." 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B. Introduction. See
Duke Pbwer Ca (Catawba Nuclear Station Units I and 2), ALAB 813,
22 NRC 59,64 (1985).

RIGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

NUREO 0654, FEMA REP 1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evalua-
tion of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in
Support of Nuclear Power Plants," (Rev.1, November 1980) is not a
Commission regulation that compels obedience. Rather, it serves as guid--

ance, setting forth but one method for meeting the applicable regulatory
requirements. ALAB.843, 24 NRC at 205 n.13; Philadelphia Electri.a Ca
(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 819,22 NRC 681,
710 (1985), review denied. CLI 86 5,23 NRC 125 (1986). In other words,
that document "is treated simply as evidence of legitimate means for
complying with regulatory requirements." Metropolitan Edison Ca
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(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-698,16 NRC
1290, 1298 99 (1982), aff'd In part on other grounds. CLI 83 22,18 NRC
299.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS

It is well settled that in a Commission operating license proceeding a
party is bound by the literal terms of its own contention. See ALAB 843,
24 NRC at 208; Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Oenerating Station,
Units I and 2), ALAB 836,23 NRC 479,505 (1986).

LICENSING BOARDS: SCOPE OF REVIEW

Unless a licensing board raises an issue sua sponte, it is authorized to
decide only those matters put in controversy by the parties. See 10
C F.R. { 2.760s.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: FEM A FINDING (NEED FOR FINAL
FINDINGS)

'Ihere is no regulatory requirement that the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA) siren tests or findings be completed prior to a
licensing board's authorization of an operating license.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: FEMA FINDING (NEED FOR FINAL
FINDINGS)

It is well-settled that the issuance of FEMA's final findings on the ade-
quacy of offsite emergency plans and preparedness is not a prerequisite
to the authorization of a full power operating license. Rather, prelimi-
nary FEMA reviews and interim findings presented by FEMA witnesses
at licensing hearings are sufficient as long as such information permits
the Licensing Board to conclude that offsite emergency preparedness
provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. Catawba. ALAB-
813,22 NRC at 78. [

-

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEl3

The Commission's rules clear!y prohibit the practice of simply refer.
ring to one's proposed findings as support for an assertion of error on
appeal. See Public Service Ca of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station Units 1
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and 2), ALAB 573,10 NRC 775, 805 (1979), vacated in part and re-
manded. CLI 80 8,11 NRC 433 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: IMMEDIATE EFFECrlVENESS REVIEW

lt is clear from the Commission's regulations that an operating licer.se
may be authorized before completion of the agency's internal appellate
process. See 10 C.F.R. I 2.764(0

a

APPEARANCES

John Runkle, Chapel liill, North Carolina (with whom Wells Eddleman
(pro se), Durham, North Carolina, was on the brief) for the inter-
venors Conservation Council of North Carolina and Wells Eddle-
man.

nomas A, Baater, Washington, D.C. (with whom Delissa A. Ridgway,
Washington, D.C., and Richard E Jones and Dale E. Hollar, Ra-
leigh, North Carolina, were on the brieO for the applicants Caroli-
na Power & Light Company and North Carolina Eastern Munici-
pal Power Agency.

Charles A. Barth for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

We have before us the joint appeal of the Conservation Council of
North Carolina (CCNC) and Wells Eddleman from the Licensing
Board's concluding decision in this operating license proceeding.* In that
decision, the Board resolved the last two contested issues in the proceed-
ing concerning drug use at the Sheaton Harris construction site and the
emeacy of the applicants' emergency notification procedures, llaving de-
cided these issues in favor of the applicants, the Licensing Board author-
ized the issuance of an operating license for the facility. For the reasons
that follow, we amrm the Licensing Board's resolution of these two con-
tested issues,

e 3,, g_gp.86 41,23 NRC 264 (1986)
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' The Licensing Board admitted for litigation CCNC's late-filed conten-
tion styled WB 3 (Drug Abuse During Construction). This contention al-
leged that "widespread" drug use at the Sheaton Harris construction site
has resulted in safety deficiencies at the plant.8 After an evidentiary
hearing, the Licensing Board concluded that "(d) rug use at the Shearon
Harris construction site has not been ' widespread.'": In arriving at this

: determination, the Board considered a wide range of direct and indirect
evidence on the estent of drug use at the applicants' construction site.
This evidence included (1) the statistics on numbers of employees termi-
nated for drug activity; (2) the results of an undercover police investiga-
tion of drug use at Shearon Harris; (3) the applicants' policies and pro-
grams to detect and prevent drug activity at the site; (4) direct observa-
tions of drug activity at the site; (5) the amount of drugs confiscated on
site; and (6) the low rate of accidents at the site.* After weighing this '
mass of evidence, the Board concluded that the estent of drug use at the
Shearon Harris site has been, and remains, below five percent of the
work force, and that this level of drug use could not be characterized as
"widespread."' The Board then found that "[t}here is no evidence that
any specific deficient work has been done or that any specific safety con-
cerns exist at the Harris Plant because of drug use."' This conclusion
was based on, inter alia, the lack of evidence in the record of any par-
ticular construction deficiencies and the largely uncontradicted affirma-
tive evidence establishing the adequacy of the applicants' quality assur-
ance program.'

Before us the intervenors seek to challenge both of these major Li.
ceasing Board conclusions and numerous subsidiary factual findings. As
in their previous appeals from the Licensing Board's partial initial deci-
sions, however, the intervenors' consolidated brief is groesly inadequate.
The Board's findings on the drug abuse contention meticulously canvass

e ne -- = edmired. ume :
Dres see as the H ans Plant is widesprend (see the enached neww article fee detals and henant
Employees under the inAmence of drugs are less ehle to fonow proper peacedures and toch specs ice
the maneusence of electncel eyesem pipenstans, and other nesety<enesed work. Apphcenes* menese-
mest has fasted to control enng goe denng the cometraction and further, has faded to reinspect e8,

assety-releaed work done by haows drug ebeners
See d at 301; h8emorandess and Order (ambag on contentions Concermag Deseri Generosors, Drug
Une and Heressmeet se the Herne 5see)(March 13.190$) et $-4
8 lap s618. 23 NaC et 29s.

* ase d et M147.
* M et )#48.
* M et 299
' M et34s44
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the record evidence and cover over 60 published pages in the C& -i

sion's reports.* In contrast, the intervenors' substantive challenge to the
Board's findings comprises three and one half pages of their brief and
consists oflittle more than broad allegations that the Board erred, with-
out any caplanation of how or why its findings are incorrect. Indeed, the
intervenors even disdain citations to the evidentiary record to support
their broadside attacks.' As we have repeatedly pointed out to the inter-
venors in their earlier appeals,80 a party's failure to brief an issue on
appeal adequately "is tantamount to (its} abandonment."8 8 Nevertheless,
even though we would be fully justified in treating the intervenors'
appeal on this contention as abandoned, we have eaamined, as best we
can, their bald assertions and find them to be without merit.

Initially, the intervenors complain about the Licensing Board's findings
concerning the eatent of drug use among workers at the Shearon Harns
construction site, in this regard, they assert generally that the Licensing
Board erred in according undue weight to some evidence, while
"discount [ing]" other evidence,88 These allegations of error are easily
answered. It is the Lle-anias Board's proper role to weigh and consider
all the record evidence. This is precisely what the Board did. It fully ex-
plained its findings, including why some testimony was not persuasive,
and all of its findings are amply supported by the record, The interve-
nors apparently disagree with the Licensing Board over how much
weight some evidence should have been given, but they have failed to
present us with anything establishing that the Board's judgment was
erroneous.is Moreover, it must be remembered that findings of fact will
be overturned only where "we are convinced that the record compels a
diff rent result."8* Such is clearly not the case here.

Additionally, the intervenors claim that "(a) review of the entire
record will show overwhelmingly that drug abuse on site was wide-
spread and is much higher than the 4.5% found by the Board."88 Once

'See id at 30144.

* See 10 CER. | 1762(4|(1)
l'3ee ALAa.643, 24 NRC 200, 20645 (1904% ALAa.837, 23 NRC 525. 533-14. H2-43 a57 (19061
H De&e poew Ca (Case =to Nuclear seauce Unses I and 2k ALAS 355,4 NaC 397, ell, serenader.
enes deemd ALAB-359, 4 NRC 619 (19761.4ceved #Wennheem />=ce eed Lger Ca (" '

sneen 33svinc sianoa. Uans I and 2k ALAa493, le NRC 952,954 $7 (1982)*

H Intervenors' Dnef (Jone 9,1966) et 14
18 cf Ne veres ledases Pbehr Sen,re Ca (DenWy osseretns sistson, Nuclear ik ALAS-303. 2 NRC
854, 866 (1975) c'the pommedwy that -.- .._: er even contrary inferences could be denwn d the
uros of the appellents' emperts were accepted does not prevent the anal board's Andings front being
supponed by einesential evidence")
" Naersse &4e=& Posee Corp, (Nine Mile Posa Nuclear stenson, Una 21 ALAB-264,1 NRC 147,337
(19731 See ALAa-443,24 NRC et 209 n34, ALAB-837,23 NRC at 331.

H latervenors' anef et S.
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again, they fail to provide us with any citations to the record that would
support this broad allegation and we find none. As noted earlier, the
Board based its conclusion on a diverse array of evidence, direct and in-
direct." The most direct evidence before the Board was the statistics on
numbers of employees terminated for drug activity. De Board found
that between January 1 and October 15,1985,163 employees were termi-
nated for drug related reasons." His yielded an average of seventeen
terminations each month. Using this figure, the Board assumed that ap-
proximately 205 employees were terminated in 1985. With a total site
work force of 6,000, and taking into account expert testimony that not
all drug users would be detected, the Board estimated that 4% to 4.5%
of the workers in 1985 used drugs 88 It arrived at similar estimates for
previous years." De intervenors have pointed to no reliable or persua.
sive evidence to undercut the Board's findings and we see no reason to
question its figures 80 ne Board also concluded that drug use levels
probably have not risen above that 4% to 4.5% figure, finding that drug
use peaked in 1984 85 and that "[t]he combination of an undercover
(police) operation (later widely publicized), large numbers of drug relat.
ed terminations, [use of] drug [ detecting) dogs, and a generally intensified
antidrug program should have had a substantially chilling effect on drug
use at the Harris site."** We find this to be an eminently reasonable con-

clusion.
De Board also was fully justified in relying on indirect evidence to

support its finding on the extent of drug use at the site. Included among
this evidence was the applicants' drug program consisting of:

i* w ,ar ,p s>6
8' h Tr.190$4 Appisants' Eth 31. Chart Il 1, Banks. er at Tr. fot 10.077, at 4 5

- 8' Tr. 8967.

** k LBP-4411. 23 NRC at 143-45.
''ladeed,is appears that the Boar (s conclusion a consenatne because an employee may be termanneed
baand on awre sumpenon armser the apphcants' drig<catrol program M ad at 143 a 24, Hedman, er at
Tr. fot 8493, at II.it Of the lit ter=== at shearon Harra beteten 1979 and the time c( the
beanags,77 were founded ce "suspicion, haned on less than nearch or testas.' and 44 were founded on
worken' refunals to subaut to e annalpas test or a nearch c( their person, prc9erty, or veksle. M;
Apparents' Eth. 51, chart it.)

8' LBP 46 il 23 NRC at 345
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(1) a clear plicy on drug use whick is communicated to all site employees; (2) su-
persisor drug awareness training and reliance on observstions of supemsors to
detect drug use: (3) security measures, including random and esiting searches, under.
cover investigations, searches of employees suspected of drs 3 involvement, searches
of employees' vehides parked within the construction secsrity fence, routine drug
detection dog searches, and drug detection urinalysis tests for employees suspected
of drug involvement; and (4) a Quahty Check program *hereby employees can
make their concer:.1 known, anonymously if desired.:s

The Licensing Board found this program to be "wellimplemented and
tough."88 Similarly, the record evidence of the t. mall :.moant of drugs
confiscated over time at the site,8* the low rate of accidents at the site,88
and direct observations of site workers by applicants and NRC person-
nel88 all reinforce the correctness of the Board's conclusion on illicit
drug use, and we see no warrant for overturning these findings. In sum,
our review of the record and the Board's decision reveals that the Li-
censing Board's findings and conclusions concerning this issue are thor-
ough, balanced and convincing.

The intervenors next seem to assert that even if the Licensing Board's
conclusion on the lesel of drug use among the Shearon liarris work
force is accepted, this rate is still not "low enout;h" to ensure that drug
use has not resulted in safety threatening mistakes by site workers.88 As
the Licensing Board realized, "the ' widespread' allegation in the conten-
tion implies that such use has resulted in faulty work and safety con-
cerns."88 The Board concluded, however, that such was not the case.

As with the Board's finding that the level of drug use was, and re-
mains, low, its conclusion that drug use did not cause safety concerns is
amply supported by the record. First, CCNC did not allege any specific
construction deficiencies as a result of worker drug use. In fact. as the
Board pointed out, "the record is devoid of prcof of any deficiency in
construction caused by drug use."88 Second, on the basis of expert testi-
mony, the Board found that errors committed by workers as a result of
drug impairment would not differ in any material way from employee
errors resulting from other causes, such as fatigui, mental illness, or con-

"14 at 346. See Bensan8er, er et Tr fot 8326. Hatman, er et Ts tot 8893, at 3-11. Madcam and
Mathas. Tr fot 899); Tr. 833433,818184,841416 Apple: ants * Eshe. 3441
88 LBP 8411. 23 NRC at 146
"See H:ndman, er et Tr. fol 6471. Attachmeet S. Hedman, er et Tr fot 8893, as il 16 Madoam
and Malban. Tr. M 1993, at 513, Tr f 575. 859748,899&e6. 920748
" Headman, er et Tr fat 889), at 19 20
8814 at 16,1r 8755,8739-41. 8?62 69

" leierumors' Bnef at 3
** LBP4411. 23 NRC at 347.
" It at 548

i
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flicts with supervisors and coworkers.so Hence, it concluded "that rou-
tine supervisory practices and (quality assurance] measures will identify
drug caused failures at about the same rate as other similar errors are
identified."85 The intervenors have not challenged this conclusion. The
Licensing Board then found that the applicants' quality assurance pro- i

gram is "adequate to cope with the errors likely to be caused by employ.
ees involved in drug activity,"88 This finding, in turn, was based largely
on the Board's analysis of one facet of the quality assurance program :

i

known as "attribute surveillance."as
Under the attribute surveillance prog'am, the applicants reinspect qual- ,

ity attributes of samplings of safety related components, with the sample
size based on a widely accepted sampling plan, Military Standard 105- |
D. * The record establishes, and the Board found, that at the time of the
hearing, approximately 3,100 of the more than 4,200 componer.ts selected
had been reinspected. Out of a total of 54,560 attributes esamined, only
269 were found to be deficient. By comparing the number of defective
attributes to the total number of attributes reinspected, the Board arrived '

at an everall inspector effectiveness rate of 99.5%. No deficiencies with
safety significance were found.88 Based on this evidence, the Board con- ,

'
cluded that "[t]he applicants' attribute surveillance program is convinc-
ing evidence that the Shearon Harris overall quality assurance program ,

is effective and has not been undermined by drug use."se As the Licens- i

ing Board noted, all safety related craft work performed by employees j

implicated in drug activity was inspected at least once.8' This circum- j

" DuPont. Tr. fol. 9994, at 910,1214 Dr. DuPont m a cimical psychtatnat who was formerly thresor i

of the National tantaute of Drug Abuse and Chef Whne House Advmor csa Drug Abuse See ad. At.
*

techment 1. Tr. 9966
s' LDP 86 lI,23 NRC at 390

8814 at 359
"The Board acted that the opphesats' qualdy assursace prograse had already been approved by the
NRC staff. h4oreover, the intervenors did am present any bana for guesnonsag the efncacy of the pro. ,

gram. Comeequently, the Board asw no need to reurs the agplacants' entire qualsty ensurance prostem. t
'

14 m 35$ 354
!"14 at 35$ See Banks and Ps.nans. Tr fot 10.077, at 2123. La nonne cemen 100% et sa morsoor's
Iwork was remarected I e Fredericknoe and Presette, Tr. foi 10.1% si s. The artnbute servestlance

program man saantated m June 1964. and the Licenses Board found that the reimagection mchmSed sam.* ,

pies of all the sareirretued week dame at shearon Harns fram the urly phemes c(constrweinom with the
i

enceremon of ce.'taan awk that couhl eat be reinspected, such as concrete placement. LPP-te.lt,23
NRc et 356. Tr.10.064 94
" Banks sad Psrions Tr fot 10.077, et 24 Attachments I med 4 j

" lap le It,2) NRC et 357. The Board also relard on the NRC saaff's annessment of the sprlicants' .

Iquahty annarance perfmt 14 at 354
" 3,e ad at 3SL54, Banks, er at Tr fat 10.077, at 51,14 Frederuken and Presatte, Tr foi 10,144, at i

15-8, Tr 10.098-99
1

I
i
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stance, combined with the Board's finding that the applicants' quality as-
surance program was adequate to detect errors that may have been
caused by employees involved in drug use, makes 100% reinspection of
all construction unnecessary.as

We recognize that even the best quality assurance program cannot
assure that every possible construction deficiency, whether caused by
worker drug use or otherwise, will be detected. As the Licensing Board
indicated, the Commission's regulations do not require perfection.8'
Rather, the quality assurance progra.n must provide "adequate confi-
dence" that those systems, structures and components having safety re-
lated functions "will perform satisfactorily in service."** Any level of
drug use among workers building a nuclear power plant is, of course,
cause for concern. In light of the apparent success of the applicants' drug
and quality aasurance programs, however, we fully concur with the Lt.
censing Board's conclusion that drug use at the Shearon Harris construc-
tion site was not "widespread," and that it has not resulted in safety re-
lated construction deficiencies. Accordingly, we afMrm its findings and
conclusions on contention WB 3.

II.

The Commission's regulations for coping with radiological emergen-!

| cies require the establishment of an area approximately ten miles in
radius around a nuclear plant, known as the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (EPZ),*8 and the "means to provide early no-
tification and clear instruction to the populace within the plume exposure
pathway [EPZ) . . . ."*8 The regulations also state that "[t]he design
objective of the prompt public notification system shall be to have the
capability to essentially complete the initial notification of the public
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ within about 15 minutes."4 In

H la addarnon, the apphcasts eselsated. and ta tosse cases reinspected, the mort d qualmy assersace
persommel w ho thesanelses had beee aanphcated in drog actnwy Acwduig to the soard, these reinspec
taas "estabhah sa overall pronswacy [ rate) of 99 4%" for those snapectori,, and hence "provides reason.
able anaernace that the original won of those inspectors men adequate " LBP-8611. 23 NRC at 35444,.

aanha, er et Tr. fot 10.071, et t.14

" Lar 66tl. 23 NRC et 354
a 10 C F R. Part 50. Appendas a, latrodection See Duke bee Ca (Catambe Nachrar Station. Umsts I
and 2k ALAa-41),22 NRc 59. 64 (1989)

H 10 C F R. I SO 4h)MOL (cx2)
es fg g 30sgggsy
** 14 Part So, Appredia F, l iv D 3
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elaborating on these requirements, the Commission's basic guidance doc.
ument on emergency planning states:

2. The minimum acceptable design objectives for coverage by the (notification)
system are:

(a) Capability for providing both an alert signal and an informational or instruc-
tional message to the population on an area w1de basis throughout the 10 mile EPZ.
within 13 minutes.

(b) The initial notification system will assure direct cov> rage of essentially 100% of
the population within $ miles of the site.

(c) Special arrangements will be made to assure 100% coserage within 45 minutes
of the population who may not have received the initial notiftration within the
entire plume esposure EPZ."

The Licensing Board admitted Eddleman contention 57 C 3, which al-
leged that the applicants' fixed siren system did not meet these require-
ments with regard to nighttime summer conditions. As framed by the
Board, the basic issue raised by the contention was

whether the airens can wshe up sittually all the people sleeping in the EPZ between
I a m. and 6 a.m. particularly these with windows closed and att conditioners run.
ning. The Apphcants should address whether the presently planned means of back.
up motule notification could and thould be augmented to meet the "about" 15
nunute standard in Appendia E. if neccuary."

In resolving the contention, the Licensing Board interpreted the perti-
nent regulations as requiring reasonable assurance that more than 95"o of
the households within the inner five miles of the EPZ will be warned
within the first fifteen minutes of the alert. As to the outer five miles, the
Board found that the regulations permit greater fictibility regarding the
percentage of persons alerted in the first quarter hour." It found, how-
ever, that it need not specify a precise minimum criterion for this area
because the evidentiary record established that the level of alerting in the
outer five miles of the EPZ was sufficiently high to meet the regulatory
standard "

At the hearing on contention $7-C 3, the applicants relied initially on
* an alerting system comprised of fixed sirens, informal notification, and

** N*JREOak. FEM A REP.l. "Crnene for Premratwn sad Esalvation or Radaological Dnergency
Response Nas and Preparedness in support of Nuclear Po*et Nats."(Rev 1. Novemtier 19:0) si 3-3
[hecesmaher. "NtJR EO&W)
" LBP.Se l1. 23 NRC at 364
" see greere4 Tassi M m Emerycon Mene<=g Ct.) SMO,12 NRC 63a. all t1 50)
" LBP 8611,23 NRC at 372

<
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mobile alerting.** The Licensing Board found that the sirens can be ex-
pected to awaken approximately 84% of the households in the EPZ.
With consideration of informal alerting, that figure increases to 91%
The Board concluded that this figure "clearly satisfies the l$ minute no-
tification requirement" for the outer five miles of the EPZ.** With the
addition of route alerting, which the Board found would cover 30% to
40% of the EPZ population in fifteen minutes and could be completed in
approximately forty five minutes, the Board concluded that close to
100% of the entire EPZ would be notified within forty five minutes.so

With respect to the inner five miles of the EPZ, however, the Board
found that the combination of the sirens and informal alerting - which
would notify 91% of the households - did not satisfy the regulations. In
order to prevent any delay in obtaining an operating license, however,
the applicants announced that they would supplement their notification
system with a tone alert radio system.58 Under this program, radio re.

es 3,e Apphcants' Motion for summary Dupruanon of E4dleman $7 C.3 (November 2,1964) and at.
tachments Informal alerting refers to the phenomenom where people who have been alerted by the
urens conte:s and alert others. See LDP 84 il. 23 NRC at 348. Mobile alerung is addenonal punhc warn.
og presided by potse and nre vehacleo drmag predemgnated routet throughout the EPZ. See ad at
389 94
" LBP44 il,23 NRC at 396
" M at39691
o' See Tr.10,269

la neeking summary depoutaon on the contentson, the appbconts took the pautaos that the sirens
alone natafed the regulatory crnerta, and that route alertag and aformal alerung should serve merely
as backup. The apphcants maatua that the appropnaie standard for evalutung the mouncanos snien a
that found in NURE0&M st 3-8 to 3-18; te. that for areas muk 2.000 or fewer persons per square
mule, such as the shenron Harra EPZ the arens must provide nound new! coverage of to decibels, or
10 decibels above ambient nonne levels. based on summer daytune condamans dependag on whether a
neld servey to deternme the area's average daytune ambient noise level has been conducted. See sho
FEMA 43. -standard Omide for the Esaluahon of Alert and Nouncanon systems for Nuclear Pswer
Plants * (September 1983k at E 7 to E 4. The Licenung Berd rejected the v,ew, nadas at to be on-
sound a a matter of both law and fact. First, te ruled that the appheants could not rely on NL'REO-
06S4 and FIMA41 because they are merely guadance documents and cannot be given the inados eNoct
the appbcants advocate. Second, it found that the record thomed a to-decibel area sound newt ensusted
at e60ut 2 a sn. on a eunumer night would arouse, at bent, only 50% to 73% of the households en the
EPZ. The Board held that such a res=lt clearly would not naunty the regulatory reqmrements See LDP.
H.II 13 NRC at 34749.

subsequently, the Lxennas Board, in letters dated November it,1983, and May le,1964, conveyed
to the Coensmuen as *seneric ccacerna shout nighrums tierung at reactors shch rely estarely on
sarens and . . % formal alerung' , . . ." 14aer from Licemang Doord to Comunmenos (May 16,19M) at
8. Because the Communason currently has ender { . m the sneue of the correct notancauan stand-
ord (me Letter from Chairman Zach to Exeanos Board (Assent 7.1984)k the NRC sta# and the Feder.
al Emergency Management Ageswy (FTMA) withdrew their josat appeal ramsms the queenan Jee NRC'

sta#/TEMA Motion for L4 ave to Wahdraw Notice of Appeal (Msy 21,19ML sesularly, the appa~a
chcat not so include the quesuon la tbnt bnef See Apphcants' Dnef (3mly 9,19M) at 29 30. Rather, the
apphcants argue that the quenuon of whether nsed miens alone meet the regulations a now academas
bessume the Lacenesag Board determuned that the apphcants'syonem (as supplemented with tone alert
redus) natanes the hostd's anterpeetstaan of the regulatsen Accordangly, they ask as not to reach the
questaca. Secoune me agree tha' the opphcants' moufication system. mun the addmon of tone alert
radaos, fully complaes with the Coenmanson's regolanons (me s@s pp. SaA47h and because the enn -
mon a nMressang the acefkanos sanne genencally, me ese no need to decide whether a oceancanon
spaem connasuas endussely of nsed urens e adequate
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ceivers are to be distributed to every household within a five mile radius
of the plant. The applicants have an arrangement with the National
Weather Service (NWS), under which the NWS has agreed to broadcast
a radio signal to the area around Shearon Harris in the event of a radio-
logical emergency. This signal will, in turn, cause the receivers to sound
an alarm tone.88 The Licensing Board found that "the independence and
partial redundancy of the siren and radio systems demonstrate compli.
ance with the requirement of ' essentially 100%' alerting in 15 minutes in
the first 5 miles of the EPZ."**

On appeal, the intervenors purport to challenge a number of the Li-
censing Board's findings. Once again their appellate brief is woefully in-
adequate. It generally consists of bare allegations that the Licensing
Board's findings are wrong, and thus it fails to comply with the Commis-
sion's Rules of Practice. Our examination of the intervenors' naked
charges, however, satisfies us that there is no merit to any of them.

First, the intervenors claim that the Licensing Board erroneously con-
sidered informal alerting and "backup" alerting in resolving contention
57-C 3. According to the intervenors, because informal alerting is not
mentioned in NUREG-0654, Appendix 3, it "is clearly not within the
scope of the alert notification system required by NUREG-0654."''
With regard to mobile route alerting, the intervenors' argument is some-
what more obtuse. They appear to argue that, because NUREG 0654,
Appendix 3, i B.2(c) permits mobile alerting throughout the EPZ as part
of "(s]pecial arrangements . . . to assure 100% coverage within 45 min-
utes," mobile rore s!rrting cannot also be used to meet (1) the require-
ment of i B.2(a)(in th 2 same part of that document) to provide an initial
alert signal and instri.ctional message within fifteen minutes throughout
the entire EPZ and (2) the requirement of i B.2(b) to notify essentially
100% of the populat on within five miles of the plant site.

These charges are easily answered. We need only remind the intene-
nors that NUREG 0654 is not a Commission regulation that compels
obedience, as the intervenors seemingly believe. Rather, it serves as guid-
ance, setting forth but one method for meeting the applicable regulatory

- requirements - here,10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)($) and Part 50, Appendix E,
I IV.D.3.58 In other words, that document "is treated simply as evidence i

sa 3,, Lap.4611,13 NRC si 191% Oom$ww et at it foi 10.723.

H LBP.8&ll 23 NRC at 395-06
** taterwenors' Bnef at 47.
as ALAB-541. 24 NRC at 20$ a.13,1%dede!phs Derrne Ca (L4meruk Generatssa sianon. L'a,ts I and
h ALAB 819,22 NRC 641. 710 t1985L rence deand CLI 645. 23 NRC 123 (1966L
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of legitimate means for complying with regulatory requirements."**
Thus, contrary to the intervenors' claim, the mere fact that informal
alerting is not specifically mentioned in Appendix 3 of NUREG 0654
does not disqualify it from being considered as a means for complying
with the notification requirements contained in the Commission's emer-
gency planning regulations.'' Similarly, there is nothing in that guidance
document to preclude the applicants from relying upon mobile route
alerting to accomplish more than one goal of their notification system,
and such use does not, without a great deal more, disqualify that alerting
method from consideration as a means of meeting the regulations.** Ac-
cordingly, the intervenors' arguments that seek to elevate an agency
guidance document to literally read commands of black letter law must
fail.

Neat, the intervenors assert that in resolving this emergency planning
contention the Board erred in not considering '' siren failure rates."se But
it is well settled that in a Commission operating license proceeding a
party is bound by the literal terms of its own contention ** and, unless a
licensing board raises an issue sua sponte, it is authorized to decide only
those matters put in controversy by the parties.** Here, the postulated
failure of the sirens was not part of contention 57-C 3, Indeed, the inter-
venors admit as much in their brief.88 Accordingly, had the intervenors

" Mersepo4sse Ed.ma Ca (Three blde Island Nuclear station, l'nst No. LL ALAB498.16 NRC 1290,
1298-99 (1982h &W sa feat en or4er facenA CL1-83-12. Il NRC 299 (19831
" The intervenors' cha11rese to the aw of intorn.at alerting a bawd notely upon their erroneous percep-
tion and readas of N1|RE046S4 We note. houtver, that esta without informal alertog the record
estabimhes that the applicants' syssem comphen with the Commmason's regulations la thew circum-
stances, me resolve only the marrom quest.on premented by the intervenors

The Lxenmas Ik>ard found that for the inner five miles of the EPZ wrens and teme alert redan would
mara essent4 ally 100% of the population within fifteen manutes LBP-84-il. 23 NRC at 3M7. For the
outer fae mden, the Board found that airens would notify about 64% of the populataan withis riheen
sunutes and that informal ejertug would morn 786 more, no that the riheen meu e notthcataca require-

| mest of the regulations would be swt /4 at 396. The record alma demonstrates that motule route alert-
og in the ester five mdes of the EPZ mound alert terween 30% and 40% of the populatre en Afteen
mientes See Tr 9582. 9595. If the same methodology na used by the Lxenses Board a empioved.
almces the same autal of the populataca m-dl be alened by the comtnnation of serens and mobde route
alertas as with sareas and saformal Merting Therefoes. even though the apptwants d.d one rely instially
upon route alerting as e part of their pnmary notification system, the record nesertheless estahlmhes the
effectneness of route alertag for notifytag the populatnam of etw outer nse mdes of the EP2.

* ** ls other cases me have approved the sie of motene route alerung as e awronent of emergency son-
fncanon systeam See Cese=6a ALAB-811,22 NRC at 78. .W4ece C4Mieses K4me Ca tsaa onofre
Nuclear Generstm3 statson, L'nate 2 and )k ALAB 717,17 NRC 344, it9 (19831

" lawnenors' Brwf at 7.
" See ALA544). 24 NRC at 20s ruesr>4.s Derrne Ca (Lan=crwh Genersuas tation, L'nas I ands
2k ALAB 434,23 NRC 479. 30S littok

" See 10 C F R l 2 ?tos
"latervenars' Bnef at 7
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sought to contest the likelihood of the applicants' sirens failing, they
were obliged to proffer a contention to that effect in a timelf manner
with an adequate supporting basis. Having failed to do so, they cannot
now complain that, in resolving this contention, the Licensing Board
erred in not considering siren failure rates. In any event, the record es-
tablishes that many of the residences in the EPZ are within the scousti.
cal coverage area of more than one siren and that all residences within
five miles of the plant will be provided a tone alert radio.88 Moreover,
the mobile route alerting system blankets the entire EPZ." Hence, even

'

assuming that a number of Axed sirens fail in an emergency, the people
residing in the coverage area of the failed sirens still would receive noti-
fication of the emergency.

'

The intervenors also argue that the Licensing Board should have post-
poned issuing its final decision resolving this contention until obtaining
"ofUcial test results" which, according to the intervenors, "would soon .

be available."" Unfortunately, the intervenors do not further identify.

their reference to official tests and the record is silent on the scheduling
of any tests. We presume, therefore, that the intervenors are referring to
tests conducted by FEMA that become part of the final FEMA findings
on sirens." Yet there is no regulatory requirement that such FEMA
tests or findings be completed prior to the Licensing Board's authoriza- i

| tion of an operating license. As we determined in Waterford. "installation ;

and testing of the siren system is precisely the type of matter for which
the Commission believes predictive findings can sufnce . . . ."" More :
recently, while responding to much the same argument concerning '

FEMA siren findings in Catawba, we held that

( [ilt is now well. settled that the issuance of FEMA's final findings on the adequacy
! of offute emergency plana and preparedness is not a prerequisite to the authorustion
I of a full-power operating license. Rather, "prehminary FEMA reviews and intenm

findings presented by FEMA witneines at twensang heanags are sufncient as tons as
such information pernuts the Licenung Board to conclude that offsite emergency

| preparedness prowdes ' reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
'

and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.'""

| es 3,e Arpisants' Esh. a6. Tr. 9)s*. Keast. er et. Tr. fot 9375, at 1211, 21: Tr. 961s-19, 60.269 See
greece 4 Gaudma, er et Tr. fol.10,721
" $,e Keest. es el. Tr fat 9375, at 2627.

es latervenors' Brief at 7 s

| "See Tr 9641,44 C F R Part 350 I

| so go,,s ., pp ve and Lges Ca (Waterford steam Electrw stanon. LJais 31 At.AE132.17 NRC 10'6, i

180$ (1983) y

" Coas.es ALAE 81122 hRC at 78 '
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In this instance, the record overwhelmingly supports the Licensing
Board's determination that there is reasonable assurance that the appli-
cants' notification system meets this standard."

The intervenors argue further that "[t]he Board erred in neglecting the
indetectability of failures in tone alert radios . . . ."'8 This is simply not
so. The Board clearly set out the various existing safeguards for assuring
that all receivers are in proper operating condition and, in effect, deter-
mined they are adequate.'8

The intervenors also claim that the Licensing Board erred in not
taking seriously the "many past failures" of tone alert radios in tests at
another facility.'8 But they introduced no evidence of such failures, and
the data the intervenors cite for support relate to improper use of the
tone alert radios, not mechanical failure.ta in this regard, we note that
the Licensing Board specifically adopted the same rate of improper use
of tone alert radios found by a FEMA. sponsored survey of a Colorado
reactor EPZ. The Board assumed that 13.6% of the households within
the first five miles of the Shearon Harris EPZ would similarly misuse
their radios and, hence, would not be alerted by the tone alert signal.'*

111.

Having reviewed the record and the intervenors' assertions of error,
we conclude that there is nothing in the Licensing Board's decision re.

" LBP4&ll,23 NRC at 08

"Intervenorf anet at t
" LPF L&ll. 23 NRC at 194 The twever features a red baht that is wtamed when the ende is opr.
arms prtyerly. amartrag the alert tone The rede can also be tested by pressing the meather bar mtsh
mould alkw the standard meather broadcast that u asadat4e 24 hours a day to be heard There a also a
test bar on the rueiver When the bar is peenaed. W edt enable the unet to deterunne if the egnal he
should hear =hes the alert tone a broskast a functiantag la additen. the NWs has appresumately 20
to 25 emergenews per year dures mbach a beca&asts sa alert tone. These trcanoen nomid allow the
veers ao deterniane that the rede a c$eratang property Feally, the NWs sends out a weekly alert egnal
as a test of the rade. Tr to,41&ft.

It should be noted that the testanation of tone alert rMos as a supp6einent to the saren system etthan
the hrst five maes elthe EPZ mas rirst announced by the apphcants on January 23. 1996, men ther the
area hesnag began and, c4wmeJy, mell ther the tune for the submaname of contentiana 3,e Tr 10.3a9
la the Laenuas Boar (s www. the question of ende falares was an untegral part of as comederation of
the tone alert radios as a notifkatun wppement.

is latervenors' Dnef at B
" See Tr 14737. IA?62
" LBP4&ll,23 NBC e4 395 la a sunder sea, the satervemoes comiend than the Board erred "in me.

. as credele' one of the ar9 acanes' espert manceses e,ho tesisfwd concerning. soare sha the4certag .
rate of unpropes une of some aleri radas laterveed anef at 8 For wpg=wt. however, they merely
refer us to thew proposed hadings, a praaice that a clearly proh*=ced See PbWar Senere Ce of O& ash >
me ta!wk Foi staima, L'ans I and 2k ALAa lit,10 NRC '7$. aOS tit'9k seessed es peg sad remend-
ed CLI B38. Il NRC 433 (19901 Nesenhelesk me have resweed the miervenn allegates and flad W
to be manmut ment
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garding CCNC contention WB 3 and Eddleman contention $7 C 3 that
warrants reversal." Further, we have conducted our customary sua
sponte review of the balance of the decision and have found no errors
requiring correction. For the foregoing reasons, the Licensing Board's
findings and conclusions on contentions WB 3 and $7 C 3 are affirmed."

It is so ORDERED.

FOR Tile APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

'' As their faal attack the intervenors anaert that the Lrensag Ikurd should nos have naued the instal >

decure matd certase earters then pending before a mere resolved These matters cencers (I) a ques-
son, over ohn:h the Ikwrd had retasned jurmastam. regardtag ponuNe baremment of two former en-
pioyees of one of the appixanta, and (2) a Isre contemenna flW less thaa a week before gewance of the
mual decenma. shortly ahet the entervenors filed their bnef a the artent. the Lesenung Ikard maved
an amputdahed ral.ag dapmag of the passt4 haransraent questam, tejectog the late contentww, and
thereby teenseres more the intervenors' procedural objectu.a. See Mensarandam and Order (Rejecting
Late Proprued Contentre Casuerang Aneged Fahafwatz e of Radation Iaposure Records) 0.ne IL

,

1984) There a mautarly no mera se the intersenors' argument that asume of the Ewrd's deemw ,

abound have amated our dmpwtina of all aggesh from the earber partel wt.aJ desswea it a clear
from the Commemon's regulatuma that an operatog imemme may te nothorteed hekee completua d the
adency's meermal appellare procena See 10 C r R | 3 te4:n

'' Ahhough me ahm the twenung E.wrd's na&ags and condannes ce these two contentona, me do
aos aft.rm the Ikerd a r9erstag Isense authorustam because me endt have en$ct considerarna the m- t

tervenars' apgwal fross the Ikwrd's sescal partal uutel de6mion L BP-45-28, 22 NRC 232 0985) Out
remdutaan of that appeal a eaproed to te comp 6eted shorth
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmoth A. Luebke

Jerry Harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 60-443 OL 1
60-444-OL 1

(ASLSP No. 82 47102 OL)
(Onsite Emergency Planning

and Safety Issues)
i

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY i

OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1

and 2) October 7,1944
,

The Licensing Board grants Applicants' motion for authorization to
issue a license to conduct fuel loading and precriticality testing and au-
thorizes the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to make appropriate
findings on the matters specified in 10 C.F.R. l $0.57(a) and to issue the
requested license.

'

RULES OF PRACTICD STANDING

An intervenor's status as a party to the proceeding does not of itself
make it a spokesmnn for others, Puget Sound Power and Light Ca (Skagit
Nuclear Power Project. Units 1 and 2), ALAB.556,10 NRC 30, 33
(1979).
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REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 9 50.57(c))

Section 50.57(c) of 10 C.F.R. calls for a one step procedure --i.e., the
Board should consider the position of any party to the extent that his
contentions are relevant to the activity to be authorized, and, prior to
taking any action on a motion, should make findings x>n certain matters
set forth in 10 C.F.R. 9 50.57(a) as to which there is wch a relevant issue
in controversy.

RULES OP PRALTICE: CONTENTIONS

A motion filed by an applicant pursuant to Q 50.57(c) does not auto-
matically present an opportunity to file new contentions (i.e., cc:itentions
not previously filed in response to the Commission's original notice of
opportunity for hearing) specifically aimed at low power testing. Pacyic
Gas and Electric Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and
2), CLI 815,13 NRC 361, 362 (1981); Pacific Gas and Electric Ca
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-728,17
NRC 777, 801 n.72 (1983). Any submission proposing late-filed conten-
tions must address certain factors.

AfEh10RANDUh1 AND ORDER
(Granting Applicants' Motion for Authorization to Issue License to

Conduct Fuel Load and Precriticality Testing)

hiemorandum

On August 22, 1986, Applicants filed a motion for authorization to
issue license to conduct fuel load and precriticality testing. On August
29, Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL) filed its response and objec-
tion,5 and on September 3, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Mass.)
filed its objection. On September 8, the Staff filed its response, which
was supplemented by the filing of an affidavit on September 18, 1986.

.

' T1us response and objection was capuoned as wing that of sAPL and New England Coahtion on
Nuclear Pollution (NECNP). but only counsel for sAPL signed this submission. sAPL's counsel did not
esplata the bens for sAPL's standing to respond and object to the monon on NECNP's tehalf. An
intervenor's status as a party to the proceeding does not of itself make at a spokesman foe others. #irter
Somad #pwr and Lit Ca (skagit Nuclear Power Project. (Jnits I and 2). ALAB 556.10 NRC 30. 334

(1979), Accordingly, we treat the response and objection as having been fued only by sAPL upon its
un ochalf.
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DISCI'dSION

Applicants' motion is based v,x>n 10 C.F.R. I 50.57(c), and relies upon
attached affidavits 8 Applicar.s urge that none of the parties' admitted
contentions pending either '.,efore the Hoyt Board (re offsite emergency
planning issues) or before this Board (re onsite emergency planning and
safety issues) are relevant to the instant motion as required by
I 50.57(c).8 Other than referring to arguments previously advanced by /

SAPL, NECNP, and by Mass. in opposing Applicants' motion of June
17, 1986, which had requested that the Board's partial initial decision
should authorize operation of Seabrook Unit I up to and including 5%
of rated power, neither SAPL nor Mass. argues that any offsite emer-
gency planning issues are relevant to the instant motion. In its Memo-

_
randa and Orders of July 25,1986 (LBP-86-24, 24 NRC 132), July 30,
1986 (LBP 86-25,24 NRC 141), and September 15,1986 (LBP-86-30, 24
NRC 437), the Board had rejected those arguments. In any event, as Ap-
plicants point out, the offsite contentions pending before the Hoyt Board
are not relevant to the instant motion because 10 C.F.R. $ 50.47(d) staus
that

no NRC or FEMA review, findings, or determinations concerning the state of ogsite
ernergency preparedness or the .dequacy of and capability to implerrent State and
local ogsite emergency plans are required prior to issuance of an operating license
authorizing only fuel loading and/or low power operations (sp to J% of the rated
power).

(Emphasis added.) The instant motion is for a low power operating li.
cense of less than 5% of rated power - i.e., for 0%

8 The amants are vmcent J. Esposito. Manager of the Core Engineering Secten of the Nuclear Fuel
Dmssons Secten of the Nuclear Fuel Divisions Busaness Uma of Westmghouse, oeorge s. Thomas,
Vice President of Nuclear Producten at the Seabrook stauon: Joseph M. salvo, Sener Mechanscal En.
g neer at Yankee Atoaue Electne Company, assigned to the Seabrook project; James A MacDonald,
Radiological Assessment Manager at sesbrook staten.

Their professaonal quahrications satisfy us as to their esperuse.
a section $0.37(c) provides.

As apphcant may, in a case where a hearing is held in connection w.h a pend.ng proceeding ender
this section make a mouon in wnting, pursuant to this pa .; graph (c). for an operstmg bcense au-
LAonzias low-power testtag (operaten at not more than a percent of full power for the purpose of
tesung the facshly), and further operations short of fuU power operaten. Actson on such a monon

. by the presadmg ofncer shall be taica with due regard to the rights of the parties to the proceed-
ings, including the right of any party to be heard to the extent that his contentens are relevant to
the actmty to be authona d. Pnot to taking any action on such a motion whkb any party opposes
the presidmg omcer shall make nndings on the matters specified in paragrsph (a) of uns secuon as
to which there is a controversy, in the form of am imtial decision with respect to the contested
actmty sought to be authonzed. The Director of Neclear R'scior Regslation will make rtndings on
aD other maners specined in paragraph (a) of thrs section. If no party opposes the moten, the pre-
siding otDcer wiu assee an order pursuant to i 2.730te) of this chapter, authonzing the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulanon to make appropnate Andangs on the matters spectned la paragraph (a)
of this section and to issue a laccue for the reques:ed opersuon.
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With respect to the seccad part ot* the first argument, i.e., that none of
- the parties' admitted onsite energency planning and safety issues pending

before this Board are relevant pursuant to 9 50.57(c), Applicants argue as
fellows:

As set forth in the gdaris of mcess /. Esposito (attached hereto as Exhibit A), the
maintenance of a boron concentration of 2000 ppm or greater precludes criticality in -
the Seabrook Unit I core even if it is assumed that all control rods are withdrawn.
Exh. A at 114-5. As set forth in the Affdarit of George i Thomas (attached hereto
as Exhibit B), special procedures will be in place during the contemplated fuel load.
ing and precriticality testing to assure that the boron corcentration does not go
below 2000 ppm. ExA B,15. Dese procedures consist of periodic sampling of the
water in the reactor and make-up supply; sampling of the contents of make-up water
whenever water is added to vertfy the concentration; and Mcking (by chains and
padlocks) all valves, the opening of which could permit the er,try of nonborated
water into th reactor coolant system. M This being the case no control room oper-
ation is needeJ to assure a boron concentration of g cater than 2000 ppm and thus
the preclusion of criticality. As a result the issues raised by SAPL Contention Supp.
No. 6 (Detailed Control Room Design Review) (formerly N.H. No.10) are irrele.
vant to the activities contemplated under the authorization sought.

<

Similarly, the issues raised by NECNP Contention I.B.2 (er.vironmental qualifica-
tion of electrical equipment) are also irrelevant to the cor.templated activities. The.

presence of slevated boron concentrations rendets unneceuary the use of any elec-
trical control equipment or control circuitry important to safety to prevent critical-
ity or provide safe shutdown. Affidorit of/oseph M Salmo (attached hereto as Exhibit
C) at 14; see also Exh. B st 14.

In addition, the Espc.ito Affidavit (Eahibit A) also deuxv.strates that in the highly
unlikely event that a break should occur which resulted in an entire loss of the reac-
tor coolant from the core, there still would be no need for rehance upon control
room operations or electrical systems or circuitry to maintain subcriticality because
the resulting loss of neutron generation capability of the fuel dominates the accom-
panying loss of neutron absorption capability of the borated coolant. ExA A at 16 er

set

Finally, the Aflidavit of James A. MacDonald (attached hereto as Exhibit D) dem-
onstrates that there will be no need, during fuel load and precriticality testmg, to
implement the emergency classification system, which is the subject of Contentions
NH.20 and NECNP !!I.I. This is so because the reactor will no; go critical and thus
there is no potential for release of radioactive material. Thus, the issues raised by
these contentions are likewise irrelevant to the activities sought to be authorized.

-

Applicants' Motion at 5,6,
Only SAPL urge that a specific onsite contention pending before this

Board is reluant to the activity to be authorized, With respect to its
Supplemental Contention 6, SAPL argues that "since it involves the con-
trol room and certain of the issues such as human engineering discrepan-
cies" it ot'ght to be resolved before any lewel of operation is authorized,
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.

including suberitical operation."' S APL's Response at 5. However, the
Memorandum and Order of September 15,1986, LBP-86-30, apra, in
partially granting Applicants' motion for summary disposition, dismissed
that part of Supplemental Contentbn 6 which adverted to the control
rc,om and human / engineering discrepancies (HEDs). Thus, SAPL's argu-
ment lacks a basis and is rejected.4

Both SAPL and Mass. urge that the proposed draft low power license
dated August 20, 1986, in exempting Applicants "from the provisions of
10 C.F.R. 9 70.24 insofar as this section applies to materials held under
this license," raises a controversy which, pursuant to i 50.57(c), requires
that this Board make findings on the matters speci0ed in paragraph (a) in
the form of an initial decision prior to authorizing the contested activity.
They assert that this exemption allows the Applicants to avoid mer.itor.
ing criticality of the core in the reactor. As a threshold matter, we find
that SAPL and Mass. have misinterpreted 9 50.57(c)in thinking that this
section requires a two step procedure - i.e., first, the Board should con-
sider the position of any party and take action on a motion to the extent
that his contentions are relevant to the action to be authorized; and, .

second, the Board should make findings upon certain matters set forth in !

9 50.57(a) as to which there is a controversy. We construe that section as .

calling for a one-step procedure - i.e., the Board should consider the
position of any party to the extent that his contentions are relevant to the
activity to be authorized, and, prior to taking any action on a motion,
should make findings upon certain matters set forth in 10 C.F.R.
9 50.57(a) as to which there is such a relevant issue in controversy.

Since the Part 70 exemption is not the subject of an existing contention
of either SAPL or Mass., the exemption is not a relevant issue its contro-
versy with respect to the activity to be authorized. Moreover, a motion
filed by an applicant pursuant to i 50.57(c) does not automatically
present an opportunity to file new contentions (i.e., contentions not pre-
viously filed in response to the Commission's original notice of opportu-
nity for hearing) specifically aimed at low power testing.8 Any submis-

ISAPL does not spcifically urge that the second matter of its concern as set forth in this coerens.ca is
relevant to the actmty to be authorized and thus also ought to be resobed before any level of operation
is authorned, includmg subentical operation. This second concern. which was not dismrssed in the
above. cited Memorandum and order. related to the safety Parameter Display system (sPDs). Even if
sAPL's broad reference to "human engmeering discrep .ncies" were taken to include any that might be
present in the sPDs. sAPL has made no showiris that any issees pertaining to the sPDs are relevant to
fuel loading and preenticahty testing. during sluch actmties no self sustaming nuclear chain reaction
will take place. Absent nuclear crita;ahry, there is no requirement for a spaem (the sPDs) whose func-
tion is to assess whether abnormal conditions wartant corrective action by opentors to avoid a degrad-
ed core NUREo4737, tupp.1.141 a See alm reevic C.s sad Electne Ca tDiablo Cariyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Unds I and 2K CLI 83C.18 NRC 1146,1849 (1983K

' forvic Gas sad Electne Ca (D.ablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Units I and 2). CLI-815.13 NRC
341. 362 (1981). Pacvic Gas and Electne Ca (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Units I and 2).
ALAB 728.17 NRC 777. 401 a 72 (1983).
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sion proposing late filed contentions must address certain factors.e No
such submission is before us. In any event, while for unspecified reasons
the Staff included the Part 70 exemption in the Part 50 draft operating
license, Part 70 controls the possession, storage, and use of special nu.
clear materials, which encompasses reactor fuels, but only Part 50 con-,

trols the use of special nuclear materials in a utilization facility (i.e., as
fuel in a nuclear reactor).' Thus, even if, for the sake of argument, it is
assumed that their interpretation of f 50.57(c) is well taken. SAPL's and
Mass.'s reliance upon the exemption from Part 70 is misplaced and there
is no real issue in controversy.

Only SAPL urges that, while the proposed draft low-power license of
August 20, 1986, requires that Applicants submit the results of leakage
rate measurements to demonstrate that their leakage reduction program
has been implemented successfully prior to proceeding above 5% rated
power, at the precriticality testing stage (at 0% power) any makeup
water added to the reactor coolant system through some error might
dilute the boron concentration below the standard of 2000 ppm. SAPL's
attempt to place in controversy the leakage and dilution of borated water
in the reactor coolant system falls short on two grounds. First, there
simply is no admitted contention that questions any aspect of the Appli-
cants' leakage reduction program; hence no relevant issue in controversy
exists here. Second, SAPL's vague concerns about possible errors associ-
ated with addition of borated makeup water, and possible analytical
errors in monitoring boron concentration, do not challenge any of the
physical and administrative controls, or their implementation, devised by
the Applicants to ensure maintenance of boron concentration in the reac- .

tor coolant system sufficient to prevent occurrence of criticality in the
reactor fuel.' Applicants' Motion at 5; Thomas AfTidavit at 13 (see supra
note 3).

* On at least two occassons the Board has warned that late.rded content ons, as well as late-filed amend-
meats. are admissable only if they meet all of the five factors in 10 CF.R. I 2.71adal(lk including the
Appeal Board's three-part test for good cause. Date An,er Ca (Catawba Nuclear station. Units I and
2k CLI.4319.17 NRC 1041,1043 (1983). such a sobaussion requesting leave to rde contentions or
amendments outof-ume must addresa these factors and afttrmauvely demonr. rate that on balance the
factors favor the granting of the request. See DwAt Anwer Ca (Perbas Nuclear station. Umts 1. 2. and
3A ALAB41$.12 NRC 350,352 (1980).
' For eaampaes of the use of reactor fuels outsade the reactor core that are regulated by Part 70, are 10
CF.R. I 70.22(il to addition, the Commisanon's statements of Consideration. 39 Fed. Res. 39.020 (1974k
stated that the entens for the alarm systems were being amended to prou.$e greater conformity with
Amerras Naonal standard N1611969. * Nuclear Cnticality safety in Operstions wah Fissionable Ma.
tenals outside Reactors." On the other hand.10 CF.R. I 50.1 states that Part $0 provides for the bcens.
ing of pro $uction and utduation facdities and i 50.10f a) states, in pertment part. that a hcense is regered
la order to use a production or utduation facdity. Once beensed, the seabroc4 reactor would be a utdi.
aation facahty subject to Part 50.

8 See DeeHe Cenos, supre note 4
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The Staff advises that it has reviewed Applicants' in-depth evaluations
of every connection to the reactor coo'. ant system and connected systems -
for potential sources of nonborated water. In contrast to SAPL's vague
concerns, the Staff reported that Applicants had specifically evaluated
potential sources of nonborated water and committed to their isolation
from the reactor coolant system by mechanically locking closed the ap-

. propriate valves with chains and padlocks, and by, in addition, locking
open the electrical breaker of the one motor operated valve'when it is
necessary to lock this valve closed. Further, Applicants' procedures pro-
vide that any system so isolated from the reactor coolant system will be,.

tested for boron concentration prior to its alignment with the reactor
coolant system. The Applicants' evaluation of the procedures included
valve leak rates, timing of boron concentration sampling, and administra-
tive procedures. The Staff concluded that the Applicants' procedures in
this regard will provide reasonable assurance that boron concentration in -
the reactor coolant system will be maintained at, or grver than, 2000
ppm throughout the fuel loading and precritical %:ing activities for
which the Applicants have requested authorization. The Staff further
concluded that public health and safety will not be threatened by the ac-
tivities for which the Applicants seek authorization. Lyon Affidavit,
it 410.8

Finally, SAPL and Mass. argue that there is no compelling reason for
Applicants to load fuel and begin precriticality testing at this time and
thus there is no good cause why the hearing and a partial initial decision
on the onsite emergency planning and safety issues should not be con-
cluded prior to the Board's decision upon the instant motion. The short
answer is that { 50.57(c) does not require an applicant, which requests an,

operating license authorizing low power testing at not more than 1% of
full power, to show a compelling reason or good cause in support of
such a request.

Order

In light of the foregoing discussion, pursuant to {{ 2.730(e) and
50.57(c), the Board grants Applicants' motion for authorization to issue

,

an operating license to conduct fuel load and precriticality testing, and
; authorizes the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to make appropri-
!

' As a supplement to sts response or September 8.1986, the staff. on september 18. rded the afndavit or
Warren C. Lyon in whub the staff's renew of Appbcants' proposed methods to maatain boros con.,

centratme at acceptable levels dunas fuel loadmg and preentrahty testmg was empicated. Mr. Lyon's
,

professional quahfratens mere presented in it 12 of hrs affidant and we are satisfied as to his quahfra.
| tions.
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ate findings on the matters specified in i 50.57(a) and to issue the re-
quested license.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Shcidon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Emmeth A. Luc %e
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 7th day of October 1986.

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 557 (1986) LBP 86 35

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judge:

Charles Bechhoefer

in the Matter of Docket No. 3012688 MLA
(ASLBP No. 87 542-01 MLA)

RADIOLOGY ULTRASOUND
NUCLEAR CONSULTANTS, P.A.

(Strontium 90 Appilcator) October 23,1966

In a r.aterials license proceeding where the Commission authorized an
informal hearing on the NRC Staff's denial of an application, the Presid-
ing Officer requests (1) the NRC Staff t mae av;ible certain docu-
men s to the Applicant, and (2) the Applicant to provb a statement of
the claims it seeks to adjudicate.

RULES OF PRACTICE: INFORMAL HEARINGS

Even though a particular informal hearing is not governed by the con-
,

| tention requirements set in 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(a), an applicant should be
l guided by those requirements in setting forth the claims it seeks to liti-
! gate.

MEh!ORANDUh! AND ORDER
(Requesting Specifleation of Claims)

|

By its Order dated October 9,1986, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion granted the request of Radiology Ultrasound Nuclear Consultants,
P.A. ("RUNC" or "Applicant") for a hearing on the NRC Staff's July
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25,1986 denial of RUNC's application to amend its byproduct materials
license (No. 29-06760-08) to authorize the use of strontium 90 plaque ap-
plicators for the treatment of malignant skin lesions. The Commission au-
thorized an informal hearing, to be conducted by a single Presiding Offi-
cer, with the parties limited to RUNC and the NRC Staff. De under-
signed was appointed Presiding Officer by appointment dated October
16, 1986 (51 Fed. Reg. 37,684, Oct. 23,1986).

As authorized by the Commission Order, I hereby request that RUNC
provide a statement indicating the aspect or aspects of the Staff's licens-
ing denial which RUNC seeks to litigate. Although this informal pro-
ceeding is not governed by the contention requirements set forth in 10
C.F.R. 9 2.714(a), RUNC in its statement should be guided by those re-

! quirements - i.e., RUNC should particularize the error (s) it believes the
| Staff to have made and should set forth with reasonable specificity a

,

| basis for each such claim. RUNC should organize its statement by claimt )
| (or issties to be litigated) and should forward with its ststement any de,

,

uments which it wishes to use in support ofits clsims. '
,

'

Please be advised that I telephonically requested the NRC Staff to
provide me with copies of relevant background documents, and it has
provided the documents listed in the Attachment to this Memorandum
and Orc;r (not published). I understand that RUNC has not had access
to certain of these documents - in pa*ticular, the Appraisals of Mem.

| bers of the NRC Advisory Committee on Medical Uses of Isotopes (At-
tachment, items 10 and 16). The Staff is requested to forward copies of
these documents to RUNC.8 To the extent that RUNC wishes to cite or
rely on any of the listed documents in its statement, it may reference
them and need not provide additional copies.

RUNC should file its statement, together with supporting documenta-
tion, by November 14, 1986, or within 10 days of service by the Staff of
the foregoing documents (whichever is later).8 The NRC Staff may re-
spond to RUNC's statement, to be filed within 15 days of service of that
statement.

As contemplated by the Commission's Order, this informal adjudica-
tion may be decided entirely on the basis of RUNC's statement and the
Staff's response, together with relevant documents. The parties accord-

- ingly should use their best efforts to include in their filings all informa-
tion they believe is relevant and material to their position. After receiv-
ing these filings, I will determine whether additional submissions and

' If the Stan has any objection to then request. it may neck a protective order.
8 For good cause shown. entenuons of time may be granted C/ 10 C F R. Il 2.711 and 2.710. I should
be advised of any requested entenmon of time. together with the ponton of the other party on such
request, at leau one day prior to the empirstson date of the time sought to be entended.
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documents may be desirable; I may pose questions to either or both of
the parties.

In addition, the Commission has authorized the Presiding Officer, in
his discretion, to entertain oral presentations from the parties. In their re-
spective filings, RUNC and the Staff are invited to address whether such
an oral presentation is necessary or desirable given the facts of this pro-
ceeding. Any oral presentation will be held in the vicinity of the Appli-
cant's business location (i.e., Freehold, NJ.) or at such other location as
may be agreed upon by the parties and approved by the Presiding Offi-
cer. If such an oral presentation is to be held, I will specify in a later
0 der the procedures applicable thereto, rs well as the time and location
of such presentation.

Although the parties to this proceeding are limited to RUNC and the
NRC Staff, members of the public are invited to submit .itatements with
regard to the application, comparable to limited appearance statements
permitted under 10 C.F.R. } 2.715(a). If ait oral presentat:on is held, I
will afford members of the public the opportunity to make oral limited
appearance statements. In any event, written statements may be submit-
ted. Oral or written limited appearance statements do not become a part
of the formal evidentiary record, but I have discretion to ask the parties
to address on the record matters raised by such statements. Written lim.
ited appearance statements, or requests to make oral statements if an oral
presentation is to be held, should be submitted to the Office of the Secre-
tary, Docketing and Service Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion,1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555. A copy of such a
statement or request should also be served on the Presiding Officer.
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At this time, I am also issuing a Notice of Hearing which is to be pub-
lished in the Federal Reghter. The Notice summarizes the matters in-
cluded in this Memorandum and Order of interest to members of the
public.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Charles Bechhoefer
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
PRESIDING OFFICER

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 23rd day of October 1986.

[The attachment has been omitted from this publication but can be found
in the NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, NW, Washington,
DC 20555.]

.
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C;te as 24 NRC 561 (1986) LBP 66 36

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Morton B. Margulles, Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline

Mr. Frederick J. Shon

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 322 OL 3
(ASLBP No. 86 533-01 OL)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1) October 29,1966

In response to the remand of the Appeal Board, in ALAB 847, 24
NRC 412 (1986), the Licensing Board clarifies its decision on the moni-
toring of evacuees in LDP-85 31,22 NRC 410 (1985), reaching the same
decision, that the record is unclear as to how the reception center can
accommodate the evacuees of the general population who will seek mon-
itoring and processing and this constitutes a defect in the Applicant's
emergency plan.

CLARIFYING DECISION ON REMAND
ofonitoring of Evacuees)

I'iTRODUCTION

This Board issued two decisions on LILCO's application for an oper-
ating license for the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. The first covered
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most of the contested issues.8 In a second and concluding partial initial
decision we dealt primarily with the adequacy of the Nassau County
Veterans Memorial Coliseum (Coliseum) as a reception center for the
monitoring, decontamination, and transferring to sheltering facilities of
evacuees from the Shoreham EPZ in the event of an emergency.8
LILCO raised on appeal three issues considered in the decisions. The
subject of the remand discussed in this decision, the monitoring of evacu-
ees, was first considered in the concluding partial initial decision. The
other issues on appeal, conflict of interest and the lack of a state emer-
gency plan, were decided in the first initial decision.

The Appeal Board on September 19, 1986, issued a decision dispos ng
of the three issues.* Two of the issues were rem.nded to us for further
clarification and on the third we were reversed. Intervenors have sought
Commission review of the Appeal Board's decisinn on the t vo issues
other than the monitoring of the evscuees. We t.) not discuu those
issues in this decision on remand. We clarify here our decision on the
monitoring of evacuees and reach the same decision we did in the con-
cluding partial initial decision, that the record is unclear as to hcx the
Coliseum can accommodate the evacuees of the general population who
will seek monitoring and processing and this constitutes a defect in the
LILCO emergency plan.

LILCO's emergency response plan provides for the monitoring, de.;

contamination, and sheltering of evacuees requiring such services. In re-t

viewing the adequacy of the plan, we found as to LILCO's planning
basis:

LILCO has used an estimate of 2o% of the population of the EPZ as the maximum
number of persons who would require shelter in the event of an emergency at
Shoreham. . . He maaimum population of the EPZ is 160.000, thus LILCO's
planning is based on a maximum of 32.000 seeking shelter. LILCO did not justify
how this number could be related to the number of persons who might seek moni-
toring. De Board finds that the number of persons expected to seek shelter in the
event of a disaster is not necessarily the same as the number of persons who might
seek monitoring in the event of a radiological accident.
We accept LILCO's planning basis for the number of esacuees who might seek

shelter. be processed through the relocation center and . . must thus be moni-
tored.. . The record is unclear as to how the Coliseum could accommodate the
evacuees of the general population who will seek monitortng and processing, aside
from those seeking shelter. We therefore find that LILCO's failure to plan for those*

of the general population who seek only monitoring and processing constitutes a
defect in the Plan.*

8 LBP 4512. 21 NRC 644 (1985).
8 LBP 85 31. 22 NRC 410(1985K

8 ALAB-847. 24 NRC 412 (1986).
* LBP.4541. 22 NRC at 417.
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LILCO a;, peals from the Board's conclusion that the Applicant must
estimate and plan for the number of evacuees who are likely to come to
the Coliseum for radiological monitoring and decontamination apart

i

from planning for the evacuees who seek shelter. LILCO asserts that the
|

Board's decision must be reversed because it addresses matters outside j
the scope of the issues admitted for litigation and imposes an obligation
not justified by any NRC planning requirement or guidance.

The Appeal Board returned the matter to us to consider in the first
instance whether the issue was properly raised for litigation. The Appeal |

Board declined to rule at the time of its decision on LILCO's argument
that the obligation imposed by the Board is contrary to applicable regu.
latory requirements. Another question the Board is to answer is whether
we intended to revisit the issue of LILCO's plan for evacuees who did
not seek sheltering, on reopening the record on the adequacy of the Coli-
scum, in June 1985. We are to determine whether, in view of the evolu-
tion of the LILCO Plan, the issue was reasonably embraced within the
concerns presented for litigation.

The Appeal Board alerted us to matters we should take into account
when revisiting our earlier conclusion. The text of the proffered conten-
tions was offered as a starting point, to be followed by canvassing the
direct testimony submitted in support of the contentions to help deter-
mine whether the matter was within the scope of the Intervenors' con-
cerns. We were directed to consider whether LILCO's change in plans
affected the Intervenors' ability to formulate the issues for litigation. We
were asked to determine whether subsequent changes in the reception
and congregate care centers raised new or unique concerns regarding the
number of evacuees who would seek monitoring but not sheltering. The
Appeal Board seeks an explanation of what it took to be an inconsistency
in our exclusion from the reopened proceedings of testimony related to
the number of general evacuees that can be expected to use the reception
center and the Board's subsequent finding that LILCO had failed to
demonstrate how many evacuees will seek monitoring and not sheltering.

'

We are further asked to reexamine our conclusion in light of the Appeal
| Board's determination in ALAB.832 that the reopened proceeding

should have been expanded to permit exploration of additional matters
associated with the suitability of the Coliseum itself. The Appeal Board
went on to state that "[p]resumably the Board will need to reexamine the
adequacy of any new facility selected by LILCO. In this connection, the
Board should consider whether the change in facility itself bears on the
question of the need to plan for evacuees who seek monitoring but not
sheltering."*

* Al.AB-s47. 24 NRC at 424
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DECISION

The original LILCO plan designated five facilities located in Suffolk
County to serve as relocation centers. The relocation centers had dual
functions, to operate as reception centers for registering, monitoring, and
decontaminating evacuees and as shelters for the temporary housing,
feeding, and providing of sanitary facilities for processed evacuees. It
was implicit that there would be individuals who would need monitoring
and decontamination services, even if they did not need sheltering. How-
ever, in the succeeding months, LILCO's plan went through a tortuous
evolution and succession of changes resulting from its inability to find
suitable relocation centers in Suffolk County. Whenever LILCO identi-
fled facilities in the county to be used as relocation centers, the specified
centers became unavailable. LILCO ultimately elected to enlist the assist-
ance of the Nassau County Red Cross to find suitable facilims in Nassau
County and it filed testimony on this revised plan which was finally
heard in this proceeding on August 21, 1984. Cordaro, Rasbury, Robin-
son, and Weisma.ntle (Cordaro, et al.), fr. Tr.14,707.

The plan called for a split in the reception and sheltering functions
which were to be performed at different facilities. The registering, moni-
toring, ad decontamination of evacuees was to be performed at possibly
two reception centers and the sheltering functions of providing tempo-
rary housing, feeding, and sanitary facilities for processed evacuees at 50
congregate care centers.

The prefiled tes%ony and subsequent cross-examination of LILCO's
witnesses disclosed the major features of LILCO's new plan in consider-
able detail. However, the testimony did not identify the reception centers
for which the Nassau County Red Cross Executive Director was then
negotiating. 'Ihere followed a controversy among the parties concerning
disclosure of the new reception centers. (At that time there was a possi-
bility that two centers would be designated although ultimately only one
was identified.) The Board did not compel disclosure of the facilities be-
cause negotiations for their use were not complete; however, the Board
found the lack of an identified reception center constituted a void in the
record. Tr. 14,806-07 (Laurenson).

The litigation of relocation center contentions including 24.0 and 75
continued uninterrupted after the Board found that there was a void in
the record. Subsequently, the record was closed on August 29,1984.

The Board initially admitted Intervenors' Relocation Contentions
24.0,24.P,74,75, and 77 to this proceeding which bear on the nonitor-
ing and decontamination of evacuees in the event of a radiological emer-
gency. Others were denied. In the subsequent evolution of LILCO's
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plans for relocation centers and the functions to be performed in connec-
tion with them, Contentions 24.0 and 75 continued to remain relevant to
the changed circumstances, and Contention 24.0 became the focus of
controversy resulting in this remand.

Contention 24.0 was admitted to this proceeding without comment or
interpretation by the Board as follows:

The Plan designates Suffolk County Community College as the relocation center to
be used by evacuees from eight of the 19 zones in the EPZ (zones A.E, H.J) and for
the children in the Shoreham. Wading River School District. LILCO estimates the
population of these to be 18.599 (26.574 in the summer). (See Plan, Appendix A. at
1%87 to 178). Suffolk County Community College is an entity of the Suffolk
County government. LILCO has no agreement with Suffolk County to use Suffolk
County Community College ss a relocation center. Furthermore, pursuant to Suffolk
County Resolution No. 456.H82 and Resolution No. 222 1983, the Suffolk Coun'.y
Community College will not be available for use in implementing ;St LILCO Ptah.
Therefore, there is no relocation center designated for a signifcant portion of the
anticipated evacuees. Thus, the proposed evacas -on of Zones A.E. H J. and the
Shoreham Wading River School District, cannot and will not be implemented.

Contention 75 stated the following concerns:

Coattarion 71 The LILCO Plan provides no estimates of the number of svacuees
who may requue shelter in a relocation center, and the plan fails to demonstrate that
each wch facility has adequate space, toilet and shower facilities, food and food
preparation areas, drinking water, sleep accommodations and other necessary facili-
ties. Accordingly, there is no assurance that the relocation centers designated by
LILCO will be sufncient in capacity to provide necessary services for the number of
evacuees that will require them. Thus, LILCO fails to comply with NURE04654
Sections !!J.10 3 and J.12.

Up to the point of closing the record, there was no sige.ificant dispute
among the parties as to the apprtciate scope of the relocation center
contentions. Contention 24.0 as originad; wimitted asserted that the fa-
cility named as a relocation center was no longec available and that con.
sequently there was no relocation center designatd fer :: 93nificant por-
tion of the anticipated evacuees. The contention specifically stated the
total populatioa of the zones to be served by the relocation center and,
at the outset, the Board presumed from the wording of the contention-

that some subset of that population would be identified in testimony as
the number that would require service in the event of an emergency.
This expectation was later borne out when LILCO stated its planning
basis for population in prefiled testimony.

However, at the time of litigation the literal wording of Contentions
24.0 and 75 had been overtaken by events, and the contentions were no
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longer fully applicable to the situation at hand. Aside from changed fa-
cilities, this is because LILCO presented a new plan for relocation cen-
ters wherein the required services for evacuees would be performed at

,

separate locations. Registration, radiological monitoring, and decontami-
nation for all arriving evacuees were to be performed at a facility termed
a reception center while sleeping accommodations, food, and sanitary -
services were to be supplied at some fifty other locations in Nassau
County that were termed congregate care centers. Cordaro, et at ff. Tr.
14,707, at 1517; Tr.14,801, Rasbury. No party moved to amend the re-
location center contentions to fit the new situation. The Board assumed
that the essential ct.ncernt expressed by Contentions 24.0 and 75 were
still clear and applicable to the new situation and it permitted litigation
to continue unintermpted. At the conclusion oflitigation in August 1984,
there existed in the Board's view only a single narrow. albeit in:portant,
void in an otherwise valid and complete record. This was the identity of
the reception centers where anonitoring, decontamination, registration,
and assignment of evacuees to congregate care centers would be per-
formed and the functional adequacy of the unnamed center for these
tasks. LILCO was on adequate notice as early es August 21,1984, that
given the void in the record it might not prevail on Contention 24.0 al-
though the Board expressed no opinion as to what LILCO should do
about it.

In transferring the essential concerns of the original relocation center
contentions to the new factual situation, it was apparent to the Board
that Contention 75 adequately expressed the essential county concerns
surrounding the newly disclosed congregate care centers, although it was
established in direct testimony that no radiological monitoring or decon-
tamination would be performed at these centers. Thus, litigation of Con-
tention 75 produced a full and complete record in spite of LILCO's re-
vised plans, and no subsequent need to reopen on these issues existed.
Litigation of Contention 75 established to the Board's satisfaction that
LILCO's planning basis for the number of persons seeking public shelter
at congregate care centers was adequate. Cordaro, et al, ff. Tr.14,707, at
18. This left Contention 24 0 to encompass the county concerns sur-

' rounding the unnamed reception centers including the questions of moni.
toring and decontamination, since testimony established that these func-
tions would be performed at the new reception centers.'

* The Appeal Board restarked in ALAB-832 that la its view Contentions 24.0 and 73 showed that
"intervenors' essential concern was whether those facabties were adequais to fulful their purpose if acto-
ally caDed upon to do so." 23 NRC 135.162 s.104 0984). Needless to say. this was the Licensing
Board's view throughout the brigetson on these insees. No party onered a senously daering new.
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The evolution of LILCO's plans for reception centers had no funda-
mental bearing on planning for the total number of evacuees who might
arrive at such centers. To be sure, had there been five centers as origi-
nally planned, the total number of evacuees seeking service would have
been parcelled out among them. As the plan actually evolved, however,
a single reception center was finally designated, and the test of adequacy
naturally evolved to a determination of whether that center might ac-
commodate by itself the same total nnmber of arriving evacuees. There
was no barrier to determining what the total number should be in the
planning basis because the essence of LILCO's bifurcated plan for ac-
commodating evacuees had been disclosed in the August 1984 hearing
even though the identity of the reception center had not. No reason veas
ever proposed on the record for believing that the total number of evae-
uees in need of either monitoring or shelter was somehow dependent on
the means for providing these functions. Indeed, it is the thrust of the
regulation that the need for services will arise in an accident and that it
is the task for planners to estimate and accommodate that need whatever
its magnitude. The need for monitoring arises from reasons that are inde-
pendent of those creating a need for shelter even though both functions
are encompassed in a single plan and there is overlap between the
groups. Planning, however, must anticipate the total need, not just a part
of it.

The question of whether the Coliseum (the only location at which
monitoring and processing was to occur) could accommodate the evacu-
ces of the general population who would seek monitoring and processing
was properly raised for litigation must be answered in the affirmative.
Also, it was an issue directly addressed by Applicant and Intervenors
during the hearing on August 21,1984. Applicant submitted written testi-
mony on Contention 24.0, whose purpose, in part, was to describe the,

' planning basis for reception centers to be used in the LILCO plan.
Cordaro, et al, ff. Tr.14,707, at 5. At that time it was contemplated to
have possibly more than one reception center. Applicant was fully cogni-
zant of Intervenors' allegation that the reception centers that were to
provide radiological monitoring and decontamination for evacuees had to
have sufficient personnel and equipment to monitor evacuees within a
12 hour period, as required by NUREG-0654 IIIJ.12. Cordaro, et al, ff.-

Tr.14,707, at 7. It was not disputed that the reception centers had to
have the capability of performing monitoring of the evacuees arriving at
the reception centers in about a 12 hour period. Tr. 14,714 15
(Weismantle).

The evacuees that Applicant expected to arrive at the reception center
for monitoring were those who sought sheltering; their number was
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placed at about 32,000. This was based on a study that showed that the
number of persons who evacuated from disasters and used relocation
centers, amounted to 10-20% of the population. The disasters on which
the study was based were natural disasters. Additionally, Suffolk County
planners, in a draft radiological plan, estimated that 20% of the seasonal
population would require such shelter. The 32,000 figure is 20% of the
160,000 plume EPZ seasonal resident population. Cordaro, et al, fT. Tr.
14,707, at 18 20.

It was Applicant's belief that the foregoing would cover the usual .

emergency situation. In what it thought was an unlikely event, that of
particulate relea2e and contamination, persons in thow limited areas who
coud have been contaminated would be directed, through the EBS
system, to go to the reception centers for monitoring and decontamina-

_ tion. Tr. 14,826-28 (Weismantle). Applicant considered as bordering, on
the impossible the need to direct the entire 160,000 ;. pulttion to the
centers for monitoring and decontamination. In response to cross exami-
nation, Applicant's witnesses could not envision such an accident occur-
ring to require evacuating the popt,lation of the entire EPZ. Tr.14,82it-

' 30 (Weismantle, Cordaro). Applicant offered no estimate beyond 32,000,
to cover those evacuees who might be subjected to particulate contam!-
nation or any other evacuees in addit!oa to those who would only seek
shelter. The study Applicant principally relied upon for its estimate was
not related to a radiological emergency, and Applicant's estimate does
not account for the evacuees in a radiological emergency that might
need monitoring.

Intervenors chose not to present a direct case on Contention 24.0 but
to make their case only on the basis of cross-examination. Tr. 14,910 14
(McMurray).'

The Board was satisfied after the August 1984 litigation that the plan-
ning basis for populations that might arrive at reception centers and con-
gregate care certers had been litigated and that LILCO had had a fair

|

| opportunity to make its position clear. In particular, the Board was con-
! vinced that LILCO was familiar with the planning requirement of

NUREG-0654 f J 12 that it must be "capable of monitoring within about
a 12 hour period all residents and transients in the plume exposure EPZ
arriving at relocation centers." (Emphasis added.) It was also clear from*

the subsequent cross examination that LILCO intended to stand on its
analysis showing that 32,000 persons was the appropriate number to use
for planning both sheltering and monitoring requirements in spite of pos-
iting by Intervenors' counsel that the number of persons needing moni-
toring might be as large as 160,000. LILCO's testimony acknowledged,
however, that the number needing monitoring might be larger than

!
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32,000 in certain low probability situations, although it rejected the possi-
bility that the number could ever be as large as 160,000.

The evidentiary record in the proceeding was closed on August 29,
1984. At a Cwference of Counsel on January 4,1985, the Board again
ruled that LILCO's failure to identify a reception center constituted a
void in the record, and further that identifying the Coliseum as a recep-
tion center was not merely a confirmatory item. Pursuant to a January
11, 1985 motion by LILCO, the Board on January 15, 1985, reopened
the record for the limited purpose of determining whether the Coliseum
was adequate to serve as a reception center.

At the time of reopening the record, the Board had reached no con-
clusion as to whether LILCO was correct in its prior analyses of the
planning basis for monitoring. Neither had it concluded that Intervenors
were correct in counsel's assertion that the planning basis should be as
large as 160,000 persons.7 We had simply concluded that the matter had
been litigated, and that the parties' positions were clear on v3e record.
Intervenors proceeding by cross-examination was a perfectly acceptable
way for it to make its case.

At no time prior to the reopened hearing did we indicate that the evi-
d:nce had been reviewed by the Board and that it was sufficient to sus-
tain Applicant's position. We had not reviewed the record on an interim
basis in order to critique a party as to whether it has sustained its burden.

The Applicant opposed revisiting the issue of monitoring in the re-
opened hearing as evidenced by its failure to raise the matter as part of
its requested January 11,1985 motion for reopening. Further evidence is
contained in a filing with the Board titled "LILCO's Opposition to Inter.
venors' Motion for Reconsideration of Board's February 5 Order Deny-
ing Discovery"(February 12,1985), dealing with the denial of discovery
in the reopened proceeding. Applicant stated that the seven documents
submitted with its motion for reopening of January 11, 1985, filled the
void in the record; that the planning basis surrounding the use of the
Coliseum previously "has been thoroughly litigated"; and that issues
"fully litigated" included "monitoring and decontamination." Id. at 3.

This was consistent with the Board's conclusion, and the Board or-
dered "[t]he number of general evacuees that can be expected to use a
relocation center had already been litigated and that subject will not be
reheard." Memorandum and Order (Reopening the Record) (May 6,
1985), at 4.

' We note that LILCO included a scenano en its emergency planning esercue c( February 13.1986. in
uhach it assemed that |(X).0]O persons would be monnored Post Etercise Annemments. Apnl 17,1986
Federal Emergency Management Agency at 80
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As matters stood at the time of the reopened hearing, the issue of the
population planning bas:s was therefore not properly before us for that
hearing which had a very narrow scope. The Board had no doubt at that
time, however, that the planning basis included the issue of monitoring,
that it was properly before us in the overall relocation center litigation,
and that it was a matter that could properly be decided based on the -
August 1984 record.

The Board withheld a decision on relocation center issues in its partial
initial decision because the reopened hearing had not yet been held and-
the record was at least in some respects incomplete. In its concluding
partial initial decision, the Board ruled adversely to LILCO on the issue
of population planning basis. The ruling found that the lack of planning
for the number of persons in need of monitoring was a defect in need of
correction. There was no lack of fairness in this ruling because LILCO
had already had the opportunity in the August hearing simpiy to supply
a number with an underlying rationale for the number of pesons who
might arrive at .: reception center in need of radiological monitoring but
not of sheltering. This was a contingency it had acknowledged could
happen.

Instead, LILCO's posture in filings before us was as a party confident
that it hat carried its burden of proof and who raw no need to alter its
position that 32,000 persons was the correct planning basis.' It was not
until the Board canvassed the record with the focus needed for decision
that it concluded that LILCO's confidence was misplaced. This was be-
cause LILCO's planning basis for the number of persons needing shelter
was traceabid to experience and literature describing nonradiological dis-
asters. Tr.14,821 (Weismantle). This left the question of radiological
monitoring of the evacuees arriving at the reception center open and un-
answered. The need for monitoring and the need for shelter arise from
different reasons for evacuees, and independent analysis is needed to for-
mulate a planning basis for the total number needing service.

The Appeal Board's determination in ALAB 832 that the reopened
proceeding on the Coliseum should have been expanded to permit explo-
ration of additional matters associated with the suitability of the Coli-
seum itself does not warrant at this juncture a different conclusion from
that previously arrived at by the Board. The Appeal Board in ALAB.*

832 directed us to hear other issues raised by Intervenors as appropriate
to the reopened proceeding. The issues to be litigated did not include

* See "Litco's Reply Fmdes on Reopened Comiention 24 o (Nassau Colrneum)"(July 26. It:5 A at s.
where Apphesnt took the poulson that the member or escuees espected to come to the Cohneum na the
event or a shoreham emergency was krelevant to the reopened ensee because the potential number of
esacuees had already been heissted See ehe Tr 15.949 76 (Rotunnoak
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establishing the number of evacuees that are to be monitored and proc-
essed in the event of a radiological emergency. We continue to view the
matter of the number of evacuees to be monitored and processed in the
event of a radiological emergency as having been litigated on August 21,
1984, a position subscribed to by Applicant, the appellant.

LILCO, on September 30, 1986, filed a motion to reopen the eviden-
tiary record on Contention 24.0 for the purpose of replacing the Coli-
scum as a reception center with three LILCO facilities - the liicksville,
Bellmore, and Roslyn Operations Centers. Applicant mentions ' this
remand in its motion but does not suggest that the matter that is the sub-
ject of its appeal be litigated.' Intervenors filed an answer vigorously op.
posing the motion to reopen. In it, Intervenors set forth the areas that
should be litigated in the event the motion to reopen is granted. They de
not mention as one of the matters for relitigation the number of evacuees
that would seek monitoring and processing.to No party has come for-
ward and requested that this area be litigated?

Considering the foregoing, a'ong with the fact that the issues on
appeal as regards the monitoring of evacuees remain unresolved, it
would be premature for us at this time to consider whether the changes
in the facility itself bear on the question of the need to plan for evacuees
who seek monitoring but not sheltering. Should the Appeal Board rule
that the matter was not properly raised for litigation or that the Board
imposed an obligation not justified by any NRC planning requirement or
guidance, the entire matter would be rendered moot. Otherwise, the
Board would want to obtain the position of the parties for relitigating
the issue of establishing the number of evacuees to be monitored, consid-
ering their past and current positions relating to the matter.

After analysis of the issue on remand, the Board adheres to its findings
as stated in its concluding partial initial decision. We conclude that Con-
tentions 24.0 and 75 taken together properly raised the issue of popula-
tion planning basis for evacuees arriving at a reception center, that1

LILCO had a fair opportunity to litigate the matter, and that when the
smoke had cleared it had simply failed to carry its burden of proof on
that point. In reaching this conclusion, the Board never found it possible
to adopt any parties' views as to what the correct number should be in-

the planning basis for radiological monitoring. This remains true to this
day; there is simply no basis to decide it in the record.

* "LILCO's Motion to Recren Record"(sepember 30.1984 at 3
''"suffolk County, state of New York, and Town of Southampton oppoution to LILCO's Motion to
Reopen Record"(October 14,1986)
" see else "NRC statre Respome in LILCO's Motion to Reopen Record"(october 10. 1986).
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CONCLUSION

The Appeal Board has directed that we should "reconsider (our) deci-
sion regarding the monitoring of evacuees . . . in accordance with this
opinion." ALAB-847, 24 NRC at 433. We have done so, paying espe.
cially close attention to the questions set forth by the Appeal Board re-
garding the number of evacuees to be monitored. We treat them ser/atim
below.

'

First, the Appeal Board would have us consider whether the issue of
the number of evacuees needing monitoring was properly before us at*

all. Id. at 420. We believe that it was. As we reawned above, we agree
*

with the Appeal Board's earlier analysis, viz., that

[a]1though the relocation center contentions were cast in terms of the lack of agree-
ment evidencing permission for use of designated facilities as relocation centers. the
intervenors' essential concern was whether those facilities wers adequate to fulfill
their purpose . . This intent is manifest. for exampic, in Contention 24.0. .

The same thought is inherent in Contention 75. which asserts that "there is no assur-
ance that the relocation centers designated by LILCO will be sufficient in capacity
to provide necessary services for the number of evacuees that will require them.

ALAB-832,23 NRC at 162 n.104.
Second, the Appeal Board notes that _"the Licensing Board is best situ-

ated to decide one question hotly contested on appeal - i.e., whether
the Board intended as part of its reopening to revisit the issue of
LILCO's plan for evacuees who did not seek sheltering." ALAB.847,24
NRC at 411. As we clearly set forth above, we did not so intend. We
agreed with Applicant and we regarded the issue as having already been
litigated.

Third, the Appeal Board says "[t]he Board should determine whether
(the) . . . revisions in the number, locale and function of the individual
reception center and the congregate care centers raised new or unique
concerns regarding the number of evacuees who would seek monitoring
but not sheltering." Id at 423. We conclude that the prior changes did
not raise new or original concerns on that issue. Under all circumstances,
it is incumbent on Applicant to establish a planning basis for all evacuees
to be monitored. The facilities have again changed, however, and it
would be premature for us to consider whether that change may bear
upon the question of the number of evacuees seeking monitoring.

Fourth, the Appeal Board notes that "[ilt is possible, of course, that
the Board declined to relitigate LILCO's planning basis because it had i

already adopted the intervenors' assertion that any monitoring and de.
contamination facility must have the capability of processing all 160,000 >
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people living in the EPZ." Id. at 423 24. As we state clearly above, we
have not accepted the figure of 160,000 suggested by Intervenors' coun-
sel. We find no support for that figure in the record; indeed, we find no
adequate support for any specific total figure whether it be 160,000
people,32,000 people, or anything between or beyond those figures.

Based on our analysis on remand, the Board continues to believe that
it was correct in its ruling that LILCO's plan should contain a planning
basis for the number of evacuees arriving at a reception center to be
monitored. This ruling was applicable of course to litigation surrounding
the Coliseum which we are aware is no longer available to LILCO.

Because of that development, the Appeal Board notes that
"[p]resumably the Board will need to reexamine the adequacy of any

,

new facility selected by LILCO" and "whether the change in facility'

itself bears on the question of the need to plan for evacuees who seek
monitoring but not sheltering." Id. at 424. We have presently before us
LILCO's Motion to Reopen Record for the purpose of replacing the

i

| Coliseum with three other facilities. It is premature to make the reexam-
ination at this time because the Appeal Board has not ruled as to
whether the issue was properly raised for litigation or whether it is a
regulatory requirement. A negative answer to either issue would render

j this matter moot. Further, Applicant's motion to reopen the record for
'

substituting three other facilities for the Coliseum is vigorously opposed
by the Intervenors. Neither side takes a position that the number of evac-
uees to be monitored is part of the motion for reopening. Before stating
any conclusion we would want to give the parties the opportunity to

| make known their positions as to whether the number of evacuees to be

|

|

|
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monitored should be considered for inclusion as part of any reopened
record on the substitution of fac!!ities.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

E

JUDGE

Jerry R. Kline ;

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE t

Frederick J. Shon
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE ,

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
Ithis 29th day of October 1986.
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Cite as 24 NRC 575 (1986) LBP-66 36A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:,

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
Dr. Kennath A. McCollom

Dr. Walter H. Jordan

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-445-CPA
(ASLBP No. 86-528-02 CPA)

TEXAS UTILITIES ELFC"h|C
00MPAF.'/. et st.

(Cumanche Peak Steam Electn;
Station, Unit 1) October 30,1086

The Licensing Board admits a contention filed in response to a Com-
mission decision explaining a new principle governing construction
permit extension cases.

kU' ES OF PRACTICE: ADSIISSIBILITY OF CONTESTION
(CONSTRUCTION PERS11T EXTENSION PROCEEDING)

In a construction permit extension proceeding. a contention that al-'

leges both that Applicants willfully failed to complete their plant on time
without a valid purpose and that they have not discarded and repudiated
their policy, is substantively admissible.

RULES OF PRACTICE: T151ELINESS OF CONTESTION
(CONSTRUCTION PERSIIT EXTENSION PROCEEDING)

When intervenors had made timely allegations and had then filed a
new version of those allegations in response to a Commission decision

575
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that explained a new legal principle, this new version is timely and ad-
missible.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTION SHOULD NOT COSTAIN
PROCEDURAL ARGUSIENTS

The Board refused to admit a contention differing from an admitted
contention only in that it stated the party's position about some proce-
dural rulings.

MULES OF PRACTICE: ADhilSSIBILITY OF CONTENTIONS
(CONSTRUCTION PER5flT EXTENSION)

The Board interprets Commission precedent concerning the admissibil-
'

ity of contentions in construction permit extension proceedings.

DELAY WITifOUT A VALID BUSINESS PURPOSE:
ADhilSSIBILITY OF CONTESTION CONCERNING FAILURE TO
RENOUNCE PRIOR POLICY

It is proper to litigate an allegation that Applicants have failed to repu.
diate an alleged nrior policy to delay construction without a valid busi-
ness purpose.

AD5flSSIBILITY OF CONTENTION (CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
EXTENSION CASEh SI511LAR ISSUE IN OPERATING '

LICENSE CASE
'

Since the remedy available in a construction permit case is different
from that in an operating license case and since t e procedural posture of
the two cases also is different, a contention may be admitted in a con-
struction permit extension case even if a similar contention is litigable in
the related operating license case.

AfEh10RANDUh1 AND ORDER
(5fotion to Admit New Contentions or for Reconsideration)*

hiemorandum

This decision addresses Consolidated Intervenors' (Citizens Associa.
tion for Sound Energy (CASE) and 5feddie Oregory)"Slotion to Admit

,
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Amended Contentions or, in the Alternative, for Reconsideration of Cer-
tain Previously Denied Contentions," September 30,1986 (Motion).*

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On May 2,1986, we issued a Special Prehearing Conference Memo-
randum and Order (Prehearing Order) (unpublished) admitting CASE
and Meddie Gregory as Consolidated Intervenors and admitting a single
contention derived from CASE Contention 6 and Gregory Contention 1.
Both Texas Utilities Electric Company, et al. (Applicants) and the Staff
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staff) appealed. Thereafter, the
Appeal Board certified the following quest;on to the Commission:

Is the admitted CASE /Meddie Gregory contention . . foreclosed as a matter of
law by Washington Pubhc Power Supply System tWPPSS Nuclear Power Project
Nos.1 & 2), CLI.82 29,16 NRC 1221.1230 31 (1982).

Memorandum sad Opinion (July 2,1986).
In response, the Commission issued CLI.8615,24 NRC 397 (1986), in

which it provided a compound answer to the Appeal Board's question.
First, the Commission states that the usual rule is that Applicants for a

; construction permit extension either must show (1) good cause for the
! past delay in completion of the plant, or (2) good cause for the NRC to

allow more time for plant complet;on. The Commission then advises that

; tf a pernuttee is seeking a CP extension solely because more tune is r,eeded to cor.

|
rect deficiencies, a contention worded hke this one and directed only at past con-
duct wouW not be sufficient. even if true, to defeat the extension.8

On the other hand, the Commission also advises us that:

i Yet to grant a CP entensics request in the face of a finding that the past delays were

| caused by a past and still ongoing pohey of debberate violations would be to reward

I such wrongdoing. Surely the drafters of the Atomic Energy Act cannot have had |

this in mind when they allowed CP extensions for good cause.'

Faced with this realuaticn, the Commission appears to have struck a !

new balance. It stated the rule that:

' The Atomic safety and Licenses Appel Baard has held the pending argal 6n abeyance pens t

our determ, nance of the Motice. (|npubished Order, october 9,198&
8 CLI 8411. 24 NRC at 402,

8 /d
,
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[I]f there was a corporate policy to speed construction by victating NRC require-
ment'[*] and that policy was discarded and repudiated by the perstittee, any delays
ansing from the need to take corrective action would be delays for good cause.'

Subsequent to this Commission action, the Appeal Board provided.

parties with an opportunity to comment.' Then, Consolidated Interve-
nors filed the pending motico

II, THE NEW CONTENTIONS

On September 30,1986, eleven days after the Commission issued CLI.
8615, Consolidated Intervenon filed a Motion to Admit Amendea Con-
t ntions or, in the Alternative, .c,r Reconsideration of Certain Previously
Denied Contentions. The motion responded in a prompt fashion to the'
Commission's decision.

The two contentions submitted by Consolidated Intervenors are:

Amen 4d Contession 1 Since Applicants do not allege that they have a good cause
for the delay, they can only premil if they allege and prove good reuse for the es-
tension by demonstrating that ths, have identified the cause for the delay and have
discarded and repudiated the polk-ies that led to and/or caused the de.sy, Applicants
have not alleged or established that they have discarded and repudiated the policies
that caused the delay in completion of construction of Unit 1.

Amended Contention 2. The delay of construction of Unit I was caused by Appli-
cants'intencional conduct, which had no valid purpose and was the result of corpo.
rate policies which have not been discarded or repudiated by Applicants-

The effect of Amended Contention 2 is to restate previous contentions
in a manner that responds clearly to the requirements of CLI 8615.
Amended Contention I also makes a statement about Intervenors' view-
point about the procedural status of the case.

Previously, Consolidated Intervenors had alleged that Applicants' Co.
manche Peak Response Team (CPRT) program, which is responsible for
reviewing pas construction and determining what changes must be
made, was inadequate.' Ir. the amended contentions, Consolidated Inter.

,

* The sostd interprets thas as the Commission's interpretation of C::neohdated Intervenors' ongsnal
connetten, w hich the ''- -- - - 9 eesumed to be factually ' rue for parposes of this motion e.en thougha

no proof had yet been offered
'

' CL18615. 24NRC at a03
* Unpubtrnhed Order of september 22.198a
' CASE Contention No. 3 had aneged that *further delay mdi be cauand by Appbcants' refunal and

fadure to follow NRC regolations. . . J" CASE Contention No. 4 had alleged thee -[t)here n . . . no
benia for conclwhng that . . . there a adequate and/or appropnaie control over CPsES Unst I to ensure

i that NRC reqmrements a.e being and wdi be met? In CASE No. 7 and Oregory No. 2. Coneohdated
comennee
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venors have restated their prior contentions and alleged that the Appli-
cants have not "discarded and repudiated" past conduct.

Consolidated Intervenors have always been clearly dissatisfied with
the integrity of the CPRT program. Applicants are relying on the CPRT
program to examine and correct their plant and they may never examine
whether their past conduct needs to be repudiated. Applicants believe
that their conduct of the CPRT program amounts to whatever "discard-
ing and repudiating" may be necessary.

111. TIMELINESS

Because Consolidated Intervenors filed timely contentions alleging dis-
satisfaction with the CPRT program, we find that they have always be-
liev:d that Applicants did not properly discard and repudiate their past
conduct. Hence, we find that these new contentions are not late because
they are merely a more clearly worded version of portions of prior alle-
gations that were timely.

We also have reviewed the new contentions on the basis of their being
late filed and we find that, based on a balancing of the factors stated in
10 C.F.R. $ 2.714(a), these contentions are admissible.*

First, we consider that the issuance of CLI 86-15 provided good cause
for late filing. We have already discussed that issue fully. We note that
this factor is the most important, particularly in this case where similar
allegations were made in timely filed contentions.

The second and fourth factors, availability of other means to protect
petitioners' laterest and the extent to which other pa-ties will represent
petitioners * interest, weigh on the side of admitting this contention.
These factors almost always weigh in favor of the moving party.

The third factor, ability to contribute to development of a sound
record, is also met. In the related operating license proceeding, one of
the Consolidated Intervenors has demonstrated the ability to contribute
both to technical and nontechnical portions of the proceeding. Given
that the issues are primarily of a nontechnical nature, involving the in-
terpretation of management conduct concerning willful violations of reg-

.

Intenenors alleged that the CPRT process did not itself comply unh NRC regulatons and that Apph.
cants' history of noncomphance with regulatons required beense conditons concerning comp;etion of
car gructson.

* Apphcants point out that the time to icek reconuderation of our fa.mer order has passed and that
Connohdated latersenors should not he pernutted to acek reconuderation However. me Gnd that the
riavance of CLI 46-15 proWeJ n w anught into apphcable law sad restarted the clock for motons for
reconuderation. thereby making Coneohdated latersenors' moton timely We have proteeded with the
saw dunng the pendency of the appeal by directica of the Appeal Board tiy Order of October 9.194
(unpubbshed)
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ulations or repudiation of past conduct, intervenors' lawyers' extensive
experience in NRC proceedings is highly relevant, This factor weighs
heavily in favor of admitting the contentions.

The fifth factor, broadening of the proceediag, weighs against admis-
sion of this contention, as it almost always does. However, we consider
that the other factors have greater overall weight.

IV. SPECIFICITY AND BASIS

A. Contention 1

Contention i states:

Amended Contenta 1. Since Appheants do not allege that they have a good cause
for the delay, they can only prevad if they s.:kge and prove good cause for the en.
tension by demonstrating that they have identified the cause for the delay and have
discarded and repudtated the pohcies that led to and/or caused be delay. Applicants
have not alleged or estabbshed that they have disce,&d and repudtated the policies
that caused the delay in cornple' ion of construction of Uni: 1.

We agree with Applicants that Amended Contention 1 is awt admissi-
ble. It differs fr(m Contention 2 largely because it contains procedural
assumptions that are more properly the subject of motions than of con-
tentions.

Amended Contention I correctly states that Applicants did not allege
good cause for past delay. However, this contention contains the phrase
"can only prevail," used to suggest that Applicants' failure to allege
good cause for past delay should be a barrier to their later deciding to -
show good cause for past delay.

We are also not prepared to accept the assumption in Contention I
tnat it is necessary to identify the cause for past delay in order to repudi-
ate the causes of that delay. It would appear to be easier to renounce a
cause of ( Gy that has been carefully isolated; however, we consider it
to be proper for Applicants to attempt to persuade us that their current

'
course of conduct is so correct that it constitutes discarding and repudi-
ating whatever the cause for past delay might have been.

.

B. Contention 2

Contention 2 states:

Amended Coattarm J. The delay of construction of Uni I was caused by Appli-
cants'intentioaal conduct, which had no sahd purpose and was the result of corpo-
rate pohcies which have not been discarded or repudiated by Appheants.
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This contention relates to prior allegations that we already admitted as a
contention. We interpret this contention in light of the prior contention
and the specific bases provided by Intervenors.' Thus, there is sufficient
specificity for this contention to be litigable.

The provided bases are more than adequate. They refer to dcauments
that are related to Intervenors' contention, and we are not authorized to
analyze those documents in depth at this stage of the proceeding.

We also note that the operating license case ha; an extensive history
with which this Board is familiar. Hence, we are able to interpret the
bases in light of that record and to determine that there is adequate basis.

At this point, we know that there were enough problems with the
design documents at Comanche Peak that Applicants have stated that
they are reviewing essentially 100% of the design. Important problems
were found in the pipe support and cable tray hanger design areas.

Applicants also have corroborated Staff findings concerning problems
in the quality control audit program. The Staff found many problems re-
lating to the quality of conuruction. Applicants have not yet finished as-
sessing the seriousness either of the design or construction problems.

Given the stated bases, which alone are sufficient, plus our knowledge
of additional information that has been made available to us, we do not
yet know the serioeness of this pattern of deficiencies or the extent to
which it represents intentional conduct of Applicuts. However, there is
an adequate basis for further inquiry, which can occur during the discov-
ery piocess. At this stage of the proceeding, we do not finally determire
facts. Our sole job is to pass on whether contentions have provided an
adequate basis for inquiring further.

V. MEANING OF"DISCARDED AND REPUDIATED"

The Commissien has informed us in CLI 86-15 that an extension of a
construction permit will not be denied even ifintentional delay is demon-
strated, providing that the Applicants demon <trate that they have dis-
carded and repudiated their intention:.1 misconduct.

In this case, Applicants have not admitted the intentional misconduct
that Intervenors allege. However, they also have stated that their actions
demonstrate that they have "discarded and repudiated" whatever man-
agement errors may have existed in the past.80 Consequently, there is a

* Connohdated Intervenors' benes are set forth in Appendia A.

''S.v *Peruutces' Respanee to Connohdated 1stervenors' Motion to Admit Amended Contentions or. in
the Alternauve, fot Reconsderation of Certain Previously Denud Contentions." Octc6er 10,1986 (Re.
sponnel, at 19,
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factual dispute between Intervenors and Applicants about the extent to
which present conduct does constitute repudiation and about the extent
to which management changes have ameliorated prior management prob.
lems. The Board finds, under the circumstances, that it will be necessary
to litigate these adverse positions in order to resolve this dispute. It is not
proper to resolve this knotty problem at this stage of the proceeding.

VI. ISSUES IN THE OPERATING LICENSE CASE

Although the Board believes that issues similar to those raised in this
case are also pending in the operating license case, the issues do not
appear to be identical. In particular, litigation within the operating li-
cense case would not result in terminating the construction license and
therefore would not be a substitute for Intervenors' right to intervene to
contest the extension of that license.

Furthermore, the Board's view about the issues properly in the operat-
ing license case is not shared by Applicants. It is Applicants' view in the
operating license case that it is not proper, under the admitted conten-
tion, to consider the extent to which management practices have resulted
in quality assurance / quality control breakdowns. '!he basis for Appli-
cants' argument is their belief that they can correct all plant deficiencies
without assessing management blame and that correction of the physical
problems is all they need do to counter the allegations of Contention 5.

Because that is Applicants' view, which could be sustained on appeal,
the procedural context for raising these management issues is substan-
tially differer.t in the two cases.

VII. JURISDICTION

Applicants state that we lack jurisdiction to reconsider our denial of
the previously denied contentions or to admit amended contentions. With
that we respectfully disagree.

We have before us a motion filed in direct response to a Commission
orde . The Appeal Board has deferred action awaiting our action. We.

are the best equipped forum to consider the relationship of this filing to
prior filings to the law, and to the context of this case. There is every
reason for us to fulfill our judicial responsibility by addressing these
issues rather than ducking them.
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b. Applicants failed to properly identify unique designs in their
PSAR,

c. Applicants constructed much of their plant prior to its
design having been completed,

;

d. Applicants have failed to comply with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, i
Appendices A and B, including their failure to promptly
identify and correct design deficiencies, and deliberately re-

,

fused to take positive action to correct such deficiencies.
3. Applicants ignored consistent criticism of their QA/QC pro-

gram over a period of at least ten years and of their design over
a period of at least four years, in the face of warnings by inde-
pendent auditors, the NRC, and even she Atomic Safety and Li.

!
censing Board. As a result of these deliberate actions, Applicants !
built an unlicensable plant which must now be reinspected, rede-
signed, and reconstructed in the hope that it can be made licens. .

able. There is no valid purpose given by Applicants for why,in
the face of these criticisms, they refused to change their QA/QC
implementation or address and correct design deficiencies.

.

.

B. Applicants have never acknowledged that this or any other corpo-
' '

rate policy was the cause of the delay or that anything in the control of
corporate management caused the delay, and thus Applicants have never

i discarded or repudiated the policies that caused the delay. This basis is
supported by the absence of any statements of repudiation and of any
stated intent to discard any corporate policy. i

i C. Applicants have actually continued in place the corporate policies
and personnel primarily responsible for the original delay. i

-

1. The people running the plant now are most of the same persons i
who rr.2de the original decision to ignore the legal requirements j
for building the plant in order to build it faster. AppEcants' Sep- |

tember 16, 1986, Supplementation to Answers b CASE's Inter.
] rogatories to Applicants (August 27, 1986). '

2. Applicants' redesign, reinspection, and reconstruction program [
is in fact a continuation of the previous corporate policies which *

caused the delay. In particular: i

a. The CPRT is not sufficiently independent from TUEC since.

all judgments on the safety significance of deficiencies and |'
disposition of NCRs, design changes, and reconstruction are [
made by TUEC personnel, many of whom, like Mesars. !,

Tolson, Brandt, Purdy, and Finneran (all now employed at *

CPSES), made the original judgments that allowed the deft-
cient conditions to exist. |

!

rSg4
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b. CPRT reinspections are being conducted without complying
with Appendix B, thus making trending, documentation, and
any verification of the work performed impossible.

c. The CPRT program has not been fully approved by the
Staff but has been modified at least three times, apparently
without going back to redo work conducted under the re-
jected plans.

d. The CPRT implementation has violated CPRT standards
for reinspections, including the use of production quotas for
inspectors and harassment and intimidation ofinspectors.

c. The work that Applicants propose to conduct under the ex-
tended construction permit represents major changes in the
original proposed construction and design and cannot be
lawfully undertaken unless the construction permit is .
amended. No such amendment has been sought or received.
This policy of ignoring the procedural requirements of the
NRC regulations has caused many problems, including a
construction work halt to await staff approval of the pro-
posed extension of the construction permit, which Appli-
cants had allawed to expire without seeking a renewal.

D. In order to establish that they have discarded and repudiated the
corporate policio that led to the delay, Applicants must adopt and im-
plement a redesign, reinspection, and reconstruction program that con-
tains at least the following elements, which are now missing from the
CPRT program:

1. full independence frorr. all current and former CPSES employ-
ces,

2. stop work on construction and on reinspection of construction
until reanalyses and redesigns have been completed and the de-
signs have been approved as acceptable by the hearing board,

3. existence and implementation of a QA/QC program for rein-
spection, redesign, and reconstruction that complies with 10
C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B.

4. full documentation that fundamental engineering principles have
been correctly applied in the reinspection, redesign, and recon-'

struction process,
5. full documentation that all previously identified design issues

(including, but not limited to, the Walsh/Doyle allegations and
concerns raised by Cygna or during the Cygna hearings) have
been correctly identified and properly addressed,
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6. hold points la the reinspection, redesign, and reconstruction
process to enable staff, public, and Board review of the previ-
ously completed tasks, and

7. full public access to all documents generated by the process,
transcription of all meetings, and public attendance at those
meetings.

1
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Cite as 24 NRC 587 (1986) DD-8613

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

James M. Taylor, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027

SEQUOYAH FUELS
CORPORATION

(Gore, Oklahoma Facility) October 15,1986

The Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies peti-
tions filed by the Government Accountability Project on behalf of
Native Americans for a Clean Enviro tment Client Council and others,
Arkansas Peace Center, the National Water Center, and Citizens' Action
for a Safe Environment, requesting enforcement action by the NRC
against Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. The Petitioners based their requests
for relief upon issues arising from an accident that occurred at the
Sequoyah Fuels facility in Gore, Oklahoma, on January 4,1986, and
upon issues associated with the history of the facility and the Licensee's
disposition of its waste products. In denying the requested relief, the Di-
rector determined that the actions necessary to protect the public health
and safety already have been taken and that the Licensee's disposition of
its wastes and its general history do not reflect an inability to comply
with regulatory requirements or provide a basis for granting the specific
requested relief.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SECTION 2.206 PETITIONS

A request for a review of NRC regulations to determine the sufli-
ciency and adequacy of regulatory controls at a licensed facility falls out-
side of the scope of matters usually considered under 10 C.F.R. I 2.206.

,
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RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING

Matters that are the subject of administrative proceedings are not ap-
propriate for consideration in a i 2.206 proceeding. Moreover, the
i2.206 procedure is not available to seek relief in a matter where an-
other forum is available even if the petitioners are not parties in the pro-
ceeding in the other forum.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING

Where no specific factual basis is provided by petitioners to support a
claim, further inquiry need not be made.

OPERATING LICENSES: EXPIRATION

Sections 2.109 and 40.43(b) of 10 C.F.R. provide that in any case in
which a Licensee has filed an application for renewal of its license at
least 30 days prior to the expiration of the license, such license shall not
expire until application for renewal has finally been determined by the
Commission. This is in accordance with the protections afforded by
l 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act,5 U.S.C. f 558(c).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAFF AUTHORITY

It is within the Staff's enforcement discretion to determine that further
effort to pursue the issue of a material false statement is not warranted
where the statement was made 16 years earlier and there was a lack of
reliance upon the statement by the NRC.

AEA: RIGHT TO HEARING

Absent a request for a hearing on a matter other than a facility con-
struction permit application, there is no requirement that one be held.

- RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING

Not every violation of the Commission's regulations or licenses com-
pels suspension or revocation of a license.
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AEA: RIGHT TO HEARING

A hearmg is not required as a matter of r'ght where a licensee agrees
to suspend licensed operations. Nor is therr. a right to a hearing on lifting
a suspension.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 8 2.206

INTRODJCTION :

[
i

Four petitions have been filed pursuant to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. |

l2.206 by various organizations requesting enforcement action by the
NRC against Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC), which is authorized to

,

possess and use source material at its facility in Gore, Oklahoma. !

On March 21, 1986, Thomas Carpenter of the Government Account-
ability Project (OAP), on behalf of Native Americans for a Clean Envi-
ronment Client Council and others, filed a petition (hereinafter GAP Pe- ,

tition) with the Commission requesting that the Commission immediately
impose an indefinite suspension of SFC's license pending the completion i

of certain actions.* Specifically, the OAP Petition requested that the sus-
pension continue until (1) the Licensee is in compliance with "all licens-
ing requirements and conditions"; (2) completion of an Interagency Task

'

Force review of an accident that occurred at the facility on January 4,
1986, to assess the public health impacts of the accident; (3) an independ-

' ent inspection and review of the causes of the January 4th accident is
conducted by a third party;8 (4) a management study is undertaken to
determine the cause of what the Petitioners allege is the inability of the
Licensee to comply with regulatory requirements; and (5) completion of

,

all ongoing Staffinspections and investigations.
The Petitioners in the OAP Petition assert that immediate agency

action is necessary in light of environmental contamination and questions
about v orkers' health which may have resulted from the January 4th ac-
cident and a "subsequent accident" at the facility, and what they claim is
the inability of NRC's Region IV office to take appropriate regulatory
action. As specific grounds for their request that the Commission impose
the suspension of Sequoyah Fuels' operating license, Petitioners assert

,

'Iother named petaioners in the oAP Petnina are Cartale Cauens Annociatson. National Water
Center, Arkansas Peace Center. and Fayettevdle Peace and Justre center.

Petanoners do not denne what they mesa by a "third party?

L

,
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that the history of violations at the plant evidences the inability of the
facility's operators to comply with regulatory requirements.3

By letter dated May 13,1986, I acknowledged receipt of the OAP Pe-
tition. In my acknowledgment letter I informed- the Petitioners that
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation had agreed to suspend its operations as a
result of the January 4th accident. This suspension was to continue until
both NRC and the Licensee had reviewed the accident and the Licens-
ee's operations to determine appropriate corrective actions for problems
that contributed to or resulted from the accident. I also noted, howevers

that following an extensive review by the Staff, which is documented in,

two Safety Evaluation Reports dated April 23, 1986, NRC had allowed -
Sequoyah Fuels to receive yellowcake at the facility and resume the
scheduled shipment of cylinders containing uranium hexafluoride (UF.)
that were already in inventory at the time of the accident and to return
the enipty uranium slurry trailers and drums to uranium producers for
reuse. My May 13, 1986, letter also indicated that the Staff had already
completed a number of inspections and investigations concerning the.
cause and impact of the January 4 accident and that an Interagency Task -
Force had completed its review of the accident. I stated that the Staff
would, however, continue its review of the OAP Petition and that, as
provided by i 2.206 of the Commission's regulations, appropriate action
would be taken on the Petition within a reasonable time. A notice that

8 The Petxioners also requessed that the NRC OfHoe of taspector and Audnor (otA) review and audet
NRC res=1=a=a to deterumme the sufAciency of regainsory controls at the sequoyah Puois facilny and
adequacy of NRC regarements to prevent occurrences such as the January 4th eccadent. asceuse thus
request falls ostende of the scope of niereers semaAy comeulerad under i 2.206, a copy of the Putnice was
referred to otA for obenever acace it doesned appropnete. See D=4e p> eve Ca (Casewho Nuclear ses-
tion, Uans I and 2k DD-se 16, 20 NRC 161. led s_3 (1984). However, two gemene studess have already
bore undertaken by the NRC as a reneh of the accident. The Arit seedy was a "lessoas learned * study
headed by the Deputy Regional Ad-amrator of NRC Region I to aaaandar empenence gesand fhlm the
accident. mhsch was completed in May 1994 The Anal report, NUREO lltt, "Reisese of UF. from a
Ruptured Model 40Y Cyleder et the sequoyah Fisens Corporence Facihty: Lassene.Laarmed Report"
was pubhahed in June 1986 The second study. which as a special study by individuals with varied rege-
totary engenence under contract to the NRC to analyse NRC mesensis faceamag and inspection pro-
gremia, is espected so be eJmpleted in saidoctober 1994 Dy lesser deced June 6,19s6, OtA informand the
en-.=an that, en view of these studes and the changes espected to resels frosa them, se well as the
lech of specinc referenese in the OAP Peutson to regeleecry prehisses, otA had deserummed act to on.
dettehe the requested omht.

la addition, the Petnioners empress their objectice to Kerr-McGee's request to amend he masennis
hcener to laciude a eremum tetrenuonde (UF.) facday and * low level wesse dump.* As these mestors
are presently the subsect of adsanasserserve .-- . . ;- before a pressems odicar of the Atomuc safety.

r
and Lices. mas Board panel (ie, noind messe deposal proceedsag and proceedag to oushonse operemos
of the segeoyeh faceny to convert deplease uressen benenuande (UFe) to espissed UF.h they are not
appropnose for ea===d=renan la tjun |1.206 deceson. Jsv Geersel pbeder LW4mse Nuriser Cesp (Three
Mile leiend Nucteer seasson, Unses I and 2. Oyseer Cresh Naciser Generessag stemonk CL1-sSA 21
NRC Mt. 543-44 (19tSk parate Gas med EJerrar Ca (Diehto Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Unses I and
th CLB 41413 NRC 443,444 (196th The a the case mos. - ' ; thes Feyseteville Peace and Jun-
use Center en act en uniervonor in those proceedings, mace the | 2.300 procedere is not evealehte to seek
rehef in a metier misere another fanse a agedeble ewe of the peutsoners are not penses in the proceed-
ing se the other forum. Tber Mdr Isleed. CLI-854 serra il NRC et 564.
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the OAP Petition was under consideration was published in the Fedeml
Reguter. 51 Fed. Reg.18,709 (May 21,1986).

On June 1,1986, the Arkansas Peace Center (APC), one of the named
Petitioners, Aled a motion in the Sequoyah Fuels solid waste disposal
proceeding to disqualify Judge Frye, the presiding officer. In its motion,
APC sought, in addition to its disqualification request, the revocation of
SFC's license. In this connection, APC further requested that the Com-
mission take charge of all radioactive materials at the facility and safe-
guard them to minimize future hazard, order the decommissioning and
dismantling of the facility and isolation of all hazardons radioactive mate-
rials from the biosphere, and begin action by issuing orders or initiating
proceedings that snay be required to address the "emergency" alleged to
exist at the facility. On July 9,1986, Judge Frye referred APC's motion,
with the exception of the issue of disqualification, to the Staff for consid-
erstion under | 2.206 (hereinafter APC Petition).

On June 13, 1986, the National Water Center (NWC), also a named
petitioner in the OAP Petition, filed with the Commission a document
entitled "Motions to Reconsider" in the Sequoyah UFe to UF and solid
waste disposal proceedings. In its motion, NWC requested, among other
things, that the Commission study and institute full formal hearings re-
garding the disposition of SFC byproducts, based on its concern regard-
ing airborne and waterborne effluents that have emanated from the
Sequoyah Fuels facility. In a Memorandum and Order dated June 27,
1986 (unpublished), Judge Frye referred this portion of NWC's motion
to the Staff for consideration under f 2.206 (hereinafter NWC Petition).

On July 3,1986, Kathy Carter White, on behalf of Citizens' Action for
a Safe Environment (CASE), filed a petition (hereinafter CASE Petition)
requesting that I issue a temporary order staying the restart of operations
of the Sequoyah Fucis facility, serve SFC with an Order to Show Cause
why its license to operate the facility should not be suspended or re-
voked, and ultimately revoke SFC's license. As specific grounds for this
request, the CASE Petition alleged that the licensee had shown itself to
be unfit to operate a facility, as evidenced by its gross negligence in its
operation of the Sequoyah Fuels facility, willful violations of the require-
ments of its license, and the making of a material false statement. By-

letter dated July 31,1986, I acknowledged receipt of the CASE Petition.
A notice that the CASE Petition was under consideration was published
in the Fedeml Reghter. 51 Fed. Reg. 28,463 (Aug. 7,1986).

I have now completed my evaluation of the OAP Petition, the subse-
quent APC and NWC Petitions, and the CASE Petition. I have deter-
mined, for the reasons set forth below, that the actions necessary to pro-
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tect the public health and safety already have been taken and that the
additional actions requested by the Petitions are not warranted.

DISCUSSION

Many issues have been raised in the four Petitions. To facilitate consid-,,.
erstion of these issues, they are grouped as follows into those issues asso- -
cisted with the January 4,1986 accident, and those issues associated with
the history of the facility prior to the accident.

'the January 4,1986 Accident

I. On January 4,1986, a 14-ton capacity cylinder containing in excess
of 30,000 pounds of UF. ruptured while being heated in a steam chest at
the Sequoyah Fuels facility.* The cylinder had been overfilled to the
point that its contents exceeded the cylinder's maximum allowable ship-
ping weight of 27,560 pounds. Plant employees had been in the process
of heating the cylinder to facilitate removal of excess UF. when the cyl-
indc+ wall ruptured due to the expansion of UF. as it changed from the
solid to the liquid phase. Both such overfilling and heating of the over.
filled cylinder were contrary to the Licensee's operating procedures. The
high pressure in the cylinder and large size of the rupture resulted in the
rapid release of much of the UF. into the atmosphere. One individual
employed by the Licensee died because of exposure to hydrogen fluoride
(a hydrolysis product of UF.). Other employees received exposures to
uranium and hydrogen fluoride.

The NRC was notified of the accident soon after its occurrence. The
NRC immediately formed and dispatched a team of inspectors to the fa-
cility to conduct an investigation into the facts surrounding the incident
and to identify any generic or site-specific safety concerns related to the
incident. The first team membert arrived on site the evening of January
4, the day of the incident. Subsequently, the inspectors were divided into
an Augmented Investigation Team (AIT) and an emergency response
team. The AIT consisted of personnel from NRC's Region IV omce and
NRC's Omce of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, and was sup-'

piemented by other technical experts from NRC, the Oak Ridge Oaseous
Diffusion Plant, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards.

* The sequoyoh Fueh facihty converts ursaism eude concentretes (yellowcake) from mulhas and
awmag operanons no UFr The UFe is suteequendy shipped to earwhenent feedw
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By letter dated January 9,1986, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation agreed
to suspend its operations and not to restart the facility without the con-
currence of the NRC. In addition, SFC committed not to disturb or
move process equipment related to the January 4th incident without the
approval of the NRC. A number of additional commitments were also
made in meetings with Region IV staff. These commitments were con-
firmed in a Confirmation of Action letter from Robert D. Martin, Re-
gional Administrator, Region IV, to R.P. Luke, Executive Vice Presi-
dent, SFC, dated January 17,1986.

An Interagency Public Health Assessment Task Force was also
formed in January 1986 to assess the public health impact associated with
the accidental release of UF. that occurred. The Task Force was com-
posed of representatives from the NRC, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the Department of Health and Human Services, the De-
partment of Agriculture, the Lawrence Livermore Natior.at Laboratory,
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the Univershy of Rochester.
The goals of the Task Force were to identify the poterul public health
impact resulting from the accident based on data available, to identify
and recommend action or precautions necessary to mitigate any adverse
impact on the general public, and to provide a data base for use of gov-
ernmental agencies and others for followup studies. The scope of the
Task Force assessment consisted of (1) the nonradiological effects of ura-
nium (i.e., chemical toxicity) on SFC workers and offsite individuals, (2)
the radiological effects to onsite individuals and to the population in the
affected area, and (3) the effects of fluorides (UO:Fs and HF) on onsite
and offsite individuals, vegetation, and animals.

Additionally, during the week of February 10 through 14,1986, a
comprehensive inspection was performed by six senior NRC inspectors.
This inspection consisted of an in-depth review of SFC compliance with
NRC regulations and license requirements. The Office of Investigations
(OI) also began an investigation, which at this date is still ongoing.

II. The AIT completed its investigation and documented its findings
and conclusions in reports issued in February and June 1986. See
NUREG il79, "Rupture of Model 48Y UF. Cylinder and Release of
Uranium Hexafluoride," Vols. I and 2. As a result of its investigation,
the AIT identified the following factors as the primary contributors to-

the accident:
1. The cylinder was overfilled because it was not placed fully on

the scales. The fill bay and associated equipment were not de-
signed to prevent improper positioning of cylinders in the bay so
that the cylinder would be properly located on the scales. The
fill bay was not designed to accommodate 14-ton cylinders.
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2. The time required for filling the cylis. der was long enough to i

allow partial solidification of the UFs which inhibited product-
'

removal from the cylinder. i

3. The precise weight of the cylinder was not readily determinable :1-

after it was overfilled. !

4. There was no secondary or alternate way to measure the quanti-
ty of material in a cylinder being filled.

'5. Employees violated company procedures when they heated an
overfilled cylinder. Workers, including line management person. [
nel, had not been trained in regard to company procedures. Pro- t

i cedural controls such as checklists or approval points were not
an integral part of plant operations. i

6. Equipment for monitoring or automatically venting cylinders !
that were being heated was not provided for by the plant !

design. |

; In response to these findings, SFC has committed to make improve-
ments in its operations. The changes in the facility included numerous '

imodifications and improvements to plant process equipment such as the
cylinder filling area and the steam chests. These physical improvements i

form the technical bases for commitments made by the Licensee, and
'

also form a basis for certain new NRC requirements such as the condi. ;
tions under which UF. cylinders may be heated.

The Interagency Task Force completed its investigation and docu- [
mented its findings and conclusions in a report issued in March 1986. See'

r
'

NUREG Il89, "Assessment of the Public Health Impact from the Acci.
: dental Release of UF. at the Sequoyah Fuels Corporatien Facility at !

Gore, Oklahoma," Vols. I and 2. As a result of its investigation, the i
Task Force recommended that workers exposed to the accident should !
be monitored carefully for at least 1 or 2 years for evidence of pulmo-
nary or renal injury that might have resulted from the exposure to ura- ;

nium and hydrogen fluoride, but that further evaluation of offsite indi. !

viduals should be conducted only if monitoring of exposed workers indi-
; cated the development of chronic effects due to acute hydrogen fluoride ;

; exposure. With regard to the direct impact of the offsite releases, the ini- |
2 tial evidence indicated that no lasting ecological harm was done. How- [

. ever, the Task Force recommended that followup testing and environ- |

mental sampling be conducted to confirm this. While the Task Force !
found that the preliminary assessment indicated measurable and highly r

variable uranium and fluoride contamination in soil and vegetation lo- |
cated off site in the path of the plume, using the highest levels reported, '

assessments indicated that known drinking water sources, consumption of |

vegetation planted after the accident, and the consumption of local fish |
<

,

,
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and game may not present a health hazard. Conversely, vegetation that
existed at a growth stage at the time of the accident and was exposed to
the plume may contain unsafe levels of uranium or fluorides and should
be tested.

In response to these findings, SFC is implementing a 2 year health
study program to follow employees exposed to uranium and fluorides.
SFC also expanded its program for sampling water, soil, and vegetation
in the environment to include additional sampling in the affected area
during the current growing season.'

The results of the special NRC inspection conducted February 10
through 14 were documented in an inspection report issued May 9,1986.
See Inspection Report 40-08027/86-02. The mspection report identified
violations of NRC requirements and license commitments. SFC re-
sponded to this inspection report by letter dated May 28,1986, and out.
lined corrective actions taken in response to these concerns.

On February 20,1986, SFC proposed to the NRC a three-phased pro-
gram for resumption of activities and operations at the Sequoyah facility.
The first of these phases was the resumption of the receipt, sampling, and
storage of uranium ore concentrates (yellowcake). The second phase was
the shipment of uranium hexafluoride that was in inventory at the time
of the January 4th accident and the return to customers of empty ura-
nium ore concentrate drums and slurry trailers. Phase three is the restart'

of normal UF. production.'

a With regard to the health study program. on October 1.1986, the Director. Ofnee of Inspection and,

i Enforcement, maued an Order MMifyug Lacense that wt!! ensure among other thangs that the a carned
out, and that the results will be subrnatted on or before July l.1988. With regard to the samphrig of
water, not!. and vegetata:ia, such sampims was completed ta May 1986. The report of the results and
analysis is espected to tw completed by October 13,1986 If accessary, additional samping m,41 be re-
quared-

e By letter dated July is,1986, the Licensee requested authoruauon of another phane, hmited system
oprsuon for cleanup purposes, and requested NRC approval to perform certain Lads to accennpish
that By letter dated August 22.1956, the NRC authorned a toruon of this request. aM by letter dated
september 24 1986 authorued the remnanas tadt. The letters of August 22 and september 20 did not
authonae eranaum converinon or production of Mditional LTs and the Lscemee was not prmetted to
tetroduce any new eranium to the process system.

By letter paatmarked september 26. 19846 CASE requested that i venfy whether aranium consersaan
had been authorued on september 20. 1984 CASE asserted that tha would connutute the poteaual for
unmediate trreparable harm due to the quesuonable status of sFCs authonty to operate the facahty na
the absence of proper penrussion from state and federal authonnes assertag eaamples of such lack of
authont y.

NRCs letters of August 22 and sepember 20.1986. only au'horued the operanon of equipment sec-
esaary to process matenal left in the circuit after the L'Fs release and froen uramaam-beanns cleaner
solutaans generated dunas recovery from the accident. The authoruation did act prmit sFC to Mr.
form conwrsion to LTs and did are savolve any new or modifmf ,,qwpmcat. This processang would be
required whether or act the facihty a peruutted to resume conversaca opranons These actmties do act
constitute any unmedate arreparabie hann as charged nor 60 they impact on other issues ramed sa the
september 26 CASE request.
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By letters dated February 24 and 26,1986, SFC requested that the
NRC concur on starting phase one and phase two activities. This request
was accompanied by documentation of the procedures to be used and
other commitments. Following an extensive review by the Staff, NRC
concurred to these activities on April 23,1986. The Staff documented its
review and conclusions in two Safety Evaluation Reports. See Safety
Evaluation Report for the proposed Phase I activities at the Sequoyah
Facility (April 23, 1986); Safety Evaluation Report for the proposed
Phase 11 activities at the Sequoyah Facility (April 23, 1986). On the basis
of this review, the Staff concluded that these activities could be con-
ducted in a manner that adequatel) protects the health and safety of the
public, SFC employees, and the environment.

On hiny 7,1986, the Licensee submitted a letter stating that it ex-
pected to have completed its commitments and corrective actions by
hfay 22,1986, and requested that the Commission concur in phase three,
the resumption of normal UF. production. By letter dated hiny 23,1986,
SFC was informed that its letter of hf ay 7,19ft6, did not provide an ade-
quate basis for the NRC to conclude that future UF. production would
be conducted in a manner that would properly protect health and safety
since it lacked sufficient detail for the Staff to assess the adequacy of
plant / equipment modifications, the revised training program, and the
procedure upgrade program, and significant details on management of
quality aaurance programs and management oversight. SFC was asked
to provide an analysis describing the relevant internal investigation re-
ports, inspection reports, consultant reports, commitments to the Com-
mission and to Congress, and proposed improvements and commitments
for correction of each deficiency. SFC provided this analysis to the
Commission on June 25,1986. On August 20,1986. SFC submitted modi-
fications to its June 25 document consisting of proposed changes to the
SFC license. These modifications were submitted as a result of comments
and questions raised by the NRC concerning the June 25 document.
Two pages dated September 3,1986, provided corrections to the August
20,1986 submittal. On September 10,1986, SFC was asked for additional
information including the results of its own investigation regarding in-
stances of heating overfilled cylinders. By letter dated September 24,
1986, the Licensee responded indicating that frequent heating of over-,

-

filled cylinders had occurred prior to the accident in violation of the
|

| Sequoyah Fuels Corporation plant operating procedures and regulatory'

requirements. Furthermore, SFC indicated that given the number of cyl-
inders that were apparently heated with more than the marimum net
weight, it must be concluded that some supervisory personnel either ac-
quiesced in or condoned this practice. As described in iIll below, on
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October 2,1986, the Staff issued an Order Modifying License which ad-
dressed many of the Staff's concerns arising from these submittals.

Prior to granting SFC's request to authorize the resumption of normal
UF. production, the Commission will carefully review the Licensee's
analysis and other submittals and will evaluate all actions taken by the
Licensee. The Commission's evaluation will include a thorough review
of the status and acceptability of all of the Licensee's corrective actions
that have been determined essential for restart of UF. production and to
provide reasonable assurance that the Licensee has met all applicable re-
quirements. In this connection, a multi agency inspection was conducted
of the facility on June 9 12, 1986, to ensure that all regulatory require-
ments are being met. This team inspection was conducted by representa-
tives from the NRC, OSHA, and the EPA. Results of this inspection are
documented in Inspection Report 4008027/86-07 dated July 25,1986. In
addition, during the week of July 28, 1986, the NRC conducted an in-
spection to ensure that all outstanding commitments had been addressed
prior to authorizing the restart of UF. production. Results of this inspec-
tion are documented in Inspection Report 40-03027/86-08 dated Septem-
ber 4,1986J Since the July inspection, additional inspections have oc.
curred and significant deficiencies have not been found. An inspection in
September 1986 identified a defect in the Licensee's procedures. See in-
spection Report 40-08027/86 11. Ilowever, the defect was promptly cor-
rected by the Licensee. A followup inspection that was conducted did
not identify any additional :ignificant inadequacies with the Licensee's
procedures or with the attitude of the Licensee's employees toward iden-
tifying and correcting procedural inadequacies.

Thus, the Staff's actions have essentially satisfied the requests in the
OAP Petition that a review of the accident by the Interagency Task
Force formed to assess the public health impacts of the accident be com-

, pleted, and, with the eaception of the investigation being conducted by
| 01, that all ongoing Staff inspections and investigations be completed
.

pnor to resumption of licensed activities.' With regard to the request
I

' As a retuft or the two taagections. 29 "opes seems" from pressous naspectaans were "ciceed out" sa-

that the NRC saarectors deternuned that sFC had corrected the preuously edenhfed geolations and had
snet other commarments made to the NRC of afecific actxes so unprose the ufety of plant operatzma

| The only *opee stem" remannang tasobed on4heph training for operators se procena operations, and
'

this stem could not have been completed hrcaaie the plant was that doma
e Although the of tavesugahon has not to date been comp 6eted, for the teams dancussed se i!!! of

the Decmoa, rav% I have determined that there a reasonable amurance that sf C will conduct its oper.
stacas e a manner thaa udt not preirat an endue ruk so the public beakh and safety after the plant is
restarted, and that the tesesngation need not be completed price to authoruation of the resumption of
L'F. praiuction
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that an independent inspection and review of the causes of the accident
be conducted by a third party, I have determined that such relief is not
warranted. The NRC Staff and Interagency Task Force have conducted
catensive inspections and investigations concerning the cause and impact
of the accident. From these findings, I am satisfied that the causes of the
accident and the Licensee's corrective actions are understood such that
NRC is able to make a determination as to whether the Licensee has
taken adequate corrective action and is able to operate the plant in a
manner that will provide reasonable assurance that it will comply with
all requirements.'

!
III. The CASd Petition sets forth twenty-one allegations in support

of its request for relief. Most of these a!!egations relate directly or indi-

|
rectly to the January 4 accident.80

As discussed above, the NRC catensively investigated the circum-'

stances and causes of the accident, including most of the issues raised in
these allegations.8 8 The inspections and investigations determined that a

' The Petnioners also empress concern over a "second accident" which they allege took place na which
another LT, cybader mas overfdled whde the facAty was under e suspensica of actmtwa The event
occurred on March 13.1984, when a 14 ton LT cyboder mas overfuied dunas a specal one-tune drma-
mg peccedure peruutted pursuant to pertaissaos granted to the Lacemre by Regma IV. See Metmoran-
dwa frcus R D. Marta no s D. Emerson (March 10.1984L The AIT deternused that de overfulag 3-as
caused by a delodged beam heking the cyhader weiging esale with as readout dat i t .e defect result-
ed to an erroneously los andacation of meight and the c)hader was overfdled by about M00 pounda. All
but about ITS pounds of escess maneral was property evacuated frose the cyttader within about 24
boars aner the overfdt Homewr. the c>hader was not heated. as the sauation did not present the name
hazard as that of January 4 Detads of the event are documented in NL' REG ll?9. Yo! 2
8'specifically. the CASE n!!egatmas that relate to the accident are- 1. sFC udifuny faded to adhere to
na training program. It SFC mah the omtreneu of management routmely violated na procedures and
NRC directives in hesung overfaled vemens of uranium hesanuonde; 118. sFC faJed to maistma its
emergency marams syntesia. IV. The esemuw nee prenaient maufuDy eclected a facday manager who
did not pcomem a reqwsne degree; V. shaft supervisors faded to instruct operstras perwanel m rele sat
procedures; VI The manager for production faded to manatana updated detaded opratma procedures
for reference by operatsg prianael. Yll The manager for health physics sad indesmal safety faded to
provide new empbyees with requente treams. Vill The manager of converison engineenna faded to
adequately te we eqwpment deuga regarding the capeaty of the kaading scalet IX. TM facety maa-
ager and geesident faded to adequately renew changes to process operstman. X. The eunager of health
physics and sedustrul safety faded to performs monthly snapections of essental radation safety eqwp-
meat. XI Tia manager of maniemance and construcuan faded to inspect for carteheel damage or re-
place damaged carta. XII The director of regulatory comphance faded to conduct compreheneve quar.
terty audas, X111 sFC miutully notated to CF L | 20 20XeK21 m fadias to poet marras engas.
XIV. sFC edifany notated as radelogical contagency plan. XV. sFC ntdaied additmaal radatma
protectaan reqmrementa. XVI sFC coatmued sta las attnuse ta decontamsmauon aher the accusent.
XVil sFC made a materal false stateswat in sta probabdntic ruk anseinment of the potestal of a rep-
ture or salve fadure of a hat LT. product cylnader.

It shound be acted that of these allegations, anesstmas I through XVI are euratiany restatements of
-

the nadings of the htC and AIT docucirated as NRC leapection Repoet 4000027/SM2 sad NUREG-
1179, vol 8 CASE han, however, recharacterued thew hadings a certain matances and prended no
factual base for the recharactensatman. Ateemt such specdic factual haan, further eMaary need act be
am$e. See e 3. Nedelpue Ehcrnt Ca (Lamersk Ocaeratag station. L'ats I and 21 DD-45 il. 22
NRC 149 (1985)
8i specincally, the asues raaed en CASE aneganona I and !! have been usestigated by the Augmented
laspection Team (n,e NUREO.lltt) and at)egaisces !!! through XVI have been investigated dunas
NRC taerections follonias the accident (are laspectma Reports 006027/6M2. SM1, and SMet
CASE's anegatma XVit. that sFC anse a masenal fatu stateswat, a docussed #s
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contributing factor to the accident was a major breakdown in manage-
ment control and oversight oflicensed activities, which was i!!ustrated in
part by the failure of management to ensure that signincant operating
procedures were followed by Licensee personnel and the failure to ade- |
quately train Licensee personnel.

SFC has committed to extensive corrective actions specifically geared
to address this problem. These corrective actions are documented in the
Safety Evaluation Report by the Division of Fuel Cycle Material Safety
Related to the Authorization to Resume Operations for the Sequoyah
Fuels Corporation UF. Conversion Facility, October 14,1986 (herein-
after SER Related to the Authorization to Resume Operations). Exam-
pies of improvements that have been proposed and approved by the
NRC include the following: construction of an enclosed room for fill.

- ing UF. cylinders to prevent the spread of contamination in the event of
a UF. release; modifications of the weight mesmring equipment to pre-
vent erroneous readings; installation of an interlock to automatically ter-
minate heating if the pressure inside a UFe cylinder reaches a preset
level; creation of new management positions and appointment of new
people to these positions to provide for better management oversight of
operations (e.g., manaEers of quality assurance, health physics and indus-
trial hygiene, administration and services, and procedures and training);
review and revision of plant operating procedures; establishment of a
new offsite training center; and training and retraining of all employees
in plant operations, safety related procedures, use of respiratory protec-
tion, and emergency procedures. In addition, SFC has instituted a new
Facility Quality Assurance Program and established the position of Man-
ager, Quality Assurance, to help ensure that SFC employees will comply
with NRC and SFC safety and operating requirements. Regarding a pos-
sible plant emergency, SFC has installed a public emergency warning
system and has acquired an agreement with a local radio station to pro-
vide announcements of monthly tests of the siren warning system and to
provide information to the public in the event of a real emergency.
These and other corrective actions will provide reasonable assurance that
management will control operations so that the resumption of licensed*

activities will not present an undue risk to public health and safety.
In addition, the NRC has taken enforcement action as a result of the

Andings of NRC inspections and investigations. On October 14,1986, a
Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalties was
issued to the Licensee proposing civil penalties of $310,000 for violations
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identified during the inspections 88 On October 2,1986, an Order Modi-
fying License was issued to SFC. The Order imposed as conditions of
any continued operations at the Sequoyah Fuels facility commitments
made by SFC to the Commission, as well as additional conditions that
the Commission determined are required to protect the public health,
safety, and interest. These conditions included a requirement that the Li-
censee obtain the senices of an independent oversight organization
which shall, among its many responsibilities, maintain a 24-hour daily
surveillance (during operations) of plant processing operations to ensure
compliance with procedural and regulatory requirements and shall bring
to the immediate attention of the NRC and SFC any conditions it be-
lieves to be unsafe or not in conformance with NRC requirements. This
independent organization shall be in place until the NRC can verify that
the Licensee's organizational authority and responsibilities are in compli-
ance with this Order.

With regard to the Licensee's performee, an additional point needs
to be addressed. CASE alleges that SFC willfully violated NRC require.
ments, the conditions of its license, and its own procedures. Specifically,
CASE alleges that SFC willfully violated its license by failing to adhere
to the training program for operating personnel upon which the Licens-
ee's operation was conditioned, that it routinely violated its procedures
by heating overfilled vessels of uranium hexafluoride with the full aware-
ness of management, that the executive vice-president willfully selected a
facility manager who did not possess the requisite degree set forth as a
condition of its license, that SFC willfully violated 10 C.F.R.
{ 20.203(eX2) by failing to post warning signs around radioactive areas,
and that SFC willfully violated its radiological contingency plan.

CASE has provided no factual basis for the assertion that these siola-
tions were willful. See note 10, sura. The Commission has an ongoing
investigation into whether wrongdoing associated with the events lead-
ing to or following the accident occurred. Until this investigation is com-
pleted, the Staff is not in a position to address the issues of willfulness.
However, the October 2,1986 Order Modifying License, discussed
above, required SFC to make changes to its procedures and training pro-
gram and to obtain the senices of an independent oversight organization

'8 T1w Nota:e of violatna cited the Li6eance for thane selatcas nsentifwd during inspections for
which there was sufficent factual base to support a fladmg that a untanon had occurred These nota.
tions included fadure to traan operatag gerananel, notauon of procedures in overheating oserfdled cyl-
taders cmtsinsag araanwa hetafMride, and fadure to asaantaan ogerating procedures for several radi-
arson safety-related activenes. Maay of these notatens atre ah ramed by CASE in as allegatona.
Homeser mith regard to othee anegataans. masumcaent factual basas easies to support a finding that a
volaten had occurred Comarquently, no enforcement actica mee taken muk regard to theme allegations
(a g, that eqwpawat design regardag the upacay of kwitng acales una act adequately reywmed, that
there was a fadure to inspect kt carte heel darnage or replace damaged cartak
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which shall maintain a 24-hour daily surveillance (during operations) of *

plant processing operations and shall bring to the immediate attention of
|

the NRC and SFC any conditions it believes to be unsafe or not in con- '

formance with NRC requirements. This continuous independent audit
will ensure that resumption of normal operations at the facility will not
present an undue risk to the public health and safety after the plant is
restarted and while the investigations are under way. Following comple-
tion of Ol's investigation, the Commission may take such additional
action as it determines is appropriate.

In sum, the NRC considers the accident and its consequences to be a |
very serious matter. The NRC has conducted extensive and intensive in.
vestigations and inspections of the accident, its causes, and the SFC I
administration of its licensed program. Specific violations have been

i

found and have been or are being dealt with under NRC's enforcement *

authority in separate procesdings. For its part, SFC has made necessary
improvements in the plant safety program including facility modifica.
tions, the hiring of additional staff, improved operating procedures,
better training of employees, and other improvements as detailed in the

i

SER referenced above. Based on these efforts to upgrade the facility and j
its safety program and the 24 hour oversight, the NRC has determined

[
that there is reasonable assurance that the facility will be operated in a

,

safe manner and in compliance with NRC requirements.
[

History of the Operation of SFC Prior to January 4th Accident "

The GAP Petition requested that the Commission suspend the license
for the Sequoyah Fuels facility pending compliance of the facility with
"all licensing requirements and conditions" and pending the conduct of a '

management study to determine the root cause of what Petitioners allege
is the inability of Kerr McGee to comply with regulatory requirements. !,

'

The GAP Petition suggests that the January 4th accident is but the latest ;

accident at a plant that has experienced a long history of violations. APC
in its Petition reiterates this concern and, in addition, asserts that the

,

NRC has shown "favoritism" to SFC in allowing it to continue to oper. |,

i ate despite its poor record.38 CASE also points to SFC's history as a
'

,

'' A comaaderable part of the APC Peutson a e serbatma copy or pwuona of a petenon rued muh the
C--- - -- by Jeannine Hamm;her in 1978 mhech requested revocauon of all hcennes for acusttaa son- [
ducted in the nuclear fuel cycle. That peution was dened by the C ~. 44 Fed Res 39.373 *

(Asg 4.1981) Mrs Hansker's peutaan for resies of that desal was dassened by the U s Court or
Appeak without crimica. 679 F 24 261 (D C. Car.19821 Her peuuon so the supresie Court for a mnt of
terrapes also mas demace 459 U s 945 (19821 Revannes those aners a mot marranted j
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basis for its request for relief and alleges that the Safety Evaluation
Report supporting renewal of the Sequoyah Fuels facility license dated
September 20,1985, states that fifteen violations had been identified since
the previous license renewal, CASE further asserts that although SFC
historically has promised to improve its program, it has consistently
lapsed into noncompliance again, and for this reason, the NRC should
not accept further promises of compliance, but the Sequoyah Fuels facil.
ity should remain closed 88 CASE also alleges that SFC made a material
false statement in 1974 in response to an EPA request for information
which became the basis for all accident scenario probabilities on the
question of the accident potential involving tha rupture or valve failure
of a hot UFa product cylinder and which was incorporated in the origi.
nal Final Environmental Impact Statement and all subsequent assess-
ments.

The NRC has examined in detail SFC's history of compliance. The Pe-
titioners provide numerous examples of events that have occurred at the
facility which they allege were violations of NRC requirements.88 How-
ever, many of the cited examples, while they were occupational mishaps
or undesirable practices, did not constitu:e violations of NRC require-
ments.8' Furthermore, many of the cited events took place over 15 years
ago, and, as such, are not pertinent to the question of whether current
SFC management, which has undergone changes and made extensive im-
provements to its program, can operate the plant safely, With regud to
the events that occurred prior to the accident which did constitute viola-

l' aassaHy, CASE's cleams that relate to thene assertions are set forth la its allegations XVil(that sFC~
i

made a mater al falne statement e as probabhstic risk assessment of the potental of a rupture or salve'

fadure of a het LTs product cyhadert XVill (that sFC lustorically has prommed to do better but re-
pestedly lapse. into noncomphancek XIX (that sFC entremes "vitra veres de facto operatson' abeest
regulatory sothernyk XX (that sFC bas maarepresented the status of its contract for the appropration
of mater from L.ake Tessinerk and XXI(tha'sFC eshitats a kes hatory of noncosMancek la thould
be noted. however, that acveral of CASE's clews un tbs regard lad the specifacity required by |1206, |

*ble others involve notataans of EPA regelstaans and ccanequently are outsade of the empe of the
decuaost EPA required sFC to take action to correct these deficiescaes as described in an Augent is,

,

1984 compinace report
sa The GAP Preon aciudes as am attachment a report eautled "Kerr.htcGee sequeyan t'rnmeum He -'

annors$e Producte Plant " by Charles Barnes, and h4ghhghts enceryti from the report sa order to ren-
erste sDeged uolstaons The APC Petmaon also secludes a portion of than report la order to art out al-
leged Moiatsoe'.
** For staraine, the O AP Peution abeges that, according to NRC mspection reports, there were 6? oc.
cassoas r. l900 when the aversas dady concentration of ,rborne eranium enceeded aDomsbee bests, and
21 sur'. occassoas en Itti, and to en 1982 0 * P has seed Egeres cued in laspection Reports 4048027/
82 Os and 8341. Houtver, thcae cscasmas when the concentration of sirborne tramium esceeded the
salves na 10 C F R. Part 20 Aprendia B. Table 4, col 1. did not countante wanations of NRC bana As
sta.ied na 60 C F R | 20103, the NRC heut 6. Ineed on the quantay of ersa.um inhaled by as subvusual,
not ca the concemptNa in the air. By hans g the une a worker a esposed to the concentration of
uraa em or by the ese of a reaparator, the quancay of urarsom shaled can te here witha the hatt treck
Bed in i 20103 sithough the concentrauon esceeds the salue ta Argendit B !a both of the referenced
sempection reports, the inspector conclo$ed that srr had aca notated the espesure haut for easivudual
markers
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tions of NRC requirements, none of those violations were determined to
be of great significance and none resulted in escalated enforcement
action against the Licensee. In all cases in which the NRC cited SFC for
identified violations, SFC corrected the violations and the NRC verified
by inspection that the corrective actions had been taken and were effec.
tive. 8 '

CASE alleges that SFC made a material false statement in September
1974, in ret,ense to an EPA request for information that became the
basis for all accident scenario probabilities on the question of the acci-
dent potential involving the rupture or valve failure of a hot UF. prod-
uct cylinder. CASE asserts that SFC stated that the probability of a rup-
ture or valve failure of a hot UF. product cylinder was less than 1 in 100
million and that this constituted a material false statement and that there
is no current basis for this assessment, implying that there never was.

EPA had conveyed comments to the NRC on the draft Environmental
Impact Statement which indicated that the probability of a rupture or
valve failure of a hot UF. product cylinder should be included in the
final statement. The NRC requested the Licensee to address this issue.
The EPA comment and the Licensee's response were included in the
Appendix to the final Environmental Impact Statement issued in Febru-
ary 1975 (NUREG 75/007),

This staterrient was not relied upon by the NRC in drafting its final
Environmental Impact Statement. Rather, the NRC considered that such
an accident was credible, and analyzed its potential consequences in the
final Environmental Impact Statement, Given the age of the statement
and the lack of reliance on it, it is within the Staff's enforcement discre-
tion to determine that further effort to pursue the issue of a material false
statement is not warranted.

t'la connectxe mth as clan that the NRC kan shous "favontum" to sFC APC annens in as mouos
that sFC was aHomed to operate mth an empred bcease CASE aho rates the anse ta its Petitsaa sa
support c( as allegarian that sFC has notonowly opere*ed absent regulatory eutherny There a no
ment to ihm saertra sections 2109 and 40 43m of 10 C F R, prosase that is any cane as mhrh a
heennee has ided as artkation for rememaJ of as kease at least 30 days pnor to the empiraire of the
twenne, such hcease shall act espre untd apphceuon for rememal has finally been deternuned by the
Comnuanaan The a is accordance muh the protections afforded by | 9N of the Adaunstratrve Proce-
dure Act, S U sC $ 5584) On september 24,1982, sFC Bled na applestre fee remenal of its hernae
eksh was to espre on Ocicher 31.1982 By neuse dated Novender s,1982, the Larensee was mouried
that its euanas tweene e Jf i .ma a effect matd the Commuanaos acted on as apphcation, persaame to
10 C F R | 40 43-

APC alac senerts that a rememag the sFC bcense in september 1985, the NaC granted further delays
of s enanths se reqwraag sf C to atspelate prcredores for handlaag besanmormse cybeders and other
safety concerna. and the Jawary 4th occa$ent occurred dunna ihm delay There mas ao delay greated
when the lacesse mas renewed A condaica cd the reatmed lacense regered the Licensee to prepare and
outaut a detained analyus of each step en the handlang cd hot LTe e3 adert s$entif>1ag acenarias thath
could rewit sa cylsader rweure, and swanares and actions to amigate the enects of a L F. release The
credare sinomed the Laceanee 6 sa:mths to prepare the informann it as comanan practwe for the staff
to allom e hereaev necennary tune to meet a reqwrement such as tha
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In connection with their assertion that the Sequoyah facility has had a
long history of violations, the Petitioners raise numerous issues with
regard to SFC's disposition ofits waste products. Fct example, the OAP
Petition alleges that over 5 million gallons of radioactive and tesic pol-
lutants may have seeped from the plant's liquid waste storage ponds into
the ground. In addition, the OAP Petition alleges that the NRC has al-
lowed SFC to discharge 11,000 pounds of uranium in liquid per year into
a ditch (which APC claims in its Petition is discharged into the Illinois
River). NWC further asserts in its Petition that the composition and
volume of wastewater discharged into the Illinois River is unknown be-
cause of SFC's practice of diluting its waste stream before analyzing it
for radioactive and chemical components.

The Petitioners provide no basis for these claims. SFC has in place a
program for detecting radioactive and toxic pollutants in groundwater
through sampling local surface waters and water from strategically
placed wells. This program was reviewed and approved and is impected
by the NRC. The results of this program have not to date indicated sig-
nincant concentrations or movement of radioactive material in ground-
water as a result of seepage from the plant's liquid waste storage ponds.
With regard to the NWC assertion that the total volume and composi-
tion of SFC's liquid waste discharges are not known, the totalliquid dis-
charge from i .e SFC facility is released to a natural water course southt

of the facilit; and flows to the Illinois River nea* its entry into the Ar-
kansas River. This discharge is called the combination stream and is
composed of the cooling tower and fluoride treatment effluent streams,
the sanitary wastewater stream, and eacess plant intake water from the
Lake Tenkiller supply. The volume of the stream and the chemical and
radiological parameters are determined on a routine basis by SFC and
the State of Oklahoma. The liquid release is permitted by the EPA under
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit No.
OK0000191." In an August 15, 1986 compliance report, EPA reported
that, with the exception of some recent minor pil excursions due to
algae blooms, SFC has been substantially in compliance since March
1985. Radiological releases have remained well below limits established
by the NRC. During the years 1980 1985, SFC has discharged an aver-

,

age of about 9600 pounds per year of uranium to the combination stream

'' CASE asents a one er us a!)egaia:es that sf C has no corrent Oklahasna state p:mutsua dmharge
ehematine optes praa. The anserten is erroneous From 1982 satd the prement tune the Lxemnee
was alkwed to oprote an& us prewows prmat pursuana to pronmons of the O tahcma staie beahh
depannene sundar to ikne of || 2 tot and 43 4kb CASE also unpbes in one et' its aliegatama that
sPJ may hans no scetract mah the Army Corp of Esgineers for appettruire of mater from take
Tenkdier The anaertua a sino erroneona as the Luensee has a crotract for meter from L4ke Teakmer
The speh amouma e negotwied pragman,
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or about I to 2% of the permNible aindt. In 15'84, the volume of liquid
discharged was reduced by about half. This resulted in about 5000
pounds of uranium discharged. In W85, about 4000 pounds of uranium
was discharged in liquid effluents.

De OAP Petition also asserts that SFC pumped 5 million gallons of
treated waste into an aquifer. With regard :o this concern, SFC origi-
nally had planned to dispose of its waste by pumping it into en under-
ground aquifer. In October 1982, SFC was permitted, pursuant to a li-
cense granted by the State of Oklahoma, to test an I.njection well by
pumping 5 million gallons of waste into an aqufn. This test was care-
fully observed and monitored by both the NRC and the State of Okla-
homa. No adverse effects were determined to have resulted from this
test; however, the Licensee has since determined not to continue dispos-
ing of its wastes in this manner and plugged the injection wc!!. See "An
Assessment of the Sequoyah Fuels Facility Oore, Oklahoma," Oklahoma
State Department of IIcalth (Novemter 1985).

The OAP Petition also alleges that emtaminated equipment and over
one hundred and ten $5 gallon drums of w.we have been buried at the
site. Such material was buried on site from 1970 through 1981. This
burial was accomplish:d in compliance with the requirements of 10
C.F.R. Pare M which were then in effect and which allowed this method
of Caposal. Although NRC regulations have since been changed and the
Licensee has discontinued such burial of waste and equipm:nt, no ad-
verse effects are expected from burial in accordance with the limits pre-
viously contaired in Part 20, and the Licensee's environmental program
has detected no such adverse effects.

GAP and NWC express concerns that SFC has been using radioactive
and toxic waste as liquid fertilizer on land used by grazing cattle that
were subsequently consumed by humans. With regard to this concern,
the NRC thoroughly reviewed SFC's proposed use of tres;ed liquid
waste as fertilizer and allowed SFC to do this, and to graze cattle and
sell hay grown on treated areas, pursuant to a license amendment issued
on June 30, 1982.58 This program, which is detailed in SFC's 1982

'' Nw C annerta that there mere arveral amensments and no "pubhc resw. " la resposee to than meset.
taw a skwnd te sated that the NRC condated an easvoamental assessment related to the une of rafre
mais as a feruhaer and neued a Negates, Dslaratsoa ohnh was pvbiched en the fedesel Arguaee 47
Fed Reg 2ts241 (Jane 17.1982) The E.asvoamental impact AppramaJ the amorted the Negause
Deslaratace man reswo-ed and seserted by the Fcnd sad Drug Adamistrataca. the Department of Agr>
cwiters. the Easwcuuneatal Prcrecwe Agencv. and the state of ouahesna There maa no request for a
beares on the maner. and steem a request for auch a bearea. there a na reqaremras that ces he held
sea e s. Isride 79.er sad Le s ca (Turkey Posat Neclear Generates staton.1/ana 3 and ok lap 79-n

21.10 NRC 141.19192 09%
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Sequoyah Facility Et.vironmental Report, is closely controlled and SFC
submits to the NRC, as is required, the results of control testing on a
routine basis The NRC has determined that these activities present no ,

undue risk to public health and safety and the environment.8*
Finally, APC asserts in its Petition that the NRC deemed it unneces- :

sary to install additional air sampling stations despite a demonstrated
need for improvement in the monitoring of airborne radioactivity near
the SFC facility, and consequently a plume of airborne contamination ;

has been released to the north, northwest, southwest, or southeast with-
out detection. In this connection NWC auerts in its Petition that the in- .

'
adequacies of the caisting air monitoring system have caused an
underestimation of the rate of emissions by SFC and their impact upon '

public health and welfare and that, in light of these inadequacies, SFC's
vegetation monitoring program for the asseument of potential radiologi- ;

cal doses by ingestion of vegetation is unsuitable. |
'There is no merit to APC's and NWC's claims regarding the release of

undetected airborne contamination. Airborne releases of radioactive ma-
!terial from the facility are measured (on a real time basis) on site prior to

their release to the unrestricted area. The offsite environmental monitor- ;

ing systems referred to in the Petitioners' auertions are not meant to in- !

stantaneously detect or measure routine releases, but rather to provide i

data averaged over time to assess the environmental impact of airborne ;

effluents from plant operation. SFC records indicate that effluent and en. [
vironmental monitoring equipment have been operational except for 1

'
short periods of time due to minor equipment failures, and the Staff con.
cludes that no undetected releases as described by the Petitioners have
occurred at the SFC facility.

In sum, the NRC has monitored and reviewed SFC's disposal of its
wastes and there is no necessity for the Comminion to caamine further ,

SFC's disposition of these materials as requested bv hWC.88 Further-
more, contrary to the Petitioners' assertions, the 1.icensee's disposition of ,

its wastes and its general history do not reflect an "inability" to comply
with regulatory requirements, or provide a basis for granting the specific ;

a cAss e m.she . kne*rm dy of the rwe .rpit wm or 6.nussr=wd esvem nir.: sum ,

eransusa rahate fertAser. However, CASE prows $ed no factual beam as to thy such a uudy would be '
*

approprune. la the staff't two, based on the atmenterenced meiermi, such 4 study a mot t ====d !

and. 31thout asdataamal factual bena, min not te sonandered

et NWC na as Perma requesu that sa %depredrat" wedy of sFC and its envuonment be conduewd
maular to thane recoswnended by the U s oemeral Aa:centaes Offre at tA /c4 Metenals Pmdectria *

Cemeer et Fernand, Ohan Portamiost* Ursasum Earwheems comptes et Perica, .Dem and Mound et
Masunbuts. ohn:t It shawnd be acaed that theme are sat andepredent wedes, but wadies by contracsces i

et the Department of Emergy IDOE) of DOE facihtws ay cretreat. the activatwo conda; sed 64 the "JC |
* '

f ahty have been wied io the ownw et the Nac, EPA, and the siaw or ou.home a ther
reipecove areas of ermdst.on. |J

t
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relief requested by the petitions. While it is true that over the past 15
years, violations have occurred, these violations do not reflect an incapa.
bility or unwillingness on the part of the Licensee to abide by NRC re-
quirements or provide a sufTicient basis for revocation or indefinite sus-
pension of the license. Furthermore, in all cases the NRC has investi-
gated these instances, taken appropriate enforcement action, and ensured
that the Licensee has taken suitable corrective action. NRC has not
shown "favoritism" to this Licensee.88 With regard to the Janusry 4th
accident, as described above, the NRC has thoroughly investigated the
causes and impact of this occurrence and has taken or is t: king appropri-,

ate enforcement action.88 While this incident was indeed serious, and
violations of NRC requirements have occurred, these violations do not in
and of themselves warrant suspension or revocation of SFC's license.
Not every violation of the Commission's regulations or licenses compels
suspension or revocation of a license. See Pefition for Emergency d Re-
medial Acflon, CLI 78-6,7 NRC 400,405-06 (1978). In this instance, SFC
agreed to suspend operations until the NRC could ascertain that there is
reasonable asdurance that operations would be conducted safely. As indi-
cated above, the Licensee has undertaken extensive corrective action and
made improvements to its program to ensure that licensed activities will
be carefully controlled.84 The NRC will not authorize resumption of
pre:loction of uranium hexafluoride unless it determines that there is rea-
sonable assurance that SFC can operate the plant in a manner consistent
with the terms of its license and in a manner that protxts public health
and safety.85

88 The oAP Petiten also asserts that there has been an inability of the NRC regonal ofrice to take
appropnate regulatory action, but the Petition does not provide any explanaten as to the basas 'or this
assertion. In any event, as indsated in note 3. supra. the oAP Petncs was provided to otA for its
review and appropnate acuon and o' A dechned to undertake the audit requested by oAP.
:: CASE also questens the adequacy of emergency planning and requests a res, sed emergency plan. By
letter dated August 14, 1986. FEMA andrated its approval of sFC's ofTsite emergency plan. Moreoser.
the enforcement action referenced above addresses aspects of emergency plannrng. la addition. the Com-
mission is worksag on a rulemaking addressing emerg mcy planning for facthiies such as Sequoyah Feels.
Pendtag completion of the rulemaking, orders will be issueJ as necessary to ensure adequate emergency
plannmg. For eaample. orders are being descloped to address nouricauon issues raised by the January
4th incident.
88 As revocation of sFC's bcense is not mandated. the additional rehef requested by APC is not re-
quired. Furthermore. because the Licensee's improvements address the causes of the accident and pro-
Side appropnate correction. and because the violations do not demonstrate an inabihty on the part of the
I.Jeensee to comply with regulatory reqwrements. no further management study. es requested in the
oAP Peution. appears to be necessary.
8' CASE also took issue with the fact that the informal nature of the consent order whereby sFC
agreed to suspend its operations has resulted in the esclusion o(inpu by the pubhc in the decision prod
ess. As discussed supes. sFC's suspension of its operations was a voluntary action entered into by the
Licensee so that the NRC and Licensee could review the accident and Licensee's operations to deter.
mme appropnate correctsve scuons for problems that contnbred to or resahed frorn the accidevit. A
hearms is not requirest as a matter of nght where a heensee agrees to suspend beensed operstmas. See
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the OAP, APC, NWC, and CASE Peti-
tions are denied. As provided in 10 C.F.R. I 2.206(c), a copy of this De-
cision will be filec' with the Secretary for the Commission's review.

James M. Taylor, Director
Office of Inspection and

Enforcement

Dated at Beuesda, Maryland,
this 15th day of October 1986.

|

|

pu6lic Service Ca o/ladese (MartJe Hal Nuclear Generating station Units I and 2h CLI.8CLl4 II
NRC 438 (1980h Nor ts there a right to a heanas on hhing a suspensson. San Lads O6ispo Mothersfor
Proce a NRC 75i F.2d 1287.1314 (D C. Cir.1964h sacerad in port en or4er im**d8 884 t'4's iNa'*d.
760 F 241320 (198$h ag'd os re4't. 789 F.2d 26 (1986). See else Sourners Cel(ornie Edim Ca (San

- Onofre Nuclear Generstmg Stanon, Unit 1) CLI-8510, 21 NRC 1$69,1573 a.7 (1983). Ilowever, a
pubic meeung was held on July 4th and 9th,1986, in Gore. Oklahoma, to noisit informatm>n from mem-
bers of the pubhc about issues that they desired the NRC to conuder during its review of SFC's propos.;

i

als to restart cperstens. The meeung was attended by members of the NRC Sta# as well as the Licens.
ee. The issues and questions raned dunng the meeting that were relevant to restart were addressed as
part of the Stan's revww and analyus, and have been included as an appendia to the SER Related to
the Authonsation to Resume Operations la hght of the enformanon the NRC has available, given the
mspections and invesuganons that have been conducted, and in view of the pubhc meeung, I see no
purpose to a heanns as a maner of ducretion.
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Cite as 24 NRC 609 (1986) DD-06-14

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold R. Denton, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 352

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Limerick Generating Station,
Unit 1) October 16,1986

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation declines to
take action based upon the alleged failure by Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany (Licensee) to comply with certain environmental license conditions
imposed on the Licensee's Limerick Generating Station, Unit 1. On
March 5,1986, Robert L. Anthony (Petitioner) requested that the NRC
suspend the operating license for the Limerick facility, alleging that the
facility utilized cooling water from the Schuylkill River in violation of
the facility's Environmental Protection Plan (EPP). Finding that the Pe-

| titioner did not provide facts or specific information that showed snat the

| Licensee failed to undertake its obligations in this regard, the Director
| denied relief.
|

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. @ 2.206

- INTRODUCTION

On March 5,1986, Robert L. Anthony (Petitioner) fileil a petition
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) asking tne NRC to
take certain actions with respect to continued operation by the Philadel-
phia Electric Company (Licensee) of its Limerick Generating Station,
Unit I (the facility). The Commission has referred this matter to the
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for its consideration pursuant to 10
C.F.R. I 2.206. Principally, the Petitioner requested that the NRC imme.
diately suspend the operating license on the basis that the Licensee had
not complied with certain environmental license conditions imposed by
the NRC. Specifically, it was alleged that the facility utilized cooling
water in violation of its Environmental Protection Plan (EPP). On May
27, 1986, the NRC acknowledged receipt of the petition and informed
the Petitioner that it saw no need to take the immediate actions re-
quested by the Petitioner. Mr. Anthony submitted additional letters to
the NRC on this subject dated June 19, and July 7,1986. The Staff has
considered these three submittals (the Petitim) by Mr. Anthony jointly.
For the reasons stated in this Decision, the Petitioner's request is denied.
My Decision in this matter follows.

DISCUSSION

The site of the Limerick facility is on the east bank of the Schuylkill
River in Linierick Township, Montgor.,ery County, Pennsylvania. The
Limerick facility expects, on a year round basis, to withdraw the major-
ity portion of the water necessary to cool the plant from the Schuylkill
River. The flows of the Schuylkill vary widely during the course of the
year and, consequently, there are ex6ensive periods during which the
Schuylkill River alone could not supply all of the consumptive cooling
water needs for the Limerick facility and still supply all of the down-
stream requirements. Consequently, the Licensee has proposed the sup-
plementary cooling water system (SCWS), as described in the license ap-
plication submitted to the NRC for operation of the facility, to draw
water from the Delaware River some 30 linear miles from the plant site
and thereby augment the water drawn from the Schuylkill River. Com-
pletion of the SCWS has been delayed due to opposition to the project
by members of the Buck's County Commission and the Neshaminy
Wa';r Resources Authority. In an attempt to alleviate the shortage of
Schuylkill River water supplies on an interim basis while matters regard-
ing completion of the SCWS proceed, the Licensee has made applica-
tions to the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) in each of the
years 1985 and 1986 for several modifications of water withdrawal limi-
tations imposed by the DRBC.

The Petition is concerned with the subject of two applications, dated
December 16, 1985, and March 4,1986, filed by the Licensee with the
DRBC for operations during the year 1986. The Lecember 16,1985 ap-
plication requested modification of the restraint that prohibits Schuylkill
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River (river) water withdrawal when river water temperature is above
59'F by the substitution of limits on dissolved oxygen concentration.
This application also requested.that certain assignments of river water to
other power plants on the Schuylkill River, the Titus and Cromby Sta-
tions, be reassigned to the Limerick Station. The March 4,1986 applica-
tion was a joint application by the Licensee, the Reading Anthracite
Company, the Tamaqua Borough Authority, and the Borough of
Tamaqua for approval to discharge water from Tamaqua's Still and Owl
Creek reservoirs and from the Beechwood Pool of the Reading Anthra-

' cite Company into the Schuylkill River for withdrawal at Limerick.,

.

DRBC Evaluation

The DRBC evaluated these applications, held public hearings, consid-
cred comments from the public and other governmental agencies, and
issued its findings in two decisions, both dated April 29,1986. These de-
cisions, identified as Docket No. D-69 210-CP (FINAL) (Revision No. 5)

- and Docket No. D-69-210-CP (FINAL) (Revision No. 6) were provided
to the NRC by Mr. Troy B. Conner's letter to the NRC dated May 13,
1986.

The Revision No. 5 decision addressed the substitution of dissolved
oxygen limitations for the 39'F river water temperature limitation and
the reassignment of water allocations from the Cromby and Titus Sta-
tions to the Limerick Station. The DRBC decision reflects a careful con-
sideration of the relationship of the temperature limitation to the dis-
solved oxygen (D.O.) limitation, noting that "one of the purposes of the
original 59'F temperature limitation was to prohibit any further degrada-
tion of D.O. during low D.O. conditions . . . ." The decision discusses
the specific limit values of D.O., inclrding the period from March I to
June 15 when more conservative limits were chosen upon the advice of
the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. The decision discusses the required
locations of the D.O. monitors and other details regarding the collection
and reporting of dats-

The decision also discusses the effects of withdrawing water at Limer-
ick instead of at the Cremby Station, which is 9 miles downstream of
Limerick and at Limerick instead of at the Titus Station which is 23
miles upstream of Limerick. The decision discusses the resulting differen-
tial flow rates for the affected portions of the river and the effect on
total dissolved solids (TDS) in Schuylkill River waters.

Revision No. 5 to the DRBC Docket Occision approved the Licens-
ee's application with some modifications as noted in the decision.
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The Revision No. 6 decision addressed the application for releases
from the Still and Owl Creek reservoirs and the Beechwood Pool. The
proposed releases from Still Creek and Owl Creek reservoirs would be
expected to make available abou: I billion gallons of water for use at
Limerick, and the Beechwood Pool releases would add another 300 mil-
lion gallons.

De DRBC considered the number of days of water availability that
would be added by use of Beechwood Pool waters (the number of days
covered would increase from 102 to 121) and balanced this against the
problems perceived with the Beechwood Pool releases. Chief among
those problems discussed by the DRBC were the increase in total dis-
solved solids (TDS) in the streams receiving the releases, the higher
TDS concentration in water available to all downstream Schuylkill
River water users, and the practical aspects of implementing the Beech.
wood Pool release program. Accordingly, the DRBC did not approve
releases from the Beechwood Pool.

The DRBC evaluation of the Still Creek and Owl Creek reservoirs in.
cludes a careful consideration of the very good to excellent water quality
in these reservoirs, the need to ensure provision of an adequate water
supply for Tamaqua, the potential for erosion, and the effect on users
downstream from the Limerick facility. As stated in the DRBC decision:

Releases from Tamaqua reservoirs only will actually reduce the TDS levels that
would otherwise occur upstream of Limerick and will not cause any d(gradation of
TDS downstream of Limerick from that which would have cristed without Limer-
ick Unit I and without the proposed releases. Use of water from Tamaqua reservoir
would have nearly the same impacts downstream of Limerick as using the approved
diversion from the Delaware River.

De DRBC docket decision reflects the involvement of the Pennsylva-
nia Department of Environmental Resources' Bureau of Water Re-
sources Management. The Licensee's application package of March 4,
1986, to the DRBC reflects the involvement of the Pennsylvar.ia Fish
Cominission, the Philadelphia Suburban Water Co. and the U.S. Envi.
ronmental Protection Agency. On the basis of the record as discussed in

- DRBC's Docket Decision Revision No. 6, the DRBC approved releases
from the Still Creek and Owl Creek reservoirs.

Licensee's Evaluation

Appendix B to the Limerick Unit I facility operating license, the Envi-
ronmental Protection Plan (EPP), requires the Licensee to evaluate ac.
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tivities affecting the environment prior to their implementation.1 In this
regard the Licensee has performed evaluations of the activities approved
for implementation by the DRBC. Provided the issues do not involve an
unreviewed environmental issue and thus require prior NRC review and
approval, the Licensee is not required by the EPP to submit these eval-
untions to the Staff. The Licensee has, in this instance, submitted evalua-
tions by letters dated June 2 and June 24,1986, in response to the Staff's
specific request related to the Petition. The Licensee's evaluations are
consistent with the DRBC findings and approvals discussed above and in
addition include a discussion of impingement and entrainment effects on
Schuylkill River fishes. The Licensee has evaluated entrainment of fish
larvae seasonally in relation to river flow and water withdrawal by the
Limerick plant, as currently proposed. Consideration was given to water
withdrawals during the spawning season of June and July when all of
the water needs during 1986 would be supplied via the Schuylkill River.
The review of the intake related impingement impacts is also summa-
rized. Based on these evaluations the Licensee does not anticipate that
the impingement and entrainment impacts expected to result from the in-
terim mode of operation for 1986 would be significantly different from
those expected to result from the long term mode of operation as evalu-
ated in the Final Environmental Statement. The Staff has identified no
basis to disagree with the findings by the Licensee that no significant
changes in impingement or entrainment impacts are anticipated. The Li-
censee also submitted comments by letter dated June 13,1986, regarding
the Petition concluding that it wn in compliance with the provisions of
the EPP.

Response to Petition

Petitioner's submitta18 of March 5,1986, expressed concerns regarding
the timing of actions taken by PECo, the modification of the water tem-

8 Pursuant to the EPP, when the Licensee's esaluatson indsates that an actmty involves an unrewewed
environmental question, the Licensee shall provide a written evaluation of such actmtr and obtam prwr
NRC approval. As stated in the EPP,

[a] proposed change, test or esperunent shall be deemed to involve an unreviewed environmental
quest =>n ifit concerns: (1) a matter which may result in a signifcant increase in any adverse envi.
tonmental impact previouly evaluated in the FEs4L environmental impoet appramals, or in any
decisions of the Atomic safety and Licensing Board, or (2) a sigm(sas.t change in efnuents or
power level; or (3) a matter, not previously reviewed and evaluated in the documents specified in
(1) of this Subsecuon, whxh may have a signifrant environmental impact.

8 Petitioner's submittal also peutsons the Commasson to suspend the operstmg hceme under the provi-
sions of 10 CF R. I 50.100 of the Comiruson's regulauont nis matter has been addressed in separate
correspondence from the stafr to the Petitioner, dated August 13.1986.
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perature withdrawal criterion to one based on dissolved oxygen concen-
tration, the reassignment of Titus and Cromby Station consumptive cool- '

ing water allocations to the Limerick Station, and alleged changes in the
Environmental Protection Plan.

The Petitioner's comment on the timing of the Licensee's actions as-
serts that statements made in the Staff's letter of February 26,1986, to
the Petitioner are incorrect. The Staff's letter of February 26,1986, was
in response to the Petitioner's letter of January 17, 1986, which con-

'
cerned the DRBC hearings then scheduled for January 22,1986. Clearly,
these DRBC activities were related to actions the Licensee proposed to
undertake in 1986. Accordingly, they had not been acted on by the
DRBC and had not been implemented by the Licensee at the time of the
Stafi's February 26,1986 response.

With tespect to the issue of modification of the 59'F water tempera-
ture withdrawal criterion to one based on dissolved oxygen concentra-
tion, the Staff notes that the DRBC, in its decision of May 29,1985,on
the Licensee's request for relief for the year 1985, stated as follows:

The objective of the 59'F temperature limitation contained in the original docket
decision was to prevent the Limerick project from aggravating dissolved oxygen
conditions in the Schuylkill River during critical periods.

The temporary substitution of direct dissolved oxygen monitoring at each critical
downstream location is consistent with that objective. In addition, the dissolved
oxygen monitors will provide data, not otherwise available to the water resource
agencies, for better management of the Schuylkill River.

The 59'F temperature limitation was first included in the DRBC's
docket decision, D-69 210-CP, in March 1973 and was continued in the
DRBC decision, D-69-210-CP (FINAL), of November 5,1975. The text
of the DRBC limitation was included in { 2.4 of the Limerick Environ-
mental Report for the operating license application and was discussed in
{ 4.3 of the Final Environmental Statement on the operating license ap.
plication (NUREG-0974,1984).

Thus, the record shows that the 59'F temperature limitation and the
dissolved oxygen concentration limits that it sought to protect have long

,
been included in the issues, given careful and extensive review by the
appropriate agency --- DRBC, in this instance. Thus, the Staff finds that
the Petition does not show that the use of D.O. in place of the 59'F tem-
perature limitation is an unreviewed environmental issue.

The Staff also notes that the DRBC docket decisions for 1986, D-69-
210-CP (FINAL)(Revisions No. 5 and 6), reflect the involvement of the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission in the determinations of the appropriate
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dissolved oxygen limitations as.well as the monitoring instrumentation.
The Petition makes no technical presentation with respect to these issues
other than to simply assert that the change to a direct measurement of
dissolved oxygen concentration involves an unreviewed environmental
question, requires a change in the EPP, and is in violation of the require-
ments of the license. Thus the Petition fails to provide information that
shows that the Licensee has not adhered to the requirements of the facil-
ity operating license.

The Petition also alleges that the reassignment of water previously al-
located to the Titus and Cromby Stations to the Limerick Station is in
violation of the EPP. The Petition does not describe the harm to the en-
vironment that is perceived to result from this reallocation but merely
states that the impact of the reallocation is an unreviewed environmental
question. The Staff notes that the flow rates involved are but small frac-
tions of the river flow, that the reallocation basically involves taking the
same quantity of water out of the Schuylkill River at Limerick instead of
at the Titus and Cromby Stations, and that the issue has received careful
attention from the DRBC and other involved agencies as documented in
the DRBC decisions for 1986. The Licensee has also evaluated these
issues as set forth in its evaluations pursuant to the EPP and in its appli-
cations to the DRBC. The allegation in the Petition that water
reallocation constituted an unreviewed environmental condition was not
substantiated.

The Petition also alleges that there have been changes in the Environ-
mental Protection Plan (EPP) as set forth in Appendix B to the Limerick
Generating Station Unit 1 operating license. The purpose of the EPP is
to set forth a plan that the Licensee shall comply with to provide for
protection of nonradiological environmental values during operation of
the Limerick Generating Station. The Licensee has made no requests for
modification of the EPP nor does the Staff anticipate any need for
changes to the EPP in this regard. The Petition provides nothing more
than the bare allegation in this regard. For these reasons, the Staff does
not find that this allegation was substantiated.

On June 19, 1986, Mr. Robert Anthony supplemented his earlier peti-
tion of March 5,1986, with respect to alleged violations of the EPP.
This document raises the same arguments regarding the dissolved oxygen
withdrawal criteria issue as presented in the March 5,1986 Petition. The
Petitioner indicates that he has presented his arguments regarding dis-
solved oxygen and temperature limitations to the DRBC in its public
hearing and references certain exhibits presented in that DRBC hearing.
The Petition does nothing more than refer to exhibits used by the Li-
censee during the DRBC hearing in conjunction with bare allegations
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that further assessments must be done. He Staff finds nothing here that
would call into question the carefully considered assessments of the
DRBC, which included two public hearings and comments by interested
parties including the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources, and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.

De Staff further notes that the June 19,1986 document is substantially
in error with respect to its interpretation of DRBC Docket Decision Re-

j '

vision No. 6. In this decision the DRBC declined to approve releases
from the Beechwood Pool, in contrast to the claims of the Petition.

The Petitioner's further submittal dated July 7,1986, purports to be a
response to the information provided by the Licensee in its letter of June
24, 1986, to the NRC Staff. The NRC Staff had requested the Licensee,

- in a letter dated June 17,1986, to respond to the points raised in the Peti-
tion. The Licensee's letter of June 24,1986, responded to that request by
providing a copy of the Licensee's environmental evaluation of the
Titus/Cromby reallocations and the Still Creek and Owl Creek reservoir
releases and referencing a letter dated June 13, 1986, from the Licensee's
counsel.

The July 7,1986 submittal by the Petitioner generally repeats requests
made earlier for review of various aspects of the applications made by
the Licensee to the DRBC for the year 1986. The Petition refers to doc.
uments previously prepared by the NRC Staff, the Licensee, and the
DRBC followed by unsupported assertions that further evaluations are,

! required. No new information is provided in this submittal with respect
to whether the activities approved by the DRBC related to the Limerick
Generating Station Unit I for 1986 involve any significant adverse
impact upon the Schuylkill River. This is the criterion contained within
the EPP for identifying issues for NRC review prior to their implemen-
tation.

In sum, the information in the Petition is not new and has been devel-
oped as a consequence of activities undertaken by the Licensee and re-
viewed in detail by the DRBC. In this context, the NRC Staff finds that

. the Petition fails to show that the attention given these issues by the Li.
censee is inconsistent with the objectives of the EPP for protection of
nonradiological environmental values during the operation of Limerick
Unit 1.
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CONCLUSION

The Licensee has made an application for and has received approval
from the Delaware River Basin Commission for interim sources of cool-
ing water from the Schuylkill River for the year 1986, pending the com-
pletion of the Point Pleasant Diversion System from the Delaware River.
The DRBC review of these applications has included public hearings and
reDects the involvement of other agencies including the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Re-
sources, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The Licensee
has conducted a review of issues as they were approved by the DRBC
for implementation in response to the requirements of the Environmental
Protection Plan as set forth in Appendix B to facility operating license
NPF 39. The Petition provides no facts or specific information that show
that the Licensee is failing to undertake its obligations in this regard. As
such, the Petition is without adequate basis. Consequently, the relief
sought by the Petition is inappropriate. Accordingly, the Petitioner's re-
quest for action pursuant to 9 2.206 is denied. As provided by 9 2.206(c),
a copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commis-
sion's review.

For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 16th day of October 1986.
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Cite as 24 NRC 618 (1986) DD 8615

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold R. Denton, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-400

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant) October 15,1986

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a request by the
Coalition for Alternatives to Shearon Harris (CASH) that he initiate a
show-cause proceeding pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.202 to require Carolina
Power & Light Company to address a number of issues before issuance
of the operating license for the Shearon liarris facility.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SIIOW CAUSE PROCEEDING

Parties to an operating license proceeding may not use 10 C.F.R.
{ 2.206 petitions to reconsider issues previously decided or to avoid an
existing forum where they are more logically presented. General Public
Utilities Nuclear Corp. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Units I and 2;
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), CLI 85-4, 21 NRC 561
(1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SECTION 2.206 PETITIONS

The Petitioners' assertions about the suitability of the 10-mile EPZ,
without any reference to specific facts or circumstances unique to the
Shearon liarris facility, are essentially a challenge to the Commission's
emergency planning regulations, and a petition under 10 C.F.R. $ 2.206
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for enforcement action cannot be used as a substitute for a petition for
rulemaking. General Electric Co. (Vallecitos Nuclear Center), DD-79-9,9
NRC 744, 753 (1979); Commonwealth Edson Co. (LaSalle County Sta-
tion, Units 1 and 2), DD 84-6,19 NRC 891, 897 (1984). The appropriate
vehicle to seek a change to the Commission's requirements is a petition
for rulemaking filed in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 9 2.802.

TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED

Inservice inspection of reactor coolant piping welds.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. @ 2.206

INTRODUCTION

By petition dated July 2,1986, Messrs. Joseph Hughes and Steven
Katz, on behalf of the Coalition for Alternatives to Shearon Harris
(CASH), and Mr. Wells Eddleman, requested pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
9 2.206 that the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in-
stitute a show-cause proceeding pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.202 to address
certain issues raised by the petition and to withhold issuance of the oper-
ating license for the Shearon Harris facility until these issues are ad-
dressed in a hearing. Specifically, CASH requested that (1) the Appli-
cants be required to redemonstrate the adequacy of their emergency
planning capabilities in light of the decision by Chatham County to with-
draw from participation in the emergency plan and alleged deficiencies
in the Applicants' emergency plan demonstrated by an emergency siren
actuation incident on June 28, 1986; (2) the Applicants be required to
comply with 10 C.F.R. 9 50.47(a)(2) concerning conducting a full scale
exercise within 1 year before full-power operation; (3) the Commission

; investigate allegations by Ms. Patty Miriello concerning falsification of
| records of employee radiation exposures, deficiencies in the radiation

protection program, and improper inservice inspections of large reactor
coolant line welds; and (4) the Commission prepare a supplemental Envi-

- ronmental Impact Statement and consider psychological distress to resi-
dents of the surrounding area in light of three new significant circum-
stances - (a) the Chernobyl accident, (b) the false siren incident, and (c)

| the Chatham County pullout.
'

Notice of receipt of the petition was published in the Federal Reghter
| on July 17, 1986 (51 Fed. Reg. 25,964). The Applicants filed a response 1
'

to CASH's petition on August 15, IC86.
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As explained in the discussion that follows, I have determined that the
petition should be denied. On the basis of its review, the Staff does not
believe an adequate basis exists to deny the operating license or initiate a
proceeding as requested by Petitioners.3

DISCUSSION

Chatham County Withdrawal from Shearon Harris Emergency Plan

On May 27,1986, the Commissioners of Chatham County, North
,

Carolina, where a portion of the Shearon Harris facility is located,
passed a resolution rescinding their approval of the Shearon Harris ,

Emergency Response Plan (ERP). Petitioners asserted that this resolu-
tion moots the finding by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) that the ERP is adequate and prevents the NRC from making
the finding required by 10 C.F.R. i 50.47(a)(1) of reasonable assurance
that adequate protective measures can be and will be taken in the event
of a radiological emergency.

By letter dated July 7,1986, however, the Chatham County Board of
Commissioners informed the NRC that it had as of that date unani-
mously adopted a resolution endorsing the Shearon Harris Emergency
Plan and affirming the County's commitment to carry out its operational
roles as outlined in the plan during future exercises and in the event of
an emergency at the facility. In view of this action, Chatham County
participation in the ERP no longer has the potential to adversely affect
the Commission findings under i 50.47(a)(1) and provides no basis for ini-
tiation of a f 2.202 proceeding or other action as requested by Petition-
ers.

l
! Full Scale Emergency Exercise

| The Petitioners also raise concerns about the fact that more than a
| year has passed since the Applicants' successful completion of a full scale

exercise of its emergency plan as required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appen-
dix E, ilV.F.I. The Applicants currently have pending before the Com-

,

mission a request for an exemption from this requirement.
i

|
| 8 Apart from the ments of the issues, the Peute may be independently denied on procedural grounds.
' CASH's Peutson requests that the Director should withhold granong of any opeisung hceme until the

matters at ranes are resolved. rehef that concerns matal heensing of the facthty and not enforcement
action such as an usually contemplated under { 2.206. see ClewIsad Electne //lammertog Ca (Perry No.
clear Power Plant. Unsts I and 2). DD 8514,22 NRC 63$. 642 a 4 (1985); Drrauer Edison Ca (Enneo
Fermi Atems Power Plant. Unit 2). DD-8411.19 NRC 1108.1810 a 2 (19841
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Wells Eddleman filed a request for a hearing on this exemption request
on April 3,1986, and, together with CASH, again on August 5,1986.
The Staff has the exemption request under consideration and the requests
for hearing are currently before the Commission. See Order of the Com-
mission, dated September 12,1986 (unpublished). Because this issue of
the need for a full scale exercise of the emergency plan within 1 year
before issuance of the full power operating license is being considered
fully in these other con".exts and the resolution of this matter will be in
accordance with Commission's requirements, we are not considering it
further here as the basis for a show-cause order.

Inadequate Implementation of the Emergency Plan

The Petitioners described an incident that occurred in late June which
they believe indicates a lack of preparedness on the part of the Appli-
cants with respect to activation of the notification system both on site
and with affected communities. An alarm siren was inadvertently acti-
vated about 2:00 a.m. on June 28,1986. Several persons awakened by the
siren called various state and local authorities and the Shearon Harris
plant site. These omcials did not know about the siren and gave what
CASH believes were confus ng and uninformed responses to the calls.
CASH contends that this incident indicates that there is no apparent
method to secure information upon activation of a siren, implying that
this indicates a likelihood that adequate information would be unavailable
in an actual emergency. CASH also asserts that if vandals activated the
siren, then inadequate security is provided at siren locations.

In their submittal, the Applicants indicate that on June 28,1956, one
siren was activated for one 3-minute cycle by a vandal who climbed the
pole on which the siren was located and cut the padlock on the control
cabinet. CASH asserts that the dimculties individuals near the siren had
in finding officials who could explain the event demonstrate deficiencies
in notifying state and local officials of an emergency. While the sounding
of the alarm may have been unsettling to those who heard it, the fact
that company and state and local officials were unaware of and could
not explain this isolated, vandalized, nonscheduled alarm does not call

* into question the ability of the Applicants' emergency notification and
alarm system to function in the event of an actual emergency. Because
the alarm on June 28 did not involve an actual emergency, there was no
reason why the various officials that CASH identifies in its petition
should have known of the single siren's sounding for a 3 minute period.
The Applicants' emergency preparedness plan, including their ability to
notify offsite authorities, has been reviewed by NRC and FEMA. The
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plan was tested during a full participation exercise in May 1985 and ;

found to be adequate. In a Memorandum dated August 27,1985, FEMA
found that the state and local emergency plans are adequate and capable
of being implemented, and that the exercise demonstrated that offsite
preparedness is adequate to provide reasonable assurance that appropri-
ate rneasures can be taken to protect the health and safety of the public
living in the vicinity of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant in the
event of a radiological emergency. Followup review of the plan and the
limited participation exercise to be performed in October 1986 will con-
tinue to verify program adequacy. Based on our and FEMA's review,
we believe the Applicants' emergency plan would function satisfactorily
to notify state and local officials in the event of a real emergency.

In addition, during an actual emergency, members of the public will
receive instructions via the TV or radio Emergency Broadcast System,
not via telephone calls with local oflicials. A brochure that provides in-
formation related to an emergency at the Harris facility, including in-
structions for obtaining information when the sirens sound, has been pro-
vided to all persons within the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ).

We note from the Applicants' submittal in response to the CASH peti-
tion that it has committed to review and modify procedures to ensure
that when the company learns of a siren sounding inappropriately in the
future, it will promptly notify local officials and the news media so that
any public concern can be dispelled quickly.

The Petitioners also question whether the sirens are adequs;ely pro-
tected from vandals since frequent improper activation of the sirens
might cause individuals to ignore or delay response to an actual alert.
Only two instances of single sirens improperly activating have occurred
during the year and a half the sirens have been in place. The methods
used by CP&L to prevent improper activation are similar to those that
have been satisfactorily used by licensees for a number of years.

In summary, we do not believe the siren activation incident provides a
basis for a show cause order or other regulatory action.

Allegations Concerning Adequacy of Radiation Protection Program

In its petition, CASH alleges certain facts that it believes raise serious
questions about the effectiveness of the Applicants' proposed radiation
protection program for their employees. CASH's allegations are based
upon the affidavit of a former employee of the Applicants, Ms. Patty
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Miriello.8 Ms. Miriello alleges that while employed at CP&L's Bruns-
wick facility, inaccurate records of her radiation exposure were kept and
that contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 20.408, she has been
unable to obtain an accurate record of her exposure from the Applicants
since terminating her employment. CASH apparently contends that these
alleged problems at Brunswick, if true, raise questions about how the
Applicants' program at Shearon Harris will perform.

These allegations are identical to ones submitted to the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board that considered CP&L's application for an operat-
ing license and which were the subject of a late-filed contention consid-
cred by that Board. In assessing whether the issues presented raised a
significant safety concern, the Board considered Ms. Miriello's amdavit
and that of Mr. Stephen Browne, a CP&L employee responsible for

f technical direction of the personnel dosimetry program at all CP&L
plants. Mr. Browne's amdavit was also submitted to the Staff by the Ap-
plicants in response to this CASH petition. Ms. Miriello's complaint con-
cerned a discrepancy between the reading on her self reading pocket do-

simeter (SRPD) and that of her thermoluminescent doimeter (TLD).
|

Mr. Browne's affidavit described CP&L's investigation and resolution of
this discrepancy, why TLD readings are considered more accurate and
why, absent evidence to the contrary, they are used as the official dose
even if an SRPD reading is higher. The Applicants also provided a copy
of the final termination report of exposure which was provided to Ms.
Miriello on September 10,1985.

In its review of this issue, the Board concluded that Mr. Browne's ex-
planation of the points in question was more plausible than Ms.
Miriello's. They also indicated that from hearing both individuals testify
in hearings before them, they found Mr. Browne to be credible, while

; they were skeptical of Ms. Miriello's testimony and did not rely on it.
The Board concluded there was no persuasive evidence of falsification of
records and no significant safety concerns and rejected the effort to

|
a in its peutson. CASH makes the statement that "[a}lthough the NRC office of lavestigations (of) hast

had documented evidence of Ms. Mariello's contenuons smce september 1985, the of has yet to do a
personalinterview wth the alleger."

lavestigators from the NRC office of Invesugation had conducted a personal interview with Ms. Mir.
ieno on september 11.198$. Approtimately 90% of the ume of the interview was spent on her concerns
regardag alleged falsa6cataos of preservice piping nondestrucuve exammatson (NDE) inspection recc.rds
by Nuclear Errrgy services (NEs), a Caroima Power a tight Company contractor et the shearon
Harris site The remainder of this interview touched on numerous allegations by Ms. Mariello mcluding
health physics concerns and aneged falstricauon of radiation esposure records. Tlius the assertion that a
,ersonal interview has not been conducted wuh Mt Minello by the Ofrece of lavestigation is incorrect.
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reopen the record on this issue. Memorandum and Order of June 13,
1986 (unpublished).:

The Staff has conducted inspections of the radiation protection pro-
grams of LP&L at both the Brunswick and the Shearon Harris facilities
including specific examination of the technical areas where Ms. Miriello
alleged problems were occurring. The results of these inspections are de-
scribed in Inspection Reports No. 50-325/86-06, 50-324/86-07, dated
March 21,1986, and 50-325/86-18 and 50-324/86-19, dated July 25, 1986.
Only one minor violation was discovered at the Brunswick facility. In all

,

other areas reviewed, the Applicants' program was in compliance with
requirements. Ms. Miriello's allegations of inaccurate documentation of
her exposure were specifically reviewed and the results of that review
are documented in Inspection Reports No. 50-325/86-18 and 50-324/86-
19, dated July 25, 1986. The inspector concluded that her exposure had
been accurately determined and factually documented. In fact, the in-
spector found no evidence in general of inaccurate exposure records at
either facility. In addition, the Licensing Board in the operating license
proceeding has ruled favorably on the general adequacy of the Appli-
cants' equipment, processes, and procedures for radiation protection.
LBP 85 28,22 NRC 232 (1985).

On the basis of all of the above, we conclude that further regulatory
action is not warranted in regard to the Applicants' radiation protection
program at Shearon Harris or Brunswick,

Allegations of Improper Ultrasonle Inspection of Welds

Ms. Miriello and CASH also raise concerns about the adequacy of in-
service ultrasonic inspections conducted at Shearon Harris of large reac-
tor coolant line welds, assertedly conducted as part of the Applicants'
quality assurance program. Ms. Miriello indicates that she observed two
NDE examiners disagreeing about indications in ultrasonic test results
which did not appear to have been resolved, that design fiaws in these
welds violated ASME Code f XI, and that she had seen unauthorized re-
visions made to weld inspection data sheets. Ms. Miriello and CASH
conclude that approximately 10% of the welds in the inservice inspection

8 Intersenors, including one of the Petinoners here, Wetts Eddleman, did not appeal the Board's order.
Time for any appeal has passed. The Ca==h has stated that part>es to proceedings may not use
(1.206 petitions to reconsider issues prewously decided or to avoid an tanting forvre where they are
more logically presented General ANic Uhatws Nacteer Corp (Three Mde liland Nuclear station.
Units I and 2; Oyster Creek Nuclear Generanns station), CLI tS-4. 21 NRC $41 (1985). Thus. the fact,
that this issue was considered in the oL proceeding would be another baus to reject Petitioners' request
for a show.cause proceeding on this issue.
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program at the Shearon Harris plant are defective and improperly docu.
mented.

First of all, it should be noted that Ms. Miriello's and CASH's asser-
tions about the impacts of the alleged discrepancies on the quality of the
welds are based on a misunderstanding of the process by which welds
are determined to be acceptable at the Harris facility. During the con-
struction of the Harris facility, each weld on safety related piping was
inspected by radiography and/or surface examination of the welds and
the results were reviewed for quali*y and documentation by quality as-
surance personnel, nat process has been completed at the Harris facility
and the piping welds judged acceptable. The preservice inspections with
which Ms. Miriello was associated are the first step of the inservice in-
spection process conducted throughout the life of the plant to help iden-
tify conditions that could affect the performance of plant systems and
components. NDE testing (ultrasonic examination) is done of each weld
before plant operation begins to get an accurate "fingerprint" of each
weld to use as a baseline for comparison purpose throughout the life of
the plant. This is, then, the second time these welds have been inspected
and these examinations are for a different purpose than initially assuring
the quality of the welds.

Ms. Miriello's allegations concerning NDE testing were originally sub-
mitted to NRC in the fall of 1985. NRC Region II inspectors conducted
an inspection of preservice inspection of safety related piping welds at
Shearon Harris in December 1985, reviewing procedures, observing
actual work, reviewing data reports, and conducting independent ultra-
sonic verincation examination of welds. These inspections are docu-
mented in Inspection Report No. 50-400/85 48, dr.ted July 15,1986. The
inspectors concluded that while some changes to the weld data sheets
had not been made in accordance with the required procedure, which
was apparently what Ms. Miriello observed, the final information being
reported on the data sheets was accurate. The inspectors' own verifica-
tion examinations indicated that the procedures being used to conduct
the preservice examinations were adequate and that the information re-
ported by the examiners compared favorably to the results of their own
examinations. In general, the inspection confirmed that the procedures
for ultrasonic testing being used by the Applicants were adequate, and.

that results reported by NDE personnel were adequate and in accord-
ance with ASME Code { XI requirements.

On the basis of the above, I conclude that the Staffis satisfied with the
acceptability of the welds on safety related piping in the Shearon Harris
plant. In addition, the Applicants' inservice inspection program of safety-
related piping welds is adequate and accurately documenting the welds
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in the plant. No basis exists for issuance of a show cause order with re-
spect to safety-related piping welds.

*

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

CASH also argues that the NRC should prepare a supplemental envi-
ronmental impact statement (EIS) because of new information that it has
submitted. This new information consists of the Chernobyl accident, the
false siten incident, and the Chatham County withdrawal from the emer.
gency plan. CASH also suggests that the nature of this information could

,

create psychological distress in people near the facility, and the supple- '

mental EIS should also consider such an impact.
As discussed above, Chatham County has now agreed to participate

fully in the emergency plan. The siren incident did not demonstrate any
inadequacies in the Applicants' ability to notify state and local officials in
the event of an actual emergency. Thus, neither of these occurrences
constitutes significant new information.

CASH also refers to the Chernobyl accident as significant new infor-
mation and asserts that it raises compelling questions on the dispersal of
radiation. They contend that recent information on accident consequence
estimates as discussed in NUREG/CR 2239, "Technical Guidance for
Siting Criteria" (December 1982), and NUREG 0956, "Reassessment of
the Technical Bases for Estimating Source Terms" (draft report issued
July 1985 and Final Report issued July 1986), coupled with the
Chernobyl accident, raise questions about the adequacy of the 10-mile
emergency planning zone for the Shearon Harris plant. ,

The NRC Staff is continuing to evaluate information concerning the
Chernobyl accident. Nothing that the StafT has learned so far provides a
basis for the Staff to take regulatory action with respect to any of th,e !

reactor facilities that the NRC regulates. CASH has not provided any |

information that would suggest the Harris facility is uniquely affected by
what is known to date about the Chernobyl accident nor are we aware '

of any such information.
Nor do CASH's assertions about the suitability of the 10-mile EPZ in

light of Chernobyl and recent studies on accident risk assessments appear
. to be directed at any unique aspect of emergency planning at the Harris

facility. Rather their concern is more generet, i.e., "in light of TMI and
Chernobyl (with respect to the dispersal of radiation), notions concerning
the adequacy of a ten mile emergency planning zone may be inadequate
to protect the health and safety of those living around the Sheaton ,

Harris Nuclear Power Plant." Petition at 12. This is essentially a chal-
lenge to the Commission's regulations and a petition under i2.206 for
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enforcement action cannot be used as a substitute for a petition for rule-
making. General Electric Ca (Vallecitos Nuclear Center), DD 79-9, 9
NRC 744, 753 (1979); Commonwalth Edison Ca (LaSalle County Sta-
tion, Units I and 2), DD 84-6,19 NRC 891, 897 (1984). ' Die appropriate
vehicle to seek a change to the Commission's requirements is to file a
petition for rulemaking in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 9 2.802. Moreoser,
emergency planning issues were litigated in the operating license pro-
ceeding and one of the Petitioners here was a party to that proceeding.
The issue of the adequacy of the configuration of the EPZ was specifi-
cally raised in the form of contentions that were rejected by the Licens-
ing Board. LBP-85-49, 22 NRC 899 (1985) (Tr. 082, 984-85), aff'd.
ALAB-843,24 NRC 200 (1986). In general, parties may not use { 2.206
procedures as a vehicle to reconsider issues previously decided or for
avoiding an existing forum in which they more logically should be pre-

| sented. Three Mile Island. supra. CLI 85-4.
Finally, CASH appears to assert that the NRC should prepare a sup-

piemental EIS to consider psychological stress on residents surrounding
the Shearon Harris facility in light of this new information, i.e.,

Chernobyl, the Chatham County pullout, and the siren incident. The Su-
preme Court in Metropolitan Edison Ca v. People Against Nuclear Energy,
460 U.S. 766,103 S. Ct.1556 (1983), held that the National Environmen-!

| tal Policy Act does not require the NRC to consider whether risk of ac-
cident might cause psychological distress on the health and community
well-being of residents of the surrounding area. In any event, the new
information that CASH asserts would create this psychological distress
either no longer exists or does not raise any significant issues concerning
the Harris facility. In summary, nothing that CASH has asserted in its
petition or of which the Staff is otherwise aware constitutes significant
new information that would require preparation of a supplemental EIS in
accordance with 10 C.F.R. ( $1.92.

CONCLUSION
i

i
We have reviewed the information submitted by CASH in its petition.

For the reasons discussed above, I have concluded that no basis exists
for initiation of a show cause proceeding pursuant to 9 2.202 or for with-

*

holding of the operating license. Consequently, CASH's reque.t is
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denied. A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the
Commission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 2.206(c).

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

.
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,

| this 15th day of October 1986.

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 629 (1986) DPRM 86 3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

Victor Stello, Jr., Executive Director for Operations

in the Matter of Docket No. PRM 50-40

JOHN F. DOHERTY June 20,1986

The Nuclear RegJatory Commission (NRC) denies a petition for rule-
making filed by John F. Doherty. The Petitioner requested that the
Commission amend its regulations to require that, following a power re-
actor trip, a licensee, if unable to determine the cause of the reactor trip
in 8 hours, be required to place the reactor in cold shutdown pending
further study of the event. The petition is denied because issues raised by
the Petitioner are being resolved as a result of actions already taken by
the NRC.

DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

THE PETITION

By letter dated November 26,1985, Mr. John F. Doherty (hereinafter
Petitioner) filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) a peti-
tion for rulemaking to amend NRC regulations. Notice of receipt of the
petition and a request for comments were published in the Federal Regh-
ter o' February 11,1986 ($1 Fed. Reg. 5086).n

The Petitioner requested that the NRC adopt regulations that would
require a licensee operating a power reactor to place the reactor in cold
shutdown, if following a reactor trip, the licensee is unable to determine
the cause of the reactor trip within an 8 hour period following the trip.
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BASIS FOR REQUEST

The Petitioner contends that the 1983 Salem Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) event is a prototype of the kind of accident his
proposal is designed to prevent. On the day preceding this event at
Salem, the Petitioner states that there was a partial failure to "SCRAM"
that the utility thought had been caused by an operator maneally trip-
ping the reactor. The Petitioner cites NUREG 1000, Vol.1, as indicating
that a study of process recorders at Salem would have shown that a
"SCRAM" failure had occurred and that restart would probably lead to
a more serious "SCRAM" failure, which is what occurred at Salem. The
Petitioner contends that the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation cites
favorably a utility's policy that is similar to the action called for in his
petition.

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE petit!ON

A notice of filing of petition for rulemaking was published in the Fed.
eral Regerer on February 11,1986 ($1 Fed. Reg. 5086). Interested per-
sons were invited to submit written comments or suggestions concerning
the petition by April 14,1986. The NRC received twenty nine comments
in response to the notice: twenty six from public utilities, utility repre- '

sentative organizations, nuclear power plant vendors, and incustry repre-
sentative organizations; and three from individuals.

A majority of the commenters (twenty-eight) opposed the petition.
The mam ;easons cited by these commenters were:

1. Generic Letter 83-28, item 1.1, Post Trip Review Program De-
scription and Procedure, requires utilities to ensure that the
causes of unscheduled reactor shutdowns are fully understood
prior to plant restart and that the proper function of all required
safeguards equipment be verified. This program has already ad-
dressed the Petitioner's concerns.

2. The Petitioner's requirement to take the plant to cold shutdown
is unjustified and unnecessary since (a) the condition of hot
standby places the plant in a condition of safety essentially equal
to cold shutdoww (b) the action causes unnecessary thermal cy-
cling, potential increases in radioactive waste production, and
the potential for increased occupational exposures; (c) the inves-
tigation of the cause of the unscheduled stutdown could be ob-
scured; and (d) the cost *.o the ratep.n: ' ne counterbalanced
by a safety benefit. ;

;
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3. The Petitioner quotes the NRC document, NUREG 1000, Vol.
1, out of context. The intent of the paragraph cited by the Peti-
tioner is the approval of a utility's attention to detail in its post-
trip review procedures rather than the unnsmed utility's policy
of bringing the unit to cold shutdown when the cause of trip
cannot be ascertained.

The only commenter supporting the Petitioner 5 recommendatio) e
sidered the proposal a worthwhile "ounce of prnention."

REASONS FOR DENIAL

Th- NRC shares the Petitioner's concern with the Salem ATWS
events. The generic implications of the ATWS events at the Salem Nu-
clear Power Plar'. n. evaluated and documented in the NUREG 1000,
Vol.1, report whict the Petitioner cites to support the substance of his
petition. The volume 1 report was issued in April 1983. As a result of the
information contained in NUREG 1000, Vol.1, the NRC determined*

that a series of actions was required as a result of the generic implica-
tions of the Salem ATWS events. These actions addred !wnes related
to reactor trip system reliability and general management capability. The
required actions were sent to all licensees of operating reactors, appli-
cants for an operating license, and holders of construction permits by
Generic Letter 83 28. dated July 8,1983. The generic len:r appears as
Appendix A to NUREG 1000, Vol. 2. "Generic Implications of ATWS
Events at the Salem Nuclear Power Plant - Lkensee and Staff Ac-
tions," dated Augus; 1983. The actions covered by the letter fell into
four areas. The first area, post trip review, is directly pertinent to this
petition for rulemaking.

Within this post trip review area, actions were specified that addressed
the licensee's program, procedures, and data collection capability to
ensure that the causes for unscheduled reactor shutdowns, as well as the

response of safety related equipment. are fully understood prior to reac-
te restart. Licensees and applicants were required to describe their pro-
gram for ensuring that imscheduled reactor shutdowns are analyzed and
"-' a determination is made ths* 'he plaM (rator) can be restarted
safely. Reports from ine licensees or applicants were to describe the pro-
gram for review and analysis and were to include, as a minimum:

1. The criteria for determining the acceptability of restart.
2. De responsibilities and authorities of personnel who will per-

form the review and analysis of these events.
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3. The necessary qualifications and training for the responsible per-
sonnel.

4. The sources of plant information necessary to conduct the
review and analysis. The sourr es of information should include
the measures and equipment that provide the necessary detail
and type of information to reconstruct the event accurately and
in sufficient detail for proper understanding.

5. Th: methods and criteria for comparing the event information
with known or expected plant behavior (e.g., that safety related
equipment operates as required by the technical specifications or
other performance specifications related to the safety function).

6. The criteria for determining the need for independent assessment
of an event (e.g., if the cause of the event cannot be positively
identified, a competent group such as the Plant Operations
Review Committee, will be consulted prior to authorizing re-
start) and guidelines on the preservation of physical evidence
(both hardware and software) to support independent analysis of
the event.

7. The systematic safety assessment procedures compiled from the
above items, which are to be used in conducting the evaluation.

Reports describing the post trip review programs of all power reactor
licensees were received and reviewed by NRC's Oflice of Nuclear Reac-
tor Regulation (NRR). Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs) documenting
the NRC review of the individual licensee reports have been completed
for all operating reactors. The licensee's submittal and the NRC's SERs
are available from the NRC's Public Document Room,1717 H Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20555. For operating license applicants, the NRC
review has been or will be performed consistent with the licensing
schedule. SERS, when completed, will also be available in NRC's Public
Document Room.

In general, the systematic safety assessment procedures established by
the licensees in the submitted post trip review programs ensure the fol-
lowing restart criteria are met before restart is authorized:

1. A post trip review team has determined the root cause and se--

|
quence of events resulting in the plant trip.

|
2. Near term corrective actions have been taken to remedy the

| cause of the trip.
3. A post trip review team has performed an analysis and deter-

mined that the major safety systems responded to the event
7

|
within specified limits of the primary system parameters.
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4. The post trip review has not resulted in the discovery of a po-
tential safety concern (e.g., the root cause of the event occurs
with a frequency significantly larger than expected).

5. If any of the above restart criteria are not met, then an inde-
pendent assessment of the event is performed by the Plant Oper-
ation.s Review Committee (PORC), or another designated group
with similar authority and experience.

The post-trip review programs also delineate the qualifications, respon-
sibilities, and authorities of the licensee personnel who will perform the

'

post trip review and analysis.
Typically, the post trip review team leader is a member of plant man-

agement at the shift supervisor level or above and holds or, prior to as-
suming a current position, held a senior reactor operator's license at the
plant. The team leader is charged with overall responsibility for directing
the. post trip review, including data gathering and data assessment, and
has the necessary authority to obtain all personnel and data needed for
the post trip review.

A second person on the review team is a shift technical advisor (STA)
or a person who possesses a relevant engineering degree with special
transient analysis training.

The team leader and the STA (engineer) are responsible for concur-
ring on a decision / recommendation to restart the plant. A

i nonconcurrence from either of these persons is sufficient to prevent re-
start until the trip has been reviewed by the PORC or equivalent organi-
zation.

As a part of the post trip review program, the licensee or applicant has
indicated that a verification will be made of the proper operation of plant

| systems and equipment. This verification will be accomplished by com-
' paring post trip review data to data provided in the final safety analysis

report and/or the plant technical specifications. This activity includes an
analysis of the sequence of events to verify the proper functioning of
safety related and other important equipment.,

| The licensee or applicant also must have procedures to ensure that all
physical evidence necessary for an independent assessment is preserved.
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The Commission believes that the post trip review programs submitted

"

under these guidelines ensure licensee actions that address the Petition-
er's concerns.

Accordingly, the Commission denies the petition."

For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission i

L

Victor Stello, Jr. ;

) Executive Director for
Operations

.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, -

this 20th day of June 1986.
1
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Cite as 24 NRC 635 (1986) DPRM 86 4

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS!,10N

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairmar
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asseldine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. PRM 50 36

NUCLEAR UTILITY BACKFITTING
AND REFORM GROUP October 3,1986

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is denying in part the petition
for rulemaking filed by the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform
Group that petitions the NRC to modify reporting requirements imposed
on its licensees and applicant * for nuclear power plant construction per-
mits. The petition discusses eigh: inues of concern that would require
amendments to 10 C.F.R. Parts 50 av 73. Two of the Petitioner's con-
cerns have been granted and two others are being denied. The remaining
four are being considered and will be addressed in pending proposed
rulemakings.

NRC: SECURITY PLANS

Changes to security or safeguards effectiveness plans can have a sig-
nificant impact on the public health and safety. The submittals of these
changes to the Commission will remain pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 50.46(p),

j within 2 months of the change being made.
I

NRC: EMERGENCY PLANS

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 50.54(q), licensees may not implement pro.
. posed changes that decrease the effectivenen of approved emergency
l
l

|
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plans without the Commission's approval. Changes that do not decrene
the effectiveness of these plans may be made without approval, provided
that de NRC is informed of the change within 30 days after it is made.

NRC: REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 50.55(e), holders of construction permits must
notify the NRC within 24 hours of each deficirney in design and con-
struction which, if it were not corrected, would adversely affect the
safety of operations anytime throughout the expected lifetime of the
plant. Followup of this initial notification in writing is required within 30
days.

NRC: REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The reporting requirements imposed by 10 C.F.R. I 50.59(b) enable
the Commission to perform reviews of the changes to a facility and to
determine if these changes adversely impact the public health and urety.
Reliance on submittals under 10 C.F.R. I 50.71 which requires a licensee
periodically to update the Final Safety Analysis Report, would not allow
a continual review of the safety ramifications caused by these changes
and hence could adversely affect the public health and safety.

NRC: REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 73,71, licensees must file a written report of
unaccounted.for shipments, suspected thefts, unlawful diversion, radio-
logical sabotage, or events that significantly threaten or lessen the efree-
tiveness of safeguards, within 15 days after the initial verbal report.

DENIAL IN PART OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

I. BACKGROUND

On June 21, 1983, the Commission published in the Federal Register
(48 Fed. Reg. 28,282) a notice announcing the receipt of a petition for
rulemaking filed by the Nuclear Utility Backfitting and Reform Group.
The Comniission indicated that the Petitioner requested that it amend its
regulations in 10 C.F.R. Parts 50 and 73 to modify existing reporting re-
quirements so as to reduce the regulatory burd n on affected nuclear
power plant licensees and applicants for construction permits. The Peti-
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tion.er also requested that the Commission revise certain guidance docv-
ments to provide additional relief fre'n regulatory requirements.

The Petitioner contended that the above regubtions and guidance doc-
uments place excessive regulatory burdens on licensees and/or are un-
necessarily duplicative. The Petitioner further states that the preparation
and filing of these reports requires a significant time and effort on the
part of licensees' employees and that this time could be better spent on
matters directly related to public health and safety. Finally, the Peti-
tioner states that if the Commission were to modify the subject reporting
requirements in the marner requested, licensees' employees would be*

able to prepare and submit to the Commission on a more reasonable
schedule the requifed technical analyses with less interference in their
daily duties.

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS

A. Description of Comments Received on Petition

Eighteen comments were received on the petition: two were from a
'

single commenter, eleven were from electric utilities, three from engi-
,

neering firms, two from private citizens, and one from an industrial asso-
ciation. Seven commenters generally endorsed the petition, some of them
offering specific comments on certain issues. Nine commenters agreed
with the petition, in part, and one disagreed with all of the Petitioner's
proposals.

In view of the number of varied issues addressed by the Petitioner and
the number of comments, mostly pro, for each issue, the analysis below
is organized by issue. The issue will be stated, the current requirement i

given, comments discussed, and the Commission position provided.

B. Response to Public Comments

issue i

The Petitioner pro,oses to amend 10 C.F.R. 9 50.54(p) so that a
,

change to a secunty or safeguards effectiveness plan that does not de-
crease its effectiveness be submitted to the NRC annually.

Currently, the reports required by $ 50.54(p) must be submitted to the
NRC within 2 months after a change has been made.
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Comments

Of the eight commenters who specifically addressed this issue, one dis-
agreed with the Petitioner and stated that $ 50.54(p) sheuld not be
changed because the judgment as to whether safeguards effectiveness has
been reduced should be made by the NRC within the 60 days now al-
lowed in order to see if the changes did or did not decrease the safe-
guards effectiveness of the plan. De other seven commenters cgreed, at
least in part, with the Petitioner stating, in part, that annual changes to
emergency and safeguards plans and procedures are sufficient because
the majod:y of changes are not significant and are not important from a -
standpoint of public health and safety. Dese commesters think that im-
piementation of this change would reduce a large atministrative burden
now imposed on licensees.

Action

The NRC is denying this issue. The Petitioner :onsid:. the changes
to the plan unimportant from the standpoint of public health and safety.
However, NRC disagrees that such changes are unimportant because in
the event that the licensee misjudges the significance of the change, the

,

NRC would be unaware of such misjudgment for up to a year and
would be unable to take timely corrective actions. The NRC does not
consider it to be in the best interest of the public health and safety to
delay judging the effect of each change any longer than 2 months after a
change has been implemented.

Issue il

The Petitioner proposes to amend 10 C.F.R. I 50.54(q) so that a
change to an emergency piso that does sot decrease its effectiveness is j,

submitted to the NRC annually or, es an alternative, reported within 2
months of a chanbe-

Current!y, the reports required by 9 50.54(q) must be submitted to the
NRC within 30 days of implementation.

'

Comments

Of the eight commenters who specifMally addressed this issue, one dis- ,

agreed with the Petitioner snd stated that the NRC should judge
whether or not a change is "substantial" and should judge the impJ.ct of
cumulative changes to a single procedure. Another disagreed with the
Petitioner's proposal because, if implemented, the NRC copy of each
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emergency plan could be from 2 to 12 months out of date from the plan -
'

in effect. This commenter thinks that changes should be submitted
"within 2 months" after they. are made. Six commenters supported the ;

Petitioner's proposal and stated, in part, that the changes could be codi- .;
fled without adversely impacting the quality of the emergency plans or
adversely affecting public health and safety and would eliminate much

..

unneca.ny paperwork. !

Action t

Reearch to reevaluate source terms is scheduled to be completed in
7

Mptember 1986. Revision of the emergency planning regulations, which
w auld address the Petitioaer's concern about the frequency of submittals |
of change to an emergency plan will be reevaluated along with the new |
source term reevaluation.

,

;

issue ill

The Petitioner proposes to amerd 10 C.F.R. i 50.55(e) to eliminate the i

24-hour notification by holders of construction permits of each defi-
ciency found in design and construction, which if it were to remain un- ,

corrected, could have adversely affected safety or, as an alternative, pro-
.

poses that a reportable deficiency in desiga or construction under a con- _ !
'

struction permit be submitted up to 5 days fdiowing discovery. !'

Currently, holders of construction permits must notify the NRC within -

24 hours of each deficiency in design and construction which, if it were
not corrected, would adversely affect the safety of operations anytime'

; throughout the expected lifetime of the plant, and follow up this initial i
notification with a written report within 30 days. [

.

"omments

Li the ten commenters who specifically addressed this issue, two com-
'

mente.) disagreed with the Petitioner and eight generally ag eed. One
commento who disagreed was con.cerned with who determbes whether
the deficiency is reportable, the NRC or the utility. The other com--

menter who disagreed thought that the current practice is contrary to
the regulatory requirement. The commenter contends that the current
regulation does not require notification until 24 hours after a deficiency
has been found significant, but that often industry reports a deficiency
within 24 hours of discovery. Therefore, the commenter thinks the rule
change is unnecessary. Some of those supporting the petition believe that
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the deficiency is reportable upon discovery; others do not. Those who
understand that the licensee reporting the deficiency determines whether
it is reportable stated, in part, that the 24 hour notification does not
allow sufficicat time to collect and analyze data to determine whether a
problem is a reportable deficiency. Further, determimng whether a prob-
lem is reportable is said to require multidheipline and mul%ganization
review. His proposal would, according to some commenters, minimize
the reporting of nonproblems withoet advertely impacting the public
health and safety. Several commenters said that these deficiencies, re-
ported while a plant is being constructed, pose no immediate danger to
public health and ssfety.

Action

De Petitioner's concerns are being considered and will be addressed
in a rulemaking currently being developed in amendments to 10 C.F.R.
Parts 21 and 50, "Revisions to the Criteria and Procedures for the Re-
porting cf Defects," scheduled to be published as a proposed rule in F.p
tember 1986. The contact person for this rulemaking is Robinda Shigh
telephone number (301) 492 4149.

Isrue IV

The Petitioner proposes (1) that, for a licensee of an operating produc.
tion or utilization facility,10 C.F.R. I 50.59(b) requirements to submit re-
ports of a change to a facility or a procedure described in a Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) be satisfied by compliance with 10 C.F.R.

'

'

I 50.71 requirements; and (?) that reports of conduct of tests and experi-
ments not described in the FSAR be submitted annually, eacept for
changes to a facility or procedure or the conduct of tests or experiments
that involve a change in a facility's technical specifications or an
unreviewed safety question. s

!Currently, the reports required by I 50.59(b) tnust be submitted annu-
r.lly or at shorter intervals .specified iu a license. Dese changes are also
reported annually as updates to the facility's FSAR under I 50.71.

.

Comments

Of the eight commenters who specifically addussed this issue, one
commenter who disagrees with ths Petitioner's proposal believes that a

,
-

{ 50.59(b) brief report is easier for the Commission to review in order to
regulate changes to a licensee's plant than an annual amendment to an ;

;

;
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FSAR., He contends that understanding reports of a change submitted
under i50.71 requirements would require searching out'and studying
several FSAR sections.

Another commenter agrees that the reports could be combined if -

9 50.59(b) were rewritten to reflect accurately, what he thmks is, its
: intent. That is, the commenter thinks the requirement is intended to pro-

'

vide the NRC an opportunity for a reflective review of each change
made by a licensee to see whether or not it compromises safety and, ulti-
mately, constitutes an unreviewed safety question. The commenter thinks
that the words "change in the facility (procedure) as described in the'

Safety Analysis Report (SAR)" actually lead to a prest.riptive or cursory
review to determine whether or not a figure or text in the FSAR must
be altered as a result of the change. The commenter is concerned that ;

such a prescriptive approach often causes one to lose sight of the basic
purpose of f 50.59(b). :

The commenter adds that these words are interpreted inconsistently
within the nuclear industry. The commenter thinks that some licensees
apply this terminology if e iy portion of the facility or procedure being

' changed is dcxtibed in any manner in the FSAR and others, perhaps
most, apply this requirement only if the portion of the facility or proce-
dure being changed is specifically described in the FSAR. The com- :

menter believes this latter application can lead to a prejudgment on erro-
7

neous grounds as to whether a change can compromise safety. He sug-
gests rewriting I $0.59(b) to remove troublesome and unnecessary termi-
nology from the regulations and focus the attention in f 50.59(b) on the i

performance of safety evaluations in support of conclusions as to -

whether or not proposed changes involve sa unreviewed safety question. |
<

Of the seven who specifically supported this issue, one commenter
~

ij suggested that FSAR updates be submitted within 2 years of completion
of the FSAR for new licensees and annually thereafter. Other comment-
ers stated that the current I 50.59(b) reporting requirement, in effect, du. '

plicates other reports and that by eliminating such duplication, available !

resources could be directed toward matters of genuine safety signifi-
' Cance.

-

Action

The NRC is denying the portion of the petition affecting I 50.59(b).
The intent of the requirement in 5 50.71 for updating FSARs is to keep
the description of the plant up to date. FSARs provide cumulative i
records of all changes. But, the report required by I $0.59(b) is applica.

~

ble to specific changes made throughout the year and is available at the ;

,
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plant site for ready review by the NRC's resident inspectors. It is impor-
tant to recognize that efforts performed in support of f 50.59(b) reviews
are substantially different from the Anal product the Cc ""= would >

expect to be documented in FSAR updates. Specincally, complicated [
projects having no unreviewed safety questions and no changes to Tech-

'

nical Speci8 cations will be documented by a utility sponsored safety
analysis to include the three-factor test contained in 10 C.F.R. I 50.92.-

: The synthesis of a large volume of work will usually be condensed in the ,

FSAR update, and technical evaluations will be referenced. The Com.,

mission's regulations address the submittal of all I $0.59(b) actions on an ,

annual basis or at such shorter intervals as may be specified in the li-
cense. Periodically, at the request of the resident inspector, the Regional ,

Omce will review an individual I 50.59(b) action in support of the resi-
dent inspector. Typically these reviews evolve following review of the - :

three-factor test. The reporting under I $0.59(b) enables the Staff to pet. t

form rather immediate and ef5cient reviews of the changes made by the |
'

licensee and to determine whether of not those changes impact the
i public health and safety, often befort, receipt of the annual updates to the

FSAR. Therefore, reliance on 5 50.71 annual FSAR submittals would '

not allow this continual determination of a change's impact on safety, '

( and this delayed review could adversely impact safety, '

:4

Issue Y j

The Petitioner proposes to amend Appendix E, i V, to 10 C.F.R. Part [
50 to specify a "threshold of significance" for reporting changes to emer-
gency plans which must be satisfied before a report is required. The Peti- .

tioner proposes that the "threshold" be similar to the one specified in I
I 50.54(p), and that changes be reported annually. ;.

Currently, changes to emergency plans or procedures must be re- !
ported to the NRC within 30 days of making the changes. ;

|

} Comments |
4 t

Two of the six commenters who specifically addressed this issue dis- ;i

agreed with this proposal One proposed that a change be submitted {
'

,

"within 2 months" of the change to prevent, as in the case of f 50.54(q),
the emergency plan the NRC retains from being as much as I year out*

of date. The other felt that the NRC should determme the threshold of ,

j significance as is now done by review of each change withm 30 days. I
; The other commenters who agreed with the Petitioner specifically on e

this issue stated that the reports currently generated are of questionable i

|<

> +
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Action

The Commission agrees that.it is desirable to extend this reporting -
period from 15 to 30 days and published a proposed rule on August 27,

,

1985 (50 Fed. Reg. 34,708) that would grant this portion of the petition.
The fmal rule is scheduled to be published July 1986.

June F11
'

The Petitioner proposes that when reporting requirements in license
technical specifications duplicate the reporting requirements of 10 C.F.R.
9 50.72(a), the plant technical specifications should be amended to elimi-
nate duplicate requirements.

Comments
.

| Of four commenters who specifically addressed this issue, three com-
| menters addressed Issue VII and agreed with the Petitioner. A com-

menter stated, in part, that technical specifications should contain only '

those requirements that directly impact public health and safety. Reports ;

that are mere duplicates of regulations are unnecessary and should be
eliminated. !

One commenter suggests that "significant events" ($ $0.72(a)) and "re-
portable occurrences" (technical specifications) be consolidated in either
the regulations or the technical specifications. Further, he thinks that the
reporting requirements for these two types of events are currer.tly incon. '

sistent, and suggests that written reports for "significant events" should
be required as they are for events requiring "prompt notification with '

written followup" One commenter dingreed with the Petitioner stating '

that the current requirements force in6viduals to look at the entire prob-
'

lem.

i,

t Action j
t

The petition for this issue was addressed and granted in a final rule |,

published July 27, 1983 (48 Fed. Reg. 33,850), that became effective Jan- |

uary 1,1984. The amendment to 10 C.F.R. I $0.73 in this rule superseded [
1 the old requirements in I $0.72(a) (2) and (5), which eliminated the 24 !'

hour report, confirming telegram, and the 14-day report. In addition, Oe. |
neric Letter 83 43 (December 19,1983) provided guidance for complying |

,

with this regulation.
*

|
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issue Vill

The Petitioner proposes to lengthen the period between an initial tele-
phone report and the due date for a written followup report of report-.

able occurrences from 14 to 30 days in response to NUREG 0123 and to
any similar provisions in NUREGs-0103, 0212, and 0452.

Comments

Five of the six commenters who specifically addressed this issue ex-
pressed agreement with this proposal. One commenter stated, in part,
that the reporting modification would improve effectiveness without ad-
versely affecting NRC's ability to ensure that corrective and preventive
actions are accomplished. Another commenter noted that the Licensee
Event Report (LER) has replaced the 14-day reporting interval with a
30 day reporting requirement. One commenter disagreed with the Peti-
tioner.

Action

The petition for this issue was also addressed and granted in a fmal
.

rule published July 27, 1983 (48 Fed. Reg. 33,850), that became effective'

January 1,1984. The amendment to 10 C.F.R. I 50.73 in this rule
changed the reporting period from 14 days to 30 days and superseded
any perception that different reporting periods are required by
NUREGs-0123, 0103, . 0212, and -0452.

.
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III. FINDINGS
!

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has acted upon the Petitioner's -

concerns as follows: two are being denied, four are being addressed in ,

current rulemakings, and two have been granted. Issues I and II
(f 50.54(p) and I $0.59(b)) are denied for the reasons previously stated.
Issues II, !!!, V, and VI (f 50.54(q), f 50.55(e), Part 50, Appendix E, and
I 73.71) are being addressed in current rulemakings. Issues VII and VIII
(f 50.72(a), NUREGs-0123, etc.) have been resolved and the Petitioner's
concerns met by the amendment to 10 C.F.R. I 50.73.

For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for

Operations

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 3rd day of October 1986.
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DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

I. BACKGROUND

By letter dated December 13, 1984, Mr. Carl A. Sinderbrand, on
behalf of the State of Wisconsin, filed with the NRC a petition for rule-
making which requested thet the NRC amend its regulations to initiate a
new procedure to specifically approve individual spent nuclear fuel ship-
ments and to afford a mechanism for public input for each approval deci-
sion. The NRC published a notice of receipt of the petition on February
4, 1985 (50 Fed. Reg. 4866), including the full text of the Petitioner's
proposed amendment, and invited public comments.

NRC has never had a procedure for approving individual shipments of <

~
spent nuclear fuel. Under its regulatory program, the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) issued specific licenses authorizing types of ship-
ments, including a specified shipping cask, until 1973. Repetitive specific
licenses were issued when more than one licensee used the same shipping
cask.

In 1973 the AEC agreed to take the lead in reviewing and approving
'

packages for all commercial radioactive material shipments except those
limited to designated small quantities, while DOT exercised its authority
in other areas. At that time, the procedure of issuing repetitive specific ,

licenses was dropped and was replaced by the current system of approv-
ing designs of and quality assurance programs for packages which any
licensee may use by registering as a user. This system was combined
with a general license authorizing any Commission licensee to make ship- t

ments in an NRC-approved package provided the person is registered to i

use the package, has an NRC-approved quality assurance program, and
has certain specified documentation. The use of general license elimi-
nated a large paperwork burden on AEC and licensees alike, and has
been proved by experience over the years to provide adequate control.

II. ISSUES RAISED

The Petitioner proposes a rule that would (1) prohibit unapproved.

ispent nuclear fuel shipments; (2) require an application for approval that
demonstrates (i) that the applicant will satisfy safety, safeguaros, and
routing requirements, (ii) that the shipment is necessary, (iii) that there [

are no unique risks along the proposed route, (iv) that alternatives to the
shipment and route have been evaluated, and (v) that the proposed ship- |
ping cask will withstand all reasonably foreseeable incidents along the

648
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proposed route; (3) provide an opportunity for public participation in the
approval decision; and (4) provide for adequate protection of the public
health and safety.

The Petitioner cites the existence of the following five conditions in
support of its claim that NRC needs to establish a regulatory process for
the evaluation and approval of individual shipments of spent nuclear fuel
proposed by licensees:

1. No Federal agency considers the safety or environmental risks
associated with selected routes;

2. No Federal agency requires adequate safeguards to protect the
public in the event of an accident or other emergency;

3. The NRC does not regulate the carrier of spent nuclear fuel or
consider its safety record;

4. No Federal agency considers the need for or propriety of indi.
vidual shipments of spent nuclear fuel; and

5. The public has no opportunity for meaningful participation with
respect to the decision to transport spent nuclear fuel.

III. PUBLIC CO5151ENTS

In response to the invitation for public comments on the petition for
rulemaking, forty four comment letters were submitted to the NRC by
State and local govemments, individuals, public interest groups, and
power and other industrial companies. Of the twenty-one comment let-
ters from State and local governments, eighteen supported the need for
the new regulatory process or some variation ofit. Those who expressed
reservations cited undue hardship associated with the proposal, security
problems, and undue delays associated with the proposed hearings. One
Indian tribe noted the lack of any specific provision for involvement by
tribal governments. Six of the seven individual commenters supported
the rule for the reasons stated in the petition. The one who expressed
reservations cited the lack of justincation for the proposal. All six public
interest groups supported the proposal for the reasons outlined in the pe-
tition. The ten power companies and other industrial organizations that
commented opposed the petition citing lack of justification, duplication,
undue burden, and Isck of legal foundation. In suinmation, thirty com-
menters supported the petitior primarily for the reasons given in the pe-
tition, and fourteen commenters opposed the petition for lack of justifica-
tion, duplication, security problems, undue burdens and delays, and lack
of a legal foundation for the Petitioner's proposal.
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IV. CONSIDERATION OF PETITION ISSUES

The Petitioner cites a number of contentions in support of its request
that the NRC adopt the proposals in the petition.

1. Failure to Consider Safety or Environmental Risks of Specific Routes

In its first contention, the Petitioner, in speaking of spent nuclear fuel
shipments over the last 18 months, states that "no federal agency has
considered . . . the safety or environmental risks associated with the se-
lected routes . . . ." Petition at 4. Later, the Petitioner argues that "the
NRC does not independently consider the safety of the particular route,
does not evaluate the potential safety and environmental risks of the
shipment . . . ." 14. at 6. Finally, in describing what it considers to be
"a significant gap in the regulatory program," the Petitioner states that
"no agency considers risks associated with specific routes."Id.

The petition wocid require that an applicant for spent nuclear fuel
shipment approval evaluate alternatives to the proposed route and dem-
onstrate that the proposed shipment, including its route,is the alternative
that provides the least risk of radiological exposure tu the public.

The DOT has specific regulations for the routing of spent nuclear fuel
by road which require, with certain excepticas, that the carrier operate
over preferred routes which include interstate highways and State-desig-
nated alternate routes. The routes are selected after consideration is
given to minimization of radiological risk. The routing rule was upheld
by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in City of New York v. Depart-
ment of Transportation. 715 F.2d 732 (2nd Cir.1983), cert. denied.104 S.
Ct.1403 (1984). In upholding the DOT regulation, the Court stated that
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) does not require
that the safest means be used in transporting spent fuel or any other haz-
ardous material, but only requires the DOT to promulgate rules that pro-
vide for adequate safety. 715 F.2d at 740. Thus, no Federal agency,
under the HMTA, could require a licenree to show that the proposed
shipment is the alternative that provides the least risk as long as the ship-
ment provides for adequate safety as prescribed under the DOT routing

- rules.

The routing rule is based on the DOTS finding that the interstate
highway system generally minimizes the risk of transporting spent nu-
clear fuel, and that State agencies can designate alternate routes in ac-
cordance with DOT guidelines for minimizing risk. The DOT has made
a generic evaluation of highway routes and concludes that the interstate
highway system should serve as the basic Federal framework for provid-
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ing safe and efncient routes for transporting spent nuclear fuel by road.
In addition to this generic evaluation by DOT of interstate and alternate :
routes available for spent nuclear fuel transportation, the NRC specifi-
cally evaluates and approves routes selected by licensees for safeguards
purposes. These route approvals are not limited to individual shipments
of spent nuclear fuel, but may be used for rectitive shipments.

For rail transportation, the DOT physically inspects rail track for
safety when a rail route is used for transportation of spent nuclear fuel.
The inspections are made before the start of a series of shipments over
the same route and at 6-month intervals during those shipments. Al-
though there is no formal routing rule for rail shipments of spent nuclear
fuel, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) works informally with

,

the utility and carrier to investigate alternative routes by rail. Many of f

the principles of the highway routing rule are incorporated into the
process for rail route selection.

In addition to the informal application of routing standards for spent
nuclear fuel shipments by rail, the FRA has regulations in 49 C.F.R. Part t

174 that impose rail safety requirements. These rules require a separation
of spent nuclear fuel by at least one car from the engine, from an occu-
pied caboose, and from another placarded car in the train. The rules

' impose a 48-hour limit on forwarding a spent nuclear fuel shipmen, Jter
acceptance at an originating point or receipt at any yard or transfer sta-
tion (weekends and holida>s excluded). The FRA rules require docu-
mentation aboard the train and reports of any accidents and incidents
enroute. The FRA rules also set standards for wheels and brakes, hours
of service, track standards related to train speeds, employee training, and
qualifications of train crews.

The FRA's 325 inspectors are responsible for complete inspection of
all rolling stock, including locomotives; for monitoring carriers * operat-
ing rules and training procedures; for monitoring the nation's rail tracks;
for monitoring the railroad signal systems; and for inspecting hazardous
cargoes. For the initial move of all the spent nuclear fuel shipments from
Nebraska and Minnesota to Morris, Illinois, since August 1984, FRA has
inspected the entire track from origin to destination, and completely in.
spected the signal systems, the carriers' operating rules, the equipment to
be used, the documentation, and the cargo. In addition to the FRA's
complete inspection for the initial move, it is FRA policy to conduct a
full equipment inspection and documentation check on each spent nu-
clear fuel shipment. After the initial track and signal inspection, further
inspections are conducted on a periodic basis.
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In addition to the DOT controls exercised over spent nuclear fuel !
shipments, NRC conducts a safeguards evaluation of rail routes in much !

the same way as it does for highway routes. :

.
In addition to the determinations of routing adequacy made by the

9 DOT, the NRC concluded, after issuing its Final Environmental State-
;

ment on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and Other ,

Modes (NUREG-0170) in December 1977, that its regulations were ade- |
quate to protect the public against unreasonable risk from the transporta. !

,

tion of spent nuclear fuel. For 1985, the report projected that there
would be 1530 spent nuclear fuel shipments by truck and 652 by rah !

(NUREG-0170, Table 1.1). These shipments were evaluated as present- |.

ing an accident risk of only 0.0004 latent cancer fatalities per year (Id., !
'

Table 5.9). Based on this evaluation, the risk associated with any individ- |
ual shipment of spent nuclear fuel transported in accordance with NRC }

'

't.nd DOT regulations is small.
In support ot'the petition's contention that shipping controls may not -

be adequate for some routes, a commenting State agency conducted a !
i- review of the technical literature on cask design, development, and per. j

formance and concluded that the safety of existing casks is sufficiently -9 ,

3
uncertain as to warrant more extensive testing which would address po- [
tentially hazardous conditions for each proposed route, An individual j
commenter noted that casks now in use have not been tested for strength
when heated to the temperature at which they travel and then sub. [
merged into the cold waters of the Mississippi River.

1 The Commission notes the long standing disagreement between it and L

some persons who question the adequacy of the NRC package standards !

for transportation of radioactive material and who doubt whether the (,

packages can be adequately evaluated by engineering analysis rather than
'

4

j,
being physically tested under all conditions to ensure their accident re-
sistance. The NRC employs the package standards of the International

; Atomic Energy Agency, which have been in use throughout most of the
j world for almost 20 years. Although spent nuclear fuel casks have not

been subjected to all possible combinations of accident conditions during ;

that time, there has been enough accident and testing experience to con- }-

firm the high strength of casks in use today. The difference between the [
normal operating temperature of a spent nuclear fuel cask and the tem- |
perature of a large river such as the Mississippi is not large enough to |

cause a structural or containment problem. Furthermore, the large mass ;

!of the cask would slow its cooling, thereby reducing any potential for'

damage, ji
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2. Protection of the Public la Emergeseles

The Petitioner's second assertion is that no Federal agency requires
"adequate safeguards to protect against emergencies," and that "NRC
. . . only gives cursory attention to evergency planning." Petition at 3
and 6.

The Federal plan for providing adequate safeguards to protect against
radiological emergencies is described in a Federal Register notice issued
by FEMA on September 12, 1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 35,896). The plan de-
scribes how twelve Federal agencies that have resources and capabilities
to respond to a radiological emergency will work together and will
work with State governments and private organizations durirg an emer.
gency response.

The plan, known as the Federal Radiological Emergency Response
Plan (FRERP), describes how the Federal Government will respond to
State requests for assistance during a major radiological emergency, how
the Department of Energy (DOE) will maintain radiological monitoring
and assessment support to the State and local governments, and how the
other Federal agencies are prepared to augment the DOE support, if
necessary. The FRERP has been tested by the Federal agencies and
proven viable. NRC has issued a general Statement of Policy on NRC
Response to Accidents Occurring During the Transportation of Radioac-
tive Material (49 Fed. Reg.12,335, Mar. 29,1984).

The scope of the FRERP specifically includes Federal response to
transportation accidents involving radioactive materials. One of the
FRERP planning assumptions is that State or local governments have
primary responsibility for determining and implementing any measures to
protect life, property, and the environment in any areas not within the
boundaries of a lhed nuclear facility. In a transportation accident, the
State or local government has the responsibility for taking emergency
action, while appropriate Federal resources may be used to support State
and local government response measures, if requested. Federal agency
response plans recognize the primacy of the response roles of State and
local governments, operators of the transporting vehicle, and owners of
the spent fuel.

' A utility commented that when an accident occurs the response to it
is, of necessity, a local responsibility. After reviewing the responsibility
of the DOT to reduce the probability of transportation emergencies and
the responsibility of the DOE to maintain response teams to assist local
authorities in the event of a nuclear emergency, the utility referred to a
DOT conclusion that "spent nuclear fuel poses a much lower risk of
transportation accident than do any number of common chemicals, the
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containment of which could also be expected to exceed the capacity of
- local groups to respond (49 Fed. Reg. 46,664)." :

In commenting on the petition, a second utility agreed that it would
appear appropriate for a State, in conjunction with its emergency re-

,

sponse capsbilities, to examine possible transport routes within its bor-
ders and recommend to NRC that these preselected routes be used. The
Commission notes that this process is already in use for safeguards pur- ,

poses and that a number of States have recommended routes within their ,

boundanes. These State recommendations are considered by NRC in its I

route approval process for spent nuclear fuel shipments.
'

An individual from the State of Wisconsin, after reviewing the regula- ;

tory system now in place, the small risk of radiation injuries from a spent ;

nuclear fuel incident, and the numerous competent groups available to
respond to a transportation accident involving radioactive material in -

Wisconsin, concluded that the Wisconsin proposal would result in ad- i

verse consumer economics withoat significantly improving public safety. lo
An item sometimes referred to as necessary for an efixtive emergency .

response is prenotification to State and local authorities that a spent fuel ;
shipment is being made. In response to a congressional requirement,
NRC reguinions in 10 C.F.R. I71.97 now require prior notification of !
licensee shipments of spent nuclear fuel to the Governor of each State i

through or into which the shipment will pass. In commenting on the I
Wisconsin petition, a State agency noted that, particularly in the area of i

advance notification of shipment of spent nuclear fuel, the NRC's repta- '

tions must be strengthened. A second State expressed its concern with |

the lack of enforcement and inspection procedures needed to ensure that
,

proper prenotification is made by the shipper and that information sub- i:'
mitted is accurate. In addition, a ci y urged the NRC to increase the !t

'
length of the notice period for spent nuclear fuel advance notifications."

'The Commission considers its advance notification rule to be reasonable |
in terms of tne length of notification period and considers its inspection

'

;

; and enforcement of this rule to be sufficient to ensure its effectiseness. ;
'

However, this must be considered a separate issue not covered within j
the Wisconsin petition, because no proposal to amend the advance notifi- t

cation provisions is included in the petition. Changes to those require- !

ments may be proposed under the "petition for rulemaking" provisions ;

of 10 C.F.R. I 2.802 of the NRC regulations. i'

tAnother essential ingredient for adequate emergency response capabil-
ity is trained response personnel at both the State and local levels. {

IFEMA, in its March 11,1982 revision of 44 C.F.R. Part 351,"Radiologi.
cal Emergency Planning and Preparedness," sets out Federal agency f'

roles and assigns tasks regarding Federal assistance to State and local ;
,

M
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governments in their radiological emergency planning and preparedness
activities. FEMA places upon itself the responsibility to develop and
manage a radiological emergency response training p.ogram to meet
State and local needs, using technical expertise and resources of other in-
volved agencies. The NRC, the Environmental Protection Agency, and
the Departments of Health and Human Services, Energy. Transportation.
Agriculture, and Commerce all have responsibilities to assist FEMA, iri
their particular fields of expertise, in the development, implementation,
and presentation of training programs for Federal, State, and local radio-
logical emergency preparedness personnel. The DOT has the particular
responsibility in the area of transportation emergencies to provide guid.
ance and materials for use in training emergency services and other re-
sponse personnel for transportation accidents involving radioactive mate-
rials.

Emergency response training programs that have resulted from these
Federal responsibilities are as follows:8

a. DOE, through Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU),
offers

* "Medical Planning and Care in Radiation Accidents," a 1
week course for physicians, training about forty eight par-
ticipants per year.

* "Health Physics in Radiation Accidents," a 1 week course
for health physicists, training about thirty six participants
per year.

* "Handling of Radiation Accidents by Emer tency Person-a

nel," a 2%-day course for emergency room surgeons and
nurses, training about fifty four participants per year,

b. DOT otters -
* Radioactive Materials Transportation Information and incident

Guidance, a self training manual.
* Emergency Response to Hazardous Materials in Transportation

(Sey Study Guide). U.S. Department of Transportation,
1982, This is a DOT-offered self study course on full spec-

- trum transportation regulations.
* "Handling Radioactive Materials Transportation Emergen-

| cies," a training package for first on the scene responders.
This is a 6 to 8 hour tape and slide tiresentation.

!

l 8 FEMA. REP.S. "Omadance for Desenoping state and Local Raduc4ogical Emergency Respoear Plans
i and Preparedness for Transponatson Accadents," Federal E.mergency Mmsement Agency. March
.
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* Hazardous Materials: 1980 Emergency Response Guidebook.
U.S. Department of Transportation,1980. This document
has relevance to full spectrum hazardous material response.
The DOT has distributed this document with the intent of
providing a copy for operators of every emergency vehicle
in the United States.

c. FEMA Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) program
offen -

* "Radiological Emergency Planning Seminar," a 1. week
seminar focusing on nuclear power plant offsite planning re-*

quirements.
* "Radiological Accident Assessment Coune," a 1 week

ccune to train radiological health personnel in offsite dose
assWment and projection techniques.

* "Radalogical Emergency Response Coune," a 10-day
course a train State and Federal radiological emergency re-
sponse tecu personnelin techniques of responding to a wide
range of radological accidents. Approximately 400 persons
are trained eat.h year.

d, NRC, through ORAU, offen -
* A 10-week program for State health physicists, training

about twenty participants per year.
e. Colorado Training institute offers -

* A 3-day seminar and a 2 week course on all phases of haz-
ardous materials transportation incident response, including
radioactive materials. Originally funded by a grant from
DOT, but now an independent State run program.

On a training related issue, the DOT highway routing regulation re-
quires that drivers of vehicles carrying spent nuclear fuel receive emer-
gency action training within t! 2 years preceding that transportation.
The training must include the properties and hazards of the spent nuclear
fuel and the procedures to be fo!! owed in the event of an accident or
other emergency. The DOT regulation also requires the driver to have a

,
copy of the mandatory route plan including telephone numbers that will
access emergency assistance in each State to be entered. 49 C.F.R.
I 177.825(c)-(d). The required training for escorts, applicable to all modes
of transport, includes the following five subjects: (1) security en route.
(2) communications, (3) radiological considerations, (4) response to con-
tingencies, and (5) response to threats.
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3. NRC Regulation of the Carrier

The Petitioner's third contention that "the NRC does not regulate the
carrier or consider its safety record" fails to recognize that the DOT
performs this function. Petition at 6. DOT imposes regulations that relate
to both the hazardous nature of the cargo and the safety aspects of the
transporting vehicle. DOT also inspects and enforces against its carrier
rules.

Although NRC considers that it has the authority under the Atomic
Energy Act to regulate carriers insofar as they transport material regu.
lated by the NRC, it has agreed under a Memorandum of Understanding
with DOT dated June 8, 1979 (44 Fed. Reg. 38,690) that it will leave the
development of carrier safety standards to DOT because of DOT's
greater experience and expertise in that role.

On the issue of incomplete regulatory control, one State referred to a
report issued in 1984 by the National Research Council entitled "Social
and Economic Aspects of Radioactive Waste Disposal- Considerations
for Institutional Management." On the issue of transportation of spent
nuclear fuel, the panel of experts "found that an underdeveloped regula-
tory framework currently exists for the transportation of spent fuel and
high-level waste. The Federal governmental agencies involved defer to
each other, with primary responsibility essentially delegated to NRC's
reactor licensees." The panel recommends

a careful evaluation of esisting federal regdation of highway transport to assure that
(a) a sufrwiently broad and uniform regulatory regime esists for the safe transport of
radioactive wastes. (b) any redurh and incompleteness in the esisting NRC-
DOT regulations have been eliminated, and (c) the needs of States to control safety
on their highways are met.

|

| The State submits that the conclusions and recommendation of the report

| are warranted, and that adoption of the Wisconsin petition would help
the problem. The Commission strongly disagrees that its regulatory
framework i; s<ierdeveloped. The existing rules were developed over
substantial periods of time with full opportunity for public comment. The
regulations have met the test of time, producing an excellent safety
record over many years. In the absence of any demonstration that the
regulations are inadequate - and the National Research Council report
has not been specific in that regard - the Commission is not inclined to
act on the recommendations of the report.

A nuclear equipmen manufacturer commented that the Wisconsin pe-s

tition is apparently based on the premise that the transport of spent nu-
clear fuel is not adequately regulated even though it is one of the most
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heavily regulated transportation activities. The commenter argues that
the basic regulatory system for transport of spent nuclear fuel has been
demonstrated by experience nationally and internationally to be sufli-
ciently encompassing to ensure protection of public health and safety.
The proposed procedures for approval of spent nuclear fuel shipments
would cause an enormous use of NRC and utility resources for little, if
any, public gain. The Commission agrees that the same package and
transportation standards are applied internationally and have proved to
be adequate. However, the systems (i.e., agencies or combination of
agencies) that apply those uniform standards differ from country to
country. The NRC is cor.tinually monitoring the relationship between its
regulations and thou of the other agencies with which it shares jurisdic-
tion in the United States.

4. Need for and Propriety of Indhidual Shipments

In referring to spent nuclear fuel shipments over the last 18 months,
the Petitioner comments that "no Federal agency has considered the
need for the shipments . . . . or the propriety of exposing the public to
these risks." Petition at 4. In enlarging on this same concept, the Peti-
tioner argues that

the uttisties' ratepayers may be exposed to substantud costs, the pubhe in the ucinity
of the route may be esposed to substantial safety hatards, and States and mumetpali-
ties along the route may be exposed to substantial liability and costs for emergency
response mthout any opportunity to question the propriety of the shipment.

Petition at 7. The Petitioner requests that an applicant for approval of an
individual spent nuclear fuel shipment be required to demonstrate that
"the proposed shipment is necessary to meet the requirements of the li-
censee's operating beense or required minimum fuel storage capacity."
Petition at 2.

A State agreed with Wisconsin's assertion that there are significant
gaps in the regulatory program regarding shipment of spent nuclest fuel.
Specifically,

* There should be a Federal policy designed to minimize spent
nuclear fuel shipments prior to the operation of a commercial.

nuclear waste repository; and
* There should be a Federal regulatory system for evaluating the

,

need for spent nuclear fuel shipments prior to the operation of aI

repository.
A State senator supported that view by noting that spent nuclear fuel

shipments that have been and are being made to the Morris Storage Fa-

|
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cility will have to be removed from Morris and transported again when
the U.S. Government develops an interim storage facility or a disposal
facility. He believes this raises the serious question of the necessity of,

| shipments to Morris. An individual agreed by noting that shipments of
spent nuclear fuel from Monticello, Minnesota, to Morris, Illinois, are
being made only for economic gain since the storage pool at Monticello
has about 4 more years of space left in it at current use rates.

A public interest group asserted that there should be consideration
given to the need for the shipments and the safety and environmental :

risks associated with various routes, and related that consideration to its
belief that the training of firefighters, law departments, and hospitals is
inadequate at this time. ;

A State summarized its view that it is irrefutable that spent nuclear
fuel shipments pose some risk and that the necessary and uncoordinated ,

random shipment of those materials must be avoided. The State con- !

i cluded that even after a comprehensive and reasonably predictable strat.
egy for spent nuclear fuel management has been developed and the im.
pacts of shipments can be analyzed, a review of the need for such ship-
ments must be conducted and used as the basis for granting or denying
authorization for the shipments, i

On the other hand, a utility noted that local governments have im- '

posed regulations in the past requiring the transporter to demonstrate a
3

need for each shipment. The utility further noted that all such regula-
tions have been struck down as being in violation of the Commerce
Clause of the U.S. Constitution. As support for this proposition, the util. ;

| ity cited Kassel v. Consolidated Freightwys Corp. of Delante. 450 U.S.
1 662 (1981). ,

A law firm representing multiple utilities commented that the Wiscon-
,

sin petition proceeds from the two fahe assumptions that (1) spent nu. ;-

'

clear fuel shipments are so dangerou: nr environmentally harmful that
they should only be permitted in the event of dire need, and (2) NRC
possesses the legal authority to determine the "need" for proposed ship.

.'
ments. The commenter cited the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and
its requirement that the Department of Energy provide interim storage
capacity (prior to the establishment of a permanent high level waste re-
pository) for civilian nuclear power reactors that cannot reasonably pro- |
vide adequate storage on site. This capacity is to be made available only '

to a person who is "diligently pursuing licensed alternatives to the use of i

Federal storage capacity" including transshipment to another cisilian nu-
clear power reactor owned by such person. The commenter believes that

| Congress thus expressly acknowledged the possible need for electric util- ,

ities to transship spent nuclear fuel. The commenter also cited Pub. L |
I.
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96 295, which requires that NRC provide for prenoti6 cation to State
Oovernors of spent nuclear fuel shipments, as evidence that Congress
specincally contemplated shipments of spent nuclear fuel prior to the op. ,

erstion of a repository. The commenter then pointed to the NRC and !
DOT regulations under which spent nuclear fuel sliipments are author- |

'

ized, regulations the adequacy of which has been reamrmed on a number
of occasions, and concluded that "any additional specinc determinations ;

by NRC as to the 'need' to transport would needlessly and unlawfully t

circumscribe the managerial discretion of the operators of licensed nu. .

clear power plants." |
Finally, a State agency noted that the issue of whether spent nuclear i

fuel should be transported is not an appropriate subject for resolution !
through the rulemaking process, but should be resolved only by Federal j

legislative action. :

The NRC has analyzed the risks associated with the transportation of i

spent nuclear fuel, and found them to be small. The Commission ac- i

knowledges enactment of several laws (e.g. the Atomic Energy Act of {
1954, as amended, the Nuclear Weste Policy Act of 1982, and the Han- |

ardous Matenals Transportation Act) which make it abundantly clear i

Ithat some spent nuclear fuel shipments are expected and accepted in the
public interest, but this cannot be taken as a statement of national policy !
that all shipments of spent nuclear fuel have been authorized by Con- }
gress. :

The NRC's recent rulemaking to establish 10 C.F.R. Part 53, "Criteria [
and Procedures for Determining the Adequacy of Available Spent Nu- e

clear Fuel Storage Capacity," published in the Federal Regster on Febru. |
ary 11,1985 (50 Fed. Reg. 5548), raised the issue whether the Commis- ;

sion should give preference to onsite storage alternatives in determining
the need for Federal interim storage for a licensee. Consideration was j

given to indications in the legislative history of the Nuclear Waste Policy [
Act of 1982 (NWPA) to the effect that onsite storage of spent nuclear [
fuel should be encouraged and that transportation of spent nuclest fuel P

should be miai-iM The Commission took the position in that rulemak- ;

ing action, and amres it here, that it has no authority under Subtitle B !
of the NWPA to establish priorities for the pursuit of spent nuclear fuel j
storage alternatives. If the Commission finds, pursuant to Part $3, that :-

one or more alternatives to Federal interim storage is feasible, the utility i

is not eligible to participate in the Federal interim storage program. The
choice of which ahernative to pursue will be decided else*' e, t

As to the Petitioner's concern over substantial co- a utilities * !

|
ratepsyers from unnecessary shipments of spent nue 'he eco- I

|
nomic decisions made by utilities in transporting sper al are j

i
t

i

:
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beyond the purview of the NRC's regulatory authority as long as the
utility meets NRC regulatory requirements with respect to health, safety,
common defense, and security. See Pacific Gas a Electric Co. v. State
Energy Resources Cwerntion and Development Comm'n. 461 U.S.190,
221 22 (1983),

in addition to the Commission having found that the risks of spent nu-
clear fuel transportation are low, it also expbred 'he consequences of se-
rious incidents that might cause the spent nuclear fuel casks to fail. One
recent series of tests included the destructive testing of spent nuclear fuel
in simulated (=1 ca<ks occurring from presumed acts of sabotage. The
preponderance of available Wdence, including the recent testing to ana-
lyre the effect of explosives, showed that accidental releases from spent
nuclear fuel casks would be neither severe nor far reaching.8 Based on
this preponderance of evidence, the Commission Ands no basis for fur-
ther restrictions on the shipment of spent nuclear fuel or for an examina-
tion of the need for individual shipmer.ts.

The Commission does have a study under way on this sut) Ject, how-
ever, to assess the accident resistance of spent nuclear fuel shipping casks
when subjected to the stresses associsted with historically based real-
world accidents. The study will evaluate the ability of spent fuel trans-
portation containers designed :o meet the performance criteria in current
NRC regulation (10 C.F.R. Part 71) to safely retain its radioactive con-
tents, maintain its shielding, and prevent nuclear criticality when sub-
jected to stresses associated with severe road or rail accidents. It will
also assess the probability and potential consequence of any accidents in
which stresses exceed values associated with current regulations. The
study is nearly complete and results are expected to be published in late
1986 following an independent peer review. This study, as well as other
initiatives, is part of the continuing Commission process to assess and
maintain its transportation regulations adequately in light of changing
trampostation patterns and technologies.

With risks low and potential consequences even from an improbable,
severe, less-than<atastrophic accident, additional controls are only justi-
Sd if the cost of those controls does not exceed their benents. In the
cast : ' the additional controls sought by the Petitioner, the technical
benents would be measured in terms of the value of normal and acciden-
tal exposures avoided. Although the costs of the new approval procedure
proposed in the petitk>n have not been quantined, it is the Commission's
judgment that, because of the small technical benents available under any

* NURr04110. -Tinal E suronmental statement on the Transpcetation or Radaos.;tm Matenal by Aw
and other Ma$es." Decenter 1977, NUREOTR 2471. * Final Repwt on shgeng Cash satotage
source Term tesesngat.nm." octoter its2
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foreseeable circumstances, a favorable cost / benefit balance could not be
obtained.

5. Opportunity for Mesalasful Public Participation

The Petitioner's final contention in support of the proposal is that "the
public has no opportunity for meaningful input into the decision to trans-
port waste, as this decision is wholly within the discretion of the li-
censee." Petition at 7. The Petitioner requests that the "NRC exercise its
regulatory authority to ensure that both the need for and the safety and
environmental consequences of proposed shipments have been consid-
cred in a public forum. . . ."Id. at 1.

A State commenter reported that two public discussions held in ad-
vance of spent nuclear fucA shipments froc the State had some construc-
tive results. The utility involved was able to demonstrate that it had re-
viewed alternate means of addressing its storage problems, and State
agencies, the utility, and the carrier were spurred by public concern to
take safety precautions beyond the minimum required by Federal regula-
tions. Based on this experience, the State suggested three reasons for a
positive response to the Wisconsin petition:

* Open discussion of the issues may result in a greater range of
choices, both formal and informal;

* Fears that public participation would somehow get out of hand
and undermine rational, technically sound decisionmaking are
probably not realistic. Reasonable resolution leaves everyone
better off; and

* If the NRC itself provides a public forum, resort to State and
local government as a source of information and discussion is
less likely. Legally futile attempts to ban spent nuclear fuel
rmportation by local ordinance can only generate local resent-
ment and undermine Federal authority.

The Commission, together with DOT, has also attempted to establish a
dialogue with affected prsons on the issue of spent nuclear fuel tra-
portation. At a DOT /NRC hosted seminar in Chicago on July 31-

'
August 2,1985, those agencies met with representatives of forty nine
States, local governments, and Indian tribes to discuss the problems and
potential solutions associated with spent nuclear fuel transportation. A
total of 275 people participated.

In addition, an NRC contractual :tudy has included numerous inter-
views with government officials and members of the public regarding
their concerns over shipments of spent nuclear fuel from the West
Valley, New York, former reprocessing plant now being decommis-
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sioned. The focus of the study has been to obtain information document-
ing the concerns and actions of affected institutions in previous spent fuel
shipment campaigns. De contractual study is not yet complete.

Most of the public commenters who supported the Wisconsin petition
also supported the formal hearing process that was part of the petition
and on which the approval of the spent nucle 2r fuel shipment in question
would in part be based. For example, a State observed that members of
the affected public have not been given an opportunity through the route ,

approval process to express their concerns about their own personal
safety and the protection of the environment in which they live. The
Wisconsin petition gives the public an appropriate opportunity to pro-
vide input into the decisionmaking process. A public interest group com-
plained that "it has been impossible to provide input into the decision- ;

makirig process for nuclear waste shipments," and believes that "if there
is no public input the health and safety of the public will not be insured."

Some persons supporting and some persons opposing the petition regis-
tered comments against the formal hearings proposed A utility com-

,

: mented that the rule as proposed is silent on whether the requirements
would be repeatedly imposed for a specific shipping route even though
approval was granted for a prior shipment, and could be construed so as ;

to benefit individuals interested in making frivolous repeated requests for i
hearings for already established shipping routes. A State commented that |
the basic reason for the rulemaking petition is to allow more public input
to the decisions regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel. While the
State encouraged public participation in all aspects of interstate transpor-
tation, it believed the Wisconsin proposal would result in undue hardship
on the shipper and carrier. The State believed that NRC and DOT pro-
visions for public input have been adequate for route selection, and in
fact the State had designated certain routes as preferred routes for spent,

'

nuclear fuel shipments. De State's recent accident experience has been
good.

Dere was some division of sentiment among State and local officials
on the times when public hearings would be most useful. Although it

1

was not clear from the petition whether a series of shipments could be

'
approved as a result of a single hearing or whether an individual ship-
ment would be subject to the entire approval process by itself, some

!commenters clearly preferred approval of a series of shipments. For ca.
ample, a commenting State favored a generic, rather than specific, esami-
nation of spent fuel shipments to establish reneric criteria for designating i

routes and alternate routes, for establishing the need to ship, and for cal- |

culating risks, but favored avoiding the possibility of a hearing each time ;

spent nuclear fuel is shipped. A city endorsed Wisconsin's request for in- ;

i

,

,
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dividual approval of spent nuclear fuel shipments, for public comments
on each request, and for environmental impact statements if required
under Federal law, rules, and requirements, but would give the NRC dis-
cretion on whether to conduct a hearing when requested by a comment-
ing person.

Another State supported the Wisconsin contention that the current
NRC transportation ru'es be thoroughly reviewed by the Commission.

| including ample opportunity for State and public comment. Procedur-
I ally, however, the State supported a thorough public review ontv prior

to any major campaign to ship radioactive wastes between two points,
including an opportunity for affected States to participate in routing de-

|
cisions. It suggested that an understanding should also be reached with

i
all affected States on the role of all parties in inspection of shipments,

, emergency response, prior notification, and liability.
A State supporting the Wisconsin petition suggested the following re-

visions to the Wisconsin proposal:
(1) Allow for an application and approval / denial for a series of

shipments from one point of origin to one destination; and
(2) Clarify whether an Environmental Impact Statement or an En-

vironmental Analysis will be required.
Finally, some commenters seemed to express more of a need for an

exchange of information than for a formal hearing where a shipment ap-
proval decision is involved. A public interest group complained that the
public does not have information as to the safety of the casks being used,
the necessity of the shipments, the proper routes to take, or other life
protection issues. The commenter did not believe that shipping spent nu-
clear fuel from one temporary location to another is a responsible policy,
and urged that shipments be stopped until a more responsible policy can
be put into effect. One individual supported the petition for its provisions
allowing public input, believing that any economic activity affecting the
economic and physical health of the public should be subject to effective
public input.

The Commission believes it has been very open to pubbe participation
in the processes that established the present rules for transporting spent

,
nuclear fuel. This includes public rulemaking proceedings for establish-
ment of packaging standards in 10 C.F.R. Part 71 begun on December
21, 1965 (30 Fed. Reg.15,748); for the general license, package approval
system in Part 71 begun on November 20, 1971 (36 Fed. Reg. 22,13a);
for the establishment of standardized impacts associated with the trans-
portation of radioactive material, including spent nuclear fuel, to and
from nuclear power plants begun on November 1,1973(18 Fed. Reg.
30,203); and the reevaluation of NRC transportation regulations begun
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on June 2, 1975 (40 Fed. Reg. 23,768). In each of these cases, announce-
ments were issued and public comments were solicited.

As with the radioactive material transportation regulations promul-
gated by NRC, those adopted by DOT were also considered through
public rulemaking proceedings. The DOT routing rule is an example
where there were multiple opportunities for public participation. An Ad-
vance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was issued on August 17, 1978
(43 Fed. Reg. 36,492) soliciting public comments. A Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking followed on January 31, 1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 7140) that was
followed by seven public hearings held in Philadelphia, Atlanta, Chi-
cago, Denver, Seattle, Boston, and New York, plus three additional
public meetings in Akron, Ohio; Eugene, Oregon; and Union City, Cali-
fornia. DOT received and reviewed over 1000 public comments and re-
viewed over 1600 pages of transcripts from the public meetings. This
represents an extraordinary level of public participation.

V. CONSIDERATION OF COMMENT ISSUES

The public comments raised a number of issues not included in the
Wisconsin petition, but which are related to the petition in various ways.

I. Disclosure of Safeguards Information

A utility suggested that the requirement for an applicant to demon-
strate that he or she has fulfilled the 10 C.F.R. { 73.37 requirements for
physical protection of spent nuclear fuel in transport is redundant since
the regulation already imposes an obligation to comply with its provi-
sions. The utility further suggested that if a licensee were required to
make available for public inspection detailed information relating to secu-
rity of the shipments, the purposes of f 73.37 would be defeated. A State
agency thought that adoption of the Wisconsin petition would compro-
mise the security cf spent nuclear fuel shipments by making known
during the public hearing process the actual shipment dates and times.
An individual commented that an: ouncement of proposed shipments in
the Fedeml Register would breach some needed security and thereby in-
crease the risk of sabotage or theft of Ae shipment.

The Commission does not agree whn the utility's comment that there
is no difference between having a requirement for a physical protection
program in f 73.37 and having the NRC Staff review that pror, ram to
ensure that it satisfies those same requirements. As with irJividuals
working in any specialty, the NRC Staff develops expertise fre.n review-
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ing and discussing a large number of physical protection programs which
the StafT can then apply to its review of other programs. In the Commis-
sion's judgment, this process results in greater assurance that the physical
protection requirements of f 73.37 are being adequately applied. In fact,
for some time an NRC Staff review of a licensee's physical protection
program for transportation of spent nuclear fuel has been done when the
licensee applies for its route approval under 10 C.F.R. 9 73.37(b)(7).

The Commission, however, does agree with the commenters that
public hearings in which details of a particular shipment and the security
arrangements regarding the shipment are discussed might result in in-
crea:ing the risk of its sabotage or theft.

2. Extending Scope of Wisconsin Petition

A State recommended that the concept proposed in the Wisconsin pe-
tition be extendal to "other highly radioactive material that the Commis-
sion . . . determines by rule requires permanent isolation" under the pro-
vision. of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA). The same commenter
urged us :'- *.me rules also apply to spent nuclear fuel and high level
waste transportation tivits undertaken by DOE. A second State also
endorsed the amendments to Part 71 proposed by PRM 7110, and was
particularly concerned that the amendments app!y to DOE shipments of
spent nuclear fuel pursuant to the NWPA. The State interpreted Part 71
cequirements as applying to the DOE shipments.

A public interest group supported the Wisconsin petition but asked
that protection of the environment be added to the proposed consider-
ation of minimizing radiclogical exposures. The group also requested that
the Commission, on receipt of a request for hearing while considering an
individual licensing case, trc required to hold a hearing within 60 days in
the State Sm which the request was received.

In genera). IJE activities - includinF 3 pent nuclear fuel shipments -
,

! are exempt from NRC regulation as a matter of law. (For the principal
'

exception, see 9 202 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended, 42 U.S.C. ! $842.) It should be noted, however, that DOE is
requi.ec by i 137 of NWPA, 42 U.S.C. $ 10,157, to utilize, by contract,
private industry to the fullest extent oossible in each aspect of trusporta--

tion of spent nuclear fuel under that Act. As a result, the tr1*S pertaining
to licensed shipments may apply.

It is the Commission's view that no additional regulatory review of
spent nuclear fuel shipments is necessary or desirable. The same view
would apply to other types of radioactive material with comparable haz-
ards.
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3. Miscellaneous Support for and Opposition to the Petition

Many of the commenters were forceful in their support for or opposi-
tion to the petition without providing much new information that would
assist the Commission in deciding the issue. A samplir.g of those com-
ments follows:

a. Support for the petition
* A public interest group supported t! c Wisconsin petition by

asking for a public rulemaking proceding to examine the
issues raised by Wisconsin, and for a hearug to be held in
Wisconsin. The reasons for concern are the followicg:
1. The lack of consideration of the need for spent nuclear

fuel shipments;
2. The lack of examination of alternatives to the shipment
3. The lack of physical testing of casks;
4. The lack of demonstrated emergency response capabil-

ity in case of a radiation accident; and
5. The lack of a clear evaluation of alternative routes.

* Another public interest group supported the Wisconsin peti-
tion because of its concern that there is no Federal agency
considering the safety of the public or environmental risks
involved in radioactive waste shipments.

* A State Representative believed that "despite the extreme
hazard of these radioactive meterialr the safety of these
shipments has not been adequately assured." He cited the
failure to determine the need for tne shipments, safety and
environmental risks associated with specific routes, and lack
of adequate emergency response capability as the reasons
for inadequate safety. He concluded by stating that all citi-
zens subject to the hazards of these highly radioactive ship-
ments haw the right to be assured that all possible t:ms m
being taken to ensure their safety.

* One individual supported the Wisconsin petition based on
his behef that no aGerse or ill effects would be realized by
power companies or shippers of spent nuclear fu:1.
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b. Opposition to the petition
* An industry commenter made the point that the Petitioner

has not identified a need for adoption of the proposed rule,
and the petition contains no new data or information that
would point out inadequacies in the current regulatory basis.
The cor.:menter stated his belief that the current transport
regulations of the Comm!asion and the ccrresponding regu-
!ations of the DOT provide significantly more than adequate
assurances of the public health and safety.

* A utility, in addition to finding the Wisconsin proposal inap-
propriate and unnecessary, found the language of the pro-
posal so vague in places that one could not demonstrate
compliance. The utility also believed that spent nuclear fuel
transportation has relatively benign credible accident conse-
quences compared to many chemical shipments which are
not subject to such scrutiny.

* A utility referred to a report by Drs. Courtney and Lambre-
mont of Louisiana State University on a review of 190 sci-
entific and technical papers ex mining radioactive material
transportation over an 18-year period. The reviewers con-
cluded that "the risk to the general public from the trans-
portati s of radioactive materials is extremely low. The ex-
tensive amount of work which supports this conclusion re.
Ilects a remarkable international consensus."

* A utility believed the Wisconsin proposal unnecessary given
(1) the emphasis on cask design safety; (2) the security pro-
visions of Part 73; (3) the spent nuclear fuel considerations
in reactor licensing hearings; and (4) the regulations of
DOT. The utility argued that there has been no showing
that an additional evaluation would provide any increased
public health and safety protection.

* A representative of ac Indian tribe noted that the Wisconsin
proposal omits any seference to a tribal government's inter-
est in applications for approval of spent nuclear fuel ship-
ments and is thus inconsistent with policies under the
NWPA tha: generally encourage tribal consent and consul-
tation in the decisionmaking process.

* A utility, after considering the NRC regulatory framework,
safeguards / safety studies, and the safeguards / safety record.
recommended that current requirements be reduced.
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VI. : NRC CONCLUSION

The petition was examined in the context of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between NRC and DOT, dated June 8,1979
(published July 2, 1979; 44 Fed. Reg. 38,690), by which transportation
regulatory functions are divided between the two agencies in the interest
of completener.s and avoidance of duplication of effort. Where the MOU
calls for DOT to lead in some particular area, such as in the regulation
of carriers of radioactive material and the routes over which they travel,
NRC does not consider its regulations or its regulatory programs to be
deficient because they do not duplicate that control. The Commission
concludes that its existing regulation of the transportation of spent nu.;

clear fuel, when viewed in the cor. text of the combined programs cf
NRC, DOT, DOE, FEMA, and the States, is sufficient to provide ade-
quate assurance against unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the
public. The contentions cited in the petition are, therefore, not accepted
by the Commission as adequate justification for the changes requested in
the petition. The Commission also concludes that the procedures sug-
gested in the petition would not significantly serve to improve the go-
tection of the public against unreasonable risk from the transportation of
radioactive materials.

For the above reasons, the NRC has denied this petit %a.
While denying the State of Wisconsin's petition for rulemaking, the

Commission certainly recognizes the concern on the part of Wisconsin
and other States about the transportation of spent nuclear fuel and high-
level radioactive waste. The trrauportation of spent nuclear fact is an
issue that affects many States. A safe and reliable spent nucht fuel
transportation system will be an important element for a successful nu-
clear waste disposal program.

While believing that the existing Federal system provides adequate
protection of the public health and safety, the Commission realizes the
desire of States for greater participation in the transportation regulation
process. If States desire an additional degree of confidence that spent nu-
clear fuel is being transported safely within their borders, the Commis-
sion suggests that States examine tl.e inspection and escort program of

- the State of Illinois. Each spent nuclear fuel shipment traveling in Illinois
is inspected by the State's Department of Nuclear Safety to assure that
all applicable Federal and State radiation protection requirements are
met. The Illinois State Police inspect and escort trucks carrying these
shipments. The Illinois Commerce Commission inspects rail shipments.
This inspection and escort program provides Illinois with an added meas-

,

ure of assurance that spent nuclear fuel is being transported safely with-
3

.
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out, it appears, imposing burdensome procedures on licensees and carri-
ers.

- For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commiwion

' SAMUEL J. CIIILK
'

Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
,

' this loth day of October 1986.
t
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Cite as 24 NRC 671 (1986) DPRM 86-6

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Victor Stello, Jr., Executive Director for Operations

in the Matter of Docket No. PRM 50-37

LILLIAN McNALLY October 20,1986

The Executive Director for Operations (EDO), acting under the au-
thority of f 1.40(o) of the Commission's regulations, denies the petition
submitted by Ms. Lillian McNally which requested (1) removal of deute-
rium (hydrogen isotope of mass 2) and tritium (radioactive hydrogen iso-
tope of mass 3) from reactor systems and (2) termination of the recembi-
nation of hydrogen and oxygen in reactor systems.

The petition is denied because (1) deuterium present in the reactor
coolant is not the major sourcr of tritium in light water-cooled nuclear
reactors, (2) tritium releases to the environment from nuclear power
plants are already as low as is reasonably achievable as defined by Ap-

| pendix I to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, and (3) recombination of hydrogen and
' oxygen is necessary to reduce waste gas volumes and reduce the poten-

tial for hydrogen-oxygen explosive reactions.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: RELATION TO FEDERAL WATER
POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, created by the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, does not
deal with tinium bewase that substance u regulated under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

.

j NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

The phrase "(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the envi-
ronment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesir-
able and unintended consequence . . ." (f 101(bX3), 42 U.S.C.
9 4331(bX3)) represents a national goal, not a statutory requirement.
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NRC: AUTHORITY OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR
OPERATIONS TO DENY PETITIONS

Under 91.40(o) of 10 C.F.R. Part 1, "Statement of Organization and
Oeneral Information," the Executive Director for Operations has author-
ity to deny any petition for rulemaking of a minor or nonpolicy nature
where the grounds for denial do not substantially modify an existing
precedent.

NRC: AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACllIEVABLE
(ALARA) LEVEIE

Discharges of tritium from operating nuclear power reactors are "as
low as is reasonably achievable" as evidenced by (1) the low individual
doses from tritium, (2) the low collective (population) doses associated
with the tritium releases, and (3) the inability to justify use of additional
control technology to reduce tritium effluents. Consequently, the Peti-
tioner's request for further reductions is not considered to be "reasonably
achievable."

NRC: APPENDIX I TO 10 C.F.R. PART 50

Section II.D of Appendix I requires additional effluent control tech-
nology to be added if the added cost of control divided by the magni-
tude of the anticipated reduction in collective (population) dose does not
exceed $1000 per person rem reduced. The most cost-effective technique
for tritium control has a cost of $5300 per person-rem reduced and, al-
though not required under Appendix I, is presently used in certain pres-
surized water reactors.

NRC: RECOMBINATION OF IIYDROGEN AND OXYGEN

The Petitioner's request to terminate the practice of recombining hy-
drogen and oxygen was denied because (1) the uncombined hydrogen
and oxygen are potentially explosive and (2) the increased gas volumes
that would result if these gases were not recombined could adversely
affect the holdup and decay of other radioactive gases and increase the
release of these gases to the environment.

NRC REGULATIONS: TRITIATED WATER

Tritiated water is controlled by existing NRC regulations because it
can be a health concern in sufficient quantities.
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NRC REGULATIONS: AUTHORITY TO REGULATE DEUTERIUM

Deuterium is neither source, special nuclear, nor byproduct material
regulated by the NRC under the Atomic Energy Act. He NRC could,
however, regulate this substance under its general authority to regulate
production and utilization facilities.

DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
,

I. BACKGROUND

On July 6,1983, a petition for rulemaking was filed with the NRC by
Lillian McNally. The NRC Staff corresponded with the Petitioner on
August 25, 1983, indicating (1) the level of deuterium in reactor systems
that the Petitioner requested was below natural deuterium levels; (2) the
tritium levels in liquid effluents permitted by Appendix B of 10 C.F.R.
Part 20 or by the Interim Primary Maximum Contaminant Levels for
radionuclides in drinking water issued by the Environmental Protection
Agency (40 C.F.R. Part 141) were respectively about 1000 times and
about 3000 times lower than the levels sought by the Petitioner; and (3)
based upon these analyses, the Staff was likely to recommend that the
Commission deny the petition.

On September 23, 1983, an amended petition was received and dock-
eted by the NRC as PRM 50-37. Receipt of this petition was noticed in
the Federal Reg &ttr on October 31, 1983 (45 Fed. Reg. 50,083).

The amended petition requested the Commission to set standards for
tritium and deuterium such that:

Water ciretJated in and around Nuclear Power Plants is not to exceed the natural
environment concentration of deutenum and tritium for one year; that in one year
the concentration shall be limited to less than one part by weight in 10.000 parts,
and that the amount by which the contaminants [ exceed this limit) shall be reviewed
annually thereafter to determine the attainable purity of circulating water.

,

The Petitioner also requested that:

In no case should the reintroduction of contaminated water produced by the recom.
bination of molecular hydrogen and oxygen in the plant be permitted.
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II. PUBLIC COMMENTS

A. Summary of Comments Received on Petition

Four public comments were received by the NRC in response to the
notice of receipt for this petition. Three respondents recommended
denial of the petition. One respondent favored granting the petition. The
respondent favoring granting of the petition cited the absence of regula-
tions controlling tritium discharges issued by EPA under the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). The respondents
who favored denial of the petition cited technical inconsistencies similar
to those noted in the NRC Staff's August 25th letter to the Petitioner,
and one respondent questioned the NRC's authority to control deute-
rium.

B. Response to Public Comments

issue i

NRC and its licensees are mandated by NEPA to avoid "degradation,
risk to health and safety or other undesirable and unintended conse-
quences."

NRC Response

The NRC does not agree with the commenter's interpretation of
NEPA. The section of the National Environmental Policy Act (Pub. L.
91 190) referred to by this commenter (f l01(b)(3), 42 U.S.C.
I 4331(b)(3)) states:

(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degrada,
tion, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended conse-
quences . .

However, the preface that precedes this paragraph (f 101(b),42 U.S.C.
I 4331) states in part:

(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act. it is the continuing respon-.

sibdity of the Federal government to use all practicable means. consistent with other
essential considerations of national policy. to oprove and coordinate Federal plans,
functions, programs and resources to the end th. A the Nation may . .

This preface clearly indicates that the paragraphs that follow it, includ-
ing 1(3), represent a series of national goals. The NRC believes that its
existing regulations regarding radiation protection meet these goals.
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Issue 2

Water is ubiquitous so that tritiated water is a cont ern regarding po-
tential health effects.

NRC Response

Tritiated water can be of public health significance, and for that
reason, its release to the environment is controlled by the NRC under its
regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 20.

Issue 3

NPDES (the EPA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System)
fails to deal with tritium.

NRC Response

Materials regulated under the authorities of the Atomic Energy Act
are not subject to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
of 1972 (Pub. L. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816, 33 U.S.C. I 1151), 9 402 of which
created the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).
This explains why NPDES does not deal with tritium. Tritium releases
to the environment, either to the atmosphere or in liquid emuents, are

| regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Issue 4

The Petitioner fails to demonstrate that releases of radioactive water to
the atmosphere are at levels that have produced any public health con-
cerns. Such releases have been within NRC limits and the NRC limits in
10 C.F.R. Part 20 and Part 20, Appendix B, are adequate to protect
public health.

NRC Response

The Petitioner's proposed level of tritium is orders of magnitude
greater than presently allowed under 10 C.F.R. Part 20 (1 million
microcuries per milliliter (pCi/ml) versus the limit in Appendix B Table
11 of 10 C.F.R. Part 20 of 0.003 pCi/ml in liquid effluents).
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Inue 5

It would be impossible to control the tritium and deuterium in reactor
waters to levels not exceeding naturally occurring levels as tritium and
deuterium are both produced during reactor operation.

NRC Response

In light-water reactors (LWRs), deuterium in cooling water is a minori

'

source of tritium production in the coolant; leakage of fission-produ:t
tritium produced in the fuel and by neutron reactions with borru and
lithium are the principal sources of tritium. In pressurized water reactors,
tritium is formed directly in the coolant by interactions with boron and
lithium in addition to deuterium. Because of the presence of the*: other
sources of tritium in an LWR, removal or reduction of the deuterium
concentration in the coolant as proposed by the Petitioner would not
result in any major reduction in the overall tritium production nor would
it result in significantly decreased tritium releases to the environment.

Petitioner's suggested limit for deuterium of 1 part by weight in 10,000
is 3 to 4 times lower than the natural concentration of deuterium in
water. Furthermore, additional tritium and deuterium will be produced
by neutron capture by hydrogen during operation of the reactor. This
condition would require reducing the deuterium and tritium concentra-
tions at the plant water intakes to less than ambient levels in order to
attempt to offset the levels produced from reactor operation.

The Petitioner intends that a deuterium / tritium removal process be
employed to rernove the deuterium prior to irradiation and tritium and
deuterium as they are formed. The existence of a pending patent by Ms.
McNally on a deuterium tritium removal process is not a relevant factor
in the Commission's decision on her petition.

Issue 6

Petitioner's desired limit for a concentration of 1 in 10,000 "doesn't
make sense" for tritium as it corresponds to about 1000 Ci/ liter which is
many orders of magnitude above normal tritium levels during operation.

.

NRC Response

The application of the I part in 10,000 by weight (1:10,000) ratio to
tritium would result in reactor coolant tritium concentrations that greatly
exceed those that could be tolerated without excessive dose to plant
workers. A tritium to hydrogen ratio of 1:10,000 by weight corresponds
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to a tritium activity concentration of approximately 1 Ci/g (or per milli-
liter) which is equivalent to 1000 Ci/ liter of water. Although it would be
almost impassible to reach such concentrations in a light water reactor,
such a limit could not be tolerated for tritium because of worker protec-
tion considerations. Therefore, the portion of the petition requesting the
NRC to adopt this limit for tritium is unacceptable.

Issue 7

The Petitioner does not present any data on the process to remove trit-
ium. There is no proof of cost emeiency and therefore this process
cannot be used to establish standards.

NRC Response

The NRC does not require specific details of the Petitioner's proposed
tritium separation process. It is sufficient to note that there are existing
methods for the separation of tritium and hydrogen isotopes which could
be applied.

The Commission has criteria determining the practicability of addi-
tional reductions in radioactive effluents from nuclear power reactors.
These criteria define "as low as is reasonably achievable" or "ALARA"
levels of radioactive materials in light water-cooled nuclear power reac-
tor emuents and are in Appendix I to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Or.e of the cri-
teria for ALARA is that additional equipment for emuent reduction and
control must be added if the reduction in the collective (population) dose
(person-rem) afforded by the control equipment multiplied by the worth
of exposure reduction ($1000 per person rem reduced) would exceed the
cost of adding this technology.

The estimated population doses associated with tritium releases from
light water reactor (LWR) emuents in 1981 ranged between 1.1 x 10-8
person rem to 3.4 person rem at individual LWR sites. The total for all
reactor sites was 8.3 person rem. This means that, using the Appendix I
criterion of $1000 per person rem reduced, expenditures for tritium con-
trol up to $3400 pa year maximum per reactor might be justified. The
maximum total cost for all plants that could be justified would be $8300
(8.3 person rem x 51000 per person rem). The average justifiable cost per
plant would be around $100.

The processing of in plant liquid and emuent streams containing trit-
ium may entail handling tens of thousands of gallons of liquids. There is
no demonstrated separation technology that could concentrate and sepa.
rate tritium and deuterium from this volume ofliquid for a hundred dol-
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lars or less. Therefore, the NRC concludes that the Petitioner's request
to require a reduction in tritium levels in waters circulating in and
around reactor plants is not "reasonably achievable" under the Commis-
sion's established criteria in Appendix I to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.

Issue 8

Deuterium is outside of NRC's jurisdiction to regulate.

NRC Response

Deuterium (hydrogen 2) is neither a source, byproduct, nor a special
,

nuclear material regulated by the NRC under the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended. However, to the extent that deuterium could affect
public health and safety (such as through tritium production), it could be
regulated by the NRC under its authority to regulate production and uti-
lization facilities, including nuclear power reactors.

Inne 9

The Petitioner also requested that:

In no case should the reintroduction of contaminated water produced by the recom-
bination of molecular hydrogen and oxygen la the plant be permitted.

NRC Raponse

Hydrogen and oxygen gases are produced in normal reactor operation
by the radiolytic (radiation induced) decomposition of water. The pur-
pose of the Petitioner's request would be to keep tritium-contaminated
hydrogen gas from mixing with the large volume of water within the
plant. These gases are potentially explosive and can represent a signifi-
cant portion of the total quantity of radioactive waste gases produced.

| Controlled recombination of these gases back into water reduces not
only the potential explosive hazard, but also the volume of the i;aseous

, wastes that have to be stored and treated. The volume reduction result-
ing from recombination of hydrogen and oxygen permits longer in plant
holdup of radioactive waste gases, longer periods of radioactive decay,
and consequently results in lower radiation doses from gaseous ellluents.
Because the elimination of recombiners could have an adverse impact on
the potential safety of reactor systems, would have adverse impacts on
waste gas holdup times and would increase offsite radiation doses, and
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cannot be justified solely on the potential reduction of the already-low
doses from tritium, the NRC also denies this aspect of the petition.

III. FINDINGS

The NRC finds that (1) the requested reductions in the deuterium
levels would not necessarily produce corresponding reductions in tritium
production, (2) tritium in the coolant of operating light water reactors al-
ready is at or beneath the numerical limits requested by the Petitioner,
and (3) the associated tritium releases from nuclear power plants are al-
ready "as low as is reasonably achievable."

The request not to permit hydrogen and oxygen recombination is also
denied because this recombination is desirable both for safety reasons and
for reducing the levels of gaseous radioactive releases. Therefore, PRM
50 37 is denied.

For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission i

!

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for

Operations

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 20th day of October 1986.

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 681 (1986) CLI-86 2:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asseletine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-456-OL
50-457 OL

COMMONWEALTH EDISON
COMPANY

(Braidwood Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1 and 2) November 6,1986

De Commission points out that summary denial of Applicant's "motion for
reformation" of a Commission decision denying review of an appeal board order
would be justifiable, since in reality the motion is one for reconsideration, and
as such expressly barred under Commission rules. However, the Commission
addresses the merits of the petition to ensure that an injustice did not result from
its order denying review and because Applicant appears to have teamed nothing
from earlier Commission admonitions in the pxceding, ne Commission finds
that Applicant's "motion for reformation" is deficient both on the law and on
the facts, and denies it.

NRC: REVIEW OF APPEAL BOARD DECISIONS

A "motion for reformation" of a Commission order which requests deletion of
40% of the order, including the Commission's rationale for its denial of review
cf. 1ppeal board decision, is in reality a motion for reconsideration and thus
barrec ander Commission rules.
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NRC: ADJUDICATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

If the Commission has committed a serious injustice in an adjudicatory order,
it should be willing to consider rectifying that injustice, even if an occasional
exemption from its rules is required.

NRC: ADJUDICATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

Speculation that a Commission order may harm a party in future proceedings
before a state regulatory body is not a basis for secking Commission revision
of that order.

ORDER

On March 20,1986, the Commission issued an order (unpublished) in which it
denied the Applicant's petition for review of an Appeal Board decision (ALAB-
817,22 NRC 470 (1985)) dismissing a motion for directed certification filed by
the Applicant. The Applicant's petition had asked the Commission to dismiss the
Intervenon' late filed quality assurance contention and bar its resubmission. At
the same time, however, the Commission stated that it was taking review sua
sponte of the question of the correctness of the Licensing Board's application of
the five factor test which the Commission's regulations prescribe for late-filed
contentions.10 C.F.R. I 2.714

Applicant's brief, Sled April 3,1986, contained no suggestion that the
Commission had committed any errors in the March 20 order N April 24,1986,
the Commission issued an order in which it found that the Licensing Board had
incorrectly applied the five factor test, and it dismissed the Intervenors' quality
assurance contention. CLI 86-8,23 NRC 241. We also ruled that the contention,
if resubmitted, would again have to be dismissed. At that time, we thought that
we had finally put these issues to rest.

On May 5,1986, however, we received from the Applicant what it termed a
"motion for reformation" of the March 20 order, accompanied by a photocopy
of that order with some 40% of the text marked out and a variety of handwritten

-

insertions. Whereas the March 20 order had directed criticisms at the Licensing
Board, Intervenors, Applicant, and, to a lesser extent, the h7C Staff, the
Commission was now asked to delete just those portions of the order in which
the Applicarit was riticized.The Applicant explained that those criticisms might
tend to harm n in future proceedings before the Illinois Commerce Commission
in which the pru&ncv c' the Applicant's actions would be at issue.

In reality if not in name, uw applicant's "motion for reformation" is a motion
for reconsideration. As the Intervenors' well reasoned comments point out, it
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asks not for mere word changes, but for the elimination of an essential element
of the March 20 order: the Cominission's rauonale for denying the Applicant's
petition for review of ALAB-817. Such motions for reconsideration are expressly
barred by the Commission's regulations.10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b)(7).

Our analysis could end there, with the legal judgment that the Applicant's
petition contravenes the Commission's rules. We go on to address the merits, '

however, for two reasons. First, if the Commission has committed a serious
injustice in an adjudicatory order, it should be willing to consider rectifying that
injustice, even if an occasional exemption from its rules is required. Second,
it appears to us that the Applicant has learned nothing from our previous ,

observations and admonitions in this proceeding. Accordingly, we will retread
this ground once more - we trust, for the last time.

The March 20 order leveled two principal criticisms against the Applicant:
first, its failure to raise with the Appeal Board the issue of the Licensing

'

Board's misapplication of the five-factor test; and second, its failure to alert ,

the Appeal Board to the possibility that litigation of quality assurance might
delay completion of the plant. With regard to the first, Applicant has never

.,

satisfactorily explained why, in addition to its other claims of error on the part
of the Licensing Board, it did not also mention the misapplication of the 6ve-
factor test. With regard to the second, it appears to us that the Applicant was
either surprisingly reticent in failing to mention the possibility of delay to the
Appeal Board, or surprisingly tardy in arriving at the realization that such delay
was a possibility. We must remind the Applicant that it was the Applicant's
own decision to inform the Appeal Board explicitly that it was not seeking
review of the Licensing Board's application of the five-factor test, and to argue
to the Appeal Board that interlocutory review of Licensing Board decisions
was .pruplate even "in circumstances which demonstrated not the potential of
irreparable harm to the movant or pervasive effect on the proceeding, but the
need to provide guidance to licensing boards on the discharge of their duties."
Motion for Directed Certification at 7.

We thus see no reason to withdraw the rationale of the March 20 order, or
,

to adopt the marked-up revision of the order provided to us by the Applicant.1 -

One final note is appropriate regarding Applicant's claim that Commission re-
lief is necessary to prevent adverse action by the Illinois Commerce Commission
in prudency hearings. The Commission is not a party to those proceedings. The
Commission's job as a regulator is to "call them as we see them." The Com-

I with nopect to one auner rectual ervar in dw Manh 30 order. Appews is carrect um af5 deva sessed
to Appliema'5 Sapiernher 23. IM5 thns wuh the Cannusman did inchade an estuneio d de deley in piers |
eenaructaan isQ is soeuh farn huseumi d quahry esmuence issues. 'Das meterras was. however, in no esy I

cruncal to the rene whed. |

|
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mission has no intention of trimming its views of the law or the facts ta
help or hinder one party or another in procca, dings before state regulatory
bodies. The suggestion that we should or would do so betrays a deep and
troubling misconception by the Applicant of the role of this Commission.

It is, of course, the Applicant's decision whether to expend its resources on
filings such as the one before usi as we have sairl, it is not our role to adjudicate
the prudency of such expenditures. But we wish to make crystal clear that the
Commission intends to devote no more of its own resources to this issue, and
that, accordingly, no further filings on this matter will be entertained.

Commissioners Asselstine and Carr did not participate in this decision.
The "Motion for Reformation" is DENIED. It is so ORDERED.

Ibr the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK *

Secretary of the Commission

Deled at Washington, D.C.,
this 6th day of November 1986.
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Cite as 24 NRC 685 (1986) CU-86-22

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine z

Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-440 OL
50-441 OL

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING
COMPANY, et al.

(Perry Nuclear Idower Plant,
Units 1 and 7 November 6,1986

'ihe Commission authorizes the issuance of a full-power license for the Perry
Unit I nuclear facility, based on (1) th: results of the formal adjudicatory
proceeding which resolved contesled matters relating to license issuance; and (2)
the conclusion that various uncontested issues considered outside of the formal
proceeding have been resolved in favor of the plant's operation.

NRC: IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW

At the conclusion of an operating license proceeding, bu.td decisions in favor
of a plant's operation become effective without the Commission conducting
an "immediate effectivemss" review under 10 C.F.R. 9 2.764 and without the
Commission issu'og any orders regarding those decisions.
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OPERATING LICENSE: RESPONSIBILITY OF NRC STAFF

As a matter of policy the NRC Staff does not issue full-power licenses
without Commission approval on uncontested as well as contested issues. See
46 Fed. Reg. 47,906 (Sept. 30,1981).

OPERATING LICENSE: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

In order for an operating license to issue, the Commission's regulations
require that there be "reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(a).

RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS

The Commission's standards for reopening a closed proceeding set a high,
although not insuperable, barrier to reopening. This policy is ful'y consistent
with the approach taken by the Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeals that
favors finality in administrative proceedings. See, e.g., Bowman Transportation,
Inc. v. Arkansas Best Freight Systems, Inc.,419 U.S. 281, 296 (1974); interstate
Commerce Commission v. Jersey City,322 U.S. 503, 514 15 (1944); Oystershell
Alliance v. NRC, 800 F.2d 1201 (D.C. Cir.1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS

The Commission's policy on reopening closed record.: .xognizes that once
the administrative record has closed, NRC resources should not be diverted from
conducting relevant safety studies into preparation for reopened hearings unless
there has been a strong showing that reopening is justified.

RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS

In accord with its policy on reopening, the Commission has on several
occasions stepped into adjudicatory proceedings before its subordinate boards
to correct, sua sponte, procedural errors involving the submission of new
contentions. See, e.g., Commonwealth Edison Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power

- Station, Units 1 and 2), unpublished order of March 20, 1986, and CLI-
86-8, 23 NRC 241 (1986); United States Energy Research and Development
Administration (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), CLI-76-13, 4 NRC 67
(1976).
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RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS

When the Appeal Board finds itself unable to grant a motion to reopen on the
basis of the pleadings, it should deny the motion rather than order an exploratory
hearing that would further expend the resources of the NRC Staff on hearings
rather than on technical safety study and reviews.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: FEMA VIEWS (NEED FOR
LICENSING DECISION)

Commission regulations provide that the NRC will base its findings on
offsite preparedness on a review of FEMA's finding [s] and detenninations.10
C.F.R. I 50.47(aX2).

OPERATING LICENSE: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

At issue in a licensing decision is not whether continued improvements in an
emergency plan are a useful goal, but whether there is reasonable assurance that
adequate protective steps can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. See 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(a).

OPERATING LICENSE: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Where there is reasortable assurance that adequate protective measures can
be taken in the event of a radiological emergency, it is neither necessary nor
appropriate to postpone the issuance of an operating license on the basis of
prelimi. nary state concerns that are being considered outside of a concluded for.
mal adjudicatory proceeding. Without a detailed technical and fxtual basis, the
concerns cannot be satisfactorily evaluated; thus, the Commission is unwilling
to delay license issuance.

OPERATING LICENSE: CRITERIA (SEISMIC DESIGN)

The Commission finds it necessary and appropriate to continue to rely on the
"tectonic province" approach with regard to a plant's seismic design, where an
earthquake has occurred in the vicinity of a plant that is located in a region of
the country with no identified "capable faults" on which earthquake predictions
can be based and where it is unlikely that the fault that caused the earthquake
can be identified.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Safe Shutdown Earthquake
Seismic Design Criteria
Response Spectrum
High Requency Accelerations.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

The Commission in today's decision authonzes the NRC Staff to issue a full-
power license for the Perry Unit I nuclear facility ("Perry-1").1 This decision
is based on the results of the formal adjudicatory proceeding regarding whether
the Perry nuclear facility should receive an operatmg license, and on a review
of uncontested matters.2

The formal adjudicatory proceeding regarding whether the Perry nuclear fa-
cility should receive an operating license has now been concluded. Accordingly,
the Board decisions in favor of operation become effective without the Commis-
sion's conducting an "immediate effectiveness" review under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.764,
and the Commission need not issue any order regarding those decisions. How-
ever, as a matter of Commission policy the NRC Staff does not issue full-power
licenses without Commission approval on uncontested as well as contested is-
sues. See 46 Fed. Reg. 47,906 (Sept. 30,1981). This Memorandum explains
the Commission's decision to allow the licensing of Peny to proceed. As ex-
plained below, the two most significant areas of concem raised outside of the
adjudication concem seismic and emergency planning issues. Since concems
about those areas were also raised within the adjudication, this Memorandum
addresses the specific issues raised in these areas both within and outside of the
formal adjudsation.

I. THE ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDING

The adjudicatory proceedmg concerning whether the Perry nuclear facility
should receive an operating license commenced in 1981. Ohio Citizens for Re-

.

I
IDe NRC onhnarcy does na emador iseamco d a hemas oral e plans is ready to opersa Perry thr' 2 in am

y to operes Therefose indey's decman, kneofer as is addresses actual beense issaance, a 6 d to Perry l.
The Caut of Appeafs for the stath Cucuss a separreer 4.19M. mayed the Cwerruseum frcrn takes

"any poseble vois" ce geratum d Perry l. De Caut on octeer 14. 1916 hfied that suy. OMe C,a' anne
for Serpean6te Energy. ine. s. NRC, Ns sGssss.
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sponsible Energy, the Sunflower Alliance, et al., and a third intervenor (who '

later withdrew) participated in the adjudication, which covered a broad range of !

issues, including quality assurance, diesel generator reliability, hydrogen con. .

trol, and emergency planning. De Licensing Board resolved the quality as- ,

surance contenuon in favor of applicants Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.,
et al. ("CEl" or "Appbcants") in a partial initial decision issued in 1983. The
Board found that "[t]he uncontradicted evidence is that applicant's quality assur-
ance program has provided adequale overview and control . . . and . . . has
prevented, and will conunue to prevent, unsafe conditions at the plant." LBP.

'

83 77,18 NRC 1365,13% (1983). That decision was upheld by the Appeal
Board. ALAB-802,21 NRC 490 (1985). ,

The Licensing Board's second partial initial decision resolved the other issues -

in Applicants' favor. The Board four.d that Applicants had met their burden of '

proof on each issue, subject to seven conditions, and that "there is reasonable
assurance that the Perry Nuclear Power Plant . . can be operated without
endangering the health and safety of the public." LBP-85 35,22 NRC 514,588
(1985). That decision was also upheld by the Appeal Board. ALAB-841,24
NRC 64 (1986), reconsideration denied, ALAB 844,24 NRC 216 (1986). The
time for Commission review of that decision expired on September 29,1986.

The Commission's decision not to review the Appeal Board's decision
represents a judgment that that decision was legally and factually sound. It ;

means that the Appeal Board's findings constitute final agency action on the ;

issues addressed in the adj*minn. In addition, concems were raised about i

certain issues that were not part of the adjudication: seismic issues related to !

the January 1986 Ohio earthquake and emergency planning maners raised by
Governor Celeste of Ohio. Tb put those issues in their proper context, we shall
first discuss the handling of seismic and adjudicatory issues in the adjudication.

A. Emergency Planning Issues la the Adjudicatory Proceeding

In order for an operating license to issue, the Commission's regulations
require that there be "reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(a).
Several contentions regarding the adequacy of the Perry emergency plan were i

litigated before the Licensing Board and resolved favorably to the Applicants, !
subject to certain prelicensing conditions. See LBP 85 35, supra. 22 NRC at !-

518-29. The Licensing Board found, among other things, that state and local
,

organizations had reviewed evacuation time estimates and that the interests of i
'

state and local govemments had been given proper consideration. The Board ;

found that adequate medical resources were available to cope with a radiological |

emergency and that arrangements for care of contaminated individuals met NRC !

requirements. The Board also concluded that planning deficiencies previously
;

i
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identi6ed in an interim report by the Itderal Emergency Management Agency
("FEMA") had been remedied or were in the process of being corrected,
and that FEMA in a November 1984 full-participauon exercise had found no
de6ciencies affecting public health and safety. In summation, the Board held
that the Appikants had met their burden of proof on the emergency plannmg
allegations, and dismissed the contentions that the plans were inadequate. Id. at
529,'Ihe Appeal Board in upholding this decision pointed out that the intervenor
advancing the emergency planning comentions had made no attempt to show
error in the Licensing Board's conclusions. ALAB-841, 24 NRC 64 (1986),
reconrideration denied, ALAB-844,24 NRC 216 (1986).

B. Seismic Issues la the Adjudicatory Proceeding

In the operating license proceedmg, the record of which closed in 1985,
seismic issues were not raised and therefore were not addressed by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board. On January 31,1986, however, an earthquake of
magnitude 5.0 occurred approximately 10 miles south of the Perry plant. Three
days later, intervenor Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy ("OCRE") Sled a
motion with the Appeal Board, which at that time had jurisdiction over the
prnwdmg, asking that the record be reopened to c.msider its claim that the
plant's design was inadequate. In support, OCRE attached a newspaper article
hi'= that the earthquake had caused vibratory ground motion at the facility
of 0.19 to 0.25g, in contrast to the 0.15g nominal peak accelerauon for the design
spectrum of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE") for Perry. Applicants and
the NRC Staff opposed reopen'.ng with voluminous technical 6 tings that were
never disputed by OCRE.

'Ihe history of OCRE's motion to reopen has been recounted elsewhere. See
CLI 86-7,23 NRC 233 (1986). In brief, the Appeal Board, finding itself unable
to determine whetiier the motion should be granted, scheduled an exploratory
hearing to aid its determination. The Commission reversed the Appeal Board
and denied the mouon to reopen. The Commission held that, as a procedural
matter, if the Appeal Bcerd could not grant the motion on the basis of the
pleadings, it had to deny the modon. The Commission also noted the lack of
safety signi6cance of the earthquake insofar as it affected or had the potential
to affect the Perry plant. Indeed, this point was conceded by OCRE in its reply
papers. See Id. at 235..

Simply by noting that an earthquake has occurred which exceeded certain
high frequency ground motions of the Perry SSE design spectrum does not
make a per se showing of safety signi6cance suf6cient to warrant reopening the
record. Given the sound pc,1!cy reasons for avoiding reopening in the absence
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of a strong threshold showing,8 there is a need for some proof that the high-
frequency exceedances were of a range and magnitude important for safety at
Perry, or that they held signi6 cant safety implications regarding seismicity in the
vicinity of the plant. But the movant offered little beyond speculation on either
of these necessary propositions; most importantly it offered no expert testimony
that would have supported its position on such critical technical questions. On
the other hand, the NRC Staff and the Applicants provided detailed technical
material to support their position that these technical questions did not raise
significant safety concerns and that reopening was not justi6ed. Under these

,

circumstances, there was no need or occasion for further inquiry into the meriu
of the reopening modon. Consistent with the Commission's Waterford doctrine,
Louisiana Power & Ught Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), CLI-
86-1,23 NRC 1 (1986), we held that OCRE's motion to reopen should have
been denied. CLI-86-7, supra,23 NRC at 235.

That the Commission denied the motion to reopen did not mean that the
seismic concerns would not receive further study. It meant only that the Com-
mission's standards for reopening had not been met, and that the issue would
be considered outside of the formal adjudication as an uncontested issue. As
explained below, the further studies that have been conducted confirm the Com-
mission's judgment that the earthquake issue did not warrant a reopening of the
adjudicatory record.

IL UNCONTESTED ISSUES

As a matter separate from the formal adjudication, the Commission held a
public meeting on September 5,1986, at which it heard from the Applicants,
the State of Ohio, OCRE, FEMA, and the NRC Staff. Two issues raised at

she Comunassian neopsass that iu mandards for reapeung and the way that they am to be e;9 ed est ah
high, akhaugh not insuperable, bemer to reopenna a closed paesades. Das pahey is fully ensusan wah ee
appanch take by ihe Uniand simies suprens Coust and the Cowis of Appeals mas favore Anabry in adnumstative
psossedags. see, e g, se==se Transperennes, lee, v. Artenser.asse Freiger Fyrssant, Ime,419 U.s. 281, 296
0974h lassrveau Commerce Ceansmenee v. /ersey City,322 U.s. 503, s14 Is 0964X OpseereAnd A2heaca v. NAC,
800 F.2d 1201 (D.C. Or 1966). De pobey recommans sa anos the adrraresusove need has ciceed, h1C

- resources shald not be drverted frase conducema nievens enfay sseems isso paperstaan for suspened hamnnes
neiess thsee has bem e anag showeg iba reopenet is juntn6ed la accordece wnh thus pobcy, the C *

has on sevent m mapped into adjuecescry premenshnes before its :=basdanets boards to eeneet, sus spense,
' - * arvere ervelvmg the admasseen of new ce tenians. See, a g, Cesenemmelsk Edinee Co. (Braidwood-

helaar Poeur samam, Unas 1 and 2). **r""had order et March 20,1986, and QJ-868,23 NRC 2410986h
Uniaed saanes Energy KasearcA and Dewieposear Adminnarenes (Chnch River Breeder Resciar Plera), CtJ 76-13,
4 h1C 67 0976). Thus, is recopusaan of shas pohcy, when the Appeal Boad round iisait unable to grera the
masse en the besus d the p6eedags,it should have derued the suman resher then order as emplessory hearms
that would funher sapend the neoustes of the NRC stafr en beenn&s re$er $an en nachtecal sarsty study and
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that mening warrant discussion: (1) Oovernor Celeste's concems regarding
emergency planningt and (2) OCRE's seismic concems resulting from the
January 31,1986 carthquake near Perry. We will address each in tum.

A. Emergency Plannlag Issues Outside the Adjudication

1. Background

On August 15,1986, long after the adjudicatory record had closed, Governor,

Celeste advised the Commission that he had "withdraw [n] (his] support fc;
evacuation plans" for Perry. O vvemor Celeste stated that he had formed a team
to review the evacuation plan - in light of the accident at Chemobyl and the
earthquake near Perry. He requsted that "the NRC . . . withhold the license
for full power operation . . . mtil (the] review is satisfactorily completed."
Govemor Celeste had previousy indicated his support of the plans in an
"Implementing Directive" issued m March 24,1986.

Representatives for the Govemm's Of6ce addressed the Commission at the
September 5 meeting. They request 6d that the Commissire not issue a full-
power license undt the Emergency Evacuation Review Team (EERT), formedi

by the Governor, had time to meet with public of6cials, CEI, concerned citizens,
and experts to discuss all the implications that have been raised regarding the
evacuadon plan. They felt it would be prudent to reexamine the emergency plan
to determine what, if any, improvements should be made to it. To support this

,

request, they cited concerns about the accident at Chernobyl and about details of
plan implementation, such as an asserted lack of training and proper equipment
and .ilack of communicathn regardmg implementauon of the plan, which had
been raised before the E~aa at a public meeting on September 4,1986.

While the Govemor's representatives stated that the State and the Govemor
would carry out their full responsibility under the state constitution to protect
public health and safety, they felt, because of their concerns about the plan,
that this responsibility might include taking steps inconsistent with the existing
plan. They stated that they would implement those elements of the plan that
they felt would best protect Ohio citizens.

A representative from PEMA also spoke at the September 5 Commission
meeting. He responded to the comrnents of the Governor's representatives as

|
- follows. With regard to the comment that to protect public health and safety

I the State might take acts inconsistent with the existing plan, he stated that
j emergency planning contemplates that protective actions will be adjusted in an

actual emergency to meet the particular situation. With regard to the individual
concerns raised by the Governor's representatives, he stated that those types
of concerns tre not unusual and are often due to a turnover in personnel and
the need to continue updating and maintaining training capabilities. The FEMA

|
,
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representative stated that FEMA had reviewed the Perry plans and two exerciser
that had been held at the Perry site. He advised the Commission that FEMA
had no grounds to change its 6nding that there was reasonable assurance that

,

adequale protective measures can and will be taken at the Perry site in the event
of a radiological emergency.

On October 29, 1986, the State of Ohio submitted numerous preliminary
findings by the EERT.' These preliminary findings included concerns about
nuclear accident scenarios, the geographical scope of emergency planning, noti-
Scation of governmental authorities and the public, capability of area hospitals,
and evacuations during adverse weather conditions. The State requested that the

,

Commission postpone a der i on full power operation antil it has had an op- ;

portunity to review Ohio's evwuation of the plan, and make necessary changes ;
in the plan.

'

2. Analysis ,

The status of emergency preparedness at Perry has been adjudicated and
four.d adequale. The issue relevant to licensing of Perry now is whether the
Governor's concems, raised outside of the formal adjudication, need further
resolution before Perry is licensed for full power operation.

The Commission's regulations provide that the NRC will base its 6ndings
on offsite preparedness on a review of FEMA's finding and determinations.10
C.F.R. 5 50.47(a)(2). FEMA has found reasonable assurance that adequate pro- ,

tective actions can be taken at Perry in the event of a radiological emergency. To
,

date FEMA has not advised the Commission of any change in its conclusions.s t

The Commission appreciates the Governor's desire to improve the status of
emergency preparedness. In this regard, we welcome the Govemor's ideas and
cooperation with the Staff and the utility toward this goal. Indeed, like the State
of Ohio, the NRC is itself continuing to study the implications of the Chernobyl
accident on emergency planning, as well as other matters, and is always eager to
improve existing emergency planning. However, the issue relevant to licensing
of Perry is not whether continued improvements are a useful goal, but whether

4mm poimunary andmes .ee ceramed a . -second serpe=r=1 Men endura a servi er tw Maien, .
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there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective steps can and will be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency. See 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(a).

On October 28,1966, the Commission Staff and a representatree from the
Federal Esega.;y Management Agency met with the EERT and in a s'.ay long

'
mecung, discussed many of the concerns now raised by the State, and provided
the EERT with certain of their preliminary views on these issues. 'Ihe Staff also
offered to rneet with the EERT as soon as its indings and conclusions were for-
mulated, in order to expedite the pecess. 'Ihe Commission has encouraged this
effort by its Staff and urges *at the Staff, to the fullest extent possible, conunue
to provide the EERT with all twmary assistance to support the timely and suc. <

cessful completion of its report. However, with regard to the State's request -
grounded upon the EERT's concarns - that the Commission withhold issuance
of the Perry full power license, as noted above, the Commission has been ad-
vised by the Federal Emergency Management Agency that based on its review of i

th: Perry offsite emergency plans and the results of two exercises of those plans,
*

It has reasonable assurance that in the event of a radiological emergency at Perry,
the plans are adequate and capable of being implemented, in considering a re-
quested exemption from the 1 year exercise requirement of f lV.F.1, Appendix
E, of the Commission's regulations, the NRC was again advised by FEMA in a

i memcrandum from Richard W. Krimm to Edward I Jordan, dated November -

4,1986, that the "[g] ranting (of] such a request would not alter FEMA's 6nding
that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency at the Perry Nuclear Power P'. ant." 'Ihe ,

question thus arhes whether, at this late stage of the licensing review, the matters
raised by the State signi8cantly undercut these FEMA andings. 'Ihe concems
expressed by the State come to us as summary statements of legal counsel fcr

4

the State which resect only preliminary 6ndings from the State's ongoing EERT
review. Beforu these concerns can be satisfactorily evaluated there needs to be >

some detailed technical and factual support for them, especially since some ,

of them seem counter to previous detailed FEMA Sndings ar# &ndings in the
formal cdjudicatory proceediri; Without a detailed technical and factual basis,

1 w are unwilli", to delay Vicense issuance. Accordingly, the Camrnission does
'

; ; et believe thst it is either necessary or appropriate to postpone the issuance

: of tl*, Perry license pendmg the completion of the EEid teport in addition,
since the Perry facility will not be prepared to go above 55 et rated power until

,

. lass Novernber, and the plant will not likely achieve appreciable power lesels"

1 for yet another 30 days, the Staff should have an vypu,h,..ity to consider the
EERT andings prior to the facility achieving full power; we are advised th.a

: '

the EERT's report is now scheduled to be issued sometime in middle or late
December,'!he NRC Staff will review the report, and a copy of the report will

:
6
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also be promptly transmitted to FEMA for consideration in conjunction with its
ongoing 44 C.F.R. Part 350 review of the Ohio emergency plans.

B. Seismic Issues Outside the Adjudicatory Proceeding

1, Regulatory Bad:round

De Commission's regulations provide reasonable assurance that nuclear
power plants are built to withstand the effects of earthquakes Each plant is
designed to have the capacity to shut down safely fohing the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE), which is based upon an evaluation of the regional and
local geology and seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface
material. There are several approaches under the Commission's regulations
for determining the SSE. He approach to be followed depends on whether
the nuclear site is in an area where the seismological features likely to cause

' ~ canhquakes can be specifically located and identiGed.
Ibr plants located in areas where earthquakes can generally be associated with

specific geological structures, typically in the western United States, the plants
are designed to withstand the maximum vibratory ground motion at the site from
an earthquake whose source is an identified fault or geological structure. Under
this process, when a fault that has been active in the past is located and identified,
it is labelled a "capable fault," and evaluation of the earthquake potential is based
on the fault's actual characteristics.e

in tM eastern United States, however, the specific geological case of earth-
quakes frequently cannot be determined because surface geology bears little
relationship to the cause of earthquakes and there is a lack of consensus as to .

the ' mechanism that causes carthquakes in the eastern United States. In order to
make quantit>tive judgments about seismic design in these areas, the concept of
"tecto .ic province" was developed 7 Under this approach, the SSE is determined
by assuming that the largest historical carthquake that occurred ariywhere in the a

ter'.onic province could occur in the vicinity of the plant site, nis consideration
of the largest histo:ical earthquake over a relatively large area having common

's ir.any.. up.wo rauais wood as raa .hw hu uhmuod =m.e eriha raumgoanc===r,

(1) Movemers at or neac the gmund surface at Isart once wWtan the paa 35,000 years er newners
of a recumns manue =Wua the paa 500.000 years.

G) Macro amamacuy insuumasany daemuned me roccids of surneias prec.simi to demonsume a
direct adauanship with the fauh.

Q) A structural .lauanslup to a capable fa.sh accordeg to charactensucs (1) er Q) of t;us paragraph
eards that mowerners ca one could be -uncmabiy espeaed to be accornpanied by suvemera en the aher.

10 C.F.R. Pan 100 Arteres A. |Iu(g).
A 'Lectorne province" is denned as "a segica of sha Noah Amencan conunent chancunzed by a relauwe

cmstuy of C.e geologw avuctural features carnaaed therman." 10 C.F.R. Paa 100, Appr4a A, i m(h).

.
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geological characteristics is intended to take account of geological structures as
yet undetected which might cause canhquakes in the vicinity of a nuclear power
lP ant.

'Ihe Perry plant was designed under the "tectonic province" approach. Perry
falls within the central stable region tectonic province, which extends from the
Appalachians to the Rocky Mountains. Since there were no "capable faults"
near Perry, the plant was designed to withstand the vibratory ground motions
from the largest historical earthquake from unidenti6ed faults in this relevant
tectonic province, i.e., the central stable region. 'That earthquake was the 1937
Anna, Ohio earthquake of maximum Modined Mercalli intensity VII VIII and -
estimated magnitude 5.0 5.3. During the operating license review, the Staff
found the proposed SSE acceptable when compared to a set of recordings from
earthquakes with magnitudes of 5.3 0.5.

2, OCRE's Sepermber S Seismic Concerns

At the 6paa=har 5,1986 Commission meetmg, OCRE criticized NRC
regulations as allegedly containing a "Caten-22" - no funher research need be
conducted unless ther0 is a capable fault, but the capable fault will not be found
without the research. OCRE maintained that the January 31,1986 earthquake
must have been caused by a fault, and clear!y a fault that has caused an
eenhquake is a "capable fault" that can cause more earthquakes. OCRE argued
that a small eastern fault can cause substantial earthquakes, and that the inferred

I fault rupture aligns with the Akron ==aanle boundary. 'Iherefore, OCRE argued,

{ further study should be undertaken to determine what size earthquake to expect

: from this as yet undiscovered faulLs
'Ihe NRC Staff in response to OCRE's comments explained that the canh-

quakes in the eastern United States generally are caused by faults, but the fault
motion occurs at such depths that the geological features cannot be identi-
6ed. Since the speci6c faults cannot be acttally located, there are no identinable

"capable faults" as de6ned by the Commission's regulations, even though tlere
| are unidenti6ed faults that may be capable of causing canhquakes. Staff also ex-

plained that the magnitude 5.3 canhquake design for Perry is the largest historical
eenhquake in the central stable region lectonic province, which extends from

|' the ApMWaaa to the Rocky Mountains. Staff explained that consideration
of the largest earthquake, not associated with geologic structures, has ensured

some ein. mynd ese mee en r in e me in.he ens eaa m i .de take Ene and thu
esy shamid be surgesd for endense er mswunes er demass fiesa en eenhquaka The Canumsme essays the
sudra mylamenen est en auset rauhs ce am pseyedr enamed so a w es eenhpehas in se psumma seems
seymt The 19s6 enahpake euhmasamed Gus ensumpman.
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consideration of what may be extended structures close to plant sites. Staff also
stated that the existence of the Akron magnetic boundary does not nec:ssarily

'
imply the existence of a fault.

;

Applicants stated that the results of its surface and subsurface geological
Seid studies, gravity, aeromagnetic investigations, and histoncal seismic studies
show none of the characteristics that would be attributed u a capable fault, i

i as denned in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. Applicants stated that this
conclusion is shared by the NRC and the USGS. Finally, Applicants maintained
that the January earthquake was consistent with the geological, geophysical, and *

seismological characteristics of the sectonic province on which the Perry design
is based, and that the original selection of the Perry SSE, based on a tectonic

'

province approach, still remains valid.

f

3. Assalysis
.

'
As part of the pleadings Sled in opposition to the motion to reopen, the NRC

Staff provided a supplemental safety evaluation report discussing the Staff's ,

fmdings up to that time regarding the January 31,1986 earthquake. NUREO- '

0887, Supp. No. 9 (March 1086) ("SSER-9"). With regard to the high. frequency
excaad-es, the report noted the "vast amount of 11terature which documents
the low-damage potential of earthquakes of short duration and high frequencies." ;

14. at 3 3. Further studies (after the Commission denied the motion to reopen),

have been conducted. 'lhose studies support the initial conclusion reached by '

the Staff in c9 posing the motion to reopen, i.e., the earthquake did not have ;

safety signi6cance for Perry. See, e.g.. NUREO-0887, Supp. No. 30 (September "

1986), where the NRC Staff concluded that the seismic design for Perry remamed
acceptable and unaffected by the January earthquake.'

OCRE's pnmary -argument seems to be that with enough research the fault
that caused the earthquake can be iden;i6ed. Then the Coramission's regulations

! dealing with "capable faults" would be applicable, and predictions could be

| based on the actial characteristics of that fault.
Based upon experiences in the eastern United States, it is unlikely that the

fault that caused the January 31 earthquake can be identi6cd, in spite of the
signi6 cant efforts that were made by the utility. The Commission agrees with,

OCRE that a fault caused the earthquake, just as faults cause the other earth-

'The Camusasass m ihe sayese6er 5 messas also heard fnum Dr. w. aamd Jahassa, a nochmeel empen who was
em Ga Appeal neerd pand thN had segmaDy emendesed oGE's mesenen as susynt Dr. Jahassa amend that he
ses acw cemenced the the anfay-related aparsima et Perry would finismen swam se to swee af an aanlupaake
me=L=dy lasser than the ohno 19s4 ennhpake laa hevmg the emme asusual frapsmey AN that
an'*cah* darlars'
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quakes in the eastern United States. But predictions cannot be based on the '

,-

characteristics of those faults, simply because the faults et v4 be idenufied and -
their characteristics de6aed. Accordingly, it remains neces.ary and apprognate

'

to rely on the tectonic province approach for determining seismicity at the Perry
site. No signiacant reason has been given to show that the Commission should
depart from its regulatory scherne, either as a general matter or in this speciac
case. De Commission conunues to believe that the tectonic province approach
is both reasonable and conservative.

Another question aises in this case from the fact that the SSE design j

spectrum for ground motion for the Perry plant was exceeded for a very narrow .

range of high frequencies during the January 31 earthquake. De Perry plant,
like many other nuclear power plants, uses the design spectrum described
in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60. See SSER 9 at 2 2 Consistent with {VI(a) |

of 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response1

spectra are smoothed design spectra that were developed based on the mean> ,

plus one standard deviahon, IA, the 84th percenule,20 of acceleration time ;,

history informanon from a large number of earthquake events of different ;

magnitudes. See, e.g., lang Island ligking Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power ;

Station, Unit 1), LBP 83-57,18 NRC 445, 510 (1983). This acceleration i

time history information is generally from large, relatively distant western
earthquakes. The Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectral shape is widely used for sites ;;

throughout the United States. See id. at 507.
Data secorded near several recent eastern earthquakes, including the 1986

Ohio earthquake, have suggested a larger proportion of high frequency energy4

levels than reAccted in the shape characteristic of Regulatory Guide 1.60."<

As noted above, at Perry some of the earthquake mouons recorded from the i

January 1986 earthquake ex"alat the Regulatory Guide 1.60-based Perry .

design spectrum for a very narrow range at the high frequency end of the
spectmm (above about 15 Hz). Ncnetheless, at the intermediate and low
frequencies the Perry design spectrum is very conservative with respect to the ,

1986 recorded earthquake mouons.*

'

It has been general Staff practice, in a number of cases over many years, that
the ''high-frequency peak accelerations have not been used and should w be |
used in scaling and applying the Reg. Ouide 1.60 design spectra because they are ;

usual:y of short duration and little energy and are not representative of spectral |

l' response at lower, more signi6 cant frequencies." SSER 9 at 2 3. In this case, j
,

E == ir,a ddna 6. ==.mm.us .,.a .s d 4 . a m o m i m dis
'

suyamos apesume auss he syssuma e demved riman the seth resumede er sus dois, eut us amne IM d the

gne suar n =sposted to be above es amassed spesenen.
,wedd be e

mid.me *.s==m -- d by 6.h#s.p , y.ed me a mm. a j
-

!
,

'
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the NRC Staff has verl6ed that the design-basis SSE, without moddication of .

the spectrum, in fact results in a design with ample seismic resistance capacity
over the entire frequency range of interest, even at the 20 Hz frequency.

Moreover, for Perry, as in other cases in which site-specinc data exceeded
the design basis spectrum at high freqtiencies, the NRC Staff and its consultants
carefully reviewed the records of the January 1986 earthquake to ensure that
the Perry seismic design, based on the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum, could
accommodate the 1986 earthquake with adequate seismic margin, even though

,

!

the design spectrum was exceeded at about 20 Hz. See SSER 9 53. The Staff
concluded that the 1986 Ohio twthquake represents a negligible effect on the

.

future safe operadon of the Perry plant. See SSER-9 at 3-4. 'Ihe Staff also '

conducted several walkdown inspections and concluded that the earthquake did
not have any signi6cance from an er:gincenng point of view on the equipment in
the Perry plant. See SSER-9 at 311. Thnher, the Staff review of the Applicants'
evaluations concluded that "the Ohio canhquake of 1986 is judred to have had
an insigni6 cant effect on the Perry plant structures," SSER 10 at 3-4, and that
"the Perry plant's seismic design has adequase safety margins to accommodate j
the recorded 1986 Ohio earthquake even though the design SSE response spectra

'

were exceeded at arour.d 20 Hr " SSER 10 at 3-8. The Staff also concluded
that "if a similar earthquake of somewhat higher amplitude and longer duration i

should occur near the Perry site, the current equipment seismic quali6 cation
program would be adequate to ensure the equipment would not be damaged." ;

14.
,

The Commission is satis 6ed that the Perry plant seismic design has adequate
safety margins to accommodate the recorded Ohio earthquake of 1986 even '

though the design response spectra were exceeded at areund 20 Hz. Accordmgly,
the Commission concludes that there will be no undue risk to public heal:h and j
safety from seismic events, taking into consideration both the application of the -

tectonic province approach and the application of the design spectrum at the
Ferry plant. - i

I
III. CONCLUSION

,

The adjudict:or) proceeding to determine wl. ether Perry 1 should be licensed
to operate has been concluded in favor of full-power operation. The Commission ;,

has reviewed vanous issues outside of that adjudication and concluded that ;
they too have been resolved in favor of operation. The Commission therefore -

authorizes the NRC Staff to issue a full power license for Perry 1, |

|
1

I
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Commissioner Asseistine disapproves of this order. His separate views are
attached.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 7th day of November 1986.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I cannot agree with the Commission's order for several reasons. First, the
Commission majority reaffirms a decision it made in this proceeding earlier this
year. I did not support the Commission's decision then, and I cannot support it
now. "Dissenting Views of Commissioner Asselstine," CLI.86 7,23 NRC 233,
237 (1986). Second, I believe that the Commission should have provided the
State of Ohio a et itinuing opportunity to informally advise the Commission on
emergency pt dcg issues, and the Commission should give more than cursory
consideration to the State's concerns on those issues.

1986 Oblo Earthquake

The Commission's order reaffirms its decision in CLI 86-7. In that order,
the Commission interjected itself into the Appeal Board's consideration of the
Intervenor's motion to reopen thr Perry proceeding. The Commission should not
have intervened to va:: ate summarily the order in which the Appeal Board set ,

up a mini hearing to gather additional information on what effect the 1986 Ohio
earthquake had on the safety of the Perry plant. Rmher, the Commission should
not have sumnnrity denied the Intervenor's motion to reopen the Ferry licensing
proceeding.*Ihe Commission clearly should not have taken such signi6 cant and

- 6nal action without first hearsng from t'ie parties on the issues presented by the
,

motion.
De Intervenor raised what appeared on its face to be a significant issue -

Le fact that, in at least oi e respect, she 1986 Ohio earthquake exceeded the
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Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) for the Perry plant.s The Appeal Board was
concemed enough about this issue to decide, even after receiving filings from
the NRC Staff and the Applicants, that it should conduct a mini-hearing to gather
additional information to help determine whether the Ohio earthquake presented
a safety-significant issue for Perry.

De Commission concluded, however, that the Board should not be permitted
to obtain additionalinformation. Instead, the Commission decided that the Board
should be limited to whatever information had been provided by the parties in
the first round of pleadings. According to the Commission, if the Board could not
make a determination that there was a safety significant issue based on the initial
pleadings, then the Intervenor obviously had not met its burden on the motion to
reopen, and the Board should have dismissed the motion. The Commission then
decided to dismiss the motion to reopen. Unfortunately, the conclusion that the
Commission drew from the Board's actions is not as obvious as the Commission
would have us believe. One could also assume that if the Board was concemed
enough that it felt it nieded additional information, then the Intervenor had
raised an issue that wu significant, and the Board should simply have granted
the motiot. to reopen and decided the issue in the adjudicatory proceeding rather
than by setting up a mini hearing.

In any event, the Commission should not have intervened in this proceeding
uninvited and without hearing from any pany to the Perry proceeding. The
Commission argues that its aedon was within its supervisory authority over
the Boards.2 While the Commission does have general supervisory authority
over the boards, intervention in board proceedings and summary action by the
Commission should be taken sparingly and only in the clearest of cases. The
Commission could not justifiably conclude, either as a procedural matter or as
a technical matter, that the Board's action in this case was so clearly in error
that the Commissi'on's summary action was necessary.

The Commission had tacitly approved the "mini-hearing" approach used by
the Appeal Board by failing to comment ct object when the Appeal Board in
Diablo Canyon used a similar approach to decide whether a safety-significant

t one. agan me Cararnus seerns u cadi == swanance w es taa est oats c=aded %st me bisk
fxquency exceedances of the ssE des:gn accelersuca recorded a the January 31.19s6 eanhquake do na have
entmeerms camAcance' and est te sarWpake cwsed huje or ao damasa to es pl.as su p. 690 af Cannamen
order. Es is largely urelevaa he iniarvenor had am abandmed as clasa Sat es earhpais esmed quesmans
stuma se adequacy d the semans das.gn bass rar the plans and of soryhance 314 NILC regulanans. how ase
the very subje-is cas mindi es A;psal Board mished to eksam addarmal afarmaum frcus the A}ybcarna and

sgfr.a u r o es c-r-.m *me cm iis u ee dec.. . a. mu ,s d e. esem er :

A supernsary suibanry. G!n p. 691 of Currreussam ords ) not < asa, when canadered icgether wsh ihas case,
jewides an s.cecas n:hastracon d she to Cornnusaan shooses to saarese as eusersy. e g, ehen it eens an
egert.aury to dasiums e ecsuerman frcun a beerams procendang It aise castratas the faa est the Carrousacri a
=11hc3 to apply as pecedaal sulas etncdy only so pubbs armarvmcre and ont to appbcants or heatsees.
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Issue was presenicJ by a motion to teopen in that case. Pacille Gas and Electric
Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB.756,18 NRC
1340 (1983) The Waterford case, upon which the Commission relies heavily,
deals with dismissal of a motion to reopen based solely upon the fact that an O!
investigation remained outstandmg. It is not intuitively obvious that Waterford
would require dismissal of a motion to reopen that raises a speciSc, signincant
safety issue and that is not based merely on the fact of the existence of an

_

outstanding investigation. The procedural issues are, then, not as simple as
the Commission's order would suggest. The technical issues raised by OCRE's
motion to reopen were also fairly complex. The words of the Appeal Board best
illustrate this:

| livea wish =sud to so seenensly simple en iam u ufay sisminemos, k is dimak to
uneks en tafenned jedgment an the basis d a " ^ j wnam meannels when, u hem, the'

aw and : ' sends d seanosy, - '.y, and meineennse omw'

into play.

Appeal Board Order dated March 20,1986, at 6,
In fact, the Commlision's order today contains several pages of discussion

of the technical issues in an elevemh hour suempt to justify the Commission's
dismissal of the motion on technical grounds.8 In these circumstances, the
Commission's summary action was not justi6cd. Without a clearly incorrect
Board decision, the Commission was not hsti6ed in intervening at all, much
less in taking such Snal action without seeking comments from the parties. -

The Commission has, in the Waterford and Perry decisions, established
stringent pleading requirements which, when combined with the Commission's
standards for reopening and the Commission's rules on when the Boards can

,

i raise issues sua sponse, make it nearly impossible for an intervenor or a Board to
raise a new issue Tnus, in the future, whether a Board will be able to consider

|

!' an issue in some detail will depend upon Ivyw adept a particular intervenor is
! at making an open-and shut case in its initial pleading. This elevstes form over

substance, and makes public participation in our proceedings rMimly dif6 cult.

I

Emergency Planning

I The State of Ohio has raised a number of issues relating to emergency plan--

ning for the Perry plant and has asked the Commission to postpone action on a

She e * en ,a i. heimer he a.m in ar-sea by uns on.:r. et ** nhq he .,=h

has tema esmipisand mass the P 's dams,e eennet psiafy de esaussel af die insmen to sempen les
ApuiL amhar, es issue is, gnen the heemmeinen eveGable et then tuns, was ihor- 's essen senseo.*4s?

Omarly, eben ene emendas the eeneau of es Appeal Bond a the enngenho issue end the eeng4 wry el b sh
the inshassel and psessesel issoas bivalvo.. k was est.
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license for Perry until the State's review of those issues is complete. The Com-
mission's review of Ohio's concerns has been cursory at best, ne Commission
heard from the Governor's representatives early in September, and the Staff has
met with the State. However, the Commission has refused to meet with the State
again or to provide other than a terse explanation for its conclusion that Ohio's
concerns do not provide a basis for holding up isst.cc of the Perry license.

The Commission shculd provide Ohio with a continuLq opportunity to advise
the Commission on emergency planning issues. De Commission should, at a
minimum, meet once again with the Governor's representatives to discuss the
State's concerns before authorizing issuance of a license. And, the Commission
should consider the State's concems in some detail before deciding whether
Ohio's issues are significant enough to justify delaying issuance of a license for
the plant. The Commission's order states merely that Ohio's concerns are not
detailed enough, as presented in the State's recent filing, to warrant holding up
license issuance. Ohio seems to be giving the issues thoughtful consideration,
and the State deserves more than this back-of the hand treatment.

.
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Cite as 24 NRC 704 (1986) CU-86-23

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
' Thomas M. Roberts

James K. Aseeletine
Frederlek M. Bemthat

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 40 4492
(50 Fed. Reg. 46,370)

AMERICAN NUCLEAR CORPORATION
et al. +

(Revision of Orders to Modify ;

Source Materials 1.icenses) November 17,1986

The Commission terminates a hearing concerning the imposition of ground
water detection license conditions on the licenses of eleven mill owners. The
Commission determines that the licensees, who together challenged the license
conditions, sought to litigate generic matters already resolved in rulemaking and
thus are barred front "collaterally attacking" those rules in an adjudication. The -

Commissien therefore makes the license conditions effective.

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 70: AMENDMENT
(OPPORTUNITY FOR IIEARING)

Where an identical license condalon is imposed individually on all of a group
,

of licensees, the condition is subject to individual challenge by exh licensee. Ibr
this reason, each separate order modifying a mill licensee's source noterial i

license includes the opportunity to request a hearing. See 10 C.F.R. $ 2.204.

!
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RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ATTACK

In the Commission's view the heading or title of a regulation is not important;
what is imponant is what issues did the prior regulation address and resolve By
raising only those generic issues that the Commission has considered and decided
in rukmaking, a licensee has presented no case other than one barred by the
collateral attack rule.

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION

The Commission may regulato by rulemaking or adjudication. Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. v. Federal Power Corosission,506 F.2d 33 (D.C. Cir.1974).

,

'
RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ATTACK

The Commission adheres to the fundamental principle of administrative law
that its ruks are not subject to colla:eral attack in adjudicatory proceedings,

DECISION

We decide today that the briefs submined by the mill licensees failed
meaningfully to address, let alone persuade us that we erred in, our tentative
ykw that the only issues that they sought to litigate were matters already decided +

by Commission rulemaking and thus prohibited in an adjudicatory proceeding.

NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING

tThis decision culminates a proceeding begun by crders applying a new 11-
cense condition to the source materials licenses of ekven uranium mill owners e

("millers") which are Co:nmission licensees.8 Each license condition required
the licensee to impkment a ground water monitoring program to ensure com-

I osden were isoned an July 19,1985, by the Dueetor et the Nadear Regulatory C-- -"'s Urannen Recovery

-
bid OfBce, and wee smeed by esder of Novarabar 7,1945 vnh roepect to the adecevo dau. A bannns **:

p d . b a.s . -
Tbs bcensees are Adse Maassh, Dacha Na es45s, Same Maunal tJcense No. sVA 917; sear Creek

Urarama Co., Dmia Na e 8452, source Maianal License No, sUA 1310t Emman Mmers.: Co, Doche Na 40-
s102, sauce Wienal ticanes No, sUA 1139; Pa*Erder Mmes Carp, Dmia Na 44 2259 Saunce Maunal
License No. sUA472; Ps&6nder Mass Corp, sMrky Baim Mas, Docka No. 404622, Seuxe Maenal Licenes
Na sUA442; Plassa Resances LA&, Data Na &8698, source Maunal License Na sUA 1371; Rae Algarn
Maung Csep., Dacha Na 44 8064, Sauce Meianal license Na sUA ll19, t|METCO Mamals Cg, Gas
IIJim MA Docha Na 440299, Sauce Maianal License No. SUA448, UMETCX) M.nsrsis Casp, Whie Mesa
MA Dmia Na44 8681, Sauce Maianal ticarse Na SUA 1358; Weauen Nedser Inc., Dasa Na 441162,

(Cenamed
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pliance with 40 C.F.R. I192.34(a)(2), a regulation promulgated by the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to EPA's authority under 6275
of the Atomic Energy Act. 48 Fed. Reg. 45,N6 (1983) By rulemaking the
Commission formally adopted the position that it was statutorily authorized to
and would implement the EPA's regulation by imposing ground water detection
license conditions case-by-case at least until the Commission could implement
the EPA regulation by its own rulemaking with respect to ground water detec-
tion. Sec 50 Fed. Reg. 41,852,41,853 (1985) (discussing authority pursuant to
$ 84 of the Atomic Energy Act).

Although each miller was separately offered a hearing on the ground wtter
requirements imposed on its license, the millers chose to act in concert and
together requested a hearing solely on three legal issues which we here set forth
as we recited them in our Order of April 18,1986 (unpublished) granting this
hearing:

(1)1hs stardards sublished by EPA are not * generally apgfeable stardards" within the
meaning of Section 275 of the AEA because they impose onsite and design, engineering,
ard managemers requiranents that eaceed EPA's jurisdiction ard so NRC has no obligadon
to implement and enfon:e thern.

(2) Urder I 84a(1) of the AEA (Atomic Energy Actl, NRC must make an indepnders
technical evalusdon d potential risks to public heahh and ths envirmmers and must assess
the economic costs of the requirements imposed by the Orders; and

(3)NRC must adcpt EPA's ground water standards through nonce and canment rulemak.
ing before enforcing such standards and tmtil such rulemaking is cunpleted, NRC canncs
rely on Secd<ms 81 and 161(b and c) of the AEA because NRC has not developed a record
to surpart the stardards it would miga,

in the April 18 Order, we noted as well that the millers along wi'h Envi-
ronmental Defense Rind (EDF), which is the sole intervenor in this proceeding,
were in agreement that only these three legal issues are Fesented by issuance
of the orders and that such issues can be resolved through summary procedures.

Tile COLLATERAL ATTACK ISSUE

On its own initiative, the Commission in its April 18,1986 Order offered
its tentative view that the issues raised by the millers had been resolved by the

'

Commission in its rulemaking conforming NRC requirements to some of the
standards promulgated by EPA.1he final NRC rule ("conformed mill tailing reg-

som. u.=nal tk n suAu .nd Amencan Nasar cap, oss H.us % Dada & 4M492,
same M =nal tuen= A suAa1.
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ulations") on point was published in the Federal Register (50 Itd. Reg,41,852)
on October 16, 1985, a date subsequent to the milkrs' initial request for a
heanng. In that rulemaking the same questions were raised as were presented
by the millers in their heartng request. The Commission there decided those
issues and incorporated its decisions in Criterion 5 of Appendix A to Part 40 of
the Commission's ruks. It also explicated its decisions on those issues in the ,

preamble that was published in the rederal Register along with the rule. Sec 50
'

Itd. Reg. 41,852 at 42,853 55.s In these circumstances the Commission framed <

a threshold issue, requiring the millers to demonstrate why consideration of the
three issues presented in the hearing requests would not involve a collateral at-
tack on the Commission's mi!! tailitig regulations This was necessary because,
as the Commission explained, the Commission adheres to the fuldsmeatal prn,
ciple of administrative law that its rules are not subject to collateral attack in >

adjudicatory proceedings. ,

'Ihe Commission was forceful and direct with respect to its view of the burden
the collateral attack issue placed on the millers: ;

We believe that this means they must show that, corarary to our terdative view espressed
abon, the issues they now raise were ace in fact resciwd by the rulemaksg. ;

Commission's Order of April 18, at 5.

t

BRIEFS OF THE PARTIES ON THE CO!. LATERAL
ATTACK ISSUE

In response to the Commission's directive, the raillers devoted one paragraph
of their 15-page brief. The brevity of the response permits us to quote it here
in its entirety:

'
In its Apnl 18,1956 Order, the Ccenmissia. asked whether the milllicensees were mourums
a counteral attadt on the Ccenmission's ccaformance regulasions in this adjudicatory pro.
caeding. There appears to be some confusion here.1hs cxmformance regulatices refened to
in the Ccenmission's April is Order do nce indude the deiection monisering iW., c.s
challenged in this pr==+Aeg 1he C<rnmission defeered consideration cd most ground water
issues, induding the question whether to issue generic requiresnerus for desedian mosutor.

'

ing. To solicit cxrnmesas on ground woner issues, the Comminion published on Adwnced
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 49 Fed. Reg. 46425 (Novanber 26,1964). Similady, the

.

sWsweener, as she Casamnsam also emphemmed in tu Apn11964 order, en sepambue s,19ss, a U.s. Can
et Appeals pa to sua the umas whahar the mandards pubbshed by EPA are *3mmem2y apphe tandases*s

widum ens mennes of $275 of ens Aassmas Emersy Aa* and hand thei @isy am Amerecee Wemag Congress
v. Thomar,772 F.2d 640 noth Or. t985L sert M se U.sLw. s790 One s,19661 la est eens end ha
emeraman sans esaded the same day. American Wening Ceegness , The==ne. 772 F.2d 617, cent den.e4 54
U.stw. s790 pens 2,19861ibe Casa emphraly sereseed an enemary pasmansrs' chaueness in MA's samsad
naar asule==* Naahly. puunense en unse seems ushdad sens, whde nas a:1, of the pense so ens ecwa
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EPA active site standards do not specify detecuon mautoring requiremeras. EPA ackno=1
edges that this is a compliance activity 3iihin NRC's jumdiction 44 Fed. Reg. 45942 (Oc-
tober 7.1983). As the mill licensees are not chauenging any Cantnissm regulsions in
this cau. the Canmissim's rule against couateral attack of its regulati<ms in adjudicatory
proceedings does not apply.

Miller's Main Brief at 4 5.
In the NRC Staff's view, in which we now concur, the millers' entire brief

was inappropriate in that it did not clearly address the legal issues and instead
challenged the manner in which the Staff conducted its licensing activities and
argued other facts.4 Intervenor EDF, on the other hand, discussed at length its
support of the Commission's tentative view and explained the manner in which
the millers were making an impermissible collateral attack on the Commission's
rules. EDF Brief at 611. To this wc!!-developed argument the millers chose
merely to say in their reply brief that:

he min licensees enablished that the Canmission's rule agains couaneral anack does set
arply because neither EPA's actiw site starmiards not NRC's amforming regulati<ms contain
the speci6c detection monnonog requirerneras at Isan hers. (chias Euers' Main Brief at
4 51

COMMISSION DECISION

Because the millers' brief did not meaningfully challenge the view that the
Cornmission had already considered and decided the three issues that they had
raised in their requests for a hearing, and because we substantially concur in
EDF's analysis, we adhere to the tentative view expressed in our April 18,1986
Order.

As the millers recognize, the Commission may regulate by rulemaking or
adjudication. Pac @c Qas and Electric Co. v. Federal Power Commission,506,

| F.2d 33 (D.C. Cir.1974). Typically, the regulatory requirements for any licensee
are imposed both by regulation and by specific license condition. The regulation
is of general application and is arrived at by the prescribed rulemaking process

| (see generally 5 U.S.C. 6 553). It is subject to judicial review (5 U.S.C. 6702),
and may not be collaterally attacked in individual proceedings. Pacif4e Car
and Electric Co., 506 F.2d at 38; see also 10 C.F.R. 62.758.8 A license

.

4 The emisers in $mr mely enet snurnam $st any do aca desire se evularsaany beanns and p aan in esemco $e6
they have but argued imdspand metanal racia, liowever, ther Snef is replme evh unsugycsiad tasurney. For

y eaampnas.see Beef as 1214 and Itaply Snef at 4 aJ.
haarvenar Emvucesnessal Datanas Fund ames $as them is same scenamy euh aspect to the breedth of

the Comnussam's bar assina seceissal snack on as segu'.staans na Mtc proceedings. EDF servectly urges the.
seesens of polary suryan breed applacauan, sad tbs ruDese de act chauence asylasataan ci tbs her in this inferrrJ
W% argwns reihar that la the 6bsence af a spenAs ground wonar sus eny sannes be feed in be cuads a
e Coc5s.tsam seguumat Aecesdnes'y, we need eat sesolve the assus here.
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CM$a governs the activity of the speci6c liccasce, it is imposed by order
and, as here, is subject to adjudicatory challenge and judicial review, 42
U.S.C. 92239. While a license condition is speci6c to the licensee, it is by
no means unusual that identical provisions will appear in licenses of different !

licensees carrying on similar, if not identical, activities. However, even where
the identical condition is imposed individually on all of a group of licensees, it ,

is subject to individual challenge by each. Ibr this reason, each separate order
modifying a mill licensee's source material license included the opportunity to
request a hearing. See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.204. f

Thus, in an individual evidentiary hearing or one consolidated for some
purposes, each licensee was abic to make its individual case, if indeed it had !

one, why the speci6c ground water detection program prescribed by the Staff I

would not serve the purposes for which it had been intended or why some other
provisions would equally well provide the level of detection needed to serve the
same standards. In such a setting, millers could have forced Staff to the proof
of the specl6c propriety of its licensing actions.e And barring health and safety
requirements for immediate effectiveness, only after being tested in adjudication
would the licensing order have been enforceable on the licensee. To the extent
that any issue was decided in a previous heanng that decision would become ;

binding precedent. In that fashion, the Commission may regulate by order as
'

*

well as by regulation.
Here, the millers chose not to seek such a hearing but chose rather to challenge ,

ithe substance of the Commission's rulemaking decision that it must enforce the |

EPA regulation and would do so by order at least until it developed a rule. By |

doing so they attacked the Commission's regulations and ran afoul of the bar j

against such an attack. The millers amcar to concede that the general legal ;

issues that they seek to raise were indeed addressed and decided in Commission
rulemaking, but argue that in this proceeding the only regulation shielded by the [
bar on collateral attack would be one that would have established the very ground r

water detection requirements being applied by the instant orders. We disagree, in |
our view, the heading or title of the regulation is not important; what is important '

'm an e om rpeh=4 *e 6.a.sie er me Cou, e.c:: maan er re c.r a rin , ce. eat esy
man. Hee mdeed me esency was "p upend to suprat ns actam* and mem *as aspeaba.ry to peessa endenes t

and mesening"(506 F24 et s4) tneofar es each mDe had sougle to be heard in a besang en ina,as sensmems
the manabasy of the beanse annataans seposee no me spenas boensed activsy. k oss nas prepand, aar need !

.

a beve been. to rehash me quesues d as matutory eviheny to s#y Eb 's andards and hhe samass enaded j

in as rulenating As ab PaciAs Gas espiams, wham $e C - has fouewed requena proceduas to adop ;

Camumaa,se pahey of gausel app'sauan. es n hat dans in Oma snamer, a need est susry dus earns insens an aa ;a
eeneg. i

N emme runmaakas densian 6s under abaDergs in the Coun er Appenis by at nana a squAcasa ammher er
6e same panies who had paancipened a the rutemaksag and made $a eene espanems that eey mees si ens
prasendes. Quevers Ea.ag Co. v. MC. A s5 2553 (10th Cir. Aled Dee,13.1M5), Mw aiver, oms onedumea ,

fcsem n : et ther eganous en knadictum fram tar rhbag esammes eeJy earve to conAne
that they emuk noe sMy to suplow the same smed.
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is what issues did the prior regulation address and resolve. '!he absence of
speci6c ground waar regulations does not offer the miller the opportunity to i

relitigate here those generic decisions that the Commission has made in a legal
rulemaking. By ra. sing here only those generic issues that the Commission has
considered and decided in rulemaking, the millers have presented no case other t

than one barred by the collateral attack rule.

THE REMAINING ISSUES
i

While we could decide this matter solely on the basis that it brings a collateral ;

attack on the Commission's rules, we note briefly that nothing the millers have
argued with respect to the three other issues causes us to alter our views which
were carefully considered in the rulemaking.8

,

CONCLUSION

*

In 14ht of the foregoing, this hearing is terminated. The proposed license
conditions are effective as of the date of this Order.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission' i

;

i

SAMUEL J. CHILK i
Secretary of the Commission

!

Dated at Washington, D.C., |
this 17th day of November 1986. {

f

F

!

.

A

f

'IDF een- = . are i== .we= s= out ** mm== aqu==d u *ar acted es===d by ====r ar* !e
mewm. they can ave esse '-- , ": ressual assess seusmas NRC Stafr's eassans er tu sommen Nt
Bnst et 4. We thank $st sur desensa em Gus um e is appeimus est tey may met As we need aspes, ear use

p%- Am hmam .es ne y===eh me hem = erna.et nr he had be== p===a. be ==und hae
emagpimed tumunasy as laget egensat is appaus

,
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Cite as 24 NRC 711 (1986) ALAB-853

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICEN0!NG APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Howard A.Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 443 OL 1
50-444 OL 1

(Onsite Emergency Planning
and Safety issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2) November 20,1986 i

The Appeal Board denies the Massachusetts Attomey General's appeal from
a Lkensing Board order, LBP 86-34, 24 NRC 549 (1986), cathorizing the
issuance of an operating license allowing fuel loading and precritiality esting
at the Seabrook facility.

OPERATING LICENSE: LOW POWER LICENSE
(PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)

The submission of state and local radiological emergency response plans 1
-

is not a precondition to grant of a license authorizing only fact loading and ;

lprecriticality testing. See 10 C.F.R. 50,47Ff.
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OPERATING LICENSE: LOW. POWER LICENSE
(PREREQUISITE FINDINGS)

Section 50.57(c) acknowledges that different considerations may be relevant
to an authcnzation for low power as opposed to full power operation.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.47(d))

Section 50.47(d), which deals with emergency plans, expressly confinas any
examination of emergency preparedness in connection with a low-power license
to an assessment of the applicant's onsite emergency plans.

,

OPERATING LICENSE: APPLICATION FOR LICENSE

An operating license application is a "living, breathing" document, subject
to change at least until full power operation is authorized. See 10 C.P.R. 50.30
and 50.57.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.57(c))

The purpose of 10 C.F.R. 50.57(c) is to accord an applicant an opportunity
to obtain a license authorizing low power operation so it can test the facility
even if issues unrelated to low power operations have not )tt been resolved.

,

'

REGUIATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.47(d))

Section 50.47(d) gives unqualified authorization to issue a low power I! cense

in the absence of Nuclear Reg,ulatory Commission or Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency approval of an offsite emergency plan as long as other pre-
requisites, including an adequate state of onsite emergency preparedness are
meL Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-
83-17,17 NRC 1032,1034 (1983).

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION

Not every health and safety regulation, regardless of its purpose or terms,
must be deemed fully applicable to fuel loaling and to every phase of low-power
operation. Each regulation must be examined to determine its application and
effect for fuel loading and for each phase of low power operation. Simple logic
and common sense indicate that some regulauons should, by their owri terms,
have no application to fuel loading or some phases of low power operation. Long
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Island UgMng Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI 84 21,20
NRC 1437,1440 (1984).

APPEARANCES

Carol S. Sneider, Boston, Massachusetts, for Itancis X. Bellotti, Attomey
General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Robert A. Backus, Manchester, New llampshire, for the Seacoast Anti.
Iollution League. .

Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., Boston, Massachusetts (with whom R.K. Gad, III,
and Kathryn A. Selleck, Bostoc, Massachusetts, were on the brief), for
the applicants, Public Service Company of New }{ampshire, et al.

Robert G. Perlis for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

Before us is the appeal of the Attomey General of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts from the Licensing Board's October 7,1986 memorandum and
order in this operating license proceeding involving the Seabrook nuclear power
facility.1 That order authorized the issuance of an operating license allowing
fuel loading and precriticality testing at Seabrook. The Attorney General's
appeal raises a single question: whether 10 C.F.R. 50.33(g) requires that utility
applicants file a radiological emergency response plan for the entire plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) for the facility before any
license may be issued. In this instance, it is conceded that the applicants have
not submined such a plan for the portion of the EPZ that lies within the
Commonwealth o' Massachusetts.

Intervenor Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL) joins in the Attorney
General's appeal.8 In addition to endorsing his single appellate claim, SAPL

.
advances additional discrete arguments of its owit. Tne applicants and the NRC

I see LAP-8654.24 NRC 549,
2 We suo amt infcomed d sAPL/s aremmons waal ocu*er 24.1bs was several den aher as sunrnary dernal

of the Anarney Omarst's appbceuse fcr a sisy of the effecovvises et she ticasses Board's ociaber i erder. To
evend delay as the i , et the Amarney Geeral's appeal. SAPL sessed is nmdsr as beef by no laws tas ,

Osnaba 50 md we peruuned sAPL to pan cyaie in the october si eval avywners to addren the senas moed
<

by abs Aaseney omsret we slee grassed the ast caras, se NRC maft and the Ananey Osneral isovo to 1)sh
pen-aganesa q' inmaarwde edbesses the esgarsw sAPL seseruere. saa Agyes! Board Order ofu

(Cena=.e4
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staff mamtain that the challenged license was properly authorized and, thus, the
October 71.icensing Board order should be af8tmed.

'!he Attorney General's claim requires ut to examine the interplay among
three provisions of the Commission's regulations. The Srst is 10 CE.R. 50.57,
which governs the issuance of operating licenses and was invoked by the
applicano in their modon for a fuel loading and precriticality testing license. The
second is 10 CE.R. 50.33, which governs the contents of license applications
and, as above noted, is invoked by the Attorney General on his a; peal. "Ihe third
is 10 CE.R. 50A7, which deals with emergency plans and is relied upon by the
applicants and the staff in resisting the appeal.

The prerequisites for the issuance of operating licenses are set out in 10
CE.R. 50.57(a). As pertinent here, a license may be issued upon 6ndings that
"(c)onstruction of the facility has been substantially completed,in conformity
with the construction permit and the application as a_e " that "[t]he facility
will operate in conformity with the application as amended," and that "[t]here is
reasonable assurance ... that the activities authorized by the operating license
can be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the public. . . ."

;
10 C.F.R. 50.57(c) authorizes an applicant for an operating license to

make a merica . . . for an operedng license authoriains low-power te:Ung (opersim et
not mass than I percent of full power for the purpose of testing the faiility). and funher
cyontaans shon of fun power operation.

<

; In ruling on such a motion, a licensing board is directed to give
!

i ame regaed to die rights of the ponies to the procesamas, including the right d any pony to
be heard to the satesa that his - "= ese selevant to the activity to be schonaed. Prior-

to taking any assion cm such a motion which any pony oppcess, the presiding of6cer shan
j snake Sadags on thc, maners specined in peregraph (a) of this sectica es to which there is

a esseroversy, in the fona of art initial decision with respect to the --8 activity sougia
to be einheriaed.3

The Aucmey Ocneral does r.ot contend that, in this instance, the 1.icensing
Board failed to make any findings that might have been required by section
50.57(a). Nor does he maintain either that the failure to submit emergency,

i response plans prior to issuance of the license raises health or safety questions
or that fuel loadinC or precriticality testing cannot be conducted in conformity,

with the application as submitted. Rather, as noted earlier, his sole assertion
is that no type of license can be authorized hem because the applicants failed

N=h=e 77.19s6 (-_ , ' M App. Tr.1s. The appbeams and the eier med ammassenda en Nmember 14 Che

p Ommel Aled me funhee param), we ed nde en sApt.'s cismos in a edesques dennen
le C.FA. SeJ7(s)

i

!
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Y

to comply with the separate requirements of 10 Cf.R. 5033(g) governing the
contents of applicariaan. That section provides, in pertinent part -

If the .. ' - is for = opennes licana fa e mucieer po.w messor.ihe appl een shen
sube k x r M maassney moyen plans of suae and lacet sowaunemet emhim in ila
United Stases that we whoDy or peniaDy within the plume esposero penhway Emersency

Planes Zone (EPZ) . . . .

In the Attomey General's view, the application 61ing requirements of this section
are a mandatory element of the application process for any operating license,
including one limited to fuel loading and precriticality testing. As such, they are*

additional preconditions to issuance of the requested license. SAPL agrees.
The applicants and the NRC staff argue,10 the contrary, that the submission of

such plans is not a precondition to grant of a license authorizing only fuelloading
and procriticality testing. Among other thingd, they point to 10 CE.R. 50.47(d),
which provides that:

me N1tc or PEMA mview, Andess, a desenninemens encomms the sness of offsiis
emersenry parambiose or the adopecy of and capehilisy to implemen Stase end local
dfsiis emmesney piens = aquimd prior to Lumen = of a opwams linna anhaneas
only fuelloedtes andkr low power operations (y to $4 of the resed poww) lasofer es
enasency piennes and . a " : aquimmeans = eonamned, a tican maharWas fuel
loadas and/or now power operassa may be issued eher a Anding is made by the NitC
thes the seem of omske emersency ;..,_- Ms provides sessanable userence that adeqease
preseserve maneums can and win be asken la the event of a radiolosical enersency. De
NItC will hace this sadins on ha senesenses d the applicant's enersecy piens seeinst the
peaness needeeds in pare 6reph (b) of this section and Amendia E of this pen.

We agree with the applicants and the staff. To be sure, the requirement for the
ating of state and local emergency plans contained in section 5033(g) does not

;
distinguish between full power licenses and licenses for operations at less than
full power. But section 50.57(c) acknowledges that different considerations rnay

| be relevant to an authorization for low power as opposed to one for full power
operation. And section 50.47(d), which deals with emergency plans, expressly
con 6nes any examination of emergency preparedness in connection with a low.
power license to an assessment of the applicant's onsite emergency plans. The
Attorney General argues that we must accord literal and independent effect to
section 5033(g) so that the failure to 61e state or local ernergency plans would,

stand in the way oflow power operation. In our view, section 5033(g), whether
road in isolatson or construed consistently with the provisions of section 50.57(c)
and 50.47(d), does not support the in:crpretation urged by the Auorney General.

|
1

!
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To begin with, nothing in section 5033 establishes a timetable for submission
of the component parts of an operating license application.' As the applicants
correctly pointed out at oral argument, an operating license application is a
"living, treathing" document,5 subject to change at least until full-power oper-
ation is authorized. Thus, contrary to the Attorney General's argument, section
50.33(g) cannot be taken to require that all emergency planning components of
an application be submitted before any operating license may be issued.

Ibrther, no discernible public interest objective would be served by requiring
the submission of state or local emergency plans as a condition of fuel loading
or precriticality testing. On brief, neither the Attorney General nor SAPL points
to any such objective. Indeed, at oral argument, both of them conceded that the
rpplicants could easily remedy the perceived defect in the application simply
by filing their own version of an offsite emergency plan for that portion of
Massachusetu that falls within the EPZ,8 SAPL did assert that "the existence of

a plan does provide some additional margin of safety even though it may not have
been reviewed."? But, given that the Commission's regulations do not require
either the NRC staff or FEMA even to look at the plans when they are submitted,
we cannot a: cept the view that a legitimate purpose behind enforcement of the
section 5033(g) requirement at this stage is to enhance safety.e In sum, we
reject the argument that the terms of section 5033(g) require the submission of
state or local emergency plans as a condition of fuel loading or precriticality
testing.

Equally important, the Attorney General's constrtetion of section 5033(g)
cannot be squared with the objectives of sections 50,57 or 50,47(d). Fonions
of an application (notably offsite emergency plans) are frequently tendered well
after the adjudicatory proceeding on that application has begun. NRC operat-
ing license proceedings, after all, are lengthy and involve the disposition of
numerous and complex safety and environmental questions Such questions are
frequently taken up at different times as particular issues become amenable

8
oLber peansums of the sea lanes, acubly 10 CF IL so.s0 and 50.57, prende iba an opphenas is subjectm

is amenernes.
6 App. Tr. 36,3s.
8 App. Tr.1617,2627.
I Ap. Tr. .s.
'The safr arped that the pupcme beennd ,erso so.s3(g) caa he slasned frwa no adrammatrouve haswy. see

MtC suff Bnat in o anum te de Appeal af as Ancrney omsrel d h4sseactuasses fmen the Licenss's Besid'sm
order d ociater 7,1966 (Oriotw 24, IM6) et s-4; App. Tr. 5 s 59. Thai peonman ees added is em ccerreassan's
replanes as paa d the pedises d Amnese 6& med an the wake er es aandes et Three hLle talant In the5
matr's view, t wie haanded only to snake anser that the 11ang of sais and local enersency plans emad be
the antaram's regemednLay and that mach plans wedd benaufenk be se ecs to f1MA and Mtc review. Thes

snaff's a. alyas Sads sens.4 s,ypart in the adrarnacavve baswy of ihr replanans. see, a 3,45 Fed. Reg 55,402,*

s$,4G on0) cac sdepts *wujar changes" fare past primaa, ta regerners that an emLcars suterms bcsh
na a+m amargewy plan and sma and incel gar arvenes emergwy plana, MtC wdl sevw= FEMA's Enengs as
to wbsther saw and local p;ans are adequuk
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to lidgation.' De purpose of section 50.57(c) is to accord an applicant an
opportunity to obtain a license authorizing low power operation so it can test ,

the facility even if issues unrelated to low-power operations have not yet been
| resolved. A reading of section 50.33(g) that would require the submission of

state and local emergency plans before a low-power license can be issued would ;

be inconsistent with that purpose.80 -

Rarther as even the Attorney General acknowledges, section 50.47(d) specia- is

'
i cally states that no review or approval "concerning the state of offsite emergency

preparedness or the adequacy of and capability to implement State and local
offslie emergency plans" is necessary before an applicant may be authorized to
operate at power levels of.9e percent or less.88 As the Commission explained t

when proposing to add section 50,47(d) to its regulations:

When the [esnorgency plasem618'Eulaida *es enganaDy drehad and Annity c ( !
'

the qmmaien of emessency piamanes and , hcommes seguisemanas for en oper. |
' - -

esas liesame ansonang only feel leading and low power apommen , , . use not idly '

esalmeet la is appassus to the '- thes the esmem peupasednees requessassasr

| for a leur power license need not bs as samensive as shoes regnseanssas for a fur power
eyesusag lieenae. On the basis of the caponense gebied in smeegency w ' : mviews !'

|' seer the inet year, the 'a===s== near -6d== that seelmations of the adegmecy of offsiisr ,

eensegency , , : and the espebibsy of offsite naponse -_:" ", as sneesesed by*

the full mqnsespesas of 10 CHL M47g) and (b) and Pen f% .*.,pendia E, eso not nosenery (-

prior to issuins a low power I 8

[

|- Although we appreciale that a distinction can be drawn between requiring 'i
i FEMA or NRC approval of offsite emergency plans and simply requirst4, $cir
| submission, we do not believe that this i* what the Commission intended. In our !

| Judgment, the Nunission did not contemplate that offsite emergency planning }
maners - incl. ding the Aling of state ce local emergency plans - muld stand !
la the way of low-power openhas j

i

'Ase Dads Pseur Co. (Cannets Neelser staan. Unies 1 and 2k QJ ts.19.17 NRC 1041,1964 0963) [
{p's mangmey plan may be movalshne si me becamma er a pneestas dus u *e heense asheesisk ,

ses eme sy teme sensed be nne . - Nudent Pe== Suesa, Uma 1k C1J s3 D. If NRC 1Ce2 -e c
098$) (W homme any be amad deres asy assunamnes aban eMans mangewy piamune). In Jw
Massed esse, by soy ed sammyin, e leeteuer homas ses assed en Osesher 26,1964 (see 49 pad. Rag 44.171
0904)k abbsmWn en umagemy plan assunsg e penaan af tus RFE, Lt. to Seems e - 1losesma
a asumfese, poussyhesus. es ass aled waa Desember D,1984 Joe Phelads54ms Dweet Co. (Lamensk

sisam,Unos I and 2k ALAa-tes,21 NRC 1183, lite rf Ottik*

s.s ,e.ssen,,- n ime a i c s am es mes.i ms.o es.m .sms e ise.
pose huumss in de enemme et PSC er PD4A appsevel af es erfens sneyery plan as has as enhet pse=t-

en edagessa mass W mens assueusy , , . ass ass")
et pai Reg 61,13: 0901) See abs id at 61,133 al ("The PSC wel soview only emme alssemes ender essh of
plumang sumans not en emanal 8st % en kamass's tem Dese end lesel egenss'), , ")

g1hs Aasmer mmel poses is eenem Communen ps- to be 19ee manguery pisamme inspeeto i

no suppet tus abses est me Cassana imedad em: mens er nesel plans he enhusmed tofuse muusass et asy i

aposeng hamma sua mis for noe pseu6. Joe Amasasy Ossesel Panmoe X,8tessa's Appinense for s Sisy
and aest la sayyum et Appeal of IJammeg asmsd Osde ' haag lassenes of Opsseeng IJamme
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In the Shoreham proceeding, the Commission observed that not eyeiy health
and safety regulation

regardless of its purpose ce tenns. must be deaned fuDy applicable to fuel loading and to

I evesy phase of low-powse operatimi . . . . Eadt regulanon must be etanuned to detennine

| its applicanon and effect for fuelloading and for endi phase of low-power operation. Simple
logic and common sense inacate that some regulations should, by their own tenns. have no
appbcation to fuelloading or some phases of low-power geration.I' l

}

In otr view, the same rationale must apply to any construction we place on
| Commission regulations. Because the Commission has expressly decided, both j

in its regulatior.s and relevant opinions, that a low-power license may be issued j

without regard to the state of offsite emergency preparedness, we reject the i

j notion that the requirement goveming the filing of state emergency response

| plans contained in 10 C.F.R. 50.33(g) should be deemed to be a condition for
I issuance of a license for fuelloading or precriticality testing.

Ibr the foregoing reasons, the appeal of the Attorney General of Mas-
sachusetts is denied. 'Ihe affirmance or reversal of the Licensing Board's Ovio-
ber 7,1986 order must, however, await the disposition of the other issues raised
by the Seacoast Anti Pollution League. See supra note 2.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

.

Puel toad and Precnnenhay Tearrd (ociater 16, IM6) at 6s. De Ammary General sends the Cannseman's
maaeness noe bemedly. Ahhaugh the Ceumamaa spuhe puissmDy of a sequunnant far sansederetum el mais or
local plans as a condanan for assumes of an apuroung bseres wahme dasungnahms betwenn low 1mmer and fuB-
power hcenans. boek the oeuant af the 1960 autenses and the changes brough stuma by the 1982 arnsidrness
enahe slaar that k insended to connne the segulatams apphcebie is sneas or local plarm to fuE ower operatuma.t
Ii Lear Atlandlighnag Co. ;Sharshern Nuclear Power stataa, tlas 1), QJ 8421. 3) NRC 1437.1440 (1964)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.

Dr. Oscar H. Paris

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 546-OL '

50-547 OL

(ASLBP No. 84-487 02-OL)

PUBUC SERVICE COMPANY
OF INDIANA, INC., and
WABASH VALLEY POWER
ASSOCIATION, INC.

(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2) November 3,1986

LICENSING BOARD: JURISDICTION UNDER 10 C.F.R. I2.107(a),

Where an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board has been designated to rule
on petitions for leava to intervene in a hearing on an application for a racility
operatlag license, to issue any notice of hearing on the application, and to preside ,

over any such hearing; and where petitions to intervene have been filed but have
not been granted by the Licensing Board pending a decision on the existence
of admissible contentions; and where a notice of hearing has not been issued
at the time the applicant moves to terminate the operating license proceedmg. a
licensing board has no jurisdiction under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.107(a) to set the terms
on the withdrawal of the application for an operating license.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
TERMINATING OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDING

I. INTRODUCTION

The Public Service Company of Indiana and Wabash Valley Power Asso-
clation were issued permits numbered CPPR.170 and CPPR 171 for the con-
struction of Marble Hill Nuclear Oenerating Station, Units 1 and 2. They began
construction and applied for an operating license for the units but have since
decided not to operate. Consequently we have before us the Applicants' mo-
tion of April 4,1985, to terminate the operating license proceeding without
conditions. The motion is supported by the NRC Staff but opposed by interven-
tion petitioners. 7hc latter urge that the Licensing Board impose conditions that
would require the utilities to restore the Marble Hill site. In the order below, we
grant the motion to terminate the proceeding and, for want of jurisdiction, deny
the Petitioners' requests.

II. BACKGROUND

An Atomic Safety and Licensing Boa d, having completed heanngs in the
Marble Hill construction penTnit proceeding, authorized the issuance of con-
struction permits on April 4,1978. LBP 78-12,7 NRC $73 (1978). The permits
issued that day. In accordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. (2.717(a), the
licensing board's jurisdiction in the constructici permit phase of the proceeding
terminated when its decision became the final Commission decision.

On February 24, 1983, the Applicant, Public Service Company of Indiana,
filed an amendment to the licensing application in which it applied for a facility
operating license for the Marble Hill units. 7%tice of opportunity for a hearing
on the application was published on March 13,1983. The notice provided for
the traditional NRC process under 10 C.F.R. I 2.714 for the filing of intervention
petitions and requests for hearing by persons whose interest may be affected by
the proceeding. The notice provided also that an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (designated by the Chairman of the Licensing Board Panel) would rule
on any hearing request or intervention petition and that the Boani would issue
any nouce of heanng or an appropriate order in the event a hearing request or
intervention petition was filed. 48 Fed. Reg.12,609 (Mar. 29,1983).

During April 1983, timely petitions to intervene were filed by Sassafras
Audubon Society of South Central Indiana, Valley Watch, Inc., and Save The
Valley. The Chairman of the Licensing Board Panel designated the members of
this Board to rule on petitions to intervene and requests for hearing and to preside

t
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' ~ J,7 W j over any hearing in the event a hearing were ordered. 481%d. Reg.19,964 (May]
, .

l 3, 1983).
~ '

#;s _ _ On June 30,1983, the Board ruled that Audubon Society and Valley Watch
had failed to demonstrate standing to intervene but that they could exercise their'

-
.,

./'" '.C . ' right to Ale amended petitions. We also ruled that Save 'Ihe Valley's petition
'

,

? '. ' .I On September 14, 1983, the Board noted in a memorandum that Audubon

' established the standing of that organization to intervene.. .s
- '

| Society and Vaucy Watch had Sled amended petitions but still had not estab-
'

.-

11shed standing to intervene. But we deferred making a anal ruling on inter..

vention standing. We also provided for the Sling of supplemental petitions with- - -
,

j proposed ma'aaetans. Our expectation was that issues of standing and other
threshold aspects of the petitions would be considered at a preheanng confer .

,'. e
,

ence at the same time we considered the adequacy of the proposed contentions.
On October 21,1984, Audubon Society and Valley Watch joined in Aling a

'5 single set of proposed contentions, and Save The Valley tabmitted its proposed
'-

., . contentions. 'The Applicants and the NRC Staff responded to the proposed
contentions on November 30,1983. Our next step would have been to convene a-

'

| p,il.s. sing conference to resolve the outstanding preliminary issues. But before
that could be done, counsel for the Applicants informed the Board that a-

e

( special task force appointed by the Governor of Indiana had recommended that
'

,' _ , constmetion of the Marble Hill units be cancelled. Counsel suggested that the-

|

'

Board defer any funher action in the proceeding.1 The matter rested in susperne,

' until Applicants' April 4,1985 Motion to Terminate Proceeding.
'Ihe Motion stated tersely that the Marble Hill construction permits had

' ,'

been surrendered to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and requested
'

'

the Licensing Board to terminate the operating license proceeding. Applicants
. . - also forwarded a copy of the stabilization plan for the Marble Hill site. 'Ihe

NRC Staff 8 (as did the. Board) assumed that the motion was brought under
. ,

10 C.F.R. I 2.107 (the general NRC regulation providing for the withdrawal ofw .,

! ,'
"

applications, note 8, IVra), but the matter was again suspended at the Staff'ss -

request pending Staff's review of the Applicants' site restoration plan.
'' , ,,

!
- i On March 26,1986, the Staff filed its sdpplement to the Applicants' motion

I
'

'

'

1 to terminate, informing the Board that it saw no sign!6 cant environmental impact
|,

' - r- . :,'.
l that would result from the termination of the proceeding.'the Staff then approved

'

,
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a plan that would stabilize the Marble Hill site essentially as it exists since
construction was halted, i.e.,"typical of any abandoned large industrial facility."8

On May 30 and June 18,1986, the Board invited the parties to 61e briefs on
the reach of the Board's jurisdiction to impose conditions on any withdrawal of
the Marble Hill construction permits.

The Applicants,' NRC Staff,6 Audubon Society,8 and Save The Valley? 6 led
triefs in response to the Board's invitation.

III. DISCUSSION

Our call for briefs last May was driven by two principle concerns. First,
we noted a rharp contrast in the Staff's and Applicants' approach to this
proceeding compared to such cases as Nor Acen Indiana Public Senice Co.
(Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear 1), LBP-82 29,15 NRC 762 (1982); Public
Senice Co. of Okfahoma (Black Ibx Station, Uniu I and 2), LBP-8310,17
NRC 410 (1983); and Toledo Edison Co. (Davis Besse Nuclear Power Station,
Units 2 P.nd 3), ALAB-652,14 NRC 627 (1981). In this e.se, as noted above,
the Staff is satis 6ed with stabilizing a large abandoned industrial site, while, in
the cited proceedings, substantial site restoration agreements were approved by
the adjudicating boards.

Second, we did not understand w hy the Applicants simply sought an end to the
operating license proceeding without even a reference to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.107(a),
note 8, tyra, which is the controlling NRC regulation for the withdrawal of
applications. Nor could we understand why the Applicants apparently believed
that they could sever their connection to the NRC simply by sending their

~

construction permits back to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
Now we learn from the Applicants' supplement to its motion to terminate

that, in Applicants' view, neither the Board nor the NRC itself has jurisdiction
over the Marble Hill construction. As we understand it, Applicants' reasoning
goes this way:

(1) By its terms,12.107(a) applies to the withdrawal of applica-
tions. But, in the case of Ma61e Hill, the construction permits have al-
ready issued. The application for the Operating License (Amendment 22
in the licensing application) refers only to an operating license. Therefc,re

3
rmuenmarsal Review Re:stad is f%he samco er tahana's Rapest to Temunam the Martes ILD tacenses

Nceedeg, at 2 hbsuary 20, It46. (Anadrners to Ow Sufr's Mass s%. I986 semiarnas to Appbcaras* Mcamui
is Ternunais Proceedes )

'Appbcants' My 2, its6 sumismera no Macum in Tamunsee f%cesshns
6 KRC Suff My 21.1986Rasparse to ' -- -" sad order ad May M i95&
8

sasanhas Auduban soomy's August 12. I986 Respcasa to NRC staff Pcsama cm Martas IL2 sas Raeuritum.
I

seve The Vauey's Assues 14.1986 Rampanse to . . Board orde of May 30,1986
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62.107(a) does not apply to the already issued construction permits. Ibr
that reason this Board has no jurisdiction over them under that regula-
tion. Supplement at 10.

(2) Ibrthermore, according to Applicants, neither the Board nor any
other component of the NRC has jurisdiction over the construction permits
under any NRC reguladon because there is no regulation even covering
the voluntary surrender of coristrucilon permits as such. The Commission
has no authority to promulgaae such a regulation - it may regulate the

'

surrender of a licensed fr.cility's license caly.
Commercial nuclear power reactors are utilization facilities subject to the

licensing requirements of i103 of the Atomic Energy Act (1982) (42 U.S.C.
42133). However, Marble Hill never attained the status of a utilization facility
(as de6ned under i11 of the Act,42 U.S.C.12014(cc)) since construction never
progressed far enough to permit the use of special nuclear material. Nor will
it. Therefore, Applicants conclude, Marble Hill is not subject to the licensing
authority of the Commission. Supplement at 6-9.

Assuming, despite our substantial doubts to the contrary, that Applicants' ar.
guments conceming the Commission's jurisdiction are fully accurale, why would
the Board not have jurisdiction to impose site conditions on the withdrawal of
the applkadosfor an operadag license? Applicants do not discuss this aspect
of their motion. An answer, at 6tst overlooked by the Board, was provided
by the Staff .'n its July 21,1986 response to our request for briefs. Pursuant
to 6 2.107(a) a presiding of6cer may prescribe terms for the withdrawal of an
application only aAer the issuance of a notice of hearing.:

According to the scheme for hearings under i 189a(1) of the Atomic Energy
Act, where a construction pennit has been issued following a hearing, the Com-
mission need not conduct a hearing on the operating license application unless
requested by a party whose inscrest may be affected by the application. Notice
of the intent to issue such a license and the opportunity for such a hearing must
be published in the rederal Register with 30 days' notice.

Consistent with that statutory scheme the Commission, as is always the case
in operating license proceedings, deKp'ed to a licensing board (one designated
by the Panel Chairman) two areas of jurisdiction. The nrst was to rule on
requests for hearing and petitions for leave to intervene. The second was to
exercise the Commission's authority to issue any notice of hearing in the event

s t u o? wmw ne.1er e -
(a) W- mer pama en appbcas is medme en opphaeum paar is as immace er e name er

bemang om mesh tuum and emmemom es a may pmembe, or may, en seenving a sapest tar wehemsel er en
apphanteen. deny die aphsaanen er dummas a sub pse dica, Weherewel e( en arphsenan shar the isamnos or
e assue er benans shan be em h isses u e. p =*eas ofncer ==y raneha.
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. a hearing is granted upon a petition or to issue any other appropriate order. 48
1%d. Reg.12,609 (Mar. 25,1983).

.

In compliance with the notice of opportunity for a hearing, and in accordance
with 10 C.F.R. 62.105(e)(2), the Chief Administrative Judge of the Atomic*

Safety and Licensing Board Panel (who is also the Chairman of the Panel)-
designated the members of this Board to rule on petitions and to issue a
nodce of hearing if one were warranted. At this preliminary juncture of an
operating license proceeding the Board designated initially to rule on pedtions
is known as a "Petitions Review Board." The Chief Administrative Judge of
the Panel has the continuing authority to designate presiding of6cers to preside

1

over NRC adjwincariaris.10 C.F.R. 6 2.721(a). Ibr ef6ciency and conunuity,
t
: the Chief Administrative Judge, usually in one order, designates the members

of the Petitions Review Board as members of the Board to preside over any-

hearing that may be ordered pursuant to the Commission's notice of opportunity
for hearing. That is precisely what the Chief Administrative Judge did in this
case. 48 Ibd. Reg.19,964 (May 3,1983).

As can be seen in the background discussion above, at the time this pro-
ceeding was suspended, nrs notice of heanng on the application had been is-
sued. Standing to intervene had not been established by two of the three peti-

i tioners and the Board had not approved any issues for heanns from the lists of
contentions 61ed by any of the peddoners. Nor is there presently any reason to

;

i issue a notice of hearing.The matter is patently moot. In view of the discontin .
uance of the Marble Hill project, none of the contentions advanced for litigation*

have any basis. Therefore, according to the express terms of 12.107(a), this

.

Board has no jurisdiction to set terms on the withdrawal of the application.'

i Petitioner Save *Ihc Valley mounts an argument to the effect that the notice
of the receipt of the applicauon, nodce of proposed action, and notice of oppor-'

i tunity for hearing (supra,48 Itd. Reg.12,608), issued under 10 C.F.R. I 2.105,
j was functionally the notice of hearing referred to in 62.107(a).10 In fact, the
' Board's Srst impression, arrive 4'at without analysis, was just that. But as we

discuss above, full analysis leads to the conclusion that the regulanons, statutes,

i and the Federal Register notice all anticipate a bifurcated process in operating
! license proceedings wLre 6tst the threshold intervention issue is setded, then

the notice of hearing is issued.
,

i

'

*c- rs,4,,hs s u.ds e.a.s he es e , s.us.w . .,,i,s uem w.
i as bobsvo thes Ajyisemas' analyns is semand,in is inumsannat to the ausd. Wbseswer the theory, the seashis

His unies 301 an* -queens pasmanas is the a,ybeement Names er disi fast is asher a vehesomet er ihe sypiessman
er e omend suspese is des p.asms to uservant hi esy even, them wiu be an nsaise er kommme unned en ihe

De VaDey's asspesse si 2.s.

;

!
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!

We have also taken into account petidoners' request that, on the factual merits,
the Board should take junsdiction and order some type of site restoration. We
cannot entertain thosc requests. In the early stages of this very proceeding
a decade ago, the Appeal Board cited the jurisdictional standard in NRC
proceedings. As agents of the Commission, licensing boards exercise only those
powers that the Commission has given them. Public Service Co. ofIndiana
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 mid 2), ALAB 316,3 NRC
167, 170 (1976).

IV. ORDER

The Modon to Terminate the Proceedmg is granted without condition.

V. APPEAL

Since the effect of this order is to wholly deny peddons for leave to intervene,
the Board informs the parties that it is appealable in accordance with the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714a.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Oscar H. Paris
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
November 3,1986
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before Chief Administrative Judge:

8. Paul Cotter, Jr.
,

in the Matter of ASLBP No. 87 543-01 Mlac.

SUFFOLK COUNTY AND
STATE OF NEW YORK
MOTION TO RESClND
RECONSTITUTION OF BOARD
BY CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE
JUDGE COTTER

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1 November 7,1986

In this Memorandum and Order, the Chief Administradve Judge of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel denies Intervenors' motion to rescind
the reconstitution of a Licensing Board.

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARDS: RECONSTITUTION

The Chief Administrative Judge is responsible for appointing a new member
to a licensing board w hen a sitting member becomes unavailable, w hether during
or after a hearing, and the term "unavailable" applies when a board member's
obligations to a case conflict internally or with the member's obligations to
another case.

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARDS: RECONSTITUTION

The decision to reconstitute a board or create a new one in an particular case

is solely a matter of agency discretion. Absent some evidence of an improper '

exercise of that discretion, the decision is simply not open to question. 1

|
;

I
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
,

On October 22, 1986, Intervenors Suffolk County and the State of New
York Aled a paper titled,"Modon for Rescission of ' Notice of Reconstitution of
Board' and SW% 'Clari6 cation' and Motion for Expedited Consideration"
(the Modon). In this Motion, Intervenors object to the Chief Administrative

!

Judge's reW~aaa' of tw Atomic Safety and Licensing Board PPnel judges
on a Licensing Board that is heanns one set of issues in a proceeding initiated ;
by the Commission as part of the Shoreham proceedings and assigned NRC
Docket No. 50-322-OL 5. Intervenors assert that the Chief Administrative Judge

,

t

is without authority to take the action objected to, that the schedule con 6icts ;

stated as the reason for the Board's reconstitution were not explained, and that
if schedule con 61 cts were to arise it would be a matter to be resolved between
the judges and the parties. Intervenors cite no legal precedent in support of their
motion and do not rely upon any af6 davit. '

The reconstitution of the Board objected to in the Motion pertained to one i

segment of the Shoreham proceedings which are presently assigned two separate :

docket numbers, namely 50-322-OL 5 (the "5" docket) and 50-322-OL 3 (the -

"3" docket). The notice of reconstitution was issued Octobcr 7,1986, and a
,

"Clan 6 cation" was issued on October 17,1986.

The Clari6 cation stated that the reason for the reconstitution was because of ,

the multiple issues pending in the proceeding. The Clari6 cation noted that the
,

"5" docket concemed the emergency planning exercise proceeding instituted
.

by the Commission on June 6,1986, CLI 86 ll, 23 NRC 577 (1986), while
the "3" docket concerned all other issues, namely: (1) the adequacy of the

,

,

entire emergency plan remanded by the Commission; (2) issues remanded by
the Appeal Board; and (3) new motions to regen the record on several other i

issues. The Clari6 cation also noted that the two judges replaced ir. the "5" docket ;

continue to serve on the larger body of issues under the "3" docket number and ;
that one judge muld serve on both dockets.

|
In an October 22, 1986 letter, counsel for the NRC Staff responded that

|
the Motion was not wil grounded. Staff assuts its understanding that there !

are three controlling concems in subject reconstitution (namely, coatinuity
in boards, a new board's understandmg and appreciation of prior limited. |

- appearance statements by the public, and the Commlulon's mandate that the
|

exercise hearing be expedited). The Staff found those concerns satis 6ed.
On October 30,1986 LILCO opposed the motion arguing that the motion i

,

was not properly 6ned, the matter was one committed to agency discretion, no
fprejudice had been shown, and that the appointments muld avoid delay and (

resultant Anancial prejudice to LILCO. LILCO noted that the manner of Board
|

|

t
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expansion preserves continuity of experience, and that the expansion was done
in a manner consistent with the public interest.

On November 7,1986, Intervenors responded to the LILCO filing renewing
its '.;arlier arguments. The only new matter was a reference to a letter written in
twponse to a congressional inquiry. The letter noted that the areas inquired into
wre protected and that the reconstitution was solely as administrative decision.1

DISCUSSION

This is at least the second time these Intervenors have filed a motion that <

"is anomsbus and is devoid of basis or apparent precedent" in the Shoreham ,

proceedings. See S4olk County and State of New York biotion for Disqualifi-
cation of Chigt Administrative Judge Cotter, LBP 84 29A,20 NRC 385, 386 ;

(1984). Intervenors' position vmuld prevent the Chief Admlnistrative Judge (also |
designated Chairman) of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel fmm dis- ,

charging his responsibility to assign judges so as to provide for the hearing and
resolution of controversies ripe for decision. The Chief Administrative Judge
is charged with appointing licensing boards to conduct hearings in the most

'

expeditious manner consistent with due process and fundamental faimess.10
C.F.R. Il 1.11, 2.704, and Pan 2, Appendix A, at 120 (1986). See also State-

!

I

IIThe laur, dated nr* s1,1946, frora se Chat Adrar.sveuve Judge to cagresenas Maaer and sernd en
the parum, stated in peruners pan: |

Yaw letter inquuss inne two potected aren: (1) die saemse et my aspceshlity es Omat Aenin- ,

ietrouw Jadge in uagrang pdges to a perucular case and (2) es swea! prormenes and deleersuans of
es kdges on the shceeham Board hae2. Bcsh of these ames are futy gc=w tram inquiry to proners
the trasanty of the e/pdsatory process, h sw14 be irrysoper far me to ;_,- " em passens at des
Comnuasica by suspe&eg to mqanas irse such ames.

N '' '. in sympenhy wuh you empresses of deep e-meern.1 do was to se se for es to infona-

yan that my secestnunen of es sheenham Bostd en the eersww issue of te emegency esames was
whacy as traamal Penet deciman made solely an carrying eia my soupawbildy under the Adewusueen
Prosedere An My deciman was aos in8uenced by any other annedsetnam, These wee ebeeknely ne

" n ersca er m& rest, wuh asynne enade mis ofBoe sesenung that domme or des issvenes
(

d to Ocember 17,1964 clan 6ceaan. . . . (The . . - ~ was a purely 6&susestouve dension made

. an dus taas (as weG as many ahon) annely for the puapees of . ; wedland eenAnces in order to

avoid delay. AD pestes to the shusehme ,. ; are ended to a ressenehty poemps decimen a ther !
ennoerne et senamal espame. I asas oise the een -=MM preicspis that begme are fungble (at oss
Nic wuha their own saperuss), e snuam panacularly eps et ens earmas paus sa ihs enersecy plesung j

'

enemme pressmeng
'

War ==w. as the pubhe moa.4 in da == man paiersty sneer, h is empty noe owe em me racer emmed
baasd ws2 he deshng eth a subject u le which $a poor board had "saisnave knowledge eithe innaes,"
1%e pr~aaeat sonaertung the energency pianung esercise at sherchara was kunsted wouars to e .t

Casanassum esder daied Jens 6,1966 Caessmore esse only sesendy semined by ester dated rsie-ii I

s,1964 No heannes have been held, and daawowery has pa Depa The adrained - _ wsu. and

by law mua be decided salaly en to bus W evidence and testeneny that has yes to be seemened.
t

#
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ment of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CL1-81-8,13 NRC 452
(1981).

'Ihe Chief Administrati.o Judge is also responsible for appointing a new |
member to a licensing board when a sitting member becomes unavailable,
even during or after the hearing.10 C.F.R. t 2.704(d) (1986). New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC,582 F.2d 87 (1st Cir.1978). The term
"unavailable" applies to a variety of situations, the most frequent of which is
the need to replace board members when their scheduled obligations to a case

{ conflict either internally in a particular case or with their obligation to another
'

case. Similarly, because of the size and complexity of NRC proceedings, the.

need to appoint multiple licensing boards in the same case is not uncommon. As

a matter of good administrative practice, potential conflicts should be anticipated
as early as possible in a proceeding to avoid having the parties waste time, effort,
and financial resources.2 In the instant case, the citizens of Long Island and all
the parties are entitled to a decision on the merits of the controversy as soon as
reasonably possible.8

Ultimately, however, the decision to reconstitute a board or create a new one
in a particular case is solely a matter of acency discretion. Absent some evidence
of an improper exercise of that discretion, the decision is simply not eperi to

i
question. Intervenors' motion offers no evidence, not even an affidavit. In fact, jthere is no such evidence,

j
In light of the total absence of any basis for the motion, it must be denied.

|

|

I

|

|

|
|

.

I
Fw eaanyda, la the last 2 Escal years alone, recorsonatum has beni necesary in is insances, and 6 cases

hew required em&ple hceseg boerda sece the msnal sharsham eperstrs beanse board was emabbahed m
1977.14 of the Panare pdeas hatt sarnd en one er mes of ee ass's 4 pruicipal dachais.

bearvemm' Mme stem io lunase prearance matamens hard by me IA=w.ns Boud barom meerwan-
saan Sach s.atenerus as trsamenbad and ha are evacetdo for mvue by new judges se e boort Howent, a u
won enab:.shed that hmas4 appearance maueneras are not endence and can be tahan use assount ordy to the
antes they may akut the bcessrg board and the perues to assas where endaise sney need to be addwed 10
CFJL 1171s; Part 2. Appenda A. l!UM. le.e Oscaris Lght a fewe Co. (Dwane Amaid Energy casark
AIAB-108,6 Aff lis,IM E4 0973)
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ORDER

Ibr all the foregoing reasons, it is - this 7th day of November 1986, ',

ORDERED
that the Suffolk County and State of New York Motion to rescind the -

reconstitution of the Shoreham Board shall be, and it hereby is, denied.'

i
B. Paul Cotter, Jr. !

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE |

JUDGE ,

,

~ November 7,1986
3. Bethesda, Maryland

;
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Cite as 24 NRC 731 (1986) LBP 86 38

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
Dr. Richard F. Cole
Dr. Jerry Harbour

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-352 OL
50-353 OL

PHILADELPMA ELECTRIC COMPANY
(Limerlek Generating Station,

Units 1 and 2) November 10,1986

in this Supplement to the Iburth Partial Initial Decision, the Licensing Board
resolves a remanded issue in favor of the Applicant, finding that arrangements
in place at the State Correctional Institution at Graterford for the notification
and mobilization of off-duty correctional officers in the event of a radiological
emergency at the Limerick Generating Station are adequate and meet the
requirements of NRC regulations.

APPEARANCES

Robert M. Radar, Esq., and Nils N. Nichols, Esq., of Conner & Wetterhahn,
P.C., Washington, D.C., for Philadelphia Electric Company,

Joseph Rutberg, Esq., and Ilenjamin H. Vogler, Esq., Office of the General
Counsel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., for
the NRC Staff.
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Theodore G. Otto, III, Esq., Pennsyhunia Department of Corrections, Camp
11111. Pennsylvania. for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Michael Ilirsch, Esq., Office of the General Counsel Federal Emergency
Management Agency, Washington, D.C for FEMA.

Angus R. Love, Esq., Montgomery County legal Aid Service. Norristown,
Pennsyl 2nia, for the Inmates of the State Correctional Institution at
Graterford. Pennsylvania.
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SUPPLEMENT TO TIIE
FOURTII PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION

RELATING TO TIIE REMANDED CONTENTION
REGARDING MANPOWER MOBILIZATION

AT TIIE STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
AT GRATERFORD

1. SCOPE OF DECISION

'

This Supplement to the Iburth Partial Initial Decision (PID) addresses the
remanded contention on manpower mobilization at the Scite Correctional Insti.
tution at Oraterford (SCIO) in the event of the need for an evacuation because
of an emergency at the Umerick Generating Station (Umerick). On the basis of
the record before it, the Board, in the context of the litigation, concludes that
there is reasonable assurance that, in the event of a radiological emergency at the
Umerick Generating Station that requires the evacuation of the SCIO, the callup
system will achieve its designated purpose to notify off-duty personnel needed to
implement the evacuation, in considering the effectiveness of the callup system,
and the several available options for mobilizing off duty correctional officers,
the Board also finds that the previous evacuation time estimates made for the
SCIO are reasonable and compatible with the notification and mobilization plan.

II. BACKGROUND

On August 28,1986, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (Appeal
Board) issued ALAB 8451 in which the Appeal Board decided the appeals of
the Inmates from the Ucensing Board's Iburth PID8 and the Ucensing Board's
earlier rejection of some of the Inmates' proffered contentions 8 The Appeal
Board affirmed the Iburth PID in all respects except for its rejection of the
Inmates' contention conceming manpower mobilization. This one contention
wus reversed and remanded to the Ucensing Board for further consideration. The
lamates' revised manpower mobilization contention alleges that

I A1AB 44s. 34 h1tC 220 0ts6k
8 12Fss 1s. 22 hltC 10109:51
S ha Board orde af Jes it IMs (@ahadk womem ewt tusses Boasd ords of My
L 19ss (wpubbshedl
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1 [t]here is no rusmabte asst,rance that the can g systern to be taahzed in the swrd d q

e nucicar ernergency in order to rnobihre the crairs work face of the State Comedmal R.

Insitute [ sic! at Graierford will achieve iu designated purpose. Z
E

Proposed Revised Contentions (May 13,1985) at 2, =
In the event of an emergency requiring evxuation, the SCIO Radiological q

c

Emergency Response Plan (RERP) provides for the mobilization of its off- fs
duty employees through a pyramiding telephone callup system, According to -"-

the Inmates' contention, this plan could fail if the commercial telephone lines!

become overburdened during an emergency and thus limit the SClO's ability
to carry out its manpower mobilization plan. In support of their contendon, a

the Inmates noted the previous testimony of Richard T. Brown, Chairman, k
7 Lower Providence Township Board of Supervisors, who stated that during a E

past emergency (Hurricane Agnes), the local commercial telephone network was
overburdened and its service impaired. Tr. 18,149 50.

.

In the opinion of the Appeal Board,

~

(t]he ccatersion dearly raises as issue that can be the prwer subject fw litigade in an
~

(peruimg ticense proceedang - the adequacy of the corrmmicades systern to be uscJ in p
the evers of an cmersency.

-

ALAB 845, supra, 24 NRC at 231 (footnote omitted. The Appeal Board
concluded that the overall adequacy of the public telephone network had not
beca directly addressed at the heartng, nor had Mr. Brown's testimony been
refuted. Id. at 232, Therefore, the Appeal Board reversed the Licensing Board's
rejection of this contention and remanded the matter fcr further action consistent
with the Commission's Rules of Practice and its opinion. See id. at 232 33, in --

Ithis regard, the Appeal Board noted that some means to nodfy the off-duty
SCIO personnel in the event of an emergency did exist, i.e., the telephone callup 1
syrtem. It was only the adequacy of this telephone callup system in the event of
an overload that was in question. The Appeal Board, in affirming the Lkensing -

Board's decision as to the Estimated Time of Evxuation (ETII) for the SCIO
issue, also directed the Licensing Board and the p',rnes in the course of their
consideration on remand of the Inmates' manpower rnobilization contention to

'

determine what effect, if any, the resolution of thst issue hM on the ETE for
the SClO. Id. at 247,

In response tt, the Appeal Board's remand order, the Licensing Board held
a conference call with the parties on September 3,1986. During the cmference
call the Licensing Board sought the siews of the parties and then advised that it
would hold a heanng on the remanded contention in Philadelphia, pennsylvania,

734 ,
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on September 22, 1906.4 The Licensing Bosni also advised that no prealed '

testimony would be ordered; that whness lists should be exchanged no later
than September 12,1986; and that discovery should begin immediately.8

'the heanng was held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on September 22,1986,
sad pursuant to the 1.icensing Board's Order of September 4, no preAled testi- '

many was presented. A total of Ave witnceses presented "live" testimony at the '

hearing. Richard A. Buell, Distnct Manager, Network 7bchnical Services, Bell
Telephone Company of Ptansylvania, and Charles Zimmerman, Superintendent
of the State Correctional Institution at Oraterford, test:6ed on behalf of the Penn.

,

sylvania Depenment of Corrections. Richard T. Brown, Chairman of the Board i
Iof Supervisors, lower Providence Township, and a Communications Technician,

American Telephone and Thiegraph Corporation, and William Miller, Manager,
Switching Services, Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, tesd6ed at the -

request of the lamanes. Mr. James R, Asher, Federal Emergency u----- ---

.

Agency (FEMA), test:6ed on behalf of FEMA. |
'Ihe Board has considered all of the proposed Andings of fact and conclusions i

of law presented by the perdes. Those not incorporated directly or inferendally i
in this Supplement to the Iburth PID are rejected as unsipported by the record i

of the case or as being unnecessary to the rendering of this Supplement to
'

the Iburth P!D. Therefore, as discussed b low, this Licensing Board Ands, j
la the coneemt of the litigated contention, and, on the basis of the record
before k that there is reasonable assurance that, in the event of a radiological i
emergency at the 1.imerick Generating Station that requires the evacuation of j
the State Correctional Institution at Oraterford, the callup system will achieve ;

its designated purpose to notify any off-duty personnel needed to implement the }
evacuation, and that our previous decision on evneustion time estimates for the !
SCIO is unaffected, j

,

f

III. FINDINGS OF FACT-

f
A. Maapower Needs to Effectuate sa Emeustica of Graterford

|
1. Charles A. Zimmerman is the Superintendent of the State Correctional j

lastitution at Oraterford. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,450. Mr. Zimmerman previously i
testi6ed in this proceeding on two other contested issue * conceming esner- !
gency planning and preparedness for the inmates at Oraterford. Zimmerman, i
TV 20,7f6853.

!
I
s

O
As as need et that ques en enhedules et qbe seed snamese fe eher hannnpa eend me remas e beenne

p tus summed asme immit amat year, modems a sums honed pamagna. g
sayssuuhar 4, itse order et 4
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2. As SW " ^. Mr. Zimmerman is familiar with the radiological f
emergency response plan for Oraterford, the manpower needs to hplamans ;

that plan, and the number of staff on duty during the available shift. at ;

Oraterford. 7hmarman, 7t. 21,450. t

I
3. 1he total staff employed at the SClO, including correcdonal of6cers and

all other categories of personnel except contracted medical staff, presendy num.
bers about 623 persons. Commonwealth Enh. I at 3; Zimmennen. Tr. 21,459 60, [;

21,496, j*

4 All SClO staff personnel are trained in prisoner custody, care, and ;-

i control. Zr m.x,1Y. 21,453.
5. Oraterford udliaes several manpower shifts. Three correctional oi6cer ,

shitts run from 6:00 am to 2:00 pm.12:00 pm, to 10:00 p.m.: and 1000 p.m. to |
6 00 a.m. Between 7:00 am, and 9:00 aan., other staff shifts comunence. The,

J Culinary Depenment runs on other shifts. Zinunennen TV. 21,450 51, |
6. Superintendsat Zimmennan compared the munber of assigned staff on |

'

duty at Oraterford during these shifts to the snaapower needed to evacusse the i

institution under hs emergency plan. During daytime shifts between the hours [
! of 6 00 am, and 10 00 pm., the on<luty F n'm of staff is adequese to |

J_

accomplish an emergency evacuation without mobilizing addidonal off duty j

personnel. Between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4 00 p.m. there are in excess of |
300 ponple on duty. Zimmerman, TY. 21,452,21,469,21,495. }

7. If k were necessary to loci down Oraterford inmates to initiate an i

evacuation, roudne prison operations would cease. This would free enough
,
' staff during the two 6:00 am. to 10:00 pm. shifts to complete the evacuation

accordmg to the emergency plan. Ziaunerman, TY. 21,452, j
8. During the 10:00 pm. to 6:00 am. shift, the inmates are loded down in ;i

' their cells. Even during this penod of minimum staf6ng, only 15% of the off-duty !

staff would be is .'.J to supplement the on-duty (-s? = :^. to implement (a

the institution's emergency plan. Zimmesnan, Tr. 21,451 54. Fifteen percent j'

of the total Oraterford staff mid be less than 100 individuals. Zimmerman, ;

TV. 21,496 97; see Commonwealth Enh. I at 3. t

9. If an evacussion were necessary, correctional of6cers on duty would not
be assigned anv y%er responsibilities. Securing the instkudon would be accom."

plished by a skeneson crew ontu evacuation had been completed. Zimmerman, ,

'

TV. 21,469 70. !
,

|
10. The Pennsylvania State Police are nod 6ed at the time of any emergency !-

situation at Ornaerford. They could be used, as in other simasinns, for perimetc.- |
assignments. Zimmerman, TV. 21,491. ;

:

!

|
,

i
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B. Procedures and Capabilities for Notifylag Off Duty
Correctional OfEcers

11. As resected in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's plan, the Pennsyl-
vania Emergency Management Agency ("PEMA") will notify the Depenment -
of Corrections if an akn is declared at Limerick. See Commonwealth Exh. E 1
at E 7 E 1 (initial noti 6 cation procedures) and E 17 (listing the Depanment of

7

Corrections as among responsible state agencies receiving notl6 cation). t

12. Upon noti 6 cation by PEMA at the alert stage, the Department of
Corrections would notify off duty correctional of6cers to report to Oraterford. At
the beginning of an alert stage, the general public will not have been advised

i of any radiological emergency. Therefore, telephone lines should not be overly
'

burdened when correctional of6cers are summoned. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,506:
Asher, Tr. 21,560; see supra, Finding 11, i

13. Even in a rapidly developing scenario which proceeds immediately to a
sounding of the Firens at the general emergency stage, off-duty personnel would

,

| undenland that they are required to report. Enough Oraterford personnel live ;

| in the EPZ 10 supply the additional staff required to effect the evacuation. The !

| cntire Oraterford staff has been trained to report or inquire as to the need to
report for any number of emergencies. Zimmerman, TV. 21,506.

14. All off-duty of6cers would be called as required by means of a callup
system w hich is utilized for notinying Oraterford staff whenever they are needed
for an emergency situation. Zimmerman, TV,21,454.

15. Although the capacity exisis to utilire a "p>Tarnid" system of noti 6 cation
by w hich off-duty administrative and management staff notify each other in turn
over their residential phones, Oraterford authorities have found it more practical
and ef6cient to notify their correctional of6cer staff directly from a centrallred
control center within the institution. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,454, 21.473,

16. Under the Oraterford callup system, all management officen have
.

telephone lists of their staff. A checkoff list is utilized. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,471.
| 17. At Oraterford, there is a total of sixty six telephone lines present in the
! institution. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,456; Commonwealth Exh. I at 1. ,

18. Five of these are private or direct lines, one of which is a hot line
to the Pennsylvania State Police. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,457; Commonwealth
Exh. I at 11 Buell, Tr. 21,435. There are also ten lines that are part of the
Commonwealth telephone network, a system that is utilized by departments ,

and agencies of the Commonwealth for of6cial icsiness, and that is switched !
in Philadelphia. Zimmerman. Tr. 21,457 58; Buell, Tt. 21,390-92, 21,403-04, ;

21,440-41.

19. Additionally, Oraterford has a combined law enforcement assistance
network, or "CLEAN" me: hine, which could be used to notify the Depantnent
of Corrections of6cc in Harristurg to make telephone calls to notify support

737
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personnel. Zimmerman, TV. 21,462. By use of the CLEAN system. Oraterford - !
has the capacity to nodfy the central oface, other law enforcement agencies, and ,

all other aanitarians al==,haamrumly. Zimmennan, Tr. 21.470. !n

20. Fifteen key supervisory staff at Oraterford carry personal pagers, which ;'

would be used in an emergency. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,459; Commonwealth Enh. I j

at 12. 1

*
21. The canup system at Oraserford is tested regularly. k is also rou-

tinely implemented because of the incidents at the insitution requiring off-duty r

staff to repon. During such incidents, more than enough suppon staff havc re- !'

poned. Zimmerman. Tr. 21,46243. |
22. The "in. house"lines of the Granerford phone system are dependent upon r

the institution's own power supply During power failures, backup generators i
;

supply power to those lines. Thus, power outages at Orneerford only affect

i "in-house" phones, not outgoing calls on the ave phones in the instaudon's [
Atsminimenation Building which would be used for notif>ing off duty correctional ;.

ofacers. Zhnerarman, TV. 21,475, 21.485 90.
p
it

, .
,

C. Design and Capacity of the Commerelal Phone Network |,

23. Telephone calls over the commercial telephone netwwk are handled by [a

} local swaching systems located at a Bell Telephone of Pennsylvania ("Bell") |

1 switching station, also called a central of6ce. The central of6ce for the State Cor. .!
rectional Instaution at Oraterford is located in Collegeville, Pennsylvania. Buell, [

i Tr. 21,388. I

:24. The Collegeville central of6ce presently udliaes a No. 2 Electronici

- Switching System ("ESS*). This system is MM to be upgraded in Rbruary !
! 1987 to a No. 5 ESS. Id. The No. 5 ESS is the btate of the art system utilised !

!
1 by Bell at this :hne. Buell, Tr. 21,406. Pour other central ofaces contiguous to

! the Collegeville central of6cc utillae, or wul be upgraded in the near future to |
utillae, the No. 5 ESS. Buell, TV, 21.406-07. j"

25. Each central of6ce is engineered to provide a grade of service esdmased t

to meet demand for a projected service period of about 2 to 3 years. This i

1 projection is based on the number of customers expected to be served from .I

a panicular of6ce and the known load that those customers will place on the ;
;

switching system. Buell, Tt. 21,389. i
''

26. Business cussomers normany generme a heavier calling demand dunng {,

the business day than resideaust customers for the same per6od of time. This j;

is a factor in engineenng the detaand capacity of the switching systern. Buell,
Tt. 21,390. ,

27. Telephone setvice is designed for the busy hour of the busy season, !
e

which is normally the wheer. Buell, TY. 21,424; Miller, Tr. 21,539. Bell's

:
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engineered objective is to provide a dial tone dwing the "busy how" to 97% of i

its customers within 3 seconds. Bueil, TV,21,393. ;

28. Bell is able to measure the number of calls that ase placed on each |
trunk line to each central of6ce and the duration of each call on each trunk route i

~

dwing the busy hour. Buell, TV. 21,40243. Rom this subscriber use desa Bell
derives the number of cans during the busy season which are normally placed i

between one cenwal of6ce and another. Bell provides the swisching capacity j
and the number of trunks besween each central of6ce necesstly to handle the :

expected load dwing ihat busy hour. Buell,1Y. 21,399,21,432 34, j
:
i 29. AT&T long distance phone servks, like Beu's local service, is engi- !

neered to handle the busy hour of the busy day, which typically occus during the i
Iwinner months. Brown, Tt. 21,511. Once a call goes beyond a censin ares served

<

by local switching equipment, usually besween area codes, a longahstance line
la necessary. Brown, TY. 21,527,'

30. Emergency (or essential) service lines, termed Class A lines, can be !,

assigned to a customer. Bell assigns Class A lines to no more than appronimately |'

10% of its subscribers, but has never been toquested to assign that many at i
;

1 Collegeville. This affords a customer pr6anty servke in obtaining a dial tone if
there is a seveet overload. This service is necessary only under the gravest of
conditions and is very seldom invoked. Buell TV. 21,393,21,410. i

i '

: 31. Class A lines are made available by computeriaed scanning of all lines

{
available for servke to provide priority for the Cass A line. This information is
stored in the operanas instructions of the computer that operases the ESS. Buell,

2

1Y.21,437 38.
32. Dunng an emergency where there were W g requests for service !h

-

between Class A and regular lines, the priority afforded Class A subecribas i

woull enhance their chances of completing their calls Arst. Buell, Tr. 21,439, f
.

21,448; Brown. TV. 21.528. .

33. Class A service gives a priority in obtaining a dial tone, but not in f
;

j completing a can through a central of6ce. Buell, TV. 21,393 94. The design j
4 of any switching system is such, however, that k startnpts to complete a call j

prior to attemptag to originale a new call. Buell, TV. 21,394-95, 21,410; MiDer, i
;
~ Tr. 21,550. !

l 34 If one cental of6ce's circuits are overloaded. Other of6ces in the locale f

would not be affected. Buen TY. 21.397. Bell has no way, however, to estimate |
' ' the enact amnber of calls that can be handled at one tirne by any particular

i censral of6ce. Buen, TV. 21,411.
35. As noted in Finding it, nera, there are ten lines that run out of the ,

.

Oreserford sw6tchboard to Phdadelphia that are part of the Commonwealth's |1

telephone network. These ten lines pass through the Collegeville central of6ce, !
1

but are swisched at Philade4*ia. Switch'.ng problems, cr an overload, at the |
t

|
Collegeville central of6ce would not affect the pass through of these ten lines j

;
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to Philadelph:11 ? witching localities. Buell, Tr. 21,391 92, 21,398. The Com.
monwealth's nt'wed fa comprised of five major switching centers in the State
which utilize state-of the ars mioment comparable to the No. 5 ESS. Buell,
Tr. 21,440.

36. Once ca!!s over the Commcawealth network lines from Graterford are
switched in Philadelphia, they could be routed over the Commonwealth network
or directed to a line off the network and terminated at any other central office, in
other words, Graterford could use Commonwealth network lines to call the
Department of Corrections in llarrisburg or Graterford staff at their private
residences. Buell, Tr. 21,404.

D. Reliability of Commercial Telephone Network for Notifying
Off. Duty Graterford Staff

37. Normal phone usage within the hours of 10:00 p.m. to 6$0 a.m. in a
typical service area is so '' minimal" as to be incomparable to other times. Brown,
Tr. 21,532; Buell, TY. 21,409 10; Miller, Tr. 21,550-51.

38. At the Pottstown office, for example, w here there are about 20,000 lines,
calls during 10 00 p.m. thmugh 6:00 a.m. are so few in number that they could
be counted by the office operator listening to the mechanical equipment. Miller,
Tr. 21,548.

39. Because Graterford's ten Commonwealth network lines are switched at
Philadelphia, outgoing calls over those lines would not be affected by overloaded
circuits at the Collegeville central office unless they were routed back to that
office. Buell, Tr. 21,39192. Of the 628 Graterford staff, it appears that 110
officers reside in areas served by the Collegeville central office. Commonwea!.h
Exh I at 3.

40. The dedicated line connecting Graterford with the Pennsylvania Stue
Police would not be af fccted by overloaded telephone circuits. Buell, Tr. 21,391.

41, if there is an overload at one particular swiMhing system, calls would
not be handled as quickly as they would during normal conditions. Buell,
Tr. 21,392. But this does not mean that the telephone system is inoperative. Even
if local central offices in and around the Limenck area experienced ove. loaded
circuits, the systems are still working. Calls are generated and completed
within the capability of the system. Some callers would experience a delay
in completing their calls, but others would get through. Eventually, all callers
would be served. Buell, Tr. 21,430-31,

42. There are approximately 6300 telephone subsenbers who utilize the
Collegeville central office. Buell Tr. 21,403. Approximately 630 lines switched
at the Collegevalle central office could be predesignated for emergency use by
Class A subscribers. Buell, Tr. 21,405,
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43. Although Superintendent Zimmennan stated that Graterford had never
experienced a need for priority telephone service, he stated his intention to obtain
such service. Zimmerman, Tt. 21,458, 21,464.

44. If Oraterford experienced delays in telephone service, other means are
available to notify off duty correctional of6cers. Besides the dedicated line to the
State Police, Oraterford could utilize its radio system to contact Montgomery
County emergency of6cials and other agencies. These agencies could notify
the news media or other radio systems (including the Emergency Broadcast
System) to make a public announcement for off duty correctional officers to
report. Zimmerman, Tr. 21,461. Oraterford could also request the Depanment of
Corrections of6ce in liarrisburg to notify correctional of6cers by telephone. Id.

45. If necessary, the Pennsylvania State Police telephone network could
be utilized to initiate off-duty staff noti 6 cation by the central of6ce in Harris,
burg. Id.

46, it would also be possible to utilize correctional officers at other state
institutions who could arrive on the buses supplied for evacuation of the inmates
at the time of an actual emergency. Those arriving staff could provide all or most
of the additional staff necessary to linplement an evruation. These of6cers
routinely carry out assignments of loading and unloading inmates on buses
because inmates are routinely transfened from one institution to another for
various reasons. Zimmerman. Tr. 21,461 62, 21,467.

47. Of the 628 total Oraterford staff, only 257 reside within areas that
may be inside the emergency planning rone plume exposure pathway ("EPZ'')
for Limerick, i.e., Skippack TownshipKiraterford area; Boyertown Township;
the Borough of Phoenixville/Royersford Township; Borough of Pottstown; and
Borough of Collegeville, Zimmerman. TY. 21,459; Commonwealth Exh. I at
3. While these im within the EPZ would have the greatest potential for
telephone overlomiing, if such were to occur during an emergency at Limenck,
the areas also are those covered by the emergency noti 6 cation siren system. Thus,
those Oraterford ernployees from these areas, and not already on duty, would
receive t4mely rui6 cation along with the general public, in the event of a fast,
breaking emergency at Limerick, even if not notined at the alert stage. See
tyra. Finding 13,

48. Seventy-two Oraterford employees live at distances from the institution
such that their e4timated response time equals cr exceeds 2 hours, i.e. 25 in
the Central Pennsylvania Area,39 in the Nonh Eastern Pennsylvania Area, ard
8 in the Western Pennsylvania Area. Even ailing these 257 cmployees living
within the EPZ and subtra: ting from the total complement of Oraterford staff
(628) leaves a pool of 299 staff personnel available from cther areas outside the
EPZ from which to draw the less than.100 personnel required to augment an
evruation during the peric4 cf minimum staff on hand at SClO.Commonwtalth
Exh. I at 3; see tyra. Finding 8.
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49. It is the Board's view that the residential areas under aa=14a=*iaa out.
side the Limerick EPz are sufSciently dispersed ece the plant and each other
that telephone circuit overloadmg in an emergency at Ihnerick would not delay
ansiacatian of such personnel, if at all, for any ==araar*=* dention. Cbm.
monwealth Exh. I at 3. In all, the number of staff residing outside the Limerick
EPz who would be unaisected by congested telephone servloe at the une of an
emergency, and have reasonable response times, car exceeds the maaimum of '
15% of all off. duty guards aarmanry for an evacuadon. 'r'- mz TV,21,467,

E. Events in Northeastern Pennsylvania Involving Overloaded
Telephone Circuits

50 Two Bell witnesses were asked to tesdfy about instances, sat as severe
snowsacres, during which telephone circuits had been overloaded. The witnesses

testi6ed that such occanences were intequent. Dey were unsbie to provide
spectac informadan as to the severley, duntion or geological essent of delay
in telephone service durMg shoes events. Buell, Tr. 21,426 28,21,442,21,444;
Miller, TV, 21,540 41,

51, An AT&T employee test 6ed that these were dial tone delays of up e
half an hour in the Possewn ares during Humcane Agnes in 1972, Brown,
7t. 21,518. The witness acknowledged, however, that downed telephone lines
and equipment problems may have contributed to these delays. Brown, TV,
21,530; Buell, TV, 21,405 06. Also, Aooding in certain areas resuhed in lines
shorung out. Tb the phone usee in the ama, the dead line from downed or
shoned lines would have been NC ^"- hont a delay in receiving a dial
tone. Brown, D. 21,531, Dos, the witness could not state the degree to which
dial tone delays in the Poststown area during Humcane Agnes were aaributable
to overlanded circuits or shonemed or dormd lines. Brown, TV,21,535.

52. During Humcene Agnes, many cenersi oftces utilised older, less.
efacient types of switching system equipment than in place today, Besu,
W. 21,395 96. The switching spiesa mo.t commonly in use throughout most of
somheastern Pennsylvania was either the "step by. seep" or No. .% Crossbar sys,
tern. The step by-step switching machine is =*i inaad equipment, which was re-t
placed by the No. 5 Crossbar and in turn replaced by the ESS eqmpment. Brown,
7t, 21.514. De No. 5 Crossbar is an electromechanical systeen, as opposed to
the No. 5 ESS, which is a cornputer digital system. Buell, TV,21.396,21,409;
Brown, TV, 21,532,

53. At the time of the Three Mile Island accident, there were dial tone delays
in the Middletown central of6ce for an eteended period of time. Dat oftce,
homever, was using antiquated "step.by. step" eqmpment. Brown, TV,21,529,
21,533. Also, the witness providing this testimony was unable to Mase even
roughly what numbee or proporuon of all subscribers esperienced a dial tone
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delay. He stated his belief that, during the overall period of dial tone delay,
the longest delay to an individual subscriber was up to 30 minutes. Brown,
TY. 21,534. As with tne other testimony noted, the Board is unable to translate
this limited informauon into speci6c projections of the severity, duration,
or geographical extent of any circuit overloading that might result from an
emergency at Limerick.

F. Corroborating FEMA Testimony

54. While FEMA did not observe the use of the Oraterford callup system
during the exercise of its major emergency plan (Asher, Tr. 21,552 53), the
FEMA witness was present to hear the testimony of Superintendent Zimmerman
as to plans for notifying off duty correctional of6cers at Oraterford. Based upon
that testimony and his knowledge of Graterford planning, he agreed that there
is reasonable assurance that off-duty ccrrectional officers needed to implement

the plan can and will be notined in the event of a radiological emergency at
Limerick. Asher Tt. 21,554 55.

55. Further, the Board has had extensive testimony on this narrow issue
and therefore has an adequate record upon which to base its evid:ntiary con-
clusions. We reiterate the views expressed in our earlier decision that FEMA's
evaluation of offsite emergency planning exercises and its testimony during hear-

ings provides only part of the evidence comprising the record. Umerick, supra,
LBP-85-14,21 NRC at 1229. Aside from FEMA's corrotorative testimony, the
evidence ailuced at hearing is suf6cient to establish that the Commission's reg-

ulatory requirements and guidance criteria have been met for noti 6 cation and
mobilization of off-duty correctional of6cers at Oraterford.

56. The Board agrees with FEMA that changes in any emergency plan'

should be acknowledged and imorporated in the plan Asher. TV. 21,$61. Ac.
cordingly, the Board has ordered the Department of Corrections to incorporate

I

within its emergency plan the callup system for notifying off-duty correctional
of6cers which is actually in use now and would be used in the event of a radio-
logical emergency at Limerick. Hoyt, Tr. 21,564 66. By letter dated Octoter 1,
1986, counsel for the Department of Correcticris conftrmed that this action has

been taken.

G. Effect of Noti 6 cation and Mobillration Procedures upon

| Erscuation Time Estimates

57. One component of the overall evacuation time estimates for Oraterford
presiously apped by this Board was the 1. to 2 hour (normal conditions) ard
2. to 3-hour (adverse conditions) estimate for off duty personnel to report. Um-
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trick, supra. LBP 85 25, 22 NRC at 111. In considering the effectiveness of
the callup system for Oraterford and the vanous options available for notifying
off duty correctional of6cers, Superintendent Zimmerman determined that these

'

previous estimates remain accurate. Zimmerman, TV. 21,468.

H. Coseparability of Telephone Sptems Used to Notify Graterford
Staff and Other Emergency Response Organisations

58 hmes R. Asher is an Emergency Management Program Specialist in
the Natural and Technological Hazards Divistor, Region !!!, FEMA, and Chief
of the Technological Hazards Branch. Mr. Asher is also FEMA's representative ,

to the Regional Assistance Commluce ("RAC") and Chairman of that Commit.
tee, Asher, ff. Tr. 20,150 (Professional Quali$ cations). Mr. Asher previously
testi6ed, along with another FEMA representative, at other hearings on offsite
emergency planning and preparedness for 1.imerick.See Asher,7t,20,131332,
21,27ft-89.

59. Mr. Asher is familiar with emergency response plans for other nuclear ,

power planu throughout the country, including organizational chains of corn.
mand and the means of notifying off-duty emergency workers, Rom his ex.
perience, he testined that other plans utilize commercial telephone lines in the :

same manner they are utilized for Graterford, in fact, Mr. Asher is unaware of
any nuclear power plant that does not utilize commercial lines to notify off duty
emergency workers. Asher, Tr. 21,554.

60. Since its inception, FEMA has utilized group commercial phone lines
to notify its emergency response teams. Its call-Mati system is very similar to ,

that in use at Oraterford. Asher, Tr. 21,556. To Mr. Asher's knowledge, there i

has never been an instance in which FEMA has been unable to notify its off. l
duty emergency response teams by rneans of commercial telephone lines. Asher,
TY. 21,557.

IV, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

In reaching this decision on the remanded issue of off duty Oraterford staff
noti 6 cation and mobihzation, the Board has considered all the evidence of

,

the parties and the entire record of this proceeding, including all proposed
*

Sndings of fact and conclusions of law Aled by the parues, Based upon a i,

review of that record and the foregoing Firmiings of Pn:t, which are suported
by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence, the Board, with respect to the ;

issue in controversy before us, reaches the following conclusion pursuant to 10 (
C.F.R. I 2.763a.i

L

|

|
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A.r;r :_^ _ in place a the State Correctional Isa**W m Oraserford
for the noti 6 cation and taobilisation of off+,ty correctional of6cers in the
event of a re&ological emergency a the 1.imerick Generstmg Station meet the

*

toquiresnents of 10 CJ.R. 450.47, and Appendia E to 10 CE.R. Part 50, as well
as the criteria of NUR504654, and provide a ;re assurance thu adequate
protective measures for the Oreserfed inmates can ars alti be taken in the event |

.

of a ra&ological emergency.

J

V. ORDER |

WHEREFORE, in acst _;c with the Atornic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and the Rules of Practice of the Oc'% and based on the
foregoing Pindings of 1%ct and Conclusions of Law, IT IS ORDERED thac |

'

Pursuant to 10 Cf.R. 4 2.760(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practke, this
N;' - m so the Founk Panial laitial Mah w6ll constitute the Anal decision
of the ca== hah forty Sve (45) days from em date of issuance, unless an ,

appeal is taken in accordance with 10 CF.R. I 2.762 or the Commission directs
'

otherwise. See also 10 Cf.R. $$ 2,764, 2.785, and 2.786. .

'
Any party may take an appeal front this Decision by & ling a Notice of Ap-

peal within ten (10) days after servke of this Decision. Each appellant must 61e !

a brief supponing its position on appeal within thirty (30) day 6 sher Aling its
Nonce of Appeal (fony (40) days if the Staff is the appellant) Within thirty !
(30) days aher the period has expired for the 61ing and service of tl'c briefs of

!all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a party *ho is not an
appellant may Sie a brief in suppon of or in opposition to the appeal of any I

,

|*

r

I

i !

.

I

6
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i
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Other party. A responding party shall file a single, responsive brief regardless of
the number of appellar.t briefs filed. See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.762(c).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE,

Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 10th day of November.1986.

l
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Cite as 24 NRC 747 (1986) DD-8616

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold rt Denton, Director

in the Metter of

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPAhY'S
BOLLING WATER REACTORS November 6,1986

The Directo* of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a request by Mr. Marvin
12wis that all boiling water reactor plants be shut down until resolution of all
residual heat removal (RHR) system problems described in four Commission
documents.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING (GROUNDS)

Tb warrant an order shutting down all boiling water reactors pending resolu-
tion of four unrelated RHR system problems at certain plants, substantial health
or safety problems affecting all such plants must be raised. Consolidated Edf-
son Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units 1,2, and 3), CLI-75-8,2 NRC 173,
116 (1975); Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project
No. 2), DD-84 7,19 NRC 899,923 (1984).

TECIINICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Systems.

.
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. f 2.206

INTRODUCTION

By letter dated July 1,1986, Mr. Marvin Lewis requested Commissioner As-
selstine to shut down all boiling water reactor plants (BWRs) until all problems
involving their residual heat removal (RHR) systems described in four NRC
noti 6cationst have been resolved, and alleged that such individual problems,
cumulatively, have the potential to cause accidents exceeding the design-basis
accidents considered in licensing these facilities. On August 7,1986, I acknowl-
edged the receipt of Mr. Marvin Lewis' letter to Commissioner Asselstine and
informed Mr. Lewis that his request was being reviewed and appropriate action
will be taken pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 62.206 of the Commission's regulations.The
Staff has prepared a Safety Evah:ation addressing each of Mr. Lewis' concerns,
which I have considered in reaching my decision.2

My decision in this matter follows.

DISCUSSION

Pursuant to 6 2.206, any person may 61e a request to institute a proceeding
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.202 to modify, suspend, or revoke a license, or for
such other action as may be proper. Mr. Lewis' request is, in the context of
$ 2.206, a request for an order to shut down all BWR plants pending resolution
of four unrelated RHR system problems at certain BWR plants. 'Ib warrant such
an order, substantial health or safety issues affecting all such plants must be
raised. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Uaits I,2, and 3),
CLI 75-8, 2 NRC 173,176 {l975); Washington Public Pow. t Supply System
(WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), DD-84 7,19 NRC 899, 923 (1984). For the
reasons discussed below, the four RHR problems referenced by Mr. Lewis,
whether considered either individually or cumulatively, do not raise substantial
health or safety issues that would warrant suspending the operating license of
any facility.

I
NRC Ba!!ain Na 8601, and NRC laformatum Nascoe 8634. 8&39. and $640.

2
The Staff's safay Evalustum has not been spended to ons decisum, but cea be found in the NRC Pubbe

Documers Roarn.1717 li street. NW. Washington. DC 205$5.
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A. Bulletin No. 86-01

On May 23,1986, the NRC issued Bulletin No. 86-01 to infonn BWR
licensees and applicants of a recently identified problem with RHR system
minimum-flow logic for which a single failure could disable all RHR pumps.
Bulletin 8641 discussed a potential safety problem at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Plant. It was determined that a single failure in the control logic of the RHR
system could result in all RHR minimum-flow bypass valves being signaled to
close while all other pump discharge valves are also closed. This condition could
result in no flow through the RHR pumps and could lead to the pumps running,

deadheaded with potential pump damage. All BWR licensees were required to
review their facilities for this single failure problem. The responses from the
licensees indicated that this problem is limited to Pilgrim, Quad Cities Units 1
and 2, and Dresden Units 2 and 3. All other BWR plants used separate logic
trains for each minimum flow valve to preclude the single failure of the flow-
sensing instrument from causing all the minimum flow valves to close.

Pilgrim is presently in cold shutdown status. The Staff will evaluate the
Pilgrim plant licensee's solution to the problem before the plant is allowed
to restart. The licensee for Dresden Units 2 and 3, and Quad Cities Units I
and 2, has taken corrective actions to modify the operating procedures of the
affected units. The operators are instructed to immediately verify that when an
RHR pump is staned, a flow path is established via the minimum flow valves
or the injection valves. If neither of these flow paths is verified, the operator
is instructed to establish flow via other flow paths available. The Staff has
determined that the above corrective actions are appropriate rad sufficient to
allow continued operation in the short term of Dresden Units 2 and 3 and Quad
Cities Units 1 and 2. The licensees of the Pilgrim, Quad Cities, and Dresden
plants also are investigating modifications of their RHR systems as long-term
solutions as required by the NRC Bulletin 86-01. These actions are sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that the affected plants can be operated safely. No
further action by the licensees of these facilities, or any other BWR facilities,
is necessary.

B, Information Notice No. 86 M

On May 13,1986, the NRC issued Information Notice No. 86-34 informing
licensees and applicants of a potential problem resulting from improper material
selection and improper assembly procedures for safety-related power actuated
valves. These problems caused the power actuator to detach from the valve, as
reported by the licensees for River Bend and Shoreham. Evaluation of the cause
indicated that the material and the installation torque of the bolts connecting the
actuator to the valve were improper.
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The licensees for these units have voluntarily instituted a special inspection
program to ensure that similar problems will not occur. Since the NRC Notice
was issued to alert all licensees regarding this potential problem, no events of
this nature have lxen reported. Ihrthermore, review of the operauonal records
of the emerr,ency core cooling systems (ECCS) for all BWRs for the past 5
years indicates that no similar occurrences of this type have been reported. He
Staff is satisfied based on this review that current practices for maintenance and
surveillance testing are sufficient for minimizing the occurrence of problems of
this nature. No other action by the licensees for the River Bend or Shoreham
facilities, or any other BWR facility, is necessary.

C. Information Notice No. 86 39

On May 20,1986, the NRC issued Infonnation Notice No. 86 39 to alert
licensees and applicants to senous damage that occurred to the RHR pump at
the Peach Bottom facility due to the failure of the impeller wear rings. De Peach
Bottom RHR pumps were manufactured by Bingham.Willamette with motors
supplied by General Electric. Plants using this specific pump design in the RHR
systen, include Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3; Browns Itny Units 1,2, and 3:
Cooper; Pilgrim; and Vermont Yankee.

With respect to the failure of the wear rings for the RHR pump impeller,
the root cause has been determined, nis problem is limited to a specific pump
design and is caused by degradation of the wear rings. If the wear rings start
to fail, excessive vibration anWor hJgh temperature of the pump will alert the
operator to take appropnate actions in time to prevent failure of the affected
wear ring and motor bearing systems. At the request of the Staff, all affected
licensees have either performed a special inspection of their RHR pumps or
have committed to such an inspection. Monitoring for early warning signals
will provide adequate assurance that the affected plants can be safely operated
until such inspections are performed. No other action by the licensees of the
above facilities, or any other BWR facility, is necessary.

D. Information Notice No. 86-40

On June 5,1986, the NRC issued Information Notice No. 86-40, providing
'

licensees and applicants supplernentary information on leakage of high pressure
reactor coolant into the low pressure RHR sysicm with the potential for a loss-
of coolant accident involving pnmary containment bypass. Two recent events
described in the information notice occurred in the RHR systems at Pilgrim
and Duane Arnold Energy Center. De two plants experienced leakage from the
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primary system to the RHR system through an isolation valve. This caused the
low-pressure RHR system to be overpressurized.

The problem related to the leakage of high-pressure reactor coolant into the
RHR system can be readily detected by system leak detection instrutnentation _

'

that will alert the operator to take appropriate actions to protect the RHR
system. In addition, analyses of the RHR system indicate that even if the
system is subjected to reactor operating pressure, the resulting RHR piping hoop
stress will not exceed the yield value for the piping. Consequently, catastrophic -

failure is extremely unlikely without the presence of a signi6 cant crack in the :

pipe. The low pressure portion of the RHR piping is made of carbon steel, j
which is not susceptible to the stress corrosion problem that has occurred -
in other BWR piping made of austenitic sta!nless steel. Carbon steel piping ,

"

in BWRs has operated very successfully, with no cracks reported from any
mechanism. Therefore, the probability of cracks of signi6 cant size in the low.
pressure piping is very low, and the risk of senous accident is very low. The
issue of assuring the integrity of all pressure isolation valves as barriers against -
abnormal leakage and gross pipe rupture is being evaluated by the Staff as
Generic Issue No-105. A resolution of this issue is in progress and is expected
to result in generic requirements for operating reactors, further increasing the
con 6dence that all pressure isolation barriers will be maintained free from
potential leakage. >

i-

; E. Consideration of the Cumulative Effect of the Four
RHR Problems

Based on the above discussion, it is evident that the events discussed in
,

'

!the NRC Bulletin 86-01 and Information Notice 86-39 are limited to specific
'

designs, and can occur only at those plants that use such designs. All affected
licensees have satisfactorily addressed these concems. The Pilgrim plant, which
is cumulatively affected by the two unique design concerns (Bulletin 86-01 and
Notice 86 39), is currently in shutdown status and will not be allowed to restart

,

without satisfactory resolution of the RHR problems that could possibly affect+

!it, including the cumulative effect of the four problems discussed above.
The other problems related to valve actuators (NRC Notice 86-34) and

interfacing systern leakage (NRC Notice 86-40) are not dependent on specinc ,

designs and are random and independent failures. Since such failures are !
'

accounted for in the licensing basis for all power reactors in the analyses of the |
accidents, the redundancies provided in the safety system designs are suf6cient ,

to provide reasonable assurance that the plants can be safely operated. With the |
| exception of the above-discussed potential further requirements resulting from
i Generic Issue No.105, related to leak free maintenance of pressurr interface |

valves, no further action by any licensee is necessary. The acuons tal en by all
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licensees in response to Bulletin No. 86-01 and Information Notices 86 34,86-
39, and 86-40 are sufficient to address the above RHR problem, individually
and cumulatively.

'Iherefore, the Staff finds that the concerns expressed in Mr. Lewis' July 1,
1986 letter do not constitute any substantial health or safety issues associated
with the operation of BWR plants and that the stated RHR problems do not,
individually or cumulatively, provide a basis to suspend operation of all BWR
plants, as requested.

CONCLUSIONS

In the absence of substantial health or safety issues associated with the
operation of the BWR plants, I decline to institute proceedings pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 6 2.206. Accordingly, I decline to grant Mr. Marvin Lewis' requesL As
provided by 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed with the
Secretary for the Commission's review.

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 6th day of November 1986.
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UNITED STATES OF AMER!CA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

James M. Taylor, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-346

TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY

(Davis Besse Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) November 19,1986

De Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement declines to take ac-
tion based upon the alleged failure of the Toledo Edison Company (Licensee) to
comply with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) emergency planning
regulations with regard to the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station.

Two petitions were considered by the Director. The first petition was sub-
mitted on October 24, 1986, by the State of Ohio. De second petition was
submitted on October 28,1986, by the Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy and
Susan A. Carter. Both petitions opposed restart of the Davis Besse facility which
was then shut down for facility modifications.

De Director reviewed the overall state of emergency planning for the Davis.
Besse facility including the specific concerns raised by the Petitioners. He
findings of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) with regard
to Davis-Besse were also considered. The Director concluded that, based upon
the lengthy oversight and review of emergency planning efforts at Davis Besse
by both the NRC and FEMA, including consideration of the issues raised in the
petitions, emergency preparedness planning fcr the facility is adequate.

EMERGENCY PLAN: COMPLIANCE WTTil REGULATIONS

While there can be deficiencies in the emergency planning and preparedness
associated with a nuclear facility, there must be sufficient compliance to find
that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will
be taken in a radiological emergency.
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION PURSUANT TO 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

INTRODUCTION

On October 24,1986, the State of Oldo, by its Attorney General, submit-
ted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) a petition pursuant to 10

'

C.F.R. 6 2.206 seeking institution of proceedings to suspend the operating 11-
cense for the Davis Besse Nuclear Power Station of the Toledo Edison Company
(Licensee), or the taking of such other actions as may be necessary to prevent op- -

eradon of this facility, until such time as the Licensee is in compliance with the
Commission's emergency planning regulations, specifically 10 C.F.R. I 50.47.1
De petidon opposes restart of the facility and notes that, on August 15,1986, '

the Governor of Ohio withdrew his support for the evacuation plans for the
Davis Besse facility and also instituted the Ohio Emergency Evacuation Review
Team (EERD. De petition alleges that the EERT has found serious de6ciencies
in the evacuation plan for the Davis Besse facility. ne petition goes on to allege ;

that, although the Rderal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has been
examining state and local emergency plans associated with the Davis-Besse fa-
cility for over 4 years, to date, FEMA has not issued any formal statement of
adequacy concerning the Davis-Besse plan. Dus, the petition argues that the
Davis-Besse facility has operated without an approved emergency plan since its
inception, in violation of NRC regulations.

On October 28,1986, a second petition of the Toledo Coalition for Safe
Energy and Susan A. Carter was submitted to the NRC also seeking action
with respect to the Davis Besse facility pursuant to 62.206. His petition
also opposes restart of the facility and seeks institution of proceedings for [
license suspension. His petition alleges de6ciencies with respect to the offsite ;

emergency plan for Lucas County, Ohio, in that it fails to include preparations for -

Jerusalem Township, a part of Lucas County. nis petition further alleges that, on
October 20,1986, members of the Northwest District of the Ohio Association of
Public School Employees, American Rderation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, AFL-CIO (Union), voted not to participate in planning or evacuation
in case of an emergency at the Davis Besse facility, Union members were to
participate in an emergency at Davis Besse as bus drivers and as operators
of refugee recepuon centers. De petition alleges that the passage of this

,

resolution by the Union raises serious questions and doubts regarding the
ef6cacy of existing emergency plans since extensive reliance is placed upon
the participation of Union members in facilitating an evacuation in the event of

,

3 The Deve amme faatsy is ewredy shut down for focusy moMcenama. The facGay u eseduled to resume
apesseems se Novenbar 21.19s6, M,ect in Mtc appnmL ;

|
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a nuclear accident at the Davis.Besse facility. A November 12,1986 letter from
the 1.icensee notified the NRC of an impending response to the petitions.

On November 17, 1986, the Licensee submitted its '' Response to 62.206
petitions of Ohio Attorney Oeneral and Toledo Coalition / Carter." On November

10,1986, the NRC requested that FEMA address the issues raised by the October
20,1986 resolution of the Union. FEMA's response was received on November
14,1986. My decision in this matter follows.

DISCUSSION

The Commission's regulations in 10 C.F.R. I50.54(q) and (s) require the
submission and implementation of licensee and state and local governmental
emergency plans which meet the standards in 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b) and Appendix
E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.2 As described in the Memorandum of Understanding
between FEMA and NRC (50 Fed. Reg.15,485 (Apr.18,1985)), FEMA has
lead responsibility for assessing offsite radiological emergency response plans
and preparedness.8 The NRC assesses onsite emergency planning and reviews
FEMA's assessment of offsite plans for the purpose of making findings on
the overall state of emergency preparedness. The NRC must find reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event
of a radiological emergency.

Ibr nuclear power plants that held a license to operate at the time the NRC
final rule on emergency planning became effective (November 3,1980), as was
the case with Davis-Besse, the NRC based its reasonable assurance findings for
each operating reactor on consideration of (1) the licensee and state and local
governmental emergency plans upgraded to substantially meet the requirements
of the final rule; (2) a review of the onsite plans by the NRC; (3) a compre-
hensive appraisal conducted by the NRC at the operating reactor site to verify
the implementation of the licensee plan; and (4) the evaluation of a joint exer-
cise involving the licensee and state and local goveminental organizations. The
reviews and appraisals were conducted between 1980 and 1982. The onsite par-
tions of such exercises were observed by the NRC while the offsite portions were
observed by FEMA and other members of the Regional Assistance Commi*tec

.

2
Taneria fw Preparenan and Evebation d Radmtogical Emergency Resperse Plans and Propendness in sup-

part ef Nuclear Power Plains." NL* REG-06s4/FT.MA REP.I. Revisum 1. pemdes guiance for the implemersanon
of the standards in 10 CJA ls447.

S
la additum in mahlre revwws of dfsits emergency prereredness se requemed by the NRC wuh nopect to

maclear facihtaes, FT.MA has in place procehires ses twoi in 44 CIA Put sso fa the assessmers d the dfsue
plans subrained by suw and local 3; -
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(RAC).' FEMA provided the NRC with its findings assessing the exercise. Con-
sideration of the plans and this series of events constituted the means b,e which
the NRC determined there was an adequate level of emergency preparedness at
nuclear power plants with operating licenses.

For all plants licensed to operate since November 3,1980, NRC has requested
and received from FEMA either formal approval or interim findings that offsite
plans and preparedness are adequate and capable of implementation, prior to
full-power operation. The FEMA process for formal approval of offsite plans
is set forth in 44 C.F.R. Part 350. However, this formal process need not be
completed for the purpose of NRC licensing reviews either for operating plants
or plants being licensed. The fact that a FEMA approval of offsite plans in
accordance with Part 350 has not been received for a particular facility does
not mean that an inadequate level of emergency prep: redness exists. During the
approval process, FEMA may issue interim findings of reasonable assurance that
adequate measures can be taken in the event of a radiological emergency, based
on reviews of emergency plans and in conjuncuon with exercise observations. In
cases of plants licensed before November 3,1980, FEMA findings were based
pnmarily on observations during exercises and the existence of upgraded plans
in contrast to detailed reviews of such plans.

With this background, a review of the history of emergency preparedness at
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant is appropriate in light of the allegation
of the State of Ohio that resumed operation of Davis Besse would violate the
Commission's regulations. The general criteria for determining an adequate level
of emergency preparedness at operating nuclear power plants were described
above. Specifically, the Licensee's upgraded emergency plans were submitted to
the NRC in March 1980. The emergency preparedness implementation appraisal
of the Licensee's plans was conducted at Davis Besse during Ftbruary 819,
1982, The NRC reviewed and approved those plans as subsequently revised on
October 7,1982.

The Davis Besse Offsite Plan was submitted by Ohio in February 1981 to
| FEMA for review and evaluation in accordance with 44 C.F.R. Part 350. During

f the review process, FEMA found that a plan for Lucas County, Ohio, had not
been included in the State's submission and concluded that a separate Lucas

County plan was required. FEMA notified the Ohio Disaster Services Agency
f

'Nm samts la end. of the 10 mandard fedeal resums a Ragmal Asemance Communes (RAC)(femedy
the Regional Adviewy Ccenuses) chaired by a FEMA resumal docial and having members fmre the Nuclear
Reguleury ^- ' Deparoners of Heshh and Human samcen. Deprur.are of Eaway. Depenners of
Trewporwaan. Ec -- ~ Picascace Aseney, ihe U.s. Depanmars of Asnculmue. and D=paanes d
commate. N RACs amut swa and local emenmes emeials in om dewlapnes of 6er r= AV ennemey
sospcmas plats, and rmew pleas and etearn exercisse to enbeis the adepacy d theas plans and related
- - , - * his asmaance does act incbde the actual voting d mate and local seemenes plare by RAC
memban

!
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(ODSA) that further processing of the State's submission was postponed pending
the submittal of a Lucas County plan. On February 13,1985, FEMA noti 6ed
ODSA of the need to submit a Lucas County plan, or allemative solutions, by
March 15,1985.'

During the ensuing year, ODSA and FEMA sought mutually agreeable
solutions. On May 12,1986, ODSA submitted a proposed schedule to resolve
the vanous issues raised by the absence of a Lucas County plan. However, the
proposal did not schedule resolution of outstanding issues until the Summer
of 1987. A number of subsequent interactions culminated in the July 8,1986
correspondence frorn ODSA to FEMA which identined addidonal actions taken

,

or proposed and speci6cd milestones and completion dates. In a Memorandum
of Understanding, Lucas County, Jerusalem Township, ODSA, and the Toledo
Edison Company instituted interim measures, hcluding a provision for the
availability of all facilities and resources at the disposal of Lucas County and

*

Jerusalem ibwnship of6cials "to implement any and all necessary protective
actions." The Memorandum of Understanding also provides for the completion i
of certain activities prior to the Davis-Besse startup, as well as other measures L

that will remain in place until the final approved Lucas County Radiological
Emergency Response plans and facili_ des are in place. The 6nal resoludon of all
issues related to planning for Lucas County was scheduled for April 30,1987,
when a public meeting would be hek! in accordance with FEMA reguladons. The '

milestones and completion dates included a September 3,1986 Lucas County
plan submission for state review; a Seysir,ber 23,1986 participation by Lucas
and Ottawa counues and ODSA in a Davis Besse exercise; a December 30,1986
submission of the Lucas County plan and revisions of the Davis Besse Offsite
Plan to FEMA for review under 44 C.F.R. Part 350; a March 31,1987 exercise
involving full participation by Lucas County; and an April 30, 1987 public_'

meeting in accordance with FEMA regulations. A July 23,1986 FEMA letter
to the NRC summarized these planning efforts and noted a good faith effort
on the part of state and local governments in resolving the outstanding issues '

'

as la@HM by the agreed interim measures and the mutual commitments to a

specified schedule. FEMA has committed to monitoring progress concerning the
inserim measures and the meeung of formal requirements for offsite safety. In

, an October 21,1986 status report, FEMA concluded that the state and local
governments are carrying out their commitments within the required tirne frames. !

Apart from the Lucas County plan, which is being developed for inclusion
'

into the Davis Besse Offsite Plan, this lauer overall plan was evaluated by
FEMA during exercises conducted on November 6,1980, April 13,1983, and
July 16,1985. The FEMA report on the 1980 exercise concluded that the
exercise demonstrated a level of preparedness offslie adequate to protect the
health and safety of the public in areas around the Davis Besse Nuclear Power
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Plant 8 FEMA further concluded that significant areas of the State plan and site
exercise judged deficient were corrected by the State and work was continuing
on minor deficiencies not yet totally resolved. FEMA found the 1983 exercise
for the State of Ohio and Ottawa County demonstrated an overall capability
to protect the health and safety of the public.e During the 1985 joint full.
participauon exercise for Ohio and Ottawa County, FEMA also found that the
overall demonstrated capability to protect the public health and safety was not
affected by two identified exercise inadequacies,7 An exercise of the Davis-
Besse Offsite Plan including the Lucas County plan is scheduled for March 31,
1987.

De Commission recognizes that there can be deficiencies in the emergency
planning and preparedness associated with a nuclear facility. However, there
must be substantial compliance with the regulations, Le., compliance suf6cient
to find that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measuret can
and will be taken in a radiological emergency. Indeed, even in those instances
where the Commission can no longer make its reasonable assurance 6nding,
emergency preparedness de6ciencies may not require facility shutdown. See 10
C.F.R. 6 50.54(sX2Xil), In practice, radiological emergency response plans are
rarely if ever perfect and complete. His is the reason for the continuing FEMA
and NRC oversight of this area. Deficiencies will be found and asessed for '

signi6cance. While all deficiencies are expected to be corrected, not all will
change a finding of reasonable assurance by tM NRC.

In the case of Davis Besse prior to the submission of the petitions herein
considered, the NRC had reasonable assurance based on NRC and FEMA
findings that adequate protective measures could and would be taken in the
event of a radiological emergency notwithstanding the minor de6ciencies and
the lack of an approved plan for Ltcas County. Speci6cally, as described above,
interim measures have been implemented and the schedule for completion has
been approved by FEMA and has been met to date. With respect to other
deficiencies noted during exercises conducted at Davis Besse, these have been
of minor signi6cance and either have been or are being corrected.

Consideration of the issues and concerns regarding FEMA's review pro-
cess raised by the petitions has not altered that conclusion of reasonable assur-

6 Mancrandwn riern Richard w. Karren. EMA, to Brian orimes, NRC dated March se.1982, wuh
enadenes "Post-Esemse Evehmoon, stais of Cneo, omnes Cowry and Talede Eesca Eserciens d the Pescatene

i
Radaalogical Ernergency Response Plan fcr Devis-Besse Nuclear Power Plans, Pcet Omson Ceno," havember 6, <

1p FIMA Rasxm V.
Mamerandurn frtra Rmhase W. Krrrun, FEMA, to Edward 1. Jordan, NRC, deind May 4,1964, wuh

awrunern, "Hnal Reptst April 19,19ts, en the Darw-Besse Nuclear Power station, smallwels, bus

pency Eascws, Apal1s 14,19ts?
Manurandwe trara Richasd w. Knnwn FEMA,in Edeard t. Judan, NRC, dated December is.198s wnh

saadwnst. "Devis Bense Nuclear Power stanon, Teiledo EAsca cangany, Jcars Esercise, ocacher 19ts."
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ance. The petitions raised three speci6c issues calling into question the suf6
ciency of emergency planning at Davis-Besse. These are

1. The withdrawal of the Governor's support on August 15,1986, for
evacuation plans;

2. The alleged failure in planning for Lucas County in that Jerusalem
Township is uot accounted for;

3. The resolution of the Union calling into doubt the participation by Union
members in the evacuation plans for the Davis-Besse facility.

With respect to the Grst issue, since Ohio Governor Celeste's August 15,1986
withdrawal of support for the evacuation plans for the Davis Besse Ntricar
Power Plant, the State of Ohio has continued to work actively and cooperatively
in the development of emergency preparedness plaming and exercises.s Ibr
example, on September 9,1986, the State completed a review of the Lucas
County plan, and on September 23,1986, key players from ODSA participated in
a Davis-Besse exercise to demonstrate certain emergency response functions. In
addition, on September 5,1986 FEMA testi6ed at a public Commission meedng
with full knowledge of the Governor's August 15,1986 action, and reaf6 med its
earlier Anding of reasonable assurance regarding offsite emergency y,@Wss
for the Perry facility.' There appears to be no sound reason to distinguish
Davis-Besse from Perry on the issue of whether or not, in FEMA's belief,
the State of Ohio can perform its emergency planning role. Certainly, FEMA
has not informed the NRC that it sees such a distinction although it has had
the opportunity to do so. Therefore, in light of the above, it is the NRC's
conclusion that the Governor's withdrawal of support for the evacuation plans
has not signi6cantly affected the offsite emergency preparedness for the Davis-
Besse Nuclear Power Plant.

With respect to the second issue, as discussed above, the interim measures
taken and the schedule of corrective actions to upgrade the Davis Besse Offsite
Plan with respect to Lucas County identi6cd in FEMA's July 23,1986 letter
and the completion of scheduled milestones to date as redected in the October
21,1986 FEMA status report provide reasonable assurance that the planning
de6ciencies in the Davis Besse Offsite Plan are being corrected in an acceptable
manner, and that the public health and safety will be adequately protected in
the event of a radiological emergency.

With respect to the third issue, FEMA is monitoring the bus driver issue. In
'

its letter of November 14,1986, FEMA described the resolution of the Ohio As.

8The eenoores of the Gowemar of chie regarens energency planrung have reeerdy bem eenadered in the
essasi of the Perry procandas Joe Carvelmed Elecrie /**=a84afC*. (Perry Nuciser Power Plara. Unus I and

gCU-E22. se hE 6ss 09sel,2m.cuw22. sm eeis
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sociation of Public School Employees as a nonbinding resolution and provided
a status report.10 FEMA also noted that ODSA and the Licensee are meeting
with the involved school systems and union rnembers to discuss the resolution
and to schedule additional training. In FEMA's view the union it.eners are
willing to cooperate, attend meetings, and participate in training related to their
emergency duties. As of this time, FEMA has not revised its position that there
is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can be taken in the
event of a radiological emergency at Davis.Besse.

In addition to the specific concerns raised by both Petitioners in the two
petitions under consideration and discussed above, the State of Ohio also referred
in its petition to the work of the EERT created on August 15,1986, by Governot '

Celeste to reevaluate evacuation plans for the State of Ohio nuclear facilities. The
petition listed sixteen outstanding issues that the EERT is continuing to examine ,

and asserted that the EERT's investigation has uncovered numerous and serious
deficiencies in evacuation planning. The petition goes on to allege that these
deficiencies pose grave threats to the safety of the residents in the affected

,

area. The Ohio petition does not specify any of the de6ciencies alleged. The
EERT met with the NRC Staff on October 28,1986, at the NRC's of6ces in
Bethesda. Maryland. During that discussion, which included a presentation by
the EERT Chairman, William Denihan, the NRC noted the absence of speci6c
de6ciencies in the Ohio petition and further noted that the NRC could not deal

'

with issues until it is provided with a reasonable amount of specincity. Such
a need for specificity is set out under the provisions by which the State of
Ohio has petitioned the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to act. Particularly,10 |

C.F.R.12.206(a) notes that requests for action under this section shall set forth
the facu that constitute the basis for the request. See Philadelphia Electric Co. ,

,

| (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), DD-85-II,2;t NRC 149,154
| (1985). See also Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point. Units 1,

2, and 3), CLI 75-8,2 NRC 173,175 (1975), which instructs that the Director,
in considering a request purfuant to 62.206, must make an inquiry "appropriate i
to the facts asserted." Consequently,in the absence of speci6c deficiencies as a

| result of the efforts of the EERT, no action is warranted in this regard."
,

'

!

f

10Marmarandwa freen Richard W. Kamrn. RMA. to Edward 1. Jorden h1tc, deud Smraber 14,19s6.
11tWe had ht h h d chd ram err - bdare h he h Perry .

eg. see cu 84 22.sapre. 24 b1tC et 693 94. The Camnuseca dachned to sur iemaanos er sa creating i

bened on the EERT concems presersed to iL TM- 7 aceed that the EERr Andiass presemed by
the Suie d Ohio were proben.ary sad locked desaned techracel and facesal suppas The Conenaaman, howner, ja

duected that ibe AltC sufr rmew the final EERT supon and trenerus a ecpy prenptly se RMA ror econdereuen
in eonpanatami wnh he engearts 44 CFJt. Pan 3s0 renew d the chao emergency plans.
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CONCLUSION

Both Petitioners seek the institution of proceedings pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
62.202 to revoke or suspend the operating license for the Davis Besse facil-
ity. Included within the Petitioners' requests for relief is a requests that the
Commission bar the restart of the Davis Besse facility, presurnably thereby re-
questing immediately effective actions pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 62.202(f). The
institution of proceedings pursuant to i2.202 is appropnate only where sub-
stantial health and safety issues have been raised. See Indian Polat, supra,2

'

'

NRC at 176, and Washington Public Power Sqply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 2), DD-84 7,19 NRC 899,923 (1984). This is the standard that I
have applied to the concerns raised by Petitioners in this decision to determine
whether enforcement action is warranted.

For the reasons discussed above, I and no substantial basis for taking the
actions requested by the Petitioners. Rather, based upon the lengthy oversight
and review of emergency planning efforts at Davis Besse by both the NRC and
FEMA, including the consideration of issues raised in the present petitions, I
continue to be of the view tnat emergency preparedness planning for the facility
is adequate. Accordingly, the Petitioners' requests for action pursuant to i 2.206
are denied. As provided in 10 C.F.R. I 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be
61ed with the Secretary for the Commission's review.

*

James M. Taylor, Director
Of6ce of Inspection and

Enforcement

Dated at Bethesda, h aryland,
,

this 19th day of November 1986. ,

,

l
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Cite as 24 NRC 762 (1986) DD-8618 |

I

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION l

!

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

l

Harold R. Deriton, Director
,

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 528

ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY, et al

(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit 1) November 20,1986

1

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies the petition
of the Coalition for Responsible Energy Education (CREE) alleging that the
integrated leak-rate test (ILRT) performed for the containment at Unit 1 of the
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) was deficient. 'Ihe petition
sought relief in the form of service upon the Arizona Public Service Company
of an Order to Show Cause, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 62.206, why the operat-
ing license for PVNGS Unit I should not be suspended and the PVNGS Unit
I containment ordered immediately retested in accordance with federal regu.
lations. The Director concluded that the allegations raised by CREE were not

i valid and that the PVNGS Unit I test was successfully performed in accordance
! with the Commission's requirements.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. f 2.206

INTRODUCTION*

By petition dated January 31,1986, and submitted to the Commission pur-
suant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206 on Itbruary 3,1986, Myron L. Scott. on behalf
of the Coalition for Responsible Energy Education (Petitioner), alleges that the
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integrated leak rate test (ILRT)2 performed for the containment at Unit 1 of
the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Sta: ion (PVNOS) was de6cient in various
respects and, therefore, is invalid. The allegation is based on an af6 davit of
Dr. Zinovy V. Reytblatt, dated Dacember 26,1985, which is included with the
petition.

The Petitioner requests relief in the form of service upon the Arizona Public
Service Company, cf al. (Licensecs) of an Order to Show Cause, pursuant to
5 2.206, why the operating license for PVNOS Unit I should not be suspended
and the PVNOS Unit I containment ordered immediately retested in accordance
with federal regulations.

On Itbruary 18,1986, I acknowledged receipt of this petition and iaformed
the Petitioner that appropriate action w Ald be taken within a reasonable time. I
also informed the Petitioner that immediate action on the relief request was not
warranted since the Staff's preliminary review determined that the containment
leak test for PVNOS Unit I was performed in accordance with NRC-approved
procedures and the results met the appropriate acceptance criteria.

The petition raises the following concerns, which are speci6cally addressed
in the af6 davit of Dr. Reytblatt, regarding the validity of the containment leak-
rate test for PVNOS Unit 1:

(1) The Test Repost a the PVNGS tinit I containmeni leak rate test does nce catain the
real temperature data tait rather the averages so that no independent veri 6 cation of the leak
reis resuhing from the test is possible.

(2)1he Test Report emplopd the wwns mass equation which might or enight not
signi6cartly affect the c=1 misted leak rate.

(3) The test =A% was based m ANSI /ANS 56.81981 and, therefore, the tea * as
performed en an exernpim basis.

(4) 1he test used the ventilating (i.e., the contairuners atmos @ere mixing) method d
"equalizing. stabilizing." However, ANS!/ANS 56.81981 dma nct allow excessive ventila.
tim. No evidence was presented in the Test Report to show that the vermilatim was not
excessive, nor was there any estimate pesented of the magnitude d the erra due to the
particular vermilatica level.

(5) The test duration was shoner than 12 hours which violates the requirements of ANSI
Standard N45.41972.

(6) One d the Test Report's justi$ cations for performing a shorter duration test was
because d the "diumal effect" (on the catairrners atrnosphere). However, no regulations
allow any duratim reduaion on the basis d "diumals."

I
The reeds of clus ILJrr and tJcanoes's eenclumans regardes dus een were pbhahal 6n a docunera antaled

"samenary Te*ecal Report, Anaans Pubbe samco cayeny, Renaar cornerenen Bislens Ismesretad Laak
amie Tess far Ne verde Nuclear oenerstre utwn, Una No.1, deind htarch 7,1983* (hereinaher referred tes

as the Ten Ratart).
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A discussion of the issue involved and my decision in these matters follows.

DISCUSSION

Background

'Ihe Commission's requirements for integrated leak-rale testing are set out in
10 C.F.R. I 50.54(o) and Appendix J to 10 C.P.R. Part 50. '!hese requirements
call for preoperational and penodic leak rate testing of comtnercial nuclear
power plants in accordance with ANSI Standard N45.41972,-"Leakage Rate
Testing of Contamment Structures for Nuclear Reactors, March 16, 1972."
Experience gained with integrated leak testing of commercial nuclear facilitjes
has been drawn together in an industry consensus document, speci6cally,
ANSI /ANS 56.8-1981, "Containment System I.4akage Testing Requirements,"
which provides detailed measures for performing the integrated leak rate testing
required by Appendix J. Paray,h 7.6, "Period of Test," in ANSI Standard
N45.41972 states:

The leek.rees tast period, for any meshed, shall essend to 24 hours of retained lesernat
pressure. Ifit can be demostreied to the satisfaction of those respasible for the accepance
of the "--- samours that the leakage rose can be accuressly determined durins a
shoner period. the asreed-upon shoner period may be used.

In Topical Report BN TOP 1, Revision I, dated November 1,1972, the
Bechtel Power Corporation provided testing criteria for conducting containment
leak-rve tests that are shorter in duration than 24 hours and as short as 6 hours. In
an evaluauon of this report issued by letter dated February 1,1973,8 the Staff
concluded that these testing criteria meet the requirements of Appendix J to 10
C.F.R. Part 50 and that the report may be referenced in Safety Analysis Reports
for both BWR and PWR containments as an acceptable leak rate testing method.

In i 6.2.6.6 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FS AR) for PVNOS, Units I,
2, and 3, the 1.icensees described the leak rate testing program to be performed
on the containment for each unit. The FS AR states there that the ILRT pretest
requirements of Appendix J would be met and that the test would be performed
in accordance with BN TOP 1, Revision 1, and Appendix J. In its November
1981 Safety Evaluation Report,16.2.6, the NRC approved the contamment

.

leakage program described in the PVNOS FSAR.
The preoperational ILRT of the PVNOS Unit I containment was conducted

in December 1982. A summary report (the Test Report) was submitted by Li.

3tamar fress ILC. DsYems. Aanmars Dwemer far Prseswued weemr Rascaces, Duomesses er licanaris, to
Mr. R.D. ADan, Vias Prendes, sectnel Corposenan. deiad Feiewery I,197s.
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censees, by letter dated April 15,1983, from E.E. Van Brunt to 0.W. Knighton,
which provided the results of the ILRT for PVNGS Unit I and included the
raw data taken during the test. 'Ihe duration of the ILRT was 8 hours. Licensees
concluded in this report that an acceptable test had been performed in accor-
dance with Appendix J to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, ANSI Standard N45.41972, and
ANSI /ANS 56.8-1981.8

'lhe ILRT for PVNOS Unit I was witnessed by an NRC Inspector and
the inspector's observations of the test are provided in a report dated October
13,1983 (Inspection Report No. 50-528/82 35). In the report, the inspector ;
concluded that the ILRT for PVNGS Unit I was performed in accordance with
Appendix J criteria.

i

Staff's Response to Allegations !

The Staff's responses to the specific allegauons raised by the Petitioner are
presented below. |

t
Allegation (1) 'Ibe Test Repon mi the PVNGS Unit I corsainmes leak rene test does rux !

corsaia the real tanpersaire data tna recher the averagu so that no '_n '7 ' : ven6 canon
et the kak rue resuhing tran the sat is ponible.

'lhe Staff's review of the report indicates that individual temperature data
from twenty four different temperature sensors were recorded and reported in
Appendix A to the repost. These data and the other recorded raw data in
Appendix A were used by APS to calculate averages and to determine the s

'
containment leak rate.' '!herefore, Petitioner's statement that real temperature
data are not contamed in the report is not Correct.

Allegation (2) "Ihe Test Report empiopd the wrans mass equation whidi might or
migit not signiacarisly affect the e.tmt.ua ),ek rete.

,

Currently neither ANSI Standard N45.41972 nor ANSI /ANS 56.8 1981 i

specifically prescribes how to calculate the rnean containment temperature. An |

ANSI /ANS working group is currently considering the use of a volume-weighted I

mean temperature equation to determine mean containment temperature. Never.
.

theless, as was stated in earlier NRC Directors' Decisions in answer to this same I

mass equation issue raised by Dr. Reytblatt in previous 62.206 petitions, it is
not wrong to use the mass equation for computing the leak rate, but the manner
in which the mean containment temperature is calculated for use in the equation

!

ssu Toi ampen a 25.
4 sa Tot napet. Appendas A et 6441

!
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is important. Either a mass weighted mean temperature or a volume-weighted
mean temperature is acceptable if the leak-rate testing is properly conducted to
assure stable conditions and proper evaluation of test data.s

'Ihe PVNOS Unit I test results were evaluated by the Licensees using the
mass weighted mean temperature method. A review by Staff of PVNOS Unit
I test data has confirmed that the temperature changes that occurred during the
test were temporally and spatially small, uniform, and consistent.' Because these
characteristics are indications that the contamrnent was in a stabilized condition,
the calculated leak rate would not have been significantly affected by using
either temperature equation.

,

ADesation 0)-The test methodology wss bened on ANSI /ANS E81981 and, therefore,
the test was performed on an exempsion basis.

The Commission's requirements for the ILRT of PVNOS Unit I are contained
in Appendix J to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and ANSI Standard N45.41972 which is
incorporated by reference in Appendix J. ANSI Standard N45.41972 allows
shorter-duration leak rate tests than 24 hours if they .re demonstrated to the
NRC Staff to be acceptable. *!he duration of the test was based on the method-
ology and testing criteria in BN TOP 1, Revision 1, which was previously re-
viewed and approved by Staff for meeting these requirements. 'Ihe actual test
at PVNOS Unit I therefore was performed pursuant to Appendix J and ANSI
Standard N45.41972 and did not involve exemptions from any of the Commis-
sion's requirements. In addition to arulyzing the data using the NRC approved
methodology, the Staff suggested that the Licensees use the methodology of
ANSI /ANS 56.81981, which is based upon industry experience with integrated
leak testing, to assist in establishing a basis for the future acceptability of the
test results by using the method in the ANSI-ANS 56.81981 standard.

ADegadoo (4)- The test need the ventilating (i.e., the containmars atmosphere mixing)
mahod cd "equalidng.stabalzing.''? However, ANSI /ANS %81981 does not a!!ow exces-
sive ventilation. No evidence was preserned in the Test Report to show that the vermiladon
was not excessive, nor see thm any estimate presented of the magnitude of the ertoe due
to the particular ventilatio knl.

Appendix J requires containment stabilization during the entire period of the
ILRT. The ILRT for PVNOS Unit I used the containment atmosphere mixing

,

6Cesimien serd Edsea Co. (tasass Courvy steoan, thas 1 and 2) DD844,19 NRC 391. 8M 0964k
Ceansiemoeid Edsea Ce. (Zaan sistaan. Una 1). DD 8s.10. 22 NRC 143, !4s 0945).

'see Ts. Raport at 6041
I lt is samuned that what Puunaner sumde by ese er dus tarin is the nabiLay and untfavney er the erwaawwnes

*W
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4

|

|

method of equalizing-stabilizing with six portable circulating fans. Section
3.2.1.6 of ANSI /ANS 56.8-1981 and 656.1 and 7.4 of ANSI Standard N45.4
1972 suggest the use of intemal air circulation to aid in providing containment
stabillrarion and uniformity.

The excessiveness of contamment mixing can only be judged by whether
a stable condition is maintained during the test. As long as the mixing is a
steady function, its effect will te reflected by the stability of the containment
condition and, if this stability is established, there is no need to determine the

,

!

level of mixing action. In the case of PVNGS, the Test Report establishes that
a stable condition was maintained throughout the testing period as reflected by
the temperature changes during the test that were reasonably slow, small, and ;

consistent, both temporally and spatially.s Accordingly, the Staff concludes that
'

the PVNGS Unit I leak rate test has met the stabilization requirement called for
by Appendix L

,

ADegadon (5)- The tem dursion was shoner than 12 hours which violases the require-
ments d ANSI Su.idard N45.4-1972.

Petitioner has incorrectly contended that the test duration for PVNGS is
required to be at least 12 hours. ANSI Standard N45.41972 permits a test
duration of less than 24 hours when it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction
of those responsible for accepting the results (i.e., the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) that the leakage rate can be accurately determined during a shorter
period. Bechtel's report BN TOP.I, Revision 1, which has been approved by
Staff, demonstrates acceptability of testing criteria for conducting ILRT which
are as short as 6 hours. The PVNGS Unit I test was performed in accordance
with BN TOP 1, Revision 1, with a test duration in excess of 8 hours. Based
on these criteria, the duration of the PVNGS Unit 1 ILRT did not violate the

,

requirements of ANSI Standard N45.41972.' )
s

"

ADegadoo (6)- One d the Test Repcet's justiacadons for performing a shorter dursion
tea was because of the *diumal effect" (cm the ccsuinment atmosphere). Itosiver, no j

regulauons allow any dursion reducdcm on the basis d *diumals." |

-

,

s
' Ten Repet et 6642. j

ne sett is owsmaly eme,denns mems the dwenen for papereaanal leak.rew issuas rs me erwouns
'e

Esenses. Noener. is is am especud that any mae eenses are aernAcena enoush to irryshdeu naev rw esisues
i

plans. De sufr as sees Aed that the issung sequswneres b.gi- f et the Pale Verde Nvciser suurm ma
osastans sepasoneres and stat the reeds were necepabk

'

,

!

i
'

<
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The Staff has reviewed the documents that relate to the basis for the duration
of the test performed at PVNOS Unit 1. These include the Test Report, the
PVNOS FSAR, BN TOP 1, Revision 1, and the Staff's evaluation of BN TOP-
1, Revision 1. None of these documents state that a shoner-durabon test can

be performed because of "diurtal effects" nor, with the exceptkra of a single
comment in the Test Report,80 do they use the term "dictnal effects." Therefore,
contrary to the allegation of Dr. Reytblatt, the shoner-duration tests were not
based on any "diurnal effects" and there is no basis for this allegation.

'

CONCLUSION

The issues raised by the Petitioner have been reviewed by my Staff. These
reviews have determined that (1) the allegations raised by the Petitioner are
not valid, (2) the petition does not establish that the ILRT for PVNOS Unit I
failed to meet applicable federal regulations, and (3) the PVNOS Unit I test
was successfully performed in accordance with the Commission's requirements.

Accordingly, the Petitioner's request for action pursuant to 12.206 is denied
as described in this Decision. As provided by 10 C.F.R.12.206(c), a copy of
this Decision will be 61ed with the Secretary for the Commission's review.

l
'

Harold R. Denton, Director
Of6ce of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 20th day of November 1955.

.

10The esdy summias d es iena *eurnal seeces* in the Test Rapest a at pose 21 otmo is la sisind that ''u should
be need est dunne sus [6s RET] pened there were ne appenst esmal effees de to everies sky ne swahme
and @ rean," Rand in seseeat, dus earnesse does act mene that a shorter tem dwanaan was based opcm the
alease d "aumal aseena?
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UNITED STATUS OF AMEFJCA
NvCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstlne
Frederlek M. Bernthat

Kenneth M. Carr

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-400 OL

CAROUNA POWER & UGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROUNA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant) December 5,1986

The Commission denies Petitioners' request for a hearing on Applicant's
request for an exemption from the NRC's emergency preparedness exercise re-
quirement,10 C.FA Part 50, Appendix E, IIV.F.1 that a full scale emergency
planning exercise be held 1 year prior to issuance of a full power operating
license.The Commission finds that Petitioners have failed to raise any material
issue of fact with respect to whether Applicant has met the exemption standards

of 10 C.FA i 50.12.

REGULATIONS: EXEMirTIONS

The standards to be met under 10 C.F.R. 6 50.12(a)(1) and (2) for a grant of

an exemption from the NRC's licensing requirements are as follows:
(1) the exemption must be authorized by law, not Fesent an undue risk

to the public health and safety, and be consistent with the commoni

defense and security; and ;

(2) "special circumstances" must be present.
,
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NRC: POLICY STATEMENT ON CONDUCT OF LICENSING
PROCEEDINGS

The Commission may reject nonresponsive pleadings and may find parties
that consistently ignore Commission directives to be in default Statement of
Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI-818,13 NRC 452, 454
(1982). Afetropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
CLI-85-2,21 NRC 282,286-87 (1985).

ADJUDICATORY llEARINGS: PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

Since adjudicatory hearings are intended only for the resolution of disputed
issues of material fact, a person seeking a hearing must meet the threshold
requirement of tendering sufficient information to establish that there are material
issues of fact that warrant a hearing.

NRC: ALTTilORITY (EXEMPTION FROM LICENSE
REQUIREMENTS)

The Commission has the legal authority to grant exemptions from its licensing
requirements. See 50 Fed. Reg. 50,764, 50,766-67 (Dec.12,1985), citing United

|
States v. Allegheny Ladium Steel,4% U.S.142 (1972), and Alabama Power '

Co. v. Costle. 636 F.2d 323, 357 (D.C. Cir.1979).

REGUI ATIONS: EXEMITIONS I

|

The appropriate method for seeking a waiver or an exemption from Com- |
mission regulmions depends on the circumstances of each case. If an exemption |

request regarding whether another full rearticipation exercise must be held prior |
to licensing is not directly related to a contention in the operating license pro-
ceeding, there is no requirement that the exemption request be addiessed under
10 C.F.R. i 2.758. See. e.g.. Cleveland Electric illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear |
Power Plant. Unlu I and 2), LBP-85 33,22 NRC 442 (1985), qtf'd, ALAB 841, '

24 NRC 64 (1986).

REGULATIONS: EXEMi'TIONS

When a proposed grant of an exemption is based on a finding that the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.12(aX1) and (a)(2Xii) have been met, a person
seeking a hearing on the exemption request must demonstrate that there exists
a material issue of fact regarding the appropriate application of either of those
two subsections.

770
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" vp ' fy.. EMERGENCY PLANNING: PREDICTIVE FINDINGS
' ~

i Staff review of exercise results is consistent with the predictive nature of
i emergency planning, and is restricted to determining if the exercise revealed

.j any deficiencies that preclude a finding of reasonable assurance that protective
'

'

. ,

? ', -
{ measures can and will be taken, i.e., fundamental flaws in the plan. Long Island

~^

"
.

T 'l Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI 86-11,23 NRCj 577, 581 (1986).
-

.

. EMERGENCY PLAN: PARTICIPATION
I

! Commission regulations do not require public participation in emergency
preparedness exercises. See 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, iIV.F.1.- -

,

1

.

'

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER.

, ,

' '
' ' '

'

He Commission has before it a request for a hearing on an exemption,

request. Finding no material issues of fact that would warrant a hearing, the
'

,

Commission denies the hearing request. .,

I. BACKGROUND

ne Commission's regulations require a full.panicipation emergency pre-
~

paredness exercise "within 1 year before the issuance of the first operating 11-
cense for full power and prior to operation above 5% of rated power of the first

*

reactor . . . .'' 10 C.F.R. Pan 50, Appendix E,11V.F.1.3 Applicant Carolina
Power & Light (CP&L), projecting fuel load in March 1986, conducted a full-
participation exercise on May 1718,1985. Applicant did not meet its projected,

. schedule for fuel load. Since CP&L did not hava another full. participation exer-
cise planned for 1986, on March 4,1986. CP&L requested an exemption from;

the emergency preparedness exercise requirernents of Appendix E, (IV.F.1.
On April 3,1986, Wells Eddleman, intervenor in the ongoing Shevon

; Harris operating license proceeding, requested a hearing on this exemption
>

y.
b 9 -

[P, I A %D-pamapetum* saemse is denned as maenes

^] (Alppropeans oEsas lacel and size autheenes and homees persarmet phyncacy and actinly take pan
r ~ ,-

- , ' ' , ' . " '.
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*

, ~ ~ -
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, . ,

*g'*'
,

the onsite and ensse energency plans and maWiem er stsia, local and bcenses persmnel and other.

.,+- *', ' ,
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request. While Eddleman's request was pending. CP&L on June 10,1986, asked |
the NRC to suspend consideration of the exemption request. On July 10,1986,

,

CPAL asked for resumed consideration of its request. The NRC Staff on July - ;
24,1986, Aled an opposition to the Eddleman request for a hearing. On August ;
5,1986, Eddleman, joined this time by the Codition for Alternatives to Shearon .

Harris (CASH), again requested a hearing on the exemption request. CP&L Aled
a motion in opposition on August 28,1986. !

On S@.es 12,1986, the Commission requested briefs on whuher there !

were any matenal issues of fact regarding whether the exemption request should '

be granted. 'The Commission explained that it had decided to determine whether '

there were any material issues of fact warranting a hearing before it decided !

whether the Atomic Energy Act granted interested persons any heanng rights !
on the exempdon request.

[Eddleman and CASH ("Petitioners") submitted their brief on October 6,
,

1986.8 As pertinent to the inues addressed in this order, they argued that the ;

exemption request requires a full evidentiary hearing under i 189a of the Atomic ?

Energy Act, that de6ciencies in the May 1985 exercise raise matenal issues of [
fact regarding wtether necessary imps,w .;. have been made and the plan is !
now feasible, and that occurrences subsequent to the May 1985 exerd a raise ;

material issues of fact and compel rejection of the exemption request.8 f
CP&L and the NRC Staff opposed the hearing request. Both argued that !

Petitioners had failed to raise any material issue of fact regarding whether the f

exemption request should be granted. !
;

L
8

he Caummasm in ins suyasmaker 12 sede (=nphhshma sunned utmeer CASH's baness sequan was I
timely. and whahar CASH. whsdn ed aus insnes is es speenne homens psessmeas. weniW how say nelas to |psampses in any hamnas. la wise of sus C *e esmana est there ese as asemialismens of facs womucas *

a hmmus6. and is vise et the fass thes CASH and Eddlenee med a jous hnsf. the ''- ased not seach !
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IL REGULATORY BACKGROUND AND THE
EXEMPTION REQUEST

The Commission's regulations set up two requirements for the grant of an
exemption. First, the exempdon must be "(aluthorized by law, . . . not present
an undue risk to the public health and safety . . . and [be] consistent with the
common defense and security." 10 C.F.R. I 50.12(a)(1). Second, there must be
a "special circumstance" as defined in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.12(aX2).

Applicants in their March 4,1986 exemption request maintained that the
enteria of 5 50.12 are met. They argued that four of the categories of special
circumstances - (ii), (iii), (v), and (vi) - are present.

The NRC Staff has concluded that the exemption requirements are met in
the present case. See "Safety Evaluation in Support of Oranting an Exemption
Request for an Exemption from Section IV.F.1 of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. 50,
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant" ("SER"). In particular, Staff found that
the following factors support the granting of the requested exemptions:

1. The mnduct of a full par 6cipadon emergency i,w M - s esercise in May,1985
where the Staff iden68ed no signiacent de6ciencies in meite peparedness and
les ling to a feverstde FEMA anding on dfsita peperedness on A usust 7.1985.

2. IW1 par 6cipedon by the Stue of Nonb Carolina in the enercise at Catante in
February 1986 and the planned fuD pardcipadon by the State in the seeduled
esercise at Sl[NPP [Shearon liarris Nuclear Poetr Ptans) in Fettuary 19s7.

3. The par 6cipatice of local response organismians in a parnal par 6cipsum exerdse
at SIINPP in October 1986 and the invohernent ci these organisa6ces, with the
assistance of the ticensee, in an cegoing training and devskyment recgrarn.

SER at 3. Staff concluded that granting the exemption is authorized by law,

: will not present an undue risk to public health and safety, and is consistent with
the common defense and security. With regaru to the requirement for a "special ,

circumstance," Staff found that application of the regulauon "is not necessary to
achieve the underlying purpose of the rule" under 10 C.F.R. I 50.12(a)(2)(li). Id.
Staff explained that the "underlying purpose" of the rule is "to ensure that
adeqitate emergency response capability exists at the time of licensing." /d. at ,

1. Based on the available information, Staff concluded that this purpose is met
without another full participation exercise.'

,

"safore te amnis d Peteeners' arraneus are addressed. there is ene other prehrnmary mese est warrera
h= 1%ess is a fun peancetun esecise edadaled at sheaton liarns for February 27.1987. on october
29.1986. the Nore Casehns Amorney Omarare c(Sco requated est $e Ccrnersance demanrane the preehahey
et reed. ness befare February 27 for fan-power operatum et shearen llama. The Ananey Deural orgued eat,
enames there is a renemsb4e probotabry est CP&1. ma be seedy for s fuuteuer income by February 27, the

,
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III. ANALYSIS

A. Whether i189a Creates Hearing Rights

Even if i 189a of the Atomic Energy Act required an adjudicatory hearing on
this exempdon request, as Petitioners assert, threshold procedural requirements
for institution of a hesring would still have to be met. See, e.g., BPI v. AEC,
502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir,1974). Since adjudicatory hearings are intended only
for the resolution of disputed issues of ma:erial fact, Costle v. Pactfe legal
Foundation,445 U.S.198,214 (1980), one such procedt'ral requirement is that
a person seeking a heanng must tender sufficient information to establish that
there are material issues of fact warranting a hearing. Petitioners have failed to '

meet this threshold requirement, and therefore the Cominission need not address

whether i 189a gives interested persons heanng rights on the exemption request
at issue here, either within the operating license proceeding or as a separate
matter.:

B. Whether There Are Any MaterialIssues of Fact

The hsue here is not, as a cunory reading of Petitioners' brief might indicate,
solely whether there are any material issues of fact regarding whether emergency
preparedness is adequate, Rather, as explained in the Cornmission's September
12 order, the issue is whether there are any material issues of fact reganling

f no NRC stafr nupcruled in ens exsie en Novenbar 17,1996. Tk suff saiad its vice s%a CPAL woud
| be seedy in saound 5% of rised power a: Jamary 1987.
| De f- ~ - in this eder is na addressas the murus of the saanptian request, htd aig whahar thn

requemed mhet is necesairy. Unisms there a a haanns an the aquest, the NitC staff k-* the sudsmivy is gnsa n
deny the request However, the Carurusam nains in this neami that even if the p! ara "e4 3.it ready to saceed
5% rower unil February 27,ihe rare faa that se emerase m edi-6M fe Fetruary 27 dass m.a meno that the

i rendu d that eawass via be aviusWe en Fetusary 27. FEMA and dw NRC staft usa thcuafter avshais th
asemesa, e process that could take sevesal weekt

8 Petmenme rasse matarous estur assues that can be addressed sunenardy. Fua, Perinenses M hat tet
e-maa does na have the legal schway to grant enemynces. Base a me mars is this sensersaart ssa 30
Fed, aag. 50,764,50,766 47 (Dec.111985), ciang veiae4samass v. A",ghey,fadhom saart,406 U.S. 742 (1972),
and Alabasis Pa.or Co. v. Cards,636 F.2d s23, s57 (D.C. Ch.1979).

Panna:en seat argue that dus naarguce is n!sind to en usus is ihn eversting bcense p~==Aan and naadd
be ww ender 10 CJJL. 61758, acs I mit Casrary to Putinesers' ausruan, dus esenposi sequest -
regareng obaher enaher funtanac9rtne etwase amas be held peer to hommans -is not erectly raisind
to a omasummi in ths gersaris hcense procemens. bkr=wer. H175 and M12 offer ahernaavo sushads
for ausking wenus er esenpaam fmse the C 's regalei. cms. %%dt is amre ag9rapnais depends en,

the - . - _ of each case, and there is ne supuerners ihat CPA1. paceed ender |1758 hora see, e 3.,
Cineamed Klareer lasmessag Co. (Perry Nedear Power itant, Ursan I and 2),13P ts.s A 22 NkC 442 0945),
gif, A1Aa-s41,24 NRC 64 09661 De earber Owenamne decasacas subcaung that (M12 was ordy to be
used en emergency stunnens wese issued before on sevaians to | 212. see so Fest Reg. s0,764 (Des, it 1985).

Puntumes funhar maarnam dwt CP&L has ecs una the ernana fcr issusace of an esemptum, s%d that en
saanpaa requem shcadd be dermed soiety becauss of the Israe a tune ance the May 1945 eaarase. Pectumars'
arpansras as das neard as beyond the scope of ens order, which s&tresass only whahar is mantmo a haanns i
su stas seques. see auie 4, aqpra
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whether the standards of 6 50.12 are met. Hence, even if Petitioners did raise a
material issue of fact regarding emergency preparedness,' they would still have
to show how that issue was material to a determination under $ 50.12.'

'Ihe NRC Staff proposes to grant the exemption by finding that the require-
ments of 10 C.F.R. I 50.12(aXI) and(a)(2Xil) are met. Therefore, to demonstrate
that a hearing it warranted, Petitioners must raise a material issue of fact regard-
ing either one of those two subsections, i.e., Petitioners must raise a material
issue of fact regarding whether (1) the exemption is "(a]uthorized by law, will
not present an undue risk to the public health and safety, and [is? consistent with
the common defense and security," 10 C.F.R. I 50.12(aXI), or (2)-(alpplication
of the regulation in the particular circumstances . . . is not necessary to achieve
the underlying purpose of the rule." $ 50.12(aX2Xii).

Petitioners make essentially the same arguments for both sections. With
regard to whether the exemption will presert an undue risk to public health
and safety, Petitioners maintain that "the Plan that now exisu is not the Plan
that was tested." Pet. Br. at 14. Petitioners argue that the May 1985 exercise
demonstrated "serious defects" in the plan, and substantial modifications have
been made subsequent to the exercise. Petitioners claim that without a full-
participation exercise there can be no reasonable assurance that the defects have
been corrected, or the modifications implemented. Petitioners also argue that
significant population growth and a lxk of public confidence require a full-
participation exercise to show that there is no undue risk to public health and
safety.

With regard to whether application of the regulation is necessary to achieve
the underlying purpose of the rule, Petitioners maintain that the purpose of the
requirement for a full participation exercise within 1 year before issuance of a
full power license "is to establish reasonable assurance that the emergency plan
in place can and win be implemented." Pet. Br. at 17.8 Pentioners maintain that

'rbe Caranusam in its separnbar 12 order mand that to the assus salevara k wmid consular aDaganes
of de6ciencass in ernergery g,g. mly where the bens for the 4Dagaum. af shown to be tnas, emld
denansuem e Y" . M Stw" in propermhest see, e g,leag Atland Us ing Co. (sharehara Nuciser Powere
siaman. Uma 1). QJ-8&ll. 23 NRC s77, s81 (1966); Cache fewer & Ught Ca. (shause Hams Nucasar
Power Plars), t3P-ts49. 22 NRC 899. 908-10 0985), ad'd. A1AB-843. 34 NRC 200 09th

The caranusam in this Order resolves an of Pauumers' clasns wuhais ulyms se the "fundamersal 8aw"

sandart
'Fw irmiance, unus ennaarmas maasse ihet waald ecs be tested in a tuD-pasucipsman osannse wald be

malevers to the caenpom request at unne hans
"The Consaassum agress wuh the thrut d Pennaners' malarnet d the purpse of the agulanca. The

P80**stn* 8"****es ear. andCnemmenan's reguisaans requus that shee be "asseable asauance that ""T'."The manuse regununnes arewin be taken is the even et a redaalogical emergency.* 10 CE.R. 6 M47(s)
desipted to esmst in asunns that dus mandard is met Hence the imdartying pwpass et em . m -rw
a fan p.: -_ , anarcase widen 1 year et luess issusass is to help minue that ensrymry , is

adayuses at em tune of hamnang the facihry to ascend above st d reisd pesar.
The Camnuance has mamaly innsed a Nanas of Pnyemed Ralsesking 34uch windd changs em t year

reguremes to a 2-year .r - s! Ped. Reg 43.360 (Dec. 2.1996k The Cananassum in iba Nasus saplained
(Ceanmed)
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the regulation requires that "readmess and training actually exist within one year
before operation above 6ve percent power,"id., but that the May 1985 exercise
falls to estaNish such assurances. Hence, Petitioners conclude, an exemption
would defeat the purpose of the regulation. Petitioners, to support this -smica,

-

cite the same factual -s-Tsgs regarding pr paredness as discussed above, i.e.,
they cite defects in the May 1985 exercise, modi 6 cations subsequent to the
exercise, population growth, and a lack of public confidence.'

In sum, Petitioners maintain that defects in preparedness pose an undue risk
to public health and safety and demonstrate that the underlying purpose of the
regulation cannot be met without another exercise. Below we discuss each of

Petitioners' alleged defects. For the sake of simplicity, we will divide Petitioners'
claims into two categories, those based on the May 1985 exercise and those
based on events subsequent to the May 1985 exercise. The issue in each case is

whether the alleged defect raises a material issue of fact regarding whether the
exemption should be granted.

n. Yhe May 1985 Exercise

Petitioners, to support their argument that the May 1985 exercise raises
material issues of fact, rely on various deficiencies noted in the FEMA and state
evaluation reports. However, they ignore the fact that these individual criticisms

did not affect the overall conclusion that emergency planning was adequate. The
overall FEMA fmdings on the Shearon Harris exercise were that:

"Ibe State and local emersency plans are adequate and capable d beins ' nplernerse4u

and the esercise demonstrated that cifsite preparedness is adequate to provide reasonable
assurance that ag5mpnais enessures can be taken to ptsmect the heahh and safety d the
public livins in the vicinity d the Sheastm }{arris Nuclear Power Statice in the evers of a
radiolosical ernetsency."

LBP-85-49, 22 NRC 899, 910 (1985) (quoting Memorandum from Richard
Krimm FEMA, to Edward Jordan, NRC, at 2 (Aug. 7,1985)).

that k had dunernuned he an endier rulemakang that bievual eseranas by asu and local goverramams were
adopses for piares wah opereurqs hamnsus, and that there was no resean to have a tearuual pot-homme snarase,

repusesnes and an arumal pre-hosnes superuinee,. The Canurnaman esplemed that the only suparwnet reganhng
the tunung d a pre hoems samase should be eat the parucipams be a place and unmed se that the enarnas e
enemameful M at 43M74

'Puunansse anse slaan that Apphcans a suggesung that 1ses them a fu2-pamciposan enmuss cae substanna fa
e fuD erv- eaarast Apphcess is uses a pamal saamas and aber mensures to show that a a soummungt
to unassam en adepees level af , , . . _ As mened by the h1tC 5. aft, subenpers to May 1915 *eddananal
unmung has been provided. 6:e dads have been ocedumed . . . and other ocevines cennanced that cumr.cs the
staa that the May 1985 level d respese capabihry has been massameL* starr ac et 9.
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'Ihe purpose of reviews of exacise results was explained by the Commission
in the Shoreham pr-Han as follows:

Staff review of enercise resuhe is consisetzt wish the pedictive assese d emnergency pisemas,

and is resencied io ; it du esercise avealed any desdescas which prochide
a andsig of reasonable assurance ihat pecescaive sneasures can and wiB be taken, i.e.,
fundameman a : in du pie.

i

i ung hland Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-
11,23 NRC 577,581 (1986). Even though the results of the May 1985 exercise
show some problems, they do not show a flaw in planning or implementauon that-

would :equire another exercise prior to issuance of a full-power license. Rather,
the May 1985 exercise showed that both planning and implementation were
adequale to meet the regulatory requirements. Petitioners have failed to explain
how the de6ciencies they cite raise a material issue of fact regardmg whether
the exemption should be graned, given that FEMA's overall conclusions were
favorable.88

Moreover, Petitioners' allegations lack nexus to the exemption request in the'

sense that Petitioners would have had the same complaints even if the plant had
commenced full power operation within 1 year of the exercise, thus obviating
any need for the exemption, in sum, Petitioners' reliance on the May 1985
exercise to raise a material issue of fact regarding the exemption request is'

misplaced.

b. Events Subsequent te :he May USS Exercise

Petitioners list eight events subsequent to the May 1985 exercise which, in
their view, raise material issues of fact regarding whether granting the exemption
would create an undue risk to public health and safety and would defeat the
underlying purpose of the regulation. We will discuss each in turn.'

Petitioners first argue that one or more warning sirens were inadvcaently
set off in the early morning hours in the suinmer of 1986, that many cithens

.

nearby did not hear the sirens and were not awakened and that persons who

| did hear the sirens and call the authorities were unable to determine what the

.

!'
181a inst. Edasonae sled twehe omemanns anesma deAciounes in the 1985 enacias wide the T h===
asesd. The 1 ===='is acesd n;msted seven er thans osmannes neceues they anaged ''aunst, ad has.-m
geablems. . . ." TAP 8549,sapre,22 NRC et 911. h njassed two because they maschereconnand the h-a

1

en winch they wese bened and faued to show any deft . h njassed one cessermaan aDeems peninsens

wuh ibe suso eyesen beesuse the symme had aca yes beam bou3ed, and benemos the prh it there,j

appeued cavestabass la at 913. FinaDy, the tacenang Board yemed esemary d.apa-e- en she senemma
two commeas. t3P 8611. 23 NRC 294,398-e07 0966K The Appent aansd afErmed ihn ticenang acani's

AtAB-843,24 Nh. 200 0996), AIAB-852,24 NRC 532 0904)h-
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sirens meant. Petitioners also state that tone alert radios distributed to persons
living within the 5 mile zone "reportedly have malfunctioned." Pet. Br. at 34.

Applicant and the NRC Staff point out that the inadvertent soundmg of
the alarm was due to vandalism, and did not provide a true test of the
emergency system. 'Ihis inadvertent sounding was fully addressed in a decision
by the Director, NRR, denying a 10 C.F.R. 62.206 petition by Eddleman and
CASH. DD-8615, 24 NRC 618 (1986). Moreover, the adequacy of nighttime
public alertMoti6 canon systems at Shearon Hams - including the use of tone
alert radios - was litigated and found adequase by the licensing and appeal
boards. LBP-86 II, 23 NRC 294, 364 et seg. (1986), qf'd, ALAB-852, 24
NRC 532 (1986).

Petitioners have offered no reason to believe that the act of vandalism
provided a true test of the siren system, and their claim that tone alert radios
".wsdly" malfunctioned is vague and unsupponed. Moreover, another full-
perticipation exercise - which would not require a test of the noti 6 cation system
at night - is not even relevant to these concerns.

Petitioners next argue that the lapse of time since the May 1985 exercise,
personnel changes, modi 6 cations in the chain of ma==d and the need for
retraming raise material issues of fact. Petitioners' bare assertions are insuf6cient
to demonstrate a Saw in preparedness. Personnel changes, modi 6 cations in
the chain of command, and the need for continual training are all a constant
part of emergency preparedness. Neither the passage of 21 months until the
next scheduled full participation exercise nor bare allegations that changes have
occurred, without more, raise matenal issues of fact regarding the exemption
request. Here Applicant has taken numerous steps to ensure that preparedness
after the May 1985 exercise remams adequale. See, e.g., SER, supra, at
2. Petitioners have not raised any material issues of fact regarding the adequacy
of those measures.

Petitioners' single example of a spreinc change is the transfer of responsibility
for traf6c control in I.ee County from the Police Chief to the Sheriff. By itself
this switch does not raise a material issue of fact. Applicant points out that this
change does no more than reverse primary and secondary responsibility, and
Petitioners have advanced no evidence to show that the Sheriff will be unable
to fulall the primary responsibility. Indeed, the Sheriff's perdcipation in traf6c
control in the May 1985 exercise demonstrates his capabilities in that role. Hence
Petitioners have failed to raise a material issue of fact regarding the exemption..

Petitioners' third argument concerns responsibility for evacuation and man-
asement of the Jordan lake recreational area. Petitioners state that the Chairman
of the Board of Commissioners, Chatham County, has stated that the County
will take no responsibility for the Jordan Lake recreauonal area, and that these
statements contradict the provisions under the plan. Petitioners have made no
attempt to draw a nexus betweca their concerns and the exemption request, and
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their allegadon fails to raise a material issue of fact. First, such alleged state-
ments, without more, are insuf6cient to raise a material issue of fact regarding
whether Chatham County will fulall its responsibilities. Second, even if Chatham j
County took no responsibility for the Jordan Lake recreational area, as Petition-

i

ers assen, Applicant points out that there would still be a large complement of I

other avadable resources. Rr instance, the North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission has direction and control of emergexy operations at Jordan Lake,
with assistance provided by the State Division Jf Forest Resources, the Jordan -

Lake Division of the Army Corps of EngineerJ, and the Division of Parks and
Recreauon. Petitioners have not suggested v hy another exercise is needed in i

view of the complement of available resour,es.
'

Petitioners' fourth argument is that pr.blic statements by the President of
CP&L contradict provisions of the eme.gency plan, and require another full-
participauon exercise to avoid confus8an and to reassure the public. '!he two
alleged statements are that (1) in a horst-case discharge, evacuated residents
would be able to return the day after the accident, and (2) in the event of a
radiological discharge, persons living more than 2 miles from the site might be

| safe.
; Again, Petitioners fall to explain how these alleged statements, even if made,

relate to the exempdon request at issue here. Exercises are not conducted for the
education of the public, but to test the emergency woders who would actually
respond in the event of an emergency. Moreover, Peutioners have failed to
explain how a lack of cWee in the emergency plan among some members

| of the public, if true, would constitute a Saw in planning that would be tested by
another exercise. In fact, it is not apparent why another exercise, if successful,
would achieve any more public con 6dence than the exercise already held,'

l Petitioners' afth argument concerns resitions in the plan after the May 1985
exercise reganhng what hospitals and medical facilities would be available to
provide decontaminadon and medical services. Petitioners assert that questions
have arisen regardmg whether binding cornmitments with Chatham Hospital
have been reached, and whesher North Carolina Memonal Hospital is willing
to participate to the extent required by the plan, since it is willing to treat only
persons in need of in-patient treatment.

Applicant responds to this argument by stating that negotiations toward ar-
rangements with Chatham Hospital are ongoing, and by noting that the exist-
ing plan does not rely on Chatha'n Hospital for the treatmeru of contaminated.

persons. Since the existing plan does not rely on Chatham Hospital, questions
regardmg the commitments by Chatham Hospital are irrelevant to whether the
exemption request should be granted. With regard to North Carolina Memonal
Hospital, that hospital's policy is consistent with the NRC's regulatory guidance,
which provides for separate, anamdhi facilities for monitoring and decontam-
inntion of the general public. See NUREG-0654, Criterion J.12. The hospital's
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policy seems to be a reasonable allocation of resources, and certainly does not
suggest a flaw in the plan, or raise a question regarding the exempuon request
at issue here.

,

Petitioners' sixth argument relies on af6 davits of county employees subse-
quent to the May 1985 exercise which state that they will participate in exercises,
but not in actual emergencies, Again, Petitioners fail to draw a nexus between

, their allegation and the exeniption request at issue. Holding another exercise t
''

in which these workers will panicipale is irrelevant to the question raised by f

Petitioners, which is whether they would participate in an actual emergency.
Petitioners' seventh argument is based on the growth in population in and; ,

'

near the emergency planning zone since May 1985. Petitioners appear to be - i

arguing that a full participation exercise is necessary to educate and assure those
who have moved into the area since the May 1985 exe. case, and to determine
whether the major roadways can handle the current population in the event of an ;

evacuation. As stated supra, exercises are not training tools for the public, 'the I
^

rwnminion's regulations do not require public participation in exercises, see
10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, IIV.F.1, and the exercises do not test the [4

.
adequacy of the roadway systems.*Ihus again Petitioners have failed to establish ;

4 any linkage between their concerns and the exemption request.
Finally, Petitioners maintain that subsequera to May 1985 the onsite Sie

service provider (Apex Fire Department) has withdrawn and been replaced by
another 6te service provider (Pbquay Varina Rural Fire D@wn). Petitioners

'

assert that the replacement Ere service company must be tested through an
exercise. However, there is no requirement that all $re departments participate
in all exercises. Indeed, CP&L points ett that in I!,e present case it was the
Holly Springs Fire Department, another onsite 6te service provider, which
participated in the May 1985 exercise, and that the Apex Fire Department
did not even participate in that exercise. Thus the char.ge from the Apex Fire
Department to the Ibquay Varina Rural Fire Department has not occasioned a
loss of exercise experience. Petitioners do not identify which signi6 cant facts
are in dispute, the basis for any such facts, or what it is that the Puquay-
Varina Rural Fire Department cannot do and why it cannot perform its assigned
function. The Commission therefore concludes that there are no material issues
of fact prd here regarding this exemption request."

.

h NN M

6P and that das denummenha ihet a s.:" p , onesase far shmann Hams a sequued. Pesamnses
-

have feGad to show eny - haiseen she snais's adrons sagenhag Nraceae Charbe end peuperedness et
shessen Herms.
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IV. SUMMARY

Petitioners have faced to raise any material issue of fact reganhng whether
this exemption request should be granted. Rather, they have raised concerns
without any supporting factual basis, minor problems, and issues that are
unrelated to the exemption request at issue here. In the absence of a material
issue of fact, the Commission concludes that there would be no purpose in
initiating a hearing on the exemption request. Accordingly, the request for a
hearing is denied.

Commissioner Asselstine was not available to participale in this Order. It is
so ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Acting Secretary of the

Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 5th day of December 1986.
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Cite as 24 NRC 783 (1986) ALAB 854

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administratin Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Howard A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443 0L 1
50-444-OL 1

(Onsite Emergency Planning
and Safety lasues)

PUBLiC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2) December 8,1986

'Ihe Appeal Board affirms the Licensing Board's memorandum and order,
LBP-86-34,24 NRC 5491986, authorizing the issuance of a license allowing
fuel loading and precriticality testing.

OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDINGS: REQUEST FOR
LOW POWER LICENSE

Section 50.57(c) of the Commission's regulations permits an applicant in
- an operating license proceeding to make a motion in wTiting for a license

authorizing low-power testing (operation at not more than 1 percent of full
power for the purpose of testing the facility), and further operations short of full
power. It also establishes the criteria for action on such motion by the presiding
of6cer.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTIONS (APPEALABILITY OF
DISMISSAL)

Licensing Board ruling dismissing contentions and paving the way for is-
suance of a license is immediately appealable to an appeal board. Philadelphia
Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 765,19 NRC :

645,648 n.1 (1984), qf'd mem., Anthony v. NRC,770 P.2d 1066 (3d Cir.1985).
.

RULES OF PRACTICEt SUMMARY DISPOSITION
(APPEALABILITY OF DECISION)

An opponent of a licensing board order authorizing the issuance of a license >

allowing fuel loading and precriticality testing may challenge the licensing
board's summary disposition of issues relevant to fuel loading or precriticality
testing in connection with its attack upon the order authorizing issuance of the
license.

OPERATING LICENSE: CRITERIA FOR ISSUANCE

An applicant for an operating license need only demonstrate, and a licensing
board need only find, that there is reasonable assurance that a reactor will operate
as proposed. Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-819,22 NRC 681,741 (1985), review declined, CLI 86-5, 23
NRC 125 (1986); Commonwalth Edison Co. (Zion Station Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-616,12 NRC 419,421 (1980).

OPERA'ITNG LICENSE: LOW. POWER LICENSE (SECURITY
PLAN)

Commission regulations require each plant to have a detailed security plan to
protect against external and internal sabotage.10 C.F.R. Part 73. The theoretical
possibility of sabotage cannot justify the denial of a license for fuel loading
and precriticality testing. Cf. Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 819,22 NRC 6S1,699-701 (1985).

.

OPERATING LICENSEt LOW. POWER LICENSE EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS)

Section 50.47(d) requires that the Commission be satis 6ed regarding the state ,

of onsite emergency preparedness before a low power license may be issued but
does not as:;ign the responsibility for that determination to any component within ,

the agency. Section 50.47(c) requires the Licensing Board to make findings with
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respect to contested issues while the NRC staff must make all other necessary
determinadons. See Consolidated Edison Co. ofNew York (Indian Point, Units
1,2 & 3), ALAB 319,3 NRC 188,190 (1976).

OPERATING LICENSEt LOW. POWER LICENSE
(RESPONSIBILITY OF LICENSING BOARDS, STAFF)

The disdnction set out in 10 CE.R. 50.57(c) between the responsibilities of
a licensing board and the NRC staff in granting a low pont license reflects
well-established NRC procedure in operating license cases. See, for example,
10 CE.R. 2.760a,10 CE.R. 2.104(c) and 10 CE.R. Part 2, Appendix A. VIII(b).

TECl!NICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Prevendon of Uninteixied Criticality.

i
APPEARANCES'

Robert A, Backus, Manchester, New Hampshire, for the intervenor Seacoast
Anti Pollution Ixague.

Thomas G Dignan, Jr., R.K. Gad III, and Kathryn A. Selleck, Boston,
Massachusetts, for the applicants Public Servke Company of New
Hampshire, et al.

Robert G. Perlis for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

i

'
DECISION

The Seacoast Anti Pollution League (SAPL) seeks reversal of the Licensing
Board's October 7,1986 memorandum and order in this operating license
proceedmg.8 That order authorized the issuance of a license allowing fuel
loading and precriticality testing at the Seabrook nuclear power facility. We
carlier took up the appeal from the same order filed by the Attorney General

'

of Massachusetts.8 SAPL had joined in that appeal but raised other issues as

8s.e tap sm. 24 Nac sa
8see AtAB-85s. 24 NRC 7110956k
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well. In considering the appeal, we evaluated SAPL's arguments in support
of those advanced by the Attorney General, but deferred review of SAPL's
separate assertions. We also declined either to af6rm or to reverse the Lkensing
Board's October 7 order until we could examine those separate matters. Upon
such examination, we now afarm the Board's order.8

A. 'Ihe applicants aled a motion with the Licensing Board pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 50.57(c) seeking authorization to load fuel and conduct precriticality
testing.' That regulation provides, in part

An applicant may,in a case where a hearing is held in ocenecUm with a pawfing proceeding
under this seaion make a mcaion in vraing, pursuant to this paragraph (c), for an operating
licones authortams lowfomer tesdng (opersion as aca more than I peroes of fuD power for
the purpose of testing the facility), and funhar gersions short of full power opersion. Action
ce such a motion by the prwiding of6cer ehan be taken with due wgsed to the rights d the
panies to the pr==4gs, including the right of any party to be heard to the eatent thei his
casentions are nievess no the activity to be sushoriand. Prior to taking any actice on such
a motion whkh any peny gposes, the peuiding of6cer shan make Andings en the maners
spect6ed in paragraph (a) of this seaice as to which there is a controverty, in the form of en
inkiel decision with aspect to the ocansessed naivity sousk to be eushorised 1he Duector
d Nuclear Reacsor Reguladon 3al make Andangs on all othe maners speci6ed in paragraph

(a) d this section.

The applicants asserted that none of the pending intervenor contentions was
relevant to fuel loading (t prariticality testing. S APL clairned, to the contrary,
that a portion of its Suppkmental Contention 6 concerning the Seabrook control
room design review and associated human engineering deaciencies was rekvant
to the requested authorization, it also argued that some error or malicious act
might permit criticality to occur, in this connection, it suggested that leakage
of borated water from the reacsor coolant system could affect the applicants'
ability to maintain boron concentration at a kvel suf6 dent to prevent criticality.

The Licensing Board rejected SAPL's claims. It pointed out that the part of
Supplemental Contention 6 that adverted to the control room and human en-
gineermg discrepancies had carber been decided in response to the applicants'
motion for summary disposition.s It also in&a&d that SAPL had not submitted
any contention that questioned the applicants' kakage reduction program. Fi-
nally, it concluded that the assertions about possibk errors that might kad to
accidental criticality were "vague" and did not challenge the applicants' methods

8n .,,n esap.*m.emisp.nr r ino-enr..,p.i.n sos dmm. .ad -
made by es saamal appeDass and may na advance es, asses ausses and anymummet oism as semaanvo

' er sAFL's sinaus. .e emed me addnes he _,,' ' espasse a alias seyned,- _ ,

* Apybsesus' hassoas to Ah - is lasue Lhmsee to Candian Fuelland and P-ky Tasmag (Aspaa
i s2,19e4) at 1.s OsssenAar, Appbseens' b4awa).

sIMSH4, s4 NRC si ss3.
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for asswing mannaenance of baron concentration in the reactor coolant system
,

suf6cient to prevent the occurence of criticality.' L

Before us SAPL makes three arguments. First, it claims that the Licensing .

Board's reliance on the summary disposition of the contention dealing with con-
<

trol room design review and associated human engineering deociencies deprives |
It of an opportunity to obtain appellate review of the Board's determination. Sec. I'
ond, it maintains that the Board erred in authorhing issuance of the license
because thcee is no guaranese that criticality will not occw during fuel loading
or precriticality tesdng. '!hird, it asserts that the Licensing Board failed to make

y

a inding regarding the state of onsite emergency pW.s; as required by
10 C.F.R. 50.47(d). The applicants and the NRC staff oppose each assertion. .

B.I. SAPL Erst contends that the issue raised in Supplemental Contention
6 and decided in response to the applicants' motion for summary disposition'
is relevant to fuel loading and procriticality testing. It argues from this that
the Board's authorisation of fuel loading and procriticality tesdng "deprives I

[it) of the right to seek redress at the appetpriate point in future of the denial
of hearing on this issue . . . ."' Contrary to ks claim, SAPL has not been t

deprived of an opoortunity to seek appellate redress of the Board's decision if, '

as it contends, the control room design issue is relevant to fuel loading or
procriticality testing (a maner we need not decide), SAPL could have challenged i

the Board's summary disposition of that issue in connection with its attack |
upon the Octobee 7 crder authorizing issuance of the hcense.' But SAPL has

,

not availed kself of the opportunity to challenge the substance of the Board's ;

summary disposition determination. In fact, it has not referred us to any instance |
where the control room design or an associated human engineering de6ciency >

might affect the safety of fuel loadmg or procruralwy testing. That being so, i

we End no impediment to issuance of the hcense by virtue of the Board's j
disposition of Supplemental Contention 6 matters, Whether SAPL may also i

attack the Board's decision at a later date must abide future events. !

2. For a reactor to achieve criticality, i.e., a self4ustaining nuclear chain i

reaction, a sufocient number of neutrons must be captured by the wanium i

fuel. Control rods or dissolved baron in the reactor coolant are used to absorb I
neutrons if it is necessary to prevent criticality. (Boron is a neutron-absorbing

!
[

- ;

8 14 as ss4.
'taPM30,24 Nhc 437 0906L *

'ssmemast Ami Pauwmen taugme's aner am s.sppsst er Appunt d lasemme sommi outer a% insamme L

er oposamms (Jamme to Comens Punt land and Poemmaanksy Tesung (Omaher 29,1985) as s OmsamAmr, sAPL t

suurk l
'sse Mindsesess Kinroer Co. Sanese % seseism. Umns I and 2), AtA3465.19 MIC 64s. 44s a.1 1

09s43, #d asm. Aashesy e. Nac. 770 F.2d 1066 Od Or.1985) th====e based name ensemang emmmunes |
sud povene the soy rar ammasase er a baume is husmadssaely appenishis to appent bensd).

!
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"poison" and decredues reactivity,")'Ihe applicants propose to protect against -
inadvertent criticality (even in the event that all control rods are withdrawn from
the reactor core) by maintaining a boron concentration of 2000 parts per million
(ppm) or greater."

SAPL agrees that criticahty could not occur if the boron concentradon in the
reactor coolant system is maintained at a level of 2000 ppm. But it contends that
the Lkensing Board erred in authorizing issuance oMe license because there is
no "guarantee" that criticality will not oxur.a In particular, SAPL hypothesizes
the occurrence of criticality as a result of the inadvertent or malklous addition of
insuf6cimtly borated water during the replacement of leakage from the reactor
coolant system. SALP noies that the applicanu have not submitted the resulu
of leak rate measurements. Its concern over the leakage reducuon program was
sparked by the appearance of a requirement regarding the submission of leak
rate data in a draft of the license authorizing fuel loading and precriticality
testing (and in the subsequendy issued license fuelf). In accordance with that
requirement, before exceeding 5% of rated power the applicant must submit

i
the results of leak rate measuremenu in order to demonstrate that the leakage
reduction program has been implemented successfully."

SAPL has not set forth any justification for withholding the license for fuel
loading and precriticality testing. To begin with, the license requirement cited

| by SAPL has little, if any, bea ing on the safety of fuel loading or precriticality
| testing. The submission of leak rate drita is ordinarily required before the
l ascension to power levels above fv I p,rcent. In the instant case, the applicants

committed to submit these data before initial criticality,"
Moreover, SAPL has not shown that the applicants' leakage reduction pro-

gram will be ineffective. The ef6cacy of the program comes into play (if at
all) only because water to replace routme leakage must be added to the reac-
tar coolant system at the poper boron concentradon. The applicants described
the method of ensuring that the boron concentration of the reactor coolant and
makeup water supplies will be maintained at the proper level. In particular, they
indicated that,

!

"see tune sema Decrie and om Co. (sales Nuclear osmaag stane, ths 1), AtAs450,14 NRC 43,'

47 a.2 (1981), af'd. Toweehe af temee Allemme Crwe v. PmMc sem Dec. and Gas Co.,687 FJJ 732 04
Or.1962).
H Apyhcess'heansaats.
" SAM. aner at s.
13sse senkred sunsa Uus No. I Feahey oposame tasene NFf se (Checeur 17,IM6) et s. sa she sAPt.'s
and NECPs aespous and ohmann to Arybrees' Eum fa a h=mm to lasus tacemos to Casca Fuel
land and Piemnoshay Tasung (Ausw 29,1966) at 4.
"see sefmy Eisbeman Raysa kw the sentmed Siaman, NL'RF400% s@ No, s Quly 1966) s Is Is.
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[g! rub samples wiB be manuaDy taken fican ihe reacies =has and snakeup water myply
and enerymd a han once pn shift to vuify em the boron ome armion h a han 2000 e

pyn. In addnion,ihe makeup weier supply wal be sampled and analysed in eis manner each
taas any weier is added to the eqply to verify eis concentrouan. To poclude biedenas

:
bona dileuan whidi could re& ace the concomtnion below 2000 ppa, nonbareemd weier !

I sources wal be Ih frase the mactor coolant rystem by mechanically locking closed 6e '

apprqmais velves with chains and pedoes.u

The staff reviewed the applicants' approach and procedures and found that they
provided reasonable assurance that the boron concentration of the reactor coolant

system would be maintained at or greater than 2000 ppm throughout fuel loading (
and precriticahty testing."

Based on its review of the parties'subminals, the Licensing Board determine 4 ;

that SAPL's arguments were unpersuasive. The Board explained: !

SAPUs vague concerns about pouibh enors u-A wie midman d barmed makm,
weier, and poen% analytical enors in mahorins bcear, ccacenstouan, do not chanense any
of he physical and seminiarative contada, or their i ' -da, devised by the Applicans

|
io s en meinen nce of baron concemrmion in the ==sor codem syman euraciens no
prewat occurnace of crmeatny in the esmaor fuel"

We agree with the Licensing Board that SAPL has failed to point to any i
de6ciency in the applicants' method or controls, Although criticality is not an
impossibility, an applicant need only demonstrate, and a Board need only fmd,
that there is reasonable asrurance that the reactor will operate as proposed."
SAPL concedes that analytical errors leading to 7. concentration of baron .

InsufScient to prevent criticality is "not a high likelihood event."" Ibrthermore, it
does not allege that harm to the public would result even if criticality occurred. In -

the circumstances, the applicants have demonstrated that they have an acceptable
program for ensuring that criticality will not occur during fuel loading and

,

precriticality testing.
SAPL also argues that a disgrunt!cd employee might attempt intentionally

to cause criticality. The Commission has recognize 4', the potential for sabotage
as a contributor to accident risk. Commission regiQiuons reqeite each plant to
have a detailed security plan to prts against axternal and interol sabotage,"
SAPL does not challenge the adequacy of sne Seabrook security plan, Indeed,

,

.

" Appbcess' Eman, Af6ders of omnes S. Tksnes a 2-3.
38 tamar fnen Raben G. Festis to Lhenang Beesd (sspeenbar Is.1964k Af6ders of Warren C. Lye a s4
tt13P4M, M NRC m sM gm W
H PMadev4se Deeser Co. (tamand onneeant suam Unus I and 2k AtAa-419,22 NRC 681 NI 096sk
review dechead, Q.J 86s,23 NRC 52s (1964K Consion,ed4 Edase Co. (Zam saanan, Unas I and 2k ALAa.
Ele,12 NRC 419,4210960).
"SAPL anet u 9.
"see IO CJA Pan ts. |

|
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it characterizes a deliberate attempt to cause criticality as "remote."85 la the
circumstances, the theoretical possibility of sabotage cannot justify denial of the
requested license.=

3. Section 50.47(d) of 10 C.F.R. provides that a license authorizing fuel
loading or operation up to Syc percent of rated power can be issued "after a
inding is made by the NRC that the state of onsite emergency prepareaness
provides reasonable assurance that adat** protective measures can and will
be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." SAPL contends that the
regulation imposes on the Licensing Board "an af6tmative responsibility" to
make the requisite inding despite the absence of an applicable contention raised
by a party in the proceeding 88 As support, SAPL points to the C- == ion's
response to a public comment on the rule change to allow low power testing
without state and local emergency plans in place. There, the Commission stated

that'De NRC will review (certam) offsite, elements of the applicant's emergency
plan . . . .'**

'the applicants and the staff disagree with SAPL's argument. '! hey acknowl-
edge that, in accordance with section 50.47(d), tha Commisalon raust be sads6ed
regarding the state of onsite emergency preparedness before the license may be
issued. But they contend that the Ucensing Road need not make such a ind-
ing. They point to section 50.57(c), which authorites the issuance of low-power
licenses and provides in pertinent part

Pr6ar a iskins say emian en . . . e mais tsar iemana at a lo=,s==r nummeel . . . ,
ser presidsag edlese ses# meer)sedags en she'sessors specited in peregesp4 (a) a(shir
asesian as se mes A share is a censreierry . . . . De Dweaar et Nesinar Reemer Regulanica
wGt aske sm& ass en alt erner marsers W in parasveyh (a) d this secsica [Esnyhsses
addedL1

We agree with the applicants and the staff.
Contrary to SAPL's interpretation, the regulations do not require the Licens-

lag Board to make indings with respect to issues not before it. Section 50.47(d)
provides that the Commission will make a Anding as to the state of onsite emer.
gency preparchess but does not assign this responsibility to any component
wahin the agency. Section 50.57(c) does. As noted above, licensing boards are
to make indings as to contested issues, while the NRC staff (i.e., the Director
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation) must make all other necessary determinanons.

The distinctann set out in section 50.57(c) between the responsibilities of'

a licensing board and the NRC staff in grandng a low power license re8ects

asut.a sr a s.
8 q. Iamsest. AMst9,22 PRC a ess@t.
38 sArt. asist n (
88 87 ped. aat s0JS2, so.254 09:2k
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well-established NRC procedure in operating license c-ees. Par exarnple,10
C.F.R. 2.760s dirccts that

in any inioid decision in -a pWmg on en appi< ~= for an operating
license . . . , the pessiding of6cer she'l make 6ndings of fact and condesias of law on
the naamers gas into couroversy by the panies to the proceedes and on maners which have
been determined to be the issues in the proceedag by the Counmission or the presiding
c(Scer. Waers not put inno cesaroversy by the ponies will be examined and W by the
presiding c(Scer cedy obers he or she daarmina that e arms safety, envisamersal, ce
comnxe defense and security : natter exists. . . .ss

As we pointed out in our Indian Point decision, "once an operating licensing
board has resolved any contested issues and any issues raised sua sponte [by
the board], the decision as to all other mauers which need to be considered
prior to the issuance of the requested license is the responsibility of the staff
and it alone."" It is thus evident that the Board is required to make the reviews
and findings referred to in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(d) for only those matters that were
Contested.87

"Ihe Licensing Board's October 7,1986 memorandum and order is aBirmed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

1

I

"See abe 10 CJA 110eM am.10 CJA ha t Ayy.ies A. YUD) |

"em Edsse Co. e/New Fed 04es pene. Umms 1. 2 A s). AIAa-319,3 Nac Iss 190 (ItM) I
asumedk

i. ~ m c n.ss., .r - ,4 .as w .
edsguem NaC 3.ft amef a oppasse to Seammam A.opunkten tampe's Appent tsus tis 1 -g Daard's
oseer of h 7.1944 0 14.1966) et s.
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Cite as 24 NRC 792 (1986) ALAB-855

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING APPEAL BOAND

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Moeenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Noward A.Wilber

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 322 OL 3
(Emergency Planning)

LONG 15 LAND UGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,

Unit 1) December 12,19M

The Appeal Board affirms 'he portion of the Licensing Board's decision
in LBP 85 31,22 NRC 410 (1985), requinng the applicant, in formulating its
emergency response plan for Shoreham, to estimate and plan (in addition to
planning for the number of evacuees likely to seek sheltering) for the number
of evacuees likely to come to the designated relocation center for radiological
monitoring and decontamination alone in the event of a radiological emergency
at the plant,

EMERGENCY PLANNING: REGULATORY GUIDANCE
(NUREG 0654)

NUREO 0654 (a joint issuance of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency entitled "Criteria for Preparation
and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in
Support of Nuclear Pour Plants) is a generally accepted guidance document

792
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used to evaluate the adequacy of emergency preparedness at nuclear power plant
sites.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 50.47(b))

Monitoring and decontamination services are within the '' range of protective
actions" that 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10) requires be developed for all members of
the public within the Emergency Planning Zone.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: REGULATORY GUIDANCE
(NUREG 0654)

NUREO-0654 leaves room for satisfying regulatory requirements in ways
other than those specifically set forth in that document as guidance.

APPEARANCES

James N. Christman, Richmond, Virginia, for the applicant 1.ong Island
Lighting Company.

Martin Bradley Ashare, IIauppauge, New York, Herbert H. Browii, Law.
rence Coe Lanpher, and Karla J. Letsche, Washington, D.C., Fabian
G. Palomino, Albany, New York, and Stephen B. Latham, Riverhead,
New York, for the inter,*enors State of New York, Suffolk County, New
York, and the Town of Southampton, New York.

Bernard M. Bordenick for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

in ALAB 847,8 acting on the appeal of the applicant Luig Island Lighting
Company (Lilf0) from poruons of two parual initial decisions rendered by
the Licensing Board in the emergency planning phase of this operating license
proceeding involving the Shoreham nuclear facility, we remanded two issues
to that Board for f.rther consideradon. One of those issues concerned the
poruons of LILCO's ~nergency response plan pertaining to the monitoring.

324 NRC 412 (1984
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decontaminados and shehering of persons deparung from the facility's plume !
caposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) in the event of an accident '

at Shoreham necessitadng such evacuation,
More speci6cally, in LBP 85 31 the Licensing Board had concluded that,

in addition to planning for the number of evacuees likely to seek sheltering, ;

LILCO was obliged to estimase and to plan for the number of evacuees likely to !
come to the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum (the then designated relocation ,

center) for radiological monitoring and decontaminanon alone.* In challenging
this result, LILCO had asserted on its appeal both that the Board's determination -

went beyond the issues admitted for litigation and that the imposition of the |
additional obligation was not justi6ed by any regulatory requiremcat.' [

As explamed in ALAB 847, we decided to return the matter to the Licensing r

Board to enable k to consider in the $rst instance whether the issue of LILCO's ,

plan for evacueos not seeking shehering (hereafter, the "evacues issue") had ,

been property raised for lidgation.' In light of that step, we declined "at this -

'

juncture to rule on LILCO's ahernadve argument that the obligation imposed
by the (Licensing] Board runs afoul of applicable regulatory requirements.as

-

In response to ALAB g47, the Licensing Board advised us that, in ks
'

judgment, the evacues issue was properly raised for lidgabon.' 11te Board ,

funher observed (as we had in ALAB 347) diet the Nassau Cohseum is no
'

longer avadable as a Wadaa center and called auention to the pendency of a :
recent LILCO nodon to reopen the record for the popose of subsdtuting three ;
other facilities for the Coliseurn The Board indicaM however, that it would j
not act on that enodon prior to our ruling on whether the obligataan imposed j
upon LILCO in LBP-85 31 flowed from a properly raised issue and an existing i
Whi requircenent.' |

In light of this response, we entered an unpublished order on November 4 in ;
which, after reciting the foregosng history, we stated:

la car www, subammet ddmace einund w := m me want of en wial ammet thes [
e pensamler issue was pesammed to it by one d he laisons belose is.1his is pl- ' -4 eo |
whose, as hose, the selevant penee&wel hiseory is r - "y cameples.11ms, is should be t

meush em, a ehe espeen a w me in sie innema, she tJanss sand ha marcheda i

e sessanshie h for ins deser==sa= I
'Die newonbelses will wahkeid anel esposammi et the masser to eNeed to panies en

apposesmay to enemmes en the tjesmeseg neerd's sessessen in ins h 29 issumus. In >

edisham, the postans may addsees fasther the sesulosory sagensameses questeen. We ese par.
,

,

3 s teC 41% 417.4431 (1M5) !3
Isme 1240* anst a to salassami Camer benes (omsher 7,1Mf) keenhar "tXfo an#). [
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uculady Irem,med in otaamias en elabormie by the maff of its van s cm that quotion. Pw.
sddy because he principal clase wu that the Board-imposed obligation ses not soceed in a
pec9erly raised evacuse issue, the staff's ireaemert in its prior sutuminica of the regulatory
requimmeens q= mice wu quiu bidecisin. At this sage, bonewr, we m wided to en
unequivocal response fmen itA Maff om ile qwaion whahW lb8 obligMian 189ated upoe
tlLCO by ihe LJcensing Board can te squared wish the Comunission's emergency planning
dictates.

All of the parties accepted that invitation to comment. LII.CO maintains that
the Licensing Board clearly erred in concluding that the evacuee issue had
been properly raised for litigation and, additionally, adheres to its previously
expressed view that, in any event, the issue was incorrectly decided by the
Board.e The intervenors Suffolk County, et al, disagree with LILCO on both
scores ' Adopting the standard of review suggested in our November 4 order, the
staff no longer questions the Licensing Board's determination that the evacuee
issue had been put before the Boardl' Moreover, in the staff's opinion, the
disposition of that issue below is consistent with the Commission's emergency
planning regulations.

1. We have reexamined the Licensing Board's concluskm that the evacuee
'

issue was properly raised by the intervenors and thus warranted disposition on
the meriu. As a threshold maner, we remain persuaded that the determination
of a trial tribunal that an issue has been squarely presented to it is entitled to
substantial deference and should be overturned only when it lacks a rational
fonnerina. Although certain of LILCO's arguments have merit, we cannot find
that the Board's determinauon lacks such a foundation.

"

In ALAB-847, we pointed out that the intervenors argued that there was
general language in their contenuons that was intended to permit inclusion of
the issue. Centenuon 24.0, for example, stated in pertinent part:

The Ptan designates Suffok Coursy Cornmunity CoDege as the nlucath:m tesser to be used
by evacuses from ei ht of the ninriese a:mes in the EFI. tltf0 estananes the portarw=i6
d these ames to be is.599 (26,574 in dw sunenes) . . . (1t00 has no agreemers with
Suffok Commy to use (thel . . . College as a relocation career. . . . '!herefors, there is na
rekication cerees designated for a signi6cara poruan d the enticipated evamees. . . .Il

'see Ift fWs ! ' hommerenese at tae as em Neuber af Pesyin who be.els be h6euemed is a.

Radesigse! 8m 04munas 21,1996)[hemaher 'UtfD ? , ' hemamenhan")
'see sJtek Casny. staas of New Yet. and Teen af * ------ - Rauresse to Apeal Smid hianesenema

and ouder of No emser 4. IM4,i' , bemuemmag af Evesnies Odmarser 21.19M1
dses NRC stat Comunens Pennen is hemamenAme and orde Deind Neemmer 4,1964 (Nmembe 21.
19841 As emned a mar haemeur 4 asser W above, e as musant suspense is the apybsam's agent she maff
had imbas die peanas dias the usue ses em ambassed by the amarveums' m- see NRC stafra Bnst a
suppen of'LRfD's anaf as thea=uw Coasr lasuse* e".- _ !!. IMS) et 611.
Iasee L3P ss-12,21 Nhc 644. 979 0Ms1
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nas conesados can be consensed nemmly - as LItrO asks as to do - to
assack simply the lack of a fcenal agreement for the use of the Conununity ,

Couego. But, given that the t=saasian uhimately had to serve as a basis for j
litigation in light of substantial changes made by LIIIO in les esmergency plan,
it can also be construed to re8ect a concern that any center selected must be [
adequaes to accommodate an anticipated evaraeos. In an effort to determine -

l
the meaning accorded to the contention by the Licensing Board during the
course of the proceedings below, we asked the Board to indicate whether it I
was signiacant that the intervenors did not expressly chattaaga LILCO's alleged f
failure to estimate and to plan for the number of evacuees who might sock
monisering and possible decontamination alone, De Board answered our inquiry
in the negative. It explained:

!

N enemmen ayendseny moed she went perdesse of the emes to be served by es e

sensesman esener end, a es emessa, me mesed poemned fnen the ==eas d she emannien ;

she emme euheen et een e weeld be idensded in ionienemy u es meshw ihes ;

vedd emenia servies hi es case of en smeeseney. This espemman == leer beene as :
uwenn utro siened he pleanas hesis fa pie =Insen in p'Wund amenemy ,

i

De Board's construction of Contention 24.0 is not unA.mable, iiideed, !
its readmg of Contention 24,0 is consistent with the language of, and purpose )
behind, other consentions as well. Consentions 74 77 dealt generally with the !
adequacy of the f*Incatina cerisers. A preamble to those contentions read, in f

!
t

[R)elesence emmen ese enemmel to provide food and shehee to ihme eveouses who have no j

eherneuve plasse to sesy and aise se provide redieferical mesawerist and deceanesweesien !
)ler eiecuser and #4 sir vehicles. N solocatimi consere maiss have suf6ceems ponesol and i

espdpense se seenmer eusceset wahan a 12&me period R1tEGM54, I U.12,

m imemnon connend en taro in be ==his to pioride ode,use * comen t

and samces for eveasses, and shee the Plan faite to omnpiy wie 10 C.F.R. H 50.47(eX1 A !

$0.47(bXIX $0.47(bX10), and EltE0454 IILL (sug6esis addeal." !
t
i

The language of the preamble reveals the intervenors' basic position that all i
riocures may seek monitoring but that food and shelter will need to b trovided

'

only to those evacuees who do not have an alternative place to stay. ;

18 also appears that LILCO was awre of the import of the intervonors" con- |
tensions. LILCO's direct testimony speciacally took the preamble to consentions
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5474 77 into account and, on cross >=-t '=. Its witnesses seenwd to acknowl.
-

edge that more people may need to be monitored than need to be shehered.ts :

As far as we can now tell, the intervenors' position at the hearing was that
LILCO needed to provide facilities sufScient to monitor and, if necessary, to
decontaminate, the critire population of the EPZ, i.e., all 160,000 persons.''

~

;,

LILCO disagreed. But, as the Licensing Board observes, it offered as estamate
'

other than to project that 32.000 individuals would require sheltering.8' The
32,000 Agure was premised on a study that showed that roughly 10 20 perrent of
any population requires sheltering in the event of a disaster The Board exphins, !
however, that the Hudy was based on naiural disaswes,'' where individuals |
seeking emergency services ordinarily need only temporary sheltering and do

'

,

I not require redsation monitoring. Hence, LILCO's planning estimate simply
failed to take into account that radiological accidents pmduce a category of

| Individuals who require monitoring and decontamination, even if they do not j
require sheltering.

In sum, the Liccasing Board descrm5ned:
;

We emclude the Cn=aa ama== 24.0 and 75 tahan kicador payerly seised the issue of
populataan plauuns basis for eireasses arrivia6 at a seesynet smeer, that Ulf0 had a ,

'f.ie coconunny to niiisme 8w ===r. =d that *laa um smoke had ch*=d it had si. ply,

| failed to carry its burden of proof en that poise.I'

'

Because we believe that these conclusions are reasonable, we decline to overturn
'

its action in reaching the merits of the evacuee issue. We therefore must riow !
turn to whether Diat issue was correctly resolved." i

2. As recognized explicitly or implicitly by each of the parties, the Com- |
!mission's regulations do not address in so many words the question whether

emergency response planning must encompass suitable provision for the men. i
I
L
I3* see Duas Teamsay el Cedano se af, fel Tr.14,707, at 1-s.

l'Ts.14,825-30,15,898, !
I'N Beesd som empless ibet to --. * esen umssney ed se adhems se unus bassums, at least as to [

j Casamman 38.o,ibey enamed te pisuse tsar sees asi 6e toes af --- -- - ..n elesa LaFt6M,34 NRC t
~ et Set. Sush an oppnesh 6e partenly . . ' . ses 8-- #emer and be r Co. (womsfesd Semen hee

5eseen Una 31 A1Aa-7511? Nhc 1076, loss a.30 (1983). j
l'IAP-Id M,24 NRC at Set. The 32,050 s nse a 30 parema er ibs 160,000 fri enesenal menema papde- ;e
maa M i

le w !
'

l'M at 571.
# we desayne widt tJLIX) that amendag daimase to 6e lasmussg Baud's deserammene est de seemas issus i
was pumamed is a fas beenen ens efed of the appnesh we mapisped a mar f.anssise damsies, NaiadsWee .

Kaarew Co. (Lismensk W Inseen, Unas 1 and 2), AIAa-sM,23 NRC 479,30645 (1986), and AIAa-,
_. _ et es : pissed age ;s19,22 NRC 641. 70749 (1985). Hase, e a imassesk, we midsses en . :

een by es immt emismaal To he mean, we inst a emmsetet snamer leak at sie Lesmeng Remed's dansromaanes .

|
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itoring and decontamination of EPZ evacuees not in need of sheltering. Al.
though requiring that offsite emergency response plans reflect the development
of a "range of grotective actions . . . for the plume exposure pathway EPZ for
emergency workers and the public," 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10) neither specifies
what that range raust include nor makes mendon of tr.onitoring of evacuees
from the EPZ. Sirmlarly, section IV of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, also
concerned with the content of emergency response plans, is devoid of any direct
reference to offsite radiological personnel monitoring.

The parties (part cularly LILCO) have therefore looked to a different source in
fashioning their positions on whether the Licensing Board went beyond the regu-a

lations.'! hat source is Revision 1 of NUREO 0654 (FEMA. REP.1), a November
1980 joint issuance of this Commission and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency entitled "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emer.
gency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Planu."85
NUREO 0654 is a generally accepted guidance document used to evaluate the
adeq acy of emergency preparedness at nuclear power plant sites #

The relevant broadly. stated planning standard of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10) -
i.e., the develcpment of a "range of grotective actions" for (inter alia) the
members of the public within the EPZ -is covered in section !!J of NUREG-
0654, which also seu forth a number of more particularized planning standards
(or "evaluauon criteria"). In support of its assertion that it is not obliged to
concern itself with the monitoring of evacuees who do not seek sheltering,
LILCO points to Planning Standards J.10.g. J 10.h, and J.12. The first two are
to the effect that the "organization's plans to implement protective measures
for the plume exposure pathway shall include , , [m) cans of relocation (and]
[r)elocation centers in host areas which are at least 5 miles, and preferably 10
miles, beyomt the boundaries of the plume exposure emergency planning zone."
Ptanning Standard J.12 states:

|
11 An ennemques niurances is NVR1045s4 are is aanman 1

i 8 As are one, le CJA $0.47(b) emmamed a reense is the esos that es sedards em famh a eet seccan for
i mastery nay=mme plans *are odeemned by spenas ennena na hTRIGMS4? Whde the fenomeen was rummed
I in IM4, es Communema ens sessful to saplain tan as emissaan wedd esa affest se nas of NLW *as a

sedense demmene fe manguary plassene,? oddse est hat demumme "a medeemd by Esgulaney Onds 1.101,
and wd1 eussunse in he emed by smewars an enheong te eday.my er ammymery c - as medser pe==
senaar somL* 40 Fed. Reg. 27 ?s3,27,734 0M4)

| Ragutmary Chade 1.101. Reimean s tomaher IMik mauded "fsnargery Ptaanas and 7 - for Nudser
| Pouw Basseus,* seem thac
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I Each crsanizatim shall describe the means for ngistenns and moniionna of evacuees at
ruocanon centers in boat areas. The persmnel and equipners svaaaNe shcn41J be capable of
mcuutones unhin about a 12 hour period att ruideras and transients in the plume exposws
EPZ arriving at relocatim cerners.

As LILCO sees it, "when read together and in context" these provisions suggest
that emergency planners are to prtwide a "relocation" center - i.e., "a pixe
for * relocating' people who have had to leave their homes without another
suf6cient predete. mined destination" - and not a monitoring center " On this
premise, LILCO moves forward to the conclusion that all that it need do is to

| "provide for housing temporarily homeless people and then also for registering ,

) and monitoring these people."2* I

} The Commission does not appear to view Planning Standard J.12 in that
light. For, in a decision involving the San Onofre facility, it speci6cally referred
to that standard in observing that NUREQ-0654 "requires relocation centers ca-
pable of registering and monitoring all residents and transients in the plume |
exposure EPZ."" LILCO asks us, however, to disregard that statement. Accord- |

ing to LILCO, apart from being dictum, the statement (1) erroneously attributes i

"requirements" to NUREO-0654 and (2) inaccurately restates Planning Standard
J.12.88

There is no occasion to explore here the botuids of our obligation to give
effect to a Commission pronouncement that, albeit clear cut, might not have I

been essential to the decision where it is found. Nor is it of present moment that
NUREG-0654 is not a Commission regulation but, as its foreword points out,
contains "guidance and upgraded acceptance criteria," said to be "consistent with ,

NRC and FEMA regulations," for the purpose of providing "a basis for NRC |
licensees, State and local governments to develop radiological emergency plans
and improve emergency Feparedness."" LILCO itself stresses that, even though
not enjoying the status and effect of a regulation, NUREG 0654 is nonetheless
instructive on the question whether, in LILCO's words,"there is a requirement
for ' relocation' centers fcr the homeless (with an attendant requirement to be able
to monitor those people) or a requirement for ' monitoring and decontamination
centers' for the public.*S8 And there seemingly is no disagrectnent among the
parties respecting the probative value of NUREG-0654. Rather, the contrtnersy

23LRfD anst as 34.
8'&d
23 seeswa Cel/sen,e Edsea Co. (saa onetse Nulsar Gearsues suomi, he s sad s), QJ 83-10,17 h1C
s38, s34 E12 n9s3A prv'd as pare se enhse resende. GUAAD , U.I Narlear Aegedesery Ces=Wm. 7ss F.sd
i144 (D C Ca.1945)(emphasa mapphnik
# see taro sgr enarnal MamarnaAnn as to as.e

"NL'RIGus4 at L see slee Nede>A,e EAsceric Co. (tamed Osmesang suna. Wu I sad 2k AtAs 419,
22 NRC 681,70910 09851 re ,ew decknad, QJ s&s,3 NRC 1:s n9Mk
3 LAID sq5.emesal ManumenAma es la
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focuses upon whether it supports LILCO's assertion that there is no obligadon
to plan for those evacuees not asking to be sheltered.

We think such support to be wholly lacking. To begin with, LILCO offers
no basis in the terms of NUREO-0654 or its history for the premise that a
"relocation" cater is designed to serve only thoec individual: "who have had
to leave their homes without another suf6cient predetermined desdnadon.""
In our view, the term "retacaring" can justi6 ably be given a much broader
scope than LILCO accords to it. In a real sense, any person who voluntarily or
involuntarily leaves the EPZ as a direct consequence of a radiological accidcal, at '

the nuclear power facility is undertaking a "relocadon." This is so irrespective
of whether that person requires only monitoring and possible decontamination
(Le., is prepared to make his or her own sheltering anangements) or, instead,
expects sheltering to be provided as wcII. In thir regard, it is worthy of note
that a report prepared for the NRC by the S'Adia laboratories (=chich was
speciacally referred to in section !!J of NUW!O 0654) defines "relocadon" as
"essendally a post accident evacuation of persons in affected areas.** We know *

of no good renon (and LILCO assigns none) for infcering that the authors of
Planmng Standard J.12 innended "relocation" to have a more limited ambit. Tb ,

the contrary, had it been their purpoec to connne the resh of the term "evacuees"
as used in that planning standard to persons in search of sheltering in addition
to monitoring, the authors of NUREO-0654 presumably would have said so
explicitly.

But the Saws in LIlrO's positJon go beyond the d!y restrictive iL1erpreta-
tion it gives the term "relocation." LIlfO does not explain why it should make-
a difference whether the person seeking monitoring and possible decmtamina-
tion also desires sheltering. Surely, the need of evruees for monitoring and

,

decnntaminadan services does not hinge to any extent s.,'on whether they have
'

been able to make their own sheltering arrangements," h being so, it seems >

beyond serious dispute that monitoring and decontamination services must be
regarded as within the "range of protective actions" that 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10)
trquirrs be developed for all members of the public within the EPZ.

Tb be sure, in the case of persons not seeking sheltering, LILCO might choose
to arrange for the availability of such services at a facility c,:her than a designated i

"relocation" center. (As noted above, NUREO-0654 leaves room fcr satisfying ;

regulatory requirements in ways other than those specincally set forth in that .

|
'

|
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document as "guidance.") There is nothing in the record, however, to indicate
that LILCO has that sntent; to the contrary, insofar as we can te!), the LILCO
emergency response plan cceternplates that all monitoring and decontamination
xtivities take plxe at the "relocauon" center (s)." In any event, to ensure the
fulfillment of the section 50.47(b)(10) mandate, the Licensing Board justifiably
imposed upon LILCO the added duty of estimating and planning for the number
of evacuees desiring monitaing but not sheltering - whether the monitoring
would be made available at the "relocaticn" center (s) or elsewhere.

- ,

hat portion of LBP-85 31 comidered in this opinion is (firmed. With
the foregoing determinations as guideposts, the Licensing Board should now
proceed to consider the pending LILCO motion to reopen the record for the
purpose of substituting other facilities for the Nassau Coliseum.85

Should that motion be granted, the Board may be called upon to examine an
additional assertion LILCO put before us. In LILCO's judgment, its planning
basis of 32,000 persons is "conservative" and therefore "can be expucted to
cover, in most cases, both evacuers who need housing and others who want
monitoring a are advised to be monitored."" Dis factual claim is not pertinent
to the narrow legal issue presented by the LILCO appeal and, moreover, appears
to us to be of dubious validity.88 If it so desires, imever, LILCO may reassert the
claim before the Licensing Board. Alternatively,it may proffer a new estimate,

it is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Agul Board

8 h Tr.14.825 X
33 h avra, p. M4
"tAIX) bras at 2s-
88 h mera p 797.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING APPEAL SCARD

Administrative Judges:*

Thomas S. Moore, C,Mirman
Howerd A. Wilber

in the Matter of Docket No. 50 400-OL

CAROUNA POWER & UGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROUNA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Sheeron Harris Nuclear Power
Plant) December 31,1986

The Appeal Board af6tms the Licensing Board's second partial initial deci-
sion in this operating license proceedmg, LBP 85-28,22 NRC 232 (1985). The
Appeal Board also af8tms the lower Board's license authoruauon granted in its

'

initial decision, LBP-85 il, 23 NRC 294 (1985), afd, ALAB 852,24 NRC
532 (1986), which af6rmation the Appeal Board had withheld rending comple-
tion of review of this decision. t

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS |

A party's failure to submit a br6ef containing suf8ciera information to allow an }
appeal board to make an intelligent disposition of the issues raised **is tantamount.

to their atendonment." Dadt Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Sution, Units 1
and 2), ALAB 355,4 NRC 397,413, reconsfJerados denied. ALAB 359,4

!
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NRC 619 (1976). See Pennsylwvila Power and Ught Co. (Susquehanna Steam
Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-693,16 NRC 952,956 57 (1982).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

ne Commission's Rules of Practice itquire that the appellants "clearly
identify the errors of fact or law that are the subject of the appeal" and "the
precise portior. of the record relied upon in support of the assertion of error."
10 C.F.R. I 2.762(d)(1).

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (SANCTIONS)

ne Licensing Board's dismissal of the appellants' contentions for their .

failure to respond to discovery requests was an action well wohin the Licensing
Board's authority and not an abuse of discretion in me circumstances. See 10
CF.R. I 2.707; Statement of Policy on Conduct of Ucensing Proceedins, CLI.
81-8,13 NRC 452,454 (1981).

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW

An appeal board will only overturn a lower board's factmd fmding when
it is "convinced that the record compels a different result." Niagara Mohaw A
Power Corp. (N'ne Mile Point Nuclear . Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264,1 NRC
347,357 (1975). See ALAB-837,23 NRC 525,531 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUBPOENA (S) (STAFF WITNESSES)

The Commission's Rules of Practice provide that. in a proceeding where
the NRC staff is a party, the agency will make available cne or moic wit-
nesses designated by the Executive Director for Operations to testify on the
issues involved. The Rules further dictate that the "attendance and testimony
of . . . named NRC personnel . . . may not be required by the presiding of-
ficer, by subpoena or otherwise, . . . (except] upon a showing of exceptional
circumstances." 10 C.F.R.12.720(h)(2)(i).

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS
i

|
The appellants' newly asserted ground was never presented to the Licensing

Board so the appeal board may not entertain it for the first time on appeal. See
Duke Power Corp. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 813,22
NRC 59,82-83 (19f3).
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REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. I 20.4)

'Ihe Commission's regulations,10 C.F.R. Il 20.4(b), (c) defme units of radiation
dose, not in terms of absolute values, but as a measure of the dose received:
"The rad . . . is a measure of :he dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissues
in terms of the energy absorbed per unit mass of the tissue"; and "[t]he rem
. . . is a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissues in terms
of its estimated biological effect relative to a dose of one roentgen (r) of X-,

'

rays." (Emphasis added.) See also 10 C.F.R. 6 20.4(d). It is thus apparent that
the Commission's regulations, in setting dost, limits, speak in terms of measured
doses, not theoretical absolutes.

APPEARANCES

John Runkle, Chapel Hill, North Carolina (with whom Wells Eddleman,
Durham, North Carolina, was on the brief) for the intervenors Coner-
vation Council of North Carolina and Wells Edd'emen.

Thomas A. Baxter, Washington, D.C. (with whom John 16'Neill, Jr.,
Psmela H. At derson, Michael A. Swiget, Washington, D C., and
Richard E. Jones, Samantha Francis Rpin and Dale E. Hollar.
Raleigh, North Carolina, were on the brief) for the applicants Caro!ina
Power and Light Company and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power
Agency.

Charles A. Barth (with whom Janice E. Moore was on the brief) for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

We have before us the consolidated appeals of the intervenors, Conservation
Council of North Carolina (CCNC) and Wells Eddleman, from the Licensing
Board's second partial initial decision tesolving in the applicants' favor a number

- of contested safety issues in the Shearon Harris operating license ptxceding.8 On
appeal, the intervenors complain that in earlier procedural rulings the Licensing
Board erred in rejecting a host of their proffered safety contentions. They also
assert that the Board erred in granting summary disposition against them on

Isee t2P.8s 28. 22 NRC 232 (1985).
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an additional number of their contentions. Fmally, the intervenors challenge the
Board's findings and conclusions on several issues that went to hearing, As
explained below, we affirm the results reached by the Licensing Board in its
second partial initial decision.

I.

In their brief, the intervenors claim that the Licensing Board wrongly
excluded many of their contentions as well as several contentions introduced
by other intervenors who are not parties to this appeal. The brief does not state
the grounds for the Licensing Board's rejection of the contentions or why the
Board's rulings are erroneous. Indeed, the intervenors do not even reference
all the Board's rulings rejecting these contentions.2 Rather, the intervenors
simply make declarations such as "the CHANGE contentions on failure modes
and QA (14,16, 23, 25, 26) not withdrawil are good contentions," or "[t]he

,

Anticipa.ed 'nanslent Without Scram (ATWS) issue on Contention 115 is
adequately speciSc, and the denial of hearing on un esolved safety issues
(Contention 107) was not proper,"5 Even putting aside the improper attempt
of CCNC and Wells Eddleman to appeal the Licensing Board's rejection of,

contentioas that they did not sponsor,' the intervenors' bam pronouncements,
without more, do not qualify as legitimate argume.nt and adequate briefing under
the Commission's Rules of Practice.s The intervenors' failure to submit a brief

I containing sufficient information to allow us to make an intelligent disposition
of the issues raised "is tantamount to their abandonment.** Accordingly, with
the exception of those contentions noted below, we deem the intervenors' appeal
of rejected contentions waived.

Viewed most charitably, the intervenors make a minimally adequate argument
with respect to the contentions listed in their brief as Eddleman 132A,1323,
132C(1) and 132D, concerning the Shearon Harris control room. The intervenors
claim that the Licensing Board rejected these contentions "on the grounds that
the Staff is to review the matters in question."' They then argue that the "[u]se
of pending Staff review as a means to avoid admitting contentions is not proper"

2 appears that es irservenous seelt to chaDense tlw licenems Boesd ruiress corsatned in tap-42119A.161

b1C 2069,2083 2108 (1982), and its Marncrandan and order (October 6,1983) at 21a
3 Isserwrxes* Brief(Ocsober B.1985) er 2122,
'See A1AB-843,24 h1tc 200,203 m3 (1986h AIAB.837,23 h1tc 525,542 a 58 (1986); no,,rsea Ugnang

& Fe,er Co. (ADens Creelt Nuclear Genereung stances. that No.1), ALAB431.13 bltC 27. 89 (1981)_

8see 10 CF.R. I 2.762(d)(1).
8 D,she re-er Co. (Catamba Nalear station, Unnis I aad 2), AIAB 35s. 4 bltC 397,413, ruensidtrenes

denied. A1AB-359,4 NRC 619 (1976K ses feanryhemie fe,vr and Ugas Co. (sungashanna sisern Ekzic
station, Units I and 21 AIAB493.16 hltC 952,956 57 (1982).

7 inserwncrs' Brief at 23.
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and violates their right to a hearing.8 Had the Licensing Board repcted these
contentions on the grounds averred in their brief, the intervenors' argument
might have merit. But the Board did not reject the contentions for the reasons
claimed by the intervenors and they have asserted no other grounds of error for
the Board's exclusion of them. '

The circuitoos procedural history of these Eddleman contentions perhaps
helps to explain the intervenors' misunderstanding of the Licensing Board's-
action. As originally proffered by Mr. Eddleman, contention 132 alleged that the
design of the Shearon Harris control room failed to meet regulatory requirements
because it lacked sufficient instrumentation *o detect inadequate core cooling. It
also alleged that the design of the control room had not been subjected to
a human factors review.' Mr. Eddleman then amended the contention to add
specific information on reactor vessel level instrumer.taden.' Although both
the applicants and the NRC staff opposed the admission of contention 132 as
originaliy proffered," neither party objected to the admission of r. narrowly
drawn reformulation of the contention (suggested by the applicants) asserting
only that the applicants had failed to provide the design for a reactor water level
indicator.u Apparently believing that the applicants and the staff had conceded
the admissibility of Mr. Eddleman's original contention 132, the Licensing Board
admitted it.n Upon the objection of the applicants and e staff,84 the ?Jcensing
Board reconsidered its prior ruling, accepted that portion of the contention
rtictmulated by the applicanu, and defer:ed ruling on the portion of the original
contention concerning hunun factors analysis.ts %c Board also provided that .
Mr. Eddleman could file new or amended contentions on this subject after one of
the applicants' consultants filed a then-anticipated control room design trport.18

Prior to the Licensing Board's ruling, however, the intervenors had filed
additional proposed contentions dealing with the applicants' control room. %ose
contentions included,later alla 132B dealing with the safety parameter display
system,132C concerning the qualifications of the control room design review
team, and 132D regarding the lack of a control room design review for Shearon

Ill

8s , : to Petition to Imarnne by Wens Eddisenaa (May 14.1982) at 239.
10

Amanenes to Petition to Ismarves by Waus Eddlanne Quae 2s.1982) at 22-2s.
. " AW=' Raspanse to supp4mment to Puestian to Innervene by WeDe Eddisenne Dune 15. % at 14546;

NRC staft Raspues to suppioneual sisternares of Ceremmon by Petmanars to meernes Gune 22.1982) at 68.
12

Appbcenes' Raspanse in Amedmanas (secend set) to Coremmons of Ptaisiane Weds FAdanmaa Quly 13,1982)
at 14; Tr. 448 50.
13 LAP s2119A.16 NRC at 2109,

l'see Appbss.us' CW end Requems rar ClanAccom Relating to the E erd's Menorandse and order
15.1982) et 15-16; NRC siaft Raspese to Mamaandwn and order (c sober 25.1982) et 12.

3 Memosenema and order Qanuary 11.1983) et &
16jg
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' Harris Uni: 2." At the second preheanng conference on February 24,1983, the
Licensing Board again deferred any consideration of Mr. Eddleman's pending
control room caa'aarlans. The Board ordered Mr. Eddleman to await the filing
of the applicants' planned supplement to their control room design review
report and then, on a schedule set by the Board, to revise, amend or renew
his contentions on this subject." After another delay in the issuance of t')e
applicants' supplement, the Board altered the contention filing schedule," and on
July 2,1983, Mr. Eddleman filed his revised, amended and retiewed contentions - ,

dealing with applicants' control room.88 The Licensing Board then admitted a
number of Mr. Eddleman's contentions but rejected those at issue here.2i

Although Mr. Eddle nan's revised filing contained a section entitled "Old

.

Contentions.'' he did not reassert that part of his originally filed contervion
concerning human factors review or any other contention labeled 132A.22 By'~

not including such a contention in his July 2 filing, Mr. Eddle. nan abandcced ,

it and that contentson was never presented to the Licereing Boart' fy a ruling
on its admissibility. Consequently, the intervenors' argument that the Board
rejected the contention because the staff would review t'ne assertions tr.ade in it
is totally without merit and does not accurately represent the procedural histery
surrounding corilention 132A.

Ncr did ;'se Licensing Board reject contention 132B for the reaw) claimed
by the intervenors. That contention alleged that the applicants' control recen
design did not provide for a safety parameter display system as called for tr/
applicable Commission policy statements. The Board rejected the contention ,

because the materials available to Mr. Edd!' man demonstrated that the allegation

was factuallyincorrect22 - a reason not challenged by the intervenors on appeal.
Contention 132C(l) challenged the applicants' control room design report

on the ground that it failed to establish that the applicants' review team
had appropriate interdisciplinary qualifications as called for by Commission

" Su wens Edesman's Weim Cacums DatDR Intwmanan Cannery 8,1983) at 4-7.
"Tr. eos-os.
"LEP tWA M NRC 971.985 09t3).
283e4 Wens Eddlemma's Respories no 1983 Updsied DCRDR lachaeng Revised and New Censraars Only 2

1983).
213ar Emormadian ad order (ociaber 6,1983),
223ee wens Edesman's Raspanas to 1983 Updened DCRDR Incha&sig Revised and New Cornmaars Ouly 1.

1983) et 5 8..

23bismarsness and order (ociober 6,1983) at 4.
Akbaugh no oihar issue sogardas caresenam 1325 is befase us, any quesnan regardans des conocesse of es

11a====ng Boasd's saaied sessans for sejecena ths - -- is largely acedenne in bats d . ,a owesas. Ahar

repsenne the _ _ the Board ordered the apphennis to pnmde W. Eddlenen with a copy of es safety
analysis for their pupased perummer 6 splay sysisen and gave les a furt%sr appaamery to Ele coinssenans an es
adapsey of the sysian. W. Eddlemen Aled sudi - (ase wea= Eddlessis New Caresmans re sPDs
Qasuary 5.198d)) and the Board sejeceed ihme (Tr. 773), akhaugh k suas sens gew ham en edensmal apperturary
to banner his peo5ered . - an appartnery hs never pusemed. Mr. Eddense has nos appealed, homenr.
the Board's rejsetimi of any cf these casasaana.
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policy. Here again, however, the Licensing Board did not reject the contention for
the reasons assigned by the intervenors. Rather, the Board excluded contention
132C(I) for a lack of specificity because it failed to dispute the credentials of
any members of the applicants' review team;" and, on appeal, the intervenors
have not questioned this basis for rejecting the contention.

Finally, contention 132D, which alleged that the applicants had failed to per.
form a control room design review for Unit 2, was withdrawn by Mr. Eddleman
in his July 2,1983 filing.28 Hence, it was not rejected by the Licensing Board
for the reason asserted by the intervenors. Although Mr. Eddleman proffered
a revised contention that he denominated 132DII, the intervenors have not ap-
pealed its rejection.u In any event, the applicants' cancellation of Unit 2 makes
all questions concerning that unit moot. Acconiingly, the Licensing Board's re-
jection of Eddleman contentfore 132A,132B and 132C(I) is affirmed.

II.

TN intervenors next assert that the Licensing Board erred in granting various
of he applicants' mot'ons for summary disposition by holding the intervenorst

to an unreasonable standard of proaf. Once again, however, the intervenors'
arguments are merely a disjointe<' miscellany of charges.

In thel: brief, the intervenors first assert diat by admitting their conte itions,
the Licensing Board "recognized that there are issues of fact inherent in the
contention."" They next state that, in order to prevail on modons for sum-
mary disposition, the applicants have the burden of establishing the absence of
any genuine issues of matenal fact; but here, the Licensing Board "required
an unreasonable burden of proof of Intervenors by ruling for the party who
presented the most or weightiest evidence," instead of determining whether
there were issues of fact or law to be heard.28 They then claim this "stan-
dard for review" applies to the Licensing Board's grant of summary disposition
of Eddleman contentions 11, 29, 45, 64(f),132 and 132C(II) and joint con-
tentions V and VI. This assertion is followed by six short paragraphs of one, two

8 ''
% and order (october 6.19s3) at s.

23sas Wells Eddisman's Rasponse to 19s3 Updaud DCRDR Inchhns Ransed and New Cornersaans (kly 2
19s3) at 7.
M see id; Mamernoem and order (ocuear 6.19r3) at 10.
"bearveurs' Brief et 24.
#14 at 2s.
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or three sentences containing various purported claims of error for the listed
contentions."

Nowhere in their brief do the intervenors explain, for example, what genuine
issues of material fact the Licensing Board overlooked with respect to each of
these contentions or how the Board placed the burden on the intervenors. De
intervenors do not mention the detailed af6 davits of experts filed by the ap-
plicants with their summary disposition motions or suggest how the applicants
failed to meet their burden on each issue. Indeed, the intervenors do not even
note the subject matter of the contentions at issue, much less reference the Li-
censing Board nilings they purport to appeal. Thus their brief does not comply
with the Commission's Rules of Practice requiring that the intervenors "clearly
identify the errors of fact or law that are the subject of the appeal" and "the
precise ponion of the record relied upon in support of the assertion of error."''
The intervenors' arguments are so woefully deficient in setting forth information
sufficient. to allow us to understand their allegations of enor that we deem theit
appeal of these issues abandoned.S'

Even though the intervenors have not briefed t.dequately the issues they seek
to raise, we nevenheless have reviewed the Licensing Board's rulings and find
that the result reached by the Board with respect to each of these contentions
is correct. No puriose would be served by freighting this opinion with a dis-
cussion of the individual contentions. It suffices to note that the applicants filed
motions for summary disposition for each contention and that Mr. Eddleman
filed no response with respect to four of the contentions and that his limited
responses to the other contentions were totally insufficient to raise any legal i

issue or to establish any factual one.82 The opplicants' motion papers for each
contention clearly (stablished that there were no genuine issues of material fxt
and that the applicants had met their burden on each issue, thereby entitling
them to summary disposition. De Licensing Board properly granted the appli-
cants' motions with respect to Eddleman contentions 11,29,45,64(f),132 and

"The traerwrors sumams cecenrg FADenn msesia 1t an Emnow d ear trmnas or ead d me
other cortenuens. That tmer states, wuhas mas, that '

the main errw may have bem in not aDoeug it to be amedad to inchde the nacqwrw that CPAL
[Camlina Poww & IJats Company] poacipsily uses as esble irtmaistum However, the evidece produced i

,

ce swnmary daspcation was inadScient to clae air the issue, even though the irnervenor did not &rectly
risped beyond what was available en esconry and a request to look irso the nec5ves issus.

14 at 26.

"10 C.FA I 2.762(dX1).
3I see sungwheus, t6 NRC et 9%s7; Cess.ee,4 NRC at 413.
32 see 10 C.PA ll 2.749(s), (b) Corsrary to $a interwnors' susses'aan before os (see siqpre p. 808), the mere
adrnission er a corners 6an does na estabbsh senume issues er masanal rect wuhan the nuania d the msnmary
dispcenan secum of the Conrmsa,on's Rules d Practacs. Massuswo Pe=er ad Lig At Co. (omnd oulf Nuclear
station, Unns I and 2), AIAB-130,6 AEC 423,42s n4 (1973).
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132C(II).83 Contrary to the intervenors' assertion, however, the Board did not
grant summary disposition on joint contentions V and VI. Rather, it disnussed
the contentions - albeit after the applicants 61ed their motion for summary
disposition and the intervenors failed to Ale a response - for the intervenors'
failure to respond to the applicants' discovery requests.3d That action was well
within the Licensing Board's authority and was not an abuse of discretion in
the circurestances." Accordingly, the Licensing Board's rulings with respect to
these conte,ulons are af6rmed.

III.
i

A. Of the issues that went to hearing in the poceMing, the intervenors nrst -
challenge tie IJcensing Board's Endings and cor,clusions on joint contention
1. 'Ihat contertion, the result of a stipulation by all reties, stated:

"Ibe Applicans lieve not demonstrasad the adequacy of their manasms, ensmaenns, operating
and mah personnel to safely gensa, maatam and manage the Shearon llarris
Nuclear Power Plant as evidenced by sleir roccal of safety and performance at their other
t=elaar power facilities. A pomera of managennem ' ' . ^ and angeal Aed and/or
Waan staff is likely to be nysubced at 3henson Harris h'sclear Power Plass and resuk
k heakh and saray r'obierns?4

'lhe Licensing Board found that the applicants, supported by the NRC
staff, effectively refused the contention. The Board basically determined that,
although CPAL's management of its Brunswick nuclear facility had shown
some signiarmas deSciencies prior to 1982, the company instituted corrective
actions and, with the strict oversight of the NRC, improved greatly." It then
concluded that CP&L was technically quali6ed and that it possessed the requisite
management ability and commitment to safety to operate Shearon Harris 88
In reaching this conclusion, the Board speci6cally noted that "[t]he Joint
Intervenors' rather miscellaneous collection of evidence unfavorable to CP&L
largely derives from events occurring in 1982 and earlier. This evidence has
been superseded (substantially, if not entirely) by a sustained period of improved

8see, respersiah, Tr. 2167 (whh ananale est out in IEP-s5 2s,22 NaC at 297); Menosanean and order
- (Neember 30,1983) et 3-5; Mannernahan and order Gulr 24,19 4) at s4; Meneendum and ouder Odeenber

30,1983) at 5-7; Memprenden and opdar (Apil 13,19 4) at 2422; Tr. 2167 (wah renanale est ma in 13P s5 2s,
22 PGtC at 295-96).
38 onder (May 10,19:4) at 6 7.
Msee 10 CFA (1707; sassenwar e/peky en ceasses af tjceerias proceadags, L2J41-4,13 NRC 452,454

(IMI).IAP.s5-2s. 22 Nhc as 236.
M/d et 245-53.
8/d at257.
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CP&L management performance since that time."" Before us, the intervenors
merely list this same "miscellaneous collection of evidence" referred to by the
Licensing Board and charge that "a review of the entire record" demonstrates
the applicants' lack of management competence.''

As we have pointed out to the intervenors previously, we will only overturn a
lower board's factual findings when "we are convinced that the record compels a
different result "*3 But our review of the extensive record on this issue convinces
us that the Licensing Board was correct. The Licensing Board's role as fact
finder is to weigh and consider all the record evidence. Here, the Board did
precisely that and the record amply supports its findings. It fully explained its
findings and responded to the intervenors' arguments raised in their proposed
findings." Although the intervenors disagree with the Board's results, they have
' ailed to present us with anything demonstrating the Board's judgment was
wrong. Indeed, the intervenors' brief does not even mention the Board's finding,
much less explain how those findings arcerroneous. Accordingly, we affirm the
Board's findings and conclusion on joint contention 1.

In addition to challenging the Lkensing Sontd's findings on jo'.nt contention
1, the intervenors also raise a related procedural issue. They aver tha; the Board
erred in denying their request for a subpcent directed to then NRC Region II
Administrator, James P. O'Reilly, to compel his testimony on this contention.

In this regard, the Commission's Rules of Practice provik that, in t proceed-
ing like this one where the NRC staff is a party, the agvncy will .nake available
one or more witnesses designated by the Exect.dve Director for Operations to
testify on the issues involved. The Rules further dictate that the "attendance
and testimony of . . . named NRC personnel . . . may not be required by the
presiding officer, by subpoena or otherwise . . [except) upon a showing of ex-
ceptional circumstances."" Here, the Executive Director for Operations did not
desigmte Mr. O'Reilly as a witness and, in denying the intervenors' subpoena
request, the Licensing Board found, in effect, that Mr. O'Reilly's testimony
would be duplicative and not add materially to the existing record. It concluded,
therefore, that the intervenors failed to make the required showing."

Before us, the intervenors do not attack directly these Licensing Board
determinations. Instead, they point out that Mr. O'Reilly was the supervisor of
another staff witness, Paul Bemis, upon whose testimony the Liccasing Board

"u
'01merveurs' Brist at 16.
88 Met ** M*Amae fewer CerP. CVue Mae Pows Nuclear statim. Unia 2). AIAB 264, t NRC s47, 357
0975) see AIAB 837,23 NRC at s3t.
4 L2P s5 28,22 NRC at 237 56.
O 10 CJA |2.720(hX2)(i)
"Tr. 3894 95.
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heavily relied in making its findings on the management contention. 'Ihey state
that "(a) subpoena was requested for (Mr. O'Reilly] in order to delineate the
conflicts Mr. Bemis faced in overseeing the Applicants' management and his role
in shaping the SALP reports."*s 'Ihe intervenors then argue that "in all fairness
(they) should have been afforded the opportunity to attack the credibility of
[Mr. Bemis].""

Although the intervenors urged several grounds in support of the subpoena
below, they did not, contrary to what they state in their brief, assert that
Mr. O'Reilly's testimony was needed to test the credibility of Mr. Bemis. In
their subpoena application, they averred that Mr. O'Reilly's position as re-
gional administrator put him in the best position to know about the applicants'
management." Even after Mr. Bemis testified, and the Licensing Board gave
them a second opportiinity to estrblish the excepuonal circumstances requiring
Mr. O'Reilly's testimony, the intervenors still clairaed only that he had knowl-
edge of facts not 4 hared by Mr. Betlis." Thus, the intervenors' newly asserted
groumi for the subpoena was neset presented to the Licensing Board and we
may not entertam it for the first time on appeal." Because the inteavenors have
assated no oda stounds for reversing the Licensing Board's denial of the sub-
poena, the!r appeal on this point must fail." -

B. The intervenors next challenge the Licensing Board's findings on joint
contention IV.si As litigated. that contentinn questiorn! *whether the 'ILDs
and measuring equipmer.t acd processes to be used % the Harris fccility can
measure occupational dosea with sufficient accuracy :o comply with the NRC -

,

'81merwnars' Brief a 12.
"lat at 13.
"See Jairs Imerwnan' Rapass ior subpoenas to Jairs Comaman 104anagemera Capabihty)(August 17,1964)
at 2 3. Wish respect to Mr. O'Re Gly, the hearwnars' appbcenen stais.,1, wuhout more, that

James P. O'RmEy, as its band of NRC stas in Region II. =uivue repons fran all of the inspecsms and
has been able to develop ha most canpisse picture of $ss Agybcenss' rnanagemert Mr. O'Reay was also
buenanmaal ha roomuna ing the Snes, petsdady the 1983 6ee for s600,000, for vanous violanens
at the Appbcares' nuclear gur piamas. Addinonally, Mr. o* Rally can also ocmpare the managenera
shusty of the Appbcenas web other sancat corr.penise in the southanas. Again. Mr. Benis ceance do thit

'8 3ee Tr. 3482 86.
"See Dide Pe=or Co. (Cainwbs Nuclear station, Units i ano 2), AIAB.413,22 NEtc 59,82r83 0985)
# The suervenes also charge ihan the tiomans Board ernd in denyms ihar mooca to recem the record
on joers " I in ouder to acern the af5devit d 06aa Yea Vo, a isrnunsied unployee of O&l. The
Board bdow derned the seoperung monon because is was unamely and ruand allessaans that, at ben, wars
of margnaal agruAcence to the manaanners earsame. See Marnmendura and order (Decenbar 7.1964) and

- accanpanying attadensra at 737d.76. la that bnef, the irservenors do not address the tJcmang Boe#s ruling
and otherwiss amplain how ther motion met the inst fw sudi moocns. See Ke=rar Car sad Eleceie Ce. (Wott
Creek oensruting statim. Unis Na,1) ALAB 462,7 NRC 320,338 0978) 51 Fed. Rag.19,535,19,539 0986)
(to be nad Aad a 10 CfJt. 5 2.73d), Emher, they mayly declare ihm the af6devit is relevara to the managenma
casenne h=e- h duecs2y omtreects the issurney d two CrAL ofncers that no waker had ever brought safety
eencerns to thout such bald assertaans are obviously inmaf8came to raise psoperly the dorsal of ther mopenmg
mosson.75 ;? ' ; we have smswed the monon and 6md the ticanang Board's damal of is wMbia.
II As 8Jed, the camerson canamed acisinaDy of four claims, but the licenne Board grerend summary 4

"

on three d them. See Menoraneum and order (Apnl 13.1964h Tr.2218.

!

l
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regulations.'"52 Although NRC regulations do not dictate an explicit standard of
accuracy for measurements of radiation doses to workers, the Licensing Board
found that the regulaimns would be satisfied if the applicants' 11.D processing
met the allowable uncertainty in the measurement of doses above 5 rem endorsed
by the International Commission on Radarinal Protection (ICRP).ss

The applicants intauduced evidence of tests conducted at the University of
Michigan that showed that the TLD processing in use at Shearon Harris meets
the accuracy standard established by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) in 1983.5' In the Licensing Board's view, this standard is less stringent
than that of ICRP.ss Nevertheless, based on the applicants' expert testimony, it
found that the University of Michigan test resu!ts would be acceptable even if the
ICRP criterion was used.56 Hence, the Bcarr'. concluded that "these test results

prov'de an unusually c! car and uriequivocal line of evidence that refutes the
allegation of dosimetry inaccuracies in fjoint contention IV), and demonstrates
compliance with NRC reydations.""

On appeal, the intervenors assert that the Licensing Board erred "in allawing
the Applicants to violate the regulatory limits for actual exposure to radia'io l.""
Citing 10 C.F.R. 6 20.10lta), the intervenors argue that this section sets "limits
for delivered dosage to which workers may be exposed."" They then refer to
10 C.F.R. 5 20.407 and claim that the personnel monitoring infornwion reports
required by this rule "are based on the actual delivered dosage received by
the workers."" Thus, they assert, in effect, tat the regulations set abso!.lte
values and that the Licensing Board was obliged to "correct" for the "difference"
between the radiation dose as measured by a TLD and the dose actually received
in determining the acceptability of the applicants' TLDs.

| The intervenors are mistaken in their interpretation of the Commission's
|

s2 t2P ts-28, 22 NRC at 258.1ber=^he- dommass (''TIDs") as censnely morn by panons
wasking in radactogically coraroQad assas d macicar power plarms for the purpons et determuung ther ra&aum
esposurs when a TLD is irrs&stad by imazma radiaman, it absorbs and stone energy. By besung the TID. some
el that stmed avrgy is released in the form d liais that that can be measured, wuh the quaanty of light being

to the does secoved by the pene meanns the T1D. see Browns. Tt. foL 6407, at s4.
see LEP 1s-28,22 NRC at 25942.

s4 ,e Browne. Tr. fat 6407, a 810. We acss that the 1983 ANsl mandard kno.n as ANs! Nis.111983,3

is part d the regulatory ediamo of a proposed two concerning the evaluence of dcuunetry processors. see 49
Fed. Reg, 1205 11 (1954).
88 to fact, a danded companson d the ANsl and ICRP cruerta pnmded by the applicama demonstnted est the
ANsl counen is more stanges than the ICRP counan at very low dose levels. 344 Browns. Tr. faL 6407, at
Il 12. see stae Tr.6519 21.
8'see 12P.ts-22,22 NRC at 26243.
8

|
14 at 263. The Based also fomd that the vphearss' qualsy canrol prograrn for assunne the rebatslity of ther

dommeury procesang is adequats. see 44 a 26346. The interwners' aryeal is not concerned wsh this asped of
me Bearfs decisim.
"Itserveners' Bnsf at 19.
"14 at 17.
*la
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regulations. Section 20.4 defines units of radiation dose as used in Part 20. It
does so, not in terms of absolute values, but as a measure of the dose received:

''fhe rad . . is a measure of the dose of any lonizing radiation to body tissues
in terms of the energy absorbed per unit mass of the tissue"f2 and "[t]he rem
. . . is a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissues in terms
of its estimated biological effect relative to a dose of one roentgen (r) of X-
rays.=a Even clearer is paragraph (d) of section 20.4:

For determming exposures to X or gamrna rsy up to 3 Mev, the done limits specified in
il 20.101 to 20,104, inclusive, may be assumed to be equivalan to the "air dose". For the
purpose of this part * air dose" means that the dose is measured by a prgerly calibrated
sprqviate instrument in air at or near the body surface in the region of highen dosage rate.

It is thus apparen: that the Commission's regulations, in setting dose limits, speak
in terms of measured doses, not theoretical absolutes. Ibrther, the Commission's
regulation dealing with personnel monitoring,10 C.F.R. I20.202, is ' fully
consisent with this approach. Section 20.202(a) provides that each licensee
"shall supply appropriate personnel monitoring equipment to" its employees

,

and then defires that equipment in section 20.202(b)(1) as "devices designed
to te worn or carried by an individual for the purpose of measuring the dose
received (e.g., fitra badges, pocket chambers, periet dosirreters, film rings,
etc.)." 'Ihus, contrary to the intervenors' argumers, fte r,guhtions are based
only on measured doses and the Licensing Board did not err in concluding that
the applicants' 'II.D program complied with the agency's rules.

The in'.crvenors also seem to accuse the Licensing Board of approving
the accuracy of the applicants' *11.D processing on the basis of the 1983
ANSI standard, which they claim is not stringent enough. They apparently
misapprehend the Board's decision. While it is true that the Board determined
that the applicants' accuracy in reading TLDs satisfies the 1983 ANSI standard, it
actually approved the accuracy of the applicants' dosimetry processing program
on the basis of its 6nding that the program met the ICRP criterion, which the
Board considered more stringent." The intervenors have not attacked this finding
on appeal and we see no reason to reject it **

C. Eddleman contention 90 alleged that the program for environmental
qualification of electrical equipment at Shearon Harris is suspect because of

83 10 CEA $ 20.4(b)(aryhmsis addee.
# 10 CEA 12e.4(c)(anphans added)
"see 12P-ss.28,22 Mic as 262. see apre p 81s.
" As fwther assurance that werker esposwo wtll be kept wahme replatery hmns at shearen Hams, we acte that
several espects or the opphearms' dcennary quahey earcrat proyam amr4oy acceptance cruena mese resuhvo
than ibe ANs! sandart see Browns. Tr. rot 6407, et 20 23. The stybeants do acs plan to reha shar accernance
cruesa. see Tr. 65M
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"inadequate assurance that failure to report all results of enviK-u--x=1 quali-
Scation tests, including failures, has been brought to light . . . . This includes
past test failures of equipment which subsequently passes an (environrnental
quali6 cation] test and test failures of equipment which is said to be quali6ed
by similarity."" As Sled, the sole basis for this contention was a reference to a
portion of a report by the Sandia Natsonal Laboratories. That report concerned
inspections of the Rockbestos Company, a supplier of several types of cable used
in Shearon Hams. According to the Sandia report, that manufacturer failed to
reveal in its environmental quali6 cation reports on five types of cable, that four
of the cable types had sut 4tanttally degraded during testmg. Instead, Rockbestosa

qualification reposts claimed that these four cab!c types were quali6ed by simi-
larity to the fifth type of cable, which had not degraded. That 6fth type of cable,
however, apparently had degraded during previous quali6 cation attempts - a
fact not mentioned in the Rockbestos report."

Shearon Harris contains five types of Rockbestos cable * The applicants
had originally intended to rely on the manufacturer for assurance that the
cables were uviron nentally quali6ed. After learning of the unreliability of the
Rockbe;tos reports, hour,ver, the applicants demonstrated the environmental
qual!6 cation of the cables used in Shearon Harris by relying upart environmental
quattacation testing by the Conax CorporaSon of assemblies that included
Rockbestos Company, RSS-61051D cable." The applicants determined that
the quali6 cation test parame.lers used by Conax include the necessary parameters
for the Shearon Harris plant mi, because only minor differences exist among
the three RSS cable types, the results of the Conax lesting sie applicable to the
other Rockbestos coaxial and triaxial cables.* Ihrther, the applicants obtained
two reports that describe enytronmental qualification tests on Firewall III control

8 12P.35-2s. 22 NaC u 267.
"see M st 2s6; Pney, er et. Tr. faL 5515. at M
87wo d the cabies. Rss-6104LD and Rss-4105AE. en both coesial cebies of idemical _ _ % and ther

'
caduceous,ia==faaa= shnelds, and jackas are d the seems mananah. A third cable, Rss-GlotAR, is a inasial
cobie that esse to aame ineesnah but has a thicker inadsanan and jedst and an adenanal ~-=aric shield The
anulaney of _ ;.= and : *an===h of these uses cabies pnmdes a basis to apply the spashaceman of ether
of the cessial cobias to an ihrem The two renamune cables am Firemen ID imulated shermomengie ce64ss and
Phrowe5 Dr insulsand consrel cebies that enhas the esame imedness mansnal The buelsman en the L - ,

cabis is only 25 mus 0.e 0.025 inch) ibid, bouever, while that en ihn comret ambie is 30 mins. Bai ihere is
an addsannel manDie shield and a jeskes an the L._ . , cable ihm more than semposses for this maaBar
inadaams daishnesL Pney, er af.. Tr. fot $155, at 67; " ' Temunamy d Pnmy, er at. Tt. fel 5515 '

cited as "" ,' ' Tessummy"L as 44. !

The apphemes .p.au.4 gas gentity sensense program et Cansa Corpommen by sang en endia by esenhar inihty |
as part d to '' _ ; Aasney far sigyber Evam (CASE) pregreat see Tr. 5529-30. In ihas bnet, ihe
imavness appear to quaseen the vehesy of med an ends becuar a was oss puformed by the appbsmus er the
madr. Even though ibe intervusous ed met reise thas geenian bak a.undispised tasaarmy +===8' haw that this is
an aa==y=awa mehed of quahfying a sigpher, see id. In addisica, .he qualsy asamune program at Cassa (which
is a deut vedor at shamren Harns) has basa soviewed and imod =~ ra h8 by OaL Che need opphcess) and
Ebsess sammes. Iss. Che _ . - fer shasset Harns). see " - * Teammy at &
8'see M sa s4.

'
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cable performed by Sandia Narianal laboratories. One of the Rockbestos control
cables used at Shearon Harris was among the cable types tested. Once again,'
the applicants determined that the test parameters encompass the apphcable
Shearon Harris parameters and, because of the similarity between cables, the
Sandla tests demonstrate quah6 cation of both Firewall III cables in question."
Based on this evidence, and the fact that the intervenors _"did not present [any]
evidence . . . which would raise a question as to the adequacy of the Applicants'
environmental program to address concerns regardag . . . Rockbestos cables."
the Board resolved this contennon in the applicants' favor."

As best we can decipher their brief, the b;aw.cis first assert that the
Licensing Board "misinterpret (ed)" the scope of contention 90 to deal solely
with test results when "[o]n its face . . . it is concerned with fraudulent
testing."" But Mr. Eddleman authored contention 90 and the language of the
admitted contenuon neither mentions nor deals with fraud." Moreover, the
stated basis for the contention concerns only the environmental quali6 cation
of Rockbestos cable in use at Shearon Harris." It is clear from the record and -
the decision that this was precisely the concern of the perues and the Licensing'

Board. As far as we can determine, the 6tst mention of fraud is contamed in
Mr. Eddleman's proposed findings of fact on this contention that he Aled after the
heming."'Ihus, the intervenors are bound by the literal terms of their conteritions
and they cannot now can' plain that the Board misinterpreted corention 90."

r 'Ihe imervenors also appear to dispste the pracuce of qualidcation by simi.
larity. But this concept is recognized as acceptable in the Commission's regu-.

ladons and the intervenors have not directed us to any past of the record that
.

challenges the adequacy of the applicants' quali6 cation methods." *Ihus, we
'

see no grounds for disturbing the Licensing Board's 6ndings and conclusions
: on contention 90.

D. As originally Aled. FM1eman contention 65 broadly challenged the
quality of concrete placement in the Shearon Harris containmert. By the time

"s aa44
"12P 85-2s. 22 Nhc at 2ss.'

"Isserverums' Brid at 2s.
n see Mamaranden and order Cels 24.1984) at 2. see slee Appbcons' Matian ror Subsismian or Causroan
and ror Revimen or $dioMe m Fue Duest Wrimen Testimony on man = Casaseman 9 Quly 12,1984) at s 7.
"see apre p 815.
"see Weds Eddarnan's Propeed Findings as Cornsesnes el (Plps Haassre QArJc),116 Dise Freescenen) and.

9 Envuosumesset t' " -. or Bestmeal F mpmera) Qammary s.1985) et 16.
"(see AtAs 852,24 NRC 332. 545 09s6).4

"see 10 CJA $ 5eAp(fX21 la partines part that sessmes sneess:
f) Besh man er elecine egepues imponers a sesor mest be W by ens er sie reno-ins

rm:

IM $ SiHRlef bSR d @ M $ EHypes95$ teelyte le sisBW dlet $bs eqqqWhat le be
<rsenaed w
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the contention was litigated, the Licensing Board had narrowed it to thirteen
speci6c concrete placements" - a scope the intervenors do not challenge on
appeal. With regard to these concrete pours, the Board concluded that "the record
provides no evidence that concrete was inadequately placed" during construction
of the containment building." ne intervenors row challenge this 6nding.

First, the intervenors question the Board's conclusion with respect to a
problem of insuf6cient clearance in one concrete placement. Based on NRC staff
testimony, the Board found that the problem had been identined and corrected. In -
addition to discussions with the applicants' employee, the staff witnesses br. sed
their conclusion on the applicants' 6cld inspection report for this activity wherein
both the problem and its later correction were noted." De intervenors now assert
that "correction of the problem is not documented."" nis position ignores the
record and is clearly without meriL#

De intervenors' 6nal complaint regarding Eddleman contention 65 concerns
t!se strength testing of a particular concrete pour. Compressive strength tests
conducted o's samples from this pour after 28 days revealed that the test
samples did not have the reqt. ired design strength. A further test conducted
after 90 days, however, yielded an average strength of 5660 psi (pounds per
square inch), well above the design strength of 5000 psi.85 On the basis of this
evidence, the Licensing Board found that "the Applicants properly identt6 d
a nonconformance and prope.ly resolved it."" %e Board was satis 6ed that
the subject concrete had the requisite compressive strength. In the intervenors'
view, the Board erred in making this finding because it ignored evidence that
the applicants violated one of the American Concrete Institute Standards.

According to American Concrete Institute Standard 359-74, concrete in a
particular area will be considered structurally adequate, even though it fails to
meet the 28-day strength criterion, if the average strength value of three drilled

'See L3P-85 2s. 22 NaC at 289-93.
Mid at 295.
# see it a 293-94; llams er et.Tr. fot 6320, a 45; Apptsams' E2A 21. FW4 Inspeccan Report for Rainforces
steel for P.acemers Na ICBsL216001, shest 1. Conocinan of the prendern is in&cated in the rounk row of the
thisd column d the 6 eld repost: "A 6nal re-bar inspect. ion wee uude and a3 violatsams corrected."
811asarvenes' Bnaf at M The erserveiars also assert that the Based erved in relying on the maff wunasses'
'haeresy" abad cc-. - wah an unnarned enployes. The innenenes faled to object to the malt insurnomy
below so they cannot now be bensd to cenplass

The ornanonors aho suggest that the staff is "covenne earnahms up" becess a maft wuness did na :neman
in his preposed tamanasy a0 of the inspecnon rgets that he had previessly listed in en eerber Elad af5 deva
in appen et a enceaan for surrunary espemmen an Eddlenan - ' - 65.1he irmarvenes have not given ins
any further captansaan et that aDessaan ne did they saase this issue before ths tacenang Baert We hem
_ reviewed bosh the of6devit and abs testamcey in questen. and IWd no bens for andi a clairn.
# The irmarvenos' confunan probably issuhad frare the ample fact that the appbcams' eiusses en this inseer,

w -*= repas The inspersion 6ndingsbeides cating the wieng pese of Applicarns' EaA 21. nessend the r
should be reed votim!!y; the wuness agenis to have read there bonserna2y. Jee Tr. 6069 71,
8311aans es el. Tr. fal. 6320, at 26 27.
88 t3P s5-2s. 22 NRC at 294.
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test cores is equal to at least 85% of the design strength and if no single core is
less than 75% of that strength."'Ihe intervenors focus on the fact that two of
the five test cores taken from the concrete pour were less than 75% of the design
strength. Although tw cores did fail to meet the 75% requirement, the other
three yielded an average strength value above 85%, and none of those three
was less than 75% of the design strength. In addition, the industry standard
recognizes that results of these tests may be erratic and allows retesting near
the location of a concrete core that fails the strength test In this regard, staff
testimony explamed that experience in concrete testing with cores as small as
those used here has shown variable results." Each of the two cores that failed the
strength test was in close proximity to one that passed." Hence, contrary to the
intervenors' assertion, no violation of the pertinent code or standard occurred."
We, therefore, fully concur with the Licensing Board's conclusions on Eddleman
contention 65.

llaving reviewd the intervenors' assertions of error on appeal, we conclude
that there is nothing in the challenged Licenshig Board's rulings, findings or
conclusions that warrants reversal. R!rther, we have conducted our customary
sua sponte review of the balance of the Licensing Board's second partialinitial
decision and have found to errors requiring correction. Accordingly, LBP-85-
28, 22 NRC 232 (1985) is g91rmed.

In ALAB-852,24 NRC 532 (1986), w affirmed t;ie Licensing Board's find-
ings and conclusions on the last two contested issues in this proceedmg. We
withheld our affirmation of the Licensing Board's operating license authoriza-

, tion, howver, because w had yet to complete our review of the Board's second
partial initial decision. Now that w have affirmed that decision, we also aBirm
the Licensing Board's license authorization.

It is so ORDERED.

POR THE APPEAL BOARD

i C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board
.

Esse ibe Amence socimy d Medancel Enemsere Bauer and Promure Vasel Code, seeism Et, & vision 2
(1975) Gncosperecing Amenean Caense lamsuis standard 35M4). est ec.52341 The e me enemumed
to absens by des code and industry standed is iber anal safety Analysis ampot see Appheems' Eah. 9 at
3s.111
"Hanna er el.Tr. fat 6320, at 27.
*IL
# see il Maremw. ibe nauhs elIbe 94 day omnprammve iam ess6rms die mangib af iba emmessest
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Cite as 24 NRC 819 (1986) LBP-86-38A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

John H Frye,Ill, Chairman
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

Mr. Frederlek J. Shon

t.1 the Matter of Docket No. 50-322-OL-5

(ASLBP No. 86-533-01 OL)
(EP Exercise)

LONG ISLAND UGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1) December 11,1986

In the proceeding concerning the exercise of the Applicant's offsite emer-
gency response plan, Licensing Board rules on a motion for reconsideration filed
by FEMA objecting to the scope of the proceedmg, objections to the denial of
certam contentions filed by Intervenors, settles differences of opinion among the
parties concerning which contentions had been admitted, and denies Inten enors'
motion that it lacks competerice to make the above rulings.

LICENSING BOARD: COMPETENCE

The fact that a licensing board has been reconstituted does not render the
board incompetent to rule on objections to an order issued prior to reconstitu-
tion. While the new members of the board cannot know what wm in the minds
of the former members, the reconstituted board remains legally competent to
decide all matters within its jurisdiction.

819



EMERGENCY PLAN EXERCISE: ADMISSIBILITY OF
CONTENTIONS

Where a party maintains that an exercise of an emergency plan was the "full-
participation exercise" called for by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, fIV.F.1,
contentions that allege that the scope of the exercise was too limited to mec .
that requirement are admissible.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER ;

(Ruling on FEMA's Motion for Reconsideration
of and Intervenors' Objections to

October 3,1986 Prehearing Conference Order)

INTRODUCITON

' Itis Borsd'st October 3,1986, Prehearing Conference Order (unpublished)
ruled on the contentions advanced by Suffolk County, the State of New York, and
the Town of Southarnpton (Intervenors). Thew contentions were advanced fo!-

8lowing a Commission Memorandum and Order which initiated this proceeding
in order to decide any matters in con'.tuversy concerning the February 13,1986
exercise of tM Long Island Lighting Company's (LILCO) emergency plan.8

The Prehearing Conference Order has prompted a motiors to reconsider from
the Federal Emergency Management Agelicy (FEMA) and objections from
Intervenors.' FEMA's motion raises questions concerning the pmper scope of
the hearing, while Intervenors' objections challenge the denial of some of their
contentions. Additionally, all parties have expressed confusion with respect to
the Board's rulings on contentions. In this Memorandum and Order, we resolve
these matters.s However, we must first address a preliminary matter.

1This Board was recensuomed en october 7.1986. A clamacatice of the october 7 nonce was issued on
october 17.198& on Neember 7. the Quef Admunstratave Judge darued a moom for recimen el the moce of
reeminnaam and clarL6 cation 6. led by lisarverurs 0.3P 8637A. 24 MLC 726). traarvenors 6:ed a moucu ter
reconadersoon an Decenber s winct was derued a December 8,

8 Cti-8&l1,23 Mtc s77 0956).
8 Unke of Ceacunad scinanssa r. MC. 73s F.2d 1437 (D C. Cir.19s4) sapared the Canrrussaca io perma

such latiasnon.
' FEMA conducted the snarcise and em furnish issumeny emcerintig ks evahstion. The motion and objections

were fded on Ckeer 27.1986. pursuarn to an extesum of tune grarsed by the Board on ociober 16,
8 FEMA's moom was 6:ed e october 27. Irsarwners. IJLCo. and sufr responded, and FYMA fded a

aqplemet to ks mecon m Neember 10. Pursuara to a Board request. Il!Io Elad as so ca:1ed "Revwed
standard Vernon* of the canurmuris cm horember 17. Iraarvecre suspeded to these and 11ed ther verse of
the cursannans on heernber 2d. sufr also respeded a November 24. but did not submk as vena ci the
cortantur.s.

(Cenaamd)
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In their response (at 4 8) to FEMA's motion, the Intervenors challenge the
competence of the reconstituted Board to rule on "the FEMA motion or other
exercise-related issues now pending before it." We overruled this objection in
footnote 1 of our November 13 Memorandum and Order (unpublished). In a
letter of November 17, Intervenors object that this ruling did not deal with the
substance of their objection. 'Iherefore, we address this matter below.

| Intervenors' objections raise two points. First, they cite their pending motion
to rescind the notice reconstituting the Board. That motion and a motion for
reconsideration have since been denied (see November 13 Memorandum and
Order, n.1, supra); thus this argument is moot

Second, Intervenors argue that the Frye Board cannot know what the Mar-
gulics Board intended and that the schedule conflicts that dictated the reconsti-
tution would not prevent the latter Board from passing on the matters dealt with
herein. Intervenors allege that rulings by the Frye Board on these matters will
deny them due process. However, they cite no authority for this proposition.

Intervenors' argument is premised on the existence of two boards in this
portion of the Shoreham proceeding. In point of fact there has been only one. It
was appointed pursuant to the Chief Administ ative Judge's authority following
issuance of the Commission's Order (CLI 86-11) that a board be appointed to
review and decide matters in conuoversy concerning the February 13 exercise. It
was reconstituted pursuant to the Chief Administrative Judge's authority. While

I
intervenors are correct that the two new members of the Board cannot know
what was in the minds of the two former members, that fact does not render the
Board legally incompetent to pass on the matters now before it. The Board was
and is legally competent to decide all matters within its jurisdiction.

Moreover, we note that the question of which contentions were admitted
!

by the Prehearing Conference Order, decided in this Memorandum and Order,
is the question to which Intervenors' argument is most relevant in a practical
sense. "Ihat question has been decided in Intervenors' favor, thus largely
mooting the objection. We do not believe this argument has any practical
relevance to our competence to decide whether errors were made in the denial of

contentions. Apparently Intervenors agree, for their objections allege numerous
errors in this regard.

in.nnon' objeme w.e ad a cw*. v. utro, sun. .e4 ruta .a memded a Nomieer la
A cardmence er emnaal was held a Decenbar 4 dawg winch many or the meses rmmed by esse pienensa

and a shedule were hw
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FEMA MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Ambiguity in Prehearing Conference Order

In its Motion for Reconsideration, FEMA noted that the October 3 Prehearing ,

Conference Order was not clear with regard to the contentions that had been
admitted. (Motion at 16.) In their objections to the Prehearing Conference Order,
the Intervenors noted that in many instances we denied separate admission to a
contention but indWad that the facts alleged in the denied contention could be
litigated in connection with another, admitted contention. (Objections at 2 3.)
In a motion of October 30 requesting leave to respond to FEMA's motion and
InterYenors' objections, LILCO *cok issue with the Intervenors' interpretation
of the Prehearing Conference Order wt forth in the latter's objections (see id.

at 2 3) and indicated that it would file a to-called "Revised Standard Version"
of the contentions if permitted to respond.

In our Novemter 13 Order, we noted the confusion among the parties with
respect to which contentions had been admitted and called for LILCO's "Revised
Standard Version," which had not accompanied its responses. On November 18,
we indhted that Intervenors, Staff, and FEMA might file their versions of the
admitted contentions in response to LILCO should they desire to do so. Only
Intervenors did so.

He differences of opinion among the parties are shown in the following ta-
ble. A separate column indicates Interrenors', Staff's, and LILCO's views. An
"S" indicates that a contention was "subsumed'' in another and an "E" indi-
cates that it stated matters that might be offered in evidence under another
contention. An "A" indicates admitted and a "D" indicates denied.

Contention Ex Intervenors Staff LILCO

15L A A D
16A D, F-J A S D
18C A S D
22F A S D !

22I A S D
22K A S D
23 A E D
24 A E D

25 A E D ,

26 A E D
27 A E D
28 A E D
29 A D D ,

30 A E D
i
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Contention Ex Intervenors Staff LILCO

31 A S D
32 A S D
37 A E D
4M4 A D D
44(first sentence) A S A
45A H A E D
46 A D D

The table makes it clear that the confusion sterns principally from the
use of the terms "subsumea" and "evidence" with respect to some of the
contendons. Only Contentions Ex ISL, Ex 29, Ex 42A-0, ard Ex 46 do not
involve the use of these terms.

The term "subsumed" was used repeatedly in tM Prehearing Confererce Or-
der. Webster's Third New Internadonal Dictionary (Unabridged,1976) oc6nes
subsume "l: to view, list, or rate o compared in an overall or more compre-
hensive classi6cadon, summation, ur tynthesis: encompass as a part, example.
or phase- classify as a part of a larger scheme or judge as a snectfic instance
governed by a general principle . . . ." Thus when a contention was said to
be "subsumed" within another contention, it was consolidated within that other
contention. Any other view simply ignores the meaning of the term "subsumed."

Staff has indicated those contentions that in its view, state matters that may
be offered as evidence relevant *.o other contentions. A review of the rulings on
those contentions indicates that Staff's interpretulon is correct.

At the conference of counsel held Decembcr 4, the Board handed the parties
a version of the contentions that ref!ccts this treatment. Those contentions
subsumed within others were stated with the others. Similarly, for convenience of
reference, the bases of those contentions that state evidentiary matters relevant
to other contentions were stated with those other contentions. The remaining
contentions are discussed below.

LILCO takes the position (Response to Intervenors' Objections at 2-5) that
Contention Ex 15L should not be admitted but that Contention Ex 21 should be
interpreted as including the substance of Ex 15L. In essence, that is what has
been done in the Board's version of the contentions and LILCO's position is
rejected.

LILCO urges (ld. at 1415) that Contention Ex 29 be stricken as duplicative
'

of Ex 41B(lii)(a). The contentions are very similar. However, no harm is done by
setting out Ex 29 with Ex 41B, particularly in view of the fact that the Prehearing
Conference Order (at 17) noted that Ex 29 stated a matter cognizable under Ex
41B, (See Staff's Response to the LILCO "Reviscd Standard Version" at 6.)
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LILCO urges that Ex 42 was rejected and should not be set out in connection
with any other contentions (Response to Intervenors' Objections at 20). LIILO is
correct that this contention was rejected. However, in rejecting it we pointed out
that it is redundant to other contentions. To the extent that it sets out additional
factual bases for other contentions, it has been incorporated in the Board's
version of the contentions.' LILCO's position with respect to Ex 46 (14. at 23)
is rejected for the same reasons. [

Contentions Ex 15 and Ex 16
'

In our Prehearing Conference Order, we held that contentions that allege that
the February 13 exercise failed to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part

,
'

50, Appendix E, 5IV.F.1 are acceptable. Under this holding, we admitted
Contentions Ex 15 and Ex 16. 'Ihese contentions allege that the exercise did

'

not include demonstrations or evaluatans of major portions of the plan or of -
the capabilities of r.iany persons and entities relied upon for implementation. |

!FEMA, supported by LILCO and Staff, seeks a reversal of this hold.
ing. FEMA suggesu (Motion at 8) that we have ignored the limitations contained ,

in CLI-8611 and hav. q-r>ed the heanng to challenges to the conduct, design, ,

fand scope of the exercise. FEMA believes (14. at 10) that the exercise design
and conduct are not relevant or material to the evaluauon of the exercise and
that FEMA should be subjected to scrutiny only on its evaluation. It maintains
that it shonld rut be required to "engage in a contest as to how to design a
better exercise or exercise scenario particularly in a situation where FEMA has '

mado no fmding ci reasonable assurance," and notes that its "regulations do.

net require eva.ry element of every plan to be tested every time. 'Ihis does not
make the exercise meaningless. . . . 'the primary reason is that FEMA's regu- <

lations contemplate an exercise continuum wherein the plan's various elements
are tested periodically." (/d. at 10-11.) In short. FEMA believes that questions
of exercise design and scope or conduct are committed to its discretion and are
not challengeable in NRC licensing hearings. (See 14. at 14.)

LILCO supports FEMA's psition: LILCO's position is summarized on pages
3 and 4 of its response.

.

1. The Board's castructaon d the UCS Case ermneously neslects txah the latitude
conceded by the Court of Appeals to the Carnrnission to duisa the manner in whie it,

| would permit lidgation over exercise ruuks. and the fact that the Conunission has exercised
that latitude in structunng sud lidgetion in ClJ-86.ll, by lindting the adenissibility of

i

*i. a. -no. r e. m.. e. no.,4.rr..a %4 4 m. rr.-m is eu. e n. r nor
shed4 b. stnchen.

I
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or===mies no those shat aDege a demonstreuen of fundamenial Saws in an asnersecy plan
bened a caercase perfarneance.

2. De Board's open4nded adenission of ~====- A.n.atuig the scope of the
esercise, without soapsiring any showing that FEMA has depaned fross its narinal precom,
ancorrectly fails to accosd the deference due FEMA in the esercies of funcuans within
the area of its expertise, dissegards the pres ==g== cf regulaney properly greased FEMA
in the perfonnance d its denies, and dissegards FEMA's funcuan inder the FEMA-NRC
Mornorandusa of Undermanding.'

3. Admissim of -- cheBassing the scope of the esercise is irreconcilable with
the experi descripiim of FEMA's ' , = ion of its duties wish respect io the licensing
of nuclear power plases set forth in the motion for reconsidersoon Sled by FEMA and in the,

enached afadeva of Raben S. Wikerson.

Aduaissim of cornanuons chanag'ig FEMA's perfarinance ofits duties ic mrussar.4. r

ing the socye of the esercise raises generic policy t=== comerning the t '
d t5e NRC. FEMA Men orandusa d Undermanding whidi act appegwse for a rulemaking

' ; or inneragency assessesnt, but ase not appropriais for := damn in en indmhal,-

t: - licensing proceeding. |

In its response, Staff takes the position that even if proved true, Conlentions
Ex 15 and Ex 16 do not demonstrale a fundamental Saw in the plan revealed ;

by the exercise.
In opposition, the Intervenors assert that their contentions do not challenge

: FEMA's design of the exercise sce.iario or its exercise processes. Rather, they
maintain that the contentions challenge the exercise results and evaluations. '!his,
they mamtalt is clearly proper under UCS,,nera note 3. (See Govs.w.ga's [

4

Response at 12 21.) !
,,

! De Governmanis have ausged in Cossessies Es 15 and 16 that share is no basis igion i
'

whidiistiable conclusions can be drawn fican the February 13 esercise about the adequacy4 .
'

and ' . ' "lity of the 1.!1f0 Plan, because major panicas d the Plan and LILCO's
abiliry no implemen it == not demonsirend or evanusied and because the meonu :

'

i cepehilities of pmans and meisia asential io plan : .' -<- === notd--- ensd
i or evalussed. Such corsennons do nos chauense the scenano or FEMA's aDeged eras in the !
I desism of du scenario. Rasher, they sake the exercise as it occarmd and the FEMA procuses

; u ihry == applied and chanense ihe awrcin rumns. ;

1 (Government's Response at 17, emphasis in original.) ;

We are not persuaded that we erred in admitting Ce**astaa! Ex 15 and Ex
16. While the Intervenors' statement quoted above may stretch a semande point

*

in asserting that only exercise results are challenged, it is clear that the issues !
raised by these contentions are litigable. ;

It is true that the Commission directed that this proceedit g be limited !4

; to the exploration of alleged fundamental Aaws in the plan den onstrated by |
; the exercise. And it is also true that the results of the exercin are facially

|
|
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distinguishable from the scope of the exercise. But that distinction does not
hold up when viewed in light of the regulatory scheme governing emergency
planning.

In our October 3 Preheanng Conference Order, we quoted 10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix E, IIV.F.1, which sets out the sequirement for full participation
exercises.The -rigraph immediately precedmg the quoted provision states that
"[t]he plan shall describe provisions for the conduct of emergency preparedness
exercises. . . ." Indeed, IIV in which this requirement is stated is labeled
"Content of Emergency Plans." 'Ihus the exercise is a provision of the plan.

Purther, the regu'.ation calls for a "full-participation exercise" to be conducted
,

within a specified period prior to operation in excess of 5% of rated power,
and provides guidance with regard to the scope of such an exercise. LILCO
maintains that the February 13 exercisc wss such an exercise. (See 'IY.16,550-
51, September 24.1986; 'IY. 47, December 4,1986.) It has indicated that it
will seek P. waiver of the requirement that the exercise occur within 1 year of
o*ytatien if neo:tsary. (11.16.551, September 24,1986.)

Mouver, the Commissix has clearly stated its desire that the exercise 5e
as f,all as possible and its belief that the exercise would at a minhnum measure
the effectiveness of LILCO's plan given the restrictions imposed on LILCO by
the Intervenors.

Tae comminion dou not diagree wie tha view mat an uertise d the Iltro plan
could yie!J rwaaingful resulu ewn though such an exercise may ac4 saus*y all d the
requaemeu d NRC's esgulations. h couki, as a rnininun. Elesuh'y the unpact d the
sinuuuces d Ilif0's plan when esecuted .mder the stas and county astncoces. Ahhough

the Consninion is aware that beeanne d the recess court decision r.fdf exercise d the
111f0 cmergency plan may not be possible, the sraff should request that FEMA Mia
u full an nercise d the 12t40 pt,a u is readble and lawful at th presers time.

(June 4,1985 Memorandum from SJ Chilk to WJ. Dirks.)
From the foregoing is clear that:

1. The exercise was conducted pursuant to a provision of LILCO's
emergency plan;

2. LILCO asserts t!st it was a "full-participation exercise" which is
required by the Commission's regulations prior to operation at more
than 5% of rated power; and

3. If it is found not to comply with the Commission's regulations
concerning the scope of a full participation exercise,it it.ay constitute
a deficiency "which preclude [s] a finding of reasonable assurance that
protective measures can and will be taken, i.e., [a] fundamental flaw []
in the plan." CL186 ll, supra,23 NRC at 581.

It is beyond question that licensing hearings exist to permit the public to
question whether the Commission's regulatory requirements are satisfied by a
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given appikae'aa 'Ihat is precisely what Iraervenors are questioning here. So
viewed, Cordentions Ex 15 and En 16 are admissible.

. Moreover, it would be wasteful of the Commission's and the parties'. re-
sources to refuse to consider these issues now. While in the circumstances
LILCO may bear a heavy burden in seeking to demonstrate that the February
13 exercise met regulatory requi.A , it cannot be pronounced an impos-
sible burden now. hther, it is conceivable that a Commission ruling on the
preemption issue could lighten that burden considerably. It would be most un-
fortunale if, at some point in the future, all other issues regarding the exercise
wre decided in LILCO's favor and those raised by Contentions Ex 15 and Ex
16 remamed to be litigated. Moreover, any deAciencies that exist in the scope
of the exercise should be identi6ed early so that any feasible corrective action -

may be taken. Clearly, it is ;n the Commission's, FEMA's, the parties', and the
public's interest to take up these issues and resolve them now. :

We do not view our ruling as unduly infringing on FEMA's preroga. *

tives. Contrary to FEMA's fears, we have not opened the heenng to issim ;
concerning !tt conduct md design of the exercise, nor have we determined that
tk. e.xercise must be the best possible. The issues litigable under Contentions
Ex 15 and Ex 16 are limited to whether the scope of the exercise meeu the
Commission's regulatory requirements for full-participation exercises. FEMA ,

properly takes no position on that issue. (See FEMA's November 19 Response
to Interve. tors' Requsst for Admission at S.) Indeed resolution of this issue
properly belongs to the NRC. While FEMA may be questioned on its evalua- ;

tion of the exercise, it may not be questioned concerning whether the exercise
meets NRC icquiii.r.cnts. Because LILCO mairuains that the exercise does meet
those requirements, it must respond to questions bearing on thu issue? ?

FEMA also objects to the admission of Ex 19, which asserts that FEMA's !

inability to make a reasonable assurance finding based on the exercise precludes
NRC from making such a finding. We admitted this contention for argument

,

only, ar'd m adhere to that ruling. Once the hearing is completed, the parties
'

will be in a position to argue the proposition put forward by Ex 19. Like Ex 15 !

and Ex 16, this contention should be taken up now. LILCO must meet the legal
objection to its position that this exercise satis 6es regulatory requirements just
as it must meet the factual arguments against iu position.'

L
*

r

9

7sieft avpuundy tehes no patie m due issua (rt,16.5s7. sepsember se, its&) we inst that sieff win et
e sonneen eense es of he vieve en dus isans in tu pngesed Andees et rect and sendunans allow roDowms
diebenan6 *

8
PEMA segemas (Manim as 1) that,in to eves se decide not to resender eiar ndaacs, se eartfy the W=

of the mondeses fe edunnasihahey of eentemens beenng on FEMA's evaluecen Tbs repost is daued. %%)e we j
have sented is aar mhnen, we telneve we hete else largely eDeyed FEMA's fosse senaarvung dus husetue. We

ide ans beneve earJcomen u apprepnene.
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INTERVENORS OBJECTIONS

Contentions Ex 17 and Ex 814

- Intervenors object to our denial of Ex l 7 and Ex 814. Because we did not
believe that Intervenors have raised any substantial reason to depart from our
rulings on these contendons, we did not require that the other parties respor.d'
to these objections. (See Order of November 4,1986.);

Cr*=ians Ex l 7 raise the question of LILCO's legal authority to imple-
ment its emergency plan. Dey were rejected because they "allege matters that
have already been litigated and were not raised by the exercise . . . ." (Prehear-
ing Conference Order at 910.) Intervenors attempt to place these comentions in -
the context of the exercise by arguing that they assert that the exercise demon-
strated fundartental Saws in the LILCO plan because of LIILO's lack of iegal
authority, and point to CLI 86-14,24 NRC 36 (1986) as authority for te propo-
sitica 1het the Commis9km desred that the exercise be designed to mveal any
del'ects in the plan as a result of the limitations on L!LCO's authority.'

Ct*mians Ex 17 do nothing more than allege that LILCO lacks legal
;

authority to take certain speci8e activns. Dey are not in any way directed to
the Commission's concern that the exentise be used to reveal defecu in the plan
resulting from this lack of legal authority. Dese contentions do no more than
raise issues that have already been heard. Consequently we adhere to our ruling
and overrule Intervenors' o' jections.o

Intervenors' objections (M 6-8) to the denir.1 of Ex 814 inust also be ;

overruled. Dese contentions all assert that LILCO's realism argument was not i

tested by the exercise becauw the individuals playing the roses of state and j

local of8cials assumed a passive role. Intervenors have failed to advance any j

reason to question our conclusion that these contentions do not raise material ;

'
facts arising from tiv; exercise which bear on the realism issue. Dese objections
are overruled.

Contention Ex 16M {

intervenors object to the denial of Ex 16M (at 1113). We denico tna
cor.tention for the same reasons as we denied Ex 814. Intervenors attempt to *

distinguish Ex 16M from Ex 8 14 on the basis that the former raises the issue of i

the-Alpmion of Nassau County, while the latter do not. We agree with Staff |
,

(Response at 4) and LILCO (Response at 26 27) that no meaningful distinction I

has been raised. This objection is overruled.

'objaseums sa 44 C11H 14 was angeneDy served a lemory so,1984, and reerved a Februesy s and
seynamber is.1964 th appease in se July 1984 AltC lesuances ! I

|

|
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Contentions 15J and 48

Intervenors object (at 8 11, 25-26) to our rejection of Ex 15J and Ex
48. Ex 15J concerns the alleged lack of any demonstration of procedures and
arrangements for the treatment of offsite individuals who are both contaminated
and injured, while Ex 48 raises the same concerns with respect to offsite
individuals who are contaminated but not otherwise injured.

Intervenors assert that our nilings on these consentions amount to a failure
to follow Commission regulations and the holding in Guard v. NRC,753 F.2d
1144 (D.C. Cir.1985). They also assert that these contentions are completely
different from the allegations of a similar contention that was rejected in our
Memorandum and Order of August 21,1985.8'

Whatever the meriu of Intervenors' last assertion, it is clear that these
contentions were properly rejected. At the outset, it must be noted that Guard .

v. NRC had nothing to do with arrangements for the treatment of offsite '

individuals who are both injured and co'ntaminated. The only issue presented
to the court in that case concerned arrangements for the treatment of indsv' duals
who had been exposed to high levels of radiation bu: who were otherwiss
uninjured. Thus the Guard decision is not relevant to Ex ifJ.

The armngements that must he made for .h .reatrrent of individuals who are
both contaminated and othenvin injured were set forth by the Commission in
Southern California Edison Co. (>t Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units
2 and 3), CLI 8310,17 NRC 528 (1983). The Commission surrmarized these

,

requirements as follows:
|

With respect to indiriduals who becane anjund and are also exxsaromoted, the anengesnasa:
that are cumedy straired for cmane persormel and emergency worken povide emergeacy
capabilities whi& should be adeqi-ase .or tremament of menben of the general public.1here.
fore, no additional malical facttides or capabilities as regiired for the general public. Ilow-
ewr, facilides with which prior arrangemeras are made and those local or regional fadlities
which have the capability to treat cornaminated injured individuals should be idersi6ed Ad-
ditionally, emergency service organizadons within the plume esposure pathesy emergency
plannsg aces (EPZ) should be provided with informadon cacerning the capability of med- r
ical fadlides to handle indivieaals who are ccreaminated and injured.

Id. at 530.
The Commission addressed these requirements on a generic rather than case.

speci6c basis in San Gnofre. Thus these requirements are fully applicable to,

Shoreham.
The Commission's determination that arrangements for the treatment of onsite

individuals will suffice for offsite individuals as well dictates that Ex 15J be
,

1

is tr 4ulcos e e - s., si.rs am u.n utco . a. = x x.nnm
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excluded. That contention recognizes that the exerciw demonstrated the ability to
treat an individual contaminated and injured on site. The remaining requirements
stated by the Commission essentially concern the compilation and dimmination
of informa: ion, maners that are not amenable to exercises. Thus the exercise
adequately addressed the question of treatment of contaminated and injured
individuals.

The Commission's Policy Statement of September 12, 1986," similarly '
dictates that Contention 48 was properly excluded. That Statement concludes

i that until detailed guidance on the treatment of offsite individuals exposed to
high levels of radiadon is developed by Staff (scheduled for November 17,
1966), Boards may continue to limit litigation on this topic to those maners that
were lidgable prior to the Guard decision, in its San Onofre decision (which was
reviewed in Guard), the Commission limited this to an identi6cadon of facilities
with the capability to treat radiation. induced injuries. This is not a subject that

,

is amenable to excrcise.'

|

| Cos#stice Ex 185

- heervences state (at 13) that they perceiv; no ne:d to object to our rulings.

'

on En 18A and O gvovided that it is ur derstood that the requirement for full-
ysJcipetion exerci. e stated in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendir. E, IV.F.1, is deemed
to be a part of Ex 15 arkl Ex 16. Our ruling on the latter corsettions cicarly sets
out our conch.sen ihat tHz rcgulatory requirement is involved in a'.d. Indeed,
*he jus 0$ cation for accepting Ex 15 end Ex 16.

her.netors do object (at 14) to the demal of Ex 188. However, Ex 188
does sm) more than reiterate that centain goexaments did not participate in the

j. exercisc and was properly rejected for the reasons Ex 814 were rejec.ed. The
: tojection is overruled.

3

Contentica Ex 228 E, G, and H4

Intervenors object (at 14 16) to the denial of Ex 22 B E,0, and H.They assert
that these contentions challenge the basis for FEhWs conclusions and must be
admitted. Staff (Response at 5) and 1.lLCO (Response at 28 29) point out that;

'

we were correct in concluding that none of these contentions raise matters that
j arose during the exercise and that all the matters raised have beed or will be-

1 litigated elsewhere. We agree; the objections are overruled.
J

e

i

H $1 M aas 32.ses (sep.17.1%
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Contention Ex 33

Intervenors object (at 1718) to the derdal of EA 33. This contention alleges
that noti 6 cation of local and state government of8cials consumed more than

'

the 15 minutes called for by Appendix E, ilV.D.3. L1LCO conectly states
(Response at 29) that it was pointed out in LBP-8512,21 NRC 644,707-09 -
(1985), that state and local of6cials are not the offsite authorities to receive '

initial notification in this unique instance. Rather, it is LERO. This conclusion
was not disturbed on appeal. "[13RO] acts, in part, as a substitute fu SuEolk
County and the State of New York in performing emergency response functions."
ALAB 832, 23 NRC 135,149 (1986). Consequently, regardless whether our
original conclusion that the delays involved do not amount to fundamental flaws
was correct, this contention was properly denied because the requirement as
to notiacation within 15 minutes apphes to LERO, not the governments. *lhe
objection is overruled.,

,

Contentlos Ex 34

Intervenors object (at 18 20) to the denial of Et 34 which raises the question
of the timeliness of backup noti 6 cation to the putilic in the event of siren
failurs intervenors argue that failure of these backup procedures could amount to
a fundamental flaw in the plan, citing NUREO 0654, Appendix 3 at 3 3.1Td.'O
(Response at 30) opposes, but Staff (Response at 5-6) does not. We agree with
Intervenors that this contention should have been admitted. The object!ca is
sustained.

Contention Ex 35

Intervenors object (at 20-22) to the denial of Ex 35 which alleges that LERO
personnel failed to independently suess protective action recommendations
made by LILCO. Intervenors essentially present the same argtunents that were
originally advanced in support of Ex 35. Staff (Response at 6) and LILCO
(Response at 30-31) oppose on the ground that Ex 35 does not allege a violation
of any regulatory requirement. We agree. Intervenors have again failed to point
to any stated requirement in the regulations or regulatory guidance that requires
offsite authorities to independently assess information furnished by the operator

'

of a nuclear plant. It is true that LBP-85 12, spra,21 NRC at 679 82, concluded
that independence between LILCO and LERO was desirable. However, this
conclusion falls short of a requirement that IIRO independently assess LILCO's
protective action recommendations. The objection is overruled.

831
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Contention Es 38K.

Intervenors object (at 22 23) to the denial of Ex 38K and state their belief
f that we misread the comminn. In the prehearing conference order, we stated ,

that the issue had pseviously been litigated. We should have stated that Ex 38K,
which alleges that the ENC was not prompdy noti $ed of the designation of . t

congregate care centers, was denied because this designation is not to be made
public. (See LILCO's Response at 31.) The objection is overruled.- ,

Contention Ex 43A.
;1

Intervenors object (at 24 25) to the denial of Ex 43A which alleges that, .[
because buses to transport transit dependent individuals were not available when
the appropnate public announcement was made, a fundamental Asw exists in the
plan. Intervenors assert that the statement in the Preheanng Conference Order
that this merely raises an administrative maner easily corrected amounts to an o

improper determination on the merits. Intervenors may be correct in their view;
'

of that statement. Nonetheless, assurning the factual alleganons of the contention
are true, no fundamental Aaw is shown. While it would be beser if the buses
and the announcement were synchronized, the fact that the buses were later than
announced simply is not a fundamental Aaw. 'Ihe objection is overrtled.

,
!- SCHEDULE

;

At the December 4 conference of counsel (n. 82 85), it was agreed to |
'

designate December 24 as the cutoff date for the designation of witnesses. Dep-.

ositions were deferred pending issuance of this Memorandum and Order, but i
'

1 interrogatories were not (Tr. 80). As a result, eight depositions scheduled for
this week will not be taken. Counsel for Intervenors estimates that, in addition

'

!- to the depositions scheduled for the week of December 15 (which should
j proceed), another 30 remain to be taken. Assuming none can be taken over

,

the holidays, and that two per day can be taken beginning in January as has i
; been the practice (Tr. 86), Whs should be completed by January 21, ,

(- 1987. LILCO's testimony could then be Bled by February 4 and the hearing !

commenced on February 16. Intervenors', FEMA's, and any Staff tesumony !
would be due 15 days prior to presentauon. ;.

Consequendy, we adopt the following schedule:
|

December 19,1986 Termination of discovery except for i

idepositions and discovery ordered
pursuant to mouons to cornpel

!
t
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December 24,1986 Deadline for designation of witnesses

January 21,1987 Deadline for completion of depositions

February 4,1987 Deadline for LILCO's testimony

February 16,1987 Commence hearing
,

15 days prior to Deadline for Intervenors, FEMA, and
week of presentation Staff (if applicabic) testimony

,

ORDER
,

In consideration of the foregoing, it is, this 9th day of December 1986
ORDERED i

1. Intervenors' objection to this Board's competence to rule on mauers |
concerning the October 3,1986 Prehearing Conference Order is DENIED.

2. The Board's rulings concerning which contentions were admitted are ;

embodied in the version of the contentions handed the parties by the Board on
December 4 as modified on pages 824 25 and 831 above.

,

3. FEMA's motion to exclude Contentions Ex 15 Ex 16, and Ex 19 is
DENIED.

4. FEMA's request for certification is DENTED.
5. Intervenors' objections to the denial of Contendons Ex l 7; Ex 814; Ex j

15D; Ex 18C; Ex 22B E,0, and H; Ex 33; Ex 35; Ex 38K: Ex 43A; and Ex
48 are OVERRULED. :

6. Intervenors' objection to the denial of Contention Ex 34 is SUSTAINED. !

7. The schedule set out above is adopted for this proceeding. i

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND ,

'
LICENSING BOARD

Frederick J. Shon
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE [

!

Dr. Oscar H . Paris
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE.

John H Frye, I!!, Chairman |

ADMINISUtATIVE JUDGE '

Bethesda. Maryland

i
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Cite as 24 NRC 834 (1986) LBP-86-39

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Charles Bechhoefor, Chairrnan
Dr. Jerry Harbour

Gustave A.Linenberger

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-329 OL
50-330-OL

(ASLBP No. 78 38943-OL)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) December 17,1986

The Licensing Board authonzes the NRC Staff to permit Consumers Power
Co. to withdraw its application for operating licenses, and disnaisses the oper-
ating license proceeding.

TECIINICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED

Environmental impacts of withdrawal of OL application.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Authorizing Withdrawal of Operating License Application ;

. and Dismissing Operating License Proceeding) ;

|

On July 11, 1986, Consumers Power Co. (CPC), the Applicant in this op-
erating license (OL) proceeding, filed a motion for authorization to withdraw
its application for operating licenses, for dismissal of the OL proceedmg, and
for terminauon of the then pending Order of Modi 6 cation (OM) proceeding. In

834 |
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our Memorandum and Order (Motion to Dismiss /ferminate Prn-dirigs), dated
September 26,1986, LBP-86-33,24 NRC 474, we dismissed the OM proceed-
lag as moot but deferred action on the OL applicanon and proceedmg pending
preparation, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 51.21, of the Staff's Environmental Assess-
ment (EA) and the receipt of comments (if any) on that EA by other parties.

'Ihe Staff served its EA on November 17,1986. By our Memorandum and
Order (Granting Motion to Expedite Cornpletion of Withdrawal Proceedings
and Posing Questions to Parues), dated December 3,1986 (unpubhshed), we
provided that comments on the EA were to be in our hands by close of business
December 11,1986. We also posed certain questions to various parties, to be
answered by the same date. We received timely responses from CPC and the
Staff, each dated December 11,1986 (CPC Response; Staff Response). No other
party has red The Staff response was supported by the af6 davit of Gary
B. Staley, an NRC hydraulic engineer.

After considering all the material Sled, we are authorizing the Staff to permit
CPC to withdraw its application for operating licenses and are dismissing the
OL proceeding. Although we are imposing no terms or conditions, we expect
CPC to honor certain commitments (described below) which it has made.

A. Background

'!he background of the withdrawal request is set forth in LBP 86-33 and need'

not be repeated. Suf6ce it to say that, in July 1984, CPC for 6nancial reasons
discontinued all construction at the Midland facility, and that in the Spring of
1986 it determined to abandon the nuclear project. It now plans to convert the
facility to a gas.Sted cogeneration project, in permership with Dow Chemical
Co. and others.

CPC's withdrawal motion is goverrai b' 10 C.F.R. 6 2.107(a), which pro-;

I vides:
1

(a) '!he Commission may permk an appbcana to wkhdraw an appbcaan prior to the
issuance of a notice of hearing on such terms and condaions as k may presenbc. or may, on
maiving a request for withdrawal of an appbcauan. deny the aplication or dismiss it with
prejudice. Widwirewel of an appbcauan shar the issuance of a notice d hearing shall be on
sud. terms as the presadag d6cer may prescribe.

l

In considering the withdrawal motion, we have been mindful of NRC's re-.

sponsibilities under the National Environrnental Policy Act (and the implement-
ing regulations in 10 C.F.R Part 51) to consider environmental impacts that may
seem from the withdrawal. In doing so, we have examined CPC's July 11,1986
motion (including attached af6 davits), the Staff's EA, two inspection reports
on which the EA is based (dated October 28,1986, and November 14, 1986,

t
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respectively), the environmental report (ER) prepared by CPC, dated October
2,1986 (titled "Midland Site Stabilization Report"), and the responses of CPC

:
and the Staff to our December 3,1986 inquiries. *

As we understand it, CPC is taldng steps to convert a portion of the penially t

constructed facility to a gas ared cogeneration facility, but site construction (e.g, i
demolition of r- =wy buildings and extension of All area for gas turbines) :

would begin no earber than 1987. 'the nuclear steam supply systems and other !
buildings and components of the project which are not usable for the gas Ared
plant would be abandoned. ER at 1; November 14, 1986 Inspection Report,
at 3 5. The cooling pond would be used for the gas 6ted facility and such use

,

would be controlled by an NPDES permit (under the jurisdiction of the Michigan
Depanment of Natural Resources (MDNR)).

;

B. EnvironmentalImpacts of Withdrawal !
*

According to the Staff's EA, the Midland site was found to be adequately
stabilized and there were no areas where erosion could lead to detrimental

,

offsite envirnamaa'_a8 impacts. In addition, the Staff determined that the planned
underpinning work to support the auxiliary building had been completed; I

and that, in the 2 years since construction shutdown, the auxiliary building
has experienced virtually no movement except for seasonal variations with

,

temperature. Moreover, physical barriers are in place to prevent unauthorized
access to the underpinning area. EA at 3. The cooling pond was drained in 1984-
85 and currently remains in that state. November 14,1986 Inspection Report.-

1lat 1013.
the Staff further inspected the transmission line corridor from the plat to

.

ths Tittabawassee substation and from that substation to the Kewowvihetford i

substation at several locations, it determined that the corridors are predominantly
'

i through farmland that has reverted to iu natural state since construction, and
that there is "no evidence of any adverse environmental impact." November 14,
1986 Inspection Report, at 1517; EA at 2.

i
Finally, the Staff found that the site cannot be used as a utilization faci!!ty

;

(EA at 3). It concluded that the termination of the existing construction permits
(and the concomitant withdrawal of the OL application and dismissal of the OL

:
1 proceeding) would "not have a signi6 cant effect on the quality of the human '

environment" (EA at 4).'

After examining the environmental submissions, we determined that two.

items in the Staff's November 14, 1986 inspection report warranted further
exploration. Therefore, we posed certain questions concerning those items in our,

December 3,1986 Memorandum and Order. The items are relevant in alternative
]

situations: one if the plant were to be used for the gas-6ted facility, the other i

ifit is not to be so used and is abandoned. We will discuss these items seriatim.
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1, Linderpinning Estantions

De Arst item concerns the situation where the cooling pond is reAlled, as
_

would occur if the plant were to be used as a gas Ared cogeneration facility. De
Staff's NovenAt 14,1986 laylaa report states (at 7) that "if the cooling

| pond is ever re-Alled, something will have to be done to the partially completed

'| underpinning to aBeviate the possibility of soil washouts (the positive gradient

j would induce now to the excavated area, thus possibly making the building
unstable)." Tb the same effect, see the October 28,1986 Inspection Report,
at 3.

We asked questions seeking to delineate the extent of any problem (i.e.,
washouts or stagnant water), the nature of any corrective action, and CPC's
intent to carry out such action. CPC indicated that it had not yet determined
what steps were appropriate but that

'
Itte comramer seleceed io do the design and comarumson woA for de su4md n;r
feeliny wat he aq,med i eengden de hadiend soins needet pecorem in e y est
addomes anh omnerne and neues estits ar.cenne,em nd . '- ; emu wina

he stalde end seaside for their 'h mee in the : ' plant*

CPC Response at 2. CPC further made the commitment that "(i]f the site is used
for a gas Sred cogeneration facility, the contractor will be required to take the
appropriate steps"(14. at 3).

In its December 11,1986 response to our questions, the Staff opines that a soil
washout under the turbine buildmg could lead to the development of"sinkholes"
outside the fenced excavated area into which workers or visitors could fall, it
characterizes this possibility as "a very low probability event." Nonetheless,
it suggests that commitments from CPC to alleviate such conditions would be
"appropriate." Staff Response at 2.

We understand the aforesaid commitment by CPC to be broad enough to
encornpass the "sinkhole" conostion referenced by the Staff. We also understand
the commitment to be broad enough to encompass areas of the auxiliary building
beyond those to be utdimi in the gas-6 red facility. As so construed, we accept
such coenmitment and And it to be suf6cient to otwisse the need for our imposing

a speciac condition to that effect on the withdrawal of the application for
operating licenses or on dismissal of the OL proceeding.

We note that, in our December 3,1986 questions, we inquired whether the
permanent dewaterms system woukt be utahaed for the gas Ared facility. CPC

'

responded that it would not be so used (CPC Response at 2). Since the dewa-
tering system was planned to be used to meet NRC safety requiresnents and was
not planned for environmental reasons - indeed, the potential environmental
impacts of the system were among the matters previously considered by us -
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we have no reason to expect that the failure to use the system for the gas. fired
facility will result in any adverse environmental impacts.

L Emergency CooRag Water Reservoir

The second item concerns the drainage of the emergency cooling water
reservoir (ECWR), in the event the site were not used for a gas fired facility
and were abandoned prior to any other industrial use. "Ihe ECWR consists of a
small, depressed paruon of the 800 acre cooling pond, in the northeast portion
of that pond (SER, i 2.4.5). The ECWR presendy does not drain by gravity, and
rainfall accumulation must be pumped (November 14,1986 Inspection Report,
at 14). 'the inspection report states (at 13) that "if CPCo were to completely,

abandon this site, it would be necessary to provide a gravity drain for this portion
of the pond [ECWR] to preclude eutrophication and an undairable mosquito
breeding habitat." The report adds that "[t}his regulatory responsibility should
be assumed by the MDNR under the revised NPDES Permit."

Our December 3,1986 questions sought information concerning the effec-
tiveness of the gravity drain and the jurisdiction of MDNR to require its in-
stallation in the event of site abandonment. Such a drain would apparently be
effective. But the Staff and CPC indicate that MDNR may lack the authority
to require CPC to provide gravity drainage (or, alternatively, backfill) for the
ECWR prior to site abandonment (Staff Response ht 4: CPC Response at 5).

Nonetheless, CPC has made a commitment that "[i]n the event the site is
completely akadasat CPCO will modify the ECWR by backalling and then
trenching to the 8003 outfall structure on the east side of the cooling peci, so
that the entire ECWR can be gravity drained" (CPC Response at 5). We find
::t ::::::.':.. ent to be satisfactory. Given this commitment, we need no explicit
condition to assure that, if the site were abh_, the drainage of the ECWR
would not lead to untoward environmental consequences.

L 06er Environmenaal Quesdans

'!he Staff's December 11 response to our questions observes that, if CPC
relinquishes control of the site, the excavation for the underpinning should
be backfilled (Staff Response at 2). Although we did not inquire whether
CPC would commit to sudi backilling, we note that CPC has recognized its,

responsibility for the site as long as it maintahs its ownership. In our view, such
responsibility would include placing the exc6 don for the underpinning in a
condition where it would pose no sign 16 cant threan to the human environenent,
either by hw*Alling or by some other means of coiM (e.g., barners) (see ER
at3).
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We would espect CPC to take steps of this type. But we perceive the .
Staff to have authority to alleviate the effects of the abandonment of nuclear
structures. Because we did not raise this matter in our Decemba 3,1986 inquiry, ,

we are not imposing any conditions with respect thereto But since we regard
a eaanlaa requiring haciralling or other means of control as .prvriaic, we

'

,

would have no objection to the Staff's imposing a condition of this type which :

it Ands to be warranted. :

We note that the record of this prncerAng reSects certain other commitments
of CPC - e.g., the November 14,1986 inspection report observes (at 9) that :
CPC has commined to dispose of debris frorn the Poseyville Laydown Area
in a licensed landall area when certain temporary facilities are removed. Our
emphasis in this Memorandum and Order on commitments made to us in

,

t

CPC's December 11,1986 response should not be construed as limiting any ;
'

commitments that the Staff may have obtained or as precluding the Staff from
imposing such environmental conditions as it Ands warranted.

4. Repersing se no Shg ;

Because the Staff's environmental responsibilities depend on CPC'1 eversual !

use of the site, we inquired concerning CPC's intent to advise the Stail of suQ j
'

use. CPC stated that it would advise the Staff "when conversion (l.c. actual
iconstruction) to a gas Ared facility begins or, alternatively, when the site is

abandoned" (CPC Response at 6). This commitment is satisfactory. ;

,

C. Order !

Based on the foregoing, and the entire record, it is, this 17th day of December f
1986. ORDERED: [

1. The NRC Staff is authorired to permit the withdrawal of CPC's OL i

application, subject to such conditions as it 6nds to be warranted. (
2. The OL proceeding is dismissed. j;3. No condi*lons are imposed hereby, bt.t the foregoing authoruation and

dismissal are premised on CPC's comrnitment.' as described herein. i

4. In accordance with 10 C.F.R. Il2.760,2. 62,2.764,2.785, and 2.786, as |'

amended, this Memorandum and Order shall becom effective immediately and !

will constitute the Snal action of the Commission thety (30) days after issuance !
.

hereof, subject to any review pursuant to the above cited Rules of Practice. Any !
;

party may take an appeal from this Memorandum and Order by 61ing a Notice of
Appeal within ten (10) days after service hereof. Each appellant must 61e a brief
supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after filing its Notice of
Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within thirty (30) days afte
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the period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants '

(forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a party who is not an appellant may 61e
a brief in support of, or in opposition to, any such appeal (s). A respondmg pany
shall 61e a single, responsive brief only, regardless of the number of appellarts'
briefs filed.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry Harbour
'

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

'
Gr;tave A. Linenberger
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
,

this 17th day of December 1986.

!'
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|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judge:

Dr. Oscar N. Paris

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-364 MLA -

(ASL8P No. 815 51101 ML)

BABCOCK AND WILCOX
(Parks Township, Pennsylventa,

Voluma Reduction Facility) December 23,1986

In this Decision in an informal hearing involving an application for an
amendment to a materials license to authorize the operation of a Volume
Reduction Services Facility (VRSF) utilizing a high-force compactor and an
incinerator to reduce the volume of noncombustible and combustible low level
radioactive wastes generated by medical facilities, research institutions, industry,
and nucle. power plants, the Presiding Of6cer authorizes immediate issuance
of the license amendment to allow operation of the compxtor, but rules that the
NRC Staff is authorized to issue the license amendment to allow operation of the
incinerator only after certain conditions have been met, the most significant of
w hich is that additional testing must demonstrate clearly that the incinerator will

perform to the standards adopted by the Licensee to protect the public health
and safety.

TECilNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Operation of compactor and incinerator.
Release of tritium, carbon-14, and I 125 by the VRSF and their health effects.
Release of dioxins by the incinerator and their health effects,

v
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Performance of the scrubbers, HEPA filters, and charcoal adsorber in the
incinerator exhaust stack.

Accidents that could occur with the incinerator and their consequences.
Emergency plan of the Licensee.

APPEARANCES

Maurice Axelrad, Michael A. Bauser, and .Trank R. Lindh, Esqs., Newrnan
& Holtdnger, P.C Washington, D.C., for the Licensee, Babcock and
Wilex.

Dennis Paul Zawsckt. Esq., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvaris, for the Intervenors, John
P. Bologna and Frutie Johnson.

Thomas Au and John R. McKlastry, Esgs., for the Commonwalth of
Pennsylvania.

George E. Johnson, Esq., for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.
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DECISION

* I. INTRODUCTION

A. Nature of Proceeding and 'this Decision

This proceedmg is an informal hearing invclving an application by Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W or 1.icensee) for an amendment to its Materials License
No. SNM-414 to authorize the operation of a Volume Reduction Services Ibeil-
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ity (VRSF) for low-level radioactive waste (LLW) at its plant in Parks Tbwnship, *

Pennsylvania. The license amendment would authorias B&W to operate a high- '

force compactor and an incinerator no reduce du volane at nommihie a
and combustible low level wastes generated by medical facilities, universities, !

research irmmmaan, industry, and nuclear power plants. Wastes treated at the |
VRSF would be returned to the waste generator or shipped to a licensed waste
disposal facility, latervenors John P. Bologna and Frutie Johnson, whose res- t

identes are near the Parks Township site, contest the application. The Com. !
monwealth of Pennsylvania panicipated informally as an interested State, and f

the NRC Staff, although having elected not to become party to the proceeding, j
also participated informally, in this decision, founeen talervenor complaints ;

'

concerning health and safety and environmental issues are considered, and de-
cisions are rendered 8 Ply on the amendment to authoriae operation of .;
the compactor and the amendment to authoriae operation of the incinerator. |

The N.iding Of5cer concludes that there is reasonable assurance that, if +

the license is amended to authonae operation of the compactor (which has been
installed and is operable), the activities authonaed will not be inimical to the i

common defense and secunty, can be conducted without endangering the health ;

and safety of the public or the environment, and whil be conducted in compliance 4,

with applicable NRC regulations. The incinerator, on the other hand, is still i
under development and had not, as of the date of the heanng, performed to the ;

standards committed to by B&W and accepted by de NRC Staff C l= ty, |
the Presiding Of6cer has concluded that the Staff must withhold amending the . t

license to authonze operation of the incinerator until further testing has shown !
that the incinerator is capable of meeting the performance criteria committed ,

to by B&W and accepted by the Staff. Those performance criteria are made a !
licensing condition, iq(ra, in this Decision. |

B. Development of the Proceeding

The Licensee applied for an amendment to Materials License SNM 414 on
,

October 31,1984, fa authorization to operate the VRSF at its Parks Township
,

facility. Speci6cally, the amendment would authonze receipt and possession I

of up to 500 curies of M,vemi material in the form of LLW; storage of the
matenal in the Parks Tbwnship plant formerly used for plutonium fuel activities; i

, processing the matenal in the VRSF; and waste packaging and shipment under !
the bypoduct material authorharine of the license. The processcd LLW would !
be shippe4 either to a licensed waste disposal facility or returned to the generator i
of the waste. NRC Staff's Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Volume |
Reducuon Services Pacility, April 1986 (SER), i 1.1. j

l
!
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A petition fw hearing on the proposed bcense amendment was $ led by
Messrs. John P. Bologna and Frutie Johnson on February 15,1985.1 B&W
responded by lettars dated February 25,1985, and April 12,1985. '!he NRC
Staff responded by a $ ling dated March 25,1985, in which it suggested that the
Commission order an informal hearing before a single member of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP). On July 24,1985, the Commission

,

ordered (July 24 Order) (unpublished) that an informal hearing be convened'

before a single ASLBP administrative judge and that a notice of opportunity for
hearing be published in the Federal Regisser, inviting petitions to intervene.

A Presiding Of6cer to conduct the informal hearing was appointed by the .
Chief Administrative Judge on August 1,1985.8 Notice of Appointment, 50
Fed. Reg. 32,128 (Aug. 8,1985). As directed by the July 24 Order, the Pre-
siding Of8cer issued a Notice of Hearing and Opportunity to Become Party. 50
Fed. Reg. 32,782 (Aug.14,1985). On Ag*=har 12, 1985, Messrs. John
P. Bologna and Frutie Johnson (Intervenors) petitioned to intervene; they raised

,

|. a number of complaints in their pedtion, which they asked be addressed in the -
prW4 'Ihe Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Commonwealth) also peti-!

tioned to participate, as an interested State pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.715(c). The
NRC Staff, by letter dated September 26,1985, advised the Presiding Of5cer
and the parties that it would not participate as a party in the informal hearing,

i but it reserved the right to present information, either on its own initiative or in

| response to requests fmm the Presidmg Of5cer.

| By a Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Petition for Leave to Participate in
an Informal Proceeding, dated October 3,1985 (unpublished) (October 3 Order),
the Presiding Of5cer admitted petitioners Bologna and Johnson as intervenors in
the proceedang and accepted three of their complaints fce hearing. The balance
of their complaints were denied as premature in light of the fact that the
Staff had not yet issued its SER or the NRC Staff Environmental Assessment
(NRC EA). The Intervenors, however, were granted the right to Sie additional
complaints based on the SER and NRC EA within 30 days of the issuance
of theos documents. October 3 Order at 8. The October 3 Order also denied
the Ca==aawealth's peuuon to participate as an interested State pursuant to
62.715(c) because the Commission, in its July 24 Order, did not apply that

i
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provision to this informal hearing. The October 3 Order did, however, recognize
that the Commonwealth had an interest in this informal proceedmg and special
respomibilities with respect to the VRSP. It ruled that the Commonwealth
could suggest questions to the Presiding Officer if oral presentations were
scheduled and directed that the Commonwealth be put on the service list for the
proceeding. Id. at 9-11.

The NRC Staff issued its NRC EA on March 0,1986, and its SER on April 9,
1986.8 On April 11,1986, Intervenors filed a Suppkmental Petition with respect
to the NRC EA, and on May 9,1986, they filed e Suppkmental Petition with
respect to the SER. B&W Sled its answer to both suppkmental petitions on
May 27,1986. In a Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Supplemental Petitions,
Procedure, and Schedule), LBP-86 19, 23 NRC 825 (1986) the Presiding Of6cer
admined eleven new complaints, which, with the three complaints accepted in
the October 3 Order, made a total of fourteen ecmplainu to be considered in
this proceeding. LBP-8619 also directed the parties to 61e wriuen testimony on
the complaints, by af6 davit, on or before August 1,1986; it ruled that discovery
and cross examination were not permined, but d|sected that the parties were to
submit quesdons about the testimony,10 be asked by the Presiding Of6cer, by
August 22,1986. Id. at 842. Further, the Order stated that oral presentations
would be heard at an informal hearing held in the vicinity of the Parks Township
site, at a time and place to be announced later. Id. The order also prescribed
procedures for the oral presentations. Witnesses were ordered to answer under
oath or af6rmation the questions to be asked by Presiding Officer, and the parties
were advised that they could offer supplemental oral testimony and submit
additional questions on the oral testimony during the heanng. Id.1.BP-8619
also provided the opportunity for persons not party to the proceeding to present
written or oral limited appearance statements. Id. at 843.

B&W and the Intervenors filed sworn testimony on August 1,1986. In ad.
dition, the Staff, pursuant to a Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Supple-
mentary Information from Staff Relating to Complaints Admitted for Hearing)
dated July 18,1986 (unpublished),* 61ed Supplemental Clarifying Information
from Staff Relating to the Staff's Safety and Environmental Evaluations (Staff
Clari6 cation) on July 31,1986. On August 13, 1986, B&W Sled a motion to

3 ay hsist dened Joe s,19% a4W sapaned lhes em Pseudasartse and ihas num af en admused . ,- -
semand to he e se ena lhe seat sudd esamede mamme a hemsme far em omsgacem tusum6sealy, ay imme
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strGs certain portions of the % of John P. Bologna, on the grounds that i

those portions of the testimony were not relevant to the fourteen admined com- 1

plaints. 'the P saidmg Of5cer granted in part and denied in part B&W's motion, :
in a Memormium and Order (Ruling on Applicant's Motion to Strike) dated
September 3,1986 (unpublished). ,

Suggested quesuons were submined by the parties and the Commonwealth !

on August 22,1986. All of the suggested questions were accepted by a Mem-
oranden and Order (Ruling on Questions for Witnesses) issued September 8, i

1986 (unpublished) (September 8 Order). In aMulaa, the order included ques- 6

tions for the wanesses from the Preskhng Of5cer. A Notice of Informal Hearing
,

issued on August 28,1986 (napN), duected that the oral hearms would i

commence on September 30,1986, in Apollo, Pennsylvania. 'Ihe September 8 :

Order advised that a sise visit would be made while the perdes were in Apollo t

for the hennas. The parties, the Commonweehh, and the Staff were requested |
to have a least one representative on the site visit. !

The she visit occurred on the afternoon of September 29,1986, and was ,

anended by the Presidmg Of5cer, by Messrs. Bologna and Johnson and thee
,

naunaal, by counsels for the Commonwealth, by the NRC Staff coimsel and i
!technical staff, and by ,w ;.;.dves of B&W and their counsel 'the visit

included a tour of the facili:y, where the super a,..wiui's operanon was !

demonstrated, and of the area surroundmg the site, including the village of |
Kiskimest. i

The oral hearms commenced at 9X)0 a.m. on September 30,1986, in the !
Apollo Community Center, and conunued until mid day on October 2,1986. Li- !

ceasee submitted prealed tesumony by six witnesses, and those wanesses ap- ;
peared at the hearms to answer questions and provide supplemental testunony, ;
if needed. Those witnesses were i

Mr. Cary R. Bowirs, Manager, B&W Waste Reduction Services. [
Mr. Bowles participated in the design of the VRSF, the preparation of
license documentation, and the testing of equipment and certi6 cation of
operations personnel. !

Mr. Ronald D. Corridoni, Supervisor of Henkh & Safety at B&W's !

Ptansylvania Nuclear Services O-M which includes the Parks Tbwn-
ship facility.

Mr. A. Scott Dam, Manager, B&W Weste Tahnology Services. ;

Mr. Dam has been Project Director of the VRSP since its ma=4% and j
has supervised and participated in all spects of the facility's design and
implementanon. Recently he was placed in charge of overall operabons of j
B&W's Ptensylvania Nuclear Services Opershon. ,

Mr. David M. Pogel, Producuan Manager, B&W Ptansylvania Nu- I

clear Services Operauon, and, until April 1986, Product Manager of the
!

;
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VRSP. As Production Manager, Mr. Pagel will be the of6cist responsible
for operadons of the VRSP.

Mr. Thornas E. Potter, mornber of the consulting arm of Morton &
Petter. Mr. Potter performed many of the calenimians and analyses relating
to radiation contents of VRSF effluents and resulting doses set forth in the
B&W Environmental Analysis (B&W EA).

Mr. Stanley I . Spes, Manager, System and Process Design, Aerojet
Energy Conversi u Company (AECC). AECC is the designer and builder
of the incinerator that B&W proposes to install in the VRSF.

Dr. Niel Wald, Professor of Radiation Health and Chairman, Depart-
,

ment of Radiation Health, Graduate School of Public Health, University ;
of Pittsburgh, and Professor of Radiology, University of Pittsburgh School
of Medicine. Dr. Wald served B&W u a private consultant.

In addition to those witnesses who presented prealed written testimony as well
,

as oral tesumony, B&W presented three additional witnesses to sespond to in- i

'

tervenors' pre 61ed testimony w to concerns raised during the oral presenta.
tions. These witnesses were !

Mr. Thomas A. Bauman, !)ealth & Safety Operassons Cecidseici, [
B&W Pennsylvania Nucler.c Service Operation. .

Mr. Jack D. Lauber, Associate Air Pollution Control Engineer, New I

York State Department of Environmental Conservation. Mr. Lauber served
B&W as a private consultant. |

M.* Lawrence Orimek, Manager, Engineenng and Specialty Manufac- i
ituring 'Jepartment, B&W Pennsylvania Nuclear Services Operation.

Interven as presented two witnesses who pd pre 61ed written testirnony i
and oral 'stimony at the heanng. They were

Mr. John P. Bologna, one of the Intervenors. Mr. Bologna owns and '

lives in a residence located in Parks Tbwnship about one-half mile from
the proposed VRSP site. ;

Dr. Marvin Resnikoff, Nuclear Scientist, Sierra Club Radsoective Waste :
Campaign. Dr. Resnikoff obtamed his doctoral degree in high-energy ;

physics from the University of Michigan, has served on the faculties of j
several universities, and has been working on nuclear weste management
issues since 1964.

The Commonweakh presented one witness,10 answer a question relating to :

, the state which came g during the oral presentations. The witness was i

'Mr. James O. Yusko, Western Area Health Physicist, Bureau of Rs.
&arian Prosecuon, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources ,

(PaDER). ;

The NRC Staff, at the request of the Presiding Of5cer, presented a par *? ,

of witnesses to address several issues that arose during the hearmg. The prc. !

consisted of the following individuals:
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Mr. Roger M. Blond, Division Manager Science Applications In-
ternational Corporation. Mr. Blond was a consultant to the NRC Staff
on the Staff's NRC EA.

Mr. Leter Loysen, Senior Chemical Engineer, NRC Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS). Mr. Loysen is the NRC Staff
Project Manager for review of the proposed VRSF, including preparation
of the Staff's NRC EA and SER.

Mr. Frederick Sturz, Health Physicist, NMSS. Mr. Sturz reviewed the
B&W EA and B&W's safety analysis study.

At the conclusion of the informal heanng on October 2,1986, the parties,

agreed to an expedited schedule for 61ing proposed 6ndings and conclusiens,
and the Presiding Of6cer so ordered.8 Accordingly, B&W filed its proposed |
fmdings on October 23, 1986, Intervenors filed their proposed Endings on |

I October 30,1986, and B&W filed its response on November 6,1986. By letter
to the Presiding Of6cer on October 22,1986, the Commonwealth advised that
it elected not to 61e proposed 6ndings in this proceeding, but would cover its
"concerns regardmg B&W's monitoring and emissions . . . later, if and when
MW applies for its permits with the Pennsy'- 2 r)epartment of Environmental

| Resources."
"Iltis Decision is based upon the Fin 6r4: of Fact and Conclusions of Law

| which follow. Any proposed 6ndings or conclusions submitted by the parties
and not incorporated directly or inferentially in this Decision are rejected as
being unsupportable in law or in fact or as being unnecessary to the rendering
of this decision.'

|

|

|
,
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Background i

1. In response to the Low. level Radioactive Wasic Policy Act of 1980
(Pub. L. 96 573; 42 U.S.C. I 2021b, et seq.), the Commission issued its October
1981 Policy Statement on Low.Izvel Radioactive Waste Volume Reduction (46
lbd. Reg. 51,100) in which it encouraged its licensees to limit the quantities
of waste produced and to reduce the volume of waste shipped for disposal at
burial sites. The Commission noted that both compaction and incineration were
among the volume reduction methods to be applied. In July 1985 the NRC
warned licensees that ciutallment of access to radioactive waste disposal s*tes
could occw, and it recommended that licensees develop contingency plans for
such an event. NRC EA i 1.0; Dam (Overview), ff. TY. 415, at 3-4.

2. To assist waste generators to cope with these developments, B&W
has proposed the VRSF to be located at its Parks Tbwnship site. NRC EA
i1.0. The VRSP would consist of two functionally separate and independent
volume reduction processes: high-force compaction and high temperature in-
cineration. Because of the diversity of radioactive waste generators to be served
by the VRSF, the waste will include a wide variety of physical and chemical
characteristics. B&W EA 5 2.8. Wastes such as metal and plastic are suitable
for compaction. Other wastes, such as scintillation fluids, biological material,
and lubncating oils are not suitable for compaction but can be incinerated. Dam
(Overview) ff. Tr. 415, at 3; NRC EA Il 3.2,9.4.

3. Because the compactor and the' incinerator and their operation are
'

entirely separate, they will be considered separately in this decision. ,

B. The Compactor and Its Operation

4 B&W's high force compactor (often referred to as a "super compac-
tor") consists of a matenals hand',ng system utilizing conveyors and hoists, the
compacting system, a waste soMiScauon system for liquid wastes produced in ,

the compaction process, and a remotely operated process control system. Dem, |
ff. Tr. 415, at 7; NRC EA 15 3.2.3,3.2.4; Babcock & Wilcox VRSF Systems ;

Desenpuon Manual (SDM) IIILA. The compacting system uses a 1500-ton
force press manufacturcd by A. Ibntijne Company of Holland and associated
handhng equipment manufactured by Stock Equipment Company of Ohio. Id..

5. The compaction pocess is operated by a remote, automated control
system, except for the unloading of waste drums and loedmg of over packs in
the shipping and receiving area, which is done by forklifL 'The process begins
by the loading of 55-gallon metal drums onto a powered conveyor leading to
the compactor. The drums are fed by the conveyor through an airlock into the
press cell enclosure. The enclosure is kept at negative atmospheric pressure with
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respect to the rest of the VRSF tullding and is exhausted through a roughing
Alter, a high% paniculate air (HEPA) Ahor, a charcoal Alter, and Anally
through two more HEPA Aker banks in series which are pan of the building
vaatilatian tuhauer system. Dam (Overview), ff.11r. 415, at 7.

6. Once inside the press cell enclosure, each enetal drunn will be pierc:d !

by hardened steel punches driven by pneumsde cylinders,10 permit release of f

air during compaction. Id. at 7 8. The punctured drum is then loaded into the
press, positioned for compaction, and compeced by the press into a '' hockey
pack." The hockey puck will then be moved from the press onto a turntable l
inside the peas cell enclosure, which will then revolve to position the hockey ,

puck under a hatch. A hoist will remove the hockey puck through the hatch and |
deposit k in an over pack located on a second turntable outside the press cell ;
enclosure. When Alled to capacity, the over pack will be remotely capped and i

sealed. The sealed over packs will be moved by a conveyor system to the over.
pack shipment staging area, where they will be loaded onto trucks by forklift
for shipment to disposal shes. ld, at 8; SDM ll!!.A. III.C.

'

7. Any liquid that might be forced out during puncturing or compaction
of the 55 gallon waste drums will be collected in catch pens and directed to
a liquid sump wuhin the press cell enclosure. Liquid from the sump will be
pumped to a 100-gallon holding tank and later pumped to the solidi 6 cation
system. In the solidi 6 cation system the liquid is mixed in steel drums with dry
cement ard capped fernotely. The solidiAcatian druens will then be moved to a
post-proc.ss staging area by forklift or overhead crane and shipped with other
procesar 4 waste to a bcensed disposal site. Dem (Overview), ff.11r. 415, at 8 9.

8 The super ccumpactor is now installed at the Parks Township site. B&W
perso"ael have boon trained in km operation and all amendant operational
procedures have been written lasernal B&W inal design and operational
reneness reviews have been performed and follow on acuans have been
completed. Once the necessary authorizations are received, B&W is prepared
to put the compactor into operation. The company must obtain Air Quality
Control Permits for the w... cs from PaDER, in addelast to the NRC bcense
amendment. B&W has bren told by PaDER that PaDER will await the NRC
license amendment authorizing compactor operation before completing its own
review and hol&ng public mecungs.'Id. at 15.

,

9
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C. The laelserstar and its Operation

9. The incinerator will ernploy separate equipment which will be housed
in three trailers and a 5 ft x 14 ft secondary scrubber skid located on a
60 foot square concrete pad adjacent to the VRSF building. Only one of
the trailers, the operations trailer, will be physically connected to the VRSF
building, by an enclosed incinerator feed corridor and an enclosed ash transfer
area The incinerator system is being m*=>factwed by AECC and is designated
their Mobile Volume Reduction System (MVRS). As originally designed for
incinerating nuclear reactor LLW, the MVRS is described in the AECC MVRS
Topical Report (Rev.1) (Jan.15,1986). The MVRS to be installed at Parks
Tbwnship has several modi 6 cations that are designed to permit the incineration

"

of medical, institutional, and industrial LLW as well as reactor waste. Dam
(Overview), fr. Tr. 415, at 9; B&W EA, Appendix E. -

10. Material to be incinerated will be placed in fiber drums and boxes.
These will be moved by a powered conveyor from the VRSF building into the
incinerator trash preparation area in the operations trailer, via the incinerator feed
corridor. The incinerator operator will remove the container from the conveyor
and feed it into the incinerator feed chute in the incinerator trailer. The chute
outer door will then be closed, the chute inner door will be cpened remotely
and the coolainer positioned in front of the waste charging ram. The operator
then will remotely close the inner chute door and remotely open the incinerator ,

are box door. This system provides a doible airlock between the incinerator
pnmary chamber and the trailer atmosphere Dam (Overview), ff. Tr. 415, at
9. By means of the waste charging ram the operator then will push the feed +

container into the incinerator are box; this trocess will also push any ash in the
incinerator into an ash drop. This feed pncess will take about 2 minutes and t

will be repeated two to three times per hour. Id. at 10,
11. Incineration will occur in a two-stage, negative pressure process. The

first stage will occur in air limiting, underare conditions at a minimum temper-
"

ature of 1700*F, and the second with high excess air (about 100% excess) at a
iternperature of 2100*F. Id.

12. Off gas from the secondary combustion chamber will be quenched to
approximately 1000*F with a water spray. It will then be processed through
a series of two liquid scrubber systems, which scruh acid gases from the gas
stream, provide particulate scrubbing, and funher cool the gas stream to about
180'F. A gas discharge system wiu draw the cleaned, saturated off gas from ;

the wet scrubbers, heat it slightly by compressing in an inducuon fan, and pass
it through a HEPA 6tter, a charcoal adsorber, and a final HEPA 611er before r

releasing it to the atmosphere. The chemicals discharged will be prircipally l

carbon dioxide and water vapor. s.l. In addition, volatile radioisotopes, such as
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tritium, carbon 14, and iodine 125, will be driven off during the incineration
process. NRC EA at 6 3 thru 6-6.

13. Ash from the incinerator will be accumulated in an ash container
located below the primary combustor, conveyed to an ash hopper, mixed with a
binder, and metered directly to a container (55 gallon drum). The ash contamers
will be remotely capped and transferred to an ash transfer cart for post. process
steging and shipment. Dam (Overview), ff. Tr. 415, at 10.

14. The MVRS that B&W plans to use was, at the close of the heartt:g,
still at the AECC facilities in Sacramento, California, awaiting the completion
of tests on the first MVRS which is destined fcr the Dresden Nuclear Power e

Station. Id. at 14. In addition, there are design changes for the B&W MVRS,
resulting from the tests on the Dresden unit, which must be implemented before
the B&W unit can be delivered. Id.; Potter and Spas (Complaint 8) et 11;8 see
Findings 149 and 150, IVra.

D. Complalats Heard la the Proceeding

15. Rather than taking the complaints in the ordct in which they were listed
and numbered in LBP 8619, Licensee grouped its witnesses and organized their j

oral testimony on the basis of issue-related complaints. The same approach has
teen taken in the proposed $ndings and will be used in this Decision. Rather
than list all fouricen complaints at the outset, each complaint will be stated in

,

i

full, as set forth in LBP.86-19 and amended by the July 1 Order, at the place !
in the Decision where evidence on the complaint is discussed. I

(1) Administredn Controls

16. Institutional, medical, and industrial LLW processed at the VRSF is ex.
pected to contain the radioisotopes tritium (H.3), carbon-14 (C 14), and lodine-
125 (1125). Administrative controls would limit the amounts of these isotopes
released by incineration. NRC EA ||4.1,4.1.1.14.1.2.16.1,10.1: B&W EA
183.2, Thbles 3.1,7.1. Intervenors challenged the reliance on administrative
controls to limit the amounts of these volatile radioisotopes released. in Com-
plaints 4,5,9,12 and 6. The evidence adduced with respect to these complaints
will be dW'nsed, using the above sequence, in this section of the Decision.

.

e The pumAled "Tensnamy at names E Puner and staansy L spas as campaans :" should how bem band
see en sussed Anas==s Ts. 791 bin one met no esses is sus et em pseAlad immen-p et a membe et sie aber i

ounammt Cassems is en sudesund peutnad enemmeny na ess Desuman wiR Suas= ens eassuple pvas base, sa.
ibe weiess(m) memmis) wst be Imuswed by the emapiens member (Isr fwther h"), phas memharts) et
the pass (s) e4mes the smed hderinsman sea be found a the pseaned inussmany.

I
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Complaint 4 (Limits on Emissions of H 3, C 14, and 1125)

The ednnimisuenve cmamla ihet are to be used to lisait andmione el Hydrogen 3 to s0
cunestyest, Carbon 14 to 4 curies / War, and Iodine 125 to 0.012 curies /per have not been
adequainly desenbo4 by f h or Staff, fM Sy whether the emuels wiu prosecs
the public hoekh and safeey cannca be usured. tJcenses should specify enestly how the i

neminievetive tunits will be achieved.

17. B&W has adopted admJnistrative controls to limit emission of H.3, C.
14, and I 125 isotopes in the incinerator off gas effluents because of the difficulty
in utilizing real time control measures. The administrative limits would provide
for a safety margin that is ks: than 10% of the most restrktive (40 C FA Part
190) limitadon on exposure to the nearest resident. Bowks and Ibgel (Complaint
4) at 2. The administrative controls that will be used to limit releases of H 3, r

C 14, and I 125 to the speclaed limits are described in part in the B&W EA
(ll2.2 through 2.7), the NRC EA (Chap. 5 and 66.1), and in the B&W SDM
(lII). Bowles and Fogel (Complaint 4) at 3.

18. Upon receipt of a waste shipment by the VRSF, VRSP management
will review the shipment's manifest to ensure that it is properly 611ed in with

,

all the information necessary for processing waste and that the information
is consistent with contractual requirements and with NRC and Department of
"Itansportadon (DOT) regulations governing shipment of rM-tive wastes (10 ;

C.FA 420.311(d)(4) through (8); 40 C.FA Part 172, Subpart C, and 40
C.FA Part 173). B&W Health and Safety (H&S) personnel will swvey the
shipment vehicle's external surfaces prior to its entry to the VRSF loading
dock. After opening the vehicle but prior to offloading it. HAS personnel
will survey the interior surfaces of the vehicle. As the w3ste packages are off.,

loaded. B&W personnel will verify that the shipper's manifest number is on each
package, and a VRSF bar code label will be af5xed to each package. B&W
HAS personnel will check each package's external radiation level and check
the surface of the package for contaminadon; the results of these surveys will
be compared to the shipper's manifest. Each package will also be checked for
damage, leaks, punctures, etc. Packages that require sorting will be segregated,
and as the sorting occurs, records will be made of the package's contents, weight,
and radiatinn level. Finally, upon compleuon of the off loadmg the vehkle will
again be swveyed by H&S personnel fcr radnauon ard radiostive contamination
levels. The results of all HAS surveys will be made available for inspection by
regulatory personnel. Id. at 3 5.

19. When a package is received that is found to deviate signi6 candy from
the shipper's manifcat, B&W will immediately notify the shipper, if the problem
can be resolved, B&W will notify the shipper and allow the material to be>

pr-aeM Otherwuc B&W will take the corrective action necessary and either
return the shipnent so the shipper or transfer it, without ;wocessing, to an
authorized disposal facility. When cirrunutances requite it, B&W will notify
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as appspis NRC nad oorpasammi. oming e poosming of w when
protdans me noted wkh a shipper's manifest, B&W wul inunedioasty nodfy .

ithe shipper so that corrective acdon(s) can be initiated. Repeated or serious
,

potdans wm reeuk in d'=aa=a'=='a= of service to the cuent and may also ,

resuk in sanctions being imposed by regulatory agencies. Id. at 6.
[

20. De her code afEnad to each package wHl enable B&W to characterise ;

and asce each waste generator's material tom the thne k is received, through the |
,

processing, to the thne that the processed weses is shipped hem the VRSP. De j
<

trucking system wul utdise B&W's psoprietary GNTRK computer program, ;'

which embodies the NRC approved RADMAN progrun. NRC EA I5.1.8.2: i
Bowles and Posel (ramplaim 4) at 6. CENTRK provides for the characterizadon j
and wacking of packagal wastes received for processing and of weste processed i
at the VRSF; k will also provide for the preparauon of manifests for shipment of !3

'

processed wasu and reports on current and historic waste management activities |
st the VR$P. Bowles and 1% gel (Complaint 4) at 7. t

21. B&W wiu perform conunuous emuent maaharing of the VRSF re-
!

;
: lease paines. Pursuant to NRC Staff reca====daria=a, B&W has commined to t'

install and operate a real-time perdcolate monitor capnele of detecdag emis- !
sions in the incinerator off gas discharge stack that onceed the concentradons, ;
set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendts B. Because the real-dme maahar win<

i
i be ime=f=hle of detecting H.3, C 14, and I.125 emissions, B&W will use appro- ;

priate ==dw* for the condnuous collection of these gaseous isotopes. Samples !
from these canecelaw will be analysed daDy when industrial and institutional !

waste containing these ra&onuclides is being processed and weekly when other [
| waste, hduding nuclear reactor waste, is being praceanari 14. at 8; we NRC |j' EA 17.2.1 ard SER 45.2. A real time monitor and continuocs sampling de- |

vices will ale 'oe installed on the bud &ng ventilation stack which includes the
#

cos''-mor enclosed cell ventilation exhaust. Bowles and Ibgel (Complaint 4) at I

s-9.
s 22. B&W will maintain perdculate stack discharge plots, which will be !

j updated daily and sununarised on a semiannual basis for the required 10 ;
i

C.F.R. Parts 40 and 70 semiannual reporu to the NRC. Dis requirement applies i
i to the stack discharge pernculate acdvity plots, the compactor ventilation, the'

incinerasar vosminian and the incinerator off gas ef8uents. B&W will also
,

maintain stack discharge plots for H 3, C 14, and I.125. De plots will be ;,

. updseed following complecon of each sample analysis (daily or weekly) and *

| will consam maashly, current quener, and yearly summations.14. !
; 23. De most restrictive limits on releases are annual dose limits. De pe- '

| riodic (at least weekly) collection of data on H.3, C 14, and I.125 releases will !'
he used by B&W to evaluase and, if necessary, adjust the administrative connel
process to ensure cornphance with administrative release limits and annual dose

lienits.14. at 10. De Staff has concluded that adherence to these administrative
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control procedures will enable B&W to ensus that concensadoes of radioac-
dvity in air and doses to individuals in unnsericted mens are miniannined within
the lindes of 10 C.P.R. Part 20 and 40 C.PJt. Part 61. SDL at 37,

24. Quesdons seeking clari8 cation of various aspects of B&W's adada-
iserative comerois were raised during the oral - ^- . 'the evidsace onc.

these questions, as well as evidence beming on amaillary matters that can be
considered to fall within the scope of Complaint 4 (concerning c5 site moni-
tors recendy laannilad by the NRC and paDNt, and actions in the event of Ihe
physical conspee of the crane opensor at VR$F), will be considered below.

25, Ahhough the real time snonitor that B&W pressady plans to install
in the incinerator off-gas stack will be unable to doescs H 3, C 14, and 1125,
B&W has been evaluating and will condnus to evaluate conunercially available
real-time manisars that can detect these volatile radnaiananpas and could be used
in the off gas stack to take the place of the namenmarna sampling devices.Tb date,
however, no real time monitors have been found that are rugged enough for use
in the off gas stack. Appareetly, suonitors that are seasidvs enough to detect
H 3, C 14, and 1125 are incapable of withstanding the severe environmental
naadistans that will ealst in the off-gas atack. Hence, B&W will use comanuous '

samphng devices until suitably reliable and sensitive real dme monitors haca=*
available. W. 333 34 (Bowles).

26. C:^1 = were raised as to whether B&W wul perform any needng
of incoming waste packages prior to processing, other than the H&S saiernal
radiation survey already diae==d_, to verify that the rpanatiti*a of H 3, C-
14, and I 125 stated on the rassufests are accurate, B&W is unaware, as is
the NRC Staff, of any instruments that would be capable of verifying the
concesarations of H 3 and C 14 in unopened inconung pachases. W. 34546 J,,

(Bowles); W. 346 (Johnson). Under NRC and DOT regulasiana, however, k is
the shipper's responsibility to ensure that the contents of the shipment conform
to the snanifest. B&W's sunpling and analysis program will enable it to verify,
indirecdy, the customer's shipping manifest. W. 332 (Pogel).

27. la respcase to a queadon asking whether B&W would use adeninis-
tredve controls to limit the number of waste generseors using the VRSP and
them restrict emissions of H 3, C 14, and 1125 B&W's witness anested that
the number of users would not be adannistrasivdy hmited. B&W recogniaes the
possibility, however, that at some time during the course of a year the releases
of these radiamuelides might approach their respective limhs. In that unkkely'

event B&W would ar*aada any packages on hand in a manner that would
ensure compliance widi annual lisaks. If the packages containing these isotopes
could not be nacinuaned for a signiscent period of time without exceeding the
tientes, customers would be noti 6ed that shipments of such packages should be

deferred. W. 335 (Bowles).
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28. In response to a question concerning when and how often B&W will
sample incineration stack releases, B&W again attested that it would continu.
ously collect gaseous H 3, C 14, and I 125, and analyze it daily when industrial
and institutional wastes containing these isotopes are processed. Moreover, al-
though sampling for 1 125 is not required if only nuclear reactor w3ste is being
processed, B&W has committed to collect off gas samples for I 125 contin-
uously even if only rextor waste is being processed, and will analyze such
samples weekly (rather than daily, the frequency of analysis when industrial
and institutional waste is processed). Tr. 336 (Bowles); TY. 436-38 (Dam).

29. Questions about the offsite monitors concerned their location and
whether they had been installed yet. The Presiding Of6cer ruled that the precise
location of the monitors should not be put on the public reccrd, because of

>

the risk of vandalism. The Commonwealth offered a witness from PaDER who
testi6ed that forty-one of the planned forty two monitors had been installed in
various sectors around the Parks Tbwnship site. Sixteen are within a 5 mile zone
around the plant and the remainder are scattered around at a distance of at least

5 miles. TY 348-49 (Yusko). These monitors are thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLDs) that are incapable of detecting H 3, C 14, and I 125, a matter of concern
to the Intervenors. Intervenors' witness Bologna suggested, in his pre 6 led
testimony, that the offsite morators had been put in pixe "merely to p!xate"
local residents, Bologna (pre 61ed testimony) at 15; TV. 459 61. If the VRSF is
authorized, however, the current enytronmental sampling contract between the
NRC and the Commonweahh will be expanded to include analyses for H 3,
C 14, and I 125 in the environment surrounding the plant. Tr. 475 (Bologna,
qtaing from a letter from Thomas T. Martin, NRC Region I, to Ms. Mildred
Ch.h dated July 8,1986, at 2). Because there is no direct testimony that these
additicml detectors will be added to the NRC/Commonweahh detector system
around the plant, their installation will be made a condition of this Decision.,

! 30. An additional question relating to administrative controls, although
not directly related to Complaint 4, was raised by the Presiding Of6cer as ai

!

result of a concern raised in an oral limited appearance statement. The question
was whether the crane operator at the VRSF had a backup who could replxe
him should he suddenly collapse. Tt. 343. A B&W witness explained that the

i crane could be operated in either of two modes, automatic or manual. If the
operator collapsed while the crane was in automatic mode, the crane would
simply complete the programmed task and then stop to await further input Ptr
manual operation, the unit is equipped with a deadman switch; if the operator
collapses, the control would return to the neutral positicn, thereby terminating
the crane operation. Tr. 343 (Ibge!).

31, Intervenors argue that B&W's '' poor past compliance history" indi.
| cases that D&W is not "capable of handling adnunistrative controls." Inser-

venors' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (Intervencrs' Fird-
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ings),13. Complaint 6, considered ips, deals with B&W's -:s;"--- e with-

;

radioactive release limhs over the past 10 years. B&W offered :--;-;'---- _'
teethnomy, however, on compliance history since it acquired the Parks Tbwn- |

ship facuity in 1971, in response to a request from the Presidtag Of8cer that j
the Licenses address ausgations of noncompliance made in limited appearance !

statements. Tr. 183, 417 20. !

32. B&W acknowledges that it "is not proud of its compliance history |
during these early years" (19711979), but k is "pleased with the substantial r

traprovements . . , achieved by 1979." During tho e early years the Parks !
Township plant averaged about thirty-one hems of noncompliance per year - of i

,

| various degrees (# severity. In 1979 t'w NRC issued a Safety Evaluation Report |
| (1979 SER) in conjunction with the renewal of License No, SNM 414, which |

| included a review of inspection and enforcement reports for the period July 1973 }
to February 1979, De 1979 SER raised two items of concern: (1) lacorrect'

i i.r-:--f_x for Assing and testing of respirators had been used earlier, but the

| problem had been corrected; and (2) B&W had been slow to recognise generic or !

| persisient causes for ponw of hs problems, but B&W's management had beconn ,

| aware of k and improved resuks were observed for the later years.1t. 418 (Dem). ;

| 33, in the mid 1970s, B&W management developed and made a comnut- i

| ment to a program of aero ==- ;"-- e. A B&W Comphance Depenment i
'

i was organtaed for the purpose of auditing for comphance with federal, state,

| and corporate regulations; that arreaim is stal in place today. There has |

| been a shift toward less severe ==-- " :e items as wet as a downward
'

trend to an average of less than two items per year since 1981. Tr. 41819 !

(Dem) %s only release in excess of the maximum permissible marasmation |

(MFC) at Parts Tbwaship occurred in 1973 at the Type !! facGity of the Parks |
Tbwnship plant. From a furnace vent in the plant there was a release of insoluble

|
uraniurn 235 that averaged, ova a period of 24 hours,7449 times the maximum i

| permissible concentration (MPC). Dis measurement was made in the vent at the |

| point of release; although the NRC routinely applies 10 C.F.R. ( 20.106 limits I

to the vent itself for the purpose of conservatively sienplifying 's-(-- M'= [
of the regulation, the regulation itself clearly applies the limits to the site bound- |
ary, i.e., to urusemicsed areas. Continuous air samples located at the restricted :

area boundary showed that the concesoradon there remained less than the MFC $

during the releases. De accident occurred denng the saanup of the furnace and
resehed imm the fact that two out of three efguent Steer carsidges lastalled in ,

the vent were of haproper pose sise. Tt. 373 75 (Corndoni). 1

34. Since 1979, _ ;" _e history at Parks Township has been very-

good. Acarding to the Staff's SER, during the 6 year penod frosa 1979 to
1936 these were ninety three inspections of the Parks Townshap plant, with |
about two thirds of them ick,g for H&S cumpliance purposes. An average of {
appronimately one violation was noted in every two inspections. Most of the :

!
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violations were for minor procedural madequacies, including record keeping
and submittal of repats. All were corrected within a reasonable time, and none
resulted in the imposition of civil penalties. 'IT. 417 (Dam); SER 14.3. The Staff
concluded in the section on "Compliance History".in the SER as follows:

1

'll:is record of complimce with NitC regulations and license conditions does not provide
cause for imposing armsual conditicris of cperation or denial of the applicatico for liceuse
amendment. B&W has Lieen cooperative with the NRC staff in complying wish regulatory
requiremass and requests for informauen.

4

At the hearing, the NRC Staff Project Manager for review of the VRSF
emphasized the Staff's finding in the SER and again stated that the Staff would
have no problem with issuing the amendment for tk VRSF with respect to
B&W's compliance history. 'IT. 492 (Loysen).

35. The compliance history at Apollo under License SNM-145, while
obviously less relevant to this proceeding, generally parallels that at Parks
Township. At Apollo there was a relative!y large number of compliance problems
in the years immediately after B&W acquired the facility in 1971 followui
by significant improvement in more recert years. Prior to 1978 the annual
average number of noncompliance items was 44. Since 1981 there have been
only three iterns of noncompliance, all level V. There have been no level III
noncompliances since 1974. There was one release in excess of regulatory limits
at Apollo in 1972. The material released was most likely soluble uranium,
in which case it would have been 6000 times the MPC averaged over 24
hoors. Again, this was a stack measurement. Air samples taken off site and
environmental samples taken during and after the release were all within
permissdie limits, indicating that the release did not result in danger to the

'

public health and saf2ty. 'Ir. 42124 (Dam).
36. In conclusica, while B&W clearly had significant compliance problems

prior to the initiation of its zero noncompliar.ce program in the mid 1970s,
it is equally clear that Licensee has made substantial improvements in its
performance in the years siree then. 7hc evidence supports the corclusion that
B&W can and will apply its administrative controls so as to maintain releases
of H 3, C 14, and I 125 within the limits of 80,4, and 0.012 curies per year,
respectively, and that these controls will protect the public health and safety.

Complaint 3 (Commitment to install Monitor on Incinerator Stack)

tjeensee has not commined to install the stack monitas which Staff has proposed as a license
amendment condition, and the Staff has nca made their installaticri a requirement. Public
heahh and safety cannct be a .sured unless tacensee ixrnrnits to install the monitors or Staff
requires that they be installed.
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37. Complaint 5 was admitted solely "to the extent of assurmg that the
Licensee commits to or is required to install the stack monitors recommended
by the Staff." LBP-86-19, supra. 23 NRC at 831. B&W has committed to
install and operate a real-time continuous monitor for particulate radionuclides
in the VRSF incinerator off gas discharge stack whenever the incinerator is
operating. De monitor will annunciate in the operations trailer control room and
will be capable of working if concentrations of expected mixtures of particulate
radionuclides should exceed 24 MPC-hours, or equivalent, using Appendix B,
Table II values of 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Dam (Complaint 5) at 2. De Staff also
clarified its position by stating that if it issues the requested hcense amendment,
the "proposed" license amendments set forth in the SER would be added to
the conditions section of Materials License No. SNM-414. Staff Clari6 cation at
12. Thus it is clear that the monitor will be installed and operated.

38. Intervenors submitted two questions purponedly related to Complaint
5, but both pertained to other complaints and were answered by B&W accord-
ingly. De Srst asked about sampling of incinerator releases and was addressed
by B&W in connection with Complaint 4. See Finding 28, tyra. 'Ihe second
asked about monitoring dioxin releases and was addressed by B&W in connec-
tion with Complaint 2. See Finding 131, iqfra. 'IY. 57 58 (Bowles); "lY. 438-39

(Dam).

Complaint 9 (1123 in Scrubber Solution)

I w=== has not adequately duenbed how the scrubber soluuan will be monnored and
adjusted to assure that Iodine 125 emissions will be u low as expected. Innervenors beliste
that iodine will build up in the scrubber soluuan and result in the release of higher amouss
d Iodine 125.

39. Administrative controls will limit the amount of I 125 released to 0.012
curies per year (Ci/yr). Buildup of I 125 in the scrubber solution will not create
a problem in mamtaining this limit because the scrubber solution will be drawn
off periodically and replaced with new caustic solution. The current intent is
to reinject spert caustic solution with the incinerator feed. If the fraction of
iodine that goes to ash is significant, buildup in the sembber solution will be
small. On the other hand, if more iodine goes to the scrubber solution than
expected, buildup of lodine in the scrubber solution can be limited by processing
the scrubber solution in some manner other than recycling. Two alternatives
would be (1) to inject the scrubber solution into ash drums, a technique that
has been successfully tested by AECC, or (2) to solidify it using the VRSF
solidification equipment. Spent caustic solution processed by either of these two
methods would ultimately be sent to a licensed disposal facility. The sampling
and analysis of I 125 in the off gas exhaust stack will provide an indication
of whether the scrubber solution can be recycled or should be disposed of by
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another method. In any event, B&W commits to comply with the annual I.125
release limits. Pouer and Bowles (Complaint 9) at 2-3.

40. B&W will monitor and control the scrubber s>. tem to maintain its
removal efficiency with respect to iodine. De monitoring and control or the
scrubber solution requires monitoring its pH and controlling pH by metenng
sodium hydroxide into the recirculation piping. After mixing with the gas stream
and particulates in a Venturi throat, where the scrubber solution is divided into
small (120-micron) droplets, the scrubber droplets are disentrained from the gas
stream and collected in a 200-gallon sump. Solution 1.* pumped from the sump
back to the Venturi throat for recycling. A peruon of the recirculating scrubber
solution passes through a pH indicator, which transmits a proportional signal
to a microprocessor. De microprocessor regulates the speed of the metering
pump that adds sodium hydroxide to the solution. In addition to this autornatic

|
monitoring and control system, there are high- and low pH alarms that will alert |
the operator to a process deviation. ne scrubber sump level is also measured |

by a proportional-level transminer that sends a signal to a microprocessor which!

'

regulates the quantity of fresh scrubber solution required to maintain the level
| in the sump. Id. at 3-4

41. De concentration of solids, including iodine particulates, in the scrub-
ber solution must also be controlled to maintain a specific gravity of not more
than 1.2, because above that level crystals will form in the solution. His control
will be accomplished by a density transmitter which monitors the operation and!

continuously logs density. Upon reaching a specific gravity of 1.15, approxi.
I mately one-third of the scrubber solution will be transferred to a holding tank'

and fresh solution used to refill the scrubber system; this procedure will reduce
the speci6c gravity to about 1.08. In addition, a high<iensity alarm is provided

! to alert the operator of a process deviation. Id. at 4.
j 42. Dese controls will provide a constant pH level and a safe operating

range of solids concentrations, with appropriate alarms to alert the operator of
process deviations. Each alarm function has a respective corrective action that
the operator can easily accomplish once he has verified the deviation. Bus
the scrubba system can perform at its design ef6ciency even under adverse

| conditions. Id.
43. The scrubber is expected to have a decontamination factor (DF) of 3

for iodme, based on test data reported by AECC for a similarly designed scrub-
bet. Tr.11617 (Bowles), citing reports AECC-4-NP-A at 113, and AECC-
1 A. In his pre 6 led testimony, Intervenors' witness Dr. Resnikoff questioned
whether the reported DF of 3 for iodine would be achieved, because "tem-
peratures are so high one would assume all the iodine would be volatilized in
the first combustion chamber." Telephonic Staternent of Dr. Marvin Resnikoff,
dated July 29,1986 (Resnikoff Testimony), at 20. In response to a question from
the Presiding Of6cer about the basis for this belief, Dr. Resnikoff described the
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veloxidation process used in reprocessing facilities, in which the fuel is heated
to 550'C, which is "expected to drive off organic and elemental lodides greater
than ninety-nine and a half percent," citing ORNL-TM-4901. Since the first

,

chamber of the VRSF incinerator will operate at an even higher temperature,'

870*C, the witness believes that all the iodine will be volatilized. He said that he
was "quite surprised" by the reported test data that showed that half the iodine
stayed with the ash. 'IT. 133-34,159 (Resnikoff).

L 44. B&W's witness provided additional information about ORNL-TM-
| 4901, entitled "Veloxidation, Removal of Volatile Fission Products from Spent

LMFBR 1%el" and dated January 1973; he attested that the cited report stated that
99% of tritium was removed from the spent fuel by veloxidation, but only up to

| 75% of the iodine would be removed. In many of the tests, the removal fractions
were less than 50%. Moreover, it was also found that much of the lodme that
was removed condensed and plated out on cooler parts of the system. 'IT. 355-
56. (Potter).

45. Dr. Resnikoff acknowledged that the veloxidation process may not be
relevant to the incineration of LLW. Tr.149 50. To the extent that it is relevant,
however, the results reported in ORNL-TM 3901 appear to support B&W's
assumption of a DF of 2 in the combustion chamber rather than Dr. Resnikoff's
theory that all of the iodine would be volatilized.

46. In conclusion, B&W has demonstrated that the buildup of iodine in
the scrubber solutioa will be adequately monitored and controlled. No basis
was provided by the Intervenors to support the suggestion of their witness that
B&W should assume that 100% of the iodine will go into the off-gas and hence
into the scrubber solution. Be that as it may, the limit of 0.012 Ci/yr for I 125
releases would still apply and can be achieved by administrative controls.

1 Complaint 12 (1131 in Reactor Wastes)

'Ibe assumption that no iodine t31 will be released from reaaor wastes processed at the
VRSFmay not be valid. If r.:x. the iodine dosage would be 7.5 times greater. thus endangering
the public beahh and safety.

| 47. B&W does not believe that I 131 will be present in significant quanti-
'

ties in the incoming reactor waste because data drawn from statistical surveys of,

! wastes shipped for disposal indicate that concentrations of I 131 in reactor dry
, . active wastes are negligibly low. Potter (Complaint 12) at 12, citing "Identifi-

cation of Radiowaste Sources and Reduction Techniques, Volume 2: Project-

Evaluation" (EPRI NP-3370), Gilbert Associates, Inc., January 1984 (EPRI Re-
port). The major components of reactor wastes are cesium, cobalt, and man.

'
ganese isotopes. I 131, if present at all, is included in an "others" category of ,

Ithe EPRI Report which constitutes less than 3% of the activity in the waste. ld.t
EPRI Report at 414,415, and 4 27.

b
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48. Only a very small amount of I 131 escapes from the fuel during
reactor operations. De NRC estimates that the concentration of I 131 in reactor

|
coolant can be expected to be about 0.045 microcuries per gram ( Ci/g) '

of coolant. Potter (Complaint 12) at 3 cidag "Calculanons of Releases of
| Radnaaetive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Pressurned Wales

Reactors," NUREG-0017 (Rev.1),1985 (p. 2-4, Table 2 2, and p. 2-6, Table
2-3). The reactor dry waste that would be incinerated at the VRSF would
contam pnmarily protective clothing and protective coverings that have been
conraminatad with the equivalent of only a few drops of reactor coolant. Because
I 131 has a half life of only 8 days, normal storage and shipping times will result |
in any I-131 activity decaying to negligible levels by the time the matenal is
processed in the VRSF. Id. at 3.

49. Ibr purposes of evaluation, B&W conservatively assumed that the dry
waste packed into a drum that it received and immediately processed had been
contaminated by an unusually large amount of reactor coolant (Le., the equivalent
of 1000 grsms of reactor coolant). His assumption ignored the administrative
controls and other considerauons already described which would prevent such
an event from occurnng. Such a drum could contain 45 microcunes of I 131
at the time of incinerauon.' After the combustion products from this drum are

'

cleaned by the two ofi-gas scrubbers and the 6-inch-thick charcoal filter, only
0.045 microcuries of I 131 would be released to the environment - an amount
that would give an insignificant dose to any offsite individual. The possibility
of fsequent or continuous incinerauon of such drums would be precluded by the
analysis of off gas samples that would detect the presence of I 131. Detection of
I 131 would initiate an investigation into the source of the radioisotope, followed
by appropriate action to avoid a recurrence.

50. Finally, if any appreciable quantity of I 131 were present in reactor
waste received for processing at VRSF, applicable regulations require that
the shipper's manifest indicate the presence of I 131t a large shipment not
reflected in the manifest would probably be detected during the radiation
surveys conducted by B&W's H&S personnel.'' An inconsistency between the
external radiation exposure measurement on a package and the shipping manifest
for that package would be cause for an investigation prior to processing the
material. 'IY. 358 59 (Bowles). Should waste containing I 131 be charged to
the incinerator, the analysis of effluent gas normally performed for I-125 would
detect the presence of I 131. In addition, I-131 processed through the incinerator

'The 4s nuesocunes Sgwe asenes a specine activsy of 0.04s pO/s in the coolars and en redienctive decay
betwena the sweners a cessenunsuca to the naamers d procesang at the VRsF.
8'l 131 has a aindi more energene samme anusam than I 12s. Consequer:Jy ' is very tihely that a large amomts
erI 131 in a pedass would be desacied by the radiatie mswy of the podses by BAW's ItAs personal ope
roomps d the skipenet.
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would result in an increased gamma radiation level in the charcoal filter. De
occurrence of any of these increases would result in an investigation. Dese
considerations make it unlikely that I-131 would be processed in any significant
quantity and make it unlikely that any regulatory limit would be inadvertently
exceeded in the event some I-131 is processed. Id. at 359-60.

51. In conclusion, the evidence shows that the likelihood that a signi6 cant
amount of I 131 would be processed at the VRSF is very remote. If a shipment
of waste contained a large amount of I-131, the manifest should so indicate. If
a shipment contained a large amount that was not indicated on the manifest,
radiation surveys of the packages should reveal the discrepancy. Iinally, if a
significant amount of I 131 were processed in spite of the foregoing consid-
erations, the resulting releases would be small but would be detectable, and
they would be counted against the administrative release limit for radioiodine
of 0.012 Cl/yr. Thus the release of I 131 by the VRSF should be insignificant
and should not endanger the public health and safety.

Complaint 6 (Radioactive Releases During the Past 10 Years)

1he safety sisni6cana of the radioactive releases at the Parks Township fadlity earing the
past to years has not been adequately addressed by Licensee or Stan. Therefore B&W's
stality to keep emissions fran the VRSF within safe limits cannot be assured.

52. Complaint 6 was limited to a 10. year period, in spite of the fact that
the Intervenors originally requested data going back to 1957, because of the
questionable relevance of earlier release data, especially that which pre-dated
B&W's acquisition of the facility in 1971." De prefiled testimony submitted by
B&W's witnesses included a table (Table 61) which listed annual air and w1 ster
discharges from B&W's Plutonium Plant for the years 1976-1985. De table also
listed the fraction of the MPC represented by the discharges. B&W considers
the MPC values in Table 6-1 to be conservative because (1) it used the most
restrictive MPCs to calculate fractions of the MPC, and (2) when the relems
were below the level detectable by the measurement equipment being used, .'t
wa's assumed that the releases were equivalent to those levels, even though they
might have been much lower or zero. Corridoni and Potter (Complaint 6) at 2.

53. De 10-year history of releases from the Parks Township Plutonium
Plant shows that discharges of radioactivity were well below the applied MPCs.
The highest MPC fraction obtained, 0.58 for the year 1985, resulted from

|
an instrumentation problem. A breakdown of measurement equipment required

"la addition to tesumany respm&ng to Captamt 6, BaW also recmded testarnany at the heanns about es
ocenpliance Idstory in the years frors ibe date of its ac9asstaan er the facuaty in 1971 Omough 1976, in resparse
to emeerns empressed at de besarig by casamens who made hmited appearsace staianeras. see Fuwbay s! 34,
84r8-

|
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that B&W use less-sensitive equipment for a 6-month period in that year. The
substitute equipment had a minimum detectable activity level (MDA) of about
50% of the MPC. Id. at 2-3 and Thble 6-1. If a sample had an activity levellower
than the instrument's MDA, the MDA was recorded as the observed activity
level, even though the real activity level may have been much lower. 'lY. 376
(Corridoni). Dere is no evidence to indicate that the releases in 1985 were, in
fact, signi6cantly higher than in other years. Corridoni and Potter (Complaint 6)
at 3.

54. He 10-year history of releases from B&W's Type II and Metals
Facilities at Parks Township shows no releases to air or w1ter in excess of
2% of the MPC. In most years the levels averaged less than 1%. 'IY. 370-71
(Corridoni).

55. De safety signi6cance of these release rates have not been converted
to effective dose equivalents because there is no regulatory requirement that such
a conversion be performed. B&W and the NRC Staff did, however, estimate
the doses to the public from releases during fuel fabrication operations at Parks
Township prior to 1976, in relation to B&W's application for renewal of License
No. SNM-414. Potter (Complaint 6) at 3, citing B&W, "Environmental Da:a
for the Parks Township Site Materials Plants," September 1,1975, at XI 1
through XI-21; and NRC, "Environmental Impact Appraisal of the Babcock
and Wilcox Cornpany Nuclear Materials Division, Leechburg, Parks Township,
Pennsylvania" (1979 EA) February 1979, at 510 through 5-14. The doses
calculated by both B&W and the NRC were small, less than 3 millirem per
year (mrem /yr) to any organ from airborne effluents and less than 0.01 mrem /yr
to any organ from liquid effluents. Because the reported releases after 1976 were
comparable to or less than the releases analyzed by B&W and the NRC for prior
years (with the exception of the anomalous year of 1985 discussed, supra, in
Finding 53), doses during the post 1976 years were comparable to or less than
the calculated doses for the pre 1976 years. Potter (Complaint 6) at 4.

56. As already noted, supra, in Finding 33, the only release in excess l
of the MPC at Parks Township occurred in 1973 at the Type II fuel facil- |

ity. The concentration in the effluent from the furnace stack, as already noted, |

averaged 7499 times the MPC over 24 hours. B&W immediately reported '

the ocausice to the Atomic Eners Commission (AEC), as required by 10
C.F.R. 6 20.403(a)(2). Offsite monitors showed no levels of radioactivity in ex-
cess of the MPC during or after the release. Thus, the release posed no danger
to the public health and safety, and no violation was found by the AEC as a
result of the release. Tir. 374 75 (Corridoni).

57, The evidence summarized in Mndings 51-55 effectively resolve Com-
plaint 6 in Licensee's favor. Additional testimony on releases and doses was )
adduced, however,in response to questions raised at the hearing. Although not 1
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directly related to Complaint 6, it is appropriate to consider that additional tes-
timony here.

58. In response to a question raised during the hearing, B&W also pre-
sented testimony on the total dose from all scurces, including background, past
operations at the Parks Township site, and proposed operations. Tr. 377 (Pot-
ter). Background radiarmn is the largest contributor to total radiation doses to
people in the vicinity of the Parks Township site, ranging from 61 to 210 mrem /yr
depending on location. 'Ihe NRC has estimated that the dose from all natural
sources in the Parks Township area was approximately 130 mrem /yr. Id. at
378, citing the 1979 EA, $2.8. Medical exposure adds an amount that varies,

from person to person but averages about 70 mrem /yr. Dose assessments for the
Parks Township facility covering a period of several years prior to 1976 gave a
maximum committed annual dose to any organ of 3 mrem /yr. See Finding 64,
iq(ra. Taking 130 mrem /yr as background dose, assuming 3 mrenVyr from past
B&W operations, and assuming 3 mrem /yr from operation of the VRSF, on gets
a total of 136 mem/yr. Ibr the thyroid dose, the background dose is again 130
and the dose from past operations is again 3 millirems; from projected VRSF
operations the thyroid dose is 13 millirems. De total thyroid dose adds up to
146 mrem /yr. /d at 381. It is inappropnate to compare these doses to regulatory
dose limiu because regulatory dose limits are increments to background. Id.

59. The Intervenors raised a concern in their prefiled testimony about
radioactive releases from materials buried by B&W's predecessors at the Parks
Township site. Statement of John P. Bologna, dated July 29,1986 (Bologna
Testimony), at 1314. Such burials were permitted under the t!wn<ffective 10
C.F.R. 5 20.304 _but are permitted no longer. The record shows no releases
of radioactivity in air or water from the burial ground, and there has been
no migration of the material through the soil. Tr. 368-70 (Corridoni), citing
"Radiological Assessment of the Parks Township Burial Site" [ Babcock &
Wilcox), Leechburg, Pennsylvania," Oak Ridge Associated Universities (1984)
at 51; Tr. 485-86 (Loysen); Tr. 387 (Potter).

60. The evidence regarding releases from the Parks Township facilities and
the burial site shows that B&W is a responsible and capable licensee.12 Thus,
it has been shown that there is reasonable assurance that B&W is qualified to
carry out the administrative controls that will be required to protect the public
health and safety under the requested SNM-414 license amendment.

.

As nosed in I%hng s4. myrs, the MtC stafr commemd in the sea secuan on compliance basiery that B&W |
12

bed been coopersove vsde the Mtc in conplymg wuh regulators and requens for iritermenart BAW was also i

very coopereuve dwing the bearing. to na ennu not eAan seen is imgarna. Fct exampie, is very wdhngly dfared
aabstassaal mappismensal instimony that we anade the scopo d the cornarunare in orde= to respond to concerns
rs and by the pubbe in the hneied spearance maionerna.
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Conclusion on Administradve Controls

61. ~11e evidence adduced with respect to administrative controls shows
that the administrative controls adopted by B&W will enable it to restrict releases
of H 3, C 14, and I 125 to the conservative limits imposed by the NRC Staff
of 80, 4, and 0.012 Ci/yr, respectively. These controls include a continuous
incinerator stack monitor for perticulate releases and continuous sampling and
periodic analysis of incinerator off-gas. Neither the buildup of I 125 in the
scrubber solution nor the presence of I-131 in reactor waste can be expected
to be a significant problem, because B&W has adopted adequate controls to
ensure that neither is likely to occur. Ruther, the evidence shows that, in spite
of compliance problems in the early years of its operation of the Parks Township
and Apollo facilities, B&W has become a responsible licensee with a very
good record of compliance during the past 10 years. I conclude, therefore,
that B&W's proposed administrative controls will pmvide a reliable means of
keeping emissions from the VRSF within safe limits.

(2) Health Ffects of Radiation Retrases
62. The radiation doses received by the population surroundmg B&W's

|
VRSF at Parks Tbwnship would be very low. According to NRC Staff estimates,

I for the average individual total body dose from operation of the compactor is
4

| expected to be 1.5 x 10 rem /yr and from operation of three incinerators 2.6 x
10-7 rern/yr.u Dose to the thyroid of the average individual is expected to be

44 em/yr from operation of the compactor and 2.1 x 10 rem /yr from63 x 10 r
operat on of three incinerators. NRC EA 56.1.5 and Table 6.10. The annual dosei

to the maximally exposed individual, defined as the individual located at the
residence in the region of maximum offsite emissions, total body commitment
is expected to be 1.6 mrem /yr from the operation of three incinerators and
the compactor. The dose to the thyroid of the maumally exposed individual is
expected to be 11.0 mrem /yr 88 NRC EA i 6.1.5 and Table 6.11. Ibr comparison,
NRC's total body dose limit set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 is 500 mrem /yr, and
the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) limits set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part
61 are 25 mrem /yr total body and 75 mrem /yr thyroid. Intervenors challenged the
methods used to calculate dose projections in the NRC and the B&W analyses. In

.

h a Y W Y
would be in opersum. B&w's embceum, however, requens a bcenas amendmars to gersu only one i

kicinarmer. EA Mt. Cmemporaly ee M doens received by es populaue wedd recMly be nem eas f
ee espeewd dc== w hem. i

14 staff *e warnaas in the EA were based en es beber that ihn nesten sesulence was locoud 200 maare fmu se) anst Evidece adduced at the hasneg, however. revealed 6m the nearest rendence was actuaDy about 17s maars'

fnen the mia lho enecs cd des dwrepancy on dcse to the maurrpen imhvidual is escussed, spe. in Findes 95.
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addition to challenging the correctness of tre dose projection, Intervenors allege
that even the projected doses will cause rdverse health effects to themselves
and their families. Challenges relating to radiatinn releases and heahh effects

'
are contained in Complaints 1,3,13,10, and 11, which are discussed using that
sequence in this section of the Decision.

Complaint 1 (Efects on Health of Petitioners and Their Fawilies)

63. 'Ihe concentrations of eftluent radioisotopes in air at the site boundary ,

are expected to be 0.6% of the MPC set forth in 10 C.F.R. Pan 20, Appendix B.
Table IL There will be no liquid releases and no onsite disposal of radioactive
material. Potter (Complaint 1) at 2.

64. Assessments of radiation doses from routine operations of the VRSF
are described in the B&W EA. The doses were calculated using the mathematical
model suggested by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Rev.1), "Calculation of
Annual Doses to Man from Rtwtine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the
Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix 1,"
(October 1977) (Reg. Guide 1.109). Default data (recommended values in
Reg. Guide 1.109 for use when site-specific data are not available) were
used except where site specific data were warranted. B&W's assessment is in
substantial agreement with those reported in the NRC EA, which were calculated
independently by the Staff. Potter (Complaint 1) at 2 3.

65. Complaint I specifically refers to "cumulative exposures." Doses
calculated in the B&W EA reflect accumulation of radioactive matenals in the
environment of the facility for a 15 year penod of operation, a default value
from Reg. Guide 1.109. B&W's facility, however, is expected to operate for
about 30 years. Therefore B&W performed a sensitivity study to determine the
effects of changing the accumulation penod from 15 to 30 years and found that
individual and population doses increase by less than 10%. Radioactivity intake
was converted to dose using factors described in NUREG-0172 that integrated
the doses for a penod of 50 years following intake. Thus the doses reported in
the B&W EA represent "cumulative exposures." Potter (Complaint 1) at 3.

66. B&W calculated total doses from all sources (including direct radiation
from transportation and from the VRSF inventory) to the maximally exposed
individual living 200 menc 9SE from the incinerator release point (more than
90% of the dose is expected to result from incinerator effluents). Estimated total
dose to this individual would be 3 mrem /yr total body,13 mrem /yr th>Toid, and
6 rnrem/yr maximum other organ. Id. at 4, citing B&W EA i7.

67. Conservatively assuming that the Intervenors receive the calculated
maximum doses, even though they live much more than 200 meters from the
site, their doses would be low. 'Ihe doses are small fractions of the most
restrictive EPA limits for radionuclides from NRC licensed fxilities, which are
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25 mrem /yr total body,75 mrem /yr thyroid, and 25 mrem /yr to other organs. Id.,
citing 40 C.F.R. Part 190. The calculated doses are also small fractions of the
radiation dose from naturally occumng radiation and radioactive materials in
the environment; these sources contribute a dose of approximately 100 miem/yr
total body (range 61 to 210 mrem /yr). The EPA estimates that 80% of the
U.S. population receives annual total body doses from background radiation from
75 to 115 mrem. Id. at 5, citing "NESHAP Background Information Document
for Final Rules - Radionuclides," EPA 520/11-84-022-1, Vol.1 October 1984
(1984 EPA Report), p. 8-64. "Ihus background is large relative to the maximum
total dose expected per year to an individual from VRSF operations. Id.

68. B&W's wimess Dr. Niel Wald, a leading authority on radiation effects,
stated that health effects have been demonstrated only "at doses and dose
rates which are orders of magnitude higher than those calculated for the B&W
facility." Wald (Health Effects) at 5. Thus, while there is no direct evidence of
health effects in humans at the dose levels expected for VRSF routine operations,
evidence of health effects from higher doses suggests that it is prudent for
regulatory purposes to assume that the higher dose hazards exist through the
range of low doses down to dose zero, with risk decreasing as dose decreases in
a manner consistent with observations at higher doses. ld. at 6; Potter (Complaint
1) at 6-7. Such assumptions are not universally accepted as realistic but were
adopted by B&W and the NRC Staff for conservatism. Id. at 7.

69. To estimate the risk of cancers (including thyroid), genetic effects.
and teratogenic effects from the low doses resulting from operation of the
VRSF, B&W used risk coefficients contained in Chapter 8 of the 1985 EPA
Report and in the National Council on RaAmon Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) report, "Induction of Thyroid Cancer by lonizing Radiation," NRCP
Report No. 80 (1985) (NCRP 80). Potter (Complaint 1) at 7. The maximum
individual health risk from all exposure sources resulting from routine operation
of the VRSF was estimated to be 1.7 x IM per year for cancer incidence, or
1.7 in a million chances per year. This is much lows than the normal risk
of cancer incidence, which is 4 x 104 per year. Similarly, the risk of other
health effects from routine operation of the VRSP were all much lower than the
normal risk. Thus, even assuming that an intervenor and his family receive the
maximum calculated dose, there is a very low probability that any health effect
will occur. Id. at 8 and Table 1 1.

70. Doses from compactor effluenu are a small part c( the low total
dose from the routine operation of the VRSF While effluents trom the entire
facility are estimated to give a maximum whole-body dose of approximately 2
mrem /yr, only 0.022 millirem comes from the compactor, and the compactor
contributes only 0.83 mrem /yr to a total maximum individual thyroid dose of
12 mrem /yr. The compactor also contributes 0.031 mrem /yr of 5 mrern/yr total
maximum dose to other organs. Finally, compactor effluents contribute 0.026
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of 2 person-rem /yr whole-body population dose and 1.9 of 27 persen-rem /yr
thyroid population dose. 'Iherefore, risk to the health of the population fmm
compactor operations would be much lower than the already very low risk from
the facility as a whole. Id. at 9.

71. Both B&W and the NRC Staff performed analyses of several accident
scenarios to estimate their radiological impact. 'Ihe Staff evaluated the potential
effect of an incinerator explosion, scrubber-loop pipe rupture, staging area,

fire, container rupture, transportadon acrident, loss-of. power accident, and off-
gas system pipe-rupture accident. NRC EA II8.1-8.8. B&W analyzed the
incinerator fire, the staging area 6te, and the contamer supture. B&W EA I 8.2.

72. Although the AECC Tbpical Report claims that the design character-
istics of the incinerator assure that even events such as processing a container
of flammable liquid would not result in a fire or explosion, the accident anal-
ytes nevertheless assumed that an explosion occurred. NRC EA I8.3.1. Staff
estimated that if the explosion occurred with reactor material being processed,
the total dose to a maximally exposed individual would be 2.44 rem; if it oc-
curred with institutional / industrial material being processed, total dose would
be 1.60 rem. Id. I8.3.1.1 and Tables 8.1-8.3. B&W's est! mates were smaller
than the NRC Staff's estimates, perhaps heam B&W assumed that the max-
imally exposed individual was located 200 meters SSE of the release point,
whereas Staff assumed that the maximally exposed individual was located at

'

the VRSF boundary in the region of maximum offsite emissions. Id. I 8.2. 'the
only accident scenano to cause a greater total dose than the incinerator explo-

4

sion would be a staging area fire involving institutional / industrial waste. 'Ihe,

'

Staff estimated that the total dose to the maximally exposed individual resulting
from such a fire would be 2.75 rem. Id. and Table 8.1. B&W estimated the total

; body dose from such a are to be 0.150 rem and the thyroid dose to be 0.200
rem. B&W made the point that the doses it calculated for accidents were well

! below the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAQs), which are i rem whole-body
dose and 5 rem thyroid dose.u Potter (Complaint 1) at 910, cidag "Manual of
Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Accidents," EPA
520/175 001 (September 1975). 'Ihe values Staff obtained for the incinerator
explosion, the staging area fire, and the transportadon accident apparently are'

above the PAQs, however. Staff correctly noted that there are no numeric criteria

for accident evaluauon. It also observed that the doses it calculated were frac-
tional portions of the annual occupational limits prescribed by 10 C.F.R. Part 20

-

regulations. NRC EA $ 8.2. It should be noted, however, that Staff's estimates
were intended to be overestimates in the interest of conservatism. Id. II 8.1, 8.2;

. H
Aa aPA Psuesseve Asnan ounde is 6e prejamend does to biendemns in the paymason whish wesuas inhing

psummeerve aseem to samunene the en frun a swes esa is euher ooeurms er has alrundy ces.ured. EPA 52M.
75401 et 1.1.
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'Ilr. 481 (Blond). Ibr example, Staff's dose was calculated for the site bound-
ary, only 65 meters from the facility. If the Staff doses are extrapolated to the
nearest residence, they are reduced by a factor of 3, which puts them below the

PAQs. Tr. 482 (Blond).
73. In conclusion, the radiation doses that will be released by routine

operation of the VRSF are much lower than the regulatory limits designed
to protect the public health and safety and are lower than doses from natural
background. 'Ihese low doses will have no discernible effect on the health of
the Intervenors and their families. Potential radiation doses from an accident at
the VRSF, involving either the incinerator, the staging area, or waste material in
transit, probably would not be high enough to warrant individuals who live in
the nearest residence taking protective action to avoid exposure. Considering the
distance from the plant of the residences of the Intervenors, it is virtually assured
that even an accident would not necessitate their taking protective action.

Complaint 3 (Efects of113, C 14,1123, and Cs 137 Within 2 Miles)

Puisimers' heahh and their envirmment induding their plants tees. shrubs, gromd water,
reseswer, wells, springs. grasses and gradng animals existig in any area within too mues d
the plant will be adversely affeaed by the inemeratim and the resuhing releases of Carbon
14. Tritium. Iodine 125 and Cesium 137. These radioactive isages would be inhaled or
ingested and incorpornied inno living tissue.

74. To the extent that Complaint 3 alleges that releases of H 3, C 14 I-
125, and Cs-137 by routine operation of the incinerator will adversely affect the
health of the Intervenas, or for that matter any persons living within 2 miles
of the facility, the complaint is resolved by Finding 73, supra, which concluded
that the low doses from releases will have no discernible effect on the health
of the maximally exposed individual. Beyond that concern, the Decision will
consider the four isotopes specified in the Complaint and any effects they may
have on the environment within 2 miles of the facility.

75. Both B&W and the NRC Staff have assessed the environmental effects
of H 3, C 14, I 125, and Cs 137 as well as other isotopes that will be released by
the VRSF. B&W EA 5 3; NRC EA ( 6. These assessments took into account the
effects of the uptake of isotopes by vegetation and the inhalation and ingestion
of isotopes by animals in assessing the dose to people from ingestion of locally
grown fruits and vegetables and food animals. The assessment also estimated the
dose to people from inhaling these isotopes. Potter (Complaint 3) at 2. A specific

'

assessment of radiation doses and health impacu from these isotopes in aquatic
pathways to man was not performed, because there will be no burial of isotopes
and no liquid discharge. Thus, the only route available to these pathways would
be by transport of deposited effluents, and consequently it seemed reasonable
to expect that radiation doses from the four isotopes through this indirect route
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would be negligibly small relative to the more direct atmospheric and terrestrial
pathways for which doses were evaluated. Id. at 2-3.

76. B&W performed an analysis to determine potential doses from H 3,
I.125, and Cs 137 indirectly introduced into the water ingestion pathway in
response to Complaint 3. C 14 was omitted from the analysis he=>aa water
is not a significant source of carbon. In the analysis, B&W asstuned that
the quantity of isotope deposited on vegetation and soil at the point of the
maximum exposed individual in the B&W EA is dissolved in rainfall which
is then directly ingested. The concentration of H 3 in rainwater was assumed
to be the same as the concentrauon of H 3 in the atmosphere water vapor at
the same location. Water rmsumption rates used in the analysis were taken
from Reg. Guide 1.109 (Rev.1), Table E 5. The maximum doses calculated on
the basis of these assumptions were 0.10 mrem /yr for total body,13 mrem /yr
for the thyroid, and 1.1 rruem/yr for any other organ. Potter (Complaint 3)
at 3. 'Ihis bounding assessment ignores the reduction in concentrapon of these
isotopes which would result from decay, from dilution by uncontaminated ground
water and surface water flows during transport, and by removal of isotopes
from water to sedsments.1125, which has a half life of approximately 60 days,
would decay during its transport through the soil, through the watershed, and
through the reservoir systems. Cs 137, which has a strong tendency to adsorb
on clays and other materials, would be retarded during transport through the
pathway, and also its concentration would be reduced by removal of Cs 137 in
sediments. Both isotopes would be diluted by flows of uncontaminated waters
in ground water or surface water systems. Id. at 4, citing National Council
on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP),"Radiological Assessment:
Predicting the 'llransport, Blaarowla% and Uptake by Man of Radionuclides

; Released to the Environment," NCRP Report No. 76 (1984) (NCRP 76).
77. To the extent that Complaint 3 is also expressing a concern that plants

and animals within 2 miles of the VRSF may be adversely affected, apart from
the relationship of plants and animals to human health, there is ample evidence,

a in the scientific literature that protection of man from envimnmental radiation is
*

adequate to ensure protection of biota. 'Ihis conclusion is st,pported by Chapter
IV, "Environmental Transport and Effects of Radionuclides," in "Effects on
Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation" (PB 239 735),
published in 1972 by the National Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee

'
on Biological Effecu of lonizing Radiation (BEIR) (1972 BEIR Report).38 After
distilling a large store of research data, the 1972 BEIR Report concluded (at
34):

28 . e w a queum .8e e i r aEm Rapen pehshed in 1964 a&W's wunes suphed ed su1

"unswese d any eesryvehmave evnbemass or the oubyma published anos af2R 1972 er or any sa,ess etah
would invahdate the aEIR cachsime ened ta ray inanney? Tr.199 Obsar).
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Evidence todass w-. that probably no other tiving organisms are very nudt more
re&osensitive than man so that if man as an indmdual is protected, then other organisms

as populauons would be most unlikely to suffer hartn. In faa, it is very dif6 cult if not
impossible to detect any effects of reeonuclides in the environment even at concentrauon
much higher than the minimum established by regulation agencies.

'Ihe EPA,in proposing dose limits that were ultimately codi6ed in 40 C.F.R. Part
190, expressed a similar conclusion in the explanatory statement:

Sundards devdeed on ihis basis are believed to also praect the overall ecosystern. since
there is no evidence that there is any biciosical species sensitiw enough to wanars a greater

level of praecuan than ihat adequais for n an.

40 Fed. Reg. 23,420 (May 29,1975). In view of the fact that releases from
routine operation of the VRSF will be substantiaUy lower than the tiraits
estrblished by regulatory agencies, it can be inferred that there will be no adverse
effects on organisms in the environment. Potter (Complaint 3) at 6,7.

78. To conclude, the testimony shows that releases of H 3, C 14. I 125,
Land Cs 137 from routine operation of the VRSF will be well below regulatory

limits and hence will have a negligible effect on human health and safety. Since
scienti6c evidence indicates that probably no organisms are very much more
radiosensitive than man, it can be inferred that the releases will also have a
negligible effect on other organisms in the environment.

,

Complaint 13 (Efects on Residences and Schools Within 1 Mile)

IJcenne and Staff have not analynd the r pulation in residences and ach=1s within cme
mGe of the VRSF. and the danger to these from its operauom. The facility should be located

in an area with icwer population density.

79. No computation was made of doses to the particular groups speci6ed
in Complaint 13. They were included in the 50 mile population, for which
doses were calculated and discussed in the B&W EA,67, As discussed earlier,
doses were computed for the maximally exposed individual. In response to
Complaint 13, B&W conservatively assumed that each individual in the two
speci6cd population subgroups received the same dose as the maximally exposed
individual living only 200 meters from the incinerator stack. Potter (Complaint

13) at 12..

80. 'Ihe resident population within 1 mile of the VRSF is approximately
4500. Id. at 2, citing B&W EA at 5 3. The maximum exposed individual would ,

receive 0.0019 rem /yr whole body,0.012 rem /yr thyroid,0.005 rem /yr to any
other organ, and about 0.001 rem /yr to each of these organs from other facility
sources, such as direct radiation from inventory and transportation. Id., citing
B&W EA, Table 7.3. The resulting population dose to the population within 1

,
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mile would be 14 person-rem /yr total body,59 person. rem /yr thyroid, and 27
person-rem /yr to other organs. These population doses convert to small fractions
of one health effect." /d. at 2.

81. B&W was unable to obtain the size of the school population within
1 mile of the VRSP. Therefore it estimated the school population based on a
total enrollment in 1985-1986 of 1026 students in the Leechburg school system
grade school and high school, even though some of these students attend an
elementary school beyond 1 mile from the VRSF. It was assumed that the school

population ofinterest totaled 1200, whkh allowed for a full-time staff numbering
20% of the enrollment. The analysis ignored not only the fact that some of the
students attended a school beyond 1 mile but also the fact that some of the
school population was included in the calculation of doses to residents within
1 mile. Students and school staff would get lower doses than the population
living within 1 mile because at school they would not be exposed through food
pathways and because they are not prese'at in school 24 hours a day,7 days a
week. The calculated resulting dose to the school population within 1 mile would
be 3.6 person rem /yr whole body,15.6 person-rem /yr thyroid, and 7.2 person-
renVyr to other organs. These doses are also equivalent to a small fraction of
one health effect. Ihrthermore, the foregoing population doses are upper bound
estimates because few residents and no student and staff in school would get
doses as high as the maximally exposed individual. Id. at 2-3. Finally, it should
be noted that only small fractions of the doses from the VRSF will result from
operation of the compactor. Id. at 4.

Conclusions on Health Efects of Radioactive Releases

82. In conclusion, even if every individual within 1 mile received a dose
equivalent to the malmally exposed individual, the health effects would not be
significant. Considering the fact that the doses are without doubt overestimates,
it can be concluded that health effects from doses to the population within 1
mile of the VRSF would be negligible.

Q) Consideration of Factors Used in Dose Analyses

83. An overall conclusion concerning health effects of radiation dosr4 from
the VRSF must be deferred until after consideration of issues relating '.o factors
used in calculating doses. This general subject matter was covered *.y testimony
in response to questions raised during the hearing as well as testLnony on several
wmplaints and is considered in this section of the Decision.

"Hede effee m caladmed amas se nd comismem % m,in Rnens a
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Complaint 10 (Efects of Valley Topography on Dispersion)
*

m iepesreshy of the veney sne has not been edespenely caneidend in snelynns the
hukh effecu d -a=6a d redsommiw iodine. laservonors beliew ihet reneum fnun the
inanermor will man upward and ihan laserstly no i=Pase on the veDry wsHs, ihm pouibly
having edwru beakh effaces hi- ' sah u Kiskhnen.

84. 'The VRSP site is located in the Kiskiminetas River Valley, approx-
imately 1 mile east of 12echburg, Pennsylvania. Hills along the valley and ;

within 1 mile of the site range from about 900 to 1200 feet above mean sea
level. 'Ihese hills rise from about 100 feet to 400 feet above the river at the
floor of the valley. Pouer (Complaint 10) at 2 and Figure 10-1 (topographic
map). The elevation of the river is about 800 feet above mean sea level. A trace
of the 900 foot contour,100 feet above the river, shcis a clearly identi6able >

valley ranging in width from 0.5 to 1 mile. A trace of the 1000-foot contour, :
200 feet above the river, reveals a much wider valley with contours so broken
up that they no longer form the bounds of an identi6able valley. "Ihe openness
of the valley at and above an altitude of 1000 feet is evidenced by the presence
of the Leechburg Airport, located on the eastern side of the valley about 160
feet above the river. TY. 75 (Pouer)." l

85. 'Ihe Intervenors, in their September 12,1985 petition to intervene char- |
acterized the valley as a "basin," creating the image of a natural impoundment '

within which attraspheric pollutants would secumulate. Pouer (Complaint 10)
.

at 2. 'Ihis characterization is I -yruplate, however, for two reasons. First, the !
river cuts through the valley from northwest to southeast. resulting in a down-
stream Bow of air, and there is slope Gow of air into the valley; these flows
provide aunospheric transport and dispersion even during atmosphene inver-

| sions. Second, the va'Jey is too shallow to be sheltered from winds that occur -

most commonly and which provide good dispersion of effluents. Id. at 3.
86. Iow-wind-speed conditions, coupled with atmospheric inversions that r

restrict turbulent mixing, occur under special conditions which occir fairly
frequently at all sites. Atmospheric inversions occur on clear, calm nighu, i

when radiant heat loss cools both the land surface and the air near the land
surface more rapidly than air aloft. Mixing is reduced by the tendency of
the cooler, denser air to remain near the ground and the warmer, less dense
air to remain aloft. Typically under these conditions, however, a sensitive
anemometer rarely indicates absolutely calm conditions, even when the air seems

- absolutely still. Even at low wind speeds mixing is not eliminated, because some

| frictional turbulence exists. If wind speed increases during the night, it can break j

|
, ;

18 Dwing the mes vies e onober 29,19s6, the Pasians ofSeer and dis pames ==e take a e icnar of the !
'

. wDay and the imVs on the emmers ade of the wDey. la eddman to e dew thnmeh Kankinness, die tan hcluded
d a Mw pas the airpcwt

I
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up inversions and improve dispersion conditions. If wind speed remains low
throughout the night, the inversion will break up shortly after sunrise. The sun
will heat the land surface and adjacent air layer more rapidly than air aloft, and
the warmer, less dense air near the land will rise, to form convection currents
which promote rapid atmospheric conditions. /d. at 3-4. -

87. ' At the Parks Township site, inversions may occur at a slightly higher
frequency than at other sites in the region not located in river valleys. The
hills shade the valley in the morning and in the evening, so that the valley
land surface is quicker to cool by radiant heat loss in the evening and slower-
to warm the following morning. For purposes of analysis, B&W assumed an
inversion frequency of 33%. Data from Pittsburgh International Airport indicate
an inversion frequency of slightly less than 30%. Inversion frequency in the
Kiskiminctas River Valley would be expected to be higher, but only slightly
higher, because the time available for shadowing is small and the sheltering
effect is slight based on wind measurements at the site. Id. at 4; TV. 77.

88. In their Sw--es 12,1985 petition to intervene, Intervenors included
photographs taken in the Kiskiminets.s River Valley which purported to show
that "(a]ir hovers around the perimeters of this basin." Petition to Participate
in Informal Hearing, September 12,1985, at 2; Exhibit 1 A. B&W's witness
attested that the photograph appears to show high morning fog. If so, it illustrates
the surface-warming phenomenon that occurs in the morning following a
nighttime inversion. The higher air inass containing fog is cooler than the dew
point, so that water vapor in it is condensed into fog. The clear air below contains
water vapor in approximately the same concentration, but the temperature has
risen to above the dew point so that w*er is present as vaper. only. Potter,

: (Complaint 10) at 4.
,

89. The dispersion model employed in the B&W EA was the standard, |
,

widely used Gaussian atmospheric dispersion model. Id. at 6; B&W EA at
61; TY. 72 (Potter); Tr.150 (Resnikoff). B&W determined that the model was
appropriate to use for the VRSF because at the location of the maximum offsite-

dose, and at nearer locations, dispersion is limited not by the river valley but
by turbulence. Potter (Complaint 10) at 5.1hc NRC Staff, following a site visit
during wnich they gained extensive knowledge about the terrain around the
site, came to the conclusion that using a terrain model rather than the Gaussian
model would have no substantive effect on the calculations because the terrain

has little effect until some kilometers downwind. Tr. 93-94 (Blond). The distance'

downwind at which point the valley would begin to limit dispersion is about
3000 meters, and the full effect of the valley would be exerted at more than 8000

! meters. TV. 79 (Potter). The distance used to calculate the maximum dose to an
I

individual is, of course, much closer than these distances (i.e.,200 meters). Any .

doses that might be calculated for more distant receptors, such as at Kiskimere,
would be lower than that calculated for the maximally exposed individual in

876
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Table 7.3 of the B&W EA.14.; 'IY. 95 (Sturz). Hence the doses at these distant
receptors would have no discernible health effects.

90. B&W's calenla8ians for dispersion of VRSP effluents discharged into
the atmosphere under normal operating condidons take into account both the
occurrence of atmospheric inversions and the con 6nement of releases in the
valley. Potter (Complaint 10) at 5; B&W EA at 6-1; Tr. 71 72 (Potter). loversions
were accounted for by assuming that stable (F stability), unstable (B stability), ;

'

and neutral (D stability) conditions each exist one-third of the time. Potter
(Complaint 10) at 5-6. The release was modeled as a ground-level release so t

that the value of sigma could be used as a measure of the depth of the plume
with downwind travel. About 68% of the plume is contained within an elevation
of I sigma and 95% is contained within an eleuon of 2 sigma. At a distance

,

of 0.5 mile the values for sigma were 98 meters for B stability (unstable),28
meters for D stability (neutral), and 12 meters for F stability (stable). 'Ihus for
both F and D stability the plume is assumed not to rise above the height of
the valley within 0.5 mile of the plant. 'Therefore, in calculating the maximum (
individual dose for annual average conditions, it was conservatively assumed
that the plume was con 6ned to the valley two-thirds of the time. Id. at 6.

91. Por the accident analysis, dose evaluauons were based on the assump-
tion that highly stable, light wind (1 meter per second) conditions exist through. ;

out the release. The plume was contamed within the valley for the durabon of *

the accident. Id.
92. As B&W acknowledges, in the 1979 EA the Staff employed a disper- i

sion model that did simulate terrain effects. The site boundary dispersion factor
3(55 meters WNW) was 7.9 x 10d second per cubic meter (sec/m ), which is

4 calculated in the B&W EA for a 10-' reasonably close to the value of 3.1 x 10
cation slightly farther away (65 meters WNW). Id. at 6-7. The difference is not'

sign 16 cant, and may result from more than just the different models used. 'Ihe
j 1979 Staff analysis used meteorological data from the Piusburgh International

Airport, and it also apparently double-counted the occurrence of inversion con-' :

j ditions. Id.; TY. 72 73. The valley model used in the Staff's 1979 EA was de- !

veloped for use at Johnstown, Pennsylvania. where the valley is deeper than at i

; Parks Township. Tr. 75 76,78 79 (Potter). As irweawf spra, after a thorough
study of the Parks Township site Staff came to the conclusion that the Gaussian [i

] rather than the valley model is appropriate. 'IY,93 94 (Blond).
93. An imponant element of conservatism in B&W's analysis is the-

assumption that the release occurs at ground level, rather than as an elevated !

release from the 55. foot incinerator stack. Potter (Complaint 10) at 7 8; Tr. 81 !f
!(Bowles)." Disregarding the stack resulted in an overestimate of the dose
!
;

UWlansas asurles tainsed dast ta sequusunuut by PhDER &at a sted musst be 13 tunes lhe Q er dus nearest }i
bundens summes est 6e insumerseer edf-gue mad exist be 55 fest na kneht ;

? i

!

i

!

[
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received by ta maximally exposed individual at 200 meters; if the stack had
been considerei.. the dose to receptors farther out, such as at Kiskimere, might

'

be greater than the dose at 200 meters given a stack release, but it would not be
greater than the dose cMdated in the B&W EA for a receptor at 200 meters
with a ground level release. '' otter (Complaint 10) at 7 8; TY. 84-85 (Potter). '

94. Whereas the dose to the maximally exposed individual in the B&W
EA and the NRC EA was based on a distance of 200 meters, which was assumed
to be the distance from the incinerator stack to the nearest residence, B&W's

;

Exhibit 2 (Figue 111) showed the actual distance to the nearest residence -

to be approximately 175 meters. Thus the dose analyses were based on an
overestimation of the distance to the nearest residence of approximately 25 r

rneters.1Y. 241 42 (Pover). The error resulted from a small error in the placement
of the residence on a ti.S. Geological Survey map.1Y. 242 (Potter).

95. B&W estimated that correcting the error would increase calculated
doses to the maximally exposed individual from routine operations by about
12%, and from accident by about 5%.1Y 242 (Potter). The NRC Staff, on the
basis of "some rough calculations," estimated that correcting the diw.cy in
distance muld increase the dose to the maximally exposed individual by about
30%. *1Y. 402 03 (Sturz). The change in distance of the maximally exposed
individual does not affect any of the population doses.1Y. 242 (Potter). The
slight increase in doses to the maximally exposed individual as a result of these

,

'

corrections is not sign 16 cant and would not affect the conclusions reached in the

B&W EA or in B&W's testimony on the subject.1Y. 242 (Potter).
M. In conclusion, the dispersion analysis performed by B&W was clearly

,

appropriate for the situation. There was no need to use a terram model. The '

Oaussian model used adequately accounted for valley topography and the oc.
i currence of atmospheric inversions. Doses calculated for the maximally exposed

1

individual were overestimates, because the calculations were based on a ground. '

level release when in fact the releases will be from a 55 foot stack. Stack releases
may mean that distant recepters, such as at Kiskimere, will receive higher doses
than those calculated in the B&W EA; those higher doses will, however, bc' ,

lower than the doses calculated for the maximally exposed individual in the
B&W EA. Thus Complaint 10 has been resolved in Licensee's favor.

!

\
. Complaint il (Assumpdont About the Efect of Food Preparation) I

no euenpoon ihet food papereoan,incinens me wehins et fait and w3esabia smen
h me uney, was canntase io ruinans e esini e oid dou by a feceor or 2n is nom n ,

niid. Man * persons may ansene row and isawhed fmit and woesables, whidi would |
,

!
chanse ibir thymid does frosa 12 mrlyr to 284 nrvyr.

97, The B&W EA dose calculations ~or I 125 are based in part on two site- i

speci6c factors that depart from the default values that would otherwise apply
|
|
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under Reg. Guide 1.109. First, it was assumed that concentrations of I-125 in
locally grown vegetation consumed by humans were reduced by a factor of three
to account for the effects of food preparation, primarily washing. B&W EA at
7 3 and Appendix F; Potter (Complaint 11) at 2; Tr. 99-100 (Potter). Second,
the B&W EA used site-specific consumption rates for fresh vegetauon. B&W
EA at 7-3 and Appendix G; Potter (Complaint 11) at 2. Reg. Guide 1.109
encourages the use of site-specific factm in lieu of default values when possible
and requires that enough information be provided about the site-specific factors
used to enable the NRC Staff to determine their validity. Reg. Guide 1.109 at
1.109-2. Essennally, then, Complaint 11 raises the issue of whether B&W's use

.

.

| of these two site-specific factors is validated by the evidence presented.
98. As stated, spra, it was assumed in the B&W EA that concentrations

of I 125 on locally grown vegetation consumed by humans were reduced by
a factor of three to account for food preparaten effects. B&W EA, Appendix
F. The assumption was based on studies showing that about two-thirds of I 131 in

| vegetation is removed during preparation for consumption. Pouer (Complaint 11)

| at 3, citing U.S. AEC, "HERMES - A Digital Computer Code for Estimating
| Regional Radiological Effects from the Nuclear Power Industry," Fictcher,
! J.F., et al., Hanford Engmeermg Development Laboratory, HEDL TME 71 168,

December 1971, Table 11114. The studies cited in this publication investigated
several types of vegetation, including broccoli, cabbage, spinach, and escarole,
and found similar removal factors for all of them. The important mechanism for
concentration reduction was washing. The concentration reduction factors that
apply to 1 131 should also apply to I 125. Id.

99. In the September 8 Order, the Presiding Officer called to the attention
of the parties a recent paper on the effects of the accident at Chernobyl by a
research team at the University of Konstanz in southwestern Germany, where
fallout from the accident was heavy. September 8 Order at 6-7. The paper ap-
peared to call into question whether washing removed radioactive contaminants
from vegetation as effectively as B&W had assumed." Hohenemser, C., et al.,
"Chernobyl: An Early Report," Environment, Vol. 28, No. 5 (June 1986) at
40-41 (German Paper). Testimony with respect to the German Paper was pre-
sented by both B&W and the NRC Staff and is considered, infra.

100. The NRC Staff testified that it had contacted Mr. Owen Hoffman;

| at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, who is a leading national expert on
.

# The sahoss d the perw en Chernobyl repcewd est dust resuha showed thes she wishes or vegaabies had
"pend to be whecy ineffective? Env#e==nar. val 23. an. s, at 40. Becanas no explanatum was given as to bow
they had powved wasineg to be ineffectave. the Prendes or5cer wress to the sonor enthor rupestes ed&tional
informanon.1be amnior sinha responded by metres that osahes vegaatsas in cold rumes wetar rwnoved only
20% d the todacectrvity. Capus er ens _, _ ' n were anadad to the separnbar 8 order. and the parues
were enciad to temped to the qvamaan er whahsr the German ressanA tesuha chsDegod the assurrgeon berg
made by B&W.
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crop interdiction and decontamination of radinactive material. Mr. Hoffman
reported that he had communicated personally with a sciendst in Munich, Federal
Republic of Germany, who reported that they had obtained a decontamination
factor of approximately 3 for iodine on vegetation by aggressive i . ashing and
a decontamination factor of 2 by normal washing. Tr. 233 (Blond). This result
is consistent with results from the U.S. studies cited by B&W. See Finding 98,
supra.

101. B&W's witness pointed out that the German Paper indicated that
shortly after the accident about one-third of the radacective material deposited on
the ground was I 131 and the remainder consisted of particulate isotopes. Tr.107
(Potter). Assuming that the isotope distribution on the vegetauon was similar
to that on the ground, washing would be effective for I 131 but not for some
other isotopes in the fallout, such as ceslum and strontium. ld.u Ibrthermore, the
German Paper indicated that the deposition of radioactive fallout in southwestern
Germany occurred during a heavy rain. Given that circumstance, the rain may
have deposited the radionuclides, cleansed the atrnosphere, and then washed the
vegetation leaving residual contamination consistirig largely of species resistant
to washing. Id. at 107-08. B&W's witness reported performing a calculation
suggesting that the radioactivity on the ground was six times that on the plants. If
true, this fact tends to support the rain. washing theory. Ibr the fortgoing reasons,
B&W argues that the limited definitive information concerning the Chernobyl
experience suggests that it does not apply in this context. Id. at 104,108,113.

102. Studies conducted in the United States and elsewhere on the effective-
ness of washing and food preparauon in removing radioiodine from vegetation
have indented that these practices can reduce contamination from around 40
to more than 90% Id. at 105-06. B&W therefore assumed in the +hians
performed for the B&W EA that I-125 concentration on vegetables and fmit
would be reduced by a factor of 3 through washing. Id. at 107. It did not as-
sume that any other radionuclide would be removed by washing, however. Id.
at 100. B&W believes that most, although not necessarily all, locally grown
vegetables and fruits are washed before consumption by humans, for either aes- !

thetic or health reasons. Id. People wash fruits and vegetables to remove vist1)le j
soil particles and various contaminants which are not visible, such as industrial ,

pollutants, lead from leaded gasoline, and asbestos from worn brake linings. Id.
at 100-01.

. 103. In addition, B&W conservatively assumed that all regionally grown |
fruit and vegetables were obtained from the resident's ovm garden. Id. at j

101. Moreover, B&W's calculations did not take into account variations in spe- 1

U The -. , - : fsora de esmer omhor of the ourman Paper to the Presang of5eur, visid was ena&ed
to the sessenbar 8 order. marmened emns indepeders endenco massemns that his7 had baan admarbed irme
new growds an piarms. |

|
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cific activity among different types of fruits and vegetables exposed to similar
amounts of deposition. 'Ihe concentration of deposited contaminants would de-
crease with decreasing surface to mass ratio. 'Ihus, leafy vegetables would be
expected to have a higher speci6c activity than apples or tomatoes. Nor did
B&W's calculations take into account the fact that vegetables grown under.
ground, such as potatoes and carrots, would become contaminated primarily by
uptake from the soil. "Ihe dose assessment model for vegetadon in Reg. Guide
1.109 is designed for leafy vegetables. When all of these factors are taken into
account, it is very unlikely that the dose estimates in the B&W EA are un-
derestimates, even if the assumption of washing before eating is not entirely
valid. Id. at 102.

104. 'Ihe statement in Complaint 11 that elimination of the food preparation
assumption would increase the calculated thyroid dose from 12 mrem /yr to 288
mrem /yr, a factor of 24, is a misstatement. Intervenors' witness Dr. Resnikoff
testified that the factor of 24 increase resulted from a chain of factors rather than
from elimination of the food preparation assumption alone. Tr.138. Intervenors'
analysis included increases due to greater valahlisatian of iodine in the pnmary
combustion chamber, the buildup of iodine in the scrubber solution, and reduced
atmospheric dispersion because of valley topography, as well as the elimination
of food preparation. 'IY.137 38. "Ihe elimination of food preparation resulted
in only a factor of 2 increase in dose. "IY.138. None of these factors has
any validity. 'The greater volatilizauon of iodine in combusdon, the buildup
of radionodme in the scrubber solution, and reduced dispersion Iwanw of
topography have all been found to lack merit. See Findings 45 and 94, supra.
The elimination of the food preparauon hypothesis is found invalid in Finding
106, Wra.

105. In conclusion, B&W's reasoning to explain the results obtained in the
German Paper is convincing. It is very likely that rain washed much of the
deposited radiolodine from the vegetables, as a result of which the University
of Konstanz research team was able to remove only 20% of the residual acdvity
which probably consisted largely of radionuclides that are resistant to washing,
such as Cs 137. It is also reasonable to assurne that most people do wash fruit

| and vegetables lxfoie consuming them. Fmally, the conservatisms built into the
model with regard to where fresh fruits and vegetables are grown and with regard>

; to differences in speci6c activities of different types of fruits and vegetables will
j probably keep the dose estimates in the B&W EA from being underestimates,

even if some people do not always wash all the fresh fruits and vegetables they
consume. Therefore Complaint 11 is resolved in Licensee's favor.

1

i

i

|

|
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Conclusion on Dose Analyses

106. In conclusion with regard to radinrian releases and their health effects,
the evidence shows that the very low level of releases from routme operation
of the VRSP will have no discernible health effect on any offsite individual
in the vicinity of the VRSF. It follows from that conclusion that operation of
the VRSF will have no signi6 cant impact on the biota in the environment.1he
analyses of B&W and the NRC Staff have considered all relevant dose pathways i
and radionuclides. The doses to the population in residences and schools within

*

1 mile of the facility will pose no signi6 cant risk to their health. Finally,
appropnate considerauon was given to the topography and meteorology of the 1

site in B&W's analysis, and reasonable assumptions were made with respect to ,

the preparation and consumption of fruits and vegetables grown in the area.

(4) Addhional Accident Scenarios

Complaint 7 (Consequences of a Fire in the Of-Gas System) h

12censee and sig he. not usened en y of a see la en d.sas synem irsiler,
nor the specia and enous et redxmuctidu sw muld be wiensed ifihn charcoal and HEPA
ahan should barn. & , S, en pundic haakh and saray cannot be num d. ;

'

4 107. Intervenors raised two accident scenarios in Complaint 7 that were
not assessed in either the NRC EA or the B&W EA. The Intervenors were'

motivated to propose the additional accident scenarios because of the occurrence
in 1983 of a are in the off gas handling system of an incinerator operated by i

Nuclear Ibel Services, Inc. (NFS), and the occurrence in 1985 of a are in the
i trailer during testing of the Dresden MVRS at AECC's facilities in Sacramento,

California. Resnikoff Testimony at 16-17; Bowles and Potter (Complaint 7) at
,

2 3; 1Y. 307 (Bowles). The two scenanos considered are (1) a are involving
the trailer itself and its contents (other than the Siler enclosure), and (2) a are '

within the alter enclosure.
108. The Arc in the off gas handling system of NFS's incinerator was;

belic.ved to have been caused either by ignition of the demister section, whichi

was made of combustible malenal, or of combustible 6berglass-reinforced
plastic, both of which wre located downstream of the scrubber system; or by

,

ignition of other combustible material that may have collected downstream of ',

the emission control system. The 6te destroyed 20 feet of duct work but did not
,

.

result in the release of any radioactive material to the amosphere. Tr. 307 08 r

| (Bowles). The are in AECC's MVRS trailer started short!y anet shutdown of j
! the system it initiated outside the alter enclosure, presumably by the ignition ;

of highly Sammable styrofoam insulation being temporarily stored in the off. (
gas trailer after system shutdown. The Kemlite walls and roof of the trailer |

|

| 882 i
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were ignited, and the are damaged the Irwhreinn fan, combustion air bloww,
motor control center, and trailer's waus, roof, and insuladon. De alter housing
was distorted but remained structuraDy intact. Filters had been removed for
experimental analysis before the Arc occurred. Bowles and Poner (Complaint 7)

,

at 2 3. '

109. De are damage to the MVRS trailer was reviewed by one AECC
and two P teams of invesdgators; these investigators recommended
that all combustible materials be removed frorn the equipment and trailer
structure. C===M /, the unit being developed for use at Parks Township wasI

redesigned to move the motor control center away from the 61 er enclosuno and,

to remove all combustible malenals from the trailer structure and equipment. De
only exception to the lauer are the charcoal and HEPA Alters contained within
the Alter housing.

110. De Alter housing itself is constructed of noncombustible materials. ld,
at 3. De charcoal within the metal-containing trays of the charcoal alters
can burn, but it has an Ignaion ^a.yer.E.is in excess of 660*F. De HEPA
61ers will have all-metal firarnes and dividers, and the Alter elements are
Aberglass. De only process stream that could cause ignition of the charcoal w
HEPA Alters is the incinerator exhaust. This exhaust is Srst cooled to 1000*F by
a pnmary quench sysum and then further cooled by the scrubber sysem to about
190*F. De scrubber has a 200-gallon liquid sump which can supply coolant

| for about 1.25 hours should the plant's water supply be lost. Dere is another
| m;w.cy plant water cooling system which automadcally %.ches the exhaust
! gas if the outlet ^a.ysi.h.. of the primary scrubber exceeds 200*F. Even if the

scrubber sysum and emergency cooling system fail, the pnmary quench system
| water nozzles can be used to cool the exhaust to less than 400*F, well belcw
I

the ignition temperature of the charcoal Alters. Dus it is extremely unhkely that
the ignition temperature of the charcoal or HEPA 61ters could be reached. Id. at
35.

111. Notwithstanding the low likelihood of a are in the off gas system
trailer, appropriate 6te detection and mitigation systems have been provided. De
trailer is equipped with are detectors which activate an alarm in the main control
room if the temperature in the trailer rises at a rate greater than 15'F per minute
or if the temperature exceeds 197'F. If the alarm sounds the operator is required
to initiate the site 6ie emergency plan, which provides for assistance, shutting off
the combustion and indocuan fans, and 6ghting the 6te with an extinguisher. If

'

the are appears to be out of concol and threatening to ignite the charcoal, the
operator can activate the deluge system, which will deluge the charcoal with

l
water. De deluge system delivws about 200 gallons per minute of are protection
weer through nozzles positioned over each charcoal tray. Id. at 5.

112. In the event of a HEPA Alter / charcoal Arc, an exhaust gas temperature
alarm will be activated when the temperature reaches 250'F. Dis alarm will

883



alert the operator to a possible HEPA alter / charcoal Ste or a process upset. De
operator can determine if the ternperature rise may result from a fire by
consulting a data logger which logs inlet and outlet temperatures of the filter
system. In addition to the exhaust temperature alarm, there is a continuous
thermistor located within the charcoal trays; it will alarm in the event of a
charcoal fire in any tray, in the event of a HEPA/ charcoal fire, the operator is
required to initiate the site fire emergency plan, divert the process gas flow from
the filter enclosure to a bypass HEPA filter system, and isolate the 61ter erciosure
using single handswitches located on the main control panel. Isolating the alter
enclosure will stop the release of combustion products from the enclosure. De
operator must then start the water deluge system from the control panel. Once
initiated, the deluge is continued until the entire filter enclosure is flooded with
water. His will cool the charcoal to well below the ignition temperature so that
it can be safely removed without fear of rekind!!ng the fire. De deluge system
is designed to extinguish the fire within 1 minute and to flood the filter enclosure
in about 12 minutes. Id. at 6.

113. De ability to rapidly detect, isolate, and extinguish a fire in the
off gas trailer of HEPA filter / charcoal would keep the resulting radcactive
releases small. De previous analysis of an incinerator explosion bounds the
consequences of a fire in the off-gas HEPA 61ter/ charcoal. /d. at 7.

114. The traximum particulate load on a HEPA filter would be approxi-
mately 12 pounds (4 pounds per filter x 3 alters) 14., cidag U.S. Department
of Commerce, "Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook," ERDA 76-21, at 44. The
maximum HEPA 61ter load would be the equivalent of little more than one
drum of waste. Thus the consequence 4 of the incinerator explosion analysis
would be bounding from the standpoint of particulates, hen- in that analy-
sis it was assumed that the contents of ten drums were released. With respect
to I 125, a conservative estimate of the amount of I 125 on the charcoal was
calculated from the release rate, administratively controlled to 0.012 Ci/yr, and
the expected I 125 charcoal filter DF of 100. His implies a feed to the charcoal
of 1.2 Ci/yr. Assuming feed at a constant rate and accounung for radioactive
decay leads to an equilibrium charcoal filter inventory of 0.28 curies. The in-
cinerator explosion analysis was based on a release of 3% of the charcoal filter
1125 inventory. Since combustion of as little as 0.008% of the charcoal would
increase the off-gas temperature by 20*F in 1 minute, thereby triggering the
alarm, releases would be quickly contained and the fire extinguished by the
deluge system. Therefore the releases of I 125 would be substantially less than
the bounding incinerator explosion analysis. Id. at 7 8.

I15. Evidence was adduced, also, on the effect that an incineratcr fire would
have on patrons in nearby Veado's Restaurant, in response to a question raised
by the Intervenors. Tr. 311 (Axelrad). The restaurant is located approximately
175 meters nonh-northwest of the incinerator site. TY. 236 37 (Ozimek) and
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Licensee's Exh. 2. Although Veado's is closer than the maximally exposed
individual, who was assumed to live 200 meters south-southeast of the plant,
the maximum doses to patrons in the restaurant would be lower than that for
the maximally exposed individual, for several reasons. 'Ihe dose pathways that
produced most of the dose to the maximally exposed individual in B&W's
incinerator explcsion analysis (consumption of local vegetation and direct dose
from the soil)n would not be applicable to a restaurant patron. The only pathway
of signi6cance to the restaurant patron would be inhalation, which contributed
only about 1% of the WanM maximum thyroid or total body dose at 200
meters. The inhalation dose at the restaurant would be about 17 millirem thyroid
and 10 millirem total body, far less than the 970 millirem tnyroid and 580
millPem total body calculated for the maximally exposed individual living 200

4

meters from the incinerator. In addition, the dose calculated for the restaurant
patron assumes a ground-level release and that the patron is inhaling the plume
for the entire duration of the accident. The thyroid dose calculated for the

'

restaurant patron is below EPA's PAO of 5 rem (5000 millitems) by a factor of
about 300, and total body doec is below the PAO of 1 rem (1000 millirems) by
a factor of 100. Consequently the health risk to a patron or worker at Yeado's
as a result of an incinerator 6 e would be negligible. Tr. 311 13 (Potter).

116. Ihrthermore, in response to concerns expressed during the limited
appearance statements about the dif6culty of evacuating Kiskimere with snow
or ice on the roads, the NRC Staff testi6ed that doses there would be less than

doses to an individual living 200 meters south southeast of the site. Consequently
they would be lower than the EPA PAQs, and no protective actions - including
evacuation - would be required. Tr. 482 (Blond); see also Tr. 315 (Pouer).

117. In response to a question raised in the September 8 Order ao~ out
whether B&W's emergency plan called for alerting Veado's Restaurant in
case of an accident, B&W's witness testi6ed that in the event of an accident,
B&W's procedures called for an evaluation of the accident, including offsite
consequences. If circumstances warranted it, local, state, or federal authorities
would be noti 6ed immediately. Should any actions need to be taken by the
nearby population, including persons in Veado's, the local police wruld notify
the population and provide any necessary assistance. Or if w3rning should
be necessary before local authorities could respond, the Emergency Director
of B&W would provide for noti 6 cation using B&W personnel. Tr. 31314

- (Ibgel). There is at least one security ofEcer on duty at the Parks Township

38 1a suspenas to a quaseen ben die Prendrig offker. the NaC sieff tasened that shhough there sure ao
regalsesry issues en es enessa er redusenehese that osmW esmanulate la ami et wresenceed areas, if ihme
sure as sendma lhes ruseited in sieve anal essanunseem. the NRC starr seuld taka appsoprisis seculaessy
asessh Tr, ess-se (Layumi).
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Pacility around the clock, but usually there are other activities going on as +

well. Id. 'IT. 31718. ,

118. He Intervenors questioned whether B&W was aware that Parks Town-
,

ship did not have a police of6cer on duty 24 hours a day. B&W's panel was, in ;

fact, unable to answer the question of whether there was an of6cer on duty at
night. "Y. 318 (Fogel and Bowles). B&W's witness went on to testify that the . 1

ernergency plan calls for the B&W Emergency Director to notify the appropriate :
state and local of6cers and to recommend evacuation at that tirne, if deemed !

necessary. 'IY. 319 (Fogel). De federal, state, and local of6cials to be noti 6ed I

of an emergency are the U.S. NRC, the U.S. EPA, the Pennsylvania Ewe.a ;y [
Management Agency, thm Armstrong County Civil Defense, the Bureau of Ra-
diation Protection in Pittsburgh, the Pennsylvania Depenment of Environmen-

,

|

tal Resources in Pittsburgh, the I ^ _g Pohce Depenment, he Armstrong i

County Sheriff, and the Pennsylvania State Police. Id. at 319 20|8 When asked |

by Intervenors whether it was aware that the duector of the Armstrong County *

Civil Defense department had resigned and had not been replaced, the witness |
panel stated that it was not aware of the director's resignation. T . 32122 (Po- ,

. gel). B&W does, houver, make !#*p8maa* contact with each of these agencies i

| every year, when it conducts its annual emergency drill"IY. 323 (Bowles). A .

I Staff witness attested that the NRC had prepared, and was about to issue, orders ';
; to all fuel licensees, including B&W, requiring that they call each of the tele-
i phone numbers of the agencies and authorities on their emergency noti 6 cation
: lists every 100 days, in order to verify the correctness of the listings. 'IY,493 ;

(14ysen). i

; 119. In conclusion, the fundamental frameverk of B&W's emergency plan
! is sound and if properly implemented will be adequate to protect the public .

! health and safety in the event of an accident at the VRSF that wuld require |
''

an offsite response. B&W's witnesses, however, appeared to be not as well
! informed as they should have been about local agencies with which they ;

} would interact in an emergency. The witnesses were unaware of whether Parks
Township had a police of6cer on duty 24 hours a day, and they were uninfctmed
as to whether the Armstrong County Civil Defense depenment had a designated '

director. If there is no police of6cer on duty in Parks Township 24 hours a day, |

the fact would not tw*=ily constitute a fatal flaw in the emergency plan, !

because a State Police barracks is located nearby and either the State Pblice or :
the Armstrong County Sheriff's department could be called on to alert and assist '

the public. B&W should, however, determine whether it would be appropriate to !
contact either of these law enforcemers agencies in lieu of the Parks Township 1

)

8 in meramme to e ,semmen enen ens Prending ofaser es wanes asend dist te Aresmens Cammy Ov0 Dateus
is inessed in Oms. anne, wood is 16 er 17 pulse rewn em ansL T1me Prundesorker need set be had ebearved
e sense Fehme baseds inesend naar eis out Te. 3D21.
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police at night or the Armstrong County Civil Defense. Therefore B&W will be
required to make such a determinnelan as a condition to the grantmg of a license
amendment to operate the incinerator. In addition, because the Parks Township
facility has a reasonably large =r A. including ehaale within 1 mile of
the site, it is deemed essential that B&W keep up-to-date on the avadability
and ====ihility of local emergency agencies. The ven6 cation of emergency
contacts by calling all the nurnbers of the agencies and authorities every 100
days, pursuant to the prospective order from the NRC Staff, should serve t.'ds
purpose adequately. Since as of the hearing that order had been prepared but not i

lasued, the practice called for in the order will also be made a condition of the
license amendment to operate the incinerator. Neither E -M-7 need be made i

a condition to *,he license amendment to operate the compactor, because the !

y--i+H is not liable to the accidents that are possible for the incinerator. With
" ,

these conditions satis 6ed, the B&W emergency plan will be adequate to protect !
the public heakh and safety. [

*
a, .

(5) NeeJth Ffeest qf Nonradoeedro Releases'

Complaint 2 (Generation of Dioxin,s)

t==-esian of payvniyt ahlende sin espase poikianers and iheir families no dionins, with ;

newwie hoekh effeces. *

120. Dioxin is a genenc name for a class of compounds that can be
formed as bypro6xts of censin chemical reactions and during many combus-

i tion / incineration processes. The most common dioxins are the polychlonnated
dioxins (PCDDs), of which there are seventy-6ve different isomers. The toxic. '

ity of dinnins to animal species depends on the number and placement of the |
-

chlorine atoms on the daonin molecule. The more toxic dioxins have four to six !
>

'chlorine atoms with the 2,3,7, and 8 positions alled. The simplest is 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlornehaa=-p-dioxin (TCDD). Other molecules closely associated with
the dioxins are the polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs). NRC EA, Appendix

'

C at C 1.
121. Dioxin is extremely tcxic to certain animal species and harmful to

humans when they are exposed to relatively large amounts of it. The claim that
it is one of the deadliest substances known is based on its toxicity in guinea >

, pigs. A dose of 0.6 g/kg body neight administered orally will kill 50% of
male guinea pigs that received the dose. Illness occws immediately and death
occurs within about a week. Its toxicity, however, is highly variable between
species. Ibr example, the leasNensitive animal tested is the hamster, which t

is 500 to 10,000 times less sensitive to TCDD than the guinea pig. Rabbits,
mice, and monkeys are roughly 200 times less sensitive than guinea pigs and i

: 50 times more sensitive than hamsters. The acute toxicity in humans is expected ,

i i

'

!
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to be about the same as that in monkeys. Consideting this, TCDD is about ten
times as toxic as hydrogen cyankle, but it does not enter the body as readily
as hydrogen cyanide. De long term, irreversible health effects of dimine on
humans remains unknown. Id. at C 2.

122. Akhough in the United States the EPA has been acdvely studying
the dioxin problem, as yes no reguladons limiting dioxin exposure have been

n promulgated. In Canada, on the other hand, the Ontano Ministry of Health has
lpublished a guideline of 30 picograms per cubic meter (pg/m ) for TCDD. De>

EPA used a decontammation criterion of 1 part per billion (ppb) fcr the work
done at Times Beach, Missouri, and the U.S. Air Ibrce is considering a limit of
10 ppb for decommissioning of former Agent Orange storage sites. All of the
foregoing dioxin levels are based on the isomer 2,3,7,8 TCDD. Id. at C 3.

123. Various mechanisms have been idenu6ed for the formadon of PCDDs
and PCDFs during incineration processes, including the following:

(a) PCDDs and PCDFs may be present as components of refuse being
incinerated. Because many refuse incinerators operate at combustion

! temperatures that are too low to destroy PCDDs and PCDPs, these
compounds may volatilize and enter the process Aue gas stream.

(b) In sim synthesis may occur through thermally initiated reactions of
molecular spe:les that are either present or are produced in the high-
temperature combustion zone. De reactions involved include rear-
rangements, free radical condensation, dochlorinanon, dehydrogena-
tion, as well as other molecular reactions.1

(c) If the combustion zone temperatures are high enough, PCDDs and

|
PCDFs can be produced in sim by elementary recombinanon reactions

; of atoms produced by the thermal combustion process.
it is expected that the formation of dioxins and furans could occur in the VRSF
incinerator via mechanisms (b) and (c), above; for reasons to be discussed below,
however, the concentration of dioxin released to the environment is not expected
to be sign 16 cant. Id. at C 5.

124. Matenals to be incinerated in the MVRS that could result in dioxin
! and furan synthesis include benzenes from liquid scintillation Gulds and limited

quantities of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). De incineration of chlorinated benzenes
can yield both PCDCs and PCDFs. PVC can be a source of chlorine and on

,
incomplete combustion yield minute quantities of chlorinated benzene which,'

- as just stated, can be a precursor to both PCDDs and PCDFs. Quantities
; of PVC incinerated in the MVRS will be limited to 5% of the waste by
,

weight.14. at C 6; B&W EA, Rev. 3 at 3.3: Bowles (Complaint 2) at 2. De
! limit will be implemented through contract restrictions and shipping manifest

documentation. His limitation is placed on PVC as an operauons restriction for'

|
economic reasons, however, rather than because of environmental concerns as

' to dioxin releases. Id.; Tr. 62-64 (Bcwies). High PVC levols in the waste would

|
4
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result in production of excessive amounts of HC1, which would be removed by
the primary scrubber and would cause an increase in density of the scrubber
solution. Dilution would be required to maintain an acceptable density, and
the resulting volume of scrub liquor would exceed the volume that could be
reinjected into the incinerator feed. Bowles (Complaint 2) at 2.

125. Two important features of the MVRS will minimize the release of
dioxins. The first relates to the operatmg conditions of the incinerator. B&W's
MVRS will be a two-stage combustion incinerator. Waste would be ignited
and burned in the first stage (primary combustion chamber); then the gaseous
combustion products would pass to the second stage (secondary combustion
chamber) where the oxidation gocess would be completed. Dioxins would be
destroyed in the secondary combustion chamber because of the high tems .rature,
high oxygen concentrelion, and adequate residence time of the off 3as in the
secondary chamber. NRC EA at C 7. The secondary combustion chamber will
operate at 2100'F with a retention time of 1.33 seconds and excess air of about
100%. TY. 253 54 (Lauber); TY. 279 (Bowles); Tr. 769-80, 282-83 (Spas). A
temperature of 2100*F requires 40 milliseconds gas residence time for 99.99%
destruction of dioxin. Bowles (Complaint 2), Figure 21. Test data (nxn the
Dresden MVRS indicate a combustion efficiency of 99.9%. Tr. 279 (Bowles);
Tr. 279 80 (Spas). Such efhciency is comparable to what is usually required for
a (nonradiosctive) hazardous waste incinerator and generally results in highly
efScient destructson of hazardous organic compounds. Tr. 254 (Lsuber).2d

126. The second important feature of the MVRS is that it will have a
multistage air cleaning system, which includes caustic scrubbing, with the gases
leaving the scrubber system at a temperature of appuximately 180*F. The
off gas will then be heated slightly to about 230*F before entering a HEPA
filter / charcoal aisorber/HEPA filter system. designed to remove radioactive
pcticulates and radioiodine. This system would also rernove particles and flyash
on which any dioxins present would be adsorbed following the cooling steps
prior to tha filters. Bowles (Complaint 2) at 8 9; NRC EA at C-9. The charcoal
would also remove any remaining trace vapor. phase dioxins 1Y 261 (Lauber).

127. B&W will be required to obtain an Air Quality Control Permit from
PaDER. Dam (Overview) at 15; Tr. 57 (Bowics). That permit will contain a
condition limiting releases of dioxins. Tr. 57 (Bowles). PaDER has provided
B&W with a document entitled "Best Available Technology (BAT) Criteria
for Municipal Waste incineration and Resource Recovery Facilities *' (Augott
19,1986) which contains annual ambient concentration guidelines for speciSed

3"Wimess tauber em .a.-a Au PbDutum Carmed Eagmaar d the New Ycri sms thgenmara d Eavi.
swannual Ccmaerwnan and a Wg authanty se den releases hora rerursions, was puesnud by BaW
because Dr. RamnAdr, in km produed issurmany,incorrecdy charsaansed panuma d reo saides es eushored by
her. tamber. Te d t-4s. s2-54. 25641;tacunams's Ed,1.
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3contaminants. 'Ihe guideline for dsoun is 0.3 pghn for PCDD and PCDP,
expressed as 2,3,7,8-TCDD equivalents. The BAT Criteria do not apply to
facilities like the MVRS; nevertheless, B&W expects that the BAT dioxin
guideline will be taken into consideration in determining the dioxin release
limitation for B&W's MVRS. Tr. 67-68 (Bowles). PaDER's dioxin guideline
is one of the most stringent restnctions that has been issued, but the advanced ,

features of the MVRS should enable it to satisfy even this guideline. TY. 261-
62 (lauber). Even Dr. Resnikoff agreed that dilution factors between the stack e

samples and ground levels at the site boundary would reduce concentrations in
nanograms to picograms. Tr.148 (Resnikoff).

128. The PaDER permit will also require B&W, upon initial startup of
the MVRS, to take off gas samples and analyze them for dioxins. B&W has
committed to perform this test pursuant to PaDER requirements. The waste feed
for this test will include at least 5% PVC. TY. 57 58 (Bowles). followmg startup,
during routine operadon, B&W will not Be obtaining direct dioxin data, because
there is no known instrument that can provide dioxin measurements. Rather, to -

ensure that dioxin emissions are being properly controlled, B&W will collect
information on operaung parameters of the incinerator, such as castion monoxide
levels, temperatures, etc., to substantiate that the incinerator is operaung at a
high combustbn ef6ciency; B&W will also obtain information to show whether
the off gas treatment system is operaung as designed.14.1 Tr. 272 73 (Laucer).

129. The Intervenors' witness Resnikoff stated, in his preAled testimony,
that the MVRS was similar to some hospital incinerators discussed in a 1985
article co-authored by BAW's witness lauber, thus implying that dioxin re-
leases from the MVRS would be similar to thoec from the hospital incinera-
tors. Resnikoff Tbstimor,y at 10. Mr. Lauber testi6ed, however, that none of the
hospital incinerators discussed in his 1985 article had a combination of operat-
ing conditions and a multistage off-gas cleaning systern similar to the MVRS,
and therefore the MVRS emissions would be signineantly lower than those from

,

the hospital incinerators. Tr. 254-55. He described a mobile incinerator of the
EPA equipped with a Venturi scrubber and HEPA filter which was tested fir-
ing material contaminated with chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (CDD). It showed
detectable emission levels of only octachlorodibenzo p-dsotin, a relauvely non-
toxic isomer which is not included in the list of 2,3,7,8-tetrachionnated dioxin
(TCDD) equivalents used by the EPA and PaDER as Tr. 255 (Lauber). Witness
lauber expects the MVRS, which also has a Venturi scrubber plus two sets of
HEPA alters and a charcoal adsorber, to have extremely low or nondetectable
emissions of 2,3,7,8 TCDD or its equivalence. TY,255-56 (Lauber).

85 n. EPA r em 6. - - % r . u4 ab eis a. + .
e est 6.ma 6. '-' c possus. TL 2Ss (Lmb.4
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130. Dr. Resnikoff criticized the Idaho Nadonal Eigi..;, i.,3 laboatory's
"Comments on Sierra Club Analysis of Proposed Parks Township Incinerato
- RCR 29-86," May 19,1986 (INEL Report) for asserting that dioxins in the
off sas of the MVRS wiu be present as particulales which wiu be captwed on
the Alters, on the basis of a 1983 article co-authored by Iauber; Dr. Resnikoff- |
complained that the INEL Report ignored a 1985 article also co-authored by
Lauber that ausgedly shows that dionins wiu be present in the vapor phase, hence
not captured by alters. Resmkoff Testimony at 13. Mr. Lauber testi6ed that it ;

was not true that the two papers expressed different views. Both articles indicated !

that the combustion of solid wastes can generale dioxins in both the particulate '

| phase and the vapor phase, and each article pomted out that at appropnate
,

i exhaust sas temperatures dioxins would be converted to the paniculate phase '

and hence be resnovable by an ef6cient emission control system. Tr. 257 59. Thus
the discussion in the INEL Report properly re8ects the fact that at the operadng
neunperature of the post scrubber off gas system of the MVRS, dioxins present
would be predominantly in the particulale phase and would be removed by the
Alters. As already noted, any remaining trace of vaponzed dioxin would be
removed by the charcoal adsorber 'Ir. 26041 (Lauber).

131. In his oral testimony, Dr. Resrukoff seemed to imply that dioxins
could reform in the coolcr parts of the stack after being destroyed in the
combustion chamber of the incinerator. Tr.142-44. later he appeared to refute
this suggestion. Tr.147. Mr. I.auber stated that a theory to that effect had been
proposed by Dr. Barry Cam Tr. 263,1here is no conclusive evidence,
however, to prove Dr. Commoner's theory. The preponderance of the literature
indacates that incineranon at high temperanres with adequate retentaon time and
at an appropnate combustson ef5ciency destroys dioxins and they do not reform
in incinerators. Tr. 264 (Lauber). Even if one assumed that some dioxins are
formed in the cooling-down stage after incineration, in the B&W MVRS the
cooling down would occur prior to and during the introduction of off gas into
the scrubber system. The dioxins would therefore be removed by the scrubber
system and the subsequent HEPA Alters and charcoal adsorber. ld.

132. Dr. Resnikoff was correct in insisting that dioxins have been reicased
in measurnble quandties from some incinerators. As Mr. Lauber explained, some
uncontrolled hospital incinerators release dioxins on the order of a thousand
times higher than controlled hazardous waste incinerators; but there are many
properly controlled hazardous and hospital waste incinerators tht! release very

-

low or nondetectable levels of dioxins. Tr. 268. The fact that state agencies,
such as the PaDER, have established such low criteria or guidelines for dioxin
releases indicates what present technology can achieve. Tr. 268-69 (Lauber). The
capebility of an incinerator to meet such requirements is normally established
during a controlled stack test program performed on site during the Arst few
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months of operation. Id. 'Ihis is what is planned for the MVRS. Id.1 'IY, 57
(Bowles).

133. Finally, in his pre 61ed testimony Mr. Bologna questioned how the
public would be alerted if dioxin emissions exceed standards. Bologna Testimony
at 8. Mr. lauber responded that if an incinerator were to malfunction and exceed
its dioxin limitations, the malfunction would have to be correcsed, but there
would be no need to alert the public to take immediate action because it would
not pose an immediale danger to life or health. Dioxin emission standards have
been developed beame of concern over chronic exposure of the public to
small concentrations or quantities of dioxins over many years, such as a lifetime
exposure. 'IY. 262-63.

134. In their proposed 6ndings, the Intervenors conclude that "[t]he licensee
has failed to establish that dioxins will be completely destroyed and will pose
no danger to the public health and safety." Intervenors' Proposed Findings at
3 4. In reaching that conclusion they refer to testimony of their own witness,
Dr. Resnikoff, but essentially ignore the extensive testimony of Messrs. Bowles,
Lauber, and Spas." It is the testimony of these expert witnesses that is disposi-
tive.

135. In conclusion, the preponderance of the evidence shows conclusively
that the MVRS has been designed to operate without releasing concentrations
of dioxins that would create a hazard to the public health and safety. 'Ihe record
demonstrates that the PVC content of incinerator feed material will be conuolled
to limit hcl production and any resulting dioxin production. Moreover, the
MVRS's secondary combustion chamber would operate at a temperature that
will destroy dioxin in 40 milliseconds; the residence time of gas in the secondary
combustion chamber will be more than 30 times this long. In addition, the off-
gas cleaning system planned for the MVRS would remove both particles on
which dioxin may be adsorbed and any traces of vaporized dioxin from the
off-gas stream. Finally, the PaDER will establish dioxin emissions limits for the
MVRS when it issues the air quality control permit for B&W's VRSF.

(4) Design of the incinerosor

136. As was pointed out in Finding 14, supra. the MVRS that B&W
plans to install at its Park Township facility was still at the AECC facilities
in California as of the dale of the hearing, awtiting the completion of tests on
AECC's first MVRS to be used at Dresden. Dam (Overview), ff. Tr. 415, at

"Lusrvenes ed inchade e angle cuarum to issumany by wieuse Bowlse et T ,40. At ibet muscept page
the insurnany of Mr. Bownse em Conplaus 2 m accepad use ow reced, nna Os page eenams ne =hw
issaunany.
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14. The tests on the Dresden MVRS were scheduled for late October and early
November 1986. Th 445 (Dam). Design changes for the B&W MVRS, based
earlier on test results with the Dresden unit, were still to be implemented and
tested. Potter and Spas (Complaint 8) at 11 12. Modification work on the B&W
unit was awaiting compktion of improvemenu on the Dresden unit. Tr. 445
(Dam). In Complaints 8 and 14 the Intervenors challenged the design of the
MVRS, alleging that the incinerator is designed to process reactor waste but
not industrial and institutional wastes and that the off gas scrubber has faikd to
perform as claimed. Complaint 8 challenged the incinerator design. Complaint 14
challenged the performance of the scrutber. Staff's consideration and acceptance
of the incinerator is inextricably entwined with its acceptance of the scrubbers,
because incinerator and scrubbers comprise a single, functional unit. Therefore
it is logical and expedient to consider Complaints 8 and 14 together in this
section of the Decision.

Complaint 8 (Design ofincineratorfor Processing Insdtudonal and
industrial Wastes)

The Aesojet incinerssor's desisa for processins medical, iresuial, and instkaional radioac.
tive weses has not been adequaiely analvand or dernmarawL h is not clear that it has
been empaad by the Staff fcr incineration of masses other than reacaw wastes at reactor
siens.1herefore, the public heakh and safay caruxa be assured n if is used to incineraie the
womes pnposed as the Parks Township site.

Complaint it (Performance of Of-Gas Scrubber)

Lkensee ha faded to denonsues that the hicewrescr off su scrubbrt wiu paform
as clasned. IJoensee should specify how frequem chanses and shadowns win affas

T=W exposure and public henkh and calculae releases on a basis of an ef6ciency
of 9s.0%.

137. Intervenors are alleging that the MVRS ordered by B&W was designed
for incinerating Lt.W at nuclear power plants. They are also concerned that it
may have been accepted by the NRC Staff for incineration of reactor w3stes,
only. When the Intervenors filed their suppkmental petitions in April and May
1986, following issuance of the NRC EA and the SER, the NRC Staff had
accepted AECC's Tbpical Report, AECC-4-NP A, for referencing in license

'
applications by nuckar power utilities for incineration of dry active waste
generated in their plants. SER $ 3.8. There were several differences between the
NRC-accepted report and the system froposed by B&W, however, described
in Appendix E of the B&W EA; Appendix E also addressed the applicability
and limitations of the system for incineration of industrial and institutional
waste, in addition, Staff received Revision No, I of AECC-4-NP.A on January
15,1986, indicating the addition of a second off gas scrubber, but that revision

893
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had not been accepted by the Staff by the time it issued the SER for B&W's
VRSF. Id. On April 28, 1986, Staff advised the Presiding Of5cer and the
parties to this proceeding that it had accepted AECC-4-P/NP A, Revision No.1.
"for referencing in license applications by utility licensees for incineration of
low. level radioactive waste at nuclear power plants, using AECC's Mobile
Volume Reduction System" (emphasis added). Letter from George E. Johnson
to Dr. Oscar H. Paris, dated May 28, 1986. Staff's letter indicated, further,
that an open item regarding scrubber performance remained to be evaluated
for B&W's proposed use of the AECC system at the VRSF. Thus, at the time
Intervenors filed their supplemental petitions, the AECC MVRS had not, in
fact, been accepted by the Staff for use with industrial and institutions as wil
as reactor waste.

138. On September 5,1986, the NRC Staff responded to a July 30,
1986 letter from B&W in which B&W provided informauon on the open
item identi6ed in the SER. Letter from Leland C. Rouse to B&W, Atta:
D.O. Culberson. The Staff stated that B&W believed that the scrubbers would
perform wf th a particulate DF of 50, although B&W's summary of tests in& arm
that the DFs in the tests ranged from 9 to 50 under a variety of conditions. The
Staff letter indicated, further, that B&W planned to achieve an overall system

5particulate DF of at least 4 x 10 by actual demonstration, and Staff stated that
such a demonstrauon would be acceptable. Finally, the Staff indicated that B&W
had described in principle additional design modi 6 cations for the MVRS that
would permit gas to bypass the existing HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber so
that B&W could make IEPA Siter changes without shutdown and cooldown of
'he incinerator. Staff requested additional information about the proposed design
mod 16 cations so it could continue its review.

139. B&W responded to Staff's September 5,1986 letter with a letter
agreeing with certain positions taken by the staff and providing "preliminary
answers" to Staff's questions about the design changes associated with the
proposed bypass system. Letter from B&W's David G. Culberson to Leland
C. Rouse of the NRC, September 25,1986. The information was "preliminary"
because B&W's design changes would not become final until after the testing
program was completed. With regard to schedule, B&W stated that although
additional tests with the Dresden MVRS were scheduled for the third and
fourth weeks of October, the complete program had not yet been developed
or scheduled." Thus the MVRS was still under development when the hearing
in this matter adjourned and the record was closed on October 2,1986.

N m.h ans. me.c. a.e.d mac.nas em o.mu en tm um M en=d 6 h.-*=
1966 see Mneng 142. #s
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140. At the beanns B&W's wunesses who i,,A tesumony on Com-
plaint 8 stated that the B&W BA, the NRC EA, and the SER all evaluated the
incinernoon of medical, industrial, and instituuonal as well as reactor wasm at

|
the VRSF. Potter and Spas (Corsplaint 8) at 3 5. They anested that the nrst

'

MVRS, the Dresdem unit, had tedergone more than 750 operating hours over
a period of 14 months during whkh more than 100,000 pounds of waste were
incinerated. While undergoing these tests, the trailer 6 e considered under Com-
plairs 7 occurred and a high-temperattre excursion occurred while the unit was
processing large quantities of polyethylene plastic.See Findings 107109, syra.
As a result of those expenences, changes were made in the design of the units
to prevent a recurrence of either incident. Pouer and Spes (Complaint 8) at 10
11. B&W anested that the B&W MVRS has been designed using commercially
available equipment which has been used extensively throughout the chemical
and petroleum industry.1he major engineering task was to integrate the many
components into a trailer mounted sysum.14. at 9,13.

141. Neither the Dresdcm unit nor the B&W MVRS has been lesed for
waste material types such as scmullanon Gulds and biological material. TV 391

! (Bowles). B&W plans to carry out tests with such waste masenal as part
of its onsite testing program aher installarian of the MVRS at the Parks
1bwnship facility, but prior to operanon of the MVRS to process radioactive
scirvillarma Suids and biological matenal. Id. The testing perfomed by AECC
in Sacramento, California, has not and will not include such masenal because
scintillation Guid contams toluene, a hazardous waste, and AECC does not have

a perma to incinerate hazardous waste. TV. 392 93 (Spas). In fact, the B&W unit
will not be burn tested in California at all, because Grebrick which has been
Bred and cured might be more readily damaged during iwspueeni. Tr. 393 94
(Bowles); Tr. 448 (Dam, Bowles). Therefore B&W plans to conduct burn tests
on the unit at Parks Township before it begins processing radmactive waste. ld.

142. Ttsting of the scrubber system has been carned out on the Dresden
unit. The criginal system design included a single Venturi scrubber, for which
early tests demonstrated an overall dust collection ef6ciency of only 77% to
87%. This low efficiency resulted in poor HEPA 61ter life (less than 12 hours
operation time). Therefore a second Venturi scrubber was installed. With two
scrubbers, the overall scrubbing ef6ciency is 89% to 98%. Dam and Bowles
(Complaint 14) at 3. Scrubber ef6ciency varies with density of the waste. High-
density waste produces slighdy larger paruculate concentradon in the off-

,

gas than low density waste. Venturi scrubber ef6ciency is proportional to the
particulate concentration in the off gas. Since the MVRS is expected to operate
with high density waste, scrubber ef6ciency is expected to be at the upper end
of the ef6ciency range measured in the Dresden tests.14. at 3-4. The ef6ciency
of the primary combustor will also fluctuate, but no testing of this ef6ciency
had been donc prior to the heanng. Id. at 4. Tests on prirnary combustor
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etAciency were eiwiM with the Dresden unit during late October and early ,

Novemba 1986. Scrubber efSciency tests will be performed concurrently with ,

the combustor etSciency tests. 'IY. 444-45 (Dem).
143. Overall MVRS efaciency is based on the combined primary combustor

and scrubber ef6clencies plus the HEPA Alter / charcoal system efaci-y. Pre- '

liminary testing of the Dresden unit using dioctylphthalate (DOP) in accor-
dance with NRC-recommended procedures demonstrated a removal ef8ciency :
of 99.95% to 99.98% across one set of HEPA ahers for paniculates having a |
mean particle diameter of 0.3 microns. These ef6ciencies are equivalent to DFs i

3 3of 2 x 10 and 5 x 10 , respectively. Dem and Bowles (Ca=P8~ 14) at 4. The ,,

two sets of HEPA &lters placed in series on the B&W MVRS would increase
this DF to even higher values. The pe:formance of the HEPA Alters, untile the

'

scrubbers, is Wa* of the waste feed. Id. at 5.
144 ''B&W wW not accept the MVRS for operation at the VRSP unless

the overall MVRS system y nolsic DF meets or exceeds 4 x 109" (emphasis in [
original). ld.: also see Lena from B&W's Michael A. Aostin to taland C. Rouse '

of the NRC, dated December 4,1985. B&W assumed this DP in the B&W
,

EA. B&W EA at 3 2. B&W beheves it can be achieved in several ways. Por !

example, B&W believes that the scrubbers can be operated to consistently ;

achieve an ef6ciency of 98%, which gives a DF of 50. When combined with a ;

3second stage HEPA alter DF of 2 x 10 and a primary combustor DP of 20, the L

6overall MVRS systems DF would be 2 x 10 . Dem and Bowles (Complaint 14)
at 5.

145. If the scrubbers or primary combustor cannot be operated to achieve
a consistern particulate DF, B&W states that there are sevaal means whereby :

B&W could achieve the desired overall MVRS system DP. Thear measures .

,

consist of such things as (1) taking credit for the treasured HEPA Alter DF of ;
3one set of 61ters of up to 5 x 10 ; (2) performing peruculate testing and taking ;

credit for both sets of HEPA 81ters; (3) placing high-ternperature submicron ahet }
units in the off-gas system; (4) evaluating and installing different scrubber (s) I

which are more ef5cient for particulate removal. Id. at 6. i

146. The operational testing which B&W will require for the B&W MVRS
prior to weape== of the unit will be conducted with materials iW.;asive '

of the type of waste B&W capects to receive at the VRSF (wood, paper, cloth,
7

plastic, oil, scintillation fluid, animal carcasses, etc.) "This testing masst wrfy
'

,
that the minimum overall off-gas system particulate DF equals cr exceeds 4 x |

510 for the MVRS"(emphasis in original). This DF is equivalent to an overall !

system efEciency for particulate removal of 99.99975%. Id.
,

147. Complaint 14 also raises the issues of an increase in occupational j
exposure and risk to public heakh resuking from the more frequent HEPA :
ther changes that will resuk frorn the lowered scrubber performarwe. 'Ihe |

iStaff also raised the occupational exposure issue in the Open Item of the

896
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,

SER. SER at 44. B&W amended its occupational exposure analysis to include
'- the effects of more frequent HEPA &lter changes. This analysis assumed ninety-

two Alter changes per year, based on the highest expected aller loading with
the worst-case radioisotope (Co40), and it gave an occupational exposure of
2.9 person rem compared to a total occupational exposure of 63.2 person-rem
at the VRSF. Id. at 7. The Staff noted in its September 5,1986 letter to
B&W that while this dose increment is a small percentage increase in the
annual collective dose, it might represent a signi6 cant increase in the dose to
a few individualst consequently it reminded B&W that the proposed license
condition (SER II) (Maintaining Occupational Radsation Exposures As Law
As is Reasonably Achievable) would be appbcable. In its September 25,1986
reply to Staff. B&W agreed with Staff on this point.

148. There will be no added exposure to the general public from more
fsequent Slict changes. Waste will not tp processed in the MVRS while the
HEPA 61ters are *.neing changed, and Siter changes are done using a temporary
containment (pt'.stic bag) within the enclosed off gas trailer. Dam and Bowles
(Complaint 14? at 7. When the HEPA Shers are being changed, the incinerator
mmld be plared on standby condition. Stan6y means that the incinerator is
maintained at a standard operaung ternperature, even though it is not charged
with waste, tr,' the use of supplemental burners in each of the two combustion
chambers. No waste can be fed when the incinerator is on standby. The off gas
is diverted thrtugh the bypass HEPA alter. Tt. 446-47 (Bowles).

149. The tripass HEPA 61ter is a design change requested by B&W because
the test results from the Dresden MVRS irhanM that more frequent HEPA Siter
changes would be required. The combined additional design changes twiuested
consist of

(1) A bypass line added to die d gas sysesen to permit bypassins the HEPA therAbarccal
system. The bypees time win be dueceed dmeagh its own HEPA Eliers mul bedt isso
the c5 sas sysessa upstressa of abe stack sangde locaixa. Under no C -
wGI wases be permined to be charged to the incommam whGs the off ges HEPA
ther/diarocal sysessa is bypseeed ihrausb abs bypees HEPA Alter.

(2) Phy operoemd (freen the isweserosor ocearol soosa) inlet and audes laalan- valves
wW be WW on the bypass lims.

Q) Itassonely cqueroned (fram the incearesor ceseral roosa) valos wW be added to the
e5 sas sysema openeen of the arm mage HEPA Ahor best These velves saist on the
presamt desiyt bis are manuaDy opereied.

(4) Velve acmissers wW be entended through the sidae of the c5-gas treuer for the four
valves hM in (2) and Q) show. to aBow meeunt geresaan d ihmee valves frasa
the onsside of the off-gas treuer.

(5) A renneenly operused (from the inemerseor caend saan) woner suggdy selve win be
added to the charcoal 6her dehage synssa.
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(6) r ,,,,,,,4 ,, win be added in the decoat ther bed. wie sa nienn which
aanmacianu et 6e imamesesor consral pensL

Dam and Bowles (Complaint 14) at 810.88 These changes had only been
requested of AECC at the time of the hearing and still required anal design,
cost estimating, and scheduling prior to being actually made.1Y. 442 (Dem).

150, la conclusion, the preponderance of the evidence on Complaints 8
and 14 lends support to the ti.e. senors' complaints that the incinerator's design
has not yet been adequately demonstrated and that the scrubber system has not
performed as expecsed. The record clearly shows both allegauons to be vue. The
B&W MVRS has been awaiting tests of the impiuser. cats made on the Dresden
MVRS before the improvements are made on the B&W unit. Those tesu were
scheduled for late October and early November. Work on the B&W MVR$ was
suspended until the results of tests on the Dresden unit were available. Also,
the combustion ef6ciency of the pnmary combustor remained to be tested. All
of these tests are to be complesed before more work is done on the B&W
MVRS. Furthermas, the bypass HEPA system which B&W has requested for
its MVRS had not, as of the date of the hearing, even reached the state of anal
design and cost estimating, let alone scheduling. Granted that the MVRS has
been designed using commercially available and presumably proven componenu,

, so that the major engineering task has been integrating the components into a
l trailer. mounted incinerator system. That fact does not in itself necessarily ensure
| that the components have been well integrated.1hc whole is not necessarily the
; sum of its parts. Whether the engineenng integration has achieved what B&W
! and the NRC Staff expect remains to be demonstrated.

Conclusion on Dedgn s(the incinerator

151. B&W has committed not to accept the MVRS unless the overall system
particulate DF meets or exceeds 4 x 10s, which is equivalent to an overall
ef6ciency of 99.99975%. If this DF can be achieved, then the MVRS can be

; operated at the Parks Township site without undue risk to the public health
: and safety. It remains to be dernonstrated, however, that this ef6ciency can
! be achieved. Therefore it would be premature to issue a license amendment at
; this time approving operahon of the incire sm, Staff shall defer granting the

amendment for incinerator operation until it has been clearly shown that the
'

MVRS can consistently perform with an overall particulate DF no lower than 4
5x 10 ,

<

emner and as ya ==n us en saw uvas.n 44s (Du >
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IIL CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based upon the entire evidentiary record in this proceedmg and upon the
andings of fact set forth above, the Presiding Officer makes the following
conclusions oflaw:

1. B&W's application for an am*adment or amendmenu to NRC Material
License No. SNM 414 to authorize the operation of a Volume Reduction
Services Pacility utilizing a super <ompactor and an incinerator at its Parks
Township site is for purposes authorized by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (the Act), and NRC regulations.

2, The proposed super compactor is installed, has been fully tested, and is
operable. Radioactive releases resulting from iu operation will comply with the
requiremenu of the Act and the NRC regulations. B&W's administrative control
procedures for the compactor are adequate to protect health and minimize danger
to life and property.,

3. The mobile volume reduction system (MVRS) has not been fully de-
signed and developed, and it has not )tt been demonstrated that it can perform
to the standard to which B&W has committed. Therefore it is not yet known
whether its operation may endanger heahh, life, and property. Additional tests
are being conducted to determine this matter.

4 B&W has demonstrated its ability to comply with NRC requiremenu re-
lating to the operation of the compactor and the MVRS, provided that the design
of the MVRS enables it to perform to B&W's committed standards. Olven that
proviso, B&W has demonstrated that it is quali6ed by training and experience to
process byproduct materials as requested in such a manner as to protect health
and mirumize danger to life and troperty.

5. Operation of the VRSF will have no signi6 cant impact on the environ-
ment.

6. Complaints 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12, and 13 are resolved in favor
of authorizing the amendmenu to allow operation of both th compactor and the
incinerator. This conclusion, however, is based on the assumption that the MVRS
can tc made to perform to the release standard adopted by B&W. Complaints 8
and 14, which relate to the MVRS only, are resolved in favor of not authorizing
the amendment to operate the incinerator at this time.

IV. ORDER

The Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards or his designec, upon
making 6ndings on all requisite matters not decided in this Decision, is an.Jho-
rited to issue D&W an amendment to NRC Materials License No. SNM-414
to authonze the operation of a Volume Reduction Services Pacility utilizing the
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i

!
!

!

,

super compactor, only, at the Parks Tbwnship site. The amendment authorizing ,

the operanon of the incinerator shall not be issued until the testag of the Dres- |

den unit has been 9---i'il That amendment may then be issued provided that :

the following corditi- have been met prior its issuance:
'

1. The tests on the Dresden MVRS have clearly shown that the overall
3system particulate DF meets or exceeds 4 x 10 , the standard to which

B&W has committed. -
2. The current environmental sampling contract between the NRC and

'

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is expanded to include sampling !

and analysis for H 3, C 14, and I 125 in the environment surrounding *

the plant. i

3. B&W has determined whether there is a law enforcement of8cer
,

available in Parks Township 24 hours a day to serve in an emergency, r

and if not, has made appropriate arrangements to contact some other '

law enforcement agency such as the sheriff's department or highway
patrol when the Parks 1bwnship police are not available.

4. B&W has determined whether the Armstrong County Civil Defense
is available in an emergency.

5. B&W is required to call all the numbers on its emergency list and ,

verify them every 100 days.
,

This Decision shall become effective immediately. Pursuant to the Commis- >

sion's Order issued July 24,1985, it will become Anal agency action thirty (30) '

days after date of luuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, under-
|

takes a review of the Decision. No peution for review will be entertained by the '

Commission regardmg this Decision. ;

PRESIDING OFFICER

i
Dr. Oscar H. Paris '

'

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE j

,

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, |
this 23rd day of December 1986. '

9
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' * -; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

' - * - '' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
*>-(. ,

.. .,

'
'

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
.

'

Before Administrative Judges:
''

.

Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
''

. ,

,e Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr." '
s

:'t . - V ',
~

# Dr. Oscar H. Paris}; ' 'y:', >
e

. R ,| h '' - ' ' *
:

+ - ' in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-424 OL*
.

I 50 425-CL
' '

.-
' ' ' '

(ASLBP No. 84 499-010L).,
. ,

"

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.
; (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,

'

- Units 1 and 2) December 23,1986
|

In this concluding partial initial decision 6nding that licenses authorizing
'

operation of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant should be issued, the Board
*

$nds that Applicants have provided assurance that certain models of solenoid,

,

valves that are used to perform safety related functions are environmentally
quali6ed.'

.

:
I'

- APPEARANCES
f

+

| Bruce W. Churchill, and David R. Lewis, Esqs., Shaw, Pittman, Potts
i & Trowbridge, Washington, D.C., and James E. Joiner, Charles'

.

i W. Whitney, Keila C. Greene, and Hugh M. Dawnport Esqs.,
Troutman, Sanders, Lockerman & Ashmore, Atlanta, Georgia, for the

.

Applicants.'
,

3
Douglas C, Teper, Raymond Tingle, and Daniel Felg, Atlanta, Georgia, for

, j the Intervenor, Georgians Against Nuclear Power.
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p .b y-- .-y ' s .-. ~' _ CONCLUDING PARTIAL INrrIAL DECISION
,

e
,

,.

.

w -
N I. INTRODUCTION-

. ..

.

' '
') ' ( ', This is the second and concluding partial initial decision issued by the Board

'

;
'

<

. j j in this proceeding, in it the Board decides the remaining Intervenor contention
'

O X ' -.; t in Applicants' favor. The Board concludes that licenses authorizing operadon of
*

'

: I 1 .
.

fi . , j the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2 (VEGP), should be issued,
'

k ' q.

I Q y y 7 , -' y % -p M ',5 ; d
subject to condition.

py"
..

e' a- -
.

'

? In our 6rst partial initial decision isgued August 27,1986 (LBP-86 28, 24,

m ,,.O2 . d.$''} j NRC 263), we detailed the development of this contested application proceed-
' "

|S|: * '
,

;fg1 ' r, i - .h ;C V ing for operating licenses for VEOP. The application process resulted in an
'

.

' {fV' evidenuary hearmg from March 11 through March 14, 1986, at Waynesboro,st . . -. .X W -'

%'} f s - ; ,4 , ];.s;:I contenuons, by which denial of Applicants' (Georgia Power Company, et al.)
T '. . 6. ; n Georgia, on Intervenor's (Georgians Against Nuclear Energy or GANE) three

~'

-| application is sought. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff (Staff) has been a| J.. - -

, ,
, ,

' "_ .' party throughout the proceeding.
'' '

;

. i; ', . j Of the three contentions the Srst two were disposed of in our partial initial,

' ' '

-

decision in Applicants' favor. Contention 7 alleged that Applicants have failed<

o, - ] to assure that the ground water below VEGP will not be contaminated by a spill
'

of radaoactive water, and Contention 10.1 alleged that Applicants have failed to,,

! assure that certain polymer materials, to be employed in components of VEOP,

g ; that perform safety related functions, are environmentally quali6ed,-

The third and remaining e--~M. Consention 10.5 alleges that Applicants>~y ,

have failed to assure that certain models of solenoid valves that are used to
4

*

,

'

perform safety related functions in the VEOP are environmentally quali6ed. The
'

,.

Board deferred ruling on the contention in its August 27,1986, decision because
' - of the issuance on August 25, 1986, of Board Noti 6 cation 86-18. Therein,-

the Staff stated that it had requested from Applicants additional information.. ,

, ,

-
j regarding Applicants' main steam-line break analysis; BN 8618 further stated

'

, . that the Staff questioned the methodology used for the quali6 cation of ASCO
'

valves that were the subject of the contention. Staff promised to inform the-.

; 'j' Board promptly of the anal resolution of these maners. Owing to the then
11 unanswered questions from the Staff, w withheld our decision on Contention- ,

"' j 10.5. In issuing our partial initial decision on the other two contenuons, we stated
'

- ' j that we retained jurisdiction over Contention 10.5, the only contested issue yet
! - '

, * ., to be decided in the proceedmg.
.

O */ g
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19, which stated that the Staff had been provided additional information by

Q 3G .m
m q.y ; g,., Under date of Septembce 15, 1986, Staff issued Board Noti 6 cation 86-tg 7. <(ry. .A D it

N Applicants that answered Staff's cowerns. Staff stated that based on such$?". -
.-

information it found the valves to be acceptably quali6ed.'

3 -
a

.

On October 8,1986, Dr. Howard M. Deutsch Aled a OANE submittalj '; .- ' W .

titled "Supplememal Information" that addressed the two above ident16ed Board,'_ '
,' *

- - Nou$ cation issuances as well as other matters alleged to pertain to Contention
,_,

' i ,. . 10.5. No reopening of the record was requested by the parties, The extra record' " '
.

* Board Noti 6 cation issuances and the Deutsch submittal were reviewed by the-
, ,

Board. They did not provide any relevant, material information that contradicteda- .
,

-
.

the evidentiary record. The Board did not consider them to provide any reasons
for inquiring further or to reopen the evidentiary record.8'-

, y
The Board in reviewing the evidentiary record on CarM'aa 10.5, decided

'f 'f >.

;.( : ,_ *d that certain matters wie not dispositively dealt with on heanng. We wrote to
,

.

q * Y: J the parties by letter of October 24,1986, inquiring, as pertinent, whether certain
,

JQ 9_ .

n. . es
. ?{ cited temperatures provided meaningful margms that would provide con 6dence

, ,,

wyy , ,W ' " ,( ' '' '

that the three subject model valves had been sadsfactorily quali6ed.fGwg ;,
This prompted a response by Applicants on October 28,1986, which provided

]f' + ' . '
; ," ;, . .

~ , - - 1a A newly obtained information on computed post accident temperature values that

j was site speci6c to the Vogtle facility. Also, it provided probative information4 -r c

; on the precision and uncertainty of the temperature margins that was formulated'.
' *u*

.

~

j subsequent to the closing of the record on August 5,1986. The Board viewed

., Pe
. ' ,.

,

,

this information as having a signl6 cant beanng on the involved safety issue, By
| Memorandum and Order of November 6,1986 (unpublished), the Board re-< ,

,

opened the record for the limited purpose of considering Applicants' newly' ~$

provided information along with any other to be furnished by af6 davit by the
'

" other parties in support or opposition. Answers were appropriately 61ed by Staffi i

and OANE and a response was submined by Applicants,' '

Based on the responses to the Board, we concluded as to the matter it inquirede
of that there was no genuine issue of matenal fact as to the methodologies,

t employed to establish the subject values and margins; that Applicants and>

| Irnervenor differed on the conclusion reached; that the Board had no reason to

) inquire further as to the position of the partiest and that no useful purpose would
_

'
'

,

| be served in holding an oral hearing on the matter. As a result of the foregoing.-

- the Board, by Memorandum and Order of December 8,1986 (unpublished),*

directed that the record be closed.| .a

.. - In our parnal initial decision of August 27,1986, we had found that it resolved

.- - a major segment of the case, making it appealable at that time. On September

L>' .- .
4

I
-

i 8Dr. Dan.* . an=a.4 6. n. wr oan ak=g un .h.t annen.= arwr a mismuy rocced
was sutempernly rW on he=enbar 4,1964 We rmewed a2 or the mformau.i sduvsend by Dr. Deand'* *' *
in he onober s.1966 shng and easmas a .ider 1!L56 et set

s. ,

t yp - . , ,

j. 903
,. c .
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I
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8,1986, notices cf appeal were 6 led by Intervenor GANE and by Campaign.

''
for a Prosperous Ocorgia, a former intervenor that had withdrawn from the1 '

l proceeding.2 On September 12, 1986, the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and
j Licensing Appeal Panel appointed an Appeal Board for the proceeding. By
1 letter dated September 18, 1986, Applicants brought to the attention of the4

,

j Appeal Board having jurisdiction over the matter and this Board information
involving XLPO insulation containing vinyl acetate that was at variance with.

'
testimony they had provided at the evidentiary hearing on Contention 10.1. It

'. was Applicants' opinion that the additional information should not change the
<

| conclusions reached by us. The matter it presently pending before the Appeal
; Board which has jurisdiction over the Contention 10.1 by virtue of the appeal.

We do not view these circumstances as precluding this Board from taking
up the last unresolved issue before it and issuing a concluding partial initial,

decision. As a condition precedent to the issuance of any operating licenses,,

.'( . it would first have to be initially determined by appropriate authority that the-

+J _ , changed information contained in Applicants' letter of September 18, 1986,- - s

pertaining to XLPO insulation that contains vinyl acetate, does not lead to a
cord uion that is inconsistent with that of this Board on Contention 10.1. We
had found tiut Applicants have provided adequate assurance that certain polymer
materials to be employed in components to the VEOP that perform safety-related

. fcnctions are environmentally quali6ed.
1 Attached (but not published herein) as an appendix is a list of persons

providing testimony.
;
.

; II. FINDINGS OF FACT
.

Environmental Quali6 cation - Contention 10.5
'

'

! 1. Contention 10.5 challenges the adequacy of the environmental quall6
I cation testing performed upon those models of solenoid valves rnanufactured,

by the Automatic Switch Company (ASCO) that are to be used in the VEGP'

to perform safety related functions. The contention is based upon a 1983 Board-

Noti 6 cation (BN 83128, discussed below) issued by the Staff and cited by In-,

tervenor for the proposition that numerous ASCO valves had performed imprep.
erly during ceruin quali$ cation tests. Intervenor states that the Staff cautioned

| against using ASCO valves in any application where conditions could be more

j severe than those reported in quali6 cation reports. Further, Intervenor related

|s

1
3

j The Arpsal Board damesed me art:41 et Campeagn fa a Prospamis oncer.a t.eceas a us race euhdroeil
e frinn the proces=hns. A1AB 851,22 Mtc s29 09MA The Ceumsaum has dachned to emee es maner Man.
' oranern fe Board sad Parnes fhra sesmary of me Cmemance (Decanese 2.19MK

J
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valve failure to exposure of the valves to temperatures in excess of 340*F. Ap-

*
,.

plicants' motion for summary disposition presented the nature of and the results
.

;

- |
from all of the test programs to which ASCO valves were subjected. Intervenor
did not respond to Applicants' modon. The motion addressed the contention is-

| sues and presented what Applicants reported as satisfactory test resu!Ls from all'

i
of the test prograrns. The Board denied the motion, however, because it foundi

that there were certain issues that had been inadequately addressed. The issues
7

identi6cd by the Board in denying Applicants' summary disposition motion arei,

1 as follows:
| (1) Whether any type of failure of any of the tested valve models can
I result in an unsafe con 6guration of the valves and/or dampers they

! control.
' * j (2) Unspeci6ed basis for knowing how long each type of tested valve

-I must remain functional after the initiation of an accident, and for

.I knowing at any time during plant lifetime whether each such valve is,
-

. .c.~
! capable of its required post-accident performance.

' |
(3) Whether moisture leakage into the solenoid housing of any valve

specimen can endanger VEGP operation,
_j

(4) Whether manufacturer's speci6 cations regarding valve parameters
.,

j have been properly considered in evaluating test program results, and
3

|
the extent to which test duration can induce valve leakage.

|
(5) The extent to which test results on speci6c model specimens might

be invalidated because of as manufactured differences between test
specimens and production specimens to be used in VEGP.I

2. The Discussion section below arst deals with the evidentiary materials
| and factual 6ndings for all of the test programs; next the results for exh valve are

reviewed against VEGP conditions; then exh of the above individual issues is'

i discussed. Applicants presented the pre 61ed testimony of the following wimesses
.

who appeared as a panel: George J. Baentell, George Bockhold, Jr., Stephen
J. Cereghino, William V. Cesarski, and liarold J. Quasny (hereinafter Baenteli et
al, ff.Tr. 517). Staff's pre 61ed testimony was sponsored by its witness Armando

'

Masciantonio (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 550). GANE offered the prenled testimony
| of lioward M. Deutsch, who appeared as a witness (Deutsch, fr. Tr. 371). The
i

Board has reviewed the pofessional quali6 cations of Applicants' and Staff's'

witnesses and 6nds them to be appropriate to the subject matter covered. With
.

'

respect to the G ANE testimony presented by Deutsch, speci6c Board comments
are given in later paragraphs.

,
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3. Paragraph II.B.2 of our Partial Initial Decision discusses the environ-

mental qualiacation of nuclear power plant equipmer.t. That treatment, being
applicable to this contention as well, is repeated here for convenience.'

4 De purpose of environmental quali6 cation at a nuclear power plant is
to demonstrate that equipment used to perform a necessary safety function is,

capable of maintaining functional operability under all service conditions pos-
j tulated to occur during its installed life. The qualification program must also _

demonstrate that the equipment in question is capable of the specide length of
operating time required following an accident. Environmental qualification is
normally achieved by subjecting a representative piece of equipment to a test
program that simulates the expected environmental and service conditions the
equipment will see during its installed life, followed by exposure to a simulation,

-
; of design basis accident environment during or after which the equipment is re-'

'_ quired to operate. Exposure to tne radiation generated by the normal operation
'

* '
of a nuclear plant represents an environmental condition that pimt components, -

and equipment must be qualiSed to endure. The higher radiation doses associ-
ated with a design-basis accident are not of concern with respect to dose rate, ,

effecu, since accident radiation effects can be readily simulated. The regulatory
requirements for environmental qualification are stated in General Design Cri-
teria 1 and 4 of Appendix A and in if III, XI, and XVII of Appendix B to 10
C.F.R. Part 50. Specific requirements for environmental qualification of electric

! equipment important to safety are stated in 10 C.F.R. I50.49. Masciantonio.
! ff. Tr. 550, at 5 7.

5. Contention 10.5 concerns the environmental quali6 cation of ASCO,

: solenoid valves used to perform safety functions at VEOP. Ibur models have
been identified for such service; their ASCO designations are models NP 8316,

'

I
(A 16), NP 8320 (A 20), NP-8321 (A 21), and 206 381-6RF (A-6RF). Baenteli
et al., ff. Tr. 517, at 5. These valves direct the operation of ait-operated process
valves and dampers in safety related fluid and HVAC systems by controlling
air flow to the air operators on these valves or dampers. By either venting or

; providing air to the air operator on the process valve or damper, the ASCO
| solenoid valve enables that valve or damper to close or open. Table 10.51 of

.j the Applicants' testimony lists exh of the safety related air-operated valves or
I dampers at VEGP controlled by an ASCO solenoid valve and descr;bes the
I function perfctmed by that valve or damper. Baenteli et al., ff. Tr. $17, at 710.,

| 6. The safety function of each ASCO solenoid valve is to vent the operator
! of the air operated valve or damper with which it is associattd to allow that
! valve or darnper to move to its safety related position. All of the ASCO solenoid
'

valves employed in safety related functions at VEGP are of the normally closed
design. This means that when de-energized, which is its safety related position,

.
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the solenoid valve blocks the supply of instrument air hnd vents the air operator
~ s '- of the process valve or damper. De process valves and dampers that are

,

controlled by ASCO solenoid valves are arranged so that the process valve or
damper will assume its safety related position, either open or closed, when the,

] air operator is vented. Id. at 8-9.
! 7. Environmental qualification testing has been perfurmed upon ASCO
'

solenoid valves in two separate generic quali6ctJon testing gograms, most
'

recently by ASCO and Westinghouse acting jointly and earlier by Isomedix,
Inc., on behalf of ASCO. Id. at 19. In addition, Franklin Research Center (FRC)
has conducted testing on ASCO solenoid valves in a quali6 cation methodology

j research test sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Of6ce of

,
Nuclear Regulatory Research. Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 550, at 3,11. Exh of these
test programs is now described.,

-

'

Testing by Wettinghouse/ASCO
- _ ' .

% 8. In 1980 ar.d 1981 Westinghouse and ASCO jointly conducted an envi.
-

- ronmental qualification testing program for various ASCO solenoid valves. Re-
sults of that effort are given in report number AQ8-67368/Rev.1. August 19,
1983. The test program included two model A 16 valves with ethylene propy-
lene clastomers, two model A 20 valves with ethylene propylene and viton clas.
tomers, one model A 21 valve with a viton elastomer, and one model A-6RF

i valve with an ethylene propylene clastomer. All were representative of the ASCO
solenoid valves used at VEOP. Baenteli et al., ff. Tr. 517, at 19 20. This program
was conducted in accordance with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers ("IEEE") Standard 3231974, "IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE
Equipment for Nuclear Power Oenerating Stations"; IEEE Standard 344 1975,
"IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic Quali6 cation of Class IE Equipment
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"; and IEEE Standard 3821972, "IEEE
Trial Use Guide for Type Test of Class 1 Electric Valve Operators for Nuclear'

Power Oenerating Stations." Additionally, the qualification program was per-
; formed h xcordance with the methodology set forth in WCAP 8587,"Method-

,

| ology for Qualifying Westinghouse WRD-St,pplied NSSS Safety Related Elec-
trical Equipment," which has been accepted by the NRC Staff. Id. at 2122.

9. De tests comprising the quali6 cation program consisted of initial per-.

formance tests; thermal, mechanical, pressurization, and normal environment ra-
diation aging tests; vibration aging tests; operating basis earthquake simulation,
and resonance search tests; safe shutdomi earthquake simulation; design-basis-
ever't environmental radiation exposure; and high energy line break (HELB)
environmental testing. During the course of the tests, valve performance was
monitored. While certain anomalies in performance were observed, evaluation
of those anomalies demonstrated that they do not affect the quali6 cation of the

i .
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valves for use cl VEGP, The model A 6RF valve and the model A 20 valve'

.
v
"

(both having ethylene propylene clastomers) successfully completed all phases
"

.
;

," of the qualification testing. Id. at 22-23.'

-

'

10. The solenoid core of the model A 20 valve with viton clastomersj
f' would not shift w ben first cycled following the design basis-event environmental

~''
radiation testing until the operating voltage was increased from 102 V ac to.

-

| 125 V ac. This occurred because of adherence of the viton dynamic seal to

|
the brass seating surface as a result of viton degradation caused by radiation
exposure As a result, ASCO considers model A 20 valves with viton clastomers

*

g
to be qualified to the test levels used in the joint Westinghouse /ASCO program<

- only for those applications where the valves are not required to shift position
following exposure to gamma doses in excess of 20 megarads. While VEOP

'

does use A 20 valves with viton clastomers in safety related applications, none', - q of these applications would require the valve to shift position after exposure to
,

~.r - i radiation in excess of 20 megarads. Id. at 24,,

11. One of the two model A 16 valves with ethylene propylene elastomersf~ ,

completed a suf6cient portion of the HELB environmental testing to simulate

'

L' ' .'. - -

'

- operation for more than 1 year after a design-basis accident, which is the length
~' - of time that Westinghouse's generic specifications require the valves to be able

to operate after such an accident. It then experienced performance problems
prior to the completion of the full 30-day HELB test period. In the HELB

- environmental testing, a period of 3.65 days at 265'F following the second

| transient simulated 1 year of actual post accident service. The model A 16 valve

.
would not actuate at the minimum de voltage (90 V de) when energized 13 days4

into the test. When the voltage was increased to 125 V de, the valve actuated
and continued to require at least 100 V & to actuate for the remainder of the

3

j 30 day test period. Id. at 24 25. Later inspection of the valve revealed that the
; increase in the voltage neded to actuate the valve had resulted from moisture

{
and chemical spray entering d - nJve solenoid enclosure and over time reducing'

the coil insulation resistance. This tr.oisture entered the solenoid housing throughi

the conduit nipple opening throug's which the electrical leads provide electric
power to the solenoid. In the test, that opening was not required to be leaktight.

and thus was not hermetically scaix1. The seal for the conduit opening is not part
of the valve; the conduit seal is supplied by Applicants rather than by ASCO,$

! and Applicants are responsible f >r its leaktight integrity. Purther, Applicants
state that moisture entering the scienoid housing of any of the ASCO solenoid
valves at VEGP cannot prevent hat valve from performing its safety-related

-

i
function. Id. at 25-28. We agree; for if moisture caused the solenoid of any

! valve to fail, such a failure wodd put that valve and the va4ve or damper it
i controls into a safe conaguratior

. | 12. The other model A 16 valve with an ethylene propylene elastomer

.

performed successfully before, during, and after the HELB environmental

908-
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testing. Upon disassembly after the full 30-day HELB testing period and them
,

,
- ; 6nal operational check, the diaphragm of the valve was found to be stuck to the

valve body, which caused a tear in the diaphragm.This sticking of the diaphragm-

~ '

was stated as not representing a test failure because it occurred after successful
completion of the HELB testing and 6nal operational tests. Moreover, the 30-day'

testing period to which the valves were subjected in the HELB testing simulated-

approximately 8 years of service after a design basis event, which provided
a considerable margin over the 1 year period that Westinghouse generically

,

j speci6es that the valves be operational following a design basis event. Id. at 28.
13. In the HELB environmental testing, the model A 21 valve, which had

~
:

resilient seats made of viton clastomers, would not shift to its de-energized

,

position on the twelfth day of the test period. While the model A 21 valve did not'

'
,

- ] successfully complete the full 30-day HELB environmental testing, the 12 day

,
j period that the valve continued to operate after exposure to accident conditions
I represented in excess of a year of post accident operation at VEGP. Therefore,' ' *-

' ' '

| those test results do provide a basis for concluding that the A 21 valve is qualified- ,

, ^ ; for use at VEGP. However, ASCO restricts their qualification to applications'

where the valves will not be required to shift position following exposure to
i gamma doses in excess of 20 megarads. Id. at 28 30.

| 14. The joint Westinghouse /ASCO testing program quali6ed the ASCO

] model A 16, A 20, and A 6RF solenoid valves to the Westinghouse specified
generic HELB enairon.nental extremes of (a) a peak temperature of 420'F, (b)8

pressure of 57 psig, and (c) a chemical spray of 2500 ppm boron buffered with
sodium hydroxide to a pH of 10.5. Id. at 30. Based upon the NRC Staff's
evaluation of the Franklin tests (discussed later), Westinghouse subsequently
mod 16cd the temperature profile to which it considers the model A 16 valve
to be qualified to reflect a peak temperature of 400*F. Id. at 48-49; aho see

'
111.29, ipa.

;

i Testing by isomedix, Inc.
|
; 15. As reported in Isomedix Test Report AQS21678 Rev. A. July 1979,
; Isomedix, Inc., performed quali6 cation testing for ASCO on several models of

| ASCO solenoid valves. The test valves included one model A 16, one model
i A 20, and one model A 21. ASCO also tested a model A-6F valve, which

| differs from the A-6RF valves used at VEGP only in that it has metallic rather
than resilient seats. The mod:Is A 16, A 20, and A 21 had resilient seats of
ethylene propylene. The testing program was based upon IEEE 3231974, IEEE
382 1972, IEEE 344 1975, and IEEE 382 ANSI N278.2.1 (Draft 3, Rev.1, June4

'
- 1977)"Draft American National Standard for the Quali6 cation of Safety Related

Valve Actuators." Id. at 3132.

,
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); 4;;, # ,,M - 16. In this testing program, Isomedix thermally aged the test valves at a i
~

temperature of 268tF for 12 days to simulate a design life of 4 years. During'x~ N:. .y. m;-
,

that thermal aging, the valves were continuously energized except for 5 minutes
'

- t ,

,

once every 6 hours when they were cycled by being de-energized. The valves2

* - were then radiation aged and wear aged. Next, the valves underwent seismic sim-,_
'

- ulation, vibradon endurance testing, and design basis event environmental radi-
.

-

'

ation exposure. Finally, Isomedix exposed the valves to simulated LOCA condi-
tions. Those condidons included a peak temperature of 346'F and peak pressure '

~',
of 110 psig that were imposed for approximately 3 hours. The performance of
the valves was observed throughout the tests. As in the Westinghouse /ASCO ,

testing program, certain anomalies occurred in valve performance. Evaluation
,

of those anomalies has shown that they do not call into question the quali6 cation
} of the valves tested for use at VEGP. The model A 16, A 20, and A-6F valves

. - performed satisfactorily.The model A 21 valve initially utilized by Isomedix in
w - =- .. .

~

the test program developed excessive seat leakage (50 standard cubic feet per >,

,

. ;; ;
'

d hour) both in the energized and de-energized states after 7 days of the thermal'

.,

%. x ' e ' '

aging portion of the test procedure. The cause of the excessive leakage was' '

_

- - determined to be dirt in the valve that came from piping attached to the valve. - 'S
'

as part of the test setup. Because the source of the performance problems with i-
.

. ,~. '

the model A 21 valve was externally introduced contaminanu resulting from a-
, ,

de6clency in the test apparatus, ASCO substituted another model A 21 valve in
, the test. /d. at 33 34.

17. This new model A 21 valve was thermally aged at 295'F for 100 hours.
,

and was cycled every 2 hours. Isomedix chose this higher temperature and- '

| lower thermal aging period to accelerate the test program. After approximately.

60 hours of this thermal aging, the valve staned leaking in the energized state,
but it shifted properly and had no leakage in the de-energized state. Isomedix*

;

j determined that the seat leakage resulted from the softening and resultant
degradation of valve elastomer material caused by the higher temperature of,

,. ,

295'F used in the thermal aging. Normal 140'F ambient temperature would not
cause noticeable softening of this matenal. As the valve perform:d its safety,

function, the thermal aging continued and the other tests were conducted on
this valve in the same manner as on the other test valves. As a result of the-

'

seat leakage encountered during thermal aging, ASCO reduced the speci6ed
maximum operating pressure differential at which the model A 21 valve can ,

'

operate from 200 psig to 150 psig. This change resulted in a 25% load reduction
on the resilient seat. Id. at 34 35,

18. At the end of the 1.OCA simulation, the coil of the model A 21
valve had an insulation resistance of less than 1 megohm, as a result of spray

'

solution in the solenoid enclosure having degraded the coil insulation. The spray
solution entered the solenoid enclosure as a result of a breakdown of the plastic

,

covering on the flexible electrical conduit through which the electrical leads to- '

,
_ _- ,
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,[y..cV( ~ [ ; - j''i' []; the solenoki passed. Dat conduit was quali6ed for peak temperatures of only
,,= - ;, e ~. ..,

-

120'F lsomedia concluded that the coil would have been satisfactory except for' 'j,''** *' u-
.

_l the adverse effect of the spray solution, which condition resulted from the use'
<

.

's . e, g of an unquallaed conduit and not from any problem with the model A 21 valve'

. ~
" itself. Id. at 35. As noted previously, moisture entering the solenoid housing of

.

.
_

any of the ASCO solenoid valves used at VEOP cannot prevent that valve from
, ,

-

- performing its safety related function. Id. at 26 28.
. ,

'

-i 19. De environmental extremes to which the ASCO valves tested by
Isomedix were quall6ed include (a) a peak temperature of 346'F, to which'

,
-

temperature the valves were exposed for approximately 3 hours; (b) peak
e; pressure of 110 psig; and (c) a chemical spray consisting of 3000 ppm boron

buffered with sodium hydroxide to a pH value of 10. Id. at 36.
_

'

. .
, .x

,w~ . ~~ -
~.,

~ Testing by Franklin Research Center (FRC)
3 , , _ >,.

gj _
a- - i ; 1| 20. As reported in NUREORR 3424, in 1981 FRC initiated a testing pro-'

.

- " ' o 4 - - , gram on ASCO solenoid valves under a contract from the NRC. Id. That testing
'~ ''

.

,C '

program was not intended to be an environmental qualifwation testing program
,

[
. . .

but to be a research program to test quali6 cation methodology. Masciantonio,j,,

ff. 'n. 550, at 3-4,11. The valves tested by FRC included two model A 16'

' . valves, one model A 20, and one model A 21, all with ethylene propylene clas-' '

" tomers. FRC also tested a model A 6F valve, which is the same as the model

i A-6RF valves used at VEOP except that it has metallic rather than resilient

j seau. Baenteli et al., ff. Tr. 517, at 36.
21. Following functional tests, FRC artincially aged one of the model A-

,

16 valves and the model A 20, A 21, and A-6F valves to simulate a 4 year
life at 140*F. Those valves were irradiated to a total integrated dose of 50,

megarsds and then exposed to a temperature of 268'F for approximately 15
, '

days. De valves were cycled 2000 times over the thermal aging period while
at that elevated temperature. The other model A 16 valve had been naturally

,

; aged by ASCO at 140*F for 3 years, without any radiation exposure nat valve
had been cycled 2000 times at room temperature. Id. at 36-37,39. Following*

'
,

its arti6cial aging, the model A 21 valve wss removed from the test program,

because of seat leakage. Id. at 38. Applicants concluded that the seat leakage'

j encountered by FRC with the artiacially aged model A 21 valve that it tested
- 't does not call into question the environmental qualiacation of that model valve

| for use at VEOP, as discussed in 111.22.
22. The severity of the arti6cial aging process employed by Franklin w2s

a primary cause of the A 21 valve seat performance in the FRC tests. The!

arti$cial thermal aging process employed by FRC imposed conditions on the
elastomer parts of the valves that were far in excess of normal conditions or the-

;;, . ,

standards for accelerated aging established by IEEE 3231974. Id. at 37. Cyclingi

.; . _

%
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c M- d. . C high aging temperatures b not a normal condition for the valves and presents-

*

a very severe cha!!enge to elastomer parts. Id. at 44. In iu test report, FRC,
, , , ,

acknowledged that its artificial aging process was overly severe. NUREO/CR-- .

1 3424 at 2R in a separate Appendix to NUREORR 3424 describing the-
-

.

thermal aging analysis, one of the report's authors concludes that **it was-

ina;propriate to cycle a solenoid valve containing clastomeric seals at ambient
temperatures in excess of normal rated ambient temperatures (140*FM0'C and
IS0*FS2'C for the valves discussed in this repcrt)." /d. at C Il Baentell et al.,
ff. TY. 517, at 37 38. Because FRC's test conditions were not representative of
conditions the A 21 valve might experience in a nuclear facility such as VEGP,
the test results have no applicability to and cast no doubt upon the environmental'

qualification of the model A 21 valve for use at VEGP Id. at 49 50.
,

~ 23. All of the valves then underwent pressurization testing, vibration aging.'' '

. ,' resonance search, seismic testing, design basis-event radiation exposure, and
a simubted composite LOCA and MSLB exposure. Id. De ASCO model

7
,

,,,

A 6F valve performed satisfactorily through all of the tests. The model A 20
,. , ,

' C ; valve functioned throughout the tests. In the functional testing following the'

, ,'
completion of the LOCA/MSLB simulation, however, the model A 20 valve'

m
'

did experience seat leakage. No seat leakage had been observed prior to that.

', point, including during the LOCA/MSLB simubtion, and the seat leakage did
not prevent the valve from being cycled. Id. at 40,49. These results do not
call into question the qualification of the model A 20 valve to the conditions to
which it was tested in the Westinghouse /ASCO testing program because of the
excessively severe arti6cial aging process used by FRC, /d. at 49.

i 24 The model A 16 valve that had been arti6cially aged could not be cycled

{ properly between the first and second transients of the composite LOCA/MSLB
i simulation. Prior to the start of the second transient FRC was again able to cycle
i the valve, w hich continued to function until 4 days ebpsed time into the second

j LOCA/MSLB simubtion. At that time, the test valve cycled to the open position
(i.e., process cylinder pressurized) when energized but did not transfer back
when de energized. Wrther attempts to cycle the valve were unsuccessful. Id. at
41. As with the other test valves that FRC arti6cially aged, the differences in the

'

'

performance of the artificially aged A 16 valve in the FRC tests and in the prior
Westinghouse /ASCO tests can be attnbuted to differences in test procedures,
particularly the overly severe arti6cial aging procedures used. Id. at 44

25. The naturally aged model A 16 valve stopped cycling betweer: the first
and second LOCA/MSLB transients, began to function again, and continued to
operate until 25.6 hours into the second transient. After that point no further
cycling could be accomplished. Id. at 42. The Applicants attnbute this failure
to differences in the testing gocedures used in the joint Westinghouse /ASCOi

testing program and in the FRC tests. The target peak temperature during the
LOCA/MSLB simulations in both testing programs was 420*F. The actual tem--

,

.

.
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_ 4 7;d r t perature peaks reaghed b the Westinghouse /ASCO te4u for the two transients, .

:, ' N - .;; were 440*F and 450*F. For the two transienu in the FRC LOCA/MSLB simu-' - '
.. ,

~

; lation, the temperstwes peaked at 450*F and 466'F. Thermocouple data from-
. . . .

,

1
. <,

,

., ;; t the test chamber in the Franklin test indicate that the surface temperature of

,
. - | the naturally aged model A 16 valve, which would lag behind the test chamber'

,

, _
; temperature, reached 410*F. substantially higher than the 350*F to 360'F tem-, ;

u - N peratures reached by any other valve in the test chamber that had a thermocouple>

either inside its coil enclosure or taped to its body, including the other model*- -
,

i A 16 valve. The substantial difference in the temperatures reached by the two' ' -

A 16 valves indicates that the mass Sow rate and velocity of steam at each <;

t- -

| valve were different and that the valves in the test were not exposed to uniform

j conditions. When the valve reached a temperature of 410'F, the clastomer in.,
,

j the valve was well above its damage threshold and would degrade rapidly. Id.* *

,y; . ,

' '

% . t .! at 47-48.-

^^' ', , ' y. ' , ' 26. With respect to the artificially rged valves in the FRC tests, the NRC.

s

Vg Sf. . e Staff discounts their failure, concluding that those test results were inconclusive'
.

. , , ,

|"X X - due to the severe preconditioning to which those valves were exposed. With

s , ; respect to the naturally aged model A 16 valve, the NRC Staff decided that its' 4' ' ''

failure in the FRC tests did call into question the results obtained with that valve, ,

during the joint Westinghouse /ASCO testing program. That model of valve, the
NRC Staff concluded (IN 84 23, April 1984: IN 85-08, January 1985), was
acceptable for use only under the environmental conditions to w hich it had been

| tested earlier by Isomedix. Id. at 42 43. Masciantonio. ff. Tr. 550, at 4,1314,
*

i 17.

| 27. In light of the NRC Staff's evaluation of the FRC test results, West- ,

inghouse has modt6ed the generic composite LOCA/MSLB temperature and i
,

; pressure prodic to which it considers the model A 16 valve to be quali6ed by !

reducing the peak temperature during each transient to 400'F. A thermal tag~

t

analysis performed by Westinghouse for the model A 16 valve, which analysis. !

i determines the temperature reached by the valve itself, has shown that upon
! exposure to the conditions shown in the modi 6ed Westinghouse LOCA/MSLB<

prodle, the valve itself would reach maximum temperature of 346'F that was
reached by the model A 16 valve in the qualiacation testing program performed |

'

- by Isomedix. Baenteli et al., (f. Tr. 517, at 48 49; also see 130, yta. The' *

NRC Staff has reviewed the thermal tag analysis and concluded that the ap-
'

. preach used to generate the derated Westinghouse generic LOCA/MSLB pro 61e
is reasonable and is acceptable as a means of establishing an environmental
qualiacation level for the model A 16 valve. Masciantonio on 10.5, ff. TV. 550,
at 1415. '!he Board has independently reviewed the Westinghouse analysis and

ifinds it to be appropriate. We also observe that the only valve failures attributed
to valve exposure to an unacceptably high temperature occurred in quali6 cation !

. -
i ;,
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J XMy " p .p1' tests deemed to be unacceptable. Thus the high temperature (340*F) allegation
** -

. M ,., ,
^

Q *' . - of this contendon (111.1, supra) is without merit.
'

7
' . p, .

,

'3 , J.
'

'

Fitness of Valvesfor Use in VEGP
-

"
'0 ' ' '

28, Having reviewed in the preceding paragraphs the preoperadonal en.' '

vironmental testing programs undertaken to qualify certain models of ASCO' , , ,

-

valves, we turn now to expected conditions and functional requirements for,

those valves to assess their 6tness for duty in the VEOP, based upon the test,

4

program results.'
29. Applicanu describe three duty environtnenu at VEOP pertinent to the, , '

performance of ASCO valves: inside of contamment, ouuide of containment,
,

'

and away from main steam isolation valves (MSIV), and ouuide of containments

,.: 7 ; ,- -

and near MSIVs. The maximum environmental extremes to which the ASCO
, , ,. , s ,,

.;.4;f.., 9 valves located inside of the VEOP containment might be subjected under
*

.

,

- ~ j. g accident conditions at VEOP are (a) a peak tempesature of 400*F, (b) pressure,- ;
,, ~ ~ > ' - '

of 50 psig. (c) radiation of 200 megarads total integrated dose, and (d) a, ... ,,

, ', '

chemical spray of 2000 ppm boron buffered with sodium hydroxide to a short-.
,

c ;e term pH (less than 100 minutes) of 10.5 and a long term pH (more than 100'
'

minutes from the beginning of the LOCA) of 8.5, Baentell et al., ff. Tr. 517, at
*-

''
'

. 50. Most cf the equipenent rooms outside of the containment are subject to mild,

'

environmental conditions even following postulated design basis accidenu. The-
,

|'
'

ASCO valves ouulde of the containment, except in the MSIV areas, is a
harshest environment that would be experienced under accident conditions bys

'

:,

''
peak temperature of 250*F, a peak pressure of 3.5 psig, and rMiation of 100

i megarads total integrated dose. Id. at St. The most severe temperature and
i pressure conditions to which safety-related ASCO valves located ouuide of the.

'
containment might be exposed would occur in the MSIV areas. The conditiord

-

,

' '

to which the Applicants have required safety related equipment located in the
1 MSIV areas outside of the containment to be quali6ed are a peak temperature

- : of 320*F a peak pressure of 15 psig, and radiation of 50 megarada total'

| integrated dose. The Applicants have recently determined, however, that the,

peak temperature in the MSIV areas ouuide of the containment could exceed
j 320*F in the event of a steam line break outside of containment that resulted in
j a steam generator tube bundle being urcovered, causing superheated steam to

be released.14. at 5152.
-

30. The model A 16 ASCO solenoid valve is used in safety related appli..

-

cations at VEOP both inside and outside of the containment. One A 16 valve,

} is located in the MSIV area outside containment. It, however, performs no
i safety related function that could be compromised by a steam line or feed-line.

break in the MSIV area. The A.16 valve has been shown to be environmen.,

;. _ ta!!y quali6ed for use at VEOP either inside or ouulde of the containment by.

<
,,

p r

914. - .

,

i
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( ';%., . - |',-i . both the Westinghouse /ASCO and the Isomedix qualification testing programs,

...

as supplemented by a thermal lag analysis performed by Westinghouse and re.*

,,
,'o i. -] ported in WCAP-8687, Supp. 2 - HO2A/HOSA Addendum 2, Rev. O, Januaryq,

- y ,| ' ., J 1985. Dat thermal lag analysis demonstrated that, for the modified Westing-
'

,- , A house LOCA/MSLB profile with a peak temperature of 400*F, the maximumt ,

- . .
- ''

temperature that would be reached by the model A 16 valve under LOCA/hiSLB
- -{' conditions would be below the maximum temperature cf 346*F that was reached

! by the model A 16 valve under the Isomedix terdng program. De temperature
, ,.~

i{
"

. conditions to which the model A-16 ASCO valves located inside and outside
' '

of the containment at VEGP must be environmentally qualified are enveloped,
,

%,'
~ j by the conditions profiled in Westinghouse's modified generic LOCA/MSLB

,

d profile, which envelops the Staff's accepted accident profile for VEGP. Id. at''A
,

,

,

.y.y ' ;;h ~. .
;_J% '| 54 56; Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 550, at 15.'

-

Q: i- 1 -
' 31. De model A 21 ASCO solenoid valve is used in safety related appil-'

,

' @;& * - - i
. i.'d. . y '

cations at VEGP only in areas outside of the containment, including the MSIV
'~

< '
' ' ' '

, areas. Baenteli et al., ff. 'lT. 517, at 56. For all safety-related applications of the
'

.

A 21 valve, the most extreme pressure and radiation conditions to which that

[]" ,; j valve might be subjected are enveloped by the conditions to which it was tested
in the Isomedix testing ,r~ogram. De most extreme temperatures to which the, .

,

'
''. A 21 valves might be exposed at VEGP would occur in the MSIV areas as-

a result of superheat conditions following a main steam line break. Ibr those,
,

model A 21 valves located in the MSIV areas at VEGP, Westinghouse has per-
'

'<
,

formed a thermal lag analysis using tempe ature profiles generated by Bechteln
y and based upon generic mass and energy release data developed by the Westing-
'

' - : house Owners Group addressing the superheat issue. Dat analysis demonstrates

| that under the worst-case conditions, the temperature of the model A-21 valves

| located in the MSIV areas would not exceed 332'F, which is significantly be-
*^

' low the 346'F temperature to which those valves were qualified in the Isomedix
i tests. Id. at M-57. Ibrther evidence of the environmental qualification of the

,

'| A 21 valve for use at VEGP was provided by the joint Westinghouse /ASCO,

testing program. Although the test valve representative of the model A 21 valve.

q,

failed during the HELB environmental testing in the joint ASCO/ Westinghouse, , , .
, j

qualification program, that failure did not occur until 12 days into the test se-'

j quence, a period that simulated in excess of a year of post accident operation
*

'1 at VEGP. Id.'
,

% ! 32. De model A 20 ASCO solenoid valve is used to perform safety-related
'' functions both inside and outside of the VEGP containment, including the MSIV

,

L' areas. His model of valve has been shown to be qualified for use in the environ-
mental conditions to which it might be exposed at VEGP by the joint Westing-s

house /ASCO testing program and the Isomedix testing program. The conditions, ' '

,?f
~ j to which the valve was :ested !r. ic Westinghouse /ASCO program exceeded the

9~
'

.] most severe conditions to which that valve might be subjected at VEGP inside
'

4 ,a .I
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__.j model A-20 valves located in the MSIV areas outside containment, the the.'.".al

or outside cf the containment in areas other than the MSIV areas. For thosey xf '
< ' y ,p./ , .1

f'.y'
-

' wT ' .|s
. ,

''j lag analysis performed by Westinghouse for model A 21 valves located in IM[;$ -
' :

'

;* , . . - b MSIV areas establishes that the temperature of the ASCO solenoid valves in
, '

- '

that area will not exceed 332*F, which is significantly less than the temperatureN'' - w '.6~ ] of 346'F reached by those valves in the Isomedix tests. The model A-20 valve
.

"
'

-

f e
, -

is similar in weight and has less surface area than the model A-21 valve. 'Ihere-'? '' '

fore, it would not reach a peak temperature greater than the peak temperature'

,

,
- of 332*F tha' the thermal lag analysis demonstrated might be reached by the ,

- model A.21 valve in the MSIV areas. Id. at 57 58.
_ ;

3?. The environmental qualification of the model A 6RF ASCO soMnoid, ._ : , ; '. .. , ,.

vane has been demonstrated by the joint Westinghouse /ASCO qualification test-*' Wc ;c ,

>4 .

in,I program. No model A-6RF solenoid valves are used inside the containment
$. t n' i- ey2 i

| - 'c. .

Q:p[c? , .., .1: i ^[] f or n the MSIV areas at VEGP. All of these valves are located inside the auxiliaryQ
EM building and are subject to a peak temperature of less than 250'F. Therefore,'

, ,,

ASCO solenoid valve model A-6RF is qualified for use in its safety-related ap-{:?Mf 1 '% A ;-'

g ; .4 + t e.f plications at VEGP. Id. at 58-59.m s '

:?-
'

- 34. The five specific issues identified by the Board la its denial of Appli-J;W s

cants' summary disposition motion (listed at 111.1, supra) are now addressed.-- c u
' ~'

, ..

( , *% %

W' '

\ issue (1).

. . 4
- 35. The Applicants testified that the possibility of a failure of an ASCO

P'
, ,

solenoid valve at VEGP that might result in its associated air-operated valve
m

'-
- or damper not assuming a safe position cannot be eliminated completely. One

example of such a failure would be a gross leak of instrument att across' '
,

i the solenoid valve seat that exceeded the exhaust capacity of the valve's'

m . , ,

- -

; exhaust port. This could prevent N associated air-operated valve of damper
'

] from attaining its safety-reli .ed ps ,ition. The testimony of the Applicants

1 demonstrated, however, that VEGP systems are designed so that no single>

.' j failure of an ASCO solenoid valve would jeopardize safe plant operation,
i and the environmental qualiScation testing performed on the ASCO solenoid,

j%
''

| valves provides assurance that common-mode failures of those valves will not'
,

- ! occur. Baenteli et al., ff. *IY. 517, at 60-65. The Staff stated that these tests were

, ' ,
properly conducted in accordance with accepted standards, and all anomalies

'

i-

in valve performance were adequately addressed. The Staff further stated that'

' - a site audit will be conducted prior to licensing to verify that a record of''

| - environmental qualification in accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 50.49(j) exists and
.

.

L is maintained. Masciantonio, ff. 'lY. 550, at 12,17. We find that the foregoing
. ,

I adecuately addresses valve failures, that no unsafe configuration will occur, and
p. , that 1. sue (1) is resolved in favor of Applicants.- ..

|ji -

~
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j% w ~. Issue (2)
'

:x ,-
. .,.

e * i<: > m . , g~_ ,

'l 36. The testimony presented at the hearing demonstrated that for all safety-1 ,m . ,,, .,

f - r .. V W q related equipment, including the ASCO solenoid valves. the Applicants haveA <

7wc,. * 3: 3 -y . .) specified in their equipment qualification program that equipment operability for
B wf J~ "j a period of 1 year following a design-basis event must be demonstrated, nat<

,

i 1 year period of post accident operability, however, greatly exceeds the interval
'

',- - * m,-
'

i for which safety-related ASCO solenoid valves at _VEGP would actually have to'

7.
'

j remain operable following the initiation of a design-basis accident. De safety
~

.
,

j function performed by all of the ASCO solenoid valves used at VEGP is to
n s! de-energize, thereby venting the air ope:stor of the associated process valve or"

,

! J; '< '' damper. Once de-energized, the ASCO solenoid valves are not required to shift' v., ,

Sc*

,
. - m - pcsition again in response to any accident conditions. Rose ASCO solenoid

7 *: ;| *
'

-

J ' valves that are de-energized due to automatic safety signals will complete- [ '- | . 7' ; C+. .' W- A' "^~O would be de-energized by remote manual plant operator action, which would
? W6 - their safety-related function within seconds. The other ASCO solenoid valvess

. _ WPgy g
(' ' + 11' y', ' ], - occur within about 30 mmutes after sufficient alarm or other indication of the

, , _ occurrence of the initiating event or in response to plant emergency operating- -
'

,

' > procedures. De de-energization of the ASCO solenoid valves would thus be. .: . .,

W -j complete witun a few seconds (or at most within several minutes) after the'
-

, ,

i' initiation of the design-basis event. Baenteli et al., ff. Tr. 517, at 1819.
- 37. The environmental qualification testing performed on the ASCO sole-- _ ;

; noid valves by Westinghouse /ASCO and Isomedix has established the capability
- of those valves to withstand accident condit ons and contAe to operate prop-i

erly for the period in which they would have to perform their safety-related
'

3

v
~

'| function. In those testing programs the valves were aged to their end-of lifetime

'{ condition for norms.1 environments and then exposed to accident conditions. Fol--
'

; lowing e.xposure to accident conditions, the valves were required to continuee
,

' functioning properly for a period that simulated several years of post-accident
,

operation. Id. at 31,33. His testing established that the valves would remain
i operab!c following an accident for a period greatly in excess of the time dur-. .. _

'~~
ing which they might be required to perform their safety related function at,

'

VEGP. Id. at 18-19. In addition, as discussed in 144, infra, Applicants' main.-

tenance and surveillance program will verify that in-service valve performance
*

'

will be satisfactory. We find that issue (2) is resolved in Applicants' favor be-
*, -

| cause the bases for post accident operability and in-service availability at any
, ;, - arbitrarily specified time have been satisfactorily explained.'

;,
L, ;

[:w, '
'

: Issue (3)
a

~

38. The Applicants testified that moisture entered the solenoid housing of

, , ,
, one of the model A 16 valves tested by Westinghouse /ASCO through the conduit

O,t -
' ,
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nipple opening as a result of the test setup. ASCO does not supply a seal for the

-

U} ;a.:M.,;.'[' 3.: Y . ]g ? [f $ z/ b
.

Q - K, . g conduit nipple opening with its valves. Since the moisture problem originatedG -

,1 : 1 from a test setup de6ciency rather than from the valve itself, that problem. -n<

7- , 9
''<

.
,

', ,h 1' does not evidence a potential quality control de6ciency with ASCO solenoid
g( }; ( .

e

[f%,P ,$ N N '.' valves. ld. at 26. Also, if a similar moisture problem were to occur with anyp<

.3
ASCO solenoid valve used at VEGP, it could not affect that valve's ability[ g.g .7 .

,
,

to perform its safety related function, which is to vent the air operator of the?4
~

N' ''

Ut
,

, ,

j y~ ';
, ,f associated air operated process valve or damper. The design of the solenoida

- housing is such that the intrusion of moisture into the housing does not affect *

;. - - - the ability of the solenoid core to shift inte its de-energized position. Because they'
ASCO solenoid valves utilized at VEGT perform their safety-related function]p' Q. .- -

, ,

M .:jh ..I d! '" 4,I:i'E'- Q when the coil is de-energized, a valve's inability to shift position when energized
to the minimum de voltage toecified, as occurred with the model A 16 valve

g%gfp - NQ P/ ' .'y@,,, '/ | ,
.M A.N .. 6 S .' # '. i

in the joint Westinghouse /ASCO testing program, does not compromise the

fg.g.3"%C Q.| ; . , y 'h. f'q. j^
valve's ability to perform its safety related function. Id. at 26-28. We conclude
that moisture within solenoid housings at VEGP does not compromise ASCO

[0, d MJm:. 'g, fvA ~ -y. , , 1
'

i y !! valve safety performance and find that Issue (3) has been properly disposed ofgf ..;

y.-M | P Y . 1 Ws in Applicants' favor.'

>m w.. L ;M ; a: e < .
- '

. cf;;;; - .
s

,
- ~<,V'..., %i~

,&
-_ .'

.

>
. Issue (4)

,L

39. The Applicants testified that for its solenoid valves operating on directJi!.; V. .
'

,

.[, 'y current, ASCO specifies a nominal applied voltage of 125 volts (125 V de), with,
,

an acceptable operating voltage range of 90 to 140 volts. Ibr valves operating cn'P ', ,
- ' '<

alternating current, ASCO specifies a nominal voltage of 120 volts of 60-cycle;'
' '

-
.. s

alternating current (120 V ac), with an acceptable operating range of 102 to 132..

"M' volts. At VEGP, the power supplied to ASCO solenoid valves is designed to be. . . .

'
~

j either 124 V de or 120 V ac, and the extreme voltage values expected on the
VEOP electrical distribution system are whhin the acceptable operating voltage'

>

,

'

ranges specified by ASCO. Id. at 10-11.,

,

40. ASCO's specifications require that the air supply to the solenoid valves/ *y 7c
,

be instrument-quality air. The VEOP instrurnent air system provides a continuous>
-

'

supply of filtered, dry, t il-free compressed air that is of the quality recommended
'

x

. in the Instrument Society of America's Quality Stedard fcr Instrument Air.
. ~

,

IS A S7.3. Id. at 11. [ne Board notes that elastomer integrity can be degraded if
'

- '

,. .

X ,. - '
'

- the quality of instrument air is not maintained and if other than manufacturer's

|4 '
~ recommended solvents and lubricants are used in the cleaning and servicing

p'- @ of valves.] The operating pressure differential for the air supply must range
betwe:n (a) the manmum differential pressure between the inlet and outletf .

T. sides of the valve against which the solenoid can safely operate and (b) the.

minimum operating pressure differential required for dependable operation. The,Q _

,%c- range of acceptable operating pressure differentials specified by ASCO differsqm , ;
,, , .

. .; ; -
? ~.v

m~ y:_; 7 . -

,
'f , f ; .a .
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for each model of valve. De operating pressures for the ASCO solenoid valves'

7, % -

't at VEGP are within the acceptable operating pressure differential range speci6edEJ e ' '-

^ ' ' '
Y .

- .i by ASCO for each of the models of ASCO solenoid valves used at VEGP. Id. at', ' '

' -

_
,c , 11 12.-

'* - 41. After manufacture and assembly, ASCO subjects each valve to a factory
'

[ acceptance test that veri 6es the valve's operability and seat integrity. To pass'

.. ..

. . this test, valves with resilient seats must have no detectable seat leakage. The*

- manufacturing tolerances set by ASCO, however, are not related to leakage rates
'

,

that would affect valve performance. Id. at 1213. The amount of seat leakage
,

that would affect an ASCO solenoid valve's ability to perform its safety related-[ y,

-

,
function at VEGP, which is to vent the air operator of the associated process,

O,
,

C valve or damper, would depend upon several factors, including the size of the*

,,

f.se , ~ - r5 J- N T vent port in the solenoid valve, the resistance to air flow in the instrument piping
'

.
>-

|C . ,
d between the vent port and the actuator pressure chamber in the air operator of the-y'7.d ' '

-
'' $

'

process valve, and the residual pressure in the actuator pressure chamber. Using. -
' ;. .. -

A~ '1 - a conservative analysis, the Applicants have determined the maximum tolerable'
. . .

- ' - leakage rates for the ASCO solenoid valves used to perform safety related'; -
'

,

"
functions in the containment and MSIV areas at VEGP to be 3000 SCFH for the'

-[ ' ~

model A 16 valve,75 SCFH for the A 20 valve, and 555 SCFH for the A 21
''

, '"
1. .?- valve. Id. at 1417.

42. ASCO's installation and maintenance instructions for the four types of

~
ASCO solenoid valves used in safety related applications at VEGP state that

g
-

g excessive leakage warrants inspection of the valve. At VEGP, excessive leakage
in the ASCO solenoid valves would be monitored through operation of and-

.

,, - | periodic testing of the associated process valve or damper. If, during normal
operation or in. service testing, the process valve or damper fails to cycle or,

; cycles sluggishly, then the ASCO valve would be checked. Id. at 13,67..

'
43. The Applicants testined that while the seat leakage exhibited by the

j A 21 valve tested by FRC could have increased had it been subjected to the
,

remaining aspects of the testing program, any additional test results would have
had little meaning in light of the overly severe arti6cial aging temperature to-

.

which thc model A 21 valve was subjected by FRC. The 'scessive severity of
that arti6cial aging process was a primary cause of the breakdown of the valve's
elastomer material that produced the gross seat leakage found by FRC. Id. at
39. We find that ASCO's speci6 cations are being met for ASCO valves at~

- - VEGP and that test duration during preoperational quali6 cation is not a cause
# '

for concern. Thus, Issue (4) has been addressed to our satisfxtion.,

~

~

| Issue (S),

4

,.,
- 1, j 44. In their testimony, the Applicants described the manner in which the

" .' -
-

J valve specimens used in the quali6 cation testing were obtained. Those valves
, .,

a y|
' ~
.

I
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were procured from ASCO in the same manner as any valves supplied to
' p_,, -y)D

,W[5([T ,} 'P
.- - .; - a nuclear plant such as VEOP, ne valves tested were built using the same

,

M 1:e
._.c.

'
:

' production procedures and using the same materials as valves that would be
''*

*
-f ,

.

. E supplied to the 6cid. ASCO's quality assurance program, which has been audited
,

. /'s ,

' ' '' by Westinghouse and other vendors, ensures that materials are not changed in.

< .
the valves, that material suppliers remain the same, that identical productionf'

'

, .
procedures are followed for every valve, that drawing changes are not made,

''
-

_
and that design changes are not made. Everything that can be done to ensure'

that the valve tested is identical in design, materials, construction, and testing< '
'

<

Y'
~ to the valves supplied to a nuclear facility such as VEOP is done. Cesarski,-

J ,
- ,- Tr. 537-38. ,

45. The Applicants also discussed the margins present in the qualiScation
.

'

1( '' ' '~ - .- ..

testing. He test conditions to which the test valves were exposed in the

' Q ,& ,, [, y . ^ G,C ., 7 ,
.

joint Westinghouse /ASCO testing program included margins in accordance with
ifb E.v ' d 2 .,

'

N ..f, ;(, i requirements of IEEE 323-1974 and 10 C.F.R.150.49(e)(8). The activation
; /jy%' : j@.7: ", , hf energy employed in establishing the length of the thermal aging portion of the

'
-

/'-

' J 1 , ~i <;, environmental qualification program was the lowest activation energy for any
.,

m

1 ;
'

of the materials in the valves. The test conditions selected for the remaining'
, - -

- '. aging portions of the program were appropriate for a service life of 40 years- '

even though the qualified life of the valves tested was 8 years or less. The{1 - -'

. | >
.

LOCA/MSLB transients were applied twice in the design-basis event portion of'

J"
"

,
the testing program to provide margin as suggested by IEEE 323-1974. The# a '- '

-
'

'

actual peak temperatures reached during the LOCA/MSLB transients were
.

440'F and 448'F. The Westinghouse-specified generic qualiScation requirement'

- . , _

was only 420*F. The actual test pressure during the LOCA/MSLB transients
* - reached a peak of 68 psig, while the Westinghouse-specified generic qualification

requirement was 57 psig. The valves were exposed to a total radiation dose- 1
,

8of 2.05 x 10 rads, whereas the Westinghouw-specified generic qualification' '?
requirement is 1.82 x 10s rads total integrated dose. Westinghouse specified that.

the valves be able to operate for 1 year under post LOCA conditions. Under the'

conditions used in the Westinghouse /ASCO testing,3.65 days simulated that 1'
. y

year of post accident operation, whereas the test valves were kept under those'

- conditions for 30 days, which simulated approximately 8 years of post-accident

, , _

_
operation. Baenteli et al., ff. Tr, 517, at 30-31; Tr. 544 45.

46. The Applicants' testimony also demonstrates that additional margin ex-. .

ists between the most extreme conditions to which the ASCO solenoid valves
,

- might be exposed at VEGP and the conditions to which they are qualified. De
' most extreme conditions to which the Applicants require safety-related equip-,

ment located inside the containment to be quali6ed are enveloped by the condi.'

, .

; tions to which those model solenoid valves located inside the containment, the

E
~' '

- . model A 16 and A 20 valves, have been exposed in qualification testing. In.
'

',
_

cluded in those extreme conditions to which the Applicants require equipment
; %. ,

-
,

.

J

!
' . '
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- ' . ' to be qualified are margins of in excess of 40*F for peak temperature, in ex-
,

s7
- ,. 7 .. r

.

cess of 15% for peak pressure, and in excess of 20% for radiation. Baentell

* '
_,

' |j.
',' . . . ,

'

et al., ff. TY. 517, at 51. Similarly, for those valves potentially exposed to the" ^ - - -
.

most extreme environmental conditions outside of the containment, the modelv
-

,

, l' '
' ' V" A 20 and A 21 valves located in the MSIV areas outside the containment, the'

'
'- j maximum conditions to which those valves might be exposed are well below

' ''
. .i the extreme conditions to which those valves were tested and analyzed. Id. at

. E 54. Thus margin exists both in the qualification testing itself and in the differ-
' ence between the conditions for which the valves are environmentally qualified' c

* and the conditions to which they might be exposed at VEGP. Accordingly, we~ u
- find that Issue (5) with respect to possible performance differences between

' - tested valves and those to be installed at VEGP is resolved in Applicants' favor,

]. * ' (- .a i _ , , - since qualiScation test results are not invalidated by this consideration.-

47. At the hearing, the Intervenor presented testimony on Contention 10.5~y. ~. , 1, ;.
'

.
* '" from Dr. Howard Deutsch, employed by the Georgia Institute of Technology- Q N:- , , s . .

jd- . . ' ''1. ~. as a Senior Research Chemist. While the record shows no reason to question
'

' ;[ | " " ] '. , the qualifications of Dr. Deutsch as a chemist, his testimony reflected nothing
'' '

.

in his educational background, training, or work experience that related to the^C ' '

._
nuclear industry or the environmental qualification of equipment for use in a-- '

nuclear facility. Deutsch, ff. Tr. 371, at 1; Deutsch, TY. 360-62. His lack of'

_
.

, ! involvement with subject matters relating to the contention under consideration
*N leads us to give little weight to Dr. Deutsch's testimony in this proceeding. He,

..
repeated some of the anomalous valve behavioral results from the tests conducted*

on ASCO valves that are discussed earlier in this opinion, but he added no'~

q additionalinformation; nor did he contradict information provided by Applicants
and Staff. He did, however, raise two questions that, while outside the scope of,

,

the issues designated for hearing by the Board, were addressed by the Applicants.- .

.c 48. The first question posed by Dr. Deutsch concerned the adequacy of,

. j testing of :he ASCO solenoid valves at VEGP as part of the Applicants'
i maintenance ed surveillance program, and whether continued operability of

,

the valves would be adequately ensured. The Applicanu described generally
, ,

the procedure by v hich the maintenance and surveillance program for safety.
related equipment has been developed at VEGP and discussed the preoperational-

i

j and in service te, ting that will be performed on ASCO solenoid valves and
- 4 the associd process valves. This testing will verify the functionality of

the ASCO solenoid valves and detect any significant degradation in valve
,

performance. Baenteli et al., ff. TY. 517, at 65-68; Bockhold, Cesarski, TY. 540-. .
'

4:. Our own review of the Applicants' proposed maintenance and surveillance
pogram finds it to be satisfactory. (Also see 1111.B.12 and II.B.13, of our partial-

initial decision.)e
E | 49. The second question raised by Dr. Deutsch related to the orientation of

~

X. the ASCO solenoid valves when installed at VEGP. Dr. Deutsch stated that the
-

. .

* .
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'' .), orientation of the valves was important and expressed concern that it had not- - w .

J been adequately considered by the Applicants. Deutsch, ff. Tr. 371, at 5. The'9, ( . , .'
~ ~ '

-

'

i Applicants testified that the orientation of the valves had been considered, and the-

" ' '

,, , ,

e ,
.j only limitation placed by ASCO upon the physical orientation of the models ofT.

,

. ,

_T solenoid valves used at VEGP was that the model A-6RF valves must be mountedc . _

-

.

[5~ d vertically. Those valves are in fact mounted vertically. Cereghino, Tr. 530..c

! 50. We find nothing in the testimony of Dr. Deutsch that contradicts any of- ,

.
'

'. i the Sndings on Contention 10.5.
' -

| 51. The entire hearing testimony of Applicants and Staff on Contention 10.5 e.

_~0 is uncontroverted by Intervenor's testimony. We find Applicants' and Staff's
. - testimony to be credible and persuasive. Their evidence addressed to the Board's

satisfxtion the original contention's challenge as well as each of the litigible
f', - issues identified in 111.1, supra. 'Ihus we find that those models of ASCO valves

} proposed for safety-related applications,in the VEGP have been acceptably,

- < * -
'J', ,

qualified environmentally and that all valves will be used in VEGP in a manner- s
,

compatible with the parameters of testing. Additional assurance of the adequacy'' '

,
_ ' . ~

- of these valves will derive from an operational maintenance and surveillance
- program to be implemented by the Applicants. Accordingly, the Board finds~,.?

, '
that Contention 10.5 is without merit and that Applicants have prevailed,

,

-

i
.

~

Reopened Record

! 52. During its deliberations about this contention, the Board decided that
~'

..,

certain matters seemed not to have been dispositively dealt with in the evidence
of record. Rr this reason, by letter of October 24,1986, we apprised Applicants
of our perceived need for additional information in affidavit form. In pertinent*

part, our letter stated as follows:.

s a

i For each ulve, the testimony gives the foDowing results:.

i Test Thermal Lag
~

Valve Temperature Analysis Tedimony Comment'

NP.8316 346'F 345'F "Acceped by Staff"
Id. at 55

NP.8320 346' F 332'F "Signincantly Less",

| 14. at SS
'

.

J NP.8321 346*F 332*F *Signi6cantly Below"'

| Id. at $7
4

*
,

'
ne Board is seeking to determine whether the cited temperatures provide meaningfuli

,

! margins that would prende conndence that these three valves have been satisfacicrily

j quali6ed. AdditicmaDy. ASCO speci6 cation sheets povided as Edtibit F to the cited
,,

! 3
testimony give "working Guid" and "ambient" temperature values against which we are

t i unabic to judge the aWteness d test ccnditions. If, during sustained periods of
I;. -- ,

,
,.

'

, 922
!

,

. .- . . . . . - . . - . . . . . .. . . . .

.
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h ' .' M normal operauen.the valves are subjected to temperamares signi6cantly in excess of ASCO's/ f3

% ; -1 e, would this compeiise ibeit ability to function as seguired? .Morem . ;-~. ss
Jh % |4;;.j .

- -*
| informaticai is needed before the Board can compless its evaluat'on of rhmtim 10.5. For;C

,
p- ,, ,

[c /:P.-|g . ;[ w 7 example, with respect to temperature margins, the precision or unartainty of all cited
% f, , ~ , ( teenperasures is needed. With respect to the ASCO speci6ca. ion shesu, an explanation of.9,9f; s |t J *

Q' |-
'"' '

J why the speci6 cation temperamires are considered to be compatible with VEGP temperature'-
,

a"
...

G '''
. conditions is also required

f ':

; ; ,, .

%'' .| (Citations above are to Applicants' testimony of record, Baenteli et al., ff.

[ :/i , ;i 'IT. 517, at 55-58.)- "

yY , !j The Applicants responded on October 30, 1986, with the affidavit of SJ.-

: ' -Q l Cereghino and W.V. Cesarski, both of whom appeared before us during the hear-'qu-
' '

> . , . > ,
Ing. The nature of that response caused the Board, on November 6,1986, to issue!( . 3. -^ ,'

ff.3??;.. J' |9f, , - an order reopening the record for the limited purpose of allowing us to consider
b.f .<f.qi i

,
information contained in Applicants' reply, together with any other information

% @# -
y'',a *; t,"3,.;i., , provided by the other parties in regard to Applicants' information. Subsequently,
/ ,

,

N. f- T ' . D .i
~ ~

reply affidaviu were received from Dr. Howard Deutsch, representing GANE,
'.y:' A , j_ ;3 7, dated November 24,1986; and from the Staff (A. Masciantonio), dated Novem-.-

,

*ff f( ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '| SJ. Cereghino and W.V. Cesarski and by Cereghino, Cesarski and George Bock-

' [ ber 28,1986. Applicants responded to the Deutsch submittal with affidavits by
''' '

3',; '
' '

L ~ l hold, Jr. (a former witness) on December 5,1986. After reviewing these mate.<

- ? ~
| rials, the Board on December 8.1986, issued an order closing the record. We

| [. '
, -

[T:(A
admit each of the referenced affidavits into the evidentiary record. Ibr reasons.

| - i discussed below, we decided that none of the information received into the

f~ J '

. reopened record merits altering our findings heretofore set forth regarding Con-

.U
. tention 10.5.''

, 53. The Board's inquiry of October 24,1986 (excerpted above) addresses
' ~ two areas of concern: the accuracy and adequacy of temperature margins

,

(differences between qualification test temperatures and anticipated post-accidentu$
~

temperatures at VEGP) for the three models of ASCO valves; and the matter ofL
-

''
~ '

whether the manufacturer's speci6 cations regarding ambient and working fluid; s

,
-

'*
temperatures for these valves will be met at VEGP. In our order of November.

,'# ,
, ; 6,1986, reopening the record we stated that the second of these two areas does

j not involve a significant safety issue and it is not considered further.
54 Regarding the concern about temperature margins, in Applicants' re-.

.

i sponse of October 30,1986, the af6 ants stated that qualification test temper-};,,
,

atures were measured by thermocouples capable of one degree accuracy and
,

'

..p s

that temperature profiles and the temperature computed by thermal tag analy-' ,?.
,,

LE - sis were not assigned uncertainty values because they are conservative upper-
; ,- bound values. October 28,1986 Affidavit of Cereghino and Cesarski, at 4, 5,'

'

,, . . ; 8. Affiants further stated that subsequent to the hearing a Vogtle-specific post-
accident temperature profile was derived using the methodology of Appendix- -

,_ _ j B to NUREG-0588. Id. at 3. This, they explain, yields a lower containment't.a ' - 4-'

2- - . - i
..w - > ;

~{
.y ,..

,
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s , ,

. . - . -

. J. , g , , '' temperature profile than was cited in the hearing testimony wherein that tem-~ ' N, S
.

,9" J*, % ,

perature profile was based upon a generic Westinghouse analysis. From this,
Applicants concluded that all three valve types will operate, under worst condi-

j;a tions, at temperatures at least 20* F lower than the qualification test temperatures
# :s -

' ' .J~
' m

. ,

to which they were subjected, in comparison with the margin affiants state is2 c
1.

'

'
_

recommended by IEEE Standard 323 1974, namely,15'F. Id., passim.
,

' *

'
' i 55. In its November 28, 1986 submittal, Staff's affiant A. hiasciantonio'

(also a hearing witness) stated that adequate temperature margins in excess of
the IEEE recommendation (accepted by Staff) exist for all valves and detailed c

,.

7 ,

the situation for each of the three valves. With respect to valve model NP-
f-

- y
- 8316, Staff stated that the l'F margin in the Board's October 24,1986 letter

-

1 represented an incorrect interpretation of the hearing record. Staff explained

: - ' - why, when properly determined from hearing testimony, the margin (inside the'

. , ' ' , , containment) for that valve would be 48'F. As noted earlier (1II.30, supra) no
,

,

M ,;~ . ,

~ :. ' model NP-8316 located near a main steam-line isolation valve (hiSIV) outside-* ' f c. ,
N:~.

/ q of the containment is called upon to perform a safety-related function. Regarding
a.y - ,

,'t* ' '

~

y' 's. i' ''j valve model NP-8320, the Staff explained its conclusion that the temperature'
,-

~ $ ^ margin is 21*F for its outside-containment, hiSIV area location. 'Ihis is based|- -
M - upon a post hearing assessment by Applicants (approved by Staff) that the=b -

, ,

temperature to be encountered will be 399'F versus the qualification temperature' '

,

,
- of 420*F. Staff's review and approval of the analysis leading to this expected

.

399'F temperature will be reported in a subsequent SER Supplement. For the
.

s

! model NP-8321 valve, located outside containment in an MSIV area, Staff relied'* <

1 upon its acceptance, noted in BN 8619, of Applicants' thermal lag analysis
,

#

showing a worst-case maximum valve surface temperature of 326'F. When> i

compared with the qualification test temperature of 346'F the margin was showni

| to be 20*F. All of these margins are greater than the Staff accepted margin of

-( l 15'F recommended in IEEE Standard 3231974 Having nc,t yet reviewed the
Vogtle-specific downward revised containment temperature pro 61e provided by
Applicants' submittal (not'ed above), Staff neither accepted nor rejected it but
held it to be unnecessary to its conclusion that the valves in question have been

,

'

properly qualified. Staff advised that this revised profile will be reviewed but
,

' the results will not be available prior to license issuance. November 25,1986
affidavit of A. Masciantonio, passim.

i

j 56. The November 24, 1986 affidavit of Dr. Deutsch, a hearing witness,
addressed several matters:

', ,

>

(a) Board Notification BN 8618 and BN 8619;'

| (b) Several IE Information Notices;

|'
j (c) Safety-related versus important to safety considerations;

j (d) A report "Impacts of Budget Cuts on NRC's Ability to Assure
; ,

g Safety," Victor Stello, Jr., Executive Director of Operations, dated
.

' , -
'' April 30,1986 (subsequently designated EDO report); and,v

o, ,.

1 .U ~
\ ,>y
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| -

i
'!- ,

'
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(e) Precision and uncertainty of temperatures.

These are summarized seriatim.n w,c. ,s t . <3 m ' c
' ''' ' ^

(a) Dr. Deutsch's observations regarding the two Board Notifications
[.p g ' '

f ' , y e,'i ~
' j the anomalous behavior of certain of these valves during testing. He

., 4

j expressed concern about Staff's acceptance of Applicants' resolution[. .-
C

7,

e. w * , . :( of the matters raised by Staff in BN 86-18. Deutsch then reviewed
"

'

s .% >>

.x e stated that based on these results (we assume this to include the two'
'

' ' "' '

Il Board Notifications as well as the test behavior anomalies) he "would
"'

if not conclude with great certainty that the valves were fully qualified* .

,

to 346'F." November 24,1986 Affidavit of Howard Deutsch, at 14.'

, ,

(b) Several IE Information Notices relating to problems with ASCO'
-

-B
, ,,,

valve field use were identified and related to specific conditions of,
. ,

usage. The Board was requested.to 6nd these valves to be unsuitable
,

'

f cN '
for use under either normal or accident conditions. /J. at 4-5.f ",

'

- '

'G [, $ , ,, -[n .
.

G g ',' . (c) Dr. Deutsch expressed concern that Applicants have not given ap-^ ''

1
- propriate consideration to the applicable standard of "important to

,,p, ,, ; ',7-4 ,

-
'

J - - ' safety," presumably with respect to where and how the ASCO valvesL. ', '

.- - > s are to be deployed in the VEGP Id. at 5 6.^T,
,

.
. - (d) The EDO report was cited for two propositions: that anticipatedN .

,f' budget cuts leave the future performance of equipment in a TM1-
2 type of event signi6cantly more uncertain and increases the risk

,

- to the public; and that such budget cuts place in question the
analytical approach used to compute the in-containment post-accident

,

,
'

j temperature profile speci6c to Vogt!c. Deutsch stated that the EDO''
' - J

repoit represents important infomation, new in the sense that it was
.

i

I not distributed to the parties and to the Board. Id. at 6 7.-i , '
(c) Finally, Dr. Deutsch characterized Applicants' response to the Board's, . ' .

question about temperature precision and uncertainty as inadequate- c
and stated that the Staff found the methodology used to compute
temperature pro 61es to be inadequate. He requested that the Board.-

, .s
'

defer the granting of an operating license until such inadequacies are- '

. ~
'

I resolved. Id. at 7 8.
- ; 57. In one of its affidavits of December 5,1986, responding to the Deutsch

,

af6 davit, Applicants' affiants Cereghino and Cesarski addressed only the
' Deutsch discussion of the EDO report. From their examination of the EDO re-

,, ,
' port and the Deutsch af6 davit affiants explained the reasons why they found no

,

- t '' .

f basis to change their conclusion that the valves have been properly quali6ed. Ap-'
,

-

I plicants submitted a separate affidavit of Cereghino, Cesarski, and Bockhold in
,

|
case the Board construed Dr. Deutsch's affidavit as a motion to reopen the
record further. Applicants stated that this affidavit demonstrates Deutsch's com-

,,

g
ments to be untimely and lacking in signi6 cant safety issues that would affect

.

,
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dy . .d ' [[ [ . ;. [ < ~* ;? the outcome of the proceedmg. Applicants' Response to Affidavit of Howardm
e-

.

M. Deutsch, December 5,1986, at 4-5.g,u.a1
.

';. ' w' ~

' 'NS S, 58. The Board now addresses each of the above filings. Applicants' re-
d.n%; ,', .- sponse to our inquiry about temperature uncertainties established that quali6ca-s

} ' , tion test temperatures were measured using thermocouples that are expected to
, '. | _ _ ,M . 4^ J be accurate to l'F. "Ihe temperatures derived from thermal tag and temperature.

pro 61e analyses represent conservative upper-bound values to which Applicants.s. ,.

,

did not assign errors. This information satisfies the Board's uncertainty about-

the credibility of the temperature margins stated in Applicants' heanng testi-
, ,

'
~

mony. The post-hearing analysis of a Vogtle-specific post accident containment
' ,

, ,

temperature profile leads Applicants to conclude that ASCO valves within the

~f
Vogle containment will experience lower temperatures and hence higher margins.

than were reported during the hearing, where the expected post-accident con-T. c ' . _ ..,.

f .1 ', 3, W RM ; ^ , 7 tainment temperature was based upon a Westinghouse generic analysis. From

.VS / Q _ j 4.|*.c, this we may take increased confidence that satisfactory margins will exist, even

.' ; p.J ? ' N ' si though (as noted below) the Staff has not yet had the opportunity to review the'

.? , ' ' Vogtle-specific containment temperature analysis. For those valves performingy,?.C ~ l
_ , o,

:f ,
:-"m ': ? safety-related functions outside cf containment and near MSIVs, Applicants'

f'7 ~_, 'j post-hearing analysis for Vogtle shows an expected temperature of 399'F com-

.
'; '

j pared with a qualification test temperature of 420'F. Thus the Board is satisfied

'
,

that all margins will exceed the IEEE recommendation of 15'F.' -- '

59. Having reviewed the hearing record and the Staff's response to the,
,

! Board's inquiry, we now are satisfied that we indeed erred in that inquiry where'-
-

c - ! with respect to valve model NP 8316 we compared a test temperature of 346'F
'"

' ' with a thermal tag temperature of 345'F (1I1.51, supra). Staff explained that

; the appropriate margin for this valve is 48'F, based upon Applicants' hearing
testimony that showed an expected Vogtle peak temperature of 352*F and a testi

?I - ! exposure temperature of 400*F. We are convinced of its correctness. Similarly,,

'% we concur in Staff's acceptance of Applicants' analysis of a 399'F temperature
*

value in the MSIV area outside of the Vogtle containment leading to a 21'F
,

margin assigned to valve model NP-8320 for which the environmental qualifica-
,

tion test temperature was 420*F. Although not yet having reviewed Applicants'' - -

f Vogtle specific containment post accident temperature profile, Staff pointed to
the hearing record to show that without taking credit for the lowered Vogtle-
specific containment temperature profile, the model NP-8321 valve will have a

' '

- } margin of 20'F versus the IEEE-recommended margin of 15'F. For these rea-
'

j sors we are convinced by Staff that our concerns about the size of temperature
'

__ j margins for the three valves identined in our inquiry are without foundation.

| 60. Items (a) through (e) of the Deutsch affidavit (identified at 1 II.55, supra)',
- I are now discussed. In his treatment of (a) involving Board Notifications BN 86-

,

2 - | 18 and BN 86-19, we find no probative evidence as to why the Staff should not
" '; have accepted as it did Applicants' response to the Staff's inquiry contamed in

-

.
- .
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' ' '

g ;w ', 3; '

'
> . ::

$v< . /. . t BN 86-18.8 (See our discussion of these extra-record notifications in our Intro.
- '< ~

duction, pp. 902 04.) Deutsch's review of the anomalous behavior of certain.

'
,

. of the valves adds nothing because each instance of an anomalous behavior
' -

, . 1 has been explicitly disposed of in previous fmdings dealing with the heanng
,

.g< - record. Hence we do not accept Deutsch's indefinite negative conclusion about
i valve qualification, further nodng that, contrary to his statement, quali6 cations at

-
'

-| temperatures other than 346'F also appear in the hearing testimony. Regarding
'

prior IE Information Notices - item (b) - all such notices cited by Deutsch
relate to conditions of usage and maintenance at other nuclear fxilities. They
comprise matters outside of the scope of Contention 10.5, since they do not re-

'

late to environmental qualification testing. Item (c) relates to whether Applicants
j have taken proper cognizance of items that are important to safety but not nec-.,

'
'.

essarily safety-related. The contention as filed and litigated has been concerned'
,

,

with qualification of the valves to perform safety-related functions. Now Ir.ter-y , ,, ,

,y E venor seeks to introduce a new matter not previously identi6ed as part of the
, ,

, litigated contention. We deem it to be outside of the scope of Contention 10.5+ - *

'" '
' and it cannot be given further consideration in litigating this matter. Item (d)-

;.

involves the EDO report on the anticipated impacts of budget cuts, which report'

1 we have reviewed, it having been submitted as an exhibit to one of the affidavits-

;j of December 5,1986. The two excerpts from the EDO report quoted by Deutsch-

j do not deal with existing regulation but with future research that would provide
- the basis for revisions to the rules and regulatory guides. They do not pertain.

I to anything that would specifically question environmental qualification of the.

j ASCO solenoid valves at VEGP. They are generic and conclusional in nature
i and we perceive in them no basis to challenge the adequacy of the qualification

test program results. Finally, regardmg item (e) - precision and uncertainty of
temperatures - Deutsch faults Applicants' response as not being dispositive of
the Board's concern. He stated that it is not suf6cient to say the thermocouples

,

used to measure test temperatures are capable of an accuracy of l'F. This is
a mere assertion without support and we give no credence to Deutsch's chal-,

lenge. In addition, Deutsch stated that the Staff has found the methodology used!

'
to compute temperature profiles to be inadequate. We have looked for and found

'
no such assessment by the Staff. Again we give no credence to this statement
by Deutsch. Nothing in the Deutsch affidavit led the Board to construe it as a
motion to reopen the record. If it were Intervenor's intention to do so, Intervenor

;<
- j would have had to comply with the requiremenu of 10 C.FR.12.734, and, if.

2 Argo,.. i sufr. saur.eem. p mded man amm tin. brak iner aire p.wum cawlaud ror me teatiam
in the Ms!V arms and pefcreed a iharmal las analms to dancmstrate that the surface temperature of AsCo
nlve model NP s321 expcsed to ibe cakulated ocmdtuans was wuhse the surface tanpersars avve19ed by the

i

suff acesped quah6catum isrnpsruare for the valva. The su5 rowawed the maihadokey used in cakulaus the.

Vossle speaAs errrmmmasal ccedams rendung frorn a mam sisardne break in the MslY ares and found it
. | to answer the quani<ms sufr raaed.
. - i

-
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4gv " ,.3:g '|' ' $~ - the affidavit were intended to justify any late-filed contentions, Intervenor would
i

i '

[' , .1 have had to comply with additional applicable regulations. No such action was;, ,,|. !.
taken. We found it unnecessary to review the Cereghino, Cesarski, and Bockhold' ' xs ,

affidavit. No basis was provided for the Board to inquire further.'' ' ' g,s,
.

'| 61. Having reviewed all of the foregoing materials occasioned by our
, ,. , ,.. ,

_-'~~- ,j reopening the record, the Board finds as follows:
,

',. '

,
, ! - The affidavits of Applicants and Staff convince us that temperature

. ..

e . 4 margins and uncertainties are acceptable and appropriate;
- The Deutsch afddavit is devoid of probative evidence that contravenes

,

. ,' the information supplied by Applicants and Staff in response to our

; 7' ) inquiry.~-
s

'
' The Board concludes that none of the information supplied as the result-

s

f/ v ' -
.

-

> ~. i 4 ~ d
of reopening the record merits altering any of our previous findings regarding56 [ _

,

Contention 10.5.

[ 2 .; I 9. ;,, W:C.<'.,'E-

. .A 1

'

y a;' M1.:n -
i

-

Conclusion

f
1?

,

. - ,
, .. .s -

,

62. Applicants have assured that those models of ASCO valves to be em-''
. 7 ' ' +,

.

ployed at VEGP in safety related functions are environmentally qualified. Con-

[ ~ ' 1. r i.' ~ tention 10.5 is without merit.

>

J -

>s
. , . .

s
. .,

_

e

J ,,
~

' IIL CONCLUSIONS OF LAW'

~

I Based upon review of the entire record in this proceeding including the

.| Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the partial initial decision>

of August 27,1986, the Board concludes that,

I 1. As to the contentions addressed in the proceeding, that there is reasonable-
.

j assurance that, floperating licenses are granted to Applicants, that the activities-c

i authorized thereby can be conducted without endangering the health or safety
i of the public, will not be inimical to the common defense and security, and will

be conducted in compliance with applicable NRC regulations;
,

2. As a condition precedent to the issuance of any operating licenses to,
_

the Applicants, it first must be determined by appropriate authority that the-

i

changed information contained in Applicants' letter of September 18,1986, toi

the Appeal and Licensing Boards, penaining to XLPO insulation that contains
..

vinyl acetate, does not lead to a conclusion inconsistent with that of this Board
on Contention 10.1. That conclusion is that Applicants have provided adequate

,
- t assurance that certain polymer materials to be employed in components of the

!
.

VEGP that perform safety related functions are environmentally qualified.
3. As authorized by 10 C.F.R. Il 2.760(a) and 50.57 and consistent with the;

~

condition in 12, above, the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized
..

4-
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to issue to the Applicants, upon making requisite findings with respect to matters

gg.yr 9
->

Q': :.Cy.:Q >
,

$ 6 ~, $' S - - ''

''; .'$.$ ., [ 5 ;; .;' not embraced in the initial decisions, licenses authorizing operation of VEGP.>

.

- w, a ,
-;s O ; - j~ ,

_; -.,

'
,,.,

IV. ORDER
.--'[4. ,2.ci Q , , . ~. . , . f

, . ..
. .m .,

r WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, as permitted by 10 C.F.R.*' ' - -
'

.

;'' ' il2.760(a) and 50.57, and subject to the condition contained in 12 of the Con--
-

y.. '. ' clusions of Law, that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized
*

'. .A to issue to the Applicants, upon making requisite findings with respect to mat-

.
,1. o; ' -

-_
ters not embraced in the initial decisions, the licenses authorizing operation of

'. M ' , VEGP.
'

'E-
. ' '

, . ~ , , f ,
- ,

_

Pursuant to 12.760(a), this Initial Decision will constitute the final decision

..T Qy!;;;j ~ 1d 2;? ,. .. , b.-r
- of the Commission forty five (45) days from the date of issuance, unless an7. y}} '~; c

b(.
'

.h - < L .'. appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 62.762 or the Commission directs
'

i. - 1-

;j;(1:
,

, , .

Ygj;. ,
,

^,.e, * otherwise. (See also 10 C.F.R. Il2.764,2.785, and 2.786.)
,

-f - - 1( - - Any party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of Ap-
"~

_- - peal within ten (10) days after service of this Decision. Each appellant must file
,

''d,,
~ '

a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after filing its' '. ^ ,- | ;, , -,
,

Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within thirty
,

-

,- - ,
'

(30) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of#'''

, .( '
.

all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a pany who is not an> c..

;
. .

appellant may file a brief in suppon of or in opposition to the appeal of anyx- '

,
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]'),:M g Ji!%(,. -2;$ U, 's P,t' G W p . h other party. A responding party shall 61c a single, responsive brief regardless of.

- g '; y , . p y c w;;; ': $. ;1.y. y ' '' 17 the number of appellants' briefs filed (see 10 C.F.R. 52.762(c)).
s,

u, . . .m-.=%, T; ;;k * -
n e ,.....'m, ,:,_,

., .fjg, ,,,? c.- M '.,,. . ,7; f. . ? ^ ' .. Q THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
t i

i

. .

-
.

., : ;w , >;,;.;; e ; . 'T LICENSING BOARD+ . . , . " . -- . . --.> .,
; . .,. . e . . a

-,g. p,.~...- -- . ' . .- . - i
. ,9 ,

,.._m ,9 n; ,, . < . -
.

'

. . s ,' Morton B. Margulics, Chairman+. ' --

- ADMINISTRATIVE LAW' ,
-

,
,

, . . . .- %. . %. .
', JUDGE

'

,

+ -
.

.

. . - - -
,e..

,

, . . ar ,

.. . .:/- - - - 4.1 1 i Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr..,
. .q ." *

: ; ? ..;.. <;0 . . ^
,

- ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE.."
f* .m t.. j .y -7,,3e,.<

_ . . .g ;,-, ' y:;,-. . ' .. q.e'.: 4.c. ' ; -
A ^

-\', s ,,

w- } . . . \a.w 1 .. >
' < x:

w.e.j ~ . -m p:n m .~ .6 :s :c w.c
.m ~

: :.- .; . 2 .-
,~. S. m - Dr. Oscar H. Paris'.

..y.~.v;;Lf F p:f ;';i.- 0 3 zg ? , . ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
~

.7 - c. . . .?.y ,, ...' , c w.c". . c,
.- ,

. i' o ;., , .

' ' _ ' ',' - )3; ' . , '- ;91, ~ Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
'

>

., -

,- J , this 23rd day of December 1986.. - -
,

,

" '
- i (The Appendix has been omitted from this publication but can be found in the

| NRC Public Document Room,1717 H SL, NW, Washington, D.C. 20555.]
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CASE NAME INDEX
y

i&
'- O-

E'
' - AMERICAN NUCLEAR CORPORADON, a at g

n' MATERIALS UCENSE MODIRCADON; DECISION; Docka No. 44 4 92 (50 Fed. Reg. 46,370); g*

CU-5623,24 NRC 704 0956)* ' .
ARI2ONA PUBUC SERVICE COMPANY, a at-

' 3-
REQUEST TOR ACDON; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 62206; Doc.ka Na 50-529;

,. . '-1 .
. , .

- 2/* '
.,

DD868,24 NRC 15'. 0956)
- -(' PJ^UEST TUR ACHON; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CF.R.12.206; Docka Na 50-523;

s

- DD-8&ll. 24 NRC 762 0986)
-

BABCOCK AND %TIf0X
MATTRIA13 UCENSE AKENV5ENT; DECISION: Docket No. 74364 MLA (ASLBP

No. 815-51101 ML); UIP 8640,24 NRC 8410986),

CAROUNA POWER A UGITT COMPANY and NORDI CAROUNA EASTERN MUNICIPAL PO%IR :='
fAGENCY

OPERATING UCENSE; DECislON; Docka No. 50-4004L; AIAB-843,24 NRC 200 0986); ?
ALAB 852, 24 NRC 532 0956); AIAB-856,24 NRC 802 0986),

OPERATING UCENSE; MEMORANDO{ AND ORDER; Docka No. 544040L CU 8624,24 NRC _

769 0986) "

REQUEST FOR ACMON; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CF.R. 6 2.206: Dwlet Na 50400,
DD 8&l5,24 NRC 618 0986)

CdVE!AND ELECTRIC 111CMINAUNO COMPANY, a at
OPERATING UCENSE; DECISION; Docka Nos. 544440L 54Ml-OL A!AB 841,24 NRC 64

0 986)
OPERAUNO UCENSE: MEMORANDO( AND ORDER; Docka Nos. 54MO 0L $04414L ?_

AIAB444,24 NRC 216 0916',318620,24 NRC 518 0986); CU-l&22,24 NRC 685 0956)
'

COMMON %'EALDI EDISCN COMP. AY ;

OPERATINO UCENSE; ORDER; Dmia Nos 5445&Ot, $0 457 OL CU 5621,24 NRC 6810986)'

"
OPERAUNO UCENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Av$onnes Pal Imdes a3d Pnenac Lty

7 Tesung); Docies Nos. 50-45&OL 544574L (ASLDP Na 79410 034W; LBP 8631,24 NRC 451
i

0 986)
l CONSO(ERS PO%IR COMPANY
| CONSOUDATID CONSTRUCDON M.RMTT MODIRCATION AND OPERATINO UCENSE:

SEMORANDUM AND ORDER, Docies Na: 543294P, OMiOL 54334CP, OMAOL'

i A1AB442,24 NRC 197 0986)
i CONSOUDATED CONSTRUCTION PERACT MOD [RCADON AND OPERATING UCENSE;

|
SEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Mouon io DumasTermus Proceedess); Docket
Nos. 54329-OLAOM, 543304LiOM (ASOP Nos. 78 389434L 8443942 SP); LBP-8633,.

i 24 NRC 474 (1986)
OPERATINO UCENSE; MEMORANDO( AM) ORDER (A4crmes %'uhdrieal of Operasg

Ucense A;@caucm sad 1Asmar.ng Operreg Lxense Proceedeg); Docket Ncs. 54329-OL
54330-OL (ASLEP No. 78 389-03-OL); LBP-8639,24 NRC 534 0986)

s

' ' DETROIT EDISON COMPANY, et at
REQLT.ST FOR ACDON; DIRECTOR'S DECIslON UNDER 10 CF.R. 5 2 206; Docket Na 54341;

,
D0 8610,24 NtC 174 0986)

,

EDWARD WALIACE
' SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DECISION; Daies No. 54239-EW'; ALAB-850,24 N7C 526 0986)

i

11i
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G.
"

s'. ,9* '
. .-3 ,'

.. I
9 ,. ' * 1,( ( "- ,f . ,1 ['C N " ,VV- ?31

< * , ,*.y %-4
'

t -

1,
.r! ,- Q :M ; ; f - SPECIAL PROCEEDIN0; hEMORANDUM AND ORDER TERMINATING PROCEEDINGz >

(','Jy %y' '.-T.".j 3 e -W. s AND REMOVLNG NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AS TO EDWARD WAUACE: Docket
?,'

.

Ms,),t 5 ' r -[.41 %JJ: y,Ny,/ ,
g, 7 a.,p, X ILOR!DA POWER & UGifT COMPANY

''
No. 54289-EW (ASLSP No. 8653244-SP); A!J 86-3,24 NRC 3210986)*

Me

,.,f,e' <t .] ;Q- , @g
'

w. "4 .* 4 -' OPERATING UCENSE AhENDMENT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dodet Nos- 5425041.A1,y
6.-x .-

. .

54251.OIAI (''essel W Redocumh ALAB-846,24 NRC 409 (1986)'
"

,Y ' .. ' OPERAT1NO UCENSE ANENDNEST: MEMORANDLN AND ORDER; Docket Nos. 54250-OLA-3,
,

'
'

54251 OtA3 (Increased Puel Ennehmenth ALAB448,24 NRC 434 0986)
, - -

"

..SJ-/is: _-. .y
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMEST; thT11AL DECISION, Docket Nos. 5425401A1,

,, , ,
,

_. 4 - '' -A, ' *

y; 54251 OLAI (ASLBP No. 84-49643-1A)(Wsel En Reducuank LBP 423,24 NRC 108 0986),

.A , - - ;N, y- m.,
OPERATINO UCENSE AhENDMENT; hEMORANDG1 AND ORDER (Granung Summary

, g _
4 Jy Duposinon Mmon and Terrmrms Proceedmgh Docket Nos. 542540tA 3,54251 OLA 3 (ASLDP

q q; ' . ,, w
3 ,; Q tQ. C#2 . , , -

No. 84-505 08.lA) (Increased Puel Ennchmenth L3P 8627, 24 NRC 255 0986)
>

d S . !, , A ~ ;fm4 . f.b c. <
,

{s ,

.>u? W4 ^ ' >M.. '
GENERAL ELICTRIC COMPAhY ..

, p'i][$ 'ch.'% d ;n s's.3. . ' . REQUEST FOR AC110N. PARTIAL DIRECTOR'S DECS|ON PL"R$UANT TO 10 CER- 52.206;
_. . ,-

N;M e, # 1,? y W'Y^M $
i . _ _ DodetNa 741113; Dt>8&ll. 24 NRC 325 0986);[li. .N

. GENERAL ELELTRIC COMPANY'S BO!UNO WATER REACTORS, jfQQM:W.W.@'7 p,g * i REQUEST f0R AC!lON: DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CF.R. $2.206; DD 8616,24 NRCp ' M.~..,., y 2' y V' f@/.,; W [;9 4
-

". ~~.):T 747 0 986)'. g. . ' .: j ; ~ is '. ' .' ? GENERAL PUBUC 17tT!.IITES NUCLEAR CORPORATION
+

iN /q4. .. * O l''d f , = ** #'
d,

OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; ORDER (Granung Licensee's Moum to Defer llearrg

['; N T. T T [[1,
Q". .,1, '*7c j;.h K dn. , . q, o ,

Schedule); Doches Nos. 542894tAl,50-289-OIA2 (Steam Omera+.or N8sms Cruena); '

.
, **- * LSP 86-26,24 NRC 149 (1986).O, ;;.$ 3 ,'i J p' . O ' -

OPERATING UCENSE; MEMORANDOf AND ORDER. Docka Nos. 54424-01 504:5 014' ''

p('s ,g '(, GEORGIA POHTR COMPANY, et ata - ~
,

'
- +

,

ALAB-851,24 NRC 529 (1986)jp j .' f,' , y, OPERA 11NO UCENSE; PARTIAL INTrtAL DECISION; Docket Nos. 5442441, 54425CL (ASLDP
,,

T '* -- er

'?. f, #
'

" ' ~ No. 84J9941-OL); IJP-428, 24 NRC 263 (1986) *;c. - <
.

OPERATING UCENSE: CONCLUDING PARTIAL ISTITAL DECISION; Docket Nos. 50424-Ot,.' '
* a '

54425 OL (ASI.BP No. 54-499-01-OL); L3P-8641,24 NRC 901 (1986)' ,

IlOUSTON UGiff1NG AND PO%IR COMPAhY, et aL,
,

4

,

OPERATING UCENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docka Nos. 54498-OL,50J99 Ot4- |~ .
, t. ,

*
ALAB 849,24 NRC 523 0986)& - f ']. -

OPERATING UCENSE; PARTIAL ISTilAL DECISION; Dodet Nos. STN 50-498-01, STN !

'

' ' '

f ' ' *
54499-OL (ASLBP No. 79421-07-OLk LBP4629,24 NRC 295 0986) '

, -
,

- JOIIN F. DOltERTY
' ' DEh1AL OF PETT!10N FOR RLUMAKLN0; Dicket No. PRM 5040; DPRM 43,24 NRC 629' - ,

(1986) ',
-

U111AN McNALI.Y
.

.

* * |~ n - .
DEh1AL OF PETT110N IOR RULEmKING, Docka No PRM 5437; DPRM 86-6,24 NRC 671

.g* ' '

; '.,

' .
(1986). .

3 LONO ISLAND UClff1NO COMPAST
.

,"~ '

- ->'
-- 1 OPERATING UCENSE; DECISION: Docka No. 54322OL 3 Emergency Plaanm8); AIAB 847,24

,
'

' NRC 412 0986h ALAB-855,24 NRC 792 0986), CU 413,24 NRC 22 (1986)
, ,s

," - <'
'

. *
, . . :-

' OPFRATING UCENSE; MEMORANVUM AND ORDER; Nket No. 54322 0L 3; CU-414, 24'*" '

NRC 36 0986)"

" ' N' y ,./
- OPERATLNG UCENSE: MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docks No. 54322 0L.5 (Enwrsency

'

,4,

'L'
Plannes Eternsah CU 8&l6,24 NRC 405 0966)

,

' '

OPERATING UCENSE; CLARIFYING DECISION ON REmND (Merutonr8 of Evacueesh Dacket3-,

s 's > .i ,
~

OPERATING UCENSE; MEMOILASVUM AND ORDER (Ralrg m FEMA's Mous fcr

'

No. 54322 OL 3 (ASLBP No. 4533-01-OLk L3P.8636,24 NRC 561 (1986)*
'' '

j s, , ,

*
+

Recer.sidersuon of and Imervenors' Objecues to October 3.1986 Preheann8 Conference Order);
.,.

. s Dodet Na 54322 Ot<5 (ASLBP No. 86533 01-OL) (EP Exernse); LBP.86 38A, 24 NRC 819g " '

,' .. , ,f s , 0 986)
'
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CASE NAME INDEX
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, ' ' <
, u,$

j% & 1e ,' L ~

" ,

[, ;+ . o NUCLEAR LTIUTY BACYJTl'!1NO AND REf0RM GROUP.. gh ,* ' ' DEh1AL IN PART OF PERTION IOR RL11.MAKIN,3; Docket k PRM $436, DPRM-8&4,24
I ,

* ~ - ' _
-i,t "

f, i r,.
' "

J.p*7 NRC 635 (1986)
'

-

a . mu i - ''~{ PAC 1f1C OAS AND EEClltlC COMPAhY
'-y.

'- se G7 -
, .; .

OPERATNO UCENSE ASENDMENT; MEMORANDL*M AND ORDER. Docka Nos. 542754tA.'" ' t
, - . . ' eq ; c- '

;
54323-OLA; CU 8&l2,24 NRC 1 (1986)" '

' ' ' -

.

REQUEST TOR AC110N; DIRECTOR'S DECISION t*NDER 10 C.F.R.11206; Docket Na 54275,
*

54323; DD 8&l2,24 NRC 483 (1986)
;

*
?>

c

Q.6 '' -
, .

Pili 1ADEU'lGA ZECTRIC COMPANY .

54352-01. 54353 014
'

OPERAUNO UCENSE: MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docka Nos." - ? *. 'A t? .- ' * AIAB 440,24 NRC 54 (1986)'f-
sc.s;. < -[f. J' OPERAUNO UCENSE; DECISION: Docka Nos. 54352-01. 50 353 Ol4 ALAB-545,24 NRC 00

,
,

dr, . '>"

, , W s.q. :. L' 5 3g n ( .) y .1 i; (1986)*

ffp4 yU , ' i. . " - '. 'M ' , OPERATING UCENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docka Nos. 54352, 54353; CU-8&lt, 24'

/ .A NRC 501 (1986)
d -c T * * ? [N M ? " " OPERATING UCENSE; SL*PPMMENT TO TIURD PARRAL thTilAL DEC1510N (On CCsite/M.g J:Mi i ,,

2: .S j s _ f."Q R( Emergency Plannmg Contasuonsh Docket Na 54352-OL,54353 OL; 1.BP.5&32,24 NRC 459Wh[ - %Q@ M M;',U. A 2 F.[ ''
,

P, ' a 4 'y " 7 3 ( . '., ' # _
,T-

(1986)

N,{ t.[3 ', ["? C. '.r . AT T1E STATE CORRECTIONAL INS 1TitTION AT GRA17.RFORD; Docket Nos. 54352-OL,

- . ..
OPERAUNO UCENSE; $UPPGMENT TO l1E IWRTil PARTML lhTTIAL DEC15 TON

'. /- U ' iO' 'h RE!ATING TO T1E REMANDED COSTE.NTION REGARD [NO MANPOWER MOBIUZADON
s. * * '

,

-

-. ~ , s
^ '-

6 - e

' '* ,
'Z' 7. A ' ' . t J 54353-OL; LBP 8638,24 NRC 731 (1986)

[|,jP! T i ' REQUEST IOR ACT10N; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C F R. 52.206; Docket A 54352;
*

DD.8614. 24 NRC 609 0986)~ I.[ W"* '

PollLTION AND ENVIRONSENTAL PROBLEMS. INC.
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Alabama Power Co. v. Ccstle,636 F.2d 33,357 (D.C Ca.1979)_
'

;_
Comnusamn schonty to grars esempaens from regulaums; CU-46-24,24 NRC 774 a5 0986)

n ~ 4
.

Amencan Mmeg Cmgmas v. Acrnas,772 F.2d 617, cen. derued,54 U 5LW,3790 Oune 2,1986)
..

, *

;
' -

conformance c( NRC regarements to EPA r,andards; CU-8G23,24 NRC 707 nj 0986)
. , Amencan Enes Cmsms v. Thcrnas,772 F.2d 650 00th Cir.1955), ceru derued,54 U.5LW. 3790 Uune 2,

'
1986)

emformance of NRC reqmramenu no EPA sundards; CU 1623,24 NRC 707 nJ (1986)
.

, 1

ona Pubbc Semce Ca (Palo Verde Nuckar Genernurts Suum, Ursu 1,2 and 3), AIAB 713,17 NRC 83

cmnouuan of a;yeal board aff,rmance on sua spame rmew, ALAB-M9,24 NRC 524 (1916) ;

JBabcock & Wacon (Parks Township, Pennsylvama, Volume Reducum Facthry), LBP-8&l9,23 NRC 825,842
,

~1 W
(1986)

type of oral presenuums a3 owed m mformal preceedess; CU-8617,24 NRC 497 a5 (1986)
-

,

BAM ILstanc Dtstnet Ass'n v. Koch,723 F.2d 233,237 (2d Cu.1983) -

consutuuona'Jy potected serests re;ews to matenals beer.se at andmers, CU-8&l7,24 NRC 496
.

I
0 916)'

Boston Edam Co. (Pdgnm Nuclear Power Statmn), CU-8216,16 NRC 44,4546 0982), aff'd, Bellocti
v. NRC,725 F.2d 1350,1382 (D C. Ctr.1982)

secpe d adpdacatory poceedes n!aung to mforcerners acuen; CU-8619,24 NRC 512,514 (1986) '

Bowman Transportauon Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Fraght $ysurns,Inc,419 U.S. 281,296 0974)
reason for suvtgency of Commaatm standanis for reopenes; CU 8622,24 NRC 691 m3 (1986) '

BP! v. AEC,502 F.2d 424 (D C. Gr.1974) F
hearag rghu an requests for esempoons frorn regulauons; CU 8624,24 NRC 774 0986)

| Br:Cey v. Rachmond School Board,416 U.S. 696,711 (1974)

'
cntens for determuura moums to y CU-8&ll,24 NRC 506 (1986),

Brand Master Execuuve Counal of the As bre Nou Ass'n its*1 v. CAB,693 F 24 220,227
>

'
(D C. Cr.1982) /

consider nons si deternunma pea:ty fa as pane commurucaum, ALAB-640,24 NRC 62 0986)
Carouna ber & Ught Co. (Shearm ifams Nuclear Poear Ram). AIAB-837,23 NRC 525,5310956)

appe0 ate standard fa ovenumma a heenseg board's Endmas of faa; A1AB-843,24 NRC 209 0986);
AIAB 856,24 NRC $11 (1956)

i
Carohna ber & Ught Co. (Shearon !!aits Nuclear her Mars), AIAB g37,23 NRC 525,542 a58 0956)

?

c.sht of one nerwnor to sneal rejemams of ano6er unervencr*s cesannona; AIAB-856,24 51C 805
0 956)

.

'

Caroima her & UgM Co. (Shearm llams Rclear Mer Pes), ALAB 137,23 MtC 525,542-43 a 58

(1986)
parues who may appeal densur.s adverse in them; A1AB-845,24 NRC 252 0916)
s',andmg c(indivaal to rase gnewaces of oder perues e appeal; ALAB 843,24 NRC 203 a3 0956)

Carohna her & Ught Co. (5hearon llams Nclear Po cr Piars), ALAB 543,24 MtC %0,203 n.) G966)
*

i
nahe d one nerwner to ageal repctima et ano6er nervecr's ccrsers,ons; AIAB 856,24 NRC 805

0 986)
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&. -t T' ? E s . 'ir mi5 r Carolana Power & light Co. (Shearm llams Nuclear Power Mara), GP 8549,22 NRC 899,90810 0985).

; y.; y M'
"' <- ", esters of danciencies in emergency preparedness necessary to bar esempion fran mqmremers for

; .;,m ~ y y ',, ,fg.d ALAB-843,24 NRC 200 (1986)
', Ng + *

j ~ ,-
, ,,

' '/P
-. , , N ! ' .J ', ful-paruespauan ernergency esercise; CU 8624,24 NRC 775 a 6 0 986)

7

' '
,

Gncinnau Gas and E:ectne Ca (%1 ham II. Zarnrner Nuclear Power Suum, Urut 1), AIAB-727,17 NRC 760
', ' .

"
< ' ?-_s

(1933)
'

,

. , ,
- '

, ,s !augabthey of adequacy of commernal telephone circuits dunng as emergency; AIAB-645,24 NRC 230% *

0986)y .
*,-

. ,
-

~

Cmeinnau Gas and Dectnc Ca (Winiarn 11. Zimrner Nuclear Power Suuon, Urut 1), CU-82 36,16 NRC 1512,.g: ,,, s
'4 a - '

/ b. , . , '.
y %- ; 1513 n.10982). . . ,

N* j. A support needed for charges of ethics violations; ALAB 840,24 NRC 610 986)
: > ~

s, 2
s.

3 Cty of New Yodt v. Depanmers cf Transportauon,715 F.2d 732,740 (2nd Or.1983), cert, demed,104. ,

,. . 2d,W,; y:, f 49 E ,- {n,C . <
. | ' '' q S. CL 1403 0984)

. B , 3 ' . . ' . a, -p a entens for selecung routes for shipmera of spers auchar fuel; DPRM-865,24 NRC 650 0986)
- .*e

, , ' ,% >:" j 2, D. . & * d.'') 4 2 - Ceveland Cectne 13urmraung Co. (Perry Nuclear Power P! ant, Umu I and 2), AIAB443,6 NRC 741,753

*;"Qy.j'-C,.pfy'y ;q C ' 7,
Y,*"

a?N ';,
, s.. 0 977)s .

'

,. burden on movers for summary d spontum; GP 8630,24 NRC 445 0986),
.

,-.''4. 4 > . g. - s %.J %; Ceveland Electnc IDununsung Ca (Perry Nuclear Power P! ara, Umu I and 2), ALABA43,6 NRC 741,
. , .

,'f ( ' ,'M .'3 i! [ % 4' 753 54 0 977)
'

; . ,

W ^, 6 .' y, f' smulanty between 10 CFA 2.749 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 56, MP 8&27,24 NRC 257 n.1 (1986)' ' * '
* ' .,

; 4i. , ; , L. 3 ; . <
, . :0.e Ceveland Eactne IUurmnaung Ca (Perry Nuclear Po.cr Piant Umu 1 and 2), AIAB-675,15 NRC 1105,

*

w**
';, ' '..P, p.

,
A !!!5 (1982)s

s
' '

scope of lacenses board sua spese authonty; AIAB 847,24 NRC 420 n.16 0986),

L ~i v '
'

Ceveland Eectne Ihrmnaung Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Uruu I and 2), A1AB.802,21 NRC 490,496e, ,

n.30 0985)
. ', I |, ;

' -

Ceveland Dectne thrmnaung Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Uruu I and 2), AIAB 841,24 NRC 64,69

' * '
_ penahy for party's fadare to sdequately bnet issues on appeal; A!.AB.&43,24 NRC 205 (1986)

... ", - -

|"
, 0 956)

< *

preahy for peny's failure to adequately beef issues m ameal; AIAB 843,24 NRC 204 0986)--i, -
3 ,

2, s
, * -

Caveland Dame Iturransung Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Mant, Umts 1 and 2), AIAH-841. 24 NRC 64,82
0956)

*
, acceptabday of prthabahty analyses that mere not performed by NRC staff; LBP 86 29,24 NRC 3(Lt

(1986)
- - , 3.

'

Caveland Doctne tuummaung Co. (Peny Nuclear Po.cr Piant, Uruu I and 2), DD 8514,22 NRC 635,612,

"
n.4 (1985), , ,

-

laigabilay of rapsesu involvmg vuual bcenseg under 10 CF R. 2.206; DD.8615,24 NRC 620 n.1,

0 986)
'

-

Ceveland Electnc I3ununsung Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Mant, Uruts 1 and 2), LBP 83-46,18 NRC 218, .''
'

(1983)
V j . use of probabshty analyses to determee hazards frorn hurncano generated russdes; LBP 8629,24 NRC
! . ', . -

"

_

, Ceveland Dectne IUurmnaung Co. (nerry Nuclear Po.er P! ara, Umts 1 and 2), LBP 85-33,22 NRC 442
306 (1986)i .

, e

;-
i .f .- ,

f gournarg regulaucut for requesu for esempion frcen fun-parucipauan ernersecy esercises; C1J 8624,

- 0985), aff'd, A1AB 541,24 NRC 64 0956),L .> . , ,
~

24 NRC 774 a.5 0986)|g ( *

l.. . Comrnonweahh Edison Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Po u issuon, Uruss i and 2), CU-868,23 NRC 2410986)
{.%' Comsrussion sua spoma subnty to correct board procedural errtrs, QJ.86-22,24 NRC 691 a 3 0956)
j . ,, Common e.ahh Edman Ca (121ste Camey Stauan, Unas I and 2), Da&4 6,19 NRC 891,844 0984)

)( ' * use of mass meghted cr volume wag' sed mean ternpreture in leak rate tesurg; DD 8&ll,24 NRC 766
->

(1986)
. -y - Commonweahh Ekon Co. (145aus Courry Suum, Umu I and 2), DD84 6,19 NRC 891,897 (1984),,,
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,
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, V; y_,.'' y :u.f} y } (} a ' ' ' '~ Commonen)* Edaan Co. (Zion Staum, Uma 1), DD-8510,22 NRC 143,145 (1985)
Pf a : , , '

V-
* ;

use of auss-weghted or volume-**5 ted mean temperuurs in luk raa *-*es; DD1618,24 NRC 766h''],'g.D, ,, ' , - -},
- -

- *

'w;. , . ~ .
'

0 956)*

c w - ' , " ' Commonwahh Ekson Ca (Zion Stauen Umta 1 and 2), AIAB 616,12 NRC 419,4210980),

i , , _
Y burden on appbcant for low powet beense; A1AB 854,24 NRC 789 0956)"

%

~ Consoudated E& son Co. of New York On&an ihnt. Uma 2), CL174 23,7 AEC 947,95152 (1974); , ,

scope of issucs that can be left for post-hearms resoluuan; A1AB 843,24 NRC 208 0986)j' ,
, Consobdated Edison Co. of New York Oneen Poirs, Umt 2), CG8316,17 NRC 1006,1010,1013 (1953)#

,f ,,'2"
,

,

/
,,

Consoudated E& son Co. of New York On&an Pomt, Units 1,2, and 3), A1AB 319,3 NRC 118,190 0976)

.
' means for ensurms adequate emergency preparedness where a parucular jurudicum is not paructpeung in-

emergency planneg; A1AB 847,24 NRC 431 n.68,432 n.69 (1986)
; .,.

-

yc 3 t , 3

1 ;.. ._ , , .,W ;y - 4

Ca,'' I' Asuncuan besmeen responsib&ues of a hcenses board and those of the NRC Staff an grarams a- N,jcdm- , . ., ,

low power heense; AIAB-854,24 NRC 7910986)4.'G ,' ,af , , s ; y r ,.2
fM b / '

Consoudated Eduon Co. of New York Gaean Pomt. Uruts I,2, and 3), Cb75 8,2 NRC 173,175 0975)' ;}.Q. _. , , ' 5 .'
-

\ ~ i , , j
#''f. " .

'N,. AL r1 i -

basis requtrwneras for 2.206 peutions; D48&l7,24 51C 760 0956)1 -

Consoudated E& son Ca of New York On&an Pomt, Units 1,2, and 3), CLI ?5 8,2 NRC 173,176 0975)
Wls . " j s. g3

?? Q .7 Q] ,9B . ' " .p ' ; 'j " ' ,y 'C. grands for insutuuca of show cause proceedras; DD 8617,24 hRC 77610986)M
_ (,

jp y/ .

*

, A g-p c . ., 7 g ts- g O Brands for shutdown of bothng water reactors; DD8&l6,24 NRC 748 0986).-
N' ConsoLdated X Ray Sernce Corp., AMS3-2,17 NRC 693,705 09:3)*

'g|v, i,7 , t. , [ ; fa _ ' , , scop c( NRC &sereuon to insuume enforcement acuan; Dol 6-il,24 NRC 336 0986)J~ - ;.
.c M /, s ~ ,,* ;;, ! / i. Consumers Power Ca (Big Rock Pcant Piars), AIAB 725,17 NRC 562 (1983)*

btiganny of crumurn modersuon in spent fact pools:1BP-8627,24 NRC 260 n.7 (1986)'* ' 'I.-
)' } ' 'k;y'

Consumers Ibmer Ca (Big Rock Poira Plant), AIAB 725,17 NRC 562,564 n.2,565 0953), ,

4 , G/ . -
; ,/ ,

"

, ' , -
- ) 24 NRC 435 0956)

3 ? ,

ad&ucri of neuuen trailupbcauan factor htmt on storage of new fuel of increased ennchrners; AIAB-848,
s

- - - .

~.
' 'j Consumers Power Ca (Big Rock Pcars Plars), ALAB.725,17 NRC 562,568 0953)># % I . i. '

'. , weght given to Staff guidance and accepance entene in standard renew plan for spers fuel poolV ,
% ,s ' caucahty; LBP-86 27,24 NRC 259 n_3 0916)N -

Consumers Power Ca (Big Rock Pcars Piars) AIAB 795,21 NRC 10985)
-

connceauan of appeal board afArmance en sua spes renew; AIAB 849. 24 NRC 524 0956)
'' . . j, Consumers Power Co. (%d',and P!ars Uruts 1 and 2), A1AB-691,16 NRC 597,907 (1982), renew decl.ned,-

* ' CIJ 83 2,17 NRC 69 0983)
! effect of a party's w.hdre al from a proceedeg en its appeal nghts, AIAB-851,24 NRC 530 0956)

,
*^

'

). Costle v. Pae 54 baal Foundauen,445 U.S.198,214 0980)
(' - i'

; '

beant:t rights en requests for esernpuons from regulauons; C118&24,24 NRC 774 0956)
Detreat Edann Co. (Ennce Fermi Aterme Power Plant, Urut 2), A1AB 709,17 NRC 17 (1983).

-1 relauonship of party's Elms of prgosed andegs c( fact to ns sety to pursue issues m appeal;
> 3

A!AB 543,24 NRC 252 0916)'

Decrest E&se Co. (Enneo Fermi Atomic Po=er Plant. Urut 2), DD.54.ll,19 NRC 1108,1110 n.2 0914)* .
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,
- legauty a requests evolves truual Lcensmg under 10 C FA 2.206; Dal615,24 NRC 620 a !'

0 946)_
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Dae Po.et Ca (Ca.awba Nuclear Stauen, Umts 1 and 2), AIAB-355,4 NRC 397,41314, reconsider uon

,

demed, AIAB 359,4 MtC 619 0976)
-

-
4

peahy for party's failure io adequately bnet issues on ameat; ALAB 543,24 NRC 205 0956);'"
,

, p. AIAB452,24 NRC 537 0916); AIAB 856,24 NRC $05,809 0954)' '
-

, Dde Po*er Ca (Cata.be Nuclear stauen Umts 1 and 2), AIAB-st),22 NRC 59,64 0915)'* q' , ' ,
"

-
standard for deternuturig adepacy of quahty assurance /quahty contml prcgram; AIAB452,24 NRC 541

.

s

0 986)
Dde Po or Ca (Cata=be Nuc' ear Stauct; Uruts 1 and 2), ALAB 813,22 NRC 59,74 A a 69 (1985)

s ,

'

i
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'
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Duke Power Ca (Cauwbe Nucht Sution, Unas I and 2), AIAB 813,22 NRC 59,78 (1985)
~

D ; aR .f '.N W C , .{ \ ' 1 ,2
adequacy of mobde runs alerung as a cornpanrrs of emagency ocuAcatim systerns; AIAB-852,24 NRCLr , s' - .V '

545 (1986)t , ,, , , ,. need for 6nal EMA 6ndags pnar to amheruauan of operstma beenserAIAB 852,24 NRC 546 (1986)
, -

Duke Power Ca (Cauwbe Nuclear Suuon, Unas I and 2), AIAB-813,22 NRC 59,79 0985)' '*'
[.

rehabday of daesel generstars for providmg onsite electne powe.:: AIAB-841,24 NRC 810986),-
Duke Po er ca (Cauwbe Nuclear Suuon, Wts I and 2), AIAB 813,22 NRC 59,82 83 (1985)

~ ,

'.- usatmcrs of irmervenor's request for sulyoma c( Staff estness made for me Arzt time on appeal;
AIAB.856,24 NRC 812 0986)'. ..' . -

Duke Power Ca (Caawbe Nuclear Suuon, Unas I and 2), A1AB 413,22 NRC 59,84 n.128 0985)"'

support requued for aUessuons in appetaw bnefs; AIAB443,24 NRC 204 0986)
,, ,

t(Z' ' .C
.

[ , . , ' . . ~y-> - Duke Power Ca (Caawbe Nuclear Sunon, Unas I and 2), CU.8319,17 NRC 1041,1044 0983)

* ' * .e J ', '

y, f;:
t

svagabdity of emergency plaa at besmenna of a heensms proceedes; ALAB-853,24 NRC 717 0986)..; ' - 1

y[4 q ,d ; . .' ' . , ' craena to be addressed for adtruseson oflats 6'ed contenuens; L3P 8522,24 NRC 105 a3 (1986)
Duke Power Ca (Cauwds Nuclear Stauen Wu I and 2), CU43-19,17 NRC 1041,1045 (1983)
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ds
-
(Q test for adtrussion d lato 61ed conursaons addresses ambcars's request for low-power hcess;e ;' L3p.8634,24 NRC 554 a6 0 986)

, Tg 4 J ( * 3- - -

Duke Power Ca (Cata*be Nuclear Stanon, Unus 1 and 2), DD4416,20 NRC 161,164 nj 0984)y '

( Q'/ > c
M - ''< ,

taigabilay of adequacy of regulatrey ceuols for fuel fabncation facthey under 12.206; DD 8&l3,24A f) '' | NRC 590 n.3 0986)<|~*
, ,

' .e'
litigabday d usernal NRC personnel maners under 10 C.F.R. 2.206; Dal&l1,24 NRC 3310986);,,"

-'
r

DD 8612,24 NRC 487 (1986), *
O. K' ' -

Duke Pomer Ca (Cas=be Nuclear Suuan, Uruts I and 2),1.3P 83 56,18 NRC 421,430 0983)
r

' J ~
,

burden on opponent of surrsnary dasposiuon mouen; 1.3P 8527,24 NRC 257 0986)
; ~,

,, .

Duke Pomer Ca (Pedans Nuclear Suunn, Urnu 1,2, and 3) AIAB-591, II NRC 741,742 0980); , '

beard authorny to determme ce bounds of iu own junsdacuen; AIAB440,24 NRC 58 a.2 0986)* ~ M-
Duke Power Ca (Pedes Nuclear Suum, hts I,2, and 3), ALAB-615,12 NRC 350,352 0980)'4 ~

j cntena to be addressed for admission oflate41ed contenuens,12P.8622,24 NRC 105 m3 0986)
; test for admassion et 1ste41ed ccusanuens addresses a;pbcarm's request fce low-power hcense:- ,

L3P 8&34,24 NRC 554 a6 0956)
*

. Pinal Rule m Emergency Plannes, CU 80 40,12 NRC 636,638 0980)
' j pacenuge of persons mthan E.PZ to be nonned wahan $rst 15 rrutnaes of an emergency; ALAB-852,24
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> - z NRC 542 0986)
) Ronda Power and 12 5:Co. (Si, Lucie Nuclear Poect P!ars Unit 2), CLl.8112,13 NRC 838,843-44 0981)
g use of probabibry analyses to desarmee hazards fnrn hurncar+ generated nuesdes; L3P.8629,24 NRC

306 (1986)'

- nooda Power and Lists Co. Uudey Paus Nuclear Generstes Piars Unas 3 and 4), ALAB-846,24 NRC 400
. (1986)' ' ,' - -

cununstances amegame for ameOne sua spete temsw; AIAB449,24 NRC 524 0986)'

,

scme of amenais sua sporte eumonry: AIAS448,24 NRC 433 0986)-

Honos Power and Light Co, Gurkey Pars Nuclear Genersung Suuon, Unau 3 and 4), LSP.79 21,10 NRC
183,191 92 0 979), <
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,

seed for hearms a use chreated bguad waste as forulizer, DD 8&l3,24 MtC 605 a19 0986)-

Geeral E:ectne Co. (Ya!!acius Nuclear Cerser), D&79-9. 9 NIC 744,753 0979). '
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,

.

use of 1206 peuuans as subsunate for pectaan for ru;emalms; DD8&l5,24 MtC 627 (1986)

. - ' - . General Pubbe UuLues Nudear Corp. (Three MJe Island Nuc!aar Suum, Was I and 2; Oymn Creek Nuclest
Genersung Suuca), CU 85-4,21 NRC 5610985)

,

unproper uses of 2.206 puucris; DD4&l5,24 NRC 624 a.3 0986),

.

General Pubbs tuhues Nuclear Corp. (Three MJe Island Nuclear Suuon, Wt I and 2; Oymn Creek Nue: car- *
.

Genersung Sutaca), CU45-4,21 NRC 561,563-64 0 985)
'
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., . NRC 590 a3 0956)-
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d Guard v. NRC,753 F.2d i144 (D.C. Cir.1985)'l '-/e sa*/5 'y a; '

.v,''t, ' ' '
's,

. g appbcabday to strangements fa troeunern d offsas mdividuals who m injured as well as contammated;7< f ., ,g.
~

7* ..

Gulf Sutes Uuhues Ca (River Bad Sunon, Unas I and 2), LBP 75-10,1 NRC 246,248 0975)

''

12P 8638A,24 NRC 829 0986)
,

' ' " 'e
~ - s

burde on opponers of summary dispasmon mouan; LBP 8627,24 NRC 257 (1986)9A' ' .

l
,'

'

Houston Ug%r4& Power Ca (Atens Creek Nuclear Generaung Stauan, Umt 1), ALAB 544,9 NRC 630,-
'

<

632 (1979)

' ' '

sects of parucipauan nahts emferred by 10 CJ.R.1715(c); LBP-8624,24 NRC 135 n.3 0986)- ,

- ;
'

Howson Ughtma & Power Ca (Atens Creek Nuclear Genernung Stauon, Uma 1), A1AB 590,11 NRC 542.- a*
54749 09:0),

', scope of board discreuen m determamag adrmasabthey of a contenum; AMB-845,24 NRC 234310956)
,

' ',c' ' - - - <

~,~4 J;. G <
. .2 I'aussen Ushung & Power Ca (Auens Creek Nuclear Genernur.g Staum, Umt 1), ALAB429,13 NRC 75,'

j-y @ 9.i9', y., , ||,s _ 77 78 0981)'<
6

burden on opponers of surrnary dispcomon mouan; ALAB 841,24 NRC 93 0986);12P 8&27,24 NRCM, ';..''' '

,

,A *gef' ,Ji / -1 j i. '. #: '

257 0 986)] (c.y f' 9
'

,<N:U 4 %.a 3 C - Houston Ushur.g & Power Ca (ADens Creek Nuclear Genetsung stauan, Umt 11 ALAB431,13 NRC 37,89'*T,
~

. ,

h {l" ' ..).. 0 981) .* .,

'e naht of me irservena to appeal rejecums of another rnarvener's contasuonr ALAB-643,24 NRC 203
,,

Q. ,[
' y '3' ,

,

r . : n.3 0986); ALAB-856,24 NRC 805 0986)g4- J ,

Houston Ushung & Pour Ca (South Taans Project, Uruu 1 and 2), AIAB 799,21 NRC 360,369 0985),' ; s
'

>
'

. ' S' Q}f N ~
' 6- rnerus; ALAB-546,24 NRC 411 n.6 0986)* .:

* '* * sppeData review pobey on heensms board determmauens that do not cmsutute a Enal resoluuan on the''

."*

.f '' Houston Ushur.s & Power Ca (South Teus Proyect Unha 1 and 2), AIAB 799,21 NRC 360,383 0985)i N-
r ' ' standes d individual to raase gnevanas of o$er parues m appeak AIAB-843,24 NRC 203 a3 0986) .' '

' ,% ,- | Intersute Canmerce Carmussa v. Jersey City,322 U.S. 503,51415 (1944)q~ ,;
reason for stresecy d Comnuseim sundards for reopenes; C118622,24 NRC 691 n.3 (1986)'b. .-

loes Doctnc Usht & Power Ca (Duane Arnold Energy Cersert AIAB 108,6 AEC 195.196 n.4 0973)~'L*.
' '''

.
access of judges replacir.g other board rnembers to berated appearance sutanets; 12P 8637A,24 NRC

729 n.3 0966)'
,

-

1 Kansas Gas and Electnc Ca (Wolf Creek Genersurg Stauon, Urut Na lh AIAB-462,7 NRC 320,338 0973)
burden on propeans of mocon to reopme ALAB441,24 NRC 86 0956)

,

,

A. failms of meervanors to supply grounds for reversms Lcenses board's desual of subpoena request;
ALAB 856,24 NRC 812 0946)- 4

.:C Kassel v. Consobdated Freight *sys Corp. of Delaware,450 U.S. 662 0981)
need for spers fuel transponers to jusufy skyents; DPRM-56 5,24 NRC 659 0986) .

Kerr414ee Corp (West Oucaso Rare Eanha Factbry), C1182 2,15 NRC 232 0982), affd, West Clucaso>

', r v. NRC,701 F.2d 632 (hh Car.1913)
'

factors gn=errung hearms eghts on matenals been., amendmars proceedess; C118&lt,24 NRC 495' *
,

'

(1986)
Kerr%Geo Corp. (West Oucase Rars Eanhs Faccuyk C1182 2,15 NRC 232,257 58 6982), afrd, West.

' #

Chacago v. NRC,701 F.24 632 Onh Car.1983)
<

,
appbcabday of ff.h amendrners ;wsecues to indueet adverse enacts of governmersal acuan; C118&l7,

,

s' /
, ,

i 24 NRC 496 0956)

.3" ><
-

'j Uma 14and Ughung Ca Gamespen NucWr Po or itsum, Umts I and 21 ALAB428,13 NRC 24 0911).-
,

v.uum of decisaan on reme&al act:s on moomeas smanda, AIAB-642,24 NRC 199 (1986)

* .,
'

i Les tdaad Ushurg Ca (shoreham Nuctsar Pown Stenon, Una 1), ALAB 743,18 MtC 387,404 n.10983)
i appe.'inte poLey in overturmeg a bcenses board's factual Energs; AIAB 855,24 MtC 7910956)'

,

teng Island Ushura Ca (Shcroham Nuclesi Po*e 54 anon, Urut 1), ALAB 788,20 NtC 1102,1146 0984)':.W
,

adequacy of safety Andras based on arpbcars's preuse to comply; ALAB 843. 24 NRC 2110956)'
. ,,;

Lcr g Is:and Lighurg ca (shoreharn Nue: car Power 5:.suon, Una 1), AIAB432,23 NRC 135,143 0956)

' , ". ' - hydrogen genersuen dures len-of cociant accident; ALAB-141,24 MtC 70 (1916)i
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, La.g Island Ushung Ca (Shercham NucImr Poes station, Una 1), CU4317,17 NRC 1032,1034 (1983)'

,'.'

'(* J unerpreunan of 10 C.F.R. 5037(c) and 50.3)(g) re need for subnussion of enure amergency plans gnor,

io issuance oflow-power beense; AIAB-853,24 Ntc 717 0986); -
. . ,

a

- 1 . ' ~, ,''
. ,

risks from fuellosang and low po.er cpersuan; LSP 8625,24 NRC 146 0956)
- ' ' . Wa Island Ushurg Ca (Shereham Nuclear Power si.suon, Una 1), CU44-8,19 NRC 1154 (1984)

-

t.~ shovea necesary to preclude grant of bcense to need fuel and cmduct preenucahty tesung; LEP 86 31,

,'< "
24 NRC 457 0986),. . ' , , ' 6 Island Ushung Ca (shareham Nuclear Powe Suuon, Unn 1), CU44-21,20 NRC 1437,1440 (1984)
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0 Y' '1
,

*
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. _' factors appbed in deterrnuung stay ralnesis: CU46-12,24 57.' ' o986)e L'- ,,g
heahh and safety assues appbcable to low-power operauen; Al~' 853,24 NRC 718 0956)
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tag Idand Ushung Ca (5hereham Nuclear Power si.suon, Una l), CL 1512,21 NFC 1587,1590 0985)N, * sq 1.y.t, . ,,
',. Q'; 4 ',' A , W' ' . ; . , ,4 benent of udy low-power opersuon: LBP-86 25,24 NRC 145 0956;

' 5fg;O,h ,5% 7 [U.i. ,,,m,,;s. tag.pngua energency sterose; CU 8624,24 NRC 775 a.6 0956)

:1." 'fe %+ '.f! ' ' , . fer g Island Ushung Ca (Shareham Nuc!aer Poer Sutaen, Una l), CU4&ll,23 NRC 577,5810986)'

, , L'l: + - '' S . enters of deSciencias in emersecy properedness necessary to bar ca mpuen from ret r.anent for'

J 7 ' j/j;,R "' , W
, cl.r i

,7 !,, , ,

~,*
. T' ', "fundamental f.aw" standard fa adrrassim d offsas ernergency respmas cetenums; AIAS443,24g .j.. ,.

,
-

, J 'i NRC 215 a710956)? 9L. 'l y ;. - . ,

- '',,,- *; 5, ,
. <m purpose of reviews of emergency esercise resulia; CU4624,24 NTC 777 0986)

. . ~] tag talas4 fishung Ca (Shweham Nuclear Power 5tsuon, Una 1), CU 8&l3,24 NRC 22,32 0986)-7,,,~ss,
,

s

hugsbuay of adequacy elmuns fe notfyms emergency wockers; AIAB-845,24 NRC 231 at 0986)' , . , " ,' * " ( ~ ,,,

f'-,- - las Island Ushung Ca (Shereham Nuclear Power sauen Una 1), L2P-83 57,18 NRC 445,507,510 (1983)
'

.
- development of desias respese spectra; CU4622,24 NRC 698 0986)

-$ '+, '
Lons !aland Ughung Ca (Shweh.arn Nuclair Pows suuen, Una 1), UlP4518,21 NRC 1637,1666 0985)" '. . -.4 3

'
dauncuan between stud-to enad and haament cracks in diesel geersion; AIAB441,24 MtC 83 a75

0 956)n 6

[- - - < Lamsiana Po.er & Ught Ca (Waterford Sam Doctnc Stauen, Una 7), AIAB 732,17 MtC 1076,1096 a.30
S.

, . 0983)
} eght d interveers to pusus that case on the basis of cross eaammanon alerw; ALAS 455,24 NRC 797# =

. ,-

] al6 (1986)
.. - * - Leumans Power & Ught Ca (Waweford Steam Doctac sunen, Una 3), AIAB 732,17 NRC 1076,1103;

^ ' 1 0 983)
~ C

,'

i scope of usues that can be left for post heareg resduuan; AIAB443,24 MtC 20s 0986)

| tmiaiana Power & Ught Ca (Wawrford siaam Doctne Stauen, Una 3), ALAB 732,17 NRC 1076, i105
,

-

0 983),

g maners an which pre & cove Endtgs will suf5ce for operstang beese wheruaum: AIAB-852,24 Mtc

' *i. 546 0 956),

u
. Lansiana Po.et & Ught Ca (Waterfaed steem Doctne Steuen Una D. AIAB 732,17 Mtc 1076,111012

.- - (1983) {'
board rmee of uncontesud usues; LSP 8629,24 Ntc %f 095e

,

t -a Po.er & Ught Ca (Waterford Sisam Decce %on, Las 3), e,aes 732, !* 'Sc !"% 1812 4
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'

'
0 983)

,
- scope el hemsing board sus sporne autheco A1A&&47,24 Mtc 420 a.16 0956)

1==ma Po.w A Usk Ca (Wuseford Swm Destnc suuan. Una 3), CU 8&l,23 MtC 10986)* '
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' ;{ showeg necesary to raye a reemd; CU.80.J.,24 Mtc 010986)
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-
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l Massack a* Bay Te; easters,Inc. v. FCC,261 F.2d 55,67 (D C Cir.1958), muned on cear sands,295 -

1 F.2d 131, cert derued,3M U.S. 918 (1961)- -
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' :' :gg: b 3: * , . . _ , Mathsws v. Eldridge,424 U.S. 319,335 (1976)
,

'~

'1 factors governir.g heanr.g nahts m rnatertals beense amendmers proceejess; C118617,24 NRC 495,
,

, ,.

's j- . .
". *M n c5

.

497 a.4 0986)''y._

-
-

~

Meuopolaan IAsm Ca @res hW island Nuclear Sunon, Una 1), ALAB-647,16 NRC 1265,1269 70
*

I '' '
^

-

, .
0 982)

s
.

- U
m

responsibs|ay for determrur's what informaum ts gwen to goverraners ofEctals in an emergency.

./. 1i- <

anaauen; Al.AB-847,24 NRC 427 0986)
' Meuoroinan E& son Co. @ree hw Island NacWr Sution, trut 1), ALAB-698,16 NRC 1290,1298-99-

,/ 09:2), aff'd in pan on emer smunds, C1183 2118 NRC 299 0953),,

,' * .-
./ ._ f

*
,

.j_ , i rega!atory status of NUREGs; ALAB.543,24 NRC 205 0986); AIAB 852,24 NRC 545 0956)

, ;- ? * ' ' ,i *f ' ,'
. . , . ,- Meuwohtaa Edm Ca @ree hu Is'and Naclear Stauan, Una 1), ALAB-698,16 NRC 1290,131213'S.,y
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responsMiy for appcanung bcenang boards; !.BP 5637A. 24 hRC 728 (1986)

' ' 10 CFA Pan 2
hearra nahu m cmsuscium perma es:enman; CU-t&l5,24 NRC 398 (1986)4
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, - 10 CFA Part 2, Subpan O
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10 CFA 1104(a),1105(aX7)
procedune appbcabie to mawna's beaus amendman proceedeas; CU 8&l7,24 NRC 495,499 (1986)' ' '

,

'

Commasmon dacreum a comes fwmal pmceedes a materials hcense amen &nes; CU 8&l7,24
5RC 499 (1986),
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due process irnpbcauens of decmon favores mformal proceedes for ruoluuan of matenals bcense'<

amendment concerns; CU 8&l7, 24 NRC 497 n.4 0986) |,

10 CFA 11N(c)
duuncuan between responmMua of a beertseg board and those of the NRC Stas in grars.ng a

low-power heense; ALAB-854,24 5RC 7910956)
10 CFA 1105(eX2)

responsMay for decanateg membm of simus safety and bcenams boards; LBP-8437, 24 NRC 724
(1986)..

;^

j 10 CFA 1107(a)
| appbeabshty of abzady issued emstrucuan pernuts, LBP S&37,24 NRC 722-23 0916)
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,

condiuans for euhdrawal of cpersung beense aryhcauons; L3P-8639,24 NRC 535 0956)
10 CFA 1109
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6M rLil 0986)

; enars of cearucuan perma condiuens smpoemd by Modacaum Order where no heanra is requested.
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LBP-863h 24 NRC 478 0956)
10 C.FA 1201

acoon required fe wolanons of NRC aqanmarms; DD868,24 NRC 156 0966)
! 10 CFA 1201(b)
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10 CFA 1202
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i NRC 510 0956)
10 CFA 1204

clasahauon of OM proceedes; 1.3P-8633. 24 NRC 478 0956)
heares ng'as e idmucal condauens ampoeM andmdually on a3 of a group of heensees; CU-8623,24

i NRC 709 0956)
10 CFA 1206'

! adepacy of emergency plantang 5 *> ens-Besse facthty DDi&l7,24 NRC 754 0956)
i adepacy of remdual heat runown! symema at CE boshrg mer reactors; Dat&l6,24 NRC 748 0986)

. j dernal m part a peuuan rapesteg ungmuon of palues fw Mauons at fuel faMcanon fact.ty;
j DD8&ll,24 NRC 326 0956)
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4 10 CFA 1713
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I access of pdges replacmg other board members to Imuted swearance matenerms; LBP 8637A,24 NRC
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#
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contans of peuuen fw leave to perucipou an an userenad State; ALAB 850,24 NRC 527 a3 0986)

| scope of perucipauan under; IJP 8624, 24 NRC 135 a.3,139 0986)
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,

' s .,) - EMERGENCY WORKERS''
. 2

con!hets in respanabilities of; LEP 86 32,24 NRC 459 (1986)'
/

!, , , , -
nochm of; AIAD-845,24 NRC 220 (1986)
requusmers to irlem of respanahahtaar, AIAB f45, 24 NRC 220 (1986)* '

~ tame respcmse asuma:es for,13P 84 32,24 NRC 459 (1986)
' '

- EMPLOYEES
See Licensee Employees' '

,
ESTRGY' '

See Departrnent of Encray'

-
<

{ ENPORCEhrENT ACHON*

_ m
; heanns r.shts art: CU-8&l9,24 NRC 508 0986)'' i

-C : scope of paceedess; CU 8619,24 NRC 508 (1986)
,

ESTORCEMEST POUCY
regalatory waght of; DD4&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)

, ,

} ENTURCENENT PROCEIDING
chancter2ation of Order d ModtScaum p~=aks as; LBP 8633, 24 NRC 474 0980

:

| ENGINEERINO DISCREPANCES*
'

.
, j See llaman Engineenns Dtscreyenoes,

/,
ENGINEERING REVIEWS

j at Fermi 2, inadequacies in: Dth8&l0,24 NRC 174 0986)
<

- ENVIRONMESTAL ASSESSMEND
challenges to; c.J4&l2,24 NRC 10986)' e

need fce, when cpereung license appbcatim is viaidrawn: LEP 8633,24 NRC 474 0980. ,

'
}

,
.

} ENVIRONMESTAL BtPACT STA17.MEST
'

'
' on irnpsets of high burnup emeleet fuel; DPR4862,24 51C 0980

4
' supplernertal, need for, m bass of Oiernobyl uciderne DD 8615. 24 NRC 618 (1986)

,

'

ENVIRONMESTAL D,tPACTS'

of wr.hdriesl d operating license application; 12P 8639,24 NRC 834 (1986)' "
'd i

J. ", .
ENVIRONhESTAL PRO 1ICHON AGENCY

repianons, Commissum amhonty to impiament; CU 8623,24 NRC 704 0980
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EVACUATION
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" ;^ EQULPMENT
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' + Comnussion treatment of, AIAS 840,24 NRC 54 (1986).
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EXECLTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS~ ' '
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' , ,; ', ; [ ' .'. " . # adapacy of treatment of spread of are at Sheeran Hams; AIAB 843,24 NRC 200 (1986)'

opdating of as a subsutute for 550J9(b) reportang requuwnects; DPRM-864,24 NRC 635 (1986)*
,

- * , ,

RNDINGS OF FACT,

effect of faihus to Ale; AIAB 845,24 HIC 220 (1986)
i licensing board, basis for overturmng; AIAB 852,24 NRC 532 (1986); AIAB-856,24 h"RC 802-

'. .\ . ~

c; ,
- N' '

',
, i (1986)

' '

c
'| pmposed, %ard authoruy to shone time far submitung: AIAB 845,24 NRC 220 (1986)1.

standard for .gpecais rmew of; AIAB 843,24 NRC 200 (1986)
.: ' l' ' ~-' *

RRE PROTECHON' '

" '

quahacation of Ere bemers with respect to Are in cable trays; AIAB 843,24 b'RC 200 (1986)'
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, ' ? ysAnO.."u.> ; ,
^{ ., ; ,Jp , ' $ Ses Final Safety Analpis Report
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n.. 2/3 :, FL'EL-'. r <

-kN[ik), .7 h applicabihty of WRB.1 enucal heat Sua constanon in 15 x15 OFA con 5guration: GP 8623,24 NRC*
# s

108 (1986)g . m w., v- .&

fjd 7 h< [''' ; :. eO ; ' [ '. , g ' , cN-
,

f chanos of cnticality accident frun increased enndiment of; AIAB 848,24 NRC 434 0986)
: .h, . , .i ; chance of cnticahty acciders fran increased ennchment of; LEP.8627,24 NRC 255 0986)"

,

3Q4 , - ,'('d : f- . high-tairnup, need fw Els on; DPRM 862,24 NRC (1986)*-

i2 opumized fuel assemblyAow parassic rruature, thermal hydraulic behavior of; [EP 8623,24 NRC 108'

..(
7 *-

, , ,
-

(1986)
.-U, :3 <, Et'EL FABRICATION FACI!1TY

* "
,

" ' ' C'' productim pressures in: DD-8&ll. 24 NRC 325 0986)'

,

' - - -
'~.

FL'EL ROD1

c[.i - * I
, ,

/]3
*'

bow phenanena; LBP-8623,24 NRC 108 0986)i

,Z-
, ,

pull errw penahy for. DD 8&l0,24 NRC 174 0986)*

G. j FL*EL SHIPMENT 3'.,J-'
| j surveyvig and labelitig of; DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 0956)

';
'

q, . ; See also Spent Puel Shipnents
GENERATORS'' ' .

'' ' - ' Ses Omel Generators; Steam Osnersier Tubes
. . GENF''JC ISSL'E3

, , ' . !P gae., = cf. in bcensing proceedino; ILP 8625, 24 NRC 141 (1986)# ' '
,

' 1 GR 'i.|ND *10 TION
'

,i. y, occurnnce of emnhquake sacens densa response spectnam fa at Perry plars; CU 4622,,

> RC 685 0986)'
,

GP'.L'ND WATER
' .r.crutonna, NRC autharuy to ecmdanon licenses tv. CU 86 23, 24 NRC 704 0986)> f. ,

potential for casanunaam by an accidatal spcl of radmsetiw water at Vogtle plant; IEP 8628, 24
- NRC 263 0986)

~ ' ~

1 HEALT11 EFFECTS
'

of tntium, carbon-14, iod6ne.125, and d>oun rdesses fran volurne reducuen facthty; LBP 8640, 24
. ,

NRC 8410986);' . - ,

'/
, IEARINO RIGifTS

licensee's, e meianals bcense ainasdment; CU 8623,24 NRC 704 0986)' 2 :-
' on aforcerners actions; CU 86-19,24 MtC 508 (1986)~>

en faccity bcense renewal a;plicat m; DD',8&l3,24 Mtc 587 0986)
i

ey
on maienals license amaidmem; CU 8617 24 NRC 489 (1986)"' '

{
en opersung bcaws amaWmers; AIAB-846,24 NRC 409 0986); CU 8612, 24 NPC 10986)< - - ,j ';

~

* * "

cn rapests for e.sampuans fern ernergesey preparednesa emeraas req.anrient; CU 8624,24 MtC 769?.
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' ?Y , ' * 5-: E '"' ~ 7 Q ' ' ; .C .j,, ' espioracry, to determans wheuer to grant mouen to regen, Coriumssion policy on; CU 8622,24
fn'./ ,; , ' . , M/

^

r. ' '

NRC 685 (1986)' "'

.
'

''sE |~ '. - infwmal, comanuan requuemems for; LBP.8&35,24 NRC 557 0986)'' ''

'
, requirements when hcenses voluntanly agrees to suspend operiuons; DD 8&l3,24 NRC 587 (1986)

'
,'

, threshold requueness for, CU 8&24, 24 NRC 769 (1986)
HEAT REMOYAL, , . , ..

,

,3 j:" -
2~ ~ IDGH-FREQUENCY ACCEGRATION

' - '

See Decay Heat Removal; Resdual Heat Rernoval Systems. ,

.. . J :
~

due to emnhquakes, damage potennal on CU 8622,24 NRC 685 (1986)

" <

T .; C(' '

' O9 HUMAN ENGLNEERING DISCREPANCIES
'

' ,
' ';gj > -

.

need for evaluanon and idersdcation pnor to fuel landeg; GP 8622,24 NRC 103 0986); LBP 86 30,
-

-
'

-s - f

[
f.,' ft. '

'

24 NRC 437 (1986),,

,s,N+s- , ,P,,s ' HUR.RICANES
. [,N. J,J.t.y. 2d [ ' I. : deman and cenaructam d strucuares to wuhstand; GP 8629,24 NRC 295 0986)
;W ''.'A ,'y _, $f > f ;* ~ [ '. m}-[P( [..

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION*

[ j m ;(id,9,iG;,f 1L jW. ? M ' ' { 'ff,' '. * use et C.,ASIX 3 computer code to analym comairrnant response to; AIAB 841,24 NRC 64 (1986)
+'.'4p.'L g . ^ ' , HYDROGEN CONTROL

~*
,

s ( _. A i- / need to address tasues beymd Sta& approved sceWent scenarw, AIAB 844,24 NRC 216 0956), * *

V '. F' . 7
, ,, , ,

J, - t L,;

''''[[-

,

'
ifYDROCEN CONTROL RUI.Eu -

',, . '^'

L- . interpretation of; ALAB 841,24 NR*: 64 0986); A!AB 844,24 NRC 216 0986)s .,

.7 ' ' '

ilYDROGEN GENERA 110N- '

J
' " ,['4 ~ ', ' , ,

,

IlYDROGEN RECOMBINATION
NRC Staff discrecen in decWing scenanos to be analyzed; AIAB-841,24 NRC 64 0956),

''
-

.

, _ (- '
~

- '

donal of request to ternnate pracues c(; DPRM-8&6,24 NRC 671 (1986),
T

h-
, HYDROGEN RECOMBLNER>

"

(' ,

- penahy for failure to perform Isakage tests an; DD 8&l0,24 NRC 174 (1986)
IMMEDIATE ERT/'T1YENESS REVIEW.

'
- *

, need for, for board decisions favanns plant gerauen: CU 8622, 24 NRC 685 (1986)'

*
LNCIDEST RESPONSE Pl.AN

scope of heensee's authonty under, AIAB-847, 24 NRC 412 0956)t .

See also Emergency Plans.
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e INCINERATOR,

, _ fy opernum of, for low-level radioacuve wise reducten; LBP 8&40,24 NRC $410986)
INCINERATOR EXHAUST STACK

performance of scrubbers, HEPA Ahers, and charcoal adsorber in; 1.BP 8640, 24 NRC $410986)
'

5
, INSPECT 10N REJORTS

NRC pracoce in retemns to allegers in; DD.8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)s
,

y LNSPECTORS
- Ses NRC Inspectors.f-

-
,

INSULAT10N*
,

See Electncal Cable Insulaum
, j
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INTEGRs.TED GAK RATE TESTSi

,
- - vahdsty of, for Palo Verde Urut 1; DD'8&l8,24 STC 762 (1986)

' '\ -Z - * IN1T.MSTED STATE^''
denaal of peutxm by, requeates waiver of 10 CF.R. 50.47(d); GP 8625,24 NRC 1410986);
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i t ' I ' T. - -
- nonpany, sundsed (a parucipauen in heenseg proceedes after closing of adjudicatay record;' ,' -

, CU 8620,24 NRC 518 (1986)
I ' ~

righ of, to speak fa other parues ce parucipants in a psoceedes; GP 8&24,24 NRC 132 (1986),

.,2 scope of perucipaum by; AIAB 850,24 NRC 526 0986): ,;.

s. . INTERVENORS
. . ' - bounds en issues htignale by; AIAB-845,24 NRC 220 0986)
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- releases by volume reduc 6m semees facihty; GP 8640,24 h"RC 8410986)

.
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* *%.

after peuuens for review of an appeal board dension have been fdad mth the Cmurusnon; AIAB 840,D' '

24 NRC 54 (1986)*
-

'

appeal board, to address ments of mouon for disquahficadon c( licenses's counsel and to reopen record -< ~ s

on odsaa energency plammg; CU 8618,24 NRC 5010986)- ,' +i.

, .
of beensms boards to consider uriresolved genene issues; GP 8&29,24 NRC 295 0986)~

'

nght cf boards to determme bounds of; AIAB 840,24 h"RC,54 0986)-

*'
,

j to cender chauenges to Cc nrmasion agulauens; LBP-8&24,24 NRC 132 (1986)Hi ,,p
Sg :, , $ - to hear stay request regarding openung heense amendrnent; CU 8&l2,24 NRC 10986)-

,fy . , s .) - 1.,4 ;,
to reconsider denial of previously derved comanums a to adrmt amended contentions in cmstruction2

_ ;.g .d id ;M , , , G ., ~.2 permit extensim p==%g; GP 8636A,24 NRC 575 (1986)* - a

.y^. %.; 2A <B ?) . to set terms m wuhdrival of eperstms beense applicatim; GP 8637,24 NRC 719 (1986)'
.-

V" where a quesuon has been raised about the intagnty of the decisicrunak.ir's process; AIAB 840,24
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"
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'

NRC 54 0986)
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1; 399 'a''
.. p..

p- mthdrml of, on mootness grounds; AIAB 842,24 NRC 197 (1986)
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~ ' IABOR
See Depanmers of labor'
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UCENSE COS"Dfr!ONS-
'

ses Integrated Laak Rate Tests,
,

armronmemal, comphance of Umanck facuity mth: DD 8614,24 h1C 609 0986)- '
.

'
' ~ '

e
'

UCENSEE EMPl.OYEE3'J i
. cooperium between NRC and Department of labor m protectag; DDL8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)'

'p - Msssmers at Shearon Hams, disrmssal of comenum because of witness's inabthty to appear,>

AIAB 843,24 NRC 200 (1986)
intemews wuh NRC inspecton; DDL8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)

_

,. -
,

inurmdaum and harssamers of, at Dublo Canyon; DD 8&l2,24 NRC 483 0986)
occupyrg command and cetrol pcsiums dunns rs&ological emergency, emfbet of truerest in:'

- ,e -

- AIAB-847,24 NRC 412 0986)
/ '#

.,[ referal of questiers frcra NRC inspectors to appernate supemsor; DDwl&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)"

rNuirements ex personel mcrutores for radioacuve comammation; DDwS&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)
termmation espero repott for; DDw8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)

UCENSEE EVEST FloORTS<

number at Fermi 2 DMA-It 24 NRC 174 0956),

UCENSEES'
,

' enact of scheddar and ecmonuo pessures on; DD 858,24 NRC 1510986)
responsibthties dunes radiological ernergenaes; AIAB 847,24 NRC 412 0986)-

'

responsibdity for posung docwnents whers wdume is largs; DD 8611,24 NRC 325 0986)
oght to haanns on testenais hcmse amendment; CU 8623,24 NRC 704 0986)

~, nahs to request that employees refer quesums fern NRC inspectors to apprcena e supemsor
- . ' DD 8611,24 NRC 325 0986)

,

# ,-
~

UCLN51NO BOARDS
- ' > - - - authoruy to dismiss contenues as penahy for irservenor's failure to respond to discovery requests;

AIAB 856,24 NRC 802 0986)
smhonty to impose terms or cediums e mthdrieal of appbeaum; GP-8633,24 NRC 474 0986)

' hi ,
. considersuon of genene issues by; L3P 8625,24 NRC 1410956)

d.screum in determuung adrmistbahty of contenums; AIAB 845, 24 NRC 220 (1986)
erwr, basis fw fmdes of; A1AB-852,24 NRC 532 0986)"

<
-

,'* ,'amsdicuen w ashauy to consider chauerges to Ccrnmissim regdauors; GP.86 24,24 NRC 132
da

.,

0 986),, ,, ,

- . jur.h to set terms on wuhdraest of opersun; Wense ambauen; LBP-8637,24 NRC 719 0986)
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respesW= in granting low power license; AIAB-854, 24 NRC 783 0986)

.
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,

r-~- w. ccmpaance of; L2P-8638A. 24 NRC 819 0986)a.
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,

s - SIk _ responsh in weshans and cmadonna mdence; AIAB-852,24 NRC 532 0986)
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"
responshluy for occuracy of tranaenp; ALAS-839,24 NRC 45 0986)' -

_
scope of issues to be decided by: AIAE 852,24 NRC 532 0956); L2P.86 29,24 NRC 295 0986)
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, ,

scope of sua rmew by; ALAB 847,24 NRC 412 0986)-

See also Atorme Safety and ucenang Boards
,

UMITED APPEARANCE STAT 1LMENT5'
. <

'

f in informal proceedess; L3P-8635, 24 NRC 557 (1986)
,

s: acus of, and access et replacanent members d wrnic safay and bcensmg boads to; L2P 8637A. 24'<
'

a NRC 726 0986)
' /: MAINIT. NANCE
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h. ' . . ,

~'' ' .g.
,
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at Fermi 2, insdequecies in: DD8&l0,24 NRC 174 0986)
,

.?. MANAGEMENT COMPETT.NCE
M',M

, . e. .4

. $. at Ferna 2; DS8&l0,24 NRC 174 0984)
,' 'J']8 ( 3..

H f "' . - - 'f; , at Palo Verde plant, denial of paition allegms lack of; D&868,24 NRC 151 (1986);

f' ef-yW.% '

. 6, . - 3 - MANAGEMENT CONTROLS, ,.s. , .

. % d.f. . .y ' ,% T- inadequeens in, at Fermi 2; DD-8&lo,24 NRC 174 0986)
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g y + t.;; y,; i. s c, :6 MATERIAL COSTROL AND ACCOLhTINO PROGRAM

f* .h ,' ,. [ ', E '' disclosure of correspondece and reports related to: DD 8611. 24 NRC 325 (19%)
''
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" s

'
MATERIAL FALSE 5TATT.MEST," ,

" NRC Staff Ascrocon to pursue issue ef; DD 8&l3,24 NRC 587 0986)e .-
_
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'

MATT. RIALS UCENSE AMENDMENT,

'
,' - heanns righia m; CU 86-17, 24 NRC 489 (1986); CU-8623,24 NRC 704 0986)<
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' ~ SLATERIALS UCENSE RLNEWAL,

effet of applicauan for, e capusuon of curms beense; DD 8613, 24 NRC 587 0986)+ ,
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''' MONITORING-

ground ws st, NRC autheruy to em&uon heenses for, CU 8623,24 NRC 704 (1916)^~
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of evacuees dune.g radiological emergency, repanabilay for. AIAB 847, 24 NRC 412 (1986)
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- j wuhdrs=31 af junsecuon on; ALAB 842,24 NRC 197 0986)

. . p NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POUCY ACT.

_r, | interpresauen of gosis ef; DPRM 86-6,24 NRC 671 (1900
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.
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,
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'
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, concerning staf! Lng of Thu 1; AU 863,24 NRC 3210986)*
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e(;, s. , M [ . J'J [7-
, access to nuclest facihties: DD'8&ll. 24 NRC 325 0986).,7- f s,

i|q rsemews wuh licenses employees; DDwl6 il. 24 NRC 325 (1986)
' ** T- - ,,' NRC POUCY.,i

-
.

.

Mi on esploratory heanns: to determins whether to recpen a record: CU4622,24 NRC 685 0986)
,

,.,i. 1 NRC STAFF
1 Ccentrusnan supemsary authonty to stay actions d; CU4&l2,24 NRC 10986).W" * ,,j j descreum in decidag which semanos to analyte; AIAB 541,24 NRC 64 095,6)

. ,

discrenas to decide whaher to pursue issue of matenal falso statenent; DDwS&l3,24 NRC 587 0986)
, - ..g ,

;7' y; -) hugabibry of deEctencies in perfccmance of, under 2.206 proceduns; DD4'ill,24 NRC 325 0956);
DD4&l2,24 NRC 483 0986) -'

} Sly.U.,M $'
. . M -[0. ' a

.
< < . m ,, " ,

I responsMtice duang nuclear power para operamon; AIAB441,24 NRC 64 0986)
,

//.I. g n U1 respcasMties in grantag lowtower heense; AIAB 854, 24 NRC 783 0986)
.

[,j* Q et6, ',>
' C'.W./ T .u L .~e Q.: -

^Y 20 ' responsMty concerning issuance of operaung heenses; CU 86 22, 24 NRC 685 (1986)
.

y [-
- 4 ..'*,/, roles in emergency planmng; AIAB g47,24 NRC 412 0956)

,

/A ' 1+ | QJ k. subpoena of. ALAB456,24 NRC 802 0986)

. N, g.N Q.$p r..).g ; n * ^ ~ %
f .r

, {r. 'X NUCGAR POWER PLANTS<'
s 1, effect of schedular and econcrruc gressures on safe opersuar d; DD468,24 NRC 1510986)c-' r e, - .q+ .s.. .,

g% W. t . [ ' r s ., H. - status where consuuctum never progressed far enough to peruut use of special nuclear matenal;'

P.T .
. Of *.f0.$.k * _ i * i, ' -' LBP46-37,24 NRC 719 0986)-

S y J .p, jpi ;9 SEQ. EAR REGl|tATORY COMhusslON
,

- y 4 .- ;;' - authonry and responsibsbry to enale no si.cruncant hazards emnderauon nading: CU.8&l2,24 NRC 1
,

, - ' , > .3 (1986)
,

<
.

authonty of Eascuuve Director for Operauons to deny peutions; DPRM 866,24 NRC 671 (1986)' 2 .* J m
1

,
.

suihonty over camers of rsd.oacuve matenals; DPRM465,24 NRC 687 (1986)

.' i . . tk Z '' i'
i

'

audsmry over econorme damur,s by unhues a transpaung spers nuclear fuel; DPRM 865, 24 NRCc
a 5'S 647 (1986)

#1 .i authonry to cond4uan hceraes to require grcurd water morutonng; CU4623,24 NRC W (1986)'

- aueenry to regMata deutecum; DPRM4&6,24 NRC 6710986)< > .
'

'i,. ,- . I authonry to reject nonresponsive plead.ngs; CU-86 24, 24 NRC 769 0956)
'

'

I consideranon d eeenanuc matters in licenseg decisiens; ALAB441. 24 NRC 64 (1986)..7
: _ * <

,,y .
cooperauen wth Department of lace in employee protecuen; DD 8&ll 24 NRC 325 0986)
discrecm to choose rernedies for violaums; DD4610,24 NRC 174 (1986).,' , , d.acnuen to dec.ine a haanns erL an enforcanent ceder, CU4&l9. 24 NRC 508 0986)

i
^= ' '

, - 4tscreuan to direct pubhc prrceedegs; CU4&l7,24 NRC 489 (1986)
rga.: to choose ru:emalms or adjudicaucn to regulate; CU-8&23,24 NRC 704 0986)

>c. >

sepe of authoruy over Department of Energy acuvtues; DPRM465,24 NRC 647 (1986)
sus sponte autheruy to merect procedural errors of ss subo des,e boards; CU46 22,24 NRC 685'

. v' ? (1986)
7 , g supemsary authenty to stay Staff scums; CU4612, 24 NRC I (1986)

STCEAR WASTE POUCY ACT,
pre amendmas heanns rghts ved,er; CU4&l2,24 NRC 10986)- e

htCMATE BOfuNG RADOi

See Departura from Nucleats Bothes Raue1 .
OPERATLNO UCENSE AhE.NDhEST.0
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Q- ,
heanns fu:3oev.g issuance of; ALAB446,24 NRC 409 0986).

involvrg no sigmAcars hazards, effecuwness of, A!AB 145,24 NRC 409 (1986)
, ,

2 *

'M O.J j to p mat nrickes of spas fuel pool; CU4&l2,24 NRC 10986)

.i'i'
- OPER\TLNO UCESSE APPUCAT10NS

' ' *
, changing nuare ef; AIAB453 24 NRC 7110986)'. 7 - ,
' anvuonmersal impac s of withdrawal of; 1.3P4639, 24 NRC 834 0986)f . .

OPERAEN0 UCENSE PROCEDINGS.;<<
nope of issues conndered in; A!AB452,24 NRC 532 0986); LBP 8629,24 NRC 295 (1986)
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3- .' - M OPERATING UCENSES
,

, ,

" -
authoruaum before cornpleuon of agency's internal appeda'.4 process; AIAB452,24 NRC 532 (1986)oat c' '

~Q
~@Pf .' 9 '

circumstances appropnate fcr revocatam d; DD4610,24 NRC 174 (1986).,
'

s =

cruana for issuaace of; AIAD-854,24 NRC 783 0986),,
.

!''

' '
6- is ' , (M '. '! energency planning requirements for issuance of; AI.AB-847, 24 NRC 412 (1986); CU4622, 24 NRC

645 0 986),

issuance despite de6ciencase in energency planr, ALAB447, 24 NRC 412 (1986)

-
liamsing board suiharuy to irnpose condisons on wuhdrawat d applicauan for LBP46 33, 24 NRC,, ,

_ ,

474 (1986),y
, ]. NRC Staff responsibility concerums issuance c(; CU4&22,24 NRC 685 0986)^ . ,

, pstponernant of issuance on basts of state concerns being considered ouuide a emcluded adjudicatory

', '
' 1i - ct ..A | - OPERA 11NO UCENSES, LOW POWER

!
' ' - '.

, ' , proceedms; CU4&22,24 NRC 685 0986)
'

,
'

f wuhdrawal of applicadons for; AIAB442,24 NRC 197 (1986)
*

,

,

,' ,,y applicauens for, AIAB454,24 NRC 783 0986)* ?, 7 ' ?
, , c . Q [ U '. * f ' ,

"

,

'~

< y ' c T. t '. |,

', 9 , k (3'' 4- distincdon between licesing board and Staf respmsabdities in granu.g; AIAB454,24 NRC 783p-|p *

' Q,} , y , , .. ' e 7 (' .. 4 0 986)
-

, 3

. q ,, 1 p y ec - L- -
N , ,

#

r
, effect of pendency of contested operanns lacerse proceeding on issuance of; LBP4631, 24 NRC 451

Andings necessary for ismaance of; AIAB453, 24 NRC 7110986)-..ja* - - " . . ~ - 0: , ' .i. litissuon opponuruties presented by applicant's request for,1.3P4634,24 MtC 549 0986)
3.,,.g need to compleie an haannes relevers to fuu-power cperinen before issuance of, LBP4624,24 NRC;".

,

, ,; _ 132 (1986),

'

ruks farn; LEP4625, 24 NRC 141 (1986)
' ' ' .

, -
' '

state of emergency preparedness necessary for issuance of; A1AB454,24 NRC 783 (1986)
<

.

s
,

, theoreucal possibdity of sabotage as bests for darual d; ALAB-854, 24 NRC 783 (1986)
OPERA 110NS

#'
'~ ~

-

See Execunve Duector for Operiuons; Reactor Oparaucts; Suspennen of Opersuons
-

- * ~
ORAL AROUMENT

appeal board discreum to :Dow; ALAB-845,24 NRC 220 0986)'

P
ORDER OF MODUICA110N PROGEDING,

- ,I

charactenzauon of, LBP4633, 24 NRC 474 0986),'
, .I ORDERS

harm to pany in future paceedegs as basis fa NRC revtsson of CU4621,24 NRC 6810986)
,, _ ;'

4 ORGAMZATIONS,

'

* , j Ses Emergesey Responso Organnades
-e

, . PENALTIES *

| for discrdedy, disrupave, or contempuma conduct: AIAB 840,24 NRC 54 0986)
,

,

! for failure in respond to discovery rupests; ALAB456,24 Mtc 802 0986)

5
. I

'

for violauens of Comnussion regulanms; DD 8&l3,24 MtC 587 0986)

' . _ ' - '| PENALTTES, CIVIL
'

,,

assessment for seventy level IV or V vWauens; DD 8611,24 NRC 325 0986)
~

for breaches of contairrncrs intesnty: DD8&lo,24 MtC 174 0986)

l' for fauure to perform leakage tests on hydrogen recanb,ner. DD 8&l0,24 NRC 174 0986)
for fusa rod puu arnr DD 8&l0,24 NRC 174 0946)

-;. ''33
i , for ingerabihty of some cooler for reacta cas isolauen coolirWcwe spsy system DD8&l0, 24

NRC 174 0956)-D fcr secunty violaties at Fermi 2; DD 8610,24 NRC 174 0986),

>

PliYSICAL SECURflYh *
disclosuse d cos ,~,.iw and reports related to DD4&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)t ^ '

POUCY
See Enforcement Policy; MtC Policy. ' ' .

~ POLYMERS
,t. . degradation poternal at Pury plars; ALAB 841,24 NRC 64 (1986)
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- j emmnmanal quahacation of maanals made of; IJP 8628,24 NRC 263 0986),v..q. ' , " ' ;*. ,

. , ! .

POST ACCDENT SAMPUNO SYSTEM
":7- - .

:$ - ' ~ ~ ' '
:

''
, . adequacy d, at Pelo Verde plars; DD 868,24 NRC 151 (1986)'

,"
-

,

POSTING OF DOCUMENTS._' '' ' . '

- heenses aspesibdaty where volume is large; DD.8&ll, 24 NRC 325 0986)
PREHEARINO COSTERENCESI'.

'
-

stenographie reporung of; AIAB-839,24 NRC 45 0956)

' .' . I f ' "
*

3 ~
PRES $URE VESSEL

.

See Reactor Pressure vesset

'K+
'

s

PRESSURIZER SPRAY SYS1EM
:

,

J See Avnhary Pressunaar Spray Sysurn
,, , r '.

.
'

. , ' emergency nsponse plan for, AIAB 845,24 NRC 220 0986)
PRfSON'

;
*,

, f O' - ' ,,
- - ~ /;: vs ,

b[/'
PROBABIUST1C RISK ASSESSMENT< & -- ' ' <,A*

of damage to nuclest plars frtra humcane. generated misades; l.BP-8629,24 NRC 295 0956)f :- '.s'y '* ,- , ,.,

, , PRODUCTION FAQlllY<* z u ' ' #
, , < e,, : s

. survallance of opersums by unheensed Osird party; CU-8&l9,24 NRC 508 0946)Q . ( ; " . .' ,

PROTICTIVE ACTIONS^As - ''
.

?

^/h '

.,
' dunns radaological energences, responsibihty for determang; AIAB.847,24 NRC 412 (1986);

PROTECTIVE CLO11tINO
" ~ w# ' ''

>

' regulatory requuemeras for, in fuel fabncanon facdity; DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)
PSYCilOLOGICAL STRESS' '

htigabdaty of, in NRC proceedirigs; DD-8&l5,24 NRC 618 (19b6)'
*

QUAUFICAT10N
* - of fue barners wuh respect to f.re a cable trep; AIAB 843,24 NRC 200 0986)*.

'

See Environmersal Quahaceum
*

.
'

QUAUFICAi10NS.

of radiaum prtsacuan technicians; DD-8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)
7*

QUAUTY ASSURANCE;
hmats on who may pepare a plan for ALAB-841,24 NRC 64 0986)^ '

,
j requsremens for shipments of radxecuve meienal; DD-8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)

' O ; QUA111Y ASSURANCE PROGRAMS
',

| adequacy of unplewatauen at Diablo Canyon; DD 8&l2,24 NRC 483 0986),
'

at Palo Verde plats SALP performance tsungs of; DD 868,24 NRC 151 (1986),' regulatory requirements fer; AIAB 852,24 NRC 532 0986)
'

f RADIATION DOSE'

f dennatie of; AIAB-856,24 NRC 802 0986)
See also Dcse Analpas'

.

j RADIATION EXPOSURE RECORDS
' ' l ernployee risht tes DD 8&l5,24 NRC 618 (1986)-

' RADIATION PROTECTION*

'
. program, adequacy of at Sheerm 11arns; Dal&l5,24 SIC 618 (1986)

; qualincaums and usinang of technmans; DDwl&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)
violaixria, categoruauen d; DD.8&ll, 24 SIC 325 0986)' 'i

.
.i

'

RADIATION SAFYTY
,'

~

- f adequacy of fnsking, traanang, contammation surwys, and air sampling at fuel fabocauen facs;iw
-

DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)
% '' ' ~ RADIOACT1VE CONTAMINATION

action levels; DD-8&ll,24 NRC 325 0916),;:

enpioyee responsibihty for personal morutoons for. DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)
, , haut fcr releasing an itei for unresvicted use; DDwl&ll,24 SIC 325 0986)

.

f.
'

' need to mark areas for. DD-8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)
c, ,W ' of ground water at Vogcc saa, potenual for, LSP 8628,24 NRC 263 (1986)
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,
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saempum from, to recufy injuauce in adjudicatory order, CU-5&21,24 NRC 6410986)
irmerpresauen of 10 CSA 20.4; ALAB 856,24 NRC 802 0986),

1 irmerpretation of 10 CSA 50.47(b); AIAB 855,24 NRC 792 0986),1 .

irserprecauen of 10 CJA 50.47(d); ALAB 853,24 NRC 7110956)
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irarrprecauan of to CSA 50,57(c); AIAB 853,24 NRC 7110946); LBP 86 34,24 NRC 549 (1986)
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.I interpresation of 10 CSA Part 50, Appendia A GDC 17; AIAB 841,24 NRC 64 0986)' * . ~,
userpresauen of 10 CSA Part 50, Appendia B; ALAB 841,24 NRC 64 (1986)
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userpretauan c.f hydrogen corsrol rule 00 CJA 50.44): AIAB 841,24 MtC 64 0986); AIAB-844,'
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24 NRC 216 (1986)i ?Y. ' . j .' , [g method for seelong esempuera frian; CU 8&24,24 NRC 769 (1986)
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ALAB 453,24 NRC 7110986)
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REPOR7ING REQUIREMESTS;
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i REPORTS
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neanorney, of another party; A1AB 543, 24 NRC 200 (1986)
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RESIDUAL lEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS
fadure of imps!!ar wear rms vu DD8616, 24 NRC 747 0956)
rundarn and sw;ependent taalures of; D486-16,24 NRC 747 0986),

i See also Decay Heat Ranmsl*

[ '. j RESPONSE SPECTRUM'
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J See Demgn Respmse Spectrurn
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r ,.~' '. q' c . ,1 A1AB-840,24 NRC 54 (1986),

,
briadiaim where a quesnan has been raised about the irnegnty of the dectaionmaking procesr,

: .';' ' ~ AIAB-840,24 NRC 54 0986)*'
-

, late irnervernam by an vuested state; CU 8620,24 NRC 518 (1986)
'

tidesing board authonty to d;sanss caramuons u penahy for intervenor's failure to respond tof
I discovery; ALAB 856,24 NRC 802 0986)'S

.' U - htigabthty of NRC personnel manen under 2.206 procedures; DDw861L 24 NRC 483 0986)'

lingaden opporturuties prosaited by appbcarit's request for low-power license; GP 86 34, 24 NRC 549'
+

0 986)
;

-

modificauan of emstruenan permits; GP 8&33,24 NRC 474 (1986)' , t. [
.

:; yN
'

.

need fa bests to support clauns made in 2.206 penums; DD-8613,24 NRC 587 (1986)~q".<O ' E
2 -? - ; ,6 , J' ' amattorney representation of atuxher party; ALAB-843,24 NRC 200 0986).
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operatr.g hcense authontation before cornplctim of agency's irsernal appeusta procesa: ALAB-852,24j ' .' NRC 532 0986)
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..n'' Q , k. , . .; 24 NRC 220 (1986); A1AB-856,24 NRC 802 0986),
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right of one unervenor to speak for another,13P 8634,24 NRC 549 (1986)
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(1986)'
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SAFEGUARDSLfin s : , . , , - | 9" , ".a i c' ' ] proposed amendment to change repornns seguirements for events sat threaten efectiveness d;

-

'y ',y. < g.| - -

p,
'

,; opgM.46-4,24 NRC 635 0986),

' - -,~',.a,e,s;M-

[|.
SAFEGUARDS INIVRMATION[* ", 'I*-

on transpcetation of spent fuel, disclosure c(; DPRM-8&5,24 NRC 647 0986)
,

s~' -) SAFETY,
. ,

. . . _ '| See Radiation Safety
5?' * '

>

'< '
. SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM,

#. -

<i . , need for installrnent before fuel loades; LBP 8622,24 NRC 103 (1986); L3P 8630,24 NRC 437"J ''
0 986),

' ? ??~

, . - [, SAIJ REPORTS.-
, ,

A h :id ,, .,; g ,
;. ; / reliance on, to establish management incompetence; DD 864,24 NRC 1510986)

',

SANCnONSy.ia / , ' ,.. , ^ ,fi?,. e ' design of, so that licenses does not pront frorn violauens: DD 86-II,24 NRC 325 0946)'~c, g
: m ;,W. . , f'f. . . .

, .- <
, r% '' ' s' y,. .. ,

# '

See also Penahesm

;M,u ". M,,.. m..c,,.- - ub, ; -> +'' SECURrrY
9f p f 69 '.%;,fA', '.'- ;;, ' IOI :

,,
-

violations at Fermi 2, pealues imposed fe, DD8&lo,24 Mtc 174 0986)'A . .y w W,'
'

.' y . , p
*

,
.'

See also Computer Secunty; Paysical Secunty4

, =M0 :j-9 e p ?c|f;
,e >0 . i' " SECURTIY PIANS-

p]. Og'r,~
f , " l i Q ' ,. $ . ('~' proposed amendmera to change tune penod for reparung changes to; DPRM 86 4, 24 NRC 635 0986)

,

' , e . : C. 5 - _ i . "q+ ; f i SEISMIC DESIGN:~ . - 3s +y
-

7. . iacteme m approach to: CU 8622,24 NRC 685 0986)
~ . O 'J , 2 4 '

SERYlCE WATER SYSTEM
'

, ,
,4'' . - 's? '

See Emergency Equipment Service Water Spterns ,

' ' ': 2 ~ SHELTERING' + ,5 1 .- -

of evacusse dunne radiological emergency, responsibday fe, A!AB-847, 24 Ntc 412 0986)
# * -: ? SHOW.CAUSE PROCEEDINGS

'- '
.e

(- ~ 2'
grounds fe, DD-8416, 24 hTcc 747 0966); DD 8&l7,24 NRC 753 0946),$ .

, '| improper requests for, D48&l5,24 NRC 618 0986)
'

-1 SHL*TDOWN
I cold, of reactor followsna ATWS unu! cause is known; DPRM 863,24 Mtc 629 (1986)

- - '

,
- '| need for, because of enersen*7 P anrung danciacies; DD 8&l7,24 NRC 753 0986)l

. cl. '
See also Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

I^
-

. | $1GNIHCAST HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
'

See No Sisruacant Hazards Considerstica
,

] SIREN SYSTEM.

t. A accidersal activatice of; DD 8615,24 NRC 618 (1986)
'-

e, l $1TE RESTORATION
'

. . .
'

licensing board jursadictice over, I.3P 8637, 24 NRC 719 (1986)

* C, ' ' I
SPECIAL FAC111 DES

.
' '

evacusuca time estimatas for; AIAB 845,24 NRC 220 0986)
s SPENT FUEL POOL 3

,

'
, opunurn moderation accidents in; A!AB 848,24 NRC 434 0986); LBP 8627,24 MtC 255 (1984)

-j rerecking wuh high4ensity, freestan4ng stornas racks; CU 8&l2,24 NRC 10986)* '). i> ',
,

SPE, T FL'EL SHIPMENTSVi

, i| need for and prcynety of; DPRM 8&5,24 NRC 647 (1986):g
'

,
,

F, ,- ,

proposed amendmars to allow pblic input on appeal decssiers for. DPR4865, 24 Mtc 647 0986),

~ -

,y '

SPEST FUEL S!!IPPLNO CASKS., ,t63
~

'

~ -
'

assestners of accaders resutance of; DPRE865,24 NRC 647 0986),
,

#
- STAM)ARD REVIEW PtAN

-

regulatory status of; AIAB.841,24 NRC 64 0986)h sM' -
STANDBY UQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

',3 f.c- , ..
-

qg. swtcrnanc, reaaors requurg: AIAB 841, 24 NRC 64 0986),
,. :m.
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,
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r .
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'

, . .

iD. 21; ' . - . . Q '.! Q3' _ , ' , '? .- .s a
Q; %

. . ; g |:h , .2 ; ,
' *. ' Q i'

-# -. .;'
..S,_.,... .

? 3. .3
, . , , ; ,~

-

STANDING .
>*y . .'p %*

. ,'
,

, , <, ^m
' ' naha of one intervunce to speak fw another,13P 8634,24 NRC 549 0956).

'p ' y ~ to smaal; ALAB 845,24 NRC 220 (1986)
,

'

*- ? STADON BLACKOLT*/ ' . Q. [ . ? need to consWer effect of, on hydrogen control, AIAB44,24 NRC 216 0956)
,

~3 s
* *

STAY*

. ' " factors apphenble to grant of; CU 8&lt 24 NRC 1 (1986)
.,, , '

(,l' ,

;,: of amendment authorums stonge in cacess of 270 spers fael assembhes; CU S&l2, 24 NRC 1 (1986)
..% *

of Staff acuans, Canm.asma supemocry authonty for CU-8&l2,24 NRC 10956), ,

.7,
.

' ' . - .< .

.

STEAM GEST.RATOR R'BES*9 ' T . ,* 7
,

**

V. ::e:. ' , . ,' [' [' ' ' ' ;- ' need to consider multiple failures of; ALAB 843,24 NRC 200 0986)7!( .
,

,

- - 3 TRESS

"y K?,Y 'ffff '' %j . -* 4 f w.D .'
. '

, , - . . ' >
7, See Psychological Suess

STROSTTUM 90 PLAQUE APPLICATORSJ'. '.? y| f( _ f; j ' f )- '
4

W.y d,|? ig e N t J ',' i use for treatment of malignant aba lesions; 13P 8635,24 NRC 557 0986)'

,

> , .,

.W ;n,fO..d. * y 7.:i ik, SUBPOENAS
irepropedy issued, speal baasd on: AIAB 845,24 NRC 220 0956), 5 ,-s g -Q-_ f p.7 cp ' ' +

,

,

e '.r@q ,, f t . ;
* y ,; c . ' SUMMARY DISPOSf!10Na

,s f i' appealatality of decssions on; ALAB 854,24 NRC 783 0956)'

> burde m oppones of: A1AB-841,24 NRC 64 0986); LEP 8630,24 NRC 437 (1986)
, ,

. t.
*

'

7 Q';, . , [.,,;
't, J legal r.andards for, L.BP 8627,24 NRC 255 0986),

responses to new facta suppaueg moraons for, L3P 8&30,24 NRC 437 (1986), _, ' ',,)..
uma for f. ling complarna about uming of mouans for, LBP 86 30, 24 NRC 437 0986)

' <
,

,

,
, . , .

SURVE!11ANCE,

. ' Y .' J & of prodacum facahty cperaums by unheensed third party; CU4&l9,24 NRC SOS 0986)
. % ..

*

'^ SUSPINSION OF OPERATIONS
voluntary by bcmaes, hearra ng6ss on; DDi&l3,24 51C $$7 0956)f^

j SYSTEM RELIABIUTY SR'DY
at Palo Verde, ACRS cecerns about; DD 868,24 NRC 151 (1986)'

SYSTEMS't
' Ses Auxihary Pressuruer Spray Systemi Electne Power System: Emergency Equpnent Semco Water

. Systen; Reactor Coolant Systema; Rceutual liest Remo=al Systerns; Safety Parameter Dap!ay.,'2
- r ,

Sntenr, Standby Uquid Control Sntem; Ta:ephone Syrams*

,
,

TE11PilONE SYSTEMS
adequacy of for nou5cnion of emergency response orgaruzauons; LDP 8638,24 STC 7310986).

TERhCNATION OF PROCEEDING
',

'

.' .

staw's artac:mers of lega'.auen for cnatie of murue:ps! power adonry empowered to purchase
' "*? M- licartsee as bass for, CU4&l6,24 NRC 405 0986)

,

- TESnMONY
' board a6ahonty to irserrupt or cut off; AIAB 845,24 NRC 220 0986)

,

-

pre 61ed, board authwity to shonen uma for subrruneg; ALAB-845,24 SVC 220 0985)

.
>

' TESnNO'

containment stricck: AIAB441,24 5%C 64 0986)'
- |'

~ -
' of creployees for radioscuve catamansum at fuel fabacauen facshty, adequacy of; DI)8Gil,24 NRC

./, , .~ 325 (1986)
, . . .

See also Irsegnted M Rate Testa
, .,

M - T1[ERMOLUMINE.SCEST DOSIMETERS
accuracy c(; A1AB 856,24 NRC 802 0956)*

' ' ' " nME ESTLMATES
See Encuaum Tims Esurnates

. . .

TRAINING
,' - [

~

emergency respmse, for accadersa involvr.g transperatim of rs&oacuve matsna'.r, DPRM-8G5,24 NRC
g. p;' ' J 647 (1986)' 'w .. ,
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1'
q 4 ],5y~ of radiation prosecuan techmesans; DD-8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)

'

,
-

. ,.c ; 7 :/ fj radiation safety at fuel fabncauon fachry; DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)7,"'4| 1"
'n .{ TRANSCRIFT#,

1 ** *- a

. n
- of prehesnna conference, conw.,on of. A!AB-839,24 NRC 45 0986)''

> i

, ] TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACITVE MATERIALS
NRC authonty over; DPRM-865,24 NRC 687 0986)' ,-

*
.,

. proposed amendment to anow pubbe input on appront decssions fcr. DPRM-865,24 NRC 647 (1986)|_ s
> ,; .

-
,.

See also Speit Fuel ShipmentsI
.

ggg33yy
! i ''

' ' ' .,

. . . ' ,,
>

discharges from opersung nuclear power riectors: DPRM 866,24 NRC 671 (1986). . .'

*D '
' ,. f,

releases by volume reduenan semees facility; UIP-86 40,24 NRC 8410986)
- +

m 4

. ' ' '
TURBINE MISSILES. T. ,2' +. .,hk, ' ' potenual danger to Perry facihty from: ALAB 841,24 hE 64 0986)

. . .D.'7,4' - n
.

.','.,,M, .j' : y .g !!RANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE

i ,'W[y;'.' INN"n ?.;%,,,,7 .
; di u, . v mi .;' be.* u conwrsion to utsanen intrasuonde; CU 8617,24 NE 489 (19%

9 ', URANTUM MII.LS
"*

" m r..t , ; . , .PJ- .
gmund weier morutoring pogram required for; C13 8623,24 NRC 704 0986)

Py '[
'.g . ; -

,- ^ , , -,. > -1
/

. .E ' . I " .. 3 s tJRANIUM SLVIhED PEUITS' ' "

safety of open coohng c(; DD86-11, 24 NRC 325 (1986)

di -* (. _ ,' ~ >5 I .
.

~- '
'

'~
-

VACAT70N OF DECISION
-

'

denying rnonen to disquahty licensee's counsel and to roepen the record on offaite emergency planning;'n , , s CLI 8&lt,24 NRC 5010986),

,
-

"
.

i. S , ., >. .!
on remehal satis issues; AIAB-842,24 SE 197 0986),

.y '
VALVES,

[.- . ( ., ' ' solenoid, used to perform safety related fmenons, armrenmemal qualiscation ef; I.BP.86-41,24 NRC

" , . -
* ,- 901 (1986)''

- '

VIOtAT10NS,
,

* ' alaresanon and charectanzauan of seventy of. DD8&ll. 24 NRC 325 0986)
faa)ure to pnmde a 8ow path for the emergency equipmen semco water system; DD-8&lo, 24 NRC4,-

! 174 0 986)
,

<
-

-

implication of wt fulness in licenses adeusaaen of; DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 (1986)
<

~ ."- ~ . NRC discreuen to chocas renednes for. D44&l0,24 NRC 174 (1986)
i *

- e !
rodsstion praecuan, cetesonzation of, DD 8&ll,24 NRC 325 0986)

:

3

^

f-

rod pun enr. DD 8&lo,24 NRC 174 0986)
secunry, at Fermi-2; DD8610,24 NRC 174 0986)
seventy level IV and V. penabas for: DD8&ll. 24 NRC 325 0986)

. . See oso De6c _ es
q ' J' WAIVER-I
'

.

?'
| of to CER. 50.47(d), denial et repast for, !.BP 8625, 24 NRC 1410986)f

.

*o
See a'so Esempions'

i
WASTE

See Radaoacuve Waste
,

.
~ '

WATER'
, ,

intiaiad, NRC courols en; DPRM-866, 24 NRC 6710986)*

n. ,
.

't Q, See a',so Ground Water Coolog Water, Emergewy CooLng Water Roervou, Ern raency Equipnes
Savice Water Systern; Orcund Waterc'''' ,

.,

''

y '
, WATER POU.UIlON CONTROL ACT- *

j relauon of Atanic Energy Act io; DPRM 864,24 NRC 6710986)
;m

%TIDS'K I
' *

adequacy of uhrasenac inspecnon at Shenrat Harns; DD 8&l5,24 NRC 618 0986)- .

pipe hanger, adequacy 4 at Shearon Harns; AIAB.&43, 24 NRC 200 0986)
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BRAIDWOOD NUQ2AR ICWER STATION, Unas I and 2; Docka Nos. 50 45601, 544574L'
s

*

'S
OPERATINO UCENSE; Squember 18, 1986; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Authormns Puel'

' <

I.os&ng and Precnucahey Tearna); !.2P 8631, 24 NRC 451 (1986)' ' * ,,
,,

.

A. OPGATNO UCENSE; Nowrnber 6,1986; ORDER; CU 8&21,24 NRC 681 (1986)
COMANCE ITAK STEAM ELICTRJC STATION, Una 1: Docka No. 50-445-CPA4' ,'

,- ,
CONSTRUCnON PERMTT E'7ENSION; Sepumber 19, 1986; MEMORANDUM AhV ORDER;

,

-

. CU 8&l5,24 NRC 397 (1986)
CONSTRUCMON PERMIT AMEhDMENT; October 30,19% MEh0RASDUM AND ORDER''

(Moom to Admh New Counnens a for Rece.edernum); 12P-8636A,24 NRC 575 (1986)
-

'

DAVIS-BESSE NUC12AR PO%T.R STATION, Una 1; Dotka Na 54346'

REQUEST FOR ACTION, Nonsnber 19,194 DIRECTOR'S DECSION PURSUANT TO 10
-

CJA 52 206; DD 8&l7,24 NRC 753 (1986)
DIABLO CANYON NUC12AR POWER PLANT, Unus 1 and 1 Docka Nos. 54275,54323

REQUEST FOR ACDON: Sepumber 30,1986; DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10
CJA 52206; D0 8612,24 NRC 483 (1986),

DIABLO CANTON NUCLIAR POWER PLANT, Unas 1 and 1 Decka Nm. 50 275-OLA,54323-OLA g
;

OPERATINO UCENSE AMENDNEST; My 21 1986; MEMORANDUM AND CADER; CU-8&l2, T
24 NRC 1 (1986)

ENRICO FT.RMI ATOh0C ICWER Pf.AST, Una 2; Docka No. 54341 ~

REQUEST FOR ACTION; My 29,19% DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 CIA $2.206; 7-
.

) tI DD'8&lo,24 NRC 174 (1986)
GORE, OK1AllOMA FACIUTY; Docka Na 44 8027 k

REQUEST FOR ACDON; Ocsoter 15,19% DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 CJA |2.206;
-

'

DD 8&l3,24 NRC 587 (1986)
1 UNERICK OENERATING STADON, Urst 1; Docka Na 54352
| REQUEST FOR ACTION: October 16,19W DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 CSA 52.206:

-

DIh8614,24 NRC 609 (1986)
USERICK OENERAUNO STATION, Unas I and 1 Docka Nos. 54352, 50 353

OPERATNO UCENSE; My 18,19% bEMORANDLN AND ORDER; AIAB 840,24 NRC 54

(1986)
OPERATINO UCENSE; Augum 28,19% DECSION; ALAB-845,24 NRC 220 (1986)
OPERATNG UCENSE; Sepamber 5,19M SUPftihENT TO T1CRD PARRAL LNTRAL

DECSION (On OfTats Emeryney Pianrnes Contenoms); DP 8632,24 NRC 459 (1986)
OPERATING UCENSE; October 16,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; C18618,24 NRC

!'

501 (1986)
| OPERATNO UCENSE: Novemba 10,19M SUPPU!MEST TO Tim FOURT11 PARRAL

, ,

1 INTRAL DECSION REIATING TO TIE REMANDED CONTENTION REGARDING
s ,

MASTOWER MOBIUZATION AT TIE STATE CORRECT 10NAL INS 11TUDON AT
ORATERFORD L2P-8&38,24 NRC 731 (1986)

~

'

MARBLE ICI.L NUCLJ.AR OENERATING STATION, Urats 1 and 2; Docka Not $454&OL,

.
545474L~

CPERATNG UCLNSE; Nonrnber 3,19% MEMORASDUM AhV ORDER TERhGNATNO
OPERATINO UCENSE PROCEEDLNO; L2P-8637,24 NRC 719 (1986)

!
I
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- fd '
~' hGDIAND PtANT, Umts I and 2; Docka Nos. 54329CP, OMAOt. 54334CP, OMAOL,,

M* -

' CONSOUDATT.D CONSTRUC110N PERMTT MODIFICATION ASV OPERATINO UCENSE;'

~ f '' ' W. August I,1986; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AIAB-842,24 NRC 197 0986)
* 'W

' - '' " *

CONSOLIDATT.D CONSTRUCIlON PERMTT MODIF1 CATION AND OPERATING UCENSE;s
- '

~

<
r

Sepember 26, 1986; MEMORASVUM AND ORDER (Mouan to Dumas / Terminate Pmceedess);-;0
.

'

LEP-8633,24 NRC 474 (1986)
- i '/.. hCDtAND Pt.AYT, Umu 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 543294t. 54330-OL" ^,

,

'
, OPERAT1NG UCENSE; December 17,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Auscrmes:F

Withdrawal of Opereung Ucense Appucauan and Disansses Opernung Ucense Pr~aadms);' e ~

GP.86-39,24 NRC 834 0986)
* '

. , PALO VERDE NUC11AR GENERATLNO STATION, Una 1: Docka No. 54528<

REQUEST FOR ACTION; July 1,19% DIRECTOR's DECSION UNDER 10 CE.R.11206;ta' - ,y , DD-868,24 NRC 1510986), , ,

S. ;.. 3 ' . |7-
'

r'^. *
,nu REQUEST FOR ACTION; November 20,19% DIRECTOR'S DEC310N UNDER 10,

q. > J - ; 4. . Cf.R. 61206; DD 86tl,24 NRC 762 0986)
' "

Q N h, ' % y : 'M [ t, g ) PARK 5 TOWNSECP. PENNSYLVANIA, VOLUME REDUCTION FACI!JTY; Darts: No. 74364-MI.A
*

' '
,

6

s
T'

g ('V , MATERIALS UCENSE AMENDMENT; Decenber 23, 1986; DECis!ON; t.BP 8640,24 NRC 841
,

-
. ,

:- g986)T '.;. - <
'

', . ..? ,
s

PERRY NUCLEAR PO%TR PLANT, Urau 1 and 2: Docist Nos. 544440L, 54441 OL
,

..' ,

' - *
,

i ,

. ' , '
'

OPERAT1NG UCENSE; Augua 18.19% MEMORANVUM AND 0:lDER; AIAB 844,24 NRC

*-

OPERATINO UCENSE: July 25,19% DEC$10N; AIAB 841,24 NRC 64 0986)
; W. ,_

'
, . - c- 216 (1986)* '-

OPERATING UCENSE; October 30.19% MEMORASDUM AND ORDER; CU-8620,24 NRC
,

< ' <

518 0 986)'
* *

OPERAT1NO UCE.NSE; Novenbar 6,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CU-8&22,24 NRC.* 4. ' ' '

685 (1986),

.'
- POINT "EAQI NUC15.AR P! ANT, Umts 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 50-266, 54 301

1

''

REQUEST FOR ACTION; July 14, 1986; DIRECTOR's DEQSION UNDER 10 CE.R. 52.206;' '
'

! DD 869,24 NRC 168 0966)>

SEABROOK STATION. Umu I and 2; Docket Nos. 50 4434L,544444L (Offsas Emergency Rannmg), . , ' .
-

$

, OPERAT1NO UCENSE; July 3,1986; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AIAB 839,24 NRC 45
0 986),,

SEABROOK $TATION, Umu 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 50 4434L 1, 54444-OL 1 (Onsas EmergencyG Mannes and Safety issues)

OPERATING UCENSE: July 21.19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Rules on hWs Modan.

io WnMrne Ccmamon h%10, and on Appheanu' Macon to Smke SAPL's Objecuan to Motion
,

to Wuhdrew); LSP 86 22. 24 NRC 103 0986)
-

OPERATING UCENSE; July 25,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Ruhngs an Anbcanu'-
,

Mouan of June 17,19% on 1Ws Motion of June 23,19% and en Heanna Maners);,'
tEP-8&24,24 NRC 132 0986)

OPERATINO UCENSE; July 30.19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Dennes Massachese:s' 10
Cf.R. 61758 Pounoni IEP 8625,24 NRC 1410986)

-

OPERATING UCENSE; Sepurnbar 15, 1986; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Denpng in Pitt and< < .

Ornanns in Pan Appucants' Mooon fa Summary Dupcsmon of SAPL's Sapplanental Comennon
. 6); LBP 8630,24 NRC 437 0986)

. OPERATING UCENSE: October 7,19% MEMORANDUM ASV ORDER (Oranteg Appbcanu'*
Monen fw Au$orizauen to !ssue Ucense to Ccaduct Puel land and Presnoca!ny Tesung);
12P 8634,24 NRC 549 0986),

- OPERATING UCENSE; November 20,1986; DEC1310N; ALAB 853,24 MtC 7110986)
OPERATING UCENSE; December 8,1986; DECISION; AIAB-854,24 NRC 783 0986)' ' . SEQUOYAH L7 88 L7 FACIU1Y; Dociet No. 448027 MLA6 4-

', '
MATERIALS UCENSE AMENDMENT; October 3,19% ORDER; C12 8&l7,24 Ntc 489 0986)
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" . . , * S1IEARON HARRIS htCMAR POWER PLANT; Dacka No. 54400Y -
,

i r

',a ' l' .' i OPERATNO UCENSE; August 15,19% DECISION; AIAB 843,24 NRC 200 (1986)'

4
~

*
'

- OPERATNG UCENSE; October 31,19% DECISION; AIAB 852,24 NRC 532 0956):%
. ' OPERAT1NO UCENSE; Decenbar 5,1986; hetORANDUM AND ORDER; CU 8&24,24 NRC- J

769 (1986)
4 OPERAUNO UCENSE; Decenbar 31,19% DEcstON; AIAS 856,24 NRC 802 (1986)
J

] REQUEST l'OR ACDON; Octoter 15,19% DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 Cf.R. (2.206;
*'

I DD 8&l5,24 NRC 618 0916). '
SilOREllAM hTCMAR POWER STADON, Unn 1; ASMP No, t7 54341 hLsc.' '

=-

OPERATNO UCENSE; Novenbar 7,1986; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; !.3P 8637A, 24 NRC'
-

-
'

26' ' - 726 0 986)'

%. -
SilOREHAM htCIJAR POWER STATION, Unis 1: Docket Na 50 322-OL 3'

OPERATNG UCENSE; Jarmary 30,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER: Q.J-8614,24 NRC 36* *F '; ', - . , '"

"- G 0 956)F.,, . ,e~
_

-

,d '' OPERAT1NO UCENSE: July 24,19% DECSION; CU 8&l3,24 NRC 22 0986)'

y }.h- f.' N.( ., * ',+

Wt ' - '*- OPERATNG UCENSE; Sepernbar 19,19% DECSION; AIAB-847,24 NRC 412 (1986)
,

>
,

./ , Q .; : . e
f, OPERATINO UCENSE: October 29,19% CIARIFYING DEOS!ON ON REMAND (Morusersag of

Erscuses): MP 86 36,24 NRC 5610956)J' - > t ,,, ,
." OPERAT1NO UCENSE; December 12,19% DECSION; A!AB 855,24 NRC 792 0986)i. ? ; , ' ' .- *

'

,

', SilORDIAM NUCMAR POWER STAT 10N Una 1; Docket Na 50 322 OL 5 (EP Enernse)
' ' I CPERATINO UCENSE; 59uenbar 26,19% hEMORANDUM AND ORDER; C1J 8616,24 bltC

405 0986)'

'
,

' OPERATINO UCENSE; Decenbar 11,19% hDtORANDUM AND ORDER (Ruling cet FEMA's
O.

Masaan fcr Reconsidersuan of and laterveiers' Objections to October 3,1986 Preheanns* *
,.

. > - Conference Order); LBP 8638A,24 NRC 819 0966)
' D '-

.
' SOUDI TEXA5 PROJECT, Uruts 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 54498-01, 50 499 OL

' OPERAT1NO UCENSE; Augua 29,19% PARITAL thTHAL DECISION: MP 8629,24 NRC 295<

0 986)+

OPERAT1NO UCENSE: October 8,19% MEMORANDUM AhV ORDER; ALAB-849,24 NRC,'
'

523 0986)
- TitRIE MII.2 ISLAND htCLEAR STATION, Una 1; Docka No. 54289 EW~

$PEQAL mOCIEDN0; Augua 19,19% MEMORANDUM AND ORDER TERACNAITNG'

- ~] PROCEEDING AND REMOVING SOTU1 CATION REQU!REhESTS A5 TO EDWARD
WALIACE; AU 863,24 NRC 3210986)+

;
SPECAL "RCCEEDN0; October 9,19% DECISON; AIAB-850,24 NRC 526 (1986)=

e

j TitREE MIM 1SLAND NUCMAR STAT 10N, Una 1: Docket Not 542494tA 1, 50-249 CIA 2#

(Suern Genersio' Phsms Cruersa)*

OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMLNT; July K.,19% ORDER (Granung teensee's Mauen to
.

'

Defer Heence Sc% Max LBP 8626,24 NRC 149 0956)
TURKEY POthT STC EAR CESTRATING PtAST, Unas 3 and 4; Docka Nos. 542340tA 1,*

54251 OtA 1 (Veneet Man Re&wuan)
OPERATNO UCEM,5 AMENDMEST; July 24,19% INTf1AL DECS!ON; MP 86 23,24 NRC

~

j 108 (1986)
OPERA 11NO UCENSE AhENDMENT; Sepamber 16,19% hEMORANDUM AND ORDER;' i,,

J i AIAB 846,24 NRC 409 (1986)
; T11RKEY PothT NUC12AR GENERATING PLANT, Uniu 3 ui *; Dcdat .h 54250-OIA 3,'

542514LA 3 (lacreased Puel Ennetunent)'
!u.

OPERAT150 UCENSE AhENDMENT; Augaa 25, itM hEMORANDUM AND ORDER
| ;

(Orameg surnmary Dupasuaan M<saan and Ternunaung Proceedes); L3P 8627,24 NRC 255|. .

| 0 986)

j OPERAUNO UCENSE AhENDMENT; Sepenber 24,19% MEhtORANDUM AND ORDER;'

I .) ALAB 848,24 NRC 434 0916)
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OPERATING UCENSE; Onober 16,19% MEMORANDUM Ahl) ORDER; AIAB.851,24 NRC.

[ f,U ,: 529 (1986)
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